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ACCIDENT AT A SAW-MILL, 206, 277
Accident : cabinet-maker, to », 115 ; fatal,

to an organ-builder, 151
Action for wrongful dismissal, 407
Ac ions at Law :—
Barneit v. fidwardfl,—debts of bankrupts,
359

Barnfather v, Boocock, 130
Bray & Co. v. South-Eastern Railway

Co , 181
Brooking v. Brown, 271
Cramer v. Price, 424
Debcnham t>, Mellor,—disputed liability,
424

Fawcett v. Collinson, 375

Fozer v. Snclline, 375
France v Campbell, P. & P., 113
Friti v. Hobs-^n, 293
Gibson r. Helliwell.—commission on sales,

26
Glare v. Frost, - commission account, 95
Hall, Job F. p. Martin Hull & Co. iLun.),

—to compel the annual issue ofaba'ance
sheet, 24

Howes e. Fryer, 421
Hudson v. Susinen,—commission account,
407

Jeffreys o. Stephenson, 148
Kingsbolt v. Ivory,—claim for piecework,

29a
Maple & Co. r. Straker & Sons,—furniture
catal"gne illustrations, 255

Matker, J. v. Thompson,—breach of con
tract, 274

Miles c. Robinson and Fisher, 309
Montague r. Smart and another,— breach

of contract, 202
Morley i>. Mair,—ownership of piano

fortes, 39
Mobs v. Maddicks,—repairing furniture,

255
North Clifton Hotel Co , ex parte,— out-
standing account, 40, 76

Orr Ewing & Co. v. Registrar of trade

marks, 76
Parkinson & Knowles v. National Fire

Assurance Co. of Ireland, 113
Roberts v. the Warehousemen and Clerks'

Supply Association, Lim., 310
Shaw v. Elliot,—ownership of furniture,

113
Singer Manufacturing Co. t>. Loog. 76
Snow v. Haylesf—liability for ordered

goods, 408
Speight o. Wilkinson k Wallace, 184
Stooke p. Woodward, 219
Swire c. Grnnwold,—Talue of repairs, 274
Bykee v. Howarth, — infringement o

patent, 24
Tatton, Samuel v. Potteries Waterworks

Co., 76
Tavlorc. Grason,—bankruptcy, 94

Turner and Co. v. Davis, 375
Venablea 0. Moseley A alderslade, 408
Tenables v. Murray and another,—owner

ship of hired furniture, 11
Toase v. Waring, 3)9
Wade v. Robinson,—inferior quality of

timber, 113
W»dsworth p. Wilson, Son, and Co. 130
Watford and Martin p. Weiotrand, Joyce,
k Co.,—robbing employers, 184

White o. Davies, — liability of safe

makers, 113
Wfflay p. Parrott, 148
Williams & Co. p. Sanderson,— defective

packiog, 112
Yorke p. Hstiewood, 94

Advertising, 378
Advertising curtain, 410
Altrm-clock superseded, 259
Altars, historical, 159
America :—
Art schools, 231, 421
Carpet trade, 217
Carpet-weavers' wages, 4
Colour-decoration in, 68
Customs duties, 446
Cutlery, 243
Eight hours' movement in, 27, 98
Emigration of cutlers to, 125
Export trade in furniture, 212
" Furniture Qasette," 79
Porti'iure, rise in prices of, 378
Furniture trade, improvement in, 395
Glun trade, wageB lb, 134
Imports. 206
Leather trade, 20
Linen industry of, 296
Silk trade 74
Tariff's and English textiU trades of, 33
Tariff complications, 316
Velvet importations, 348
Wool, 411

Wool tr-de. 74
Ancient altar from Pergamn*, 39 1
Ancient cooking utensils, 320
Ancient goldsnith, 331
Ancient hostelry, 429

Anglo-American trade, 188
Auglo- French Commercial Treaty, 278
Animal growth of trees, 68
Antique glass in the Edinburgh Museum,

133
Ant-que, study of the, 432
Antiquities," modern, 134

Amiquity of maces, 224
Antwerp as an art centre, 84
Apprenticeship schools, 168
Apprenticeship, scientiflo and unscientific,

H'\ 420, 432
Apprenticeship system in Norway, 213
Architectural Association, 410

Armchair, design for an, 354
Art:—

Administration of, in England, 267
Bradford Gallery and Museum, 53
Club at Manchester, 43
Culture of, in relation to Workmanship,

302
Ecclesiastical exhibition of, 43
Education of, 330
Elementary schools and, 278
t nelish decorative, 381
Exhibiti n at Lubeck, 169

Fnrmture, 176
Handicraft and, 402

Indian, 44
Industries of Japan, 368
Industrv, correlation of, 30
Influence of, 331

Japanese, 22, 27
Lecture* on, 140
L.tmdon Corporation and, 10

Literature, 282
Metalwork, 124
Needlework, 410
Needlework, Glasgow brunch of the Royal
School of, 2l0

Needlework, Royal School of, 115
Perpetuation of early historic, 162

Pot'*ry, a no%eltv in, 334

Professorship at Edinburgh, 43
Progress in, 99, 303
Proposed Gallery at Leicester, 446
Relation of, to Industry, 1<>8

Relation of, to po'tery, 191

Rel.tion of, to styles, 304
Schools ii Ameri a. 23', 42'
Sir Frenerick Leiehton on, 415
Teaching of, in Dublin, 353

Vestiges of Atgcan'S'an. 429
Wo d Carving, national school of, 207
Workmanship, Val frinsep jn, 2u7
Works exported irom Italy, 278

Artificial eggs, 212
Artificial leather, 394
Artisan* in Japan, 3i*4
Artistic copyrignt, 135
Art-enieal paper poisoning, 16, 26
Areeu'c in wall colours, 215
Associations • ironmongers' meeting, 44 ;

leather trade, 41; Leeds creditors, 169;

woollen trade crooitjrs, 44
Auctioneers, furniture, and their duties, 83
Auctions, mock, 168
Australian labour market, the, 206
Austialia, telegraph rates to, 2i

BANKRUPTCY, alleged fraudu'ent, 220,

239
Bankruptcy law, administration of our, 418
Bankrupts' estates, how they are managed,
259

Banner screens, 237
Bamboo cultivation, 169
Bamb-to, varieties of, 197
Barber's chair, an improved, 387
Bed, ao improved hospital, 189
Bed, an improved invalid, 337
Beds and their relation to health, 360
Bedstead, an historical, 43
Bedstead and dressing-case, a combined,

410
Bedsteads for the London School Board, 296
Belgian glass and textile industries, 446

Belgian drapery trade, 222
Berlin, proposed exhibition at, 206

Berlin furniture trade, 313
Biliiarcl-r< om, a luxurious, 206
Billimd tab «*a, priz* designs for, 116
Bill of sain, setting aside a, 407
Bills of • x-han 417

Bills of Bale, 427
Bill* of sale, see " Gsfette."
Birkenhead School of Art, 296
Blackmail, levying, 44

Blind, employment for. 111
Blind manufacture in Prance, 177
Blindness, colour, 122, 141, 206
Bog-oak ornaments, 229
Boiler explosion at a factory, 278
Boiler explosions, 428
Boiler inspection, 296

Bookcase, a rotatory, 289

Books on furniture, 98

Bosnia, fair in, 169
Boxes from wood-shavings, 133
Box's parent castor, 33

Bradford: Art Gallery and Museum, 63;
closing of, 169 ; wool trade, 56, 74

Braasware, colouring and finishing, 416
Brasswork, bronzing, 395
Brassworkers, Society of Amalgamated, 2C6
Brighton School of Art, 313
Brioton, John & Co.'s, carpet works, 'i 1
Bristol art exhibition, 295
Bristol joiners, 169
British Museum, hidden treasures of the,

363
British silver and gold, native, 379
Bronzes and ivory works, eollection of, 60
BroDze doors, elaborate, 1 16
Bronzes and other products of primitive
man, 124, 435

Bronzing brasswork, 395
Building societies, z95
** Burial safe," a metallic, 427
Burns relic, a, 277

Claims, fraudulent preference, 259

Cleveland iron trade, 5*, 74
Clock, a r**markable, 169
Clock, an historical, 295
Cocoa-nut fibre, 47
Collin : first wooden, 278 ; presentation of

», 80; for the Prince Imperial, 46
Coffin furnttur*, 188 ; price ot, i6tf

Colonial labour market, depression in the,

428
Col itir-decoration in America, 68
Colouring sunstanee, a new, 404
Colour*, new, 61
Colours, poisonous, 331
Commerce : Anglo-French treaties of, 330 •

international treaties of, 21H; proposed

minister of, 5 I ; tribunals of, 429
Commercial Travellers' Schools, 16, 4*0;

benevolent institution, 16
Commercial travellers, tax on, 43
Cumuiert ial treaty with Italy, 378
roimiiirsion tystem, 222
Compensation case, 443
Compensation to workmen for injury, 99
Competition, foreign, 413
Contract, a prospective furnishing, 97
Contracts and tenders: 11, 24, 39, 67, 94,

112,130, 147, 165, 202, 219, 238, 255, 274,
3t 9, 328, 343, 369, 375, 392, 424

Convict Life and Coovict Labour, 281
Cooking utensils, ancient, 320
Co-operation in Germanv, 410
Oo-operatiTe Congress, 97
Co-operatire Guild, the, 258, 440
Oo-operative stores : commissions to direc

tors of the, 170; clerical opinion on, 17 ;
and the furniture trade, 8, 32

Cooperative trading, 61, 90
Co-operative societies in Germany, 188
Co-operators, guild of, 2l5

Cork, early us* of, 223
Corporation of London and art, 10
Correspondence 1
Ametican pirates, by J. K. Colling, M
Box's patent castor, by \\ . P. Thompson,

66; by Heath & Co., 74
Furniture trade, the, and cooperative

trading, 23 ; by J. S. Gardner, 37
Irish poplins, 262 ; as a furniture fabric,

by Wm. Fry A Co., 325
Manchester hotel, furnishing of the, 307
Modern apprenticeships and technical in
struction, by William Pitman, 271; by
F. 8. A., 2*9, 307

Patent mu*io seats, 389 ; by Richard
Dunworth, 422

Preparing veiieers, by R. Bitmead, 37
Technical education, by William Pitman,

262
Tenders for furniture, 422; by C. Hindley
& Soo», 389

Undertakers and Sunday fuoerals, by
George Godaell, 23.»

Cotton trade, 66 ; Amerioan, 79 ; French,

79; short time in, 34
rounterpane^, 3*9

Cow-tree-, v-iriet'es of, 72
Cradle, a silver, 44
Credit system, the, 16
Creditors' Association, Yorkshire woollen

cisinct, 20
Carred woodwork, English and loreigu, 351 I Cremation : a lecture on, 313 ; new metuod

CABINET, an historical, 97
Cabinet-maker, a female, 379
Cabinet-maker, suicioeof a, 205
Cabinet-makers and water companies, 22k
Cabinet-makers at home and abroad, 299
Cabinet • makers, English, international

standing of, 365
Cabinet-maker*' reunion, 15
Cabinet-making, Frem-h and English, 398
Cabinet, the f* Prin- ess,*' 330

Cabinet trade, th-, 263 ; Doblin, 319 ; right
hoars' movement iu America, 98 ; failures
iu the Scottish, 269; half-holiday in, 19;
wages agitation in the Amerioan, 269

Cabinet-work, truth in beauty In, 191

Calico-printing on the Continent, 252
Californian quicksilver, 224
Canada and commercial treaties, 109
Canada, iu tariff, 02
Canadian exhibition, 257
Canadian furniture manufacture, 242

Canadian School of Art, 313
Canadian timber trade, 312
Canterbury Cathedral, new pews in, 3*7

Carpente's aua joiurrs, amalgamated so
ciety of. 170

Carpenter™' Company, 133

Carpet manufacturer, p esentation to, 378
Carpet Mi'iu acurers Association, _'.'.>

Carpet-tiewiii/ machine, a 233
Carpet trade : condition of, 137; disoute

in the l.eeda, 2t2; revival in the, 113;
see al"o 11 Dewai>ury carpet trade" and
M Kidderminster carpet trade,"

Carpe-, Amrrium, weavers, organisation of,
223 ; weaver*' wageH in America. 4

Carpet yarns, impt<-veu.euts in printing, 27,
61

Carnets : artistic merits of modern Tndi.n,

300; Brussels, 61 ; Indian, 266 , m*w lo m
Jor cut-pile, 210; royal Axmiusier, 1 14 ;
Hpauish tariff on, 120

Carved ivory ornament, imitation, l'*9

Carving, ancient oak, 16
Carriug attachment for lathes, 420
Castor, Box's pateut, 33
Cathedral, a sumptuous, 428
Cathedral organ, a, 428
Cathedrals, height of different, 363
C«iling manufacture, chromatic, 193
Chair-sea'ii'g machine, 143
Chairs, aucient and modern, 2
Chambers of commerce: associated, 117,

153 ; quarterly meeting of KiddermiiJDU r,
27

Changes, trade, 13, 26, 41, 69, 78, 90, 114,
131, 149, 168, 188, 204, 221, 240, 257, 276,
294, 311, 329, 344, 361, 377, 3»3, 409, 4^3,
442

Cheating silk manufactures, 81

Child labour in France, 278
Cbildren's work, 331
China, » word iu fsvour of blu», 123
China aud earthenware trade, .iMi
Chiuese and other Kastein furniture, 261
Chinese unique collection, 3o3
Chintz furniture, 138
Christmss holidays, 410

Chromatic ornamentation ef metali, 73
Church decoration, singular style ot, 200
Church seating, 319
Churches, carpeted, 151
Circular-saw benches, 33
Circular saws, an improvement in, 394
Circular saw guard, 250
City and Goilds Institute, 295
*' City/ area of the, 313
City guilds and their freemen, 135
Ciril Service trading and the Government,

446

f, 330
Cricket club unity, 363
Crocodile oil for toughening leather, 259
Crossley's Orphan Home, 15i
Croydou exhibition of eanitary appliances,
320

Cultivation of tsBte, 278
Cutlery, American, 243
Cutiery, German, in England, 110
Curtain man u lac urw at Paisley, 285
Curtain manufacture iu France, 177

Custom-house annoyances in America, 269

ID

DANISH, Russian, and Swedish potter*,
288

Dating forward, 379, 397
Decoration :—
American, 08
Chromatic ceilings, 193
Etifflioh art, 382, 414
M-orijh, 195
.Public buildings, 265
Singular style of church, 260
St. Paul's, 88, 105
Theatres in France, 277
Theatres in Switzerland, 284
Town Hall. 318, 334
Wall, 120

Defeuce Association, Fifty-one hours',
Detraud, alleged attempt to, 442
Denmark trade martts, 427
Designer, presentati n to a. 362
Design for an arm-chatr, 364
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Dewsbury carpet trade, 9, 23, 38, 92, 110,
127, 145, 163, 181, 2oo, 217, 238, 2*3, 271,

290, 307, 326, 311, 357, 373, 389, 406, 423,
441

Devibury weaving school, 222
Diamonds for tbe million, 417
Dining car, the interior ot a, 296
Dinner-service, an American state, 142 '
Discovery of an old fresco, 378
Dish, an historic*!, 3 *6
disinfection and furniture, 3
Dividends, see " Gazette"
Doneasrer wool market, 103
Donlton ware and Lambeth faience, 216

Drapers' Association, Halifax, 417
Drapers' Company, 151, 277
Drapery trade of "Belgium, 222
Draughtsmen, a warning to, 116
Drawing-room inside a tree, 1 10
Drawing schools in France, 97
Drawing, the teaching of, 229
Drawing, value of the art of, 363
Dress-r and Ho'mes' Japanese establish
ment, 22

Dublin cabinet trade, 319
Durham carpet trade, 373
Duuseldorf Exhibition of Art and Industry,

316
Duties of furniture auctioneers, 83
Duty on timber imported into France, 97
Dyeing department of the Yorkshire Col

lege, 296
Dyeing, instruction in, 152
Dye ng, pa*t and present, 417, 410
Dyeworks, fatal accidents at, 134

IH3

BABLY CLOSING, 330
Barly-Cloaing Association, 133
Earthen and china trades, 346
Earthenware glases, 287
Easel portfolio, the, 303
Eastern furniture, iBl
Economy r. wast*, 279

Edge tools, how to grind, 140
Edinburgh, Professorship of Fine Arts, 43,

80, 135
Edinburgh Univertity, Fine Arts Chair at,

277
Education, elementary, and its cost, 243
Em*, artificial, 242
ELeotrioi'y and silkworms, 116

Klectrio lamp, Jamin's, 81
Electric light : at Liverpool, 79 ; on Viotoria-

emhankment, 81 ; for domestic uses, 443 ;
r. Gas, 117

Electric-stopping motion, 242
Embezzlement, charges of, against • Kittle-

well, 7 ; a cashier, 369 ; Kunlrffis, W.
76; a manager, 113, 293; Muirhead, Wil
liam, commercial traveller, Edinburgh,

68; a traveller, 148
Embroideries and tapestries, Spanish, 349
Emigration : of artisans, 2 ~ ; of cutlers to

America, 125 ; of workmen, 152 ; of
weaver*, 313

Emploi er, a generous 80

Emp'oyment for the blind. 111
Employment of children in Germanv, 395
English and f rei n carved woodwork, 351
English and foreign pottery, the merits or,

416
English and French cabinet-maling, 398
English and French w>>od carvers, 281, 301
Knglish art administration, 267

English art progre- s, French testimony to,
98

English c«binet*makers,internaiional stand-
in* of, 3*i6

English deoorative art, 381, 414
English furniture, foreign markets for, 356
English woollen trade, numerical strength

of the, 304
English workmen, American view of, 174
Etchinc on linen, 439
European cities, growth of, 379
Excursion of employes, 79
Exhibitions I—

Bristol Art, 295
Canadian, 2A7
Chester art loan, 97
Crystal Palace international permanent,

116
Dusseldorf, of art and industry, 346
Ecclesiastical art, at the Albert Hall, 43

Furniture, at the Westminster, 102
Ga« apparatus, 205 ; appliances, 387
Influence of, on workmen, 66
Melbourne, 151, 427

Mexican, 133
Old embroidery, 215
Paris artisan reporters at tbe, 98, 206;

medsls of the, 161. 3«2
Proposed eoel-si»*tical art, 98

Rochester, 258
Sanitary appliances, 89, 133, 312; at
Croydon. 320 ; prise awards at the, 352 ;
Sydney, 222. 363 ; furniture at, 6, 20 ;
German pianos at, 394; new inventions
at, 170

8t. Pancas industrial, 427
Swansea 242
Turners' work. 212, 246. 279
Westminster indns rial, 98
Wo lien manufa'turers, 313

Yorkshire, 15, 317; awards to fornitnre
Arms at, 30rt, 324; furniture at, 151 ;
stained gla-s at, 6, 207

Eiportation uf silkworms' eggs from Japan
22 i

Export duties in Japan, abolition of, 151
Exports, London furniture, 10f 23. 38, 5ft,

74, 93, 111, 128, 14«,164, 182,201,218, 237
254, 272, 291, 308, 327, 341, 358, 374, 390,
406, 425, 443

Exports and imports: French, 128, 357;
monthly returns of, 35, 107, 179, 251, 339,
103

FACTORY ACT, the, 80
Factory inspection in Switzerland, 243
Failure, a heavy, 24H

Failures: in Canada, 116; in tbe furniture
trade, 9 ; In the United Stat--, 313

Fairbam, Peter, the inventor, 62
Feathers and down, 173
Femsl* School of Art, 411, 446
Fine Ana, Edinburgh, ProfeBso-ship of, 135
rinrt Aria Professoiship in King's College,

378
Finland forests 122
Fire insurance rates, excessive, 427

Fire place ornamentation in summer, 5
Fireproof woodwork, 193
Hire without coal, 153
Firea
Beaumont Bros., Woollen merchants,
Manchester, 61

Cheetbam, James, timber merchant,
Southport, 428

Esdaile A Co., timber merchants, Wen-

look-road, City-road, 2h6
Glare, D., o*binet-maker aod upholsterer,

Brixtoo-hill, 279
Goldberg, H., picture frame dealer,

Spitalflelds, 296
Harrison, C, buhl cutter, 27, Craven-

street, East-road, City-road, 378
Hatch, E., looking-glns* manufacturer,

18, Orange-street, Betbnal-green, 3r*2
Hudson and Bons, cabinet makers,

Leonard-street, Curtain-road, 42*
Lithgrow. T.. furniture dealers, Middles-
borough, 169

Maggs, T , sewing machine manufacturer,
Old-street, Shoreditch, 362

Mathers, J., oabinet-maker, Wright's-
road, Old Ford, 423

Moffatt, W., cabinet-maker, 316, Old-
street, Shoreditch, 116

Mordan A Co., safe-makers, 41, City-road,
206

Morris, 8. A J. Cooper, cabinet-makers,
70, Kingsland-road, 296

Nairn, M. & Sons, floor-cloth manufac
turers, Pathhead, 188

Orr, Alex., oabinet-maker & upholsterer,

Edinburgh, 258
Packer, James, carver A gilder, Edin
burgh, 258

Paramour, Mr., upbols'erer, Biggin-
street, Dover, 43

Roberts, Williams, A Co's saw mills,
Liverpool, 446

Bobinson, saw mills, Lockwood street,
Hull, 279

Walker A Son, hosiers, Leicester, 58

Wall a, J. B. A Co., turmture manufac
turers, Ratnham, 151

Wandsworth Flock Co. , Dunt's-bill,
Garret t-lane, 428

Webb A Sons, cabine'-makers, Hamsley-
Str«et. Hackney, 258

Whichelow, G., leather manufacturer,

H us-ell- place, Bermondsey, 296
Witt A Palmer, veneer merchants, Bath-

bone-place, 296
" Fixtures," law on removal of, 384, 393
Flax silk, 80
Floor-cloth manufacture in France, 52
Flooring, improved method of laying, 22
Foreign and English pottery, the merits of,
415

Foreign competition, 413
Foreign markets for English furnitu* e, 356
Foreign timber, supply of, 3, 50, 65, 101,

120, 228, 286, 31S, 333
Forests and Meteorology, 225

Forests of Finland, 122
France : Cotton trade, 79 ; floor c'oth man

ufacture, 62; furniture failures in, 222;
potters in, 268 ; woollen operatives'
strikes, 61

Fraud: charges of alleged, 328; alleged
bankruptcy, 255; alleged, under tbe
Bankruptcy Act, 166, 2<>2 ; alleged, by
woollen merchants, 3*3 ; against Leopold

Ungar, auctioneer, DaJstun, 25; Learoyd,
Edward, wool merchant, 66, Mark lane,
443; Porter, Benjamin, silk-maker, Man
chester, 95; Tadman, Kiubard, joiner,
Wakefield, 58

Free trade, Mr. Bright on, 117
French and Englisn cabinet-ruakiae, 398
French and English wood-oarvers, 284, 301
French calculating maobiue, 314
French furniture : modem, 247 ; a work
man's opinion on, 338

French furniture trade, the, 317
French parliament house, 312
French texti e industry, 395
French woollen trade, lemales employed in
tbe, 330

Fretwork, carving of, 340
Funeral reform, 189, 258
Fuoeral simpli<-iti, 295
Furnishing, some critical ob erva iocs on, 1
Furniture and carpet designs, 14, 26, 42, hi,

79, 97, 115, 132, 160, 168, 1k7, 205,222,
240, 258, 277, 294, 312, 362, 377, 393, 409,
427, 445

Furniture and ornament in gold and silver.

Part I., 86 ; U., 101
Furniture and other woods of Virginia, 139,

15-*
Furniture; art, 176 ; Chinese, 264; chintz.
138; concern, a ro-operative, 162; and
duintec'ion, 3; French modern, 24. ;
and health, 153; hire system, the, 363;
as told in wdts, his orv of, 227 ; for hotels,

259; at the Imperial Hoie), 28; its in
fluence on tivi i-at>>-n, 143 : manufactory,
co-operstivc, 134, 223 ; manufacture in
Italy, 192; manufacture in prisons 381 ;
miuiatute, 303; of Mexico, 19; project,

a, 61 ; sale of old nsjr. 15 ; Spanish, 29,

48, 66; style as applied to. see " Style";

Furniture (continued) :—

suggestions on finishing, 121 ; at the
Sydney Exhibition, 6, 20 ; tender, the
missing, 411 ; upholstered with Japanese
embroidery, 223; at the Westminster

Exhibition, 102
Furniture export trade of America, 212

Furniture exports, 375, 391 j are they in
creasing or not, 119

Fnrniture firm, s new wholesale, ft
Furniture trade : tbe Berlin, 313 ; and co
operative stores, 8, 32 ; Fr nch, 317 j

Philadelphia, 3bl ; six months' failures
in. 9

Furniture warehouse, fall in a, 116
Furniture wood: London marke, 37, 110.

181, 271, 357; Liverpool marke-, 55, «3,
163, 199, 235, 273, 325, 389, 4<>5, 411 ;
prices of, 128. 182, 200, 271, 326, 390, 411

Furniture wood, a new, 133
Furniture woods at Wew Zealand, 43

OAS AND STEAM, relative ecjnimy in,
242

Gas apparatus, exhibition of, 2^5
Gas appliances, exhibition of, 387
Gas burners, improved, 337

Gazette, the, 12, 25, 40, 58. 77, 95, 113, 130,
148, 166, H6, 213, 220, 239, 256, 274, 293,
31o, 329, 344, 360, 376, 392, 408, 426, 44*

Germany: coalition of iron manufacturers,

79 ; its silk trade, 27
German Bankruptcy Law, the new, 295
German outlery in England, 116
German pianos, price of, 295
German textiles, foreign demaud for, 427
Giant oaks, 346
GiUow A Sons' new works, 15
Glass, ancient stained, 395
Glass, a novel use for. 230
lilass, iridescent, 177 ; its history In Eng
land, 178

Glass : its history in England, 178, 196, 212
Glass-lamp wiok*, 134
Glass mosaics, 12i
Glass painting. 242 ; past and present, 401

Glass-sellers' Companv, 212
Glass trade, 3>3; Am -ncan, 427 ; Belgian.
366; of Birmingham, 151; labour restric

tions in tbe, 188
Glasgow hranoh of the Art Needlework

School, 21"
Glasgow joinery trad 9, 212
Glasgow weaving college, 133
Gla*smakers' and potters' excursion to
Europe from U.S.A., 61

Glue, good, 188
Gum, kauri. 41
Gold and silver, snbe itutes for, 73
G'dd-leaf manufacture, Ac, in Nuremberg,

142
Gold ornaments, discovery of, 347
Goldsmiths, ancient, 331
Go"ds, holding over ot ordered, 250
Government and civil servioe trading, 446

Government and emigration, 222
Grosvenor House art treasures, 98

HABERDASHERS' COMPANY. 427
Uaf-holiday in th» cabinet-trade, 19

Halifax Drapers' Association, 447
Handel, relics of, 80
Harding, Messrs. G., catalogue of tin and

Japan ware, 37
Hastings School of Ar% 277
Healthy homes, how to secure, 371

Hemp and jute industries in Italy, 221
Historical furnituie, 427
History of art, international prue for a,

205
History of furniture as told in wills, 227
History of glass in England, 178, 196, 212

Hodges' looking-glass furniture, 71
Hollow-ware, prices of, 258
Hospital bed, an improved, 189
Hotel furniture, 250
Household linen, see " Linen."
House-painters at Manchester, 188
Hungarian pottery, 109

Hygiene Museum, 17

Illustrations, fee Separate Li«t.

Imitatiou e*rv**d ivjry ornament, 109
Imitation stained glass, 14 >
Imperial hotel, furniture at, 26
Import duty on second-hand furniture, 423
Imports and exports : French, 128, 357 ;
monthly return of, 35, 107, 179 141, 339,
4 3

Imports, furniture, 375, 391, 4 '7, 425, 441
Imports of wool, 423
Incombnstible wood, 61
India Museum, 25, 41, 99, 117, 292, 335, 336,
414

Ind'an art, 41; unity of, 88
huii m carpets, 266 ; artistic merits of

modern, 300
Indian collection of the Prince of Wal»B,

378
Indian silks, 36, 67
Indigo, cou-umpti >n of, 187
industrial exhibition in Germany, 277
Industry ana art, tbe oorelation of, 30
lolaying, 221
Insect powders, 268
Insolvents' arrangements with creditors:—

Binns, I. , patentee, Oakensbaw, 58
Bi«hop, C. A Iv., organ builders, Maryle-

bone road, 2u4
Brooks, H. jun., moulding manufacturer,

1, Piccadilly, 293

Insolvents' arrangements with creditors

(continued) :—
Conway ana Ward, timber merchants,

Gloucester, 68
Cookson, Thomas, brush manufacturer,
Manchester, 24 »

Davie, C. K., upholsterer, 16, Upper
B*ker-*treet. Portman-square, 201

Elton, F. E. A C .. dyers, Chelsea, 256
Evre, James, drapr-r. ManchH«ter, 256
Ferris Brotberj A Smith, taucr cabinet-

niakers, 2*, Smitn-8i.rret, Notlhauipt^n-
square, 204

Fildes, Paul, cabinet-maker, Ancoats,

221
Foolker A Foulkers, machine-joinen,
Hul me, 167

Golden ironmonger, Dewsbury. 221

Gratrix, David, bedding manufacturer,
Bolton, 275

Greenwood, George, draper, Market-bill,

Barnsley, 266
Grogan, Hugh, joiner, Manchester, 185

Halliday, James, brusn mauufactorer,
Bacup, 2il

Hancock, J., joiner, Manchester, 41
Harlow A Co., metallic bedstead manu

facturer, Birmingham, 376
Healey, B., currier, Batley, 185
Heyworth, John, tanner, Bochdale, 275,
311

Hodbinson, J., jun., pianoforte dealer,

Macclesfield. 131

Hollier A Thaoarr, dealers in artists'
materials, 44 & 6, Ludgste-hiii, lt6

Jacksou, James, china aud gla>« merchant,
Birmingham, 3tfl

Ji>bustone, D. 6. A Co., upholiterers,
Edtewar^-road, til, 293

Judkins, C, Bf>wing-'Dachiue manufac
turer, 98, Fleet-atieet. 13

Kay, Willi tin, j uner, Over Darweo, 131
K.en*ortby Hrother-, woolleu raai-ut'ac-

Hirer-, Oldham, 32d
Kid-.i, A. fioucloih uianufact arer, Man-

cheater, 2 4
Learoyd, Wilton, A Learoyd, wool mer

chants, Huddersfleld, 311
Loogee, N. S., stuff merchants, Bradford,

41
M'Causland, A„ show-case maker, Man

chester, 11
M'Dermid, R, W., window-blind mana-

facmrtfr, Chorlton-ou-Medlook, 394
- Mc Kinueli, A., draper, Briggate, Leeds,

293
Moody, L., timber dealer, Enowle-Mir-

field, 241
Mo>>re, John, worsted spinner, Mooraide-

mill, Eoolesbill, 276
Oppeubeim, I , furniture dealer, Penunoe,

66
Pilling, D. 0.. Stourport tannery, 131
Keggott, Williams, A Beadou, auctioneers,

Gresham-str>'et, 1(17
Rboden Spinning aud Manufacturing Co.,
Bhoden, 41

Bho lea, J. W., cabinet-maker, Haworth,
a:6

Riii>ard, James, joiner, Hyde, 221
bawyer, Henry, worst ed-ntutl" manufac

turer, Leeds and Bradford, 210
Taylor, W ., woollen manuiacturer, Han-

ley and lluddersileld, 13
Thomas, Jatnea, joiner, Lung ight, 119
Tbornely, T. F. & J., cotton spiuners,
Hyde, Godley, and Stookport, ~>~>

Thistlewaite, W., wool merchant, Brad
ford, 311

Turner & Moore, stuff merchants, Brad
ford, 329

Wallingtun, J., A Son, upholsterers,
Westg»te, Bradf ird, 9>

Walters, V n timoer m-rchtnt, Man
chester, lr»7

Wbitp, James, brush-maker, Manchester,

275, 311
Wiesen, A. N. G., upholsterer, Victoria-

chamtiers, (Pinabuij, 275
Wright x D*xon, lamp manufacturers,

Bis:iopgate, 210, 256
Wright, W. L., ironmonger, Glossop,
149

Wurtzburg A Co., stuff merchants,
Bradford and Leeds, 185

Intimidaiion, ctiarge of, agsinst Charles

Beresfom, li8
tridesoeut glasi, 177
Irish poplin, 26 i ; as a furoiture fabric, 233,
331 ; as an uphuUtermg material, ^43;
manufacture of. 22 ■ . weavers of, 295

Irish silk trade, depressiou in the, 278
Ironmongers' Assocaiion meeting, 41
Ironmongery, furnishing, in, 23, 38, 92, lld(

128, l*6, 163, 181, 200, 217, 236, 272, 290,
308, 32rt, 311, 357, 373, 390, 4 '5, 423, 41i

Ironmongery in Germany, prices of, 152
Islington Bcnool t.f Art, 260
Italian factory legislation, 346
Italian frescoes, 232
Italian hemp and jute inlustries, 221
Italian manufacture ot lurniture, 19^
Italy, eommero al treaty with, :i78 ; its

inajolii-a manutacture, 53 ; textile indus
tries, 45

Ivory aud bronze works, collection of, 50

JACOBEAN INTERI0B, 167
Jacob-au style, tbe, 270
Jamin's electric light, 81
Japan and tin ware, 37
Japan art industries, 368
Japanese: arc, 27; Dresser A Holmes'

wholesale establishmen t 22 ; idea of sym
metry, 306 ; ivory and wood-carving, 168 ;
ornaments, 193; artisans, 394 ; silK
season, 117 ; silk trade, 243
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Joiners at Leeds, 43; Preston, 43; Com-
, 97 ; York, 446 • Newcastle, 313

: testing machine-made, 22; in-

ion in, 394
Jute and benip industries in Italy, 221
J ute-tra.de in Dunkirk, 170

KAURI GUM, 44
KeijruleT School of Art. 279
Kensington House. 2*W

Keys, old-fashioned, 175
Kidderminster as an art - manufacturing

centre 248
Kiddermunter carpet trade, 9, 23, 38, 55.

74, fc>2. 1H>, 127, 145. 1«3, 2"0. 217, 235,
253, 271, 29(1, 3o7, 325, 3*1, 357, 373, 389,
405, 423, 441

Kidderminster Chamber of Commerce, 27

98
Kiddermin-ter en fete, 288
Kidderminster School of Ar\ 223, 247, 428
* Kneelers for St. Paul's Cathedral," 170

, straight bar, 313

LABOUR disputes in the Uni'ed States, 207

Labour in France, juvenile, 152
Labour market in Australia, 206

Lac*, how to distinguish varieties of, 225

Ladder, a long, 1*9
Lamp-wicks, n nd- of felt, 295
Lamp burners, improvements in, 116
Lathes, curving attachment fur, 420
Larch forest, an extensive, 345

La«t—
Preach of the Factory Act, 202
Cnttom in the timber trade, 134

Detention of goods, 76
Kmp'oying boyB without certificates, 76

Kimloyn-ent of married women, 2<'3
Legality of picketing, 12
Liable, who is—the contractor or sub

contractor, 292
Majo'ity at creditors' meeting P what is

a, 12
Rating of cotton mills, 76
Shareholder, what cor.stitutea a, 442

Leather : 215 ; and paper - hanging, 47
artificial, 394 ; crocodile oil for 'onghen

ing, 259; and woollen goods, 131; ex
ebauge, new, 134; exhibition. 133; hip
popotamue, 345 ; Russian, 421 ; stain*

for, 223
Leather trade, 23, 56, 146. 182, 291; ol
America, 20, 4ll ; of Swt den, 133

Leather trade association, tueetiog to form,

46
Leather Trades' Provident Institution, 116
Leathersellera' Company, 97

Leeds joiners, 34
Leeds Sch. ol of Art. 379
Legal intelligence, 11, 24, 39, 68. 76, 91, 112,

130. 147, 165, 183, 2 2 219, 255, 274, 3 9,

S28, 313, 3. 9, 375, 392, 4<>7, 421, 442
liability of employers, 428
Libel, alleged, ofa manufacturer, 443

Linen, household. 10, 23, 38. 65, 74, 92, IK,
128, 146, 164, 182, 700, 217, 236 25 \ 272,
291, 3"8, 326, 311, 37.1, 3»u, 4 0, 4*3, 442

linen industry of America. 295
Liquidations, see " Gazette "

Louoon clocks, curious, 4i8
London wool trade, see " Wool trade "

Lon. sight School "f Art, 378
Looking-glaas furniture, Hodges' potent, 7l

Lather's weeding ring, 427

M ACES and their antiquity, 224
alacntne*made joinery, test'O*-, 22
Machinery, domestic and o her, 187

M»>dntone School of Art, 362
Majolica manufacture in Iwly, 53
Mai,ehe*ter Art School, 278, 447
Manchester Arts Club, 43, *2i
Manchester Cotton Market, 74

Mancnester bouie-painters, 18*
Manchester Town-ball fresco, 178
Manchester Warehousemen aud Clerks'

Schools, 394
Mangaokupfer, 427
Manufacture of furnitnre in prison, 381
Materials for floors, 170
Meetings of creditors, see " Insolvents "
Melbourne Exhibition, 151, 427
Merchants' claims for goods damaged by

dyers, 411
Met»ls, chromatic ornamentation of, 73
Metals in the United States, output of pre
cious 297

Meteorology and forests, 225
Metropo is, extent ot the, 446
Mexican furniture, 19

Miaerai wax t Ozokerite, 436

Miniature furniture, 303
Ministry ot Commerce, proposed, 98
Mirrors, French, 175 ; re-silvering, 162
Morocco lea* her trade of America, 20
Mosaic pictures, 378

Mosaics, glase, 122
Motb-deatroving machine, 228
Mungo, origin of the term, 396
Mnrano glmit and mosaic, 404

M useurns :—
American national, 168
Antique glass in the Edinburgh, 133

Bethnal Green, 162
Colonial, 161
Evt London, 170

Indian, 25, 44, t-9, 117, 292, 336, 386, 416
Rnskiu's, Mr., 302

Musical clock, 277
163

NAMES from textile industries, 70
Nation, a primitive, 410
National exhibitions, 363
National Gallery, 259 ; buildings, 4c, 99
National improvidence, 213
National Opera House, 260
National P-rtrait Gallerv, 133

New Zealand: furniture woods, 43 ; cabinet

makers in, 378
News notes and comments 15, 26, 43, 61, 79,
97, 115. 133, 151, 1«9, 187, 205, 22i, 242.
268, 277, 295, 312, 330, 346, 362, 378, 394,
410, 427, 446

Nickel brouse, 331
Norwich corporation, plate of the, 171
Nottingham curtoin trade, 9, 23, 38, 92, 110,

127, 145, 163, 181, 20n, 217, 236, 263, 272,

290, 308, 326, 341, 357, 373, 389, 405, 423,

441
Nottingham lace trade, 65

OAK GRAINING, 1»8
Obituary :—
Bagley, Thomas J. P., carpet

turer, Durham, 410
Chevalier, M., Lodeve, 394
Kemp, T., silk manufacturer, Waltham-

stow, 60
Knox, Thos., warehousemen, Edinburgh,

410
Mtple, Harry, hous* furnisher, Totten
ham-court -road, 410

Merrick, Thomas, ecclesiastical carver,

Hereford, 394
Simens, John, wholesale ironmonger, 141,

Flert street, 391
Taylor, J., woollen manufacturer, Bttley,

60
Thompson, Earnest, artist, Birmingham,

242
Viollet le-dno, E., architect, Lausanne, 242

Old Carpenters' Hall, 86
old Ford School of Art, 314

Old London, a relic of, 346
Opera House, the national, 260
Organ-pipe decoration, 64
Origin ofthe term " Mungo," 395

Orleans Cathedral, painted window for, 233
Ornament aud furniture in gold and silver,

p-rt I., 86; II.. 104
Ornamentation : as applied to fireplaces in
summer, 6; in Japan, 193; for pilaster,

198
Ornaments of bog oak, 229

Ornaments with motion produced electri
cally, 212

Orphan Home, Cro-sley's, 15^

Our furniture exports, are they increasing
or not ? J19

Oxford PiufesBoraMp of Fine Arts, 187

Ozokerite, or mineial wax, 436

PAINTERS* COMPANY, 312
Paisley curtain manufacture, 285
Pai ley school of *rt, 396
Pan-ley Sol'ooi or Design, 133

Paper-hangings, displaying, 411
Paris exhibition : artisan reporters at the

9c, 206 ; medals at the, 151, 262
Peri* luruiture and other trades, 152
Parochial competition in the furniture

trade, 446
Partnerships dissolved, see " Gazette."
Pate..t, letrers, It, 26, 4i. 6t>, 79, 9', 115,

133, 150, 1H8, 187, *05, 222, Z40, 258, 277,

2H4, 312, 330, 315, 362, 377, 393, 410, 4*0,
415

Patents: French, 167 ; for inventions, 188;
international law of, 19/ : oharges for,

391
Pearl inlaying, 367
Pencils, to write on glass, porcelain, metal,

Ac., 378
Petroleum as fuel for steam boilers, 260
Pi-tno, a necoratire, 43
Pianoforte material manufacturer, a self-
made, 116

Pianofortes, obtaining, by false pretences,

343
Picture-frames: clamping, 152 ;" gilt," 136
Picture yreservation anfl restoration, 246
Pictures i and their purchasers, 361 ; fluctu
ation in the prices of, 331 ; the authoi ship

of, 91
Pigments, poisonous, 372
Pitaater, ornament for, 198
Pine-cones, domestic use for, 330
Plague in foreign rugs and carpets, 134
Plate : baLVmarkng foreign, 152 ; hall
marking of, 2 >8

Poisonous pigments, 372
Poplin, lush, 2rt3 ; as a furniture fabric,

283, 331 : manufacture of, 223; as an up
holstering material, 243 ; weaver* of, 295

Population of Paris, the working, 330
Population statistics of the globe, 362
Porcelain, at Liverpool, 80
Potteries, board ofarMi ration, 171
Potters and glass-markers' excursion to
Europe from U.S.A., 61

Po ters in France, 268
Pi-ttery : a novelty in, 334; art in relation

to. 194; imitation action*, 133; Hun
garian, 1 9; Ru-sien, Swedish, and
Danish, 284; trade, 246; arbitration in
the, 259, zW5 ; dispute in the, 427

Preaching by telephone, 2 '3
Preset vation and resturviou of pictures, 246
Preston joiners, reduction ol wages, 43
Price oi mahoganv, 4l7
Prices of furniture woods, 128, 182,200,271,

273, 326, i90, 411

Prison life iu Prussia, 141

Price designs for bronze castings, 362
Prizes; for sanitary appliances, 41; for
designs, 89

Production, diminUhed, 315
Profits, laree, 206
Publiu building decoration, 206

Pullman's dining car, 278

QUEEN Anne style, 18 1
Queensland timber tree-, 'ill
Quicksilver, Oalifornian, 254

■ of, 250

RAFT, a giant, 169
Railway carriage lighting, 446

Railway Commissioners, the, 97
Railway parcels' rates, 447
Railways of the world, 106
Receivers in bankruptcy, 447
Refase, utilisation of, 313
Registration: of Arms, 62; of trade marks,

162 ; in India, 16
Reigate School of Art, 277
Reports of oompanies :—
Aberdeen Jnte Company, 42
Albert Mill Company (Ld.), 42
Army A iNavy Co-operative Society

(Ld.),97, 240
Civil Service Supply Association,' (Ld.).

150, 168
Co-operative Wholesale S »ciety, 204

Croft Bank Spinning Company (Ld.), 42
Crossley, John, & Son* (Ld.), 42
Equitable Spinning Company, 276
> ore-street Warehouse Company ( Ld.), 42
Foster, Porter, & Co. (Ld.), 60

Hill-top Mill Company (Ld ), 42
Holliowood Spinning Company (Ld.), 42
Hope Spinning Company (Ld.), 42
Lancashire and Yorkshire Co-operative

Productive Society, 211
Lancashire manufacturing companies, 116
Leeds and District Hide, Skin, aud Tallow

Company (Ld.), 276
London and Westminster Supply Associa

tion (LdJ, 114
Milner's Sale Companv (Ld.), 96
New Civil Service Co-operation (Ld), 42,

132
Nottingham Manufacturing Company

(Ld.), 132, 15o
Old o am Limited Companies, stocktaking

of, 276
Oldham Twist Company (Ld.), 4 !
Parkside Spinning Company (Ld), 43
Pawson & Compauy (Ld.), 96
Port of L >ndou Co-operative Societv, 114
Rhodes Manufacture* Company, 42

Hylands & Sons (Ld.), 96
Society of Co-op-rative Locksmiths, 150
West End M lis Company, 278
Westhead, J. P., A C >. (Ld.), 60
Wettwood Spinning Company (Ld.), 42
Yorkshire Warehou e Company (Ld.),150

Replies :—
Bronzing a chalk figure, 429
Curled t air opening and oarding.
Elastic spring mattress, 136
Electric light, 262
Mildew ou wall papers, 118

Mounting pnotogrephs, 1U0
Wauuiig a oarpHt, 171
Removing paint trom marble, 207

Sta r carpets, 171
Worki. g daawing of a bedstead, 151, 189

Rest »ratiuo aud preservation of pictures,

216
Reviews :—
" Accnr-te Book-ke*piug made Simple
and Easy," t>y James Best, 200

*' Arsenio aud Arsenical Dotueaiic Poison
ing," by Jabtz Hogg, 2«0

Cassell's, Messrs., publications, 289

"Everybody's Year-book for 183 ," 2->9
"Grammar of Japa ese Ornament and
Design/' by Thomaa W. Cutler, pt. II.,
289

" Great Industries of Great Britain," 199
"Health Lectures for the People," bj

John fleywood, 199
" Heroes of Great Britain/' 199
" List of Cabinet Workshops/' 290
" Magazine of Art," 199, 307
" Sanitary Leaflets, ' 29 >
" Bhakesprare," The Leopold, part XII.,

199
" Watsr for Nothing," by S. Hibberd,
F.R.H.8., 307

" Wills of their Own : Curious. Eccentric,
and Benevolent," arranged by Wm.
Legg, 290

Rhea fibre, 278; competition, 359
Robbery : of employ rs, 203 ; alleged, ol
lewing-wacniiies, 343 ; alleged wholesale,
by workmen, 344; at a urusb manu
facturers, 219 ; at. a cabinet-maker's, 147;
of carpets, 112; of furniture, 220; at a
silk manufacturers, 153; of timber, 236

Rochia'e Art Exhibition, 22l

Rochester Exhibition, 2-Vt
Roman ware, antique, 131
Rooms newly painted, 33l
Kotten wood as a pest breeder, 198
Royal Academy and English artisans, 81

Royal expenses, 330
Royal Scottish Academy, 337
Royal T-pestry Fact -ry, 11*1

Hugs, their mauufa ture, 34

Rusk'n's Museum, Mr., 302
Ruskin Socety ot Glasgow, 331
Kussinn leather, 431
Russiao, Swvdndi, and Daniah pottery, i.8*

itussieu technical education,

SALE of ear'y English fomitare, 446

Sales of furniture, 16
Sample packets, sizes <

Sandal wood, 137
Sanitary appliances, 44 \ at Croydon, 330;
exhibition ol, 89, 133> 312; prise awards

for at Croydon, 352
Sanitary Congress, 2tt5
Sash- fastener, an improved, 321
Satouma ware, ssle ot, 45
Savings of the People," the, 153

Saw, improved reciprocating, 362
School, a technical, for the metropolis, 97

School ot Design, Paisley, 133
Sohoolofwood-csrving, 31, 302 ; Continent *1,

71
Schools: apprenticeship, 158 ; for drawing

in faris, h7 ; technical, in Germany, 187 ;
science and art, 187 ; for warehousemen
and clerks, 205 , heating of, 45 ; technical,

260
Schools of Art : —

Birkenhead, 296
Brigoton, 313
Canadian, 313
Female, 411. 446
Hastings, 2?7
Islington, 260
Keighley. 279
Kidderminster, 223, 247, 428
Le-ds, 379
Lomraight, 373

Maidstone, 362
Manchester, 278, 417
Old Ford, 314
Paislev, 395
Reia-ate, 277
ft Martin'a, 394

Toubri g«, 363
Weymouth, 392

W..od carving, 207, 321

York, 411
Science and Art Department, 317

Science aud handicraft, 385
Science Congress, 187, 212; forthcoming

social, 116, 206

Scottish Academy, Royal, 337
Screens, banner, 337
Sequestrations, see " Gazette "
Hewing machines on hire, 388
Shetfleld cutlery, quality of, 347

Shells, industrial uaes of, 221
Sh'»ddv and worsted trades, numerioal

strength of the, 361
Sideboard, an oak, 402
S deboard, design for, 126
Silk: emigration of weavers, 15; Indian,

3d, 67 ; manufacturing in Canada, 223 ;
migration of manulaotakers to America,

223 ; raising in India, 278
>'llt factories of the United Kingdom, 338
Silk goods, inflammable nature of, 427
Siik trade, 94, 128 ; depression in the

Irirh, 278 ; in Japan, 2*3; Lvons, 207;

the Germao, 27
Silkworms' eggs, exportation from Japan,

223
Silver and gold, substitute for, 73
Silvering mirrois, 4*6
Silver plate, taxation of, 259

Silversmiths' work, 295
Sketching : c'ubs, 313; from Nature, 429
Hoci^tiei*, industrial and provident, 61
8 C i*< y of Arts, 262, 331 ; annual mee'ing

(125. h), 16; at Manchester, 206; O'eu

J mil's' prises, 8o ; past and preseut, 370 ;

Society ot British arttsta, 43
Spanish furniture, 1., 29; II., 4S; III., 66
Spanish tap* stries and embroideries, 349

Seaman, tariff on oarpets, 120
^poriKes, their reproduction, 61
Spontaneous combustion, 354; of silk, 399
Sia no i glass : ancient, 395; at Yorkshire

BaniUtion, 8; forSjduey Kxhibition,2u7 ;

imitation, 115
Sums for leather, 223
Steam and gas, relative economy in, 212
Steam-power, its value, 61

Mewart, the late A. T., 169
Minting tree, 12i
St. Martin's School of Art, 301
St. Pancras' Industrial Exhibition, 427
St. Paul's Cathedral : maible floor for, 178 ;

the decoration of, 8S, 1U5
S raw, timber from, 87
Strikes and disputes: anticipated in the
pottery trade, 223, 233; Brauford iron
trade, 80; Prenoh pottery trade, 378;
joiners at Leeds, 43 ; ot cabtnet.mak rs
in Paris, 205; termination or weavers',
277; thrirefleots,79; W.tlverhamptou tool
trade, 151 ; woolleu operatives in Franc,

61
Suffolk-street Galleries, 43

Sunday f->ner»l«, 223
Swedish, Russ an. and Danish pottery, 28i

Swedish technical education, 2^6
6* >ss neat re decoration, 281
>WUM trade marks, 416
Saii/ tUihI, protection In, 61
Sydney Exhibition, 115,222,535; farnitnr*

at, 6, 2>; German piaujs at, 394;

iurentiona at, 170

Symmetry iu furniture, 102

TABLE, a mnltom in parvo, 161

fanning material, a new, 277
'anning process, an improved, 303
'apestries and embroideries, 349
Tapestries in America, prices of, 169
i'ap*t'ry : a pteoe of, 36Z : historical, 1*1 ;

paiuted, 155 ; works at Windsor, 207
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Tariffs.—
American, and English textile trades, 33
American custom*, 428
Brazil customs, 446
Brazilian, 207
Canadian, 62
Effects of protective, 161
German, on furniture, 243
Increase of the Victorian custom, 199
Redaction in railway, 268
Revision of the United States, 260
Servian, 2S9
Hnanish, on carpets, 120

Victorian customs, on fornitnre, 223
Taste cultivation, 278
Technical College, Glasgow, 379
Technical education, 206, 410; education

in Sweden. 225 ; Professor Huxley on, 438
Technical: Russian schools, 260; training

of workmen, 40 ; training for young work
men, 209

Technological examinations, 134, 225
Telegraph rates to Australia, 26

Telephone exobange, a, 205 ; proposed, 170
Tenders, see "Contracts."

Terra Cotta, a substitute for, 151
Textile fibre, a new, 295
Textile industries : crisis in Italy of, 80 ;

department, 224; French, 395 ; of Italy,
46; our, in 1870 and 1879,436

Textiles, importation of, into France, 205

Textile trade, numerical strength of the, 364

Theatre decoration in Franoe, 91 ; in
Switzerland, 284

Theatres, cost of, 345
Theft : of cotton, 4*> j ofprint. 77
41 Three profits instead of one, 314
Timber, Brazilian, 206
Timber from straw, 87
Timber, foreign supply of, 3, 50, 65, 101, 120,

228, 285, 318, 333
Timber merchant on unfair competition,

260,
Timber trade, Canadian, 312
Timber transport in the Black Forest, 174
Timber trees, diseases of, 126

Timber trees of Queensland, 211
Tin and Japan ware, Messrs. Harding's

catalogue, 37
Tinned goods, rise in price of, 295
Tobacco pipea in Germany, the manufacture

of, 116 ' ,
Toubridge Sooool of Art, 363
Tongneing machine, improved, 487
To our readers, 431
Town hall decoration, 318, 334
Toys, where they come from, 81
Trade, a bishop on, and trade morale, 225
Trade changes, see " Changes"
Trademarks: Denmark, 427; Swiss, 446
Trade marks, registration of in India, 16
Trade reports from abroad, 349, 368, 382,

Trade reports :—see Bradford wool trade ;
Cleveland iron trade ; DewBbury carpet
trade ; Durham oarpet trade ; French
imports and exports ; Famishing iron
mongery; Furniture wood market, Liver
pool and London ; Household linen ; Kid*

Trade Reports (continued)—

derminster oarpet trade ; Leather trade ;
Manchester cotton trade; Nottingham
curtain trade : Nottingham lace trade ;
Silk trade ; Wool trade, London colonial
sales

Traders and co-operation, 222
Traders, private, and oo-operation, 314,

394, 363
Trades' guild of learning, 161
Tradesmen's allianoe, a, 98
Trades* Union: Congress, 16, 136.205,214;
French, 314; an intercolonial Frenoh,
330; proposed federation of, 331

Trading by crown servants, 98, 189
Transatlantic telegram rates, reduction of,

295
Trees : snnual rings of, 213 ; their annual
growth, 68 ; the " Cow variety, 72 ; ailici.

fled, 259 ; their size and age, 295, 314, 345
Truck system, the, 16
Trunk, the invulnerable, 141
Trustees, defaulting, 297

UNDERTAKERS' TOOLS, 330
United States tariff, revision of the, 260
Unity Cricket Club, 363
Unique collection of china, 363
Upholders, Company, the, 97, 133, 345
Upholstering materials, No. VI. : cocoa-nut

fibre, 47 ; feathers and down, 173 ; leather,

246
Upholstery work, Frenoh, 153
Useful hints i—

Billiard balls, colouring, 82

Black ink for sketching, 18
Black lacquer for wood and metal, 298
Black steel bronzing, 171
Blacking picture and other frames, 189
Bronze black, to make, 63
Carver's squeezing wax, 262
Cement, a useful, 262
Cement for joining metals with non>

metallic substances, 316
Cheap black stain, 430
Cleaning engravings, 63
Cleaning oak furniture, 81

Crimson spirit stain, 430
Darkening oak, 262
Drilling glass, 46
Dull polishing, 63
Eboniaing cherrywood, 189
Etchings on glass, 63
Faded hangings, to restore, 63
Frenoh polishing, wood stains, Ac, 171
Glue, to test, 262
Gum, to make, 18

Moths, how to get rid of, 316
Naptha varnish, 298

Fainting on wood, 81
Panel decorations, 63
Polishing : black walnut, 63 ; fancy wood,
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looking-glasses, 63; marble, 46, 63 ; oak
furniture, 63

Useful hints (continued)—
Puttv solvent, 63
Renovating mahogany, 81
Rosewood stain, 43*)
Silvering meUls, 63
Varnishing leather, 63 ; walnut, 63
Veneers, to raise, 64
Walnut stain, 63
Water-tight textile fabrics, 63
Whitening boards, 63

Writing on glass, 316

VELVET importations, 347; into the
United States, 17"

Velvets, printed, 242
Veneers, to prepare before laying, 21
Venice glass ana mosaic, 404
Victoria, labour market in, 378

WAGES t—
Agitation in the American cabinet trade,
269

American glass-trade, 134
Cabinet-makers', 259 ; in America, 169
Carpet-wearers' in America, 4
Europe an 1 America, 134
Joiners', 379

Joiners' in Liverpool, 258
Proposed redaction of in the Potteries,

170, 206, 367
Reduction of joiners', 43, 115, 151, 187

Wall decoration, principles of, 84
Wall-paper, manufacture of, in Canada, 147
Wall-papers and arsenic, 16, 26 ; and leather,

47 ; improvement in, 160
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Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools, 394,

395. 423
Watch and clock-making trades, 61 ; in Bus

sia, 61
Water colours, arsenio in, 215
Water companies and cabinet-makere, 223
Weavers' Company, 410
Weavers, emigration of, 313
Weaving College, Glasgow, 133
Weaving school, earliest in England, 27
Wedgwood Institute, the, 21
Westminster exhibition, furniture at, 102

Weymouth School of Art, 392
Wholesale furniture firm, a new, 9
" Who's to pay the piper t " 206
Will of a musical instrument dealer. 346

Window-blinds, the "Queen Anne," 140
Window cornice, extension, 199
Windsor tapestry works, 207

Wire making, 232
Wool: American, 411 ; clip of the world,

151; imports, 358, 42i ; prices of, for 50
^years, 71 ; proposed Frenoh duties on, 378
Wool and other fibres, characteristics of, 125
Woollen and leather goods, 134

Woollen manufactures, exhibition of, 313

Woollen manufacturing in Australia, 295
Wool market at York, 358

Wool-sorters* disease : is it preventiblef 44;
death from, 378 ; its prevention, 345

Wool trade, 91, 253, 272, 291, 326, 390, 406 ;
Csnadian. 133 ; Colonial, 110, 144, 165,
186, 237, 374 ; Continental, 313 ; in France,
363; French, 42*. 447 ; Liverpool, 164;

London, 38, 128, 16*, 182, 217, 236;
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from VirginU, 139, 168 ; hints on the art
of imitating, 166 • iocombaetible, 61, 427 ;

Handel, 138 ; stains. 92
Wood carvers, English and Frenoh, 284, 301
Wood carving: hints or, 232; school of, 31,

302, 3il ; Continental schools of, 71
Wood destroying insect, 404
Wooden ware, 152
Woodwork carved, English and fore go, 351
Woodwork, firepruof, 193
Women's Protective League, 17

Workmen : American view of EnglUh, 174 ;
and early closing, 260; art, 269 ; bequests
to, 201 ; congress of, in France, 287 ;
emigration of, 171 ; emigration scheme of,

English and foreign, 296; encomium
on Bngl>sh, 395 ; influence of industrial
exhibitions on, 66; the technical train

ing of. 40, 209
W -rking day, what constitutes a, 116
Working hours: increased. 187 ; reduction

of, in the cotton trade, 34; proposed ex
tension of, 15 ; workmen's opinion on the
extension of, 27

Working Men's Club and Institute Union, 16
Workman's outing, 97
Workmanship, arr culture in relation to, 302

Workmanship, good and bad, 117
Workshop economy, 411
Worsted and shoddy trades,

strength of the, 321

YARNS, improvements in printing, 27,61 ;
variegated, 316

York Merchant Adventurers' Charities, 314
York School of Art, 411
Yorkshire Exhibition, 15, 3*7; awards to

faruiture firms at the, 306, 324 ; furniture
at, 161 ; stained glass at the, 8

Yorkshire glass bottle trade, 362
Yorkshire glass trade, dispute in the, 330
Yorkshire woollen trade, terms need iu the.
356

ZITnEK VIOLINA, 111
Zulu curiosities, 246
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SOME CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS

ON FURNISHING.

IMES have certainly changed since

a writer in the Edinburgh lie-

new laid it down dogmatically

th;it " there is in England a

pretty general contempt for those

who are habitually and seri

ously occupied about such paltry

and fantastical luxuries" as furnishing ; " and,''

continued the Reviewer, with the same air of

mock heroism, " we confess we are not a little

proud of this Roman spirit, which leaves

the study of those effeminate elegancies to

slaves and foreigners, and holds it beneath

the dignity of a free man to be eminently

skilled in the decoration of couches and the

mounting of chandeliers." Happily for the

present generation and for our future art-

standing, the last quarter of the nine

teenth century has quashed and reversed

the ill-founded and erroneous judgment

thus enunciated in the first, and our coun

trymen, from the highest to the lowest, take

to-day an intelligent interest in all that

concerns the decoration of their dwellings,

and the comfort and ornamentation of their

furniture. We recognise now in theory at

least, if not always in practice, that the immu-

table laws of beauty and symmetry must go

hand in hand to impart to furniture shapes

and forms that shall entitle our household

gods to rank as true works of art. It is this

feeling which Dr. Falke in his work* evidently

seeks to develop, to foster, and to direct in

a right channel.

We mentioned last week that the historical

and practical were well blended in this elegant

volume ; and although the greater part of the

work is doubtless taken up with historical

dissertations on the furniture and habitations

of the past, this does in no sense detract from

its eminently useful character, since it needs

no special erudition to recognise that no one

ever can or will attain to any excellence in

designing or constructing furniture without

having made himself previously conversant

with all the antecedents of style ; the study of

history being, as it were, the key that opens

to our mental vision all that would otherwise

be obscure and inexplicable in the furniture of

past ages. Attentive study of such details

will convince us that Carlyle's remark about

the future being not " dissevered from the

past, but based continuously on it," has special

application to furniture.

Unity of style and decorative subordination

are two indispensable requisites to good taste ;

and in decorating and furnishing a house there

must be a subordination of the apartments to

their different uses. No one would dream,

for example, of furnishing the hall, the dining-

room, or the library, so richly as the drawing-

room, and similarly there must be a subordi

nation in colour, &c, as regards the furniture

of each individual room. The carpets and

wall-pnpers, as forming the background of an

apartment, should bo subdued and quiet ; and

the chairs and tables, cabinets and sideboards,

mirrors and picture - frames, should each

have only such an amount of decoration as

their importance to the whole would

justify. It is this unity for which Dr.

Falke pleads. Without affecting any onestyle

in particular, the author tries to evolve the

.■Esthetic code and artistic principles which

should underlie the construction of all furni

ture. Modern cabinet-ware still bears to

a large extent the traces of its rococo

origin. The curved and twisted lines peculiar

to the style, which set at defiance all the laws

of the structure of wood, and all the architec

tural principles growing out of the nature of

supported and supporting parts, are still ram

pant in many descriptions of modern cabinet-

ware, though not, perhaps, to the same extent

in this country as is the case with our Teutonic

neighbours, who seem still to revel in all

the extravagancies of that style. It is

* Art in the Home : Historical, Critical, i32*thetical
Studies od the Deroration and Furnishing of the Dwelling.
Hy Jacob von Falke. Edi'ed with Notes by Charles 0.
Perkins, M.A. Boston: L. Frang & Co. London:
Arthur Acaerotatn.

to this lingering affection for the rococo

among the rank and file of the cabinet trade,

and to the recognition of this fact by those

who yearn for something better, that the

author ascribes the modern tendency to revive

past styles. Very little sympathy is, however,

evinced for this " backward, ho ! " movement ;

the failure of those who sought their ideal in

Greek furniture is partly ascribed to the fact

that " our drawing-rooms do not supply Greek

men and women to set it off to advantage."

While the true principles which characterise

Gothic and Renaissance furniture are fully

recognised, the author laments that no success

has attended the attempted revival of either.

Dr. Falke has evidently a leaning towards

those who advocate the introduction of a

" nineteenth-century " style of furniture. He

urges that the present generation should study

the wants of our own day in this particular

direction, cognisance being also taken, as a

matter of course, of the peculiar nature of the

materials used. " We must aim at making

furniture beautiful in itself, independent of

any style. If this, again, should lead us to

approximate to some one style, because this

style is itself less artificial than any other, it

will be all the better for us, as we shall thus

have obtained models which we can adhere

to."

Architectural construction h unquestionably

the basis upon which the building up of furni

ture should proceed, for proper symmetry,

grouping, proportion, and effect of light and

shade can only thus be obtained. If these con

siderations be borne in mind in the construc

tion of a cabinet, for example, wo shall get a

symmetrical whole in which each part bears

a well-considered relation to every other ; the

impress conveyed by them severally being that

they are intended either to support or to be

supported, to separate or to unite, to enframe

or to be enframed. In the Renaissance period

all this was, according to Dr. Falke, realised ;

the artists of that day recognised that furni

ture should be movable not a fixture, and pro

portions and ornament were consequently

made lighter than they had ever been while

Gothic held its sway. While thus much may

be said in favour of the Renaissance artists,

there is, however, no denying that their furni

ture was frequently characterised by a super

abundance of columns and pilasters, round or

pointed arches, gables, finials, tracery, &c, so

that at first glance the profile of a cabinet

bore a strong resemblance to the facade of a

house or palace. While not blind to these

blemishes our author nevertheless thinks that,

if taken devoid of ornament, the furniture of

the Renaissance will afford the most eligible

models for cabinets and similar upright articles.

The constructive element, the arrangement of

parts, and the beauty of proportion there

embodied will, it is believed, point out the way
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to obtain simple, graceful, and withal cheap

furniture. Ornament may be applied at plea

sure to furniture in this style ; wood-carving

in low relief, as in the early Renaissance, or in

the more vigorous style of the Cinquecento,

would be equally well adapted, while wooden

mosaics, ivory inlays, and even buhl-work

might be brought into requisition.

It is, howover, but too patent to all who

have given any attention to the subject, that

the modern imitator is often blind to the

recondite beauties of the Renaissance, and

overlooks those features in it which appeal to

the highest minds. The grotesque and novel

are regarded as the elements of the style, and

that which is spiritual and refined is over

looked. Its incongruity—a perhaps neces

sary fault at the period of the Revival—has

thus again and again been perpetuated as a

beauty, while unity of style and decorative

subordination have been alike sacrificed.

That utility should precede ornamentation,

although a sufficiently trite remark, has not as

yet by any means found such universal appli

cation as to make its iteration altogether super

fluous. Cabinets so covered with ornament

that they will not open, or so embossed with

reliefs that it is dangerous to come near them,

are not altogether things of the past ; chairs

that give no repose to those that sit on them

still survive ; sideboards adapted for any use

but that which their name suggests are even

now occasionally met with ; while caskets

too fragile to be touched can hardly be

ranked among the rarcc aves. Some such

thoughts would seem to have suggested them

selves to Dr. Falke, who has some pertinent

remarks against overloading furniture with

ornament. He protests against table-tops

being adorned with anything but a border of

wooden inlay. Still worse is the excess of

ornamentation on the legs of tables, which are

ever exposed to the risk of coming in contact

with the feet of those who use them. What

has been often urged in these pages, not to

treat carved work too elaborately with the

file and graver, is also enjoined by the learned

author. Wood is a material which requires

bold treatment, showing the hand of the

artist, which is always evident in the classical

works of the Italian and German Renaissance,

as well as in those of the later Dutch school.

Exception is taken to the fragile and incom

plete sideboards which seem to have gained

the ascendancy in Austria. The sideboards

of the Gothic period and of the sixteenth

century, with their high backs crowned by

projecting roofs, are held up as examples

worthy to be copied. There is much truth in

the observation that carved objects of still

life are too often fixed against the panels of

sideboards, " as if to make up for incorrect

form and the want of a fundamental idea."

When, however, regret is expressed as to the

want of articles worthy to be displayed on

the sideboard, that remark must be understood

to apply exclusively to the author's native

country, and in no sense to England ; for we

may justly flatter ourselves that our art-

pottery, and our modern glass and even silver

ware, may rank foremost among similar

foreign productions, and are in every way

worthy to grace even the most elaborate side

board.

Apart from its stiff-backed chairs, wo are

told that the Renaissance has left us other

examples of forms which may well serve as

the basis for designing modern seats. The

allusion is to the chairs of the early part of

the seventeenth century, chairs sometimes

with and sometimes without arms, with broad

and deep seats, and with moderately high

backs. In the construction of chairs, the

seat should always be the primary conside

ration ; it should be sufficiently deep, and

neither too narrow nor too high. The

back should slightly incline outwards, and

Dr. Falke suggests several expedients, with a

view to obviate the unpleasing appearance

thus caused. For our own part, we are in

clined to think that the remedy hinted is

worse than the disease. Bent wood, although

the speciality of the author's native country,

does not recommend itself to his critical taste.

The cane seats and framework details, he says,

uffer only thin and meagre lines to the eye,

which demands apparent solidity in colour and

form, and bent-wood chairs would therefore

" be out of place in artistically - arranged

households." The choice of the material to be

used for covering seats will, of course, largely

depend upon the general tone of the sur

rounding decoration. The furniture must

not be of the same tint as the wall ; the one

should relieve the other. No striking contrast

is desired, but a quiet, subdued harmony. A

good rule to bear in mind in selecting the

material to be used is this : that objects upon

which we are to sit, or against which we are

to lean,8hould present neither sharp points nor

relief of any kind. Every description of relief

work or pictorial representation of landscapes

or still life is, therefore, altogether out of

place. The objection to large flower-patterns is,

that they are too pronounced in effect, and that

they falsify the real form of the furniture which

they cover. Striped stuffs, again, do not supply

a solution of the difficulty. The effect pro

duced by a broad, showy band running up and

down over a ground of uniform colour is

decidedly hard and inartistic, and a second

objection is that the stripe gives a fixed

direction from below upwards, which is alto

gether out of place. It is appropriately

observed in the volume before us that the

nature of a chair "is of a kind which would

require that its complete ornamentation

should not have any special direction." A

small, delicate pattern of no great pretension

is therefore suggested—a pattern that will

adapt itself to all curves and positions with

out being distorted ; for be it remembered

that anything that rudely disturbs the general

harmony of an interior is objectionable, how

ever great its individual merits may be.

But we must stop. Inclination certainly

prompts us to go on diving still deeper into

these interesting lectures of Dr. Falke ; but

stern necessity, which metes out the length of

our article, puts in its authoritative veto, and

bids us close a volume the perusal of which

has given us no small pleasure. Precept and

example go hand in hand in this elegant

publication, for the text is adorned by 106

illustrations, showing models not only of what

to follow, but also of what to avoid. The

study of " how not to do it " is often quite as

profitable as that of the more positive side of

the subject, and this in itself would justify the

insertion in this book of some of the illustrations

which have reference to ungainly specimens of

furniture ; but, moreover, the juxtaposition of

good and bad, as here followed out, cannot

but point its own salutary moral even to the

least initiated. In addition to the illustra

tions interspersed through the text, there are

sixty full-sized plates executed in chromolitho-

graphy and other reproductive processes. These

represent interiors of all dates, from the clas

sical days of Pompeii downwards, as well as

textile fabrics, styles of mural and ceiling

decoration, articles of furniture, ceramics, &c.

These plates are all executed in a superior

style, as is, indeed, the whole work, which

affords gratifying evidence that high-class

printing is not neglected in the United

States, even though it cannot be denied

that much of a very inferior description is

also turned out there. It is no detraction from

the value of " Art in the House," when we

say that traces of the German origin of the

work are not wanting in its pages, and that

the English reader will consequently have to

discriminate in the author's theories between

what is applicable to this country and what

not. Taking it as a whole, the work is a

valuable contribution to the history of furni

ture, and adds its quota^to the elucidation of

the principles which should govern the fur

nishing and decoration of our homes.

ANCIENT AND MODERN CHAIRS, &c.

THE seats used in domestic dwellings, in

the earliest periods of English history,

consisted simply of blocks of wood or stone,

these were, by way of refinement, sometimes

covered with the skins of animals. Among

the Saxons a common form of chair appears

to have somewhat resembled that of our

modern camp stool, consisting of a seat held

in tension by two or more cross-bars. The

chair of Bede, the Saxon bishop and historian,

furnishes an especial illustration of the state

of the domestic arts at that period. This chair

was simply a long narrow box without a lid,

formed of boards nailed together and set

upright, with a shelf near the lower end, on

which tie bishop sat ; while at the upper ex

tremity the sides were sloped off, probably

for the free admission of light and air. The

royal seat occupied on gala days by Edmund

Ironside was formed of two massive and

elaborately carved beams of oak, crossing

each other in the form of the letter X ; two

of the ends formed the supports, and where

the beams crossed a cushion was fastened for

the king. Chairs, however, or seats with

backs to them, are occasionally met with in.

Saxon illuminations, and, as well as the

benches and stools of various descriptions, are

generally ornamented at their extremities with

the heads and feet of lions, eagles, griffins, &c

At a somewhat later age the chairs of state,

although retaining much of their rude form,

displayed admirable workmanship and orna

ment. They were mode of ivory, silver, cedar

and different metals, curiously wrought, and

were neatly cushioned with damask and bro

caded stuffs. One of the most interesting

specimens now existing is the coronation chair,,

called St. Edward's, preserved in Westminster

Abbey, and in which all the sovereigns, from

Edward II. inclusive (with the exception, per

haps, of Mary), have been crowned.

Willemin has engraved an arm-chair with

balustrades below, in which is a panel, and

under that a trefoil-headed arch, from a MS.

written in the year 1380, by Gaston de Foix.

Several beautiful thrones, also from a Latin

Psalter of the fourteenth century, highly

ornamented, according to the architecture of

the period, with flying buttresses, &c. In the

fifteenth century he gives us one with Gothic-

arches behind and quatrefoils at the side, and.

another, the back of which has five sides of

open work. In the same century he produces

a high-back chair with solid sides, panelled,,

and carved with Gothic work, one in which

the back is made to form a canopy ; and an

arm-chair architecturally ornamented in the

Pointed style. He also affords us specimens

of the chairs used in the time of Henry VIII.,

being high-backed, with napkin panels and

much carving.

Up to the end of the sixteenth century

there was but little improvement in the form

of chairs for ordinary use, as is testified by

Sir John Harrington, who in 1597 asks why

" it would not as well become the state of the

chamber to have eosye quilted and lyned

formes and stools for the lords and ladies to

sit on, as great plank forms the two yeomen

can scant remove out of their places, and

waynscoat stools, so hard that since great

breeches were layd aside, men can scant

indewr to sitt on."

In the early part of the seventeenth century

chairs became the object of taste and design :

they were for the most part of carved oak,

with high backs and broad seats, but without

any vestige of cushion.

The luxurious age of Louis XIV. wrought a

marked change in the fashion of chairs, as in

most other articles of domestic furniture.

They began now to lose that stiffness and

square appearance of the earlier time, and

were fashioned in a variety of designs. Costly

cushions were also wrought for them, of

velvet or satin, embroidered with coloured

silks, and edged with gold or silver lace, or

fringe.

It is to be noted, that with the artists of the

Middle Ages a figure drawn seated in a chair

is a designation of a master or teacher.

Perhaps the most amusing tribute to the

utility of the chair was paid by a king of one

of the Pacific Islands, visited by La Perouse.

Being on friendly terms with that great

although luckless navigator, he had inspected

the cabin of his vessel, and received the ex

pected presents ; but, with extraordinary

liberality, his Majesty offered to return them

all, a hatchet and looking-glass included, 011
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condition of being presented with a chair,

•which, he said, was the one thing requisite to

complete his splendour, as the stone on which

he sat when dispensing justice, or exhibiting

his regal state, had no support for the back,

and was apt to get warm in the sun.

Mirrors were originally of a small size, and

were designed to be worn about the person,

or to be caught up by the hand as occasion

demanded.

Before the introduction of glass, mirrors

were made of silver, iron, Bteel, and polished

marble. In the collection of antiquities of St.

Denis an ancient mirror was shown which was

said to have belonged to Virgil. It was of

oval shape, fourteen inches in length and

twelve in breadth. It was transparent, and

of a brownish-yellow colour.

The Anglo-Saxon mirrors were of silver ;

the women dressed by them. In the wardrobe

account of Edward I. are enumerated "a

comb and mirror of silver gilt." In 1345 we

find one of crystal and silver gilt presented to

a lady. Chaucer has :—" And with that word

he caught a gret mirrour, and saw that changed

was all his colour, and saw his visage all in

another kind." Walpole, in his " Anecdotes

of Painting," says, " Among the stores of old

pictures at Somerset House was one painted

on a long board, representing the head of

Edward VI., to be discovered only by the

reflection of a cylindrical mirror.

For many ages mirrors were publicly worn

by both sexes; by the men as brooches or

ornaments in the hat; by the women sus

pended from their girdles or in their fans.

The disuse of paintings on the walls led to

pictures in frames, and thence to mirrors.

One of the earliest notices we have of sus

pended looking-glasses is in the privy purse

expenses of Henry VIII., in 1532; there we

meet with the entry of " to a Frencheman for

certeyne looking-glasses." At Goodrich Court,

there is a fine specimen of one of the time of

Queen Elizabeth.

Down to the close of the seventeenth

century, however, mirrors were of a small

size only. One of Addison's contemporaries

describes a dressing-room, formerly occupied

by Nell Gwyn, the walls of which were com

pletely inlaid with looking-glasses, not more

than a foot square. At that time large

glasses were to be found only in France and

Italy, but towards tho end of the reign of

Charles II. large looking-glasses began to be

imported from France. It would appear that

the frames were made so as to give the

greatest projection to the glass by being

worked on a bevel thence to the wall. During

the reign of James II. the same style of

mirror prevailed, though with frames more

highly decorated.

From that period until the present look

ing-glasses have gradually become almost

indispensable articles of furniture, so that the

meanest cottage is seldom to be seen without

one.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XIII.—Gambia.

[Continued from page 355.)

THIS settlement comprises an area of sixty-

nine square miles, and was occupied (in

1871) by a population of 14,190 persons. The

timber products of Gambia are :—Mahogany ;

rosewood ; African oak (which was formerly

an article of export to England) ; run*, the

male species of which is used for bridge and

house-building ; black stick, used for boat

building ; mangrove, used for props, posts, and

email vessels ; black mangrove, used in native

houses ; monkey bread, the bark of which is

used for making ropes ; cotton tree, used for

canoes, and for the manufacture of domestic

utensils ; and the india-rubber tree.

The forests are owned by the Government.

They are said to be diminishing, owing to the

operations of the woodcutters. The acting

administrator was recently contemplating the

framing of an ordinance to restrain the cutting

of wood, and the imposition of a licence duty.

The export trade in timber ceased with the

introduction of iron shipbuilding, but the

Board of Trade Returns show a rise in the

values of caoutchouc exported from Gambia

and Sierra Leone to the United Kingdom from

£1,959 in 1872 to £25,276 in 1876, and the

value of gum exports for the latter year was

£18,363.

British Guiana.

The estimated area of the three settlements,

Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice, forming

British Guiana, is 76,000 square miles. The

total imports from British Guiana to the United

Kingdom in 1876 represented a money value

of £2,497,116. Of these imports, hewn timber

ranks third in tbe order of magnitude, and

represented in the above year a value of

£66,179. The value of the timber imports

from British Guiana amounted in 1872 to

£9,739. This value increased by one-fourth in

1873, more than quadrupled itself in 1874,

slightly declined in 1875, and again increased

by about one-tenth in 1876, when it reached

the above figure, viz., £66,179.

At the International Exhibition of 1862

about 130 varieties of timber were exhibited,

and for the same Exhibition a list of specific

gravities of 59 of these timbers was prepared

by Mr. J. F. Bourne, colonial civil engi

neer. Of these, 21 varieties, beginning

with letterwood, the specific gravity of

which is 1-333, sink in water, their specific

gravities ranging approximately from that of

fignumvitfe to that of red Brazil wood. The

remaining thirty-eight varieties float in water,

their specific gravities ranging from *994 to
•483, or from something higher than the

specific gravity of dry oak to that of fir. The

most serviceable timbers are supplied by the

greenheart (s. g. 1-210), the mora (s. g. 1-029),

and the sonari (s. g. -932) trees. The brown

greenheart and mora are said to be superior

to oak for strength and durability. Many of

the other woods are very valuable as furni

ture woods. The bully tree is used exten

sively in buildings. It is this tree which pro

duces the gum known as " balata," which

closely resembles gutta percha. According to

Mr. W. Walker, " baluta may be considered

to hold a position in regard to usefulness

intermediate between gutta percha and caout

chouc." The demand for this material during

the ten years 1863-72, though occasionally

large, appears to have been very fluctuating.

The greater portion of the timber exported

appears to come from Essequibo.

The principal forests or lands producing

timber trees are owned by the Government.

Grants of these forest lands are made by

Government to woodcutters in tracts aver

aging 300, but not exceeding 1,000 acres, and

for terms not exceeding five years, at a rental

of 30 cents = Is. 3d. per acre per annum.

The total number of acres granted in 1871

was :—

In lots above 100 acres, and under

600 acres 2,324

In lots above 600 acres 3,770

Total acres 6,094

In 1872 the acreage granted was as under :—

14 licences under 100 acres 581

36 „ above 100 and nnder 500 ... 9,310

7 „ „ 500 3,677

57 Total acreB 13,568

No Crown land was actually sold. It

appears that the stock of valuable timber in

accessible situations is diminishing to a marked

degree. This seems to be due to the opera

tions of the woodcutters who cut trees of any

growth and in the most wasteful manner, and

to the absence of any provisions for replanting

the cleared areas. In the judgment of tho

Crown Surveyor there is no occasion for

replanting, as "every tree cut down has

numerous saplings growing around it from

seeds that have fallen, the healthiest of which

will in course of time replace the parent

tree," but according to another authority the

absence of restrictions as to the size of the

trees cut and the neglect of replanting " has

gone far to ruin the greenheart forests," and

" by this short-sighted policy we are exter

minating the greenheart tree, and destroying

an important source of wealth to the Colony."

Greenheart is already becoming scarce and

dear.

It is estimated that one-half of tbe total

produce of timber is exported. It appears,

from information collected by.Mr. W. Walker,

that the fluctuations m the timber trade of

British Guiana are regulated principally by

the supply of teak in the English market.

The following table shows the quantities of

hardwood timber produced from wood grown

on the Crown land of British Guiana and

exported to Europe from 1864 to 1873, both

years inclusive :—

Hardwood Timber.
fear. Cubic feet.

1864, 816,812

1865 503,849

1866 249,614

1867 277,028

1868 409,077

1869 250,361

1870 153,127

1871 62,590

1872 107,888

1873 182,901

FURNITURE AND DISINFECTION.

RECENT experiments made under the

direction of the International Cholera

Commission have shown that the ordinary

methods of disinfection are inefficient, and in

practice they have often failed to arrest the

spread of infectious diseases.

As it is impossible to experiment directly

upon the unknown low organisms which are

thought to be the means of transporting the

various infectious diseases, the effects of

chlorine and sulphurous acid were studied

upon known living organisms ; the probabili

ties were thought to be in favour of the

theory that complete disinfection should de

stroy at least all known forms of fife, although

it may be true that the tenacity of life of the

infective matter of various diseases differs,

just as the degree of cold necessary to put a

stop to yellow fever is much less than that

required to arrest the spread of cholera.

Chlorine and sulphur fumes, in sufficient

quantity, were found to be efficient in killing

insects, fungi, bacteria, and infusoria : the

objections to chlorine in houses being that it

is more costly, that its use is more difficult,

and that it destroys metals, textile fabrics, and

colours.

The burning of ten grammes of sulphur for

each cubic metre of air-space, tightly closed,

was found not to kill bacteria, infusoria, or

all insects ; twenty grammes, however, were

proved to be sufficient for that purpose. One

volume of water, when saturated at 69° Fah.,

absorbs thirty-seven volumes of sulphurous

acid—enough to kill all the low organisms

found in putrid urine.

The following articles were found uninjured

after several hours' exposure to an atmosphere

in which twenty grammes of sulphur had been

burned to every cubic metre of air space :—A

clock of steel and brass, rusty and clean nails,

gold and silver money, a military epaulet,

various coloured silk articles, a coloured rug,

calico,down pillows,agilt-framed looking-glass,

books, water in an uncorked bottle, flour,

meat, salt, bread, apples, cinnamon, vanilla,

cigars, wall-paper, oil paintings, varnished

articles, gas and water-fixtures ; while a highly-

polished, razor had a slightly cloudy appear

ance on its upper side, but that was easily

rubbed off. The flour and meat were cooked,

and eaten, and the cigars were smoked, with

out any abnormal taste or smell being ob

served ; in the bread a slightly acid taste was

not noticed by all the observers ; the inside por

tion of the apples was unchanged, the skin

was slightly sour ; the water, after standing,

had an acid reaction, but no decided taste or

smell. Litmus-paper placed between the leaves

of books and under the carpet was turned

bright red. Many of the articles exposed had

a decided smell of sulphur at first, but that

soon disappeared.

The experiments seemed to show that furni

ture, clothing, bedding,and other articles may be

disinfected without being changed chemically
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or injured ; and it should be added that practi

cally this method has apparently accomplished

perfect disinfection, as tested in Berlin.

If we may judge from these results, effective

disinfection, by burning sulphur, requires

( ighteen ounces to each space of one thousand

cubic feet. The sulphur should be broken in

small pieces, burned over a vessel of water or

sand, so as to avoid danger from fire, and, if

the room is large, it should be put in separate

vessels in different places. The room should

be tightly closed for six hours and then aired ;

it is better that the room should be warm than

cold. Of course, efficiently disinfected air is,

during the process of disinfection, irrespirable.

Most articles mny be di?infected in this way,

if hung up loosely in the fumigated chamber,

although it would be an additional safeguard

to expose anything thick, like a bed mattress,

to prolonged heat at a temperature of about

240 deg. Fah., and, indeed, heat must, with

our present knowledge, be considered the best

disinfectant. For ordinary use, in disinfecting

houses, the sulphur process is the best.

A solution of chloride of zinc (one part of

Burnett's disinfecting fluid to two hundred of

water) very quickly kills bacteria which have

been placed in it, and arrests putrefaction.

Caustic lime serves equally well (1 to 100),

but leaves a sediment not always easy to re

move. Carbolic acid in sufficient strength to

be effective (1 to 100) is more expensive and

of disagreeable odour.

It is needless to add that " disinfectants "

used in sufficient quantities to destroy bad

smells do not necessarily kill microscopic

living organisms ; and it is not supposed that

they directly influence the so-called "germs"

of the infectious diseases, unless concentrated

to the extent which has been mentioned.

Finally, fresh, pure air acts as one of the

best "disinfectants," by enormously diluting

the infectious matter, and, under certain con

ditions, including time, must render it inert to

all effect, even if not quickly destroying it, as

many think is the case.

CARPET WEAVERS' WAGES IN

AMERICA.

PEACE seems to have been at last restored

to the carpet trade of Philadelphia, where

employers and weavers have lately been at

open feud anent a proposed reduction of half

a cent a yard in wages. At a recent meeting

of both sides, convened to draw up a list of

prices, it was reported on the part of the

weavers that they had called on a large num

ber of firms, who expressed themselves willing

to pay any reasonable scale of prices settled

upon by the delegates. Mr. Samuel White, of

Boggs & White, moved that the reduction of

half a cent per yard be taken off, and that the

prices as they would then stand be the regular

scale of prices.

After considerable discussion it was agreed

that a committee of the weavers-and employers

present should consult together and submit a

scale of prices.

The result of this consultation was as

follows:—13 pairs extra-supers, 14c, 14J C,

and 15c; 12| pairs do., do., 13c, 13£c, and

14c; 12 pairs, do., do., 13c, 13jc; 9 pairs

fine do., 9c, 9J& ; 8 pairs, 8c, 83C , 7 J pairs,

7^c ; 8^ pairs, 8}c, and 9c; 7 pairs, 7c

Upon this bill a discussion lasted until

near midnight. The difficulty was that Mr.

John Boggs, of the firm of Boggs & White, and

Mr. John Hamilton were the only manufac

turers present who made seven-pair carpet, and

they objected to giving the price mentioned in

the bill, as it was raising the wages of those

men who were working for them one cent per

yard, while those working on the goods above

that number were- only advanced one-half cent.

The men claimed that the seven-pair manu

facturers had reduced their men's wages

twice, while the other manufacturers had done

it but once. In this view the weavers were sus

tained by all the other manufacturers present.

The different items in the above list of

prices were fully discussed and finally

adopted, and it was decided that the new scale

of prices should come into effect immediately,

provided the other manufacturers agree to the

rates decided upon. A strike which would

have affected 120 carpet manufacturers and

3,000 weavers has thus been averted.

STYLE AS APPLIED TO FURNITURE.

No. I.—" Queen Anne."

IN these days, fashion in furniture changes

almost as rapidly as fashion in dress, and

our architects are constantly vieing one with

the other in the production of something new,

or rather some new revival of the past.

Amidst such a variety of ideas in domestic

architecture, it is essential that the upholder

should be abreast of the times, and able to

furnish, the house in character with the

design of the architect.

Without presuming to educate the many

talented designers in the furniture trade, we

purpose laying before our readers from time

to time a series of illustrated articles under the

above title, and we feel that in so doing we are

supplying a want felt by many who are un

able to study style as applied to furniture from

the archives of our museums and art collec

tions. We shall first of all give old and

well-authenticated examples (both in orna

ment and furniture) of the period under con

sideration, and then endeavour to show how

they may be adapted to the present require

ments of society.

In judging the tendency of the times, and

looking round for the style likely to be most in

demand, it seems to us that the " Queen

Anne " revival will probably hold its own for

some time to come, and consequently we select

the commencement of the eighteenth century

for our first series as calculated to be of

immediate use to the trades we represent.

The present rage for buildings of this period

is remarkable, and where genuine old exam

ples are not to be had modern ones are erected

that only need a little age to acquire that re

spectable antiquity so much sought after in

this " backward ho " generation.

Before proceeding to consider the general

character and ornamental details likely to be

useful to the furniture designer, it may be well

to consider the art history of the period which

led up to the reign of Queen Anne. Gothic was

stamped alike upon the stone and woodwork

of the early sixteenth century, and it is not

until the reign of Elizabeth that we find

the influence of the Italian Renaissance

manifesting itself in this country. To

Giovanni di Padua and Theodore Have-

nuis belong the credit of inaugurating the

revival which had such a powerful influence

over the art of the times. The early struggles

between this revival and Gothic led to most

incongruous results, and gave rise to a mongrel

style which is variously known as Elizabethan,

or in its later phases by what Fergusson calls

" the very horrid but very characteristic name

of Jacobean." Whatever hard name it may

be called it embodied a character unmistakably

national, and well suited to the mansions of

Old England. Now that the hand of Time
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has toned down its harsh features it possesses

a singularly pleasing effect, appreciated by

those who are not hypercritical as to a mixture

of "the orders" with Gothic windows and

tracery. We shall probably return to seventeenth

century art at some future period, but there

being nowadays a general tendency towards a

revivaTof the eighteenth century style, we place

the latter first upon the list. The Transitional

style might have developed into something

beautiful, but long before arriving at that

stage it was superseded by the newly-perfected

"Italian," the great master of which style

We give several examples, showing a variety

of treatment. Fig. 1 is from the old Town

Hall, Worcester, one of the finest specimens

of Queen Anne extant, and from it we

have made a number of sketches expressly for

this series. We find in this case the old Greek

mouldings and details, but the pediment is

interrupted by a scrolled shield (of French

character) for the reception of the town arms.

These shields occur frequently, and vary much

in design, as the following illustrations will

show. Fig. 2 is part of a chimney-piece, an

example from the pencil of that eminent de-

 

appeared in the person of Inigo Jones. His

classic pencil educated the people for the more

florid designs of his noble successor, Sir Chris

topher Wren, and the latter was followed by

the talented (though extravagant) Sir John

Vanbrugh. It is after considering the examples

left by these giant architects that we are able

to understand the development of the style

distinctly known as " Queen Anne."

signer James Gibbs (whose church of St.

Martin-in-the Fields we may refer to as a fine

study in the Queen Anne style for those who

have the leisure to inspect it). Here, again,

we notice a falling away from the classic

purity of Inigo Jones, and a certain French

indication of early eighteenth-century. The

third sketch is from an interior designed by

g r. Kent for the Hon. Mr. Pelham, a former

 

To give a brief definition of this English

mixture is difficult ; we may describe it broadly

as " a debasement of Wren's style," a com

bination of Classic and Italian details, freely

treated, and somewhat influenced by the

French feeling which so largely developed

later in the century. It is distinguished by

the fine classical moulded work to be found on

house-doors, and other features which our

accompanying illustrations will indicate. First

ard foremost, the "interrupted pediment"

plays a most important part in the doorways,

windows, and chimney-pieces of the period,

Secretary of War, and is much the same in

treatment. Not only Louis Quatorze shields

were used to fill up these pedimental apertures,

but vases, or even baskets of flowers, as in

stanced in our sketch, fig. 4.

Some of the shields or decorated entabla

tures are extremely handsome, and fig. 5 is

a specimen by the vigorous hand of W. Kent.

The treatment of the acanthus scroll work—

the egg-and-tongue moulding—the laurel swag

and wreath, are after the manner of his day

(though unusually florid). Fig. 0 is perhap.-

more marked in style ; the way of turning the

scrolls, curiously " ribbed," on the outer edge,

being thoroughly characteristic. We do not

claim these forms as belonging only to the

reign of Queen Anne, but a close observation

will discover features and arrangements pecu

liar to that period. Old examples of mantel-

 

Fig. 0.

pieces, furniture, brackets, turning, &c., will

occupy our attention in future articles ; in the

meantime, our designing readers will find in

the accompanying sketches useful material

for composing elaborate or simple sideboards,

cabinets, &c.

ORNAMENTATION OF FIRErLACES

IN SUMMER.

WHAT to do with, or how to hide the

fireplace in the different rooms during

the next three months is just now a problem

of paramount importance with many persons.

Indispensable during the greater part of the

year, the fireplace becomes absolutely ob

noxious during the short period of time which

our almanacs describe as " summer." That

season is supposed to have set in, and the fire

place problem has consequently come onco

more to the fore. A writer in the Ware

houseman and Draper's Trade Journal perti

nently observes that the old-fashioned " orna

ments for your fire-stoves," which are

still cried about the streets, are, to the

aesthetic-minded persons of the present day,

mere abominations, and are contemptuously

relegated to lodging-houses. But while rele

gating the old-fashioned arrangement to

lodging-houses, higher and mightier persons

are often puzzled how to be original and yet

not ludicrous in the decoration of the stove.

They look for inspiration to France at first,

but France can teach them nothing, for there

is always the rideau cr curtain in metal to be

let down in front of French stoves, which

curtain is never unsightly and hides all that is

required to be hidden. Very elegant Pari

sians will have their fireplaces decked with

curtains of costly stuffs and hung with gor

geous laces, but there is not in France the

same necessity to resort to ornament as there

is in England. It is a matter of choice there ;

here it becomes an imperative duty for the

housewife, the manager of an establishment,

to block up the eyesore. But how ? The

first step of the ambitious, who have reached

the point of rejecting the " ornament for your

fire-stoves," is to fill their grates and fenders
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•with willow shavings brightened with a few

threads of gold. This arrangement ia not a

bad one, but the willow shavings soon become

discoloured ; dogs and children—if there be

any on the premises—look upon the shavings

as specially provided for their amusements,

and a careless husband may throw the end of

a burning match into the fireplace and set

the whole place in a blaze in a few moments.

It is evident then that some more effective

and satisfactory expedient must be devised.

In those rooms where the mantel-piece is

covered with velvet or cloth, the difficulty is

easily solved by the addition of curtains to

the board on which the velvet is fixed, and

these curtains may be looped back in winter,

and allowed to hang down in folds in front of

the fireplace in summer. Nothing can be

prettier than this arrangement, but it is not

always practicable in England, for in so many

houses people do not cover up their handsome

marble mantel-shelves, and then the curtains

are an impossibility. I have seen many pretty

plans for ornamenting the fireplace, and some

of the ideas are worth remarking; one lady

had in her drawing-room—the furniture, cur

tains, carpet, &c, of which were red—an

enormous red fan before her fireplace, a red

fan such as one would see in a pantomime !

It stood in the fender and completely hid the

grate. Another lady had an arrangement that

lo"kpd like a huge feather brush made of

scarlet feathers in her grate. The long ends

of feather spread out here, there, and every

where, and moved and waved, of course, when

the windows and doors were opened, a pecu

liarity that had a very pretty effect. I once

saw a grate, too, most effectively arranged

with large bunches of dried grasses. Seeing

that I was admiring them, the lady explained

that she had been staying during the previous

autumn in the New Forest, and had been in

the habit day by day, in the course of her

rambles, of picking bunches of the beau

tifully-varied grasses that grow there. She

brought them back to London with her,

found that they kept through the winter, and,

finally, when summer came she arranged them

in her drawing-room grate, where they pre

sented a most effective appearance. Many

women have tried to make some use of flowers

in decorating their fireplaces, but that is a

difficult matter. I once saw at a friend's

house, however, a combination of mirror and

flowers as fireplace ornaments that was ex

ceedingly happy. A large square of looking-

glass was fixed into the reress of the stove,

the fender was removed, and in its place, at

the foot of the mirror, stood a long basket

filled with exquisite ferns. The mantel-shelf

was covered with green velvet, and was pro

vided with green velvet curtains which were

looped back from the mirror and the ferns.

This arrangement is, of course, comparatively

costly, and the ferns, which form one of the

prettiest parts of it, demand constant attention ;

for if flowers and ferns be the prettiest

ornaments for a room, if well kept, they are

assuredly the most displeasing to the eye if

neglected. Many variations may be made of

the idea of inserting the large mirror into the

recess.

A board the size of the recess may be

secured, and covered with some more or less

handsome material of the same colour as the

furniture. The stuff may be either plainly

drawn across the board or may be fluted or

quilted, or gathered. Then the fender is

removed and the hearth-rug is placed as near

as it will go to the fireplace, and the general

effect will be by no means bad. A board such

as this, covered with a piece of satin on which

a daughter or sister of the house could in these

high-art days paint a few flowers, would be

most effective. In fact, there are many ways

in which persons of taste and ingenuity can

make a pretty effect. The thing is, that there

are unfortunately numbers of persons in ordi

nary English society who have neither one nor

the other, and it is necessary to make some

provision for these. Last year it became a

fashion to block up the stoves with the large

Japanese umbrellas that are to be had at

various London shops for absurdly small sums of

money. Wherever I went I saw these umbrellas,

sometimes in scarlet, sometimes in scarlet and '

black, but generally parti-coloured and covered

with extraordinary Japanese figures and

devices. This year, another fashion has been

started. A tradesman, whose name I forget,

has conceived the plan of hanging a thick roll

of floss silk of various colours to the register.

The end of the roll that hangs down is un

wound and allowed to fall in a smooth rippling

mass, as if a rivulet of coloured floss silk were

flowing down the chimney. The idea is new,

but I do not think that it is thoroughly

successful.

There is a field open for the inventive

genius of all workers who are concerned in

the decorating and furnishing of houses. If

any man or woman could suggest some pretty

and practical and inexpensive mode of im

proving the appearance of our grates, a hand

some sum of money might be made out of the

patent. The luxuries and elegances of the

arrangements of modern houses in England

have reached an extraordinary pitch just now;

everything has been done for all parts of the

rooms but the fireplaces, and the^e are left

in their gloom and blackness and utter lack of

aesthetic development, to offend the artistic

eye. We have the most lavish extravagance

in our table arrangements ; the tablecloths and

table-napkins have their patterns traced in

gold thread, the glass and china, and silver,

are always superfine ; yet throughout, the fire

place is neglected, is decorated in a style en

tirely out of keeping with the rest of the

home arrangements.

There is a field open for any person of

inventive faculty and innate taste. A

thoroughly artistic and practical and not too

expensive " ornament for our fire-stoves "

would be welcomed by the thousands of

English people whose souls soar beyond the

traditional apron-shaped mass of tissue-paper

decked with gaudy paper flowers.

FURNITURE, &c, AT TILE SYDNEY

EXHIBITION.—I.

IT will soon be thirty years since H.R.H.

Prince Albert opened the first Inter

national Exhibition in Hyde Park, where

we set an example which has been fol

lowed much more closely than we could

possibly have then foreseen. Nor does there

at this comparatively remote period of time

appear any indication of a lack of interest in

similar displays. No sooner has the echo of

the Paris Exhibition died away than Sydney

takes up the trumpet to draw the world farther

away after another show than it has hitherto

travelled for such purposes; and there is

ample evidence that this country will be

adequately represented even at the very anti

podes, though the furniture trade proper

does not muster in as strong numbers as we

could wish. Melbourne, follows quickly upon

Sydney, so quickly indeed that it becomes an

open question whether from a pecuniary as

well as from a commercial point of view it

will not fail to realise its anticipations.

For the moment, however, we are concerned

with the Exhibition at Sydney, and the exhibits

more closely connected with the furniture

trades, and prominently we would call atten

tion to three very handsome suites of furniture

contributed by Messrs. W. Walker & Sons,

of 119, BunhUl-row.

The first is a dining-room suite of walnut,

designed in the Queen Anne style, by Mr.

R. Davey, one of Messrs. Walker's artists.

This suite has a Rennaissance feeling pervad

ing it, while its massive and solid treatment is

highly effective. The second is a drawing-

room suite, also designed by Mr. R. Davey.

The timber employed is rosewood, the dark

ness of the wood being specially appropriate

for the country for which it is destined. The

third suite, in walnut, is intended for a morn

ing-room, and was designed by Mr. J. Turner,

another of the artists connected with the firm.

It is in the Adams style, but the luxuriousness

of this character of furniture has been modi

fied to admit of the furniture being utilised by

persons of moderate means.

The show-case containing Messrs. Greenlees

Brothers' Scotch whiskies is also manufactured

by this firm, the designer being Mr. R. Davey.

This case is of walnut, relieved with gilt, and

is in the old Scotch Baronial style. It has a

severe and massive effect without being too

heavy, and bears testimony to the artistic

knowledge of the designer as well as to his

ability.

Mr. S. B. Whitfield, of Watery-lane,

Birmingham, sends a group of brass and iron,

bedsteads, ingeniously arranged one within

another. The group comprises a handsome

iron four-post bedstead of the latest design,

with rods for mosquito curtains, and a very

massive half-tester bedstead, with brass foot-

end, handsome brass pillars, and mounts that

are quite unique, being ornamented with a ring

of chased work, which imparts to them a very

effective appearance. The ornaments of the

rails are similarly chased, and some of them,

" steel-bronzed," form a very fine contrast to

the lacquered brass parts. The other four are

French bedsteads, strong in appearance, and

possessing also much artistic merit. The whole

are fitted with Whitfield's patent wrought-iron

dovetails, which render a fracture of that part

impossible, a great boon in foreign countries,

where difficulty would be experienced in re

pairing an article of this description. The

trass Dedstead is fitted with Parry's patent

castors, by which a perfectly even bearing is

obtained. The whole are not only of superior

finish, and neatly and artistically ornamented,

but they are also most suitable for the

Australian trade.

Mr. Albert Phillips, of Rea-street, Bir

mingham, has also sent a special assortment of

metallic bedsteads. Amongst the number is

one for which he obtained honourable mention

at the Paris Exhibition. By means of a judi

cious combination of lacquers, an effective

contrast of pale and rich gold is produced. It

has massive square pillars, richly ornamented ;

elaborate rail panels, and a Persian " head,"

upholstered in Hue satin cloth. Among the

other exhibits are a bedstead with a combina

tion of brass and walnut wood in rail and

pillars, the walnut being relieved with electro-

flate ornaments ; and two designed _ in the

larly English style, the specialty being the

introduction of electro-plate mounts in the

pillars and rails. A rich effect is also pro

duced by the use of electro-plate mounts and

ornaments on flat panels of polished brass.

Messrs. Thomas Robinson & Co., of Roch

dale, send four of their admirable wood

working machines, to which we have alluded

with commendation in these columns move

than once. They consist of the following-

moulding and planing machines.—1. In the

moulding machines hitherto supplied there

has always been found a difficulty in giving a

smooth finish to mouldings that varied in

thickness, as the cutters working the thin part

of the moulding project so far beyond the

block to which they are affixed as to spring,

and thereby cause a ridgy appearance on the

mould. Tne application of the angle block

which distinguishes Messrs. Robinson's

moulding machine completely remedies this,

as, with rare exceptions, it enables the

cutters to be always at one length. 2.

Combined planing, shaping, chamfering, bor

ing, and morticing machine. This machine

is exceedingly useful for joiners' and other

similar shops, where there is a quantity

of timber of different sizes to plane or try up,

which is done by passing the timber over the

table through which the cutters project,

running at a high speed, and so gives a per

fectly smooth surface to the board. When

not employed for planing, the table can be

turned over and used for chamfering straight

or irregular pieces. A pressure roller with

springs and standards for planing thin boards

is added when required. It is also supplied

with a complete arrangement for slot-mor

ticing and boring. In addition to being

adapted to do the work described above,

it can be altered to suit a variety of other

useful purposes, (viz., planing, chamfering, and

sawing), by attaching a circular saw on

the spindle, and fixing a table in place

of morticing and boring apparatus. 8.

An endless band sawing-mackine for cutting
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out circles and other shapes ; it consists of an

endless saw running over two pulleys affixed

to a strong frame, the top pulley being so ar

ranged as to allow for expansion and con

traction of saw during the working. 4. Self

acting saw-bench for the purpose of catting

logs, planks, or battens into board's or scant

lings, at a speed of from 15 to 60 ft. per

minute ; its top surface is wholly and truly

planed, and fitted with a strong parallel fence,

to which is attached lever and pressure roller,

for the purpose of keeping the plank or batten

to the fence whilst being sawn into boards, &c,

together with an improved self-acting motion

for drawing forward the timber whilst it is

sawn. In addition to the above the firm

exhibit vertical steam - engines of various

capacity and horse power, embodying com

plete equipment with the highest constructive

finish.

Of domestic machinery Mr. George Kent,

of High Holborn, will exhibit a great variety,

the mere enumeration of which would occupy

a considerable space ; suffice it to say that the

articles range from the butcher's meatsafe,

10 ft. wide, through the various refrigerators

of less portentous dimensions, to the small

freezing apparatus and wine coolers.

Of the carpets to be exhibited we have

already drawn attention to the superb collec

tion sent by Messrs. John Crossi.ey & Son

(Limited) from their factories at Dean Clough,

Halifax. They consist of Brussels, tapestry,

and velvet piles ; for a more detailed descrip

tion of which see page 878 in our last volume.

Messrs. Tomkinson & Adam send two

examples of their new Koyal Axminster

carpet, a power-loom fabric far superior to

the old hand-loom carpet, and at half the

cost. This new style of carpet has also been

described previously in our columns, see

page 84 of our last volume. In addition

to these the firm send three carpets in

chenille Axminster, woven in one piece with

out seam, in Persian and Louis XI V. style.

In connection with floor coverings wo must

mention the exhibit of the Boulinikon

Floorloth Company, of Ordsal-lane Man

chester. They send several samples of their

patent floorcloth, suitable for offices, passages,

and a selection of bath and wash-stand mats,

&c. Now that carpets are used with a

border, and of rectangular shape, Boulinikon

and kindred floorcloths are also utilised for

the recesses in dining and other rooms as a

surround between the carpet and the wall.

Boulinikon has the advantage of being soft,

warm, and noiseless to the feet, impervious to

damp, and is artistic in design. It has already

been awarded four medals for general

excellence.

Closely allied to the coverings for floors are

those for walls, of which a very choice selec

tion has been sent by Messrs. Wit Woollams

& Co., of High-street, Manchester-square.

Among these are included theirpatent embossed

flock papers, for which they were awarded the

silver medal at the Paris Exhibition. They like

wise exhibit raised flock papers for painting over

friezes, dado decorations, body ground, satin,

and other damasks of special designs, includ

ing continuous patterns from 10 ft. to

12 ft. long ; stamped gold papers ; imitation

leathers made by the usual processes of block-

printing and stamping, and samples of real

leather embossed and painted by hand,—a

branch of manufacture this firm have just

added to their old-established paper-staining

works. All their papers are free from arsenic,

a matter of no small consideration.

Not by paperhanging alone are our walls

decorated ; the painter and decorator of panels

still holds his own, in spite of the encroach

ments on his art by the superb papers which

he somewhat naturally affects to despise.

Messrs. David Storer & Sons, of Glasgow,

and Mr. Thomas Hall, of Edinburgh, con

jointly exhibit a cabinet in walnut and pine,

to illustrate the application of decora

tive art to internal wood-work, such as

doors, window-shutters, and panels generally.

It is 8 ft. square by 10 ft. in height, and has

six pine doors, each 3 ft 6 in. by 8 ft., swung

on a central swivel. Hexagon in shape, the

cabinet is constructed in the Greek style, hav- 1

]ing a cornice, surmounted by pediments and

vases at the angles. The imitations are of

various kinds, one being of a Japanese type ;

a second in plain leather colours; a third

showing the grain of the pine ; a fourth in

maroon and gold ; while the best, perhaps, is

an imitation of ebony and inlaid ivory. Ano

ther admirable example is an imitation of

buhl ornaments on umber panels, the style

being that of Pergoleze. Either side of each

of the six doors being of a different design

and colour, twelve effects are produced. The

oils, colours, and varnishes used are the manu

facture of Messrs. D. Storer & Sons, while the

painting is the work of Mr. Hall.

We now pass from the artistic to the more

prosaic, though not less useful exhibits, of

which stoves of a portable nature are not the

least important. Messrs. John Wright &

Co., of Birmingham, exhibit several of these,

one of which we will describe according

to the subjoined illustration. The body of

the stove is made up of the roasting

and baking ove :s, and upon the top, be-

 

OAS COOKING-STOVE.

sides the usual arrangements for boiling and

steaming, is fitted a " broilery " sufficiently large

to cook a fowl or to make toast, and a griller

for chops, steaks, &c. The whole of the top,

which is galvanised, consists of a water vessel,

the burners for boiling and steaming purposes

being located in suitable cavities therein.

The waste heat from these burners very

quickly raises the temperature of the water

in the boiler to boiling point.

These stoves are also made without the

water vessel on the top, and they vary in

price from 4j guineas to £25 each. As to

the economy of the new system, the makers

guarantee a saving of fuel to the extent of 40

per cent, as compared with the cooking-stoves

ordinarily in use. Experiments that have

been made show that in using the ordinary

gas oven 30 in. high, 10 in. wide, and 17 in.

deep, a consumption of 20^ cubic ft. of gas

per hour is necessary in order to maintain a

temperature of 380 deg. Fahr. inside the oven,

whilst with the new cooker 12 cubic ft. of

gas per hour is sufficient. This saving is

effected by jacketing the cookers on the sides,

top, and door, with a new and very efficient

non-conducting material, which prevents loss

of heat in the oven by radiation. Some idea

of the value of this non-conductor may be

gathered from the fact that a teacupful of

water (jacketed with fths of an inch of

silica), which at 10 o'clock stood at 200 deg.

Fahr., had at 2 o'clock lost only 50 deg. of its

heat ; and a cooker jacketed with it had been

alight for six hours, the temperature of which,

inside the oven stood at 500 deg., whilst the

outside was so cool that the hand could be

borne upon it. Another advantage besides

the saving of gas is that the kitchen is kept

perfectly cool during the summer months. Of

course the first cost of these cookers is rather

higher than that of the ordinary stoves of

the same size, but when the daily saving in

the consumption of gas is taken into account,

there can be little question as to which is really

the cheaper stove.

Messrs. Wright & Butler, of Birmingham,

exhibit a handsome case containing an assort

ment of table and suspension lamps and cook

ing-stoves. The designs of the lamps in par

ticular are of great variety, and range in value

from a few shillings to several pounds. A

special novelty is a lamp in which an animal

intended to convey an Englishman's idea of

an elephant is made to do duty for a stand,

while the howdah forms the fountain for the

nil. The body of the lamp is of majolica ware,

-urmounted by a very fine globe with an

appropriate design engraved thereon. The

firm exhibit also a patent burner-extinguisher,

by means of which the necessity for blowing

out the flame, and so causing an unpleasant

odour, besides the danger arising from the

practice, is avoided. It further prevents

the overflow of oil by capillary attraction

when the wicks are not lighted, as well

as the accumulation of dust, which serves to

injure the shape of the flame. An additional

exhibit is the " Eclipse " burner, by using which

no chimney is required, while at the same time

no smoke is emitted.

Messrs. Barwell, Son, & Fisnsn, of Bir

mingham, exhibit oil-lamps, gas-fittings, and

chandeliers of recent and novel design, a non-

explosive oilstove, also a " Queen's reading

lamp with indestructible wick, musical lamps,

and Duplex table lamps. But their improved

systems of lighting will be quite unique among

similar exhibits. We referred to this subject a

tew weeks ago, see page 393 of our last volume.

These systems are to be exhibited on a largo

rail, showing each of the styles. In conjunction

with this will be a photometer that will not

mily show the greater light obtained, but will

at the same time prove that less gas is actually

used. This is effected by having two little

L'asholders of the same capacity ; these being

filled with gas will each supply the burner

attached thereto. The one that uses its gas

the more quickly is, of course, burning a

crrrater quantity in a given time than the

other, and the burner that casts the deepest

shadow manifestly emits the more brilliant

light. We have inspected this clever test-

apparatus, and can speak positively as regards

its accuracy, and of the satisfactory proofs it

affords that the patent burners really consume

less gas, while they produce a superior light.

Persons who live beyond the reach of coal-

gas mains, and others who so desire, can, by

means of the " Sun " Auto-pneumatic Gas

Machine, make their own gas, and thus be

altogether independent of the mysterious

dealings of gas companies. A machine for

this purpose has been sent to Sydney, where

doubtless gas companies are not more beloved

by the suffering public than is the case in this

country. " The Sun Automatic Lamp," also

made by the Sun Lighting and Heating Co.

(Limited), possesses advantages peculiar to

itself. This street-lamp makes its own gas,

the mechanism being self-contained. The ad

vantages claimed for it are as follows :—It may

be regulated so as to burn any given number of

hours, and then to go out automatically ; it re

quires no chimney ; a windy night, so far from

blowing the light out, improves it ; the light

given is equal to that of the best cannel coal-

gas ; it burns without a shadow underneath ;

and the consumption is always in propor

tion to the light given. The agent for London

is Mr. B. W. Maughan, tho patentee of the

new " Geyser " for obtaining hot water

instantaneously, 41, Cheapside.

Exigencies of space compel us to break off

here, and to hold over the remainder of these

descriptive notes until our next issue.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE,

ORIGINAL DE8IGN FOR A SIDEBOARD.

TN designing the Sideboard illustrated on the

accompanying plate, due regard has been

had to the three indispensable requisites of

such a piece of furniture : we have ample

shelf-room, a good-sized cupboard, and a

number of very handy drawers. While

ornament has not been ignored, utility has in

no particular been sacrificed to it, and the

whole structure has an air of solidity which

eminently adapts the Sideboard to its in

tended use.

STAINED GLASS AT THE YORKSHIRE

EXHIBITION.

STAINED and painted gloss of all de

scriptions—ecclesiastical, municipal, and

domestic, Mediaeval and Renaissance, pictorial

and conventional, quiet and glaring—is shown

at the Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial

Exhibition. The firms represented are Messrs.

Adam & Small, Glasgow ; Campbell ft Smith,

London; Camm Bros., Birmingham; Dixon &

Vasey, London ; Gibbs & Howard, London ;

A. Hodgson, York ; J. W. Knowles, York ;

Knowles ft Co., London ; Powell Bros., Leeds ;

Shrigley ft Hunt, Lancaster ; and Thomson ft

Co., Leeds. The following description of the

exhibits has been supplied by a correspondent

of the Building Keica. Messrs. Powell Bros,

occupy one of the positions above the refresh

ment bars. One light is fitted with a rather

powerfully drawn figure of St, Dominic,

in brown coat ; simplicity of colour and out

line has been aimed at with good result.

The next lig'r.t illustrates the Crucifixion, and

is a portion of the east window of Netherhoy

Church. The third is less ecclesiastical,

and illustrates the game of football. All

three lights have grounds of white and yel

low, the primary colours are well subdued,

and the general effect is good. Messrs.

Shrigley & Hunt have but one specimen

of their art, Renaissance in style, illustrative

of the Arts, with figures of Michael Angelo,

Giorgione, Raphael, and Titian, with smaller

figures above representing Poetry, Painting,

and Sculpture, and one below, Music. The

whole is pleasing in composition and colour.

Next to this is a window by Messrs. Knowles

& Co., of composite character, the various por

tions not only lacking unity in design, but being

of various periods of Gothic art. The subjects

are ChristSitting in Glory, the Virgin and Child,

St. Catherine of Alexandria, St. John the Evan

gelist, &c. Apparently they are not intended

for one window. The exhibits of Messrs. Adam

& Small are rather numerous, and are scattered

about different parts of the building. Under the

north gallery are two lights, the one contain

ing the figures of Eli and Samuel, the other

Timothy and his Mother. These are excellently

drawn and richly coloured, but the contrasts of

colour are too marked. The draperies are very

dark, inclining to opacity, while the heads and

hands seem washed out in comparison. Still

these windows bear a good deal of looking at,

which is moro than can be said of others very

near them. Bythenortb-weststaircasethe same

firm has a pointed light, treated in less conven-

tionalmanner, illustrating the text, "Praise the

Lord, O my soul." A female stands in a posture

of reverent attention, in front of her being a

child, who looks up admiringly into her face.

The plants in the background are rather coarse,

bmt the whole is very pleasing, and rich in

colour. There are several panels for domestic

use in staircase and library windows, &c. One

is composed of small squares of coarse glass,

with a few of wavy glass at regular intervals,

enclosed in a frame of Jacobean character,

with rather absurd architectural details at top

and bottom. There are other panels in English

Renaissance, with stained and painted glass

mixed. The exhibits of Messrs. Campbell ft

Smith are of domestic character, and are

mostly panels for insertion in large lights or

openings. "Autumn," "Morning," "Vivien

and Merlin," "The Crow and the Pitcher,"

ftc, form the subjects of these designs. Some

of them seem too conventional. Messrs. Camm

Brothers send a variety of work. One window

tells the story of the Ten Virgins, the centre

light being occupied by a figure of the Saviour

regally attired. Another window is intended

for a boudoir, and has small painted panels

illustrating the " Midsummer's Night's Dream."

It is placed too high to be properly inspected.

On the south-west stairs is another work of

Messrs. Campbell & Smith. It is a panel with

a scene from Moliere's " Bourgeois Gentil-

homme," and shows how a subject may be

freely treated and yet lend itself to the lines

of the lead-glazing, which hardly interfere with

the effect, although the scale of the drawing

is small. The colours are quiet and yet rich.

Messrs. Gibbs & Howard are represented

by three windows, of which the largest is in a

rococo Renaissance style—that is, the archi

tectural details partake of that character. The

central subject, " The Expulsion of the Money

changers from the Temple," is vigorously

treated. The flesh tints are browner than is

usual in stained glass, and the modelling of

the features, &c, better. Another light gives

a picture of St. Balba, with an architectural

model in her hand, under an elaborate Late

Gothic canopy. The third exhibit shows

Othello relating the story of his life, in which

the artist has hardly done justice to Desdemona,

The exhibits of Messrs. Thomson ft Co. are

all pleasiog in tone, but there should be a little

more variety about flesh tints when they are

in immediate juxtaposition with white dra

peries. Messrs. Dixon have a window of two

lights of very peculiar appearance, all the glass

usually white having a dirty greenish tinge,

while some of the draperies are very dark

The subject is the " Adoration of the Magi."

The drawing is good, and the forms are well

defined. P^lsewhere this firm has three lights

for a Tudor window, " St. Cecilia," with an

angel on each side. There are some faults of

drawing, as, e.g., the hands are rather small ;

but the arrangements of colours are pleasing.

A panel for a staircase window has some

forcible drawing and rich colour in a branch

of some tree in blossom, with a ruby-coloured

bird on the wing. In a circular panel repre

senting the Entombment the colours are very

dark, inclining to black. Altogether there is

a very complete collection of stained and

painted glass in this exhibition. It seems a

pity that it could not have b^en kept more

together, and, in several instances, nearer the

eye of the observer.

THE FURNITURE TRADE AND CO

OPERATIVE TRADING.

IN the course of the evidence given before

the Select Committee now inquiring into

the working of co-operative stores, it may be

remembered that the somewhat startling asser

tion was made that the affiliated traders who

allow a discount of 15 per cent, to the members

of the stores, take the precaution of first put

ting a similar or even greater percentage on to

the goods thus sold. That allegation, reiterated

by more than one witness, has not been allowed

to pass unchallenged. Among the gentlemen

who have come forward to give an unqualified

denial to the assertion is Mr. William Milner

(of Messrs. Hewetson ft Milner, upholsterers,

Tottenham-court-road), who, in giving evidence

on the 27th ult., said his firm had been for

thirteen years affiliated with the Haymarket

and Civil Service Supply Stores. The follow

ing questions were put to him by the Chair

man:—Is your system of doing business for

cash or credit ?—Previous to our entering our

selves on the Civil Service Stores list it was on

the credit system.

Since the time you have been connected with

the co-operative associations you have changed

your system to cash as far as the members of

those associations are concerned ?—Yes.

It has been insinuated that traders in the

affiliated shops are in the habit of putting on a

percentage for the purpose of taking it off

again to members of the associations ; is there

any truth in that P—I utterly deny the state

ment. The reductions are perfectly bona fide.

The reductions are only made because we are

able to do so, being paid ready money for the

goods. Since we have adopted the cash system

our business has vastly increased. It would be

impossible to put on a percentage merely to

take it off, because every article in a stock con-

sistingof many hundreds or perhaps thousand*

of different articles has upon it a ticket with

the price clearly marked in plain figures. The

members of the stores very rarely state that they

are connected with the stores until they have

made their selection and are about to pay

for their goods. The discount of 5 per cent,

upon some descriptions of goods and 1\ per

cent, upon others is fair, and perhaps rather a

full equivalent for certain advantages which

fhe connection with the stores gives—namely,

a large addition of business and payment on

or before delivery. There is no contract with

the stores that anyspecified amount of business

should come from the members, but as such

business does result, a part of the discount, say

one half, may fairly be regarded as a trade

expense, incurred in obtaining valuable busi

ness, just as one might pay such a percentage

to a traveller or agent, or expend it in adver

tising, only in this instance it is returned to

each member of the stores in proportion to his

purchases. As to the other part of the dis

count, it is in exchange for the conditions made

by the stores that its members shall pay on or

before delivery. The furniture business is one

which has always been subject to a certain

amount of credit, and which it is almost im

possible for any one, even if he professed to do

so, to carry on absolutely for ready money.

The witness further stated that he had

not intended to take any part in the

matter then before the committee until

certain charges had been made against the

owners of affiliated shops. Ho was aware

that a irond deal of sore feeling prevailed, but

he had little doubt that if it were shown that

the stores were not cheaper or better than the

shops a fair proportion of their trade might

soon come back to the shops.

Another witness examined by the committee

was Mr. Gardner, lamp manufacturer, Charing-

cross, who said that his shop had been affiliated

with the Civil Service Supply and the Hay-

market Stores 6ince the time they were

originated.

The Chairman—May we understand that

your system was cash or credit before you

connected yourself with these associations ?—

It was a mixed system, but we allowed 5 per

cent, for ready money, and we gave credit

half-yearly.

Since you have been connected with these

associations has your cash business increased ?

—I think it has.

If it has not increased what advantage do

you get ?—We have a large number of the

members come to our establishment and pur

chase for cash.

What advantage do they get?—15 per

cent, reduction on some articles, and 17J per

cent, reduction on others.

Is that the same advantage as any other

customer who paid cash would receive ?—

Yes. With the exception of 2j per cent, on

china and glass. As far as our goods are con

cerned the competition of the stores has

effected a reduction in the prices.

Do you keep an assortment of your goods

at the establishments with which you are con

nected P—No ; we simply allow members a

discount on what they buy.

Do you think these stores have a beneficent

influence on manufactures P—Yes ; on art and

manufactures.

You are constantly endeavouring to im

prove the quality of your lamps ?—Yes.

Have you ever known in any co-operative

association any invention produced ?—No ; I

should think it impossible that such could be

the case.

It is the competition of this system of

trading which compels you to bo constantly

seeking some improvement in the lamps

which you sell as regards taste and me-
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cbanism ?—Yes ; if it was not for that -we

should soon find ourselves with a diminishing

business. *

Unless there were outside competition with

the stores art and manufacture would soon

stok ?—Yes.

SIX MONTHS' FAILURES IN THE

FURNITURE TRADE.

THE appended statistics as to the failures

during the first six months of the pre

sent year have been compiled by Mr. Richard

Seyd, and the gradual diminution in their

number since January last would seem to

betoken that the commercial balance is by

degrees righting itself. The number continues

6till, however, exceptionally large, more espe

cially when it is borne in mind that liquida

tions by private arrangement are not included

in the following summary, since they are

under the present bankruptcy law outside

official cognizance.

The number of failures announced in the

first half of the year 18/9 has been 8,000, of

which 1,553 are in the financial, wholesale,

and manufacturing branches of trade, and

7,437 in retail tTade, professional pursuits,

builders, publicans, among the working classes,

&c.

The failures in the wholesale trades were

distributed as follows :—

The whole The whole Six months
ear endngJune,JUT

1877.

Lot don 45(1
Lirerpool 81

Hsnche«ter 134
Lancashire 1*4

I« Write* Ml
Btrm ngham and Midland

iron district 1S9
Kmcast>, M iddleabro',

Hall, and district 129

Bristol, Cardiff, Newport,
and Swansea 8(1

Prori. ces *M
(Scotland 139

Irtlind S3

2,172

T

187o\

6«6
92

125
187
408

216

H2

72
r,(il
232

82

1879.

315
5.5

107
110

203

120

50

41
332
131

IS

2,643 1,653

The number of failures in each month dur

ing the yeaT 1879 was as follows :—

Jan. Feb. March. April.

276 275 268

1,320 1,287 1.2S0

May. Jane.

Wholesale
Betail

300
1,318

266 170
1,228 1,004

Total... 1,618 1,596 1,562 1,646 1,491 1,174

Distributed as follows :—

Jan.

Ekgiawd.

Feb. March. April.
242 249 243

1,218 1,198 1,163

May.
247

1,130

June.
Wholesale
Betail

271
1,213

SCOTlilrD,

153
917

Whole asle

Sau l

23 29 25 23
75 63 73

16 13

76

Ibiliwd.

71 69

Wholesale
Betail

1 6 1 1
29 26 .1

8
17

i
30 28

The various branches of commerce show the

following proportion of failures :—

Six months
The year The year ending

1877. 1878. Jnne,
1879.
128
14

227

e

Agent*., commission, yarn, Ac.

Cotton and colonial brokers ...
Cotton spin, era and manufac
turers S5

Carriers, tanners, and leather

merchants 32
Dyers, bleachers, and finishers, 20

Blsctro-platers 18
Glass, lead, earthenware, Ac.... 21
Manorsctnrera and merchants
of woollens, worsted, elastics,

silk", stuff), h aiery 190
Merchants 206

Oilcloth —
Tiabet 67
Warehousemen and importers

of foreign goods 120
Wcolstaplers and merchants ... 4

Wcollen and cotton wastes 32

243
20

A NEW WHOLESALE FURNITURE

FIRM,

THE approaching retirement of Messrs. W.

& J. R. Hunter from the cabinet and

upholstery business, hitherto carried on at

57, Moorgate-street, has given occasion for the

establishment of new wholesale house' by the

late manager of one of their principal de

partments.

There are one or two specialities connected

with the new firm to which attention should

be drawn. Recognising the power of the cash

system, as exemplified in many of the largest

houses of business in the City, Mr. John Finch

has determined to adopt it from the first,

and, of course, to connect with it the corre

sponding advantage of low charges. The

character of the business will be strictly

artistic, and the designs of a considerable

proportion of the goods being from the

pencil of Mr. G. W. Fairbank, is a sufficient

guarantee of good taste. There is no

reason why a piece of furniture of elegant

proportions (other things being equal) should

cost any more than if it were of ponderous and

ugly shape, and what is still more to the point,

furniture of good design is far more likely to

commend itself to purchasers. One particular

article, an easy chair, that thoroughly deserves

the name, is worthy of special notice ; it is

somewhat lower in the seat than is usual, thus

giving a more comfortable angle for resting

the knee-joint ; and it is sufficiently deep to

rest the whole of the thigh ; it fits itself to the

hollows of tho back and neck, and becomes in

every sense what is so seldom met with, a

real'y east/ chair. Elegance, however, has not

been sacrificed to utility, for it looks ns well

proportioned as it is comfortable. Other

articles of furniture of unusual, although

admirable, outline, are being introduced, the

whole of the new business having, even to its

most minute detail, an Early English air per

vading it. Mr. Finch, who has, as practical

draughtsman, been connected with several of

the principal houses in the trade, need, we

think, be under no apprehension as to the

success of his new venture. We should take

this opportunity of adding that although

Messrs. W. & J. R. Hunter are retiring from

their cabinet business, the wholesale timber

trade will he still carried on by them as

formerly, at Bethnal-green-road. The new

business established by Mr. John Finch is at

45, City-road.

either buying job lota at low prices or pur

chasing regular yarns in hand-to-mouth quan

tities. Linen remains firm, and spinners,

although they are getting ^d. to Id. per lb.

advance on the quotations of a month since,

are unable to replace raw material to cover

themselves even at the advanced prices. Cot

ton yarns are easier this week, with but little

doing. Messrs. Tomkinson & Adam, and the

other rug manufacturers, have issued a reduced

price-list of rugs, and the trade in this depart

ment is quiet. The Royal Axminster and

Smith's Patent Axminster looms asjf^tho-

roughly well employed.

ftrube gkprfs.

[Fbcm Odb Own Special Correspondents.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Saturday and Monday last being the last

working days in June, were devoted by many

firms to stocktaking, a process which has gone

on more or less during the whole week, and

has consequently somewhat interfered with

business.

The Dkwsbury Carpet Trade. — Some

improvement is reported by a few of the carpet

manufacturers in this district ; the drawback

to any speedy and active revival is, however,

the fact that, the stocks in the warehouses

are very heavy, and with a view to ease these,

quotations are accepted which would not,

under ordinary circumstances, be entertained

for a moment During the week a large

quantity of heavy woollen goods, as well ns

light-finished goods, have been sent out of the

warehouses. The chief part of them are on

contract account, lodged at the beginning of

the season, and the remainder are to supply

the large continental houses who have fallen

short of assortments. There is generally a

better tone in the market, and although rates

are very low, they are in advance of those

obtainable a few weeks ago. The shipments

are chiefly to Italy, Austria, and the East.

French buyers are unsettled, and have only

taken parcels of a hand-to-mouth character, or

goods which they can obtain at almost their

own price. The recent strike in the woollen

trade of America has had a tendency to

improve the demand here, notwithstand

ing the heavy tariff, and more busi-

nesslthan was expected has been done

on Canadian account. There is but little

doing with Germany. A material change for

the better has set in with respect of home in

quiries, and some parcels are taken from stock

to meet the immediate requirements of pur

chasers. There is still a fair amount of army

work on hand, tho orders being on home

Government account. The inquiries for rail

way and carriage rugs have increased. The

business done at the local sales of wool haa

been somewhat restricted at the advance of

rates established at the late London sales.

Australian and Cape wools are about Id. per

lb. dearer ; and greasy inferior sorts are jd.

per lb. in advance of previous sale rates.

English wools are firm, but the demand is

limited. Cotton warps show a decline in price

of over Id. per lb. at which rate there has

been more inquiry. Mungo is steady ; oils are

a trifle cheaper. Good shoddy has been in

better demand, but other sorts are neglected.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

There has been no alteration in the condition

of tho curtain trade since our last report, and

manufacturers are beginning to make up their

mind that no large repeat orders need be ex

pected for the present season. Notwithstand

ing a slightly easier market buyers of lace

61

63
33

4
Zi

272
217

S3
15
28

•17

2'J
5
13

191
125

1
61

50

17
13

Total. . 2,172 2,643 1,653

In retail trades, &c, there were :—For the

year 1877, 8,850 ; for the year 1878, 12,410 ;

during the six months ending June, 1879,

7,437.

* Hot including Midd esbroogh and Hull.

As soon as local firms know what _. „ , w.

business they have been doing during the past ya°rns remain Indisposed" to piace'orders, and

six months there is some prospect of a little either hold altogether aloof or confine them-

more activity. A general meeting of the 1 selves to the smallest necessities. There was-

creditors of Gower Woodward & Co. was a very meagre attendance at the Exchange

held at the Waterside MDls, Kidderminster,

on Wednesday last, when it was stated that

owing to a difficulty with the bankers of the

late firm, who claim, as under mortgage, the

whole of Mr. Woodward's machinery, it was

impossible as yet to declare a final dividend,

hut a first dividend of 5s. in the pound, pay

able on the 9th instant, was agreed to. The

discharge of the debtor was granted, and

the gift of his furniture to him was con

firmed. During the week comparatively

few carpet orders have been received,

no doubt consequent on the end of

June being a general stocktaking time

everywhere. Wool remains in very small

demand; farmers do not like taking the ex

tremely low prices offering, and even at these

cheap rates spinners are unable to produce

worsted yarn at a profit. There is very little

doing in worsteds, and manufacturers are

and inquiries at the warehouses continue

languid. Brown cotton nets remain unaltered

in value ; there was a very slow demand for

plain goods. Patent spotted nets in the finer

qualities are readily sold ; stocks have been

quite cleared out and orders are in arrear, the

production being limited. The demand for

laces, edgings, and lappets is barely sustained,

and it has become necessary to check the over

grown production. Limited parcels of silk-

lace and blonds are selling, but there are few

inducements to increase the production. In

connection with the strike in the plain net

branch, which has now been pending for half

a year, a meeting of the Lace Manufacturers'

Association has lately teen held, when tho

committee reported that in accordance

with a suggestion made by the Associa

tion on February 19 two meetings had been

arranged between the workmen and tho
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committee's delegates on the Board of

Arbitration, to endeavour to settle the dis

pute. No mutual understanding, however,

was reached, but a proposal was made from

the Amalgamated Society of Operative Laee-

makers that two members, one from the cur

tain and one from the levers branch, should be

chosen on either side with a view of settling

the dispute. The committee of the masters

acceded to this, with the proviso that before

entering into the matter the four delegates

thus chosen should mutually agree on a fifth

person as umpire in the event of their being

unable to agree, and that the decision of the

umpire should be final and binding on both

fides. To this the Operative Society would

not consent, but stated that they were pre

pared to abide by the investigation of the

books to prove whether the men could make

as many racks with single as with double

yarn ; the result of such investigations to be

laid before the Board of Conciliation, and

their decision to be final. The Employers'

Committee rejoined that while regretting the

refusal of the operatives, they were prepared

to hold another conference, at which state

ments and suggestions should be brought

forward in the hope of constituting the basis

of a settlement. This meeting was duly held,

and statements were handed in by the manu

facturers showing the amount of wages which

<-«nld be earned by the workman when on

full time and whenworking singles cotton,but it

was found difficult to institute an exact com

parison between the singles and the twofold

cotton, as the same machines had rarely worked

both kinds under precisely the same conditions,

and because they had not been kept working

full time for two or three years, owing to the

extremely depressed state of the plain net

trade. Several suggestions were made by the

employers, with a view to terminate the dis

pute by mutual concessions ; but the workmen

would not accept any of these proposals. After

a long discussion, the conference terminated

with the understanding that it was useless to

call any further meeting, but that if either

party had any offer to make it should be com

municated through the representative secre

taries. The Committee of the Manufacturers'

Association add in their report, which is signed

by Mr. Henry A. Goodyor :—" Your com

mittee have not seen their way to make any

further proposal, as they consider they have

exhausted every means in their power to bring

the dispute to an amicable and honourable

settlement."

Furnishing Ironmongery:.—Business has

Been very quiet during the present week

throughout this district, in consequence of

stock-taking being proceeded with on every

hand. We believe that the state of things

likely to be revealed by the half-yearly

balance-sheets will prove satisfactory, and that

the turnover during the first six months of

the year has, despite the general complaint to

the contrary, been fairly up to the average,

even if profits have been cut rather fine.

Cabinet brassfounders continue well employed,

and metallic bedstead makers are doing an

average business. The arbitrator in the chan

delier trade, who is to decide whether the now

customary bonus of 15 per cent, is to be with

drawn or not, has held another sitting to have

further details submitted to him, and there is

some hope that he will give his award beforo

long. Commenting on the chandelier trade,

a contemporary says that although the

electric light scaro has long since passed

away, the gosfitting branch has not

yet recovered from the depression which

overtook it in the autumn of last year, after

the first anticipatory wants of the winter trade

were satisfied. This circumstance would seem

to be due mainly to the dulness of the build

ing trade, which keeps the home demand at a

very low ebb, but makers complain even more

of the export than of the home department,

Australian business being especially unsatis

factory. Meanwhile no efforts are spared to

woo trade by the preparation of new and

attractive patterns, and there probably never

was a time when so many novelties in design

and material were produced in lamps and

chandeliers as during the past five or six

months. Many of the most striking patterns

have gone to the Sydney Exhibition, where

Messrs. Russell and Messrs. Barwell & Fisher

are making important displays. Others are being

prepared specially for various large buildings

in London,Birmingham, and elsewhere. Messrs.

Winfield, who have been especially busy of late

on smooth brass chandeliers in the Elizabethan

and other fashionable styles, have just com

pleted five massive chandeliers in addition to

numerous smaller fittings for the new Bir

mingham Council House. Messrs. Russell,

who manufacture largely for export, especially

light, elegant forms of chandeliers for domestic

use, are devoting themselves in an especial

manner to steel bronze work. Gothic brass

and iron standards, cornices, &c, are in fairly

steady request with Messrs. Hart, Son &

Peard, Messrs. Winfield, and Messrs. Hard-

man. In high-class Renaissance and classic

patterns, Messrs. Messenger & Sons are still

pre-eminent, but fickle fasbion of le.te has not

been very favourable to these styles. Messrs.

John Hunt & Co., Breedon & Booth, Barwell

& Fisher, Best & Lloyd, Ratcliffe, Cham

bers, Philp, Lovett, & Whitehouse, and

others cultivate indifferently all styles, but

with a general predilection for the Renaissance.

The speciality of Messrs. Wright & Fletcher,

who are busier than some of their competitors,

is " Stannate," an alloy which, as we have

before mentioned, is peculiarly well adapted

for sculpturesque patterns in imitation bronze,

copper, and brass.

Household Linen, &c.—Owing to the

usual stock-taking, there has been a little

interruption to production. Independent of

this, however, the trade generally is still quiet,

and many looms are running short time.

There is but a moderate demand for both

plain and fancy drills, but there has been a

considerable output of common printed ones.

An active business continues to be done in

blinds, whilst there is also a fair inquiry

for heavy broad sheetings, white damasks,

towellings, and ordinary narrow linens. Not

much, however, is being done in carpetings,

diapers, or check drills. Finishers continue to

be well employed, and the samo may be said

with respect to bleachers. Some of the dyers

have not been doing much of late. Transac

tions in linen and tow yarns have been of a

moderate character, and prices have under

gone little or no change. ,

Jmttora Jfttnuiore sports

For the WeeJi ending Saturday, the 28th vXt.

Adelaide—Ashford A Brooks, £32 paper-hangs

Collard A Collard, £110 piano

Donaldson, Andrews & Co. £141 silk fringe,

£14 lace curtains

Edwards, Benett & Co. £35 furniture

Filby A Kemp, £14 rug?, 384 yds oarpets

Goode Bros. 156 yds carpets, £30 mattiogs

Good, Toms A Co. 453 yds carpeting, 1,494

yds American leather

Murray, D. A W. 596 yds blankets

Stanton, J. £16 turned ivory

Wills, G. A B. 290 yds oarpets

Algoa Bay—Arnholz, A. 600 yds oarpets

Broadwood, J. & Brat, £198 piano

Currie, D. A Co. £28 clocks, £235 foruitnre,

£119 nigs

Davis A Boper, £58 wooden manufactures

Darant, A. A Co. £12 furniture

Hopcraft A Co. 8,259 yds floorcloth, 100 yds

oarpets

Flatt, J. P. A Co. £40 musical instruments

Searight, J. A Co. £60 safes

White & Holmes, £95 musical instruments

Alicante —Bishop & Co. £11 furniture

Amsterdam—Collins, W. A. 680 yds cloth

Dufour Bros. A Co. 1 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 495 sq yds oilcloth

Salmon, C. J. 23 o leather

Turnley, J. W. 49f 0 glue

Antwerp—Leather Cloth Co. 720 sq yds oil

cloth

Auckland—Ashby, W. & Co. £100 billiard

table

Clark, A. A Sons, 650 yds floorcloth

Dart, H. A G. £33 glassware

Jennings, G. D. A Co. £50 piano, £20 ohina

Barbadoes—Daniel, T. A Co. £50 piano

Moss, C. A Co. 106 lb. leather

Scrutton, Sons A Co. £14 leather

Whitfield, G. W. A Co. 5 c leather

Blue; Habboub— Mo Ewen, J. A Co. £13

matting, £29 looking-glasses

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 432 sq yds oil-

oloth, 981 sq yds leather oloth

Bull, W. G. £30 farnitnre

Esoombe Bros. A Co. £100 piano, £40 varnish

Forbes, Forbes A Co. 6 o leather, £26 glass

manufactures

Gellatly A Co. 40 yds oarpets, £49 ohina

Haviside, T. A Co. £279 safes

Johnston, B. A Co. £72 glassware

King, H. S. A Co. £44 furniture

Lanyon A Co. £54 blankets

Lyon, J. A Co. £87 lamps, £28 glassware

Newman, A. E. £30 ohinaware, 6£ o leather,

880 yds blankets

Other Entries, 6 o leather, £22 glassware

Sleeman, H. B. A Co. 939 yds cotton quilting

Stone A Son, £75 lamps

Wallaoe, J. £178 glassware

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £71 musical instru

ments, £17 sewing-machine

Boulogne—Bilot A Troude, 415 o leather, 678

yds carpet, 75 o leather

Chiunery A Johnson, £112 paper-hangingp,

3 c leather

Flageollet frs A Co. 500 lb leather

Nollen, Henry A Co. £11 chinaware, 2 c lthr,

8J o leather

Rahn, G. A Co. 202 yds carpets

Salnon, O. J. 247 o leather

Bremen—Eiohholz Bros. A Co. £15 rugs

Fhillipps A Graves, 238 sqyds floorcloth, 2 qra

leather, 60 yds oarpets, 33 o leather

Brisbane—Fickling, T. £12 soap, £55 brushwra

Stanton, J. 3 o leather

Brussels—Bevingtons A Sons, 345 lb leather

Wain, C. 5 o leather

Calcutta—Allen, Bros. A Co. 490 yds blankets

Allen, S. J. £67 carpet, £42 rugs

Oollord A Collard, £100 piano

Colly A Co. £15 glassware, £31 docks

Crawford, Colvin A Co. £5 furniture

Escombe, Bros. £6 lamps

Gellatly A Co. 236 yds oarpets

Harraden, S. A Co. £18 musical instruments

Ironside A Co. £9 docks

King, H. S. A Co. £43 furniture, £13 fntre

Lyon, J. A Co. £22 lamps

MoCabe A Co. 96 sq yds oiloloth, J o lea ther

£12 glassware

Other Entries, 1 o leather

Sootney & Eamshaw, £265 fnrnitnre

Shaokleton A Co. £56 sewing machines

Short, Short A Co. £9 o'ooks

Stewart, Gent, A Co. 652 yds oarpets, 103 lb

leather, 210 yds blankets, £17 lamps

Stone A Son, 5 o leather, 3,375 yds blankets,

£75 glassware, £75 lamps

Storer, D. & Sons, 18 g varnish

Watson, J. A Co. 320 yds blankets

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £160 muaioal iustmts

Canterbury—Bennett, E. &0o. £295 furniture,

£115 fenders, £41 lamps

Davis, J. A Son, £99 looking-glasses.

Martin, K. & Co. 6 o tanned leather

Mather, W. £30 glass manufactures

Bogers, H. Sons A Co. £61 brushware, £36

washing-maohines, £48 grateB and fitting?,

120 sq yds floorcloth

Shaw, 8avill A Co. £25 brushware, £13 glass

paper, 1,154 yds woollen carpets

Cape of Good Hope—Blagden A Prince, 23 o

tanned leather

Davis & Soper, £57 furniture

Walker Bros. £13 docks

Chepoo—Escombe Bros. & Co. £12 bidstead

Colombo—Ball, W. E. 51 yds hemp and woollen

oarpets

Brooks, W. A Sons, 1 c leather

Durham & Co. £9 looking-glasses

Freeland, J. A A. B. £10 musical instruments

Green, F. A Co. £10 musioal instruments

Nixon A King, £14 furniture

Constantinople—Mertens A Co. £25 organ

Desierara—Penney, G. H. A Co. £13 paprhngna

East London—Currie, Donald, A Co. £87 frntre

Durant, A. A Co. £70 furniture

Forbes, Forbes A Co. 8,740 yds blankets

Sevine, J. J. A Co. £90 blankets

Freemantle—Bandell, G. £33 lamps

Galatz—Sohloesser Bros. 107f o leather

Genoa—Chinnery A Johnson, £50 varnish

Gibraltar—Bishop A Co. 288 yds leather doth

Jepps, J. W. A Co. £40 furniture

Pei ran, J. B. £62 brushware

Thurston A Co. £70 billiard table
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Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

3,600 sq yds oilcloth

Becker 4 Ulrioh, 4 o leather

Bevington 4 Sons, 3,872 lb leather

Chinnery 4 Johnson, 61 o leather

Collins, W. A. 120 yds flooroloth

Darling Bros. 806} o leather, 1,200 skins,

80 o leather

Dafonr Bros. 4 Co. £110 rngs

Elkan & Co. 11 o leather

Hay, W. 4 Co. 10 o leather

Kitchin, J. 4 Co. 80J o. leather

Lavy, 0. 4 Co. £7 rngs

Leather Cloth Co. 21,585 yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 322 sq yds.

linoleum

Martens 4 Co. 298 yds carpeting

0:her Entries, 10fc a leather, 20 yds carpet

Salmon, 0. J. 39 sq yds flooroloth, 30 o leather

Sohloesser Bros. 134} o leather

Simonsen, J. 4 Co. 243 yds flooroloth, 98 yds

floorcloth

Stahlsohmidfc, F. 4 Co. 26± o leather

Thomas, D. C. 375 o leather

Van der Heyden, E. 300 o leather

Wain, 0. 51} o leather

Harlingen—Dufonr Bros. 4 Co. 2} o leather

Havre—Nollen, Henry,' & Co. £150 furniture

Salmon, C. J. £120 musioal instruments

Hong Kong—Esoome, Bros. 4 Co. £33 rugs

Freeland, J. & A. B. £51 musioal instruments

Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. 2 o leather, £25 glass

ware

McGregor, Gow 4 Co. £26 mats, 37 yds floor,

cloth, £25 looking-glasses, £2,722 rngs,

500 yds woollen carpets, 360 yds cocoa

matting

Palmer, J. jun. IS o leather

Pickford & Co. £15 dock

[brail—Scotney 4 Earnshaw, 928 yds carpets

Jamaica—Weeob, Hanbnry & Co. £10 furniture

Jersey & Guernsey—Cheeswright 4 Co. £130

furniture, £4 glassware

Labrador — Moravian Church and Mission

Agency, 775 yds blankets

Leghorn—Dawson, Bros. £35 varnish

Mertens 4 Co. 1,156 yds carpets

Lisbon—Hooton, W. 4 Yates, 162 yds carpet

Madras—Maynard, Harris 4 Co. £13 glass and

ohinaware

Oakes Bros. 4 Co. £6 o leather, £49 lampware

Bandall & Bigley, li c leather

Short, Short 4 Co. £10 woollen rugs

Short, Short & Co. 3 o leather, 72 yds leather

cloth, £17 varnish

Malaga—Margetson 4 Co. £40 haberdasherv,

1,200 sq yds flooroloth

Malta—Collins, W. A. 324 yds floor and 70 yds

leather oloth

Filby 4 Kemp, £1 glass & £16 ohinaware

Montreal—Meadows, T. 4 Co. £33 china, £60

cocoa nut matting

Temperleys, Carter & Co. £300 furniture

Xapi.es—Sootney & Earnshaw, 924 yds carpets

Odessa—Grantoff, B. A. 4 Co. £70 wool rngs

Richard?, Tweedy 4 Co. £36 furniture

Oporto—Kinder, A. £8 varnish

Other Entries, 3 o leather

Ostknd—Aldridge, H. 3} o leather

Wiener, M. & Co. 33} o leather 39i o. leather

Otago—Butterworth, Bros. £105 carpets, 2,613

yds blanktting

Filby 4 Kemp, £160 glassware

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £640 carpets, 718

yds woollen blanketing, £512 matting

Honlder, Bros. 4 Co. 64 g varnish

N. M. L. 4c. Co. of N. Zealand, £12 ohina,

£11 furniture

Sparrow, W. A. £130 furniture

Pesang—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £20 frntre

Padday, L. W. 162 yds oiloloth

Godfrey, A. 4,549 yds woollen blanketing

Port Natal—Currie, D. 4 Co. 8,400 yds woln

blanketing, £19 brushes, 5 o leather

Davy, J. H. 1,500 yds cotton blanketing, £28

rngs, 144 yds oil baize

Harvey 4 Greenacre, £76 carpet

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. £100 furniture

Payne, G. H. 4 Co. £160 rugs

Webster, Steel & Co. £77 rugs

Port Phillip—Adler, Escombe, & Co. 2,313 yds

blanketing

Beath, Sohiess, 4 Co. £70 carpet

Brookes, H. 4 Co. £69 wallpaper, £43 wallpr

Dawson, Bros. £330 furniture, £110 musical

instruments

Durant, A. 4 Co. 100 sq yds oiloloth

Gordon 4 Gotch, £22 blanketing

Henwood, P. 1,002 yds woollen blanketing

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, 1,468 yds leather

clth, £327 oarpet, £211 rgs, 575 yds flrolth

Port Phillip (continued)—

Irving, T. 4 Co. £30 ohina

Lloyd, B. S. 4 Co. £60 piano

Mc Arthur, W. 4 A. 1,706 yds flooroloth

Morley, J. 4 B. £16 matting

Parren, J. B. £170 brush ware

Payne, Bros. £30 blankets

Price, 0. 4 Co., 1,382 sq yds flooroloth

Sargood, Son 4 Co. £183 oarpet

Savage & Hill, £114 rugs

Stanton, J. 3 o leather

Poti—Westoott 4 Lauranoe £16 filters

Rotterdam—Darling Bros. 10 o leather

Fickua, W. 4 J. & Co. 1 o leather

Salmon, C. J. 20 o leather, £10 furniture

Santos—Clarke, J. 4 Co., £38 mats

Seville—Maynard, Harris, 4 Co. £150furniture,

£10 blankets, £50 carpet

Wimble, J. M. £12 chandeliers

St. Helena—Gigney, W. £12 leather

Hooton 4 Yates, i ; o leather

Shangai—Frith, Sands, & Co. £210 rugs

Harris, Goodwin, 4 Co. £232 rugs, £31 fur

niture, 4\ o leather, £33 wallpaper

Hewett, W. 4 Co. 3,46 1 yds woollen blanket

ing, £13 musioal instruments

MoGregor, Gow, 4 Co. £680 rugs, 200 yds

leather oloth, £69 oarpet, £400 matting

Short, Short, & Co. 2 o leather

Singapore—Aldridge, J. F. 4 Co. £35 wall-

paper

Caldwell, Watson, 4 Co. 360 yds oilbaize

Escombe, Bros. & Co. £33 rugs

Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. £12 gware

Little, J. & Co. £40 ohinaware

Poole, J. & Co. £106 lamps

Short, Short 4 Co, £19 china

Stockholm—Warburg, R. D. 4 Co. 508 yds

linoleum

Swan River—Dalgety 4 Co. £38 brushes

McDonald, J. 4 Co. £24 matting, £10 mats,

£26 carpet

Pittis, E. A. £59 musical instruments

Sydney—Atkins 4 Co. £32 ohina, £83 piano

Collard 4 Collard, £160 pianos

Fairbairns, W. £87 glassware, £46 chairs

Hamburger Bros. 4 Co. £22 clocks

Hargreaves, M. £202 wallpaper

Hart, H. & J. £155 tools, £29 musical insts

Hodgkinson, F. A. 4 Co. £10 wallpaper

Hogg, Selby 4 Co. £180 stained glass

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, £942 carpet, £872

matting, 415 sq yds flooroloth, £328 oarpet,

5 o leather, £24 glue

Irving, T. 4 Co. £215 musical instruments

Johnson 4 Allsup, £16 leather, 48 g varnish

Mason, R. 4 Co. £16 matting

Nicolson, W. 4 Co. £34 musical instruments

£62 glassware •

Price, 0. 4 Co. £33 rugs

Ross, Morgan & Co. £28 rugs, £31 rugs

Storer, D. & Sons, £518 wallpaper

Trinder, Anderson 4 Co. £650 pianos

Webb, W. H. £21 leather

West, J. £25 turnery

Williams, J. £664 furniture, £92 glass manfs

Yonng 4 Lark, 296 yds blanketing

St. Petersburg—Darling BroB. 3^ o leather

Jonas, Simonsen 4 Co. £214 billiard slates

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £26 oarpet

Tientsin—Forsey, J. £21 mirrors, £15 lamps

Wellington—Durant , A. 4 Co. £82 furniture

Edwards, Bennett 4 Co. £460 organ

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £36 orpts, £236 rugs

Greenwood, J. £145 clock

Morley, J. 4 R. £51 blankets

New Zealand Shipping Co. £225 furniture,

£400 organ

Yokohama—Ahrens, H. 4 Co. 16,810 yds blnktg

Escombe, Bros. & Co. 3,600 yds win blnktng

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, £25 clocks

Centers atft Contracts.

We shall esteem it a favour if our readers Kill kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts
Schick may be open for competition ; and also advise us
as to any furnishing orders, l[c., vhich may have been
executed by different firms.

The carving work in connection -with the

new Presbyterian church lately completed at

Armagh, has been executed by Mr. Harry

Hems, of Exeter. The hot-water apparatus

has been supplied by Messrs. Musgrave & Co.

The gasfittings and other metal work for

the new Baptist Chapel at Sparkbrook have

been supplied by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard

& Co.

A new carved oak pulpit has been set up

in St. George's Church, Tiverton. The carved

work was executed by Mr. Harry Hems.

The rebuilding of the Elephant and Castle

Theatre, Newington, has been completed.

The interior decorations have been executed

by Messrs. Pashley, Newton, & Young, from

designs furnished by the architect, Mr. Frank

Matcham, of Bedford-row. The principal

colour used is a pale green, the front of the

dress-circle being panelled out in amber satin.

The ceiling is a circular dome, and the top

portion of the proscenium is curved towards

the auditorium, with the aim of increasing the

acoustic properties of the building. The light

ing is effected by a sun-light containing 206

burners, supplied by Messrs. Z. D. Berry &

Son, of Buckingham Palace-road.

The different contracts in connection with

the new Human Catholic Cathedral at Thurles

have been executed by the undermentioned:—

The communion-railing and pulpit by Mr. P.

J.Neill, of Dublin ; the oak fittings in chancel

and benches in nave, by Mr. P. Beakey, of

Dublin ; and the carving, by Messrs. Earley &

Powell, also of Dublin.

A paw, of beautifully-wrought brass doors

hare been supplied by Messrs. Hardman &

Co. for the new reredos which has been

placed in the Roman Catholic Church of SS.

Mary and Modwen, Burton-on-Trent.

The different contractors in connection

with the new Free Library at Derby, opened

last Saturday, as reported elsewhere, have

been executed by the undermentioned :—The

decoration by Messrs. Best & Lea, of Man

chester, who have recently completed the

Natural History Museum for Mr. Water-

house, at South Kensington ; the metal work

by Messrs. Freeman & Collier, of Manchester ;

the heating by Mr. Crump, of Derby; the

ventilation and gasfitting by Mr. Evans, of

Derby ; electrical appliances and lightning-

conductors by Mr. Davis, Derby ; the carving

by Messrs. Earp, of London and Manchester;

the marble concrete floors by Mr. Oppen-

heimer, of Manchester ; and the marble mosaic

floors by Mr. Burke, of London and Paris.

fepl Intelligence.

The Ownership of Furnittjbe on Hire.

—Venables v. Murray and Another.—This

action, to recover possession of a piano, or its

value, was heard in the Queen's Bench Divi

sion on the 25th ult. Mr. Lawrance, Q.C.,

and Mr. P. B. Hutcbings appeared for the

flaintiff ; Mr. Crispe was for the defendants,

t was a case of some interest to manufac

turers of and dealers in pianofortes, with

whom, as our readers are aware, it has been

for a long time a common practice to let in

struments on hire. The plaintiff is Mr. Charles

Venables, a pianoforte dealer, of Essex-road,

Islington, from whom the first^named de

fendant hired a piano in December, 1874. The

conditions of the agreement under which it

was hired were that the instrument was to be

hired by the month at £1. Is., and its value

was declared to be 48 guineas. It was to be

given up at any time when demanded by the

plaintiff. In the nsrreemcnt were also the

followingwords :—"Caution.—The instrument

is acknowledged to be the property of Charles

Venables, and is never to be removed without

his knowledge and consent." The hire for the

first month was paid, as were also two sums

of £o in April, 1870, and May, 1877,

respectively. In 1878 the defendant Murray

became a bankrupt, and subsequently the

plaintiff had called upon the co-defend

ant, Mr. James White, the trustee of the

estate under the bankruptcy of Murray, to

give up possession of the instrument. This

the latter had refused to do, on the ground

that the property in the piano had vested in

himself, and that it had been always left at

the order and disposition of the bankrupt. Ho

also denied that it had been hired by Murray

on special or, indeed, any terms. Evidence

was given to show that of the 200 makers and
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vendors of pianofortes in London, more than ]

half were in the habit of letting out instru

ments on either the three years' hire system

or one similar to that adopted by the plaintiff.

In the latter case it was, it appeared, usual

to get the landlord of the person hiring the

instrument to sign an agreement undertaking

not to claim the piano for rent or any other

cause, and also not to allow it to be taken

from the house without the knowledge and

consent of the owner. Several witnesses were

called who said the system of letting pianos

by the month was a very old one, whereas

that known as the three years' hire system

had only prevailed for the last 20 years. They

spoke to both systems being extensively

advertised and thoroughly well known in

London. Mr. Lawrance, Q.C., in con

tending that this custom of letting pianos

was notorious and one that must have been

well known to the ordinary creditors of the

bankrupt, cited the cases of " In re Blanchard "

(8 Chancery Division, p. 001), and " Ex parte

Powell, in re Matthews " (1 Chancery Division,

p. 601). Mr. Crispe, on behalf of the defend

ants, said that if the custom as to hiring

pianos were proved he could not rely on the

plea that the property had been left at the

order and disposition of the bankrupt, and he

asked thnt the statement of defence might

now he amended to allow an issue to be raised

as to whether or not the piano, which Murray

certainly did hire at one time, had not been

afterwards sold to him. Mr. Justice Denman

refused to make the amendment, as in doing

so he would place the plaintiff in the position

of having to resist a case totally distinct from

that raised on the pleadings which he had

now come to meet. At the close of the plain

tiff's case, no evidence being offered by the

defendants with a view to disprove the custom

relied upon by the plaintiff, the jury at once

returned a verdict in favour of the latter, and

his Lordship gave judgment for him, with

costs, ordering the piano to be delivered up at

once.

What constitutes a Majority at a

CnEDirons' Meeting. — In the Coventry

County Court, last week, an application was

heard on behalf of the trustee, in the matter

of proceedings for liquidation by arrangement

or composition with creditors, instituted by

Frederick Browett and James Cramp, trading

as Frederick Browett & Co., trimming-manu

facturers, Raglan -street, Coventry, for the

directions of the Court with respect to a cer

tain resolution of creditors. Mr. Stubbins

appeared for the trustee, Mr. E. T. Peirson,

and Mr. Nathan for Mr. R. Caldicott, Mr.

Ilowe, Mr. J. C. Odell, and other creditors;

Mr. T. Browptt for himself, as a creditor ; and

Mr. R. V. Williams for Mr. Leopold Salo

mons, a creditor. It transpired that the

debtors filed a petition for liquidation of their

affairs in November last. On November 22,

1878, the liabilities stood at £20,384. 18s. 9d.,

assets, £10,258. 7s. 2d. On March 31, 1870,

the liabilities were £28,019. 4s., assets,

£8,741. 10s. lid. A portion of the estate

had been realised, and preparations had

been made to pay Is. 6d. in the pound.

On the 9th of May a meeting of the cre

ditors was called, and certain propositions

were made to them on behalf of the cre

ditors. These propositions were that a divi

dend of 5s. should be paid in instalments, the

last instalment to be guaranteed. Through

the opposition (as alleged by Mr. Stubbins) of

Mr. Leopold Salomons, the principal creditor,

these propositions were rejected. On May 10

an adjourned meeting was held, at which the

whole of the instalments of a proposed com

position of 5s. in the pound were guaranteed ;

that again was rejected, as alleged, mainly

through the opposition of Mr. Salomons. The

prior proceedings proved abortive ; but on

May 28-last a notice was issued by Mr. George

Pitt, a member of the committee of inspec

tion, " to consider a proposal for the purchase

of the whole of the estate of the debtors."

A meeting for that purpose was held on

June 6, and a proposal was then made by Mr.

Leopold Salomons to purchase the whole of the

estate of the debtors, and to pay such a sum

as would amount to a composition of 5s. in the

Sound, and also to nay the costs of the liqui-

ation. A resolution accepting that offer

was adopted, not by a majority of the

creditors present, but by a majority of the

creditors in value. It was contended, how

ever, that if a certain creditor were omitted

from the list whose debt was clearly

inadmissible, from its not being signed, except

at the foot of the proxy, and that if the blanks

were filled up opposite the names of three

other creditors, and certain errors in amounts

rectified, the majority would be adverse to the

proposal. It was also contended that the pro

ceedings at the meeting when the resolution

was adopted came under section 28 of the

Bankruptcy Act, and that according to a direc

tion of the Chief Judge, Sir James Bacon, on

the 7th July, 1871 (Roche and Hazlett, " Prac

tice in Bankruptcy," second edition, 1873, page

61, note to section 28), the notice of meeting

should have been advertised in one of the local

papers and in the London Gazette, which was

not done. It was also sought to be shown

that the estate, if realised, would produce more

than the amount offered by Mr. Salomons, but

this was strongly disputed. Mr. Williams con

tended that it was a bona fide sale of the estate

for a fair value, not a settlement of the bank

rupt's affairs, and therefore came under

the 20th section of the Act, and that

notice of the meeting did not require to be

advertised. He produced affidavits in support

of the former contention, in which it was

sworn that Mr. Peirson had said that 5s. in

the pound was more than the estate would

realise at a forced sale ; but this was denied,

and it was alleged that a composition of 5s. in

the pound would leave a balance of £1,000.

A number of considerable creditors opposing

the filing of the resolution, the matter came

up originally as an application for an order of

the Court, and the trustee now applied for

the Court's directions in the matter. After

addresses on the legal points at issue by Mr.

Stubbins, Mr. Nathan, Mr. Browett, and Mr.

i Williams, and references to the affidavits,

' which were both numerous and voluminous,

(the case occupying the Court for nearly three

hours), his Honour said that to enable him to

come to a decision he should require to have

all the facts brought before him, and he was

of opinion that «he trustee should have an

opportunity of filing an affidavit in answer to

those on the proceedings. It was therefore

arranged to adjourn the application till next

Court day. His Honour intimated that he

should like to consult authorities, with a view

to ascertaining whether the decision of Sir

James Bacon was given in a matter that

came judicially before him ; if so, ho must

defer to it. The application was then ad

journed.

Is Picketing Legal?—Anappealcase under

the Emplovers and Workmen Act was heard at

Cheshire Quarter Sessions at Chester on Mon

day. The case possessed especial importance,

as being one in which the authoritative deci

sion of a court of law was sought as to the

meaning of a section of the Act referring to

the watching and besetting of premises with a

view to compel persons to abstain from doing

any act which they had a legal right to do.

The case came on an appeal from a decision of

the stipendiary magistrate of Birkenhead, by

which two men named Luxton and Kaney

were fined Is. and costs for besetting and

watching Messrs. Brassey's works at Birken

head. The evidence for the respondent showed

that Luxton had repeatedly been seen parading

in front of the works, where there was a

strike, and had admitted to a constable that he

was pii keting and was paid for it. On May 9

he and Kaney went to a man named Hoslam

and tndeavoured to persuade him to leave his

work. For the appellant Mr. M'Intyre, Q.C.,

held that the meaning of the Act was to

prevent men from besetting and watching

premises with a view to compel other men to

refrain from doing certain acts, and unless

such proceedings were resorted to with a view

to compel, the statute could not be applied.

There was no evidence of any intention to

compel in this case. For the respondent it

was contended that the only exception which

the Act allowed was where men beset or

' watched premises merely for the purpose of

giving or obtaining information, and that

sufficient was shown to make out an attempt

to compel Hoslam to stop from his work, if

not by physical force or threat, by moral force

and persistent persuasion almost amounting to

force. The Court held that there was not

sufficient evidence to show any attempt to

compel, or anything more than an endeavour

to persuade, and this was not sufficient to

bring the case within the Act. The convic

tions were therefore quashed. A case was

granted for a higher Court.

&jje §%}tttt.

Compiled with especial reference to the Furniture, Decora.
Hon, UphoUtery , and Drapery Trades, Jrom ilesirs.
Gamble $ Harvey's " Weekly Record."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Booth, G. & T., dyers, Pendleton, near Man-

cheater.

Confers, J., & L. E. Seafe, leather-merchants,

Leeds.

Howell & Allen, oahinet-makers, npholsterers,

and dealers in second-hand furniture, 164,

Kentieb-town-road.

Johnson & Smith, joiners, Bowland-ttreet, Brad

ford, Yorkshire.

Lewi*, Ormond, & Co., general drapers, Dyrr-

street, Cirencester.

11 t-i i. veu, W. (deceased), & W. C. Norrio, ca

binet-makers, Dundee.

Perkins, H. & J. Bobinson, wool-brokers, Liv. r-

pool.

Riflby, J. O. & G. Cu»sons, Ceba Down Quilled

Woika, Stockport, Cheshire.

Senior, George, 4 Song, blanket aid woollen

manufacturers, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury, York

shire.

Southern, George, &, Co , ironmongers, 6, Church.

street, Altriooham, Chester.

Ward & Cot, dyers, 2, Sarah-street, Leicester.

Wootton, A. T., & E. Smith, laoe manufacturers,

Nottingham. |

Liquidations bt Abranqement or

Conposition.

Allard, William, ironmonger, 24, North.end,

Croydon. Jane 16. At Mullen's Hotel, 1L,

Ircnmonger.Iane, July 8, at 1. T. J. Pullen,

solicitor, 1, Basiiighall.street.

Bradbury, John, china-dealer, 1, Nassaii.straet,

Soho. Jane 2. G. B. Harrison, solicitor, 4,

Bichmond-gardens, Shepherd's-buah.

Dartnell, David, oabinet-maker and carpenter,

St. Clement's-plaoe, St. Leonarda-on-Sea.

J une 13. Aitkeus & Hewitt, solicitors, Hast

ings.

Dear, Stephen, cabinet-maker, Leicester.

June 19. Hunter & Curtis, solicitors, L*i-

cottar.

Dm, William, tra^inff aa C. Hart, fnrnitnre-

dealer, Sevenoaks. Juno 19. 'At Cannon*

street Hotel, July 8, at 11. Holoroft & Son,

solicitors, Seveuoakc

Dolan, James, ironmonger, 119, Goawell-road,

London, late Sherlock-street, Birmingham.

June 19. J. J. Keily, solicitor, Molynoux-

chambers, Goawell-road.

Earp, William, timber-merchant, 4o., Newport,

Salop. Jane 20. At Victoria Hotel, Newport,

July 16, at 12. E. Holtham, solicitor, Strat

ford.

Grimshaw, John, timber-merchant, io., White-

birk, Blackburn, Lancashire. Jane 13.

T. & B. C. Badcliffe, solicitors, Blackburn.

Hadley, Edward, chair manufacturers, Congle-

ton, Cheshire. June 18. J. E. Gatside, soli

citor, Congleton.

Halstead, Thomas, trading as Thomas Ualetead

& Co., wool-merchant, Eox-atieet, and

Trinity-street, Hoddersfield. June 18. Mil's

& Bibby, solicitors, Huddersfield.

Heapey, Edwin H., upholsterer, King-atreet,

Derby. June 17. At Berry & Binn'e, solici

tors, 62, Chancery. lane, July 7, at 11. T.

Heath, solicitor, Derby.

Hirst, Andrew, blanket and rng manufacturer.

Batley Carr, Batley, Yorks. Jane 16. At J,

A. Stapleton's, solicitor, Dewabury, July 16,

at 3.

Hubie, James and Alfred Walker, cabinet

makers, Mill-row, Kingsland-road. June 10.

C. Parke, solicitor, 23, Colebrook-row, Isling

ton.
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Lilley, Frederiok Gore, trading as F. G.

Lilley A Co., fellmonger and leather dreBier,

Boundary-street, Liverpool. Jone 21. At

Gibson, Holland, A Jackson's, accountants,

10, Sooth John-street, Liverpool, July 8, at 2.

Radcliffe A W. Smith, solicitors, 19, Sweeting.

street, Liverpool.

Linquist, Oskar Magnns, timber and iron mer-

chant, Osborne-avenue, Newcastle. Jane 21.

At Iogledew A Daggett's, Newcastle, July 10,

at 1 1 . J. H. Ingledew, solicitor, Newcastle.

Nash, William and Alfred James Nash, brush-

manufacturer*, Minto-etreet, Bermondeey.

Jane 20. At S. D. Ashby's, solioitor, 9,

Glement's-inn, July 8, at 3.

Parktr, George Kennett Wrigl-t, upholsterer,

Bournemouth, Hants. June 16. Lacey &

Sons, solicitors, Bournemouth.

Phillips, William, timber rrerchant, Orleton,

Herefordshire. June 17. C. D. 4 H.

Andrews, solicitors, Leominster.

8mitb, John, ironmonger, Broadway and Clifton.

streetb, Roath, Cardiff. Jnne 19. At Boyal

Hotel, Cardiff, July 7, at 10^. H. Cousins,

solicitor, Cardiff.

Smith, Hubert, decorator, Fleet-street, Bury,

Lancashire. Jane 20. At F. Andertou's, soli-

citor, Bury, July 9, at 3.

Taylor, James, cabinet-maker, Ac, RnsFell-

street, Wednesbnry, Staffs. Jane 18. J.

Smith, solioitor, Wednesbnry.

Waters, Cornelius, brash manufacturer, Ac,

Dollar-street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

Jane 16. J. If. Clark, solioitor, Cheltenham.

Williams, James, timber-merchant, Ac, Watton,

Norfolk, June 19. At Grigeon A Bobinson'p,

solicitors, Watton, July 7, at 3. B. Robin-

aon, solicitor.

DIVIDENDS.

Jenkinp, Alfred B. (Liq.), iroLmonger, Milk-

wood. road, Brixton. First dividend of Is. 6d.

Gifford A Bourn, at Fenner, Hilton, A

Gifford's, 2, Gresbam-buildiups, Guildhall.

Joubert, Henri C. B., A Jules Joubert, trading

as A. Joubert A Son (Liq.), npholsterers,

Percy-street, Bedford-square, and Haromcr-

emiib. First and final dividend of Is. lid. ;

any Wednesday, between 11 and 2. At J.

Waddell's, 11, Qneen Victoria-street.

Marshall, John (Liq ), timber merchant, Lob

Mill, near Todmoiden. First and final divi

dend of 1b. 2d. At J. Gledbill's, Temple-

fctreet, Todmorden.

Sequestrations.

Kimball A Morton, Bewing. machine manufac

turers, Glasgow. Jane 18, with protection.

Claims by Oct. 18. Agents, Borland A King,

Begent-street, Glasgow.

Pallar A Stewart, joiners, Ac, Dundee. June

19, with protection. Claims by Oot. 19.

Agent, J. M. Gray, Dundee, so'ioitor.

Gilchrist, William, dyer, trading as J. A W. Gil

christ, Milncroft, near Glasgow. Trustee,

J. C. Kerr, 178, Bnohanan-Btreet, Glasgow.

Commissioners, J. Wilton, Findlay Drive,

Dennistoun; I. Gray, Glenan.gardens, HelenB.

burgh j and J. Robertson, Elmwood, Pollok.

shields.

MEETINGS OF CBEDITOBS.

A meeting of the creditors cf William Taylor,

Eanley and Hudderafield, woollen manufacturer,

formerly trading with Eli Huberts, deceased,

under the style or firm of Taylor A Huberts,

was held at the offices of Messrs. Learoyd A

Co. last week. The statement showed liabilities

amounting to £2,069. 15s. lOd. (including

£1,787. 17s. 3d. unsecured creditors), and asaetb

£409. 10s. 10d., after paying certain amounts

for rent, rates, taxes, Ac. It was agreed to

accept a secured composition of 2a. 6d. in the

pound. Mr. F. Carter, accountant, Hnddersfield

and Dewsbury, was appointed the trustee.

At a meeting of the creditors of J. A.

M'Neill Whistler, whose action against Mr.

Buskin recently exoited considerable attention,

a resolution was passed to liquidate the estate

by arrangement. The unsecured debts were

stated in the accounts at £4,641, and debts fully

secured £2,439 ; assets, £1,824. Mr. J. Waddell,

accountant, has been appointed trustee, together

with a committee of inspection ; the debtor's

discharge being also granted.

At a meeting of the creditors of Catherine

Jndkins, manufacturer of sewing machines,

carrying on business at 98, Fleet-Btreet, a reso

lution was passed to liquidate the estate by

arrangement. The unsecured debts were £1,644,

and assets £402. Mr. J. Andrews, accountant,

Ironmonger. lane, has been appointed trustee.

A meeting has been held at Sheffield of the

creditors of John Bailey Parker, of Westbar,

wholesale draper. Mr. James, Manchester, the

receiver, produced a statement, showing lia

bilities £2,093, and assets £374. The debtor

made an offer of 2s. in the pound, but the

creditors refused to aocept it, and decided to

liqnidate the estate by arrangement, with Mr.

James as trustee.

Spike, James, upholsterer, 8, Roach-tcrraoe,

Sonthsea, for £35, to James H. Loader. Filed

June 20.

Stevens, Richard, horse hair merchant, BowVno;

Green Inn, Fairfield-road, Droylsden, and 16,

Whittle.street, Manchester, for £300, to James

Sefton. Filed June 19.

Ward, Thomas Evans, timber merchant, 52,

Southgate- street, Gloncester, for £200, to

David Buokle. FileJ June 16.

Wilkins, James, timber merchant, 171, Walmer-

road, Notting Hill, for £278. 4,s. Ci., to Edwin

Wotton. Filed June 16.

BILLS OF SALE.

Arnott, Thomas, joiner, 1, Studley-street, Boot-

ham Stray, YorkB, for £10, to Harris Wolfe.

Filed Jane 20.

Atkinson, Joseph, wood-moulding merchant, 51,

Lodge-street, Miles Pla' ting, Lancashire, for

£26, to James Redfern. Filed .lane 16.

Baines, William, joiner, Platts Common, Hoy

lord Nether, near Barnsley, for £24, to Joseph

Cliff. Filed Jane 21.

BallingaU, James, pianoforte manufacturer, 38

A 40, Great College-street, and 9, St. August,

ine's robd, Canden Town, for £700, to

Thomas Molineaux. Filed June 19.

Browning, William Edward, joiner, 4, St. K'lda-

terrace, Widden.street, Gloucester, for £9, to

Brabam Barnett. Filed Jnne 21.

Calvert, Robert, ironmonger. 44, Alexandra-mad,

Gateshead, for £30, to John H. Bernstone.

Filed June 16.

Cat' ell, Thomas, turner, 24, Dorfold-street,

Crewe, Cheshire, for £24, to Oliver Morris.

Filed June 20.

Cotnum, John, cabinet maker, 24, RIohroond.

street, Moss Side, Manchester, for £50, to

William B. TaBker. Filed June 21.

Davis, Nathaniel Miles, t'mber merchant, 36,

Trafalgar-terrace, and Psxton-place, Swat pea,

for £36, to Henry Barnett. Filed June 16.

Dnnlop, David William, joiner, 30, Mnlta-stree*,

Park-street, Liverpool, for £14, to Isidor Stern.

Filed June 19.

j Emery, Arthur, carver, gilder, and upholsterer,

5, Burleigh.terrace, Newtown, and 6, Market-

street, and 15, Mattin. street, Stafford, Staffs,

for £25, to George Payne. Filed June 18.

Evans, John, timber mernhant, Saw Mills, rear

Railway Station, and Richmond- terrnoe, Car-

martben, for £200, to William S. Spivey.

Filed Jone 19.

Franzee, Rudolph, cabinet-maker and uphol.

sterer, Gargrave, near Leeds, for £68, to

National Mercantile Back. Filed June 20.

Gibson, Arthur, sawyer, Rood.bit', Congleton,

Cheshire, for £25, to Thomas Boon. Filed

June 21.

Howes, Williom Christopher, music-seller and

dealer in musical instruments, 37, St. Giles-

street, Northampton, for £50, to Thomas H.

Hawes. Filed June 17.

Hicks, William, leather merohant, 41, Martin,

street, Bermondeey, for £150, to George

Finoh. Filed June 16.

Hill, James Henry, gas-fitter, Somerford.

grove, Park-lane, Tottenham, and 9, Great

James street, Liesoc-grove, for £28. 7s. 9d.,

to London and Westminster Loan, Ac, Com

pany. Filed June 20.

Hughes, Rees, sawyer, Baileys-row, Pentre,

Ystradyfodwg, Glamorganshire, for £14, to

Solomon Baron A Co. Filed June 23.

Jenkins, John, npbolsterer, 59 and 61, Bow-lane,

Poplar, for £100, to Alfred Holland. Filed

Jrne 18.

Learwood, John, cabinet-maker, C3, Fuirmantle-

street, Truro, Cornwall, fur £7, to Leon

Fisher. Filed Jure 16.

Nichol, Robert, joiner, 32, Christchuroh.terrace,

Forrester.street, Ileaton Norris, for £14, to

Meyer Mindelsohn. Filed Jane 16.

Parker, John DodBworth, joiner, Madeley.street,

Hull, for £120, to Ann Parker. Filed June 20.

Phillips, Robert, joiner. Bridge-street, Mold,

FlintB, for £40, to Sarah JSgerton. Filed

June 18.

Reynolds, William, leather japanner, 64, Bath,

street, Walsall,[for £17, to Marcus Gordon and

others. Filed June 19.

Scaife, Thomoa, joiner, 167, Boilings- road,

Bradford, for £21. lis. 6d., to Edward

Clifton. Filed June 16.

Smith, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 16, Prinoesa-

road, Belgrave.road, Birmingham, for £150,

to John R. Chirm. Filed June 19.

Sparks, George, cabinet-maker, 103, Roman-

road, Barnsbury, for £11, to Solomon Blai-

berg. Filed Jute 20.

We ehnll feel greafly obliged }f our Subicribere in London
at veil at in all parte of the Country will kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changes, or tend us
any Jottings of general inttrest to the Trades we
represent. By eo doing they will materially help to
promote the utility qf thit Department of the i UKH1TCHB

Gazette.

Messrs. Cayley & Cayley hare removed

from Wool Exchange, Coleman-street, to new

premises in Brackley-street, Golden-lane, E.C.,

where they intend to exhibit Messrs. J . A,

Fay & Co.'s wood-working machinery in

motion.

Mr. William Kirkk has retired from the

firm of Maw, Till, Kirke & Co., upholsterers,

&c., Hull.

Messrs. Arnold & Sawkins, ironmongers,

of Bedford-street, Plymouth, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. II. H. Arnold continues the

business.

Mr. Thomas J. Steel continues the busi

ness of timber-merchant formerly carried on

under the style of Steel, Marshall & Co., at 44,

King William-street.

Mr. Henry Millin bns retired from the

firm of Stewart & Millin, brassfounders, Duliin-

lield, Chesl.ke.

Messrs. Warner & Kamm continue the

business hitherto carried on under the title of

Warner, Ramm & Stanwoy, silk manufac

turers, of Newgate-street.

Messrs. Coleman & Ellis, ironmongers,

of 13, Cornhill, Ipswich, have dissolved part

nership. The business is continued by Mr. J.

Coleman.

Messrs. YorxG & Stone, upholsterers, of

Stourbridge, h.ive dissolved partnership. Mr.

William loung continues the business.

The drapery business of Messrs. James

Arthur & Co., at Cumbernauld (Scotland), has

been transferred to Messrs. Archibald, Thomas

C, and Henry Alexander.

Mr. W. Lorimer has retired from the firm

of A. Jollie, jun., & Co., leather-belt manufac

turers, of 320, Nuneaton-street, Glasgow.

Mr. John Jamieson continues the joinery

business formerly carried on under the title of

R. & J. Jamieson, at Greenock.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Thomas Aylen, currier and leather-seller,

of 4, Kent-street, Portsea, must be sent in by

the 12th inst. to Messrs. Blake & Heed, solici

tors, 4, Union-street, Portsea.

Creditors of the late Mr. S. A. Hughes,

ironmonger, of Longton, must forward their

claims by the 14th inst. to Messrs. Clarke &

Hawley, solicitors, Longton.

Claims against the estate of the late Mr.

Andrew Beathe, dyer, of 232, Camberwell-

road, should be forwarded by the 12th inst.

to Messrs. Pnterson, Sons & Garner, solicitors,

of 7, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street.

An order has been made for the winding-up

of Taylor's Patent Sewing-Machine Company

(Limited). The company was floated on the

1st of January, 1870, for the manufacture

and sale of sewing-machines. The nominal

capital was £24,000, divided into 9C0 shares,

of which number 002 were taken up at start

ing. The original call on each share was

£8. Cs. 8d. The head-quarters of the com

pany were at Driffield, "iorkshire.
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Messbs. Wu. Johnson & Son, of Fargate,

Sheffield, have disposed of their cabinet and ,

upholstery business to Messrs. J. Appleyard & ,

Sons, cabinet-makers, &c, of Kotherbam and ]

Conisbro', who -will in future carry it on at

the old address, under the style of Johnson &

Appleyard. The members of the new firm i

have lean favourably known in Sheffield for 1

some years past. 1

Orders have been made for the winding-

up of the Rhoden Manufacturing Company f

(Limited), and of the Commercial Mills (Black- (

burn) Company (Limited). j

William Ramsey (Limited).—"We an-

nounced a fortnight ago that the old-esta- ,

Wished glass business of Mr. W. Ramsey, in

Farringdon-street, had been converted into a

limited liability company. From a prospectus

which has since come to hand we gather some

additional particulars. The capital, as before ;

stated, is £50,000, divided into 5,000 shares of

£10 each. The first issue consists of 2,500 •

shares, making the working capital £25,000. ,

£2 per share is to be paid on application, and

£5 on allotment. No further call will be 1

made without the sanction of a general meet- ,

ing. The directors are Mr. Wm. Ramsey, of ,

811 and 84, Farringdon-street (managing direc

tor) ; Mr. Horace Brooks Marshall, C.C., of

125, Fleet-street; and Mr. Matthew Dunn, of

Catherine^street, Strand. The registered office

is at 83 and 84, Farringdon-street. The secre

tary (pro tern.) is Mr. Edward Edwin Goldwin.

The prospectus sets forth that the business

carried on is that of glass manufacturer ; glass,

lead, oil, and colour-merchant ; glass and china-

merchant ; manufacturer of stained glass ;

manufacturer of stained and painted orna

mental glass windows ; dealer in builders'

materials, joinery, iron, brass-work, &c. ;

manufacturer of cut, engraved, and etched

table glass, and brilliant cut-glass ; embosser,

etcher, stainer, and damascener of glass ; and

importer of every description of materials used

in the aforesaid trades. New and substantial

warehouses and workshops are now in course

of erection in Farringdon-street and Plum-

tree-court, and are expected to be ready for

occupation on the 1st of August, 1879, when

the business will be removed to them. The

company will acquire Mr. Ramsey's business

in all its branches, and enter into immediate

possession of same, as a going concern, as

from the 31st of May, 1870, and the benefit

of the new premises as the same now are,

taking over the goodwill, stock, fixtures, book

debts, working plant, horses, and other

assets and property, the leases of 83

and 84, Farringdon - street, and paying

all the debts and liabilities. The value

of the new premises has largely increased

since the agreement for taking the land

was entered into, and Mr. Ramsey has

redeemed the land tax, but the company pays

nothing on account of the increasing value,

and takes to the premises subject to a charge

thereon for part only of the outlay, the residue

having been paid by the vendor. The com-

Eany enters at once into possession of an estab-

shed business already supplied with all

needful stock and materials and yielding an

immediate return. No promotion money is or

will be paid directly or indirectly, but the

company is to pay the ordinary professional

and preliminary charges attending the sale to

and incorporation of the company. The

vendor accepts payment of £0,000, part of the

purchase-money, in 600 shares fully paid up,

and of £3,115, other part of the purchase-

money, in 445 shares credited only with £7

each as paid up, so that as to these shares he

remains liable to colls in common with the

other shareholders. The only contract entered

into is that for the sale, dated 3rd June,

1879, made between William Ramsey of the

one part and Henry Arthur Dubois on the

part of the company of the other part.

Messrs. Mills & Son have opened pre

mises for the supply of general ironmongery

at 19, Smallbrook-street, Birmingham.

Mr. J. H. Pickard's Birmingham Tool

Works have been removed from Lichfield-

»treet to 39 and 40, Woodcock-street.

Mr. Henry Harcotjrt, general hardware-

merchant, has opened a new warehouse and

offices at 13, Bishop-street South, Birming

ham.

Ma, Abel Stokes has retired from the

firm of Abel Stokes & Co., screw and nail

manufacturers, Green-street, Deritend, Bir

mingham.

Mb. John Gillespie, who has carried on

the business of Messrs. D. II. Ashbee &

Gillespie, iron and hardware-merchants, 235,

Upper Thames-street, and 147, Queen Victoria-

street, since the death of the first-named gentle

man, has issued a circular announcing that,

from and after the 1st inst., the title of the

firm will be altered to that of John Gillespie

& Co.

Messrs. Whitfield & Co., of Birmingham,

have received a testimonial from Messrs.

Dickinson & Knight, of Nottingham, stating

that on the 11th inst. their premises were bur

glariously entered, and a violent attempt made

to force one of the safes by means of wedges.

The safe, which contained property to a very

considerable amount, successfully resisted the

efforts of the thieves.

Heap Clough Cotton Manufacturing.

—At Heap Clough, near Haslingden, in the

county of Lancashire, this company proposes

to carry on the business of spinning and manu

facturing cotton and other like substances. It

was registered on the 11th ult., with a capital

of £24,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers

are :—

Shares.

Jonas Southerst, Haslingden, Lancaster, aizer ... 2
Robinson Ssgar, Haalineden. Lancaster, iron

driller 10
James Collinee, Haslingden, Lancaster, farmer 4
Richard Tajlor, Haslingden, Lancaster, beer

seller 15
Robert Greenwood, Haslingden, Lancaster,
weaver 2

John Hargreaves, Haslingden, Lancaster, farmer 2
Henry Booth, Haslingden, Lanoaster, slasher ... 2

Most of the regulations of Table A are

adopted.

Mb. Cuthbebtson having retired from the

firm of Pitman & Cuthbertson, decorators, &c,

of Newgate-street, the business is now con

tinued under the title of Pitman & Son.

Bbi8tol Cbown Bottle Works.— For

carrying on the business of manufacturing

glass bottles, this company was registered on

the 20th ult, with a capital of £20,000, in

£50 shares. The subscribers are :—

Shares.
'William Franklin, Coatham, Bristol 10
♦Henry Wetherod, Bristol 11

'William Joseph Vedden, Bristol, sugar merohant 11
Henry Fedden, Bristol, sngar merchant 11
Samuel Stuokey, Bristol, Dottle manufacturer 12
Nelfon Fedden, Bristol, bottle manufacturer 4
Constance Mary Franklin, Coatham, Bristol,

spinster 1

The three first subscribers are the first

directors. The company in general meeting

will determine remuneration.

Messrs. Kimball & Morton, sewing-

machine manufacturers, 80 and 82, Bishop-

street, Glasgow, have issued a circular to their

creditors informing them " That on account of

serious losses in Dusiness, and the long-con

tinued depression intrade, we have been obliged

to suspend payment. We have, with consent

of our principal creditors, instructed Messrs.

Thomson, Jackson, Gourlay, & Taylor, chart

ered accountants, 24, George-square, Glasgow,

to prepare u statement of our affairs, which

will be submitted to a meeting of creditors as

early as possible ; but, on account of the time

necessary to make up a detailed inventory and

valuation of our stock and plant, it may be a

fortnight before the statement is ready."

At the Birmingham Court of Bankruptcy,

Messrs. William Henry Wilmer Smith and

Samuel Towndrow Stenson, trading as W. H.

Smith & Co., leather-merchants and manu

facturers, High-street, Birmingham, have filed

their petition for liquidation, with liabilities

estimated at £12,000. The assets are not yet

ascertained, but will, it is stated, show a fair

dividend.

Jfitrniiurt anb Carpet Jesuits.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs'

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during'

the week ending June 26. Class II. comprises

articles made of woods Class III. of glass, and*

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class*

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

COMPLETELT BeOISTEEED.

336,358. Guy, John & Soni, of 1a, Hoxton-

street, London, Class II. Jane 20.

336.370. Benham & Froud, of Chandoa Metal

Works, Chandos-street, London, W.C. Class II.

Jure 21.

336,372. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Stourport,

Class VI. Jane 21.

336,381. Dalglieb, Falconer & Co., of Manchester

and Glasgow. Class X[. Jane 23.

336,407. Boden, Terras & Co., of Manchester-

Class XI. Juno 24.

336.415. Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, of Etruria,

Stoke.upon-Treut. Class IV. June 24.

336.416. Bolfe & Harris, of 47}, Arlington-

street, Islington. Class IV. Jane 24.

336.417. Clementeon Bros., of Phoenix Works,.

Hauler, Staffordshire. Class IV. Jane 25.

336,422 4. Woodward, GroBvenor & Co., of Kid

derminster. Class VI. Jane 25.

336,440. Stoehr, E. M. & Co., of 32, Newton-

street, Dale-street, Manchester. Class XL

June 25.

336,441.3. Dalgliah, B., Falconer & Co., of

Manchester & Glasgow. Class XI. Jane 25.

336,446. Dalby & Pearson, of 24, Summer-row,

Birmingham. Class III. June 25.

336.469. Dalglish, It., Falconer & Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Jnne 26.

336.470. Beilly, James, of New Globe Chair

Works, Cornbrook.road, Manchester. Class II.

Jane 26.

336.471-4. Haviland & Co., of Limoges and

YValtham-bnildings, London. Class IV. Jane

26.

fttttxs fdtnt.

Jn'this column will be found such intentions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trades; and Inventors are requested to put.
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their invention*.

Applications foe Letters Patent.

2,455. Tuasaod, J. B., artist, of 107, Maryle-

bone-road, for a new or improved method of

transferring hair, far, or other covering from

the skins of animals to artifioial fabrics, and

apparatus to be used therein. June 20.

2,462. Fisken, T. B. It., engineer, of Leeds, for

improvements in the construction of waahiDg-

maohines, whioh improvements are also ap

plicable to churns. Jane 20.

2,475. Tatham, W., machine-maker, of Roch

dale, for improvements in entities or machine*

need for preparing and carding fibrous mate

rials. June 21.

2.486. Chiles, G. P., floorcloth manufacturer,

of Camden-town, for improvements in or

applicable to covering floors, walls, and other

surfaces for decorative and useful purposes.

June 21.

2.487. Bawnsley, J. B., and W., manufacturers,

and J. Crowther, manager, all three of Brad -

ford, for improvements iu looms for weaving

and in apparatus connected therewitb.

June 21.

2.488. Stewart, A., of the Carlsbnrn Sugar

Befining Company, Greenock, for improve

ments in the modes and means of washing

charcoal filters, and in fittings connected

therewith. June 21.

2,498. Briggs, K., spinner and mannfacturer,

of Briggella Mills, Bradford, for improve

ments in healds for weaving. Jnne 21.

2,507. MaoKrell, K., of Sowerby Bridge, for

improvements in looms for weaving. June 2:;.

| Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson A Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

1 nide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]
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2,509. Lake, H. H., Southampton-buildings,

for an improved manufacture of green colour-

in g matter. A communication from Messrs.

Bindsohedler 4 Bosch, of Basle, Switzerland.

Jnne 23.

2,518. Gray, T. H., varnish maker, of Living,

stone-road, Clapbam Junction, for improve

ments in the manufacture of oils and varnishes

and in the apparatus to be used in such manu

facture. Jnne 23.

2.522. Pieper, C, civil engineer, 74, Belle-Alli-

anoe-Strasse, Berlin, 8.W., for improvements

in perambulators. A communication from

Heinrioh Pollack, of Hamburgh. June 24.

2,527. Contae, L. D., ironmonger, of Monteli-

mar, France, for improvements in looks for

closing doors, abutters, blinds, and applicable

to all fastenings in general. Jnne 21.

2,540. Wilson, J. and Newland, S , both of

Liverpool, for improvements in and relating

to machinery for cutting and shaping wood,

and producing fao-simile copies of irregular

patterns, particularly applicable to the manu

facture of spokes, shafts, boot lasts, and like

articles. June 25.

2,5 1 l. Lake, W. R., Southampton buildings, for

improvements in furniture castors. A com

munication from J. H. Sohlott, of Freeport,

Illinois (U.S.A.). Complete specification.

June 25.

2,561. Bydill, G., of Grove House, Dewsbury,

for improvements in steeping, drying, heating,

and extracting animal and vegetable fibres or

substanoee. June 26.

2,566. Blake, E. 0. T., of Brixton, and W. Bog-

gett, of Chelsea, gentleman, for the treatment

of certain fibrouB materials and converting

them into articles of utility. June 26.

2,580. Timmis, J. M., of Birmingham, for certain

improvements in the construction of portable

cooking ovens, applicable to camp and field

and other such like purposes. June 26.

2,531. CouIbod, 8., of Sheffield, for improve

ments in the means and appliances for pro

ducing designs in relief or metallic or nou-

metallio sheets. June 26.

2,582. Bushton, T. H. and B. A. Dobson, of the

firm of Messieurs Dobeon k Barlow, machine

makers, of Bolton, and W. Dobson, engineer,

of the same place, for improvements in ma

chines for combing cotton and other fibrous

materials. Jane 26.

Patents which have recently passed the

Gbeat Seal.

4,860. Lake, W. B., Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in cooking stoves and ranges.

A communication from W. A. Greene, of

Elizabetbport, Now Jersey, U.S.A., manufac

turer. November 28. [Time for sealing

Letters Patent extended to Jane 28, 1879.]

6,304. Windle, J. and P. D. Davey, both of

Liverpool, for improvements in and relating

to machines for washing, wringing, and

mangling clothes and other articles. Deo. 28.

5,320. Portway, H., mannfaoturer, of Bradford,

for improvements in looms for weaving.

Deo. 30.

5,329. BenBon, M., of 9, Southampton-buildings,

for improvements in dovetailing machines.

A communication from W. H. Doane, of Cin

cinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. December 31.

5. Fawthrop, M., of Huddersfield, for a finger

shield or protector to be need when sewing.

January 1.

8. Wilson, J. G, of 71, Market-street, Man.

Chester, for an improved manufacture of

felted oloth and machinery employed therein.

A communication from G. Miiller, of Fnlda

Heesen, Nassau, Germany. January 1.

24. Barlow, R., of Daleton, for improvements in

safety pins and hooks to be used either in

combination or separately for suspending cur

tains and other purposes. January 2.

139. Hunt, £., of Glasgow, for improvements in

automatically playiug wind musical instru

ments. A communication from M. J.

Matthews, residing at Boston, Massachusetts

(U.S.A.). Jan. 13.

457. Hallas, 0. G., Flower, F. W., and Pearson,

E., all of Sheffield, cutlery manufacturers, for

improvements in the manufacture of shears

for cutting the wool or hair of animals, and

for similar purposes. February 5.

1,601. Lake, W. R., of Southampton. buildings,

for improvements in refrigerating apparatus,

chiefly designed for the preservation of meat

and other like perishable substances. A com

munication from B. W. and J. D. Gillett, both

of Jersey, U.S.A., merchants. April 23.

Stfos, Htotes> Rttb Comments.

Emigration of Silk Weavers.—Owing to

the continued depression in the Macclesfield

silk trade, large numbers of the weavers are

emigrating. Nearly 100 have already left for

America. Should this drain of skilled labour

oontinue, it must inflict much ultimate injury

on the trade interests of the town.

Cabinet-makers' Reunion.—The annual

dinner of the employes of Mr. George Sims, of

Aldersgate-street, was held last Saturday, at the

Bridge-honse Hotel, Cherteey, when about sixty

persons sat down to a well-served repast. Mr.

George Sims, who had expressly returned from

Paris for that purpose, presided. The usual

loyal and other toasts were duly honoured, that of

the firm being received with espeoial enthusiasm.

"The Week's News."—This weekly news-

paper, of whioh some nine volumes have been

published, will cease to appear in its present

form after July 12, 1879, arrangements having

been made to incorporate it with Brief, the

well-known Weekly Epitome of the Press, pub

lished by Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-

street, W.C. Brief, which is the same shape,

size, and prioe, has many features in common

with The Week's News, and is noted for its able

summary of the news of the week, its consensus

of press opinion, and for the fact that its oon.

tents are carefully edited, epitomised, and clas

sified under separate headings.

Proposed Yorkshire Fine Art Exhibi

tion.—A meeting of the Committee for pro

moting a Yorkshire Fine Art Exhibition in

Leeds was held last week, when it was

announced that promises to the amount of up

wards of £500 bad been received towards the

guarantee fund, bringing that fund up to over

£3,000. The names of various influential

gentlemen were suggested for addition to the

committee, and other arrangements were made

for the promotion of the success of the forth

coming Exhibition.

Fire at a Looking-glass Maker's.—

Shortly before eight o'clock on Saturday night

a serious fire was discovered on the premises of

Mr. A. Zambra, looking-glass frame maker,

situated at 20, Gongh-etreet, Gray's-inn.road,

Holborn. Captain Shaw, in his offioial report,

Btates that the contents were insnred in the

Phoenix Fire Office. The damage done is as

follows :—A workshop burned out and roof off ;

a quantity of veneer and loose wood burnt,

and rest of stock damaged by heat and water.

The oause of fire is not known.

Ancient Oak Carving.—A fine speoimen

of ancient oak carving is now on view in the

window of Messrs. Boswell, London-street,

Norwioh. It is an ancient oak buffet or closet,

the carving upon it representing St. John in

the Wilderness, St. John baptising our Saviour,

and the decollation of St. John. It was until

recently the property of the owners of " The

Strangers Hall," in St. John of Maddermarket,

Norwiob, and in all probability is a fair sample

of the style of furniture with which that noble

and unique old mansion was in olden times fur

nished. The buffet has bad considerable atten

tion from antiquarians, as we find it is the

subject of an engraving in " Remnants of

Antiquity in Norwioh," by Muokett, and is also

referred to in other works on the antiquity of

Norwioh.

Messrs. Gillow & Co.'s New Works.—

In connection with the new offices, show-rooms,

&c., about to be ereoted on the site of the

demolished houses in Dameide- street and Sugar

House-alley, Lancaster, by Messrs. Gillow &

Co., the well.known firm of cabinet-makers

and upholsterers, a very interesting ceremony

was witnessed last week, when Mrs. Harris,

wife of the head of the firm (Mr. 8. J. Harris),

laid the foundation-Btone of the new works. The

new building will occupy a frontage of about

190 ft., and will, we believe, be connected with

the large block of workshops in Leonard-gate.

The contractor for the masonry is Mr. Chris

topher Baynes, and Mr. Bennett is olerk of

the works. The joinery work will be executed

by Messrs. Gillow's own men. The premises are

expected to be ready for roofing within twelve

months.

Trades' Union Congress. — The Parlia

mentary Committee of the Trades' Unions has

issued the preliminary invitation to the trades'

organisations of Great Britain for the next

Congress, whioh will commence its sittings in

Edinburgh on Monday, the 15th of September

next, and will continue its deliberations on the-

five following days. The annual report will, the

committee states, be of great interest and im.

portanoe, and the Parliamentary programme

for 1880 will be announced. The numerous-

disputes between employers and workmen

whioh have occurred during the past year will

form cubjects of debate, leading to the con

sideration of proposals for a more extended and

complete form of organisation among trade

unions ; and resolutions will be submitted for

the purpose of promoting unity among workmen

who are not at present associated with any of

the existing societies.

Proposed Extension of Working Hours.

—At the monthly meeting of the directors of

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, a copy

of a petition adopted by a publio meeting con

vened by the Chamber of Commerce in Hudders

field, was submitted for discussion. It re

lated to the Factory Aot of 1874, and prayed

the House of Commons to amend it by extending

the hours of labour in factories of women, young

persons, and children from 56t hours to 60

hours per week, with the view of lessening tie-

disadvantages under whioh English manufac

turers labour as compared with their continental

competitors, and of promoting a revival of the

British woollen industry. The HudderBfield

Chamber stated that they were not responsible-

for the views embodied in the petition. The-

direotora of the Manchester Chamber agreed

that it would be desirable for the factory

operatives themselves to take the initiative in.

the matter, and they directed the petition to bo

laid on the table.

The Truck System.—We lately mentioned

that the truck system in different forms was

still rampant in some parts of the country.

Last week in Parliament, in answer to a ques

tion by Mr. H. B. Sheridan as to the prevalence

of the system in the Midland counties, par

ticularly among the nailers and rivet-makers,

and as to instituting an inquiry into the system

and its results, Mr. Cross said that this matter

was inquired into by a Departmental Commis

sion in 1871, and they found that to a consider

able extent the system did exist among the

nailers and rivet-makers. He need not say

that the practice was injurious and undoubtedly

illegal ; but the present law, though defective,

was sufficient to put down its worst abuses, if

those concerned would only come forward.

There was no reason to suppose that inqniry

would throw any more light on the subject. He

had instructed the Chief Inspector of Factories

to do all that he ooold, but he found, on consul

tation with that gentleman, that there was

great difficulty in getting people to givejevidence.

Commercial Travellers' Schools.—The

half-yearly meeting of the friends and sub

scribers to the above schools was held on

Saturday at the Cannon-street Hotel, the

chair being ocoupied by Mr. Hughes, the

treasurer. Mr. H. Lendon, the secretary, read

the report, whioh stated that the following

were the subsoriptioDB, &o., for the half-year :

—Renewed subscriptions, £2,535. 12s.; new

ditto, £238. 6s. ; donations, £1,518. 13a; lOd. ;

simultaneous collections, £1,983. 8s. 3d. ; pre.

Bentations, £252 ; dividends and interest,

£758. 13s. 3d.; making a total amount of

£7,285 13s. 4d., as against £7,252. 12s. 6d. for last

year, and giving an increase of £31. Oa. lOd.

There were now 342 children in the school, and

fifty candidates for admission. The board were

mnch pleased to state that the estate of the late-

J. M. Saunders had been realised, and one-third

of theresidne, amounting to £3,307. 2s. 10d., had

been handed over to the institution. The

report was adopted, and the routine business

having been transacted, the meeting proceeded

to elect a number of ohildren to the benefits of

the institution.

Sale of Old Oak Furniture.—Mr. Wm.

Bush sold last week by auotion, at Sheffield,

some valuable old oak furniture, including two

Cue old carved oak bedsteads, inlaid with riohly

arched panels in the head, with curious cup

boards and seoret drawers, surmounted with

cornices, one of whioh is painted in flowers, and

ooat of arms argent, a lion rampant, gules,

armed and langued azure, differenoe, a mullet,

the letters M. over W. and L. at the foot, a lion

rampant, and star, with other decorations.

These two bedsteads were bought by Mr.

Hadfield for the Duke of Norfolk at the prioes

of £42 and £26. 5a. respectively. A fine oarved

oak oheat, the panels bearing the Tudor rose and
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Sootoh thistle, with the letters J. R. (Jacobus '

Bex), was Bold at £ ). 10g., and an old carved

wardrobe sold for £15. 15s. The two bedsteads

and the chest were part of the collection of

Thomas Eyre, Esq., of Moorseats, Hathersage—

a noted oolleotor of old oak furniture. The

chest was sold about ten years since, and fetched

a good price. The late Baron Rothschild had a

similar one in his possession, which he bought

at the same time for £150. The cabinet at

Fox House was formerly part of the same

collection.

Arsenical Paper Poisoning.—A few weeks

ago we reproduced a statement with regard to

t'no poisoning of a young lady through the use

of arsenic with the starch put on the linen.

Attention has now again been direoted t >

the snbject by a correspondent, who writes to

the Sanitary Record :—" The use of paper collars

and cuffs becoming so general, and the great

competition in trade, has induced some manu

facturers to introduce arsenic into the dressing

«sed to produce that beautiful gloss which

seems peculiar to some make of collars. 1 was

induced to analyse some, because a patient of

mine had every Bymptouof arsenical poisoning,

and the resnlt was that I obtained 10 4 grains

of arsenic in one collar." Neither has the

animal creation escaped scot-free from the evil

influences of arsenical dyes, for we read that

Mr. Fred. Greeves, of Emceth, Cambridge,

shire, has recently lott three beasts from this

cause. It appears that, in coarse of cleaning,

some grten paper was torn from the walls of

the house in which he lives, and thrown in (he

yard where the stock could get to it. There

beasts seem to have eaten a portion of it, and

were seized with illness. A veterinary surgeon

was called, but two of the animals died, and, on

being opened, it was found that the poison con

tained in the paper was the cause of death. A

third has since died from the same cause.

Working Men's Club and Institute

Union.—On Saturday afternoon the seven

teenth anniversary of this institution wus held

at the College Hall, Westminster, under the

presidency of Dean Stanley. Mr. Hodgson Pratt

read an abstract ofthe annual report, describing

the operations of the nnion dnriDg the past year.

Assistance had been given in the starting of

several new clubs. The report stated that many

useful projects in connection with the club

movement had to bo abandoned owing to the

want of funds, and special reference, was made

to the discontinuance of the club journal. Mr.

Samuel Morley, 11. P., moved the adoption of the

report. He regarded the establishment of clubs

for the working olaestB os a movement of great

promise, indicating as it did the presence of a

healthy self-action, which deserved to be en

couraged. He shon'd lock with dread npon the

future of England if, now that the working

classes had political power, the actions of pnbliu

men, and the character of public measures, were

to be discussed over pots of beer. Clubs tn

which men could resort without the necessity

for drinking would be a great benefit, and be

rejoiced to find there was a growing demand for

suoh institutions. Lord Francis Hervey, M.P.,

seconded the motion, which was carried nem.

oon.

Society of Arts.—The 125th nnnual general

meeting of the Society for the Enoouragement

of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce was held

at their rooms, on the 25th ult., Lord Alfred

Churchill presiding. In their annoal report the

Council expressed their sincere satisfaction that

the revenue of the Society had been but very

slightly, if at all, diminished by the existing

depression of trade, great and wide-spreading as

it had been. They had elected 282 members, as

compared with 256 in the previous session, and

they had lost by death or resignation 307, as

against 350 in 1877-8. Looking at the character

of all the papers brought before the Society

during the year, the Council felt that they would

compare favourably with those of any previous

session. In all 39 papers bad been read at the

ordinary and sectional meetings. Allusion was

then made to the Cantor and additional lecture s

delivered and to the sanitary conferences held

during the session; to the appointment of a

permanent sanitary section ; to the Society's

annual examinations and the considerable

changes made therein ; to the part taken by the

Society in sending to the Paris Exhibition 201

artisan reporters, who had sent in 168 reports ;

and to the other work of the Society daring the

year. They had deoided to establish a foreign

and oolonial section, extending to it the scop ? of

the African section and altering the name of

the latter to that of the former eeotion. The

finanoial condition of the Society waB reported to

be thoroughly satisfactory.

Registration of Trade Marks in India.

—A bill to provide for the registration of trade

marks in India has been introduced into the

Supreme LpgiBlative Connoil and referred to a

Seleot Committee. The bill has been prepared

at the request of the Bombay Government to

meet the wishes of the Millowners' Association

and the Bombay Chamber of Commerce. The

provisions of the English Trade Marks Regis

tration Acts of 1875 and 1876 have been held

by the High Court of Bombay not to apply to

India, and it has therefore been urged that,

having regard to the increase of manufactures

in India, and especially the cotton manufactures

of Bombay, India should have a law similar to

that of England. The bill is a reprodnotion,

" with the changes required to fit them to the

different circumstances " of India, of the Act

to Establish a Register of Trade Marks and the

Aot for the Amendment of the Trade Marks

Registration Aot, 1875. The bill provides for

the appointment of a registrar and the registra-

t on of trade marks, and enacts that after a

certain date no suit shall be brought for the

infringement of a trade mark unless the mark

is registered. It defines the essential particulars

of whioh a trade mark must hereafter consist,

but exempts from the operation of these provi

sions trade marks at present in use and entitled

to protection as suoh. The H'gh Conrt at Fort

William is appointed the Court for the purposes

of the Aot, and it is understood that the regis

try office will be situated in Calcutta, where

copyright and specifications of inventions are

at present registered.

The Credit System.—Without being blind

to the advantages whioh the cash system has

over the method of doing business on credit, we

are yet compelled to take exception to the

sweeping assertions made by a County Court

Jndge in the course of a case heard before him.

It was an action brought in the Bolton County

Court to recover the value of a sewing-machine

alleged to have been wrongfully seiz-d. After

having heard the evidence, the Judge (Mr.

Crompton Hutton) condemned the system of

celling goods on the principle of payment by

instalment as one of the most mischievous ways

in which tradesmen carried on their business.

Instead of waiting till people had sufficient,

money to pay for goods, men went touting

about, inducing them to pledge their incomes.

Every thing in this country was done on credit

and anything more mischievous, particularly

with regard to the wotking classes, he could not

imagine. Women in this country, instead of

being brought up to do plain sewing, as they

ought to be, were in the habit of baying ma

chines, thinking they could use them properly,

but it was a piece of folly people baying such

things when they were unable to do pla'n

sewing. With all deference to Mr. Hutton we

hardly think that his view of the matter is an

impartial one ; it is not the credit sj stem per se

that is bad, quite the contrary ; without credit

business woald be paralysed, and in'e-national

oommeroe rendered altogether imp rssible. In

this, as in everything else, excess and abase art-

to be deprecated, but the credit system itself is,

within proper limits, one of the greatest bless

ings the commercial community enjoys.

The Derby Free Library, which has been

ereoted at the sole expense of Mr. M. T. Bass,

the member for the borough, was opened last

Saturday by the donor. We append a short

description of the building. Upon entering, the

visitor is confronted with a glass screen, upon

which are portraits of Chaucer, with the motto,

"Tronth is the highest thing that man may

keeper" of Shakespeare, with the quotation,

" Knowing that I love my books, he furnished

me j " of Milton, with the words, " They feed

on thoughts that voluntary move harmonics

members ; " and of Tennyson, whose motto is,

" Grateful is the noise of noble deeds to noble

hearts." The wealth of the accessories is credit

able alike to the donors and to Mr. Heath, the

librarian. The dome is beautifully decorated,

and forms a particularly pleasing sight. The

design is artistic, and represents the pear and

apple, orange, tobacco, magnolia, nutmeg, coffee,

tea, fig, quassi i, cotton, and pomegranate plants,

all cleverly blended. The large and valuable

collection of natural - history specimens is

arranged with judgment. The plan of the

whole [structure is almcst a square. The

entrance is in the centre of the front, whioh

leads into a spacious hall, from which ingress is

obtained through folding-doors in the screen

into a corridor. The room at the end of the

corridor, to the left of the entrance, is the ladies'

to, m. and is separated from the general read

ing-room by an ornamental iron screen. The

corresponding room at the other end of the

corridor is intended for the use of students. On

the opposite side of the corridor is the lending

library ; to the right is the reference reading-

room, and to the left the general news and

reading-room. The principal staircase opens

from the corridor on each side of the hall, and

meets in a central flight from the first to the

main landing. The sculpture gallery is on the

upper floor, and is separated from the staircase

by an open and effective aroading. The mu

seum, not the least important feature of the

institution, forms three s-des of a square, having

means of ingress and egress at either end. The

style of the building is Jacobean.

Commercial Travellers' Benevolent In.

stitution.—The half-yearly general court of

the governors of this institution was held on

the 27th ult. at the Gaildhall Tavern, Gresham-

strestj the President (8ir Sydney H. Waterlow,

Bart., M P.) occupy ing the chair. Mr. J. Haines

( eoretary) read the half-yearly report, which

stated that the income from all sources daring

the last six months amounted to £7,375. 18i.

Of this amount, upwards of £923 was collected

on the Benevolent Day, on April 23 last. By

the aid of legacies from Mr J. Morris Saunders

and others, the invested funds had been in

creased to nearly £26,000. Fourteen candidates

sought the benevolent suffrages of the governors

and the subscribers, of whom eight would be

elected after the close of the meeting. Since

the formation of the institution 206 pensionaries

had been relieved at a cost of upwards of

£38,000. The chairman, in moving the adoption

of the report, said he had never had the

pleasure of attending a meeting of this insti

tution at whioh a more favourable report was

laid before the governors. Mr. Giller se

conded the motion, which was carried. Mr.

T. Binsted then moved " That, as the stock

now standing in the name of the trustees

amounts to £26,000 and upwards, no further

addition shall be made to it, except from bequests

and donations amounting to 20 guineas and

upwards, and all other donations and subscrip

tions to be applicable to the general objects

of the charity." Mr. Cherer Beoonded the reso

lution, and remarked that it was a very excel

lent proposition, as they should then have more

money to pay to pensioners than before, and it

would have the effect of obtaining more sub

scribers. Mr. S. Clarke (Birmingham) said, as

representing a great many friends iu Birming

ham, he thought be might state in their name

their cordial approval of this sobeme. The

chairman said he was present at the last

meeting, when this question came under dis

cussion, and he regretted the decision then

arr ved at. He quite agreed with the resolu-

ion. This would give five or six extra candi

dates relief in one year. He was sure they felt

that this would be a great advantage, provided

it could be done wiihou-. much risk. There was

another important principle in this resolution.

It was only fair that those who come on the funds

at the present time should have their propor

tion of the contributions paid op to the present

time. It was no use heaping money np for the

future, and leaving persons suffering. The

larger number they relieved the wider woald be

the area over whioh they could appeal for

sympathy. The motion was carried. A vote

of thanks having been accorded to the chair

man and acknowledged, the oourt proceeded to

the election of eigbt candidates.

The Art Works of the London Corpora

tion.—At the ast meeting of the Court of Com

mon Conncil, a petition was read from Mr. J. R.

Dioksee, saying, " That as the only officer of the

Corporation except the architect professionally

conneoted with the fine arts, he would respect-

fully suggest the appointment of a curator of

the works of art in the possession of the Corpo

ration. Apart from the necessity of proper care

being taken of the works, be believes if such

an officer be appointed, and it is known that

the Corporation is willing to accept desirable

works of art, there are many oitizens and others

who woald be hsppy to present ohoice examples.

Your petitioner would be willing to undertake

the duties of suoh an office himself, without

stipulation as to salary, believing he could do
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good service therein to the Corporation with

credit to himself. Your petitioner therefore

humbly prays that your honourable Court will

appoint him to the office of oarator." Mr. Shaw

moved that the petition be referred to the City

Lands Committee, for consideration and report.

A letter on the subject was addressed to the

committee, and the opinion was that no action

could be taken in it without a reference from

the Com t. Mr. Hart seconded the motion. Mr.

Deputy McGeorge designated the petition as an

extraordinary one, seeing that they had not

heard that such an officer as this was wanted.

If they wanted suoh an offioer, sorely they could

afford to pay for one. Mr. Deputy H. L. Taylor

concurred. He asked what there was to be

done in reference to fine art. He had no objec

tion to the committee considering the ex.

pedienoy of appointing some one, bnt do not

let them accept one who presented himself at

the bar, and was now engaged by the Corporation.

He moved, as an amendment, that the letter do

lie on the table. Mr. Beard seconded the

amendment. Mr. Rogers, at the risk of oppos

ing the worthy deputy, thonght it would be the

proper thing to appoint a curator. Mr. Beck

submitted that the application should not be

pooh-poohed. A work of art belonging to the

Corporation some time ago got injured, owing

to its having been placed in a position in which

no artist would have put it. Tbey ought to take

more care of their works of art than they did.

He did not care whether this was undertaken

by Mr. Dioksee or not, but they were indebted

to this gentleman for having oalled their atten

tion to it. Mr. Edmeston saw no necessity for

treating this matter in the harsh way suggested

by the amendment. Mr. Dicksee belonged to a

family of artists; he was himself a painter,

and his nephew was one of the rising painters

of the day. They ought to have someone to

look after their works of art. The motion by

Mr. Shaw was ultimately carried.

Clerical Opinion on Co - operative

Stores.—Another clerical gentleman has come

forward, following the example of Canon

Baynes, and has given cs bis opinion about the

Stores. He certainly does not mince matters, and

it were to be wished for the sake of shopkeepers

at large tbat bis homely utterances would be

taken to heart by the advocates of co-operative

stores. The writer is a Somersetshire olergy-

man and rural dean, and the letter was provoked

by a prospectus advocating the merits of one of

the new " stores," which had been forwarded to

the clerical writer : — " Sir,— You have been

good enough to send me a paper proclaiming

the vast advantages of joining a certain oonr.

pany, entitled 'The Junior Army and Navy

Stores (Limited).' Now, sir, what have we

parsons got to do with the Navy and Army

except to pray for them and help pay them ?—

both of which I have already done for about

half-a.century ! And as for joining the new

fangled companies, I have four distinct objec

tions to them, whioh I hope you will allow me

respectfully to state :—1st. I have no wish to

rob good honest tradesmen, who have to get

their living by myself and others. I am a

curious old man of the Sir Roger de Goverley

company. My country tailor makes my coat,

and my village shoemaker my shoes. If there

were bnt a batter here, he should have the

honour of crowning me. I go out of my parish

and distrust for nothing hardly which I can

get in them, and I intend so to proceed till

one of my own old elms is sawn up for my

coffin. Sod. I am a stannoh Conservative, and

don't want to turn my commercial friends into

Radicals and Liberal ionists. Let the Whigs do

as tbey please. 3rd. As an English parson, I

teach and practise my catechism, whioh tells

me * to do unto others as I would they should

do unto me.' Now, while my tenants pay me

to the day my rents and tithes, and while my

shopkeepers are honest, civil and obliging, why

should I say, ' Thank you, Messrs. Brown, Smith

& Jones, but I deal now with Messrs. S wee den-

burgh & Smithereen, and the new Cheap Store

Company ' ? 4th. Though not a miser, I have

a weakness for taking cere of my money—the

principal, that is, whatever becomes of the

interest. I am not partial to joint-stock

relations. I have more confidence in a cow

than a Khedive, and would rather rest content

with my ' two and a half ' from a dirty

acre or two, than run the risk of eight or

nothing in the ' Artificial Rain Company' or the

Zalu Fifty per Cents. If people would take the

advice of a man that has seen a little of life, I

would ventura to tell them : ' Deal at home.

Pay ready money, and you will get discount

from jour tradesman. Buy nothing till you can

afford to pay for it. Help your shopkeepers to

sleep comfortably, and you will sleep better

yourself. Keep away from foreign parts and

foreign folk. And though some of the juniors

may oall you a fool for yonr pains, you will sit

all the easier in yonr arm-chair, and not fanoy

tbat your dressing-gown, hanging loosely on its

peg in the glimmering light of your obamber, is

the ghost of some poor, starved, injured shop

keeper, that hung himself when you joined " The

Civil Service Supply Association ! " '—I have

the honour to be, sir, your very faithful servant,

J. H. Stsphknson, Lympehum."

Hygienic Museum.—On Saturday afternoon

Mr. Cross, aooompanied by Viscount Cranbrook,

opened the Parkes Museum of Hygiene at the

University College, Gower-street. This mnseum,

library, and reading-room have been established

for the promotion and encouragement of sanitary

science, as a memorial to the late Dr. Parkes,

who devoted a large portion of his life to the

study of hygiene. It is the outcome of a

meeting held in 1876, under the presidency of

Sir William Jenner, and the authorities of

University College have given it a habitation

and a place within the walls of their institution.

In the course of his opening address Mr. Cross

said :—This museum is an institution of infan

tile growth ; but considering the short time the

matter has been in hand it has grown rapidly,

and is likely to grow much more. I do not

rely so much on the term " hygiene " whioh yon

have nsed, bnt I prefer the old-fashioned word

"health," and when I say health, I mean it

ia its widest sense, whioh includes social,

moral, and physical health. We all have

at heart the social, moral, and physioa!

welfare of our fellow - creatures, and we

all know that the actual state of health

contributes much towards the moral and

social well-being of the people. We are

in the habit of hearing and saying very hard

words about the drunkenness and vice which

prevail amongst the poorer classes. I always

hear that sort of language with regret, because

allowance is not made for the want of education

or the physical suffering and degradation of

those people. With regard to phyeioal health,

you have a large field for your operations, and

you want, so far as you oan, to bring to bear

upon the subject the great scientific knowledge

many of you possess. What, as I understand

it, you want to do is to get all the scientific

knowledge on the matter applied to practical

life, for we know that a great amount of the

misery and disease whioh exists is preventible.

One of the objects, then, of this museum is to

hunt down disease—to drive it into a corner and

stamp it out. The causes of many diseases are

preventible when taken in time, and what you

practioally want to do is to restore the actual

birthright of every citizen—pure light, pure

air, and pure water. We cannot for a

moment conceal from ourselves that the inhabi

tants of great cities are at a great disadvantage

in this respect. Yon want to restore to the

inhabitants of towns what the people in the

oountry possets, and to secure the best clothing,

the best food, and the best homes possible for

the people at large. If those objects are carried

out you will, I am sure, come to the conclusion

tbat the actual physical health of the people

will be improved. The difficulties you will have

to contend agaiust are carelessness, iodifferenoe,

ignorance, and selfishness. Yon will have to

rebuke carelessness, to awaken the indifferent,

to enlighten the ignorant, and to stamp out

that selfishness which ii so hurtful. There is

no matter so small as not to receive attention at

this museum, and that will not have the fullest

weight given to it that it deserves. Viscount

Cranbrook, who was also one of the speakers,

remarked that a good deal had been said about

the lower classes, but he would allude to the

upper classes, who were likewise great sufferers

from the want of soientifio knowledge in sani

tary matters. There is no one who attends

great assemblies, he continned, who is not half

smothered by the atmosphere ofJ such places,

and I think those who take part on those occa

sions deserve almost as much pity. This move

ment must go down from the higher classes,

because education has Dot"sufficiently reached

the lower classes, and without education

you may put sanitary conditions within

the reaoh of the poor, and yet fail to

bring about the result you desire. You must

eduoate the higher classes, for if those abcve

are so ignorant or careless it is not likely that

they will trouble themselves for others. Sani

tary arrangements, very excellent in themselves,

are often inemoieatly carried ont; and suoh

works, if imperfectly done, generate worse

diseases than where there are more imperfect

arrangements. With the old cesspools we knew

what we were about ; but now people do not

know, in most instances, what the sanitary

trracgements of their houses are. The educa

tion in this matter should go far and wide, and

especially to those who are the owners of

houses. If you begin there you will get down

to others below. I believe the work is a good

one ; but people must learn to understand that,

the health of their servants and neighbours

ia a matter which affects every one.

Women's] Protective League.—The fifth

annual meeting of this society was held on the-

26th nit., at the hall of the Society of Arts,

John-street, Adelpbi ; Mr. T. Brassey, M.P.,

presided. Mrs. Paterson (hon. sec.) read extracts,

from the report, whioh stated that in the most

important branch of the work—viz., the forma

tion of protective and benefit societies among'

women earning their own livelihood, the com

mittee had to report as much progress as could

be hoped for when the depressed state of trade-

throughout the country i as taken into con

sideration. The number < ' women who had

been brought direotly within the ranks of the

societies formed by the aid of the League in

London during the past five years was about

1,300. The provincial work and the various

organisations in connection with the League-

were also commented upon. Mr. G. Palmer,

M.P., moved, and Miss Williams seconded, the

adoption of the report. The motion having

been agreed to, Mrs. Burbnry moved, " That the

League is acoompliahiDg a good and greatly-

needed work in leading women of the industrial

classes to associate for mutual help and defenoe,

thereby encouraging the spirit of self-reliance

and dependence on honest industry, and assist

ing to raise the moral and economic status of

working-women." The Rev. Brooke Lambert

seconded the motion, whioh was carried. Mr.

Broadbnrst and Miss Simoox next addressed the

meeting on the subject of the recent wages

reduction of the women employed at the Army

Clothing Factory. They were followed by Mr.

Palmer, M.P., who said that professional men had

their nnions, and he did not see why working men

should not have their combinations. With re

gard to hours of labour, it was difficult to fix an

arbitrary rule, but he preferred shorter hours,

and did not know whether the mean should be

nine, but it certainly should not be thirteen.

The resolution was agreed to. On the motion

of Mr. G. Howell, seconded by Miss White, the

various officers were reappointed. The Chair,

man then addressed the meeting, and said he

did not believe that the organisation of trade

nnions for the protection of women was so es

sentially necessary with referenoe to wages as

to certain other questions in whioh workers

were deeply interested. He had always main

tained, in writing on this subject, that the'aotion

of trade nnions had not been materially felt in

raising the general average of wages throughout

the oountry. Mr. Levi had shown that as re

garded the wages of women and some other

classes of workers who were not organised into

trade unions, the growth had really been

greater than amongst those classes who were so

organised. It seemed to him, therefore, that

wages were governed by laws independent of

trade nnions. He thonght that organisations of

this kind might be extremely valuable in dealing

with cases of injustice. He refused to pro

nounce judgment at present upon the dispute

between the workers in the army clothing fac

tory and the manager, but at the same time he

thought it would be a paltry thing if the

economies of the nation were to begin with

those who were most poorly paid. The exist

ence of these unions was a necessary and inevit

able outcome of the organisation of labour in the

great masses in whioh it is aggregated in the

present day. He thought this League would be

especially useful in watching legislation in

whioh working women were interested. He would

like to see the principle of co-operation more

fruitful than it had hitherto been. The objects

of the League were unquestionably good, its

existence was the necessary result of women

being more employed in industrial pursuits

than formerly, and he wished the movement

success and prosperity. On the motion of Mr.

Hodgson Pratt, seconded by Mies Brown, a vote

of thanks was passed to the Chairman, after

whioh the proceedings terminated.
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Wisthl fints.

Good Mucilage.—The following mucilage is

far superior to any generally to be bad in shops :

—4 parts (by weight) of fine glue are allowed to

soften in 15 parts of cold water, and then mode

rately heated nntil the solution becomes quite

clear ; 65 parts of boiling water are now added,

with constant stirring. In another vessel 30

parts of starch paste are stirred np with 20 parts

of cold water, so that a thin, milky fluid is ob

tained without lumps. Into this the boiling glue

solution is gradually stirred, and the whole kept

at a boiling temperature for a short time. After

cooling, a few drops of oarbolio acid are added

to the paste. This paste is exceedingly adhesive,

and may be used for leather as well as for paper

and cardboard. It shonld be preserved in

corked bottles to prevent evaporation, and in

this way will keep good for years.

Black Ink for Sketching can be made as

follows :—Triturate soluble nigrosino with a

small quantity of boiling water, and strain the

hot solution. When cold, the ink afforded is

ready for use.

^ortj^mmg Jfurnito Sales.

July 7.—Messrs. Browne, Swinbnrne & Mor-

rell, at 353.351, Oxford-street, W.—At 2

o'olook.

July 16.—Messrs. Kewbon & Harding, at 33,

Beresford-road, Highbury.—At 1 o'olook.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioa i 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHABF,

85, WHABF EOAD, CITY EOAD, N.,

And BEITANNIA WHABF, EAOLE WHABF

EOAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Lite THOMAS KKLSEY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FBIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiOioxixs.—MILTON BTHBET, LONDON, E.C.

DUTCH TILES

For Fireplaces, Furniture, &c.

ART PAINTED AND PRINTED TILES.

S. B. SUTCLIFFE,

44, BURY NEW ROAD,

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

.A.T MODERATE PRICES.

ESTIMATES GIVEN."

S. COUSINS, :81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR MER.CHA3JTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAKUFACTORY .A. T COE/K.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEBAL TEBMS TO SHIPPEBS.

M.J^C.TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON. W.

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AjJD CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS. WOOD CARVINGS.

 

fi

*****

i

H

m

*2

160,000 ft. titper. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLO0B BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Block always ready

for Laying.

 

STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country, ^

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

THIN PARQUET (Turpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parqnet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

 

Deal Blacking
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SATURDAY HALF-HOLIDAY IN

THE CABINET TRADE.

is generally thought that the

weekly half-holiday now adopted

in the majority of the better class

of shops and warehouses, and to

a great extent by many of inferior

grades, is a modern institution of

recent date—an outgrowth of the

agitation for the earlier closing of shops.

This, however, is a mistake. Our Puritan

forefathers of the seventeenth century

observed the Saturday half-holiday, and

suspended business nt noon on that day,

sometimes, indeed, keeping their shops and

workrooms closed all day. Their object in

doing so, however, was not to afford their

assistants and apprentices leisure for cricket

and other sports, or to indulge in mental

recreation, but rather to prepare their minds

far the due observance of the coming Sab

bath. This was unquestionably a very laud

able custom, but a life passed in the mere

alternations of business and listening to ser

mons of two hours' duration must have appeared

to the young men of that day a somewhat

dreary kind of existence. It was this strict

and exclusive attention to nothing but busi

ness and religion, with the absence of all

innocent and invigorating games and amuse

ments, in which the younger generation of the

time of Charles I. were drilled, that caused the

reaction under the second Charles, and caused

them to throw off almost all semblance of

religion and rush into the opposite extreme

of dissipation and profligacy, following in this

respect the examples set by the nobles of the

Court, who had imbibed their atheistic senti

ments and profligate habits from the Court

of Paris, where many of them had sojourned

when in exile.

The scheme of the Saturday half-holiday pf

the Early Closing Association is based on a

different principle. It is to interpolate half-a-

day between the cares and turmoil of business

and the day of religious worship, in order that

such interval may be spent in cheerful and

healthy amusements, or in the lecture and class

rooms of literary institutes, so that the youth

or young man may enter upon the duties of the

Sabbath after an interval sufficient, by an

alternation of employment, to relieve his mind

from the necessary distraction occasioned by

the pursuit of business, with its cares and

anxieties.

This arrangement has worked admirably.

The testimony of employers who have adopted

the system is unanimously in its favour. They

state that in conjunction with the earlier

closing of the shops on ordinary nights, the

Saturday half-holiday has had the effect of

making their assistants more cheerful, active;

and energetic in business, and, moreover, more

intelligent, through the opportunity afforded

them for mental culture. They also attend

the services of religion on Sundays in much

greater numbers than formerly.

The majority of the more respectable fur

nishing establishments of the metropolis are

now closed at two o'clock on Saturdays, still

there are exceptions. The proprietors of some

first-class houses do not yet see their way clear

to closing earlier than four, five, or six

o'clock. We are not aware of what particular

obstacle may stand in the way cf their taking

advantage of the Saturday half-holiday move

ment. It can hardly be the old objection that

the young men, if granted more leisure, would

misuse the time ; that argument has long been

gainsaid by experience. It may, perhaps, be

by reason of the exigencies of business, but

yet, on the other hand, the same amount of

business might be transacted in much less time

than is actually devoted to it, the assistants too

often standing half their time unoccupied. This

is notably the case now on Saturday afternoons,

the principle of early closing having such a hold

on the mind3 of the upper and middle classes

that they rarely enter a shop after noon on

that day. Some ten or a dozen years ago a very

large meeting of ladies and the aristocracy

assembled at Stafford House, under the

auspices of the Duchess of Sutherland, who

there and then 'pledged themselves on no

account to enter a shop after two o'clock on

Saturdays, and moreover to give the pre

ference of their patronage to such shops as

were closed at that hour. No doubt several of

these ladies, through thoughtlessness, at times

break their pledge, but we believe that in the

main they abstain from shopping later than

two o'clock. In the face of these several cir

cumstances we trust that the heads of those

furniture houses who keep open until a late hour

on Saturdays will take the question into con

sideration, and may yet see their way to fall in

with the general rule.

THE FURNITURE OF MEXICAN

DWELLINGS.

A CORRESPONDENT supplies the fol-

lowing description of the interior of one

of the most sumptuous dwellings to be found

in Mexico. He says : — We went up

half-a-dozen broad stone steps, crossed the

verandah, and were received at the large front

door by the administrator. Marble statues

and statuettes lined this broad entry on both

sides all the way up to the grand staircase at

the further end. Glittering glass pendent

chandeliers and shining brass chandeliers alter

nated with each other. Paintings us large as

the side of a small house covered both the

walls. The floor was made of marble tiles in

gay colours. We were taken first into a room

to the right of the hall filled with family

portraits. It was said that half-a-dozen

pictures could be selected any one of which

was worth more money than the house and the

grounds, and everything else about the place.

The solemn guide took us upstairs into another

large hall with more marble statues, and more

pictures and more chandeliers. Here the

thing began to grow interesting. Downstairs

everything was in a style of old-fashioned

comfort and luxury ; upstairs the furniture

looked as if it had come from Paris with

in a month. Everything was bright and

costly and handsome. The first room we

entered upstairs was one of the parlours, a

room so long that objects at the other end

of it looked small. This room wa9 fur

nished in the Mexican style, which proceeds

upon the principle that the more furniture and

marble can be crowded in, the better. The

furniture was upholstered in pink satin, with

richly-carved frames. There were so many

statues and bronze clocks and marble-topped

tables that it was difficult to pick one's way

through them. The whole place glistened

and glittered like a fairy palace. A large

double dcor led into another parlour, fully as

large, and quite as elegant.

By way of contrast to the above we add

the following description of the homes, if we

may so term them, inhabited by the Mexican

population at large :—The dwelling of the

Jarocho, variously called ranclio, ranchitot

e.ndjacal, generally stands in some small open

savanna, close to the timber's edge, though not

infrequently it is placed in the thick forest

itself. Differing slightly in form in the upper

table-lands and the low lands, the same open-

air architecture marks the individuality of

each. It is essentially a summer-house, com

pared to which the latticed pagodas adorning

northern door-yards would oftentimes be

warmth itself. In fact, to nothing does it often

bear greater resemblance than to a monster

bird-cage of peeled willow rods, with the in

terstices between the reeds rather more limited

than usual. Place a steep roof over the

miniature osier cages in which foreign birds

are imported singly, and an almost exact like

ness of many of these dwelling places will be

obtained. The corner posts are generally the

smooth trunks of the palm. Crossbeams of

the same unite the uprights, and are laid as

joists across the top of the framework and as

rafters for the roof. The walls are made of a

species of bamboo cane—plentiful in the low

lands—cut into proper lengths and set closely

together, like the upright rods of the bird-cage.

The roof, thatched with the fan-shapedfrondsof

the palm, laid like slates or shingles to turn the

rain, projects far beyond the walls shading the

house from the rays of the tropical sun or

beating rain. A cane door, being a simple

framework of upright rods, swinging on raw

hide hinges, affords ingress and egress. Of

windows there is no need, the interstices be

tween the bamboos afording all the light

required. To keep out the cold, or, more fre

quently, the dust raised by a norther, a thin

matting of plaited palm leaf, rolled up after

the manner of a Venetian blind under the

projecting eaves, can be let down all around

the house. For this, however, there is scant

occasion, a cold day being phenomenal in tha
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tropics, and the matting remains rolled up

during most of the year. A queer effect is

often seen, especially in a newly-built jacal,

in the growing of the palm logs after they

are placed in the dwelling. Broad leaves

spring from their freshly-cut ends, until the

whole structure seems, like the house built in

thebean-8talk,to be slowlygrowing into the air.

The interior furnishings of the jacal exhibit

the same unique characteristics as the ex

terior. Generally the house has one single

apartment ; occasionally, in the better class,

though rarely, there are two apartments. The

floor is of earth, stamped or beaten down to

the hardness of a brick ; the ceiling, the few

palm joists laid across the timbers. Usually

there is a raised bench or platform on one

side of the room upon which the petate is

spread for the bed, though the hard earthern

floor is often deemed sufficient. If the jacal

has two apartments a glance into the inner

one discloses the beds used by the female

occupants. Perhaps it would be better to say

bedsteads, they being mere gratings of bamboo

canes, split and laid parallel on a frame with

short feet, and covered with a piece of petate,

or palm matting, which does duty as mattress

pillow, springs and all.

bands, inner and outer doors on invisible cen

tres, thus rendering the safe impervious to the

most skilful and scientific professional burglar.

In connection with locks, one of the most

remarkable inventions of modern times is a

lock exhibited by Messrs. Lea & Griffiths,

of Birmingham, which sets at defiance every

hitherto-received notion of the proper con

struction of a well-organised lock. By the

accompanying illustration it will be seen that

 

THE MOROCCO LEATHER TRADE OF

AMERICA.

PHILADELPHIA stands at the head of

the morocco trade of the United States.

The value of this kind of leather made by the

thirty-two firms engaged in the business is

placed at 800,000 dols. annually. During

the busy season, 1,080 dozen goat>skins are

daily turned into morocco leather ; this would

require at the rate of 4,000,000 skins a

year.

The trade has gone through a financial

crisis, and recovered therefrom, notwithstand

ing heavy losses. The sales for the season

now over are ahead of those for the same

period last year, and have been fairly satis

factory. The demand for brush kid has been

heavier during the past season than was ever

before known. The skins used are Tampico,

Cape, Curacao, and South American, known

as soft stock, and Patnas, Madias, and. Cawn-

poro Madras, classed as hard stock. These

terms are applied to the condition of the skin

in the hair and before tanned. Of late years,

the Europeao. skins have been largely worked

into cheaper moroccos. Brush and glazed

lids, bright and dull pebbles, maroons, and

straight grains, both black and in fancy co

lours, are the designations by which most of

the moroccos made are known.

The tanning is done in the old way, and by

what is known as the " bag" process, in which

the skins are first sewed by hand or machine,

and the sumic and sumac liquor forced inside.

The open tan process, by which system the

skins are hung in the liquor, is being gradually

adopted. Machinery is largely employed in

the tanning and finishing of moroccos, except

ing on the finer grades, in which the work is

still largely done by hand. With the general

introduction of steam, the drying of skins has

been greatly facilitated, and there is no such

enforced dependence upon the eccentricities of

the we ither as was now the case years ago,

all the working parts are securely fastened

to a foundation-plate, which is fixed to the

door so that the ugly square projecting case

of the rim-lock is dispensed with, and in its

stead a detachable cover-plate projecting only

about £ths of an inch is used ; and this may be

made in an endless variety of design, material,

and finish.

The cumbrous and complicated details of

the ordinary lock, compared with the work

they have to perform, viz., the holding a door

securely in its closed position, gave rise

originally to this invention, and Mr. Lea

seems to have solved the problem how to

produce a lock which, while being thoroughly

secure, shall be no thicker than a door-plate.

The sticking bevel principle in the latch-bolt

is essentially bad, inasmuch as the wear and

tear are greatly increased thereby ; besides,

the action is rarely pleasant and satisfactory.

This is one of the things avoided in the new

lock", the bolt being, when turned back, held

in its withdrawn position by a spring tooth,

which is automatically released when the door

is closed. The closing of the door, too, is

much more easily and smoothly effected,

while the friction is, of course, less. These

locks are available for either the right or left

hand without alteration. The patentees

claim for them greater working strength, a

less cumbrous and massive appearance than

is the"case with rim-locks, and the opportu

nity for the application of decoration. A

saving in first cost as compared with mortice

locks is also effected, both as to the lock itself,

the thickness of the door, and time in fixing,

no morticing being required. The outside

locking part, being detached, need only be

applied where required, and when used gives

greater security with a small key. The lock

has also self-adjusting spindles to the exact

thickness of the door, and knobs that cannot

shako or become loose. The new lock seems

metal-work which, to all appearance, are com

posed of solid bronze, or at least of bronzed

brass. So far from this being the case, how

ever, they are all cast in moulds with a metal

called " stannate," the amalgam being, of

course, a secret. The case sent out by

this firm consists of a canopy and two

pyramidal tables; from the canopy are

suspended thirty chandeliers, while upon

the tables are arranged reading lamps, candle

sticks, and bronze articles of various degrees

of ornamentation and of different design, all

of which are cast with the same sharpness

peculiar to bronze; nor can the closest ex

amination discover the various joints made by

the meeting of the moulds. We referred to

this patent previously ; tee page 144 o" our last

volum?.

Mr. James Howarth exhibits his patent

Archimedean screw ventilators, whiib have-

 

been designed in various sizes for the several

purposes that ventilation demands. There is

one specially adaptedforsanitary work, another

more suitable for hall residences and public

buildings, while a third is termed the orna

mental ventilator. The principle adopted for

the extraction of the foul air is that of the

Archimedean screw, which the least possible

zephyr will set in motion ; this causes a current

of air to be constantly passing upwards, draw

ing with it any foul exhalations with which

it may come in contact in its course. On the

| other hand, the mechanical construction of

 1
LOCK.

\

'■LOCK

FURNITURE, &c, AT THE SYDNEY

EXHIBITION.—II.

rPIIE safe and lock industries are represented

-L by Mr. Geokge Price, of Wolverhampton,

whose exhibits consist of three classes. The

first and largest is a double-door business safe

of large dimensions, fitted up with every conve

nience for business purposes. The second is a

double-door jewel, plate, cash, and deed safe

of unique design, and specially constructed by

combinations of various patents for use in

private houses. The third exhibit consists ol

a very massive safe, having a triple body, and

comprises many recent patents, including solid

turned steel inner rings, shrunk endless outside

calculated to effect an entire revolution in the

construction of these very essential securities

for our lives and property.

Nor is the lock trade the only industry in

which a revolution seems imminent. Messrs.

 

Wright & Fletcher, of Birmingham, send

a large case of chandeliers and ornamental

these ventilators is such that down draught,

with its injurious and uncomfortable effects, is

totally obviated.

A miscellaneous display of enamelled ware

is exhibited by the Anglo-American Tin>

stami'ing CoMi>AJsy,of Stourport,and includes

saucepans, basins, kettles, pans, &c. They are

manufactured in one piece, and consequently

are less liable to wear than when solder is

used ; further, they are, of course, much

cheaper and more safe for cooking purposes

than copper.

Messrs. Raboxe & Sons, the well-known

rule-makers, of Hockley Abbey Works, Bir

mingham, are sending a case of their manu

factures first to Sydney and afterwards

to be shown at Melbourne. It is some

what small in size, but considering that

no article is duplicated, it answers its

purpose sufficiently without making an

unnecessary display. The goods, though

prosaic enough in themselves, are arranged in

various geometrical forms on a purplo
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velvet background. Among the articles are

all the novel forms of the two-fold and

four-fold rules, both in boxwood and ivory.

There are also specimens of all kinds of Bteel

rules suitable for machinists, divided from

8 and 10 parts to 96 and 100 parts to the inch,

with French measure in demi-millimetres ;

spirit levels in all the varieties usually in the

hands of the workman, in wood, brass, and

iron stocks, with some only used in, and there

fore suitable for, the colonies. The display of

measuring-tapes is very complete, from the

email spring 3-ft. tape to those used exclusively

bv surveyors. Of the first kind, the chief speci

alty is one only recently brought out by the

firm, and being as yet hardly known ; a spring-

stop tape which draws in by merely pressing

upon a button in the centre of the case. Not

withstanding its utility, it is the lowest-priced

article of the kind yet introduced, consis

tent with durability and efficiency. The

exhibits include also a metallic wire tape,

a linen tape in which eight or ten wires

are interwoven among the linen threads,

to prevent stretching or shrinkage, and the

steel ribbon tapes made up to 100 ft. in length

without a joint, which are absolutely reliable

for accuracy. The whole of these goods are of

a useful nature, in demand for every-day

orders, and justify the notability of a firm that

has for nearly a "century devoted itself to the

special industry of rule manufacture.

Several articles in enamelled slate are sent

for exhibition by Messrs. Sessions & Sons, of

Gloucester ; ornamental chimney-pieces of

various designs, slate lavatories, baths, &c. One

chimney-piece specially noteworthy has a

griotte ground with Florentine panels, and is

artistically decorated with elegant groups of

spring flowers—violets, primroses, daisies, cow

slips, &c.

Messrs. Clarke & Son exhibit a choice and

Taried assortment of ornamental leather and

other goods. They comprise such widely dif

ferent articles as photographic and Oxford

frames, in metal, wood, leather, ivory, velvet,

&c. : leather purses, pocket-books, leather

writing-cases, ladies' belts, &c. The majority

are intended as samples of goods, in which

a constant and ordinary trade may be ex

pected, but some few are of a more preten

tious character, being no doubt intended to

show what kind and quality of articles this

firm can produce if required. The case itself is

made of black wood, elegantly picked out with

gold, and surmounted by an elaborately-carved

cornice.

Prominent amongst the specimens of stained-

flass is the exhibit of Messrs. Camm Bros., of

'rederick-street, Birmingham. A windowrepre-

senting " Christ blessing little children," is well

executed in the Italian style, and in the orna

mentation the Agnus Dei is introduced at the

bottom of the subject, while an angel bearing

a tablet with the word " Alleluia " is above ;

the whole effect of the treatment is rich in

colour, and harmonious in design. The same

firm also send a carved oak reredos with

painted tiles, in panels, representing "The

Lord's Supper," with an inscription along the

lower row of tiles, " Do this in remembrance

of Me." Under the head of domestic work is

a stained-glass window representing the " Play

Scene " from Hamlet ; also a very beautiful as

sortment of hand-painted tiles. The colouring

in these, as in the glass, is marked by a true

appreciation of light and shade ; the execution,

too, is careful and complete, and there can be

little doubt that these exhibits will prove a

great attraction.

The brush trade is well represented by the

well-known firm of Messrs. Crowden &

Garrod, of Falcon-square, perhaps the oldest

house in the brush trade, having been founded

in 1760 by Mr. Thomas Kent. This firm ex

hibit a large and handsome case of black-

wood, containing every possible variety of

brush manufactured. The painting-brush,

however, is the staple for which the house

has been long famed. The various kinds

of brushes aro arranged in fanciful designs,

each kind forming distinct figures. In addition

to the brushes we have mentioned are those

for the tooth, hair, coat, and every other pos

sible purpose that personal or household

economy could require ; and the name of the

manufacturers is a sufficient guarantee for

the quality of the several goods.

The safety-pins, hooks, fancy nails, &c,

sent by Messrs. Cooke, Bnos., of Constitution-

hill, Birmingham, must not be passed over in

silence. The case containing these is itself a

handsome structure of black and gold, and

consists of two portions, an upper vertical

and a lower horizontal case. In the centre

of the upright part of the case are the

Australian arms and motto, wrought on a

blue ground in several descriptions of fancy

nails ; the supporters, an emu and a kan

garoo, are very cleverly formed. The name

of the firm and that of the town in which

they are located, are also formed in the same

manner, together with other devices of

various kinds. In the lower part of the case

is an assortment of nails, ranging from a

filain round stud, to stars, crosses, and pierced

leads of the most expensive description.

Upholstery nails and safety-pins likewise

abound in many clever devices, varied with

curtain-hooks of several kinds worked also

in a ring, one on the other. A smaller dis

play at Paris last year, made by Messrs.

Cooke Bros., secured a certificate of " honour

able mention."

Messrs. Mander Bros., the extensive

varnish and japan manufacturers of Wolver

hampton, send a case of samples similar in

many respects to that which they exhibited at

Paris last year. The quality of their body

and carriage varnishes, and ]apan for coach-

builders, &c, is illustrated by having been

applied to a portion of a landau. Three

triangular panels in the case have been treated

with their " White Coburg Varnish," the palest

varnish yet produced for bigh-class decorative

work. Ilard-drying church varnishes are also

shown ; these were introduced by the firm

some thirty years ago with written guarantees

from them as to their admirable and unvary

ing good qualities. Architects frequently

fasten them down on a board with a few

veneer-pins ; glue some strips of paper over the

joints, and let them remain till dry. If a large

top is to be made, it is best done in two or

three parts, and jointed together at the last.

Where much work of this kind is done, a

marquetry-cutter's "donkey" should bemade;

this is like a harness-maker's clamp, fixed on

the end of a sawing-stool, with a string through

the top, and secured to a piece of wood at the

bottom of the stool, so that the pressure of

the foot is sufficient to grip the veneer for

sawing, and is instantly released by raising

the foot. After jointing up as described, take

out the veneer-pins, and fill up any little im

perfections in the underside with glue and

yellow ochre ; then lay with a caul.

Plain walnut veneers should be treated like

mahogany.

Burr walnut veneers. First damp all over

with a wet sponge, then cut out the required

size for the work ; it will cut very easy when

damped, and not split. A shoemaker s com

mon cutting-knife is very useful as a veneer

knife, and can be bought for a small sum.

After cutting out place between hot cauls,

and when cold it will be well flattened and

shrunk. Then fill up all holes and joint

together. If the holes should be made round

or square, the joint will show ; they should be

cut an irregular shape, like the figure of the

wood. After the pieces are fitted in glue

paper on the back, and when dry, if the joint

should not be quite close in any part, just

damp the place with the finger before veneer

ing. It is best to lay this sort of wood with

a caul where possible, in which case a sheet of

paper should bo placed all over the veneer

before the caul is put on, as the glue will

come through every part. Some size the

veneers before laying, but this is a waste of

time, as when the caul is removed, the glue

will be found to have penetrated the veneer

like a sponge. In cleaning off flat work time

is saved by the use of an iron smoothing or

specify them for use in public buildings. TLen panel plane. For shaped work just damp with

there are a considerable number of articles

to show the different kinds of japanning, such

as a coal-vase/ tea-trays, marble slabs, iron

tablets, &c. Prominent among the samples

are the royal emerald greens—a speciality of

the firm—used by decorators, and said to be

the strongest greens yet produced, although

introduced fifteen years ago. Another spe

ciality is their oxide of iron in four shades,

some idea of the purity of which may be

gathered from the fact that it contains no

less than 05 per cent, of metal.

TO PREPARE VENEERS BEFORE

LAYING.

MAHOGANY veneer is the easiset to

manage, as it requires neither drying

nor flattening, but is put on just as it is re

ceived. If badly sawn, it must be toothe d,

until the saw-marks are nearly out before

laying. Satin wood, king wood, manilla wood,

zebra wood, ebony, and snake wood should

all be treated in the same manner as ma

hogany.

Bird's-eye maple veneer, should be well

shrunk between hot cauls previous to lay

ing-

Tulip wood, purple wood, coromandel wood

and yacca wood should be treated the same as

bird's-eye maple.

Rosewood veneer, if new wood, should be

held over a shaving fire, and kept moving

quickly until the gum begins to boil out of the

pores of the wood ; then place between two

cauls, and hand-screw down till dry ; then

tooth and veneer. Knife-cut veneers do not

require this treatment.

Wainscot oak veneer, the same as ma

hogany.

Thuya wood, the same as maple.

Pollard oak veneers. Well shrink between

hot cauls, ond tooth all to a thickness as

nearly as possible, and joint up with a buhl-

saw. Place two pieces of veneer together,

and follow the figure of the wood with the

saw. When the veneer is made to the size

required, place all the pieces as fitted, and

a wet rag well rubbed with soap, and it

will then be found to scrape up as easy as

possible.

Amboyna veneers. Treat similar to ma

hogany, but joint up like pollard-oak veneers.—

American Cabinet-Maker,

THE WEDGWOOD INSTITUTE.

THE small but well-planned Picture Gallery

and Museum which are being added to

the Wedgwood Institute at Burslem are nearly

complete, and it has been determined to open

them in September with an exhibition which

promises to be one of an exceptionally interest

ing character. The Staffordshire Advertiser

says that the Government will send down the

whole of the purchases of pottery and porce

lain made by the Science and Art Department

at the Paris Exhibition of 1878, and these

acquisitions]will be supplemented by examples

of a varied character. Advantage will further

be taken of the occasion to bring together a

collection of the works of two painters who

attained great eminence, and whose reputation

has not heretofore had any special recognition

in their native county. James Holland was

a native of Burslem, and worked for many

years as a china painter in that town. A

number of valuable sketches, with a few more

important examples of his work, will be sent

down from South Kensington, and the com

mittee hope to be favoured with the loan of

others from private owners. But the chief

interest will ottach to the collection of the

works of George Mason, who, born at Wetley

Abbey, died some seven years ago after having

attained the distinction of A.R.A., and given

evidence of an artistic power which promised

to place him in the foremost rank of the

painters of his day. His portrait by Mr.

Val Prinsep, A.R.A., and a remarkable selec

tion of studies and sketches will be contributed

by Mrs. Mason. The President of the Royal

Academy, Sir Frederick Leighton, has entered

very heartily into the scheme. Mr. Marks,

R.A., and Mr. John O'Connor among others

are giving valuable assistance.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A OABINKT.

rpHE useful and ornamental seem to be

happily blended in the design which

forms the subject of this week's Separate

Plate. Every nook and corner of th9 Cabinet

has been turned to good account, and the

addition of a writing-desk makes the one

piece of furniture answer a double purpose.

A Cabinet constructed in accordance with the

accompanying plan would, we feel sure, prove

a very saleable piece of furniture, and its

compact character seems to render it specially

serviceable to bachelors.

CABINET BRASSWORK.

Many an otherwise commendable specimen

of cabinet-work is utterly marred by the fact

that the hinges, handles, or lock-furniture used

are altogether out of keeping with the general

character of the article itself. The outline

and finish of the metal-work should always

have relation to the style of design

adopted for the woodwork, otherwise the

combination of both will produce an in

congruity destructive of whatever element of

beauty might be inherent in each separately.

To help cabinet-makers in their selection of

what is suitable we illustrate on one of our

Plates some fifty designs of articles in almost

daily requisition by them. The character and

ornamentation vary in each case, and whether

the furniture be ornate or simple, one or other

of these designs is almost sure to be found

applicable. The manufacturers of the articles

figured are Messrs. William Udal & Co., of

Camomile-street.

JAPANESE ART.

IT seems but yesterday since Japan and the

Japanese were as little known as are the

political factions of Equatorial Africa, yet

such are the gigantic strides taken by this

remarkable nation that we cannot walk a

thousand yards from any spot in the City of

London without being convinced not only of

its existence, but of its increasing power as a

formidable commercial rival. Some months

ago a Birmingham firm received a letter from

a retailer in Japan, in which he says:—"The

Japanese are now making a number of articles

which I formerly purchased from you, and at

prices beyond the possibility of European com

petition. In fact, quite a number of different

classes of merchandise are being made in this

country, and Europeans are obliged to discon

tinue importing in consequence."

Now, however, a further step is taken, and

our exporters to Japan have become importers

from that country. A new and very extensive

emporium of Oriental manufactures has just

been opened in Farringdon-road, by Messrs.

Dresser & Holme, names that will be recog

nised at once as forming a guarantee upon all

subjects connected with Japanese, Chinese, or

Eastern art generally.

On Saturday and Monday, the 21st and 23rd

ult., a large and distinguished company re

sponded to the invitation of the firm to attend

a private view of their really magnificent

collection. There wore present Sir Rutherford

and Lady Alcock, Sir Louis and Lady Pelly,

the members of the Japanese Legation, and

many well-known artistic, literary, and scien

tific gentlemen. It will be remembored by

many that Dr. Dresser has resided and

travelled much in Japan, and that lie was, on

his lost visit, the guest of the Mikado at

Yeddo, a fact that contributed in no little

degree to the unusual facilities afforded him

of studying Japanese art on the spot. Dr.

Dresser's son is still in Japan, and is engaged

with a large and capable staff of buyers in

travelling through the country and visiting

towns and villages in the little-known interior,

whence the European has hitherto been

excluded.

The result of Dr. Dresser's travels and

labours has been that, although there are

several emporiums of Japanese ware in this

country, we are justified in saying that the

collection we had the pleasure of inspecting

is by far the most extensive, the most interest

ing, and the most valuable of its kind in the

kingdom. From the moment we entered the

hall we seemed to have left England and to

have been transported to Japan, so completely

orientalised was everything around ; the build

ing, with its inlaid tiles of various colours and

exquisite design completely covering the walls,

the ceilings picked out with appropriate

colours, the plants in large pots, the carpets

and cane easy-chairs, all gave a cheerful, home

like effect, observable certainly iu very few

wholesale City houses, where the prosaic work

of buying and selling is considered the chief

duty of man.

The establishment is divided into three de

partments : firstly, standard goods, or articles

made in large quantities, 1hat are bought by

the thousand, and that are to be seen in the

numerous retail shops that abound in the City ;

secondly, goods having special artistic merit,

rarely to be met with at present anywhere ;

and thirdly, a class of goods of ancient manu

facture known as " curios." As a whole they

form perhaps the finest display of Oriental

productions ever seen together at one time in

England. The present is, therefore, an appro

priate time for purchasers to inspect the col

lection, while it is as yet intact, for although

fresh goods will be constantly arriving, they

will of necessity be considerably varied in

their character.

Amongst the articles deserving notification

is a very fine collection of Cloisonne1 enamels,

both opaque and translucent. It may interest

our readers to know that the first specimen of

the latter very beautiful production seen in

Europe was brought home by Dr. Dresser from

Japan. There is also a very fine display of

modern Tokio ware. This is made in imitation

of, and is in many respects fully equal to, the

famous Satsuma ware—in fact, it is sold by

many dealers as such. There is also one of

the most varied collections of modern Hizen

and Idzuma wares that have reached this

country. The beautifully-decorated articles in

ivory, consisting of paper-knives, brushes,

toilet articles, and other useful objects, all

having most exquisite designs in lacquered,

inlaid, and carved work, are also specially

worthy of mention.

In addition to the Japanese goods, there is a

large collection of Indian decorated pottery,

which, though coarse in quality, when com

pared with the Japanese ceramics, is very

effective in character. The collection of

pottery embraces nearly every variety known

throughout Japan and India. Of metal-work

we should specially allude to the Japanese

decorated silver-work, the beautiful and varied

wares of Benares, Kashmir, Kutch, Mora-

dabad, and a large collection of Persian brass-

work. The beautiful lacquered wares of Japan

and India are also largely represented in each

of the three departments. There is also an

extensive collection of Indian and Turkestan

carpets, but where all are so admirable it

becomes almost invidious to do more than

mention the most notable. We can honestly

say that such an opportunity for a visit to

Japan and back in the course of an hour or

two as we enjoyed on the occasion in ques

tion, is an intellectual treat rarely offered and

never to be forgotten.

The business established by Messrs. Dresser

& Holme is to be strictly confined to the

wholesale trade. All their goods are to be

marked in plain figures, and spurious imita

tions are to be rigidly excluded from the

" curio " department, every article being

guaranteed as genuine.

This is the more necessary since among

these are certain articles which are almost

unsaleable, simply because they are priceless.

What price could, for example, be placed upon

a piece of pottery of celadon blue, perfectly

entire, and a thousand years old P Yet such

is to be seen and admired among other pieces

of ancient pottery here classed as curios.

The difficulty with purchasers will rather be

where to stop buying than what to select, as

it is with us in leaving a vast array of articles

we had noted for remark unrecorded for want

of space.

TESTING MACHINE-MADE JOINERY.

TN our issue for June 21 we described a

JL process for connecting parts of woodwork,

the invention of Messrs. J. Gresty and J.

Mills, of Salford. To demonstrate the prac

tical value of the patent a series of experi

ments have since been conducted at the Patent

Steam Joinery Works of Messrs. J. Gresty &

Co., Regent-road, Salford, Manchester, ex

tending over two days, under the direction of

Mr. J. H. Lynde, M. Inst. C.E., and Mr. H.

Littler, architect, in the presence of Mr. W. H.

Bailey, C.E., Mr. A. Jacobs, M. Inst. C.E.,

borough engineer and surveyor, Mr. E K.

Dutton, C.E., Mr. H. Lord, architect, Mr. R.

Davies (Davies & Mawdsley), Mr. R. Carlyle,

builder, and about 100 other influential archi

tects, engineers, builders, timber-merchants,

and others interested in the building trade.

The morticed and tenoned articles tested

were of the first quality, and the best that

could be obtained from five best American and

five best English manufacturers. The first

series of tests were to prove the relative

strength of goods made by the two systems,

to resist a tensile strain applied to the stiles of

the doors and sashes so as to draw the stiles

from the rails. Taking the average strength of

nine doors of each sort, the relative strength of

the dowelled doors was 2'2, or 120 per cent,

stronger than the morticed and tenoned ones.

The sashes tested in the same way showed a

relative strength of 2-72, or 172 per cent, in

favour of the dowelled method.

The second series of tests were to prove the

relative strength of goods made by the dif-

| ferent methods, to resist a strain applied

I diagonally across the doors or sashes tested in

the average of an equal number of each sort ;

i the relative strength of the dowels was 139,

] or 39 per cent, in favour of the dowels ; the

sashes tested diagonally showed the relative

[ strength of dowels to be P93, or 03 per cent,

i stronger than mortised and tenoned.

The third series of tests were to prove the

relative strength to resist a cross breaking

strain in the doors ; the weights were applied

to the outer edge of the stiles so as to break

the tenons or dowels at the shoulders of rails ;

two 1 1-in. and four 9-in. rails of each sort were

tested, with a relative result of l-85, or 8i> per

i cent, in favour of the dowels ; sashes tested in

' the same way gave the relative strength of

[ 241, or 141 per cent, in favour of the dowelled

system.

IMPROVED METHOD OF LAYING

DOWN FLOORING.

A

NEW method of laying down floors

has been adopted in France, and is said

to have obtained a wide application. It con

sists in putting down fluoring, not, as hitherto,

on joists, but in embedding the boarding in

asphalte. The new floors are used mostly for

ground storeys of barracks and hospitals, as

well as churches aud courts of law. Pieces of

oak, usually 2£ in. to 4 in. broad, 12 in. to 30 in.

long, and 1 in. thick, are pressed down into a

layer of hot asphalte not quite £ in. thick in

the well-known herring-bone pattern. To

ensure a complete adhesion of the wood to the

asphalte, and to obtain the smallest possible

joints, the edges of the pieces of wood are

planed down, bevelling toward the bottom, so

that their cross section becomes wedge-like.

Nails, of course, are not necessary, and a per

fectly level surface may be given to the floor

ing by planing after the laying down. The

advantages of this flooring, which only re

quires an even bed on which to rest, are said

to be the following :—
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1.—Damp from below, and its consequence,

rot, are prevented.

2.—Floors may be cleaned quickly and

with the least amount of water, ensuring rapid

drying.

3.—Vermin cannot accumulate in the

joints.

4.—Unhealthy exhalations from the soil

cannot penetrate into living rooms. Asphalte

being impermeable to damp, rooms become

perfectly healthy, even if they are not vaulted

underneath. In buildings with several storeys,

as in hospitals, the vitiated air of the lower

rooms cannot ascend, an object which it has

hitherto not been possible to attain by any

other means.

5.—The layer of asphalte will also prevent

the spreading of fire from one floor to another

in case of conflagration.

Correspondence.

It is distinctly to be borne in mind thai we do not by insert
ing Utter* convey any opinionfavourable to their content*.
We open our column* to all, without leaning to any; and
thu* supply a channel for the publication of opinion* of
all shade*.

Xo totice whatever will he taken ofanonymout communica
tion*. The Name and Addre** of the writer art required,
not neeetsarily for publication, but a* a guarantee of
genuineness.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communication*.

THE FURNITUKE TRADE AND CO

OPERATIVE TRADING.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—On reference to the Civil Service

Supply Association catalogue, I observe that

the discounts offered by the "affiliated"

tradesmen vary from 5 per cent, to over 30

per cent. The inference that the casual reader

would draw is that these discounts are allowed

only to members of " Stores." If you inquire

of a member why he deals at Mr. 's shop,

the almost invariable answer is that he gets a

large discount from the price charged to the

outside public. The recent evidence given before

the Co-operation Commission, as published in

your last week's Gazette, does not exactly

oear out this view. The question I should

like to see answered is this : Are all pur

chasers who take cash in their hands treated

alike by the affiliated tradesmen? If the

opponents of the " Stores " can prove this in

the affirmative, the charm of dealing through

the Stores will quickly disappear. Of course,

most tradesmen are willing to pay for the

introduction of custom, and this difference

must be allowed. It is the large discount that

has been the bait, and if this be clearly proved

a fallacy, there would be no inducement to

carry a " Store " ticket.—I am, &c,

July 7th, 1879. Inquirer.

Craoe Reports.

[Tbom Ocb Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The first dividend of 6s. in the pound in the

estate of Gower Woodward & Co. was paid

last Wednesday. Business has been quiet

during the week, and there is less doing than

was the case a week ago. This is due in a

great measure to the continued bad weather,

and also to the fall in the price of wool,

which was as unexpected as it has been disas

trous in its results. Messrs. John Drinton &

Co. are going to stop a portion of their works

for eight or ten days in order to put in a new

engine of 1,000 horse-power. This will be by

far the largest engine in the district. A sale

is advertised of the machinery and looms at

the Watertide Mills, but the bankers of the late

firm say that if it takes place they will hold

the trustee personally liable, as the machinery

was mortgaged to them. The trustee disputes

the right of Geo. Gower Woodward to mortgage

his machinery, and this vexed question is now

likely to be settled by a court of law. There

has been a slight drop in the price of cotton

yam, consequent on the demand being ex

tremely small. Linen yarn fully maintains

its value, and some large contracts have been

booked during the week at the advanced rates.

Worsted yarn remains extremely weak ; there

are_ scarcely any transactions of moment oc-

curing, and when business does ensue, the

prices are so low that they are without profit

to the spinner. Looms in the town are not so

well employed as they were, and the dull

season of the year has commenced.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—No sign

of any early improvement in the local carpet

branch is as yet discernible, and manufacturers

are almost unanimous in reporting trade as

very quiet. The exports of carpets for the

past month show again very unfavourable re

sults. The quantity shipped to foreign parts

was 425,000 yards as compared with 436,400

yards in June, 1878, and the values are

£50,080 against £55,063 in the same month

last year. These totals show a decrease of

2-6 per cent, in quantity and of 7-9 in value,

and nelp to account, in part at least, for the

continued depression in this neighbourhood.

Felt carpets are also in but slow demand,

while there has been a little more animation in

the rug trade. Very few orders are being

placed for carpet wools, whose value is, how

ever, well maintained.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—Some

few orders of no great moment have been

booked since our last report, but the general

tone of the curtain market continues quiet.

Window-blinds and antimacassars, however,

of which there is a steady output, are meeting

with brisk inquiry. There is no change to

report in the general aspect of the lace trade,

some branches of which continue busy. The

strike in the plain-net branch is still as far off

settlement as ever ; not a few non-unionists

are, however, supplying the places of those on

strike. There is no improvement in the

demand for cotton yarns suitable for lace.

The higher counts of lace yarns meet with a

moderate inquiry, but orders are limited to

small quantities. The lower counts and quali

ties suitable for curtains, of which large

quantities were selling some time ago, are now

dull. Spinners have adhered more firmly to

quotations, but buyers are indisposed

speculate in order to anticipate any pr 1 1

advance.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The present

quarter has not, thus far, opened very pro

mising; the home demand continues below

general anticipations, and export orders are

comparatively small in bulk. Hopes are,

however, rife that the autumn will witness

the long-anticipated revival. Metallic bed

stead-makers manage to keep their hands em

ployed, although the aggregate of trade is

below the average. There is momentarily but

little doing in the chandelier branch. Safe-

makers are doing a brisk business, while camp

furniture manufacturers are experiencing a

large demand for their specialities. There is

an improving inquiry for domestic labour-

saving appliances of every kind. A feeling of

confidence is generally gaining ground in com

mercial circles, and augurs well for the future,

which is regarded by many leading men as

full of promise.

Household Linen, &c.—The week has

been a quiet one so far as business is con

cerned, and but few orders have come to hand

for linen goods. In drills not much has been

done, the operatives having been engaged in

getting out new patterns. A change for the

better is now looked forward to in this

important branch of the linen trade, seeing

that the stocks of merchants and dealers must

necessarily be low, whilst on the other hand

those of makers are particularly heavy. There

has been a fair production of table damasks,

but this has been in excess of the demand. In

broad sheetings and window-ticks there has

been a steady demand, more especially for the

latter, whilst there has been a fair output

of huckabacks, towellings, strainers, and glass-

cloths. Hand-made linens are still very dull,

and the reports from travellers in the home

markets are anything but encouraging. Trans

actions with America are of a very moderate

character.

The Leather Trade.—There has been a

marked improvement in the amount of busi

ness done in the leather trade during the past

month. The belief that the lowest point of

the market for most articles has been touched

has given an impetus to buyers, and consider

able sales have resulted. Messrs. Powell report

that there is very little change to note in

pricesgenerally ; doubtless the great bulk of the

leather sold during the month has been at low

rates, but it leaves the stock of many articles

greatly reduced. A demand for export has

elped the home trade, and proves the English

market for leather to be cheaper than any of

the Continental markets. In raw goods, the

sales of the month have been chiefly confined

to the one public sale, held on the 12th ult, at

which there was a good demand for most de

scriptions of leather then offered.

fonbon Jfurnitatt Gfoporfs

For the Week ending Saturday, the 5th intt.

Adelaide—Anderson, J. M. A C >. 321 sq yds

floorcloth

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. 2,318 sq yds floor

cloth

Good, Toms 4 C >. £13 table covfra

Harris, Scarfe A Co. £137 sewing midlines

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 895 yds oarpetiog

Hurray, 1). A W. £5 ct inaware, 148 jda

oarpet, £68 sewing-machines

Wills, G. A E. A Co. 600 yds American leather,

4 c leather, 630 jds carpet, 50 jds blankets

Algoa Bay—AruhuU, A. £21 safes, £235 furni

ture, £90 furniture

Beardwood, Sous & Co. £125 farnitare

Blaine, Macdonald A Co. 48 yds carpeting

Carrie, D. A Co. £115 furniture

Filby 4 Kemp, £27 furniture

Freeland, J. & A. B. 52 jds floorcloth

Byull A King, £127 furniture

Tilbrook, Upton A Co. 403 yds blankets

Amsterdam—Daly, Blyth A Co. £16 piano

Antwebp—Leather Cloth Co. 690 tq jds oilcloth

Auckland—Brace A Co. £12 flocks

Cruckahank A Co. 407 yds cnrtaios, £105

glassware, £39 sewing-machines

Don, P. 0. A Co. "2,301 yds oarpetirg, 290

yds cocoa matting

Darant, A. A Co. £30 frntre, 360 yds carpet

IsaacB, H. £29 furniture

Lewis, B. £26 blankets

Lewis, J. A Co. 1,860 yds blankets

MoArthnr, W. A A. 233 yds blankets, £32

furniture, 388 yds cocoa matting

MoEwan, J. A Co. £23 musical ins'iuments

N. /.. L. A M. A. Co. £13 seniug.inuuhinea

Owen A Graham, £77 rugs

Bermuda—Jones, G. £30 musical instruments

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 180 yds oilcloth

Head, H. A Co. £23 furniture

Pound, J. A Co. £15 chairs

Townsend A Spearing, £15 muiicil instru

ments

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 256 yds carpet

Bilot A Troude, 318 yds crptp, 584 yds orpt

Messagcries Parisiennes, 106 yds oarpet

Rutin. G. A Co. 1,305 yds oarpeting

Brisbane—Flavelle, H. £160 pianos, £50 har-

moniams

Kcm-lpy A Elkington, £28 fnrniluro

Buenos Aybes—Negretti A Ztmbia, 175 yds

flcoroloth

Calcutta—Gellatly A Co. 12,000 yd.i blankets

Jarohov, F. £140 pianos

Killick, Martin A Co. £12 gware, £130 clocks

Stewart, Gent A Co. £81 rugs

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £25 musical instmta

Cape or Good Hope—Clspperton, H. £258

furniture

Davis A Soper, £291 furniture

Ellis, H. A Sons, £50 furniture

Fletcher, A. W. A W. H. 1,416 yds floorcloth

Marshall, A. £18 bedding wool

Maw, S. Son A Co. £13 shop furniture

Paiee, V7. G. £22 furniture

Staley, Radford A Co. £250 farnitare, £100

pianos

Twentyman, L. A Co. 140 sq yds oilcloth

Webs-er, Steel A Co. 192 yds oarp-jt

Ceara—Ciark, J. A Co. £10 chairs

Colombo— 8hort, Short A Co. 144 yds floorcloth

Constantinople—Linoleum Manufacturing Co.

443 yds linoleum

Dkmebaba—liuHon A Co. £60 pianos
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East London—Newcombe 4 Son, £50 piano

Savage A Hill, £318 blankets

Hamtiro— Anglo-American Leather-Cloth Co.

5,780 Bq yds oilcloth

G. 8. N. Co. £25 matting

Leather-Cloth Co. 24 870 tq yds oilcloth

Havbe—G. S. N. Co. £60 chairs

Hklsingfors—Bailey A Leetham, £24 furniture

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeawright & Co. £815

furniture

Launceston—Townsend A Spearing, £35 mnscl

instruments

Madras—Short, Short A Co. £18 piano-fittings

Stanes, Watson & Co. 80 yds oarpet

Wheatley, G. W. & Co. £30 nisei instruments

Marseilles—Balchin, W. 300yds carpeting

Nollen, Henry A Co. 1,617 tq yds flooroluth

Short, Short A Co. £21 furniture

Melbourne—Beverley, T. £140 pianos

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 2,267 yds woollen

oarpeting

Sargood, Son 4 Co. 1,005 ydB mixed carpet

Mossel Bay—Clapperton, H. £9 matting

New York—Whyte, B,. 4 Co. £12 brushware

Wingate, W. 4 Johnston, 12,721 yds carpeting

Opobto—N. Z. Ship Co. £94 iron safes, £300

pianos, £35 coffin fntre, £211 swi g menus

Sargood, Son A Co. £170 cocoa matting, 4,188

yds oarpet, 650 yds floorcloth, 2 o leather

Ostxnd—Bilot, F. & Tronde, 82 yds carpet

Salmon, C. J. £12 furniture

Otago—Carter, P. 342 yds linoleum, 645 yds

carpet

Penang—Killiclr, Martin A Co. 160 yds oilcloth

Poet Alfred—Cohen, A. J. £15 fnrnitnre

Port Natal—Blagden 4 Prince, £23 matting

Ballard, King, 4 Co. 2,200yds cotton blanket

ing, 7,000 yds woollen blanketing

Cnrrie, D. & Co. 3,500 yds woollen blanketing,

£308 furniture

D-iwson Bros. £148 blankets

Harvey 4 Greenaore, £281 furniture, 2,757

yds woollen blanketing, £154 rugs

Henwcod, P. £44 mnsical instruments

Moritz, E. £105 musical instruments

Parren, J. B. £40 furniture

Townsend A Spearing, £10 musical instmnts

Port Phillip—Banks, Bros. A Co. 299 yds

carpets

Buick, Lewis 4 Co. 1,356 ydB floorcloth

Daley, Blyth A Co. £96 upholstery, 174 yds

carpets, £25 woollen rugs, 700 yds carpets

Hcok, B. H. £60 carpet

Levy Bros. £10 engravings, £31 musical in

struments, £30 looking-glasses

Mertens 4 Co. £170 musical instruments

Purvis, T. 172 yds oarpet

Sanderson, Murray A Co. £20 furniture

Sparrow, W. A. £i0 furniture

Staley, Badford 4 Co. £31 mats, 580 yds oil

cloth, 2,740 yds floorcloth, 870 yds carpet

Wenman A Co. 160 yds blankets

Beval—Meadows, T. A Co. £455 carpets

Shanghai—Pritb, Sands & Co. £72 rugs

Smyrna—Head, H. A Co. £52 furniture

Symons Bros., £18 carpet

St. Kitts—Penney, G. H. A Co. £21 furniture

Scrutton, Sons A Co. 3 c leather, £15 frntre

St. Lucia—Maofarlane, Sen. A Co. £14 horse

hair

TempletoD, J. £20 furniture

St. Petersburg—Bavin, G. £100 furniture

Grantoff, B. A. A Co. £20 rugs

Swan Biver—Farmaner A Hainswortb, £70

piano

Felgate A Co. £80 oarpet, £74 rugs, £123

musical instruments, £23 brushware, 225

yds woollen blanketing

McDonald J. A Co. 120 yds floorcloth

Morrison, J. A Co. £96 mnsioal instruments

Wells, J., £18 musical instruments.

Sidney—Allport A Morgan, £30 brushes

Becker A Co. £300 musical instruments

Bullard, King 4 Co. £90 musical instruments

Darant, A. A Co. £11 carpet, 1,406 yds flelth

Farmer A Co. £14 oarpet

Fiokling, T. £20 brushware

Hodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £1,000 furniture,

£152 carpets, £20 flooroloth

Houlder, Bros. A Co. £183 rugs, £253 carpet,

£30 mats

Jepson, 10 A. £52 carpets

Mertens A Co. £100 musical instruments

Purvis, T. £160 oarpet

Wellington—Findlay, Durham A Co. £32

tapestry

Victoria Sewiog Machine Co. £35 machines

Walker, T. W. A J. 100 sq yds oilcloth

Yokohama—Qellatly, Hankey A Co. £40 rugs

Tarbutt, H. £1,200 furniture

Ctnta anb Contracts.

our readers will kindly
any contractu

and alio adciee ua
A>c.f which may have been

TFe ehall e*tccm it a favour if our read
not'fy to tin, fur insertion in thi* column,
which may he open for competition ; ami

at to any furnishing orderly <J*c-t which
executed ly different firmt.

The Guardians of the Rhayader Union,

Radnorshire, Wales, invite tenders for the

supply of articles of furniture, bedsteads,

bedding', &c. Tenders must be sent in by

the lGtli inst., to Mr. G. M. Jarnian, clerk,

Rhayader.

The tender of Messrs. Munt & Co. has

been accepted for the refurnishing of the

Worcester Town Hall. We believe it was

decided by the Council some time ago to pull

down the present structure and erect a new

one in its place, but the Queen Anne spirit of

the age eventually prevailed, and it was

resolved to restore the existing structure under

the experienced hand of Sir Gilbert Scott,

who had so faithfully restored the grand old

cathedral of the same city. That architect

unfortunately died in the midst of his task,

but happily Mr. Henry Rowe, the city

architect, has taken the matter up in the same

spirit, and one of the finest examples of the

style extant is thus preserved to posterity.

The designs for the furniture are by the latter

gentleman, and the reputation of Messrs.

Munt & Co. is a sufficient guarantee that they

nailer employed to put on the curding finding

that there was not sufficient in the packet to

cover the cylinder entirely, left spaces between:

each strip. It was strongly argued by counsel

that this was no infringement of the letters

patent, and whether it was or not must depend

very much on the language of the letters-

patent. The prohibitory clause in this patent

precluded every person, except the patentee,,

or those who derived a title under him whilst

the patent was alive, "from making, using,,

or putting into practice, either directly or in

directly, the said invention." He thought

that the defendant had, by his contract with

Mr. Hurst, infringed this prohibitory clause,

and that being so the third defence also failed.

There must, therefore, be a perpetual injunc

tion against the defendant, with costs.

Can a Trading Company be Compelled-

to Issue an Annual Balance-sheet ?—In

the Queen's Bench Division on the 30th ult.,

Mr. Mellor, Q.C., appeared to show cause

against a rule obtained by Mr. Cave, Q.C., on

behalf of Job Frank Hall, for a writ of man

damus, commanding the directors of Martin

Hall & Company (Limited) to lay before-

the shareholders of the said company, in

general meeting assembled, a statement of the-

income and expenditure, to make out a

general balance-sheet, and to allow the share

holders to inspect the same at the company's

offices. His affidavit in answer to the rule

showed that the company was a pros

perous one, carrying on business as^manufac-

our series

niture.

The tender of Messrs. Titman & Son has

been accepted for the execution of the decora

tive work at the Gresham Club, City.

Messrs. Heed & Co. have been awarded

the contract for the supply of the gas-fittings

required for the Warren Farm Industrial

Schools, Brighton.

Mr. Sage, of Gray's Inn-road, has supplied

the show-cases for the new museum in connec

tion with the Derby Free Library.

tpl Intelligence.

will be faithfully and substantially carried

out. W e may have an opportunity of glancing , of eiectr ' oods Rt Sheffieid. Job.

at some of these designs in connection ™th Frank Hall was a shareholder to the extent

of articles on Queen Anne fur- | of £2QQ| and had been so since ]gr2; and until

March 31 in the present year he never asked

or required these documents to be furnished.

In 1871, the directors of the company, who

were all large holders of stock, changed the

system of conducting the business of the com

pany, and determined to take stock only once in

three years, because to take it once every year

was found to be troublesome and costly. The

plaintiff took no steps to obtain either of the-

documentshe now applied for until March 31,

1879, when he appeared at the annual meeting

and made a sort of attack on the chairman

and the managing director. The managing

director was his uncle, and he put along string

of questions, which the shareholders, one after

another, objected to, saying they were ques

tions which required no answer, and the sense

of the meeting was entirely against him.

After hearing counsel ou both sides, Mr.

Justice Lush said there were two reasons why

this application could not be granted, but he

by no means wished to imply that the share

holder had not a ground of complaint This,

however, was not the mode in which the

Court could give him redress. What he asked

for was a mandamus commanding the directors

to lay before the shareholders in general

meeting assembled a statement of income and

expenditure, and a balance-sheet ; but the

general meeting passed over in March last

and no other general meeting could occur,

unless the directors chose, until March next

year. It was clear that the directors, without

any legal excuse, had omitted to comply with the

140th and 147th articles of association, which

required them to lay before every general meet

ing a statement of the preceding year's income

and expenditure, accompanied by a report, and

to lay also before the general meeting an

annual balance-sheet, containing a summary

of assets and liabilities, such balance-sheet to-

be open for the inspection of shareholders.

They had no valid reason for such omission.

The postponement of the stock-taking was a

violation of the articles which they could not

justify. But it was quite another question

whether they could grant a mandamus in the

terms applied for. To compel the directors

now to produce certain accounts at a meeting

which had already passed them was out of

the question, and although tho applicant was

entitled to inspect the balance-sheet there was

no balance-sheet to inspect. Therefore the-

mandamus could not be granted. Another

reason was that he had been a shareholder

since 1872, and must have known the usage

of three years' stock-taking. Therefore, be

fore calling upon them to alter their, course

Infringement op Patent.—Sixes v.

Howartii.—In the Chancery Division on the

1st inst. Mr. Justice Fry, in delivering judg

ment in this action, said that it was brought

by a patentee to restrain tho alleged infringe

ment of his patent for fancy rollers and

machines for carding wool and other fibres.

The plaintiff and the defendant both carried

on business in Yorkshire, and the machines

were adapted for the woollen trade in the

north of England. After referring to the evi

dence, his Lordship came to the conclusion that

Mr. Sellers was mistaken in the diameter of the

rollers which he had carded, as none of the

persons to whom he alleged that he had sold

such rollers came forward and said that they

had ever seen fancy rollers having such wide

gates before the date of the plaintiff's inven

tion, and there was a similar absence of evi

dence on the part of the nailers employed

Tho first defence—want of novelty—must

therefore be taken to have failed. The next

question that arose was, Was the invention a

fit subject for a patent ? As the defendant

had admitted its utility, his Lordship came to

the conclusion that an invention which was

new and useful was the fit subject of a patent.

This defence also failed. Lastly came the

question of infringement. The plaintiff's

case was that in 1877 the defendant

infringed his patent by supplying to a per-

Bon named Hurst clothing for two fancy

rollers. The defendant, who was a carpenter,

entered, it appeared, into a contract with a

Mr, -Hurst to clothe one 00-in. scribbling

machine and one 00-in. condenser at a cost of

£138. In those machines there were two

fancy rollers, and the instructions given by

Mr. Hurst were that those fancy rollers should

be covered with eight strips of cards, the

rollers being 35 in. or 30 in. in diameter. The
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of proceedings, he ought to have given them

notice at a reasonable time before the end of

the year that he would require them to pro

duce a balance-sheet. Therefore they could

give the applicant no remedy, and the rule

must be discharged. Mr. Justice Manisty con

curred. Rule discharged, -with costs.

Charge or Obtaining Goods by False

Pretences.—Leopold Ungar, trading as Un

derwood & Co., auctioneers, of Dalston-lane,

Dalston, appeared on the 26th ult. at the

Worship-street Police-court to an adjourned

summons charging him with having obtained

a quantity of clocks and other goods of con

siderable value by false representations. Mr.

Besley, barrister, appeared as before for the

prosecution; Mr. Lickfold (of Messrs. Lewis

& Lewis) appeared for the defence ; and Mr.

Riclietts and Mr. B. J. Abbott appeared for

Jarties interested. The prosecutor was Mr.

ames Lang, carrying on business at 6, Wor

ship-street, and the goods the defendant was

charged with having obtained were clocks,

household furniture, and other articles. On

the case being called on, Mr. Besley said that

he had taken very precise instructions from

his client, who did not wish to continue the

prosecution, and would, with the magistrate's

sanction, withdraw the proceedings, so far as

this criminal charge was concerned. Mr. Lick-

fold wished to say that he had witnesses

there to prove that, so far from the defendant

having refused to account for the money

received for the goods, he had only himself

been paid the day before the hearing of this

summons. The prosecution was then with

drawn, and the parties left the Court.

Action against a Patentee.—In the

Exchequer Division of the High Court of

Justice, the case of Gibson v. Belliwell was

mentioned on the 23rd ult. before the Lord

Chief Baron and Mr. Justice Hawkins, sitting

in banco, at Westminster. The action was

brought by a clerk against a patentee carrying

on business at Brighouse, near Huddersneld.

Mr. Darling, on behalf of the plaintiff, moved

the Court to set aside an order of Mr. Justice

Manisty staying proceedings in the action, and

directing that the questions in dispute be

referred to arbitration, pursuant to an agree

ment between the parties. The action was

brought by a person engaged by the defendant

as clerk or agent to introduce into London a

certain patent for improvements in the manu

facture of glass. The plaintiff was engaged by

the defendant by an agreement in writing, the

terms of which included an arrangement for

salary of £2 per week, payable monthly ; that the

engagement should extend overa period of three

years, and that the plaintiff should receive pay

ment of 5 per cent, commission upon all sales or

business done. The defendant, however, for

certain reasons, dismissed the plaintiff from

his employ upon the ground that he had not

properly managed the business, and the plain

tiff accordingly brought the present action.

The statement of defence denied almost every

thing which was set out in the statement of

claim, except the absolute existence of the

plaintiff. Mr. Darling asked their Lordships

to reverse the order of Mr. Justice Manisty,

and to allow the case to be tried in the usual

manner. The action had the effect of bring

ing a serious charge against the plaintiff, and

for that reason he would ask that the matter

should not be inquired into in some hole-and-

corner place in the Temple, but should be

dealt with before a jury in a public court of

law. Mr. Lane, for the defendant, reminded

their Lordships that in the agreement between

the parties there was a distinct arrangement

set out that all matters of difference between

them, in the event of the plaintiff's dismissal,

should be decided by arbitration. The Lord

Chief Baron saw no reason why the order of

the learned Judge at Chambers should be dis

turbed. The character of the plaintiff would

be no more injuriously affected by the matter

being dealt with by an arbitrator instead of

in Court, and it was against the practice of

the Court to interfere with a discretionary

decision, unless it was absolutely necessary.

The appeal would therefore be dismissed. Mr.

Justice Hawkins concurred.

Compiled tcith tpeeial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, UphoUtery, and Drapery Tradee,Jrom Mtsere.
Gumble if Harvey't " Weeiuy Kccord."

PABTNEEsnirs Dissolved.

Allan, Matthew Gentle, and William James

Allan, woollen ■ merchants, Birmingham, as

Allan & Oo.

Fenton, Joseph, Thomas Preston, and William

Atkinson Waller, ironmongers, &o., Lancaster,

as Fenton & Oo.

Greenwood, Thomas, & Bros., woolstaplers,

Halifax.

Hyde, E. H., & Co., decorators, 15, North-Btreet,

Brighton.

Pausay, Robert Gray, and Edward Field, leather-

sellers, Brompton-road.

Rees, Lewis, & Co., timber-merchants, Llanelly,

Carmarthenshire.

Shepley, Cbarles, & Son, flock manufacturers,

CleckheatoD, Yorkshire.

Stephenson & Wandleas, joiners, Barnard Castle,

Durham.

Whittaker, Joshua, aud William Thomas, etove,

grate, and kitchen-range manufacturers and

general ironfoundtrs, Eilnhurst, York, as

Whittaker, Thomas & Co.

Williams, Edwin, and William Hammond,

plasterers and decorative artiste, West

Hartlepool.

Wright, John, John Fredeiio Wright, and George

Ernest Wright, gap -stove manufacturers,

Birmingham, as John Wright & Co.

Liquidations bt Arrangement ob

Composition.

Deighton, William Robert, and Robert Don.

thorne, dealers in furniture, High Hoi born

and Yigo-Btreet. June 24. At Chamber of

Commerce, 145, Cheapside, July 14, at 2. H.

Gething, solicitor.

Ferris, Tom, cabinet-maker, Lord-street, Wol-

verhampton, late Black Horse-yard, Alders-

gate-street, London. June 24. TJ. Stratton,

solicitor, Wolverhampton.

Holdstvortb, Joseph, timber.merchant, Barnsley.

Jane 25. At Queen Hotel, Barnsley, July 17,

at 11. W. E. Parker, solicitor, Barnsley.

Ingram, Mary, bedding manufacturer, Foregate-

street, Chester. June 27. At Nordon &

Mason's, solicitors, Chester, July 15, at 12.

Lowndes, William, upholsterer, Broad-street,

Pendleton, near Balford. June 26. At J.

Gardner's, solioitor, 1, Coopor-street, Man-

cheater, July 12, at 11.

Maggs, BeDjamin Harris, bedding manufacturer,

27, Stokes Croft, Bristol. June 27. At J. &

S. B. Parsons', High-street, Bristol, July 18, at

11. Barges, Lawrence & Poole, solicitors,

Bristol.

Owthwaite, John, cabinet-maker, Farsley, Yorks.

Jane 28. J. Rhode, solicitor, Bradford.

Walton, Abraham, cabinet-maker, Mandale-road,

South Stockton. Jane 25. T. H. Ward, soli

citor, Middlesbrough.

Watling, Stephen, steam saw-mill proprietor,

Trafalgar-lane, Brighton. June 27. At the

Old Bhip Hotel, Brighton, July 14, at 3£.

F. A. Laugham, solioitor, Hastings.

YouDg, David, cabinet-maker, Albert-street,

Blackpool. June 28. At R. & T. H. Win

der's, solicitors, BoltoD, July 14, at 3.

Tkdsteks Appointed.

Brown, Joseph (Liq.), ohina warehouseman,

Bishopsgate-street Without. Trustee, W. C.

Cooper, accountant, 20, King's Arms-yard.

Cook, Wm. (Liq.), joiner, Ferry-hill, Durham.

Trustee, W. Harland, accountant, Stookton.

Esgonniere, Amedee J. (Bkt.), dyer, Camden

Town, and Marchmont-utieet, London, and

St. Leonards and Hastings. Trustee, A.

McGlasban, engineer, Yictoria Works Coal-

yard, Drury.lane, London.

Freeman, Eliza C. (Liq.), sewing-machine

dealer, Amherst-road, Hackney. Trustee, J.

Finlay, agent, 33, Aldermanbury.

Kilby, Wm. (Liq ), lace manufacturer, Long

Eaton, Derbyshire. Trustee, H. E. Hubbart,

accountant, Nottingham.

Littlefield, James V. (Liq.), upholsterer, Hor

sham. Trustee, F. G. Clark, accountant,

Brighton.

Llojd, Samuel D. (Liq.), leather dealer, Mytton-

Btreet, Manohester. TruBtee, W. Butcher,

accountant, Princess-street, Manohester.

Mitchell, John, trading as Mitchell & Co. (Liq ),

timber merchant, Norton, West Hartlepool,

and Middlesbrough. Trustee, G. W. Lax,

accountant, Newcastle.

Porter, Benjamin and Edward Daven, trading as

Benjamin Potter <fe Co., (Liq.), silk merchants,

Dale-street, Manchester, and Macclesfield.

Trustee, A. H. Lamb, accountant, Princess-

street, Mai.cheater.

Rhodes, Henry (Liq.), currier, Barnsley, Yorks.

Trustee, W. Sutton, accountant, Barnsley.

Teesdale, John H. (Liq.), timber merchant,

Bow Common. I.ino and WaBhington-street,

Mile Eod. Trustee, E. C. Foreman, ac

countant, 32, G ret him. street.

Wilson, Wm. (Liq ), joiner, York-street, Man.

cheater, and Hulme. Trustee, H. Moore,

ironmonger, Oxford-street, Manohester.

Dividend.

Easson, John W., timber-merchant (Liq.), Har

rogate, Yorkshire. 1st and final dividend

of la. 10d., at W. B. Peat's, (R. Maokay &

Co.), Royal Exohange, Middlesbrough.

Dividend undeb Sequesteation.

Swan, John M., timber-merchant, and a partner

of David Swan &. Sons, Glasgow and Maryhill.

1st and final. At Moore & Brown's, Hope-

street, Glaegow, Jaly 11.

BILLS OF SALE.

Abrahams, Nathan, cabinet-maker, 81, Great

Ancoats-street, Manohester, for £50, to Morris

Maiks. Filed June 24.

Barnes, Robert, furniture-dealer and cabinet

maker, 41, Blackburn-Btreet, Radeliffe, Lanca

shire, for £21, to David Sternberg. Filed

Jane 25.

Bates, John, cabinet-maker, Medomsley-road,

Consett, Durham, for £300, to John T. Pounder.

Filed Jane 28.

Cheverton, Edward, cabinet-maker, Crammond

Cottage, Quarry-road, Rjde, Iale of Wight,

for £26, to Solomon Blaiberg. Filed Jane 28.

Davis, Isaac, furnitnre-dealer, 207, Kingsland-

road, for £55, to James Miller. Filed June 26.

Davis, Isaac, dealer in furniture and works of

art, 531, Oxford-Btreet, Bloomsbury, for£270,

to Joseph Davis. Filed June 28.

Davis, Isaao, dealer in furniture and works of

art, 531, Oxford-street, Bloomsbury, for £400;

to Jonas Solomon. Filed June 28.

Davis, John Henry, saw-mill proprietor and

timber - merchant, Myrtle House, Russell

Tavern, Moorfields, and Lawrence- hill, St.

George, Gloucestershire, for £1,167. 18s. 8d.,

to Tbcmas SiWey. Filed June 23.

Hallaway, G., & J. Green, chair-makers, Have-

lock-terrace, Water-lane, High Wycombe,

Bucks, for £28, to Benjamin Blaiberg.

Filed June 26.

Haspel, John, cabinet-maker, Penton-street,

West Derby-road, and 13, Villars-street,

London-road, Liverpool, for £14, to Frederick

Barnett. Filed Jane 21.

Hodges, Edmund, cabinet-maker, 22, Lismore-

circus, Gospel Oak, for £8. 10s., to Thomas

Okey. Filed June 27.

HodgkinEon, Joseph, cabinet-maker and under,

taker, 6, Newland-Btreet, Derby, for £28, to

Harris M. Beirnetein. Filed June 27.

Mason, Daniel, cabinet-maker, 3, Eingsland-

green, for £68, to Henry Morris. FUed

June 23.

Nixon, John, cabinet - maker, 4, Snow-hill,

Shndehill, Manohester, for £100, to William

H. Brookes. Filed June 25.

Smith, James, chair-maker, 45, Bidder-street,

and 20, Birkett-street, Liverpool, for £11. 4s.,

to Solomon Coben. Filed June 28.

Smith, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 4, South.street,

Taunton, Somerset, for £14, to Michael

Zeffertt. Filed June 27.

Whitehouse, Cornelius, upholsterer, &c, 78,

Hagley-road, Birmingham, for £62. 10s., to

James Watkins and another. Filed June 26.

The India Museum.—It has been decided

to abolish the India Museum. The contents

will be distributed as follow:—The historical

collection will be sent to the British Museum,

industrial art and manufactures to South Ken.

sington, and the economic collection to Kew.

Dr. Forbes Watson and his stall are to be pen.

sioned, and after allowing for their remunera

tion, there will be a saving of £8,000 a year.
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Crabe Granges, tit.

We ahull feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
at well as in all parte of the Country Kill kindlyforward

to us early intimotion ofany Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades ire
represent. By so doing they trill materially help to
promote the uiiWy of this Department of the FuKKlTOM

9imn,

James Smith (late of the firm of Robert

Coltnrt, Smith & Co., of Liverpool), will con

tinue business as timber-broker, under the

style of James Smith & Co., at Walmer-

buildings, 6, Water-street, Liverpool.

Messrs. Methvex & Nonius, cabinet

makers, of Petergate, Dundee, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. D. Myles, of 11, Keform-

street, Dundee, will receive and pay all ac

counts due to and by the late firm.

Mr. W. J. Watson, auctioneer, of 50,

Kisg's-road, Brighton, has transferred his

business to Mr. Duttnn Brjant, auctioneer, of

29, Queen's-road, Brighton.

Messrs. Broom & Neave, auctioneers, of

Withy-grove, Manchester, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Frank Broom continues the

business in his own name.

The steam-moulding and veneering works

formerly carried on by Mr. J. Meadows in

Patshull-road, Kentish-town, are offered for

sale by tender. Fuller particulars can be ob

tained of Messrs. R. Miller & Wiggins, solici

tors, 6, Opt hall-court.

Mr. G. S. Edwards, cloth and woollen

agency, has removed from 2, Star-court,

Bread-street, to 35, Carter-lane, St. Paul's.

The trustees of the late John Rogerson

have retired from the firm of A. Paton & Co.,

warehousemen, of 123, Argyll-street, Glasgow.

Amedee Joubert and Company.—This

is the conversion to a company of the business

of furnishers, upholsterers, and house deco

rators, carried on by Messrs. Henri Charles

Rene/ Joubert and Jules Joubert, under the

style of "Joubert & Sons," at West Croft-

place, Hammersmith, and 7, Percy-street, Tot

tenham-court-road. It was registered on tl e

20th ult., with a capital of £5,000, in £10

shares. Power is taken to acquire any other

business of a similar character. The sub

scribers are :—
Blum.

•Arthur Octarius Baylcy, Suiter., Surrey, soli

citor 1
*VV i lium Hlirjgsby Ogle, 99, Cannon-street, ac

countant 1
• H. C. E. Joubert, 7, Percy-atree', upholsterer 1

Jules Joubert, 7, Percy street, upholsterer 1
Walter White, sn, Reglna-road, Islington, artist 1

E. B. Lowe, 25, Bucklersburr, solicitor 1
Horatio Joseph Davey, 79, Dynevor-road, Stoke

Newiogton, clerk 1

The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than five, qualification ten

shares. The first three subscribers are the

first directors. The company in general meet

ing will determine remuneration

Art Work Society.—This company pro

poses to acquire and undertake the business

liabilities and assets of the Institute of Art,

and to exhibit and sell nil description of works

of art, needlework, plate, jewellery, and ma

terials. It was registered oi the 1st inst.,

with a capital of £2,000, divided into 39ti

shares of £5 each, and ten shares of £1 each.

Shares.

£i £1
Commander Oswald Baylis"NiTni, B.W., 2,

Palace-grove, Upper Norwood 5 0
Willism Niren, 31, Prinee's-g.te, architect... 1 0
George Schofleld, 215, Bledon-ruad, >., ac

countant 0 2
Edward Freeman, 9, Conduit-street, secretary

furniture anb Carpet jfesijns.

The'following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade durivg

the week ending July 3. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures." ———

Completely Begistebed.

336.496. Shorter 4 Bonltnn, of Stoke-on-Trent-

8ct.ffoidrhire. Class IV. Jane 27.

336.497. Judd, H. K. 4 Co., of 14 and 15,

Little New-street, E.C. Class IV. Jane 27.

336,498-503. Desfosee, Jules, of 223, Faubourg

Saint Antoiae, Paris, and 2, Osnaburgb-

terrace, London. Class V. June 27.

336,521. Clarksor, Thomas, & C>., of 17,

Coventry-street, Urn Chester. Class XI.

June 28.
336,586-7. Biika Brothers A SeWon, of Co-

bridge, Staffordshire. Class IV. Jure 30.

336,649. Humphries, J. & Sous, of Kidder-

minsttr. Class VI. Joly 1.

336,661-5. The Bossendale Printing Company,

of Manchester. Class XI. July 1.

336,674. Hurst, Henry Tboma«, of 74, Cole.

hronke-row, Islington, N. Class II. July 1.

336 676. Wedgwood, Josiah, & Sons, of Etruria,

Stoke-npon-Trent. Class IV. July 2.

336.708. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain-street

Manchester. Class XL July 2. '

336.709. Salter, George, and Frank S. Stark-

tradiug as George Salter & Co., of 29, Bed

Lion-sqnare, London. Class IV. July 2.

336,725. Shaw, John,'_& Sons, of Latimer Glass

Wctkp, Eyre-lane) Sheffield. Class III.

July 3.
336,752. B iden, Terras, * Co , of Manchester.

Class XI. July 3.

l

to a company 0
William Htnty Burr, 3, St. Jaues's-villas,

Balcott-road, Wandsworth-common, book
keeper 0

H. Freeman, 9, Conduit-street, secretary for
the flue arts 0 1

J. H. Middletco, i, Storey's-gate, architect... 0 1

Mb. William Meikle has retired from the

firm of William Meikle & Sons, glass-mer

chants, Glasgow.

All claims against the estate of the late

John Nash, wood-turner, Kidderminster, must

be sent in by the 31st inst. to Messrs. Saunders,

sen., & Burcher, solicitors, Kidderminster.

The half-yearly meeting of Foster, Porter

& Co. (Limited), is announced for the 17th inst.

fetters ^latent.

Tn this column witl be found such inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trades ; and Inventors are requested to p<U
themselves in early communication with the Editor, uhc
ki.7 be happy to afford them publicity for their inventions.

Applications foe Letters Patent.

2,588. Mioklewood, E. H., engineer, of 28,

Cobnrg-streetr Plymouth, for improvements

in the manufacture of artificial leather.

June 27.

2,607. Lake, W. B., patent agent, Southampton-

buildings, for improvements in and relating

to ships' sleeping berths, which improvements

are also applicable to other parts of ships'

furniture. A communication from D. Huston,

of Huston. June 27.

2,613. Whitaker, G., of 38, Satherland-plaoe,

Bayswater, for improvements in Venetian

blinds. Jane 28.

2,653. Silber, A. M., of Wood-street, for im

provements in oil lamps. July 1.

2,655. Greene, |W. A., stove mannfaotnrer, of

Elizabethport, New Jersey, for improvements

in stoves, ranges, and furnaces, for burning

soft or bituminous coals and other fuels rich

in hydrocarbons. July 1.

2,657. Ebneter, J. J., manufacturer, of St.

(lulle, Swi'zerland, for improvements in

embroidering-machines. July 1.

2,680. Rowel ffe, J. B., wire mattress manufac

turer, of Glossop, for improvements in the

construe ion of metallic bedsteads to facilitate

the application of spiiog mattresses thereto.

July 2.

2,691. King, B. A., of 22, Compton-terrace,

Highbury, for improvements in circular-Haws

A oommunicaticn from W. F. Hathaway, o*

New Bedford, Massachusetts. July 2.

2,712. Eiaas, A. & T. J., both of Liverpool,

for improvements in the mode of and appa

ratus for turning over the leaves of mueio

and other like articles. July 3.

2,630. Sbiers, J. J , of Oldham, for improve

mentB in the manufacture of plushes and

velvets. June 30.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holb-rn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, snpp'y an admirable

aide to Patenting, gratis.— [Adv.]

gttos, llotes. wio Comments.

The Propcsed Moscow Exhibition.—

Owing to the dullness of trade and the general

feeling of social and political insecurity pervad

ing Bussian society, the Industrial Exhibi

tion contemplated for next year at Moscow has

been postponed till 1881.

Absorptive Power of Wood.—Mr. E. J.

Maamene finds, according to Les Months, that

the absorptive power varies in different woods,

when dried in a vacuum, between 937 per oent.

and 174-86 per oent. The maximum, 174 86 per

cent., or jths of its own weight, is found in

ohestDnt timber. The moisture contained in

wood in its ordinary stale varies between 4 61

per cent, and 13 56 per cent. The absorptive

power varies but little in different samples of

the same wood.

Test for Arsenic inWallpaper.—A Sheffield

correspondent inquires whether there is any teat

for the presence of arsenic in wallpapers, &o.

There is ; but it is only a chemist of experience

who can oonduct it with <■< rtait.ty. An amateur

could not be trusted, nor oould the ordinary

chemist and druggist. The usual test is to dia.

solve the suspected material in an aoid, to add

pure zinc, to bnrn the hydrogen gas given tff,

and to bold a platinum or porcelain oapsule in

the flame, and note the nature of the stain

formed by it. But we should advise our corre

spondent to apply to an analytical chemist.

There should be a duly appointed one in a town

like Sheffield.

Telegraph Rates to Australia. — We

regret to have to announce that the efforts

made by the Boyal Commissioners of the

Australian Exhibition to obtain a reduction of

telegraphic rates in favour of exhibitors at

Melbourne and Sydney have failed of success

solely by reason of the uncompromising opposi

tion of Lord John Manners, who holds " that as

the telegrams in question would be sent with

the view cf facilitating the arrangements of

manufacturers and tradesmen who are exhi

biting for trade purposes, and because of the

pecuniary advantages they are expecting to

derive, he oan see no reason why the PostOfSae

Department should forego its revenue for their

benefit." H-'s Lordship evidently sti.l holds to

his old motto :—

" Let law and learning, arts and commerce die,

But leave us still our old nobility."

The Furniture of the Imperial Hotel —

At the contemplated auction sale of the palatial

building on the Uolborn Viaduct, at the corner

of the Old Bailey, known as the Imperial Hotel,

which has been recently erected at a cost of

betwen £50,000 and £60,000, Mr. Bousfield,

the auotioneer, stated that the hotel contained

fifty-six bedroomi ; and that, by an arrange

ment which had been entered into, the pur

chaser would have the right of taking the

furniture in the hotel at the sum of £8,000.

whioh was not half the amount the artiolea bod

cost only a year or two ego. He added that

although the ground-rent payable to the Crown

—£2,500 a year—might appear to be large, it

must be remembered that the hotel was in one

of the teat situations in the metropolis, being

almost midway between the City and the West

End, and there was every reason to believe that

the rack-rents of the ten shops under the hotel

would ultimately cover the ground-rent. He

invited biddings by a commencement at £40,000

or £50,000, but no offer having been made the

property was withdrawn.

Creditors' Association of the Yorkshire

Woollen District. — As has been already

stated, a Creditor's Association for the York

shire Woo'len District was recently formed, to

secure nnited action amongst creditors, and so

deal more effectually and inexpensively with the

estates of insolvent debtors. In connection

with the formation of the associat ion, a meeting

of representatives from the Chambers of Com

merce of Leeds, Hudderefield, Dewsbury, and

Batley has lately been held at the offices of the

Leeds Chamber. Mr. W. Baxter, president of

the Leeds Chamber, occupied the chair. A

canvass bad been made with the object of ascer

taining how many gentlemen in the different

towns of the district were willing to become

members, and it was now stated that the num

ber of prom'ses already obtained was as follows :

—Leeds, 120; Huddersfie'd, 76: Dewsbory, 66 j
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Batley, 46 ; and Heckmondwike, 2. It was re- J

solved that the first general meeting of the

members should be held at Leeds on the 14th

July, when it will be decided at whioh town the

central cffice of the association shall be, and a

committee will also be appointed to consider the

ruler.

The fltnua Silk Trade —The serious

danger which threatens tho industry of Crefeld

has caaaed the Chamber of Commerce of that

town again to appeal to the German Reichstag

10 deprecation of the proposed duties on English

yarns. Frum the memorial we obtain some

recent and interesting statistics. Daring last

year 28,909 looms were engaged in Crefeld in

the production of silk and nnion silk goods.

The amonnt of wages paid was £1,053,417,

and the total production was valued at

£3,273,985, of whioh only £1,029,978 worth was

cunsnmed in Germany, the remainder, or up

wards of two-thirds of the total, being exported.

As at Lyons, so at Crefeld, the manufacture of

goods entirely of silk is declining, while the

production of mixed silk and cotton goods is

expanding. Ilenoe the consumption of im

ported cotton yarns was 40 per oent. greater

last year than in 1877, and this year, judging

by the tix months already expired, it will be

donble the quantity used in 1877. The fine

Coobled yarns in question oannot be obtained

from Alsace, nor are they produced, says the

memorial, eren by any fine-spinning mill in

France, the French as well as the German silk

manufacturers being alike dependent upon

English ja nt.

Workmen's Opinion on an Extension of

Hoars of Labour.—A meeting of working-

men has been held iu the Albert Hall, Leeds,

" to protest against the attempts cow being

made to lengthen the hours of labour." Mr.

James Pearson (President of the Leeds and

District Trades Council) occupied the chair, and

in opening the meeting he said tbey were met to

consider the question of the lengthening of the

hoars of labour which was being attempted by

the employers. They knew from Bid experience

that the trade of the oountry was in a depreesed

► tate, that employers as well as employed had

been affected, and that the greatest burden had

as usual fallen upon the latter. The employers

appeared to think that an extension of hours

and s redoction of wages were the only remedy

for the depression. The working-mon had sub

mitted quietly—perhaps too quietly— to a re

duction, and he was afraid the employers

had been emboldened by their passive action.

11 would be well, however, for the employers to

consider whether they were justified in the

course tbey were taking, and whether, when

trade revived, the working-men would not have

their day, and be dissatisfied even with the nine

honn,' system. Several speakers having ad

dressed the meeting, resolution* were passed

protesting against any extension of working

hours as undesirable and " fatal to a true aud

wholesome recovery of trade."

Improvements in Printing Carpet

Tarns.—A patent has recently been sealed

to Mr. Edward Crossley, carpet manufacturer;

Mr. Martin Morley, printing yarn overlooker;

and Mr. John Thomas, mechanic, all three of

Halifax, for certain improvements in " printing

yarns for weaving" tapestry carpets. Those

who have seen the manufacture of tapestry are

not likely to forget the fact that the threads of

yarn used are not each dyed of the same colour

throughout, like those used in weaving Brussels,

but that the pattern, having been, as it were,

dissected, is printed by a most interesting and

ingenious process upon the yarn itself in

straight lines ; and these threads, being care

fully arranged, are finally woven into the elabo

rate and flowing patterns which issue from the

loom. The visitor will also remember the huge

drums round which the yarn is wound, to be

printed by means of a email wheel, or colour

roller, placed under the drum and made to

traverse the yarn at places carefully

marked out as required by the pattern.

Now one cf the drawbacks in the manufac

ture of tapestry has been the necessity by this

process of having to print, each time, yarn

enough for sixty-four pieces of carpet of any

full pattern. So that, before putting a design

so work, it has been necessary for the manufac

turer to see his way clear to dispose of that

number of piece', or to run the risk of taking

the balance into stock. The new patent, as

described in the Textile Manufacturer, for May,

U described as being for " preventing the colour

roller from traversing the whole width of the T

drum." So that, instead of oovering the whole

drum with yarn, one-half, or even one-quarter, <

only may be covered ; and the new patent pro

fesses, when the drum is only thus partly

wound with yarn, to remove the colour roller

from coataot with the drum at any required

point of the traverse, so ss to cease printing

when required. The patentees claim to have

thereby solved the difficulty of having to print

so muoh yarn at one time, and thus enabling

the manufacturer to print just enough for

sixteen, or even eight, pieces only.

The Eight Hours' movement in the

United States.—According to a New York

letter in the Philadelphia Public Ledger the

trades' union movement in the United StateB

for enforcing the general adoption of tight

hours per day as th9 maximum period for

labour, to be fixed by law, has within it con

siderable strength, and may not improbably

have serious oonsequenoes. It has before now

been suggested that the indications of disturb

ance in tho United States labour-market were

too frequent and wide. spread to justify the

accounts of the general contentment of the

American working classes which have been

received. The correspondent above referred to

et tea that the arrangements for organised effort

are proceeding quietly and without ostentation,

but that nevertheless the movement has already

assumed a msgnitude which will astonish the

oountry when action is taken. In Chicago,

Cincinnati, and at other points in the West, it

is being pushed with energy, and though the

various local organisations are at present aoting

independently, they will all pall tog-ther when

the time comes. It is a noteworthy coincidence

that the working men on the Continent, espe

cially France, are also apparently organising

with a view to a curtailment of the hours of

Ubour. The effeot whioh such movements, if

sucoessful, will have iu equalising the conditions

of production between ODrselves and our foreign

competitors is obvious.

The Earliest Weaving School in Eng

land.—It having been stated at the fifth annual

meeting of the members of the Yorkshire Col

lege that the latter might claim the honour of

having established the earliest weaving school in

England, Mr. Joseph Bate, the secretary of the

Huddtrsfield Mechanic-,' Institution, writes to

contradict that assertion. He says that a class

for the study of design, as applied to manufac

tures, was commenced at the Huddersfield

Mechanics' Institution in 1848, and has been

continued to the present time. In the annual

report for the year 1818, the following para

graph occurs : — "A designing clas9 is taught

by a practical designer; average attendance

of pnpils, fourteen. As soon a* a sufficient

number of pupils can be obtained, the com

mittee will provide a loom for the use of the

students." The report for 1856 says:—"The

practical designing class has been so far suc

cessful. Having had hitherto only a treadle-

loom to work with, some restriction has been

oansed in the application of the instruction

given, but the liberality of Messrs. Toleon &

Sons has removed a portion of the difficulties

by the presentation of a Jacquard loom for fancy

vestings, &o." This loom is still in operation at

the institution, and six others have been added.

It will thus be seen that for thirty-one years

instruction in practical designing has been given

at Huddersfield, and that twenty-thr e years

ago the students were taught not on'y to design

patterns, but to fix them iu the loom and work

them ont practically. It will, therefore, be

admitted that to the Huddersfield Meohanics'

Institution belongs the credit of having bad the

only weaving class in England until one was

commenced at the Yorkshire College. It will be

interesting to the friends of technical education

to know that the weaving school at Hudders

field is now io a more flourishing itate than

ever, the number on the books being seventy-

four, with an average attendance of sixty.

Japanese Art. — Sir Rutherford Aloock,

K.C.B., presided on the 4th inst. over a meeting

of persons interested in Japanese at t and litera

ture, at the rooms of the Boyal Asiatic Society,

in Albemarle-street. The meeting had been

convened for the purpose of establishing in

London a central institution with the following

objects :—To bring into closer communication

admirers and students cf Japanese art and

literature, and to collect, record, and dis

seminate information relative to Japan ; to

encourage residents in that oountry, as well as

its inhabitants, to collect suoh material ; to

enlist the cordial co-operation of scientific and

literary societies and individuals in extending

the usefulness of the institution ; and to publish

proceedings, notes, queries, and other interesting

matter, as well as to facilitate this branch of

research and study. The chairman, having

briefly opened the business, called upon Mr.

Pfundes to furnish a narrative of the stops

whioh had been taken with a view to establish

snoh an organisation. That gentleman accord

ingly described the results of several years' resi

dence in Japan and of travels in various

countries. Mr. F. G. Fleay proposed the

appointment of a committee with power to

call a meeting to found such a society as

that whioh had been suggested. This was

seconded by Dr. Borers, secretary of the Boyal

Historical Society, who expressed his confidence

that with a systematic diffusion of information

respecting Japanese art and literature, public"

interest would be awakened upon this important

topic. A discussion then took place, in which

several speakers took part, some doubts

being expressed as to the wisdom of forming a

new leirned society in the face of the number

already existing, many of whioh were strug

gling with their difficulties. It was suggested

whether the better and more expedient course

would not be to utilise the organisations already

in existence. It was a's > pointed out that the

Royal Asiatio Society itself already included

Japan in the sphere of its operations. Mr.

E. J. Reed, M.P., having lately visited Japan,

expressed his belief that a Booiety dealing exclu

sively with that country would be more likely

to succeed tban one devoting its energies to*

the diversified interests of many nations.

Without recommending any direot course at

that stage of the proceedings, he thought the

better plan would be to leave the main question-

to the committee, who, after doe deliberation,

would consider and decide upon the best meats

of carrying out the objeota which had called

the meeting together. Ihig was accordingly

done, the resolution being thus varied. A vote

of thanks to Mr. Pfundes, and also to Sir

Rutherford Aloook for presiding, brought the

business of the day to a close.

Kidderminster Chamber of Commerce —

The quarterly meeting of the Council of the

Kidderminster Chamber of Commerce was held

on the 3rd inst. at the Council Chamber, Mr-

John Brinton, J. P., in the ohair. There were

present Messrs. W. Green, J. B. Wood, J. H.

Pearse, J. J. Harvey, and T. F. Ivens, the hon.

secretary. The latter read a report of the com

mittee appointed to coneider the subject of the

railway goods accommodation and charges for

carriage of goods, in which it was stated that

the manager of the Great Western Railway

Company bad promised to give due considera

tion to the representations of the Chamber.

Mr. Ivens also reported that he had bad an in

terview with an officer of the Post Office, who

said that the Government were not disposed to

build, but would consider a proposal of any one

who was willing to build suitable premises and

let them to the Department on lease, and that

in a private capacity he was now in communica

tion with the Board of Works with that view. A

resolu' ion was carried, on the motion of Mr. Green,

seconded by Mr. Wood, instructing the President

and Secretary to keep the matter continually

before them. A statement was next made with

reference to the Bankruptcy Bil's, the Counoil

of the Central Association having reported that

no progress had been made in Parliament with

either of these, and that it was not likely

that anything would be done this session. They

suggest the desirability of getting both Bills

referred to a Select Committee, and urge the

Chambers to request members of Parliament to

support the motion intended to be made by Mr.

Whitwell. Mr. John Brinton said the prospeot

of getting the Bills passed this sessit n was very

poor, but the influence of Mr. Whitwell entitled

him to some consideration. He therefore-

thought that the Council should urge upon the

borough and county members the importance of

supporting Mr. Whitwell's motion to refer the

Bills to a Select Committee, with the hope that

early legislation would take place upon that

very important subject. He moved a resolution

to that effeot, whioh was eeoonded by Mr. W.

Green, and carried. As regards the continuance

of the Bailway Commission, a hope was gene

rally expressed that no stone should be left un

turned to obtain their re-appointment, and in

the end Mr. Green proposed, and Mr. Pearse

1 seconded, that a Parliamentary petition be pre*
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pored and presented to the House of Commons,

urging the re-appointment of the Commission,

and also that their powers be amended and sim

plified. The motion was carried. Mr. Irene

next reported that the Postmastor.General had

been in communication with the Associated

Chamber upon the question of the size of

pattern paroels sent to foreign parts. The Biz-

put down for carpets was 16 by 12 by i\ in. If

that was Urge enough they need take no action

in the matter. The President Baid he could

-easily understand the reason for making the size

ao large. Persons sending to Kidderminster

from abroad for carpets to match certain pat

terns would only require to send sufficient to

secure the right colours ; but the dodge was to

hare such a size as wonld enable a tolerable

pieoe of oarpet to be cut off and sent tbrongh

the post, so that those who received the paroul

might copy the pattern. Some other business

matters having been transacted the proceedings

-were shortly after brought to a close.

Jrjrljjccimitg Jfirnitow Salts.

July 14.—Messrs. Frederick Keene 4 C<\, at

Northwood House, Church.road, Upper Nor

wood.—At 12 o'clock.

Jnly 16.—Messrs. Newbon & Harding, at 33,

Beresford-road, Highbury.—At 1 o'clock.

July 17.—Mr. Nosotti, at Prince's.gate, Lau-

oaster.gate, Belgrave-square.—At 1 o'olock.

July 22.—Messrs. F. Lewis & Kemp, at 41,

Woburn-square, W.C.—At 1 o'clock.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BTJNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

35, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

Tlie mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KBLSEY 4 Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiCto«i»8.—MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

DUTCH TILES

For Fireplaces, Furniture, &c.

ART PAINTED AND PRINTED TILES.

S. B. SUTCLIPFE,

44, BURY NEW ROAD,

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

.A.T MODERATE IP IR, I O IE S.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

S. COUSINS, 81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & POX,

HOBSEHAIR MEBCHA2STTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D - F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

_A_ T CORKMANUFACTORY

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

Xi I IB IE IR, -A-L TEBMS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. tupcr. in Stoci ready fur

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR B

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all pnrts of the country.

Immense Stock always ready

MLayino. ARTISTIC JOINERY-

THIN PARQUET (Turfin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back lairinations,

olid Parqnet. Ueed for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

See Construction.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

equal i

remo

 

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Blacking

TO UPHOLSTERERS and FURNITURE

DEALEH8.—To be disposed of by tho Executrix

the Stock and Goodwill of an established Upholsterer's

and Furniture Dealer's Bnsiness, situate in the King's

Road, Chelsea. A lease of the premises for 7, 11 or 21

jesra at a moderate rent can be obtained by a purchaser

(if deiired).—For particulars apply to H. W. Christmas

Bsq., Solicitor, 23, Walbrook, B.C.

ROBERT CLELAND,

MANUFACTURER OF CURLED HAIR AND BRUSH DRAFTS,

40, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C,

Supplies Wholesale Houses and Shippers throughout the United Kingdom.
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SPANISH FURNITURE.—I."

' T is difficult to give an account of

the furniture used in Spain from

the earliest times, owing to the

absence of specimens belonging to

the Roman or Visgothic period.

We are safe, however, in affirm

ing that, during the domination of

the Romans, the same models were used in

Spain as in Rome itself ; the similarity

which exists between objects of other kinds

and the continual habit of the Romans of

imposing their culture on the countries which

they conquered, is sufficient to justify this

idea. During the first period of the Christian

era until about the eleventh century, other

objects which have reached us as gold and

silversmiths' work seem to prove that all

industrial art work, including furniture, must

have been Classic, Byzantine, or Oriental in

form, according to the period in which these

t tyles predominated. The Roman or Classical

style must have lasted for a considerable

time, if we judge by the texts, given by San

Isidoro in his "Etymologies,'' lib. xx.,

cap. xi. and xii. San Isidoro lived in the

seventh century of our era. We find he

mentions the words " de lectis et sellis, de

vehiculis," which refer to furniture of the

Roman period ; but we do not meet with any

distinctive terms which can be applied to the

time in which he lived. On the contrary, he

comments on phrases, and alludes to the

forms of objects in the same manner as

Rufus, Varrus, and other classical writers.

• From the * „

7. Riano. Published for the
by Messrs. Chapman A Hall.

Industrial Arts in Spain." by Senor Joan
Science ana Art Department

At the invasion of the Arabs in the beginning

of the eighth century the Byzantine element

increased in its application to furniture. During

the reign of the caliphs, contemporary authors

tell us that luxury of decoration of every kind

was carried to a great extent. The descrip

tion of the pulpit or minbar of the mosque of

Cordova will give an idea of its richness. Al

Makkari, in his "History of Mohammedan

Dynasties in Spain," says, " the length of the

Mihrab was 8 cubits ; its breadth, 7 cubits ;

the height of its dome, 13 cubits. There stood

on one side a pulpit, constructed by Allahem,

equalled by none other in the world for work

manship and materials. It was made of ivory

and exquisite woods, such as ebony, sandal,

Indian plantain, citron wood, aloe, and so

forth, at the expense of 3,575 dinars; the

steps by which it was ascended were nine in

number. Another writer says it was formed

of 36,000 pieces of wood fastened together by

gold and silver nails, occasionally encrusted

with precious stones, and its construction

lasted for seven years, eight artists being daily

employed on it."

Edrisi, who lived at Cordova at the begin

ning of the twelfth century, describes this pul

pit in the same manner. It was to be seen in

the cathedral of Cordova as late as the six

teenth century, when it was destroyed, and its

materials employed in the construction of an

altar. An Arab minbar is in the South

Kensington Museum, which came from Cairo,

and although belonging to the last centuries of

the Middle Ages, it will give an idea of this

structure and its elaborate workmanship.

The oldest specimen of furniture known to

exist in Spain, belonging to Christian art, is

the shrine of San Millan de la Cogulla, in the

province of La Rioja. This casket or shrine

was made by the orders of King Sancho el

Mayor, in 1033, for the preservation of the

relict of San Millan. It is of wood,covered with

twenty-two compartments of highly interesting

ivory plaques, representing episodes from the

life of the Saint. The names of the artists,

Apparitio and Rodolpho, appear on it. In

1808 the French stripped the shrine of its gold

and silver ornaments, but, most fortunately,

left the casket and its ivory carvings behind.

Another interesting object, which is useful

for illustrating furniture in Spain in the

twelfth century, is the Bishop's throne in the

cathedral of Gerona. It is of white marble,

of one piece, covered with a simple ornamen

tation in excellent taste, in a similar style, and

for the same purpose, as the throne of San

Clemente in Rome. It is raised at the back of

the altar, and is ascended by thirteen steps.

The Bishop sits on this throne after the first

purification, and continues there until the

offertory, when he descends and finishes the

mass at the altar. Owing to the existence of

this chair, one of the most ancient rites of

Catholicism has been preserved at Qerona.

Mention must also be made of the shrine in

which the remains of Queen Urraca are kept

in the cathedral of Palencia, and the Cofre del

Cid in the cathedral of Burgos, although they

are more interesting for their antiquity than

their artistic merit.

During the thirteenth century furniture in

Spain must have been similar to that used in

other countries. It was influenced by French

and Italian forms j from which, as was the

case in architecture, these models were con-

the triptych known by the name of the Tablas

Alfonsinas.

The principal novelty which we find in

Spain in this industry consists in the combina

tion of the Christian and Moorish styles

applied to furniture. A very remarkable

specimen exists at the Academia de la Hie-

toria, consisting of a reliquary, triptych, or

armoire of very large dimensions, formerly in

the church of the Monasterio of Piedra in

Aragon. It is 13 ft. wide and 8 ft. high.

When the two doors are closed six compart

ments appear on each, surrounded by a border

headed by a wide cornice. This cornice is

divided inlC spaces, formed by arches, adorned

with stalactite ornamentation in the Moorish

style ; inside each span is painted the figure of

a saint. Li the twelve compartments which

form the doors, there are subjects from the

life of our Lord, beginning with the Annuncia

tion, and ending with the Descent from the

Cross painted iu excellent taste. The border

which surrounds these doors is formed of a

beautiful geometrical ornamentation, in the

purest Oriental style ; in the upper and lower

part appears the following inscription in Gothic

characters, which gives us the date in which

this object was made.

Tabemaculum hoc vocabitur aula Dei quia

vere Dominis est in loco isto. Fuit autem

constructum ad honorem et reverentiam

sacratissimi corporis Domini nostri Ihu Xpi

et pasionis ejusdem nec non ad honorem — et

reverentiam sanctissime genitricis ejusdem et

totius celeatis curie et sanctorum .... at

fuit .... depictum anno mcccxc. anima

ordinatoris requiescat .... sinu salvatoris.

Amen.

When this triptych is opened several com

partments appear, formed by cusped Gothic

arches, placed within others, in the form of a

mitre divided by pinnacles. The ornamenta

tion which fills the vacant space between the

arches and the seven banderoles in the lower

part are in pure Gothic style, without a

reminiscence of Moorish art. In the central

banderole appears the name of Dopnus

Martinus Poncii Abbas, the abbot of the

monastery where this reliquary was made and

the person by whom the expense was probably

borne. The inside of the doors is divided into

two horizontal zones, which include half the

total size. The upper zone is covered with

geometrical tracery, similar to the outer

borders. The lower one is divided into four

compartments for each leaf of the door, eight

within two, which are formed by cusped

Gothic arches ; within these spaces are painted

standing figures of angels holding musical

instruments in their hands and nimbi round

their heads. The details and forms of the

instruments and delicate ornamentation of the

costumes and carpets, constitute one of the

most beautiful details of this triptych. These

details and several of the architectural lines of

the Gothic part of the ornamentation denote

an Italian influence, probably Sicilian, for this

province belonged then to the crown of

Aragon. This triptych is richly gilt, and

painted inside and out, and is one of the finest

and most remarkable specimens of the kind

which exist in any country. A plate may be

seen in " Mus. Esp. de Antiguedades," vol. vi.

p. 307.
A very interesting specimen of this combi

nation of styles is a recess or cupboard of the

stantly copied. Some idea of this is given in ( fourteenth century, which is at the Kensington
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Museum, No. 1,764, 71. It is 5ft. 4 in. high,

by 8 ft. wide, and is composed of an outer

arch, with the tympani ornamented with fine

arabesques in relief, made of stucco, represent

ing vine tendrils, leaves, and flowers, similar

to those which appear in the Cosa de Mesa

and other Moorish houses at Toledo. The

arch is surrounded by two Latin inscriptions

in Gothic characters, of which only the fol

lowing words are legible + Autem transies

per medium ilorum . . . mente -f- . The

first of these is from St. Luke, iv., v. 30, a

passage often quoted by alchemists.

This arch serves as a portal to the cupboard,

which is about a foot deep, and is divided

into two compartments with two rows of

shelves. Each of these is supported by a

series of Moorish arches, the tympani of which

are ornamented with tracery, or an ornamen

tation of leaves in a geometrical and Oriental

manner. On the rim of the upper part is re

peated the .following inscription in African

characters :—" Felicity and Fortune."

On the lower shelf are the following words

in Spanish in Gothic characters : j- Dios

te : salve : estrella : de : la : mannana

medicina : de : los : peccadores : reina +

" Hail ! morning star ; medicine of sinners

queen."

This "Alhacena," or cupboard, was for

merly in the court of an old house at Toledo,

known by the name of " Casa de la Parra,"

and is constantly called " Botica de los Tem-

plarios," the Templars' dispensary, probably

because the Templars occupied the parish of

St. Michael, in which the nouse stands, and

because the word " medicine " is mentioned in

the inscription.

In order to increase the list of these objects,

which are unfortunately so rare, it is necessary

to mention the organ-case, decorated with fine

Moorish tracery, in the chapel founded by

Diego de Anaya, Archbishop of Seville in

1374, in the cloister of the cathedral of Sala

manca.

Another specimen of furniture of interest of

the fourteenth century is the shrine or casket

containing the remains of San Isidoro, existing

in the parish church of San Andres at Madrid.

This casket is 7 ft. 5 in. long ; the cover is

formed of two plain surfaces, forming a roof,

which leaves a triangular pediment at each

end. The shrine is made of wood, covered

outside with a coat of painting in distemper,

and is decorated with a series of painted

compartments simulating pointed tncuspid

arches let into others which are mitre-shaped ;

in the interior spaces are painted a series of

representations of the life of the saint. This

object is extremely interesting ; it is evidently

of Spanish workmanship, although it has great

resemblance with the Italian cassoni of the

same period. (See vol. iv. " Mus. Esp.," p. 593,

and "Monumentos Arquitectonicos, livraison

67.)

THE CORRELATION OF

AND INDUSTRY.

ART

IN distributing the prizes last Saturday to the

successful exhibitors at the Westminster

Industrial Exhibition, Lord Beaconsfield de

livered the following address :—I understand,

he said, that the initial idea of this exhibition

was a limited, though a most laudable one. It

was to appeal to the working classes, to give

them an opportunity of ascertaining whether,

instead of wasting their time in idle dissipation

and in pursuing a perilous course, they might

not occupy and amuse themselves in an in

teresting and agreeable manner, and that by

practising their ingenuity in the creation of

many articles and objects of universal use and

of very general satisfaction and pleasure. The

fact is that there is a great deal of vice which

really is sheer inadvertence, and there are

many who pursue a course which cannot be

commended merely because an opportunity is

not given them of following one which is laud

able, and which they will find conducive to

their content and happiness. But I must re

mind you of this, for it has struck me very

much, that while we acknowledge the success

which has followed our original purpose—and

the proof of it is at hand in the number, in

the very increased number, of exhibitors

in this assemblage—it proves also some

thing else, that though you may originally

have been satisfied with the occupations that

were interesting and laudable, still, you

have now advanced to this point, that you ex

hibit to excel and to invent. This is one of those

laws of progress and development which are

irresistible, for emulation is always connected

with society. You must understand, therefore,

now that you have advanced so much in your

progress1, that from merely aspiring originally

to find a harmless means of amusement and

occupation, you have come forward as inven

tors and ns claimants of public approbation.

You must understand, however, that, under

those circumstances, another new principle is

introduced into your life. That principle is

criticism. There is no doubt that you have

had the advantage of critics in your admirable

judges who are experts of all those arts and

sciences which you are now practising. And

you have, therefore, the advantage of that

criticism which is necessary in your more

advanced and extended efforts. I need not

recall the names of those gentlemen. They

are known as experts in all the branches in

which they have given you advice, and on

which they have afforded you their judgment,

though I cannot help adverting to the name of

one of them, your vice-chairman, Mr. Seddon,

who has devoted so much time and thought

and taste to your advantage. Well, then,

having acknowledged that criticism is now an

element of the institution which you have

established, you must bear with the remarks

which have been made for your profit by your

excellent judges.

You will have learnt by this time that it

is not enough now merely to show great in

genuity in the production of some particular

article, hut you must also learn that it is by

a knowledge of right principles of art or of

science that you might probably, with much

less ingenuity and with much greater facility,

have arrived at the same result in a more

complete manner. I was very much struck

with this fact while I looked over the

report upon the musical instruments. It is

there quite evident on very high authority

that there is ability in this town and in the

contributors to this exhibition which might

carry on a very profitable and highly praise

worthy trade in musical instruments, and yet

it is equally clear that among the contributors

to that department, though most remarkable

for their ingenuity and able technical skill,

there have been instances where they have

failed in obtaining the highest object merely

from some deficiency of knowledge of science.

I will not mention several cases, but there

is one that interested me—that of Mr. Gos-

well (who is stated in the judges' report to

be a blacksmith), who has formed two

beautiful instruments, violins, of metal which

I remarked during my too rapid visit here

as admirable in point of workmanship, but

which have not obtained the high prize which

they would have otherwise secured, because,

dealing with a material not adapted in the

highest degree to obtain the object which

he desired, he did not then recognise that

wood has a vibrating power that metal can

never equal ; but his effort was admirable,

and whenever I think of him I shall remember

the celebrated work of Handel, "The Har.

monious Blacksmith," and I think that is a

title which he has well earned.

There are many instances also in this exhi

bition which, were it not too long, would

illustrate the point which I wish to place

before you. But there is one point of very

great importance which must be impressed

upon your attention more and more as you

advance in this proceeding, and that is the

necessity of cultivating technical skill. Now,

it is very curious in this exhibition, where you

would expect that the vast majority of the

articles exhibited would be of a mechanical

kind, that although this exhibition is rich

in articles of a mechanical kind — I think

between 600 and 000 are under this roof

—still, those of an artistic character equal

them in number. Now, those who are pur

suing works of art—and it is a very satis

factory circumstance, on which we ought to-

congratulate ourselves, that there is an in

stinct among the great body of the people for

the fine arts—those who pursue the fine arts

have in this country, though not sufficiently in

this capital, schools of design which may assist

them. I think it is to be lamented that in this

great capital the schools of design should be

so few; but, generally speaking, they have

been scattered all over the country, and they

receive Government assistance. That is not

the case with the technical arts—the technical

education, which may fairly be defined as edu

cation in useful arts ; there are no institutions

in this country to assist those who have a

predisposition for performances of that kind,

and this is much to be regretted. Of old

when there were guilds and a system of ap

prenticeship, that want was supplied. Unques

tionably guilds and systems of apprenticeship

are not adapted to the manners of this age ; but,

in allowing them to become obsolete or in

terminating them, society and the State have

made a great mistake in not affording at the

same time a substitute for them. At the

present moment there is a very general—a very

prevalent—feeling in this country that some

effort should be made by which technical educa

tion could be secured, and I have seen with

great pleasure that the City Companies have

felt that they could not more wisely or

more beneficially expend some portion, of

their considerable wealth, than in cultivating

that technical skill and securing that technical

education which, in fact, is prominently con

nected with our origin and duty. But it is a

great mistake to suppose, if there are any who

indulge in the idea, that principles which are

applicable to the fine arts are not—though

they may not be in the same degree—ap

plicable to arts of utility. The same apposite-

ness is necessary, the same fitness and finish ;

and what is most important, both in the fine

arts and in arts of design, is that the best

material should be used. I feel, therefore,

that if an institution like the present—I will

treat it as an institution—is to be sustained

and nourished, the attention of the working

classes must be called to technical education ;

the greatest inducement must be given to

them to complete that education, and to under

stand that in the best material and in the best

workmanship they alone can maintain that

superiority which was once, and I hope will

be again, the pride of this country. But at

the same time I do not wish it to be supposed

that I look on that excellence to be merely

mechanical. Whether they be arts of utility

or arts of design, it is impossible to attain ex

cellence unless there is feeling ; and however

skilful may be the manipulation, without feel

ing you will not accomplish your purpose.

There may be taste and even genius in the

fancy of a button or the construction of a

buckle.

Let me, before I present these medals to my

friends—let us take, before I sit down, a

general view of our situation. We have this

year 2,000 exhibitors ; we have a remarkable

demonstration of feeling for the fine arts in as

many of such articles being sent to this Exhi

bition as there ore of those mechanical pro

ductions which might have been supposed, as

a matter of course, would have taken entirely

the lead under that head. Let me remind you

once more with regard to these works of art

that though you must court criticism you

must not be daunted by it. There are some

works in this exhibition which indicate a very

fine feeling, and even a predisposition for the

fine arts. Let me remind you of this, that

one of the greatest of English artists, one

whose fame after many years ranks still high,

was once as one of yourselves. It was

when Sir Francis Chantrey was carving a

common piece of furniture that attention was

drawn to his work by a connoisseur of great

fortune and great taste and skill. He opened

to him a great career. He enabled Sir Francis

Chantrey to make a great fortune and a great

fame. He is now well remembered, but

there are many of you who when you pass

through many a gallery stop before his works,

and admire them, without knowing, perhaps,

that Chantreywas one of yourselves. Now that
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being the state of the case, let us see what

chance, what prospect we have of this institu

tion lasting. Thisinstitution, andall institutions

of this kind, cannot he stationary—either it

will disappear or it will progress. Last year

it was almost a parochial exhibition ; this year,

supported by the Dean, I think we may say it

is a civic one. Let us look forward to the

time when it will be an exhibition supported

and visited by the whole population of this,

the greatest and busiest of cities. I cannot

believe but that those who have visited it

must be struck by one great result. Some may

disparage the general character of our work,

but I think unjustly ; some may say, " You

have not yet, in the two years which you have

finished, produced a genius," which is always

a very rare character ; but I think no one can

deny this, and all thoughtful persons who

have visited this exhibition, and who have

studied with any care the elements which

form it, must feel, that here is a reserve of

ingenuity and talent now generally speaking

untrained, of which the world was no doubt

unconscious, but which must be, I believe,

a source of welfare and of wealth to this

country. This being my general view upon

this question, I need not say that I per

sonally take the greatest interest in the success

of this exhibition.

THE SCHOOL OF WOOD-CARVING.

CONCERNING the progress of this school,

which, as we have before announced,

has been established under the auspices of the

Society of Arts, the annual report of that

organisation states that a committee of the

Council, appointed last summer, after having

for some time considered how they could best

utilise a sum of money offered to them by the

Drapers' Company for the promotion of some

branch of technical education, determined that

this could best be done by founding the school

in question, and in accordance with this reso-

lution the National School of Wood-carving

was established in Somerset-street, Oxford-

street. It appears to be a fact, continues the

report, that this beautiful art, in which our

countrymen once excelled, has long been

languishing amongst us, and that we are fur

ther behind other countries in it than in many

other departments of decorative art. Very

little good wood-carving is now produced in

England, none of the highest quality, and when

our architects and decorators require it, they

are obliged to send their commissions abroad.

Underthesecircumatances,it certainly appeared

to the Council that a very promising field was

open to the labours of the society, and a most

suitable one. It happened that there was in

London at the time an Italian wood-carver, of

considerable eminence in the art, Signor

Buletti, and the committee recommended that

an arrangement should be made with him to

conduct a class in wood-carving. The pro

posal was laid before the committee of the

court of the Drapers' Company, and was at

once approved by them. A grant of £155 was

accordingly made by that committee for the

purpose of establishing such a class. It was

considered best, for various reasons, that this

institution should be on a separate basis, and

independent of the society ; and a committee

was, therefore, formed to carry on the business

of the school, the Council undertaking to pay

out of the funds given them by the Drapers'

Company the fees for eight students. The

committee consisted of Lieut.-Col. Donnelly,

Mr. R. \V. Edis, F.S.A., Mr. E. J. Poynter,

R.A., Mr. W. Donaldson (of Messrs. Gillow's),

and the late Mr. Le Neve Foster. To them

was afterwards added Mr. W. Chapman, a

member of the court of the Drapers' Company,

while on the decease of Mr. Forster his place

was taken by the present secretary of the

Society. Under their direction premises were

engaged in Somerset-street, Oxford-street,

and fitted as workshops, Signor Buletti

being installed as instructor. Nine free

students were nominated (one more than

had been originally intended), and a few

ing students also presented themselves,

i school was opened in January last, and

the funds in the care of the Society sufficed

to cover the necessary expenses to the present

date. The Council now consider that the

school is so far established that it can deal

direct with its founders, the Drapers' Com

pany, and they have therefore expressed to

the Drapers' committee their hope that the

company will continue their subscription to

the school, paying it direct to the School

Committee.

While on the subject of the Society of Arts

Report, we are induced to make one or

two further extracts therefrom, to show

the work done during the past year.

Commenting on the prize offered, through

the channel of the Society, by Mr. E. J.

Watherston, in the hope of improving the

present style of workmanship in the precious

metals in this country, the report says that the

sum of £100 was placed at the disposal of the

society to be offered as a prize for the best

essay on the art of the silversmith. The pro

posal was accepted by the Council, and the

society's medal added to the prize offered by

Mr. Watherston. A committee was ap

pointed, which drew up a set of conditions for

the guidance of competitors. A circular, em

bodying these conditions, was accordingly pub

lished in December, 1877, and nearly a year

later, in October, 1878, the date appointed,

several essays were received. On one of these,

by Mr. Herbert Singer, the committee con

sidered that so much research and labour

had been bestowed that they recommended

the Council to award to it the So

ciety's silver medal and the money prize

offered by Mr. Watherston. The Council

have adopted the recommendation, and made

the award accordingly. The essay strongly

recommends the abolition of the duty upon

gold and silver plate ; and, further, that hall

marking should be voluntary, and not a com

pulsory proceeding. It may be added that

the Committee of the House of Commons

which, after sitting for two sessions, has

recently issued its report, recommends that the

duty should be abolished as soon as the

revenue permits, but approves the retention of

the hall-mark. The Council have left it to

Mr. Singer to publish his essay or not as he

thinks fit.

In reference to the Owen Jones' prizes it is

mentioned that the first award of the prizes

established by the Owen Jones Memorial Com

mittee has been made during the past year.

That committee presented to the society the

sum of £400, the balance of subscriptions to

the Owen Jones Memorial Fund, on the con

dition that the interest of this money should

be expended in prizes to students of the Schools

of Art who should produce the best designs

for household furniture, &c, on the principles

laid down by Owen Jones. The examiners

reported that the following students had sent

into the annual competition of the Science

and Ait Department works of sufficient merit

to deserve a prize : John M. Carr, school of

art, Nottingham, design for a lace curtain ;

Frank Baker, school of art, Nottingham,

design for a lace curtain ; Harry II. Hitching,

school of art, Nottingham, design for a wall

paper; Arthur J. Sewell, school of art, Not

tingham, design for silk tapestry ; Isabella C.

Bergin, metropolitan school of art, Dublin,

design for muslin ; and I. S. Ingall, school of

art, Barnsley, design for modelling rosettes

and ornamental borders.

The prizes consisted in each case of a well-

bound copy of Owen Jones's "Principles of

Design," and a bronze medal. For this pur

pose, a special edition of " The Principles of

Design" was prepared, and the Council have

to tender their thanks to the Institute of

British Architects for permission to republish

this work, which was originally a communica

tion made by Owen Jones to the Institute.

The republication was under the charge of

Mr. Alan S. Cole, to whom also the thanks

of the Council are due for the trouble he took

in the matter.

The reform of the Patent Laws has also

engaged the attention of the society during

the past year, and allusion is made in the

report that early in the session a Bill for the

improvement of the law relating to Letters

Patent for inventions was introduced by the

Government in the House of Commons. As

on former occasions, when legislative changes

of this nature have been proposed, the Council

of the Society of Arts felt it their duty to

consider the matter, with the view of making

any suggestions that might seem necessary to

the promoters of the Bill; they accordingly

appointed a committee to consider the Bill,

and if it appeared expedient, to prepare a

memorial, which should be sent in to

the Home Secretary. The Committee

accordingly drafted a memorial, which

the Council, after discussion, adopted, and

sent in first to the Home Secretary,

and afterwards to the Attorney-General,

in whose special charge the Bill naturally lay.

In this memorial, the Council expressed their

feeling that the present Bill was a great im

provement on those which had been brought

forward in former sessions, and at the same

time they pointed out what they considered

would be further improvements, which they

hoped the Government would see fit to intro

duce. At the time the memorial was sent in

there seemed but small probability that the

Bill would pass into law, and at the present

date, it is almost certain that it cannot be

passed ; however, the feeling of the Council

was, that this Bill being so great an improve

ment on former attempts in the same direc

tion, it was probable that if some- pressure

were put upon Government, a still better

measure might be introduced at some future

period ; they therefore felt it their duty to

impress upon the Home Secretary the views

they entertained.

It may, perhaps, be desirable to summarise

here the opinions expressed by the Council.

The appointment of unpaid Commissioners is

a proposal which the Council has always

opposed when it was previously suggested, and

which they Btill believe to be a most mistaken

one. The question of opposition on open

documents, a somewhat technical point, the

Council thought was not clearly treated in the

Bill, and they feared the introduction of a new

and objectionable practice in this respect.

They next referred to the uncertainty which,

in some cases, attaches to the date of the

patent, when more than a single inventor is

seeking to patent the same invention, and

showed that this uncertainty would be still

further increased by the new measure. The

proposed duration of the patent, which in the

is twenty-one years instead of fourteen,

the Council are, on the whole, inclined

to consider needlessly long. The clause re

ferring to the question of compulsory licences

is, in the view of Council, certainly too strin

gent, and contains objectionable features;

while they recommend that foreign inventions

should be dealt with precisely on the same

grounds as British. Finally, the Council con

fess they regard with very considerable dis

trust the extension of the existing powers of

the Commissioners in the present Bill.

One other item in the society's report

deserves mention in these pages. We refer to

the praiseworthy effort set on foot by the

society in connection with the Paris Exhibition

to enable workmen to visit that show, and to

report on their different branches of trade.

The report reminds us that a Joint Committee

was formed of members of the Royal Com

mission and of the Society of Arts. This Com

mittee held many meetings, and under its

directions arrangements were made for selecting

a number of men, sending them to Paris, and

receiving them there. The Committee also

collected funds for the purpose of defraying

the expenses of this movement. The result of

the arrangement was that 204 artisans were

sent over to Paris, most of whom have sent in

reports ; 67 of these men were sent at the ex

pense of the fund ; the charges of the other

147 were defrayed, some by provincial towns,

others by various societies, others through

their employers ; whilst a few paid their own

expenses.

In the arrangements made for the reporters,

the committee were greatly assisted by the

London, Chatham, and Dover and the South-

Eastern Railway Companies, who undertook

to carry the men to Paris and back at a
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reduced rate. The London,Brighton, and South

Coast Railway Company also made similar

arrangements, and conveyed some of the later

parties. The arrangements in Paris for the

reception of the men were made under the

special directions of Sir Philip Cunliffe Owen ;

two houses were engaged near the Exhibition

for their benefit, and some rooms were also set

aside for the purpose in one of the houses

used by the staff of the Royal Commission.

The men were admitted free to the Exhibition,

and were given every facility for the successful

accomplishment of their task. They were also

introduced to many of the best workshops and

manufactories within reach of Paris. In all

cases it is pleasant to be able to say that the

reporters expressed themselves well satisfied

with the arrangements made for their recep

tion.

In all, 168 reports were received ; some of

these have already been printed by the towns

who subscribed to send out the men ; and five

reports, made by the reporters of the Coach-

makers' Company, have Deen printed in a very

handsome form by a late Master of the com

pany, Mr. C. Sanderson. The other reports

were carefully considered by the committee,

and it was eventually decided to make a

selection from them, and publish the selected

reports in classes, as well as in a single volume.

In this undertaking the Committee have been

greatly helped by the liberality of Messrs.

Eyre and Spottiswoode, who have undertaken

to print the reports at cost price; and

of Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searle,

and Rivington, who have undertaken, on being

paid a certain sum towards the cost of print

ing, to publish the reports at their own risk.

The reports are now passing through the press,

and will appear almost immediately ; most of

them, indeed, are printed, and are only wait

ing for their final corrections.

From the brief outline given above of this

interesting annual document it will thus be

seen that the Society of Arts has continued

during the past, as in former years, to put

forth its best exertions to benefit different

branches of manufacturing industry, and while

the oldest it continues also the best foremost

organisation in this particular province.

THE FURNITURE TRADE AND CO

OPERATIVE STORES.

WE continue to report the evidence given

before the Select Committee now

inquiring into the working, of co-operative

stores, so far as it relates in any way to the

furniture trade. At the last meeting of the

Committee, the first witness called was Mr.

Maguire, house furnisher and manufacturing

ironmonger, of 10, Dawson-street, Dublin.

In reply to questions by the chairman (Sir

Massey Lopes), he said he knew the feelings of

the Dublin traders upon the subject before the

Committee. There was a co-operative store

in Dublin called the Official Co-operative

Society, which had been formed in 1872. It

had been the outcome of a small private asso

ciation of a few Civil servants from the Board

of Works and other Government offices. Some

of the original promoters were also managing

directors of the different societies. Although

the capital and transactions of the society were

small, it was constituted on the same principles

as the London Civil Service associations.

You think their operations have increased

and are increasing?—I think so. I see no

harm in the name " official."

But you object to Crown servants being

managers or conductors of that association P—

I may say most decidedly.

What are the grounds of your objection P—

Because Crown servants draw salaries from

the Government, which enable them to live

without outside help, and also enable them to

give their services to these associations for a

very small sum.

_ You think they are to a certain extent sub

sidised traders P—Certainly.

Do you think these Crown servants have

immunities and privileges which the ordinary

trader has not ?—I know nothing about that.

Do you think the connection of public

servants with these stores is inconsistent with

their public duties P—I think it is. I object to

their being traders on principle. There are

suspicions that they can get hold of informa

tion denied to the outside trader.

Do you object to Crown servants devoting

their leisure time profitably to anything they

can benefit themselves by ?—I think they have

no right to interfere with trade. My firm was

one of the first to affiliate itself to this Dublin

store. We used to give 10 per cent, discount

on some goods, and 7\ on others. Our

system of ordinary trade was a mixed one

of cash and credit. As a rule our goods

are marked in plain figures. About eighteen

months ago we began to give 5 per cent, to

the outtide public, provided they paid cash.

Was that in consequence of the competition

which hnd arisen from the co-operative stores ?

—Yes, I think it was partly that, and partly

from the complaints we received at our making

such a large allowance to the members of the

stores. In April last we were discharged from

the stores, because in consequence of the loud

complaints of our other customers, of which

we began to see the justice, we allowed them

the same cash discount as we did to those with

store tickets. The secretary of the stores then

called on us in reference to this concession, and

on our refusing to abate our discount to

ordinary cash purchasers he suggested that we

should make a still larger allowance to

members. We declined to do so, and eventu

ally found that our name had been struck off

the society's books without notice having been

given to us.

What do you think the effects of these

stores will be on small traders ?—They will

have a very bad effect, and indeed have now.

Landlords and large families order their goods

from London instead of from the shops in their

neighbourhood.

Then you think that the Co-operative

Societies in London will do more harm to the

small traders in Dublin than the store of that

town ?—Decidedly so.

No you think that is because the London

stores enjoy advantages from their prestige

and the names on their directorate P—I think

so. If this movement goes on it will be the

ruin of many country shopkeepers, who have

been thoroughly disheartened by its effects ;

it will only lead them to co-operate among

themselves.

What do you consider a fair profit on any

ordinary business?—In my business 10 per

cent, would not be sufficient to give me a

fair return for my capital, knowledge, and ex

perience. The stores will gradually become

a monopoly, and then they will begin to charge

three times the profit which the ordinary

traders used to have. I should not be at all

afraid of the competition of the stores if I had

the same advantages as they had.

Mr. Macdonald.—Do you think the stores

are a benefit to the public ?—As at present

constituted the public are better without them.

Why ?—Because they are likely to mono

polise trade and ruin small traders.

Would not the public benefit were the same

bulk of trade in the hands of fewer traders ?

Were the ironmongery trade in Dublin in the

hands of half the number of ironmongers that

it is at present would not those that remained

be able to sell more cheaply, and if they did

so would not the diminution of the number

of traders be beneficial to the public ?—They

might be able to sell more cheaply, but if they

were wise men they would not. Competition

being diminished the natural tendency would

be for prices to rise. I don't think prices

should be allowed to sink beyond a certain

point.

How would you keep them up P—There

would be one method, namely, by not allowing

Civil servants to manage these stores. Of late

there have been a large number of bankruptcies

among traders, especially grocers.

Do you think that is the effect of the co

operative stores ?—I am sure of it. Many a

man might have tided over the crisis in his

affairs if it had not been that persons went to

the stores whereby he lost the profit which

saved him.might have

I understand you to say that the co-operative

stores have had in Ireland the result of re

ducing prices as much as 10 per cent ?—In my

own case at any rate.

Mr. Alexander Dixon, High-street, Edin

burgh, was then called, and presented a peti

tion from 420 grocers in Edinburgh, pointing

out the injustice of civil servants being allowed

to trade, and praying that all exemption from

taxation on their part might be abolished.

The witness, in response to questions put by

tho chairman, said that in Edinburgh there

was a store called " The Professional and Civil

Service Association," the managing directorate

of which was composed of gentlemen from

the Registry and the Crown offices. There

were also four or five other smaller associa

tions, managed by workmen under the Roch

dale system. The outside public were ad

mitted to the Professional and Civil Service

Stores on the payment of 6s. annually.

Although they were registered under the

Friendly Societies Act, they did not pay any

income-tax. In his opinion the grocers had

been more injured by the establishment of

stores than any other trade, and this was par

ticularly the case in Edinburgh. He should

not mind if the Civil servants confined the

privileges of their associations to themselves

only, but they obtained an undue advantage

when they admitted the public, by the prestige

of their name and through their establishment

becoming the " fashionable shop."

You think that these businesses are of so

absorbing a character that the Civil servants

cannot give their time with any good effect

to their Government employment?—That is

what I mean.

Mr. Forsyth.—Would you object to an asso

ciation composed of professional men, such as

lawyers and doctors, banding themselves to-

l gether for the purpose of trading P—No ; my

only objection is to Civil servants, as they

ought to be better employed.

By the Earl of Dalkeith.—I should have no

objection to any association of the kind ma

naged by members of the outside public.

By the Chairman.—The Sanitary Inspector

has no power to go into these stores for

the purpose of searching for adulterated arti

cles. This, I think, should be rectified. I

know of no firm of grocers which is affiliated,

to the stores, as the profits we take would not

1 allow us. I think the fact of a man having an

account at my shop would induce him to do

! more trade with me than he would if he had

| to pay cash.

Mr. Strangways said he was in practice as a

barrister in the Temple, and wished to sug

gest to the committee that they might take

evidence as to the charges made by importers

and manufacturers, and compare them with

the prices charged by retailers, when they

would have an opportunity of seeing how

much the stores had done to reduce the im

mense charges which for many years had been

| made by the retailers. As prices stood, they

were about as low for cash in good retail

shops as in stores. He had been thirteen vears

in South Australia, and a member of the

Government and Legislature. Civil servants

there were not allowed to engage in trade, or

any other pursuit inconsistent with the duties

of their office.

The chairman then read a Treasury minute

of March 17, 1849, to the effect that the public

were entitled to the whole of the Civil servants'

time, and that they should not be allowed to

act as directors or take any other situation

which would necessitate their attendance dur

ing office hours. The chairman also stated

that Sir Thomas Chambers had asked Mr.

Lowe (then in office) whether the system of

trading carried on by servants of the Crown

was not opposed to the rules of the service,

and whether they were not prohibited from

engaging in trade pursuits, and whether he

was willing to grant an inquiry into them.

Mr. Lowe's answer had been that he had no

objection to Civil servants trading among them

selves, and as to the more extended system of

Crown servants trading with the public and

making profits, he did not know that any rule

of the service was thereby infringed.

The witness, continuing, spoke of the vary
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ing prices at the stores, some things being

much cheaper than at shops and others dearer.

He thought the competition between the

stores and the retail shops exercised a very

healthy influence in the reduction of prices to

those who paid cash. He always paid cash

himself, and went to shops and stores indis

criminately, as he found he was able to get

his goods cheaper. He should be very un

willing to see the stores abolished, as he was

quite sure that directly that happened the

traders would raise their prices 25 per cent.

As it was, the public had benefited to that

amount since the stores had been established

by the lowering of retail prices.

BOX'S PATENT CASTOR.

TRIFLING appendages though they may

appear, the stability and strength of

furniture castors are of more importance to

the average householder than is perhaps gene

rally realised by cabinet-makers. For the

otherwise faultless character of any particular

article of furniture will never be held to

atone for a failure of the castors to work

with ease, or, worse still, for their breaking

off. It cannot be said, however, that inven

tors have failed to realise the importance

which attaches to the castor in the manu

facture of furniture, and each one's endeavour

has been to improve upon existing patterns.

The rapidity with which one patent has fol

lowed another would seem to betoken that

up to the present perfection has not been

reached, and that despite the many kinds

now in the market a perfect castor remains

still a desideratum. Among recent inventors

who profess to have contributed towards a

solution of the problem is Mr. W. W. Box,

of Crayford, Kent. His castor, as will be

teen from the accompanying illustration,

 

■•imply consists of a round ball which works

in a circular socket precisely as a uni

versal joint, and can, therefore, be

moved in any direction. The system is ap

plied to socket, plate, screw, and cranked

castors, and appears to be capable of a variety

of other adaptations. The patentee makes the

following remarks as to the advantages of his

invention :—" It will be apparent to the ob

server that the weight of the furniture to be

borne is at all times vertical to the castor

itself, and, consequently, in no case is there

that side strain of leverage to contend with

which renders the common castor unfit for use

after short wear. From the arrangement, too,

no projections are offered for the foot to kick

against ; and, while in appearance, simplicity

itself may be followed, they at the same time

afford abundant opportunity for ornamentation

and consequent enrichment of the furniture."

The ball is made of chilled iron, working on a

bed of the same material ; a buffer or lubri

cator is placed between the ball and its bed,

which can be removed or changed at pleasure

if required. It remains for practical experi

ence to demonstrate that this new castor

realises all that is claimed for it by the

inventor.

wood-working shops, and the only drawback

to their more general use is in many cases the

limited amount of space at disposal in modern

workshops. To meet this difficulty a well-

known manufacturer, Mr. E. S. Hindley, of

Bourton, Dorset, has introduced a machine,

illustrated herewith, which combines both

machines in one. It is a combiiation of the

circular-saw, with rising and falling spindle,

and will carry two saws if required, for

tenoning, rebating, grooving, &c. The

spindle runs in long gun-metal bear

ings, which are adjustable. It has a boring

apparatus, and a carrier-plate for cutting in

any required angle. These machines can, of

course, be made single, or if required with

band-sawing apparatus having a table whichcan

be inclined at any angle, the proper tension of

the band-saw being provided for by a self-

adjusting spring. The advantages claimed for

this machine are, that owing to the construc

tion of the framework, containing as it does a

triangular casting at the ends fixed in an

inclined position, a peculiar rigidity is given to

that these duties vary from 60 to 860 per

cent, on their value." It is difficult to see how

that complaint con be met by a calculation of

averages from a heterogeneous number of

details embracing a great variety of raw, half-

manufactured, and manufactured articles, and

how " an average rate of duties ad valorem "

can be computed from such insufficient and

irrelevant materials.

As regards tissues of wool, to which alone

the letter of March 22 referred, the said tables

nsfumo the duty on the produce of Great

Britain and France to be (30 per cent, ad

valorem, but the annual report of the United

States Customs shows that the imports valued

at 25,142,909 dols. have paid 16,780,769 dole.

Custom duties, or 66'74 per cent, of their

value. But the said annual report does not

specify the amount of duty received from

each article according to the country from

which it was imported, it is therefore im

possible to learn from it the relation which

the weight duty has to the value of French,

German, or English wool tissues respectively.

 

CIBCULAB SAW-BENCH.

the entire body, and that when placed on the

ground without any fixing there is no per

ceptible vibration. Mr. EQndley's name has

long been known in connection with the

manufacture of steam-engines, and the solidity

of workmanship and perfection of finish which

have characterised his other productions

should be a sufficient guarantee as to the

merits of his latest speciality in wood-working

machines.

CIRCULAR SAW-BENCHES, &c.

IjiVER since Sir Samuel Bentham, in the

-Eli last century, opened in his own house

what has been described as the first manufac

tory of wood-working machines, there has

been a steady succession of inventors,who have

severally made it their special object to im

prove upon existing tools and appliances.

Circular saw-benches and hand-sawing machi

nery may be ranked among the chief labour-

saving appliances brought into requisition in

THE AMERICAN TARIFF AND THE

ENGLISH TEXTILE TRADES.

PAINFUL experience has made EnpU->'i

carpet manufacturers conversant with

the injurious effects which the tariff now in

force in the United States exercises upon our

exports of such fabrics to that country.

Other branches of textile industry fare hardly

any better, as was recently pointed out by the

Yorkshire Joint Tariff Committee in a com

munication addressed to the Foreign Office.

The truth of some of the statements then

made seems, however, to have been ques

tioned, and this has induced Mr. J. Behrens,

the Chairman of the above Committee, to

address a further letter to Lord Salisbury,

which is sufficiently instructive to induce us to

reproduce it below. After acknowledging the

receipt of a letter of May 15, enclosing tables

of the values of importation into the United

States from this country during the year ended

June 30, 1878, from which it is calculated that

whilst the duties upon English imports were

less than 39 per cent, of their value, the duties

paid upon goods from France were over 46

per cent, of their value, Mr. Behrens jro-

ceeds :—This calculation is apparently in

tended to answer a statement in my letter of

March 22, " that the combination of specific

with ad valorem duties acts unfairly towardf

the heavy articles produced in Yorkshire, and |

Even if that information were given, it would

not be conclusive, for the entries represent

evidently the direct imports from each

country, and contain no indication as to their

origin. Everything coming from England is

apparently entered as if it were the produce

or the United Kingdom, but a comparison of

American statistics with those of England

and France affords strong evidence that a

very large proportion of such imports consists

of goods not the production of this country.

The American Customs returns for the year

ended June 30, 1878, give the amount of

imported wool tissues from England at

14,083,336dols. andfrom France 6,960,603 dols.

On the other hand, the Board of Trade returns

for the year 1877 state the exports of British

wool tissues to the United States to have been

£1,711,668, or 8,282,265 dols., and French

statistics for the same year give their exports

of such fabrics as 53,979,660 fr., or 10,380,000

dols. These enormous discrepancies can only

be explained by the assumption that a great

part of the French and other exports to the

United States is sent by way of England,

where the absence of custom-house formalities,

and other facilities, favours the development

of a large transit trade. This mixing up of

foreign with British produce renders every

calculation as to the incidence of taxation im

possible, but even the imperfect information

given by the American statistics throws some

light upon the question at issue.

The only wool tissue subject to a weight

duty of which the American statistics give

measurement as well as value is that of dress

goods, of which the imports were from the

United Kingdom 32,609,979 square yards,

valued at 7,174,295 dols., and from France

14,180,272 square yards, value 4,232,783 dols.,

giving an average for English goods of 22c.

and for French of 30c. per square yard. The

duty on both being the sam*, viz., 8c. and 36
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per cent, ad valorem, the former are taxed 71

per cent, and the latter 62 per cent.

The complaint, however, is not of the

amount of duty levied upon the goods actually

imported, but of the specific rates which act as

a virtual prohibition of all kinds of heavy and

low-priced woollens, in which this district

excels, and which used to be sold in large

quantities in the United States. If some

insignificant amount of trade still survives it

consists in articles intended for sale to the

upper classes, to whom price is less an object

than the demands of fashion. This is con

firmed by the Board of Trade returns, which

show that the average value of mixed broad

cloth exported to all other countries is 2- 13s.

per lb., upon which the American weight duty

alone would be 100 per cent, ad valorem.

According to the same table, the few articles

■of mixed woollens which it is yet possible to

send to the United States consist of fancy

cloths, averaging 5'38s. per lb., on which the

same specific duty is but 40 per cent, ad

valorem. As a consequence, the trade of this

district with the United States has fallen by

more than one-half, while the declared exports

of wool tissues from France have increased

from 45,135,591 fr. in 1874 to 63,979,600 fr. in

1877.

A few instances will suffice to show that

legitimate trade not only becomes greatly

restricted by a tariff like that of the United

States, but that it practically prevents the

importation of articles which misrht form a

very important item in international commerce.

Buntings are subject to a 120 to 130 per cent,

-duty. Dress goods weighing more than four

ounces per square yard pay 50 cents per lb.

and 35 per cent, ad valorem, and thus some of

our most useful articles of that class are vir

tually prohibited by a duty of from 100 to 130

per cent. Cloths, except the finest, are ex

cluded by a duty of 50 cents per lb. and 35

per cent, ad valorem.

Examples are given in the appendix showing

that whue a common article is taxed 131 per

cent, a similar fine one pays only 47 per cent.,

and in another instance 82 and 223 per cent,

respectively are imposed upon apparently less

dissimilar tissues.

I beg, therefore, respectfully to submit that

the statistics sent to your Lordship by her

Majesty's Minister at Washington do not

refute the argument that the woollen tissues

of France, consisting mostly of fine and costly

tissues, pay lower duties than ours, and that

the specific rate, acting as a differential duty,

renders the principal productions of our looms

so costly that their sale has completely ceased.

THE MANUFACTURE OF RUGS.

ABOUT the beginning of this century, car

pets were manufactured in this country

by what is termed as the old draw-looms;

these looms necessitated a boy helper, who,

as the weaver threw the shuttle, haa to draw

the pattern, having a handle for every lash or

cord of the design, to which were tied the

various threads to be raised. About the year

1811 the "Barrel machine" was introduced,

which resembled the barrel of a hand organ.

The patterns or designs which could be

executed with these machines were, as in the

draw-looms, very limited; they were expen

sive and also very cumbersome.

About the year 1825, the Jacquard loom

was introduced into Scotland for carpet-

weaving. About this time an improved carpet

was produced, which, from its extra construc

tion, was then, and is now, called " three ply."

We know of no specific manufacture of this

country that has remained so stationary during

these times of improvement as that of Scotch

carpets and rugs. Though the work of weaving

carpets by hand-looms is both laborious and

tedious, steam power in the manufacture of

Scotch carpets, with but few exceptions, is not

generally adopted. In America, power-looms

are as general as hand-looms in this country;

and our transatlantic cousins manufacture this

class of carpet chiefly by steam power, though

our provincial carpet manufacturers justly

claim supremacy of production by the hand-

loom. The works of Mr. John S. Smith, of

Thistle-street, Glasgow, are noted throughout

Scotland for supremacy of what is known as

" finger rugs" and " Scotch carpets." One of

the correspondents of the Mercantile World,

hearing of such reputation, recently inspected

these works, and a brief outline of the industry,

as there carried on, and as described by him,

cannot fail to be interestingto our readers.

The " finger " and the "Brussels " rugs are

the oldest in the market, and the finger rug,

which is made on a much heavier back than

the Brussels or other rugs of more recent in

troduction, still rets ins its standing and

character as being unsurpassed for durability

and comfort.

The finger rug takes its name from the fact

that all the deep pile of velvety wool in front

is fingered in by the weaver, the shuttle only

being used in weaving the back of the rug.

We first visited the yarn ware-room, says

the correspondent, where a large stock of

yarns of superior quality are stored: this

is the raw material of the carpet weaver.

The yarn is first dyed and dried in the

stove which is constructed above the two

boilers, gaining a beat of 140 deg., and from

the stove it is conveyed to the making-up

room, and then banded into the dried yarn

warehouse : here we see a large and varied

assortment of yarns, classified in all the

colours and shades of the rainbow. The clerks

in charge of this department have a more im

portant duty than mpi-^lv srivinjr nut the yarn

to the workpeople. Here we notice innumer

able pieces of carpet of different patterns and

qualities from which the clerks match the

various shades and colours, and select and

count the yarn threads for constructing

rugs to match the carpet patterns, which

have been sent in by customers. Draw

ing the patterns from the sample pieces

of carpet on to checked paper is also part of

their duty. In this wareroom is what is known

in the trade as a piano machine, which punches

the pattern on to cards for the weaving. Fol

lowing the yarn, we next look into the warp-

ing-rooms, where women are engaged warping

or winding the yarns on large bobbins, which

are fixed on " banks," &c. In one winding-

room, women are engaged selecting and assort

ing the various coloured yarns, ready for the

weaving of rugs ; this is done by placing the

bobbins on what is called a " jack," and mixing

the varied colours of yarn through ram's-

horn guides, and winding it into clews. These

we next find in the weaving shops; their

coloured strands, six or eight together, pass

through holes in a board elevated to the right

hand of the weaver, whilst his pattern is

before him painted on a check paper. Each

check or line on the paper represents a tuft to

be fingered in by the weaver. After fingering

in a row of tufts he weaves the back, which is

of linen and jute, with the shuttle, and then cuts

the woollen tufts level with scissors, leaving

them about one inch long. This is called

" tufting."

The rug, thus so far completed by the

weaver, is passed into the finishing room,

where it is first ripped ; the ripping is the

cutting of the double loops left by the weaver,

and it is next put through the clipping

machine. The clipping machines consist chiefly

of a number of serpentine knives, adjusted on

a revolving roller, which pass in an oblique

position a stationary knife similar to a lawn-

mower, and we believe the idea of constructing

a lawn-mower on this principle was first taken

from a clipping machine. After the rugs have

passed several times through these machines

they are finished, presenting a beautiful level,

velvet appearance. Adelaide rugs and mats are

made also of woollen yarns, arranged to

resemble fringe, and after being woven in with

the jute back, are combed back ; hemming,

binding, and trimming are the only finishing

processes required.

The Scotch carpets, for which this firm are

noted, are made of strong two and three-fold

worsted warps andheavv woollen wefts. The

yarns are dyed in the hank, and arranged to

suit the pattern or design, and are formed of

either two or three plies of plain cloth. The

yarn for the warps after being dyed, is wound

on bobbins, and warped on a vertical frame

something after the nature of a check, only

the colours are not so evenly distributed, being

arranged in broader or narrower stripes to suit

the design intended to be worked. The warp

is then rolled on a beam which is fitted in to

the loom, the warp threads are then passed

through the eyes of the harness threads, there

being one thread of the harness for each thread

of the web, so that each thread can be raised

as required. The pattern to be worked is

first drawn on checked paper, having line3

on it to represent each thread of the warp

and weft ; from this design the cards are

cut which work the pattern in the loom.

This is done with a piano machine, worked

with the hands and feet, the card having a

hole stamped in it for every warp thread of the

pattern required to rise, and the ground threads

being left uncut. These cards—one for each

cord of the design—are laced together and

Elaced in the loom, and revolve on a square

orizontal cylinder, which is perforated with

holes the same as the card would be, if it were

stamped with holes throughout its entire

length, and the round holes in the cylinder

and card exactly correspond. In parallel lines

with the holes of the card are the needles of

the Jacquard machine, which fit exactly into

the holes of the card, having a play of five-

eighths of an inch. Each of these needles

has two eyes (one for each ply of cloth),

through which pass down the harness threads

which left the warns. Below the needles in

tlip machine are what are called t'<e " comb

boards." The holes in this comb board are

large enough to allow the harness threads,

which are knotted just above it, to pass when

not wanted to rise. When the weaver treads

his foot, the cylinder with the cards upon it

is drawn out and turned ; as the foot is

raised, the cylinder presses in upon

the needles, and wherever there are no

holes cut in the card the needles are

pushed in, and the harness threads are carried

into the saw carf, and the comb board rising,

catches the knotted harness, thus the proper

threads are lifted to form the pattern. When

only two colours are used, the pattern is

always clear and distinct, and the two shuttles

follow each other in regular succession. When,

more than two colours are used, the shuttles

have to be changed, and the colours shaded

after the nature of the rainbow, and the fabric

is always more or less striped or barred, but,

when skilfully done, this gives a very pretty

effect.

The firm do a large trade in bed covers, and

their warehouse contains many splendid speci

mens of this branch of their industry. The

name of John S. Smith, from the superiority

of the manufactures turned out, has become

a household word throughout the country,

and the public confidence so long enjoyed is

thoroughly deserved. Besides the factory in

Glasgow, the enterprising proprietor has also

works at Kirkintilloch, where the products

are turned out in the same first-class style as

we observed at the Glasgow works.

Short Time in the Lancashire Cotton

Trade.—There seems to be a general move

ment in Lancashire towards curtailing produc

tion, and in most of the imoortant mannfao'nrintr

towns short time has alreadv hoen nrinnted by

many of the largest firms. In the Oldham dis-

triot about a dozen large firms have either,

stopped altogether or will stop in a few days ;

in two others only half the machinery is em

ployed, and six mills are working four days a

week. In the Middleton district 45,000 spindles

are stopped and over 200 persons out of employ

ment. Nearly all the inhabitants of a village

called Biroh, neir Oldham, have been thrown

out of work by the stoppage of Joynson's mill,

and the Vioar (the Rev. W. Kendal) has

organised a soheme for their relief. At Middle-

ton Junction 60,000 spindles are stopped, and

nearly 300,000 are on half-time. At Blackburn

several large manufactories are altogether un

employed, and from Preston the report oomes

tbat one-fourth of the looms—that is, about

8,000 out of 32,000—and about an equal propor

tion of the Bpindles (450,000 oat of about

2,000,000) are stopped, while many others are

only working short time.
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FURNITURE TEADE IMPORTS DURING JUNE AND THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OP 1879.

Month
ended 30th June,

QUANTITIES.

Six Months
ended 30th Jane.

Month
ended 30th Jnne.

VALUE.

Biz Month,
ended 90th June.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

56,462

137,807

57,590

48,122

301,127

63,918

271,362

1,055,577

330,213

179,55 1

731,629

393,851

.£26,478 £20,552

43,945

40,958

4125,691

161,761

240,987

467,697

108,688

249,457

Hides—

25,163

42,086

Not tanned, carried, Ac.—Dry Cwts.

h »> Wet „

31,209

100,648

3,924,647

7,810

56,702

36,701

2,285,511

6,612

309,581

315,020

28,871,958

42,568

326,723

132,317

19,049,736

35,859

98,266

283,167

220,516

153,190

96,163

970,443

888,817

1,638,999

112,524

969,358

338,506

1,137,138

81,880Plate-Glass, silvered or not ... Cwts.

Silk Broad Stuffs, imported from—

22,742

145,636

14,132

440,268

177,766

532,906

159,594

2,840,762

1,066,018

3,143,871

1,041,145

Wood and Timbkb :—

Hewn, imported from—

4618,034 4692,500 43,906,780 44,185,016

1,015 4,235 16,808 17,478 8,207 31,560 136,054 136,938

70,973

45,396

19,760

30.508

43,418

18,549

31,930

29,299

2,327

33,991

91,783

239,428

91.H00

33,346

283, HO

29,438

201,074

76,651

10,392

209,082

138,413

83,017

60,018

114,672

315,446

87,836

42,266

78,624

6,819

56,578

187,286

399,267

279,120

125.92J

708,331

61,024

271,789

211,617

30,560

473,654

Total 210,055 116,096 689,717 526,637 4511,565 4222,123 41,699,925 41,048,674

Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

110,226

224,574

93,886

40,037

49,762

87,590

76,595

27,376

178,217

576,104

138,258

195,760

71,301

811,318

133,732

121,753

249,029

521,181

220,431

121,233

96,169

189,002

162,920

426,839

1,404,970

337,537

625,752

136,926

670,017

287,568

365,57875,885

Total 468,723 841,323 1,088,339 638,104 41,111,874 4523,976 42,795,098 41,460,089

26,390,9i;0

1,079,103

33,946,009

970,930

271,457,790

5,339,019

298,979,678

5,282,897

1,439,242

127,855

1,914,142

118,374

15,867,148

639,177

17,456,788

647,114Woollen Yabn for Weaving „

TABLE OF CAEPETS AND OTHEB FURNISHING MATERIALS EXPORTED DURING JUNE AND

THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1879.

s

QUANTITIES. VALUE.

Month
ended 30th June.

Six Months
ended 30th Jane.

Month
ended 30th Jane.

Six Months
ended 30ih Jane.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

534,700

530,100

315.700

345,100

3,020 000

3,156,200

2,462,800

2,842,700
| 449,800 428,150 4300,706 4230,636

34,900

10,400

51,900

1,800

16,500

1,000

58,800

139,800

121,300

41,600

24,300

65,500

3,700

21,800

12,900

24,400

107,800

123,000

113,900

240,100

349,900

8,000

235.400

88,100

604,700

745,800

615,800

170,600

314,600

336,100

6,400

103,800

55,300

506,800

545,100

791,100

45,255

1,497

6,956

242

2,194

270

7,148

17,361

14,140

46,637

3,124

6,671

441

2,974

1,584

2,834

13,006

13,409

419,139

33,705

40,001

427,151

41,402

36,334

760

13,660

6,490

55,998

65,114

94,197

1,058

34,348

5,817

73,221

90,328

77,983

436,400

666,900

425,000

681,500

2,951,700

4,502,700

2,829,800

4,370,400
| 455,063 450,680 4375,633 4311,406

44,104

7,017

43,523

6,738

8,821

11,665

19,979

41,763

43,098

7,462

42,466

10,794

5,731

4,200

15,645

40,039

421,663

46,053

418,177

39,264

279,616

61,33".

40,975

54,114

90,102

310,023

57,405

30,355

43,807

123,324

235,729 226,296

4143,613 4129,435 4829.587 4848,651

13,069

84,007

17,920

113,739

67,625

439,484

95,486

717,184

4268,480

71,588

96,334

8,130

94,428

4231,912

98,040

114,662

9,532

81,743

41,594,820

617,933

510,351

42,281

600,193

41,460,822

672,919

677,689

60,456

543,949

47,473 76,268

16,440

15,517

289,733

104,316

190,443

478,283

525,186

80,296

|474,887

175,060

120,074

212,860

484,840

110,734

411,200

1,850

1,765

7,433

15,809

2,147

419,351

2,255

2,988

778

18,782

1,734

408,320

18,576

31,898

65,542

91,824

14,366

4116,508

28,094

25,216

33,631

82,588

20,440

10,397

12,717

49,570

84,062

4,540

123,555

13,ii3L 9,773

217,450 246,093 1,668,257 1,578,455 440,204 445,888 4290,526 4306,477

BLANKKT8 AND BLANKETINO... ^f"^"

Carpets, not BErNa Buas, exported to—

Germany yards

Holland

Franoe ,

Spain and Canaries „

United States

Chili

British North America

Other Countries. ,

Total yards

„ lb

Eabthen & China Ware, exported to—

Germany

France

United States

Brazil

British North America

British India

Australia

Other Countries

Total

Hardware and Cutlery

LACE AND PATBNT NET

ItEATHBB, Unmanufactured Cwts.

Looking Glasses, framed or not...sq. ft.

Painters' Colours and Materials

Silk Broad Stuffs, exported to—

France yards

United States

British North

British India

Australia

Other Countries

»

ii

Total yards..
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOE BEDROOM

FURNITURE.

"VTEXT to the bedstead, the washing-stand

' and toilet-table form the chief items of

furniture in a bedroom, and by reason of this

prominence they may be said to give character

and tone to such an apartment. The two

specimens which we illustrate possess several

pleasing features not always met with in such

articles. Unlike many modern examples the

washing-stand affords plenty of space for jugs

and basins, and the smaller items used in con

nection with washing. The tiles at the back

are in every respect to be preferred to any

other expedient for keeping the wall free from

splashes, and they help not a little to enhanco

the effect of the whole. Both the toilet-table

and the washing-stand have ample cupboard

and drawer room, for which there seems

always a special demand in sleeping apart

ments.

MODERN GAS-FITTINGS.

In our issue for March 22 we mentioned that

Messrs. John Ilardman & Co., of London and

Birmingham, had supplied the ornamental

metal work and gas-fittings for the recently

completed new Reform Club at Liverpool

We illustrate this week one of the chandeliers

and two of the gas-brackets as fixed in that

building ; they have been designed by C.

Kirby, Esq., architect. The manufacturers

enjoy so good and well deserved a reputation

in connection with the production of decorative

metal and gloss work, that it is needless for

us to add a word of commendation as to the

way in which the contiact in question has

been carried out.

INDIAN SILKS.*

(Continued from paje 395, vol zi.)

THE diameter, from edge to edge, of a

single flat fibre of Tusser silk from the

outer part of the cocoon, averages 7{T part of

an inch, and from deeper in the substance of

the cocoon Tx5 °f an inch, but the external

fibres are much more variable than the internal.

The thickness from side to side is of nn

inch. The outside fibres are capable of sup

porting, without breaking, an average weight

of seven drams, and the inner eight dram.-',

whilst the usual amount of tension in all

the fibres is one inch to the foot. The fibres,

like all other silk fibres, are laid in the

cocoon by the silkworm in pairs, united

by their edges, and not by their flat surfaces.

All the Saiurniida fibres I have examined

are more or less fibrous and flat, except

the English species Satumia carptni, or

Emperor moth, which, in North Staffordshire,

spins a beautiful cocoon in tbe heather of our

moorlands.

It is a fallacy, held by some entomologists,

that the worm twists the two threads together

as it forms them at the orifice of its spinnarets,

in all species, both Bombycida and Saturniidtc.

The two threads are simply laid side by side.

It would be impossible to twist the two

threads without the worm itself revolving con

tinuously with the emission of the silk, or for

it to have spinning wheels at the secreting

orifice. I propose, therefore, to change the

word spinnaret, which conveys an inaccurate

impression, and substitute for it seripositor.

Leaving now the more beaten track of the

natural history side of the question, I come to

speak of its merchantable and art side.

Finding, many years ago, that Tusser sill.

* Condensed from a lecture delivered by Mr. Thorn
Wardle, F.C.S., F.G.S., before the Society of Alt!.

opposed a resistance in no ordinary degree to I

tinctorial matter, I took an interest in the

subject with a view of overcoming this resist-

ance. In its small affinity, ordinarily speaking,

for colouring matter, it ranks with the vege

table fibres of cotton and flax, and whilst, in

many processes, it would come out scarcely

tinted, the mulberry-bred silk would be found

to have seized the colour with avidity. It,

however, takes the aniline dyes, under certain

conditions, moderately well. At that time,

and for some years previously, little Tusser

silk had passed through the dye-houses. About

forty years ago an attempt was made to intro

duce it in Macclesfield for black sewing silk, but,

on account of its irregular way of taking the

dye, it was abandoned. Mr. David Clarke, of

Macclesfield, and his father, Mr. Jeremiah

Clarke, were, at that time, much interested in

bringing it to the front; but, as Mr. D. Clarke

informs me, the second parcel not coming from

the dyer in a saleable state, a costly trial took

place at C hester to determine whether the blame

lay with the dyer or the silk. I believe it was

decided in favour of the manufacturer, and

against the dyer, who, unfortunately for him,

had succeeded in dyeing the sample parcel

successfully. However, the result was that little

or no Tusser silk has been used for sewing

purposes from that day to this. About twelve

years ago I made many experiments in dyeing

this silk, and had the satisfaction of seeing my

way to further utilisation and improvement.

In 1873, the firm of which I am senior part

ner, exhibited, at the International Exhibition

at South Kensington, the result of progress up

to that time, in a series of black and colourt d

silks, which were in advance of any similar

effort, either English or Continental, so far as

my observations or 1 nowledge extended, and

they attracted a gocd deal of attention and led

to a further utilisation of Tusser silk, then a

drag in the market, except in the undyed and

pleasing shade natural to it, wLich is fawn

col nr.

The development up to that time had been

that this silk could be dyed into any midrlle or

dark shade of drab, slate, brown, green, violet,

or dark red, whilst, to pale shades of blues,

pinks, cerise, scarlet, and others, the dark

natural ground colour of the silk interposed an

insuperable barrier, as sulphur, or any then

known bleaching agent, could not reduce the

silk to a whiter state. The desideratum of

pale shades led our quick French neighbours

to study the composition of the brown colour

ing matter, and to find a solvent for it. The

credit of this achievement must be awarded to

M. Tessi6 du Motay, who was led to try per

manganate of potash, which was at that time

attracting much attention on account of its

great oxidising power on organic matter. He

found the browny colorant yielded to this

agent. Unfortunately, the oxidising action

being too violent, the fibre of the silk as well

as its coloration was affected, and the silk was

tendered by the time it became white enough

for dyeing pale colours, so much as to render

it useless. However, a secret had been

discovered, and it was this, that oxygen under

certain combining conditions, united with

the colouring matter, which then became

separated from the silk. Tbe object now

was to apply the oxygen under gentler con

ditions. This M. Tessie du Motay again suc

ceeded in doing, and in a very ingenious way.

He brought into contact with the silk an in

soluble body, which, on contnct, should yield

up an atom of oxygen in tbe nascent form

which should gently unite with the fawn-

coloured matter of the silk without attacking

the fibre. This, although a rough method,

solved the difficulty. The substance he found to

comply with the required condition is binoxide

of barium. Unfortunately, the process is too

expensive, and prevents an extensive utilisation

of Tusser silk, but there is a probability of the

principle being shortly applied by other

methods, which will be at the same timr

cheaper and more within the legitimate sphere

of dyehouse technical operation than that of

M. Tessie' du Motay, I mean, whereby the

nascent oxygen shall be presented to the silk

in the vat from a solution, instead of from a

solid, as at present.

In 1874 I had the honour to receive a com

munication from Sir Louis Mallet, Under

Secretary of State for India, asking me to

communicate, " for the information of the

Government of India, any details I might be

in a position to furnish on the subject of dye

ing the wild silk produced by the Tufiser

worm."

On my report being received I was re

quested to make a full investigation of the

subject, which divided itself naturally into

two heads, a consideration of the silk and of

tinctorial matters. For the first I found the

raw silk as it comes into this country to be

prepared by the natives of India and China in

such a rude and filthy state as to interpose

unnecessary obstacles to its taking the dyes.

I felt sure that cleaner and more skilful

methods of reeling and preparing the silk for

the market would be accompanied by less

resistance to tinctorial matter, as well as fur

nishing a greatly improved quality. At my

request orders were issued for the collection

in the different provinces of India of a com-

I plete assortment of native dye-stuffs as well

as a supply of Tusser silk.

In recommending the Government of India

to have the natives taught the dyeing of their

wild silks with dyestuffs indigenous to India,

I had two motives, one to prevent the native

art of India being tampered with by the in

troduction of European fugitive dyes and crude

colours, and another that they could be made

to utilise, what their country has ever been so

rich in, the remarkable variety of native-grown

dyestuffs which in other than wild silk fabrics,

they have known probably for thousands of

years so well how to use. To take dyestuffs

to India must surely be carrying coals to New

castle. I have since received an extensive and

most interesting series of India dyestuffs and

tanning materials, which I have at present

under examination. I also received a quantity

of Tusser cocoons, and, not being able to have

them reeled in England, I was authorised to

go to Italy to see if I could have them reeled

there, and so effect my hope for improvement

in tbe manufacture. By the introduction of a

friend, I obtained permission to visit one of the

filatures in Piedmont, that of Messrs. Gaddum

& Co. On arriving there I found an extensive

mulberry silk reeling and throwing establish

ment, situated in a most beautiful valley, in

one of the southern spurs of the Alps, about

three hours' journey north of Turin.

On explaining my mission, and showing the

wild cocoons, I was told there was not much

chance of success, for they had several times-

tried them, and had found them difficult to

soften, and impracticable to work ; but knowing

too well how natural is the tendency of man

kind, in any new idea, to suggest objections

rather than the means, I asked for permission

to be allowed to try myself. The permission

being generously granted, and every assist

ance kindly afforded me, I was taken to

the reeling room, where about 100 young-

women were at work, with well-trained

fingers, reeling the small Piedmont cocoons

of Bombyx mori. The operation was interest

ing in the extreme, heightened as it was by

their strange singing of old French songs, in a.

dialect not even understood by the Italians, a

strange and all but forgotten tongue, which

has to be learned by the mill-overlookers,

before they can communicate their instructions

to them. I was told these girls were tbe

descendants of Huguenot refugees, escaped

probably from Provence to the Italian side of

the Alps, at the Revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, and that they still retained their patois

and their folk lore. They work hard for tha

few months of cocoon reeling, from five in the

morning until eight at night, for a franc a day ;

after work dancing and singing for the hour,

before bed time, in the most joyous way.

Apartments are provided for them at tbe fac

tory, and when the reeling season is over,

they separate and return to their Alpine

villages, to wait for the next season's work.

The operation of unwinding silk from the

cocoon is as follows :—A number of cocoons

are immersed in an iron pan, in water, nearly

boiling, with a little alkali to soften them. A

semi-rotating brush is placed over them, which
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quickly catches the exterior fibres of each

cocoon, and the more readily enables the

reeler to find the windable thread. They are

then taken out and transferred to the reeler,

who sits leaning over an iron pan of about

12 inches in diameter, in which she has a few

cocoons in hot water, the found ends of several

being in one hand. Four or six cocoons, as the

case maybe, are being simultaneously reeled into

a single thread by the reel at her back which

draws off over her head the cocoon thread*, they

dancing and turning in the water. When a

thread breaks, or the cocoon is reeled, another

is quickly presented from the lot in the other

hand, the manipulation being one of great

dexterity. Several years are required to

attain proficiency, and it is not until the fifth

to the seventh year that a reeler is entrusted

•with the most delicate reeling ; the keeping of

the size of the thread regular and free from

rough places being the most important care.

It is this branch of the manufacture that

in Tusser silk is so defectively treated in India,

the reeling being done in some instances round

the naked knee-cap, but generally with this

hand reel.

I took some of my wild cocoons, and, with

much difficulty and patience, after several

trials, succeeded in softening them by the aid

of long-continued boiling in water, to which

was added soap, potash, and glycerine. When

soft enough, one of the most skilled girls was

told off to reel them for me, and, after ridding

the cocoons of the outer and coarser threads ,

she reeled the thread of four cocoons into one,

almost without a break, much to her own de

light, and to the surprise of my friends and

myself.

The next day, the resulting Tusser raw silk

was taken to the throwing-mill, and there

made into Organzine and Tram, of such fine

ness as to surprise my friends, who said that

they had no idea that Tusser silk could be

made so fine, and that they should think seri

ously about sending a person to India to collect

Tus«er cocoons, that their workpeople might

■wir.d them after their mulberry crop had been

finished.

The usual size—that is, thickness—of thread

of Tusser raw silk of commerce is 162 to 265

deniers—that is, skeins of 1,000 yards long,

weighing 9 to 15 drams. From some of the

finer raw silk a size of 6 to 7 drams is ob

tained, but it is generally coarser. From the

cocoons, the reeling of which I superintended,

I obtained a size of 51 deniers, or three

drams, per 1,000 yards. Fourteen pounds and

a half of cocoons yielded one pound of raw

silk.

(To 6a continued.)

Suffice it to say that upholsterers and fur

nishing houses will find that their wants

have been specially catered for by Messrs.

Harding, and the catalogue under notice

serves the purpose of a handy reference-book

to all connected with the manufacture of furni

ture and furnishing ironmongery. A compre

hensive index is appended, and affords a ready

clue to the varied contents of this well-

digested and strongly-bound volume.

MISCELLANEOUS TIN AND JAPAN

WARE.

ANEW catalogue has recently been issued

by Messrs. G. Harding & Sons, of

White-street, Borough, in which are set forth

considerably over a thousand different items,

many of which are in daily requisition by

cabinet-makers', upholsterers, carpet-planners,

and more especially furnishing houses.

The endless variety of articles kept in stock

by wholesale hardware firms, like the one

in question, is well illustrated by even the

most cursory glance through the 180 pages of

which this price-list consists. Baths, japanned

toilet - ware, candlesticks, cash-boxes, coal-

scoops and vases, lamps, tea-kettbs, and pots,

japanned washstands, and water-pots are only

a few out of a long list of similar articles,

forming the first portion of the catalogue.

After this comes an extended enumeration

of iron ware and garden tools. Under

the head of " Sundries " are classified

the thousand and one large and small

items of which the cabinet-maker stands

continually in need. Particulars as to size,

quality, and price are given concerning bed-

hooks and eyes, bedkeys, blind requisites of

every kind, brackets, brads, chandelier chains,

chair-nails, curtain-hooks and rings, drawer-

knobs, fenders, fire-guards, hinges, hat and

coat-hooks, screws, tools of every variety, and

a host of other articles of a similar kind.

Cormpnbtntf.

It it distinctly to be borne in mind that we do not by insert

ing letter* convey any opinionfavourable to their content*.
We open our columns to all, without leaning to any ; and

thue tuppty a channel for the publication of opinion* of
all thade*.

No notice whatever will be taken ofanonymou* communica
tion*. The Name and Addre** of the writer are required,
not neeeuarUy for publication, but a$ a guarantee of
genuine neat.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communication*.

THE FURNITURE TRADE AND CO

OPERATIVE TRADING.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—In your notes of my evidence on

co-operative societies I am made to say that

they exercise " a beneficent influence on

manufactures." This is palpably incorrect, as

shown by the context. I said that should the

distribution of art manufactures fall mainly

into the hands of co-operative stores, it would

be extremely prejudicial to art, for co-opera

tive stores would naturally seek to supply

their customers ,from the smallest choice of

patterns, because to them this would be the

most economical basis. To illustrate this :

they buy a far greater number of vases or

clocks of one pattern than the trade would

do. The maker patronised finds himself with

a spasmodic accession of trade not due to his

superior merit, but often the reverse, and

other makers suffer in proportion. This I can

substantiate from my own knowledge. I

further stated that, in future Exhibitions

England would, so far as art manufactures are

concerned, be very inadequately represented

if the representation were left to co-operative

societies and to the manufacturers who supply

them, and that distribution through this

channel would be extremely prejudicial to

schools of design. In reply to Mr. Mundella

I expressed my belief that manufacturers

were indebted to a very large extent for sug

gestions and for motives of design to trades

men, who personally meet their customers,

and have constant opportunities of feeling the

taste—if I may use the expression—of the

public, and that even mechanical inventions

other than those directed to improving pro

cesses of manufacture are mostly due to

tradesmen and friends whom they consult.

Many of us devote our time to working out

suggestions that occur in course of or result

from conversation, and I could give striking

instances of this in our trade, but refrain from

intruding further upon your space.

Trusting you will kindly correct your re

porter's error, I am, yours faithfully,

J. S. Gardner.

464, Strand, July 11, 1879.

[Our reporter evidently misunderstood Mr.

Gardner's remark on this particular point, and

we willingly afford that gentleman an oppor

tunity of correcting this error. Mr. Gardner's

observations on the blighting influence of co

operation upon the development of our art-

industries, arecertainly the most cogent as well

as damaging arguments against co-operative

stores that have yet been advanced. And it

will tax all the energies and argumentative

powers of the advocates of the system to

gainsay this matter-of-fact statement of a

gentleman whose opinions are not based upon

hearsay evidence such as that adduced by

some of the other witnesses, but upon many

years' practical experience.—Ed. F. <?.]

Cabinet-maker, but in reality it is taken, word

for word, from my book " The London Cabinet

maker's Guide." The worthy editor of your

contemporary, as soon as my book was pub

lished, procured a copy, and proceeded at

once to reproduce the whole in weekly instal

ments, without permission or acknowledg

ment. These articles were again reproduced

in the English Practical Magazine and other

periodicals, and duly credited as from the

American Cabinet-maker, and thus a double

injury was done.

My work on practical French polishing and

enamelling has also shared the same fate.—I

am, Sir, yours, &c, R. Bitmead.

12, Argyle-street, Argyle-square, W.C.,

July 12, 1879.

[We are pleased to be able to afford Mr.

Bitmead an opportunity of pointing out the

serious injury done to him by the practice to

which he draws attention. This pirating of

English copyright works by American journals,

without a word of acknowledgment, is, we

regret to say, greatly on the increase, and tends

to bring the transatlantic press more and more

into ill-repute. Remonstrances seem to be of

little avail in stemming the evil, and nothing

6hort of an international copyright treaty

is likely to cure American journalists and

publishers of their piratical propensities.—

Ed. F. (?.]

PREPARING VENEERS.

Sir,—In your issue of the 12th inst. there

is an article on " Preparing Veneers," pur

porting to be extracted from the American

febe Reports.

[From Odb Own Special Correspondents.]

Tiie London Furniture Wood Market.

—The demand for Maliogany is quiet, as indi

cated by the small attendance at recent auc

tions, when only portions of the cargoes offered

could be disposed of. Better class Honduras

logs of large sizes are sought after, but for the

medium-sized wood there is not such good

competition. The cargoes of Tabasco brought

upon the market were only partially sold, with

out change in prices. Minatitlan wood is very

light in stock, and, although the cargoes sub

mitted were not fully cleared, prices continue

steady. Messrs. Churchill & aim report that

St. Domingo is much wanted, and would

sell well, especially sizeable, sound logs and

veneer wood ; short, sound, well-grown Curls

are very scarce and command full prices. Cuba

is inquired for, the stock is very limited and

supplies are needed. Sizeable, sound logs and

finely-figured wood would realise a full price.

The arrivals during the post month have been

1,630 logs Honduras, 291 logs Mexican, 111

logs and curls St. Domingo, and 31 logs Cuba.

The sales reported have been 499 logs Hondu

ras, 559 logs Tabasco and Mexican, and 138

logs and curls St. Domingo. The landed stocks

30th ultimo were 2,538 logs Honduras, 2,850

logs Tabasco and Mexican, 526 logs St.

Domingo, and 178 logs Cuba. The demand

for Cedar is less active, but the small parcels

from Honduras and Mexico now offering sell

without difficulty at current rates. Surinam

wood is not so saleable. The stock of pencil

wood, viz., 1,210 logs, remains intact. The

arrivals have been 185 logs Honduras, and 45

planks Punta Arenas. The sales have been

31 logs Honduras and Mexican, and 17 logs

Surinam. The landed stock is 815 logs Surinam,

&c. Of Italian Walnut IVood there are no sales

to report, and the already large stock has been

increased by further arrivals. Burrs.—Some of

the recent imports have been sold, but old stock

is neglected. Only first quality, fresh cut

pieces should be shipped. Of Black Sea 269

logs have arrived direct from Poti, and a por

tion has been sold satisfactorily. American

Black is rather quiet, and the imports aie large.

The arrivals have been 2,474 planks Italian, 74

Burrs, and 722 logs American Black. The

sales have been 56 Burrs and 101 logs American

Black. The landed stock is 26,200 planks

Italian, 318 Burrs, and 432 logs American Black.

All descriptions of Fosewood are wanted ; dark-

coloured, large sized veneer planks, and mini

mum priced wood for turnery purposes, are

specially inquired for. The arrivals have been

159 planks rid Havre, and 45 tons from Belize.
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The stock is 425 planks Rio, and 166 planks

Bahia. The stock of Tulip and Zebra Wood is

small, but there is no inquiry. Satin Wood is

in good demand, all sizes and qualities sell well,

large-sized logs and finely-figured wood would

command high prices. The arrivals have been

204 logs St. Domingo vid New York, &c, and

25 tons Bahama ; and the sales 88 logs Do

minica, &c.,and 6 tons Bahama. Finely-figured

logs of Maple, fresh and white, are much

wanted, but plain, brown wood is almost un

saleable. The arrivals have been 37 logs, and

the sales 52 logs. Ebony is without change,

the chief inquiry being for large-sized, sound

Ceylon wood, which is scarce. 119 pieces have

arrived from Mauritius, and the sales reported

consist of 30 tons Ceylon, 2 tons Mauritius, and

•5 tons Madagascar. The stock of Corns Wood

is low, but only prime, sound wood of large

diameter is wanted. A shipment of the best,

round, sound City Lignum Vita would sell

well, but the stock of inferior qualities is suf-

iicient. The stock of Boxicood is light, but

the principal inquiry is for the best sorts, which

would sell well. Laneewood Spars, fresh size

able, and well-grown, are much wanted, and

sell readily at good prices. The arrivals have

been 423 pieces from Jamaica, &c, and the

sales 215 pieces from Puerto Plato, &c. The

deliveries of East Indian Teak for exportation

have been large, and the stock is reduced by

1,700 load*. Now that t'>e quantity afloat is

so small, higher prices may be anticipated.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The situation here has not changed since last
week, and the demand for carpets is small, settlement. There can be no question that if

Manufacturers have difficulty in getting de- tne Board of Arbitration of past years had

livery instructions for the orders already survived to the present day we should hove

' ' 1 ' -- Winn annrpd this Innir-nrntraeted strike, which

point with manufacturers, but apart from this, | The London Wool Trade.—Supplies of
every branch of industry carried on in this 1 - - 1 - * 1 f

district, with the exception of the carpet trade,

is in a fairly flourishing condition, more espe

cially when due regard is had to the untoward

influences of weather, &c. Prices of wool are

somewhat irregular, and business is conse

quently restricted to pressing requirements.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

With winter weather in the middle of July,

it could hardly be expected that there should

be anything like an active demand for cur

tains. But while the home trade con

tinues thus extremely sluggish, there are

some fair orders for curtains now in hand for

colonial and foreign markets. These being

mostly for future delivery, help manufacturers

to tide over an otherwise extremely dull

season. In window-blinds and antimacassars

there is comparatively little fluctuation all

the year round, and the present demand for

both descriptions of goods is quite up to the

average. The wet season has necessarily told

upon the lace trade, which continues very

quiet in all its branches. For lace yarns the

demand is dull, as manufacturers only buy

for present requirements, which are small:

quotations have undergone no change this

week. In the silk branch business remains in

much the same condition as of late. Chan-

tilly and blonde laces meet with but little

attention, and the inquiry for Spanish shawls

is flat. The demand for ordinary silk Bretonne

laces has fallen off. The strike in the plain

net branch shows no symptom of an early

English wool are not coming forward freely,

but they are fully adequate to the demand,

which is atdll of a very contracted character.

There is not much change in prices, but the

tendency is downward. In the colonial wool

trade the more prominent feature is a demand

on German account, which gives a moderate

degree of steadiness to the market. Prices

current of English wool :—Fleeces : South

down hoggets, lOd. to Is. ; half-bred ditto,

lOd. to ll^d. ; Kent fleeces, lOd. to lO^d. ;

Southdown ewes and wethers, lOd. to Is.;

Leicester ditto, 9Jd. to 10£d. Sorts : Clothing,

lid. to Is. 2|d.; combing, lid. to Is. 3£d.

The imports of wool into London last week

comprised 12,114 bales from Sydney, 728

Adelaide, 1,890 Melbourne, 822 Launceston,

1,341 Dunedin, 572 Natal, 49 Busreh, 8 bales,

21 bags Jamaica, and 195 bales from the

Continent.

Jmriwra Jfrotow dfopris

For the Week ending Saturday; the 12th inst.

placed, as upholsterers say they have had no

summer trade, and so do not want to increase

their stocks. It is not certain that the sale of

looms and machinery at Waterside Mills, ad

vertised for the 20th inst., will take place as

between the time of writing this and its publi

cation, a motion is to be heard before the

County Court Judge by the Stourbridge and

Kidderminster Banking Company, to restrain

the trustee from selling. Some of the Kidder

minster travellers are about starting for their

usual north journies. This journey has ever

since the Glasgow Bank failure been ex

tremely unproductive, but business is re

ported a little better in that quarter, and,

therefore, making allowance for the dull

season of the year there is a prospect of

rather more orders this time. We are now

in the midst of the flat season in carpets, yet

some few houses, principally the makers of

lest goods, keep their looms very well em

ployed, while there are other houses who are

doing scarcely anything, and one or two who

have gone on short time. The Stourport

manufacturers keep tolerably busy, and we do

not hear of any complaints from Bridgnorth.

Linen yarns have this week advanced another

\d. per lb., while cotton yarns have fallen id.

a lb. Worsted yarns are not quotable, the

demand is exceedingly small, and no legitimate

regular trade is being done. There are a great

number of job lots in the market, and where

"business ensues it is generally regulated more

by the exigencies of the spinner than by the

cost of the wool.

Tub Dewsbury Carpet Trade. — There

is a monotonous sameness in the tone of the

local carpet trade. In isolated instances manu

facturers are slightly better employed, but by

far the majority are either working short time

or have part of their machinery standing alto

gether idle. The American market is almost

altogether lost to us, and although the Aus

tralian demand has fairly expanded during the

last few years, this does in no manner com

pensate for the loss of our export trade to the

United States, which not many years ago were

our best foreign customers. In felted carpets

there is slightly more doing, and rug-makers

manage to keep their operatives fairly em

ployed. The demand for good and medium

white blankets keeps pace with the supply, and

the orders on hand, both for home and foreign

markets, are sufficient to keep all engaged in

his industry well employed. The unremune-

ativo nature of prices still continues a sore

been spared this long-protracted strike, which

is necessarily proving more disastrous to the

men than to the masters.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—Trade in the

hardware district, as elsewhere, is injuriously

affected by the backward state of the season.

Home as well as export orders have shown a

marked decline, and the cabinet brass-foundry

trade, which has hitherto continued more

brisk than any other branch, is likely to feel

the effect of the general dulness before long.

The leading firms are not likely to be so much

affected thereby as the smaller houses, since,

so far as the former are concerned, if one

branch is quiet there is likely to be increased

activity in another ; whereas the latter too

often confine themselves to one or two de

scriptions of goods ; and consequently, if the

demand for these falls off, they are almost

immediately brought to a standstill. Medium

qualities of metallic bedsteads are meeting

with some inquiry on foreign account ; the

home trade b very dull. Japanned toilet

ware and travelling-boxes are in improving

request, although the total transactions are

not equal to the ordinary season's demand.

Lamp and chandelier manufacturers report

trade as very quiet, although hopes of a

speedy revival of activity in the hardware

trade are almost universal in the Birmingham

district.

Household Linen, &c.—No improvement

whatever has taken place in the state of the

linen trade, and nearly all branches are

quieter than they have been, so that stocks

are being added to. Very few orders of late

have come to hand for plain and fancy drills.

Transactions with America are still of a very

moderate character, while for the home

markets business is quiet, merchants and

dealers buying sparingly. Still there is a fair

production of fine table damasks, broad sheet

ings, blinds, huckabacks, and towellings,

although all the looms in the Barnsley dis

trict are not kept fully going. Not much is

being done in hand-made linens, and the com

paratively few weavers by hand that are left

are by no means well employed. Taken alto

gether the trade is in anything but a satis

factory state, and reports from travellers are

not favourable as to the future. Calenderers

continue to be well employed, whilst bleachers

are also tolerably well off, both branches

receiving a good deal of work from a distance.

Not much has been done in yarns, and prices

have undergone no change.

Adelaide—Anderson & Co. £13 furniture

Good, Toms & Co. 441 yds jute carpeting, 141

yds Brussels carpeting

Hn><>, .1. C. 4 Go. £47 looking-glasses, £40

sewing miohioes, £88 eas chandeliers

Murray, D.AW. 4,00 1 yds woollen blanketing,

£25 rags

NioolsoD, W. & Co. £18 looking-glasses

Stanton, J. £12 lamps, 9 c dressed leather

Terry, J. A Go. £28 brashes, £19 horsehair

Alqoa Bat—Brister, J. A Fitch, £150 furniture,

459 yds woollen oarpets

Tilbrook, Upton & Co. £11 macl instruments

Amsterdam—General Steam Navigation Co. 5 o

leather

Robinson, A. G. Roberts A Co. 24 o leather,

107 yds woollen carpeting

Antwerp—Darling Bros. 130 o leather

Salmon, C. J. 32 yds woollen carpets

Auckland—Oonnell, J. A Co. £64 carpets

New Zealand Shipping Company, 700 sq yds

floorcloth, £60 papeihangings, £30 piano,

£156 painted glass

Shaw, Savill & Co. £70 furniture

Babbadoes—Sorutton, G. A Co. £35 ohina

Templeton, J. £114 muBioal instruments

Batavia—Kitson, J. 1,050 yds cotton quilts

Bilboa—Horwood, T. F., £12 mirrors, £12

qoilts, £27 stoves, £38 marble chimneypcs

Bombay—Forbes, Forbes A Co. 7i o leather

Fracis M D. 399 vda woollen carpets

Qrindlay A Go. £160 billiard materials

Newman, A. E. 300 yds blankets, 12 o leather,

475 yds blanketa

Boulogne—Atkins, 0. A Co. 368 yds woollen

oarpets, 18 o leather, 13 o leather

Bitot, F. A Troude, 66 o leather, 794 yds

woollen oarpets

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 o leather, £21 paper-

bangiDgs, 6 o leather, £22 varnish, £45

paper-hangings

MessBgeries Parisiennes, 98 yds woollen

carpeting

Nollen, Henry & Co. £19 paperhangings

Babn, G. & Co. £46 paperhangings, £118

paper-hangings, £69 paperhangings

Bremen—Coibiere, Son A Cc. £22 curtains, 372

yds linen damask, 3i)9 yds jute, and 385 yda

woollen oarpets

Eiohholz Bros. A Co. ISO yds felt carpets

Phillippa & Graves, 31 o tanned leather, 176

yda floorcloth, 48 o tanned leather

Brisbane—Finney, Isles A Co. £228 earp»t

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 1,412 yds oil baize

Sewell A Crowther, £71 furniture

Brussels—Kirkwood, B. A Co. 182 sq yds floor-

oloth

Buenos Ayres—Holland A. A Oo. £40 sewing,

machines

Cadiz—Grimaldi, J. A Co. £27 furniture

Other Entries, 52 sq yds floorcloth

Calcutta—Allen, Bros. A Co. 651 lb. leather,

146 yds blanketing

Coulthard A Co. £13 sand paper

Davis, W. B. £6 mannfs, \ o tanned leather

Elliot, J. £61 glassware

Hanman A Mumford, £79 paperhanging

King, H. 8. 4 Co. £46 furniture

Martin, B. A Co. 1 o leather

Mills A Milne, 970 yds woollen blanketing

Oilier Entries, £10 lamps

■
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Calcutta—Treble, J. 156 lb. leather

Wallace, J. A Co. £252 glassware

Cakterbcuy—New Zealand Shipping Company,

£25 piano

Caps or Good Hope—Baxter, E. W. A Co. £138

lamps, £7 looking-glasses

Chalmers, Gothrie A Co. £56 swng machines

Carrie, D. A Co. £26 musical instruments

Davis A Soper, £80 furniture

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £122 ft]mitare

Isaacs, L. £200 furniture

Kemsley A Elkington, £35 furniture, £26

glass manufactures

Nicholson, W. A Co. £230 pianos

Faioe, W. J. 165 yds woollen blankets

Pindlay, Durham A Co. £80 iron safes, £43

stores

Btein, A. 1,940 yds woollen blankets, £19

railway raits

White A Holmes, £13 brnshware, i o leather

194 o iron

Whyte, B A Co. £71 looking-glasses, £10

Tarnish

WoodGeld, J. S. £25 iron safe

Colombo—Durham A Co. 810 sq ft leather cloth

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £86 glassware

Lang, H. B. A G £115 china, £20 glassware

Martens A Co. £50 musical instruments

Constantinople—Baker, G. P. £29 brass bdats

West-oat A Laurance, £13 varn<ah

Copenhagen—Lt-a'ber Cloth Co. 510 sq ydsoilol

Danzig—Aotnn A Borman, £61 glass-paper

Dehebaba—Blackwood, O'Connor A Co. £50

sewing-machines

Conrad. H. A Co. £52 iron. safes, 2,2:0 yds

wool'"" blankets, 3 o leather

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £30 sewing-machines

Little, G. A Co. £7 glassware

Moss, C. A Co. £34 iron-stoves, £12 glass

manufactures, £10 iron-bedsteads

Boss A Ash, 252 sq yds oiloloth

Stovell A Brown, £9 lamps

Dunkirk.—Collins, W. A. 168 yds floorcloth

East London—Borrodaile A Bell, £9 furniture,

5i o leather

Durant, A. A Co. £11 varnish, £31 frntre

Fletcher, A. W. A W. H. 1,155 yds linen dmsk

Freeland, J. & A. B. £103 lamps

Irvine, J. J. & Co. £175 cotton blankets

Peacock Bros. & Co. £1,260 wool rugs, 357 yds

felt carpets, 1,450 yds cotton blankets

Fbemantle—Storer, D. and Sons, 110 g varnish

Galle—Clark & Co. £10 sewing-machine

Genoa—Chinnery A Johnson, £60 varnish

Gibraltar—Beriro A Co. £100 furniture

Bitton, J. £8 ohina, £15 glassware

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £152 furniture, £4 mtting,

£30 obina

Lewis, J. A Co. £18 brushes

Pisani, A. A Co. £19 sewing-maohines

Gothenburg—Collinson A Co. 22 o leather

L°ather Cloth Co. 150 sq-yds oiloloth

Phillips A Graves, £17 wood manfs

Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Com.

pany, 320 sq yds oilcloth, 6,934 sq yds

cotton oiloloth.

Darling Bros. 8 o leather, 363f o leather

Heyden, E. van der A Co. 151 o leather

Kitchen, J. A Co. 152 lb. leather

Lavy, C. A Co. £3 woollen rugs

Leather Cloth Company, 3,390 sq yds oiloloth

Mertens A Co. 620 yds orptng, £15 wlln rags

Rosenberg, Lowe A Co. 142 c leather

Salmon, C. J. 65} o leather, 151 sq yds floorol

Smith, C. 122 yds carpets

Sparkes, H. 12 c leather

Strndwick, H. 9 c leather

Stnhlaehmidt, F. A Co. £70 mouldings,' 13 o

leather

Sudell, H. J. 1} o leather

Wain, C. 48 o leather

Warburg, B. D. A Co. £142 wool and hemp

rugs

Hioeo—Frith, Sands A Co. 26,666 yds blankets,

£217 woollen rugs

Mora le Blanch & Co. £50 clocks

Hobart Town—Corbiere, Son, k Co. £45 cotton

curtains

Purvis, T. 850 yds carpets

Homo Kong—Adam, Thomson A Co. £10 china,

£164 furniture and upholstery wares, £15

cut glass

Jersey—Cheesewright A Co. £87 musioftl in

struments, £6 varnish

Kcbbachee—Baker, F. P. A Co. £10 [sewing

machines

Whiteley, W. £24 glassware

Lisbon—Dickinson, Akroyd A Co. 3 o leather

Hootoo, W. A Yates, 152 yds carpet

King, H. S. A Co. £42 china, £13 glass

Simonsen, Jonas A Co. £10 rags

London (Ontario)—Dawson Bros. £36 varnish

Madras—Fastnedge, B. B. A. Co. £5 glassware

MoDiBrmid, Greenshields A Co. £30 glassware

Mertens A Co. £300 pianos

Oakes Bros. A Co. £93 piaDos

Malaga—Hall, J. jan. A Co. £249 furniture

Pitt A Scott, £9 furniture

Malta—Alder, H. B. A Co. £14 varnish

Colley A Co. £116 furniture, £20 furniture

Sellers k Allen, £25 sewing-maohines

Mauritius—Forwood Bros. A Co. £12 coffin

furniture

Henokell, du Buisson A Co. 2} o leather

Martin, B A Co. 1 c lea'her

Montbeal—Ball, W. E. £38 furniture

Mathers, W. £7 glassware

Monte Video—Torromee, F. 890 yds carpet

Warburg, E. D. & Co. £71 woollen rugs

Nelson—Mertens A Co. £20 mnsioal instmnts

New York—Henderson Bros. £150 furniture

Maw, S. Son A Co. £12 glassware

Smith, Sand ins A Co. £50 stained glass

Nicolaiefp —Bodocanarchi A Co. £45 iron safe

Weetoott A Laurance, 3 o leather

Wingate, W A Johnson, 2,375 yds oarpets

Odessa—Eossell, G. k Go. £10 glassware, 360

yds leather oloth, £25 filters

Bussian Steam Navigation and Trading Co.

£58 cocoa matting, £14 glassware, 108 yds

carpets

Tozer, Hewitt A Co. £5 glassware, £7 iron safe

Oporto—Harris, E. 2\ o leather

I >stend—Aldridge, F. 5J o leather

Wi- n>*r, M k Go. 2\ a leather

Otago—Lewis, R. £31 nia' o

New Zealand Shipping Co. £17 filters

Boyle A Willan, £424 wallpaper

Port Elizabeth—Stanton, J. £9 floorcloth

Port Natal—Adler, Esoombe A Co. £11 glass

manufactures

Ballard, King k Co. 4,500 yds ootton blnktng

Davy. J. H. 254 yds ootton blanketing

Dawson Bros. £26 musical instruments, £201

rugs

Dunlop, G. A Co. £20 ohina

Green, J. S. A Co. £80 pianos

Horsley, Palmer A Co. £13 lamps

Morley, J. A B. 695 yds woollen blanketing

Webster, Steel A Co. 1,165 >ds woollen blnktg

Port Nolloto—James, W. £45 harmonium

Port Phillip—Collyns & Co. £511 pianos

Cooke A Hemery, £15 porcelain

Fjsh, P. O A Co. 760 yds blankets

Green, F. A Co. £90 furniture

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 668 yds carpeting

Johnson k Allsup, 670 lb leather

King, H. S. A Co. £20 ohinaware

Lazarus A Eosenfeld, £10 glassware

MoEwan, J. A Go. 136 yds woollen blankets

Paterson, Laing A Co. £97 furniture

Price, 0. A Co. 760 yds oloth, 310 yds crptng

Book, B. H. 803 ydB carpets, £22 mattings,

£15 upholstery trimmings

Sargood, Son k Co. 108 yds carpets

Staley, Eadford k Co. 2,990 yds carpets, £114

rugs

Spier, Bros. £5 varnish

Bio Janeiro—Pitt k Soott, £80 iron safes

Walter, J. A Co. 112 g varnish

Whitely, W. £12 furniture

Wyman A Westwood, £32 glassware

Eotterdam—Stshlehmidt, F. A Co. £190 frntre

San Francisco—Sewell AOrowther, £135 furni

ture, £105 china

Santander—Leather Cloth Co. 1,500 sq yds

oilcloth

SEvrtLE—Hall, J., jan. k Co. £130 furniture

Maynard, Harris A Co. £179 furniture

Nioolson, W. k Co. 1 o leather

Shanghai—Short, 8hort A Co. £7 rugs

Singapore—Cornwell, G. G. £10 furniture

Johnston, B. k Co. £14 rugs

Moritz, E. £40 carpet

Other Entries, £73 rugs

Bobertson A Go. £90 mirrors

Short, Short A Co. 4 o leather

St. Krrrs—Gray, 0. W. A W. 2 o leather

Swan Eiter—Connell, J. A Co. £14 brushes

Dalgety, du Croz A Co. £20 brushes

Maodonald, J. A Co. £38 piano, £75 brushes,

£33 musical instruments

Meadows, T. A Co. £128 furniture, £84 carpet

Taylor, Bethell A Co. £17 lamps

Sydney—Arkell, Tufts, A Co. £53 horsehair'

Christy, J. E. A W. A Go. £105 show

Cunningham, B. S. £80 furniture

Farmer A Co. 3,424 yds oarpet

Hodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £100 oarpet

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £802 furniture, 2 o

leather

Jepps, J. W. A Co. £93 lamp.ware

Sydney (continued)—-

Keep, Parsons, A Go. £30 brashes

Kemsley A Elkington, £259 furniture

King, H. S. A Go. £12 ohina

Mason, B. A Co. £140 wallpaper

Mort k Co. £10 china

Perry, W. A Co. 2,278 yds ootton quilting

Bogers, U 8ona A Co. £10 lamps

Boyle A Willan, £230 ironmongery

Sootney A Earnshaw, £24 clocks, £284 look

ing-glasses

Sonthgate k Co. £35 furniture

Thompson, G. A Co. £150 musical instruments

Virgoe, Son, A Co. £200 fnrnitnre

Woolf, H. £16 china, £10 furni'ure

Varna—Westoott A Laurance, £117 carpet

Wellington—Don, P. C. A Co. £28 matting,

£30 fl >orcloth, £201 oarpet

Lewis, J. A Co. £62 oarpet, £18 glass manu

factures, 485 yds floorcloth, £35 carpet,

£75 rugs

Low, 8un, A Co. £50 brnshware

MoEwan, J. A Co. £58 brnshware

Mertens A Co. £30 mnsioal instruments

Storer, D. A Sons, £20 waliptper

Stuart, Bros. A Go. £145 furniture

Yokohama— Sbaw, Williams, A Co. 600 g. varnish

Short, Short, A Go. £20 brushes

Wbittemore, E. A. £28 brushes

fabers anfc Conirntfs.

We shall esteem it a favour if our readers esill kindly
notify to «#, for insertion in this column, any contract*
tthich may be open for competition ; and alio adcite us
at to any furnuhing orders, %c.t which may hare been
executed by different firms.

The Leeds Guardians invite tenders for the

supply of, among other articles, 112 lb. of

floorcloth, and 10 owt. of flocks. Tenders

must be returned bv the 23rd instant to Mr.

John King, the Clerk to the Guardians.

We mentioned last week that the contract

for furnishing the Guildhall at Worcester,

had been awarded to Messrs. Munt & Co. We

may supplement that statement by giving a

list of the different tenders that were received

in competition :—Messrs. Fildes, £2,075 7s. 5d.;

Turley & Co., £2,046 ; Webb, £1,884 ;

Nicholls, £1,720; Munt & Co. (accepted).

£1,000. 16s.

The window-blinds for the newwing, recently

added by the Earl of Denbigh to his mansion

at Newnham Paddox, Lutterworth, have been

supplied by Messrs. Avery & Co., of Great

Portland-street.

The gas-fittings for the new church of St.

Peti'r, nt Scorton, near Gsratanr, have been

supplied by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard & Co.,

and the heating-apparatus by Mr. Charles

Seward, of Preston. The joinery work was

executed by Mr. Charles Blades, of Lancaster.

The tender of Mr. Stevenson has been ac

cepted for decorating the Wesleyan Chapel

in Bilston-road, Wolverhampton.

The gas-fittings for the new Independent

Schools at Great Harwood, have been supplied

by Messrs. Hartley & Hartley, of Great Har

wood. The joinery work was executed by

Mr. Daniel Birtwistle of the same place.

An oak reredos, carved by Mr. Godhold, of

Harleston, has been erected in the Parish

Church of Linton, Cambridgeshire. The new

organ was supplied by Mr. Hunter, of Ken-

nington-road, London.

Jegal Intelligence.

The Ownership op Pianofortes on

Hike.—Morley v. Mair.—In this case, heard

in the Brompton County-court on the 11th

inst.,the plaintiff, Mr. Benjamin Morley, piano

forte dealer and music-seller, of 27, High-

street, Kensington, claimed £3. 13s. Gd. from

the defendant, Dr. R. H. Mair, of 7, Cedars-

terrace, North-end, Fulham, for three months'

hire of a piano. It appeared from the evidence

that the instrument was hired on the purchase

system, each quarter being paid in advance

under an agreement. The defendant paid two

[quarters but failed to keep up the payments,
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and accordingly the piano was moved, and

proceedings taken for the recovery of the

hire from June to September last year. The

defendant complained that during his absence

from town the plaintiff's men committed a

trespass, and forced their way into his draw

ing-room to take away the piano. The hiring

was with the option of purchase, and he

offered to pay all the arrears and keep the

instrument, but the plaintiff declined to

treat with him, and refused to send it bock to

his house. His Honour said the terms of the

agreement gave the plaintiff power of removal

at any time, if the hire-money were not regu

larly kept up. Judgment for the plaintiff.

A Heavy Outstanding Fuiinituhe

Account.—Ex-parte the North Clifton Hotel

Company.—This was an application (heard in

the Chancery Division on the 11th inst.) on

the part of the defendants to dismiss the

motions of the plaintiffs, who sought powers

to advertise the hotel for sale. The fur

niture for the hotel, which cost a very

large sum, was purchased from Messrs. Maple

& Co., of Tottenham-court-road. A consider

able sum was paid on account, and there was

a balance due of £1,742. lis. lid. There

was a dispute between the parties as to cer

tain overcharges, and the plaintiffs wrote to

the defendants requiring payment of the sum

due. A Teply was received stating that,

owing to the West of England Bank sus

pending payment, they had no available funds

on hand, but arrangements would be made in

a short time. The plaintiffs did not receive

any payment after May 9 of the present year ;

they took proceedings, and on the 12th, three

days later, the writ was served. The sum

mons was taken in the Common Law

Courts. On May 27 the proceedings came

before the Master, and a delay took place till

the 30th, and, as no arrangements nnd been

made, he signed judgment for the plaintiffs.

The defendants then npplied to Mr. Baron

Pollnok, who staved proceedings till .'une 7, to

enable the pi rties to arrange, and gave a

staying order. On June 4 the plaintiffs came

before Mr. Justice Hawkins, and presented a

petition for a winding-up order, when his

lordship ordered them to pay £1,000 that

afternoon, and the £742 the following morning

by ten o'clock, but as the banks did not open

till twelve o'clock the time was extended, when

the money was paid into bank. The company

failed to lodge affidavits that they were solvent

beyond that of the secretary of the company

and a clerk. The plaintiffs therefore consi

dered it to be expedient, notwithstanding that

they had a judgment order, to present a peti

tion declaring the company to be insolvent,

and sought for a winding-up petition, which

asked permission of the Court by motion to

advertise the property even after the claim

had been met. Mr. Chitty, Q.C., and Mr.

Chester anpeared for the plaintiffs ; and Mr.

Davey, Q.C., and Mr. Bush for the defendants.

The Master of the Rolls said that he could not

understand why, when the plaintiffs had got

a signed judgment on May 30, they should,

a few days later, go and present a winding-up

petition. Mr. Chitty said that they did so

because the company had put off making

payment for six months, as fears were enter-
* • ' ' i-i — :_4-i:-..:j.

active agent in the dishonest transactions,

buying stolen cotton at 3d. a pound. Mr.

Charles Russell, Q.C., cross-examined M'Evoy

at some length, and asked him what was the

market price of cotton about the time of the

transactions. Witness : I think about 4d. or

5d. And what was the cotton you bought

worth.— I would rather not answer that. I'm

not a judge of cotton. But you have been

buying cotton for a number of years ?—I

havn't been buying cotton on my own account

for a number of years. I said nothing about

your own account. Haven't you been buying

cotton for a number of years?—Well, I've

been buying cotton in that way, if that is

what you mean. Stealing cotton, you mean P

—Exactly. Buying cotton which was stolen ?

—Yes. And knowing it was stolen ?—Know

ing it was stolen. And getting a portion of

the profits ?—Yes. You shared the plunder P

—Yes. As I understand, generally with the

people who sold the cotton ?—Yes. Did not

you swear at the Police-court in February

when Hargreaves was charged in connection

with twenty-two bales of cotton, that so far as

you knew he had carried on his business

honestly up to that timo P—I said that so far

as I knew he was not guilty of receiving those

twenty-two bales of cotton. In further cross-

examinatior, M'Evoy admitted having threat

ened Hargreaves that unless he gave him

money he should inform the police against him.

If he had got £10 his mouth would have been

closed against Hargreaves. He had been

better off since putting himself iu communica

tion with the police.

e
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Partnerships Dissolved.

Ains worth, John Dawson, andWedgwood/Maish,

auctioneers, Ao., Rhyl.

Fryer, Edmund Cookshott and Shaokleton,

Thomas Balme, woolstaplers, Chapel-lane,

Bradford, Yorkshire.

Grover, Grace, Robinson, Riohard Fen wiok, and

Stickloy, William John, pianofore manufac

turers, 6, Finabury-pavement, aa T. D' Almaine

A Co.

Hareonrt A Hart, auctioneers, 14>, Finsbnry.

square, E.C.

Helton, Walker, and Helton, Joseph, smallware

manufacturers, Dale-street, Manchester, and

Prestwiob, and Middleton.

Land, Benjamin Cooper, and Gartb, Sogden,

auctioneers, Ac, Thornton and Allerton, near

Bradford.

Margiaon, Thomas, and Margiaon, John Yeates,

timber-merohants and dealers in lmd and

house property, Hull, as Margiaon, Brothers

A Co.

Monies, Edward and Lnoy, Thomas, iron,

mongers, 9, Osborne-terraoe, Stroud, Green-

road.

Roberts, Brothers A Co. warehousemen, 17, St.

Paul's-ohurohyard, City.

Villiers, Edmund, and Lieohti, Jules, importers

of foreign bronzes, porcelains, and works of

art, Frith- street, Soho-square, as Villiers,

Lieohti A Co.

drapers,

William,

tamed that the company would go into liquida- 1 TO "'ju"t^ , ,. ,

tion. The Master of the Rolls said that he 1 Ward' John and Ward' .WlUl»m.

knew what it was for a bank to stay payment,

for he had suffered from it. He dealt with a

bank that suspended payment, and at the time

he was on the Continent, and had to borrow

£1,000; but that did not show that he was

bankrupt. He considered the proceedings of

the plaintiffs to be unjustifiable. The presen

tation of the petition was altogether wrong,

and therefore the present motion against the

defendants would be dismissed, with costs.

A Receiver of Stolen Goods.—At the

Liverpool Borough Sessions several men have

been convicted of stealing large quantities of

cotton, and a jobber named Hargreaves was

convicted as a receiver. Sentence was de

ferred till the adjourned sessions. The prin

cipal witness was a man named M'Evoy, a

servant of Hargreaves (who had been con

victed), and, according to his own account, the

Waterloo, Blyth, Northumberland.

Woodward, Alfred, and Thompson,

joiners, Harrogate.

Zonoada, Charles and Gibson, Andrew, aa the

Patent Glass Cornice Company, Rathbone-

place, Middlesex.

Liquidations bt Arrangement or

Composition.

Arundel, Jonathan, and Joon Boome, paper-

hangers, City-road, Bradford. July 3. At

C. L. Atkinson's, solioitor, Bradford, July 21,

at 3.

Beckwirh, Christopher, and Edward John Ham

mond, leather-merohants, 147, Long -lane,

Bermondeey. July 4. At Guildhall Tavern

and Coffee-house, Greaham-street, July 25,

at 12. Thomson A Edward-, solicitors, 67,

Moorgate street.

Birtles, William, lace-man afactorcr, Wollaton.

street, and Sun-street, Southwell- road, both

Nottingham. July 5. At Hioharda A Wood

ward's, solioitors, Nottingham, Jaly 21, at 3.

Bryant, Thomas, chair-manufacturer, 26, Car-

tain-road, Shoreditoh. Jane 28. W. H. Lane,

solicitor, 56, Greaham-street.

Carriok EPzabeth, Mary Carriek and Sarah

Carriok, obina-dealera, Bank-street, Carlisle.

Jaly 2. T. Johnson, solicitor, Carliae.

Crosta, Joseph, looking glass and picture-frame

manufacturer, Leeds. July 1. F. G. Wiigho,

solioitor, Selby.
Curl, John, joiner, Sf. James - street, and

Bethesda - street, both Burnley. Jane 30.

J. Hodgson, solicitor, Burnley.

Eastmare, Charles Harry, trading as Bsatmurw

A Co., jipan and colonr-mercnatitji, Union,

street, Borough, and Brockley-road. June 25.

At Miller A Son's, solioitors, 23, Leadenhall.

street, July 19, at 1.

Fawell, John William, ironmonger, High-street,

Hanley. July 4. At Paddock A Son's, soli

oitors, Hanley, July 23, at 12.

Fletcher, Jasper Washington, timber.merchant,

Waeeley Hill Farm, near Bromsgrove, late

NethertoD, near Dudley. July 1. E. M.

Warmington, solioitor, Dudley.

Fuseey, William, glass and china-merchant and

proprietor of the Albert Hall, Ouean-plaoe,

Hall. Jane 30. W. J. A P. Reed, solioitors,

Hull.

Lewis, David, upholsterer, High-ttreet, Turjstall.

July 1. At CoptUud Arms Hotel, Stoke-

npon-Trent, Jaly 22, at 12. Cooper A Co.,

Bolioitors, Tunstall.

Mason, Daniel, trading as Mmdon A Mason,

cabinet-maker, Kingsland-green. Jaly 1. At

Basinghall Hotel, 6, New Bisinghall-Btreet

July 21, at 3. H. Morris, solioitor, 1, Alder-

manbnry-posterh.

Powell, Edward Albert, dealer in musical in.

strnmenta and pictures, trading as E. A.

Powell A Co., Fore-atreet, Hexham. Jaly 3.

G. B. Wilson, solicitor, Newonstle.

Prialey, James, glue and gelatine manufacturer,

Bloxwioh, Staffordshire. Jaly 3. J. E.

Smith, solioitor, Temple-street, Birmingham.

Sanderson, William Ellison, furniture-broker,

Einglake-atreet, Edge Hill, Liverpool. June

30. Dixon A Syora, solioitors, Lord-street,

Liverpool.

Sedgwick, Bichard, cabinet-maker, Moss-street

and Brownlow-hill, Liverpool. Jaly 1. At

Dixon A Syers', solicitors, Lord-street, Liver-

pool.

Simmons, Edward, upholsterer, Queen-street,

Portaea, and Kiag's-road, Southsea. July 1.

At 98, Obeapside, London, Jaly 21, at 11.

Blake & Reed, solioitors, Portsea.

Smith, Henry, furniture-dealer, Market-place,

Swadlincote, Derbyshire. June 24. W. Wil

son, solioitor, Barton.

Stopford, William, timber, merchant, Cross-

street, South Blakenhall, and Stewart-Btreet,

Wolverhampton. Jane 30. R. Willoock, so

licitor, Wolverhampton.

Vine, Francis Frederick, and John Morrison,

ironmongers, trading as Vine, Morrison, A Co.,

Earl's Court- road, South Kensington. June 30.

At Inns of Court H >U1, Linooln's-inc-fields,

Jaly 29, at 2. J. P. Woulfe, solicitor, 51,

Lincoln's' ion-Gelds.

Yisiok, Thomas Bailey, turner and sawyer, St.

Nioholas-street, Truro, and Scawswater Mills,

near Truro. July 2. Smith A Paul, solioitors,

Truro.

Ward, George, and Samuel Ward, furniture-

dealers, trading as G. A S. Ward A Ward

Bros., St. Peter's-square, Leeds. July 5.

At J. South, Kirk A Co-'s, Park-row, Leedj,

July 23, at 11. H. J. Carr, solioitor.

Dividends.

Cooke, Samuel, senr., and Samuel Cooke, junr.,

upholsterers, trading aa Samuel Cooke A Son,

bankrupt, Bengewortb, EveBham, Worcester,

shire. 1st and final dividend of 10s. At F.

Taylor's, Merstowe-green, Evesham.

Woodward, George G., trading as Gower Wood

ward A Co., carpet-manufacturers (Liq.), Kid

derminster. 1st dividend of 5s. Any W« d-

nesday, between 10 and 1. At John Stroke's,

Exohange.street, KidderminBter.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Don, James, trading as James Don A Co , china

Ac merchant, West Port, Dundee. Trustee,

J. O. Robertson, 9a, Ward-road, Dundee.

Commissioners, W. Anderson, Shore-terraoe.,

D. Wilkie, accountant, and J. C. McDonald,,

Cowgate, a1! Dundee.
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M'Arthur, John, timber merchant, Ac, Bishop

Garden Saw Mills, Glasgow. Trustee, W.

Haokinnon, 115, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

Commissioners, J. Hunter, St. VinceDt-atreet,

E. Henderson, Union-street, and B. Gilchrist,

brickbuiider, all Glasgow.

Sequestrations.

Buillie, Thomas, cabinet-maker, Motherwell.

July 3, with protection. Claims by Nor. 3.

Agent, J. Shanghnessy, 170, Hope-street,

Glasgow.

Gullan, John, joiner, Haddington. July 3, with

protection. Claims by Nor. 4. Agent, D. H.

Smith, 36, Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

Walt, B. A Son, ironmongers and plass end

china merchants, Spriugburn-road, Glasgow.

Claims by Deo. 8. Agent, J. Walls, 33,

Heriot-row, Edinburgh.

Adjudications of Bankeuptct.

Dixon, Joseph Alexander, timber - merchant,

Ellesmere-street and Beech-terrace, Hnlme.

July 4. At 0. C. Salford, July 23, at 11.

Hulton, Beg.

Fitz-Gibbon, Gerald, dye-wood merohant, Globe-

ooart, Narrow-street, Limehonse. July 2.

Vaux, Thomas Richard, timber-merchant, Dews-

bury. July 1. At C. C, Dewsbory, July 23,

at 3. Nelson, Beg.

MEETINGS OF CBEDITOBS.

At a meeting of the creditors of Noah Smith

Longee, stuff-merchant, Bridge-street, Bradford,

the liabilities were stated at £9,173. 7s. 7d , and

the assets at £2,601. 16s. 2d., the latter exclu

sive of a doubtful debt of £3,200 doe to the

estate, which, if recovered, will increase the

assets by that snm. It was determined to

liquidate the estate by arrangement, and Mr.

F. H. Inloe was appointed trustee, with a com

mittee of inspection.

The second general meeting of the creditors

of James Hanoock, joiner, of Sackville-street,

Manchester, was recently held at the offices of

Messrs. Hinde, Milne, A Sudlow, solicitors,

Mount-street, when it was resolved to wind up

the estate in liquidation. Mr. Edward Lawton

and Mr. George B. Cuff, accountants, were

appointed trustees, with a committee of

inspection of three of the principal creditors.

Messrs. Hinde, Milne, A Sudlow were entrusted

with the registration of the resolutions.

At a second meeting of the creditors of the

Bhoden Spinning and Manufacturing Company

lately held, the committee appointed at the pre

vious meeting reported upon the assets of the

company, and it appeared that a dividend of

5s. in the pound could be paid. An order had

been obtained from the Court of Chancery for

the oompnUoiy winding-up of the company.

The largest creditor refused, however, at the

meeting to consent to an arrangement, and a

deputation was appointed to have an interview

with the debtor and his solicitors. This has

since taken place, and the result is that a com

position of 5s. in the ponnd is to be paid—2s. 6d.

in twenty-one days, and the other 2s. 6d. in three

months, to be fully secured to the satisfaction of

Mr. Helm, Manchester, the liquidator. One of the

largest creditors in the company is the Church

and OswaldtwiBtle Powerloom Weavers' Asso-

This Association was greatly instru-

in forming the company, taking £600

worth in shares, and besides that they have a

lean capital of £533 invested in the company,

BILLS OF SALE.

Briscoe, Joseph, ironmonger, U.veretorj, Lan

cashire, for £60, to Hubert Casson and another

Filed Jnly 3.

Cheshire, Thos., pianoforte moulding manufao

tnrer, 32, Westbonrne-road, Barnsbury, for

£20, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed

July 3.

Clayton, James, glass, china, Ac, dealer, 26,

Myrtle-street, Liverpool, for £120, to Nathan

S. Hart. Filed July 2.

Davies, John, cabinet • maker, Fenalt, near

Llanelly, Carmarthenshire, for £14, to Hy-

man Freedman. Filed July 4.

Ford, Jonas Bobert, timber merohant (by

trustee in liquidation), West Hartlepool,

Dnrham, for £65. 15s. 3d., to Bobert Lander,

senior, and another. Filed July 3.

Gardner, Alfred Peter, ironmonger, 15, Slip-

street, Brecon, for £40, to Solomon Blaiberg.

Uolyl.

Green, Benjamin James, house furniture and

cabinet-maker, Market - street, Droylsden,

Lancashire, for £20, to Solomon Auerbaoh.

Filed July 1.

Herror, Thomas, carver and gilder, 32, Stanley-

s'reeMRoohdale, for £27, to James M. Calvert.

July 1.

Holmes, George, cabinet-maker, 39, Woodhead.

road, Sheffield, for £36. 16s. Id., to Mary J.

Andrew. Filed June 30.

Laly, Richard David, cabinet-maker, Fox-lane

Coertsey, Surrey, for £28, to Solomon

Blaiberg. Filed Jnly 2.

Lawton, Thames, joiner, Mareden, near Hud-

deraBeld, for £550, to George F. Hornsby and

another. Filed July 5.

Mein, James, glaas-etainer, 10, Lefroy-s(r<>et,

Newcastle, for £36, to Lewis Luudi. Filed

July 3.

Morgan, John, glass-maker, 7, Eastwood-lane,

Rotberham, York, for £71. 10j., to Barnett

Cohen. Filed July 5.

Parker, Frederick, cabinet-maker, 62, Fenton-

street, Leeds, for £7, to George Noble.

Filed July 3.

Punter, Samuel Wright, cabinet-maker, 8, H'gh-

street, Kingsland, and 499, Kingsland.road,

for £450, to George Mattiaon. Filed July 3.

Robbing, John James, oabicet-maker, 8, Red.

field-road, St. George's, Gloucestershire, for

£10, to Abraham Collins. Filed July 1.

Sabbarton, Thomas, antique cabinet-maker, 5,

Penn-street, Hoxton, for £24. 8s. 4d., to

L. A W. Loan, Ac, Co. Filed Jnly 5.

Smart, Edwin James, ironmonger, 1, Hamilton-

terrace, aid 12, Brent-terrace, Hendon, for

£700, to John Smart and another. Filed

July 6.

Smith, George, joiner, 1, Rose street, Middles-

borough, for £14, to Abraham L»vy. Filed

July 5.

Smith, Thomas James, house decorator, 6,

Greenbank-view, EaBtville, Stapleton, Glou

cestershire, for £17. 10a., to George Batten.

Filed July 2.

Squire, Alfred, pianoforte manufacturer, 6,

Wrotham road, Camden.road, for £65, to

Clara Stephenson. Filed July 2.

Stone, Alfred, chair manufacturer, Stoken-

choroh, Oxon, for £52, to Benjamin Blaiberg.

Filed July 5.

Vestey, Robert Ebenezer, pianoforte key maker,

245, Blaokstock-road, Highbury, for £100, to

Charles H. Sinkins. Filed July 4.

Walker, Robert Sinden, upholsterer, 71, Trinity,

street, Borough, for £14, to Ambrose Brad

bury. Filed July 4.

White, Joseph George, house decorator, 21,

Argjle-eqnare, King's Cross, for £45, to

Ambrose Bradbury. Filed July 4.

Whitehouse, Emma, and Alexina, brush manu

facturers, Melbourne Works, 50, William

Edward-street, Birmingham, for £29, to

William Weir. Filed Jnly 7.

Wilson, James, joiner and cabinet-maker, 9,

Upper Duke-Street, Southport, for £65, to

Express Loan Ao. Company. Filed Jnly 3.

Wilson, John, furniture dealer, 48, Cobden-

street, Blakenhall, near Wolverhampton, for

£7. 10s., to William Sankey. Filed July 3.

Wilson, William, jun., hosier, furniture dea'er,

Ao., Chester-le- street, Durham, for £186, to

William Wilson, sen. Filed July 1.

Crabe Cjjawjes, tit.

We ikalX feel greatly obliged \f our Stthtcribert in London
at veil at in all parte of the Country Kill kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changet, or eend ut
any Jottxnge of general tnttrett to ike Tradet ve
repretent. By to doing they tcill materially kelp to
promote the utility of tkXt Department of ike fusniTUBB

Gazette.

Messrs. Ray & Milks, of Liverpool, have

taken the premises 23, Oxford-street, Loudon

(formerly Ml H. Taylor's). They intend to

open with a stock of carpets, bedding, and

general furnishing goods, " at prices previously

unheard of in London."

Messrs. W. Black & Sons, joiners, of

Brechin, have dissolved partnership. Mr. R.

Black continues the business.

Mr. James Mabshall has retired from the

firm of Marshall, 1 Hairs, & Naismith, ware

housemen, Ingram-8treet, Glasgow. The busi

ness will in future be carried on under the

title of Blair, Son & Naismith.

Messrs. Samuel Stork, sen., and F. Stork

have retired from the firm of Stork & Sons,

cutlery manufacturers, Sheffield.

The business hitherto carried on under the

title of the Glasgow Plate-Glass Company,

will in future be conducted by Mr. A. JJ.

Brogan.

The firm of Brown & Lowden, auctioneers,

of 14, Gordon-street, Glasgow, having been

dissolved, Mr. Matthew Lowden continues the

business.

Messrs. Kcenemann & Schtjlze, merchants,

have removed to Nos. 9 and 10, Australian-

avenue, Je win-street.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. William Jowett, dyer, of Fairfield, near

Manchester, must be sent in by the 25th of

August to Messrs. Farrar & Hall, solicitors,

79, Fountain-street, Manchester.

Creditors of the late Mr. William Wil

kinson Walley, wool merchant, of I*eeds,

should forward their claims by the 1st of

September to Messrs. Simpson & Burrell,

solicitors, of 20, Albion-street, Leeds.

Mr. James Price has retired from the firm

of Wooldridge, Price & VVooldridge, edge-

tool manufacturers, of Wolaston, near Stour

bridge.

Mr. James Boyd has retired from the firm

of Hammond, Boyd & Shannon, leather

merchants, Belfast.

Mr. George Pitts, of Kirkdale, Liverpool,

who ha3 hitherto carried on business with his

son, Mr. James Pitts, has retired, and Mr.

James Pitts has taken into partnership his

brothers, Mr. Charles Arthur Pitts and Mr.

Edwin Yate Pitts. The business of tanners

will be carried on as usual, under the style of

George Pitta & Sons.

Mr. Charles Wheeler, ironmonger, of

Speenhamland, Newbury, Berks, has dis-

Sosed of his old-established business to Mr.

Irnest Harris, of Derby.

Mr. Newton, of 186, Walworth -road,

having purchased the business of Messrs.

Belcher, Ford & Co., marble chimney-piece

and stove manufacturers, of 14, Hoi born-

wad net, has disposed of his ironmongery stock

on the first-named premises.

The Birmingham and Midland Nickel-

plating Company have commenced business at

; 10, Brook-street, Birmingham.

Anchor Leather.—For carrying on the

i business of curriers in all branches, this com-

' pany was registered on the 5th inst. with a

(capital of £2,500, in £5 shares. The sub

scribers are :—
Shares.

William Ttobert Hooper, Rochdale, carrier 1
ThomBB HincblirT, Rochdale, strap maker 1

Jamea Dearden, Rochdale, innkeeper 1
'William John Malla. h, Rochdale, provision dealer 1

John Atberton, Rochdale, batcher 1
Joseph C&DOre, Rochdale, jeweller 1

John Haigh, Rochdale, painter 1

The number of directors is not to exceed seven

nor to be less than five. Qualification, five

shares. The company in general meeting will

determine remuneration.

Britannia Mill Manufacturing Com

pany.—At Great Harwood, in the county of

Lancaster, this company proposes to carry on

the business of spinning and manufacturing

cotton and other fibrous substances. It was

registered on the 3rd inst., with a capital of

£6,000 divided into twenty shares of £300

each. The subscribers are :—

Barns.

Robert Clayton Mercer, Clayton le Moor.", cotton

apinner
Thomas Moorhoare, Great Harwood, innkeeper ...

Jamea Hanaon, Riahton, mill manager.
Robert Hunt n. Great Harwood, mill
Birkit U<ivif h. Great Harwood, tjpe aiaer
William Exley, Blackburn, mill manager
John Birtwhistle, Great Harwood, power loom

overlooker
William Birtwiatle, Great Harwood
William Ratoliffe, Great Harwood, power loom

overlooker 2

Every registered shareholder will be eligible

for a seat at the Board. The company in

general meeting will determine remuneration.

London Works.—Upon terms of an agree

ment of the 3rd inst this company proposes to
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take over and to continue the business of manu
facturing and preparing •woollen and other

fibrous substances, carried on by Mr. Ezra

Jenks Coates, of Gresham House, at Oak-lane,

and Ilisbies' Rope-walk, Limehouse. It was

registered on the 4th inst., with a capital of

£15,000 in £1 shares, and will carry on the

business of dealers in wool, cotton, flax, hemp,

rags, &c. The company will take over all the

appurtenances of the above-mentioned busi

ness, including the letters patent, No. 4,401, of

1878, granted to William Blandford for im

provements in the preparation of oxide of zinc

and its manufacture into paint. The purchase

consideration is £2,500 in cash, and the allot

ment of 2,500 fully paid-up shares. The

subscribers are :—

Shares.
•William Parle Pittsr, 0, Badclifle. square, S.W.

merchant 1
•Ezra Jtnka Coates, 191, Greeham Honee, mer

chant 1
William Phillips, 50, Qracechnrch. street, mer
chant 1
— Leveraon, 18. Queensbury-place,| South Ken

sington, merchant 1
Parke M. Pittar, £0, Gracechurch-atreet, mer

chant' 1
•James Adames, Lewes, merchant 1

James S. Fercival, Woodford, accountant 1

The number of directors is not to be a ssejhan

three, nor more than five. Qualification £500

shares or equivalent in stock. The first are

the subscribers whose names are preceded by

an asterisk.

A resolution has been passed for the

winding-up of the Excelsior Washing Ma-

Chine and Iron Foundry Company (Limited).

The company was floated on the 15th Sep

tember, 1874, with a capital of £6,000, divided

into £5 shares. Nearly 200 of these were

taken up by the original promoters. Mr. W.

J. Holden, of Accrington, has been appointed

liquidator.

A meeting will be held on August 5 of the

shareholders in Morgans & Guard (Limited).

This company was floated in September, 1873,

for the purpose of carrying on business as

timber merchants, wood distillers, &c. The

nominal capital was £26,000, divided into £5

shares. Out of a total number of 6,000

shares 8,483 were taken up during the first

year of the company's existence by about

twenty-two shareholders. The original calls

aggregated to £16,029. At the meeting in

question, to be held at the offices of Messrs.

J. Milne & Co., Caledonian Chambers, Bristol,

the final accounts of the liquidator are to be

submitted.

A petition has been filed on behalf of

Walkington Brothers, furniture-dealers, West-

gate, Bradford, whose liabilities amount to

£4,000.

The failure is announced of Messrs. P. T.

Brearey, Baldwin & Co., of 20, Alderman-

bury. The firm is described as flannel,

blanket, and carpet agents and manufac

turers. The liabilities are said to amount to

£15,000.

Reports of Companies.

John CeosslevA Sons (Limited) have dec'ared

an interim dividend for the past half-year of 4s.

per share, less income-tax, payable on the 4th

of August.

FOKE-STREET WAREHOUSE COMPANY (LIMITED).

—The half-yearly general meeting of the share

holders was held on Tuesday afternoon, at the

Cannon-street Terminus Hotel, Mr. William

Smith presiding. The report for the half-year

ending Juue 30 stated that the net profits of

the business during the half-year, afterpayment

of interest, income-tax, and every other expense,

and making allowance for bad and doubtful

debts, amounted to £13,283. 7s. Id., which

with the balance brought from December 31,

1878, of £3,710. 16s. 4d., made a total of

£16,944. 3d. 5d. It was recommended that this

should be appropriated as follows :—To the

payment of a dividend of 8s. 0 1. per share (free

of income-tax), being at the rate of rather more

than 6 per cent, per annum on the paid-up

capital of the company, and to carry forward to

next account £4,244. 3a. 5d. The chairman, in

the course of his remarks in moving the adop

tion of the report, expressed the regret of the

direotors that they were unable to present a

more favourable report ; bnt he reminded them

of the serious and protracted depression in

trade whioh still continued, to the exclusion of

successful results in commercial operations.

The motion was seconded, and after a short

discussion was carried. Mr. Morrison and Sir

Thomas Fairbairn, Bart., directors who retired

by rotation, were re-eleoted, as well as Mr.

Slater as auditor.

New Civil Service Co-operation (Limited).

—An extraordinary general meeting of the

above company was held on Monday evening at

the Cannon-street Hotel (Mr. Wilberforoe Bajnes

chairman presiding), for the purpose of sub

mitting to the shareholders the following reso.

lntion :—" That the artioles of association of the

company be altered as follows, viz.—(1) The

following words shall be added to Clause 11

thereof, viz. : ' The Company may also from time

to time reduce the capital, and may oancel any

shareB that have not been taken or agreed

to be taken ; ' (2) the words ' upon a

payment not exceeding two pounds' shall

be substituted for the words 'upon a cove

nanted payment of not less than two pounds'

in Clause .19 thereof ; (3) the words 1 adver

tisement and by' in Clause 29 Bhall be can

celled ; (4) the words ' to be issued to the

shareholders,' shall be substituted for the words

'and the advertisement if any* in Clause 38

thereof." Ihe Chairman explained that the

direotors having extricated the Co-operation

from the formidable difficulties which sur

rounded it when they were appointed, they were

now desirous of providing for the large debit

to the profit and loss account whioh the aooom.

pliehment of this work had brought upon the

Co-operation. The direotors were convinced

that the only sure and practicable means

whereby the fntnre net profits might be applied

at an early date to the payment of dividends

would be |to give the oompany the power by

special resolution to reduce the paid-up capital

by an amount nearly corresponding to the sum

appearing in the balance-sheet as lost. Mr. Battye

seconded the resolution. Mr. Foster moved, as an

amendment, "That this meeting be adjourned for

a month, that the number of the Board be re

duced to five members, .the fees of the Board

to £500, and that a committee be appointed

to say whioh of the presett members should

remain in their present office." He said that

this resolution, whioh he proposed as an amend

ment, should have come from the Board them

selves, and not have been left to emanate from

the body of the shareholders. The Board as at

present constituted drew £1,000 a year, whioh

was too muoh for the business done. The

Chairman said that the amount to be paid to

the direotors and the number of the B >ard had

been settled at the annual meeting, and he

was sure that they would find that the direotors

who bad served had earned by their services

more than tbey would ever get out of the asso

ciation. Mr. Dyke thought there was no neces

sity for ten directors to look after the paltry

business they ' were doing at present. Mr.

Foster's amendment having been put and lost,

the original resolution was carried.

Rhodes Manutactdbing Company. — The

balance-sheet of this Company for the quarter

ending with June shows a loss on the quarter's

working of £463. 18s. 7d. The liability to

shareholders on 5,034 shares, reduced from £5

to £3, is £16.102; loan, £25,913; mortgage,

£4,988. Against this and a few other items is

set the valne of fixed stook and cotton yarn in

process, set down at £55,522. The amount

spent on cotton during the quarter on the

spinning account is £7,583, and that on the

wages £884. In the manufacturing account the

amount paid for yarns is £4,481 ; wages, £1,107.

The amount realised for jams and oloth is

£15,346. The sinking fund established by the

reduction in the value of the shares has been

reduced from £2,571 to £2,167 through the

reverses of the quarter's working.

Aberdeen Jute Company.—It is understood

that at a meeting of the direotors of this com

pany, a resolution was passed to make a further

call of 5s. per share on the uncalled- up capital

of the company.

Lancashire Limited Liability Companies.—

The Westwood Spinning Company, Limited,

Oldham, has made a profit of £407. Is. on the

quarter, and this, with the amount brought for

ward last quarter, enables the direotors to pay

dividend of Is. per share, and to carry forward

balanoe of £81. 13s. 5d.—The Albert Mill Com.

pan y is enabled, by its profits on the quarter, to

decrease its adverse balanoe from £651. 8s. Id.

to £109. 3s. lid. ; and the Hope Spinning Com-

pany in a similar way reduces its loss from

£7,276. 2s. 6id. to £7,136. lis. 5d.—The

direotors of the Parkside Spinning Company

state that they have made a profit of

£701. 18s. 4d. upon the last quarter, from which

they have deducted a bad debt of £423. 15s. 5d.,

leaving a balanoe of £278. 2s. lid., whioh they

apply to the reduction of the adverse balanoe,

whioh will now stand at £2,304. 2s. Id.—The

direotors of the Croft Bank Spinning Company

have just issued a further call of 5s. per share,

making £2. 15s. per share called up. The call is)

expected to yield £1,250.—Oldham Twist Com

pany has made a profit of £536. 1 3s. 7d.—Hollin.

wood Spinning Company (Limited) has made a

profit of £259 on the quarter.—At Burnley, the

loss of the Hill Top Mill Company for the past

half-year is £887, the loss at Olive is £363, the

loss at Keighley Green is £293. All the Limited

Companies in Burnley have lost except one, and

that is but £80 to the good. The highest loss

is £913.

Jfuntifure ano Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs-

the Copyright of which has been registered by*

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending July 10. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mAche".

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Begistesed.

336,759-61. Pellison, Pere & Co., of Cognao

(Charente), Franoe. Class III. July 4.

336,776. Dalglish, B,, Falconer & Co., of Man.

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 4.

336,818. Brierley, Joseph, of Blackburn. Class

IV. July 6.

336,917. Wileman, James F., of Foley Potteries,

Fenton, Staffordshire. Class IV. July 7.

336.922-3. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain.

street, Manchester. Class XI. July 7.

336,926. Baker, Harry William, of 3, 4, and 5,

Ocean-street, Stepney, Loudon, E. Class IV.

July 7.

336.930. Mintons', of Stoke-upon-Trent. Class

IV. July 8.

336.931. Humphries, James & Sons, of Kidder

minster. Class VI. July 8.

336,944. Green, John Johnstone, of Horley Green

Fire-olay Works, Halifax. Class IV. July 8.

336,954. Dalglish, B., Falconer A Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. CIsbs XI. July 8.

336,955. 8. Hendry, White, & Straohan, of the

National Floor-cloth Works, Kirkcaldy, Fyfe.

Class VI. July 8.

336,961-2. Cnnnington, William, & Co., of Park

Walk, Chelsea, 8.W. Class V. July 8.

336,967-8. Brown-Westhead, T. C, Moore & Co.,

of Cauldon Plaoe Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. July 8,

337,058. Brown-Westhead, T. C, Moore A Co.,

of Cauldon Place Staffordshire Potteries.,

Class IV. Jnly 9.

337.060. Bevington, Thomas, of Hanley. Class

IV. July 10.

337.061. Moore Brothers, of St. Mary's Works,

Longton, Staffordshire. Class IV. July 10.

337.071. Webb, Thomas, & Sons, of Dennis,

Stourbridge. Class III. July 10.

337.072. Sugg, William Thomas, of Westminster.

Class III. July 10.

In His
the Furniturei

Drapery Trades

fdtit

will be found luch inventions as relate to
'e. Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
■dee ; and Inventors are requested to pntrequet

themselves in early communication snth the Editor, echo
tcM be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

r-

s>

a

Applications for Letters Patent.

2,714. Thompson, W. P., consulting engineer, of

the firm of W. P. Thompson A Co., solicitors

of patents, of 6, Lord-Btreet, Liverpool, and of

323, High Holborn, for improvements in foot-

warmers and other heaters, applicable for use

on railways, in carriages, apartments, and

other situations where foot-warmers, chafing
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dishes, and the like are useful, and in the eon-

version of those at present in nse. A com

munication from Messrs. X Meresse and P.

Bondepierre, both of 5, Ene de Chateaudnn,

Paris. July 4.

2,721. Lalande, P. de, engineer, of 22, Ene

Denfert Bocherean, Paris, for improved new

colouring matters. July 4.

2,723. Shiers, B., jun., and J. J. Shiers, both of

Oldham, for improvements in the manufacture

of plushes and velvets. July 4.

2,725. Cayard, J., silk-spinner, of the firm of

Cayard & Co., of Hebden Bridge, for im

provements in the manufacture of yarn.

July 4.

2,730. Chambers, R. E., of Lewes, for improve,

mei is in sewing machines. July 4.

2,746. Brown, W. M., of Sonthampton-bnildings,

for improvements in looms. A communica

tion from F. Posdiok, Fitchburg, Massa.,

U.S.A. July 5.

2,749. Wilson, J. N., of Flixton, for improve,

menis in machinery for printing fabrics.

July 5.

2,751. Richards, W. H., manufacturer, of Bir.

mingham, for improvements in the manufac

ture of nails having brass-covered heads, and

in tools to be used in the said manufacture.

Jury 5.

2,754. Magill, J., of Manchester, for improve,

ments in sewing machines. July 7.

2.762. Butherland, W., of Manchester, for im

provements in decoration or ornamentation of

china, earthenware, and porcelain. July 7.

2.763. Waine, J., of Manchester, for improve

ments in embroidering machines. July 7.

2,777. Frost, T. P., manufacturer, of Oiton, for

improvements in spring or elastic bottoms for

beds, berths, couches, and other appliances for

sitting or reclining upon. July 8.

2,807. Barry, P., and V. W. Jones, of 6, St.

George's-terrace, Victoria-road, New Brighton,

for improvements in the manufacture of

pianos and other instruments for the produc

tion of sound, tone, or musical harmony.

July 10.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

3,601. Witherspoon, J., of Fox-oourt, Brook-

etreet, Holborn, for improvements in the

cases or frames of barometers. Sept. 11.

[Time extended to July 1, 1879.]

44. Herts, A. C, of Bloomsbory, for improve

ments in alarm locks. Jan. 4.

77. Hatchman, W., warehouseman, of 73 and 74,

Wood-street, for improvements in coverings

or awnings for perambulators and other places.

Jan. 8.

85. Cox, J. B., ironmonger, of 13, Strand,

Torquay, for improvements in the means and

apparatus for retaining and storing heat in

connection with cooking and other stoves and

heating appliances gen-rally. Jan. 8.

98. Hughes, E. T., of Chanoery-lane, for im-

provements in lamp-burners. A communica

tion from C. Benedict, of Waterbury, Conn.

(U.S A.) Jan. 9.

117. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for im

proved compositions for rendering textile

fabrics, paper, and other materials uninflam

mable. A communication from A. J. Martin

and E. Tessier, both of Paris. Jan. 10.

141. Haddan, H. J., for improvements in print

ing on textile fabrics. A communication

from Aa. Wohlfartb, of Leipzig, Saxony.

Jan. 13.

160. Simpson, W. S., of Battersea, for improve

ments in means or apparatus for bringing

tension npon the cords of window-blinds,

applicable also to the driving cords or bands

of sewing and other machines. Jan. 15.

223. Hodgkinson, G. and J. B., manufacturers,

both of Bolton-le-Moors, for improvements

in and in the production of counterpanes,

sheets, toilet-covers, towels, and other similar

articles. Jan. 20.

228. Bindloss, J. B., gentleman, W. T. Cheat

ham, mechanical draughtsman, and W.

Lees, merchant, all of Ecoles, for improve

ments in machinery or apparatus for supplying

wind to organs, harmoniums, or similar musi

cal instruments by direct pressure or by

exhaust. January 20.

244. Bensel, L., of Iserlohn, Germany, for

improvements in looks. January 21.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson 4 Co., Patent

agents*, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

488. Smith, E., of the firm of Robert Smith &

Son, and J. H. Smith, mill manager to the

said firm of Robert Smith & Son, of Parkvale

and Hayford Mills, for improvements in card

ing woollen yarns, and in the maohinery or

apparatus employed therefor. Feb. 7.

634. Hadfield, G., of Manchester, for improve

ments in the treatment of healds or harness

employed in looms for weaving. Feb. 11.

639. Hinrichs, C. F. A., of Brooklyn, New Tork,

for an improvement in lamps. Feb. 11.

596. Wilson, H. L., and J. Clegg, both of

Olayton-le-Moors, washing machine makers,

for improvements in shafts or axles of rollers

for washing, wringing, mangling, and other

like machines. February 14.

901. Allmann, J., of Manchester, for improve

ments in apparatus for regulating the tension

of the warps in looms. A communication

from H. Vogt, of ReutliDgen. Maroh 7.

1,118. Siemens, C. W., of 12, Queen Anne's

Gate, Westminster, for improvements in the

annealing and tempering of glass and appa

ratus for that purpose." The result partly of

a communication made by F. Siemens, of

Dresden, and partly of an invention made by

himself. Maroh 20.

1,132. Abercromby, J., of Bainsford, for im

provements in musical instruments whioh

have key or finger-boards. March 21.

1,257. Yates, W., of Manchester, for improve

ments in waiter-trayB. March 29.

1,351. Hattersley, B. L., machine-maker, of

Ktighloy, and J. Hill, mechanic, of the same

place, for improvements in looms for weaving.

April 6.

1,494. Eunson, G. G., 'of Sunderland, for im

provements in the manufacture of glass bottles

and other glass goods, and in the apparatus

employed therein. April 17.

1552. Pastor Perez de la Sala, of Bond-court

Chambers, Walbrook, for improvements io the

treatment of wood to render it pliable and

non-inflammable. April 19.

1,659. Taylor, E., of Bnrslem, for improvements

in means for adjustably attaching knobs or

hanoleB to Iockb and other spindles, and to

various articles. April 19.

1.597. Jackson, E., of 137, Otley-road, Brad-

ford, for improvements in looms. April 23.

1.598. Lake, W. R., patent agent, Southampton-

buildings, for improvements in maohinery for

stamping or shaping sheet-metal, and for

similar purposes. A communication from

E. W. Bliss, manufacturer, of Brooklyn, New

York, U.S.A. April 23.

1,604. Pitt, S., of Sutton, for improvements in

attachments to or apparatus to be used in

connection with violins. A communication,

from 0. Bull, of Bergen, Norway. April 23.

1702. Meadows, R., and R. T. Cotton, both of

Blackburn, for improvements in the construc

tion of looms for weaving. April 30.

1,721. Umstadter, M., of Norfolk, U.S.A., for

improvements on jacquard attachments for

embroidering and weaving machines. May 1

Rtfog, Units, anb (tantnls.

Suffolk street OaUeries.—The Society of

British Artists have decided to open their

exhibition at the above galleries every evening

from seven to ten o'olook, commencing on

Monday next, July 21.

An Historical Bedstead. — The Polish

Museum at Rapperswyll has acquired the bed

stead and other furniture of the room in whioh

Kosciusko, the famous Polish patriot, died,

together with other relics and facsimiles,

amongst them a copy of the Aot by whioh he

emancipated his serfs.

A Decorative Piano.—Messrs. Broadwood

4Co. have recently finished a noble pianoforte,

designed in old English style, and oarefally

decorated in accordance with the instructions

of the painter, for Mr. E. Borne Jones. The

same firm, it may be remembered, recently

made a similar fine instrument for Mr. Alma

Tadema.

Tire at an Upholsterer's.—On the 13th

instant a fire oconrred on the premises of Mr.

Paramonr, an upholsterer in Biggin-street,

Dover. A large quantity of the furniture was

destroyed, besides other damage being done to

the shop. The only origin that can be assigned

to it is that Mr. Paramour, just before going out

for a walk, lit a matoh, and placed the box con

taining the rest on a painted artiole in the shop.

It is supposed that, on taking a match out, the

others ignited, and so caused the fire.

The Leeds Joiners.—The committee of the

Leeds master joiners and carpenters met a few

nights ago at the Nags Head inn, Upperhead-

row, to receive a deputation from the operative

trade oommittee, when, after a short consulta

tion, the matters in dispute between masters

and men were mutually settled, and the masters)

arranged, as far as practicable, to open their

shops immediately.

Manchester Arts Club.—It is proposed to

establish a new social club in Manchester " with

a view to facilitate the intercourse of members

of the various professions, artistic, dramatic,

literary, and musical." The title originally

selected was the Bohemian Club, but this desig

nation has a'ready given place to the appella

tion of the Arts Club. A considerable number

of members have already been elected, audi

premises in Oxford-street have been seoured.

Professorship of Fine Art at Edin

burgh.—Mr. Henry George Watson, C.A., and

his late sister, Miss Fancy Watson, some time

ago provided a fund of upwards of £11,000 to

be made available, on the death of the survivor,

for the foundation of a ohnir of fine art in the

University, in memory of their brother, the late

Sir John Watson Gordon. By the death of Mr.

Watson, the survivor of the testators, whioh

oconrred on the 2nd inst., the ohair will now be

established.

Seduction of Joiners' Wages. — The

master joiners and house carpenters of Pres

ton gave notice to their men some time

ago of a reduction of wages and a lengthen

ing of hours, as well as of some general

alterations in their rules. Several meetings

and interviews have taken place on the

contemplated changes, and it has generally

been agreed to by the workmen that there

shall be no ohange in the working hours, bnt

that the wages shall be reduced 4s. per week.

Proposed Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition.

—We mentioned some time ago that it was in

contemplation to hold an exhibition of Eccle

siastical Art during the months of May and June,

1880, at the Albert Hall. A meeting to promote

that object will be held on the 29th inst., at 4

o'olook p.m., at the offices of the Royal Commis-

misBioners for the Exhibition of 1851, 2,

Viotoria. street, S.W., when it is intended to ap

point sub-committees, and to make arrange

ments for oarrying out the details of the under

taking. The profits arising from the exhibition

are to be devoted to the formation of a Perma

nent Ecclesiastical Art Society in London.

NewZealandFumitnreWoods.—Amongst

the exhibits forwarded from Auckland, New

Zealand, to the Sydney Exhibition, will be a fine

collection of the beautiful ornamental woods of

the province of Auckland, furnished by Mr.

Norrie, cabinet-maker, of Shortland-street. The

specimens will inolude five varieties of mottled

kauri, amongst whioh is one known as the fern-

leaf variety—a beautiful speoimen of this rare

sort. There are also samples of mottled totara,

puriri, and rewarewa. In ornamental woods for

cabinet purposes there is no oonntry in the

world which produces greater variety or speci

mens of greater beauty than the province of

Anokland. The half of each Blab of wood to be

exhibited is to be polished, and the other half is

to be left in its natural state. In order to show

the difference between the mottled and the plain

woods of the same species, Mr. Norrie will also-

forward specimens of the latter.

Tax npon Commercial Travellers.—We

have stated before that the Texas Legislature

has imposed a tax on commercial travellers

from other States doing business there. The

substance of this semi-barbaric enactment is as

follows :—" Upon every commercial traveller,

drummer, salesman, or solicitor of trade, by

sample or otherwise, an annual occupation tax

of 200 dols. shall be imposed; provided that

suoh person shall not be required to pay the

same \ t the person, firm, or association of per

sons represented by him, or for whom he is

soliciting trade, shall have paid a merchant's

occupation tax, as provided Jin this section, of

200 dols ; and any firm, person, or association

of personB desiring to be represented or to solicit

trade by such commercial traveller or travellers

shall have the right to do bo by paying to the

Comptroller of the State a tax of 200 dols., pay

able annually in advanoe. Providing that

nothing herein contained shall apply to any one
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soliciting subscriptions for religion?, literary, or

historical books or maps. Occupation in the

meaning of this Act is any person, firm, or

association of persons engaged in baying or

Belling goods, wares, and merchandise of any

Vind whatever."

Ironmongers' Association. — The first

general meeting of this society was recently

held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street. Mr. J.

Barford, of Northampton, occupied the chair.

The primary roles of the association were laid

before the meeting, and duly proposed and

oarried. The following office™ were elected for

the ensuing year :—Mr. Plimsanl, of Plymouth,

president; Mr. Dennis, of Chelmsford, vice-

president ; Mr. Wilkes, of Salisbury, and Mr.

Berridge, of Windsor, were appointed as secre

taries. Same interesting facts were mentioned

at the meeting as showing the great need for

united action on the part o( the members of the

trade. It was stated that there were some

6,000 ironmongers in Great Britain, and if only

one-fifth would join this association it would be

able to do great seiyioe to the interests of

the trade.

Prises for Sanitary Appliances.—The

annual meeting of the members of the Sanitary

Institute of Great Britain was held on the 10th

inst., at the Royal Institution, Albemarle.street,

for the purpose of presenting the prize medals

and certificates of merit awarded to the success

ful exhibitors at the Stafford Exhibition. The

Duke of Northumberland presided. The Richard-

sonian gold medal for the best invention exhi

bited has been awarded to Mr. Griffiths, of the

Silicate Paint Company, for " patent white," a

non poisonous substitute for white-lead. The

bronze medals (of whioh there were twelve)

were awarded for silicate paint, enamel paint,

and petrifying liquid for damp walls, for invalid

tubular water and air beds, for apparatus for

cooking by gas, for joints for stonework pipes,

for economic hollow flooring, for a portable

cinder-sifting ash-pit, for Moule's patent earth-

closets, for portable ranges, and for several

other appliances.

Levying Blackmail.—The morals of trade

have more than onoe engaged attention in these

pages, and we have repeatedly protested against

the practice of soliciting money-contributions

from different firms, either in the shape of

Christmas-boxes or to defray the expenses of the

Midsummer '.bean-feast. We are sorry to tied

that the custom still survives in the furniture

trade, as is evident from a circular issued by

Messrs. Goode, Gaiosford, A Co., of High-street,

Borough, in which they say :—"It having come

to our knowledge that a ' printed circular ' has

the last two or three years been issued by our

artisans and workmen, soliciting a gratuity

towards their ' bean-feast,' we beg to say, such

a circular being contrary to our wish, we have de

sired all such applications to be discontinued, be

tbey by circular or otherwise, and we would thank

you to please note our wishes in regard to it."

Surely our working cabinet-makers and others

employed in furniture houses are not so under

paid that they cannot defray the expenses

inourred by a day's ontiDg from their own

pockets, and mutt therefore have recourse to

firms with whom their employers do business.

We are afraid that working-men do not suffi

ciently realise the ex'ent to whioh they demean

themselves by issuing begging-letters of the

nature indicated ; if they did we feel sure that

we should soon hear the last of practices

degrading to workmen, and indirectly fraught

with injury to employers.

A Silver " Cradle."—The custom of pre

senting a silver cradle on the felioitoos event—

of a obild being born—to a mayor is more local

than general. It has been observed at Liver

pool, fork, and a few other oities, but we believe

it has never been the etiquette of the Corpora

tion of the City of London, On November 28tb,

1835, the wife of the Lord Mayor of London

(Copeland) gave birth to a son, but we do not

find that the oitizens provided a silver cradle for

the infant, although one was presented to the

Lady Mayoress, probably by some personal

friends. Last week, however, a similar

presentation was made to the Mayor of

Norwich by the local magistracy and other civio

dignitaries. The " cradle " presented to Mr.

Harry Bullard is, according to the Norfolk

Chronicle, a costly pieoe of plate—a massive

epergne of arliatio design and finished workman

ship. Besting upon a b iso of highly-polished

ebony are three well modelled figures, in frosted

silver, emblematical of Faith, Hope, and Charity,

extending aloft a basket, fitted with a glass

bowl, and riobly ohased with a representation of

primroses and other spring flowers. Underneath

the bowl, which forms to it a kind of oanopy, is

a cradle nestling among roses and flowers and

foliage. Among the upper surface of the ebony

pedestal is a representation in silver of drapery

festooned, and also encircling it is a band of

twisted silver. On each of three sides there is a

silver ehield surmounted by a ooronet, and en

riched by a sword, mace, and laurel wreath, in

ba» relief—one bearing the arms of the oity,

another to display the Mayor's Arms, and a third

containing a suitable inscription.

Indian Art.—Dr. Bird wood has received a

letter, signed by Sir Rutherford Aloock, Mr.

Grant Duff, Sir Frederick Leighton, Sir Cootts

Lindsay, Mr. Millais, Mr. William Morris,

Sir Lewis Polly, Sir Henry Bawlinson, Mr.

Spottiswoode, and other gentlemen, in refer

ence to his report on the artioles of Indian

manufacture exhibited at Paris last year.

In common, they say, with all who had given

any attention to the subject, they have Been

and lamented the rapid deterioration that has of

late befallen the great historical arts of India,

and the independent and courageous oriticism

contained in Dr. Birdwood's "Handbook,"

founded on close observation and long experi

ence, has shown the oauses that have been at

work, in bringing about that deterioration. The

welfare of the arts in question is important to

both India and Europe, and if this importance

be at once admitted, together with the danger

to them that cones of the manner in whioh they

are now being dealt with by Europeans brought

into contact with the Asiatic workmen, no

thoughtful person would deny the duty of a

country like England to exeroise foresight and

patience, lest for an apparent commercial gain

she and the world in general sbonld lose indus

tries whioh have for ages made India famous,

and possess remarkable educational influence.

Dr. Birdwood, in reply, says that this approba.

tion will do more even than last year's Paris

exhibition to quicken the growing interest in

Indian art and in the self-contained and self,

supporting commercial life of whioh those arts

are the bright emanation.

Kauri Gum.—The various gums and resins

so largely employed in the industrial arts have of

late j ears received a valuable addition from New

Zealand, whence large quantities of a pure white

gum, or rather gum resin, are annually imported.

This, says the Colonies and India, is the produce

of the magnificent dammara, or kauri p:ne (pro

nounced like the word " cowrie"), whioh grows

to the height of 100 ft., with a ciroumferenoe of

20 to 25 ft. at the bottom, tapering gradually to

the top. There are two different kinds of pro-

duoe known by the same name—the one being a

pure resin, distilled from the growing trees, and

the other partaking of the qualities of both gum

and reBin, being found in a semi-fossil condition,

beneath the surface of the earth. The latter

variety is in appearanoe very like amber, being

found of different bright colours from pale

straw to light brown, as well as " clouded." It

is found in blocks, varying in weight from a few

ounces to fifty or sixty pounds, and is supposed

to owe its existence in this state to the destrno-

tion of the gum-bearing trees in past times by

fire—for the trees are very inflammable, and

vast tracts of forest have been accidentally

burnt—when the natural j uioes were forced by

the heat to exude and coagulate, and hardened

on cooling. The districts in whioh the gum is

found are generally covered with small mounds,

whioh usually indicate its presence. The gum.

hunter carries a steel-tipped spear, with whioh

he probes the mass, a little experience enabling

him to discover the existence of the gum without

further searoh. In England, among other pur

poses, this gum is used for dressing oaliooes ;

the resin produced by the growing tree being

employed principally as a varnish.

The Indian Museum.—We mentioned in

our last issue that the Government had decided

upon dosing the Indian Museum, and intended

to dispose of the oolleotion in different direc

tions. This intended aot was made the subject

of a question in Parliament on the 14th inst.,

when Mr. Grant-Duff asked the Under-Secretary

of State for India whether it was trne that it

was intended to break up and disperse the

museum whioh was collected by the East India

j Company and was transferred from the Company

to the Crown when the change of Government

occurred. Mr. E. Stanhope in reply, said :—It

has been decided by the Secretary of State in

Council to remove the] collections now in the

East India Museum at Sooth Kensington. The

distribution of these collections has not yet been

determined on, and is the subject of investi

gation by a committee in communication with

the authorities at the British Museum, South

Kensington, and Kew Gardens. The main

objeot which is expected to be gained by this

step is the increased utility of the collections

to the public The Eoonomio Section, for

instance, could be maintained and perfected

with great public advantage in the experienced

hands of Sir Joseph Hooker at Kew, where ha

already has a far better collection of similar ob

jects; while as regards the Z ralogioal, Ethno

logical, and Art collections, their transfer to

departments where they will be more generally

seen and appreciated seems better than to re

tain them in a museum wbicb, somehow or other

does not attraot victors. I may add that it

will have the additional advantage of causing

an ultimate aving to the Indian revenues of

£9,000 a year.

Woollen Trades' Creditors' Association.

—A meeting of the members of this newly-

formed Association was held on Monday in the

Library of the Leeds Philosophical Hall. Mr.

Baxter, President of the Leeds Chamber of

Commerce, presided, and in opening the pro

ceedings, he congratulated the members on the

progress made in the formation of the Associa

tion. Mr. Samuel Jubb, of Batley, in moving

the adoption of the constitution and rules, said

the first of these rules, whioh was as follows,

explained the objeot in view, viz. :—" This

Association is established for the purpose ]of

securing united action amongst oreditors, and

thereby dealing more effeotually and inexpen

sively with the estates of insolvent debtors;

and shall be called 'The Creditors' Association

of the Yorkshire Woollen District.'" The

second rule provides that the principal office

of the Association shall be situated in alter

nate years at Leeds and Huddersfield, and to

be at Leeds for the first year. Mr. E. W.

Hewitt, of Leeds, seconded the motion, and it

was unaoimoosly passed. Mr. Sheard, of Bat-

ley, in moving the election of Mr. Frank Lupton

(Leeds) as President of the Association for the

first year, said it was high time that they

should, as creditors, take means to get insolvent

estates more directly under their own control.

Mr. Wrigley, of Huddersfield, seconded the

motion, and it was unanimously | agreed to.

Vice-Presidents were next appointed as follows,

viz. :—Mr. Hewitt and Mr. Bonsfield for Leeds,

Mr. Hy. Brooke and Mr. Skillbeok for Hudders

field, Mr. Hirst for Dewsbory, Mr. Sheard for

Batley, and Mr. Stead for Heckmondwike.

The committee consist of Messrs. A. Smith, and

G. Portway for Leeds, W. Brook and W. Shaw

for Huddersfield, W. H. Lee and — Ingram for

Dewsbury, and J. B. Middlebrook for Batley.

Mr. Samuel Jubb was appointed treasurer; and

it was intimated that the appointment to the

offioe of secretary would bo left to the Com.

mittee.

Can Wool sorters' Disease be Prevented P

—The simplost and most effectual, as it would

also be found probably to be the most prac

ticable measure for preventing this disease

would be tbe exercise of greater care and clean

liness in the making up of the bales in foreign

parts. Fallen fleeces or the fleeces of dead

animals ought to be rigidly excluded ; at least,

if they are packed, they ought to bs previously

washed with soap and water or some disin

fectant. All the rest of the wool, sound or

otherwise, ought also to be subjected to the

same prooess, in order that the scab, parasites,

and other filth might be removed before decom

position has rendered them poisonous. It will

be nrged that as Peru is a very dry country, it

might be very difficult, if not impossible, to wash

the wool in the interior. To this, however, it is

sufficient to reply that ports like Mollendo and

Callao, from whioh the wool is Bhipped, have a

water supply brought down to them from the

Andes; while Puoo, where the wool is collected,

lies on the shores of Lake Ticicaoa, from which

abundant water supply could of course be got.

We may hope for better results to the health of

our home operatives, who are oompel'ed to work

in these wools, when the foreign collecting trade

is taken by Europeans out of the hands of the

Indians, or when the Peruvian Government

obtains more control over its lawless subjects.

The same remarks apply, when the necessary

ohanges are made, to the cleaning and collecting

of the Van mohair and other wools of Asia
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Minor. At any rate, when the nse of saoh

simple remedies promises each beneficial results,

n . lime onght to be lost in attempting to pnt

ibem into execution. Perhaps, too, the day may

yet come when our Government may order its con

sular agents to attend to some of these matters—

not the least, it may tben be thought, of British

interests.— Great Industries of Great Britain.

The Textile Industries of Italy.—Among

ihese, bb might be expected, the silk manufac

ture holds the foremost place. At the date of

ihe latest offioial return the number of persons

employed in the spinneries of the kingdom was

185,722. Tte weaving department of the trade,

on the other hand, is comparatively little

developed, there being only 665 power-looms,

and 7,394 hand-looms engaged in it. According

to a writer in Design and Work, there are

altogether 3,829 silk factories, which employ

10,902 horse-power, aiid afford ocenpation for

close upon 200,000 hands. Most of the factories,

« specially the larger ones, are in Lombardy

and Piedmont. Cotton sp noing and weaving

occupy the next rank. In 1876 Italy had 647

cotton manufactories, with 734,812 spindles,

18,517 power-looms, and 14,300 hand-looms,

employing 18,231 hands in the spinning, and

85,253 iu the weaving branch of the trade.

Sinoe, then, however, the number of spindles

has increased to at least 900,000, and the produc

tion of finished material has almost doubled. A

considerable proportion of t^e weaving is done

at home. Of printing works there are three

only, employing 26 machines and 657 hands.

The cotton industry is ohiefly carried on in

Piedmont, Lombardy, and the Province of

Salerno. Next in importance are the woollen

industries. In this department there are 540

factories. 305,386 spindles, 2,571 power-looms,

and 6,889 hand - looms employing together

23,527 hands. To these may be added 24 arti

ficial wool factories, engaged iu the preparation

of " shoddy " from old material, whioh possess

63 cardinK machines and employ 1,373 persons.

The woollen works are chiefly found iu Pied-

moat, Venice, Tuscany, and Lignria. The flax

and hemp industiies are almost confined to

Lombardy, and employ 59,225 spindles and 772

power-looms in their opera' i' >ne. In spite of the

splendid raw material found in the Bologntse

and Neapolitan hemps, tb'S branoh of business

is in a very backward condition, its proper

development being greatly retarded by the

want of capital. It is only quite recently that a

few factories have been able to set np specially-

oonstracted machinery for tbe treatment of

hemp and flax.

A Leather Trade Association.—A meet

ing of gentlemen engaged in the leather trade

was held i-n Monday at the Queen's Hotel,

Leeds, to take steps for the formation of a

Creditors' Association. Mr. Charles England

(hon. Bee.) read the report of the committee,

which recommended that the association be

registered under the Companies Aotof 1862 and

1867. Mr. England moved the adoption of the

report. lie said there could be no difference of

opinion aa to the necessity of forming an asso

ciation for their protection. The association

would be managed by a committee, and tbe

secretary would be a salaried servant under the

control of tbe committee. The priroipal objeot

was to secure unanimity and combined action

amongst creditors, and thereby deal more effec

tually and inexpensively with the estates of in

solvent debtors. Where similar associations bad

been at work the expenses of realisations had

been considerably reduced, and the average

dividends payable increased. Another objeot

was to avoid solicitors and accountants as much

as possible, and to get the insolvent estates into

their own hands. Whenever it was possible it

was advisable for tbe secretary to file the

debtor's petition without tbe aid of a soli

citor. Among other advantages of the asso

ciation would be a debt-collecting department

and an inquiry department. Mr. Kitohen, in

seconding the motion, said it was very desirable

that the secretary of the association should be

some accountant who had a knowledge of the

leather trade. Mr. Simpson (Stead 4 Simpson)

suggested that they should not confine the

association to the leather trade, but try to in

duce as many members of other trades to join

sb possible. The report was adopted, and after

some further discussion, it was unanimously

decided not to confine the association to tbe

leather trade, but to ask for the co-operation of

other trades ; and, on the motion of Mr. Denby,

seconded by Mr. Simpson, it was resolved that '

the name of tbe association Bhould be " The '

Leeds and District Creditors' Association."

On the motion of Aid. Lowley a preliminary

committee was appointed to revise the rules

and take other neceBsary Bteps.

The Heating' of Schools.—The magistrates

of Berlin a short time a>to organised a scientific

investigation of the arrangements for the beat

ing and ventilation of the schools in that city.

Of the 126 schools examined (in 118 buildings),

45 had local heating with Dntoh tile and iron

stoves, 54 air heating, 22 low-pressure water

heating, three mean-pressure water heating, one

bigb-preBsure water heating, and one air and

water heating. The committee thought tbe

following the obief points to be aimed at:— 1.

The temperature to be kept at a suitable height

(19 deg. C. at the most), without the teacher

having constantly to look after it. 2. The

temperature of each schoolroom to be capable

of regulation independently of all the others. 3.

The temperature to show little difference in

different parts of the class, horizontally and

vertically. 4. The ventilation to be suoh that

the air admitted be free of dust, noxious gases,

and infectious matters, that it give no cause for

complaint as regards moisture or temperature,

and that it be renewed sufficiently to prevent

impurities from breathing of the soholars

reaching a limit dangerous to health. The

committee come to the conclusion that, as

regards ventilation and regular distribution

of heat in space, the method of central beat

ing, and especially air-heating, is vastly supe

rior to local heating, and most of the com

plaints against it are groundless. The difficul

ties of regularly heating different rooms in one

building are by no means insuperable. More

intelligence is needed to conduct central heating

than to manage a Dntoh tile Btove, and care

must be taken to obtain practised stokers. The

glowing of tbe heat apparatus though not so

dangerous as commonly supposed, is to be

obviated by correct proportioning of tbe grate

and heating surfaces, and an abundant moisten,

ing of tbe air in the heating chamber must be

attended to. With central heating opening of

the windows should be avoided. Except where

tbe school is very favourably situated, the a r

should be filtered, and any dust, however intro

duced, removed daily from the desks and seats

and the floor (which should be coated with oil

colour or saturated with oil). The walls shonld

be cleaned at least once a year. The central

heating oan be beet effected, according to the

report, by use of a water-heating a>rangement

in connection with a ventilation effected by

pulsion, which ssnds to the classes an uninter

rupted ourrent of heated air, purified by filter,

steam jet, or water. A school to be thus heated

is now being built in the Steinmetz-strasse, in

Berlin.

The Coffin for the Prince Imperial-

It will doubtless be of interest to under

takers and funeral furnishers to have some

account of the coffin used for the body of tbe

unfortunate Prince, and of the decorations to

whioh the funeral rites gave riBe. The £n-

chantress (Admiralty yacht, Staff Commander

E. H. Ilills) which bad been selected for the

conveyance of the remains from Spitbead to

Woolwich, had been specially fitted for the

reception of the body. The interior of the

pavilion on the after part of tbe quarterdeck

had (the ceiling excepted) been covered with

blaok cloth, festooned with white rosettes. A

support in the centre on whioh the coffin was to

rest, wasoovered with a magnificent black velvet

pall, with an embossed golden border, a large

central cross, and a black and yellow fringe.

At the head of the coffin wsb an altarino, with

a black ante-pendium, and bearing a silver

crucifix, with a silver sconce on each side hold

ing four candles, while three more candles were

placed ou each side of tbe coffin. At Woolwich

an old guard-room hud been fitted up for the

temporary reception t f the body. The entrance

to this otherwise dingy building had been

draped with black and crowned with the

Imperial " N.," and the transformation of the

interior was complete. The walls were hung

all round with blaok oloth, but tbe too sombre

effeot whioh this alone would produce was

avoided by the disposal of ornamental hangings,

and especially by tbe arrangement overhead of

a pleasing canopy of union jacks. Festoons of

black and gray cord hung from Bilver stars on

the walls. Tbe letter " N " stood cut in glitter

ing capitals on shields of violet hue, and higher

still on the walls were heraldic medallions in

black and white satin. In the background

opposite the entrance an altar had been impro

vised, with a oloth for reredos, on whioh a large

white orosa was conspicuous. Within the lines

of this cross was affixed an ebony cruoifix, with

a carved oak figure of the Saviour. Overhead

were the letters " B.I.P." On the altar-table

there were two massive silver candelabra, with

wax candles, and other similar pieces were

placed on the floor on either side of the cata

falque. Tbe coffin itself consisted of an inner

shell of lead, lined with white and violet quilted

satin. The outer Bhell waB of mahogany, co

vered with violet-coloured velvet, and mounted

with elabora'e brass ornaments, in which the

initials " L.N." had been cut. The Napoleonic-

arms and a crosa were affixed to the ocffia-lid.

Between these two ornaments an inscription Bet

forth the name of the deceased, his rank, the

years of his life, and tbe manner of his death.

At Camden House a temporary ohapel had also

been fitted up. Tbe drapings here were mostly

of white satin, and at tbe door were long cur

tains of that material, to whioh were attached

two large palm-branches, plaoed crosswise. We

should add that the whole of the decorative

work, and all other arrangements in connection

with the funeral, have been carried out by

Messrs. William Gamin & Sons, of Welbeok.

street, Cavendish-square.

Satsuma Ware.—Tbe sale of the large collec

tion of Sataurna ware last week was by far the most

interesting of the kind that has ever occourred.

The large vases, inoense-burners, and other ob

jects which the oolleotor, Mr. Walter, states in

the catalogue were made for tbe Jesuit priests'

expedition from Japan to Rome, under the

auspices of the Prince of Buogo in 1682, but

which it is admitted never were allowed to leave

Japan to be presented to the Pope, although

Franois Xavier himself selected tbem, attracted

muoh attention ; but the Bums bid for them did

not in every case come up to the reserve prioes,

and some, therefore, were not sold. The beauti

ful little rice-bowls, so exquisitely painted with

flowers and other ornaments touohedwith en

amel, and in parts jewelled like some of the

Sevres china, brought very high prioes, varying

from 3 to 15 guineas each, and two excep-

tionally.flne bowls which belonged to the Daimio

families, and were undoubtedly old work,

Bold for £17 and £19 respectively. Among

the objects worthy of notice were the

following, said to have been made for the

Jesuits' expedition from Japan to Borne :—A

pair of rare old Satsuma vases, of creamy tint,

body of the vase divided into zones and vari

ously shaped medallions painted with chrysan

themum flowers, cooks fighting, &o., used for

decorative purposes on the altars of the Jesuit

missionaries, 26 in. high, .£15 ; a pair of magni

ficent vases for temple use, of rarest old Satsuma,

with tassel in front, rather rudely painted with

figures (no other specimens of this class are

known to exist), height 28 in., £84 ; a pair of

old Satsuma vases painted with religiooB sub-

jects, height 17 in.—£40 ; a pair of magnificent

old Satsuma vases, of unusual form, bulbous on

shoit stem, with very wide months, elephant-

bead handles, profusely decorated—£51 ; a

beautiful pair of Satsuma vases, with covers

surmounted by dogs and bearing the Tycoon's

orent ou the neck—£31 ; two grand Satsuma

vaBes, old art products of the country, and

unique, painted with Buddhist subjects ;

originally they were in the possession of

the Princes of Satsuma, in 1685, on the occa

sion of one of the family beirg elected

Tcooon j priests date them about 1507; during

several generations it was the oustom to

exhibit them in connection with religious rites

at Yeddo, height 25 iu.— £90 (bought in); two

regal Satsuma cylindrical vases, acquired from

the YaBhiki of Prince of Kokura, and executed

by the son of tbe Prince Ebsu Kosokawa-Etzu-

no-Kami, himself a great artist, about 1620—

£95 (bought in) ; an ancient Satsuma koro, in>

the possession of the Ikammono family, height

8i in.—£90 (bought in) ; a pair of ancient

koros, regarded by the aristocracy as their

rarest treasures, paiuted with subjects of the

wars of Japanese and Coreans—Taico Sama

oarried them into Corea in 1573—£210 (bought

in) ; a Satsuma vase, with very beautiful deco

ration in every feature, height 21} in.—£60

(bought in) ; a regal Satsuma vase, of the same

form, height 251 —£50 (bought in), and a

wheel-formed Satsuma teapot, with flowers and

enamel jewels, coral sprigs in relief, and body

painted with corn flowers— £32. The total

amount of the 213 1. ts sold was £2,871. 10s.
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Useful Dints.

Drilling Glass.—Take a' common drill, ran

a little fast ; do not press on, the weight of the

drilloress is enough. Drill from both sides,

keeping the glass and drill wet with turpentine.

Be very caret nl, when the two holes meet, not

to let the drill catch. After a hole is made large

enough for a small round file, file to the desired

size, keeping the file and glass wet with tur

pentine.

Polishing Marble.—To polish a piece of

mirble. Smooth it with sand and water applied

with a marble rubber, then rub it with pumice

stone, and finally with a paste of putty powder,

using a felt rubber.

Co Comspcitbcnts

E. P.—Wo have complied wiih yoar wieh.
A. L. T. (Sydney, Australia).—The list of intending

exhibitors was given in oar issue for May 31st last, ana
tnany of the exhibits connected with the furniture trade
have s;nce been described in these pages.

K. B.—We have inserted your communication.
£. G. (Edinburgh).—The next article on "Style ae

Applied to Furniture," will appear in our issue for
August 2nd.

P. H. (Cork).—We suppose you refer to Fairlop Oak,
which was blown down in 1320. It stood in Hainault
Forest, and wa* 38 ft. in circumference a yard from the
ground.

T. O.—The affair is still *u& judice, but we believe that
there is a diapoiitiou, on one side at least, to come to an
amicable settlement.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY. WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe s 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BEIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF BOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHAEF, EAGLE WHARF

BOAD, N.

I7i« mott extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KKLSET Jt Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FEIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiOiowis.—MILTON BTBKET, LONDON, B.C.

DUTCH TILES

For Fireplaces, Furniture, &c.

ART PAINTED AND PRINTED TILES.

S. B. SUTCLIFFE,

44. BURY NEW ROAD,

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

.A.T MODERATE IP IR, I O IE S.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

S. COUSINS, 81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & FOX,

HOBSEHAIE MERGHAUTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

nVE TJ in _A. CTORY^AT CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE_ STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEBAL TEBM3 TO BDaiFFIEIE&S.

M.J^C.TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON^.

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

 

1

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tcrpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal baok laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Blacking

^ ADKINS & MALLETT,

HrVll Manufacturers of every Description 0
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

WINDOW BLINDS

And SPRING ROLLERS
TO THB TBADB.

132, High St.,St. John'sWood,

LONDON, N.W.

IUiutrated List of Prictt Pott-fret.

 

ROBERT CLELAND,

MANUFACTURER OF CURLED HAIR AND BRUSH DRAFTS,

40, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C,

Supplies Wholesale Houses and Shippers throughout the United Kingdom.
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UPHOLSTERING MATERIALS.

No. VI.—Cocoa-nut. Fibbe.

HE Cocoa-nut Palm (Cocoa nuci-

fera) is one of the most graceful

products of the vegetable world,

and at the same time one of the

most useful, considering the mani

fold valuable purposes to which

its various parts may be applied.

It is supposed to have been aboriginally a

native of the islands of the Pacific, where it

flourishes in the greatest vigour, but has since

been disseminated over the greater portion of

the tropical world, growing in great abundance

in Ceylon and Southern India, along the Mala

bar and Coromandel coasts, on the coasts of

Brazil, and in tropical America generally, as

-well as in Africa. In 1813 it was calculated

that there were not less than ten million trees

in Ceylon alone.

The treee grows to an altitude of from

■60 ft. to 100 ft., with a cylindrical ringed

stem about 2 ft. in diameter, and is crowned

by a magnificent crest of from sixteen to twenty

pinnate leaves, frequently 20 ft. in length,

-with midrib and acute leaflets springing from

it, giving them the appearance of gigantic

feathers, which droop downwards, and, when

agitated by the wind, present a very striking

appearance. The rings on the stem are slight

protuberances, marking the spots where the

leaves grow in each successive year of the

trees development, the number of rings thus

indicating the age of the tree. It grows best

close on the sea shore, exposed to the full

influence of the sea breezes and saline moisture

which it greedily imbibes. This circumstance

is the cause of the wide dissemination of the

tree and its early appearance on newly-formed

coral islands, the nuts falling into the sea and

beiDg carried by the waves and currents in

every direction and washed ashore,where they

take root easily and cover a previously desert

island with groves of noble palms.

The tree is very carefully cultivated in

Ceylon, in nurseries of 400 each; the ripe

nuts are placed in squares of twenty eachway,

covered an inch deep with sand and seaweed,

andwatered daily until they germinate,and five

months afterwards they are planted out in holes

3 ft. deep, from 23 to 30 ft. apart, and bedded

up with seaweed and mud and sand from the

seashore. The trees begin to bear fruit in the

fifth or seventh year, and each one matures

annually an average of sixty nuts. In these

districts the wealth of a native is estimated

by his cocoa-palm property ; on one occasion

a case came on before the Law Courts, the

matter in dispute being the ownership of the

2,520th part of ten palms.

The uses to which the various parts and

products of the tree are put are almost end

less. The trunk is a valuable wood for build

ing purposes and for furniture, known in

Europe as porcupine wood ; the leaves are

used for thatching houses, making baskets,

&c. ; and the midribs of the leaves make

excellent oars. When the stem is young, the

central portion is used as food, as is also the

frond, as a vegetable ; and the root, which

possesses narcotic properties, is chewed instead

of the areca-nut. From the juice of the stem

is obtained palm wine, and a farinaceous mat

ter which is a good substitute for sugar ;

whilst from the sap a product called jagghery

is obtained by inspissation ; mixed with lime,

this makes a stucco that is impervious to

moisture, resists solar heat, and takes a fine

polish. The ashes of the leaves yield a potash,

and the juice drawn from the unexpanded

flower-spathes, when boiled, fermented, and

distilled, gives forth an alcoholic spirit called

arrack. The tree blossoms every five or six

weeks, so that there are always nuts in all

stages of growth, and it continues to produce

fruit for seventy or eighty years. The ma

tured fruit consists of a thick external husk

of fibrous character, within which is a hard?

woody shell, containing the kernel and a liquid

called cocoa-nut milk. At one end of the

shell are three indented scars, through one

of which, softer than the others, issues the

germinating embyo, which is nourished, whilst

in the shell, by the albumen of the kernel.

These three scars cause the end of the nut to

present an appearance similar to the face of a

monkey, which gave rise to the name, by the

Portuguese, macoco, in that tongue signifying

a monkey.

The fruit grows in racemes or in clusters

like bunches of grapes, close to the stem and

immediately below the fronds, which droop

gracefully over, as if to protect it from undue

atmospherical influences. Each raceme con

tains from five to fifteen nuts, and ten or

twelve of these racemes, in different stages of

growth, may be seen at once on the tree. The

kernel of the nut forms a not inconsiderable

portion of the food of the natives, and is a

very familiar object on the barrows of the

London costermonger, whilst the milk forms a

wholesome and pleasant beverage. The kernel

contains 70 per cent, of oil, a thousand nuts

supplying 25 gallons, which is an important

article of export to Europe, where it is manu

factured into stearine candles and marine soap.

By the natives it is used as a lamp oil and as

a lubricant, and is also employed as an article

of food (before it becomes rancid). Mixed

with resin, it is used for filling the seams of

boats, and for covering the corks of bottles to

protect them from the depredations of th9

white ant. Within it is found a small strong

substance, a sort of vegetable bezoar, which

finds a ready market in China as an amulet

against disease. The shell is made into goblets

and other vessels for holding liquids, and is

frequently polished and ornamented with

silver and other metals, in the form of ban

dings and tripods.

It is with the husks that we have more

particularly to deal in connection with uphol

stery. They are used extensively in the

countries where they are grown as fuel, and

when cut across are employed for polishing

furniture and for scrubbing floors. The fibre

is exceedingly strong, much more so than

hemp, and is the best material for cables, not

only by reason of its strength, but also

because of its superior lightness and elasticity.

Vast quantities of rope are made of it in the

Laccadive Islands entirely by hand, and

chiefly by women, without the aid of any

machinery ; it is also woven into cloth for

the sails of vessels.

The process of manufacture is very simple,

but somewhat tedious. The husks are steeped

in pits filled with water, for periods varying

from six to twelve months, are then beaten

with sticks, when the fibre readily separates

and is ready for shipment to Europe. The

processes of fashioning it into cordage, mat

ting for floors, mats, brushes, &c, are equally

simple. For matting it is roughly twisted

into threads and woven by the ordinary mode

of weaving textile fabrics, in hand-looms,

which are better suited for the purpose than

power-looms ; and mats are woven similarly,

with protruding loops, which are shorn level,

leaving a pile surface, by an implement similar

to a lawn-mower, and of which, indeed, the

latter is a development.

The manufacture is very deleterious to the

workmen, who, unless they guard their mouths

with respirators, imbibe the minute fibres with

which the atmosphere is filled, these lodge on

the lungs, and induce consumption and other

pulmonary complaints, resulting in premature

death.

LEATHER AND PAPER HANGINGS.

"CX)RMERLiT cow-hide was employed in

covering travelling-boxes, from which

custom comes the French term hache or vache,

afterwards given to the covering of leather

used in securing the luggage on the top of

coaches. Later on, there was introduced the

practice of decorating leather by the embossing

and gauffering process, or stamping, and using

it in adorning the interior of houses. This

was looked on at first as a refinement of

luxury. " Leathers for laying down in the

rooms in summer time," say the inventories of

the Duke of Burgundy. In 1410, says M.

Jacquemart, in his interesting " History of

Furniture," Isabeau of Bavaria sent for "six

leather carpets for the floor." This was one

of the delicate devices of the German coquette,

for, although on several solemn occasions the
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floors had been covered not only 'with tapes

tries, but even -with the most costly materials,

the general practice; continued down to the

period of the Valois kings, as shown in manv

paintings, was to strew the apartments with

flowers and foliage. This custom was not

discontinued till the time when the velvet-pile,

or oriental carpets, began to be multiplied,

and especially when the looms of the West

succeeded in imitating them, that the strewing

of the floors gave place to the velvet fabric.

Returning to the fifteenth century, we find

that in the same year, 1416, the Due de Berry

possessed a large piece of red leather decked

with several escutcheons in gules, with three

bends argent surrounding the shield of Castille.

This was one of those nighly-prized Spanish

" Cordovans " which for a long time gave their

name to the hangings known as " cordovan

leather," that is, of Cordova. At first the

leather hangings were painted with some

uniform pattern set off with designs, produced

by the hot iron on the roller. Large pieces

made of square skins sewn or glued together

formed the principal portions of the hanging,

which was completed by means of narrower

strips concealing the seams or joinings. We

need not here dwell upon the style of decora

tion, identical as it was with the other pieces

of furniture, and the very variety of which

would, in any case, baffle all description. In

subjects of this sort the pen must give way to

the pencil. As regards the colours, the

imagination could conjure up no visions more

brilliant than the reality. The ground was most

commonly of silver or gold, this last effect

being produced by means of a coloured varnish

laid over the silver. The arabesques and

other ornaments vied in the brightness of their

hues with this gorgeous ground. The inventory

of Catherine de Meflicis, published by if.

Edmond BonnafftS, gives some idea of the

richness of these leathers at the close of the

sixteenth century. Here are mentioned gold

and silver hangings on an orange ground, with

the queen's cipher, others with orange mount

ings, gilded or silvered, on a violet ground

rhambres, according to the picture and design

of the said lady (the queen), for the use of her

house, the Chateau de Monceaux, of which

some are made with figures.

But it would almost seem as if these paint

ings, with all their gold and silver, which

sparkled with the play of light on the

gaufferings, were found insufficient for the

luxury of the seventeenth century. At least

it was about the beginning of this century

that the idea was introduced of ornamenting

leather with stamped reliefs, often very full,

obtained by means of a wooden matrix or

mould pressed firmly on the leather while

softened by heat. These reliefs, consisting of

arabesques, foliage, branches, flowers, birds,

&c, followed the changes of style peculiar to

each epoch, and at times supplied hangings of

a very grand character, the reliefs heightening

the effect of the colours and metals employed

in their ornamentation. The most ancient

leathers were those of Cordova, which were

soon imitated by Venice and Flanders. Later

on Paris, Lyons, Carpentras, and Avignon,

began to manufacture this description of

hanging. Henry IV., like others, held this

industry in great esteem, and endeavoured to

encourage it by establishing workshops in the

Faubourgs Saint Jacques and Saint Honore".

It would, doubtless, be very difficult at pre

sent to distinguish the productions of the

various ateliers one from the other, but some

were unquestionably manufactured elsewhere

than in France at a period of decadence, suffi

cient proof of which is afforded by the

abundance of specimens from Holland dis

tinguished by technical perfection.

It is no easy matter to say how long the

fashion for these somewhat costly and

sumptuous stamped leathers was continued.

Attempts were early made to replace them

by hangings of a more modest description,

and consequently more within the reach of the

ordinary citizen and the middle classes, now

rising to importance. Princes alone could

afford to hang the walls of their apartments

with figured and printed velvets, with silk

before the middle of the eighteenth century.

Whenever mention is made of frames hung

with paper for the nobles, and for the king

himself, the allusion, as shown by the " Livre-

Journal de Duvaux, published by M. Coura-

jod, is always to the Indian and Chines©

papers, and not to the still defective painted

papers produced by the French manufacturers.

others again sea-green, with mountings similar damasks of the " crown " pattern, or enriched

to the preceding, or else red, with gold and with effective arabesques which, as may be

dove-coloured mountings, blue with gold, seen in many Renaissance paintings, began

silver, and red mountings, not to speak of the gradually to usurp the place of tapestries

multifarious mourning hangings, in which the

background is relieved by silver alone. All

the leathers here described constituted mov

able hangings. But so early as the fifteenth

century, leather of a different description had

been introduced for the fixed hangings. Thus,

the Marquis de Lahorde quotes the following

entry from the royal accounts of Charles VIII. :

" 1496. To Jehan Gamier, residing at Tours,

the sum of four livres, fifteen sous tournoys,

granted to him for a large white ox-skin, de

livered and consigned by him to a painter

whom the king had sent for from Italy, whom

the said lady (the queen) had ordered to make

and paint the hangings of her bed—iiij liv.

xv. S." The learned author adds : " The de

scription of work was introduced, or reintro

duced into France at the end of the fifteenth

century by Italian painters, and was continued

throughout the whole of the sixteenth century

and the first years of the seventeenth century.

The painting is raised on a gilded ground, and

keeps well. In the Cluny Museum is a series

of paintings in this manner, coming from an

old house in Rouen, and on a sheep-skin, gilt

and worked with stamped dies, representing

Rome seated and bearing Victory, besides six

other pictures, representing Scajvola, Tor-

quatus, Cocles, Curtius, Manlius, and Calphur-

nius. This description of hanging was let into

the woodwork of panels. In 1540 Sebastian

Serlio, architect oi Francis I., purchased some

Levant skins and others for the use of Fon-

tainebleau, and in 1557 two Parisians, Jehan

Louvet and Jehan Fourcault, residing at the

Hotel de Nesle, received what they were

entitled to for the portions of gilded leather

supplied by them to the queen. The latter

received, moreover, four livres for a pavilion

(tente de chambre) made of sheep-skin, silvered

and enriched with red figures, for use in the

king's cabinet at Monceaux, besides ten livres

in payment of nine skins, gilded, silvered, and

figured, to serve as models for tentes de

Leather was still too costly a luxury for the

bulk of the people, whence arose the idea of

imitating the silk hangings by a process of

printing upon paper, producing the appearance

and effect of those fabrics. The path in this

new direction was first practically opened in

England. We say practically, because even so

early as the time of Francis I., France had

made some more or less successful essays in

the same direction. The first English paper-

hangings were found fault with, especially for

their lack of solidity and of power to resist

moisture. Towards the close of the seven

teenth century the French make showed a

decided improvement, and in 1088 it received

an impulse from Jean Papillon which was

destined to prove of a permanent nature.

Jacques Chauveau brought the paper " a

rentrees de plusieurs planches " to perfection,

while Jean -Gabriel Huguier imitated the

English makes.

In 1756 Aubert, a tradesman and engraver

in the Rue Saint Jacques, near the Fontaine

Saint Severin, at the sign of the Butterfly,

announced that he had discovered the true

method of manufacturing the flock or English

papers, in imitation of damask and Utrecht

velvet, in one or more colours, and suited for

tapestries, fire-screens, and altar frontals.

There is no occasion here to say what this

description has become in the hands of the

present manufacturers. Another make, de

scribed by Papillon in his " Traits de la gravure

en bois," was produced in Frankfort, Worms,

and other German towns, aiming more espe

cially at imitating and replacing the leather

hangings. This was a paper gilded or silvered

with flowers and ornaments. It was engraved

in champlev£ on plates of yellow copper, which

was printed off by the copper-plate printer in

mezzotint, after having been sufficiently heated

to make the sheet or leaf of metal adhere to

the paper. These papers were scarcely at all

used except by the middle classes, and not

SPANISH FURNITURE.—II.*

THE most important period of artistic fur

niture in Spain must be looked for in

the fifteenth and sixteenth : we find in this

time works decorated with sculptured figures)

and most delicate and exquisite ornamentation.

Nothing gives a better idea of this than the

choir seats of Spanish cathedrals. The cathe

drals in Spain are different to those of Franco

and the north of Europe, owing to the cir

cumstance that the choir, or coro, is placed in

the middle of the central nave, in the tra

ditional form of the primitive basilicas, such

as San Clemente at Rome, with the difference,

however, that towards the last centuries of the

Middle Ages the pluteut, or walls that sur

round it, which are elevated about one yard

from the floor, were turned into an enclosure

or wall four or five yards in height. A space

is therefore set apart in the middle of the

church, which, although spoiling the general

effect of the nave, becomes, as is the case in

most Spanish cathedrals, a museum of artistic

objects of all kinds. The side facing the

presbytery or high altar is enclosed by a reja.

In the three remaining sides stalls are placed

against the wall, forming two rows, one near

the floor, and the other raised about a yard

from the lower ones. The general system

adopted is a row of stalls separated from each

other by the arms; the backs of the lower

ones serving as stands for the books which are-

used by those who sit in the upper range. The-

subsellse are prolonged and form canopies,

pinnacles, crest-work, and other varied orna

mentation resting on columns. They are

usually made of walnut wood, and there is

not a single vacant space which is left un

covered with figures or ornamentation in

relief; the effect produced by the whole is

admirable. The number of seats varies ac

cording to the size of the choir, or importance

of the church.

It is probable that the earliest wood-carvers

who worked in Spain came from Flanders or

Holland, if we judge by the decided Germanic

character of the figures and ornamentation,

and frequent mention made of foreign masters ;

but this industry very soon took root in Spain,

and Spanish artists soon equalled or excelled

their masters. The most important choir stalls

carved in the Gothic style in Spain belong only

to the last years of the fifteenth and beginning

of the sixteenth century : those in the Renais

sance style come immediately afterwards, and

include the whole sixteenth century.

One of the finest is that of Leon ; it is in the

purest German Gothic style, and may be

considered as a masterpiece in its way ; the

large figures are as delicately carved as the

small ones. The representations of the " Last

Judgment" and "Tree of Jesse" are as beau

tiful as can be imagined. The choir at Zamora

is also in the German style ; the large figures

which ornament it are splendid in effect.

These stalls are fully described in " The

Ecclesiologist," in the following manner :—

" The stalls, though not remarkably early, are

very fine. The bishops, as usual, at the centre

of the west nave ; then three dignitaries on

each side; then at each extremity of the

west-end a door into the nave ; then on the

north and south sides respectively twenty

stalls with subsellffl, which also are returned.

All the panelling is very fine, but that at the

back of the subsellss I will give at full,

because the types of and legends concerning

Our Lord are so remarkably well chosen, that

they may be useful as giving ideas to our own

church builders, and might De introduced with

• From the " Industrial Arts in Bpain,'

F. Biano. Published for the Science and
by Measra. Chapman k Hall.
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great advantage in stained glass."—"Eccle-

siologist," vol. xiv., p. 803.

The stalls at the cathedral and church of

Sto. Tomas of Avila and cathedral of Burgos

are also very fine. The coro at Barcelona is

extremely picturesque ; at the hacks of the

stalls are placed the coats of arms of the

Knights of the Golden Fleece, in a similar

manner to those of St. George's Chapel at

Windsor ; among these we find the arms of

Henry VHI. In 1519 the Emperor Charles V.

held at Barcelona a chapter of this Order, the

only one which has ever teen held in Spain.

It would take too much space to enumerate

the choir seats in Spain worthy of notice ;

those at Toledo rank as the most important,

as including the last period of the Gothic and

best Renaissance styles. This coro contains

forty-five stalls in the lower, and seventy-one

in the upper part. Mr. Street fully describes

the lower part in his " Gothic Architecture in

Spain," p. 252, and says :—" The lower range

of stalls, fifty in number, are the work of

Maestro Rodridgo, circa, a.d. 1495 ; and the

upper range were executed, half by Berru-

guete and half by Felipe de Borgona. a.d.

1543. The old stall ends are picturesque in

outline, very large, and covered with tracery,

panels and carvings with monkeys and other

animals sitting on them. The upper range of

stalls is raised by four steps, so that between

the elbows of the lower stalls and the desk

above them are spaces filled in with a mag

nificent series of bas-reliefs, illustrating the

various incidents of the conquest of Granada.

They were executed whilst the subjects

depicted were fresh in the minds of the

people, and are full of picturesque vigour

and character. The names of the fortresses

are inscribed on the walls. In some we

have the siege, in others the surrender of the

keys ; in others the Catholic monarchs, accom

panied by Cardinal Ximenes riding in triumph

through the gates." The upper stalls, al

though considered by Mr. Street " heavy dull

Paganism," are among the most important

artistic works existing in Spain. Their sculp

tures and ornamentation reproduce the Re

naissance Italian style in its finest period.

Columns of red jasper are combined with the

walnutrwood carvings, and the termination of

the upper part which rests on the wall is

of white marble, carved by the same artists.

Choir stalls, sharing the fate of other archi

tectural works, followed the general path of

decay after the sixteenth century. Those

stalls at the cathedral of Malaga, which were

carved in the seventeenth century by Jose"

Michael, Pedro de Mena, and Luis Ortiz, are

worthy of mention ; the figures in high relief

at the back are very fine. This falling-off of

artistic feeling is particularly observable at the

cathedral of Cordova ; the stalls there, which

were carved by Pedro Duque Cornejo in the

eighteenth century, are admirable in richness

of ornamentation, but the whole decoration is

in the worst possible taste. The fine lecterns

which are placed in the centres of the choirs

are often good examples of carving. An ad

mirable model of this style exists at the cathe

dral of Zamora.

In treating of furniture of other kinds, the

silver chair or throne of Dean Martin de Ara-

gon must figure in the first instance. In these

and other objects which are not Oriental in

style, constant reminiscences are observable of

the similarity of ideas and forms with Italian

or French objects. The large chests or cassoni

of different sizes which are constantly met
■with in museums, or in private collections, are

similar to objects of the same kind which

abound in Italy. Some are covered with fine

Gothic or Renaissance carvings in the same

taste as the choir stalls, and are ornamented

also with good ironwork. Some of them

were made in the province of Cataluna of

inlaid ivory, imitating in a coarse manner

Florentine and Milanese work. These objects

were of the end of the fifteenth and beginning

of the sixteenth century. An excellent

example exists at the cathedral of Toledo, near

the Puerta de los Leones, consisting of an iron

coffer covered with carved aud repousse" work.

A fine cupboard of walnut-wood may be

seen at the same cathedral,which is unrivalled

for its beauty. It is composed of an archi

tectural order with six pilasters, forming five

vacant spaces, completely covered with medal

lions, groups of children, flowers, and a multi

tude of subjects of ornamentation in reliefs,

terminating with a frieze crowned with can

delabra and salient points. This piece of

furniture was made in 1540-1551, by the

sculptor Pedro Pardo, for holding vestments

of the clergy. In 1780 a reproduction was

made by Gregorio Lopez Durango ; the ori

ginal and the copy face each other in the room

which is passed on entering the Sala Capitular.

As Spanish carved woodwork of the beginning

of the sixteenth century may be mentioned

the specimens at the Kensington Museum,

Nos. 245 and 246-64, of two panels with

armorial shields.

THE TECHNICAL AND ART TRAINING

OF OUR WORKMEN.

AMONG those who have taken a leading

part in making the Westminster Indus

trial Exhibition a success must be ranked Mr.

John P. Seddon, the well-known architect of

L Queen Anne's-gate. As Vice-Chairman of

the Committee he has throughout evinced the

liveliest interest in the Exhibition, and no

effort has been wanting on his part to enable

workmen to derive the greatest possible

advantage from their visits to the Exhibition,

and from an examination of the different

articles brought together under its roof.

Mr. Seddon has also turned the occasion to

good account in another way, by having

drawn up an address to the exhibitors ana

workmen at large, pointing out to them as a

class their deficiencies in technical skill and

art culture.

Technical education, he says, is the pressing

point of the day, and circumstances will force

it, sooner or later, upon the consideration of

the country. England has so long held supre

macy in the markets of the world, and her

trade has had so prolonged a season of prosper

ity a few years smce, that its workmen seemed

to think they could always hold their own

without trouble. Such, however, is now no

longer the case, nor likely again to become so.

Other nations have learned to good purpose

the lessons we have taught them, and many

possess greater facilities than we do for certain

trades. Great pressure is, therefore, being

brought to bear upon the working classes, as

well as upon all other classes, of the country.

Doubtless under Providence this is for some

good purpose; it will be well, therefore, that

we should all try to learn the lesson so being

taught us in this time of trial.

Is this that we should carp at our brethren

in Belgium or America, because they by their

greater industry or economy have been able

to beat us in some branches we have been

accustomed to think specially our own, and

that, therefore, they are reaping some of the

good things we had before all to ourselves ?

Nay, selfishness assuredly is bad policy, as

well as bad morality. Is it that we should set

ourselves to destroy machinery, that there may

be more manual work to divide among

labourers ? Nay, that would be to cut our

own throats with a vengeance, for foreigners

will not follow us in that suicidal folly. Is it

that we should try to revive Protection, and

so to cripple free trade ? No ; hut rather, as

Englishmen should, that we should look

thoughtfully around to see what we can do

better than and for our brothers abroad ;

while we take gratefully from them all that

they can do better for us than we can do for

ourselves. To do this it is essential that we

should make use of all the advantages that

science and machinery can give us to save and

husband labour. But, further and foremost,

we must make ourselves better machines, and

technical education is what we need for that

end.

It is sad, but true, that for years past we

have been getting less and less of this essential

education for our workmen, and to this is due,

to a greater extent than is ordinarily supposed,

the superiority that foreigners have obtained

over us.

Apprenticeships have been becoming shorter

and shorter, and indeed have to a great extent

ceased. No one now is taught or learns his

business properly, but all want to begin where

their fathers left off. Everyone seems to want

to run before he can walk ; and it would seem

that there is a notion abroad that some royal

road to learning has at last been discovered.

The consequence is that work is becoming

worse and worse, and our wares are no longer

as they have been, and might yet be—the best

in the world. This deterioration, if continued,

will prove a short road to England's ruin, for

it is not in unskilled labour that we can look to

regain pre-eminence. Other nations can and

will continue to be able to do cheaper work

than we, and we shall only be able to hold our

own at all so long as we can do better than

they. Now that is what we must set ourselves

to do. We can, if we try. English energy

and ability are equal to the task—and I will

boldly say ako English taste—and much of

the work in this Exhibition may be adduced in

proof of this.

The department of stained glass — few

though the exhibits in it are—may be referred

to as an example. I happen to know that the

exhibitors are of the working class, mostly

young men who have not enjoyed special

advantages—not such as they ought to have

had, and yet their work is more than credit

able. It is full of artistic promise, far greater

than could be found on a similar occasion in

any other country in the world.

It is quite a mistake to think that English

men are less capable of art than the French or

other foreigners. In the higher branches of

art our painters, sculptors, and architects need

yield to none, as was proved and acknowledged

at the last International Exhibition of Paris.

They have more originality, though less

academical training. They have less to un

learn as regards what is artificial and to be

avoided.

It is the same with you of the working

class, with all your faults, and they are many ;

you ring true on the whole—there are no false

notes in your work. To quote again from the

report on the paintings, " A great love of art

sed by

instances of well-considered colour." Foster,

is expressed by the careful finish, and by

then, that love of art, and, whatever your

work be, crowd into it all the thought, the

love, the feeling that you can, so as to make it

a true work of art.

Art is the embodiment of spirit with handi

craft, and if it be of the right kind it must

ever command supremacy over what is merely

mechanical or even scientific. Still, lest it

may seem that I flatter, I tell you, as I am

bound to do, that from an artistic point of

view this Exhibition is, as a whole, sadly de

ficient. In some respects, one held by the

savages of the South Sea Islands would un

doubtedly beat it. That is to say, that there

would be a better general tone of colour and

design among their productions than there is

among yours. 11 you will consider, you will

be obliged to admit that almost everything

that is in good taste and harmonious in colour

to be found within your houses has come from

China or Japan, or some other country in the

East, whose inhabitants we affect to despise.

Go to the Indian Museum at South Kensing

ton, and though'you will not find works of art

of high class, embodying spirit, such as there

is in several of the modelled objects in this

Exhibition, you will find everything pure and

true in design, delicate and harmonious in

colour. Come back again and compare the

wool flowers and embroidery here with what

you have seen there, and you will learn how

miserably we are behind them. Art is not now

as it once was, the natural language of the

nation. Causes into which I have not time to

enter have stamped it out as an instinct. It

must be regained by the study, which the

report I have quoted from has wisely recom

mended to you.

Art, unfortunately, has been taught long

so wrongly, that I have felt it needful to pro

test against a style which gives you but hard

dry stone when you seek artistic bread—which

sets before you, when you want to learn to

draw, not leaves or flowers, which it is the
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na ure of you to love, but somebody else's

drmings, of shapeless, meaningless tangles of

ba 1 ill sign, or hideous masks, and other idiotic

abjrticns which it ought 10 be in your nature

to hate—which bids you waste your time in

petty niggling with lines on paper instead of

grasping the forms of things, and exercises

your fingers only at the expense of your

brains. Then, alas ! you are so surrounded with

dreary ugliness in our streets, with miserable

mock architecture, and endless repetition of

meaningless ornaments of the same class as

that set you to draw, that you have scant

means to improve your taste.

So your task is a hard one, but if you set

yourselves resolutely to it you will succeed.

Things in this respect have improved immensely

since the first Exhibition of 1851, and they

will improve more. Then an upholsterers

shop was a chamber of horrors—now I seldom

pass one without stopping to admire its con

tents. There are not a few works in this

Exhibition, noted in the reports, which go far

to redeem its character.

It is a matter of some regret to me that the

gold medals awarded have fallen to works

which no doubt are, as they are alleged to be,

marvels of mechanical care and finish, but

they neither represent artistic creation nor

scientific invention. They are no doubt con

summate works in their special line, and it is

perhaps too much to expect that we should

find here consummate works in the higher

lines to which I have alluded. The artist and

the man of science need no medals, for the

value of their work is universally recognised.

Indeed, excellent work of every class is sure to

reap its reward. Excellence is what you

must all aim at in your several branches, and

you will find this easier to attain in your own

special branches than as amateurs in others

that do not belong to you. When you have

gained that you will cease from the vain effort

to bring the character of work and amount of

ways down to a dead dull level.

Strikes will become as rare among you as

they are now among the fellows of the Royal

Academy, who do not find it necessary to com

bine to paint fewer pictures, lest their wares

be overstocked. You will be able to trust, as

the late good Bishop of Argyll did, that God

has plenty of money, and that the fault of the

markets becoming shut to us is not His but

ours, and that when we desire to make things

well there need be no fear that they will not

sell.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XI V.—L a ii u a n.

(Continutd from pag9 4.)

THE Island of Labuan has an area of about

30 square miles, and a population of

4,000 or 5,000 persons. According to the in

formation supplied by the Colonial Legislature,

the island wnen first settled in 1818 was

covered for the most part by a forest of fine

trees with clean trunks, ranging from 60 ft. to

100 ft. in height, and among them were several

kinds very useful for general purposes. Almost

the whole of these forests have been destroyed

by the Kadyan immigrants from the neigh

bouring mainland of Borneo, in whose favour

previous restrictions (for reasons which do

not appear) were relaxed by the authorities.

Before 1808 these immigrants were allowed

to clear the low and marshy ground for the

cultivation of rice, for which it is well suited,

but they were not permitted to clear the higher

ground on which the finest timber grew, which

is ill-adapted for lice growing, and will under

the native system of culture yield one crop

only in seven years. The withdrawal of these

restrictions, and the abolition of the small

occupation rent previously demanded, has re

sulted in the destruction of the greater part of

these forests, and the abandonment of the land

af er a first crop has been taken. The grass and

fern which has since overgrown the sitesof these

timber lands is a ready fuel for forest fires,

and effectually prevents the growth of young

trees. A list of the names, characteristics,

and uses of thirty-nine species of indigenous

timber trees was drawn up by Mr. J. R.

Howard, the late Surveyor-General of the

colony. Very few of these woods have been

botanically classed. An approximate estimate

of the land still covered by forests puts the

area at 4,000 or 5,000 acres. Steps have

recently been taken to protect the remaining

forests, and a system of permits for wood

cutting has been introduced, together with a

percentage duty on the quantity of timber

carried away. No general system of pre

servation, however, is in force, nor are there

any steps conceived to be at present practicable

for replanting the cleared areas. There is no

export timber trade, nor apparently much

scope for it, as the capabilities of production,

except for home uses, must be very small,

while the neighbouring island of Borneo pos

sesses a large natural supply of timber avail

able for the markets of China and neighbouring

countries.

Mauritius.

The area of Mauritius, exclusive of the

Seychelles group, is computed at 739 square

miles, inhabited by a population of 344,602

persons, of whom more than two-thirds are

Indians. Recent returns enumerate forty-five

varieties of timber trees in the colony. The

principal are the Labourdonnasia glanca or

Bois de natM, used extensively for cabinet and

furniture work, and for shipbuilding ; Bois

colophon, a heavy resinous wood, used for cart

frames and shipbuilding ; the Jambosa venosa,

used for small planking ; the Callophyllum

spectabile ; the Syzygium obovatum, much

used in building ; the Bois tamalacque, a very

valuable tree for building purposes ; the Acacia

elata, which yields a timber stronger than

teak; the Bois de natte, which is the best

timber tree of Mauritius, but is becoming

scarce ; the Copalier, which yields a strong

but coarse-grained timber ; and the Mangifera

judiea, a light but extremely tough wood. The

timber imported into Mauritius from the

United Kingdom, the United States, and else

where, is mostly pine, which will not grow in

the island. It is suggested, however, that the

" Kawrie pine " of Australia, which closely

resembles pine or some of the species of

Podocarpus, might succeed in Mauritius.

There are about 40,000 acres of really well-

wooded land in the island, of which 19,000

acres belong to the Government and 21,000

acres to private persons. There are also about

50,000 acres of scrub, about 1,000 acres of

which belong to Government. The area of

timber land appears to be diminishing at a

rate so rapid as to cause considerable anxiety

to the authorities. So serious is the prospect

that Mr. Horne, the sub-director of the Royal

Botanical Gardens, refers to the threatened

scarcity in these forcible terms :—" Doubtless

everyone who has studied this subject and

seriously considered the present state of things

must have been driven to the conclusion that

in less than twenty years hence there will be

no timber growing in the colony fit for the

builder ; in fact, there are comparatively few

trees of the best kinds of timber remaining

uncut in the forests of the colony." The want

of fuel is already making itself felt in the

colony. It is estimated that an area of land

amounting to 2,000 acres is annually unwooded

to supply fuel to the population. Looking

to the fact that the area of land under wood

is so limited, and to the entire absence of any

measures for reproduction, the future fuel

supply may well be a cause of anxiety. From

various causes the virgin forests of the island

have, of late years, been disappearirig at the

rate of from 2,000 to 6,000 acres per annum.

The scarcity does not seem to be due

to the demands of an export trade, as the

total value of the timber exports for the

ten years ending 1872 is only £2,683, while

the value of imported timber during the same

period was £304,674. Mr. Horne (before

alluded to) has prepared a scheme of conserva

tion for the information of the Colonial Legis

lature; he suggests the establishment of a

forest department, the probable cost of which

he puts at £985 per annum. As all replant

ing would be done by the new department,

the forests would, in course of a few years,

be wholly in the hands of the Government,

who, Mr. Horne thinks, should undertake the

supply of wood to the community. Mr.

Horne believes that this might be done at a

considerable profit to the department, and he

states that aoout " 11,680 square acres " of

Crown lands require re-wooding, and estimates

the cost of replanting at £46,720, which,

spread over eleven years, would represent an

annual expenditure of £4,250. He estimates

that after this period the forests would be

self-supporting.

It is pretty generally believed that the de

struction of the forests has bad considerable

effects upon the climate, and that owing to

the same cause the floods are much more

sudden and destructive than formerly. Many

streams which never failed whilst their sources

were shaded by the forests are now dried up.

The average annual rainfall is 63 inches.

Seychelles Islands.

The Seychelles Islands possess ssme ten

varieties of trees, the principal of which appear

to be the Sidcroxylon, a species of " Capucin,"

which yields a hard and almost indestructible

timber ; theTakamaca (the timber of which is

tough and cross-grained, but yielding a well-

known resin of that name ; the latter is in

considerable demand, and from the seeds of it

is expressed an essential oil which enjoys a

great medical reputation in Polynesia) ; the

Bois de fer, a very fine timber tree of the

utmost utility for general uses ; the " Faux

gayac," which yields a very fine and durable

timber, but is getting very scarce ; the " Bois

de nattey a lofty growing tree, which Ls also

getting scarce ; and the "Bois montagne."

A COLLECTION OF IVORY AND

BRONZE WORKS.

LNTERNATIONAL, home, and industrial

exhibitions are the order of the day,

and hardly a week passes but we henr of

some new scheme having for its object the

inauguration of one or' other of these practi

cal means for conveying instruction. To study

the art handiwork of past generations is

one of the surest means of inculcating art

principles both in the producer and the con

sumer of similar modern works. The past,

in handicraft as well as in history, is fraught

with invaluable lessons to the present, and

exhibitions of art-works familiarise the student

by ocular demonstration with all that is

grand and commendable in the productions of

those who have preceded us. An exhibition

which to some extent realises this aim has

been opened at the Burlington Fine Arts Club,

where a selection of ivories and bronzes,

numbering respectively 166 and 377 works,

have been brought together. An appreciative

criticism of the exhibits has appeared in the

columns of the Times, in which thewriter recog

nises the archaeological, historical, and artistic

aspects which the collection presents, and which

might certainly have been heightened by a

more systematic arrangement than the one

that has been followed. The more remarkable

specimens shown are well-known to connois

seurs. The casual visitor will, however, find

an abundance of material for the study of two

branches of plastic art as practised by some of

the notable artists of the world.

Commencing with cabinet No. 1, we find

some of the earliest specimens in the collection

of small figures and works made by Greek,

Etruscan, and Roman artists, lent by the Rev.

Montague Taylor. Among them is a mask of

a marine deity, No. 11, with ruby eyes, and of

a fine quality of finish. For excellence of pose

as well as graceful modelling, No. 119, at the

other end of the room, a winged youth holding

a small dolphin in his left hand, is a striking

Roman bronze. Further on is No. 165, an in

teresting Greek Venus with strongly developed

limbs and elongated hands and feet. It is to

be regretted that these few classical specimens

were not brought together into a group by

themselves. At the same time, their distribu

tion as above indicated serves the useful pur

pose of comparing original with revived work, as,

for instance, in the case of No. 119—the winged

youth—whose verisimilitude to a graceful

natural subject becomes all the more pro
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nounced when compared with the Florentine

cinque-cento statuette of a bearded figure (No.

124) which, stands immediately behind it.

The question of the modus operandi in pro

ducing these works seems to suggest itself.

But on this point the catalogue yields us no

information. From time to time the notes to

the descriptive entries direct attention to the

comparisons which it may be interesting to

draw between various versions of similar sub

jects, as, for instance, between Nos. 180, 148,

138, 183, and 131, all of which are slightly

varying editions of a Venus of John of Bo

logna. Again, No. 172, a fine salt-cellar, com

posed of a kneeling nude male figure, support

ing a shell on his shoulder, is an artist's model

from which others were cast; No. 182 is one

of these casts. The difference in quality of

texture between these two works should be

noted. No. 172 is what would be termed a

cire perdue model. Now, a little explanation

of what cire perdue means would add much

interest in the casual examination of the col

lection, and would help to clear up the diffi

culties which naturally crop up of understand

ing how it comes to pass that men chiefly

known for their paintings or architectural

designs appear in this exhibition as the makers

of bronze medals, plaques, or statuettes. A

short note placed as a label to one or two

of the principal works, such, for instance,

as the handsome candlestick designed by

Pollajuolo, would help to clear away little

misunderstandings on such points. This

candlestick, No. 169, is ornamented with deli

cately-worked garlands of flowers and leaves,

sharply cut, and as crisp as though they had

been produced yesterday. Much of this is

due to good preservation. On the other hand,

much more is due to the manner in which

Pollajuolo's original models in wax were en-

rased in plaster, so that the plaster faultlessly

adhered to the wax. As soon as the plaster

casing had set, the molten bronze was poured

into it, and, melting out the wax model, filled j

np the impressions made in the plaster. Thus

the wax or cire was perdue, and after the

plaster had been broken away, the bronze

alone remained as the tangible result of Polla

juolo's model in wax. From this reference to

the process of producing certain bronzes it will

be readily seen that a clever-fingered artist,

without any extraordinary display of skill,

might use wax as a vehicle forgiving material

shape to his designs, and, having made his

model in wax, convert it into bronze by the

process alluded to, and so appear on the scene

as a bronze work. But the process cire perdue

does not include all the methods of making a

bronze object. Surface work has often to be

resorted to, and handicraft other than that of

modelling is thereby called into play.

To return, however, to the various works

under notice. A large figure, some 3 ft. high,

of David stands near the fireplace in the centre

of the room. " This work has been supposed

to be the long-lost bronze ordered of Michael

Angelo by the Florentine Signoria for a present

to the Marshal de Gie", and ultimately com

pleted by Benedetto de Rovezzano," so says

the catalogue ; but beyond a certain exagge

rated modelling of the arms, there is no re

semblance in character to well-known works

of the great master. The bead and face are

weak in design and poor in execution, and the

figure has no firmness of tread, such as we

discern in Michael Angelo's standing figures.

On the mantelshelf, close at hand, is a charm

ing bust (No. 79) of a young girl, the work of

some skilful Italian artist of the sixteenth

century. In the note to specimens Nos. 82

and 86 the catalogue tells us that the fantastic

sphynxes bearing these numbers are dupli

cates of those introduced in the base of the

famous paschal candlestick made by Andrea

Briosco for the church of St. Anthony,

at Padua, about 1510. In the centre

of the mantelshelf stands a piece of

mediaeval ivory carving (Nos. 83-85), to which
■ae shall refer later on. Opposite to the

mantelshelf is a case containing Italian por

trait medals, many of which are well-authen

ticated works of the metal-workers : Vittore

Tisano, called Pisanello, who lived from 138C

to 1451 ; Matteo di Pastis, who worked dur

ing the middle of the fifteenth century;

Enzola, a goldsmith of Parma, who worked

from 1466 to 1475 ; and Sperandio, who lived

from 1447 to 1528. The effigies of distin

guished members of the Malatesta, the d'Este,

the Medici, and other historical families of

Italy are to be found here. The historical

associations of these celebrities are numerous,

and this series, Nos. 427 to 505, is a feature of

the exhibition. A similar collection of por

trait medals—some of which, by the way, are

remarkably fine specimens—is to be found in

the South Kensington Museum. Unfortu

nately, the cases containing this collection are

placed in a badly-lighted corridor, so that some

portion-of the specimens, which are deserving

of greater study by the public than they can

secure at present, are not seen.

Another feature of the Burlington Fine

Arts Exhibition is Mr. Drury Fortnum's series

of plaques, paxes, medallions, &c. Saints,

entombments, PiCtas, Madonnas, and repro

ductions of engraved gem groups of mytho

logical figures are represented on them.

Various phases of fifteenth and sixteenth-cen

tury figure drawing and compositions here

displayed form an interesting epitome.

Throughout the cabinets we find specimens of

small Florentine sixteenth-century copies of

those splendid classical sculptures excavated

at Rome during the Renaissance, such as the

Disc-Thrower now in the Vatican, the An-

tinous in the Capitol, and the Venus de Medici

in the Uffizi Palace at Florence. Two ink

stands, Nos. 164 and 166, by Peter Visscher

of Nuremberg, are different renderings of the

same subject. A nude female figure stands at

the side of a vase or well. The inscription,

' Vitam non mortem recogita," appears on a

label lying on the ground. These works are

characteristic, original, and genuine, but there

is little beauty of composition or modelling in

them. A bell. No. 320, lent by Mr. Sailing, al

though described as possibly by Verrocchio,

seems to have a closer resemblance to Dona-

tello's style. Around the body of the bell is a

frieze in low relief of winged children dancing

—some draped and some nude. They remind

one of the Dancing Boys sculptured by Dona-

tello, which are now in the Bargello Museum

at Florence. Of a later style, but displaying

a vigour in design and execution likely to

please admirers of the Michael Angelesque

school, is No. 160, a group of Latona and

childrep, attributed to Gulielmo Delia Porta.

It will be remembered that this artist worked

under Michael Angelo's instructions at Rome

when the construction of St. Peter's was in

progress. Mr. Fortnum considers that this

group of Latona may, perhaps, have been a

study for one of the figures (Abundance ?) for

the tomb of Paul III. Another work of a

different school altogether, but of high artistic

merit, is No. 174, a seated faun holding a vase.

This is attributed to Andrea Briosco, known

as Riccio of Padua, to some of whose works

we have already referred.

In the ivory collection the set of panels

Nos. 83 to 86 is undoubtedly a principal

work. The style is evidently French of the

fourth century. With the exception of four

similar panels in the South Kensington

Museum, which are apparently by the same

hand as that which carved the twelve panels

under notice, we do not recall any so impor

tant example of delicate workmanship and

characteristic composition. The details are

worked out with microscopic finish and con

scientiousness of execution, proving a sort of

religious tenderness and affection in the artist

for his work. The tracery of the canopies

overhanging the groups of little figures—

each figure is barely an inch and a quarter

in height—is like fine lace. The grouping of

the figures, the force of expression given to

each figure, the arrangement of the folds of

the drapery, possess decorative qualities' of a

high order. A list of the events depicted in

the twelve panels is given in the introduction

to the catalogue. This rare specimen of ivory

carving belonged to the late Mr. George Field.

Less in importance, but excellent of its class,

is the diptych, No. 281, lent by Mr. John Mal

colm, of Poltalloch. Incidsnts in the life of

Christ are represented in six small panels. The

architecture about the panels and above the

groups of figures is of the Italian Gothic style,

fifteenth-century period. No. 209, lent by

Mr. Alfred Morrison, is a small group, about

8 in. high, of St. George and the Dragon. The

twisting scroll ornament and crisp carving are

Germanesque, of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries. Near this little group is a well-

known Moorish coffret, No. 270. It is a cir

cular box with dome-shaped lid, standing

about 6 in. in height. The surface is covered

with a well-cut and well-distributed repeating

leaf ornament of Oriental conventionality.

The artist who made it was imbued with a

profound sense of the beauty of modesty, in

form and material, though not in hyperbolical

description of his own work. The Cufic in

scription round the lid claims the coffret to be

" more beautiful than a casket adorned with

diamonds." It dates from the eleventh cen

tury, and between the hinges is the maker's

name, "Fecit Khalaf."

Of about the same date is a tablet, No. 2C6,

apparently of Byzantine work. We find no

example of the early Byzantine ivory diptychs

carved with portraits of Roman consuls, nor

of carvings produced between the third and

eleventh centuries. The finest diptych of this

period is the Diptychon Meleretense. A leaf

of it bearing the inscription " Symmachorum "

is now in the South Kensington Museum. The

fellow leaf is in the Cluny Museum at Paris.

In his learned work on ivories, Mr. Maskell

tells us that the names of mediaeval artists in

ivory are almost unknown. Jean Lebraellier,

a carver to Charles V. of France, executed

" deux grans tableaux d'yvoire des troys

Maires." Johan Nicolle is the sculptor of a

pax in the British Museum. These are

apparently the two solitary names, out of a

large school of ivory carvers which flourished

during the 13th, 14tb, and loth centuries,

which can be recorded. The hUt< ri "1 artisis

in ivory of the Middle Ages have yet

to be traced. In later times we have many

authentic works by ivory carvers, such as

Simon Troger of Munich, Franyois Du

Quesnoy, better known as " II Fiamingo," and

Gerhard von Opstal, all of whom worked

during the 17th century. The styles of

Fiamingo and Von Opstal resemble one

another. These artists delighted in sculpting

lusty Cupids and Bacchantes. Like Rubens,

their works display a love for radiant, robust

life and sensuality. Garlands of flowers and

fruit are full blossomed and juicy, betokening

growth in most favourable circumstances. Mr.

Malcolm contributes a handsome tankard

(No. 64) on which is carved a Bacchus or

Silenus drowsy with wine—a paunchy and

heavy burden for his roundly developed boy

attendants who support him as best they can.

At times Fiamingo conventionalised his work

with a severity of medievalism. A specimen

of this kind may be seen in No. 295—a

Madonna, lent by the executors of the late

Mr. George Field. We must not conclude

without mentioning a well-known ivory

plaque, No. 369, a Florentine work of the

\ 16th century, representing the " Triumph of

j Death "—a kind of Jucgernuut, typified by a

tumbril or cart drawn by a yoke of oxen over

the bodies of a number of persons of all ranks

and conditions, from the sovereign and pope

to the peasant and maidservant.

CO-OPERATIVE TRADING.

THE opponents of co-operative trading

having ventilated their side of the ques

tion, the advocates of the system have lost no

time in coming forward to expound to the

Select Committee now inquiring into the sub

ject, what they have to say iu its favour.

Among the witnesses called at the last sitting

of the Committee was Mr. Fry, General Com

mission Agent, who said that although at the

present time he was not in any way connected

with the stores, he had been once employed by

the new Civil Service Co-operation, 122 to 124,

Queen Victoria-street, for ten or eleven months.

In December, 1875, tbere was a meeting of the

association for the appointment of directors,

when Mr. Addison, a clerk in Somerset House,
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and Mr. Wild, an Inspector of Schools, at

South Kensington, were chosen. After this,

witness frequently saw the former gentleman

at the stores during office hours, namely

between ten o'clock to four. The Chairman

(Sir Massey Lopes)—How many directors of

the association were Crown servants ?—As far

as I know only the two gentlemen I have

named. By Mr. Blake—The public would de

rive just as much benefit by dealing with me as

with the stores, always providing they paid

cash ; as I could sell goods on those terms just

as cheap as the associations can.

Mr. Bontell, examined by Sir Charles

Russell, said he had been engaged in the

stores named by the last witness as manager

of the drug department. Had you any oppor

tunities of noticing whether any of the direc

tors of the association who were servants

attended there during office hours?—Yes.

The witness then gave the names of several

Sntlemen, and stated that he remembered

r. Addison going over to Jersey for the pur

pose of looking after the branch of the stores

in that island, which was in an unsatisfactory

Btate. It was reported in the association that

in order to obtain four weeks' time for that

gurpose be had applied for sick leave from

omerset-house, and obtained it. On his return

the board presented him with a cheque for

£25 for his services and trouble. The directors

receive £100 per annum each.-

Dr. John Watts, of Manchester, said he had

written several pamphlets on the co-operative

question, and had identified himself with the

co-operative movement ever since 1840. He

described the Rochdale system, which he held

to be an important element in teaching pro

vident habits and preventing poverty and

pauperism. The Chairman : Are you speaking

of the benefits to be derived from the co

operative associations in London or those in

Lancashire, of which probably you know most P

Witness : I speak of the benefits being derived

in Lancashire, but the scheme is applicable to

the whole country, and does exist in London.

That which I call co-operation is entirely the

Rochdale system, in which five per cent, is

paid on capital, the remainder of profit going

to reduce the retail price of goods sold to the

members. Those who purchase most get most

of the profit. Do you think the Civil Service

Stores will interfere with those conducted on

the Rochdale system f Not for many years to

come, but eventually, if they were to continue

they would prevent the true co-operative stores

from becoming universal. The true ce-operative

store teaches provident habits, but the civil ser

vice store does the reverse, because the former

puts a gentle compulsion on the poorer people

to save, which the latter does not. We are all

of opinion that the stores you describe are

most beneficial and advantageous ; would you

tell us your view as to those associations with

which we are dealing,' more particularly at

the present moment, as compared with those

conducted under the Rochdale system P As

compared with those I have described, I think

them very inferior both in immediate action

and ultimate result. The true co-operative

store, within the course of a shorter series of

years, enables working men to become owners

of the houses they live in, or to become their

own employers. If you ask me as to the em

ployment of Civil servants in co-operative

stores in London, my view is that the Govern

ment have no ripht, and, if they have a right,

the power should be taken away from them,

to control the leisure of their servants. Of

course, they ought to control them during office

hours, the length of which, by the way, is a

matter between the Government and their

servants. Have you formed any opinion

as the to use of the name " Civil Service "

or " Army and Navy " Stores—do you think

it gives an unfair prestige as against the

ordinary trader ? I see no objection to

the adoption of any names which are cha

racteristic and which are advantageous. They

give prestige, no doubt, but those to whom it

is given, it must be remembered, have to earn

their reputation. The witness went on to say

that he did not think a Crown servant could

manage a trading concern during the daytime

consistently with his duty to the Government,

but he might devote his time to the concern in

the evening. To his mind it would be an

advantage if the working classes were allowed

to deal at the Civil Service Stores. No doubt

these combinations were the natural outcome

of the extravagantly high prices charged by

tradesmen. The cure was in the hands of the

tradesmen themselves to charge lower prices

and deal for cash only. He did not think

small tradesmen would be able to compete

with co-operative stores, but the larger traders

could. The multiplication of tradesmen was

a mischief to society, as it kept a larger number

of men from productive employments, and in

that way lessened the prosperity of the country.

To Mr. Mundella : There was a wholesale store

in Manchester which only supplied the retail

store, and had no transactions with the outside

public or tradesmen. The business done by

this store during the last complete year was

practically two millions and three-quarters.

It was managed by a committee which was

selected at quarterly meetings of delegates

from the whole of the retail stores connected

with it. The management was changed or

re-elected once a year. The directors were

entirely working-men, and he was not a direc

tor because he did not like to interfere with

the working-men. There might be some of

them who were not actually gaining their

living with their hands, but there was not one

of them who had not been engaged in handi

craft trade. Tbere were about 12,000 retail

stores, as far as he could gather, throughout

the whole of the countrv, an<i thev did busi

ness to the extent of about £12,000,000 per

year. About two-thirds of this was done in

' the North of England—Lancashire, Cheshire,

and Yorkshire principally. A well-conducted

store made about 10 per cent, net profits after

J all expenses were paid, and this was paid

away in dividends. To the Chairman : He

sympathised with the tradesmen who must of

necessity suffer by these stores, but he did not

see why he should be obliged to keep a ser

vant whom he did not want, and a shopkeeper

was really nothing more than the servant of

the purchaser. It was true the stores might

have a monopoly some day, and no doubt it

would be a temptation for them to increase

their prices. At least the Civil Service Stores

might do so, because they had shareholders,

but it could not be done under the Rochdale

system, where there were no shareholders.

Mr. G. J. Holyoake said he had traced the

movement of co-operation from its commence

ment up to the present time. He then read a

somewhat long statement upon co-operation,

the commencement of which dwelt upon the

numerous advantages of the stores con

ducted on the Rochdale system. In dealing

with the stores as at present established in

London, he said the Civil Service Associations

undersold the tradesmen, and lured their

customers away by their vaunted lowness of

prices. This had the effect of demoralising

tradesmen and floating co-operative stores.

The latter also advised their customers to buy

of the affiliated tradesmen, who made a reduc

tion in price to members. That, however,

gave no security whatever to the purchaser as

to the quality of the things he would obtain

from the tradesman, who in very many cases

were tempted to, and very often did, put 20

per cent, on the price of his goods for the pur

pose of taking off 15 per cent. The Civil Ser

vice Stores did not train their customers in

business, and took no interest in their personal

prosperity, thinking all the objects of co

operation attained when money sufficient to

pay directors' fees was accumulated. Those

who were anxious to see honest co-operation

established, believed that these stores brought

co-operation into disrepute ; and thought that

gentlemen when they took to trade might try

to ;improve and not lower a system of trade

chiefly intended for the benefit of the poor. The

Civil Service Stores had merits, ana he could

not deny them: they abolished credit and

fees to servants, for instance. In his opinion, the

prestige of the stores was not owing to the fact

that the gentlemen conducting them belonged

to the Civil Service, but to the belief that

the Civil servsnt was a gentleman, and

would not, therefore, stoop to meanness or

deceit in trade. If tradesmen were being

ruined they had no right to come there for

redress, as they could not be once more made

solvent by a Parliamentary Committee. They

could not complain of the fatal competition of

the stores ; tradesmen were always trying

most vigorously to displace one another ; one

shopkeeper would absorb the business of his

neighbour and shut him up if he could without

regard to his future ; drapers were taking to

sell fireirons and bread to assimilate themselves

as much as possible to the stores and under

sell their smaller neighbours, and in fact every

one was trying to shut up everybody else.

He did not think the committee had as yet a

correct idea of what they were asked to do.

If this committee reported against the Civil

Service stores, for instance, it would harm the

Rochdale people, because during their leisure

time Crown servants often came down and

took part in their business. Their object was

not to reduce the fortunes of the high, but to

increase those of the poor. He did not object

to the name " Civil Service " or " Army and

Navy," and he thought the tradesmen had

made a mistake in this matter. The real pres

tige was gained by the name " co-operative."

He was convinced that in the long run the

co-operative system would supersede the

present shopkeeping system, as the wage

system had superseded the feudal one. But

people did not grow wise all at once. As an

instance of the truth of this assertion, it was

a fact that one half the members of the

Rochdale stores entertained the opinion that

they could purchase some articles at the shops

cheaper than they could obtain them at the

stores. He had advised a friend of his to

open a bootmaker's shop in Rochdale near the

stores. He had done so, and had realised a

small fortune.

FLOORCLOTH MANUFACTURE IN

FRANCE.

FRANCE is one of our best customers fo

floorcloths of every kind. Out of a total

export of from £320,000 to £350,000 worth,

she alone consumes annually between £24,000

and £34,000 worth. So far as the manufac

ture itself is carried on in France, it is by no

means an industry of particular antiquity.

Within the lost quarter of a century, however,

a considerable development has taken place,

and one factory in the suburbs of Paris turns

out at times specimens 8 yards in width and

150 ft. in length, which are regarded as signal

triumphs of skill. The works were originally

placed outside the birriers, to avoid the heavy

municipal impost upon oils of every descrip

tion, as well as upon several other articles

entering into the process of production ; but

in the course of time they will be enclosed

within the new taxing limits, and the build

ings are too spacious and valuable to render

their removal, on this account, worth the while

of the proprietors.

The method

the results are,

the spreading

or fine, mixed^with linseed oil and colours,

over tissues varying in texture, from the

heaviest and roughest canvas to the softest

skin or the lightest cauze. whether for cover

ing staircases or lining the immense 'saloon

floors of ocean-going steamers, and painting

them in one or two plain tints, for nurses'

aprons, or with the hand, added to enrichments

of gilding, for table-covers. A writer in the

Builder says that it was at first found impos

sible to obtain in France groundwork of suffi

cient amplitude for the larger spaces required,

and no ingenuity of mechanism could totally

conceal the seams where different pieces were

joined together, so that for a long time re

course was had to the British manufacturer;

but this difficulty was ultimately overcome,

though only to a certain extent, by the French

makers; for the obstacles are well known

to the throwing of a shuttle to a dis

tance even of 20 ft., and they can

now produce in a single factory aU that

they require up to a breadth, at any rate, of

four yards, or about half of that which is
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looked upcn as perfection in point of size.

These huge strips are hung upon vertical poles,

like the scenes which are being prepared for

a theatre, the manipulation being in both

cases, indeed, almost completely similar ; the

supporting posts, the rollers, pulleys, and

" bridges to be seen at work among the pene

tralia of the Grand Opera have a family like

ness to the apparatus of the Messrs. Baudouin,

behind the railway-station at Sceaux. Between

each coil, as it is pasted, dried, and slowly

drawn away, to be coiled again round another

drum at a distant end of the workshop, is a

framework of the same height, divided into

stages, serving as scaffoldings for the men,

whose first task is to coat the material over

with a combination of linseed oil with yellow

ochre. This is technically called the ground

paste, and the preparation of it is a matter

demanding considerable judgment. It is carried

on in separate workshops, fitted up with elabo

rate machinery, where the oil is, to begin with,

boiled in caldrons over intensely-hot fires, and

mixed the while with a certain proportion of

white lead, or some other chemical agent,

though, for particular purposes, the combina

tion is stirred up in iron caldrons, moving on

rails, by means of a winch, and withdrawn

with the utmost care, when a given degree of

beat has been attained, in order that the con

tents may not be violently shaken—a precau

tion essential at once to the completing of the

process, and to the safety of the structure,

filled with materials of the most combustible

character, in which it is carried on. The oil

and white lead—or its substitute, thus blended

—is allowed to cool for a day without being

disturbed; it is then replaced over the fire,

and the operation is sometimes thrice repeated,

when a series' of stirrings take place, with

little additions of substance, supposed to 1>e

secrets, which are to increase the colour-fixing

and drying qualities of the paste.

The oils employed come, as a rule, from the

North of France, which, for other than fiscal

reasons, are preferred to those of the Baltic

and other regions abroad. With respect to

the colours themselves, they are pounded and

■nixed by steam-engines working a series of

rollers, under which, as the powder passes, it is

ground, over and over again, turned over,

kneaded, as it were, almost to impalpability,

and softened by gradual additions of oil. The

ochrous paste is then poured into buckets,

whence the workman spreads it over the sur

face to be covered, with an implement some

what resembling a rake. Long practice

enables him to distribute his material to a

perfectly even thickness, and to skim all super

fluous layers away, as though he were peeling

off a skiii, from the tightly-stretched canvas.

But this is not enough. When the paste is so

dry that it could hardly be any drier, he takes

a tool, in shape like a razor, but of enormous

eize, with a scythe-like handle, and, mounting

his scaffold, literally shears and shaves off

every excrescence, however minute,—a critical

kind of work for a man standing on a narrow

plank, so high above the ground, with such a

weight of steel and wood in his hands. Then,

with the largest pumice-stones that can be

procured, he continues his polishing labour,

until a sufficient smoothness has been obtained,

and the floor, or, as the French term it, waxed

cloth, is ready to be removed to the painting

or printing shops.

The patterns are produced in a multiplicity

of ways. Sometimes they are engraven on

wood, but generally traced on zinc, framed in

wood, and planed down to a level with it.

The table upon which the colours are ar

ranged is covered with a stuffed cushion, in a

case of waxed cloth. Formerly, the cushion

floated in a vat of water, the fabricators of

that time thinking that this secured a more

delicate touch of the various pigments with

the little copper " dabs " or plates employed,

and that a regular impression was thus secured

throughout. But the belief has been aban

doned, and the elasticity of the cushion or

pillow is found, to all intents and purposes,

sufficient. The whole of this part of the work

is full of difficulty. It is no easy thing, in a

workshop 60 ft. high, perhaps, to manage so

vast a surface, awkwardly placed as it must

be, with several men engaged upon it at'

once, in producing one pattern, which must

be perfect at every point, and join like the

design of a mosaic, without even the inter

secting lines of mosaic-work being permitted.

The impressions from the zinc or wooden

planks spreading out from the centre towards

the four sides must, at each of them, connect

by themselves geometrically with the border,

or the result will be pronounced clumsy.

Moreover, the great surface keeps continually,

though slowly, unrolling from above ; but

before reaching the ground it is taken hold of

between a transverse beam of wood and bar of

iron, furnished with an apparatus of chains and

blocks, grooves and wheels, along which the

huge canvas, now exceedingly stiff and hard of

manipulation, is gradually moved, until the

last yard has been reeled off, and it hangs high

in the air, with all its colours fresh, and ready

for drying. This second drying must not be

less complete than that of the foundation oil,

ochre, and white-lead paste, or else it will

peel, crack, spoil in a warm, or, still more

easily, in a damp climate. But, as such vast

surfaces would speedily encumber the work

shop, they are removed, before long, to

galleries supplied with artificial heat. This

removal is an affair of difficulty. The

colours are still moist; they come off at

the lightest touch ; they are apt to run

together. Consequently, it is impossible to

roll up the floorcloth before carrying

it away ; at the least undue tension the

patterns will seam all over, and be ruined.

It has, therefore, to be tenderly led, so to

speak, over a succession of smooth rollers,

turning at a gentle and even speed, through a

door of enormous height and breadth, into the

receptacle known as the " oven," where once

more the methods of warming up the tem

perature until the extreme drying point is

reached have to be carried on under the most

cautious supervision. Steam-power has been

partially introduced to faciliate these latter

processes. The great surfaces thus produced

are usually, as already said, intended for the

saloons of first-class passenger steamers, or

the cabins of ships of war. One manufactured

for the late Emperor's yacht was 120 ft. long

and more than a third as wide, though two

joinings, artistically made imperceptible, ran

down its length. The margins are usually

imitations of marqueterie, or marbles, or

ornamental stones of brilliant tints. Many,

however, are exported to the colonies, where

their coolness renders them preferable to car

pets, and where they can be more easily kept

tree from dust.

In France itself, where carpets are rapidly

coming into vogue, floorcloth is often laid

down round the edges of the room, instead of

the beeswax polishing of other days, necessi

tating an endless variety of length, width, and

pattern. The manufacture of these is, of

course, comparatively! ea8V work, but it en

gages a great deal of artistic fancy and feeling,

In fact, there are a hundred other varieties of

these fabrics, from varnished table-covers

down to playing-cards ; but the class to which

reference has been made is that which has a

more substantial and household value, and it

is growing into the material of a large and

expanding trade. The floorcloth factories of

Paris, indeed, though not of old date, are

already of the highest reputation.

MAJOLICA MANUFACTURE IN ITALY

ABOUT a twelvemonth ago a majolica

manufactory was established in Florence

by Signor Giuseppe Cantagalli. The original

Elant is more than a century old, having long

een used in manufacturing the cheapest kinds

of crockery for the use of the neighbouring

peasantry. This is continued, but in keeping

with the spirit of the time in the revival of the

artistic processes of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, Cantagalli's chief enterprise is now

directed towards the reproduction of the

various kinds of decorative majolica wares

which formerly gave renown and prosperity

to the Umbrian towns, principally Urbino,

Gubbio, Castel Durango, Fa>nza, Pesaro,

Chaffagiolo, and Deruta. These wares consist

of medicine jars, bottles, dishes, cups, plates,

jars, flower vases, and an infinite variety of

ornamental objects, from the cheaper sorts of

artistic work to the finest and most expensive.

Twenty-five years ago they were all plentiful

in the bric-a-brac market, and could be bought

for triflng sums. Now, as all collectors know,

good pieces by Maestro Giorgo of his brilliant

reflecting ware, and by Xanto, Fontano, and

other skilled artists, are eagerly competed for

at every sale ; indeed, the finest specimens are

only to be found in the collections of the

wealthiest connoisseurs ; while fair character

istic examples of these several manufactures

are bought up at large prices as fast as dis

covered. The impossibility of supplying the

demand for the old ware induced Cantagalli to

attempt the revival of the commoner varieties

of these by reproducing their forms, designs,

and colours in the same kind of terra-cotta,

and of similar workmanship. He gets his

clay from Mintespertoli, 14 miles from Flo

rence. So successful has he been in his repro

ductions that only an expert's eye can detect

the slight differences in the glazes and average

tones from the patterns used, the general de

signs and colouring being quite as good.

Were it not for the invariable factory-mark of

a cock, which all of his pieces bear, they might

be readily sold, and possibly are, where it is

unknown, to amateurs, as genuine Italian

majolica of the before-named towns, three

and four centuries old. But in going to

the factory the visitor may see an old

pattern plate or other article which has cost

from £4 to £20 alongside of the imitations

which Signor Cantagalli sells for one-twen

tieth, and sometimes a thirtieth or fortieth, of

the market value of the originals. Thus far

his reproductions—and many are quite elegant

and effective every way—vary from 3d. to £1

each, there being nothing dearer than the last

figure. His commercial aim is so to cheapen

the lower grade of artistic productions as to

place them within reach of the lightest purses.

This he is able to do because the old pottery

plant, which has cost very little, suffices for all

immediate purposes. He employs between

forty and fifty men and boys, who are all

practically instructed by successive stages in

every department. His best designers and

painters a few months ago had no skill in art

whatever; but such is the aptitude of the

Tuscan labourer for this work that they have

become in this brief time competent artists,

and are themselves now originating novel forms

and new designs, besides accurately reproduc

ing old ones with much freedom, breadtn, rapi

dity, and lightness of stroke. The only instruction

received ism the factory itself. It is Cantagalli's

plan not to confine his wares to reproductions,

but in time to introduce as many original forms

as his facile workmen can invent, at the

same time gradually perfecting his clays and

improving the material branches of his wares.

The finer and more costly ancient majolicas,

he thinks, could be rivalled by his working

staff if the public would pay for their extra

cost, but at present the sole demand is for

the genuine old ones from a few rich collec

tors, willing to pay their weight in gold, or

even more, for exceptional specimens. The

clay is manipulated in its first stage by small

boys, who get only Is. 8d. per week wages.

The adult workmen receive from 15s. to 17s.

per week. Those who have risen to the rank

of artists, and are exclusively employed in the

decorative and inventive departments, get from

Is. 3d. to 3s. 9d. per day.

The Bradford Art Gallery and Museum.

—With the view of popularising this institution,

and inducing more people to attend, the Free

Library Committee of the Corporation have

decided to reduce the price of admission, after

four in the afternoon of the first five days in

the week, to threepence. Before that hour the

admission will be one shilling. Ou Saturday

the admission will be threepence all day. The

exhibition, as previously stated, is held in the

top room of the Free Library, Darley-atreet,

Bradford, and the collection of piotures is one

of the finest that could be gathered together in

the same compass.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOE WAEDBOBE.

TTTE give as our Plate this week the com-

* * pletion of the Original Design for a

Bedroom Suite, part of 'which -we figured in

our last number. The Wardrobe is not an

article of furniture which admits of any

great variety of treatment; in the present

•design, however, some slight modifications are

introduced, to wit, the cupboard over the

drawers and the arrangement of the panel

ling. Strength, solidity, and roominess are

the prominent features of this Wardrobe. Of

the merits of the design from an art stand

point our readers must form their own

opinion. _________

THE DECORATION OF ORGAN PIPES.*

DECORATION proper may be either in the

metal itself, or on a foundation or

body-coat of some contrasting colour. Deco

ration on the metal itself—when the latter is

really good (that is, containing 50 or more per

cent, of tin)—may, I think, be regarded as

the highest form of pipe embellishment pos

sible, unless either the slill richer aid of a

gold body is required, or the case proper is not

sufficiently dark to properly " throw up " the

silvery metal. A very fine example of deco

ration on spotted metal is furnished in the

cential portion of the case at the Dome,

Brighton (by Willis). Indeed it is, I think,

hardly possible to imagine a more beautiful

effect than is there presented. A slighter

treatment, also on spotted metal, occurs at

St. Alban's Abbey (by Hill). All Souls,

Halifax, Yorkshire (Forster & Andrews), and

St. Mary's, Nottingham (see u, ante), likewise

furnish examples of decoration on spotted

metal.

Of decoration on tin we have not had in

this country many examples ; the instrument

built by Bishop for Bombay Cathedral was,

however, so treated. The west-end organ of

the Marien Kirche, Liibeck, has a 32 ft. front

of pure tin, the pipes of which are slightly,

and I believe very beautifully, diapered about

the mouth.

Of decoration on zinc a good example is

furnished in St. Andrew's, Holborn, London ;

containing a divided west gallery organ, by

Hill. The effect is most excellent, and shows

what may—with judgment—be done with

this metal.

Decoration on a gold body may have, it need

hardly be said, an almost surfeitingly_ rich

effect if really well done : it is admirably

adapted for the Gothic Cathedral or other

large building, where decoration on the metal

might seem lacking in force, and treatment on

a foundational colour might risk— through the

great space—the quality of distinctness. Ex

amples are furnished in Westminster Abbey

and the Temple Church, London ; also the side

portions of the Brighton Dome organ before

instanced.

It will be obvious that decoration can as

easily be done on any kind of plating—as

nickel or silver—as on tin or spotted metal :

and where a lower standard of metal is judged

best for the tone, and the purer effect in

appearance is yet desiderated, the treatment

of decoration on plated metal may be resorted

to with advantage.

Of chromo-decoration proper, or whole-

decoration,—that is, on a complete body-coat

or ground of colour—instances now exist in

hundreds ; and it cannot be denied that in

very many cases examples of great richness

and beauty are thereby presented. And

where—as already said—the general character

of the decoration of the building is sufficiently

ornate not to furnish a violent contrast there

can be no possible objection whatever to

employing this mode of enrichment.

Two of the oldest remaining examples of

such diapering occur at Finedon Church,

Northamptonshire—said to be by Gerard

(nephew of father) Smith ; see, however, 59 1,

and Christ's College, Cambridge. The former

instrument has been rebuilt, or, rather, it has

received an entirely new inside by Holdich ;

but the case has been retained, as also the

decoration (at least, it has been kept unaltered ;

it may have been retouched). Mr. Holdich,

in a letter respecting the organ (see Musical

Standard of Oct. 19, 1872) of really touching

naivete", shows a regard and respect for old

work and treatment which might with advan

tage be emulated by certain more pretentious

builders.

Of nndern examples the following may be

cited :—All Saints , Margnret-street (Hill) ;

and St. Michael's, Cornhill (decoration by

Bryceson, believed) ; both in London : the

first-named has at one of its faces wooden

show pipes, and these also are decorated.

Christ Church, Ware, Herts (Bishop). Parish

Church, Ware (decorated by Willis, believed).

St. Paul's, Hunton Bridge, Watford, Herts

(decorated by Hill). Parish Church, Hove,

Brighton (decorated by Hedgeland). The

Congregational Chapel, Meeting-street, Rams-

gate (decorated by local artist). Parish

Church, Hertford (decorated by Willis).

Lewisham Congregational Chapel (Hill).

Westgate Church, Canterbury (Gray and

Davison). Philadelphia (U.S.) Centennial

Exhibition organ (Hook and Hastings, Boston).

It is hardly necessary to observe that

throughout the foregoing the name given is

not necessarily that of the actual artist or

decorator.

Tt only remains to be observed that

a very excellent effect may be produced

by decorating the lower portion of the pipe—

say about one-third of its total length—and

leaving the remainder untouched (except by

any polishing desired). Also, that when show

pipes will have to be removed for tuning, their

feet should be painted of some dark colour, so

as not to show the effects of handling. Con

sult also some very beautiful designs in the

English Mechanic of May, 1874, p. 280.
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large organ at St. Michael's, Hamburg, the

82 ft. tin front pipes there appearing as so

many Corinthian pillars. The method is, how

ever, very rarely resorted to, and is certainly

not one to be generally recommended.

The foregoing instances have been g'.vcn

with every desire for correctness ; but in many

cases the author's actual acquaintance with the

particular instrument has been of the slightest

—perhaps confined to a hasty survey maDy

years previous ; at others derived solely from

the accounts of writers, &c. : errors, therefore,

may easily have crept in here and there, and

any corrections will be acceptable.

* From an interesting series of articles on the con
struction, Ac, of organs, by Mr. J. W. Warm&n, now
appearing in the Bngliih Mechanic,

THE PROPOSED APPOINTMENT OF A

MINISTER OF COMMERCE.

THE following is a copy of the memorial

addressed to Lord Beaconsfield by the

Directors of the Manchester Chamber of Com

merce with regard to the formation of a

distinct commercial department, to be admi

nistered by a principal Secretary of State as a

Minister of Commerce :—

" Your memorialists having long held the

opinion that the trading and commercial

interests of the British Empire demand far

more consideration and are entitled to far

greater facilities for their administration than

have hitherto been accorded to them in the

national legislation, welcome with special

satisfaction the recent resolution of the House

of Commons in favour of the formation of a

distinct commercial department, to be admi

nistered by a principal Secretary of State.

That, notwithstanding the efforts whioh have

from time to time been made with the

object of concentrating and adapting the

various bureaux which affect commercial

functions for the proper discbarge of their

duties, the commercial public have still to

complain of great inefficiency ; of the absence

of knowledge on the one hand or of power on

the other ; of defective information, incapacity

for useful action, and the want nf that

stimulus to exertion and success which can

The Lewisham organ Just mentioned affords only exist among the chiefs and officers of a

an instance of the want of satisfactory treat- thoroughly recognised and properly-organised

ment through absence of breaks ; the bold, public department. Not only are the duties

flat, unrelieved effect, often exhibited in in- of commercial legislation at home distributed

struments by this maker is here particularly among various offices of State in a manner

offensive—first by the large size of the organ, almost incomprehensible, but our embasies and

secondly by its conspicuous position. It is to consulates abroad lack both the help and

be observed that even in a case of this unre- ' stimulus from home which Bre necessary for

lieved design the decoration itself might have efficiency in dealing with commercial ques-

been so laid out as to form a pattern or figuro tions. That in this regard they contrast most

of some sort by means of the pipes in conjunc- unfavourably with the foreign representatives

tion, instead of the figuration merely running j of other commercial nations, whose govern

ments enjoin and encourage paramount atten

tion to the trading interests of their respec

tive countries. Your memorialists consider

that however solicitous a Ministry may be for

the commercial advancement and well-being of

the country, it is powerless in the absence of 8

sufficient commercial department to deal

effectively and promptly either with great issues

which demand the care and intervention of

the State at home, or with no less important

matters which relate to our intercourse with

striking illustration ; second, because the firm , foreign countries. Your memorialists, there-

which constructed it must—from the claims to \ fore, pray that steps may be taken at an early

across the front in continuous lines.

The foregoing is given, not as singling out

the firm of Hill as one specially culpable in

the matter of inartistic or unarchaic organ-

case designs, for there unfortunately are in

these days of frenzy for so-called Gothic only

too many names to bear it company ; not as

conveying any censure on the organ itself,

which is in many respects a truly admirable

and effective instrument. But it has been done

for two reasons ; first, because it furnishes a

precedence which have been by many accorded

it, and the large resources and opportunities it

has enjoyed—in the very nature of things

expect to be viewed with more strictness than

those establishments which havo still a hard

battle to fight.

The metal show-pipes are sometimes finished

off at top with a trumpet-shaped bell ; not for

the sake of the tone, for the back-cuttings here

generally prevent the bell having effect, but

for appearance. For buildings in the Renais

sance style, or any other than strict Gothic,

there is something to be said in favour of the

embellishment. A good example occurs at

St. Michael's, Cornhill, London.

There is a way of treating the pipes that

has not yet been mentioned, viz., that of

making them serve as imitation columns by

finishing the bottom of each with an architec

tural base, and its top with a corresponding

capital. This plan has been adopted in the

date for the purpose of concentrating, so far

as may be practicable, the scattered and

powerless machinery which now attempts

vainly to cope with the enormons commercial

business properly falling to the care of the

Government into a compact and central

department, possessing a full and competent

staff, and endowed with the position and

prominence which the high importance of its

functions demands. Your memorialists further

pray that the duties of developing and

organising the new department may be in

trusted to gentlemen whose knowledge of and

sympathy with commercial affairs shall bo

such as to distinctly qualify them for the work,

and that eventually the Minister selected for

the government of the department shall be

one whose training and predilections specially

fit him for the important duties of his office,

and commend him to the confidence of the

commercial classes."
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BOX'S PATENT CASTOR.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sib,—In your last we notice a description of

atall-castor under the head Box'$Patent Castor.

Now, at least once a year for some years past

some inventor or other has brought us sub

stantially this design to patent or register.

In every instance we informed the applicant

that it was useless to go to the expense of

patenting, as it had been repeatedly patented

before by people (like themselves and Mr. Box

doubtless) ignorant of what has gone before.

The castor has the appearance at first sight

of being a good thing, Dut it is the universal

experience of those who have tried ball

castors that the ball does not revolve, but

jams, and is no better than a rounded le;

would be without a castor. It does very wel

in the model, when no weight is on it, and looks

very pretty in theory, hence why it has so

often been patented duriDg the last thirty

years.

It is an illustration of the working of our

precious patent laws. Twenty men can

apply for a patent for the same invention ;

they have to pay higher than the charges of

any other country for patents, and in the end

St no guarantee from Government, who, in

ct, has granted the same thing to half-a-

dozen different claimants. The reply of the

Government would be, it is the fault of the

patentee or his patent agent; they ought to

lave searched. True; but when a Govern

ment makes £ir,0,000 a year out of patentees

it ought to give them some guarantee that

they are getting something for their money,

or exercise a little more control over the

patent agents. As it is, any person who can

persuade clients to come to him can act as a

patent agent.

"We are not wishing to throw any dis

credit on the agent, whoever he may be, who

filed this special case. We do not know who

he is or any of the circumstances, having

never heard of the patent till we saw the

account of it in your paper.—We are,

respectfully,

William P. Thompson & Co.

British & Foreign Patent Office, 6, Lord-street,

Liverpool, July 10, 1879.

AMERICAN PIRATES.

Sib,—I can sympathise with Mr. R. Bit-

mead in the way he has been treated by the

Americans, for I, too, have had one of my

works pirated by them, showing that is only

too common a practice. A firm in Boston

(Messrs. Osgood & Company) reproduced the

whole of the plates (seventy-two in number)

of my work on " Art Foliage," by photolitho

graphy, and also gave the letterpress and
■woodcuts, without, as far as I know to the

contrary, even putting my name to the work.

In order to prevent a recurrence of this, I

applied to them lately, through a friend in

Boston, to know if they would take a certain

number of copies of a new work I proposed to

bring out, at a price that I quoted to them,

very little above the price of printing and

paper. After keeping me in suspense for a

considerable time, I have just received from

one of the principals, through my friend, the

following answer : " Upon consultation with

the firm, I am constrained to say that we mutt

decline Mr. Colling's offer." So it is evident

they prefer to wait and do as they have done

before.—Yours very truly,

James K. Colling.

150, Hampstead-road, London, N.W.,

July 10, 1879.

Crabc gtports.

[Fbom Ode Own Special Cobrebpondbntb.]

The Liverpool Furniture Wood Mar

ket.—The arrivals of Mahogany since the 31st

ult. have been two vessels, 502 tons, against

one vessel, 159 tons, in the corresponding

month last year, and they consist of fourteen

logs and curls of St. Domingo, and 645 logs

Mexican (including Tabasco, &c.) There was

a very good attendance of buyers at the auction

sales during the month, and nearly all the

mahogany offered was sold at full value. Of

St. Domingo the market is quite bare of stock,

and there is a good demand for veneer and

figured logs of desirable dimensions, but small

plain wood is only in moderate request. Well-

grown curls, 2 ft. to 0 ft. long, are scarce and

in request. Of Cuba, there is none in stock,

and the first import of good wood will meet

with ready sale. There was an active demand

for Honduras at the last auction sale, when

the market was cleared at improved prices.

Of Manhatton, the stock is two cargoes, and

being the only imports in the past five months,

they will no doubt realise a very fair result.

Of Tabasco there have not been any arrivals

since last season, and the stock now on hand

is very light. Fresh and well-made wood has

been inquired for, and early consignments

should command quick sale. The auction sales

during the month have been as follow, viz.,

of:—

City St. Domingo, 38 loga, 2,145 ft., lold it from Sd. to 6/3
„ 381crls.,3,7f6 „ „ l/lto2.i
„ 129 logs, 7,311 „ „ 4JJ. toSd.
„ 222 crla., 2,057 „ „ 1/2 to 1/7
„ 162 crla., 1,61 • „ „ 1/3

„ 23 loga, 1.C90 „ „ 6Jd. to 3/
„ 14 logi, 1,154 „ „ 5 jd. to U\d.

„ 6 loga, 1,103 „ „ S\i. to 2/
„ 60 logs, 3,t77 „ „ 4fd. tol/
„ 96 orb., 2,401 „ „ . 1/ to l/-d.
„ 96 logs, 4,832 „ „ 6d. to 3/7

13 oria., 1,395 „ „ 1/2 to 2/7
12Iog«, 704 „ „ 6td. to 2/5

„ 15 crla., 283 „ „ 1/7 to 2/5
St. Domingo ... 17crl«., 642 ,, „ 1/5 to 1/6

„ 68orli., 691 „ „ 1/ to 1/2
„ 14 loga, 1,474 „ „ 7d. to 9. d.
„ SI logf, 2,961 „ „ 6jd. per fr.

HondorM 138 logi, 62,875 „ „ 4d.lul .lt

„ 346 loga,125,B18 „ „ 4d. tol/Ji
M 32 crla. 2,776 „ „ 4}d. to aid.

Tabasco 92 loga, 28.416 „ „ 3}d. t.» 7d.
„ 17 loga, 6,0.15 „ „ 4id. to Sid.
„ 120 loga, 55,674 „ withdrawn

There is a good demanl for Honduras and

Mexican Cedar. Pencil-woid is dull of s.ile.

The auction sales during the month have been

viz., of :—

Honduru 69 loga, 21,051 „ sold at from 41d.ti81d.
3 crla., 190 ,, „ 6d. per foit.

Penoil 74 loga, 405,, „ 8/5percu>>io
ir... siring

measure.

Large and well-grown plauks of Rosewood

are in request. The stock is light, and the last

auction sale was of 51 planks ex Emmanuel,

from Bahia,at from £14. 10s. to £20, averaging

£17. 4s. per ton. Of Zebrawood there is none

in stock. Salinwood is in good demand, and

figured logs command high prices. Fresh and

large Lancewood Spars are in fair request, but

old and dry ones are unsaleable. Italian

Walnut is not in demand. Circassian logs nre

dull of sale, and Burrs, unless of choice quality

and large sizes, are quite neglected. Bird-

eyed Maple is not in demand. The demand

for Lignum Vita: is confined to choice quality,

fresh, round, and thin Sap Wood, 8 in. to 12 in.

diameter ; other descriptions should not be im

ported. The last auction was 120 tons, ex Hebe,

from City St. Domingo, at from £3. to £7. 6s.,

averaging £3. 16s. 8d. per ton. Of Partridge

Wood there is none in stock. There is no

demand for Snake or Letterwood, and the stock

is heavy. Qreenheart has been slow of sale.

The stock is very heavy. The demand for

Teak has been quiet. There is a heavy stock

on hand- There has not been an active de

mand for Pitch Pine during the month, and

prices have ruled low.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The sale of the remainder odd stock and loose

machinery at Gower Woodward & Co.'s tool-

place last Wednesday. There was a fair at

tendance, and good prices were realised. The

fixed machinery was not sold, as the Stour

bridge and Kidderminster Bank, who hold a

mortgage on the place have secured an injunc

tion which prevents the trustee from selling,

Mr. Gower Woodward has taken offices in

Exchange-street, Kidderminster, and intends

so far as possible to carry on his old business.

He has bought the cards and designs of many

of his old patterns, and so will be in a position

to execute repeats. The business of this

district is worse this week, and totally devoid

ofanimation. Several houses have been obliged

to go on short time with no immediate prospect

of full work. For finished goods there is

scarcely any demand, and the same may be

said of raw material. Worsted yarns are

dull and lifeless, and though there is no change

in the value of wool, very little is changing

hands. The new engine of large size, men

tioned as being erected by Messrs. John

Brinton & Co., was started on Monday last by

Mrs. Brinton, and named " Hercules." Messrs.

! H. R. Willis & Co. have, this week, moved

| into their new premises at Worcester Cross.

These contain amplewarehouse-room,designing

rooms, and extensive suites of offices, with the

.finest carpet show-room in the Midland

counties. The manufactories at Stourport

were closed on Tuesday last and the place

| was en fete, a regatta being held on that

day on the Severn.

The Nottingham Lace Trade.—The

demand for lace is far from being brisk, and

the attendance at the Nottingham Exchange

is but scanty. The few orders obtainable are

restricted in amount, but prices are fairly

steady. What little activity might have been

aroused has been checked by the deplorable

unseasonableness of the weather. Since

Friday orders for brown nets have been placed

to a moderate extent, and values here and

there are a trifle higher. On Monday there was

only a languid inquiry, and in some branches

of the trade the previous depression was in

creased. The home trade is especially quiet,

reports from the retailers being unfavourable.

Fancy and embroidered goods sell pretty well

yet, but business generally is quiet.

Household Linen.—The reports in this

branch of trade are encouraging ; in yarns and

linens a steady business is being done, and

prices remain firm. The manufacturers are

for the moct part working to order. In yarns

buyers have to pay the full advance. Tows in

good demand at firmer rates. Constant demand

for wefts, and advances are looked for by

spinners in the linen end of the market. White

and brown goods steady, and prices maintained.

American trade fair. Continental demand ou

an average, and home business regular. Stocks

generally light. At the Ballymena market

business may be reported as quiet. The prin

cipal reason was that manufacturers have

again advanced their prices, and held for fully

Id. per yard advance from the lowest point.

The highest prices vet paid, or even asked,

would not cover the advance in yarns and

wages.

The Leather Trade.— Although the

transactions in the leather trade are moderately

good, still buyers continue to act with caution

and restrict their purchases to their immediate

wants. The attendance at Leeds at the first

fair in the second half of the year invariably

witnesses some improvement in the demand

for leather, and this year has been no excep

tion to the rule. The attendance was large,

and the business, without being positively

active, was yet of a better character than

we have experienced for some time past,

indicating the present feeling of confidence

in the general value of leather. There

was very little leather shown on the mar

ket, and the quantity seems to dwindle every

succeeding fair. What was there was

moved at about late rates. The feeling for

the future was very hopeful, although many

hold that fiere was insufficient reason for the

rise in sole leather, which, however, was sub

stantiated on the ground of short supply and

higher prices of raw hides. Since the last

fair there has been quite an excited market,

(specially in strong sole leather and offal. It

s, however, to be regretted that this ariies
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more from short stocks and lessened produc

tion than from actual increased requirements.

Now that a positive rise has been established,

it will give greater confidence to buyers, and a

food trade may be anticipated on a sounder

asis than has been experienced for some years

past. Germany is still buying largely in anti

cipation of the increased duty, which is ex

pected to come into operation in a few months,

and there has been altogether a brisk export

trade during the past few weeks.

The Bradford Wool Trade.—Trade still

remains very quiet, notwithstanding the low-

ness of prices ; if any change is noticeable it

las rather a downward tendency. The policy

of consumers hitherto is continued. They buy

as little as possible, and every time they come

into the market to purchase they expect and

look for a concession from the stapler.

Tarmers, however, are stiff in their demands,

and the stapler must either hold and wait, or

throw away his wool at a loss. Wherever

they can do it, holders here are standing

out against any further reduction, but the

total turnover is so small as not properly

to guage the actual value of Englisn wool,

there is a slight indication that a fairly active

■demand will ensue for foreign wool at the

approaching public sales. The current prices

for English wool are as follows :—Fleeces :

Southdown hoggets, lOd. to Is. ; half-brads,

lOd. to lid.; Kent fleeces, 9Jd. to lOd. ;

Southdown ewes and wethers, lOd. to Is. ;

Leicester ditto, 9d. to lOd. Sorts : Clothing,

lid. to Is. 2Jd. ; combings, lid. to Is. 3^d.

The imports of wool into London last week

comprised 1,503 bales from Algoa Bay, 2,608

Adelaide, 608 East London, 369 Natal, 1,166

Taganrog, 006 Bussorah, 371 Shanghai, 31

Mogadore, 1 bale 12 bags Jamaica, and 100

bales 5 bags from the Continent.

The Cotton Trade.—Very few contracts

have been entered into except for early delivery,

neither buyers nor sellers being anxious to

commit themselves to engagements stretching

to a distant date. Merchants to a large extent

hold aloof from buying, and at the same time

those manufacturers or agents who take a

•comparatively hopeful view of the future de

cline to sell at any further reduction of price.

The market for yarns continues very dull.

Spinners repeat the lowest quotations of

Friday, but find that business is possible only

by making further concessions. Manufacturers

are supplying themselves only on the hand-to-

mouth principle, and are still allowing many

looms to run empty. There are very few

offers made for export yarns, and prices are

nominally unchanged. Messrs. John Slagg

■& Co. report as follows :—" In a few sorts of

goods a fair business has been done during the

week, but very low rates have had to be

accepted. The tone is flat in all depart

ments, and prices hitherto current are barely

maintained.

The Cleveland Iron Trade.—The prices

of pig-iron are very irregular. There is not

perhaps a general loss on working, for the

production of pig-iron is now mainly carried

on by firms who are ironmasters in the full

sense of the word—who produce their own

coal, coke, ironstone, and lime, who smelt

these at their own furnaces; and who, by

doing away with intermediate profits, enjoy

ing royalties at comparatively low rates, and

lessening working expenses, can, with the low

'wages now current, make iron at present rates

with little or no loss. But there are firms,

both in the crude and finished iron trades,

who, some years ago, extended their works

beyond their capital, and who now

find difficulty in paying interest on

all that capital. The stoppage of furnaces in

the time of the Durham miners' strike meant,

in some instances, restriction of credit, and in

all a heavy loss owing to damping down the

furnaces. It is stated on reliable authority

that in the case of one company the strike

entailed a loss of £40,000, and it is thus not

to be wondered at that that strike was followed

by a crop of failures in the iron trade. The

difficulties of Cleveland are being slowly over

come, and there is no doubt that the strain

which the change involved from iron to steel

is now being felt, and also being met.

The Moniteur Be1gt has published the com

parative table of the imports and exports of

Belgium for the first four months of the cur

rent year compared with the corresponding

period of 1878. Though the returns are

rather late, yet they are still interesting as

indicating the tendency of Belgian trade

during this year in a sufficiently marked

manner. The total imports for the last month

of the series, April, showed an increase of

3 per cent, against last year, while the total for

the four months showed an increase of 7 per

cent, against last year. On the other hand,

the exports for the month showed an in

crease of 10 per cent., and the exports

for the four months an increase of 7 per

cent. Thus, in spite of the depression

of trade of which Belgium has complained

in common with all other countries, there is an

expansion in both imports and exports. The

expansion is, however, more marked in the

case of exports, and it appears to have had a

more sustained character, as the ratio of in

crease was greater in April than in the pre

ceding months, while in the imports it was

less in that month than in the preceding. As

regards the imports, the increase occurred

under the heads yarns of linen, hemp, and

jute, cereals, and wool. The imports of iron

and textile materials, excepting wool, showed

a decrease. The expansion of the exports was

due to increased despatches in bars, sheets, and

rods of steel, coal, yarns of wool, linen, hemp,

jute, and cereals. There was a diminished

exportation of textile materials, machinery,

and woollen tissues.

Wholesale London Prices Current op

Furniture Woods.

Mahogany, per ft. super

ficial. £. t. d. £. i. d.

Honduras cargo average 0 0 4 to 0 0 51

Mexican ,, 0 0 4 — 0 0 4 A

Tabasco ,, 0 0 41 — 0 0 5J

Cuba „ 0 0 6j — 0 0 9

St. Domingo „ 0 0 63 — 0 0 9

60 0 10 — 0 1

0 0

*i

— 0 0 5

Honduras, Mexican, Ac. 0 0 — 0 0 5

0 0 8 — 0 0 4

Pe««U 0 0 2 — 0 0 2A

0 0 H
— 0 0 5j

0 0 5 — 0 0 7
440 0 31 — 0 0

70 0 4 — 0 0

Satinwood, St. Domingo 0 0 7 —■ 0 1 0

5 0 0 — 9 0 0

Rosewood, per ton

East India Nominal 9 0 0 — 12 0 0

Rio 14 0 0 — 26 0 0

12 0 0 — 20 0 0

15 0 0 — 20 0 0

Zebrawood, Brazil Nominal 10 0 0 — 12 0 0

Lignum Vitro, City St.

Puerto Cabello „ 6 0 0 — 8 0 0

6 0 0 — 9 0 0

12 0 0 — 20 0 0

6 0 0 — 12 0 0

7 0 0 — 12 0 0

5 0 0 — 8 0 0

Lancewood spars, each,

6 0 0 _ 20 0 0

0 7 6 — 0 15 0

0 2 8 — 0 i 0

iter* (Skporis

For the Week ending Saturday, the lQth met.

Adelaide—Anderson A Co. £50 msol instmta

Don, P. O. A Co. 232 yds woollen oarpeting,

25 yds floorcloth, £8 rugs, 50 yds linoleum

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. £48 curtains, £198

cocoa-matting

Goode, Bros. £35 ruga

Hargreavea, M. £62 plate-glass, £38 paper-

hangiuga

Harris, Scarfe A Co. £83 tanned leather

Harrold Bros. £13 looking-glasses

Mason, B. A Oo. £317 paperhanginga

McDonald, J. A Co. £15 varnish

Murray, D. & W. 2,081 yds jute, £72 plate

glass, 926 yds floorcloth

Spicer, G. £107 china

Terry, J. £48 brushes

Wills, G. & B. A Co. £14 wool mats, 960 yds

leather, £18 ruga, £67 curtains, 800 yds

woollen carpets, £89 cotton quilts, 2,000

yds blanket*, £33 lace ourtaina

Alexandria—Marco, B. £70 varnish

Aloo.v Bay—Arnholz, A. £24 furniture, £120

furniture

Blaine, Macdonald A Co. £14 paperhanginga,

£58 ruga, 46 yds Brussels carpeting, 138

yds felt oarpeting, 665 yds blanketing

Currie, D. A Co. £69 furniture, £80 musical

instruments

Davis A Soper, 316 yds carpets

Faehse, R. £6 paperhanginga

Hoporaft A Co. 460 sq yds floorcloth

Openahaw, Unna & Co. £67 sewing. machin s

Payne, G. H. A Co. £310 furniture

Ryall A King, 1,875 yda blanketing

Amsterdam—Meadows, T. A Co. 280 yds crptng

Phillippa A Graves, 6 o leather

Robinson, A. G. Roberta A Co. 6 o leather

Antigua—Penney, G. H. A Co. £18 furniture,

£25 musical instruments

Rosa A Ash, £7 furniture

Antwerp—Barton, G. A Oo. 7 c leather

Mertena & Co. 88 yds velvet carpeting

Auckland—Aahford A Brooks, £18 china

Hart, H. A J. £9 glassware

KomBley & Elkington, £115 furniture

Lewis, J. A Oo. £31 ruga

Barcelona—Moritz, E. £20 furniture

Wimble, J. M. £15 ohinaware

Bom hay—Aldridge, J. F. & Co. 4 o leather

Elliott, J. 3,000 yds blankets

Escombe, Bros. A Co. £15 lamp-burners, £41

china, £18 safe

Fraoi", M. D. 103 yds tapestry carpets

Hayter A Hayter, 1,320 yda oilcloth

Johnston, R. A Co. 7] tons leather

Newman, A. E. 1} t leather

Townsend A Spearing, £95 musical instmnts

Union Lighterage Co. 10 o leather, 400 yds

blankets

Bordeaux—Wallace, J. £32 glassware

Boulogne—Atkins, 0. A Co. £12 musical in

struments, 4,017 yds carpets

Bitot, P. A Co. 182 yds woollen oarpete, 42 o

leather, 34 o leather, 362 yds carpets, 196

o leather, 3,724 yds woollen oarpets

Chinnery A Johnson, £10 varnish

Flageollet Fra. A Co. £39 varnish

Nollen, Henry A Co. £11 ohinaware, £14

paperhangiDgs, £52 clocks, £33 ohinaware,

£13 ruga, £13 furniture, £13 ruga

Bahn, G. A Co. £79 glass manufactures, £11

paperhanginga, 1 o leather, 1,330 yds car

peting, £47 paperhanginga

Bremen—Corbiera, Son A Co. 290 yds wool en

carpets

Phillippa A Graves, 42 o leather

Brisbane—Ashford A Brooks, £108 pirer

hangings

Green, F. A Oo. £99 iron safes

Hoporaft A Co. 283 yds wool carpets, 27 yds

wool blankets

Mcllwraith, McEaoharn A Co. 200 galls

varniah

Sootney A Earnahaw, £150 looking-glasses

Turubull, R. T. A Co. 3} o leather

Brussels—Leather Cloth Co. 330 sq yds oilcloth

Lynch Bros. £30 iron safe

Morin A Seelig, 96} o leather

Wain, C. 3} o leather

Busrire—Mertens A Co. £150 musical insts

Calcutta—Allen, Bros. A Co. 62 lb. leather

Allen, S. J. £130 brashes, 346 yds blankets,

£34 cotton quilts

Atkins, B. P. A Co. £16 musical instruments]

Collard A Collard, £100 pianos

Dawson Brothers, £11 papier-macho goods

Elliott, J. £27 plate glass

Gellatly, Hankey, A Oo. £16 furniture ; 8,960

yds blankets

Green, F. £16 clocks

Harraden, S. A Oo. £40 musical instruments

Head, H. A Co. £600 furniture

Horsley, W. £24 leather manufactures

Jonaa, J. 900 yds blankets

King, H. S. A Oo. £14 out glass, £22 furni

ture, £21 furniture, £44 furniture

Leckie, D. £56 lamps, £21 glass manufac

tures, £90 billiard requisites

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation

Company, £30 ohinaware

Stewart, Gent A Co. 2 qrs. leather

Stoneson, } c leather

Taylor, Deapard A Co. 4,000 yda blankets

Townsend A Spearing, £55 muaical insts.

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £350 clocks

Canaries—Bruce, G. C. 15 yds_ blankets, 45

yds oilcloth

Bwanston A Co. £55 piano

Cant Kit is cry—Durant, A. A Co., £27 iron stoves

H*i greaves, M. £30 p iperhanings

Hoporaft A Co. 1,021 yds blnktg, £160 mattg
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Canterbury—Lazarns 4 Rosenfeld, 298 ft/ look

ing-glasses

McEwan, J. 4 Co. £51 brushware

Hontgomerie, R. 4 Co. 127 yds blankets

New Zealand Shipping Co. £190 furniture,

£75 paperhanginga

Richardson, Bros, 4 Co. £3 brashes

Campana—Lance, J. £13 varnish

Fapenean, A. W. £30 piano

Cape or Good Hope—Blaine, Maodonald, &

Co. 301 yds tapestry carpeting, £66 furni-

tore, £8 plate glass

Carrie, D. & Co. £24 furniture

Hasleharst, B. 4 Co. £61 furniture

Hoperaft 4] Broadwater, 415 yds woollen

blanketing, 7 o paperhangings, £15 sewing-

machines, £36 musical instruments

King, H. S. 4 Co. £80 iron safes

Marshall, A. £18 glass manufactures

Page, Draper, 4 Co. 11 1 a leather

Twentyman, L. 4 Son, £18 plate-glass, £22

musical instruments

Whyte, B. 4 Co. £172 furniture

Cape Coast Castle—Griffith, W. 4 Co. £19

chairs

Carthagena—Bishop & Co. £2 glass manuFs

Colombo—Brooker, Dore 4 Co. £6 plate.glass

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £37 lamps

Hodgson, F. 150 yds oilcloth

Hooper, H. 4 A. D. £8 looking-glasses

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. £31 lamps

Kirton, T. J. 4 Co. £4 varnish

Price, Banstead 4 Co. £35 musical instrmnts

Short, Short 4 Co. £6 furniture

Constantinople—Richards, Tweedie 4 Co. 5,168

yds jute

Copenhagen—Darling, Bros. 1 i o leather

Linoleum Co. 360 sq yds linoleum

Phillipps 4 Graves £16 Alter*

Demerara—Conrad, H. 4 Co. 4,950 yds blankets

Sproston, H. £16 lamps, £9 pottery

East London—Budden, Fisher & Co. £12 leather

manufactures

Genoa—Bruoe, Moiison 4 Co. 3,426 yds jute

Dawson Bros. £20 varnish

Laming 4 Co. £200 walnut veneers

Geelong—Prioe, C. 4 Co. £10 ohinaware

Gibraltar—Hall, J. jun. 4 Co. £50 furniture

Gothenburg—Bott, W. E. 4 Co. 14 o leather

Grenada—Staley, Badford 4 Co. £200 frniture

Hambro—Cheeswright 4 Co. 23 c leather

Collins, W. A. 300 ydB floorcloth, 8,750 yds

leather, 160 yds oilcloth

Darling Bros. 162 o leather

Elkan 4 Co. £19 ohina

Evan der Hayden 4 Co. 34$ c leather

General Steam Navigation Co. £19 coir mat

ting, £36 coir matting, 21 o leather

Harris, R. 1 o leather

Hay, W. 4 Co. 21 o leather

Kitchin, J. 4 Co. 43| o leather

Lavy, C. 4 Co. £22 leather manufactures

Leather Cloth Co. 10,455 sq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Co. 171 sq yds linoleum, 218 sq yds

linoleum

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 2,020 yds woollen carpets

Piokford 4 Co. £500 musioal instruments

Rosenberg, Roewe & Co. £102 sheep skin

mats

8chloesser Bros. 741 o leather, 1351 c leather

Simonsen, Jonas 4 Co. £228 woollen rugs,

174 yds oortioine

f Stahlschmidt, F. 4 Co. 2} o leather

Strudwiok, H. 185 c leather

Budell, H. J. 7£ c leather

Wain, O. 222* o leather

Hobart Town—Hoiworthy, J. M. £110 pianos

Lazarus & Rosenfeld, 218 ft. lookinsr-glasses,

£78 iron bedsteads, £88 china, £60 frntre

McEwan, J. 4 Co. £13 iron bedsteads

Hong Kong—Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. 1,500 ft

plate-glass

King, H. S. & Co. £20 musical instruments

Palmer, J. jun. £40 glass manufactures

Beid, H. 16} o leather

Ibbail—Scotney 4 Earnshaw, 1,800 yds oarpet

Japfa—Dickeson 4 Stewart, £19 musioal insts

KtmRicHEE—Barber, J. Son 4 Co. £35 glassware

Dicke3on 4 Stewart, £6 musical instruments

GelUtly, Hankey 4 Co. £15 glassware

%M Trepoet—Duncan, J. C. & Co. £23 furniture

Leghorn—Bruce, Morison & Co. 2,745 yds jute

Lisbov—Darling Bros. 41 c leather

Diakinson, Akroyd & Co. 2 o leather

Hall, J. jun.'ft Co. £80 iron safe

Lyttleton—Clarkson, D. £16 woollen rugs

Walker, T. W. k 3. £32 ooooa matting

Madagascar—Porter, J. £70 musioal instmnts,

£135 ohinaware, 330 yds blankets, £23 iron

safes, 80 yds woollen carpet

MaMBea—Lay, A. F. £13 lamps

Madras—Colley k Co. £22 lthr, £33 plate glass

King, H. S. k Co. £20 china

Oakes Bros, k Co. £8 glassware, 43 yds

blankets, £14 rugs

Oakes k Son, 72 yds woollen blanketing

Peninsula k Oriental Co. £8 chinaware

Short, Short k Co. 11 o leather

Wood, W. C. £9 glassware

Mahe—Gellatly, Hankey k Co. £20 glassware

Malaga—Dawson Bros. £5 glass manufactures

Malta—Becker & Ulrioh, £40 leather manfs

Pickford k Co. £130 ohinaware

Marseilles—Blyth, Green k Co. 97 yds carpet

Mauritius—Baker, 8. k Co. If o leather

Barrington k Co. £49 iron bedsteads, 21 o

leather

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £38 brushware

Martin, B. k Co. 70 lb leather

Plant, T. W. k Co. £10 ooffin furniture

Moqadose—Affalo, M. jun. £37 glassware

Monte Video—Oranwell, W. B. k Co. 2,260

yds oarpetB

Montreal—Meadows, T. k Co. 380 yds carpets,

£113 glassware

Mossel Bay—Blagden k Prinoe, 467 yds cotton

blankets

Findlay, Durham k Co. £60 piano

New York—Crosfield, A. J. 4 Co. £127 varnish

Henderson Bros. £46 furniture

Meadows, T. 4 Co. Hi o leather, 1,570 yds

carpets

Smith, Sanding 4 Co. 558 lb leather,

575,815 yds jate

Winkley, C. A. £467 furniture

Newfoundland—Pratt, C. J. £18 brushes, 1,616

yds wool blankets, 81 o lthr, £7 glassware

Odessa—Biohards, Twpody 4 Oo. 12 o leather

Oporto—Elkan & Co. 10 o leather

Ostend—Atkins, C. 4 Co. 22 yds carpets

Weiner, M. 4 Co. 1} o leather

Otago—Hargreaves, M. £129 wall-paper

Heymanson, Low 4 Co. £82 mirrors, 231 o

leather

Lipsoombe, F. 4 Co. £45 earthenware filters

North, W. £450 furniture

Perrott 4 Perrott, £20 ohinaware

Sparrow, W. A. £36 furniture

Sargood, Son 4 Co. 96 yds flooroloth

Voss, J. 4 Co. £120 musical instruments

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Uo. £37 furniture

Port Natal—Alder, H. B. 4 Oo. 16 g varnish

Blagden 4 Prinoe, 367 yds cotton blankets,

£22 oarpet

Bullard, King 4 Co. £66 woln rugs, 2,400 yds

ootton blankets, 3,300 yds blankets

Collins, W. A. £25 wall-paper

Carrie, D. 4 Co. £16 furniture, 21 o leather

Dawson Bros. £251 woollen rugs

Durant, A. 4 Co. £49 furniture

Fass, A. £10 sewing-machines

Harvey 4 Greenacre, £110 leather manfs

Head, H. 4 Co. 3} c leather

Henwood, P. 416 vds woollen blanketing

Hopcraft 4 Co. £19 matting

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. £430 furniture

Mortens 4 Co. £150 musioal instruments

Payne, G. H. 4 Co. £25 musical instruments

Storer, D. 4 Sons, £18 varnish

Port Phillip—Fox, C. T. 55 o leather

MoNanghton, W. Love 4 Co. 450 sq yds oil

oloth

Miohaelis, Hallenstein 4 Co. £18 leather

manufactures, 5} o leather

Millar, W. H. 340 yds oarpetB

Peterson, Laing 4 Co. £98 furniture

Purvis, T. 340 yds carpets

Rennie, J. T. Son 4 Co. £81 musical iustrmts

Rook, R. H. 283 yds carpets

Strgood, Son 4 Co. 914 yds carpets

Savage 4 Hill, £18 brushware

Smith, 8. 4 Co. 681 o leather

Spricgthorpe, J. 71 c leather

Staley, Radford 4 Co. 45 yds carpets

Rabat—Forwood Bros. 4 Co. £60 docks

Bangoon—Haines, Batchelor 4 Co. £64 looking-

glasses, 41 g varnish, £31 lamps, 21 o

leather, £41 filters

Reval—Bailey 4 Leetham, £77 leather

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £122 carpets

SohloeBser Bros. 77 o leather

Bio Grande—Wigg, W. F. Son 4 Co. £65 fntre

Rio Janeiro—Dickenson, Akroyd 4 Co. 26 c lthr

Rotterdam—General Steam Navigation Co. £24

leather manfs

Salmon, 0. J. £25 wall paper

San Francisco—Anderson, Anderson 4 Co.

£250 furniture

Santa Cruz—BiBhop & Co. £10 furniture, £12

lamps

Santander—Wood, Quintana 4 Co. 22 yds car

pets, £56 rugs andmats

glass

Shanghai—Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. 4 o leather,

£125 rugs

Singapore—Aldridge, J. F. 4 Co. £13

manufactures, £20 rugs

Warburg, R. D. 4 Co. £32 rugs, £12 blankets

St. Petersburg—Hitchcock, A. C. 204yds orpta

Tarnley, J. W. £75 ohinaware

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £72 oarpet

Stockholm—Darling Bros. 30 c leather

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. 240 yds linoleum

Swan River—Dalgety, Du Croz 4 Co. £121

furniture, £54 brushes, £82 rugs, £133

ohina, £59 wall-paper, £20 leather manfs

Rose, R. 4 Co. £18 musioal instruments, £42

furniture, £44 pianos

Sydney—Arkell, Tufts 4 Co. £50 horsehair

Ball, W. E. £107 farniture

Bullard, King 4 Co. £15 musioal instruments

Collard 4 Collard, £85 pianos

Fdirbairns, W. 4 Sons, £130 ohina

Farmer 4 Co. 2,268 sq yds flooroloth, £36

carpet, 750 yds woollen blanketing, £92

oarpet

Flint, J. H. £200 stained glass, £51 oarpet

For, C. T. 151 o leather

Hargreaves, M. 31 o paperhangings, £258

wall, paper

Head, H. 4 Co. £50 upholstery

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £187 furniture

Irving, T. 4 Co. £173 furniture

Jepson, E. 593 eq yds linoleum, £324 carpet

Keller, Wallis 4 Co. £151 carpets

Miohaelis, Hallenstein 4 Co. 31 o leather

Miller, W. H. £143 wall-paper, £283 oaipet

Mort 4 Co. £29 brushware

Pitt 4 Scott, £30 brushes

Purvis, T. £122 wall-paper

Saddington 4 Co. 21 c leather

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, £141 looking-glasses

Terry, J. 4 Co. £53 brushes

Virgoe, Son 4 Co. £860 farniture

Watt, J. B. 4 Co. £18 brushware

Tamatave—Haddon, J. 4 Co. £41 looking-glasses

Valparaiso—Ismay, Imrie 4 Co. £25 farniture,

2,671 yds carpets, £108 matting

Whiting, G. W. £12 varnish, £170 lthr manfs

Gibbs, A. 4 Son, 245 g varnish, £42 leather

manufactures

Valencia—Wimble, J. M. £25 carpet

Venice—Piokford 4 Co. £278 ohinaware

Vigo—Artime, Russell 4 Co. 460 yds woollan

baize

Wanganui—Dawson Bros. £90 pianos

Wellington—Clarkson, D. £124 carpet

Brooker, Dore 4 Co. £17 brushware

Dixon, B. 4 Co. £39 carpet, £16 farniture

Fail bairns, W. 4 Sons, £24 out glass

Fleet, A. £28 ohina

Haroonrt 4 Co. 98 yds oiloloth

Hargreaves, M. £53 wal'-paper

King, H. S. 4 Co, £20 farniture

Lewis, J. 4 Co. £128 brushware, 1,100 yds

blanketing, £20 varnish, 2 c leather

MoEwan, J. 4 Co. £19 leather manufactures

Shaw, SavOl 4 Co. £200 furniture, £50

mouldings

Walker, T. W. 4 J. £17 brushes

Yokohama—Filby 4 Kemp, £18 ohina

Shaw, Williams 4 Co. £68 farniture

Whittemore, E. A. 1,152 yds blanketing

fators aiti Cmttracts.

We shall esteem if a favour \f our readers will kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contract
which may be open for competition ; and alto adviee -
as to any furnishing orders, 4*o., which may hace be:n
executed by different firms.

The tender of Messrs. Urquhart & Adam-

son, of Liverpool, has been accepted for exe
cuting the upholstery -work in connection ■with

the new Alexandra Theatre at Liverpool. The

gas-fitting work has been entrusted to Mr.

Bucknall, also of Liverpool. The decorative

work is to be executed by Messrs. Bell, of

London.

The contract for reseating Ashford Church

has been awarded to Mr. Thompson, who

undertakes to execute the work for £849,

while the highest of three other tenders sent

in was that of Messrs. Gaakin & Co., whose

charge was £1,493.

Messrs. Sattndebs & Co., of 75, Endell-

street, have supplied a stained glass window

for Willingale Church.

Mr. Chossley, of Newark, has executed

the encaustic tile-work in the chancel of Farns-

field Church.
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Mb. Whinkup, of York-place, Harrogate,,

has executed the cabinet-work required in

connection with the new Wesleyan Chapel

recently completed in that town. The general

joiners work was carried out hy Messrs.

Taylor & Son, of Bradford, and the encaustic

tile-work by Messrs. T. & R. Bootee.

Messrs. Craven, Dunhill & Co., of

Ironbridge, have supplied the encaustic tiles

for the new church at Scorton, near Lan

caster.

Messrs. Barnard, Bishop ft Barnards,

of Norwich, have supplied the choir screens

for St. Lawrence's Church, Northampton.

The gas-fittings and altar-rails for St.

Mary's Church, Woodstock, have been sup

plied by Messrs. Hart & Co.

Compiled with ipeciul reference to tke Furniture, Deco
ration, UphoMtry, and Drapery Tradet.Jrom Meiere

Qumblc 4 Harvry't " Weekly Mecord."

Liquidations by Arrangement ob

Composition.

ftpl Intelligence.

Alleged Embezzlement by a Commer

cial Traveller.—William Muirhead, re

siding at 2, Tarvit-street, Edinburgh, and

formerly at Musselburgh, was remitted from

the Edinburgh .Police-court recently on a

charge of embezzlement. The prisoner is

alleged to have recently appropriated to his

own use about £200 belonging to Messrs.

Mitchell, Thomson & Co., timber merchants,

Edinburgh, while acting in the capacity of

traveller for that firm.

Charge under the Fraudulent

Debtors Act. — Richard Tadman, lately

carrying on business in Wakefield as joiner,

has been charged at the local Police-court

with having made a false entry in his cash-

book and ledger. Mr. E. T. Atkinson, in

structed by Messrs. Wainwright & Mason,

appeared for the prosecution ; and Mr. West,

instructed by Mr. B. Kemp, for the defence.

Mr. Atkinson, in opening the case, said the

prosecution was instituted by the Treasury, on

an information laid by the trustee of the

defendant's estate, Mr. J. L. Booth, and the

offences which were charged aeainst tlie

defendant came within the 0th, 10th, lit) .

and loth sub-sections of Section 11 of t! <

Fraudulent Debtors Act. The charge srecified

in the summons was to the effect that the

defendant made a false entry in his books

relating to certain property, but there was

also another charge to be preferred, that of

having, within four months of the date of

filing his petition, disposed of property other

wise than in the ordinary way of trade, which

property had been obtained on credit. Mr.

Atkinson went on to state that the defendant

filed his petition on the 21st February. His

statement of affairs showed that the liabilities

were £665. 8s. 5d., and the assets £403. Ss. 2d.

On the 19th February defendant sold some of

his stock to Messrs. Land & Nettleton, of

Ossett, for £8. 13s. 4d., and gave a receipt

for that amount, but afterwards went to the

Hrm named, and, producing a receipt fnr

£3. 5s., asked them to state that that sum

was all he received from them. After evidence

had been called in support of the above

statment, Mr. West addressed the Bench

for the defence. The magistrate decided that

there was no case in regard to the charge of

illegally disposing of his goods, but on the

other charge they committed the defendant

for trial at the assizes, bail being accepted,

himself in £50 and one surety in £50 or two

in £25.

Destructive Fire at Leicester.—On Wed.

nesday night last a destructive fire broke mt

in the warehouse and factory of Messrs. Bobert

Walker and Son, hosiery manufacturers, But-

] and -street, Leicester. The warehouse is it.

tbe centre of the town and is five sto ties high,

with a frontage of 450 ft. The fire was die-

oovered in the basement, which is nsed as a

yarn and stock room, where there was an im

mense quantity of goods. The whole building

was soon filled with a dense smoke, and the

fi e extinguishers on tbe premises were uselr br.

1 he damage is roughly estimated at £20,000,

ucd is covered by insuratc1.

Bibb, Thomas, anotioneer, Darfmonth, Devon.

July 12. At B. Sonthcntt'e, aooountmt,

Exeter, July 30, at 1. J. P. Pearse, solicitor,

Plymouth.

Barber, Thomas, t iraber-merohant, Brady-street,

Betbnal-green, and Amberley-road, Ley too.

July 11. At J. Widdeoombe's, solicitor,

Metropolitan Chambers, Broad.street, July

29, at 3.

Bragazzi, Giulno, famiture-dealer, Pilgrim-

street, Newcastle. July 10. At A. Bhagg's,

solicitor, Newcastle, July 25, at 12.

Bntler, Thos., lace manufacturer, Tennyson-

street, Nottingham. July 9. At Q. Balk's,

solicitor, Nottingham, July 28, at 3.

Gepp, Arthur Midmay, chioa-merobant, 10,

Bood-lane and Cbase Lodge, Enfield, late

trading as W. Dalton, at Water-lane. July 11.

At Barrow & Gates', aooonntants, 99, Gresham-

street, July 30, at 2. Murray, Hntobins &

Stirling, solicitors, 11, Birohin-lane.

Griffiths, Franois, ironmonger & general dealer,

Whitwotth-terraoe, Spennymror, Durham.

Jnly 10. At Thompson & Lisle's, solicitors,

Durham, July 31, at 11. W. Lisle, aolioitor.

Harding, James, ironmonger, Duke -street,

Lowestoft. July 9. At Suffolk Hotel,

Lowestoft, July 31, at 2. M. S. Emerson,

solioitor, Norwich.

Hill, Geo., house decorator, 10, Duke-street,

Bloomsbury, late 23, Museum-street. July 2.

At W. Merchant's, solioitor, 46, Ladgate-hill,

July 17, at 12.

Humphreys, Biohard, forniture-dealer, Gooch.

street, Birmingham. July 11. At Cottrell

& Son's, solicitors, Temple-row, Birmingham,

July 28, at 12.

Icke, Wn. Henry, dealer in works of art,

Watergate- street-row, Chester. Jnly 7. At

W. H. Churton's, solicitor, Chester, July 23,

at 12.

Lord, John Ashworth, aewing-maohine dealer,

Dalton - road, Barrow. July 7. At the

Imperial Hotel, Barrow, July 21, at 11. 0.

F. Preston, so'ioitor, Barrow.

Moore, Lemuel Watson, pioture-dealer and wood

and stone- carver, Upper Burgess-street, and

Viotoria-street South, Great Grimsby. July

11. At H. B. & B. Mason's, solicitors, Great

Grimsby, July 28, at 2 45.

Mottram, Henry, ironmonger, Church-street,

Tamworth. July 11. At Nevill & Atkin's,

solicitors, Tamworth, Jnly 28, at 3.

Murphy, Jas., lamp-dealer, Dyer-street, Leeds.

July 9. At Eddison & Eddison's, solicitors,

Leeds, July 24, at 3.

Mutlow, Thos., lath manufacturer, Gooch-street,

Birmingham. July 10. At B. J. Parr's,

solicitor, Colmore-row, Birmingham, Jnly 25,

at 3.

Plante, Henry Wm., oarver andgilder, Sampson-

road, Sparkbrook, and Moat-row, late Jamaica-

row, all Birmingham. July 8. At A. B. East's,

solicitor, Temple-street, Birmingham, July 19,

at 10.15.

Porritt, Charlotte, and Henry Fisher, trading as

C. Porritt & Co., carpet yarn manufacturers,

Woodaide, Horsfortb, near Leeds. July 11.

At North A Son's, solicitors, East-parade,

Leeds, July 31, at 2.

Bobtrts, Lewis, trading as H. & S. Howard

toilet quilt manufacturers, Book-street, late

Fortland-Btreet, York-street, and Edward-

street, Oldham-road, all Manchester. Jnly 8.

At Boote & Edgar's, solicitors, Booth-street,

Manchester, July 25, at 3.

Boleston, Wm., brushmaker, Smy then-street,

Exeter, and Plymouth. July 11. At Grand

Hotel, Bristol, July 26, at 1. T. W. Hart noil,

solioitor, Exeter.

Shaw, Chas., ohina-dealer, Bond-street, Sneinton,

Notts. July 9. At D. Whittingham'e, solicitor,

Nottingham, July 30, at 3.

Shnfflebotham, John Joseph, iron bedstead

manufacturer, Hookley-street, Birmingham,

and Aoocks Green. July 7. At Beale, Mari

gold's & Co., solicitors, Waterloo-street, Bir

mingham, July 25, at 12.

Stockbridge, Jessie, trading as G. A. Hunt, sen.,

bedding manufacturer, 186 & 188, Pentonville-

road, Kiog/s Cross. July 2. At T. J. Holme's,

solioitor, 4, Eastoheap, Jnly 22, at 3.

Thacker, George Frederick, cabinet-maker,

Bishop's, street, Coventry. July 3. At Craven

Arms Hotel, Coventry, July 24, at 3. J. H.

Kilby, solioitor, Coventry.

Wil'iamson, William George, paperbanger, Mill-

street, Stockton. July 8. At W. M. Best's,

solicitor, Stockton, Jnly 24, at 2.

Young, Bobert, jun., and Sep'imns Harrison

Bobson, trading as Bobert Young & Co.,

timber-merchants, Sunderland. July 8. At

A. B. Stokot's, solicitor, Sunderland, July 21,

at 11.

Adjudications of Bankruptcy.

Miller, Samuel, cabinet-maker, Kenilworth road,

Old Ford, late 0:d Bethnal-green-road and

Yiotoria - park - road. Jnly 10. At Bank

ruptcy Court, Lincoln's Inn-fields, July 30, at

12. Hazlitt, Begistrar.

Muller, Viard, manager of a varnish business,

New Churoh-road, Camberwell. July 10.

At Bankruptcy Court, Lincoln's Inn-fields,

Jnly 30, at 12.30. Hazlitt, Begistrar.

Dividend.

Gratrix, Charles F. (Bkt.), timber-merohant,

Manchester. Div. 2s. 6d. ; any Tuesday

between 10 and 4. E. Mansfield, 73, Market-

s reet, Manchester.

MEETINGS OF CBEDITOB8.

At an adjourned meeting of the oreditors of

Leedham Binns, of Oak Mills, Oakenshaw,

patentee and manufacturer, held at Bradford, a

statement of the debtor's affairs showed his

liabilities £7,922, and assets £1,552. An offer

of a composition of 4s. in the pound, payable in

instalments at 6, 12, and 18 months, was ac

cepted, and Mr. J. H. Blackburn, accountant,

was appointed trustee for the division of tbe

dividends.

On Tuesday last a meeting was held at ti e

Mitre Hotel, Manchester, of the creditors of

Thomas, Frank, and James Thornely, carrying

on business as oo' ton-spinners and manufac

turers, at Hyde, as John end Thomas Thornely ;

at Godley, as Tr.omas and Samuel Thornely, and

at Stockport, as Thomas Thornely & Co. The

statement of accounts showed total unsecured

debts, £33,593, assets £39,316 ; surplus, £5,723 ;

being £1. 3s. Sd. in the pound, if sold as a

working concern. If sold by auction it was

estimated that the assets would be reduced in

valne by £29,916, and the dividend to 5s. 7d. in

the pound. It was resolved unanimously to

liquidate by arrangement.

A first meeting of the creditors of Messrs.

Conway & Ward, timber and slate-merchants,

Gloucester, was held on the 9th inst. at tbe

Bell Hotel. Mr. T. Thorpe (Messrs. Barkworth

& Spaldin) presided. The statement pre

pared by tbe receiver showed—liabilities

£5,702. 18s. 3d. ; assets, £3,133. 2s. 7d. After

a protracted discussion, it was resolved to wind

op the estate in liquidation.

A numerously attended meeting was held

at the L-ndon and North-Western Hotel, Bir

mingham, on Tuesday, the 15th July, to receive

a statement of the affairs of Israel Opp»nh»irp,

of Penzance, furniture dealer. Mr. Zeppert,

of the firm of Zeppert & Hyams, of London

having been voted to the ohair, the following

statement, prepared by Messrs. Boeoorla &

Sons, the debtor's solicitors, was submitted to

the meeting. Liabilities, £9,326 ; assets, £3,583.

The debtor offered a dividend of 5s. in the

pound, which was angrily refused by the meeting.

This offer, after Mr. Oppenbeim had conferred

with his solicitor, was subsequently increased to

7s. 6d., which, after an auimated discussion,

was accepted. Tbe dividend to be payable at

four, eight, and twelve months ; the last pay -

ment to be guaranteed. After the usual vote

of thanks to t he chairman the meeting separated .

BILLS OF SALE.

Allen, John, cabinet-maker, 2, Wilson-street,

Bristol, for £20, to Abraham Collins. FtUd

July 12.

Earr, William, joiner, 24, Lister-road, Wali ley,

Sheffield, for £7. to Sheffield Loan &c.

Company. Filed July 9.

B shop, Charles Augustus, organ - boilc'er,

The Briars, Silverdale, Sydenham, to

Franois K, J. Shenton and another. F led

July 10.
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Bower, Alfred Christopher, bouse decorator,

13, East Mount-terrace, Whiteohapel, for £75,

to William Lee. Filed July 10.

Bradley, John, joiner, Franklin-street, Patri-

crofr, Lancashire, for £50, to John Dickinson.

Filed Jnly 7.

Butler, John William, and Joseph, general house

furnishers, 32, Peaaley Cross-lane, St. Helens,

for £20, to Joseph Levin. Filed July 11.

Chambers, Charles Pratt, oabinet-maker and

house-furnisher, 33, Shakespeare-street, end

Edinburgh-buildings, Abbey-road, Barrow.in-

Furneas, for £52, to National Mercantile

Bank. Filed July 9.

Clarke, Barnard, joiner, 29, Balaclava-road,

Sheffield, for £9. 5s., to William Towers.

Filed July 7.

Clear, William, cabinet-maker, 45, Middle Vaux-

hall, Wolverhampton, for £20, to William

Potts. Filed July 9.

Crocs, John, joiner, 13, Thomson-road, Seaforth,

Lincolnshire, for £20, to James Lightfoot.

Filed July 10.

Daniels, John Thomas, barometer-maker, 48,

Windsor-terrace, City-road (per agreement),

to James Essex. Filed Jnly 10.

Davies, David, cabinet-maker, 91, Stanhope-

street, Newcastle, for £10. 10s., to John H.

Bernstone. Filed Ju'y 11.

Davies, Stephen, cabinet-maker, Stepney-street,

Llanelly, for £27, to Isaac Seline. Filed

July 11.

Disney, Ann Howard, ironmonger, High-street,

Manningtree, Essex, for £130, to Michael

Grunwald. Filed July 12.

Emerson, Frederick, upholsterer, 13, Gordon-

street, Islington, for £16, to Thomas Fair-

head. Filed Jnly 7.

Finney, Joseph, timber manufacturer, Gilbridge-

avenue, Sunderland, for £75, to Bank of In.

dastry. Filed July 7.

Gibney, Patrick, carver and gilder, 43, Darling-

street, Wolverhampton, for £52. 10a , to Aaron

Hyams. Filed Jnly 9.

Gibson, William Forrest, joiner and cabinet

maker, Howden le Wear, Durham, for £100,

to John Goldthorp. Filed July 12. "

Gough, James, ironmonger, 87 A, Uxbridge-

street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs, for £85, to

Henry J. Massie and another. Filed July 11.

Hamilton, James William, house decorator, 39,

Stockdale-road, New.road, Wandsworthroad,

for £8, to Thomas Fairbead. Filed July 7.

Hastwell, John, cabinet-maker, 82, Accrington-

road, Burnley, Lancashire, fur £17, to Solomon

Aaerbacb. Filed July 12.

Haytook, James, furniture-dealer, 93, Great

Dncie-street, Strangeways, Manchester, for

£400, to John Syer. Filed July 9.

Hill, Samuel, cabinet-maker, 34, Bear-street,

Barnstaple, Devon, for £65, to National Mer

cantile Bank. Filed July 8.

Holmes, Henry, joiner, 22 and 22a, Princess-

street, Dudley-hill, for £23. lis. 6d., to Edward

Clifton. Filed July 10.

Holmes, William, joiner, 15, Stanley-street,

Gateshead, for £38, to Isidor Summerfield.

Filed July 10.

Hopkinson, William Sunderland, sewing-machine

dealer, 2, Argyll-terrace, Bye-lane, Peckham,

for £110, to Monetary Advance Co. Filed

July 11.

Hoskins, Wallace White, joiner, 31, Durham-

street, Smtbsea, Hants, for £13. 10a., to

Solomon Blaiberg. Filed July 10.

Sheldon, Harry, cabinet-maker, 12 Court, 4,

House, Egerton-street, Sheffield, for £9, to

Charles H. Wood. Filed July 9.

E'en, John, carrier, furniture-remover, &o, 135a,

Lord.street, Southport, Lancashire, for £250,

to William Robinson and another. Filed July 7.

Lees, Ellen, china, glass, &c , dealer, 37 Stall,

Market Hall, Wolverhampton, for £10. 10s.,

to Joseph Harris. Filed Jnly 8.

Lewis, James P., timber-merchant, Isoa Villa,

Tbe Walk, Tredegarville, and Saw Mills, near

Bhymney Bailway-station, Glamorganshire,

for £60, to William H. Hodge. Filed July 9.

Lewis, John, wood-dealer, Nine.foot.road, Tred-

worth, Gloucestershire, for £7. 10s., to Samuel

Goldberg. Filed July 12.

Lovell, David, fender-maker, 27, Bond-street,

Dudley, Worcestershire, for £7, to Barnett

Goodman and another. Filed July 9.

Manioc, James, cabinet-maker, 104, Livery-

street, Birmingham, for £14. 10s., to Henry

J. Massie and another. Filed July 7.

Mansell, William, lock-manufacturer, 10 and 13,

St. James-square, Wolverhampton, for £100,

to Joseph Broadbent and another. Filed Jnly

11.

Mardon, Henry, oabinet-maker, 48, Harman-

street, Kingsland, for £189. 6s., to Henry

Fowler. Filed Jnly 12.

Martin, James, oabinet-maker, 35. Bromsgrove-

street, Birmingham, for £27, to National Mer

cantile Bank. Filed Jnly 9.

Mutch, Thomas, agent and dealer in household

machines, 202, Bolton-road, Irlam-o'-th'-

Heights, near Manchester, for £12, to George

F. Hensball. Filed Jnly 12.

Newsom, Hubert, homo-decorator, 7, Spnrslow.

road, Amhurst-road, Hackney, for £23, to

Commercial Deposit Bank. Filed July 9.

Papera, George, carver and gilder, &c, and

dealer in works of art, 9, Slater-street, Liver

pool, for £60, to Nathan S. Hart. Filed July

12.

Parry, David Jonop, timber-merohant, 14, Well-

close Mount, Leeds, for £200, to Francis

Dickinson. Filed July 7.

Penning, Charles, jun., 67, Wyndham - road,

Camberwell, and Charles Penning, sen., per

ambulator makers, for £16, to Thomas Fair-

head. Filed Jnly 7.

Phillips, Henry, lock manufacturer, 1, Stafford-

street, Willenhall, Staffordshire, for £28, to

Jo-eph Broadbent and another. Filed July 9.

Biohardson, James, sewing-machine dealer, 132,

Cbeetbam-hill, Manchester, for £34, to

Solomon Auerbach. Filed Jnly 9.

Stevens, John, French-polisher, 2, Drnry-lane,

Sunderland, for £7. 10s., to Joseph Wolfe.

Filed July 11.

Watts, Charles Henry and wife, carver and

gilder, 46, Kirkdale-road, and 14, Smitb-street,

Liverpool, for £60, to South Lancashire Loan,

&o. Company. Filed July 8.

Whitnall, Edward, carver, &c, 136, Falkner-

street, 45, Sooth Castle-street, and 7, |Brid-

port-street, Liverpool, for £225 to Edward

B. Boose. Filed July 12.

Wood, James, glass-maker, 3, Dudley-street,

Eve-hill, Dudley, Worcestershire, for £7. 5s.,

to Barnett Goodman and another. Filed

Jnly 9.

€ak Cjjansfs, fit.

We thall feel greatly obliged if our Subteribert in London
at veil at in all partt of ike Country will kindlyforward
to ut early intimation ofany Trade Ckanget, or tend ut
any Jottingt of general interett to tke Tradet tee
repretent. By to doing ikey vill materially kelp to
promote the utility of tkit Department of tke 1 liimitub

CrAiraa.

Messrs. Woodward & Dorling, drapers,

of Sherborne, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

E. J. Dorling will continue the business under

the title of the Sherborne Drapery and Out

fitting Stores.

Mb. J. E. Hunt, furnishing ironmonger, has

removed to 50, London-street, Derby.

Messrs. George Booth & Son, dyers,

Canal Bridge, Pendleton, near Manchester,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Thomas

Booth -will continue the business in his own

name.

Messrs. Edmonson & Co., hardware

merchants, of Sackville-street, Manchester,

and Finsbury-pavement, London, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. Thomas Edmonson

will continue the business under the old style

on his own account.

Mr. H. Bracher, upholsterer, of Princes-

street, Yeovil, announces that the furniture

business at that address has been resumed by

him.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. John White, leather merchant, of 58,

Wellington-street, Leeds, must be sent in by

September 1, to Mr. John C. Malcolm, of 20,

Park-row, Leeds.

Mrs. Morrisey will continue the iron

mongery business formerly carried on by her

late husband at Youghal.

Mr. W. Fenwick has retired from the firm

of Allcock & Fenwick, ironmongers, of New

castle. Mr. H. W. Allcock will in future

carry on the business on his own account.

Messrs. George Southern & Co., iron

mongers, of 0, Church-street, Altrincham,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Alfred

Wilde will continue the business in his own

name.

The partnership between John Rees and

William Herbert Lewis, timber and slate-

merchants, Llanelly, carrying on business as

Rees, Lewis, & Co., has been dissolved. The

business will in future be carried on by Mr.

Lewis under the style of W. H. Lewis & Co.

Messrs. Arnold & Sawktnb, ironmongers,

of 13, Bedford-street, Plymouth, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. H. H. Arnold will

continue the business in his own name.

In our last issue, Messrs. Koenemann &

Schulze, gilt moulding manufacturers of

Cologne, were erroneously styled merchants.

In consequence of Messrs. Joseph Dowson

& Co., mahogany and timber merchants, of

Princes Wharf, Commercial-road, Lambeth,

retiring from business, their stock has been

sold by auction by Messrs. Churchill & Sim.

Creditors of the late Mr. Samuel Brewer,

pianoforte manufacturer, of 23, Bishopsgate-

street Within, and various other addresses,

must forward their claims by the 1st of

August to Mr. Horace Ockerley, of 18, St.

Paul's-churchyard.

A resolution has been passed for the

voluntary winding-up of Laing s Indian Patent

Sewing-Machine Company (Limited). Mr.

M. Bibbi has been appointed liquidator. The

company was floated in February, 1870, with

a nominal capital of £5,000, divided into 495

shares of £10, and 50 of £1 each. Nearly

the whole of the shares were taken up soon

after the company started, and the full amount

of each share was called up originally. The

number of shareholders was, we believe,

thirty-one.

Claims against the estate of the late Mr.

Thomas Parker, lace manufacturer, of Long

Eaton, Derby, must be sent in by the 29th

inst. to Mr. S. E. Heath, solicitor, of Notting

ham.

Atherton Spinning Company. — The

No. 2 mill belonging to this company

have re-commenced working. At the pre

sent nearly 100 hands are employed, but

this number will be increased to 200 when

the works are fully opened. The mills have

been closed nine months.

On Tuesday the doors of the North-Western

Bank, Preston, were closed, and the following

announcement posted on them :—" The bank's

London agent having refused to honour its

drafts, the directors of this bank have no

alternative but to suspend payment pending a

general meeting of the shareholders." The

shares are £7 paid up, and large numbers are

held in Preston. The bank was started four

years ago. The failure little affects local banks.

Me Gower Woodward.—An application

was made to Vice-Chancellor Bacon on Thurs

day, by Mr. Horton Smith, on behalf of the

Stourbridge and Kidderminster Banking Com

pany, to restrain the sale by auction advertised

for the 22nd and 23rd inst. Sir Henry Jack

son, on behalf of the trustee, undertook that

the looms and other machinery enumerated in

an affidavit of Mr. Meredith, and described by

him as being affixed in various modes to the

freehold, should not be sold, pending the deci

sion of the Court as to the right of the bank

thereto.

John Crossley & Sons (Limited), have

just declared an interim dividend for the past

half-year of 4s. per share, less income-tax,

payable ou the 4th of August. The transfer

books will be closed on the 21st July till the

5th August.

The directors of Foster, Porter & Co., an

nounce that the net profit for the six months

ended 30th June has been £6,446, and the

sum of £13,021 was brought forward. A

dividend at the rate of 7\ per cent, per annum

is announced, leaving £11,592 to t>e carried

over.

Messrs. M. Hunter & Son, of the Talbot

Works, Sheffield, have recently removed to

more extensive premises in Saville-street,

known for many years as the Atlas Brass

Works. The firm's postal address remains,

however, the same as formerly, viz. Talbot

Works, Sheffield.
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Jfurnifure ano Carpet gmjjns,

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending July 17. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache'.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures"

Completely Beoistehed.

837,074. Short k Mason, of 40, Hatton-garden,

E.O. CIubIY. July 11.

337,077-9. Daglish, B., Falconer & Co, of Man.

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 11.

337,102. Crossley, John, & Sons, Limited, of

Halifax. Class VI. July 12.

837,103-8. Henderson & Co., of Durham. Class

VI. Jnly 12.

837,114.15. Howorth, James, of Viotoria Works,

Farnworth, near Manchester. Class I. and II.

Jnly 12.

837,126. Jeffrey & Co., of 64, Essex-road, Lon

don. Class V. July 14.

337,157-8. Bevington, A. & Co., of Newhall

Works, Hanley, Staffordshire. Class IV.

Jnly 16.

337,174. Tiffany, George John, Edward Tiffany,

and Henry Tiffany, trading nnder the style of

O. T. Tiffany, of 77, Briggate, Leeds. Class

IV. Jnly 16.

337.177. Brown.Westhead, T. O., Moore & Co.,

of Canldon-place, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Jnly 16.

337.178. Dalby & Pearson, of 24, Snmmer-row,

Birmingham. ClasB III. Jnly 17.

837.181. Tens, Boden & Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. Jnly 17.

337.182. Lee, Daniel & Co., of Fountain- Btreet,

: Manchester. Class XI. Jnly 17.

337,252. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 17.

sports of Companies.

Foster, Porter & Co. (Limited).—The half-'

yearly general meeting of the shareholders of

this company was held on the 17th inst. at the

offices, Wood-lane, Cheapside, Mr. B. Porter

(the chairman of the oompany), presiding. Mr.

Thomas Harrison (the secretary) presented the

report of the directors, which showed that the

net profit for that period was £6,446. 2s. 6d., and

this amount, with the balance of £13,020. 13s. 7d.

brought from the last account, made the sum of

£19,466. 16s. available for dividend, which it was

proposed to declare at the rate lot 7 \ per cent,

per annnm free of income-tax. This would absorb

£6,875, and leave a balance of £11,591. 16s. Id.

to carry forward to the next acoount. The con

tinued depression in trade, the nnseasonable

weather, and the consequent falling-off in sales,

accounted for the reduced dividend which the

directors had now to declare, but they hoped

that in better times an inorease of returns and

a larger dividend would again ensue. The direc

tors had to announce the purchase, on January 1

last, of the old-established haberdashery busi

ness of Messrs. Carliles & Co., of Bow-lane. It

was proposed to write off in the half-year the

amonnt for goodwill, Ac, viz., £4,355, and after

writing off the proportion for the past half-year,

the balance of £3,625 had, in the meantime,

been added to the " freehold and leasehold "

account. The business thus acquired had so

far been successful and remunerative. The

Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report,

said the directors regretted that, after a period

of eight years since the formation of the com

pany, the directors had had to come forward for

the first time with a less dividend than that of 10

per cent., which they had hitherto paid. There

was, however, reason to hope that when brighter

times came they would be enabled to hold the

same position in carrying on their business as

they had dnring the eight years to which he

had alluded. Mr. E. B. Porter moved that a

dividend of ~\ per cent, be declared, which was

seconded by Mr. Ewan, and carried. Mr. A. M.

White proposed, and Mr. Wilkinson seconded,

the carrying forward of the balance of

£11,591. 16s. to the next account, which was '

also carried, and after some other formal busi

ness had been transacted, the proceedings were

brought to a dose.

J. P. Westhead & Co. (Limited).—The report

of the directors of this oompany, which carries

on business as silk merchants, &c, to be pre

sented to the shareholders at the general meeting

on the 30th inst., says:—"The directors beg to

Bubmit their fourth annual report, to June 19,

1879, and regret their hopes for a better condi

tion of trade have not been realised, as the

oompany has passed through another year of

severe depression. The generally increased

stagnation of trade throughout the country,

intensified by the unfavourable weather, having

materially affected the soundness of business

for some months past, yonr direotors are unable

to point to any improvements in the accounts

now presented. The position of the oompany is

Bound, and your directors wish to state that the

returns of the house have been equal to those of

the former year. It may be fairly considered

that goods have now touohed the lowest rates,

in which oase the future efforts of your directors

will be greatly aided when a revival of business

occurs. After deducting all bad and doubtful

debts, and allowing £280 for payment of interest

on calls in advance, an available balance remains

of £1,150, which it is proposed to carry forward

to next account."

fetters |atent.

Ja thit column mil be found inch invention! at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholttery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradet ; and Inventort are requested to put
themtelvet in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their invention.

Applications for Letters Patent.

2.794. Carson, J., of Canonby-road, for improve

ments in sash-suspenders. July 9.

2.795. Port, H., of Small Heath, Birmingham,

and T. Varley, of Walthamstow, for improve

ments in time-pieces. July 9.

2,798. Westaway, J., of Plymouth, for improve

ments in reflectors for carriage - lamps.

July 9.

2,818. Marr, D., of Bloomsbury, for improve

ments in lamps or burners for medicated

spray producers and for other heating pur

poses. July 10.

2.822. Lake, W. B., of the firm of Haseltine,

Lake & Co., Southampton-buildings, for the

manufacture of a new kind of thread and

machinery or apparatus therefor. A com

munication from the Company Daniel lions,

seau & Co., silk manufacturers, of Paris.

July 10.

2.823. Bossomaier, B., and F. [Sohwegler, wire-

rope manufacturers, of the firm of B. Bosso

maier & Co., of Finsbury.place South, for

the production of wire ropes, oords, or

threads with coloured surfaces. July 10.

2.826. HodgkinsOD, J., engineer, of Bolton.le-

MoorB and Southport, for improvements in

machinery for spinning and doubling cotton,

silk, worsted, woollen, linen, and other fibrous

materials. July 11.

2.827. Bntterwortb, J., and W. Dickinson,

machine-makers, both of Burnley, and C.

Catlow, overlooker, of Burnley, for improve

ments in looms for weaving. July 11.

2.829. Glaser, F. C, engineer, of Berlin, for

improvements in locks. A communication

from Friedrioh Haedenteufel, of Isorlohn,

Prussia. July 11.

2.830. Peters, G. D., merchant, of Banhill.row,

for improvements in circular saws and saw

teeth. July 11.

2,836. Mackey, C, accountant clerk, of Hands-

worth, for improvements in door-locks and

latches and in attaching the knobs and

handles of door-locks and latches to their

spindles. July 11.

2.842. Brierley, L., manufacturer, of Binning,

ham, for improvements in metallio bedsteads

and cots. Jnly 12.

2.843. Munn, B., of Glasgow, for improvements

in the construction of ventilators and smoke-

cowls. July 12.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord- street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

| Guide to Patenting, gratis.— [Adv.]

2.844. Bamsden, N., of Breightmet, near Bolton

for improvements in the manufacture of mats

and rags. July 12.

2.845. Chisholm, J., of Oldham, for improve

ments in the construction of self-acting mules

and twiners used for spinning and doubling

wool and other fibrous substanoes. July 12.

2.846. Heywood, H., manufacturer, and J. Hoi.

land, manager, both of Tonge, near Manchester,

for improvements in yarn-polishing machinery.

Jnly 12.

2,817. Dawkins, T., importer and manufacturer

of musical instruments, of Oharterhouse-

street, for improvements in the arrangement

of the notes and keys of vibrating reed musi

cal instruments. July 12.

2,850. Aspinall, J. A. F., of Inohicore, near

Dublin, for improvements in guiding appli

ances for blinds. July 12.

2,854. Piokwell, B., civil engineer, of Lowgate,

Kingston-upon.Hull, for improvements in the

mode of dosing, fastening, and releasing

carriage doors. July 14.

2,859. Johnson, J. H., gentleman, of 47, Lincoln's-

inn-fields, for improvements in the production

of glassware having ornamentations, devices,

or designs. A communication from Achilla-

Lemaire, of Paris. July 14.

2,861. Hildebrandt, J. A. B., engineer, of Man.

ohester, for improvements in the stop-

mechanism for organs, harmoniums, and

similar instruments. A communication from

August Gruters, of Crefeld, Germany. July 14.

Patents which have recently passed thb

Great Seal.

241. Morgan-Brown, W., engineer, of the firm

of Brandon & Morgan-Brown, of 38, South

ampton-buildings, and 1, Bue Lafitte, Paris,

forimprovements in rotary knitting-machines.

A communication from O. Twombly, of Lake-

Village, Belknap, New Hampshire, U.S.A.

Jan. 21.

259. Grieve, T. W., artist, of Macklin.street,

Drury-lane, for an improved lamp or appa

ratus for shading the eleotrio and other

lights, and for producing various effects of

light for scenio and other purposes. Jan. 22.

863. Abel, C. D., of Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in electrio lamps. A communi

cation from J. 0. Jamin, of Paris. Maroh 4.

1,702. Meadows, B., & B. T. Cotton, both of

Blackburn, for improvements in the oonstruc.

tion of looms for weaving. April 30.

229. Lake, W. B., of the firm of Haseltine, Lake,

& Co., Southampton-buildings, for improve

ments in telephones. A communication from

F. Blake, jun., of Weston, Massachusetts,

U.S.A. Jan. 20.

393. Crowley, J. S., engineer, of Manchester,

for improvements in the construction of

shuttles. Jan. 30.

415. Haddan, H. J., civil engineer, of the firm

of Herbert & Company, 67, Strand, for im.

provements in perforating machines. A com

munication from E. W. Blaokhall, of Toronto,

Canada. Feb. 1.

1,706. Webb, H. C, tile manufacturer, of Wor

cester, for improvements in the manufacture

of decorated surfaces adapted for the enrich

ment of walls, ceilings, floors, and for other

similar uses, and in apparatus or machinery

employed in suoh manufacture. April 30.

©bifuarjr.

On Saturday evening last, the 19th, Mr.

Joshua Taylor, of Healey House, a member of

the well-known firm of J. T. & J. Taylor, woollen

manufacturers, Batley, died very suddenly. The

cause of death was apoplexy. Mr. Taylor was

an earnest Nonconformist, and ohairman of the

Batley Liberal Association.

The will of Mr. Thomas Kemp, formerly of

Spital.sqnare, silk manufacturer, but late of

Orford House, Walthamstow, who died on

January 21 last, was proved on the 27th ult. by

Mr. W. Kemp and Mr. J. Kemp, the soub, the

exeoutors, the personal estate being sworn

under £7,000. The testator leaves £5,000 upon

trust for his son Robert, and legacies to grand

children and others; the residue of hia pro

perty, real and personal, he gives to his two

eons, William and James.—City Press.
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IJftos, jtofts, attb Comments.

A Polite Intimation.—A Bnbsoriber writes

complaining of having received a post-card, of

whioh the following iB a copy, from a Sheffield

firm :—" Unless we have amount of aooonnt

per return, will place the matter in oar solici

tor's hands."

The Strike of French Woollen Opera

tives.—The Btrike of woollen weavers at Vienne

(Itere) has now lasted three months. At a

meeting held a few days ago the operatives

decided, by 601 voteB against 14, to continue

the straggle.

Fire at a Manchester Woollen Ware-

noose. — A fire of a somewhat destructive

character occurred on last Saturday afternoon,

at the warehouse in New Brown-street, Man

chester, of Messrs. Beaumont Brothers, woollen

merchants and warehousemen, innioting serious

damage.

- Beinhold Hoffmann treats

blue, green, or so-oalled white ultramarine at an

elevated temperature, and with access of air

with acids, or with Baits which give off acids

when heated. He thus obtains purple-red or

violet colour, whioh, on treatment in the same

manner, becomes red.

A Middle Course.—Fully 500 merchants,

brokers, and clerks attended the second meeting

of the Business Men's Society for the Encourage

ment of Moderation, which was held in the

dining. hall of Earle's Hotel, New York, on the

23rd ult. The members " pledge their sacred

honour not to drink as a beverage any intoxi

cating liquors stronger than wine or beer, and

those only in moderation." The secretary

stated that since the organisation of this society

in April last the pledge bad been signed in good

faith by 11,000 business men.

The Value of Steam Power.—The aggre

gate steam power in use in the world is at

present 3,500,000 horse-power employed in

stationary engines, and 10,000,000 horse-power

in locomotive engines. This force is maintained

without the consumption of animal food, except

by the miners who dig the coals, aud the force

maintained in their muEoles is to the force

generated by the produot of their labour about

one to 1,080. The steam power is equal to the

working force of 25,000,000 horses, and one

horse consumes three times as much food as one

man. The steam power, therefore, is equivalent

t:> the saving of food for 75,000,000 of human

being?.

A Great Furniture Project.—A move

ment is on foot in New York for the establish

ment of an immense combination " wholesale

warehouse or bazaar" for the sale of furniture

and accessories. It is proposed that a number

of manufacturers shall unite and lease a

building suitable for the purpose, suoh for

instance as A. T. Stewart & Co.' a former whole

sale house at Chambers-street and Broadway.

In this building will be arranged full lines of

furniture, bedding, upholstery goods, carpets,

Ac. The management will be under one head

or superintendent, as if it were an independent

establishment. The plan is designed primarily

for the accommodation of foreign buyers, but

will be open to all dealers.

A Mourning Coach used as a Pleasure-

Van.—We have heard before of a hearse being

utilised as an advertising ohannel ; but it would

seem that there are still more extraordinary

UBes for this class of vehicles. We are

informed that they are occasionally brought

into requisition as pleasure • vans, but we

must confess that we have never seen

one en rouU in such a capacity. A writer

in the City Press, however, says.that last week

a mourning coach formed one in a procession

of vehicles journeying to one of the small sub

urban racecourses. The sable horses and the

seedy black of the carriage seemed to heighten

the effect of the red faces and gaudy garments

of the vulgar holiday-makers.

Protectionists in Switzerland.—A con

siderable number of Swiss hardware firms have

petitioned the Swiss Federal Council for a duty

of 80 f. the 100 kilogrammes, in addition to the

existing one of 16 f., on articles of Britannia-

metal. They avow that their object is to render

the importation of British wares of this de

scription impossible, in order to foster what

they call a useful home industry. On the other

hand, the Merchant Society of Zurich, speaking

on behalf of the cotton trade, in whioh Swiss

manufacturers have 400,000,000 f. at stake, and

who are just now feeling English competition

very keenly, strongly depreoate protective

measures, whioh they oontend would seriously

injure the oommerce and industry of the Con

federation. The Times correspondent states

that, in consequence of the increased duties

now levied in Germany on English cotton yarns,

an important trade in mixed silk and cotton

goods, of which Crefeld has hitherto had a prac

tical monopoly, will pass to Zuriob.

Industrial and Provident Societies.—The

appendix to the report of the Chief Registrar

of Friendly Societies, which has been iBsued,

shows that during the year 1877 there were in

England and Wales 895 industrial and provident

societies, with 431,666 members, and whose

annual sales of goods amounted to £18,697,788.

The stock-in-trade at the end of the year was

£2,305,491, the trade oharges amounted to

£1,214,734, and the balance profit to £1,658,170.

The working capital at the end of the year oon-

sisted of £5,142,958 in shares, and £916,955

loans and deposits. In Sootland there were

248 societies, with a membership of 66,910, and

sales of goods to the value of £2,676,225. The

stock-in-trade at the end of the year was

£337,268 ; the trade charges amounted to

£158,621, and the balance profit to £241,991.

The working capital consisted of £345,001

shares, and £156,310 loans and deposits. Up

wards of 200 sooieties failed to make returns to

the Chief Registrar during the year with whioh

the report deals.

Reproduction of Sponges.—For some time

past an ingenious method of artificially pro

moting the reproduction of sponges has been

practised on a large scale along the ooastline of

Dalmatia. It is well known that in certain

zoophytes the power of reproduction is so

wonderfully developed that a small part of any

one of them is capable of developing a new

specimen complete in all its parts. Advantage

is taken of this faot by the inhabitants of the

coast, who cut naturally-grown sponges into

small bits, fasten them upon posts, and sink

these below water. Each suoh bit at onoe com

mences to grow, and eventually developes into

a good-sized, well-shaped round sponge. Ac.

cording to general experience the average length

of time occupied in this process is three years ;

the sponges thus obtained being then worth

about ten oents. a-piece. The cost of producing

4,000 Buoh sponges, inolusive of three years'

interest on the capital sunk, is about ninety

florins, and the nett profits of the business are

estimated at 35 per cent.

Brussels Carpet.—" Brussels " carpet in

this country was first made at Wilton, where it

was introduced from Tournai, in Belgium, rather

more than a century and a quarter ago, and it

has always held its own in publio esteem. It is

woven on Jacquard looms, and consists of one

to Bix thicknesses of woollen thread wrought on

a hemp or other strong back. Two, three, four,

or five thicknesses, however, are most general,

and these usually indioate the number of colours

used in forming the pattern. A " Bix.frame "

carpet requires considerable spaoe for the

machinery necessary to its production, and the

aim of the manufacturer has ever been to give

his fabrios the appearance of more "frames"

than are actually used. For example, in most

carpets of the Brussels sort there may not be

more than four full frames required, other

colours ooourring but rarely in the pattern ;

and iu that case four frames and a half only

will be required, or five at the outside. Every

fraotion of a frame dispensed with in the

weaving is a saving to the manufacturer ; and

even to the expert there is often difficulty in

telling how many have actually been employed.

The carpet looks the same, and will in all like

lihood fetch the same price as one to produce

which six full frames were needful.

Improvements in Machinery for Print

ing Tarns.—The following letter has appeared

in the Kidderminster Shuttle :—" Dear Sir,—

Your aooount of the process of printing tapestry

yarns, and of the patent recently taken out by

Edward Crossley and others, of Halifax, has

been read with interest. It is satisfactory to learn

that you do not let the patent pass unchallenged,

and that attention is called to the fact that a

Kidderminster firm has for a number of years

solved the difficulty of ' preventing the oolour-

roller traversing the whole width of the drum ' i

when only a small quantity of yarn is required

to be printed. But why do yon withhold the

name of the firm p It is no secret that Messrs.

Henry Jecks Dixon & Sons have for seven or

eight years been doing what the new patent

proposes to accomplish for the first time. I am

induced to write to ask you to mention this,

because I see that the Fcknituxb Gazetti of

last week has transferred your short artiole to

its columns ; but strangely omits the last few

lines, in which you olaim that the object aimed

at in the patent has already been effected in

Kidderminster. An omission of this kind ought

not to be allowed to pass without some special

notice. And I hope you will allow me to repeat

your statement, and to supply your readers with

the name of the firm.—Yours, &o., One that

Knows."

The Watch and Clock Making Trades.—

According to statistios recently given in La

Nature, France now produces chronometers,

watches, timepieces, docks to an amount of

about 65 million francs in value ; Switzerland)

(watches), 60 millions; America (watohes and

timepieces), 32 ; England (chronometers,

watohes), 16; Austria (timepieces), 10; Ger.

many (timepieces and a few thousand watohes),

25. This gives a total considerably over 200

million francs for the watchmaking production

of the whole world ; and the figure, it is noted,

assumes still greater importance on remember,

ing that raw material enters into it to a compa

ratively small extent, while the salaries of

workmen are very high. Few industries pre

sent results so advantageous. It appears,,

further, that in manufacture of timepieces-

France makes about a million different pieces

annually ; Germany produces more, about two

millions, but the average price is much lower ;

America supplies at least 7,000,000 or 8,000,000.

With regard to watohes, Switzerland stands

foremost with an annual production of 1,500,000;

then comes France, with nearly 500,000; the

United States make 300,000 to 350,000, and

England about 200,000. The enormous total is

2,500,000 watches and nearly four million time,

pieces, " ouokoo " clocks, &o., dispersed every

year over the globe.

Potters' and Glass Makers' Excursion

to Europe.—Mr. W. A. H. Sohreiber, of 1,010,

Chestnut-street, Philadelphia, thus writes to the

Editor of the Crockery and Glass Journal :—The

manufacture of glass and pottery having be

come a settled fact in this country, and wares

of good quality for domestic purposes being

made equal to the foreign, it is now time to take

a step further and produce the finer grades of

pottery and glass. Europe has held the reins

thus far, on aooount of its long experience and

skilled labour. It has occurred to me that a

visit to those old-established manufactories would

be of immense value to manufacturers here, and

greatly compensate them for a short trip, espe

cially in view of the [small expense connected1

with it. I therefore propose an excursion of

potters and glass manufacturers to Europe

for the purpose of visiting the principal

factories of Belgium, France, Germany,

Bohemia, and, if possible, Italy and England.

Go by way of Antwerp and return by London

and Liverpool, or vice-versA. The expense will

be at the rate of about $6 per day for all fares

and hotel bills; forty-eight days for $300—larger

tours in proportion. Five hundred dollars oer-

tainly would cover all expenses. Having gone

over the ground two years ago, I would be-

willing to accompany the party as a guide and

interpreter. Being personally acquainted with

most of the manufacturers here and abroad, I

believe that a pleasant tour could be arranged,

whioh would be of great benefit to all. I shall

be pleased to have communications on the

subject.

Incombustible Wood.—Patent rights have

recently been secured for an invention by

whioh it is claimed wood can be rendered incom

bustible. It becomes, as it were, petrified with,

out any alteration in appearance. Intense heat

chars the surface, slowly and without flame, bnt

does not penetrate to any extent, and leaves the

fibre intact, whereby in case of fire the firemen

would have no occasion to fear that the materials

on whioh they tread would give way beneath

them, if this operation has been undergone by

the wood composing the staircases, floors, &o.

The following ohemical compound is said to pro

duce the result :—Sulphate of zinc, 55 lb. ;

American potash, 22 lb. ; American alum, 44 lb. ;

oxide of manganese, 22 lb. ; sulphuric acid of

60 deg., 22 lb. ; water, 55 lb. ; all of the solids
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upm winch latter source of revenue the new

tariff was to have each a beneficent effect. It

appears that the prices of commodities in the

north. west provinces of the British possessions

have increased so mnch that emigration from

those regions to Dakota and Minnesota has

already began. The prices of many commodities

of the first necessity have advanced so rapidly

that complaint among the Dominion house,

holders is load and universal. Bat a far more

significant result is exposed by the returns of

impoi tat ions which the Canadian Ministry, after

mnch hesitation and delay, have been forced to

print. These figures, covering the six weeks

made np of April and the last half of March,

read as follows :—

Total importations 18/8 810,110,745

Total importations 1679 5,089,296

Lessened imports nnder

Proteotive_tariff $5,021,449

are to be poured into an iron boiler containing

the water at a temperature of 15 deg. C,

or 113 deg. F. As Boon as the substances are

dissolved the sulphuric acid to be poured in

little by little, until all the substances are com

pletely saturated. For the preparation of the

wood it should be placed in a suitable apparatus,

and arranged in various sizes (according to the

purposes for which it is intended) on iron

gratings, care being taken that there is a space

of abo ir. half-an-inch between every two pieces

of wocd. The chemical compound is then

pumped into the apparatus, and as soon as the

vacant spaces are filled up it is boiled for three

hours. The wood is next taken out and laid

on a wooden grating in the open air, to be ren

dered solid, after which it is fit for any kind of

work where there is any liability to destruction

by fi-e.

Farewell Supper.—On Saturday evening

last about sixty perrons, including representa

tives from all departments of the carpet manu

facture, assembled at the Chester Tavern for

the purpose of bidding farewell to Mr. Andrew

Ewing, who, after having for several years held

the post of dyer at the firm of Messrs. Watson

& Naylor, bas aocepted a lucrative position at

the carpet works of A. T. Stewart, and set sail

for New York on Wednesday in the steamer

Helvetia. A capital supper was provided by

Mr. MoLean, and Mr. Councillor George Holds-

worth was voted to the chair. After the re

moval of the cloth several toasts were pro

posed and responded to. In proposing the

" Town and Trade of Kidderminster " the

chairman alluded to the fact that many of the

most skilled workmen in the carpet trade were

being entioed over to Amerioa by the large

salaries offered, which could not fail to have the

effect of withdrawing some of the trade from

Kidderminster, as the Yankees would be able

to compete more keenly with them. The health

of the " Parting Guest " was proposed by the

chairman, who spoke in enlogistio terms of Mr. j articles that are produced at home. For what

Swing's career during the time he had been good ? In return he gets only a hypothetical

in Kidderminster, and expressed the hope that I and* contingent compensation in the possible

Duties collected 1878 $1,482,506

Duties colleoted 1879 935,007

Loss of duties under Pro

tective tariff $547,499

For the six weeks in question, therefore, tfce

loss to the Canadian revenue by the increase in

the rate of duties U about 37 per oent. ; and

reports for May at fourteen of the prinoipal

ports of the Dominion show a loss already in the

amount of dutiesoolleoted of $212,583, or about 26

ptr cent., in comparison with the returns for May

last year nnder the old revenue tariff. This loss of

revenue, if it continues, means a deficit of the

same amount in the Canada Budget, and that

deficit the Canada taxpayer must make good

by direct taxation of seme kind. But beside

his direct taxation, he must submit to the

a prohibitory duty will be productive of

an increased revenue, it is a fact that the

class of goods most affected by the new duty is

not at all produced in the colony, and the manu

facture of goods from native wool cannot there

fore reoeive any farther encouragement from a

high duty on an entirely different cloth. Canada

produces articles of pure wool, both native and

foreign, of snch excellence and cheapness that

they require no protection to compete success

fully with the kindred produce of Scotland and

France, but she produces no mixed woollens,

such as are largely made in Yorkshire from wool

and shoddy weft and cotton warp. The effect

of the new weight duty of 7i cents per lb. on

both kinds of oloth has been shown to be bat

1} per cent, on the value of a fine cloth made of

wool only, and 15 per cent, on that of a very

similar article mixed with cotton. In another

instance the tax amounted to 7 and 26} per oent.

respectively. The injustice of imposing the

same specifio duty upon two dissimilar tissues of

suoh different values is undeniable, but appears

not to have been duly appreciated by theframers

of the new tariff, and to have escaped the notioe

of the Committee of the Dominion Privy Council .

I am therefore instructed to request that the

attention of the Cai.adian authorities be once

more called to that part of the new tariff which

virtually excludes the staple produce of this

oounty from the trade of the colony, and to pray

that her Majesty's Government may be pleased

to nrge upon the Legislature and Government of

the Dominion the repeal of the weight rate on

all mixed woollen cloths, as a simple act of jus

tice to the mother country.—I have the hononr

to be, ic, &c, Jacob Bebbixs, Chairman.

Bight Hon. M. Hioks-Beacb, M.P., Principal

Secretary for the Colonies."

Peter Fairbairn the Inventor — Flax,

spinning machinery had engaged a good deal of

his attention, and he came to Leeds with an

he would meet with much prosperity in Amu

rica. Mr. Ewing briefly and feelingly re

sponded, tendering his thanks to friends for

their many acts of kindness towards htm, and

assuring them that his one object bad been t)

discharge his duty in suoh a way as to secure

the approval both of his employers and of those

nnder nis charge. The evening was spent in a

most enjoyable manner. Some of the work

people at Messrs. Watson <Ss Nayloi's pre

sented Mr. Ewing with a handsome writing-

desk as a souvenir of his connection with that

Arm.

Proposed Registration of Firms.—A

Bill has been introduced into Parliament by Mr.

Sampson Lloyd, by which he seeks to establish

a system of limited partnerships corresponding

to the Continental Societies en Commandite, and

the special or limited partnerships authorised

by statute in most of the United Stat en. He

also advocates a general system of registration

of firms. Under this scheme no registration

would be required if the firm name consist of

the full nsnal names of all the partners, or all

the aoting partners without any addition. Thus

the name of a dormant partner in a general

partnership need not appear as long as the firm

name is composed solely of real names of exist

ing partners. But if a fiim registers at all, it

must register fully, and limited partnerships

and partnerships the firm name of whioh con

tains anything beyond names of actual partners

must register in every oase. The particulars

whioh the scheme requires to be registered are

—(1) the firm nsme ; (2) the nature of the

business ; (3) the place or places of the busi

ness ; (4) the full name, usual residence, and

other occupation (if any) of the person or per

sons carrying on or intending to carry on the

business; and (5), with regard to new business

or establishments, the date of the commence

ment of the business or establishment of the

place tf business. Mr. Lloyd's Bill, embodying

these proposals, also consolidates the existing

law relating to partnerships, except the part

which more properly belongs to the law of

bankruptcy. We believe that legislative mea

sures embodying the above proposals would be

generally hailed with pleasure by the mercantile

oommunity.

The Results of Canadian Protection

ism are already making themselves felt, not

only in the enhanced oost of every commodity,

but also in the diminished customs receipts—

indirect loss incurred by paying higher prices . , . , , ,
for almost every imported a. tide, and for many improvement which he was anxious to introduce

■ 1 into this class of machinery. He proposed to

nse eighty spindles instead of forty, and to

substitute sorews fcr the old " falters " and

*' gills " j thus not only simplifying the process
revival of a few Canadian industries. But, as an

American contemporary truly observes, even

the mushroom industries of protection will not

grow up until the new tariff polioy of Canada

becomes a system reatocably guaranteed for a

series of years. Canadian manufacturers have

eyes and ears and enough intelligence not to

embark their capital under a polioy whioh is as

yet in its experimental and fluctuating etage.

In the interval there must be a dead loss in

both directions—a loss to the revenue to be

made good by the Canadian taxpayer with hard

cash ont of his own pocket, and the supple

mentary loss inflioted on him by high prices in

order that the phantom of new home industry

may " materialise."

The Canadian Tariff —The following cor

respondence has passed between the authorities

at the Colonial Office, London, and Mr. Jacob

Behrens, Chairman of the Joint Tariff Com

mittee of the Yorkshire Chambers, with respeot

to the Canadian tariff :—" Downing-street, 12th

July, 1879. Sir,—With reference to the letter

from this department of the 24th April last,

stating that a copy of the memorial of the Joint

Tariff Committee of Yorkshire Chambers of

Commerce had been forwarded to the Governor-

General of Canada, I am directed by the Secre

tary of State for the Colonies to inform yon

that a despatch has now been received from the

Governor-General in reply, enclosing a copy of

a report of a Committee of the Dominion Privy

Council embodying a memorandum by the

Minister of Finance, who, it appears, has

reported that the duties levied press but lightly

upon finer descriptions of English oloths, and

were imposed for the doable purpose of revenue

and the enocuragement of the manufacture of

the coarser kinds of goods which can be made

in Canada from native wools.—I am, sir, yonr

obedient servant, John Bbamston. Jacob

Behrens, Esq." " Joint Tariff Committee, 21st

July, 1879. Sir,—I have the honour to acknow

ledge the receipt of your lttter of the 12ih inat.,

embodying a memorandum by the Canadian

Minister of Finance, who, in answer to the

memorial of this committee, dated April last,

states 'that the new duties press but lightly

upon finer descriptions of English oloth, and

were imposed for the double purpose of revenue

and the encouragement of the manufacture of

the coarser kinds of goods whioh can be

made in Canada from native wool.' Without

presuming to disouBS the question whether

very much, but achieving a great saving of

waste in the raw material. The improvement

would also considerably increase the speed and

power of production. While revolving in his

mind how he had beet proceed in order to get

his invention into proper notice, he oame across

a young Glasgow workman named John Ander

son, whom he had known daring his oonneotion

with Messrs. Holds worth &. Co., and he induced

Anderson to join him in perfecting the machine.

He took a small back room in Lady-lane,

and in that circumscribed space—he working

as designer, Anderson as modeller, and

a Btalwart Irishman, named Barney Calvert, as

lathe turner, and "man about"—he Bet to

work, with characteristic pluck and energy,

to the completion of his machine. Peter Fair

bairn laboured hard, and lived with enforced

frugality during this anxious time. He lodged

at the Shoulder of Mutton Inn, Marsh.lane ; and

often, after the usual day's work had been done

in the back workshop in Lady-lane, wculd sit np

until three or four o'clock in the morning work

ing at his treasured models. At length he

finished his model machine and songht an intro

duction to Mr. Marshall, to whom ha explained

his various flax. spinning improvements. Mr.

Marshall thought so favourable of the young

engineer's invention that he ordered him to

begin the manufacture of the new machine

forthwith, promising to replace his old ma

chinery with them as fast as they could

be made. " It would be impossible for me to

do that without assistance," said the inventor,

frankly, " for I have neither workshop nor

money." " Never mind that," said Mr. Marshall ;

" the Wellington Foundry at the New-road End

is to let j go and take it at onoe—I'll see that

you're all right." Elated by this encourage

ment, Peter Fairbairn lost no time in following

the advioe given by his new patron, and was

soon installed, with his models and niuchines,

in the Wellington Foundry, whioh at that time

was but an extremely bumble and nnpretentious

establishment. In this quiet way was founded

the giant concern which to-day covers some

seven or eight acres of ground, and finds em

ployment for from 2,000 to 3,000 workpeople.

From the time of his entering npon the tenancy

of the Wellington Foundry, Peter Fairbairn's

progress was rapid in the extreme. For a while

Barney Calvert had to go to Mr. Marshall's count,

ing-house at the end of every week for the money

wherewith to pay the wages of the handful
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of mechanics employed ; bat this condition of de

pendence did not endure long, the establishment

prospered so well that the proprietor was soon

in a position to ran alone. Orders poured in

upon Peter Fairbairn fast, and each new im

provement that he introduced secured him an

accession of customers. He applied himself to

the making of woollen as well as of flax ma

chinery, and was successful with both. He is

generally credited with being the first to sub

stitute iron for wood in the construction of

woollen machinery. It is not too much to Fay

that by his achievements in the way of simplify

ing the mechanical processes in connection with

ihe manufacture of flax, he gave great impetus

to the trade, and was largely instrumental in

preserving to Leeds its supremacy in this

"l of the industrial arts.—London Society.

WiSthl pints.

Polishing Fancy Woods.—Apply with a

wool'en rubber a mixture of alcoholio shellac

varnish three parts, boiled linseed oil one part.

Rob the work briskly until the shellac is hard.

Varnishing Leather.—Use thin gum-water

mixed with an <qnal quantity of white of egg;

for book-, or other articles which are a good

deal bandied, use only white of egg and water

beaten together in equal parts.

Preparing Walnut for Varnish.—Apply

several coats of alcoholio shellao varnish, and

when dry rub tbem down with moistened

pumice powder. Clear copal varnish gives a

i finish.

Walnut Stain.—For pine, poplar, or maple

wood use : —Water, 1 quart ; washing soda,

1 i ox. ; Vandyke brown, 2J oz. ; bichromate of

potash, i oz. Boil for ten minutes, and apply

with a brush, in either hot or cold state, diluted

with hot water, if neoeseary.

Solvent for Old Fatty and Faint.—Soft

soap mixed with a solution of potash or caustic

soda, or pearlash [and slaked lime mixed with

sufficient water to form a paste. Either of

these laid on with an old brush or rag, and left

for some hours, will render the putty or paint

easily removable.

Dull Polishing'.—Carefully polish the work

ss usual, and after it is quite set obtain some

fine emery powder and rub it over the surface

with the finger end. A beautiful dull metallic

polish will thus be obtained. The operation

will take a lot g time, but it is worth the

trouble.

Polishing Looking-Glasses. — To polish

looking-glasses dust the glass ttoronghly ; take

a soft sponge, wash it well in clean water, and

squeeze as dry as possible ; dip it into spirits of

nine, and rub over the glass; then dust over

the glasj powder-blue tied in a rag ; rub the

slass lightly and qnickly with a soft cloth, and

finish wi.h a silk handkerchief.

Polish for Black Walnut.—A good polish

for black walnnt tables used for hot and cold

water in a bar-room is applied as follows :—

Use a cloth cushion moistened with e'ear solu

tion of 1 part shellac in about 10 parts of

alcohol, applying a few drops of linseed-oil (o

the cushion occasionally during the operation

cf polishing.

Silvering- Metals. — Small artioles may

easily be coated with silver by dipping them

fir*t into a solution of common salt, and rubbing

with a mixture of one part of precipitated

chloride of silver, two parts of potassa alum,

eight parts of common salt, and the sarne quan

tity of cream of tartar. The article is then

washed and dried with a soft rag.

How to Make a Beautiful Black Colour

for Bronze.—A strong concentrated thin solu

tion of nitrate of silver is required for this

purpose. It should be mixed with an equal

solntion of nitrate of copper, and well shaken

together. The pieces which require colouring

are dipped into this solution and left for a short

time. When taken out they should be equally

heated till tbe required black colour makes its

appearai.ee.

How to Polish Iron or Steel.—For those

in the metal and hardware trades who wish to

obtain that beautiful deep black polish on iron

> much Bought after, here is a

receipt. All that is required is to boil one part

of sulphur in ten parts of oil of turpentine, tbe

product of which is a brown sulphuric oil of

disagreeable smell. This should be put on the

outside as slightly as possible, and heated over

a spirit lamp till the required black polish is

obtained.

Faded Hangings.—To restore faded hang

ings, beat the dust out of them thoroughly, and

afterwards brush them ; then apply to them a

strong lather of Castile soap by means of a hard

brush ; wash the lather off with clear water,

and afterwards wash them with alum water.

When dry the colours will be restored in their

original freehnes?. When the colours have

faded beyond reoovery they may be touched

with a pencil dipped in water colours of a suit-

able shade, mixed with gum-water.

Whitening Boards.—To make boards white.

1. Use of newly- slaked lime one part, and three

parts common white sand ; this make* the

boards clean and white. 2. App'y moistened

fnller's earth, laying it thickly over the stains,

and after leaving it thus for about twenty-four

hours, rob it gently in, and dear all off. Both

these processes have been tried with success.

Another method whioh has been recommended

is as follows :—Lay a quantity of chloride of

lime on tbe board, and damp it frequently ;

then wash well with soda water.

Cleaning Engravings.—Put the engraving

on a smooth board, cover it thinly with common

salt finely powdered ; squeeze lemon-juice upon

the salt, so as to dissolve a considerable portion

of it ; elevate one esd of the board, so that it

may form an angle tf about 45 or 50 degrees

with the horizon. Pour on the engraving

boiling water from a tea-kettle, until the salt

and lemon-juice be all washed off; the en

graving will then be perfeotly olean and free

from stains. It must be dried on the board, or

on some smooth surface, gradually. If diied

by the fire or sun, ic will be tinged with a

yellow colour.

Decorations for Panels, &c —Plants, pre.

ferably of a filamentous character, as mosses,

ferns, or other cryptogamous species, are taken

freshly gathered, spread out on sheet* of paper,

and arranged eo that, after being submitted to

pressure, they will present a graceful and

artistic appearance. When pressed and dried

they are to be dyed or coated with gold or

silver, according to the tone of decoration re

quired to be produced. After being thus treated,

these specimens of natural productions are

arranged on a plain or coloured ground, either

in groups or in tbe form of wreaths or borders

Over the decoration thus produced, a plate of

glass or talo, or a sheet of pure gelatine, iB ap

plied : and, when thought desirable, the under

surface of the material forming tbe transparent

oovering is ornamented with border lines or

other de vires, to heighten the effect of the deco

ration. In some cases the finer portions of

feathers, after being bleached or coloured or

coated with some metallic tissue, are employed;

the same being arranged, either alone or in com

bination with the vegetable filaments, leaves and

flowers, to form ornamental devices for the

enrichment of surfaces, after the manner and

having the appearance of inlaying. In selecting

the plants for producing the ornamental devices

above indicated, those are preferred which

when pressed and dried, present to the eye an

inappreciable thickness, for, in that case, little

or no shadow is cast therefrom by a side-light,

and, consequently, a rimer imitation of inlaid

work is obtained. For tbe same reason, it is

preferable to employ an opaque ground to re

ceive the prepared specimens. In some cases,

however, as when the specimens are, or have

the appearance of being, aquatic plants, silvered

glass ia used as the ground, whereby a reflec

tion of the under side of the plants is obtained.

Rendering Textiles Water-tight. — The-

Bavarian Industrie vnd Qewerbe Blatt says that

SI. Von Mallmann, of Paris, has recently taken,

out a patent for a new process of rendering any

woven fabric impermeable to water without

affecting its colour or impeding the free passage

of the air. The process consists in immersing

the cloth in a bath composed of water, acetate

of alumina, and Iceland moss. The latter articlo-

is first boiled in the water and the acetate of

alumina afterward added. The fabric is allowed

to remain in the solution two or three hours,

and is then taken out and dried.

Etchings on Glass.—Glass may be etched

by hydrofluoric acid gas or liquid bydrofiuorio

acid (solution of the gas in water). The former

in contact with glass produces a rough surface

(as in ground glass), while the latter ordinarily

leaves the surface dear. Tbe gas is prepared by

mixing together finely powdered fluorspar (cal

cium fluoride), three parts, and two parts of strong

sulphuric add, in a shallow leaden dish, and

applying a gentle heat. The plates to be etched

may be placed over the dish. The operation

should be conducted under a hood or in the open

air, to avoid inhaling the pernioiousfumeB. The

plates are prepared by coating them while warm

with wax or paraffine, through whioh to the snr.

face of the glass the design is out with suitable

gravers. In preparing the liquid acid the mixture

of spar and oil of vitriol is placed in a leaden or

platinum retort, which is heated, and the gas

niveu off is conducted into a leaden bottle filled

with water, whioh absorbs it. In contact with

the flesh the acid produces stubborn sores. The

metals are usually etched with dilate nitric acid

and nitre, or sulphuric aoid, sulphate of o.rppex

and Bait, hydrochloric acid, and ohlorate of

potash. Hydrofluoric acid is not used on metals

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

ARTICLES.

PRICES,

30th June, 1879.

Mahogany, City St. Dom., per ft. 1 in. ...

Porto Plata and Hayti None

Cuba None

Honduras None

Mexican, Tabasco, to

„ Minatitlan and Tlacotalpam...

Surinam, Cispata, &c None

Walnut, Italian and Circassian

Sabicu

Satinwood, St. Domingo

St. Lucia, per ton None

CoUar, Havana None

Honduras None

Mexican None

Central American, ko

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft., str. meas.

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Bahia

Hunauras

Zobrawood None

Snake or Letterwood

Lignum vitie,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto medium None

Other ports None

Bahama None

Cocuswood

Partridgewood None

Tdipwood None

Lanccwood Spars, each

0 0

0 0

d.

8 to

7 -

6 —

54 =

7 —

0 —

£. s. d.

0 1 4

0 0 10

0 0 10

0 0 6*

0 0 51

0 '

0

0

(I

1

0

>0 0 5 — 0 0 51

6 10

15 0

6 0

3 0

3 0

7 0

3 10

4 15

10 0

0 2

0

0

I)

18

18

6 10

8 10

20 0

8 0 0

5 0 0

4 15 0

10 0 0

5 0 0

5 5 0

15 0 0

0 15 0

IMPORTED FROM

26th Jan., 1879, I i« Jan.1378
to to

30th Juno, 1879. )0June,1978.

Logs k )

Curls I

Pks. & Lgs.

Logs

Logs

Planks

Pieces

Tons

Pieces

2,014

470

998

645

646

20

1,149

837

86

678

8,580

2,307

264

1,083

2,44&

769-

12

730

2,783

331

694

477

15,729
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To Raise Old Veneers.—In repairing old

cabinets and other furniture, blisters will fre

quently be formed on the surface, in consequence

of the glue under the veneer failing, thus causing

the veneer to separate from the ground in

patches, and these blisters are so situated that,

without separating the whole veneer from the

ground, it is impossible to introduce any glue

bet ween them to relay it ; the great difficulty is

to separate the veneer from the ground without

injuring it. The process may be scooessfully

performed as follows :—Wash the surface with

boiling water, and with a coarse cloth remove

dirt or grease ; then plaoe it before the fire, or

heat it with a candle ; moisten the surface with

linseed oil, plaoe it again before the fire, when

the heat will eanse the oil to penetrate the veneer

and soften the glue beneath ; then, while still

hot, raise the edge with a chisel, and the sur

face will separate bodily from the ground ; be

careful not to nse too great force. If the sur

face should become cold during the operation,

apply more oil and heat it again ; repeat this

process till the veneer is entirely separated ;

-then wash off the old glue, and proceed to lay

it again as a new veneer.

Jfort^ttfuting Jfunufttre Sales.

July 29.—Messrs. Greaves & Tilley, at 24, Gor-

don-square.—At 12 o'clock.

Aug. 5, 6, 7.—Messrs. E. & IT. Lnmley, at

Rydon Lodge, Ware, Herts.—At 12 o'clock

each day.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office i 120, BUNHILL EOW, LONDON, E.C.

BEIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF EOAD, CUT ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The nv»t extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Lata THOMAS KBL8EY * Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiCtoaria.—MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

DUTCH TILES

For Fireplaces, Furniture, &c

ART PAINTED AND PRINTED TILES.

S. B. SUTCLIFFE,

44. BURY NEW ROAD.

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT MODERATE IP IR, ICES.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

S. COUSINS, 81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEKAL TERMS TO SIHUIPIPIEIRS.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF TIIE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. taper, in Stock read) for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOE BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STTLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tubpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

«qaal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

al at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Blacking
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OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XV.—Jamaica.

AMAICA has an area of 4,250

square miles, and a population of

506,154 persona. The indige

nous timber trees of the island

are the mahogany, cedar, nase-

berry bully tree, fiddlewood,

fustic, dogwood, cogwood,

cashaw, mammee, mahoe, bread-

nut, morentani guava, ebony, lignum vita,

lance-wood, bastard cabbage, Santa Maria>

maiden plum, oak, calabash, wild tama

rind, yellow Sanders, braziletto, juniper

cedar, jacca, broadleaf, Spanish elm, pear,

prickly yellow wood, pimenta, seaside grape,

greenheart, blood or iron wood, ebony,

blackheart and greenheart, mountain torch-

wood, candlewood, Pruan, South American

acacia, logwood, lace bark, yoke wood, locust,

and gray mountain sanders. The mahogany

is now comparatively scarce. It is said to be

harder in texture and more richly grained

than Honduras mahogany. The cedar is a

magnificent tree, and for general purposes is

superior to pitch pine, but the bully tree is

considered to yield a timber preferable even

to cedar. Fustic, yellow candlewood, brazi

letto wood, logwood, dogwood, and blood

or iron wood are all valuable dye-woods.

The cashaw yields a most tough and durable

timber, and is very useful for piles and railway

sleepers. It supplies the greater part of the

firewood used in the island. The locust,

mahoe, and juniper cedar are also valuable

woods. The broadleaf attains to an enormous

size, and yields a large quantity of timber

suitable for boards and shingles, but it is easily

affected by damp. The Santa Maria is found

in abundance, and grows to a very large size,

but it is not a very durable wood or much

used. The yoke is very abundant on the

south side of the island. It is a large tree,

and yields a timber very useful for general

purposes. Cedar, mahoe, naseberry bullet

tree, mammee, apple, mountain guava, Santa

Maria, wild tamarind, breadnut, prickly

yellow, and dogwood are said to be sufficiently

abundant in the island to take the place of the

extensively imported timbers of far inferior

quality, were it not for the present difficulties

of transport from the interior.

The forest lands are, for the most part, in

the possession of private owners, but under a

local law, about 12,000 acres, on which land-

tax and quit-rents were iu arrear have become

forfeited to the Government, who are also in

possession of about 8,000 acres recovered from

squatters and others who failed to show a

right of occupation. The only gregarious

timber-trees in the island are cashaw, log

wood, and breadnut. The approximate extent

of cashaw is computed at from thirty to forty

square miles, that of logwood at 200 square

miles, and that of breadnut at twenty square

miles. Mr. Harrison, Government surveyor, puts

the area of timber-producing Jand at about

800,000 acres. The area of forest-land is

diminishing. It is said that something like

" 30,000 acres of forest are cleared every year

for the cultivation of yams and other ground

provisions, when all the timber is indiscrimi

nately destroyed." In confirmation of this

latter statement, another authority writes :—

" Little, if any, of the timber cut down

for clearings is utilised, but it is invari

ably burnt on the spot to get rid of it."

And another : — " The waste is enormous.

I have seen fully £100 worth of beautiful

mahogany and Santa Maria cut down by

a negro to plant an acre of yams, and the

wood burnt as it lay." There is practically

nothing done in the nature of replanting, but

waste has been to some extent checked by the

endeavours of the Government to put down

squatting. Mr. Harrison estimates that about

320,000,000 ft. of timber might be cut annu

ally. The amount actually cut is about

3,000,000 ft., but in addition to this an im

mense quantity, as stated above, is destroyed,

and none comes into the market. The super

intendent of the Botanic Gardens calculates

that cashaw might be cut annually to the

extent of 20,000 tons, breadnut 10,000 tons,

logwood 100,000 tons, and fustic 10,000 tons.

It appears that from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 ft.

of timber and 4,000,000 shingles are imported

annually. Very little timber, excepting dye-

woods, is exported. The following is a sum

mary of the value of timber exported during

the year 1873 :—

S, a. d.

Logwood 109,751 3 0

Ebony 1,260 0 0

Lancewoorl, spars 831 8 0

Lignum vita? 627 5 0

Mahogany 342 4 0

Candlewood 112 0 0

Braziletto 20 0 0

Total £120,751 16 0

The first item in the above table represented

a tonnage of 60,411. In 1875 the tonnage had

risen to 80,012, principally owing to the sus

pension of the supply from St. Domingo.

No regular rainfall statistics have been kept,

but it is believed that the climate has become

very much drier of late years on the south

side of the island, where the greatest clear

ances have taken place. The wooded districts

continue to receive much rain. It is said that

the climate of Kingston has become the most

arid in the island, owing to the denudation of

an adjacent area estimated at about 200 square

miles, of which only some ten square miles are

now under actual cultivation. The diminished

humidity of the climate consequent on these

clearings is said to be highly favourable to

coffee glowing.

St. Helena.

The area of St. Helena is 47 square miles,

and the population, in 1871, 6,241. The prin

cipal timber tree of the island is the Pinaster.

There are other exotic trees, but they are

grown merely for ornament. The Chinchona

has been recently introduced into the island,

and has been found to thrive. About one-

half of the timbered land in the island belongs

to the Government. There are in all about

500 acres planted with trees, but not more

than one-third of this area would yield tim

ber. The self-sown trees are sufficient to

counterbalance the annual consumption. It is

estimated that the growth of three or four

acres may be cut each year without injury to

the woodlands.

St. Helena seems to afford a somewhat

striking example of the effects of forest de

nudation upon climate. It is stated that the

extirpation of the indigenous trees, shortly

after the first colonisation of the island in

1673, was followed by a succession of severe

and destructive droughts, but that since the

forest lands were replanted the island has

ceased to suffer from them to anything like

the same extent.

INFLUENCE OF INDUSTRIAL

EXHIBITIONS UPON WORKMEN.

"OOLLOWING up his remarks as to the

deficiencies of modern industrial educa

tion, Mr. Seddon has compiled some critical

comments (printed in our last issue) upon a

few of the principal articles displayed at the

Westminster Industrial Exhibition, pointing

out at the same time the beneficial effects

which such shows must necessarily exercise

upon the workmen themselves. In the first

place, he says, the award of a gold medal

decreed by the committee to be given in the

Artistic Section of the Exhibition affords me

an opportunity, which I wish to use, of

making some comments as to the relative

amount of success attained therein, in compa

rison with others. I in no way endorse the

opinion of the critic of one of the leading pro

fessional journals, who spoke of the contents

of this Exhibition as " an extraordinary

medley of objects, not representing the best

work, but rather that undertaken for amuse

ment," and of " the character of the art dis

played as being so bad that it could only

vitiate the taste of visitors," and who consi

dered that "such an enterprise was not the

way to enlighten and to improve, and wondered

why the working classes should be encouraged

to do this class of work, and what possible

good it could produce." On the contrary, the
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more I have become acquainted with the con

tents of the Exhibition, and the more I have

observed as to the contributors to it, the more

satisfied have I become of the erroneous and

mischievous nature of such an estimate and of

the deductions thus made from it.

I see that, to reach the working classes,

other means are necessary than those which

are successful enough in obtaining the interest

of other branches of the community—such, for

instance, as those of museums and galleries—

to which the critic mentioned would prefer to

send those who come to this Exhibition. They

cannot, and do not, excite the same interest

for those who frequent a collection like the

present, not being composed, as this is, of the

work of themselves and their compeers. Whe

ther or not this should be the case is, of course,

open to question : but I would boldly confront

the objector on bis own ground, and proceed

to point out his error in judgment by directing

attention to the many groups of articles in

this Exhibition of high intrinsic value and

interest, such as are quite able to hold their

ground on their own merits, and quite fit to

be looked up to as examples, and which show

the result of very careful and rightly-directed

study. Therefore I deny that the artistic ele

ment is wholly inferior to the mechanical and

inventive in the objects here shown ; and thus

hail the award of the gold medal to Mr. J. II.

Parsons (No. 967), who, I am given to under

stand, is a bond Jidt workman, though of such

acknowledged excellence that it has been

thought hardly fair that he should compete.

Yet, surely, it is for the very purpose of seek

ing out and rewarding such excellence that

such exhibitions have been instituted. It is

true also that Mr. It. Brownes (gold medal),

exhibitor of cut stones and Brazilian crystals

(No. 574), though in a department not ad

mitting of much artistic conception, is by no

means devoid of fine character and purity of

taste; whereas the model of the steam-

engine by R. Arkwright, engine fitter (No.

211), claims attention for the admirable work

manship and faithful power of copyism, which

has deservedly attained for it the recognition

of the judges of pre-eminence in the me

chanical department, but does not pretend

either to inventive or to artistic skill.

It may be difficult in the higher branches of

art to attain to the same comparative degree

of technical perfection, particularly among the

working classes, for whom the undertaking of

such an exhibition as this was designed. It

cannot be expected they could have the same

facilities as those who devote their lives to the

Practice of the higher arts ; yet such an ex-

ibit as that of Mr. J. A. Morison, No. 816,

being as it is by a man who is simply a house-

painter, occupied as a journeyman in that

branch of his craft, betrays very considerable

poetical conception. His pencil drawing, illus

trative of the poem by Longfellow, is full of

graceful, tender feeling for the loveliness of

nature and powers of composition which might

furnish material for a dozen finished pictures

upon the walls of the Royal Academy. The

calling forth these charming works, to which I

have above referred, would alone be sufficient

apology for the establishment of this "Work

men's Exhibition.

Tho paintings of fruit by II. A. Major (No

681), who is a retired postman, constitute dis

coveries worth having been made.

Indeed, although there have been so large a

number of exhibits which have obtained medals

and commendations, my fear is, not that more

have been given than deserved, but that very

many articles have been overlooked which

still deserve high praise. Some few indeed

may have been placed in the list of awards

higher than their intrinsic value might appear

to allow, but in the adjudication upon tnem

consideration may have been given to the

circumstances under which they have been

made, and which of course it is difficult for

the outside critic to appreciate. But, after

every deduction on this score has been made,

I maintain that to collect together such " an

extraordinary medley of objects " besides pro

viding wholesome amusement for the multi

tude, is calculated to lead to the improvement

of the working classes in other respects, as

well as in moral and social and pecuniary

points of view ; and that even setting side

by side bad with good work is desirable,

if the causes of the failure of one,

with the defects, and of the goodness

of the other, are frankly pointed out.

Many working men have written, pleading to

be shown where they have failed, and they

will learn, and do learn, more by the means of

comparison which such opportunities afford

them, of comparing their own work with

better, than by going to gape at rows of

paintings of the old masters, of subjects in

which they have no interest, and which are

usually hung up in our museums and galleries

in crowds, as if they were going to be sold by

auction, instead of being arranged as subjects

deserving reverence, and to be studied and

admired. At any rate, they can take such

instruction as this Exhibition is able to afford

them with less fear of indigestion and bewilder

ment than that which they are likely to suffer

from by the hasty inspection they are only

able to take of such monster gatherings of the

arts of all ages and qualities as those at South

Kensington and elsewhere.

One department of which no notice has yet

been taken is that of the stained and painted

glass, in which most of the exhibits are cer

tainly of fairly good character, and I happen

to know that they are in general the work of

young artisans of an artistic turn of mind and

some knowledge of their craft. Where they

err it is in company with all the fashionable

work of the day. Frequently the most ambi

tious specimens are, as is usually the case,

" painted " rather than " stained glass, and

as such are not a satisfactory treatment of the

material. The glass is made the mere vehicle

for a picture which would have been better

applied to an opaque surface. The beauty of

glass consists in its transparency, and the

nature of a picture is opposed to this. Shadows

which in nature are, and therefore should be

transparent, must be in a picture upon glass

made heavy and opaque, so that the result is

absurd, as one has to try to be looking through

and upon the glass at the same time ; and this

U necessarily destructive of good effect. A

silver medal has been awarded to Mr. J. H.

Powell for his panel of stained glass of St.

Cecilia, in which this painting is not obtrusive,

and in which the subject has been gracefully

treated and in a pleasing manner. No. 914, by

S. Jones, has been justly awarded a silver

medal. It is a drawing on square quarries,

enriched with yellow, of an apple bush, rising

from a blue grey pot with green lizards upon

it ; the latter is rather too strong a contrast in

colour to the rest. No. 919, by G. Phillipson,

is delicately executed and nicely conceived,

but the drawing of the same subjects below it

shows how much, more suitable such a design

is to an opaque than a transparent substance.

Bronze medals have been given to, and de

served by, II. Kossiter, for stained glass

(No. 925), W. Slipper (No. 927), and to E.

R. Suffling (No. 931) ; the work of the last,

however, is far too opaquely painted, whereas

the work of G. H. Stevens (No. 930), which

has received a bronze medal, though of a less

ambitious character, is of simple and good de

sign, and being executed in the splendidly

beautiful glass made by Mr. Rust, is perhaps

more satisfactory than any of the otber ex

hibits in this department.

The effect to Tbe aimed at in stained glass is

what may be called " jewelled," in contradis

tinction to opaque pictures, which are out of

place. This is what Mr. Stevens has achieved.

No. 910, by Mr. F. Foxcroft, is justly com

mended for design, but the crude, poor glass

used by him, in comparison with that above-

named, has ruined its effect ; the large Tudor

rose pattern would, in good material, have

been effective, but its thin glass and glaring

green, &c, have injured it. Mr. F. Piper's

figure " On Guard" (No. 920)—somewhat too

short—is fairly drawn, but the colour painted

on is far too heavy and opaque. Before

leaving the subject, it may be remarked that

if the glass used had been of better colour

and texture, the result would have been, in

most cases, far more satisfactory, and the

necessity of painting upon it would have been

less. I advise the competitors in this depart

ment to go into Mr. Belham's, annex to this

exhibition, and study there the work by that

firm designed and executed by Mr. H. A.

Kennedy, artist, who, by use of Mr. Rust's

glass, has been enabled to produce rich effects

without much painting upon it—so preserving

the transparent beauty of the material. They

can compare, for instance, the beautiful figure

of our Saviour bearing the Cross, by that

artist, in its ruby robe, with the dull and

heavy look produced by the opaque painting

in some of the instances I have named, and

others in the exhibition itself.

There is one department in which excellent

work is conspicuous—namely, that connected

with metal, engraving,, embossing, &c, in.

which we find the embossed iron tray, by Mr.

Logan (No. 991) ; the repousse" work, by Mr.

J. Christmas and Son (No. 977) ; the specimen

of embossing in copper, by Mr. G. Shakel

(No. 995) ; the bronze busts and bas-reliefs

and medallion from life, by Mr. F. Beech j

and the frame of engravings and repousso

work of Mr. G. H. Hardiman, are all very

good indeed. The specimens by Mr. T. J.

Bowman (No. 988)—which were exhibited

before (therefore not in the competition)—a

clock, a watch-case, and dial, for which a

prize was awarded by the Society of Arta^.

are excellent, and an attempt to imitate a

portrait, that of Cromwell, from a crayon

sketch, is a remarkable work of a new and

novel character. There are other works full

of interest in this section, and among which

may be named (No. 632), by J. Broad, * Tho

Wrestlers," by T. Fowke (No. 978), are

full of spirit and character. The small

equestrian statue of King Henry VHT. in.

armour, copied from the original in the

Tower of London, by G. Marston, tin-plate)

worker (No. 1,023), deserves high commenda

tion. Perhaps the most useful studies in

metal are those shown together in a case by-

Messrs. J. Wilson (No. 985), a gold brooch ;.

gold cross and pendant by E. Holt (No. 979),

and a gold necklace (No. 982) by Mr. E. La

Roche. These are careful copies of the finest

specimens of jewellery, Greek, Indian, and

Renaissance, in the South KensingtonMuseum.

The young men who have executed these

works, and others which I have already noted,

surely cannot be said, in the words of the

critic, to have misdirected the great energy,

taste, and excellent workmanship which they

have devoted to these productions. The clocK

face designed, engraved, and pierced by A. J.

Willis (No. 1,006), and the specimen of en

graving and chasing combined in No. 1,006,.

by J. H. Wilkinson, are well designed, though

perhaps not equal in execution to other works

of art in the Exhibition.

In regard to the examples of modelling, the

works of H. Gunthorpe, stone carver (No.

561), of (No. 596) Mr. S. Swift, and (No.

619), by Emma C. Billows, of two relievos in

plaster—one, " Grace Darling," and the other

the " Dog and the Shadow "—are certainly

objects of art which do great credit to the ex

hibitors : and the last named are really suc

cessful attempts to produce picturesque effects

in this material, which deserve credit for their

novelty and success. The medallion of " Grace

Darling " is particularly noticeable for the at

tempt to render the motion of the sea and the

aerial effect of clouds in plaster, whilst the

figure of Grace herself is full of spirit and

energy.

We are compelled to reserve Mr. Seddon's

concluding remarks until our next issue.

SPANISH FURNITURE.—III.*

DURING the sixteenth, but more espe

cially the seventeenth century, it be

came very fashionable in Europe to use secre

taries or cabinets to a great extent, which, if

we calculate by those that still are found in

private houses - in Spain, have never been so

numerous in any other country. A great

variety of every description may be seen at

* From tbe " Industrial Arts in Spain," by Senor Joan
F. Riaiio. Published for tho Science and Art Department
bj Meun. Chapman « Hall.
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the South Kensington Museum. In looking

through old inventories at Madrid,the number

of these escritoires which decorated the rooms

of the palace is almost incredible. Many of

them came from Italy, Flanders, or Ger

many. In a memorial drawn up by Pedro

Gutierrez, and presented to the King, begging

for protection for this industry, he says:—

" The cabinets and escritoires, contadores y

bufetes, which were worth 500, 600, and 700

reales when brought from Germany, are now

made in Spain for 250 and 300 reales each.''

("Acad, de la Hist.," N. 6, vol. iv., 371.)

The quantity and importance of those brought

from Germany are to be inferred from an edict

promulgated by Philip III., in Valladolid in

1603, in which " cabinets of every kind

coming from Nuremberg are not allowed to

enter the country," ib. 618.

These cabinets were made in a great variety

of ways. Some were, as we have seen, copied

in Spain from foreign models, but the greater

number constituted a characteristic industry

of the Peninsula. Some were covered with

wood carvings in a similar style to the large

armoires in the Sala Capitular at Toledo.

Others were known by the name J of Var-

guenos, because the great centre of their

manufacture is supposed to have existed at the

village of Vargas in the province of Toledo.

These cabinets are effective ; their geometrical

ornamentation is a reminiscence of the Oriental

style, and the iron-work outside is very

striking. A good specimen may be seen at

the Kensington Museum, No. 1,073, '71.

We also meet with cabinets and armoires

with glass doors covered with tortoise-shell

and gift bronze. A splendid series of inlaid

work of tortoise-shell, ebony, mother-of-pearl,

and ivory is preserved at the Sacristy of the

Cartuja at Granada, made by a friar of the

same convent, Manuel Vazquez, at the begin

ning of the last century. Cabinets of ebony,

inlaid, and covered with repoussd silver work,

must bave been very generally made in Spain;

silver was used to so great an extent after the

conquest of America, that a law was issued in

1574 prohibiting with the utmost rigour the

making and selling of this kind of merchandise,

in order not to increase the scarcity of silver.

" No cabinets, desks, coffers, braziers, &c,

Bhall be manufactured of silver."

Cabinets of inlaid ivory or different coloured

woods which were originally imported from

Italy and Germany were constantly repro

duced in Spain, as will appear by the following

dialogue :—" How much has your worship paid

for this cabinet ? It is worth more than forty

ducats. What wood is it made of ? The red

one is made of mahogany from the Habana,

and the black one is made of ebony, and tbe

white one of ivory. You will find the work

manship excellent. Here you will find a finer

cabinet. Where was it made ? It was brought

with these chairs from Salamanca" (" Dia-

logos Familiares," by J. de Luna, Paris, 1669,

p. 111.) Among cabinets inlaid with bone or

ivory, there is a peculiar style in which furni

ture brought from the Portuguese possessions

in the East was imitated in a rough way.

Some also have reached us in which the

drawers are covered with embroidery in silks

of different colours, exquisitely worked. In

the seventeenth century, furniture of different

kinds was covered with embroidered silks. At

the Kensington Museum there is an interesting

coffer, which came from the Convent of

Loeches, and was originally the gift of Count

Duke de Olivares, Philip IV.'s minister.

The cabinets decorated with pietre dure,

which are frequently met with in Spain, were

of foreign make. Madame d'Aunoy, in describ

ing the house of a grandee of Spain in her

" Voyage d'Espagne," p. 66, vol. ii., Lyon 1643,

says, " et de grands cabinets de pieces de rap

port enrichis de pierreries, lesquels ne sont pas

faits en Espagne : des tables d'argent d'entre

eux, et des miroirs admirables tant pour leur

grandeur que pour leurs riches bordures, dont

les moins belles sont d'argent. Ce que j'ai

trouve' de plus beau sont de sescaparatea ; une

espece de petit cabinet ferine" d'une seule glace

et rempli de tout ce qu'on se peut figurer de

plus rare." Cabinets ornamented with paint

ings on glass, or copper, or enamels came from

Flanders, and some rare specimens of damas-

quine work were most probably of Milanese

manufacture.

Large arm-chairs of a quadrangular form,

with arms, back and seat of leather or em

broidered stuffs, were used to furnish rooms

at the same time as these cabinets ; tables, and

frames inlaid with ivory, tortoise-shell, ebony,

bronze, and silver, were hung on the walls ;

sideboards, beds, and braziers were made of

inlaid woods or silver. Women during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries sat on low

stools on the ground. The beds were made of

rich brocades embroidered with gold (vide

Madame d'Aunoy), trimmed with point

d'Espagne, and on the splendid carpets were

placed silver braziers, which burnt crushed

olive-stones. The walls were covered with

tapestry and rich silks, and from very early

times stamped, painted, or gilt leather guada

meciles were used in Spain to a very great

extent. These yuadameciles were imitated in

France and other countries in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries. A very large

quantity of this stamped leather is to be met

with in England. The Baron Ch. Davillier

has lately published an interesting notice on

this subject, from which I take the following

information. (" Notes sur les cuirs de Cordoue,

Guadameciles d'Espagne," Paris, 1878.)

The word guadamecil applied to this leather

comes from the village of Ohadames in Africa,

celebrated from the twelfth century for this

industry. It was imported by the Moors into

Spain, and Cordova became from the beginning

of the Middle Ages the great centre of this

production, although other towns, such as

Seville, Granada, Toledo, and Barcelona, ex

ported these leathers also. The chronicler

Ambrosio de Morales, in his " Las Antigue-

dades de las ciudades de Espana," Alcala,

1575, says, p. 10, " A great commerce is pro

duced by the exportation of skins, and many

bave been enriched by it, those prepared at

Cordova are so excellent, that now in Spain

any goat hide prepared in any locality is called

Cordovan. Guadamecis are made of leather,

and are so well fashioned in Cordova that none

can compete with them ; they are exported to

the Indies and all Europe. They produce

much for the town, and beautify the principal

streets, for the hides are hung out to dry after

they are painted and gilt, and it is a fine sight

to see the walls covered with such variety of

colour and form.

A good collection of these guadameciles is

in the South Kensington Museum. (See Nos

471 to 485, 1869, and 1,651 to 1,654, 1871.)

At the end of the seventeenth and first half

of the eighteenth century, the Baroque or

Churrigueresque architecture had such influ

ence over furniture, that although exaggerated

examples were very common, they reached in

no country to such a pitch as they did in

Spain. As specimens, the enormous retablos

over the high altars made of gilt carved wood

may be mentioned, which are so frequently

to be seen in Spanish churches. The exuber

ance of uncouth heavy ornamentation destroys

the regularity and harmony of the general

effect. Chairs and tables were made then in the

same style, and the cornucopias or decorated

mirrors which adorn Spanish churches and

sacristy belong to this period. The name of

cornucopia was given in allusion to the horn of

abundance.

The French influence of the last century

brought the same fashions for furniture into

Spain, and we also find there the styles known

as Louis XVI. and Empire. Spain follows the

general rule ; porcelain plaques from the manu

factories of Alcora and Ketiro were let into

furniture, and gilt bronze mountings were very

much used. The most important specimens of

furniture of the early present century are the

splendid rooms inlaid with metal work at the

Palace, called Casa del Labrador at Aranjuez,

and those known by the name of "Piezas de

maderos finas," at the Palace del Escoriol.

The description given by J. Quevdo, in his

" Historia del Real Monasterio de San Loren

zo," Madrid, 1849, gives a good idea of their

importance ; he says, p. 343 :—This series of

four small rooms were decorated at a cost of

28,000,000 of reales (£280,000). The pave

ment, friezes, windows, and doors, are made

of the most delicate inlaid work representing

landscapes, vases and festoons of flowers, which

look as if they were painted with a brush.

King Charles IV. helped in this work, and

they were finished in 1831, under the direction

of Angel Maeso. The splendid ironwork was

made by Ignacio Millan. It is of polished

iron, inlaid with gold, and most exquisite in

workmanship.

INDIAN SILKS'

{Continued from page 370

THE new reeled silk is much lighter in

colour than native reeled, and has very

much more lustre ; in fact, it is the most

lustrous, in the undyed state of all silks, and.

possesses greater strength and tension. I

round, what I expected to find, that the silk

thus reeled dyes much more easily, more

shades and lighter ones can be dyed upon it

than native reeled, it has no disagreeable

smell, and only loses two ounces per pound in

being cleaned for dyeing, where native reeled

Tusser loses in some cases as much as six to

seven ounces per pound, and never less than

four to five ounces. It is as clean, to use a

technical term, which means free from slubs

and irregularities of thread, as ordinary silk.

The cost of reeling new and good cocoons, and

manufacturing them into Organzine and Tram,

is about seven shillings per pound, and it is

certain to make its way in many fabrics

where extreme fineness is not required, and

for a variety of purposes in passementerie,

trimmings, braids, scarfs, broad and narrow

goods. It h beginning to be largely used for

these purposes in France. Its pnee has lately

risen, whilst that of other silks has either re

mained stationary, or actually depreciated.

I have urged on the Government of India

the importance of introducing to the natives

of India the European modes of reeling

cocoons, and 60me time ago drew their atten

tion to an invention which simplifies and

economises this operation.

Mr. Mackenzie, engineer, of Milan, has*

introduced a Milan house of filateurs, who

have invented and patented another mode of

reeling, by which skilled labour is dispensed

with. If this machine should be pronounced

by experts to be a success, there is no reason

why cocoon reeling should not be carried on

in any village home, as flax spinning was

formerly.

M. David, the largest ribbon manufacturer

in St. Etienne, seeing the results of this im

proved manufacture and dyeing in the Indian

Section of the Paris Exhibition, where speci

mens were first displayed, offered to buy all

the cocoons produced in India if the price

would not be more than one franc per kilo

gramme, a price which Dr. Birdwood assures

me is reasonable. He has applied to the

Indian Government for 2,000 kilogrammes of

cocoons for experiments at his own cost. It

would be a very good thing for a trade to

spring up in Tusser cocoons. The natives

could easily be encouraged to breed a larger

supply, whilst improvements in reeling would

require time, 'and would meet with obstacles

of race, religion, and habit difficult to over

come ; also the enterprise in this direction

would have to be purely private and mercan

tile, as I think the Government of India would

not enter into commercial undertakings, but

would probably, and certainly ought to, give

most strenuous encouragement and help to

stimulate the further spread of this most

interesting industry.

I was requested by Dr. Birdwood last year

to exhibit the developments of which Tusser

silk was capable, in the Indian Section of the

Paris Exhibition. Sir P. Cunliffe Owen

entered most warmly into the idea, and took

the greatest interest in it throughout, giving

me all the encouragement and help required

to make it worthy of being represented side

by side with the beautiful objects in which

India had determined to assert herself. In no

* Condensed from a lecture delivered by Mr. Thomas
Wardle, F.C.B., F.G.S., before the Society of Artl.
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exhibition b; fore had India been shown in a

manner so worthy of the gorgeous East It
■was ttie India of the artist which asserted

itself at Paris—the old historic land, from

which art manufactures in brocades, printed

calicoes, jewellery, ivory carving, and pottery

may still draw their highest aspirations.

Neither had ever before been so much done

for the promotion of Indian commerce. These

results are entirely due to Sir P. Cunliffe

Owen, and to one who so ably assisted him,

Mr. P. C. Clarke.

In the wild silk exhibits which I was

entrusted to bring together in this section, not

only were the improvements shown in manu

facturing and dyeing, to which I have alluded,

but another and more decorative phase, and

one developed, so far as I can gather, for the

first time in the history of either the East or

the West—that of printing. It had struck me

that fabrics made of Tusser silk, either of

native or homo manufacture, would be sus

ceptible of much enrichment if they could be

fnnted upon. After many fruitless attempts,

at last succeeded, and since that time I have

had the satisfaction of succeeding in applying

and fixing a much wider rango of colours.

Thinking that designs of an Eastern type

were naturally the most applicable to cloths

of this wild silk, I have obtained, by the

courtesy of Dr. Forbes Watson, the loan of a

large series of wood printing blocks, of native

design and workmanship, from the India

Museum, and these have been used.

I would call attention to the sweetness with

which the colours repose on the natural and

unbleached ground of the cloth, as well as to

the greater sharpness and depth of those

printed on bleached grounds. Many of the

examples are painted in print colours, on out

line printed designs, an ancient and most in

teresting mode of decorating cloth, which I

have revived.

I think you will agree with me that the

material so decorated is beautifully suited to

wall hangings, curtains, coverlets, and all kinds

of furniture work, and whilst not having quite

the brilliancy of the mulberry eilk in its

printed state, it has a richer and softer sur

face than those of cretonnes or challis, whilst

its lasting qualities are superior to those of

any other material.

Messrs. Durant, of London, have kindly

informed me that Tusser raw silk comes from

China, and they believe the large shipments of

two years ago were principally owing to the

famine in the districts of productions.

Scarcely a bale, they say, has come forward

during the present season, nor do they expect

any at the present prices. The present price

of Tusser raw silk in London is 4s. Cd. per lb.

The stock in London is China Tussore. It is

collected in the district of Chefoo and t-hipped

from Shanghai. The price of Indian Tussore

cloth is about 2s. per yard, 34 inches wide.

There is a very large quantity of China Tus.-er

cloth exported from London to the Colonies.

An immense trade would be developed in

India if better qualities were woven there.

The average consumption of Tusser silk for

the four years ending 1877 was 238 bales,

whilst the consumption for 1878, the year

during which attention was drawn to it by

the Paris exhibits, more than trebled itself,

the purchases being 73G bales for that year.

The great improvements made in this

country and on the Continent of late years in

carding and spinning machinery have enabled

manufacturers to utilise all the silk that could

not be reeled, such as pierced cocoons and all

kinds of waste silk. There is now a great

demand for Tusser and wild silk waste, and

England possesses more than sufficient machi

nery to spin all that can be imported. Another

form for the use of Tusser silk is the manu

facture of embroidery silks, and their applica

tion to cloth by the needle.

of Staten Island, made the subject one of special

study during the past winter, and the result

of his observations are here recorded. Three

separate notes were taken from each individual

tree examined:—(1) as to its age, (2) as to

its height, and (3) as to its trunk circum

ference. The age was determined either from

actual knowledge of the time when the tree

was planted, or by counting the annual rings

in the case of felled trees ; the latter means of

determination may be a year or two in error

in some cases, owing to the difficulty in count

ing where the rings are obscure. Heights

were determined in the case of standing trees

by simple geometrical methods; and in the

case of felled trees by measuring with a tape

line. The circumferences of the trunks were

taken at a distance of about 3 ft. above the

surface of the soil. The notes were then

tabulated, and those for each species averaged.

Assuming the section of a trunk to be a

circle, the average circumferences were re

duced to corresponding diameters. Dividing

the average height by the age, the average

vertical growth per annum was obtained.

Applying the same method to ascertain the

diameter, the quotient gives the average

annual increase in trunk thickness at its base,

and one-half of this is the annual thickness of

the rings for that species. The following table

gives a summary of the results :—

Trees.

Abies exoelsa
,, balssmea .

Pious ttrobus ...

■• iigid»;
„ mitis

Thuja occiden
tal

Janiperns Yir
giniara

Salix alba
J.iriodendron ...

Jnglans nigra
Querent alba ..
Acer rubrum ...
Carya tomentosa

B'tuWalba
Fagus ferrugiuea
Ulmus Ameri
cana

Castanea vesca..
Sassafras
Cetalpa
Ailanthns
Apple
Cherry

Averageincreasein

diameter.

.s

I i

J]

i

Is
|Averageage.

* 1
%) 11

fej.
u ■

isa « .£ ^

•J

Z

JS

s-£ B u
P
<

O E
, «

< r-

Years. // it i

82-6 0-6t 030 1 73 3
30 0-38 019 1-66 8
27 C-51 025 1-62 1
32-6 031 0-15 117 5
38 0'45 0-23 118 a

28 032 0-16 1-15 a

697 0-21 010 058 12
32 106 053 162 3
38 0'45 0-23 1-67 1
26 041 0 20 1-55 1
47 3 035 018 o-ss a
28'4 045 0 22 1-51 s
70-4 0-20 0-10 0-»5 a
3i 018 009 1-32 a
41-8 0 36 018 0 78 8

38 0 52 0 26 131 1
52 3 0-61 025 0-96 1
271 023 012 0-96 8
33 0-55 028 1-39 S
31 059 0 29 1-46 11
23 065 032 1-23 I!
29 0-54 027 1'40 7

The notes were all taken near New Dorp,

Staten Island, over an area of, say, three

square miles, so that differences due to soil

and rainfall must be small, and need not be

taken into consideration. The average rates

of growth given in this table do not, of course,

apply to the trees at every period of their

existence, since all trees grow much more

rapidly in a vertical direction when young ;

the annual increase in diameter is more con

stant, but there is a slight decrease in ring

thickness as they grow older, especially notice

able in old trees, and where much crowding

has taken place.

THE ANNUAL GROWTH OF TREES.

FINDING nothing on record as to the annual

growth of trees and the number of years

that must elapse before a sapling becomes a

tree of ordinary dimensions, Mr. N. S. Britton,

COLOUR DECORATION IN AMERICA.*

THE architecture of Trinity Church, Boston,

is particularly hospitable to high decora

tions in colour, because it affords large interior

surfaces, and because its features ofconstruction,

unlike the conventional Gothic of the churches,

do not make too large a demand upon the

decorative scheme. When the architect was

permitted to call Mr. La Farge to his ass-st

ance in completing this work, the latter found

at his disposal, in the first place, ample dimen

sions and broad, suggestive spaces ; and in the

second, he had the intelligent sympathy of

those for whom and with whom he worked.

He undertook, however, a heroic task, with

* A Paper, by Mr. H. Tan Brant, on the Decoration of
Trinity Chnrob, Boston, and of the New
Chamber at Albany, in the Atlantic Monthly.

limitations of time and means—such, perhaps,

as. no painter of monumental art had ever

subjected himself to in previous works. He

brought to this labour a genuine artist's spirit,

strong in its convictions and brave in its hopes,

but unused either to the study or to the pro

duction of architectural effects.

Let us now consider the architectural con

ditions of his work ; for without a thorough

comprehension of the theme as affected By

the spirit of the place, we can arrive at no

just conclusion regarding the result. The

church is cruciform ; nave, transepts, and

chancel being each about 60 feet wide within

the walls, and the interior dimensions being

about 140 feet in extreme length, and 115 feet

in extreme width. The interior height is

somewhat more than 60 feet. The tower

which arises over the crossing of the nave and

transepts is nearly 50 feet square within, and

its ceiling, which is open to view from the

interior, is 100 feet from the floor. The

ceilings of the auditorium are of light furririgs

and plaster in the form of a continuous barrel

vault of trefoil section, abutting against the

great arches of the crossing, which are furred

down to a similar shape, with wooden tie-

beams encasing iron rods carried across on a

level with the cusp of the arches. The four

great granite piers which sustain the weight of

the tower are encased with furring and plas

tering, finished in the shape of grouped shafts

with grouped capitals and bases. The whole

apparent interior is thus, contrary to the con

victions of the modern architectural moralist,

a mask of the construction. We do not pro

pose here to enter upon the question as to

whether or to what extent the architect was

justified in thus frankly denying his responsi

bility to the ethics of design as practised and

expounded by the greatest masters, ancient

and modern ; it suffices for our immediate pur

pose to note that the material of actual con

struction being nowhere visible in the interior,

to afford a key of colour to the decorator, or

to affect his designs in any woy, he had before

him a field peculiarly unembarrassed by con

ditions.

The tone of the interior, as regards colour,

being thus left open to some arbitrary solu

tion, the desire of the architect for a red

effect was accepted as a starting-point, and

this colour was adopted for the walls through

out, its quality being solemn and neutral.

Either in fact, or by effect of fight, or by

variation of surface, this colour submits to

variations in tone, so that it really has differ

ent values in different parts of the church ;

and thus, in the very beginning, we seem to

be spared the homely virtue of mechanical

correctness and equality of workmanship. The

vaulted surfaces of the ceiling are divided into

narrow cross-sections by small mouldings of

black walnut or black walnut colour, and these

sections very properly receive the complemen

tary colour of red, namely, a greenish blue,

with the value of bottle-green. These sec

tions or strips are cut up by transverse lines into

quarries or squares, each of which is occupied

with a form or device of conventional charac

ter, appealing rather to the imagination than

to the intellect, rather to the material than to

the moral sense. There are perhaps a dozen

of these devices, some of them apparently

cabalistic or vaguely mysterious in character,

distributed among the quarries with a certain

Oriental irregularity, and carefully avoiding

geometrical recurrences. These forms are in

various shades of olive, brown, and buff, here

and there accentuated capriciously with gold.

Out of this complication results a very rich,

quiet, and original effect, an effect cunningly

conceived and artfully executed, but legitimate

and worthy of study by all decorators who

know not how to be sober without being

wearisome. It is really surprising to see

with how many elements of colour and

form this serious result is achieved. It indi

cates a very intelligent study of Oriental

methods. The same colours are used in

the decoration of the four arches of the tower ,

so that their important representative function

of support is not defined and recognised with

that force and dignity which the circumstance

require ; but the four great grouped piers a
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the angles of the intersection of nave, tran

septs, and chancel have received a treatment

in dark bronze-green—very broad and simple,
■with gilded capitals and bases—an arrange

ment remarkable alike for its reserve and its

strength, and for its harmony with the prevail

ing tones around. The cornice, which forms

the important line of demarcation between the

dull-red of the walls and the dark-green of the

ceiling, is weak and insufficient, and it en

counters the mouldings of the capitals of the

great piers in a manner which would be called

artless and innocent if this were the work of

an architect of the twelfth century, but which,

under the present circumstances, must be con

sidered careless or defiant. As regards colour,

which might have been so bestowed as to con

done these faults of weakness and insufficiency

in the cornice, it rather enhances them by em

phasising and separating its unfortunate details.

The decoration of the walls of the nave, so

far aa it has been developed, is conceived in an

independent and original spirit, with the re

sult of a very rich surface effect. It is mostly

confined to the clear-storey wall over the aisle

arches, and is composed of a belt under the

cornice and on a line with the impost of the

windows, with painted pilasters of various

device between the windows, enclosing spaces

which in two cases are occupied by pictorial

subjects, and in others by an enrichment of

diapers. The architectural motifs of this

decoration are Italian in character, very freely

treated, and the belts and pilasters are em

bellished with Raphaelesque scrolls and foliage,

conventionalised in the Italian manner, with

variations of green and rose colours. Portions

of the backgrounds behind the pilasters are

treated with patterns and colours borrowed

from Oriental carpets. The amount of design

lavished upon the detail of this part of the

work, the absence of repetitions and stencil-

work, the disregard of the non-essentials of

symmetry, the multiplicity of parts, with the

general effect, however, of sober richness and

repose,—all these characteristics combine to

render this work a remarkable departure from

the perfunctory and more or less mechanical

styles of surface enrichment to which we have

been accustomed. The very imperfections of

execution and design—such, especially, as are

shown in a want of decision in the treatment

of the architectural motifs employed—and the

numerous offences against the conventionalities

of decoration, give to these walls a certain

charm of individuality, for the prime result of

a harmonious and jewelled enrichment of

colour is obtained, and the quality of this

harmony of colour is just such as could have

been obtained by no mechanical methods. As

compared with the best sort of modern con

ventional surface decoration, with its accuracy

of craftsmanship and its precision of method,

this is remarkable for the evidence it contains,

not only of the personality of the artist, as

exhibited in his manner of thought and study,

but of his characteristics of manipulation,

such as never could have been delegated to

artisans or handicraftsmen, however skilled

and sympathetic, unless under his immediate

supervision.

The two pictorial subjects—one Our Saviour

and the Woman of Samaria at the Well, and

the other Our Saviour with Mary Magdalene

—are treated in an academical manner, with

great solemnity of feeling in line and colour,

and with all the restraint and reserve which

come of respect for consecrated types. In

this regard they exhibit a curious contrast to

the naivete and independence of precedent ex

hibited in their more conventional surround

ings. These compositions have light, shade,

shadows, and perspective, and as such are an

offence to the higher aesthetics, which do not

recognise as correct any wall decorations which

are not flat. But the purist could hardly find

it in his heart to blame a fault which is con

doned by the fact that there is no distance to

tLe pictures—the figures being defined against

a screen surface or wall in each case—by the

fact that they make no marked spot on the

wall, and that they form an integral and not

an exceptional part of the general scheme of

colour.

The details of the decorations in the tower,

which, as we have said, is open from the

area of the auditorium to the height

of 100 ft., where it has a flat, green

ceiling divided into caissons or panels by

crossing beams, are on a much larger scale, as

is befitting their greater distance from the eye.

There are three round-arched windows in

each wall of this tower resting upon a moulded

stringcourse, perhaps ten feet above the

crowns of the four supporting arches. It is

thus, as it were, a box filled with light. It

is pervaded by the dull red tone of the walls,

and upon this background has been placed a

profuse enrichment, which in line and colour

borrows much from the works of the pupils

of Raphael, belts and panels being disposed

according to the architectural opportunities

very much as they would have disposed them.

But in parts, notably above the crown of the

great arches, there is a certain boldness of

contradiction between the lines of the square

panels and those of the archivolt which recalls

the decorative methods of the Japanese. But

if there are parts which remind one of the

work of Giotto at Assisi, of the altar screens of

Fra Angelico, of the Stanze of the Vatican, or

the panels of the Villa Madama, there is stil!

more which could have been thought and done

only by a scholarly painter of the nineteenth

century. Much of the detail is invisible from

below, especially the studied Raphaelesques in

the tympana of the lower windows ; but one

can see that the panels in the corner piers of

the window-stage are filled with the emblema

tical creatures of the Evangelists—the lion of

St. Mark, the eagle of St. John, and so on,

ramping or perching upon curious conventional

frets, scrolls, or diapers ; and one can read

written upon the belt of gold under the windows

the solemn inscription : "Blessing, and Honour,

and Glory, and Power, be unto Him that

sitteth upon the Throne, and unto the Lamb

for ever and ever." The archivolt of the great

arches is also marked by a broad golden belt,

and the spandrels between are occupied in the

upper parts by adoring angels leaning out of

square windows, as it were, and by gigantic

figures of apostles and prophets. The ar

rangement as a whole is not according to any

old master exactly, as we have said ; still less

does it imitate any pagan or Oriental manner.

But it has absorbed enough of all pertinent

precedent to create an effect which belongs to

the times in which we live. The red fond is

never quite obliterated, and against it is pro

jected a system of decoration which, though

complex in motive and abounding in various

colour, is harmonious in general result.

The six great figures of prophets and apos

tles, although conceived with learning and with

a marked degree of religious feeling, although

suggesting a certain grandeur of sentiment,

such as one who knows the prophets and sibyls

on the pendentives of the Sixtiue Chapel must

needs have in mind when undertaking any

similar scheme, are wanting in vigour and cor

rectness of drawing. Their outlines are hesi

tating and indecisive, the hands are badly

j drawn, there is no human structure under the

' robes, they have no clearness or freshness of

colour, and in execution they seem crude and

hasty ; but they are by no means conventional

or commonplace, as works much more correct

than these might well be, and as decorative

accessories they are large, bold, and effective

They are in harmony with the general scheme

of colour, and they add to the total effect a

human interest of the very highest kind. But

technically they furnish another and a very

significant instance of the timidity and irreso

lution which the learned and conscientious

artist of modern days is apt to exhibit in the

presence of the august ideals which, by careful

study, he has compacted out of the achieve

ments of all the old masters. The execution

lags far behind the intent. But better the

serious aspiration and noble thought, though

imperfectly set forth, than the dull perfection

of the disciplined hand, otherwise uninformed

and uninspired.

As to the significance and interest of this

remarkable example of interior decoration as

a whole, there cannot be a moment's question.

When the vacant red fields in the transept

walls have been completed like the nave, when

the empty hemicycle of the apse has been filled

with its processional glories, and the whole in

terior thus brought to a condition of unity, it

will be found that the experiment of bringing

to bear upon our public monuments a higher

form of art, such as that which made illus

trious the Italian walls in the sixteenth cen

tury, is fully justified. But even in its present

state of incompleteness, even as a record of

curious tentative processes, more or less suc

cessful, in the art of decorating wall-spaces,

this effort, like every other bit of true art, is a

point of departure for a new series of deve

lopments. It has in it a principle of life capable

of indefinite expansion. It breaks away from

traditions of mere craftsmanship, and opens a

new field for the artist of learning, experience,

and poetic feeling. It shows to what noble

uses he may put the resources of his memory

and invention. It encourages the study of

great examples. It suggests, moreover, how

the decoration of the simpler wall-surfaces in

domestic work may be rescued from the hands

of the mechanical painter, and how, by a judi

cious bestowal of thought upon details, a more

subtle adjustment of colours, a more intelligent

recognition of its capacities, it may be deve

loped into a work of art.

MESSRS. JOHN BRINTON & CO.'S

CARPET WORKS.

AN interesting little ceremony, that of start

ing a new engine, lately took place at

the carpet works of Messrs. John Brinton &

Co. The Kidderminster Shuttle, alluding to

the event, says the development of the busi

ness operations of this firm has been one of

the most important facts in the history of

Kidderminster during the oast twenty-five

years. It has not been made per solium, by

some astonishing leap, which the possession of

special advantages in the way of patents and

privileges not possessed by other firms enabled

them to make. But the position which they

now occupy at the head of the Brussels carpet

trade, and as the largest employers of skilled

labour in Kidderminster, has been gradually

achieved by the business capacity, personal

attention, and artistic taste of the spirited

head of the firm, so ably seconded by the

special knowledge, energy, and administrative

ability of his partners, Mr. Bennie and Mr.

Pearse. It is true that Messrs. John Brinton

& Co. do not possess a monopoly of these

qualities in Kidderminster, where among such

firms as those of James Humphries & Son,

H. J. Dixon & Sons, Morton & Son, and many

others equally enterprising, they stand in the

honourable position of primi inter pares, first

among equals, foremost of a band of manu

facturers all equally determined to allow no

other centre of carpet industy to get in front

of Kidderminster.

The extension of Brinton's Carpet Works—

which had been going on for years almost

concealed from view, owing to their position

in the rear of surrounding buildings—has not

been stopped by the recent depression of trade,

but has of late years come forth more promi

nently before the public eye, and in the shapi

of a handsome pile of offices, show-rooms,

and warehouse, has largely contributed to the

architectural pretensions of the town. With

the increase of looms and other machinery

Brinton & Co. appear to have found it neces

sary to increase their driving power. Instead

of adding another engine to the three already

at work, the firm—one of whose secrets of

success has been to always adopt the best and

most approved inventions for facilitating pro

duction—determined to have one powerful

engine, of the latest and most approved make,

for the whole of their extensive works. After

due inquiry, they went to Messrs. Pollit and

Wigzell, who have justified their renown and

the confidence placed in them. Scientific and

practical men are more competent than our

selves to speak of the technical merits of the

machinery, but, from a mere onlooker's

point of view, we have seen few sights more

beautiful of its kind, and more suggestive,

than the one which the new engine-room pre

sented. The massive grace and resistless
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power of the machine, with its Cyclopean fly

wheel, joined to the smoothness and ease

with which it worked, made it seem like some

huge creature of life and intelligence ; and

the engine-room, with its pannelled walls and

lofty timbered roof—through which alone, as

in a Greek temple, the light came—appeared

as the shrine of some newly-deified mechanical

power, a conceit which was startingly con

firmed when Mrs. Brinton pronounced the

name of the well-proportioned monster to be

* Ilercules " ; a title which it deserved not

more by its strength than by the ready and

almost playful obedience it yielded to the

gentle touch of a lady. Moreover, none but

a " Hercules " could, by itself, supply the

motive power for a leviathan concern like the

carpet works of Messrs. John Brinton & Co.,

in whose success so many in Kidderminster

feel a deep interest.

The engine is what is commonly called a

■" tandem," that is, the high-pressure cylinder

is in front, while the low-pressure cylinder is

bolted to it behind, and the condenser and nir-

pump are behind again. The sizes of the

cylinders are : high-pressure, 2£>i in. diameter ;

low-pressure, 51 in. Both have a 5 ft. stroke,

and, at 70 revolutions per minute, give a piston

speed of 700 ft. per minute. There is one

piston-rod to the high-pressure cylinder, in

the centre, and two to the low-pressure, which

work one on each side the high-pressure, and

all three connect to a crosshend, to which is

attached the connecting-rod, &c., &c, in the

usual manner. The steam valves are of the

plain slide type, the main valve of each cylin

der being worked by a powerful eccentric and

one rod. There is also fitted to the high-

pressure valve cut-off plates, which are worked

by a separate eccentric. The air-pump is in

the inside of the condenser, which is behind

the low-pressure cylinder, and is worked direct

from the low-pressure piston by a rod, the

advantage of this being that all joints are

avoided. The air-pump is a patent of the

firm ef Messrs. Poliit and Wigzell, and is in

the strict sense an air-pump, and one of the

most ingenious kind. Its distinguishing features

are that it only requires half the quantity

of wattr of an ordinary air-pump, and

that it only takes two-thirds of the

Sower. The fly-wheel is 16 ft. 6 in. in

iameter, weighs thirty-six tons, and is made

up of three wheels, each 3 ft. 1 in. broad, and

each turned for a strap to drive from the

Tim. The power is transmitted from the

stantial. The great speed at which it runs

is a marked feature in the new engine ; but

this is where Messrs. Poliit & Wigzell claim

to excel, being able, they state, to run their

engines faster than any other makers, owing

to their simple construction. Although every

thing looked so much in place at the inaugura

tion of the engine, there hag been a great

amount of work to do, in which Mr. Robinson,

engineer at the works, and Mr. Meredith, the

architect, have had a good share ofresponsibility

and in respect to which they have ably ac

quitted themselves. The works have been

standing about eight days, and during that

time all the shafts in the works have been

taken down and altered, and everything put

together again without the slightest accident.

This could hardly have been accomplished as

it has been but for the good workmanlike way

in which the men sent from Yorkshire have

gone about their task, in which their previous

experience has no little helped them. The

erection of the engine has been carried out

under Mr. Wigzell's supervision, by Mr.

Millegan. The builder of the engine-house is

Mr. Smith, of Wolverley. The engine sup

plants three older engines of 570 horse-power

collectively. These required 7k lb. of fuel per

indicated horse-power per hour. The new

engines will only require about 3 lb. of fuel

per indicated horse-power per hour—a clear

gain of half. In Yorkshire, where the coal is

of superior heating power, 2 lb. suffices.

T1

fly-wheel to the main driving shafts by two

double belts, 34 in. wide, and one 34 in. wide,

having a speed of 3,641 ft. per minute. From

the main shafts the power is distributed to

other shafts by belts of different widths, to

suit the machinery they have to drive.

Another feature which has been introduced

into the engine is that of placing Berryman's

inter-heater between the nigh and low-pres

sure cylinders, by which means the exhausted

steam which has to a certain extent con

densed is again raised to its normal state,

thereby, as the makers claim, making a clear

saving of 20 per cent. This has been put in

by Messrs. Joseph Wright & Co., Limited, of

Tipton, under the direct supervision of Mr.

Wright, who is going to make most exhaus

tive experiments in this matter, so that he

may have his previous data and anticipations

verified beyond a doubt, to the great advantage

of compound engines, and of engineers gene

rally. There has also been put down in the

engine-house one of Cameron's high-speed fire

pumps, which will be used for feeding the

boilers, supplying tanks, and prove a valuable

auxiliary in case of fire. It is worked from

the same steam boilers as the large engine

but is also fitted with separate steam-pipes, so

that if the large engine is standing, or out of

repair, this fire-pump can nevertheless be set

on. Although the engine is of such immense

power, everything about it has a lightness and

amartnees not often observed in much smaller

engines even. There is good proportion in

everything—a sure proof that the engine has

come from the hands of engineers as well as

of engine-makers. The whole of the engine

does not weigh more than 100 tons, and yet

everything appears most strong and sub-

THE DERIVATION OF PROPER NAMES

FROM THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES.

HE critical examination of modern lan

guages during recent years has done

much to lift the veil of ignorance which has

hidden from our view the condition of man

kind in pre-historic times. By this means we

have had revealed the peculiarities of indivi

dual circumstances—pursuits, occupations, re

sidences, domestic ana social relationships, and

personal and tribal idiosyncrasies. It is, how

ever, in the province of nomenclature that the

most popular and interesting revelations have

been made. About the twelfth century, when

surnames began to be adopted, the special

characteristics of individuals or of their sur

roundings were generally made to yield these

useful terms. The industries of the time were

for thi3 purpose heavily drawn upon, amongst

these being the various textile occupations.

By the study of these names, therefore, we

get a clue to the condition of the people and

the state of these industries, which history, as

ordinarily written, does not generally yield.

Though within the domain of its records in

the matter of time, its pages were so exclu

sively occupied with the doings of warriors

and churchmen that no space could be found

for humbler subjects.

There exists a numerous class of people,

says the Textile Manufacturer, who are suffi

ciently curious to spend time and money in

the endeavour to trace their ancestry to remote

days, in order to discover the root of the

genealogical tree of which they constitute a

branch. If many of these would only reflect

a little, it would lead to the discovery that

they carry a brand upon their persons, in the

names which they bear, that reveals their

origin and the social status of their distant

ancestor. Beyond this point, or even up to

if they are animated by any foolish pride

—they may not care to carry their investiga

tions. It is, however, quite as honourable to

find that an early progenitor was, par excel

lence, the Miller, the Forester, the Smith, the

Walker, or the Napier, and that by his merit

he left his imprint upon his descendants for

ever after, as that he followed the more

questionable occupation of a freebooter.

Almost the whole of the industries of the

country have contributed to the cognomens

now in use, and many of which have

had lustre shed upon their honourable—

though in one sense humble—origin, by the

distinguished career of a subsequent wearerl

In the hope of affording a little entertainment

to our readers we have brought the following

notes together, for which we are indebted to

a small volume, the subject of which is " The

Names we Bear," written by Mr. H. A. Long,

of Glasgow. In making the selection we have

been concerned only to note those which

have sprung from the textile and its allied

industries.

In this connection it is interesting to find

that the name indicative of the nearest and

dearest relationship man ever forms with

another of the human family is, in its essence

and origin, so closely identified with the tex

tile art. The word wife, etymologically con

sidered, simply means a weaver. In primeval

times, when a man determined to leave the

parental roof or tent, and take upon himself

the responsibilities of housekeeping—tobecome

a " housebond," or " husband —it was neces

sary that he should furnish himself with a

" wife," or weaver, in order that, whether his

pursuits partook of a hunting, pastoral, or

agricultural character, the result of his labours

might be properly utilised, by the transforma

tion of the suitable portions thereof into

articles of clothing for his dependants. That

the individual selected for this purpose should

be a " wife," otherwise a " weaver," demon

strates the fact that the forefathers of the

English people were acquainted with weaving

long anterior to historic times. It also corro

borates the conclusions, derived from other

sources, that the art of weaving was one of the

earliest outgrowths of man's necessities. From

this we may deduce the conclusion that spin

ning and weaving were especially the nurxuita

of the female portion of the household in

those ancient days. Weaving being a more

complex art than spinning by the distaff and

spindle, the latter occupation would probably

be confined to the younger branches of the

female portion of the family ; and each one,

as she approached a mature age, would be

promoted to the more responsible occupation

—the crown of her industrial life—that of

weaving, proficiency in which would fit her to

become a bride and superintendent of a house

hold, those members she could lead in the

paths she herself had previously trodden. The

term " wife " is therefore a doubly honoured

one ; honourable in its modern relationship,

and in its origin implying a proficiency to

undertake the duties which its modern signifi

cation more specially indicates. The term

" spinster," which has now come to signify an

unmarried female, would in those early days

most probably mean one who had not com

pleted the necessary course of domestic train

ing ; and was therefore unfit to leave the

parental roof to assume more responsible

duties. It was the wife—the weaver—who

was always taken.

When we leave these generic titles and

come to specific, or proper names, we shall find

indications of the introduction of improve

ments in the textile arts. In the first stage of

their existence we have seen that the different

branches were probably confined to the female

sex. Amongst most nations it is customary

for the family name of the wife to be dropped

and that of the husband assumed, so that any

name liable to spring from an occupation

followed by a woman has only a very casual

chance of survival. Hence we never find a

family with spinster for its hereditary cogno

men. Being an occupation which has remained

the special domain of women until the inven

tions of Arkwright and Crompton made their

appearance, when the changed conditions led

to men adopting the occupation, and to

capitalists assuming it as the name of their

business, there has until recently been no such

proper name as Spinner. It has, however,

beg^in to make_ its appearance, though in the

solitary case with which we are acquainted—

we doubt not but that investigation would

reveal its very recent origin.

The two fibres which have been for the

longest time appropriated to textile purposes,

namely flax and wool, have left the most dis

tinct mark upon the names we bear. Tozer

signifies a flax-comber, coming from tow, to

pull, whence originate teeth, team, tame,

tough, teazel, a plant in use to this day in the

woollen trade, and formerly used to card wool.

This, again, yields us the word tassel, the head
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of the teasle. The proper name Teazle, meaning

a worker with teasels in wool, has come almost

unchanged from the plant.

By stinking nettles, pricking teasels,

Raising blisters like the measles,

says a rhymester, more truthfully than ele

gantly, when referring to the occupation of

the teasler. Tozer nas an equivalent in

Scotcher, a man who scutches flax through a

heckle ; which again equals Flaxman—a name

borne by one of England's most distinguished

sculptors—which signifies a worker in flax.

Referring to a time when manufacturing was

* domestic occupation, purely a poet says :—

His wife sat near him teasing matted wool.

While from the twin cards, toothed with glit-

taring wire,

He fed the spindle of his youngest ohild.

The card here mentioned again brings us back

to the thistle, coming from carduus, the Latin

name for that plant. The card used for print

ing upon is a different article, and its name is

a derivative from charta—paper. Thistles,

especially the teasel variety, have been from

time immemorial employed for disentangling

and laying parallel the fibres of textile ma

terials. When we contemplate the insignifi

cant teasel head, and contrast it with the

carding machinery of our modern mills, we

can obtain a fair cause whereby to measure

the progress that has been made. It is strange

that se little should have been accomplished

in the way of mechanical improvement in the

hundreds, if not thousands, of years antecedent

to the past century, during which the textile

art was well known. Whatwas the origin, or

whence came the inspiration, that, a hundred

years ago, inaugurated and has rendered the

present age the epoch of mechanical inven

tion ? To attempt a solution of these ques

tions would lead to a digression far beyond our

present limits.

We next find a group of names slightly dis

similar in form, but all indicative of the occu

pation followed by the original possessors.

These are Weaver, Webb, Webster ; and, in

German, Weber, the well-known author of

* Der Frieschutz." All these mean weaver,

Webster being in the feminine gender—or,

still more strictly speaking, a weaver of light

goods.

Coming to the finishing processes of the

treatment of textures, we find another group

significant of the processes followed. The

Fuller was a cloth cleaner,—one who thickened

and whitened the fabric. "His raiment

became exceeding white as snow, so that no

fuller can white them." This name has an

•equivalent in White, which has the same

meaning ; and it also yields Whitster, as its

feminine form. Walker is of almost similar

purport, being derived from ivdcxan ; to

wallow. Walker wallowed and fulled the

cloth in vats. Miller, in some instances in

this country—and Muller and Molinos on the

Continent—are all the equivalent of Fuller.

Kinch, Kench, and Kink reveal that the occu

pation of the bearer was in the bleachfield, or

croft, and refer to the habit of running the

cloth into kinks or knots in gathering it up,

which probably also originates Knott. Whit

field or Whitefield is a synonym for the

bleaching-field. Shannon is the man who

shears, and Dyer tells its own tale. Taylor

is a cutter of cloth, whilst a Souter, and

s Seymour, are respectively those who sew or

seam it together again. Here we arrive at the

finishing processes of manufacture, the cloth

having been made into garments. Whilst

upon the subject, however, there are a few

more that it may be as well to notice.

Lander means a clothes-washer, and is an

abbreviation of Lavender, a derivative of

lavo, I wash. Parmenter i3 apparelmenter,_a

preparer of clothes, and has a synonym in

Roper, from rober, Pointon was a maker of

tags for fastening dresses before the inven

tion of pins. Richer was a maker of great

coats in the days when skins were in vogue

for that purpose : " After heat cometh cold ;

no man casteth his pylcb. away." Nappa, a

cloth, is a variation of Mappa, a flag or cloth

anciently used to start horses in a

j The same root gives us napkin, a little cloth ;

and napery, house linen. Napier is also

from the same source, and means the officer

who provided a cloth for the King of Scot

land's table. The name of Woolward, or

WoolaTd, indicates a wool wearer, one wear

ing a wool shirt : " The naked truth is I have

no shirt; I go woolward for penance," a

form of punishment often prescribed by the

Church or Rome in ancient times.—Textile

Manufacturer.

IMPROVED LOOKING-GLASS

FURNITURE.

MR. R. HODGES, Prospect-row, Birming

ham, has brought out a little contrivance

for the steadying of looking-glasses, which, by

its simplicity and cheapness, will recommend

itself to every practical man. We all know

that the ordinary glass never remains "fixed

on its bearings," however carefully the article

may have been originally constructed. Mr.

Hodges's patent secures absolute stability. It

is thus described:—The peculiarity consists of

a highly-tempered steel spring in the form of

a circle slightly bent. This is placed between

two brass discs, while a screw passes through

the three centres. The inner disc is fastened

with two screws to the glass, and the outer

disc to the frame, by means of a thumb-screw,

which can be at once easily removed for

utilising space for packing, &c. ; the result is

that a most effective grip is obtained upon

the glass.

Another point that requires notice is that

the swivel being fixed in the centre of the

glass transversely, the planes of their several

axes are uniformly out of the perpendicular.

It is almost needless to point out to hotel-

keepers and others having the superintendence

of large houses the advantages of such a con

trivance. It may be applied to any glass, and

the cost is so small that manufacturers of new

ones may, without increasing prices to any

noticeable extent, avail themselves of it. It is

a thoroughly useful and cheap article.

WOOD-CARVING SCHOOLS ON THE

CONTINENT.

THE art of carving in wood always has

had many devotees, hut comparatively few

who attempt it meet with any marked success

or fame. The few geniuses who in other

climes and ages have rendered their names

illustrious in the art could be very shortly

enumerated. It seems to be an accomplish

ment requiring the utmost perseverance and

application, and most disappointing oftentimes

to those who labour at it. It has been culti

vated more especially in the mountain regions

of Switzerland and Bavaria, and in Italy.

The wood-carvers of the picturesque penin

sula are, of late years, clearly in advance of

all other nations. Frullini, Besarel, and other

masters of the art have executed such beauti

ful works that one stands breathless in admi

ration before them. Frullini's panels are

filled with that same genuine love for and

boundless admiration of nature which one

finds in Japanese bronzes. A trelis is filled

with birds that seem to sing ; a tree seems

so natural that one can imagine its leaves

waving. Besarel carves as if the wood

were wax, and his cherubs on mirror

frames ore wondrous studies. Carlo Pucci,

of Florence, is another celebrated wood-

carver, who imitates the style of the

Tuscan Renaissance. Linden is the wood

used almost exclusively in Italy for wood-

carving. In Bavaria the supply of wood is so

great, and the facilities afforded for carving

are, therefore, so abundant, that schools for

instruction in the art have been founded.

There are three of these schools called

" Schnitz-schule " in Bavaria, at Berchtes-

garden, Regensburg, and Partenkirchen re

spectively. The school at Partenkirchen,

which will serve as an example, has about

thirty-two pupils, varying from thirteen to

seventeen years of age, several of whom show

by their delicate faces that they are unable to

follow the laborious life of the ordinary

Bavarian peasant. The school itself consists

of two rooms, one the chief workshop, and

the other the model-room. Two days of

each week the pupils work in the model-room,

either constructing new models in place of

old ones, or making new ones after the designs

of Herr Professor von Kramer. As the school

is an academy for wood-carving, it is not easy

to give a wide scope to individual creations,

and the professor designs almost all the work

executed, and it is fortunate that he seems to

prove equal to the task. Our readers are

aware that an effort in a similar direction lias

lately been set on foot in this country, and is,

under the superintendence of Signor Buletti,

making very satisfactory progress.

PRICES OF WOOL DURING THE LAST

FIFTY YEARS.

AS showing the fluctuations which the

prices ot wool have undergone during

half a century, the following table of average

prices will be studied with interest by carpet

manufacturers and others connected with the

woollen trade. It should be remembered in

studying these figures that up to the year 1846

a duty of Id. and ^d. was respectively levied

upon each pound of wool, according as its

value was above or below Is. per pound

weight :—

Years. Spanish Leonesa.

1828

1829

1830

1831

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

English Fleeces.

B.

Prom 2

>■ 2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Per lb.

d. s. d.

0 to 3 6

0 „ 3 0

0 „ 3 0

3 „ 3 0

0 „ 3 0

3 „ 3 0

6 „ 4 0

6 ,, 3 0

9 „ 3 2

2 „ 3 2

2 „ 2 8

2 „ 3 0

1 „ 2 8

0 „ 2 6

0 „ 2 6

0 „ 2 6

9 „ 2 6

9 „ 3 1

8 „ 2 4

8 „ 2 0

Per lb.

s. d. s. d.

5 „ 2 0

2 „ 1

5 „ 1

5 „ 1

6 „ 1

3 „ 1 6

0 0\ to 1 Oi

0 10

1 Oi „ 1

1 2 „ 1

1 If „ 1 4t

1 5 „ 1 7

Oi

2 4

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

1861

1862

1863

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

1874

1875

1876

1877

1878

South
Australian

Per lb.

d.

6

C»S

9

101

81

75

n

01

n

«}*}
7,

3 1

2i

8

3i

25

41

3i

8

21

South
African.

Per lb.

s. d.

2A

25

51

6S

4*

51

5}

I 3

I 10 ,

1 Ui

21

21

61

3,'o

5*

25

2i
3\

1

4i

4i

45

41

3i ,
3|

H

Spanish

Per lb.

. d. s. d

I 3 to 1 4

2 (

2 S

English
Fleeces.

Per lb.

.. d. s. d.

t 0 tol 4

I Oi „ 1 4

L 2i„l 7

2 0 to2 1

1 9 „ 1 10

1 7

1 3i

1 1

1 11

1 C\

I 5t

1 4i

1 3i
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

6TYLE AS APPLIED TO FURNITURE.

II.—" Queen Anne."

THE chimney-piece or " mantel " was a

very important feature in the rooms of

a Queen Anne mansion, and whether wrought

in marble or wood, the architects of the day

claimed it as their own, and made it the

centre of attraction. We have thus preserved

 

to us many excellent specimens of fireplaces,

whilst the furniture surrounding these hand

some hearths has long since passed into

oblivion. It is curious and interesting to notice

how the " mantel " is again becoming an im-

 

Fiff. 8.

portant element in the modern mansion—

relegated for many years to the fancy of the

marble mason, our fireplaces had become

somewhat monotonous. The same pilaster

and " fruity scroll " (evidently executed by

contract) were to be met with on every hand ;

it is, therefore, not surprising that since the

recent development of taste, the cabinet

maker has obtained an easy victory over the

"sculptor," and wooden mantels now take

the place of marble and stone in many

This modern mania for a

shelved arrangement of cabinet-work over

the fireplace has brought into the market

many positively ugly productions. Some of

our designers had become so sick of the

" richly gilt, eagle-mounted mirror," and

" serpentine mantel-board, nailed and fringed

complete," that they rushed to the other ex

treme, and foisted upon the public square

structures of boxes and shelves (under the

title of Eastlake or Queen Anne) that could

not pretend to any line of beauty whatever.

In contrast with such recent specimens we

reproduce below a few old examples, which

are certainly free from such an objection, and

they serve to show that a lesson may be

learned from the designs of two centuries ago.

Whilst chaste and square in character they

are not distinguished for that bareness and

angularity to which we have referred.

Tigs. 7 and 8 are selected from sketches

made in the old Town Hall, Worcester, and

are so refined in treatment that they almost

suggest a later period than 1702-14. In the

case of Fig. 7 (though executed in deal, and

somewhat dilapidated) Sir Gilbert Scott

ordered restoration rather than demolition,

The delicate treatment of the acanthus deco

rating the scrolled pilasters, and the natural

carving of the oak leaves on the frieze panel,

certainly justified such a decision. No. 8 is a

 

Fig. 9.

very pretty example in the same building,

the fluting, enriched mouldings, swags of

ribbon-tied flowers and pateas all being espe

cially characteristic of the period we are con

sidering. Fig. 9 is also a good old example

from the somewhat florid pencil of W. Kent,

and brings out the oval medallion and flower

swag into greater prominence, also introducing

a lion's head as centre piece. Any one of these

examples is well adapted for reproduction in

mahogany, black walnut, or oak, and with a

suitable upper part would exactly meet the

requirements or tho " art furniture " buying

public. Properly rendered, they would be far

more successful than some libels upon the

reign of " Good Queen Anne " we saw in the

ate Paris Exhibition. Fig. 7, for instance,

would give an opportunity for the display of

delicate carving, as also Fig. 8 ; or either

could be treated in a less decorative manner

with equally good result. In the case of

Fig. 9 tiles of a suitable character could be

inserted instead of the carved flowers, &c,

and at less expense. Our object, however, is

not so much to offer our readers old examples

for slavish reproduction, but rather for the

purpose of suggesting the style of the period

in order that they may be able to re-

"1 select a portion from this i

fflt wants.

By way of showing how the beautiful

ornamental items of this epoch may be adapted

to modern requirements, we have in our sepa

rate plate grouped a number of them together

in the form of a Queen Anne mantel. This

will afford an opportunity of recapitulating

this subject as thus far considered ; and whilst

refreshing the minds of our readers, it will

also serve as an original arrangement of

the style, from which suggestions can be

borrowed for a variety of articles.

Commencing at the top, we may say the

vases are Tather intended for earthenware than

wood ; to disregard in any design for the pre

sent time the china mania would consign it to

oblivion ; and though the mantels of Queen

Anne's days were not great in such accommo

dation, the style readily lends itself to shelves

and brackets. Moreover, the fortunate pur

chaser of the mantel or sideboard has the

delightful task of finding and fitting the nook*

and niches with suitable things of beauty.

Returning to the analysis of our example, our

readers will recognise the scrolled and inter

rupted pediment as similar in outline to

figs. 2 and 3 illustrated in our previous article.

This is very characteristic of the reign,

and appears frequently over doorways,

windows, panels, &c, especially in in

terior enrichment. It is, perhaps, too

" architectural " for frequent application

to woodwork, but comes in occasionally as a

useful caj>-a-}>ie. The " fluting " is an inex

pensive and most effective means of enrich

ment, and appears on fig. 8. Combined with,

the "dentil" moulding (shown in fig. 1) it

may be used unsparingly in Queen Anne. We

may say as to the mouldings of this period

that they were all, more or less, after the

classic models, and they may be economically

reproduced with the exception of the egg and

tongue. (See fig. 1, and under cornice), which,

unless well carved, had better be left out.

The " Ionic " capitals at the side of the mantel

occur frequently, and form a pleasing finish to

the pilasters. The " manner of framing the

centre bevelled plate, and of the carvin<r sup

porting the elliptical shelf, may be taken 83

authentic. In our arrangement we have

afforded a few projections underneath the

mantel-shelf proper for the display of a " bit of

blue," as being a decoration quite as pleasing as

any cabinet carver's handiwork. The introduc

tion of the two swags of flowers was, however,

inevitable in a Queen Anne design, and the

same swags will be noticed in (figs. 4, 5, 6, 8,

and 9. An interesting discussion took place

in our columns over this " swag " some months

ago under the general title, " Should ornament

be constructed ? " but notwithstanding its

condemnation by most excellent authorities, it

is cropping up on almost every new building.

Immense ropes of flowers and fruit are tied

up with flimsy ribbon to tiny nails as hereto

fore. The manner of filling up the panels

in our sketch with natural subjects con

ventionally treated belongs rather to the

modern treatment of this style than to

the antique. Some of our architects

have charmingly rendered the sunflower

and kindred plants in red terra-cotta panels,

and quite in keeping with old details ;

they serve as excellent models to the wood-

carver and are not difficult of execution. The

same class of enrichment lends itself to the

marqueterie cutter ; in this instance mahogany

or black walnut inlaid with ebony and satin-

wood would be appropriate and in character.

We shall have occasion to refer to the inlaid

work in a future article, in the meantime we

would point out that our sketch is somewhat

too crowded with details for the purpose of

production ; it is intended more for lllustra'1-

our remarks and providing our

reliable materials for their

insist upon " something in the

Queen Anne."

the purpose of

re for illustrating

>ur readers with

customers who

le style of good

VARIETIES OF COW TREES.

SINCE the reading of a paper bv the

chemist, Boussingault, before the French

Academy, a few months ago, on the subject

" cow trpp." nr Vain dc Vat
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This tree, which was discovered and made

known by Humboldt, belongs to the same

natural order (Artocarpacea) as the poisonous

upas tree of Java. But there are other trees

known (perhaps not so well known to the

general reader), the milky juice of which

possesses similar properties to a greater or

less extent. For instance, the " cow tree of

Demerara," which was first observed by a

traveller named Smith, in an excursion up that

river. It is described as a tree from 30 to

40 ft. high, with a diameter at the base of

nearly 18 in. The tree is known to botanists

as Tabernamontana utilis, and to the natives

as " Hyahya." It belongs to the same natural

order (Apocynacete) as the Penang India rubber

tree and the poison tree of Madagascar (Cerbera

tanghiu), and our common American dog's

bane. It occurs in great abundance in the

forests of British Guiana, and its bark and

pith are so rich in milk that a moderately sized

stem which was felled on the bank of a forest

stream coloured the water, in the course of an

hour/quite white and milky. The milk is said to

be much thicker and richer than cow's milk, and

is perfectly innocuous and of a pleasant

flavour, the natives using it as a refreshing

beverage, and in all respects as animal milk.

The Cingalese also have a tree, called by

them the " kiriaghuma," but belonging to a

different natural order of plants, the Asclepia-

dacea, which also includes our common milk

weeds or silkweeds. This tree is the Oym-

ntma lacliferum of botanists, and yields a very

pleasant tasted milk, which is employed for

domestic purposes in Cevlon.

There appears to be also a milk tree common

in the forests about Para, and called by the

natives the " massenodendron," but of which

we have little definite knowledge, except that

it was for a long time used on board of one of

the vessels of the British navy cruising in

Brazilian waters. It was said to suffer no

chemical change by keeping, nor to show any

tendency to sour.

Another milk tree is the " tabaya dolce "

{Euphorbia balsamifera) of the Canaries. This

plant again belongs to a different natural

order from any of the foregoing, namely, the

Euphorbiaeea, and one containing a large

number of plants with acrid, purgative, and

poisonous juices. Leopold von Buch states

that the juice of this plant is similar to sweet

milk, and, thickened into a jelly, is eaten as a

delicacy.

A species of cactus (C. Mammilaris) also

yields a milky juice equally sweet and whole

some. The milk is stated, however, to be

much inferior in quality to the majority of the

above. The caoutchouc, or India rubber of

commerce, as it exudes from the tree, greatly

resembles milk in colour and density.

CHROMATIC ORNAMENTATION OF

METALS.

A BEAUTIFUL pink appearance may be

given to the surface of electro-nickelled,

silvered, or solid silver goods by warming the

article, dipping in warm methylated spirit and

firing the spirit, allowing it to burn off.

If it is required that the " pink " should be

deeper and more lasting, let the article be again

heated to a higher temperature than before,

and dipped in cold spirit and then quickly

fired. A very little chloride of gold, in

saturated (water) solution, added to the best

spirit of wine and the article treated as for

pink, will produce a pleasing effect upon the

bright silver article. Other salts of the

different metals may be similarly used, espe

cially upon clear silver surfaces.

Copper chloride, dissolved to salivation in

warm or hot water, will produce a much

better pink colour upon silver and nickel goods.

The articles may be cold, in which case the

solution should be as hot as possible, and the

articles allowed to remain in it for a few

seconds ; or the goods may be heated, and

quickly dipped in the solution, which produces

a light pink. This may be deepened by again

heating and dipping, but the first coating must

be allowed to dry thoroughly, after swilling in
clean ■water. A good plan is to dip the cold ,

article, then swill in water, dip in methylated '

spirit, and bum the spirit off.

If such articles, after being ornamented, are

liable to be subjected to friction, dip quickly

in methylated spirit, in which a little white

shellac has been dissolved, and dry in a warm

atmosphere.

A pleasing blue-black effect may be given

to the surface of silver or electro-silvered

goods by dissolving "liver of sulphur" (sul

phide of potassium) in hot water, and dipping

the warm article therein. According to the

strength of solution will the blue or black

predominate. If the effect is required nearer

to slate tint, employ a weaker solution, and

cooler, and if the effect is required almost

dead black, use a saturated solution, very hot,

and have the article also hot. This is a very

lasting and pleasing tint, as the surface is

perfectly smooth. Upon certain kinds of

articles a good effect may be got up by pro

tecting the " high lights "—protruding parts

—with copal varnish, while the other parts of

the article receive the coating of sulphide

solution, and it will be almost unnecessary to

state that such prominent portions will be

improved in appearance by burnishing—

rubbing with a smooth piece of steel made to

work easily with stale ale or soapy water.

What is known as oxidised silver is not oxi

dised silver, but that metal coated in various

ways with other metals, or acidulated com

pounds. Perhaps the best possible effect in

" oxidised " silver is produced by brushing

over with a very hot solution of the per-

chloride of platinum. If the solution is ap

plied with a brush, the hair must be fine, or

the effect is spoilt, especially if the article is

hot. It is a better plan to heat the article

when this is practicable, and to dip quickly in

the solution ; and in certain cases—especially

upon fine cut and carved work—it is a good

plan to dip also in warm spirit—pure or

methylated—and burn off. While speaking

of blacks and grays, it may be mentioned that

articles of any metal may receive a fine black

by simply polishing up with the finest plum

bago, and lacquering afterwards, and the

prominent portions may be relieved in various

ways. If only a gray is required, sulphide of

silver in hot solution may be used, or a much

weaker solut'on of platinum chloride than is

employed for black. The sulphide of ammo

nium in hot, weak solution produces a very

pleasing dark b-onzinjr. All of these coatings

are improved by polishin?, after drying, with

Boft cloth and Unseed oil in small quantity ;

or, if the article is large, wax may be em

ployed with pleasing results, and polished up

as with oil ; the cloth may require a moisten

ing of turpentine.

Green tints upon almost any metal are very

easily produced. As this is generally re

quired upon copper or bronze articles only, it

will be unnecessary to note the various

methods in use for its production. The

easiest is to hang the goods over a dish con

taining fresh chloride of lime, cover from the

air, and leave until the green is sufficiently

vivid. An antique effect is produced by a

solution composed of white vinegar, 1 quart ;

liquid ammonia, 1 oz. ; sal-ammoniac, \ oz. ;

sea salt, \ oz. Brush over the articles several

times, allowing each coating to dry slowly ; or

a more permanent yerd-antique is produced by

applying the first two coatings while the

article is warm.

" Antique silver " may be imitated closely

in various ways. A good way is to mix fine

plumbago with turpentine, rub well upon the

surface, and expose the prominent parts by

rubbing it off with a cloth moistened witn

methylated spirit. A very good way, when a

deep brown is required, is to apply a solution

of copper sulphate and sal-ammoniac (in equal

parts) in vinegar. The article should be warm,

and a better colour is produced if the solution

is warm also.

Beautiful effects are produced by melting

upon silver surfaces the silver sulphide. It

may be used as in the art of enamelling by

inlaying, and the article is then heated until

the sulphide is melted, and if care is employed

to prevent impurities from mixing with the

sulphide the effect is very fine.

These effects sink, however, into insignifi

cance when compared with any of the results

of careful handling in an art called electro-

chromatic ornamentation.

An electric current is required for this work ;

it may be weak or strong, according to the

rate of working required. Almost any of the

galvanic cells may be used. Two cells of the-

Bunsen type of battery will yield very good

effects, but a battery of four cells of the

carbon-zinc form, employing an acidulated

solution of the bichromate of potash, will be

strong enough for anything. These may be

quickly put together from eight plates of

carbon and zinc. Each pair of plates has a

separation of thin wood, to prevent them from

touching each other, and the plates are joined

with wire in series—that is, zinc, carbon, zinc,

carbon. A wire then from the remaining

carbon and zinc plates will lead the current to

the solution where the chromatic effects are

to be obtained. It will be convenient to have

all the plates fastened to one beam of wood,

and to provide four pots or cells for holding

their solution—these may be jam pots. The

solution is a saturated one of bichromate of

potash, with 2oz. to the pint of sulphuric acid

added. The plates should be kept out of the

solution, except when current is required.

Oxide of lead, dissolved in a solution of

caustic soda, will be found useful in the

ornamentation of very many metals. Connect

the article to be coloured by wire to the

carbon end of the battery, immerse it in the

solution, and to the other wire tie a few turns

of either sheet or wire platinum. Every

possible tint is thus obtainable without further

trouble. If the platinum wire merely points

to the article within the solution, the result is

a resplendent disc of colours, graduating as in

the rainbow. These colours depend in great

degree upon the distance the wire or plate

holds from the article.

Acetate of lead may also be employed, and

is very useful in the colouring of iron or steel

surfaces. Various salts of metals, such as

nickel, cobalt, and manganese may also bo

used. Perhaps the best solution is that pro

posed by M. Becquerel, and is made up by

dissolving 200 grammes of caustic potash in

two quarts of filtered water, and adding 150

grammes of litharge. Let the solution boil

for half an hour, pour off the clear portion,

and dilute with its own bulk of water. The

colours from this solution are exceedingly

beautiful, and, in order to add to the effects,

all the surfaces should be polished. They are

due to thin films of the lead.

First attempts may not be successful, but

the art is so very simple that failure is almost

impossible. Platinum will be found the most

useful metal to attach to the zinc end of the

battery, although iron may be used.—Design

and Work.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR GOLD AND

SILVER.

SOME very beautiful alloys, applicable as

substitutes for gold and silver in the

manufacture of jewellery and similar purposes,

have been produced by Messrs. Meiffren & Co.,

of Marseilles. The Mining Journal says, that

to make an alloy having the appearance and

colour of gold, they place in a crucible copper

as pure as possible, platinum, and tungstic

acid, in the proportions below stated; and

when the metals are completely melted, they

stir and granulate them by running them into

water containing 500 grammes of slaked lime

and 500 grammes of carbonate of potash for

every cubic metre of water. This mixture,

dissolved in water, has the property of ren

dering the alloy still purer. They then collect

the granulated metal, dry it, and after having

remelted in a crucible, they add a certain

quantity of fine gold in the proportion herein

after specified. An alloy is thus produced

which, when run into ingots, presents the

appearance of red gold of the standard

750-1000, and to which may be applied the

name of " aphthite," or unalterable. They

can change the colour of the alloy by yarying

the proportions of the different metals. As

flux they use boric acid, nitrate of soda, and
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chloride of sodium, previously melted together

in equal proportions. The proportion of flux

to he emDloyed is 25 grammes per kilogramme

of the alloy. The proportions they employ,

by preference, for producing an alloy of red

gold colour are : Copper, 800 grammes ; pla

tinum, 25 ; tungstic acid, 10 ; and gold, 170

grammes.

The alloy used in imitation of silver con

sists of iron, 65 parts ; nickel, 23 parts ; tung

sten, 4 parts ; aluminium, 5 parts ; and copper,

6 parts. The iron and tungsten are melted

together and then granulated, as in the case of

the previous alloy, except that in this instance

the water into which the mixture is run con

tains one kilogramme of slaked lime and one

kilogramme of carbonate of potash per cubic

metre. The nickel, copper, and aluminium are

also melted together, and granulated by run

ning into water containing the same propor

tion of lime and potash. Care should be taken

during the melting to cover the metals con

tained in the two crucibles with a flux, com

posed of one part of boric acid to one part of

nitrate of potash, or nitre. In the crucible

containing the aluminium and copper they

place a lump of sodium of about two grammes

in weight when treating five kilogrammes of

the three metals (nickel, copper, and alumi

nium) together to prevent oxidation of the

aluminium, and they also add charcoal to pre

vent oxidation of the copper. Before granu

lating the metal in each crucible, it should be

well stirred with a fire-clay stirrer.

The granulated metals are dried, as in the

former case, then melted together in the same

crucible in the proportions above indicated,

and well stirred, after which the alloy is run

into ingots. The alloy thus obtained, to which

may be given the name of " sideraphthite "

(or unchangeable iron), presents the same

white appearance as platinum or silver, and is

not more expensive than German silver. These

improved metallic alloys are capable of re

sisting the action of sulphuretted hydrogen,

are unattacked by vegetable acids, and but

slightly attacked by mineral acids ; they are

also perfectly ductile and malleable.

Cornsponbtnce.

It is distinctly to be borne in mind that we do not by insert
ing letters convey any opinionfavourable to their contents.
We open our columns to all, without leaning to any ; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of

<Ul shades.
JTo notice whatever u-ill be taken of anonymous communica

tions. The Name and Address of the writer are required,
not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of

genuineness. .
We cannot undertake to return rejected commumcatxons.

BOX'S PATENT CASTORS.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—We quite agree with your correspon

dents, Messrs. Thompson & Co., when they

call attention to the wretched character of

our patent laws, and the frightful expense

patentees are put to, with little or no guaran

tee in the end that the patent when granted

will really prove to be a bona fide docu

ment; but, sir, when this is proved at the

expense of Mr. Box's patent castors, of which

we are the manufacturers, and on which for

patents alone, in this and other countries,

Mr. Box has spent about £200, we must take

exception t) the letter, and, to write mildly,

call it very unfair. Messrs. Thompson con

demn all ball castors, whilst they at the same

time confess to not having either seen or tested

Box's. We have quite a museum of castors

on the hall principle, and we believe that none

of them are of any use whatever, and that

not so much because a ball in principle is bad,

but that its being made of either stone, marble,

brass, gunmetal, or glass, all of them being

soft materials, its action within the cup of

brass, under pressure, is to jamb. Even within

the past eight months a patent has been ob

tained for a castor which, in appearance, is

exactly like Box's, but with the objectionable

marble ball, this with the very slightest pres

sure makes the castor a fixture. Now, sir,

what Mr. Box has patented is a castor with a

ball made of polished " chilled," and therefore

very hard iron, woiking on a ring or plate of

hardened steel, with a buffer and lubricator.

This castor has been tested for twelve months

or more ; we have made thousands of them ;

we could fill your voluminous paper with

commendatory letters, were not your columns

supplied with far better matter ; and we shall

he glad to supply Messrs. Thompson with a

few sets for them to test the working of

Box's Patent. We believe that very soon

these castors will be adopted on all valuable

furniture We have just been honoured by

being allowed to fix them on furniture in the

Royal saloon ; and have supplied them to

City offices, banks, and generally to the trade all

over the country, in every instance giving entire

satisfaction. Our patent agents have brought

out most, if not all, of Ilerr Krupp's and Mr.

Edison's inventions under Patent Seal. We

have written at some length, and must ask you

to publish this in your next issue, as the letter

of Messrs. Thompson is likely, if left without

rejoinder, to injure our business.—Yours, &c,

Crayford, Kent. Heath & Co.

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Oob Own Special Cobrespondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The finer weather has given a little impetus to

business, which is a little better than when we

last wrote. We are glad to say accounts from

Scotland are rather more reassuring, and that

travellers, who have just returned from show

ing carpets in the North say, that for the

summer trade they have done much better

there than for several journies past. The new

patterns for the autumn trade are now being

prepared, and will not, so far as we know,

contain any very pronounced novelties. So

many styles have been tried and had their

day, that we have now arrived at the time

of no particular style, and conventionalised

well-coloured figures of all kinds are chiefly

to be seen. There is a little reaction from

the dull sages which obtained so much last

year, and though black grounds remain greatly

in vogue they are a good deal broken up, and

must be thoroughly well covered to sell.

There has been an upward movement in the

wool market, also consequent upon the im

proved weather, the shortness of spinners'

stocks, and a rather better demand. This has

also caused a little more to be doing in

worsted yarns, but not enough to enable

spinners to realise adequate prices; and

worsteds are still frequently sold under cost,

and when it is to clear out stocks and for

cash, spinners sometimes accept ruinously low

rates. Still there is no question about

worsteds being firmer and a little more diffi

cult to buy, and it is the generally expressed

opinion that the lowest rates are now past.

Linen yarns fully maintain the recently ad

vanced prices, and where manufacturers have

to buy they are obliged to place contracts at

much higher figures than they were able to

do a month ago.

The Manchester Cotton Market.—

The market for piece-goods continues quiet,

though the amount of business may in the

aggregate be about equal to the reduced rate

of production. Transactions have been checked

by the fall in silver and the Eastern exchanges.

Merchants are operating very cautiously, and

prices are still as low as they were last week,

though the cotton-market is firmer. The ad

vices from Liverpool have made home-trade

yarns a little more steady, and to some extent

the downward tendency of prices is checked

as compared with last week ; but there is not

much increase of business as yet, and the

total sales are only of moderate amount. The

market for export yarns has been steady, with

a fair amount of business. A good deal more

might have been done had spinners accepted a

little lower rates than they held for.

Household Linen.—The position of this

staple industry continues fairly good. In

most branches a progressive movement is in

dicated, and prices still tend upward. The

backward state of the flax crop and anticipated

falling off in supplies this year have enhanced

prices of the raw material, and consequently

yarns and cloth have been gradually getting

dearer. Added to this there is a more healthy

demand for linen goods of late, especially for

the American trade, so that both manufac

turers and merchants look for much higher

prices during the next few months. For

home and foreign flax demand is good, and

holders look for higher rates, superior qualities

being very firmly held. A brisk business is

reported in yarns, and spinners have further

advanced their prices, the range of common

wefts being about 25 per cent, dearer than

they were a couple of months ago, and ten

dency is still upward. Buying has been prin

cipally on local and home account, as export

trade keeps light, and Continental purchasers

are very unwilling to follow the upward move

ment of the market. Spinners have no stocks

on hand, and most of them have plenty of

orders to keep them going for several weeks

to come, and are careless about booking fur

ther ahead in the present state of the market.

Manufacturers continue fairly employed, and

have no difficulty in disposing of their produc

tion at late rates, hut they are looking for still

higher rates, which buyers are unwilling to

concede ; but prices generally are advancing,

and several makers have issued new lists.

Stocks in the warehouses have been further

reduced, and goods of best make are now in

limited supply.

The Bradford Woollen Trade.—The

present fine weather has not been without its

effect in producing a more cheerful tone, but

there is not much in the way of new business

to back up the feeling that better weather

may bring about a desirable change in other

respects. Consumers, as they have done now

for a long time, are very chary in their pur

chases, but prices generally are firm, probably

because a little business has been done ; and

more may follow, in another direction, and

because of the firmness of country dealers.

Good wether sorts are principally in demand,

but the aggregate turnover is not very large.

There is no alteration iu noils and brokes.

Exporters of yarns receive no better reports

from [abroad, and the few orders they hold

are at such low limits that they are not easily

placed, especially as spinners would like to

get m6re money for their yarn, which is not

likely at present. The sorts principally going

are demi lustre and coloured yarns, with some

business in twofold mohair and other sorte.

Owing to the stiffness in wool prices are firm.

Business in the home trade keeps up fairly.

All-wool goods are the only articles that move

with any degree of steadiness, and even here

prices are not very fine, and profits are not

great. In other directions there is no improve

ment, and business, both on home and foreign

account, is languid and apathetic.

The American Wool Trade.—The ac

counts from Melbourne are more satisfactory

from the hopes they express for future pros

perity than for any present rise in prices.

Business has been very small, as is usual at

this the dullest season of the year. Only one

small auction sale has been held, at which

about 250 bales were sold, ordinary to average

greasy realising up to 9d.,and scoured 18Jd.per

lb. It is satisfactory to note the firmness that

pervades the series of sales now progressing in

London ; and as it is pretty evident lowest

limits have been reached, we may now look

into the future, hoping with some degree of

confidence for a more satisfactory condition of

affairs in our staple trade than has ruled for a

long time past.

The American Silk Trade.—The ad

vance in the value of silks and velvets is not

unlikelv to be the cause of serious disputes

in passing these goods through the United

States Custom-houses. An investigation is

reported to be going on in the Appraiser's

department in New York, and to have re

sulted in the alleged discovery of numerous
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-cases of under-valuation. As a general rule

Importers have consented to the advance made

by the Appraiser on foreign invoice prices,

especially in regard to such silks as are sold

in the open market in London, Paris, and

Vienna, the New York values being based

on the quotations in those centres at the time

of arrival. The Customs officials are now

supplied with very accurate statistics of Euro

pean values, and the upward movement of silk

has made old invoice prices not adaptable to

present importations. Some difficulties are,

however, being experienced, especially in re

gard to French and German velvets. These

goods are nearly all consignments for sale,

and the true values cannot be so readily

ascertained as in the case of goods shipped

to order. As the present is the season for

importing silk and velvet goods, and the failure

of the European silk crops has naturally given

a special impulse to the American import trade

in these fabrics, the special department of the

New York Custom-house is very busy, and a

large number of cases, the invoices of which

have been advanced from 10 to 40 per cent,

are awaiting re-appraisement. In one case

where a re-ippraisement was held on silks the

raided value is said to have cost the importer

9,000 dols., to which amount 20 per cent, was

added in penalties.

The Cleveland Ihon Trade.—The iron

trade reports from Middlesbrough are of a

somewhat more encouraging nature. The

market has been much firmer, and an advatce

in prices has to be recorded. The merchants

and buyers aTe at 33s., No. 3 ; but makers ask

for that quality, with few exceptions, 33s. 6d.,

and for No. 4 forge 32s. nett. There have

been large sales of iron made this week,

though the reported sale of a considerable

quantity at a low figure has been denied.

The iron in stock has shown an increase. The

quantity in warrant stores is 80,700 tons.

The demand for pig iron for shipment has

scarcely been equal to the average. Last

week's delivery was about 13,000 tons from

Middlesbrough, and 2,000 tons from West Har

tlepool, chiefly for foreign ports ; only about

3,800 tons were shipped to Scotland. Makers

hope for a better trade later on, with some

improvement in price as the production of iron

will be considerably reduced. The nut and

bolt works at Cliff-house, West Hartlepool,

are about to be again put in operation. The

Middlesbrough Galvanising Company has com

menced the manufacture of galvanised iron

buckets—a new industry in this district.

There has been a slightly better inquiry for

nUtes and bars. There has been but little

doing in this class of trade compared with

some time since, owing to the number of works

which are altogether closed. Common bars

are £4. 17s. 6d. ; plates (ship), £5 to £5. 2s. 6d. ;

angles, £4. 17s. 6d. to £5. ; less 2J per cent,

commission. The decision of the Earl of

Derby in the Durham coal trade wages was

generally about what was expected. The

tendency in the coal trade had been rather to

get worse. Coke scarcely so well inquired

after.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 26<A ult.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £300

furniture, £22 organs, £10 piano

Baird, D. 73 lb. leather

Caird, Williamson & Co. £8 furniture, £25

glass manufactures

Donaldson, Andrews & Co. 922 yds carpets

Fairbairns, W. & Sons, £93 furniture

Good, Toms & Co. 137 yds carpets

Hargreaves, H. £126 paper-hangings

Jones, Soott & Co. £139 marble manufactures

Lanyon, J. C. £42 brnahware

Maw, 8., Son & Co. £12 furniture

8picer, G. £31 glass manufactures

Terry, J. & Co. 5 c horse-hair

Algoa Bat—Currie, D. & Co. 3,866 yds blnkts

Dunn, W. & Co. £71 rugs, £39 rugs

Filby & Kemp, 14 o leather

Hopcraft A Co. \ o leather, £90 piano

Hewoomb * Son, .£300 piano

Algoa Bay {continued)—

Penney, G. H. & Co. £47 furniture, £10 wall

paper

Smith, W. T. £17 glass manufactures, £22

weighing machines

Antigua—Gray, C. W. & W. 3 o leather

Antwerp—G. 8. N. Co. 140 lb leather

Mather, W. £10 glass manufactures

Meadows, T. & Co. 250 yds carpeting

Mertens & Co. 438 yds carpeting

Auckland—Sparrow, W. A. £20 furniture

Walker, T. W. & J. £22 sand-paper

Bangkok—Pook, J. & Co. £16 safe

Babi—Barrington & Co. £19 varnish

Bermuda—Gray, C. W. * W. £29 stained glass

Bombay—Esoombe Bros. <fc Co. £35 varnish, £24

tapestry

Johnston, B. & Co. £51 glassware

King, H. S. & Co. £56 furniture, £180 olook

Lyon, J. & Co. £16 glassware, £21 musical

instruments, £27 furniture

Martin, B. & Co. £15 musioal instruments

Bordeaux—Flageollet Era. £12 varnish

G. 8. N. Co. 96 lb leather

Boston—Brace, Morrison & Co. 69,370 yds jnte

Boulogne—Atkins, C. & Co. 2,760 yds oarpets,

1,560 yds carpets, £9 chinaware, 416 eq yda

oiloloth

Bilot & Troude, 63 o leather, 26 o leather, 68

yds carpet, 113 o leather, 25 o leather, 467

yds oarpets

Chinnery & Co. 3 o leather

Meadows, T. & Co. 130 yds carpeting

Messageries Parisiennes, 648 yds oarpets

Nollen, Henry & Co. £l6 ohinaware, 38 c

leather, £13 chinaware

Bahn, G. & Co. 800 yds carpeting, 160 yds

carpeting, £21 rags

Bremen—Collins, W. A. 350 yds oiloloth

Phillipps & Graves, 95 yds carpets, 3 o leather,

£41 mats

Brisbane—Lipscombe & Co. £42 filters

Brussels—Darling Bros. 21 o leather

Buenob Ayres—Brooker, Dore & Co. £76^ftnre

Jonas, Simonoen & Co. 700 yds oiloloth

Negretti& Zambra, £15 glasBware

Calcutta—Davis, W. B. 6 o leather

Elliott, J. 2,120 yds blankets, £49 plate glass

Finlay, J. & Co. 12,500 yds blankets

Harraden, S. & Co. £17 musical instruments

Horsley, W. £15 wood mannfaotures

King, H. S. & Co. £25 ohinaware, £42 ftnre

Lyon, J. & Co. £30 plate glass

Martin, B. & Co. £80 plate glass

Mertens A Co. £120 musical instruments

Sootney A Earnshaw, £17 cabinet wares

Shaokleton & Co. 192 yds blanketing

Stone A Bon, £63 lamps

Townsend & Spearing, 108 musioal instrmnts

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £35 musical instrmnts

Cape of Good Hops-^Baxter, E. W. A Co. £53

furniture

Brown, W. A Co. £17 glass manufactures"

Chalmers, Guthrie A Co. £22 mirrors, £73

musioal instruments

Currie, D. & Co. £151 furniture, £38 mldings

Davis & Soper, £80 furniture

Fletoher, A. W. A W. H. 2,196 ydsootn quilts

Fisher, H. 198 yds blankets

Griesselich, H. A Co. £15 sewing-machines

Honeyohnrch, T. A Co. £10 varnish

Isaacs, L. £50 furniture, £25 plate-glass, 100 g

Frenoh polish, £100 furniture, £25 plate-

glass, £14 French polish

Meadows, T. A Co. £45 furniture

Savage A Hill, £48 furniture

Stuttaford A Co. £53 sewing-machines

Twentyman, L. & Son, £13 musical instmnts

White & Holmes, 1 o leather, £31 mirrors,

£32 brushware

Casa Blanca—Afriat, A. £2 ohina

Colombo—Clark A Co. £32 clocks

Freeland, J. A A. B. £40 lamps

Walker, Bros. £11 clocks

Copenhagen—Linoleum Manufacturing Com

pany, 221 sq yds linoleum

Dehkbara—Penney, G. H. A Co. £62 wall-paper

Dunkirk—Allport & Morgan, £85 brushes

East London—Birdseye, H. A Co. £29 pl-glass

Frieland, J. & A. B. £12 brushware

Irvine, J. J. A Co. £127 jute

Moran Bros. £233 blankets

Peaoook Bros. A Co. £21 blankets

Savage & Hill, £29 brushware, £40 brushes

Galatz—Sollas A Sons, £124 iron safes

Ghent—Franoe, W. 74i t leather ,

Gibraltar—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £150 furniture

Gothenburg—Collinson A Co. 33 o leather

Wood, F. E. £13 sand-paper

Hambro—Beoker A TJlrioh, i o leather

Darling Bros. 86 c leather

Hambro (continued)—

Duok, A. £25 furniture

Dufour Bros. A Co. £8 rugs, £6 mats

Elkan A Co. 3 o leather

G. 8. N. Co. £45 mats, £11 rugs, 5 o leather

Harris, B. 12 ; o leather

Hay, W. A Co. 3| o leather

Hore, P. W. 2 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 12,045 sq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 169 eq yda

linoleum

Meadows, T. A Co. 2,630 yds woln carpeting

Salmon, C. J. £37 furniture, 10 sq yds floor

cloth

Sohloesser Bros. 15} o leather

Stahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 11} o leather, 20 c

leather

Strudwiok, H. 229} o leather

Wain, C. 127 o leather

Harlingen—Turnley, J. W. 156 yds woln crpts

Hiogo—Ahrens, H. A Co. 4,792 yds blankets

Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 30 g varnish

Hobart Town—Anderson A Co. £81 fnrnitnre

Freeland, J. & A. B. £997 hospital bedding

Fysh, P. O. A Co. £37 mats, 553 sq yds floor

cloth, 295 yds cotton and woollen carpet,

£87 paperhangings, £70 ohinaware

Hawley, H. A A. £21 china

Hoporaft & Broadwater, 895 yds blankets

MoOaul G. J. A Co. 49 yds linoleum, 270 yds

matting, 585 yds reps, £20 mats, 264 yds

silk rep

Jamaica—Dawson Bros. £12 wood manufactures

Freeland, J. A A. B. £82 iron safes, £3 wood

manufactures

Jersey & Guernsey—Cheeswright & Co. £309

furniture, £28 china

Launceston—Durant, A. A Co. £18 furniture

Still, J. C. £14 ohinaware A glass

Leghorn—Bruce, Morison, A Co. 7,961yds jute,

1,532 yds jute

Beoordon, Reeve & Co. 32 yds flooroloth

Lisbon—Hall, J. jon. A Co. 455 yds carpets

Shotter, A. E. 2 o leather .

Wimble, J. M. 951 yds carpets

Madras—Fastnedge, B. B. £13 clocks

King, H. 8. A Co. £10 ohinaware

MoDiarmid & Co. £85 glassware

Nixon & King, £15 ohurch furniture

Oakes Bros. & Co. £2 musical instruments

Wheatley, G. W. & Co. £6 sewing-machine

Wood, W. C. £9 glassware

Melbourne—Allport & Morgan, £25 olook

Beath, Schiess & Co. 707 yds carpet, £9

velvet rugs, 2,580 yds blankets

Clarkson, D. 1,225 yds blankets

Durant, A. & Co. £141 wire blinds

Fox, C. T. £6 wood manfg. i\ o leather

Hyslop A Symonds, 24 o horsehair

Levy Bros. £3 glassware

MoEwan J. A Co. 54 yda blnktng, £21 frntrc.

Sands, B. A Son. 3 o I tithe r

Spicer Bros. £41 wood manufactures

Staley, Badford A Co. 410 yds mixed carpets,

£11 rugs, 1,500 sq yds oiloloth

Monte Video—Malcolm, 13 ranker A Co. £20

lamps

Pini, J. A Ronooroni, Bros. 71 g varnish

Montreal—Brad, G. & Co. £140 stained glass

Nelson—Meadows, T. A Co. £54 glassware

New York—Grinnell A Co. £200 furniture

Harris, S. A Sons, 6} o leather

Henderson, Bros. 12 o leather, 269,377 yds

jute

Kohnstamn,H. 1,095 sq yda oil baize

Meadows, T. A Co. 1,820 yds woln carpeting

Wingate, W. A Johnston, 2,590 yds oarpeting

Odessa—Wilkinson, Cowley A Co. £20 varnish

Oporto—Churchill, C. A Co. £45 iron safe

Coverley A Westray, £53 marble manufac

tures, £31 furniture

Dickinson, Akroyd, A Co. 1 J e leather

Ostend—G. 8. N. Co. 86 yds oarpets

Salmon, C. J. 1J o leather

Weiner, M. A Co. 1 i o leather, 2 11 o leather

Otaqo—Carter, P. £25 matting, 687 yd* lino-

leum, 105 yds oarpeting

Guthrie & Larnaoh, £318 furniture

Lewis, J. & Co. £25 rugs

Parren, J. B. £50 brushware

Boyle A Willen, 600 yds oiloloth

Walker, T. W. & J. i o leather

Penan*—Padday, L. W. 192 yds oilcloth

Port Natal—Barkworth, T. 654 yds woollen

blanketing

Berry A Co. 3,500 yda blanketing, 9 o lea'.ter,

£25 musical instruments

Bevingtons & Sons, £16 leather

Dawson- Bros. £101 furniture, £59 papier.

m:\che manufactures, £93 musical instiu-

ments, £293 rugs
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Port Natal—(continued.)

Farmaner & Hainsworth, £26 rags

Henwood, F. £11 glass manufactures

Pickford A Co. 400 yds woollen blanketing

Pigott, A. £32 glass manufactures

Keid & Beid, £45 wall-paper, £186 china and

earthenware, 200 yds cotton blanketing

Port Phillip—Berry A Co. 31 o leather

Bremer, Bennett A Co. £30 musical instmnts

Daley, I Myth & Co. £12 cbina

Hopcraft & Co. £299 feathers

Kook, B. H. 1,452 yds woollen carpet

Other Entries, £20 furniture

Petersen, Laing k Co. £61 furniture

Beval—Meadows, T. A Co. £139 carpet

Schloesser Bros. 18 o leather

Bio Janeiro—Nioolson, W. & Co. £11 glass

manufactures

Boitbrdam—Daley, Blyth, & Co. £110 furniture

Fhillipps A Graves, 48 g varnish

Salmon, C. J. £10 brushes

Santander—Defries, J. & Sons, £90 lamps

Seville—Wimble, J. H. £28 glassware,]£150

olock

Shanghai—Harman & Mumford, £160 carpet

Harris, Goodwin & Co. 5| c leather

Singapore—Hoporaft & Broadwater, £80 pianos

Stockholm — Fhillipps <fc Graves, £63 chro

nometer, £36 leather

St. Petersburg—Ball, W. B. £36 furniture

Bessler, Waeohter A Co. £115 lamps

St. Kitts—Everitt, 8. £75 wood manfactures

Penney, G. H. A Co. £13 furniture

Sendall A Wade, £106 furniture, 15 o leather

Sydney—Ashford A Brooks, £65 wall-paper

Clarkson, D. 2,019 rq jds floorcloth

Davis, J. A Son, £158 furniture

Durant, A. A Co. £113 carpet

Flint, J. H. £200 stained-glass

Hamburger, Bros. A Co. £52 wood manfs

Haw ley, H. & A. £13 brushware, £18 brush-

ware
Head, H. A Co. £15 plate-glass, £50 furniture

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 937 yds floorcloth,

£119 carpet, £446 feathers

Kemsley A ElkingtOD, £259 furniture

Maotaggart, Tidman A Co. £25 glue

Merrett, W. B. £40 i iano

Nixon, Howard A Co. £2,700 sculpture

Toronto—Mather, W. £72 glass manufactures

Trinidad—Walker, T. W. & J. Si o leather

Wellington — Findlay, Durham A Co. £18

carpet

Hopora't A Brnnd water, 715 yds oil-baize, 473

sq yds floorcloth

McEwan, J. A Co. £25 brushware

New Zealand Shipping Company £310 fntre,

£180 wall-paper, £15 china

Yokohama—Ford, H. 1,920 yds floorcloth

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 790 yds blanketing

Marcus & Co. £82 glass manufactures

Norris A Joyner, 468 yds blanketing

Jegal Intelligent*.

Embezzlement. — "William Brooke Kun-

liffe, secretary to the Crompton Spinning

Company, was charged, at the Royton Police-

court, with embezzling moneys, tne property

of his employers. He surrendered himself on

Tuesday to answer the charge. The defalca

tions are believed to be over £400, but secured

by guarantee. The prisoner has hitherto borne

an excellent character. Investigations made

by the directors led to his giving himself up.

Employing Boys without Certificates.

—At Oldham Police-court, Alderman William

Chadwick, cotton-spinner, was fined 10s. and

costs, in each of five cases, for employing boys

without having obtained a certificate of fit

ness. Several of the boys stated that on the

factory inspector visiting the mill on June 20,

they were sent out. Mr. Chadwick was also

fined 5s. and costs for failing to register the

name of a young person employed by him.

Appeal Case on Trade Marks.—The

case of Orr Ewing & Co. v. The Registrar of

Trade Marks was latelv before the House of

Lords. Messrs. Orr Ewing & Co. sought

to be registered as proprietors of trade marks

on cotton goods which had been used by them

for Turkey-red yarns for several years before

the recent Trade Marks Registration Acts.

The Committee of Experts at Manchester

appointed under the Acts placed four of these

trade marks in the second class, thus deter

mining that they were not trade marks within

the meaning of the Act. Some time ago Vice-

Chancellor Hall made-an order for the Regis

trar to proceed with an application for the

registration of the marks. The Registrar

appealed from this decision, and the Court of

Appeal reversed the decision of the Vice-

Chancellor. The House of Lords reversed

the judgment of the Court of Appeal,

and varied that of Vice-Chancellor Hall by

substituting a simple direction that the applica

tion be remitted to the Registrar for hearing.

Compensation.—At the Stafford Assizes

Mr. Samuel Tatton, recently the proprietor,

and now the tenant of silk works upon the

River Churnet, brought an action to recover

compensation for loss sustained at the hands

of the Potteries Waterworks Company, who,

by erecting a reservoir near Leek, had de

stroyed the transparency of the water, thus

preventing him from dyeing delicate colours.

He claimed £5,600 damages. The jury

awarded him £1,400.

The Rating op Cotton Mills. — Mr.

Cottingham, deputy-recorder, delivered judg

ment in the appeal case of Messrs. Rylands &

Sons, Wigan and Manchester, against the

assessment of their Wigan cotton mill. The

mill was originally rated at £1,667, which sum

was nearly doubled last year on a valuation

by Mr. Cross, of Manchester, the committee,

on appeal to them, afterwards reducing the

net rateable value to £2,556. The Recorder

held that no allowance had been made in

arriving at the assessment for the extraordi

nary depression in trade, and no reason shown

why the value should have been increased. He

was of opinion that the assessment should

rather be lessened, and reduced the net rate

able value to £1,628, and allowed the appel

lants' costs. The case excited great interest

among the cotton-spinners, many of whom

were present in court.

Singer Manufacturing Company.—

The case of the Singer Manufacturing Com

pany v. Loog has come to a conclusion before

Vice-Chancellor Bacon in the Chancery Divi

sion. It was an action by the plaintiffs, the

Singer Manufacturing Company, to restrain

the defendant, Mr. Herman Loog, from using

the term " Singer " in connection with any

sewing-machines he sold. The plaintiff com

pany is an American company carrying on

business in this country, and they allege that

in advertising their Singer machines more than

£100,000 has been spent. They further allege

that the defendant has sold machines branded

with the word " Singer," and claim an injunc

tion against him restraining the further sale,

and also an account of the profits made by the

sale. The case has occupied the Court for

several days. Mr. Kay, Q.C., Mr. Aston, Q.C.,

Mr. Benjamin, Q.C., Mr. Hemming, Q.C., and

Mr. Rigby were counsel for the plaintiffs.

The defendants were represented by Sir H.

Jackson, O.C., Mr. Webster, Q.C., and Mr.

Everitt. Vice-Chancellor Bacon, in delivering

judgment,said he did not propose to go through

the vast mass of evidence that had accumu

lated during the trial. He had carefully

listened to the evidence, and could not come

to any other conclusion than that the plaintiffs

were entitled to the injunction they sought.

The only defence raised was that no trade

mark existed in the word " Singer," which the

defendants alleged was a purely trade term.

He could not adopt this view, and therefore

granted the injunction against the defendants

as prayed by the plaintiffs.

Illegal Detention.—At the Manchester

Crown Court, before Mr. Justice Bowen, Mr.

Crompton appeared for the plaintiffs, Messrs.'

Girdwood & Forrest, wool-brokers and factors,

Glasgow, who sought to recover from Messrs.

Haraman Brothers, cotton spinneis, Kawten-

stall, twenty bags of wool, or £100, the value,

together with £l0 as damages for detention.

The defendants were represented by Mr.

Edwards, Q.C., and Mr. Nash. In February,

1878, the plaintiffs were acting for Messrs.

C. J. Turner & Co., of Greenock, to whom

they had made advances on consignments cf

wool. A later advance of £1,000 was made

to Mr. Turner, and in February, 1879, tba

plaintiffs had in their possession twenty-eigbt

bags of wool on which advances had been

made. On February 10 Turner called upon

the plaintiffs, and said that Hardman Brothers

would take twenty bags of wool, which he

ordered should be forwarded to Rawtenstall.

Plaintiffs knew that Turner was a buyer for

defendants, and believing the order to be good

forwarded the wool, together with on invoice

of their value. The bags were received by

the defendants, who had acknowledged the

receipt of the invoice. Shortly afterwards,

however, they refused to remit the amount of

the account, alleging that Turner had no

power to purchase wool for them from the

plaintiffs. The question in the case was

whether there was a sale from the plaintiffs

to the defendants, which Mr. Ambrose con

tended was met by the defendants having re

tained the invoice and the goods. The defence

was that the wool was ordered from Turner

direct, instead of from the plaintiffs, he being

indebted to the defendants in a sum of money.

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs.

A Heavy Outstanding Furniture Ac

count.—Ex pwte the North Clifton Hotel

Company.—This was an application (heard in

the Chancery Division on the 11th ult.) on

the part of the defendants to dismiss the

motions of the plaintiffs, who sought powers

to advertise the hotel for sale. The furniture

for the hotel, which cost a very large sum, was

purchased from Messrs. Maple & Co., of Tot

tenham Court^road. A considerable sum was

paid on account, and there was a balance due

of £1,742. lis. lid. There was a dispute

between the parties as to certain overcharges,

and the plaintiffs wrote to the defendants re

quiring payment of the sum due. A reply

was received stating that, owing to the West

of England Bank suspending payment, they

had no available funds on hand, but arrange

ments would be made in a short time. The

plaintiffs did not receive any payment after

May 9 of the present year ; they took pr

ceedings, and on the 12th, three diys later'

the writ was served. The summons was taken

in the Common Law Courts. On May 27 the

Sroceedings came before the Master, and a

elay took place till the 30th, and, as no

arrangements had been made, he signed judg

ment for the plaintiffs. The defendants then

applied to Mr. Baron Pollock, who stayed

proceedings till June 7, to enable the parties,

to arrange, and gave a staying order. On

J une 4 the plaintiffs came before Mr. Justice

Hawkins, and presented a petition for a wind

ing-up order, when his lordship ordered

them to pay £1,000 that afternoon, and

the £742 the following morning by ten

o'clock, but as the banks did not open

till 12 o'clock the time was extended, when

the money was paid into bank. The company

failed to lodge affidavits that they were sol

vent beyond that of the secretary of the

company and a clerk. The plaintiffs therefore

considered it to be expedient, notwithstanding

that they had a judgment order, to present a

petition declaring the company to be insol

vent, and sought for a winding-up petition,

which asked permission of the Court by motion

to advertise the property even after the claim

had been met. Mr. Chitty, Q.C., and Mr.

Chester appeared for the plaintiffs ; and Mr.

Davey, Q.C., and Mr. Bush for the defendants.

The Master of the Rolls said that he could

not understand why, wnen the plaintiffs had

got a signed judgment on May SO, they should,

a few days later, go and present a winding-up

petition. Mr.Chitty said that they did so because

the company had put off making payment for

six months, as fears were entertained that the

company would go into liquidation. The

Master of the Rolls said that he knew what

it was for a bank to stay payment, for he had

suffered from it. He dealt with a bank that

suspended payment, and at the time he was

on the Continent, and had to borrow £1,000 ;

but that did not show that he was bankrupt.

He considered the proceedings of the plaintiffs

to be unjustifiable. The presentation of the

petition was altogether wrong, and therefore

the present motion against the defendants

would be dismissed, with costs.
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Theft from Rhodes Wouks.—At the

Middleton Police-court, before Messrs. J. L.

Becker and S. Barlow, a young man named

Edward Wrigley, residing in Oswald-street,

Middleton, was charged with stealing a quantity

of print, &c, from Messrs. Schwabes' print

works, Rhodes, where he was employed, Mr.

George Harris, librarian, said : About seven

o'clock one evening my attention was called

to the prisoner. He was leaving the works at

the time, and I noticed he had something bulky

round his body. I detained him, and examined

him in the presence of Henry Wilson. I said

to him, " What have you got on you?" and he

pulled out a bit of rag, with a portrait in it,

.saying, " I have nothing else." I then un

buttoned his waistcoat, and found 7 3 yards of

coloured print, the property of Salis Schwabe

& Co. I know the print by the pattern. I

then gave the prisoner in charge. Walter

Dawson, of Parkfield, said : I am a stockkeeper

for Messrs. Schwabe & Co. The property now

produced belongs to Messrs. Schwabe. One of

the pieces was in a room over where the

prisoner works ; it has come off a whole piece,

and the prisoner must have cut it off the whole

piece. The prisoner was not authorised to take

anything away from the works. I am quite

sure that the whole of the property produced

"belongs to Messrs. Schwabe. The prisoner has

been in our service about 12 months ; he is a

" winder on,"—winds cloth on a machine. Pri

soner : I have been two years in the employ of

Messrs. Schwabe. One of the pieces produced

was torn off, and placed under a stillege, as a

plan for me to take away. (To the witness

Dawson) : Can you swear that I tore this

piece off ? Witness : I can swear that it was

printed on Wednesday last, and that it was in

the store yesterday. Sergeant Milne deposed:

From information I received I went to the

Rhodes works last night, and received the

prisoner into custody from George Harris. I

afterwards went to prisoner's house, and on

searching it found 21 pieces of white cloth,

45 pieces of print, one piece of twill, and some

wrappering. I charged the prisoner at the

station this morning with having stolen the

property produced, and he made no reply.

The prisoner, in answer to the charge, said : I

plead guilty, hoping at the same time your

worships will recommend me to mercy on

account of my weak state of health. I am

plagued very badly with heart disease. I

have h:id it seven years—since I was dis

charged from the regulars. Mr. Becker : Have

you any friends in Middleton to speak to your

character ? Prisoner : No. Mr. Becker :

What have the firm to say about this man ?

Mr. Harris : I am sorry I cannot say anything

in his favour. I have been aware of this

thing for three months. The prisoner was

sentenced to two months' imprisonment with

hard labour. He was only married the Sunday

previous.

CojmpiUd vith tpecial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Trade*,from Meters
Gumble Sr Harvey'$ Weekly Record,"

Liquidations by Abranoement ob

Composition.

Abrahams, Na'han, cabinet-maker, Cbetwood-

street, Bury New-road, Salford. Jaly 16.

At A. Leyland's, solicitor, Cooper- s'reet, Man.

cheater, Aug. 5, at 3.

Adams, Albert, farniture-dealer and general

agent, Regeot-street West, Bristol. Jaly 17.

At B. £. Salmon's, solicitor, Bristol, Aug. 6,

at 2.

Brllman, IIeDry, upholsterer, St. Anne-stree',

late Moss-street, Liverpool. Jaly 17. At

H. E. Fildes, solicitor, North John-street

Liverpool, Aag. 5, at 2.

ChorltoD, John, joiner, Ashton Old-road, Open-

abaw. Jaly 17. At 0. NatteJI & Son's, soli,

citorp, John Dalton-street, Manchester, Aag 5,

at 3.

Collings, George, timber-merchant, Com

mercial' road, Landport, and 87, Strand, Lon

don. Jaly 16. At St. George's Hotel, Port-

sea, Aagnst 2, at 12. Manns & Longden,

solicitors, 8, Old Jewry, London.

Ferris, Frank, James Ferris, and James Smith,

cabinet-makers, trading as Ferris Bros. &

Smith, Smith-street, Northampton.equare.

July 16. At A. J. Boak's, solicitor, 20, Spring,

gardens, Angnst 13, at 2.

Fox, David Wright, Btufi manufacturer, trading

as D. W. Fox & Co., The Crescent, Upper,

holme, near Halifax, and Bowling, near

Bradford. Jaly 14. Wood, Killick &

Hutton, solicitors, Bradford.

Gepp, Arthur Mildmay, late trading as W.

Dalton, at Water-lane, china-merchant, 10,

Bood-lane, and Chase-lodge, Enfield. Jaly 11.

B r row & Gates, accountants, 99, Gresbam-

street. Murray, Hatohins & Stirling, soli

citors, 11, Birchin-lane.

Hall, Thomas, late timber.merchant, Soar-

borough. July 16. At White Hart Hotel,

Betford, Aag. 2, at 12. W. B. Biohardson,

solicitor, Scarborough.

Hard wick, Mark, woollen cloth mannfaotnrer,

Green Bittom Mill, Guiseley. July 9. W.

Wells, solicitor, Cookridge-street, Leeds.

Harry, William Dyer, flwrcloth manufacturer,

trading as W. D. Harry & Co., 118, Newgate-

B'reet, Lower-road, Deptford, Railway-arohes,

Eotherbithe and Talse-hill. Jaly 17. At

Guildhall Tavern, Gresbam- street, Aug. 6, at

2. H. Russell, solioitor, 14, Old Jewry,

chambers.
HawkiDB, Charles, chair manufacturer, 21,

Westminster-bridge-road. July 8. E. F.

Marshell, solioitor, 62, Chancery -lane.

Hayward, John E., woollen cloth manufacturer,

Trowbridge. (Separate creditors.) July 14.

Bodway, Mann & Bodway, solicitors, Trow

bridge.

Hayward, Edward P., woollen cloth manufac

turer, Trowbridge. (Separate creditors.)

Jaly 14. Bodway, Manu & Bod way, soli

citors, Trowbildge.

Haywood, Tom, cabinet case-maker, Caroline-

street, Birmingham, Anglesey. street, I, ,.7, -lis.

Aston Manor. (Separate creditors.) July 15.

Wright and Marshall, solicitors, New-s'reet,

Birmingham.

Haywood, Tom, and Joseph Hodson Maohin,

cabinet case-makers, Caroline-street, Bir

mingham. July 15. Wright & Marshall,

solicitors, New-street, Birmingham.

Hodkineon, Jobn, jan., pianoforte-dealer, Mill-

street, Macclesfield. July 17. At Barclay A

Henstcck's, solicitors, Macclesfield, Aag. 5,

at 3.
Houghton, Emma, china-dealer, Naylor-atreet,

and Tontine-street, St. Helen's. July 16. At

J. Maasey's, solicitor, St. Helen's, Aug. 5,

at 2.
Jay, Joseph Price, upholsterer, trading as Joseph

Jay, 365, Mare-street, Hackney. July 15.

Blake & Snow, solicitors, 22, kCollege-hill,

Cannon-street.

Lamb, John Henry, farniture-dealer, trading as

J. H. Lamb A Co., Moore-street, Burton, late

Pantwieh-road, Crewe. July 14. W. Pointon,

solioitor, Crewe.

Maohin, Joseph Hodgson, oabicet case-maker

(eep. creditor*), Caroline-street, Birmingham,

and Heatbfield-road, Handswcrth. July 15.

Wright A Mai shall, solicitors, New- St., Bir

mingham.

Miles, William Isaac, ironmonger, 230, High-

street, Brentford. July 5. F. Scott, solicitor,

Aldermanbury.

Parker, Edwin, furniture broker, North Lons

dale.road, Dlvereton. Jaly 16. Nalder & Jones,

solicitors, Barrow.

Parry, Joseph, china-dealer, Park-road, Toxteth.

park, late Edgehill, both Liverpool. July 17.

At Miller, Heel, Hughes & Co.'s, solicitors,

Percy-buildings, Liverpool, Aug. 5, at 12.
Pa«s, Samuel, pianororte • dealer, Yorkshire

street, Oldham. July 16. Ascroft & Son, soli

citors, Oldham.

Robsoo, Septimus Harrison, timber-merchant,

Sunderland (aep. creditors). July 18. At A.

B. Stokoe's, solicitor, Sunderland, Aug. 2,

at 12.
Thomas, George, joiner, Court Ho, Lamphey,

Pembrokeshire. Jane 30. M. M. Thomas,

solioitor, Tenby.

Walkington, Jonathan, and William Walkington,

upholsterers, trading as Jonathan Walkington

& Son, Bradford. July 16. H. F. Wood, soli

citor, St. Panl's-ohurchyard, London. J. T.

Last, solicitor, Bradford.

Walkington, William, upholsterer, Bradford

(sep. creditors). July 16. At J. T. Last's,

solicitor, Bradford, Aug. 4, at 4.

Watson, Pilford Fletcher, carver and gih'er,

Opperhead.row, and Ash-grove, Headingley,

both Leeds. July 17. At Hopps & Bedford's,

solicitors, Bank.street, Leeds, Aug. 5, at 3.

WeUby, Thomas, braid manufacturer, Mary-

street, Manchester, and Tamwortb.terrace,

Hulme. July 19. At Slater, Heelis & Co.'s,

solicitors, 71, Princess-street, Manchester,

Ang. 5, at 3.
Young, Robert, juu., timber-merchant, Sander-

land (sep. creditors). July 18. At A. R.

Stokoe's, solioitor, Sunderland, Ang. 2, at 11.

Trustees Appointed.

Beswiek, Robert (Liq.), timber-merohant, Man

chester. Trustee, G. B. Cuff, accountant, Tib.

lane, Cross-street, Manchester.

Cnlliford, Thos. (Bkt.), auctioneer, Wivelis-

combe. Truetee, J. Viokery, stationer, Wivelis.

combe.
Davis, David, & Philip Davis (Bkt.), ostrich-

feather manufacturers, Noble-street. Trastee,

J. A. Josolyne, accountant, 28, King-street,

Cheapside.
Nugent, Christopher, & Allen A. Whitehorne

(Bkt.), leather-merohants, Bermondsey-etreet,

Bermocdeey. Trustee, W. C. Cooper, ac

countant, 20, King's Arms-yard.

Walton, Abraham (L<'q.), cabinet-maker, Sonth

Stockton. Trustee, G. E. Pjbus, accountant,

Middlesbrough.
Wilkinson, Robt. (Liq.), timber-merohant, Clap-

ham, Yorks. Trustee, B. Turner, accountant,

Bentham, Yorks.
Young, Richard (Liq.), paperhanger, South

Shields. Trastee, W. C. Harvey, accountant,

1, Gresham-buildings.

Dividends.

Biltcliffe, Thomas (Liq.), stuff manufacturer,

Hewenden and Bradford (sep. estate). 1st

and final dividend of 4s. J. S. Colefax, Daily

Telegraph-bnildings, Market-street, Bradford.

White, Greenwood, & Thomas Biltcliffe, stuff

manufacturers, Hewenden, and Bradford. 2nd

dividend of 3s. J. 8. Colefax, Daily Tele

graph-buildings, Bradford.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Baillie, Thomas, cabinet-maker, Motherwell.

Trustee, T. M'Lintock, 87, St. Vincent-street,

Glasgow. Commissioner, J. M'Crae, of B. &

J. M'Crae and T. Copland, both bedding

manufacturers, and J. Hay, Glenbo, Denny.

Duncan, Thomas & Sons, brush manufacturers,

Piokardy-place, Edinburgh. Trustee, J. A.

Molleson, accountant, Edinburgh. Commis

sioners, A. C. Wright, GreenBide-place, A.

Isles, of A. 1-1, a & Moir'B, and W. Black,

solioitor, all Edinburgh.

Mitchell, Hugh, auctioneer, &o., Gilmore-place,

Edinburgh. Trustee, W. B. Robertson, 53,

George IV. bridge, Edinburgh. Commis

sioners, C. D-ividson, Lady Lawson's-wynd,

and D. Wilson, Frederiok-street, both Edin

burgh, and J. W. H. Cornea, Constitution-

street, Leith.
Sharp & Hamilton, joiners, Berkeley-street,

Glasgow. Trustee, J. Affleck, 115, St. Vin

cent-street, Glasgow. Commissioners, D. R.

M'Laohlan, Wellington-street, J. Hunter, St.

Vinci nt- street , and W. Rankin, Great Hamil

ton-street, all Glasgow.

Sequestrations.

Anderson & King, joiners, Crichton- place, Edin

burgh, aa a company, and Jas. Anderson and

Robert King, sole partners, and as individuals.

July 21, with protection. Truatee and Com

missioner, Lyon & Turnbull's, Edinburgh,

July 31 at 1. Claims by Nov. 31. Agent,

W. T. Sutherland, 38, Hanover-street, Edin

burgh.
Blackatook, Walter, ironmonger, Lochmaben.

May 29. Trustee and Commissioner, " King's

Arms" Hotel, Lockerbie, July 29, at 12.

Claims by Sept. 29. Agent, J. Stewart, Lock

erbie, solioitor.
Hunter & Elliot, joiners, Bellevue, Edinburgh,

and John Hunter and William Elliot, the

partners, and as individuals. July 17, with

protection. Trastee and Commissioner, Lyon

& Turnbull's, Edinburgh, July 29, at 12.

Claims by Nov. 18. Agents, M'Caakie &

Brown, East Queen-street, Edinburgh.

Scott, David, joiner and cabinet-maker, Wright's

Houses, Biuntefield, and 18, Downie-place,

Edinburgh. July 15, with protection. Trustee

and Commissioner, Dowell's Booms, Edin

burgh, July 28, at 12. Claims by Nor. 16.

Agents, M'Caakie & Brown's, York. buildings,

Edinburgh.
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Dividend under Sequestration.

Stewart, Mardooh, timber-merchant, Bangor-

road, Leith. 1st, S. K. OrrV, 31, Princes-

street, Edinburgh, Aug. 1.

Discharge Gbanted and Bankruptcy

Closed.

Sword, Jno. (Bkt.) glass manufacturer, Leeds.

Discharge granted May 28.

BILLS OF SALE.

Archer, Henry, cabinet-maker and upholsterer,

Bradford, for £1,318. 12s., to Thomas E.

Archer. Filed July 16.

Aeher, Samuel, joiner, 1, Eldion-building*, Wins-

hill, near Burton-on-Trent, for £8. 10s., to

Harris M. Beirostein. Filed July 19.

Attwood, William, safe-maker, 9, Anchor-

buildings, Deepfields, Sedgley, Staffordshire,

for £40, to Samuel Barnett. Filed July 14.

Axod, Hannah, psperhanger, 99, London-road,

Manchester, for £115, to Frederiok Parkes.

Filed July 19.

Banks, George Christian, leather.bag maker, 1,

Maodocald-terraoe, Field-road, Forest Gate,

for £30, to Ambrose Bradbury. Filed July 18.

Bannister, James, paperhanger, 15, Lewes-si reet,

Brighton, for £11, to Moses Phillips. Filed

July 18.

Bel), Riohard Morton, furniture-dealer and auc

tioneer, 15, Southgate-road, Wood Green, for

£121, to Beat and Personal Advance Company.

Filed July 14.

Boswell, John, Frenoh.polisher, 7, Forrest-road,

Southport, for £13, to Express Loan &c.

Company. Filed July 15.

Bracher, Henry, cabinet-maker and upholsterer,

Prince's-street, Yeovil, for £130, to Henry

Cole. Filed July 17.

Cambray, Henry, wood-carver and fanoy ware

houseman, 5, Worcester-plaoe, Walton-street,

and 7, Magdalen.street, Oxford, for £320, to

George A. Cambray. Filed July 14,

Cartledge, George, upholsterer, 21, Gertrude-

street, Sheffield, for £7, to Charles J. Hinoh.

liffe. Filed July 15.

Chance, George James, decorator, 140, New

North.road, for £71. 10s., to Henry Barratt.

July 14.

Chappie, William, jun., plane-manufaoturer and

ironmonger, Tatton-road, Heaton Chapel,

near Manchester, to William Chappie, sen.

Filed July 19.

Cooke, Ambrose, joiner, 23, Franchise-street,

Blakenhall, Staffordshire, for £7. 5s., to

Marcus Gordon and others. Filed July 14.

Corner, Edwin, house-decorator, 3, Suffolk-ter-

race, South Norwood, for £16, to Thomas

Fairhead. Filed July 19.

Dodd, James, brush-maker, 17, Balaolava-street,

Blackburn, for £45, to Henry Whalley. Filed

July 16.

Dugmore, Edward, look - manufacturer, 29,

Union Mill street, Wolverhampton, for £7. 5s.,

to Marcus Gordon and others. Filed July 16.

Eades, Henry, glass-dealer, 132, Bock-street,

and 22, Alma-street, Sheffield, for £13, to

William Towers. Filed July 19.

ElbuBhiz, Solomon, general furniture-dealer, 43,

Cumberland-street, Lower Broughton, Man

chester, for £60, to Ellis Levy. Filed July 18.

Elliott, William Duke, furniture-dealer, 81 and

82, Trafalgar-street, Brighton (property also

at 9a, Francis-street), for £190, to Hezekiah

J. Young. Filed July 14.

Emmerson, John Parker, joiner, Scarborough,

for £100, to Benjamin Simpson. Filed July 16.

Evans, Bees, joiner, 6, St. John's-terrace,

Lordship-lane, East Dulwioh, for £40, to

Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed July 15.

Fisher, Henry Otto, glass-merchant, 94, Hendon.

road, Sunderland, for £10. 10s., to Morris

Davis. Filed Jaly 16.

Freeman, Thomas, joiner, 2, Whitfleld-road,

Sheriff-hill, near Gateshead, for £10. 10s., to

John H. Bernstone. Filed July 18.

Fry, Alfred, joiner, 1 and 2 Moorend-cottages,

Moorend-road, Leckhampton, Gloucestershire,

for £13. 10s., to Henry G. Margrett.!?Filed

July 18.

Goff, George Lawrence, china - painter, 71,

Adelaide.street, Fenton, near Stoke-on-Trent,

Staffs, for £24. 10s., to Barnett Cohen. Filed

July 16.

Greyemitb, Alfred, decorator, 30, Osborne-villas,

Cliftonville, Hove, Sussex, for £45, to James

J. Abell. Filed July 19.

Halliday, James, brush.manufaotnrer, St. James-

street, Bacup, Lancashire, for £142, to Young

Greenwood. Filed July 14.

Hallpike, Vincent Angelo, pianoforte - aotion

maker, 35, Mornington-road, Begent's-park,

for £91. 143., to the National Guardian Asso

ciation Company. Filed July 16.

Heron, Denis, ironmonger and fanoy warehouse-

man, East Over, Bridgwater, Somerset, for

£28, to Miobael Zeffertt. Filed July 1.

Hindson, John, timber merohant, 31, London-

road, Carlisle, for £171. 16s. 5d., to John

Cartner and another. Filed July 15.

Hunt, Henry Benjamin, house-furnisher and fur

niture-dealer, 267, Euston-road, for £400, to

George Mattison. Filed July 14.

Jeavons, Alfred, fire-iron manufacturer, 48,

Great Briokliu-street, Wolverhampton, for

£14. 8s., to Jonas Hart. Filed July 18.

Enill-Able, Thomas and Wm. Henry, wood

merchants, 335 and 676, Botherithe-etreet,

Surrey, for £210, to Thomas Fairhead. Filed

July 19.

Liddle, Thomas Joseph, mnsioal-instrnment

manufacturer, 81, Tottenham Court-road, for

£172. 10s., to Eichard March. Filed July 15.

Loveday, Elijah, tile-maker, 20, Princes-street,

New Swindon, for £7, to Aaron J. Jacobs and

another. Filed July 14.

McGuinness, Thomas and Margaret, upholsterer

and spinster, 35, Pradhoe-street, Newcastle,

for £7. 5s., to Benjamin Turner. Filed July 17.

MaddiBon, John, and Newth, James, looking-

glass manufacturers, 10, Islington - green,

Islington, for £500, to Andrew Gibson, Filed

July 15.

Milton, John, cabinet-maker, 2, East-road, Gor

ton, near Manchester, for £20, to Barnett

Cohen. Filed July 18.

Mitchelson, David Bobson, joiner and cabinet

maker, 20, Dookwray.square, Tynemouth, for

£300, to Eiohard B. Tornbull. Filed Jnly 17.

Myers, George Moir, joiner, 64, West-road, West

Ham, for £12. 10s., to Thomas Oakey. Filed

July 18.

Olney, William Bobert, ironmonger, 148, St.

Mary's-street, Southampton, for £750, to

Charles Lawrenoe. Filed July 14.

Osborne, Henry, picture-frame maker, 4, Green-

lane, Walsall, Staffs, for £8. 2s. 6d., to Aaron

Cotton. Filed July 14.

Pemeller, Alfred, joiner, 92, Islingword-road,

Brighton, for £28, to Moses Phillips. Filed

July 18.

Pointon, William, jun., cabinet-maker, Fighting

Cocks Inn, Oakengatcs, Shifnal, Salop, for

£70, to Thomas O. Young. Filed July 14.

Preston, Edward Thomas, cabinet-maker, New

town, Bsrrowford Booth, Pendle, Lancashire,

for £218, to Biohard Roberts, jun. Filed

July 16.

Richards, George Henry, gas and hot-water fitter,

2, St. John's-terrace, St. John's-road, Dept-

ford, Kent, for £14, to James West. Filed

July 14.

Riley, Herbert, furniture-remover, 14-4, Sher-

bourne- street, Birmingham, for £14. 10s., to

Louis Hyams. Filed July 18.

Rnshton, Jas. (by Sheriff), joiner, 15, Fountain-

street, Macclesfield, Chester, to Robert Leah.

Filed July 18.

Scott, Thomas, joiner and cabinet-maker, 337,

Gloesop-road, Sheffield, for £50, to Francis

W. B. Baldwin and another. Filed July 14.

Service, John Alexander, designer of glass,

Mill-lane, Woolaston, near Stourbridge,

Worcestershire, for £21, to Barnett Goodman

and another. Filed July 15.

Smith, Frederick, fire-iron maker, 119, Dudley-

road-terrace, Blakenhall, Wolverhampton, for

£7. 5s., to Marous Gordon and others. Filed

July 16.

Somerville, Alexander, decorator, &c, 20, Gower-

street, Leeds, for £14. 8s., to Yorkshire Dis

count Co. Filed July 17.

Tarplee, John, joiner, 54, Owen-street, Hollo-

way Head, Birmingham, for £14. 10s., to

William Weir. Filed July 18.

Thomas, William, jun., auctioneer, 3, South-

ampton-street, Bloomsbury-square, for £50,

to William Thomas. Filed July 15.

Thorne, Thomas, dealer in glass, &o., 3, County-

street, Totterdown, Somerset, for £25, to

Abraham Collins. Filed July 14.

Tipping, William, wood-turner, The Edge, Pains-

wick, Gloucestershire, for £7, to Aaron J.

Jacobs and another. Filed Jaly 18.

Vinen, William Isaac, cabinet-maker, 62, Hor-

field-road, Eingsdown, Bristol, for £13, to

George Henry. Filed July 16.

Walkup, James, cabinet-maker, 31, Heath-street,

Liverpool, for £31. 10s, to John Richards.

Filed July 15.

Webb, William, decorator, Abergavenny House,

Tideswell-road, Eastbourne, for £7. 10*., to

John W. Sibley. Filed July 16.

Weidenbaoh, Henry, piotnre-frame maker, 109,

East-road, City.road, and Nichols-buildings,

Playhouse-yard, Golden-lane, City, for £26,

to Robert Neil. Filed July 17.

White, Riohard Henry, wood-merchant, Wad-

hurst, Sussex, for £28, to Moses Phillips.

Filed July 14.

Wood, Riohard, glass and ohina-dealer, Ac, 18,

Willow Bridge-street, Leioester, for £13, to

Simeon Hart. Filed July 14.

Wright, William Symes, ironmonger, HadSeld,

. Glossop, Derbyshire, for £620> to John Wright.

Filed July 14.

Young, William, joiner, 21, Triangle-road, Hack

ney, for £24, to Louis A. Dyson. Filed

July 18.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscribers in Zondon
as veil at in all parte of the Country will kindlyfortcarol
to u* early intimation of any Trade Changes, or tend ns
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades we-
represent. By so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the IcixilDU

Gazztti.

J. Pollard, Son, & Co.—An adjourned

meeting of the creditors of Joshua Pollard,.

Son, & Co., stuff -merchants, Bently-street,

Bradford, was lately held at the offices of

Messrs. Stubbins & Pratt, the trustees of the

estate, for the purpose of considering whether

certain accounts should be reopened. The

opinion of the meeting, however, was adverse

to any proceedings being taken, on account of

the cost which such a course would entail. A

creditor complained that the assets, consisting

of the stock-in-trade, said to be valued at

several thousand pounds, had dwindled to nil.

In answer to a question, one of the trustees

stated that there was between £50 and £100>

divisible amongst the creditors, and that the

liabilities amount to between £30,000 and!

£35,000. lie did not think it would be pos

sible to pay a composition of one penny in the

pound.

Mutual Dress Supply Association.—

The Master of the Rolls (in Chambers) has

nppointed Mr. Fred. G. Painter (of the firm of

Tribe, Clarke & Co.) provisional official liqui

dator of the Mutual Dress Supply Association

(Limited).

E. Fawcett.—A petition has been filed in

the Dewsbury County Court by Messrs.

Scholes & Son, solicitors, on behalf of Edward

Fawcett, draper and hosier, Town -street,

Batley Carr, in Batley. Mr. Fred. Carter, of

Dewsbury, is the receiver in the matter. The

liabilities are set down at £3,000.

Henry Lees & Brothers. — A petition

for liquidation has been filed in the Manches

ter County Court, by Frederick Preston Lees,

of 60, Fountain-street, Manchester, and Vic

toria Mills, Droylsden, near Manchester,

cotton-spinner and manufacturer and cloth

and yarn agent, trading as Henry Lees &

Brothers, and formerly carrying on the like

business, at the same places, and under the

same style, in partnership with James Lees,

and residing at 282,Dickenson-road,Rusholme,

Manchester. The liabilities are £40,000.

The tender of Messrs. Finch & Co., 4-5,

City road, Finsbury, has been accepted by the

FulLam Board of Works for the furnishing of

the board-room and offices of BroadwayHouse,

Hammersmith.

T. II. Lomas.—At the Burnley County

Court, Messrs. Holmes & Holmes, solicitors,

Burnley, filed a petition for liquidation of the

affairs of Thomas Henry Lomas, cotton

manufacturer, Albion Sued, Whittlefield,

Burnley. The liabilities are stated at about

£3,400, the assets being not yet ascertained.

The Court has appointed Mr. Joshua Kaw-

linson, of Burnley, the receiver and manager

of the estate.

D. Stuart & Co.—A statement of the

affairs of Messrs. Stuart & Co., of Liverpool,

has been published. They failed some two

months ago, and, unless we are mistaken,

assurances were held forth to the effect that

the estate was a good one, and would show
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favourably on liquidation. The credit of the

firm had certainly been good in former years,

for it was an offshoot of an old and highly

respectable Manchester house. The net lia

bilities, however, are set down at £154,520,

and the assets at £17,262. This gives a de

ficiency of £137,266 on the most favourable

view of the firm's affairs. In reality it will

probably be greater, as some of the items of

which the total is made up are of a very

unsubstantial character.

Join? Howell & Company (Limited).—

The sixteenth half-yearly meeting of John

Howell & Company (Limited), was lately held

ou the premises, 3, St. Paul's Churchyard.

Beyond the paid-up capital of £240,000, the

amount brought forward last Christmas was

£54,537, to which is added the half-year's

profits, £13,643, making a disposable balance

of £68,180. A dividend at the rate of 10 per

cent, was agreed to, which, absorbing £12,000,

leaves a reserve of £56,180 to be carried

forward.

Oldham Limited Companies. — The

balance-sheet of the Abbey Spinning Com-

fany, a new concern, has just been issued,

n their report the directors take a very

gloomy view of affairs. They say " they

regret their inability to point to any prospect

of an early revival in the trade. The un

paralleled continued depression is of so ab

normal a condition, it only remains for them

to ask the shareholders to wait with hope."

The yarn and waste receipts for the quarter

are £9,107. The trade expenditure is £1,790,

of which £1,065 is for wages to workpeople.

The loan capital is £29,383, against £30,053

share capital. The saleable stock is valued at

£2,544, against £2,622 on March 29. The

fixed stock is valued at £66,230. The loss is

£453, making the adverse balance at present

into £2,397.

Rhodes Manutactubing Company (Li

mited).—The quarterly meeting of the share

holders in the above company has been held

in the warehouse of the mill, Rhodes ; Mr.

John Hilton, chairman of the board of direc

tors, presiding. The report and balance-sheet,

which, after allowing £289. 10s. lid. for de

preciation, showed a loss of £363. 18s. 7d. on

the quarter's workings, was adopted unani

mously, after a few explanations had been

given. Mr. David Jackson was re-elected a

director; and Messrs. J. Boardman, D. Wol-

stenholme, and J. Partington were nominated

for the vacancy which occurs next quarter.

Mr. H. Briggs was reappointed auditor. A

recommendation from the board of directors,

to the effect that the secretary (Mr. Foxton)

attend at the office from two to four o'clock

on the first and second Saturdays in August,

to pay interest due to those loanholders who

cannot make it convenient to attend during

mill hours, was sanctioned.

jfurniture mtb Carpet Jesips.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has ieen registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending July 24. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m6.cM.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to v;oven fabrics, technically known as "fur-

niturea." ^—

Completely Kegisteeed.

337,258-9. Stoehr, E. M., & Co., of 32, Newton-

street, Dale-street, Manchester. Class XI.

July 18.

337,260. BodeD, Terras & Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. July 18.

337,298. Wippell, Henry Hugh, trading under

the style or firm of J. Wippell & Co., of 219,

High-street, in the city of London. Class VI.

July 18.

337,209. Dalglish, E., Falconer A Co., of Man-

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 18.

337,303. Stuart & Smith, of Boscoe-place,

Sheffield. Class IV. July 18.

337,314. Crossley, John, & Sons (Limited), of

Halifax. Class YL July 19.

337,319. Turner, Norris & Turner, of 99

Portland-street, Manohester. Class XI.

July 19.

337,344. Jane Webb, Joseph Hammond, and

Henry Fitzroy Webb, trading as the executors

of the late Joseph Webb, of Coalbourn Hill

Glass Works, Stourbridge. Class III. July 21.

337,407. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man-

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 22.

337,409-15. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison GlaBs

Works, Gateshead-on-Tvne. Class III. July

22.
337.416. Greener, Henry, of Millfield, Sander-

land. Class III. July 22.

337.417. Tracy, John and Henry, of 15, Finsbnry

Pavement, London. Class IV. July 22.

337.419. Williams, W. F. &. Co., of 3 to 6, Little

Windmill-street, Golden-square. Class II.

July 22.
337.420. Williams, W. F. & Co., of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill.street, Golden-square. Class IV.

July 22.
337.425. Crossley, John & Sons, Limited, of

Halifax. Class VI. July 23.

337.426. Lee, Daniel & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. July 23.

337,451. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man.

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 23.

337.465. Jacobs & Kennard, of Atlas House,

Horse Fair, Leicester. Class II. July 24.

337.466. Lee, Daniel & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manohester. Class XI. July 24.

337,492. Wheeler & Shanks, of 54 to 56, Towns-

end, street, Dublin. Class III. July 24.

fetters |atent.

In this column will be found tuch inventions at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholetery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade*; and Inventor* are requested to put
themeelvce in early communication tcilh the Editor, who
rill be happy to afford them publicityfor their incentione.

Applications for Letters Patent.

2,930. Sohultz, E., engineer, of 16, Franzosische

Strasse, Berlin, for improvements in record

ing apparatus for pianos and similar instru

ments. A communication from P. A. H.

Merguet, Doctor of Philosophy, of KOnigsberg,

Germany. July 18.

2,937. Woodhead, W. C, M.B.O.S. (London),

of Leeds, for improvements in .ventilating

apparatus. July IS.

2,942. Hunter, A., joiner, of Friockheim, For

far, N. Britain, for improvements in washing

machines. July 19.

2,949. Hessel, C, Ph. D., of 82, Gresham House,

for improvements in the construction of in.

combustible] wicks, and in burners for

petroleum and other lamps, and in a method

for rendering paraffin and similar lamps less

dangerous in case of accidents. July 19.

2,963. Baird, J., jun., leather.merohant, of

Bermondsey, for improvements in treating or

preparing hides and skins for the manufac

ture of leather. July 21.

2,966. Finob, B., sanitary engineer, of 181,

High; Holborn, for improvements in bath-

fittings. July 22.

2,971. Hughes, E. T., of the firm of Hughes &

Son, 123, Chanoery-lane, for improvements in

spring beds. A communication from W. I.

Fielding, of Hartford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

July 22.

2,986. Osborne, J. H., painter and glazier, of

Plymouth, for improvements in the method

of securing panes of glass in window-sashes,

skj lights and other frames. July 23.

2,990. Hammond, J., gardener, of Brayton, Cam-

berland, for improvements in heating appara

tus for horticultural buildings. July 23.

2,993. Haddan, H. J., civil engineer, of the firm

of Herbert & Co., 67, Strand, for improve

ments in looking devices. A communication

from J. Thomer, of Vienna, and Franz

Kohazy, of Kasohau, both in the Austro-Hun.

garian empire. July 23.

3.007. Duncan, B., gas engineer, of Madeley,

Salop, for improved apparatus for pressing

and moulding, specially useful for making

bricks and roofing and flooring tiles. July 23.

3.008. Exall, W., civil engineer, of Holybrook-

house, Beading, for an improvement in beds

and sleeping cots. July 24.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

341. Barron, H. of 11, Linooln-terraoe, Wil-

lesden-Iane, Kilburn, ironmonger, for an

improvement in kettles. Jan. 28.

348. Pearson, M. H., of Leeds, for improve

ments in sewing-machines. Jan. 28.

358. Newton, W., and B. F. Owen, both of 3,

York-buildings, Dale.street, Liverpool, for

improvements connected with trunks, boxes,

travellio^-cases, baskets, bonnet-boxes, cash

and deed-boxes, sample-cases, leather bags,

portmanteaus, and other receptacles of the

like nature. Jan. 29.

427. Dabos, 0., eleotrician, of Paris, for im

provements in electrio lamps. Feb. 3.

440. Boucher, B. L., and P. M. Lardon, of 160,

Bue du Faubourg St. Denis, Paris, for an

improved folding or press bedstead. Feb. 4.

467. Mason, H. E. N., and J. Price, of Birming.

ham, for improvements in lamps for burning

volatile oils. Feb. 5.

496. Silber, A. M., of Wood-street, for improve

ments in ship and other lamps or lanterns.

Feb. 7.

813. Lawson, E., manufacturer, of Birmingham,

and B. G. Hodgetts, manager of works, also of

Birmingham, for improvements in bedsteads,

cots, couches, and sofas. Feb. 28.

1,032. Gray, W. A., A. Gray, and W. Gray, all

of Portobello and Musselburgh, N. Britain,

stoneware and earthenware manufacturers,

for improvements in the glazing of earthen

ware. March 15.

1,496. Everard, J., agent, of Stanwix Bank, East

Cumberland, for improvements in swing-glass

movements. April 17.

ftefos, Botes, Rttb Comments.

The French Cotton Trade.—The detailed

returns of French trade during the first six

months of the current year show an increase of

20 per cent, in the declared value (£1,222,920)

of the cotton tissues exported against the figures

for the corresponding period last year.

Coalition of German Iron Mann,

facturers.—The proprietors of the Wcstphalian

and Silesian rolliDg.mills for the manufacture of

iron pipes are reported to have signed a con

vention, pledging themselves to a general ad.

vance of prices, which are for the future to be

fixed by mutual arrangement.

The New Cotton Crop.—On Jnly 30 the

first bale of the new Amerioan cotton crop was

sold by auction at Liverpool by Messrs. Rogers

& Oalder, cotton brokers. The cotton was grown

in Texas, and classed strict good middling to

middling fair, and was found to be of good staple

and well ginned. The price realised was 7|d.

per pound.

The Effect of Strikes.—An enumeration

lately completed shows that there are l,02O

houses empty in Darlington, the majority being

cottages, but no inconsiderable portion con

sisting of honses which have let at from £30 to

£50 a year. There were formeily between 2,000

and 3,000 men employed at the local ironworks,

where now there are less than 100 at work.

Excursion of Employes. — Last week

about 500 persons accompanied the trip to Lon

don of the employes of Messrs. W. Corbett &

Co., of the Masbro' Stove Grate Works. The

excursionists started from the Central Station,

and had the option of remaining in Lon

don for one, two, or three days. A large num

ber of friends assembled in the station to witness

the departure of the train.

The Electric Light in Liverpool.—Be

fore the House of Lords' Committee on opposed

Commons' Bills, Earl Spencer in the chair, the

preamble was proved of the Liverpool Lighting

Bill, to authorise the Corporation of Liverpool

within the next five years to raise £15,000 for

the purpose of making experiments with the

electrio and other processes of artificial lighting

iu St. George's Hall, the docks, and other parts

of the town.

The American " Furniture Gazette."—

We have received No. 1 of this journal, whiob

has recently appeared in the United States. It

has paid us the doubtful compliment of adopt

ing our title, and the following extract will

show oar readers that in the opinion of its con

ductors success is not only deserved but

secured :—" We think all our readers will agree
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that the Gazette mskes a handsome showing foi

its fiist issue, both in its advertising and reading

columns. The first number of a publication is

neoepsarily more or less defective, and we car>

see many chances for improvement in sncoeed.

ing issues. At the same time we are abundantly

satisfied with the appearance of this number,

and with the fine pro.'pects for the future of

the Gazette."

Porcelain at Liverpool. — The prizes

offered by Mr. P. H. Ratboone, late president of

the Liverpool Art Club, for the best specimens

of painting on porcelain, of which an exhibition

will commence shortly at the Club-room, have

just been awarded. M. S. Arnoux, of Stoke-

opon-Trent, was consulted as to the merits of

the various specimens submitted, and he has

awarded to Mr. W. J. Audsley, of Liverpool, the

first prize for a specimen of large Venetian

glass, numbered 4 in the catalogue ; and the

second to Mrs. Richard Williams, of Wrexham,

for a pair of vases, marked No. 77 in the cata

logue. No. 7 in the catalogue, a specimen ol

work from Miss Marian Gemmell, Ainsley road,

London, has been highly commended. There

are altogether 171 works catalogued.

A Victim of the City of Glasgow Bank

Failure.—Mr. Robert Caldwell, Inverness, has

died suddenly, aged about seventy years. He

was a retired shipowner and timber merohant,

and twelve months ago he was reputed to be

worth over £70,000, but he held thirty City of

Glasgow Bank shares, and since October last his

frame entirely broke down. He beoame worn

and emaciated, and was compelled to spend the

spring at Bridge of Allan and other watering

places. The improved prospects of liquidation

cheered him somewhat, and his return to Inver

ness was accompanied with better health. He

was walking about up till about a week ago,

when he was discovered dead In bed. Mr.

Caldwell was unmarried, and was a native of

Wick. For many years he was a Town Coun

cillor in Inverness, and Treasurer of the Burgh.

The Factory Acta.—At a monthly meeting

of the Council of the Bradford Cbamber of

Commerce, ony Tuesday afternoon, a discussion

arose on the question of seeking a legislative

extension of the houis of labour in factories, a

course suggested by the result of a public meet

ing recently held at Huddersfield. Several

members of the Bradford Chamber exprestod

themselves strongly in favour of such a move

ment as necessary in the interests of the trade,

but all strongly deprecated the suggestion that

the Chamber should take the initiative, Bolely

on the ground that the workpeople themselves

were deeply concerned in the question j that

their opinions and feelings would have to be

consulted in referenoe to any legislative aotion

in the matter ; and that they ought to evinoe a

disposition to co-operate with their employers

in such a movement before the Chamber showed

any favour in referenoe to it.

A Generous Employer.—Before leaving for

London, J. T. Stocks, Esq., called his workers at

Abden Powerioom Works together, and accord

ing to his usual custom, presented each female

who had completed her five years service in the

works with a dress piece. Fourteen, of the

workers received a gift of this description, being

the largest number sinoe the commencement of

the powerioom works. He presented the male-

workers with a piece of money ; and after a few

remarks expressive of the interest which he

took in the welfare of his work people, be

intimated that the annual trip of the workers,

their wives and sweethearts, would take place

cn Saturday, August 9, or following Saturday,

and that this year the rendezvous would be the

beautiful grounds of Inchdairnie, the seat of

R. S. Ajtoun, Esq. On the occasion of their

annual trip, Mr. Stocks arranges for the enjoy

ment of his workers on a most liberal scale,

and provides most amply for their wants.

The Strike in the Iron Trade.—A strike

has gone on for tbe past three months in the

iron and maohine trades at Bradford. The

places of the men who struck work are fully

occupied, and there is no prospect of an arrange

ment being made whereby they may resume

work. The consequence is, that the attention

of many of the unemployed has been directed

to emigration, and it is stated that in about a

fortnight some 200 of the men on strike will

emigrate to America. The difference whioh

resulted in the Btrike wbb a requirement on the

part of toe employers that the hours of working

sek. The men on strike have the offer of em- j ments are being made for haying the Profi

ployment in Amerioa, and though they will

there reoeive an increase of wages, yet they will

have to work twelve hours per day. They have

received information from Philadelphia that

work can be found there for all the mechanics

who are on strike, and in a few dajB agents

from Amerioa will visit Bradford to make ar

rangements for their emigration.

" Owen Jones's " Frizes, 1879.—This com.

petition was instituted in 1878, by the Couuoil

f the Sooiety of Arts as trustees of the sum of

£100, presented to tbem by the Owen Jones's

Memorial Committee, beirg the bnlanoe of the

subscriptions to that fund, upon trust to expend

the interest thereof in prizes to " students of the

schools of art who in annual competition pro

duce the best designs for honseho'd furniture,

carpets, wall-papers, and hangings, damask,

obintzes, Ac, regulated by the principles laid

down by Owen Joce ." Eaoh pi ize consists of

a bound copy of Owen Jones's " Principles of

Design," a bronze medal, and such a sum of

money a* the fund admits of. The prizes are

awarded on the results of the annnal competition

of the Science and Art Department. The follow

ing is the result of the competition for the

present year:—1. T. W. Bradburn, School of

Art, Coalbrookdale—Design for a Mosaio ; 2

Mary Donley, St. Mary's School of Art, West,

minster, S.W.—Design for a Carpet; 3, Joseph

Castle, Sohool of Art, Grammar Sobool, Man

cheater—Design for a Chintz.

Relics of Handel.—Messrs. Puttiofc A Simp

eon have lately finished the sale of the collection

of autographs and other curiosa. belonging to

the late Mr. William Snoxell, the antiquary,

of Charterbonse-square. Among the articles

brought to the hammer on tbe last of the five

dayB occupied by tbe Bale were a variety of

papers relating to the families of Cromwell,

Strafford, Pengelly, Brereton, Baynes, Bowyer,

&c. ; antograph letters and other memorials of

Mendelssohn, Auber, Arne, Haydn, John Evelyn,

Robert Burns, Grimaldi, Dr. Johnson, Robert

Bloomfield, John Wilkes, Garrick, Beethoven,

John Wesley, Sheridan, Fox, Pitt, Sio. But the

most important lots were the original will of

the great composer Handel, in bis autograph,

and with four codicils, all bearing his signature;

the old-fashioned Bilver-chased watch which he

wore constantly, and the oatalogne or inventory

of his effects, taken by his executors after his

death, "at his dwelling-house in Great Brook-

street, St. George's, Hanover-square," in August,

1759. The watch and the inventory were knocked

down each at about £5; tbe will, which was

bound up in a velvet expanding case, and care

fully preserved under glass, and whioh referred

to the demand for a monument to his memory

in Westminster Abbey, was knocked down to

Mr. Cummings, the well-known tenor, for £53.

Flax Silk.—At Lyons the disoovery has been

made tha' a perfectly silken appearance may be

given to flax fibres. After ohemical treatment of

flax yarn, it is dipped into a liquid prepared from

silk waste, which leaves a silken ooating upon it,

and in regard to fineness, elasticity, aud gloss,

the material is absolutely perfect as a substitute

for silk. The new textile material no longer

resembles flax, but has a bright, highly resistible

silken tbn ad. It appears that a fortnight ago a

Paris gentleman went to Lyons, and for the Bum

of 3 million francs offered to cummuuioate to the

silk manufacturers a process by which a texture

could be produced from flax yarn at the rate of

9 francs per kilogramme, which would be equal,

if not superior, to tbe silk produced at 35 francs

per kilogramme. As the manufacturers hesi

tated to accept this offer, he prepared samples

on the spot, whioh were so successful that within

an hour fourteen manufacturers, whose names

are given, contracted to pay the sum demanded.

A limited company, with a capital of 6 millions,

including the inventor's 3 millions, is now to be

formed to work the prooess. Both papers state

that tbe 500- franc shares were eagerly bought

two days afterwards at a premium of 30 per

oent. The Leinenindueti h-Hc makes no comment

on these statements, except to express its

opinion that should the prooess prove a success,

it will cause a revolution, not only in the silk

industry, but in all the textile branches, and

especially in the flax trade.—Berliner Boraen

Zeitung.

The Chair of Fine Art, Edinburgh.—

Although the deed of foundation for the Watson-

Gordon Chair has not yet been formally com

should be increased from fifty.four to sixty per J munioated to the Senatus Aoademicus, arrange-

ship brought into operation without unnecessary

delay. The bequest, which amonnts to a little

over £11,000, cannot, however, be fully realised

for six months to come, so that the proposed

class oannot be opened before the session of

1880. The conditions which the testator, the

late Mr. H. G. Watson, has attached to the

foundation, provide (the SeoUman believes) that

the appointment of tbe professor shall be vested

iu the University Court, together with the

president of the Koyal Scottish Academy, and

that a oourseof instruction shall be given in the

history and theory of the Fine Arts and other

topics connected with the subjeot. Of tbe

£11,000 bequeathed, £1,000 will be retained by

the University Court for application in con.

neotion wi h the Chair; and the revenue aocix-

ing from the remainder of the endowment,

hioh is expected to be between £100 and

£500 a year, will form tbe salary of the Pro

fessor, in addition, of course, to his olass fees.

As to the students, all that is stipulated is

that pi ize-takers at the Life Sohool, not ex

ceeding six in number, shall be entitled to

attend the classes without payment of fees.

The professorship will, in all probability, be

offered to one of tbe Scotch Academicians.—

Builder,

Presentation of a Coffin.—A presentation

of unusual interest has occurred at Coaeley.

A highly. respected hawker named Diinty

has for some time been in rednoed circum

stances, and a little while ago he was compelled

to seek parochial relief. Dainty's health is also

not what it should be, and, according to bis

own account, the parish surgeon thinks it im

probable that he will live twelve months longer.

Recently he informed some of the local trades

men of the surgeon's opinion, and expressed a

hope that his .friends would not permit bis

remains to be interred in a pauper's coffin.

Certain of the tradesmen to whom he commu

nicated bis wishes, offered to provide him with

a good oak coffin valued at £3. 10s , it being

stipulated that the presentation should take

place within a week. Dainty returned a touch-

in!? reply to this offer. " In this world," be

said, " it would be a consolation to him to think

that when he should be no more he shonld have

a good shelter." Tbe coffin was at once

ordered ; and tbe day being fixed for the pre

sentation, the s' recta of Coee'ey were crammed

with people anxious to witness the spectacle.

Two men oarried the coffin, which was

" trimmed with black furniture," tbe name and

age of the about-to-be deceased man being

inscribed on a plate. The coffin was followed

through the streets by more than 5,000 persons,

and several women and children were knocked

down in the crush. Oa the procession arriving

at Dainty's house a difficulty arose owing to his

son resolutely declining to allow the coffin to

enter the door, and it hsd, therefore, to ba

deposited in an adjoining building.

Crisis in the Textile Trades.—Matters

seem to have come to a crisis in these trades

throughout Yoikshire and Lancashire. Short

time is becoming the rnle, and many mills are

closing altogether. Neither is that the worst,

for tbe opinion fs prevalent that the period of

greatest depression has not been reached. The

spinning is not sufleiingso much as the weaving

department, which is a worse sign, and the num

ber of operatives out of employment is continu

ally increasing, while those possessing mesns

are emigrating to America, New Zealand, and

Australia. The rapidly deteriorating prospects

of the agricultural interest are a bad augury for

a speedy improvement in ■ these trades. It is

often forgotten how much more productive the

home is than the foieign trade, and the agri

cultural classes constitute nearly a half of onr

entire population. As to the foreign trade, un

doubtedly the unscrupulous practice of adulte

ration with o'ay atd other sophistications has

had a good deal to do with the decrease in the

demand for cot ten goods, but the present depres

sion is mainly owing to moie general causes,

that are manifesting] their presence indirectly

in some curious ways, one of which is the falling

off iu the Customs revenue from articles of

luxury, such as spiiits and tobacco. The extent

to which the adulteration of cloth is practised

received a noteworthy illustration in the Skipton

County Court the other day, where a claim for

work done in sizing warps was opposed on the

ground that the plaintiff had been ordered to

put from 100 to 115 per cent. " weight " into

them, and had not complied. The Judge rated
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the defendant soundly, compared the action to

one brought by one highway man against another

to recover hie share of the booty, and deolared

there was " very little honest stuff in the

coootry, except that which came from America."

—Iron.

The Electric Light still burns brightly on

the Victoria Embankment, although extin

guished on the Holbom Viaduct. At the meet

ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works on the

ISth inst., the Works and General Purposes

Commit' ee reported on an offer by the Frenoh

Electrical Society to supply twenty additional

lights at a charge of 3d. per light per hour for

the whole sixty lights, provided that the Board

would give them a contract for twelve months

from the expiration of their present contract ;

and reor mmended that a proposal be made to

the Society to place eight or ten of such addi

tional lights upon Waterloo Bridge; that the

Yestiy of St. Maitin's-in-the-Fields be asked to

co-operate with the Board with a view to the

lighting being extended along Northumberland

Avenue ; snd that, subject to the Board being

enabled to make these arrangements, the offer

of the Frenoh Society be accepted. Mr. Dresser

Rogers, in moving the adoption of the report,

said that in Deoember, 1878, the Board

commenced its experiment on the Embankment,

when twenty lights were provided at a cost of

64. per light per honr. After a while the charge

was reduced to 5d. per light per hour. For

nearly nine months the Embankment had been

lighted by this means without any failure or

hitch of any kind whatever. The number of

lamps had been increased from twenty to forty,

and so marked was the progress that had been

achieved, that it was now found that they could

maintain the light on one oircuit having a radius

of over two miles and a half. The company was

now prepared to reduce its charge to 3d. per

lamp per hour. The report was adopted.

Jamin's Electric Lamp.—Among the vari

ous forms of electrio lamps recently produced

is one by M. Jamin. It consists of two nearly

paralltl carbon rods, surrounded by an elliptioal

coil of wire, through whioh the current passes.

It is this arrangement of the conduotor in the

shape of a ooil around the rods that forms the

novel part of the invention, and gives rise to the

phenomena witnessed. The ooil, being in the

same vertical plane as the carbon rods, is ar

ranged so that the current through it is in the

same direction as that whioh flows through the

latter, producing the arc at their extremities.

In virtue of the law that currents in the same

direction attract and those in opposite directions

repel eaoh other, the currents through the upper

portion of the ooil will attraot the arc, and those

through the loner portion will repel it. The

lateral currents also, by reason of their tendency

to deflect the aro into parallelism, aid in repel

ling the latter to the extremities of the oarbons.

So powerful is this effect of repulsion that, if

the number of turns of wire in the coil be too

great, the aro, if caused to pass between the

lower portions of the carbon rods, will move

upward with great velooity, and the light

becomes extinguished, owing to the aro being

too strongly attracted in the direction of the

extremities of the carbons. With this apparatus

the arc becomes strongly curved ; and it is

stated that the light evolved is very considerably

augmented by its use, owing to the carbons

being no longer oonBumed laterally, so as to

shade the light. By using thiB apparatus, also,

the lamp may be inverted, without any danger

of the aro quitting the extreme ends of the

cjrbon rods.

How Silk Manufacturers are Cheated.—

" In tbe silk trade the manufacturer is exposed

to fraud from beginning to end, the business

being one which, from tbe great amount of

foreign competition to which it is subject, re

quires every possible economical contrivance

and method to be pursued in the coarse of its

manipulation, and he oannot afford either waste

or fraud to be practised upon him. The manu

facturer's laudable desire to produce as cheaply

as possible may thus often be thwarted by the

dishonest agencies with which he has to oon-

tend. It may naturally occur to him that the

first element of success in his business will be

for him to buy his Bilk in the raw, and throw it,

and thus have it so prepared as to suit his exact

requirements; but not possessing throwing ma

chinery himself, he has to employ a silk throw

ster. This is the first stage. He unfortunately

gets into the hands of a dishonest throwster,

who soaps the fibre so heavily that he gets,

instead of silk, a portion of soap costing 'id. per

lb., in place of a corresponding weight of silk

for which he may have paid five-and-twenty

shillings. Of if not heavily weighted with soap,

which can be deteoted, he may have a large

portion of the finer qualities of his bale of Bilk

taken away, and coarser silk substituted that

is worth 5?. per lb. lees ; thus not only being

defrauded of tbe aotnal value of his silk, but,

by the employment of a coarser fibre, his goods

come out heavier at tbe eoale than they ought

to have done. They thus become dearer to his

customers, and diminish his own profits ; and

he may thus be led to conclude that there is no

advantage in throwing his own silk, whereas, if

he were only behind the scenes, and saw what

was going on, he would entertain a far different

opinion. Striot supervision is necessary in the

oondnot of an out-door manufacturing trade, and

Mr. James Lowther's Bill is a much more im

portant one to the manufacturing public than

the amount of attention it has received would

appear to indicate."—Textile Manufacturer.

Where the Toys Come Prom.—Toys and

playthings are in continual demand wherever

there are ohildren to be amused, and tbe supply

of them grows larger and more varied every

year. Most of the toys which gladden little

hearts in English nurseries come from Germany,

and the quaint old town of Nuremberg is the

centre of that kind of industry, whioh employs

a great many hands, and keeps the grim wolf of

poverty from the door of many an industrious

household. Thence oome the wooden boxes

containing villages, gardens, steepfolds, and

Noah's arks ; the grocer's, baker's, and butcher's

Bhops, whioh form suoh delightful Christmas and

birthday presents ; the cube puzzles with pic

tures on each face of the blooks of wood which

fit so neatly into their box ; the jointed dolls,

now almost out of date ; the substantial-looking

horses and ca> ts ; and, last of all, the meohanical

toys which are wound up by clock-work, and

perform suoh extraordinary mancouvreB that one

oonld almost fancy them alive. The tiny lamps,

the bright reflectors, the shiniog balls, which

render onr Christmas-trees so brilliant, are also

imported from Germany, as well as the orna

mental and useful articles made of horn, bone,

aud lacquered ware, whioh make such capital

presents for those joung folks who have out

grown the delight of dolls and wooden animals.

The Swiss peasants who in the summer time

find plenty of employment in tending their cows

and goats, gathering the baskets of Alpine

strawberries that are piled up in great dishes

on every hotel table, and all sorts of services

for the great army of tourists who come annu

ally to make a peaoeful invasion of their lovely

land, are frequently snowed up in the chalets

and mountain villages for weeks together in the

winter, and employ the long hours in cutting

out bears from pieces of beechwood, often with

no other tool than a strong knife, making

wooden nut-crackers, match-boxes, and the

curiouB little cottages whioh slide in and out of

well-fitting boxes, and are universally bought by

travellers as mementoes of happy holidays

among the mountains.—Little Folks.

The Royal Academy and our English

Artisans — Sir John Bennett recently ad

dressed tbe following letter to the papers:—

" The words of the Prime Minister reoently de

serve consideration. They were actually spoken

to the artizans who had exhibited the ohoicest

specimens of their work. But his striking de

mand for technioal schools in the metropolis has

been a word in season to our City guilds. For

yeara we have Been appeals persistently made

to our wealthy companies with but little effect.

Circumstances at last seem strongly in favour

of a more successful reBult. While the iron is

hot the blow was wisely struck with tbe Con

servative hammer by the Earl of Beaconsfield.

Let us hope it will tell with well-timed effect

where all ordinary appeals have been offered in

vain. Something practical must be done at

once ; depression on every side baa opened the

ears of the most stagnant manufacturer. He

now discovers that the schoolmaster is abroad,

and it is high time we should have him at borne.

For our commercial existence instruction in tbe

useful arts is the sine qu& non. Some twenty

important branohes of English manufactures

are calling art as well as science into the work,

shop. The earl hit the nail on the head when

he told our artisans that if they want to live

they must go first to school, thence to bring

their brains full of the first principles of science,

and so secure practical application to every

kind of work that the world wants to buy. With

their living brains in their fingers' ends they

must thoroughly understand that a familiarity

with the fine arts must be welcomed with

feeling and reverence. The closest powers of

observation must be exercised, with the

smartest manipulation, touched with taste and

a love of beauty. Knowledge is power in pro

ductive industry as in most other matters.

Our increasing imports from our rivals on

every side tell their ominous tale, against

which to shut our eyes is to ensure our com

mercial downfall. Now, sir, permit me to Bay

a word to the Royal Academy. It is about

to close its annual display of sculpture and

paintings ; for its position it is largely indebted

to the national purse and patronage. Surely

our Government would do a good thing to say

what the nation have a right to ask of the

Royal Academy directors. The people msy

fairly request a month's extension of the ex

hibition at, say, a twopenny admission under

convenient regulations as to time and other

facilities. A hearty welcome to our intelligent

artisans, thousands of whom have scarcely had

a fair chance of studying a piotnre or a statue

in their lives, would meet with a cordial re

sponse, aud I venture to assert that such a

chance for a lesson in the fine arts would pay

the Academy, inspire the workmen, and help

the Chancellor of the Exohequer.

Useful lints.

Fretwork Polishing.—The piece of wood

should be Frenoh polished before cutting, on

the shown side at least. Yon cannot polish it

after, but you may varnish it, giving two or

three coats of spirit varnish, rubbing down with

flour-paper, and repeating tbe ooats. The

edges oan be done with a quill brush, the faces

with a camel-hair brush about an inoh broad.

When polished before cutting, the edges need

only be touched up with raw linseed-oil, using

a quill brush.

Fainting' on Wood.—Wood for painting on

is generally prepared with a light coating of

gesso, or some other mineral preparation, to

prevent the colour sinking in. The gilding

must be done by a decorator before the wood ia

painted. The design marked on it with a fine

crochet needle or stile by means of a tracing

paper. The paint used ia oil colour, whioh wilt

be more brilliant from being put on over the

gold. Some of the old masters adopted this

plan in order to give greater effect to their

colours.

Cleaning1 and Polishing Oak Furniture.

—Half-pint of linseed oil mixed with half that

quantity of vinegar and spirits of turpentine.

Method : wet a woollen rag with the liquid, and

rub the wood the way of the grain, then polish

with a olean soft cloth. A brighter polish may

be obtained by the following mixture : raw

linseed oil, Go/..; vinegar, 3oz. ; methylated

spirit, 3oz. ; butter of antimony, 1 oz. Mix

the linseed oil with tbe vinegar by degrees, and

shake well to prevent separation, then add the

spirit and antimony, and mix thoroughly.

Method : moisten some ootton wool with the

mixture, and place it in a linen rag ; apply as

before, and rnb well off with a clean rubber.

A beautiful gloss is tbe result, if skilfully

effected.

Renovating1 Mahogany Sideboard. —

When the veneer is bruised it may be brought

up with a warm iron, not laid on, but held just

over the bruise ; then rub on the bruise with a

flannel soaked with linseed oil where the pieces

are ohipped off. Melt some pale shellac and

run it in the places, then paper off, and well oil

it in every part ; the shellac may be melted

with a red hot iron and smoothed with a hot

iron, taking oare not to burn the surrounding

parts ; the oil should lie on for a few days.

Then remove the same, and well rub with a

mixture of oil and turps, or it may be varnished

with brown hard varnish and polish, one part

of polish to two of varnish. If the corners

have large pieoes of veneer on*, better lay in

other pieoes, cutting out the broken edges with

a sharp knife, glueing in new pieoes ; the new

pieoes should be damped with hot water, then

glued and pressed in place with hot iron ; the

best plan is to lay a larger piece than required.

Keep in place with a heavy weight or thumb

screw ; when dry finish off with chisel and
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glass-paper. The new veneer will be lighter

than the other parts ; to darken, wet the new

veneer with lime water, then let it dry. If not

dark enongh, give another coat, bnt dne allow

ance should be made for the varnish, as this

will darken a little. If care be used, the new

may be made to match the old to a nicety.

Shellac should be only used for small places,

chips, holes, &c.

Colouring Billiard Balls.—The following

directions will be found useful in colouring bil

liard balls in different tints :—Red.—Soak the

pieces for a few minutes in weak nitrio acid, and

then in a strong decoction of cochineal in am.

monia water. Black.—Use nitrate of silver dis

solved in water, and expose the pieces to strong

eanlight. Or steep for several days in a decoc

tion of 2 lb. logwood, 1 lb. galls, and then for a

few hours in acetate of iron (iron liquor).

Qreen.—Steep in a solution of verdigris, to which

a little nitrio acid has been added, or in a solu

tion of distilled verdigris in acetic acid. Sal

ammoniac is sometimes added to this solution.

Do not nse metallio vessels. Purple.—Steep in

a weak aqueous solution of terohleride of gold,

or boil for some time in a strong aqueous solu

tion of logwood extraot, and then add 4 oz. of

alum to the gallon of solution, and continue

boiling nntil the ivory is sufficiently ooloured.

Yellow.—Steep for twenty-fonr hours in solution

of lead acetate, drying in solution of potassium

bichromate. Or steep the pieces in a saturated

solution of orpiment (sulphide of arsenic) in

strong ammonia, and dry. The depth of colour

depends upon the degree of concentration of the

solution. Blue.—Stain them green and then im

merse in hot solntion of pearl ash. Or boil in

logwood decoction and then in aqueous solution

of copper sulphate. Or steep them in weak solu

tion of sulphate of indigo, to which a little tur-

tario acid has been added. The coal-tar colours

though brilliant, are apt to fade.

Thomas Baibd.—We pave a recipe for a black stain on
page 333, to), xi, bat, ot course, we aie unable to vouch
lor its luccees.

J. F. (Liverpool).—We have frequently alluded to the
subject in previous issues.
M. J. P.—Your letter is too long for insertion, but we

will take note of its import.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Lite THOMAS KKLSKY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Factories.—MILTON 8TBEET, LONDON, E.C.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office s 120, BTJNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHAEF,

35, WHAEF EOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BBITANNIA WHAEF, EAGLE WHAEF

EOAD, N.

I7ie mott extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

MODERATE IFZR/XCES.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

S. COUSINS, 81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR 3VCHiRGI3:AIsTTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE PROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

KAinjFAOTOE;Y AT CORK.

WAKEHOTJSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TIEIEaDkES TO SIEII^IrPZEIR-S.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Layinij.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOE BOARDS,

Is. per foot super.

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tubpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back larcinations, ^

equal in wear to inoh solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Blacking
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FURNITURE AUCTIONEERS

AND THEIR DUTIES.

&jt%!wf MONG the many legal enactments

SKQSapS by which Parliament sought in

1 " " times past to regulate trade and

commerce and to secure an

adequate revenue to the Public

Exchequer, there are not a few

which had reference to and a

direct bearing on the calling of

the auctioneer. It was during the American

War for Independence, when the urgency for

supplies prevented the application of much

discrimination as to the means by which they

were to be raised, that the auction duty was

first imposed. That a tax which stood during

many years at the exorbitant rate of one

shilling for every pound sterling realised by

the auction sale of furniture, should have

proved a serious obstacle to this method of

disposing of household goods is self-evident.

Rather than run the risk of this duty people

sold their goods to brokers, even though the

prices thus realised were often below what

would have been offered in public competition.

But if the seller was thus mulcted in a fro

rata duty, which on furniture, &c, in England

alone yield during a single year as much as

£200,000, the auctioneer was not a whit less

handicapped in the conduct of his business ;

he was held responsible for the collection and

payment of the tax, and had to enter annually

into a bond with sureties (subject to forfeiture)

for fulfilling these obligations. Under severe

penalties he was also compelled to give two

or three days' notice to the authorities of any

forthcoming sale, and at the [same time he

had to deposit an amplified catalogue with

the Excise. Within twenty-eight days of

any sale the auctioneer had in person to attend

at head-quarters to have his accounts passed,

and the extent to which the Circumlocution

Office style was followed may be gathered

from the fact that each settlement had to pass

through five stages, apparently more with

a view to tire the auctioneer's patience than with

the object of checking the receipt. Apart

from these manifold vexations, the auctioneer

was still further hampered in the exercise of

his calling by having to take out not only a

general licence', which cost £5, but a'so a

number of specific ones ; as, for example, for

spirit and wine, tea, plate, sweet wine, and, as

if to crown the absurdity of the system, not

even a box of pills might be sold by an auc

tioneer without his having previously secured

a special licence for that purpose. To illus

trate the anomalies to which all this

gave rise we may mention that, sup

posing an auctioneer were for some reason or

other not able to conclude personally any sale

at whose opening he presided, he was not

allowed to ask any other duly-licensed prac

titioner to act for him unless he had previously

specified the particular lots that were to be

put up for sale by his substitute. The climax

of red-tapeism was however reached in a case

that attracted attention about half-a-century

ago, when a certain Mr. Jones, an auctioneer,

was seized with the cholera while conducting

a sale, which was in consequence finished by

his clerk, against whom an information was

laid by the Excise, the result being, we believe,

the imposition of a fine. The reductio ad ab-

surdum could certainly be carried no further,

and the auctioneers of that day might well be

amused as well as annoyed by " old father

Antic, the law," as it then stood.

The legislation of the last quarter of a

century has happily swept most of the*e

enactments from the Statute-book, and

except in the matter of licence the auctioneer

is to-day at liberty to exercise his calling

when, where, and in what manner he may

please. Let it not, h iwever, be supposed that

there are not special duties and liabilities still

attaching to his profession. Although they

may not be of an exceptionally onerous

nature, not a few of them are certainly of a

somewhat one-sided and even contradictory

character. The auctioneer's is essentially

a semi-legal profession ; his practice is largely

governed by precedents ; the extent and limit

of his liabilities are governed by the ruling

established by legal tribunals ; the measure

of responsibility he incurs towards seller

and buyer is determined by past deci

sions, and from whatever point we may regard

his functions, " sovereign law sits empress."

This fact seems to have been recognised by Mr.

Robert Squibbs, himself an auctioneer, who

has compiled an interesting volume* setting

forth the duties and liabilities of those who

follow this particular vocation. With a due

appreciation of what we have said as to the

semi-legal character of the auctioneer's pro

fession, the principal portion of the work

consists of special cases chosen from the

Law Reports, as fitly illustrating the moral

and varied obligations he incurs towards his

patrons.

Knowledge and experience in connection

* Auctioneers : their Dutiei and Liabilities. Bj
Robert Squibbs, auctioneer, London: Crosby Lock-

wood A Co.

with property of all kinds are, of course,

among the first qualifications. An auctioneer

who undertakes to offer furniture for sale

must be conversant with the whole vocabulary

of terms. He ought to know the difference

between balloon-back, camel-back, and ribband-

backed chairs, and should be familiar with

the distinguishing characteristics of amboyna,

cherry, tulip, rose, ash, maple, mahogany,

walnut, and other kinds of wood. He ought

to have, as it were, at his fingers' ends, the

points of difference between the several orders

and styles, and he should be able to ascribe

almost offhand any article of furniture to its

particular epoch.

Auctioneers have long been famous for

a particular kind of rostrum eloquence,

which reached almost its culminating point

in the person of the famous George Robins,

whose resistless oratory often wielded at will

both the inclination and pockets of his audience.

But while flowers of speech are permissible,

and while rhetoric may be regarded as one of

the legitimate tools of the auctioneer's craft,

there is a not easily definable limit beyond

which he may not presume, for, as Mr. Squibbs

reminds us, the law has held some of the pro

fession at different times liable not only for a

too highly coloured description, but also for

making statements which did not disclose

sufficient facts. Throughout his whole pro

fessional career he is, therefore, alike

threatened by Scylla and Charybdis, and

shoals and quicksands beset him almost at

every juncture. He has been held liable hi

particular cases as stakeholder for the

amount of the deposit paid over on demand

to the vendor ; and equally bo for having failed

to make a binding contract. He has incurred

loss by having made payments out of

the proceeds of a sale which, although morally

correct, were yet legally held to infringe the

rights of those entitled to the purchase-

money. Damages have before now been paid

out of his pocket because he has omitted at a

sale to mention the name of his employer, and

a technical omission to procure sufficient

authority for selling has also launched him

into litigation. An inaccurate statement as to

value, ambiguous and vague particulars of

sale, a refusal by his employer to endorse his

acts, and a host of other incidents equally un

provoked and unintentional, have given rise

to controversy, and ultimate resort to law.

From this cursory outline it will be evident that

the pursuit of the auctioneer renders him liable

in connection with almost every transaction

in which he engages to that itch of disputing

which unquestionably affects a large section

of mankind. Mr. Squibbs gives chapter and

verse of cases bearing upon almost every pos

sible relationship and difficulty which can

arise between the auctioneer and the vendor

and buyer respectively ; and the legal rulings

thus established are of course infallible

guides for' the modern practitioner. Our

space precludes us from more than dipping

lightly into the judgments which have, with

laudable and painstaking labour, been brought

together and digested in this volume.

By the Statute of Frauds a contract or

agreement must be in writing, and signed by

the party against whom it is used, and the

appointment of the auctioneer which impliedly

authorises him or his clerk to bind the vendor

has been held to be within that statute. It is

stated that by the act of bidding even if it ba
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by an agent, a similar authority is implied by

the purchaser.

Where goods advertised for sale on a given

day are withdrawn at short notice, or even

without any announcement, can the auctioneer

be held liable for breach of contract ? Ac

cording to an old law report such a procedure

-would make the auctioneer liable for damages,

since notice of an intended sale by auction was

considered to be "a contract with all the

world." In a recent case, however (Harris v.

Nickerson), a very different view was adopted.

The defendant had advertised a sale of miscel

laneous plant to be held at Bury St. Edmunds,

and on the third day a variety of office furni

ture was to be sold, the whole of which was,

however, withdrawn at the last moment. The

plaintiff, a London commission broker, had

purposely gone down to secure the furniture,

and, in consequence of its having been with

drawn, he brought an action to recover for his

loss of time and expenses. It was then held

that an advertisement of a sale was a mere

declaration, neither amounting to a contract

nor to a guarantee that all the articles adver

tised would be offered for sale, and a verdict

was therefore given for the defendant.

The acceptance of bills instead of ready

money may also land the auctioneer into liti

gation. A case of this nature engaged the

attention of the law courts some years ago.

The Earl of Ferrars had instructed an auc

tioneer named Robins to sell some furniture,

for ready money only. The latter disposed of

it by private contract to a Mr. Mott, who gave

a bill of exchange for its value (£750), duly

endorsed and accepted. The plaintiff refused

to receive the bill ; but at a subsequent inter

view his agent agreed to take the bill awny

with him in order to obtain payment. For

some reason or other it was, nowever, never

presented, and ultimately an action was insti

tuted to recover the full amount from the

auctioneer. The jury found that he had acted

contrary to the instructions of his employer,

and returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

While an auctioneer has full authority to

bind a purchaser during the progress of a sale,

it would seem that this right expires with the

termination of the sale, unless the purchaser

or his agent has affixed his signature to the

salebook as evidence of the bargain. Such at

least is the ruling in* a case heard before

Baron Bramwell, where the auctioneer had

disposed by private treaty of some unsold lots

of timber after an auction sale, which contract

was subsequently repudiated by the purchaser.

The Court held that the auctioneer s entry of

the purchaser's name in the catalogue (although

in presence of the buyer) was no sufficient

memorandum of the bargain to satisfy the

seventeenth section of the Statute of Frauds,

and judgment was consequently given against

the auctioneer.

Parol evidence of the statements of the

auctioneer at the time of sale has been held

admissible, in an action brought by an

auctioneer, under the following circumstances :

—The fittings of a dressing-case, put up for

auction, were described in the catalogue as

being of silver ; but previously to the sale the

auctioneer stated from his rostrum, in the hear

ing of the purchaser, that the catalogue was

incorrect, and that the fittings were only plated.

In an action against the purchaser to recover

the price of the dressing-case the auctioneer's

claim was held to be good, and judgment was

given in his favour.

Mr. Squibbs has some apposite remarks

as to particulars of sale, warning his confreres

against omissions, misstatements, or inaccura

cies ; either and all of which may seriously

compromiseboth the auctioneer and his client ;

as for example in a case where damages were

incurred because a house was described as

having three stories when in reality it only had

two, and this although the purchaser was

inferentially supposed to have been aware of

the true circumstances of the case, seeing that

he lived next door to the dwelling thus mis

takenly described. The preparation of full

and " taking " particulars of sale requires not

a little tact, judgment, and nice appreciation

of differences. An auctioneer ought to be

able to discriminate between furniture of the

Elizabethan and Queen Anneperiods ; he ought

to be sufficiently well-grounded in the history

of furniture to distinguish a Louis XVI.

cabinet or chair from similar articles produced

contemporaneously in Italy or Germany; he

ought to be conversant with the distinctive

charms of Bayeux, Gobelins, and Beauvais

tapestry ; he should know how to distinguish

a foui>ply from a six-ply Brussels carpet.

The varying texture and ornamentation of

Derby, Sevres, and Wedgwood china ought be

be familiar to him, as should, indeed, a thou

sand other things, whether in connection with

houses or soils, paintings or articles de vertu ;

for, as the author truthfully observes, " cata

loguing is a business requiring an almost

inexhaustible knowledge." And it is with

a view to enlighten, on this and other points,

not only the aspiring pupil, but also older

practitioners, that Mr. Squibbs has compiled

this valuable and able treatise on a subject

concerning which there exists a great deal of

misapprehension, both in professional and

other circles. There is not a single aspect of

the subject, whether regarded from a technical

or legal, from a vendors or a purchaser's point

of view that is not dealt with at some length,

and with not a little skill. The duties and

liabilities of the auctioneer are set forth with

consummate ability, and the whole work is

written in a sprightly tone, and interlarded

with a fair amount of anecdotal matter which

cannot fail to make this treatise both valuable

and interesting to auctioneers as well as others.

We can only hope that the book will meet

with that ready appreciation and patronage

which it eminently deserves.

ANTWERP AS AN ART CENTRE.

ANTWERP, even after the material supre

macy of the city had departed, con

tinued still the chosen home of that culture)

once the spontaneous outcome of national

vitality, which adorned it in the time of its

utmost prosperity and renown. From the

day when the terrible siege of Antwerp ter

minated with its submission (1585), when the

gates were opened to the Duke of Parma, and

the city given over to pillage, its political and

commercial greatness was no more ; but in the

lighter graces which make life beautiful it

maintained and increased its distance beyond

all rivals.

As early as 1414, says Mr. P. R. Head ir_

bis recently-published life of Vandyck we find

mention of the existence of a privileged con

fraternity of artists, enrolled under the protec

tion of the Artist-Evangelist, Saint Luke. In

1434 an ordinance of the magistrates granted

certain privileges to the society, and imposed

certain regulations on its members. On July

22, 1442, a decree was issued by the first

magistrate of Antwerp, formally incorporating

it as the Guild of Saint Luke, naming the

various kinds of craftsmen included in it, and

fixing its statutes in detail. The preamble of

this document recites that the churchwardens

of Notre Dame had granted a chapel in that

church for the use of the members of the guild,

who had begun to decorate it richly " in honour

of God and of Saint Luke ; " but the work had

been stopped before completion, as the guild

was unwilling to incur great expenses while

its legal position was undefined and insecure.

The Just of the four-and-twenty trades, the

pursuit of which entitles to membership, has

the appearance of a very heterogeneous mix

ture ; but all the occupations enumerated,

from that of the painter or sculptor down to

the humble labour of type-founders and car-

Senters, are more or less connected with the

ecorative arts.

After being established by law on a firm

basis, the guild increased rapidly in numbers

and importance. It received additional privi

leges, and was endowed from the revenues of

the State. It incorporated some minor so

cieties of a similar character, having for their

object the cultivation of rhetoric and the

drama. In the contests, dramatic, artistic, and

literary, between such associations in different

towns, which were a favourite amusement of

the Flemings of those days, the prot4g(s of

Saint Luke were very frequently the victors.

On occasions of public rejoicing in Antwerp

the guild was the life and soul of the festivi

ties ; its carpenters and joiners erected the

triumphal arches ; its carvers and painters

adorned them; if the city entertained dis

tinguished guests, its rhetoricians composed

and declaimed panegyrics, which, we are in

formed, were often anything but admirable.

The archives of the guild contain accounts of

many of these fetes. The presiding officers of

the guild were two, styled Chief and Dean, and

chosen annually. The title of Prince was an

honorary dignity, sometimes conferred on per

sons of noble birth who took an interest in art,

and whose countenance might be valuable to

the fraternity. The complete list of Chiefs,

Deans, and Princes, from 1454 to 1778, is

extant, and now preserved at the Antwerp

Museum. The registers of the guild, which

record the names of all its members, whether

masters or students, and which also contain

an account of all receipts and expenses, date

from 1453, and go down without interruption

to the time of the French invasion in 1794.

These registers embody a mass of valuable

biographical information, and throw light on

the career of nearly every artist of any note

in Antwerp during the period over which they

extend. That such an institution was capable

of affording the most precious encouragement

and guidance to young artists is manifest. In

its widely-spread influence upon society it

performed a work of not less value and im

portance. Embracing within the scope of its

association so many classes, with such varied

interests, it fostered and instructed the popular

interest in the things of art to which its own

existence was due, and leavened the whole

mass with some measure of taste, refinement,

and cultivation.

PRINCIPLES OF WALL DECORATION.

IN a dining-room the tone of decoration is

generally rather dark ; citrine or blue of

medium depth and with grayish hue looks

well for the walls, and a maroon dado is very

suitable. The emblems of the feast—fish,

birds, and beasts—may sometimes be incor

porated with the decoration of a dining-room

with advantage. The effect of lightness is

usually given to drawing-rooms. Mr. W.

Hodgson, however, thinks that these rooms

are often too light ; we give to them a cold

ness, he eays, which is freezing, rather than

that depth of tint which gives a cheerfulness.

Furniture cannot look well against a very light

wall, and against this as a background every

object seems cut out with offensive sharpness

and hardness.

The decorations of a bedroom should be

soothing. In the hour of sickness we all feel

this—it is not whiteness to dazzle that we want,

it is that which is soothing and which conduces

to rest. There must be an absence of spots or

specially attractive features from all good

decoration, but in a bedroom this is especially

necessary. A smoking-room, or " sanctum,"*

is the one room where we may indulge in

the grotesque and humorous, but the gro

tesque must always be clever and vigorous.

In these days of competition, when the brain

is ever active, and the nerve force is kept

for many hours together in constant play, it is

peculiarly desirable that our rooms be soothing

in effect and snug in appearance. If special

richness is to be indulged in, bestow it upon

the library.

If the wood-work of a room be simply var

nished, or stained and varnished, then the

decoration of the walls and ceiling must har

monise with it, for it is a tint we cannot alter ;

if, however, it is painted, then it can be

coloured as may be required. Whatever acts

as a frame to something else is better darker

than that which it frames, or in some way

stronger in effect. A cornice, as the frame of

a ceiling, should be stronger in effect than the

ceiling ; in like manner a skirting which frames

the floor should always be dork. " I have never

yet seen a room," says the writer to whom we

nave alluded, " which was altogether satisfy

ing to the eye where the skirting was light . I
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often make the skirting black, but then I

generally varnish the greater portion of it,

yet leave parts ' dead,' thus getting a contrast

between a bright and dead surface. I some

times run a few lines of colour upon its mould

ings, but I never in any case ornament it. It

should be retiring, yet bold in effect ; hence

its treatment must be simple. If not black it

may be brown, rich maroon, dull blue, or

bronze green. A dark colour gives the idea

of strength ; that portion of a wall on which

weight appears especially to rest should be

dark. I like to see the wood-work of a room

generally of darker tint than the walls. A

door should always be conspicuous. I find

that a room almost invariably looks better

when the doors are darker than the

walls, and the advantage of dark architraves

must be obvious to all who have tried them.

A door should rarely, if ever, be of the colour

of the wall, even if of darker tint ; this is a

resort of those who cannot form a harmony

with the wall colour. If a wall is citrine, the

door may be dark, low-toned Antwerp blue,

or it may be of dark bronze-green, but in this

latter case a line of red should be run round

the inside of the architrave. If the wall be

blue a dark orange-green will do well for the

door, but a line of red round the door will

improve it, or the door may be an orange-

maroon. If the wall be bright turquoise in

colour the door may be Indian red (vermilion

brought to a bright tertiary shade with ultra

marine). These are mere illustrations of

numerous harmonious combinations which

may be made, but they serve to show my

meaning. The architraves of doors may often

be varnished black, or consist in part of bright

and in part of ' dead ' black ; if the archi

traves of doors are black, one or two lines of

colour may be run upon them. If the lines

are very narrow, say -,V in. in 'width, they

may be of the lightest colours ; if broad, say

J in., they should be much subdued in tone,

and hardly brighter in tint than the colour of

the wall I rarely find it necessary to deco

rate the panels of doors and shutters, and I

never place ornaments on the stiles. If an

ornament be placed on a panel it should be

quaint or slightly heraldic in appearance. A

monogram may in some cases be applied to a

door, but it must not be frequently repeated."

Perhaps the best treatment of walls is that

of arranging a dado upon them. Let a room

be 12 ft. high : the cornice will take 6 in.

from the top of the wall, and the skirting will

be 12 in. from the bottom. Let us now draw

a line 3 ft. above the skirting, or a little over

4 ft. from the floor. The wall we make cream

colour, but the dado, a portion below the line,

we paint maroon or chocolate ; on this lower

portion we place a pattern called a dado-rail.

A cream-colour wall looks well with a dark-

blue dado. In this case the blue should con

sist of ultramarine, with a little black and a

little white added to give a certain amount of

neutrality ; a ceiling should look pure, a wall

somewhat neutral. A citrine wall looks well

with a dark-blue dado ; a gray-blue wall of

middle tint looks well with a slightly orange-

maroon dado. Dados may advantageously

vary in height ; in some cases they may be

two-thirds the height of a room. This gives

quaintness of effect. Dados may vary from

18 in. to 7 ft. in height, according to circum

stances. A wall should never be divided into

equal parts ; the more difficult to detect pro

portions the better. A dado in relation to a

wall may be as four to eleven, as seven to

twelve, and so on, but not as three to six.

Nothing in the way of decoration is so

difficult as to rightly colour a cornice. Each

member occupies a particular place, and has a

particular sectional form ; we have to colour

a cornice that every member shall appear to

be in its proper position, and look to be exactly

what it really is. A cornice is the frame to

the ceiling, and the uppermost boundary of a

wall; it should, therefore, be stronger in

effect than the wall. It is also much smaller

as a quantity than either walls or ceilings ; it

may, therefore, be more " colory " in effect.

Strong colours may generally be used with

advantage on a cornice, even pure vermilion,

carmine, and ultramarine. But with these

colours it is often necessary to have a much

paler and somewhat gray shade of blue, and

it is generally necessary to have also a soft

shade of yellow (formed of middle chrome

and white). Yellow is an advancing colour,

and should, therefore, be used in advancing or

convex members. Red, as a colour, is about

stationary ; that is, a red object looks neither

nearer nor farther from us than it actu

ally is; it should, therefore, be used

chiefly on flat surfaces. It looks best in

shades ; in light it is too attractive. Blue is a

receding colour. It is adapted for hollows,

as covings or concave mouldings. Now, the

difficulty in colouring a cornice rests in our

having to render every member distinct, and

in so modifying our yellows, blues, and reds,

or whatever colours we employ, as to cause

each separate member to appear to advance

or recede to the exact extent that it actually

does. If a cornice is uncoloured, it is often

impossible to judge of its sectional shape. If

there are flat members in a cornice of an inch

and a-half or more in breadth, these may be

enriched with simple patterns in blue and

white, or red and white, or in any colours

demanded by the situation of the member. A

coving, if sufficiently large, may be enriched.

Care must always be taken not to cause a

cornice to look liney ; there must be a certain

amount of breadth of treatment. If the

cornice only consists of narrow lines it cannot

look well. There must be broad members, as

well as those which are narrow. It is often

necessary that the colours employed in the

decoration of a cornice, especially if they are

" primaries," be separated from each other by

a white line, or by a white member. Red

and blue, if of the same depth, produce a

" swimmy " effect if juxtaposed, and the pro

duction of this dazzling is not desirable ; it is

Erevented, however, by a white line interposing

etween them.

The principles that apply to the colouring

of cornices also apply to the treatment of all

relief ornament. Red is best in shadow, blue

on receding surfaces, yellow on advancing

members. We must say a few words in con

clusion on the necessity for harmony in all

parts of a room. Harmony between the

various decorations can be achieved in many

ways. A ceiling in which blue prevails, or

even a plain blue ceiling, a suitable coloured

cornice, citrine walls, and a rich maroon

dado, will produce harmony. A ceiling of

blue - green, walls of low - toned yellow-

orange, and a dado of deep-red purple,

will produce harmony. In both these cases

the doors might be of bronze-green, and the

architraves black. A plain blue ceiling will

harmonise with a citrine wall and a maroon

dado ; but if the ceiling decoration pre

sents various pure colours, so arranged

that its general hue is olive, and the wall

ornaments are formed of bright colours so

disposed that they yield a citrine tint, and the

dado is made of such an admixture of colours

that the general tone is russet, the three will

produce a harmony; for olive, citrine, and

russet are the three tertiary colours, and they

together form a harmony, and the harmony

firoduced will be refined, intricate, and pecu-

iarly pleasant to dwell upon. "When rapms

open one into the other it is often desirable to

give to one a general citrine hue, to another a

russet hue, and to another an olive hue ; for

in such a case the three, when seen through

the openings which lead from one to the other,

produce a harmony. If there are but two

rooms adjoining, one may have a red hue and

the other a green hue, or one may have a blue

tone and the other an orange tone ; in either

case a harmony will be produced. It must

be especially noticed that we speak of hues

and tones of colours only, and not of positive

tints, which are always too strong for walls.

OLD CARPENTERS' HALL.

THE earliest mention of the City Companies

possessing halls occurs during the reign

of Edward III., although some owned such

places of meeting long before this. At first

they were doubtless but mean buildings ; and

Stow mentions that the original Guildhall in

Aldermanbury was little better than a cottage.

The Old Carpenters' Hall in London-wall,

one of these ancient structures, is now in

progress of demolition. The Carpenters' Com

pany is one of the oldest of the City trade

guilds, having been founded in 1428 by Roger

Jordan. The Hall was originally built in that

ear, but we find that the present apartment

nown as the old hall is certainly of later date

in its decorations. Upon one of the shields in

the panels of the ceiling the date 1671 occurs,

and, from what we can gather, the hall under

went considerable repairs and redecoration in

1661, and also in 1664 and '65. It appears

to have escaped the great fire of London,

which swept away the Drapers' Hall adjoining,

and for three years its hospitable company

sheltered other guilds within its walls, and it

became the Mansion House for the time being.

The old hall, says a writer in the Building

News, was oblong in shape, and extended some

distance across the new roadway now called

Throgmorton-avenue, which has cut off a con

siderable wing of the original building.

The present remains of its splendid plaster

ceiling embraces two compartments of panels,

one being circular and the other octagonal in

shape, divided by richly decorated beams of

plaster, with a guilloche on their soffits. Each

anel has a deeply moulded and enriched

order composed of leaves; the centres are

decorated with shields, one bearing the

engrailed chevron and three pairs of compasses,

the arms of the company ; and the other has

the name of a master, with the date 1671 upon

it. These shields are each surrounded with a

triangular scroll work of foliage, with figures

of angels at sides modelled in high relief.

Boldness and vigour characterise the work.

On the sides are margin panels of plainer

design, and the compartments are marked by

cross beams with circular springings resting

upon panelled pilasters in the walls. We

observe that the latter are of planter and

encase timber posts, and only the upper por

tions now remain. Though these plaster de

corations are begrimed with dust and dirt,

they are yet wonderfully perfect in the upper

portions and the mouldings to the pilasters are

sharp.

The frescoes we have referred to form a

long panel, about 4 ft. high, along one side of

the hall, and are in three divisions. One re

presents, apparently, the building of the ark,

a carpenter sawing timber, and another King

Josiah and workmen repairing the temple.

The drawing and colours are discernible, and

red and yellow in the draperies and timber are

still bright. These wall-paintings were first

discovered in the year 1845 by some workmen

engaged in the hall, and, according to Jupp's

" Historical Account," were painted as ea.rly

as 1670. In that work engravings are given

of them. We have no doubt a series at one

time surrounded the hall, as the remaining

frescoes are just head high, and it is likely that

the rough wooden gallery erected round the

apartment was the cause of their destruction.

As an early example of wall-painting in a

tolerable state of preservation, we hope every

effort will be made to save the frescoes. We

understand, upon inquiry, that the company

have been endeavouring to get some anti

quarian society to take them at the cost of

tneir removal. The funds of the company are

said to be insufficient to be devoted to the pre

servation of these relics, although we heard

it was the intention of the company's architect,

Mr. Pocock, to reproduce the ceiling of the

old hall in the new building, now nearly com

pleted.

Ascending the staircase into the wing at the

rear, we enter the court-room, which dates

about 1664, a long apartment with a richly-

panelled ceiling though of less interest than

the one below. There is, however, a grand

old chimney-piece of oak, with overmantel,

composed of side pilasters and ramps. The

jamb pilasters are enriched with carved

foliage in the panels ; and the frieze or

mantel is adorned with well- carved fes

toons. The old doorways have pediments,

and some capital portraits of masters

and wardens are on the walla—one a portrait
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of W. Partington, Esq., one of the earliest

masters of the company. But the vestibule is

unique in its way. It was erected in 1780, by

W. Jupp, the company's surveyor, the wall

decorations being in the style of the Brothers

Adam. It is square hi plan, with a domical

ceiling. The walls are panelled, and each side

is adorned with an emblematic figure in plaster

relief in an oval medallion, surrounded by the

elegant festoons and enrichments of the period.

Over these, in the frieze panels, occur relievo

heads of Vitruvius, Palladio, Inigo Jones,

Sir C. Wren, with side panels deco-

reted with bas-reliefs of carpenter's tools in

groups, all very tastefully executed. The walls

are painted of two shades of light bluish-green,

relieved by gold. Externally, the building which

remains is chiefly of wood, and an interesting

example of sixteenth century architecture, re

minding us of Inigo Jones' work. The entrance

front facing London-wall is evidently only

half the extent of the original facade, as the

pedimented centre is now on the avenue side.

It is of two orders, rusticated and relieved

with pilasters and some good detail. The

court-room front is low, and has also a pedi

ment with pilasters upon a basement, and no

doubt was originally a conspicuous facade

crowned by a handsome cornice. The books

of the company show an entry that Sir C.

Wren received an invitation to dinner, together

with his wife. Besides the architectural re

mains we have pointed out, their are some fine

panels of oak carving, charged with armorial

devices ; a massive state chair, richly carved ;

and an octagonal table of oak, having the date

1G00 upon it.

of the South Kensington Art Handbooks,

issued under the able editorship of Mr. William

Maskell.

The boasted wealth and grandeur of modern

times can in no way compare with the sump

tuous luxury of the pre-Christian era. Apart

from the mythical traditions of Asiatic splen

dour, such as that relating to the funeral pile

of Sardanapalus, which is said to have included

150 beds of gold, and an equal number of

tables of the same metal, as also 10,000,000

talents of gold, and a similar weight of silver,

we have indisputable evidence that gold was

at one time largely used for the construction

of furniture and for other purposes hardly

dreamt of in the present day. We read of

gilt and silvered walls, as in the case of Ecba-

tana (700 years B.C.), and we know from

Scripture history how largely gold entered

into the service of Solomon s temple. The

sanctuary was throughout lined with plates of

gold ; the carved work on the walls and doors

the bowl, partly gilt. Such a bowl, says Sir.

Pollen, filled with wine over the gilded sculp

ture, would glow with a light not seen even in

a topaz or carbuncle, set upon foil.

Classic art, which had survived in much of

its earlier splendour during the first three cen

turies of our present era, began to decline from

that period, and it has more than once been

laid to the charge of the Christian religion

that it virtually gave the death-blow to arts

like that of the goldsmith, which had till then

been largely devoted to the shrines, temples,

and altars of heathenism. We are pleased to

find our author siding with those who hold

that the new religion is not to be credited

with this decline, but that under its potent

sway a new stimulus was imparted thereto,

and that to Constantine, who was a great

encourager of religious art, is due whatever

subsequent revival attended the goldsmith's

craft. The loss of the old traditions of classic

art has to be ascribed to other causes. " When

FURNITURE AND ORNAMENT IN

GOLD AND SILVER.—I.

WIJAT Shakespeare describes as "saint-

seducing gold " has ever been a potent

agency with mankind alike for good and evil.

Whether we look back to the classical days of

 

CYLIX On PATERA.

Greece and Rome, or consider the more pro

saic period in which our own lot is cast, the

same magic spell has always attached to gold.

In some shape or other gold and silver have

almost from the earliest ages formed a ready

medium of exchange, and the former espe

cially has ever been regarded as a standard of

wealth. The Egyptians as well as the Assy

rians, the Persians no less than the Baby

lonians, prized this precious metal both in its

natural and its manufactured state. There is

no need to dwell upon the estimation in which

it has been and is still held in more modern

times, when Chaucer's description of one of

his pilgrims has an almost universal applica

tion :—

F<>r gold in phisike is a cordial,

Therefore he loved gold in special.

What concerns us just now is, however, not

so much an inquiry into the past or present

appreciation of gold, as an investigation con

cerning the various uses to which it has been

put in the industrial arts of all times. This

subject has been suggested by the appearance

of Mr. Pollen's interesting treatise on " Gold

 

and Silversmiths' Work,"* which forms one

* Gold »nd Silversmiths' Wo>lt. Br John EuDgerford
PolleD, M.A. London : Chapman i U all.

V

BASE OF CANDLESTICK IN MILAN CATHEDRAL.

was gilt, while the greater number of the

sacred vessels and utensils were of the same

precious metal, as also the state furniture in

Solomon's palace. Mighty Babylon was

famed for many curiously-wrought articles

of gold. Almost every description of

household goods, including thrones, chairs,

couches, beds, tables, coffins, lamps, See,, were

at one time or other made of gold ; while

dishes, plates, and even stewpans were often

made of silver. The cups and drinking-vessels

used by the Greeks and Romans were so varied

and manifold that it is not easy to classify

them with precision. One kind, known as

cylix, was an open saucer with handles,

through one of which a finger was passed so

as to balance the vessel while drinking. In

the example illustrated in the preceding

column, the concave sides are relieved by

a delicate frieze of Greek flower and scroll

ornament. A seated figure of Minerva in long

drapery, helmeted and leaning on a shield in

all out entire relief, fills half the capacity of

national character dwindles, those qualities of

mind and spirit which spring up amongst a

cultivated society abounding in life and vigour

die also. There must be strength, brightness,

life in any race if it is to give birth to that

refined play which produces art.-' It was, so

to speak, the unfruitfulness of this field, or the

exhaustion of the soil that was responsible for

the decline of the arts to which we have

alluded.

The Byzantine art, whose traditions survive

to the present day in Greece, Constantinople,

and Russia, was ushered in with the fourth

century, and held sway until the eleventh. The

seat and home of the art were transferred to

Constantinople, but the gold and silver

works produced in this Eastern empire were

very inferior as compared with those of classic

Rome. The earlier art had been inspired by

the old religion, and similarly Christianity set

its mark on the new. Its austerities, its strife

with the world, its contempt of pleasure, its

future hope, all helped to give a characteristic
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impress of severity to the different productions

in which the splendour of material, took the

place of good designs and refined details. The

profusion in which gold and precious stones
■were then used for images and other church

ornaments almost surpasses belief, and the

scroll compositions into which the artists of

France, Spain, and Itoly, we come to our own

ancestors, the Saxons, who, it would appear,

were skilful goldsmiths as early as the fifth

century. No traces are left of the chalices,

patens, censers, &c, in use at that period, but

there is good reason for believing that they

were designed by the clergy after forms and

 

SEVEN-BRANCHED CANDLESTICK IN MILAN CATHEDRAL.

the early Middle Age arranged the bases of

candlesticks, the borders, crestings, and reliefs

of their reliquaries and other metal-work,

abounded in representations of birds, dragons,

and monsters, conventionally treated so as to

types then current in Rome. The Irish gold

smiths excelled all Europe in the production

of personal jewellery and church vessels and

ornaments during the ninth and tenth cen

turies, and Mr. Pollen points out that a greater

 

vessels, &c, for church service rested during

two centuries mainly with the Benedictine

monks, and hence, though in great varieties,

they were mostly designed after common

types. Among the artists whose names

have survived in our country are Brithnodus,

Abbot of Ely ; Leo, a contemporary, and

Elsinus, his successor. The twelfth century

was fruitful in the production of large and

costly pieces of goldsmith's work both for

ecclesiastical and domestic purposes. To this

period is ascribed the shrine containing the

skulls of the three kings in the Cathedral of

Cologne. Candlesticks may be ranked among

the choicest articles of metal-work made

during this period. Many of these Mr. Pollen

votes " beautiful and astonishing examples of

casting, sculpture and finish." One of the

most elaborate, made in Gloucester during the

twelfth century, is still in existence, being

preserved in the South Kensington Museum,

where there is also on view a cast of the

largest and most complete seven-branched

candlestick that is known to exist. We annex

an illustration of this richly-designed piece of

metal-work, which is preserved in Milan

Cathedral. It is of gilt bronze, over 14 ft. high,

made up of a straight reeded stem divided by

bold rounded bosses by which the sets of

branches are joined to the body of the candle

stick. Graceful leaf-work, answering to the

involucrum in which the nut grows, issues

from the bosses which divide the lengths of

the stem and the branches. The base is made

of four dragons, the tails rolled upwards in

bold volutes in which are figures representing

the great rivers of Italy. Kolled foliage and

dragonwork with figures and the zodiacal

signs fill up the spaces between the four

dragons. Ihe ornamentation of the lower

boss is illustrated below. Mr. Pollen con

jectures that this candlestick has been re

stored, and that some figures have been

replaced in the sixteenth century.

Of twelfth - century goldsmiths' work

for personal and domestic use not many

examples have survived to the present day,

but speaking of its merits as a whole the

author says that when the general plan or

arrangement was not architectural the details

of ornamentation were bold, full of thought

and invention, and showed a deep perception

of the peculiar qualities of metal, its ductility

and strength. No metalwork composition of

a later date, is, in his opinion, imagined and

put together with more constant variety, or

with a juster apportionment of balance ; the

masses of interlaced work rarely repeat each

other, and the course of long rolls and knots

of dragons is accounted for through many

complications.

We must break off here for the present,

and reserve particulars concerning the gold

smith's art during the five following centuries

until our next issue. Meanwhile we would,

however, compliment Mr. Pollen upon the

very able manner in which he has condensed

such a variety of interesting and reliable

information into this, his latest literary pro

duction. His name is already familiar to our

readers as that of the author of a learned

treatise on the history of furniture, and his

present work cannot fail to add still further

to the well-deserved repute he already enjoys.

( >ur acknowledgments are also due to Sir

Philip Cunliffe Owen for his kindness and

courtesy in placing at our disposal the several

illustrations above shown, and others which

are yet to appear.

LOWEB BOSS OF MILAN CANDLESTICK.

give due effect to the sinuous scrolls and knots

in which the rich interlaced ornament was

combined. This feature is conspicuous in the

rich design of the great candlestick at Milan,

part of the base of which is illustrated

on the preceeding page.

Passing over the progress made in the gold-

smitk's art during the first ten centuries in

number and variety of golden jewels have

been discovered in that country than in any

other of north-western Europe.

The eleventh century ushered in some

revival in art. "Artists no longer followed

timidly such ideas as they had borrowed from

the Byzantines, and the West introduced a

style of its own." The production of the

TIMBElt FROM STRAW.

WHETHER or not bricks can bo made

without straw, an American inventor,

of Busnell, Illinois, has, it is said, succeeded in

making hard wood with nothing but straw.

To make hard wood lumber out of common

wheat straw, with all effects of polish and

finish which are obtainable on the hardest of

black walnut and mahogany, at as little cost

us clear pine lumber can be made up for, is the

claim of the inventor, and samples produced

go far toward verifying his claims! The pro

cess is as follows:—He takes ordinary straw
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board; such as is usually manufactured at

any paper-mill is used for the purpose. As

many sheets are taken as are required to make

the thickness of lumber desired. These sheets

are passed through a chemical solution which

thoroughly softens the fibre, and completely

saturates it. The whole is then passed through

a succession of rollers, dried and hardened

during the passage, as well as polished, and

then comes out of the other end of the machine,

hard, dry lumber ready for use. The inventor

claims that the chemical properties hardening

in the fibre entirely prevent water-soaking,

and render the lumber combustible only in a

very hot fire. The hardened finish on the

outside also makes it impervious to water.

Some samples recently shown could hardly be

distinguished from hardwood lumber.

THE DECORATION OF ST. PAUL'S.

THE following is a description of a design

(briefly referred to in a previous issue), by

Messrs. R. P. Pullan, architect, and C. H.

Wilson, for the decoration of the cupola of

St. Paul's Cathedral, which will shortly be

exhibited to the public :—

In the belief, say the two gentlemen

named, that the Dean and Chapter of St.

Paul's, or their representatives, the com

mittee appointed for the supervision of that

important undertaking, the decoration of St.

Paul's, would be willing to take into considera

tion suggestions from any source, so long as

they are founded upon true principles of art,

supported by adequate designs, we offer a de

sign as a contribution towards the solution of

the problems which present themselves, whe

ther the appropriate embellishment of the dome

or the development of religious or monumental

art.

For many years we have studied in Italy

and elsewhere the most celebrated decorative

and monumental works of great masters of

art, in buildings of different ages and styles,

dedicated to the service of religion. Through

out the whole of these, certain leading prin

ciples of design are maintained and exemplified,

and monumental painting—that is, painting

connected with architecture—is characterised

by fixed conditions and qualities in early as in

late examples ; so that, if rightly understood,

even the rude, ancient mosaics of St. Mark's,

Venice, convey lessons which may be of the

greatest use to the artists who may be em-

gloyed in so comparatively recent a building as

t. Paul's.

The design which we exhibit is an attempt

—under the guidance of the works of old

masters, who at different periods have exem

plified the true nature of monumental art—

to illustrate the character of this highest

• branch of design, in composition, colour,

chiaroscuro, and such linear or aerial per

spective as may be admissible under its

conditions.

The figures must be incomparably the most

important features occupying the greatest

space in any scheme ; but those in our drawing

are only typical and illustrative of a suitable

subject and of certain elements of design. We

think that for the actual execution in the

dome they should be designed by an artist of

the highest order, able to give them perfect

form, religious expression, and sublimity or

grace, as may be required in different portions

of such a work. Our object is attained if we

are successful in suggesting the true conditions

of decorative arrangement and monumental

composition and style.

We have selected a subject to enable us to

exemplify the principles which we advocate.

They may be made applicable to other subjects

and to other general designs, but their presence

can never be safely dispensed with. They

approach, in important respects, the conditions

of sculpture, and they are remote from those

of the picturesque. In the Sixtine and in the

Farnesina, as well as in much earlier works,

this sculpturesque treatment is obvious ; but

in works of later date, more near by some

years to the period of St. Paul's—as, for in

stance, in the brilliant frescoes by Paul Ve

ronese in the Villa Mazer—we have ideas of

designs which, however fascinating, are nest '

avoided, for in them the picturesque element

predominates.

The Court of Heaven, as described in that

grand triumphal hymn, the "Te Deum," ap

pears to us to offer subjects which individually

are graphic, appropriate, and impressive, and

which,when united, may be brought effectually

within the strict conditions of decorative art

in its highest sense, presenting also pleasing

images only, and free from all of a monstrous

nature, which, however frequent in Mediaeval

art, are unsuited to present taste. We prefer

the expression of prayer, praise, and thanks

giving ; and the subjects which we have

selected appear to us to be sufficiently compre

hensive, for in them the best traditions of the

practice of ancient art may be combined with

the spirit of modern ideas.

We have prepared a drawing—one-sixth of

the full size—of an eighth part of the dome.

We propose to divide the entire circle into

eight equal parts by means of ribs, richly de

corated and of considerable proportions. They

spring from eight thrones, on which are seated

figures of prophets, which, if erect, would be

18 ft. in height. These would form noble

themes for a great artist's powers of design,

admitting of exalted idealism and thoughtful

action, combined with religious sentiment and

fervour. The angels erect over the thrones

with extended wings and hands pointing

heavenward, typify the union of the prophets

with the spiritual world. Considered in a

decorative sense only, these angels placed like

statues round the dome resemble each other,

yet with some variety of action, whilst their

brilliant garments and wings contrast with the

rich dork tones of the ribs. These dividing

ribs bend inwards towards a common centre ;

they have foliated capitals at their summits,

supporting an arcade, over which, surrounding

the aperture of the dome, is an entablature,

adorned in the frieze, pendentives and arches

beneath, with winged cherubs, seraphs, and

appropriate decorations of the usual forms and

colours. We are unable to show the section

of the visible portion of the outer dome or of

the lantern ; but we contemplate brilliant gold

grounds to contrast with the azure beneath,

embellished with heads of angelic beings, and

in the summit of the lantern, as apex of the

design, the lamb as usually represented in

Christian Iconography.

The spaces between the ribs are occupied in

the lower portions of the curve of the dome,

with an architectural composition in two zones

consisting of a podium or basement with a

corridor above, intended in some measure to

recall, but with much simpler forms, the gene

ral design of Sir James Thornhiil which may

have been approved by Sir Christopher Wren.

This structure, with a baldachino in each

central space, is meant to serve as background

to the figures which throng this portion of the

cupola. An Apostle is enthroned under each

baldachino.

corridor; but we would again remark that

these figures are not arranged in a final

and arbitrary manner. Our design is a

first composition in which we have been

more impressed with the importance of de

monstrating the great leading principles of

monumental and decorative art, than in fixing

any precise selection of verses from the hymn

itself in this first essay. We have introduced

angels and other powers of heaven, apostles,

prophets, and martyrs, as appropriate and as

eminently suitable for pictorial or decorative

treatment ; but we are conscious that other

noble themes present themselves, especially

the verse, " The Holy Church throughout au

the world doth acknowledge Thee." This

subject, but for the press of time, would have

received our earnest attention and study ; for

when we consider the vast extent of the Bri

tish empire, and the number and variety of

races under its sway, we are sensible of the

fitness of recalling in our principal national

temple the great national duty of the gather-

ing-in of these peoples ; and the verse which

we have quoted offers a magnificent subject

for illustration, and for introducing members

of various races of mankind to be

" Numbered with Thy Saints in glory ever

lasting."

We, however, propose that " The Holy Church

throughout all the world " shall be represented

by processional figures of various periods and

costume's on the drum of the dome below the

windows.

(To be continued.)

" The glorious company of the Apostles praise

Thee."

The martyrs are grouped on each side, and in

front of the basement

"The noble army of

Thee."

the Martyrs praise

The architectural forms, the ascending aerial

perspective of which we have graduated with

much care, relieve against the pure azure of

the whole upper curvature of the dome, on

which we depend in a considerable measure

for the beauty of this part of the design. As

the azure ascends it becomes paler till it melts

into pure white—

" La luoe eterna, ohe sola in Te sieda."

On the surface of this azure are arranged rank

above rank

" Angeli festanti,

Ciasoun diatinto'e di falgore e d'arte,"

illustrating the verse of the hymn—

" To Thee all Angels cry aloud."

Recalling an arrangement in the Cathedral of

Orvieto, it occurred to us, in this also following

more ancient examples, to place the Vir

gin Martyrs apart. They stand under the

THE UNITY OF INDIAN ART .

THE following remarks on Indian art con

stitute the reply of Dr. Birdwood to the

address presented to him in acknowledgment

of his services in endeavouring to uphold

native Indian art against Government influ

ence :—

The unity in variety of Indian, as of all

Eastern life, must never be overlooked by

those who would understand the traditional

arts of India and the East. It has a vital

lesson for us, among whom, owing to our

system of land tenure, those political revolu

tions, which in the East rarely affect the

democratic organisation of society, have so

often destroyed the continuity of popular

progress, to the manifest injury of the indi

genous domestic arts and of the higher forms

of art, such as painting and sculpture, for

which the people of the West have a far

greater natural ability than those of the East.

Art in England has therefore rather ex

pressed sectarian views than the Catholic

sentiments of a people at complete unity

with themselves; and this is why it has

hitherto failed, both in homely use and epic

grandeur. It is only in times of its decay

that men begin to talk of art as being its own

end and aim. In reality art is the highest ex

pression of the whole moral and material

condition of a people,- and their ever-strength

ening incentive to a higher life. To impart

this incentive has always been the purpose of

art wherever it has sprung from the life of a

people, and where it does not serve this end,

where, through social disorganisation, it is no

longer rooted in national life, it fails in

inborn vigour and originality, and ceases to

exercise any elevating influence on national

character.

The arts of India are indissolubly bound up

with the popular institutions of the country,

and however much the Hindu may have erred

from the right way, and obscured the light

that is in him, he yet as regards all the

thoughts and intents of his heart lives in the

unseen world of man's spiritual consciousness,

by which he is influenced in every act of his

life, and in whatsoever he does to adorn life ;

and art, the preservative of all arts, is true

to itself, and vindicates its participation in

divineness only when it is inspired by the

highest ideals of a people gathered together

in natural and co-ordinate unity, as in the

co-operative village communities of India.

In estimating the disturbing effect of Euro

pean influences on the arts of India we
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must avoid too exclusive and too indiscrimi

nate blame of schools of art. The influence

of Europe on the East is inevitable, and the

presence in India of cultivated Englishmen

at the head of schools of art cannot fail in

the end to correct the degrading effects of

the necessary strain of European commerce

on the village and sumptuary arts of India.

After all, the chief offenders against art in

India are the official departments engaged in the

manufacture of jail carpets and the construc

tion of public buildings, and it is particularly

through the neglect of native architecture, and

the propagation of a bastard English style,

blindly followed by the people themselves,

that the Government threatens the slow-

destruction of the historical handicrafts of

India. All the minor arts in England

suffered during the period of the decline of

our national building style, and our painting

and sculpture still suffer, as is shown in a pre

vailing anecdotal character, from their long

disassociation with architecture. But in

many parts of India, such as Rajputana and

Kattyawar, a spontaneous native architecture

survives. The late Alexander Kinloch Forbes,

author of " Ras Mala," was always seeking to

obtain the employment of the native work-

masters (maestries) of Kattyawar on public

buildings of their own designing, and it is not

yet too late for the Government, by the

encouragement of native hereditary architects,

not only to arrest the decadence of the arts of

India, but to promote their revival. Schools

of art might become effective agents in this

Renaissance, only it is absolutely essential

that their work should begin, where that of

the native draughtsman always begins, with

the study of architecture. There is absolutely

nothing in what has been advanced to justify

the charge sometimes made of a desire to

orientalise the decorative arts of other coun

tries. But every European, artificer and

artist alike, might well take the handicrafts

man of India for an example in the patience,

perseverance, and thoroughness which are the

ground of their excellency, and by which the

inspirations of art are wrought into reality

and life. The legerdemain which some would

fain substitute for patient labour in the arts,

not only destroys all mastery in their methods,

but at last dissipates the very sense of artistic

imagery and invention. Labour is the pro

bation of perfection. The innumerable in

genuities and subtle incommunicable graces of

the arts can be obtained through labour alone ;

and their end and aim must, as is taught by

all Eastern art,

" By Nyle, or Gauge, or Tygre, or Eophrate,"

be steadfastly set on the glory and enjoyment

of the Most Highest, in whom is the Perfect

Mastery and the Sum of Perfection.

PRIZE DESIGNS, &c

THE annual exhibition of the works of

students of the Schools of Art through

out the United Kingdom to whom medals and

prizes have been awarded by the Department

of Science and Art, has been opened at South

Kensington. Compared with former similar

exhibitions, the present one is marked by

a considerable progress. Many of the oil

and water-colour paintings of still-life groups

are of good artistic quality, and in the stages

of design there are drawings and paintings

meriting the careful attention of producers of

works to which fine art is applied. In the

infancy of the present State system of art

instruction, 25 years ago, some two or three

hundred students' works were forwarded to

London by provincial schools for examination

and exhibition. During the lapse of a quarter

of a century the two or three hundred has

grown into two or three hundred thousand, of

which half at least is now contributed by

local classes—institutions more numerous but

of less importance than Schools of Art. Of

the 140,000 works sent by Schools of Art,

not a hundredth come forward for exhibition.

And of the 900 or 1,000 works exhibited,

only some 270 receive the distinction of

1 medals and book prizes.. These

270 national awards are divided into

gold medals, of which there are ten ; silver

medals, about 40 ; bronze medals, about 70 ;

and book prizes, about 160. It will therefore

be seen that the works rewarded with gold

medals, merely on the ground of the labour

which their selection entails, are entitled to

consideration. But this labour is all the more

valuable when it is undertaken, as it is, by a

board of painters, sculptors, architects, and

designers such as E. J. Poynter, R.A., L.

Alma-Tadema, R.A., J. E. Hodgson, A.R.A.,

G. Leslie, A.R.A., Val Prinsep, A.R.A., J. E.

Boehm, A.R.A., G. Aitchison, J. J. Stevenson,

and William Morris. Twenty-five years ago

the Board of Examiners consisted of the late

Sir Charles Eastlake, P.R.A., the late Daniel

Maclise, R.A., and Richard Redgrave, R.A.

At that time a broadly-stated aim of the

Science and Art Department was to promote

" instruction in form and coloirr," and to en

courage the " teaching of design with the view

to the improvement of those branches of man

ufacture which are susceptible of ornament."

We shall pass over the oil paintings and

water-colour sketches to which prize medals

have been awarded, since they are of less

immediate interest to our readers than those

drawings and sketches which have direct

reference to art industry.

In the centre of the room are placed

modelled works in plaster of pnris and terra

cotta. A. Drury takes a gold medal for a

nude figure modelled from the life. In

modelling applied to structural forms a gold

medal is awarded to Andrew Garbutt, of the

Westminster School of Art, for a spiral

column decorated with twisting branches, on

which recline little amorini, fantastic serpents,

and chimeras. The column is divided into two

shafts by a central band of grotesque masks.

Inventiveness in design and intelligence in

modelling are displayed in this work, which,

besides the gold medal, carries off the first

prize offered by the Plasterers' Company

this year. Near the models are two screens,

on which are hung designs for ironwork. A

gold medal is awarded to G. W. Shepherd, of

Coalbrookdale, for a set of designs for iron

gates. There appears to be no great originality

in these works, but they possess the merit of

showing that the student is acquainted with

the material he proposes to use and with the

methods in which it may be used. Greater

interest attaches to a set of sketches by W.

Schollar, of Westminster (St. Mary's) School

of Art, which are of specimens of wrought-

iron work such as grills and gates existing on

buildings in London and elsewhere and to be

found in public collections at home and

abroad. Ivor far from these drawings are

some designs for mosaic work. The gold

medal in this class is awarded to John Brad-

burn, of Coalbrookdale School of Art, who

has designed an important pavement of a late

Romanesque character. The principal border

to the central composition of the pavement is

made of panels, each containing an emblem

of a Deity. There are the sphinx of Minerva,

the peacock of Juno, the boar of Diana, the

horse of Mars, and the dolphin of Neptune.

The signs of the Zodiac are displayed in a

central star-grouped series of pentagons.

While examples of Roman mosaics furnish

material for study, it should be remembered

that Roman art declined during the first two

or three centuries after Christ, and the re

presentation of figures and other natural

forms became debased. In adopting ideas

from such works and planning a new design,

if natural subjects are to be introduced they

should be studied as far as possible from the

natural objects themselves. W. G.Thomas, of

the Westminster (St. Mary's) School of Art,

gains a silver medal for his set of designs for a

marble mosaic pavement. In addition to the

sketch design for the entire pavement, he has

made some full-sized detailed drawings useful

to the mosaicist who may work from them.

J. T. Marshall, of the Nottingham School of

Art, receives a silver medal for some delicately

tinted blue, green, and yellow designs for a

boudoir ceiling and a marble table-top.

Returning to the works by students of the

metropolitan and provincial schools of art, the

classes of designs " for those branches of

manufacture which are susceptible of orna

ment " are numerous. Students of the Not

tingham School of Art excel in designs for

lace curtains. A. J. Sewell, of this school,

gains a gold medal for a lace curtain design,

the surface of which is powdered in an Ori

ental manner, with an even distribution of

floral forms. Other designs for lace are

derived from antique specimens. From Not

tingham, too, come many designs for wall

papers, the characteristics of which are their

low tone of colour, with gold-outlined pat

terns. The motives of the ornaments are

derived from passion flowers, from hops, and

from similarly-suggestive subjects. Whilst

the treatment of them is flat and conven

tional, the natural features of the twist of the

sprays or branches and the pendency of the

blossoms and leaves are realised.

Similar remarks may apply to Joseph

Castle's (Manchester Grammar School) design

for chintz, the motive of which is the straw

berry plant in blossom and fruit. The scale

of colour adopted is pale pinks and greens.

This work earns a gold medal. Near it are

some patterns for muslins drawn by W. Dunn,

of Westminster (St. Mary's) School of Art,

some of which are remarkably like the delicate

and elegant inlay work to be seen on the Taj

Mehal at Agra. Mary Denley, of the West

minster School of Art, takes a gold medal for

a carpet design. The centre is of an crange-

brown colour ; the border—an adaptation of a

popular Oriental repeating ornament inter

mixed with flowers and leaves—is an effective

and well-balanced distribution of gold colour,

greens and white. A screen, near the figure

drawings from the antique, is hung with

designs for fans, of which one, in a Pompeian

style, though perhaps overcrowded with detail,

is rewarded with a silver medal. This is by

Sophia Richards, of the Westminster (St.

Mary's) School. As will have been seen,

the Westminster (St. Mary's) School of

Art bears off many prizes for designs.

The two silver medals awarded for designs

for pottery fall to it—the one on account

of a cheese dish and cover designed in

the Italian arabesque style by G. Catch-

pole; the other on account of a bulkily-

proportioned flower-stand for a table, by Miss

Lucy Piper, who imitates the black-line orna

ment with yellow and brown fillings-in, which

is a characteristic of the Oiron ware of

Henri II. of France. Miss Edith Rogers, of

Westminster (St. Mary's), takes a silver medal

for her design for marquetry. Designs for

works in metal are not numerous. G.Gowans,

of the Aberdeen School of Art, gains a silver

medal for a plateau to be wrought in silver

with repoutsi work. The more technical

" school works, such as drawing and paint

ing from casts of ornament, studies of anatomy,

botanical analyses, and elementary designing,

are also fully represented.

No other country, says the Times art critic,

whose remarks we have quoted, can boast of

annual exhibitions of students' works covering

so extensive an area as that included in the

curriculum of studies followed by the Schools

of Art of the United Kingdom. France has

its academic schools corresponding to those of

our Royal Academy. But it may be safely

asserted that neither France nor Belgium nor

Germany has so complete a national system of

instruction in Fine Art as that which the

United Kingdom has built up for itself within

the last forty years.

Exhibition of Sanitary Appliances.—Ia

connection with the annual meeting of the

British Medical Association, which has been

held daring the present week in the Queen's

College, Cork, there baa been organised an

exhibition of sanitary and hygienic appliances.

The exhibition is divided into the following

departments :—1. Drainage, sanitary appli

ances, and disposal of refuse. 2. Water supply,

filtration, and river purification. 3. Food,

clothing, disinfection, and life-saving apparatus.

4. Sanitary building appliances, plans and

models, ventilation, beating, lighting, and con

sumption of smoke. 6. Disposal of the dead.

6. Sanitary literature.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

OBIGINAL DESIGNS FOB MANTEL

CABINETS.

rpHE fireplace being the spot around which

persons naturally group themselves in

an apartment, or in other words the focus of

the domestic circle, the chimney-piece should

always be considered the chief feature of a

room, and its general effect should be enhanced

by a fair share of decoration. Many old

examples have been constructed in accordance

with this principle, while in not a few others it

has been carried to an excess that has imparted

tothewholeacumbersomeand over-ornamented

appearance. The two designs illustrated this

week steer clear alike of the extravagance of

some, of the chimney-pieces of the Elizabethan

period, and of the poverty which has charac

terised many of a more modern date. Both

designs are simple in outline, and neither of

them is marred by being overloaded with

carving or other ornamentation. Modifications

as to details might be easily effected so as to

render these designs in accordance with the

general style of the furniture of any given

room..

CO-OPERATIVE TRADING.

increased of late years. They were this year

£6,801 net. There- were 12,106 members, the

total sales amounted to £527,030, the gross

profits to £50,555, and the total expenses to

£52,664. The association had of late reduced

their prices by giving free carriage to the

^oods purchased. They were perfectly satisfied

to make small profits. The board meetings

were held at five o'clock in the evening, and

although there were several sub-committee

meetings held they were so arranged that

they did not interfere with the official duties

of the Civil Service clerks who attended them.

With regard to the affiliated traders, he should

think they benefited very much, for the

directors were always receiving applications to

affiliate tradesmen. The latter did not pay

anything to the association, the only ad

vantage got being that they could purchase

goods from the tradesmen at a reduction.

Then, as to the question of giving receipt

stamps on bills of over £2, the department

interested in stamp duties had informed the

association that the ordinary stamp of the

concern was to be taken as a sufficient receipt.

He held in his hand a receipted account for

over £2 from Messrs. Swan & Edgar, on

which there was no receipt stamp. It was

competent for the shareholders to lodge capital

with the officials of the association to be

drawn upon in the purchase of goods. On

this money no interest was paid.

As far as the ordinary retail trader is con

cerned, what do you think will be the effect of

the operations of your association on him ?—

I do not think there is any fear of a large

number of stores starting up, and we are not

the only force at work. I think the number

SOME light has been thrown upon the inner 0f small traders must diminish in the course of

organisation of the two leading metro- 1 time. Not only in London, but all over Eng-

politan Co-operative Stores by the evidence land large trading concerns are taking the

lately given before the Select Committee place of the small retailers,

■which is now inquiring into the subject. One If your stores are going on prospering at the

of the witnesses examined was Mr. Chas. J. ' same ratio that they have been in the past, of

Cox, who said he was one of the directors of necessity the small retail tradesman will in

the Civil Service Co-operative Society (Li- time be extinguished ?—I think some of them

mited), in the Haymarket, and had been must go, and it will be to the advantage of

connected with it from its commencement in themselves, as well as the public, that they

the early part of 1866. There were nine should go.

directors, all of them Civil servants, four on Do you send goods to the country ?—Yes,

the retired list and five on the active list, and large quantities, and we send them abroad also,

besides these there were a number of hon. We do not manufacture goods. With regard

directors, who were also Crown servants, but to the so-called advantages that we possess

they did nst take any part in the management, over ordinary traders, it is true that if the

The object of the company was to import or latter fail they are sold up and lose everything,

purchase wholesale articles of general con- whilst we should only lose the amount of our

sumption and utility, and to retail them at share ; but I would point out that there are

prices sufficient only to cover tht original many others who possess similar advantages-

cost and expenses of management and distri- all limited liability companies—Pawson & Co.,

bution, and to pay a moderate rate of interest of St. Paul's Churchyard, for instance. I do

limited to five per cent, upon the capital neces- not see how it can be objected with fairness

sarily employed in the business ; also to make that we have an undue prestige over the ordi-

srrangements with manufacturers and others ' nary trader. The words Civil Service are used

to sell articles supplied by them which were very generally. There Is a bootmaker in the

not kept in stock, at wholesale prices,

The Chairman (Sir Massey Lopes) stated

that the articles of association pointed out that

the prices were only to be sufficient to cover

the original cost and expenses of management

and distribution and pay a moderate rate of

interest, limited to 5 per cent. He wished to

know whether that was the case at present ?

"Witness answered in the affirmative. No re

solution had been passed on the subject subse

quent to this. The amount of interest at the

hat payment was only 4 per cent., but it was

paid on a larger capital. Under no circum

stances had the rate of interest on the capital

exceeded 5 per cent. There were 452 share

holders belonging to the society, and besides

them they had 2,806 subscribers at 2s. 6d. each.

That was not a limited number, any of the

classes specified in the price list being at liberty

to purchase a ticket and deal with them. The

public at large were not allowed to purchase

tickets. With regard to the tickets being

transferable, they were not really so, but they

could not tell that every one who went with

a ticket was the actual owner of it. They

recognised no one but the holder of the ticket

in cases of complaint. Every purchaser was not

asked if he was the holder of a ticket. Witness

represented the association here, it having been

thought better to send a director than the secre

tary. The profits of the association had largely

Strand who calls his shop the Civil Service

Boot Store, and I do not know that that is

objected to.

In reply to the various members of the

Committee, the witness stated that an original

share which cost £2 was now worth from £77

to £100. The obligption to be at the office at

a fixed time only applied to the rank and file,

and the duties of the heads of departments

often extended to hours over the whole day.

There had never been the slightest complaint

as to the manner in which those Civil servants

who were connected with the stores performed

their duties to the Crown, and he contended

that provided a Civil servant did his duty

faithfully and honourably he was free to do

anything else he pleased. The fact that the

Government had passed several Acts against

adulteration went to show that the public

belief in the adulteration of everything was

founded on a certain amount of fact. Even

if restrictions were placed upon Civil servants

the stores would still "be carried on, because

there were numbers of men who would be

only too pleased to take the management. He

could not say, however, whether if those re

strictions were imposed the stores would be

thrown open to tLe general public. Affiliated

traders received no commission from the stores,

neither did the stores from the affiliated

traders.

Mr. Lawson, another witness, stated that he)

was the secretary of the Army and Navy Co

operative Association, which was a limited

liability association under the Companies Acts,

1802 and 1867. This association was estab

lished in February, 1872, and its object was to

carry on, under its articles, the business of

general dealers for the supply of articles of

domestic consumption, for the use of sub

scribers, shareholders, and their friends, for

ready money. There were about 13,000 share

holders, who had paid £1 each for their

shares. They paid 10s. for their shares ori

ginally, but now the full amount had been

paid up. There were also 5,000 life members,

and 18,000 annual subscribers. The former

paid £1. Is., and the latter 6s. and 2s. 0d.

annual subscription. The friends of share

holders need not necessarily be Civil servants.

They did not recognise Civil servants at all ;

they were no more to them than the general

public. The original capital was £15,000, in

15,000 £1 shares, but that was subsequently,

raised to £30,000, and then to £60,000. The

shareholders were all either officers in the army

and navy, or their widows and children. They

had a board of directors composed entirely of

officers of the army and navy who were not

now on active service. Each of these direc

tors, under their articles of association, was-

entitled to receive a salary. The chairman-

received £200 and the others £100 a year, bat

in addition to that they each received f per

i cent, commission upon the profits up to

£300,000, while the rule with regard to

payment for articles before they were taken

I out of the stores was rigorously enforced.

Their net profit during the last half-year was

£12,225, which was less than the previous

half-year, although they did a larger amount

of business than they had done previously.

This was to be accounted for by the reduction

of profits which had taken place. They had

reduced the prices in order to reduce the rate

of profits. The working expenses of the asso

ciation were about 6 per cent., and the salary

of the secretary had been recently raised to

£900 a year. They had always given receipt

stamps at the Army and Navy Stores. They

proposed shortly to largely increase the exist

ing departments, and to introduce new ones

The new departments would include carpets

furniture, gentlemen's boots and shoes, ladies',

costumes, and so forth. They also proposed

to sell poultry and game, fruits, and probably

butchers' meat and fish. They contemplated

enlarging their premises and their trade con

siderably. He did not think they had an ad

vantage over the ordinary trader by the usage

of the name " Army and Navy " Association,

which was common property in the same way

as " Royal," " Prince of Wales," " Civil Ser

vice " were placed over traders' shops, and

made use of by newspapers, theatres, &c. The

profits were increasing year by year, and the

public had no security whatever that when

the trader was beaten and the stores had a

monopoly, that they would not largely in

crease their prices unless it was by the start

ing of other co-operative stores. Their object,

however, was to Keep down prices. They had

a number of affiliated traders attached to

their association, but they paid the stores no

commission except in the case of one or two

houses. These affiliated traders gained an ad

vantage principally through securing a ready-

money business. They also did a. large busi

ness with the country.

To Mr. James : He could say from his own

knowledge that the affiliated traders did not

put on 20 per cent, in order to take off 10 per

cent. The reduction made by this class of

tradesmen was a bond-fide reduction. He had

stated in an article he had written in the

Quarterly Review upon co-operation that the

traders were generally adverse to all co-opera

tion. Co-operation had been in operation all

over the country however for a long time, and

the tradesmen had met it throughout with a

great deal of animosity. He could not account

for the change of front, they now declaring

that they did not object to co-operation pure

and simple, unless it was that they were

attacking those who had been most successful

in this matter. He considered that the effect
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of this inquiry had been to give co-operation '

an immense stimulus amongst the public. In

a great many cases, no doubt, the traders

would be sorry that they had gone into this

matter, for it had done trie stores a great deal

of good, and of course it had done the traders

a corresponding amount of harm. It had

acted as an advertisement to the stores.

To Mr. Ripley.—Witness said that after

the evidence of Mr. Jones, who had stated

that he could sell watches cheaper than they

could be got at the stores, they had sent down

and purchased a watch at his shop, and had

paid £21 for it. They had taken it to pieces,

and their watchmaker had made a declaration

to the effect that he could make a watch of

the same quality, and with the same move

ments, for £13. 14s.

Mr. Debac rose and appealed to the chair

man, as a point of order, whether such a

statement as that ought to be allowed to go

out to the public.

The Chairman said the evidence was per

fectly in order, but of course Mr. Jones could

be recalled to rebut it.

Witness continued that Mr. Jones ought to

have been aware of what was being done, be

cause the notes with which the watch was

paid for were stamped with the words " Army

and Navy Stores."

In reply to the chairman, witness said his

association did not enjoy any exemptions what

ever, either in the way of income-tax or

stamp duties. He denied that the Govern

ment purchased stores from them.

THE AUTHORSHIP OF PICTURES.

IT is said, we know not with what truth, that

some persons who have realised a fortune

by means not requiring the possession of artis

tic taste or knowledge occasionally buy

pictures, not because of their intrinsic merit,

nor yet because of the reputation of their

authors, but in consideration of the quantity of

space which they will cover, or in other words,

by the yard. Mr. Barns, of London, manufac

turer of zinc, is not one of these persons, if

such persons there be. He likes to have the

works of well-known painters, and in Novem

ber, 1877, desired to obtain a picture by Mr.

Thomas Sidney Cooper, the Royal Academi

cian. For this purpose he applied to one

Johnson, of Bury St. Edmunds, who, accord

ing to his own description, is a " broker and

old furniture dealer." In a certain sense,

no doubt, pictures are furniture, and very

ugly furniture some of them are. Still, it

might be thought that an intelligent man of

business, with yearnings after the higher

culture, would have dealt at some shop where

paintings were regarded as furniture and

something more. The astute mechanic at Bur

lington House remarked that he "was told

some of them pictures cost as much as half-a-

crowii in paint, let alone the man's time in

laying of it on ; " but Mr. Barns was really

willing to pay something for the honour of

owning a "genuine Cooper." This trait of

hero-worship in Mr. Barns is somewhat affect

ing, especially as he appears to have been

unaware ttoat Mr. Cooper painted in oils,

regarding him, on the contrary, as a painter

in water-colours. Somebody has said that in

a world of compromise it is dangerous to

follow everything out to its logical conclusion,

and therefore we will not infer from this state

of facts that Mr. Barns did not know a paint

ing in oil from a painting in water-colour.

However that may be, Mr. Barns certainly

bought of Mr. Johnson some old china, which

we will hope was really old and really

china, together with two pictures, one by

an artist called Percy for eight pounds, and

one which professed to be the work

of Mr. Cooper for five-and-twenty pounds.

The so-called Cooper had a " film ' over

it, which, seems in Mr. Barns's view to

have unduly marred its brilliance, and

which Mr. Johnson said was caused by being

hung over the fireplace. Mr. Barns having

bought the picture had it restored, and we

presume that the " film " was removed. The

picture, however, appears to have passed un

scathed through the ordeal of " restoration,"

which is more than many artistic " bargains "

do. There is, for instance, a well-known

story about a famous collector of works of art

who bought a modern French picture which

struck his fancy for a moderate sum. On

being cleaned, however, the canvas was found

to have been painted on more than once, and

scraping duly disclosed what appeared to be

a fine Correggio. This, however, in its turn

required cleaning, and then was disclosed the

strange fact that beneath the second was a

third picture. The dauntless collector, deter

mined to solve the problem completely, and

feeling sure that the third painting must at

least be old, ordered the removal of the second,

and was rewarded by the revelation of a full-

length portrait of George IV. in his Corona

tion Robes.

Mr. Barns, however, made a less interesting

discovery, being merely led to suspect the

genuine nature of his purchase. He accord

ingly sent the picture to Mr. Cooper, and re

quested to be informed if the signature on the

canvas was genuine. Mr. Cooper replied in

the negative, and added that he had never

painted any picture of the kind. The picture

was a " cattle piece," and had long b ;en in the

possession of a Mr. Capon, of Bennington

Hall, Suffolk. This fact was not without its

influence upon the mind of Mr. Johnson, who

thought the work must be genuine for the

delightfully conclusive reason that Mr. Capon

was " a great connoisseur in cattle." Mr.

Johnson must certainly have thought himself

a very fortunate man, for he bought this gem

from the collection of the "connoisseur in

cattle " for the sum of £4. 8s. 6d., which pro

bably bears about the same relation to the price

paid by Mr. Barns as that does to the price of

Mr. Cooper's genuine work. Mr. Cooper,

however, at once disowned the picture in ques

tion, and charged the sura of five guineas for

so doing. Thus an unfortunate transaction

was not wholly without consolation for Mr.

Cooper. It is no doubt annoying to hav

show that he was a simple, undesigning man,

ill-fitted to contend with the superior know

ledge and experience of his opponent. This

resolved itself easily into the question who

was [the more ignorant of art, and on this

point it may well be that the jury found some

difficulty in coming to a definite conclusion.

In the end they found a verdict for the de

fendant, and therefore we suppose that in

their opinion Mr. Barns bought his picture

because he admired it, or believed it on in

ternal evidence to be genuine, and that he

made up his mind simply under the influence

of his own taste and knowledge of art. This

is of course a tenable hypothesis, and may be

reconciled with the fact that Mr. Johnson

produced the Art Journal for 1840, and

showed from the " Academy Notes " that Mr.

Cooper exhibited two pictures that year,

which was also the year inscribed upon the

picture itself. But, certainly, Mr. Johnson is-

a lucky man. It is something in these hard

times to make 500 per cent., and Mr. Johnson

deposed that he might have made a

thousand, inasmuch as for this very

work of art he had been offered £50

by a London dealer. Whether he did not

originally give for it more than it was worth

may perhaps be doubted. Mr. Justice Grove

said it " looked as good as most of the fur

niture pictures that were sold," but as it

was only twenty inches square, this would not

imply that it was worth much. Mr. Cooper

indignantly denied that it was worth anything,

but then an artist is naturally prejudiced

against any valuation of pictures from their

capacities as " furniture." The verdict of the

jury, says the Daily Hews, from whose

columns we have quoted, has made it un

necessary to appraise the " cattle piece," ami

Mr. Barns may retain possession of it, to

gether with the valuable experience which

he has purchased at the moderate price ef

five-and-twenty pounds, besides the costs of

this action. This experience may, perhaps,

teach him not to buy pictures of which he

infeiior paintings sold under your name, and knows little, from dealers of whom he knows

accepted as your handiwork ; and when an less.

artist retains forcible possession of the daub,

as Mr. Herbert did the other day, few people

would be inclined to blame him very severely.

But still five guineas is not a bad price for

saying that you didn't paint a picture, espe

cially when you have the opportunity of

making a similar statement in a nundred-and-

forty-two other cases. That is the number of

pictures which Mr. Cooper has certified that

he didn't paint, and a simple sum in arith

metic will show how much he has gained

pecuniarily from the servum peais imitatorum.

Mr. Cooper did not state what he charged for

his certificate in the case of the eleven genuine

Coopers which were sent to him, nor did he

mention at what sum he would estimate a

refusal on his part to answer the question.

It should be added, however, that Mr.

Cooper sent Mr. Barns along with bis

certificate a sketch of the subject of the pic

ture, thus retaliating upon the artist who had

sought to copy his style. Mr. Barns, on re

ceiving Mr. Cooper's sketch, certificate, and

bill, naturally became somewhat angry, and

requested that Mr. Johnson would take back

the picture. Mr. Johnson declined, and then

there was a lawsuit. The plaintiff and

defendant gave wholly irreconcilable evidence

as to the terms on which the former bought

the " cattle piece " of the latter. Mr. Justice

Grove, who tried the case, went so far as to

say that " it was a sad result of the examina

tion of the parties, which it was supposed

would conduce so much to the eliciting of

truth, that in almost every case it led to these

contradictions of testimony." This was, per

haps, rather a large conclusion from a single

case; but certainly Mr. Barns and Mr. Johnson

contradicted each other in every material par

ticular. It was admitted, of course, that the

picture was spurious, but the plaintiff asserted

that the defendant warranted it to be a

genuine Cooper, knowing all the time it was

not so, while the defendant said he sold the

picture " on its merits," and made no repre

sentation as to its authenticity.

It thus became the object of each party to

THEATRE DECORATION IN FRANCE.

SOME interesting details have lately been-

given by a French contemporary relative

to the Theatre Franfais, Paris. Built for

Egalite" Orleans, this playhouse was intended

for opera, and was opened to the public in

1790 as the Vari<5tt5s Amusantes. It was oc

cupied for some time by Talma and the Demo

crats of the Association; and on the recon-

stitution and re-endowment of the Come'die

by Bonaparte, in 1803, it became definitively

the House of Moliere. In 1804 Chabrol, the

architect of the Association, rebuilt a good

deal of it ; his work, however, comprehended

only the facade, the staircase, the foyer, the

dressing-rooms and offices, and left the stage

and auditorium pretty much as they were.

Chabrol, junior, has been engaged during the

London campaign of the Come'die in finishing

what his father began. The auditorium has for

weeks past been re-arranged and re-decorated,

and the changes made are considerable. In

the first place, the bagnoires now extend all

round the pit tier; they are twenty-one in

number, whereas there were formerly only

three or four on each side. It appears that

the space in which the new boxes nave been

built was formerly filled up with a mass of

woodwork placed there as a support to the

upper boxes. The wood has been replaced

with ironwork, affording as great support

with a notable economy of space. The incline-

of the pit floor has been reduced, permitting

those sitting in the position which was

formerly occupied by the orchestra to see

the stage without being perched on high stools.

The stalls themselves have been replaced by

seats on hinges, and like all the chairs in the

house, they are covered with handsome red

velvet.

The front of every tier of boxes has been

re-gilded, and the entire theatre looks, and is

to all intents and purposes, absolutely new»

But the chief beauty of the renovated house

is the new ceiling, a noble composition executed
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■with admirable skill. It is, indeed, a work of

art in the highest sense of the word, and it is

to be regretted that it could not have been

exhibited as a picture before it was fixed in

its present position. The vast size of the

painting would have rendered it difficult, how

ever, to find a local in which it could be fully

displayed. The composition may be said to

be divided into three groups, although these

are so ingeniously joined together that the

first impression of the spectator is to judge

of the picture as a whole. The foreground of

the painting—that is to say, the portion nearest

to the stage—is entirely devoted to the heroes

and heroines of Moliere. To the right in one

group we have Don Juan, the Bourgeois Gen-

tilhomme, Arnolphe and Agnes, Elmire re

pulsing Tartuffe, and the miserwith his money-

bags in his arms. To the left there are,

among others, Gros-Ren£, Trissotin, Scapin,

and If. Pourceaugnac, each accompanied

by the characteristic emblems that ex

plain his individuality. Between the twol

groups France is seated dispensing laure

crowns to the three great dramatic authors

to whom she has given birth, and in the

corner is a group of lookers-on, in whom we

are pleased to recognise the features of Vol

taire, Beaumarchais, Regnard, Marivaux,

Scribe, Dumas the elder, and Alfred de

Musset. Living authors are rightly excluded

from the semblance of premature immortality,

and, seeing how zealous the French are in

knocking down to-day the reputations they

made yesterday, it must be conceded that

M. Perrin has exercised sound discretion in

canonising those only who can make no new

failures. Higher up in the picture are the

heroes, male and female, of the tragic poets,

the right group being allotted to Corneille, and

the left to Racine; so in the first we see

Horace slaying his sister Camille, Polyecute

and Pauline about to receive the martyr's

wreath, Attila, and two charming figures

representing Cupid and Psyche. In the

second are Andromache at the feet of

Hermione ; Ilippolyte and Phedre, Clytem-

nestra, and Jezebel. Above stands Apollo,

who, just alighted from his chariot, seems to

be presiding over the poets and heroes at his

feet, while the Muses float around him in

graceful cadence. The total cost of the pre

sent alterations has been £10,400.

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Odb Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The flatness of trade here is shown by the

general absence of principals and managers, who

are on their usual holiday, which is generally

taken at this time of the year, because it in

terferes less now than at any other season with

business. Although there has been no further

depression in raw material during the last

fortnight, one of the leading houses here

issued a circular at the latter end of last week,

stating that in consequence of the pirating of

some of their patterns they would make goods

of those special designs at 3s. 4d. per yard for

5-frames. This must not be taken as indi

cating any general reduction on list prices,

but only" as applying to the particular

patterns in question. Thi

WOOD STAINS.

TO turn oak black so as to cause it to

resemble ebony the wood should be im

mersed for forty-eight hours in a hot saturated

solution of alum, and then brushed over several

times with a logwood decoction, prepared as

follows : Boil one part of best logwood with

ten parts of water, filter through linen, and

evaporate at a gentle heat until the volume is

reduced one-half. To every quart of this add

from ten to fifteen drops of a faturated solu

tion of indigo, completely neutral. After

applying this dye to the wood, rub the latter

with a saturated and filtered solution of

verdigris in hot concentrated acetic acid, and

repeat the operation until a black of the

desired intensity is obtained. To imitate

rosewood a concentrated solution of hyper-

manganate of potassa is spread on the surface

of the wood, and allowed to act until the

desired shade is obtained. Five minutes

suffice ordinarily to give a deep colour. A

few trials will indicate the proper proportions.

The hypermanganate of potassa is decomposed

by the vegetable fibres with the precipitation

of brown peroxide of manganese, which the

influence of the potassa, at the same time set

free, fixes in a durable manner on the fibres.

When the action is terminated, the wood is

carefully washed with water, dried, and then

oiled and polished in the usual manner. The

effect produced by this process on several

woods is remarkable. On the cherry, es

pecially, it gives a beautiful red colour.

Women think they can do about anything

but beat a carpet, and there's where they cave

under to man's superiority.

, _ue finer weather has

not brought more trade to the district,

but if it continues there is no doubt that

retail stocks throughout the country will

be cut up quicker, and the advent of the

autumn trade will thus be accelerated. Last

Monday being Bank-holiday some of the manu

factories were closed, but not all of them, and

this may be taken as a healthy sign for the

time of year. The nature of the business

doing continues of a hand-to-mouth character,

and no large orders are being placed. One or

two buyers have been here during the week,

and, the season being taken into account, they

have operated freely. The wool market is a

little harder, but spinners have not been able

to get the prices of worsted to correspond, for

there are still too many producers for the

supply needed. Haw material generally is

very low in price with the exception of linen

yarns. Sales are exceedingly small and manu

facturers nppear to be waiting to judge of the

character of the approaching autumn trade

b 'fore placing large orders.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—In con-

s'quence of the Bank-holiday last Monday

ther» has, of course, been a restriction of

business throughout this district. It is con

sequently all the more gratifying to be able

to report a slight improvement m the export

orders placed for Dutch and Kidder carpets.

The home markets would, however, seem to

continue as sluggish as ever, and it is this

which precludes the anticipation of an early

active revival in the Dewsbury carpet trade.

Prices continue very unremunerative, and in

sympathy with this downward tendency carpet

wools, especially those of inferior quality,

are lower in value than they have been re

cently. The following is the trade report of

the Heckmondwike Chamber of Commerce

for the past month :—The demand for

blankets has continued good through the

month, and the outlook for the next few

weeks is no less cheerful. Yet, with all this,

which has now continued for some time, it is

most remarkable that prices are not remune

rative. Complaints on this head are general.

It is certainly a very exceptional state of

things, and we think could scarcely occur in

any other business than the blanket trade.

Carpets in the home market are still neglected,

and the trade is exceedingly depressed. In

shipping, a slight improvement may be noted.

Felt carpets participate to a considerable

extent in the above description. Railway

rugs have been in fair request for export, but

the home trade is backward, and opens with

great caution. Sealskins show a fair demand

in the finer qualities for shipping purposes ;

lower descriptions are in small request. Cotton

warps remain firm in price. Better sorts of

yarns are more called for, but low carpet yarns

are in very slow demand. In wool little change

can be noted during the month. A moderate

business has been done in clothing sorts, but

combing and carding wools are very flat. At

the recent sales of East India wools in Liver

pool, blanket sorts were quite {&. to jd. per lb

dearer, and low carpet wools a trifle easier.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—The

past month has proved unsatisfactory alike to

the curtain branch and to the lace trade gene

rally. As regards the former this is, perhaps;

hardly surprising, since the early part of the

season was characterised by a very active

demand for curtains, and bearing in mind the

untoward agencies which have operated now

for several months, even the present orders

may be considered as representing a fair

amount of trade. A serious drawback, the

effects of which will make themselves felt

before long, is that more machinery than is

necessary has been impressed into the service

of the curtain branch ; and while some are

consequently only partially employed, others

are standing altogether idle. In consequence

of Bank-holiday the demand for lace yarns has

been very languid. Some moderate inquiries

for common qualities in the lower counts have

been made, but orders are sparingly and care

fully placed. The strike in the bobbin, net,

and quilling branch still affects the sales of

the medium qualities and higher counts. The

market is less firm, and slight concessions are

offered to induce business, but without leading

to much result. In the lace warehouses

business is dull, except for a few aticles,

amongst which are spotted nets, quillings, and

laces which are much in favour. Lappet laces

in various styles in white, ivory, and black are

in fair request in cotton, linen thread, and silk.

There is no change in the window-blind

department.

Fubnishtng Ironmongery. — There has

been but little animation in any branch of the

hardware trade during the present week.

Manufacturers and factors throughout the

Birmingham district report trade as dull. A

slightly increased activity has, however, lately

been noticed in one or two branches, notably

in the demand for metallic bedsteads of medium

quality, a large number of which are now

being shipped to foreign parts. In lamps and

chandeliers there is but little doing, and the

seaside demand is also below the average. As

regard japanned ware, the second half of

the year has not opened very promising. Few

of the larger houses are at anything like full

production, and stocks in most cases are re

ported heavy. Travellers experience great

difficulty in obtaining either orders or money,

and prices are cut down by competition to the

lowest point. Indeed, manufacturing business

in certain departments of the trade is now so

unremunerative that some firms find it more

advantageous to buy than to make the goods

required by their customers. This is especially

the case in boxes, in whirh manufacturers

who devote themselves specially to the busi

ness and do not begrudge expenditure upon

tools and machinery possess undoubted ad

vantage over the " all-round " tinplate-

worker, for whom boxes are only one of many

varieties of goods comprised in his business.

Stock-taking has contributed to the quietude

of the branch during the first fortnight of the

quarter, nnd to this circumstance may be re

ferred the small accumulation of factors'

orders, upon which macufacturers are now

principally engaged. In the export depart

ment business generally is reported exceed

ingly slack, since the completion of the more

urgent orders for the Cape, and neither for

India nor Australia are the orders in hand of

any appreciable magnitude.

Household Linen, &c.—Trade remains in

much the same state as it has been during the

last two or three weeks, being rather better

than in the early part of the year. A good

many looms, however, are altogether idle,

whilst a considerable number of weavers are

on short time. Fine table and other damasks

are still in but moderate request, whilst there

is rather less inquiry for window-ticks, in

which a fair business has been done so far.

Furniture-covers continue to be largely pro

duced by a firm in the Barnsley district that

recently brought out a rather Dovel pattern

for them. Drills for shipment to South

America, the West Indies, and other tropical

and semi-tropical countries, have not ma

terially improved of late, so that heavy stocks

of them are held by the makers. The demand

for heavy broad sheetings has declined of late,

whilst there has been an improvement with

respect to crumbcloths and special towellings.
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TheTe is still a steady output of huckabacks,

ticks, glass-cloths, strainers, and narrow linens

generally ; but as a rule it is in excess of what is

required, since dealers only purchase for imme

diate requirements or to replace goods sold.

Hand-made linens are but little in request, and

the weavers are not fully employed, despite

the limited number of them that is now left.

The Silk Mabket.—Messrs. Durant & Co.

in their circular, dated August 1, remark :—

The month of July has been a month of dis

appointment. In the early days it was hoped

that the reduction in prices established at the

June public sales would be only of temporary

duration, or, at worst, sufficient to induce re

sumption of business, and holders generally

showed decided firmness ; but consumers con

tinuing to hold off some few holders became

pressing sellers, and although there was for a

few days a slight renewal of the speculative

action of May, it was not of adequate extent

or sufficiently prolonged to stay a further

reduction in prices. They may now be quoted

3s. to 3s. Cd. per lb. upon the highest moment.

European estimates of crops remain without

change, but telegraphic reports of falling

prices in China confirm buyers in their deter

mination to await results, and to confine their

purchases to positive necessities, although our

stocks show a diminution upon last year of

2,000 bales China, 2,300 bales Japan, and 960

bales Canton, and prices of China are fully Is.

per lb. lower, Japan and Canton about the

same. The deliveries are almost equal to the

best of the last eleven months, and decidedly

above the average. The first arrivals of new

China silk are expected next week. A few

small parcels of Canton silk have come for

ward, and a portion has been sold at a com

paratively small reduction upon the highest

moment.

The "Wool Thade.—The annual August

•wool fair was held at Doncaster on Tuesday,

and some local clips reserved for the occasion

came into the market. The bulk, however,

was dealers' wool, the total supply being

about 250 sheets. Buyers were not numerous,

and business was decidedly slow at the com

mencement, less money being offered and more

demanded. Eventually, however, a clearance

was effected at about late values, viz. :—All

hog, 13s. to 14s.; half-hog, 12s. to 12s. 6d.;

and all ewe, 10s. to lis. per stone of 14£lb.

Janbim Jfunttfort <£*prfs

For the Week ending Saturday, the 2nd inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson 4 Co. £40

furniture

Arnholz, A. £85 iron bedsteads

Australian Mortgage 4 Agency Co. £115

furniture

Hart, H. & J. £61 iron safes, £555 furniture

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, 281 yds carpeting

Miller, J. Anderson 4 Co. 407 yds carpets,

£28 mattinir, £2 ings

Murray, D. 4 W. £60 sewing-machines

Savage 4 Hill, £56 furniture

Scott, A. £61 safes

Tallack, F. 4 Sod, £1,153 furniture

Wills, G. 4 B. 950 sq yds floorcloth

Alcoa Bat— Ball, W. E. £68 furniture, £8

iron bedsteads, £7 bedding, 73 yds carpets

Blaine, M&odonald 4 Co. £15 frntre, £7 rugs

Blister 4 Fitch, £112 frntre, £40 wood maDfs

Dawson Bros. £12 ohinaware

Donaldson, Andrews 4 Co. £27 rugs

Dunn, W. 4 Co. 6,000 yds cotton blankets

Darant, A. & Co. £40 paperbangings

Fletchers 4 Taylor, £57 iron bedsteads

Howe, J. 0. & Co. £48 musical instruments

Mertens 4 Co. £30 musical instruments

Shrimpton 4 Co. £65 lamps

Searight, J. 4 Co. £7 furniture

Tilbrook, Upton 4 Co. 465 yds blankets

White 4 Holmes, £6 furniture

Whyte, E. 4 Co. £11 looking-glasses

Antweep—Leather Cloth Co. 915 sqyds oiloloth

Weatherley 4 Co. £242 varnish

Auckland—Clark, A. 4 Sons, £120 rugs

Cruiokehank A Co. 203 yds floorcloth, £150

furniture, £50 glassware

Dalgety, Du Croz 4 Co. £20 piano

Auckland (continued)—

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 180 yds woln orptng

Lewis, G. 4 E. 1,205 yds blankets, £51 paper-

hangings

Lewis, J. 4 Co. £58 rugs, 1,059 yds floorcloth,

£121 cotton quilts, £52 mats

Owen 4 Graham, £12 musical instruments

Boyle 4 Willan, 820 yds carpet

Skeel, W. £200 bruehware

Sutton, W. B. £50 pianos

Beyrout—Westcott 4 Laurance, £15 sewing-

machines

Bluff Harbour—Clark, J. T. £50 msol instmts

Bombay—Davis, W. B. £9 musical instruments

Forsey, J. £29 paperbangings

Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £l6 ohinaware

Haviside, T. 4 Co. £163 brushes

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, £100 piano

Lloyd 4 Co. £10 glassware, £15 iron bedstds

Maclean 4 Woolley, £15 ohinaware

Other Entries, £76 iron safes

Sleeman, H. B. 4 Co. 1 o leather

Townsend 4 Spearing, £25 mnscl instrmnts

Union Lighterage Co. 200 yds blankets

Watson, W. 4 Co. £15 paperhanginga

Waokerbarth, J. H. 5 10 yds leather oloth

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £27 sewing-machines,

£290 musical instruments, £9 chinaware

Boston—Best, Eyley 4 Co. 415 o leather

Cole, W. H. 4 Co. £10 ohinaware

Bordeaux—General Steam Navigation Co. £30

safe

Boulogne—Atkins, C. 4 Co. 207 yds oarpets

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 234} o leather, 728 yds

carpets, 79 o leather, 273 yds carpets

Chinnery 4 Johnson, £30 varnish, 10 o paper-

hangings

Messageries Farisiennes, 285 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry 4 Co. £18 rugs, £5 chinaware,

Bahn, G. 4 Co. £16 rugs, 2,750 yds woollen

carpet, 2,119 yds woollen oarpeting

Thomas, D. C. £47 wood manufactures

£22 chinaware, £80 piano

Bremen—Fbillipps4 Graves, £150 wood carving,

13 o leather

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, 120 yds woollen carpet

Brisbane—Shaw, A. 4 Co. £65 iron safes

Brussels—Arnati 4 Harrison, £133 porcelain

Morin 4 Seelig, 36 o leather

Fickford 4 Co. 120 yds oarpets

Buenos Ayres—Green, J. 4 Nephew, £112 ohina

Calcutta—Allen Bros. 4 Co. 172 yds blankets,

10 c leather, £9 and 132 yds blankets

Grindlay 4 Co. £13 ohinaware

Griesselioh, H. 4 Co. £10 ohinaware

Head, H. 4 Co. £108 glassware

Killiok, Martin 4 Co. £160 gware, 4 o leather

Lyon, J. 4 Co. £11 glassware

Sinclair, Hamilton 4 Co. 13 o leather

Stewart, Gent 4 Co. £10 rugs

StoneB 4 Son, £23 glassware, 2 o leather

Wackerbarth, J. H. £32 lamps

Watson, J. 4 Co. £15 glassware

Wallace, J. £ 16 glassware

Canterbury—James, W. £30 piano

Eemsley 4 Elkington, 532 yds linoleum

Cape or Good Hope—Blaine, Macdonald & Co.

£29 furniture

Cnrrie, D. 4 Co. £145 furniture

Dawson Bros. £10 brushes, £20 msol instmts

Mertens 4 Co. £170 musical instruments

Sootney 4 Enrnshaw, £66 musical instmts

Tilbrook, Upton 4 Co. 24 rq yds floorcloth

Colombo—Arbuthnot, Latham 4 Co. £43 iron

eafe

Haddon, J. 4 Co. £4 fumitnre

Constantinople—Grey, H. inn. £28 glass paper

Boussin, L. 8,580 yds jute and 1,215 yds wool

carpeting

Copenhagen—Leather Cloth Co. 540 sq yds

oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 91 sq yds

linoleum

Demeraba—Mertens 4 Co. £30 muBioal instmts

East London—Durant, A. 4 Co £79 furniture

Forbes, Forbes 4 Co. £51 piano

Galle—Ball, W. B. £26 furniture

Ghent—Weatherley, Mead 4 Co. 125 yds

floorcloth

Gibraltar—Ball, W. E. £10 furniture

Grenada—Browne, J. 4 Son, 91 lb leather, £4

musical instruments

Hambbo—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

800 sq yds oiloloth

Collins, W. A. 27 yds floorcloth

Chinnery 4 Johnson, 30 o leather

Darling Bros. £3 manufactures, 60 o leather,

103 o leather

Dnfour Bros. 4 Co. 57 yds silk damask

General Steam Navigation Co. 36 o leather,

£35 ooir mats

Hambro (continued)—

Harris, B. 2} c leather

Leather Cloth Co. 6,045 sq yds oiloloth, 9,900

sq yds oiloloth

Scbloeseer Bros. 84 o leather

Stahlsohmidt, F. 4 Co. 81! o leather

Strudwiok, H. 51 o leather

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. 408 yds linoleum

Watkins, J. 386 o leather

Hong-Kono—McGregor, Gow 4 Co. £197 up.

holstery trimming, 1,240 yds woollen oar-

pet, 200 sq yds floorcloth, 5,324 yds

blankets, 375 sq yds American cloth

Morrison, J. 4 Co. £9 furniture

Walker, A. G. 4,930 yds blankets

Williams, S. 4 Co. £24 furniture

Honolulu—Clark, C. 4 Co. 1,640 sq yds oil

cloth, £20 rugs, £10 furniture, 450 yds

blankets, £107 rugs, 1,957 yds woollens,

£35 chins, 1,081 yds cotton ticks, £102

quilts

Ibrail—Sohloesser BroB. 61 1 c leather

Konigsbkro—Back, E. 3 o leather, £3 iron safe

Launceston—Lewis, B. £45 glassware, 750 yds

blankets

Leghorn—Oollard 4 Collard, £240 pianos

Madras—Grey, H. jun. £21 china, 79 glass,

ware, £20 wood manufactures

Oakes 4 Son, 13} o paperhanginga, 326 yds

blankets, 558 yds oarpets

Malta—Collins, W. A. |£6 cocoa mats, 280

yds oilcloth

Potter, H. 4 Co. £15 musical instruments

Sellers 4 Allen, £17 sewing machinery

Townsend 4 Spearing, £10 musical insts

Marseilles—Dawson Bros. £20 varnish

Evans, Lescher 4 Wrfbb, £5 glassware

Mauritius—West, C. P. A. £45 glassware

Melbourne—Buiok, Lewis & Co. 375 yds flo 1th

Fox, C. T. 30 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 3,600 sq yds oiloloth

Marshall, A. 210 sq yds leather cloth

Samuel, E. 4 Co. £279 pianos, £73 musical

instruments

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £8 musical insts

Montreal—Meadows, T. 4 Co. 1,580 yds crpts

Moss, C. & Co. £1,100 furniture, £110 piano

Temperleys, Carter 4 Co. £45 glass manfs

Mossel Bay—Budden, Fisher 4 Co. £22 glass

ware, £74 furniture, £18 iron bedsteads

Cnrrie, D. 4 Co. 36 o leather

Dawson, —, £35 clocks

Moulmein—Davis, W. B. 98 sq yds oilcloth

Naples—Barrington 4 Co. £25 oil varnish

McCracken, Fenwick 4 Co. £20 clocks

New York—Bevington 4 Son, 284 lb leather

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 2 o leather

Henderson Bros. 12} t oakwood

Nollen, Henry 4 Co. £15 ohinaware

Taylor, D. £66 brushes

Wingate, W. 4 Johnston, 6,560 yds carpets

Odessa—Grindlay 4 Co. £18 ohinaware

Bnssell, G. 4 Co. £15 wall-paper

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £22 cotton quilts

Ostend—Aldridge.F. C. £24 leather

Wiener, M. 4 Co. 4 o leather

Otago— Carter, —, 580 yds blankets, 264 yds

oarpets, £21 oocoa matting, 68 yds flroloth

Hart, H. 4 J. £84 glassware

Hooper 4 Co. 647 yds carpets, 1,135 yds

blankets, £278 matting

North, W. £200 furniture

Sargood, Son, 4 Co. £106 ohinaware

Shaw, Savill 4 Co. £45 wood manufactures

Tiokle, W. W. 4 Oo. £40 piano

Palermo—Mertens 4 Co. £972 carpet

Fenang—Killick, Martin 4 Co. £60 glassware,

£24 clocks, £11 musical instruments

Port Alfred—Porter, J. £32 clock

Port Natal — Blagden 4 Prince, 1,026 yds

cotton blanketing, £54 filters

Durant, A. 4 Co. £l6 oiloloth, £31 pianos

Fobs, A. £14 glass manufactures, £78 blankets

Savage 4 Hill, £264 rugs

Poet Phillip—Ball, W. E. £55 furniture

Beatb, Schiees 4 Co. £18 musical instruments,

£48 rugs

Brooks, H. 4 Co. £156 paperhanginga

Cramond 4 Dickson, 447 yds oilcloth

Cullum 4 Co. £59 ohinaware

Darling Bros. 6 o leather

Durant, A. 4 Co. £1.680 furniture

Green, F. 4 Co. £45 furniture

Hope-ratt 4 Co. 3,483 yds floorcloth, 3,183 yds

oil-baize, 1,143 yds woollen blanketing, 1,393

yds oarpets, 2,887 yds floorcloth, £128

matting, 5,779 yds carpeting

Johnson 4 Allsup, 880 lb leather

Lazarus 4 Bosecfeld, £30 glassware, £180

looking-glasses and stands

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £42 pianoforte
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Poht PniLLir (continued)—

McNanghton, Love & Co. £24 ruga

Petereon, Lamp & C-. £104 furLitare

Purvis, T. 3,063 yds carpets

Rook, B. H. 381 sq yds fl-orolotb, £11 china-

ware, £52 furniture

Sanderson, Murray A. Co. £86 clocks, £20

glass manufactures

Smith, S. & Co. 286 lb leather

Springthorpe, J. 16i o leather

Stone * Sen, £55 piano

Eeval—Dawson Bros. £100 varnish

Schloesser Bros. 5l»j o leather

Rio Janeiro—Davis, Turner & Co. £90 clocks

Shanghai—Bridges, W. G. £60 clooks

Escombe Bros. & Co. 200 yds blanketing

Harris, Goodwin & Co. £45 glassware,' £11

musical instruments

Lipsoombe, F. & Co. £28 filters

McGregor, Gow & Co. £63 nigs, £368 carpet,

662 eq yds firolth, £22 brushes, £52 clocks

R«oine & Palmer, £100 matting

Wnittlemore, E. A. 6,236 yds woollen blnktg

Sinqapoee—Grindlay & Co. £185 billiard mtrls

Hodgkinaon, F. A. & Co. 4 o leather

St. Kitts—Penney, G. H. & Co. £31 wood ranfs

St. Vincent—BarneB, F. <fe Co. £27 furniture

Gray, C. W. & W. £12 wood mar.uraotureB

Stockholm—Bavin, G. £320 rugs, £318 carpet

Darling Bros. 5 o leather

Other Entries, £130 furniture

Phillipps & Graves, £95 carpet

Warburg, R. D. & Co. £836 oirpst, £90 mattg

Suez—Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation

Co. £ 15 musical instruments

Sydney—Alexander, G. J I. £151 billiard tables

Atkins & Co. £178 furniture, £58 brooms

Cheeswiight A Co. £38 glass manufactures

Dawson Bros. £ 120 wood manufactures, £70

Tarnish, £12 china, £45 china, £573 fur-

niture, £18 wall.p per, £75 bedding, £274

furniture, £257 i> -i'-al instruments

Green, F. 4 Co. i > musioal instruments,

1,850 yds woollu. i lanketing

Hawley, H. it A. .CI. ;rushwre, £16 brushwre

Hargreaves, M. ,Ut .-all-piper

Hodgkinson, F. A. & Go. £50 glassware, £210

furniture, £102 carpet, £50 mscl instmnts

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 159 yds woollen

blanketing
Irving, T. & Co. £32 furniture, £20 china

Marshall, A. £225 ironmongery, £194 iron

mongery
Mason, R. & Co. £38 glue

Mort & Co. £28 ohina, £260 furniture

Newoomb & Son, £350 pianos

Price, N. 4 Co. £200 sbow-oase

Purvis, T. £23 brushes, £21 leather

Sootney & Earnshaw, £118 cabinet wares

Webb, W. H. £92 carpet

Williams, J. £65 furniture, £40 glass manfa

Trinidad—Runner, JJendi-cbtl & Co. 2£ o lethr

Phillips, W. £24 brushes

Tennaut, C. Sons & Co. £15, furniture, 12

leather
Vancouver's Island—Beaten, H. C. & 'JCo. £18

furniture, £14 matting
Wellington—Staley, Radford & Co. £320 china

Yokohama—Ahrens, A. H. & Co. £154 carpet,

8,160 yds blanketing
Negretti & Z*mbra, £31 gla«s manufactures

Short, Short & Co. £70 brushes

nearly completed. It is paved with tiles bj

Messrs. Minton & Co., of Stoke-on-Trent ; the

chancel screen is of open metal-work, and isbeing

made by Messrs. Jones & Willis, of London.

The altar, reredos, and sediiia are being- exe

cuted by Messrs. Dawson, of Glasgow; the

materials for these are Caen stone and rich

green marble. An organ has just been erected

in the transept by Messrs. Harrison & Harri

son, of London.

In addition to the memorial windows in

the clerestory of the City Temple, which are

dedicated to the memory of John Howe, John

and Charles Wesley, Oliver Cromwell, Richard

Baxter, John Banyan, George Wliitefield, and

Anne Askew, three others have just been

completed in the north gallery, the subjects

being the Stake, the Cross, the Crown. They

have been erected at the expense of Mr.

Henry Hudston. Two other windows have

been placed in the west wall, one illustrating

the parable of the Sower, and given by Mr.

John Richards, in memory of his father, who

died in 1876; the second the parable of the

Pharisee and the Public, presented by Messrs.

Phillips, of Baker-street, " to commemorate

the completion of the twenty-fifth year of the

ministry of the Rev. Joseph Parker, D.D."

All the cartoons were designed by Mr. W.

Hensman, and successfully carried out by

Messrs. Phillips & Son, the church decorators,

of Baker-street.

Messrs. Cami-bell & Smith, of 85, South

ampton-row, have executed the decorative

work in connection with Jesus Church at

Oundle.

The chancel of St. James's Church, Not

tingham, has just been repaved with encaustic

tiles supplied by Messrs. Maw & Co., of

Broseley. The new organ, in an oak case,

was built by Messrs. Brindley & Foster, of

Sheffield.

The tender of Mr. Heath has been accepted

for the supp'y of a new counter for the Zet

land Arms, Bute-street, Brampton. The con

tract for the supply of gas-fittings has been

•are. IIawarded to Messrs. Hodge & Co.

Messrs. Veevkrs & Sons, of Clitheroe,

have rebenched the Parish Church of Black

burn.

tftnta mrt Contrads.

We ehall eettem it a favour if our reader* will kindly
notify to ut, for intertion in thit column, any contracts
which may be open for competition ; and alto adcite ut
at to any fumuhing ordere, .y.-., which may have been

executed by different firmt.

Tenders are invited for the supply of the

furniture required for the Ovenden Wesleyan

Sunday-school. Tenders, addressed to the

committee, must be delivered by the 11th

inst. to the chapel-keeper.

The contract for supplying the internal

fittings for Dorset Buildings, Salisbury-square,

has been awarded to Mr. John Emery.

Messrs. A. J. Arhowsmith & Co., of

New Bond-street, have supplied, as a gift

some handsome parquet work for the rectory-

house adjoining the new church of the Gold

smiths' Company at East Acton.

The new chancel of the Episcopal church of

legal Intelligence.

An Important Question in Bankruptcy

—Ex parte Taylor—In re Grason—In this

case a question arose with reference to the

construction of the Partnership Law Amend

ment Act of 1805 (28 & 20 Vict. cap. 80),

commonly known as Lord Chief Justice

Bovill's Act. That Act, by section 1, provides

that the advance of money by way of loan

to a person engaged or about to engage in any-

trade, upon a contract in writing that the lender

shall receive a late of interest varying with

the profits, or a share of the profits, shall not

of itself constitute the lender a partner with

the borrower. But, by section 6, in the event

of any such trader being adjudged a bankrupt,

the lender of such loan shall not be entitled

to recover any portion of his principal, or of

the profits or interest payable in respect of

such loan, " until the clnims of the other cre

ditors of the said trader for valuable conside

ration in money or money's worth have been

satisfied." In July, 1871, Joseph Taylor lent

to H. P. Grason, who was then trading at

Manchester as a merchant and commission

agent, £4,500, in consideration of his receiving

half the profits of the business. In September,

1872, Taylor having demanded and failed to

obtain payment of his loan, filed a bank

ruptcy petition against Grason, which was

afterwards dismissed, upon the terms of an

arrangement, embodied in a deed dated the24th

of December, 1872, by which Grason assigned

all his property to one Lees, upon trust, after

paying some costs and paying a sum of £208

to Taylor, to divide the residue ratably

among the creditors of Grason, other than

Taylor, until they should be fully naid, andSt Margaret, Aberlour, erected as a memorial Taylor, until they should be fully paid, and

to 'the late Mr. Grant, of Wester Elchies, is then to pay the balance to Taylor in discharge

if the residue of the £4,500, with interest at

10 per cent. No payment beyond the £268

u as, in fact, made to Taylor. Lees realised

the estate and paid the other creditors a

dividend of Os. in the pound, and they after

wards released the trustee, but reserved their

rights against Grason. In July. 1878, Taylor

recovered judgment in an action against

Grason for the £4,500 and interest. In 1877

Grason ceased to reside in Manchester, and

started the business of a dyer at Barnsley,

with which Taylor had nothing to do. In

February, 1870, Grason filed a liquidation

petition, nnd the widow and executiix of

Taylor, who was then dead, claimed to prove

in the liquidation for the judgment debt of

£4,500. The question was whether she was

precluded from so doing by section 5 of

Bovill's Act. It did not appear that there was

any creditor of Grason's former Manchester

business remaining unsatisfied, except one

creditor for £30, who did not raise any

objection to the proof. The Judge of

the Barnsley County Court and the Chief

Judge held that the proof could not be

admitted. Mrs. Taylor appealed, and her

case was heard in the Court of Appeal on the

31st ult. Mr. Winslow, Q.C., and Mr. R. T.

Reid, for the appellant, contended that the

Act postponed the lender only to creditors of

the business in respect of which the loan was

made, or, at any rate, to creditors whose debts

were contracted [during the carrying on of

that business. It could not apply to creditors

who became such after the business to which

the money was lent had come to an end and

had been wound up. At any rate the appel

lant ought to be allowed to prove her debt,

even if she could receive nothing until the

other creditors had been paid in full, for other

wise she would have no voice in the appoint

ment of a trustee or the discharge of the

debtor. Mr. Aspland supported the decision

of the Chief J udge. Their Lordships were of

opinion that they could not limit the gene

rality of the words of Bovill's Act, and that

the appellant was not entitled even to prove

so long as the other creditors for value were

unsatisfied. The point was really concluded

by the decision of Lord Justice Mellish in ex

parte Mills (" Law Reports," 8 cb. 5G0.) The

appeal was dismissed, with costs.

Rival Commission Agents.—Yorke v.

Hazlewood.—This case was heard last week in

the Nisi Prius Court at the Notts Assizes. Mr.

Graham appeared for plaintiff, and Mr. Brett

for defendant. It was an action to recover

the amount of commission on the sale of a

drapery business at Melton Mowbray. From

the opening statement of Mr. Graham it

appears that the defence contended that the

business was disposed of by another agent,

and not through the introduction of the

plaintiff. The leading facts of the case

as stated by Mr. Graham were that Mr.

Charles E. "iorke carried on bus-iness in Not

tingham as a commission agent. In 1876

defendant was a draper at Melton Mowbray,

and being desirous of disposing of his busi

ness, he wrote to Mr. Yorke, asking what

were his terms for disposing of a business, and

upon the receipt of that letter Mr. Yorke sent

one of his printed forms, wherein were

inquiries as to the nature of the business,

the amount of the takings, and the situation,

whilst on the back were the terms or the

commission charged—5 per cent, on sums up

to £200, and 2j per cent, on £300 and upwards.

That form was tilled up by the defendant and

returned to Mr. Yorke, and the latter, who

publir-hes a printed circular setting forth the

businesses he has for sale, wrote against the

entry referring to defendant's business, " I

know this business ; go and see it at once."

A printed list thus marked was sent to eighty

different people, and amongst others to Mr.

J. W. Barlow, residing at Leicester. It so

happened that Mr. Barlow had seen an ad

vertisement in the Daily Telegraph of several

drapery businesses for sale, and wrote to the

address givenin the paper named, and an answer

was sent by the agents (Messrs. Berry & Co.,

Farringdon-street, London). Mr. Barlow, how

ever, having received Mr. Yorke'a circular,

started off to Mr. Hazlewood, and saw the
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business", -which eventually was valued and

eold to him for £800 in September, 1870.

Defendant then wrote this letter to the plaintiff,

" I beg to inform you I have disposed of my

business, and am sorry it was not through your

instrumentality. There is nothing settled as

to valuation. If I can give you a job I will. '

Plaintiff then wrote to ask who it had been

sold to, and the reply was " Mr. Barlow,

Oakham." Knowing that he had not sent to

any person at Oakham, although he had sent

to Mr. Barlow at Leicester, plaintiff did not

trouble about the matter. Mr. Barlow con

tinued in the business for two years, until

September, 1878, and then wishing to dis

pose of it he sent to Mr. Yorke, in his

letter stating " It was through you I got the

business, ana therefore you know most about

it." Mr. Yorke then wrote to the defendant

for his commission, and received a reply that

the business bad been put into the hands of six

different agents, and the business was disposed

of by another agent and not by the plaintiff.

Mr. J. W. Barlow, Mr. Charles E. Yorke (the

plaintiff), ar.d Mrs. Barlow having been called

to confirm counsel's statement, the defendant

submitted that the business had been disposed

of through the agency of a London firm

(Messrs. Berry, Ward & Co.), and evidence

was produced to this effect. Lord Justice

Tbesiger, in addressing the jury, said it was a

pity that certain documents which it had been

alleged were received had not been kept.

Having gone through the evidence, he said

there was not the slightest reason why they

should consider that the defendant had not

done rightly, as he had paid Messrs. Ward &

Co. The jury gave their verdict in favour

of the defendant.

Charge of Fbaud against an Agent.

—At the Chester Assizes last week Benjamin

Porter, silk-man, Manchester, was indicted

for having converted to his own use £450

entrusted to him as agent by Messrs. John

Bill, Dresser, & Co., Coventry, with a direc

tion in writing to apply the same to a certain

purpose. The prosecutors alleged that they

appointed Porter as their agent for Manchester

and Macclesfield, and a condition of his ap

pointment was that he was to receive orders

i)r silk, to forward names of purchasers for

approval, and the firm would then despatch

goods to the parties, invoicing them direct to

purchasers, but sending the invoice to the pri

soner, who had permission to reinvoice them

on his own billheads. The transaction in ques

tion was with Messrs. Small & Sons, of

Macclesfield, for a quantity of silk in bales,

and that firm paid the prisoner £450, which

he deposited in the bank to his own account.

The defence was that there was no entrusting

within the meaning of the statute, and that

the conditions of the appointment were not

expressed as clearly as the statute required.

His Lordship said it was a point of great

importance, and consulted with Mr. Justice

Manisty. On his return into Court he said he

was of opinion that both objections must be

sustained. The jury accordingly returned a

verdict of not guilty. Baron Huddleston said

he was so clear upon the point that he could

not even grant a case for the Court of

Appeal.

Disputed Commission Account.—Glave

r. Frost.—This was an action, heard in the

Lord Mayor's Court, for the recovery of com

mission alleged to have been earned on the

introduction of the defendant to a firm who

purchased a large quantity of manufactured

goods from the defendant, who pleaded never

indebted. Mr. Wildey Wright (instructed by

Mr. Norton) appeared for the plaintiff ; Mr.

Langton for the defendant. It appeared from

the evidence that in August, 1877, the defen

dant, who is a chemist at Huddersfield, in-

vented a certain process for preparing and

dyeing rabbit and other skins, and instructed

a townsman of his, Mr. George Geldar, woollen

manufacturer, who was going to London, to

make arrangements for purchases with any

wholesale dealer in this commodity in the City,

and if a bargain were come to he (defendant)

would allow 5 per cent, commission. Through

Messrs. W. Munday & Chapman, of Honey-

lane, Mr. Geldar was introduced to the plain

tiff, Mr. James Glave, commission-agent,

Cheapside, who said that he was acquainted

with Messrs. Dixon & Co., the largest skin-

dealers in the London market, and he had no

doubt that they would purchase any quantity

of the goods manufactured by the defendant if

they were approved of. At that interview

the plaintiff was distinctly told that the defen

dant had authorised Mr. Geldar to offer a

commission of 2j per cent, to the person who

should introduce his goods to a purchaser, as

he was anxious to realise all the profit he

could from his invention. Mr. Geldar himself

would have another '2h per cent, on the trans

action. This contract was afterwards con

firmed by correspondence, and in an interview

between the plaintiff and the defendant. The

defence was that the invention did not prove

a success, and there was a loss instead of a

profit sustained by the defendant, whose

agreement was that no commission was to be

paid unless in the event of his reaping some

benefit from the sales. The jury found a ver

dict for the plaintiff for £100.

Compiled Kith ipecial reference to the Furniture, Deco'
ration, Upholetery, and Drapery Tradei,from ifeitrt
Gamble St Harvey'* M Weekly Kccord."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Bespant, Thomas, and William Holloway, electro

plate manufacturers, Birmingham.

Foid, Gervase James Ludlow, and Arthur George

Ogborne, oabinet-makers, Bristol.

Harrison, George, and Charles Chorlton, brass-

founders, Brinkaway, Stookport.

Illsiey and Massif, drapers and silk mercers,

Mansfield.

Look, William, William Gforge Harvey, and

Thomas Lock, cabinet-makers, Newark-Btreet,

Bath.

Martyn, Arthur, Samuel Cragg, jan., Etienne

Gonty, and William Rapp, manufacturers of

patent castors, Leicester, as Martyn & Co.

Wallwork, Roger, and Robert Whittaker Wall-

work, trimming and woollen merchants, Clove-

land-buildings, Market-street, Manchester, as

Wallwork Bros.

Welham, Abraham Syer, John Newman

Sparrow, and Walter William Smith, rug

manufacturers, Tottenham. road, Middlesex.

Liquidations bt Arrangement ob

Composition.

Bartholomew, George, joiner, Monmonth-street,

Broomhall-street, Sheffield. July 23. Webster

& Stryricg, solicitor;, Sheffield.

Bracenell, Woi., pioture-frame maker, Dean-

clougb, Halifax. Ju!y 26. At B. M. Kerr's,

solicitor, Halifax, Aug. 11, at 11.

Cambray, Honry, woodcarver and fancy ware

houseman, Magdalen-street, Oxford. July

24. At W. Swearae & Thompson's, solicitors,

Oxford, Aug. 12, at 11.

Gulshaw, Jas., ironmonger, Whelley, Wigan.

July 24. At W. S. France's, solicitor, Wigan,

Aug. 9, at 11.

Evans, David, joioer, Great Frederick-street,

Catdiff. Joly 25. At J. Jones', solicitor,

St. Mary-street, Cardiff, Aug. 11, at 11.

Fletcher, James, timber dealer, Bridge-street,

Hejwoor1. July 26. At A. D. Edwaids',

solicitor, 26, Brazenoee-street, Manchester,

Aug. 13, at 3.

Foster, Wm., timber-merchant, Acs., Emsworth,

Hants. July 20. At Edmonds, Clark, &

Co.'s, 98, Cheapside, London, Aug. 13, at 2.

G. H. KiDg, solicitor, Forties.

Franoe, Henry Jno., ironmonger and gasfitter,

3, Radnor-terrace, Warwiok-road, Kensington.

July 23. At W. F. Stokes', solicitor, 40,

Chanoery-lane, Aug. 14, at 3.

Gaffney, James, ironmonger, Campfifcld.market

and Baptist-street, Manchester. July 26. At

35, Cannon-street, Manchester, Aug. 11, at 3.

T. W. Harris, solicitor, 3, Bine Boar-coart,

Manchester.

Gill, Thos., ironmonger, Kettering, Northamp

tonshire. Jnly 24. At the George Hotel,

Kettering, Aug. 12, at 2. A. Allen, solicitor,

Kettering.

Hnbie, James, Sc Alfred Wa'ker, oabinet-makers,

Mill-row, Kingsland-road. July 21. C. Parke,

solicitor, 23, Colebrook-row, Islington.

Lawton, Robert Charles, upholsterer, Brook-

road, late Park-row, Bristol. Jnly 26. A.

Essery, solicitor, Bristol.

Lewis, Hugh, joiner, Maston-etreet, Bangor.

July 23. At Railway Hotel, Bangor, Aug. 19,

at 31. S. R. Drew, solicitor, Llandudno.

Martin, George Robert, cabinet-maker, Railway-

place, late Newark-street, both Bath. Jnly 21.

F. S. Clark, solicitor, B»tb.

Nash, James Henry, china and glass-dealer

Powis-street, Woolwioh." July 25. At 39>

William-street, Woolwich, Aug. 12, at 2. G

Whale, solicitor, Woolwich, and 3, Fornival's

Inn.

Prnst, George B&lbatchet, stove and lamp

manufacturer, Cumberland-street, Binning.

ham. July 23. At J. F. Grove's, solioitor,

Paradise-street, Birmingham, Aug. 11, at 11.

Shenton, Frank, auctioneer, Albion-street,

Leicester. July 22. At R. H. Buckley,

solicitor, Leicester, Aug. 11, at 3.

Shorey, Charles, ironmonger, 51, Hackney-road.

July 15. Cotterell & Homan, solicitors, 77,

Chanoery-lane.

Vestey, Robert Ebenezer, pianoforte key-maker,

Rheidol-mews, St. Peter's-street, Islington,

and Blacksto. k-road, Highbury Park. July 17.

Grain & Nazer, solicitors, 36, Castle-street,

Holborn.

Wood, William, late leather dealer, Richmond-

row, Liverpool. July 26. At R. H. W.

Bartlett's, solicitor, 62, Dale-street, Liver,

pool, Aug. 11, at 3.

Wright, William Symes, ironmonger and general

furnisher, Glosiop, late Station-road, Had-

fleld, both Derbyshire. Jnly 24. At J. & J.

Hibbert's, solicitors, Hyde, Aug. 14, at 3.

Trustee Appointed.

BernBtein, Abraham, trading as Bernstein &

Co. (Liq.), trimming manufacturer, Basing-

hall-street and Lansmere-terraoe, Old Ford.

Trustee, J. F. Lovering, accountant, 77,

Gresham-street.

Declaration of Dividends.

Barron, Edward G., trading as E. G. Barron &

Co. (bkt.), warehouseman, Lawrence-lane.

3rd dividend of OJd. and of 3a. 3d. and

15-16ths of Id. to new proofs on Wednesday

next and subsequent Wednesday, between 1 1

and 2, at P. Paget's, Bankruptoy-court, Lin-

coln's-inn-flelds.

Molteni, Alexander (bkt.), cabinet-maker, New.

oastle. 1st dividend of 4s. 10id., at W. C.

Harvey's, 1, Gresham-build.'ngB, Baainghall-

street, London.

Tbustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Gnllan, John, joiner, &c, Haddington. Trustee

P. Ronaldson, 30, Hanover-street, Edinburgh

Commissioner, J. Perston, jan., Leitb, and H

Taylor, painter, and D. Bertram, blacksmith,

both HaddiDgton.

Watt, Richard, & Son, ironmongers, &o., Spring-

barn-road, Glasgow. Trustee, J. L. Selkirk,

107, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. Com

missioners, J. Leckie, High-street, and J.

Boag,, iron merchant, both Glasgow, and W.

Wilson, tube manufacturer, Coatbridge.

Dividend under Seo,uestbation.

Gray, Wm. W., ironmorger, Cupar-Fife, 2nd

At the Clydesdale Bank, Cupar, on and after

Aug. 9.

MEETING OF CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of Jonathan Wal

lington & Son, upholsterers, Westgate, Brad

ford, has been held. The liabilities were stated

at £1,880, and the assets at £284. It wa

resolved to liquidate the estate by arrangement

and Mr. W. C. Harvey, Gresham-bnildicgs

London, was appointed trastee.

BILLS OF SALE.

Abbott, William Noake, auctioneer, Fowey,

Cornwall, for £100, to Thomas Riohards and

another. Filed Jnly 24.

Aykroyd, John, wood-turner, 63 and 65, Sack-

ville-street, and 64, Downing-street, Man

chester, for £65, to Samael Woolford. Filed

Jnly 26.

Banks.Thomss, rim-1 ook mannfaotnrer, Stringes-

lane, Willenball, Staffs, for £100, to Aaron

Knowles. Filed July 23.

Beesley, Th omas , chai r-maker, Handels-cottages,

West-end-road, High Wycombe, Backs, for

£14, to Benjamin Blaiberg. Filed July 26.
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Biang,William, joiner, 8, Fbuntain.street, Thorn,

ton, near Bradford, Yorks, for £18, to Joseph

Smith. Filed July 24.

Boot, John Henry, cabinet- case maker, 39, Wol-

lesley-road, Sheffield, for £13. 10s., to Sheffield

Loan Co. Filed July 25.

Brier, David, joiner, Gibbet-street, Halifax, for

£34, to George H. Hunt. Filed July 23.

Buchanan, William, joiner, 182, Manchester-

road, Higher Ince, near Wigan, for £20, to

Woolf Levy. Filed July 24.

Careless, George, look-manufacturer, 5, Brick

kiln-street, Wolverhampton, for £71, to Joseph

Broadbent. Filed July 23.

Charsley, Alfred, organ.pipe maker, 15, Dale-

road, Carlton-road, Kentish Town, for £14, to

Thomas Okey. Filed July 21.

Cowan, Robert, oarver, 131, Oxford. street,

ABhton-under-Ljne, for £10, to George Piatt.

Filed July 25.

Cunningham, Robert John, cabinet-maker and

upholsterer, 1, King's-road, and Silver-street,

Southsea, for £999, to John H. Franckeise.

Filed July 23.

Curtis, William, ohair.mannfacturer, 90, Bury

New-road, Manchester, for £21, to Solomon

Anerbacb. Filed July 25.

Deck, Edward, carpenter and joiner,124,Thomaa-

street, and 45, Milk-street, Bristol, for £14,

to Abraham Collin?. Filed July 22.

Evans, Edward, joiner, 5, Sandheys-street, Kirk,

dale, Liverpool, for £8. 10s., to Philip Stern.

Filed July 25.

Field, Benjamin, funeral trimming manufac

turer, 35, De Beauvoir-road, Kingsland, for

£127, to Henry Tyler. Filed July 24.

Gibbs, Sydney, art tile-painter and art furniture-

dealer, 36, Hart-street, Bloomsbnry, for £140,

to James E. Smith. Filed July 25.

Grimson, Charles Grice, currier, St. George's,

Middle-street, Norwioh, for £24, to James

Mobbs. Filed July 23.

Harding, James, china, Ac, dealer, 180,

Tottenham-court-road, for £353, to Imperial

Discount Company. Filed July 23.

Hitchings, William, cabinet-maker, 73, Old

Market-street, Bristol, for £7, to Annetta

Barnett. Filed July 22.

Hodgson, Henry, Venetian blind manufacturer,

61, Bridge-street, Manchester, for £20, to

Solomon Auerbaoh. Filed July 22.

Howe, Thomas Jaokson, joiner, Canal Bank, St.

Helen's, Lancashire, for £161. 17s., to Robert

Howe. Filed July 23.

Ives, John, brush manufacturer, High-street,

Fenny Stratford, Bucks, and Canal-street, and

49, Manohester-road, Hyde, Cheshire, for

£1,000, to Eekell Robinson. Filed July 25.

Lightowler, Mark, joiner, &o., KnottiDgley,

Yorks, for £120, to George Hartley. Filed

July 22.

MoMillan, Edward, house-decorator, 42, Cum

berland-market, for £100, to Charles Jennings.

Filed July 26.

Maile, William, decorator, 10, Craven-cottoges,

MasborouRh-road, West Kensington Park, for

£11, to John Foulkes. Filed July 26.

Mason, George, joiner, 9, Wilkinson - street,

Oxton-road, Birkenhead, Cheshire, for £14,

to Wonlf Levy. Filed July 25.

Mills, Alfred, furniture.broker, 176 and 177,

Watery-lane, Birmingham, for £13, to Louis

Hyams. Filed July 24.

Moore, Daking Ireland, furniture-dealer and

bedding.manufacturer, 56, High-Btreet, Dept.

ford, for £40, to Imperial DepoBit Bank. Filed

July 21.

Morgan, Edward William, licensed appraiser and

furniture -dealer, 12, London-road, South

ward for £225, to Samuel King. Filed

July 21.

Nield, James Edward, joiner, Ac, Shrewsbury,

street, Stretford-road, Stretford, for £200, to

Ann Cordingley. Filed July 25.

Plant, John, joiner, &c, Lion-street and Ex

change-street, Blaokley, near Manchester, for

£17, to Solomon Anerbacb. Filed July 25.

Fownall, Joseph, fringe - manufacturer, Slade

View, Levenshulme, near Manchester, for

£50, to Robert G. Brook. Filed July 22.

Smallwood, Elias, furnishing - ironmonger, 73,

Tunnel-road, Edge.hill, Liverpool, for £25, to

Union Loan, &o., Company. Filed July 23.

Smith, Richard Curtis, box, Ac., maker and

turner, 327, Hoxton-atreet, Hoxton, for £130,

to John T. Crawford. Filed July 19.

Spiers, Henry Edward, furniture-dealer, Ac,

Commercial-buildings, High.street, Erdington,

Aston, Warwickshire, for £51, to George C.

Bently. Filed July 24.

Spire, Henry, painter and decorator, 4, William-

street, Newark.on-Trent, for £40, to Richard

Cattley. Filed July 19.

Underwood, Thomas, ironmonger, 62, King's-

street, Blaenavon, Mons., for £42. 10s., to

Aaron J. Jacobs and another. Filed July 21.

Wells, Alban Douglas, ironmonger, 81, Snow-

hill, Birmingham, for £198. 18s. Id., to Frede

rick Wells. Filed July 23.

Williams, John Salisbury, joiner and cabinet

maker, 5, Cyprus-terrace, Alma-vale, Great

Crosby, Lancashire, for £14, to Woolf Levy.

Filed July 25.

Woodall, Enoch, furniture-dealer, 28, Stone-

street, and 16, Cross Guns-street, Dudley, for

£13, to John Bent. Filed July 25.

Crabe Cjjanjjes, tit.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
at well as in all parts of the Country trill kindlyforward
to us early intimation ofany Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades we
represent. By so doing they will materially kelp to
promote the utility of this Department of the FuraiiuBl

GiZBTTI.

Mr. O. C. Beale has retired from the firm

of Henry Brooks & Co., glass-merchants, Sec,

of Ethelburga House, Bishopsgate-street.

Mb. J. Wilson has retired from the firm

of J. & W. "Wilson & Son, timber-merchants

and saw-mill proprietors, Monkwearmouth.

Messrs. Collard & Collard, pianoforte

manufacturers, have removed (during re

building) from Cheapside to 104, Newgate-

street.

Mr. C. S. Robson has retired from the

firm of Robson & Co., organ-builders, of

Willes-road, Kentish Town.

Messbs. Joseph Hollinshead and John

Birchenough Bridgwood, have retired from

the china manufacturing business, hitherto

carried on by them in conjunction with Mr.

Hamlet Griffiths, at Longton.

Mr. David Walker continues the drapery

business formerly carried on by Messrs. D.

& J. Walker, at 05, Candlerigg, Glasgow.

Mr. J. Fielding, filter manufacturer, has

removed from the Exchange Arcade, St.

Mary's-gate, Manchester, to 10, 18, and 20,

Chapel-street, Salford.

Mr. John Minshtjll has commenced busi

ness as brush-manufacturer and warehouse

man, at 21, Little Sutton-street, Goswell-

road.

The Massa Carrara Marble Company

have taken offices at 53, King- William-street.

Mr. Frederick C. Unwin has opened a

picture gallery at 1, Sherborne-lane, King

\Villiam-street.

All claims against the estate of the late

John l'ercival, woollen - merchant, of 06,

Burlington-street, Manchester, must be sent

in by the 1st of September to Mr. John

H. McEwen, solicitor, 44, Lloyd-street,

Manchester.

The Nickel-plating Company (Limited)

have opened a branch establishment in Bishop-

town-lone, Stockton, under the management

of Mr. Thomas Fenwick.

Mr. Charles Wheeler, ironmonger, of

Speenhamland, Newbury, Berks, has disposed

of his old-established business to Mr. Ernest

Harris, of Derby.

Messrs. John Rabone & Son, of Hockley

Abbey Works, Birmingham, rule and measur

ing-tape manufacturers, have just added a

new wing to their already extensive premises.

Mr. G. F. Harrington, auctioneer, has

removed from New Bridge-street to 10, Ab-

church-lane.

Messrs. Baxter, Payne & Lepper,

auctioneers, 157, Fenchurch-street, and Town

Hall, Bromley, Kent, have removed from

Fenchurch-street to 09, King William-street.

Pawson, Hudson & Co.—This Company

was originally constituted by deed of settle

ment, dated 3rd November, 1843, for carrying

on the business of cloth manufacturers. The

capital of the Company consists of a mill at

Guisley, Yorks, machinery, plant, &c, con

nected therewith, and the produce thereof,

and is divided into 109 shares. It has now

been incorporated under the Companies Act,

1862, in accordance with a resolution passed

by the members at an extraordinary meeting,

held on the 0th ult. The following ore the

first seven members :—

John Harrison, Guisley, clothier.
John and Matthew Clapham, Guialey, clothieri.
James Preston, Guisley, clothier.
Jamea Ives, Guialey, cloth manufacturer.
John Baldwin, Gaisley, c'oth manufacturer.
William Oddy, Guisley, cloth manufacturer.
John Whalley Bladen, Guisley, cloth manufacturer.

The Traders' Defence Association

(Limited) was registered on the 17th ult., with

out Articles of Association. The capital is

£25,000, in shares of £1, with power to

increase to £100,000. The Company has been

formed to act as agents for other companies,

firms, or persons carrying on business in Eng

land or elsewhere, for the sale of goods, manu

factured or unmanufactured, on commission

or otherwise. To act as intermediaries

between manufacturers, and traders, and

consumers, or between vendors or purchasers

of any property. The first subscribers are :—

Shares.
W. N. Smith, engineer, Higheate 1

C. Minshall, pubuo accountant, 172. Fenckoreh-
street I

C. B. Jacobs, clerk, 20, Bodge-row 1
F. Darle, accountant, 30 Budge-row 1
W. Kennedy, wine-mercbant, 130, Fleet-street ... 1
F. Whitehurst, journalist, Putney 1
F. E. Whitehurst, wine-merchant. Putney 1

A petition for liquidation has been file d

by Thomas Walters, timber-merchant, Bridge-

water-street, Manchester. The liabilities are

£1,900.

A petition for liquidation has been filed

by James Gaffney, ironmonger, of Campfield

Market, Manchester. The liabilities are £205.

Reports of Companies.

Milker's Safe Comfant (Limited).—The

directors' report for the year ending May 31,

1879, shows a net profit of £15,641. 18s. 7d. ;

interest on debentures, £2,887. 4s. lOd. ; leaving

a net balance, £12,754. 13s. 9d. The directois

propose to declare a dividend of 7i per cent,

per annum, which, with £3,500 already paid by

way of interim dividend, will absorb £10.500,

leaving a balance to be carried to the reserve

fmid of £2,254. 13s. 9d. At the fourth annual

meeting, held on the 30th ult., the report was

adopted.

Btlands A Sons (Limited).—In the report of

this firm of general warehousemen, for the half-

year ended the 30th ult., the directors state

that the accounts show a profit of £10,214, to

which it is proposed to add £26,504 from re.

serve, and to declare a dividend at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum, the same as was paid

for the corresponding period. The reserve

fund will then amount to .£58,857.

Patvson A Company (Limitkd).—The half-

yearly meeting of this firm of general ware

housemen was held on tho company's premises

St. Fanl's-cburohyard, on the 31st ult., Mr. A.

J. Mnndella, M.P., in the chair. The chairman

stated that the brief character of the report had

been commented upon, but the directors saw no

reason to alter the form in which it had alwayB

been maintained. No amount of verbiage would

make a bad repot t a good one, and the balance-

sheet always spoke for itself. The directors had

been in constant conference with Messrs. Evans,

Pretty, and Stanger, appointed at the last meet

ing, the result being that they had arrived at

certain conclusions as to the more economical

working of the company, Ac., and it was proposed

to make certain alterations in the articles of

association to effect that object. He need not

dilate on the condition of trade during the past

six months. He could only say that it had been

an exceptional one, and he did not see any bril

liant prospects for the current half-year. Their

business had not only suffered from the depres

sion of trade, but from the adverse influence of

the weather, but they had perhaps suffered less

thaD some of their neighbours. The stock was

now reduced to the lowest point at whioh it had

stood since the establishment of the company,

viz., £172,657. The report was adopted, and a

dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum
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declared. At an extraordinary meeting held

subsequently the proposed alterations in the

articles of association were agreed to.

Akmy and Navy Co-operative Society

(Limited).—A special general meeting of the

members of this association was held on the 6th

inst ., at the Westminster Palace Hotel, to con

sider resolutions increasing the capital from

£60,000 to £300,000 by the isene of new £1

shares, to be offered in the first instance pro

ra'A to the present shareholders, to increase by

£100,000 thepresentFonr.and-halfper Cent £100

Debentures, &a. Admiral Sir Richard Collinson,

in submitting the resolution, reminded them of

the necessity which existed for additional ac

commodation at the stores, and to which refer

ence had been made on previous occasions.

After long and careful consideration, the directors

had determined on the proposition then before

the meeting. The scheme as a whole had met

with a very large amount of support from the

shareholders, and although application for shares

had not yet been invited, they had nevertheless

been applied for to such an extent as to leave

no doubt that the whole of the proposed addi.

tional capital would be taken up by the present

shareholders. The motion having been seconded,

a long discussion followed as to the propriety of

the increase, and an amendment was proposed

that notice should be given to Messrs. Vickcrs

to take over their premises as soon as allowable

by their lease and under the conditions thereof,

it being contended that their acquisition would

allow of all the additional accommodation that

was necessary. The amendment was carried,

and the resolution was afterwards put and lost,

on which a poll was demanded on behalf of the

directors, and the meeting was adjourned to the

22nd irjst. for the poll to the taken.

^furniture ani) Carpet gesips,

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending July 31. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Clais III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&ch4.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur~

nitures."

Completely Registered.

337,497. Mintons, of Stoke- upon-Trent. Class

IV. Jnly 25.

337,498-0. The Heckmondwike Manufacturing

Company (Limited), of Heckmondwike, York.

shire. Class VI. July 25.

337,519-20. Dalglish, K., Falconer & Co., of Man-

Chester and GlaBgow. Class XI. July 25.

337.535. Thornhill, Walter, of 144, New Bond-

street, London. Class II. July 26.

337.536. Minton, Hollins & Co., of Stoke-upon-

Trent. Class IV. July 26.

337.537. R. Dalglish, Falconer & Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 26.

337,540. James Lewis, of 6, Bartlett's-buildicgs,

Holborn Circus. Class IV. July 26.

337,558. George Greenshields MacWilliam, of

20, Bartlett's-buildings. Class IV. July 28.

337.571. Pratt, William, of 234, Ickmeld-street,

Birmingham. Class III. July 29.

337.572. Webb, Jane, Joseph Hammond, and

Henry Fitzroy Webb, of Coalburn-hill Glass

Works, Stourbridge. Class III. July 28.

337,623-7. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead-on-Tyne. Class III. July

29.

337,651. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. July 30.

337,660. Mintons, of Stoke-upon.Trent. Class

IV. JnlySL

TJsefcl Designs Provisionally Registered.

3.186. Hall, Simuel, of Wrottee ley-street, Bir

mingham, for adjustable bearings and fittings

for swing mirrors and other articles. July 29.

3.187. Nightingale, William, of 73, William-

street, Lozells, Birmingham, for parts of a

sash fastener. July 29.

TJssfch Design Completely Registered.

6,190. Hoskins, P., of 37, Churoh.lane, Hull, for

lamp. July 25.

letters $aient.

In thie column will be found tuch invention* at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, UphoUtery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradee ; and Incentort are requested to put
themtelvee in early communication with the Editor, who

■ will behappy to afford them publicityfor their inveniiont.

Applications for Letters Patent.

3,022. Howells, T., late of Auckland, New

Zealand, but now of 848, Old Kent-road, for

improvements in musical instruments of the

violin olass (bow instruments). July 25.

3,029. Hiibner, E., manufacturer, of 1, Bue

Laffitte, Paris, for improvements in machines

for cleaning wool and other textile materials.

(Complete Specification). July 25.

3,034. Cooper, H. E., steam and hot-waior

engineer, of 313, Cambridge-road, E , for

improved construction of apparatus for

quickly heating water for baths and for

domestio purposes. July 25.

3,037. Bywater, J., of the firm of Pearson and

Spurr, machine makers, of Birstal, near Leeds,

and C. Bedford, foreman mechanic, of the

tame place, for improvements in looms for

weaving. July 25.

3,046. Galli, C. G., and J., both' of Leeds, for

improvements in gas stores for cooking pur

poses. July 25.

3.052. Pitt, 8., of Sutton, for improvements in

dentists' chairs. A communication from S.

S. White, of Philadelphia. July 26.

3.053. Bettie, J., engineer, of Hatton-garden,

for improvements in Venetian blinds. July 26.

3,056. Bennett, B. D., engineer, of Manchester,

for improvements in washing-machines.

July 26.

3,058. Lawford, E. 0. B., of 30, King-Btreet,

Cheapside, London, for improvements in

hassocks, k Heelers, ohairs, and other seats for

the purpose of protecting hats. July 28.

3,067. Slater, A., of Bristol, for improvements

in the construction of screens to be employed

in connection with domestic stoves and grates.

July 28.

3,070. Bibeauville, L., meohanio, of St. Giles,

near Brnssels, for an improved stove. July 28.

3.079. Pitt, S., of Sutton, for improvements in

sewing-machines. A communication from

L. B. Miller and P. Diehl, both of Elizabeth,

New Jersey, (U.S.A.) July 29.

3.080. Lake, W. B., Southampton-buildings, for

an improved method or process of and com

position for treating sponge, hair, moss,

asbestos, and other fibrous or cellular mate

rials for stuffing beds, lining carpets, and for

similar purposes. A communication from

W. N. Blakeman, jun., of New York. Com

plete specification. July 29.

3,084. Putland, P., of St. James'-street, for

improvements in leather-outting maohinery.

July 30.

3,090. Owen, 0. F., of Manchester, for an im

proved convertible bassinette-perambulator,

part of which invention is also applicable to

other perambulators. July 30.

3,101. Meritte, A., mechanician, of Rouen,

France, for improvements,—a movable stop

for fastening folding-doors. July 30.

3,109. Von Nawrocki, G. W., of 124, Leipziger-

strasse, Berlin, for improvements in pressing

or squeezing machines for textile fabrics. A

communication from W. Bernhardt, of Fischen-

dorf, Germany. July 31.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

311. Abel, C. D., of Southampton-buildings,

Chancery-lane, for improvements in back

guides or supports for band-saws. A com

munication from 0. Pfaff, of Vienna. Jan.

25. [Extended to July 31.]

420. Eogel, F. H. F., of Hamburg, for an im

proved burner for volatile oil lamps. A com

munication from E. Golstein, of Hamburg.

February 1.

499. Benson, H., of Nottingham, for improve,

mental in plates and dishes made of obina,

earthenware, or other materials or metals.

February 8.

532. Holden, B., of Hyde, for a new or im

proved action or apparatus for raising, lower

ing, and suspending Venetian blinds.

Feb. 11.

Note.—Messrs. W. P.Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

612. Aylesbury, H., of Bristol, for improve

ments in or in connection with endless band

saw frames. Feb. 15.

1,502. Butler, G. W., of Sparbrook, for improve

ments in school furniture. April 17.

1,919. Morgan-Brown, W., of Southampton

Buildings, for improvements in maohines for

weighing and measuring skins and like

artioles. A communication from D. W.

Winter, of Peabody. May 14.

ftefos, fjtofes, anb (taneitfs.

The Upholders' Company.—The Court of

the Upholders' Company dined together at the

Albion on the 5th inst.

The Joiners' Company.—The master and

wardens of tbe Joiners' Company for the ensuing

year are : —Master, Mr. H. L. Phillips ; upper

warden, Mr. W. Illman ; renter warden, Mr. H.

Phillips.

Co-operative Congress. — It is arranged

that the BiBhop of Durham, Dr. Lightfoot, will

deliver the inaugural address at the next Co*

operative Congress, to be held at Newoastle-on.

Tyne.

The Leathersellers' Company.—Mr. Ebeu-

ezer Viney has been elected master of the

Leathersellers' Company for the ensuing year;

the wardens being Mr. W. S. Fisher, Mr. J.

Pound, CO., and Mr. J. G. Arnold, C.C.

A Technical School for the Metropolis.—

The Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851

have granted permission to the City Companies

to build a Technical Sohool at South Kensing

ton, near the post-offioe in the Exhibition-road.

The long projected scheme would thus seem to

be assuming shape and form.

Duty on Timber Imported into France.

At the sitting of the Tariff Committee on the

30th nit. M. Gros-Gurin argued in favour of a

proposal to levy a duty on wood for building

purposes, scantlings, or unout timber, which

are at present untaxed. After a long discussion

the committee agreed to the principle of the

proposal.

Chester Art Loan Exhibition.—A loan

exhibition of works of art is being got up in

Chester on behalf of the local School of Art,

which is greatly in need of funds. The Duke

of Westminster, who is taking an interest in

the undertaking, and whose presenoe is ex

pected at the opening ceremony on the 11th

jnst., has contributed to the collection.

Schools for Drawing; in Paris. — The

national teaching of drawing in Paris has at

length been definitely agreed upon. There are

to be established 153 schools for boys, thirty-

eight for girls, forty-seven olasses for adults,

four sohools for men, and four for women. Be

sides these classes, the city of Paris also pro

poses to arrange for publio leotures on art.

An Historical Cabinet.—At the recent sale

of Madame Musard's property, one of the most

notable pieces of furniture disposed of was a

cabinet said to have belonged to Mary, Queen

of Soots ; tbe decorations were flowers, formed

by all the precious stones then known, begin

ning with diamonds, emeralds, rubies, topazes,

and ending with simple agate stones.

Workmen's Outing.—The artisans in the

employ of Messrs. Pitman & Son, of Newgate-

street, held their twentieth annual dinner on

Saturday at the Bye House. Mr. W. Pitman

presided. An excellent dinner was provided by

Messrs. Teale, and the toasts usual at such fes

tivities were given and heartily received by the

company. The general arrangements were

carried ont by Mr. Howe and Mr. Humphreys,

the stewards.

A Prospective Furnishing Contract.—

At the recent meeting of the Governors of the

Chelsea Hospital for Women, the Earl of St.

Germans (the president) received at the hands

of the Rev. Canon Fleming, one of the board

of management, an anonymous donation of

£1,000 towards providing furniture for the new

hospital. Cabinet-makers may profit by this

hint as to where an extensive furniture contract

is likely to be had.

The Railway Commissioners.—A BiU has

been int rod need by Viscount Sandon with respect

to the Railway Commissioners. The measure

does not in any way alter their powers or duties.
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but merely provides that the Regulation of

Railway Acts of 1873 and 1874, under which

the Comnvssioners were appointed, and which

wonld otherwise expire on 31st December next,

shall continue in force until December 31st,

1882.

Proposed Ministry of Commerce.—In the

House of Commons, on the 3 let alt., Mr. W.

Holms inquired what steps the Government in

tend to take in order to give effect to the reso

lution of the House upon the motion of the hon.

member for Plymoath—"That it is desirable

that those fnnotions of the Executive Govern

ment which especially relate to commerce and

agriculture should be administered by a distinct

department, nnder the direction of a principal

Secretary of State, who shall be a member of

tbe Cabinet." The Chancellor of the Exchequer

replied that the subjeot was receiving the con-

sideration of her Majesty's Government.

Books on Furniture.—In face of the re

peated inquiries addressed to us as to whtre

particular books on furniture, window-drapery,

Ac, oan be obtained, we have great pleasure in

directing our readers' attention to tbe new oata-

lqgue of books on sale just issued by Mr. B. T.

Batsford, of High Holborn. It includes a large

number of such works, both antieotand modern.

Aming the former we notice copies of Chippen.

dale's, Heppelwhite's, and Sheraton's rare

works, while the latter category includes the

well-known literary and artistio productions of

Messrs. Colling, Talbert, Easilake, Small,

Jaoquemart, and many others. The prices

throughout seem reasonable, and any cabinet

maker or furniture designer who wishes to

replenish his library with useful books on fur

niture or decoration should not lose the oppor

tunity now within his reach.

The Eight Honrs' Movement in the

American Cabinet Trade.—We mentioned

some time ago that efforts had been set on foot

ia America to bring about a reduction of work

ing hours in the cabinet trade to eight per diem.

The movement wns initiated in Chicago, where

strikes were entered npon with a view to force

the cabinet manufacturers to concede the men's

demand. According to present indications,

these strikes are likely to come to an inglorious

end. About a hundred men from MessrB.

Brunswick & Bttlke's factory have already re

turned to work. These men constituted more

than half the number of strikers. In one or two

Other oases the men have followed this example,

and have returned to work on the masters' terms,

and the latter say that in future they will insist

upon a ten hours' working day.

A Tradesmen's Alliance.—A largely at

tended meeting of tradesmen and inhabitants of

Chelsea was held at the Vestry Hall, King's-road,

Chelsea, on the 31st ult., Mr. E. Kingsbury in

the chair, the gathering being convened for tbe

purpose of forming an association of traders,

and thus to assist in the government of a

trading nation by the trading classes. The

Chairman said it was felt that a movement of

this kind was necessary, and he asked them to

throw aside all former political leanings and

parties. Tradesmen had been shuttleoooks

between these battledores long enough. He

asked them simply to consider their own in

terests, now in such a depressed condition, and

to direct their energies to tbe accomplishment

cf practioal remedies for the present distressing

state of things. Resolutions were then passed

approving of tbe formation of such an organisa

tion as that proposed.

Proposed Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition.

—The contemplated meeting for discussing the

advisability of holding next year an ecclesiastical

art exhibition in the metropolis was held la-t

week. Mr. J. P. Seddon, who was in tbe chair,

expressed bis warm approval of tbe scheme,

wbioh he trusted would be taken up by a com

mittee of ii fluer.ee. Mr. John Brny, tbe hon.

secretary, explained the aim and object of the

proposed exhibition, which is to include a dis-

play of objects worthy of imitation or interest,

ing from their character or history, lent by the

owners; and goods shown by manufacturers.

He also informed the meeting that he bad re

ceived from the Council of the Albert Hall a

letter stating that they would have no objection

to grant the use of the building for such an

exhibition. Mr. Mioklethwaite, F.S.A., who

spoke next, suggested that their efforts should

be directed to obtain the loan of tbe odds and

ends of English Church art scattered over the

country, which had never before been brought

together. Resolutions were ultimately passed

confirming the proposal to hold an exhibition of

ecclesiastical art in the months of May, June,

and July of next year, and a provisional com

mittee was appointed to work out the details

of the scheme.

.French Testimony to English Art Pro

gress.—What will the family of croakers who

are so persistently harping on the alleged short

comings and deficiencies of the South Kensington

Museum authorities say to the following graceful

tribute as to its value and work, emanating

from an intelligent Frenohman ? M. Jules

Ferry, in distributing the prizea to the suooesful

artists whose works weie exhibited at the last

Salon, said :—Neighbouring States are pre

paring to dispute our superiority in art as

applied to industry. Those who went to Eng

land fifteen or twenty years ago, and who have

since returned, may have noticed the immense

progress in that respect accomplished by our

neighbours, a progress which is assuredly dne

in great part to the South Kensington Museum,

in which the English collected in the matter of

industrial arts the most perfect models of all

countries and all ages. It is in that way

that the English artisan and the English work

man have been educated. That is a warning to

us : let ub do as the English have done.

Grosvenor House Art Treasures. — Fol

lowing the precedent of previous years the

Duke of Westminster is again desirous that

designers, artisans, and the like, employed in

any branoh of Art applied to productive indus

try, should have the opportunity of inspeoting

Grosvenor House, with its works of art, daily,

inoludicg Sundays, during the months of August

and September, 1879, from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

He regrets that, for want of room, he oannot

extend the admission beyond the persons speci

fied. Tickets of admission have been placed

in the hands of the secretary of the Society

of Arts, for distribution among persons answer

ing to the above description. Such persons oan

obtain tickets on application at the Sooiety's

house, by bringing with them a paper containing

their names, addresses, and occupations. Eaoh

ticket admits a party of four. There will be no

admission on wet afternoons. Cabinet-makers

and furniture designers should not lose the

opportunity thus afforded them of inspecting

the rare art treasures preserved in Grosvenor

House. We could wish that the noble duke's

munificent example were more widely followed

by other connoisseurs.

Trading by Crown Servants.—Tbe annual

meetiog of the National Chamber of Tiade was

held a few days ago, at the offices in the Strand,

Mr. James Debao in the obair. The report

adopted by the meeting referred at length to the

question of Civil Service trading. The Chamber,

with a view to Bhow how widely and strongly

tbe injustice of permitting Civil servants to

trade was felt, had issued an invitation to influ

ential traders in the principal townB in the

provinces to obtain signatures to a memorial

addressed to tbe Select Committee on Co-ope

ration. Already the response was very enoou-

raging, and it was thought that suoh an

expression could not fail to have its effeot upon

the House of Commons, especially when

memorials were accompanied with letters

showing the deep interest so many felt in the

redress of that widespread grievanoe. The

Chairman said that the cause of opposition to

Crown servants trading espoused by the Chamber

was calculated not only to conserve the interests

of traders, but of the whole body politic ; and

therefore their efforts should be continued until

crowned with the success suoh just and

reasonable demands as theirs deserved. The

meeting ultimately carried the following

resolution, on tbe motion of Mr. Gotta, seconded

by Mr. Daniell :—" That this meeting is of

opinion that the question of trading oarried on

by servants of the Crown now being investigated

by Parliament is of the utmost importance to

the trading classes ; and that an effort should

be made to support the recommendations of the

representatives of this Chamber."

Westminster Industrial Exhibition.—On

Saturday afternoon tbe certificates of com

mendation adjudged to the successful candi

dates at the second Westminster Industrial

Exhibition were distributed by the Hon. Mrs.

J. G. Talbot. Mr. Talbot said be would content

himself with a remark or two upon the results

and work of the Exhibition. He, accordingly,

called attention to certain passages in the

reports of the judges, with which he thought

they must all agree, and the importance of

whioh oould hardly be overrated. The first was

in reference to tbe oil paintiogs shown, the more

successful of which were said to be so good that

they might, with very little study, have been

very muoh better. Another citation was a

criticism on the flowers in woolwork. After

commending several of these, the judges added

that they considered the attempt to represent

flowers in wool, apart from its tendency to

encourage bad taste, to be practically hopeless,

the work itself useless, and the time spout in

suoh an attempt partly wasted. Mr. Talbot

animadverted, in kindly terms, but with great

decision, npon a design for a sunflower made out

of the bodies of butterflies. Canon Farrer

having introduced the Hon. Mrs. Talbot, the

distribution of certificates, 28 of a higher and

181 of a lower class, was proceeded with. The

exhibition will close to-day (Saturday), the

final ceremony being appointed for half-past

three o'clook in the afternoon, when the Bight

Hon. W. H. Smith, M.P. for Westminster, will

preside.

Artisan Reporters at the Paris Exhi

bition.—Tbe report of the joint Committee of

Her Majesty's Commissioners and of members

nominated by the Society of Arts on the ar.

rangements for the visit [of artisans to the

Paris Exhibition has been presented to his

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. The

report bears the signature of the chair

man, Earl Stanhope, and it states that 201

artisans visited the Exhibition with tickets

issued by the Committee. Of these fifty-seven

were sent at the expense of the committee by

aid of a subscription raised for the purpose,

ninety were sent by nine towns, five by the

Coaohmakers' Company, and six by the Builders'

Society, London, thirty-nine by four firms, and

seven paid their own expenses. They went in

parties to suit their own convenience, and ac-

oommodation was found for them in two houses

near the Exhibition. Besides the admission to

the Exhibition, introductions were obtained for

them to visit shops and factories engaged in

their respective crafts, and they were accom

panied in these visits by commissionaire*. Great

care was taken to select men who represented

the skill and intelligence of their several trades.

Although the Committee did not require reports

from all the men, ICS reports had actually been

received. Of these ten from Liverpool, fire

from Huddersfield, nine from Bristol, six from

Leeds, and three from Leicester have been

printed by those towns, and five by the men

Bent over through the Coaohmakers' Company

have been printed at the cost of a master of the

Company, Mr. Sanderson. With reference to

the general publication, the Committee have

made arrangements with Messrs. Eyre &

Spottiswoode for printing, and with Messrs.

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington

for publishing the best reports. Those selected

for 'publication include the following subjects :

cabinet- work, pottery, glass, art-work, jewellery,

textile fabrics, leather, and india-rubber.

Kidderminster Chamber of Commerce.

—The half-yearly meeting of members was held

on the 31st ult. in the Council Chamber. Mr. J.

Brinton, presiding. The Hon. Seo. (Mr. Ivens)

read the report of the Council, whioh stated that

since the last half-yearly meeting the railway

company had erected" a wool and grain warehouse,

which was now ready for use. It was, however,

thought that this would scarcely meet all the

requirements and remove the causes of complaint

whioh have hitherto existed ; but the goods

manager of the company had urged the com

mittee not to press for an extension nntil ths

effeot of the new warehouse had had a fair trial.

As regards Post - office accommodation, the

Council regret that they are unable to report that

anything definite has been done by tbe authori

ties. They are'not disposed to build, but have ex

pressed their readiness to take npon lease suitable

premises from any one willing to provide them.

A private proposal is now under consideration.

Commenting upon the Bankruptcy Bill, the

Oounoil regret that the Session of Parliament

has now nearly passed without any legislation

upon this subject, and they recommend that

the Kidderminster Chamber should join in urg

ing the Council of the Associated Chambers to

press upon the Government the necessity for tbe

amendment of the present law. In oonolusiou,

the report made brief reference to the resolu

tion passed by the House of Commons for the

appointment of a Minister of Commerce, and to
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one or two other subjects of minor importance.

The report having been adopted, the President

delivered his address, in which he dwelt upon

the barren results of the present Session of Par

liament. Referring to the intention of the

Government to disperse the collection of art-

treasures in the India Museum, he Baid that

in the event of its being closed, Kidderminster

onght to be early in the field in making appli

cation to the authorities for some portion of the

articles in the Museum for the benefit of the

inhabitants of that town. At present they.|

could not tell what the decision of the House

would be, but they knew that votes were taken

very hurriedly at the end of the session, and it

waB well to keep the matter before them, so as

to be early in the field in the event of the

Museum being closed. Several other speakers

having echoed the President's sentiments as to

the inadvisability of dispersing the collection,

the proceedings were soon after brought to a

The National Gallery Buildings, &c—

The widely.entertained hope that the exterior

of the National Gallery in Trafalgar-square was

likely to be altered or rebuilt, so as to render it

worthy of the nation, has been doomed to dis-

appointment. A Supplementary E«timato hos

just been issued of snms required to be voted

for the Civil Service in addition to the sums

provided in the estimates already presented.

The new estimates amount altogether to

£89,246, and inclnde one for £5,000 " for

payment to Mr. E. M. Barry, EA., in full

satisfaction of hU claims upon her Majesty's

Government in connection with the preparation

of plans for the erection of a new National

Gallery." It is noted that " sketch plans of a

new National Gallery were prepared by Mr.

Barry, under orders from the First Commissioner

of Workp, and were delivered to the Office of

Works in 1859, but they have been carried out

to the extent of only about one-sixth of the

whole. As there is no present intention of re

building the Gallery.it is necessary to pay Mr.

Barry for so much of bis plans as relates to woi k

that has not been exeouted, payment for the other

portions of tbem having been covered bythe com

mission received by Mr. Barry upon the cost of the

works of enlargement effected in 1870 and suc

ceeding years. It has been stipulated that, in

the event of Mr. Barry's being hereafter em.

ployed upon works conneoted with the Gallery,

the whole or part of t^e sum of £5,000 now

proposed to be paid to him is to be deducted,

under certain conditions, from the payments

that may have to be made to him in reapeot of

euch further employment." Another item is

£10,000 for expenses preparatory to the erection

of the Museum of Science and Art, Dublin, being

the " first instalment of a sum, not to exceed

£25,000, to enable the Royal Dublin Society to

make arrangements to remove the agricultural

shows from Kildare-street to the suburbs, and

to compensate them for the loss they may be

subject to by reason of such transfer, and the

discontinuance of the buildings used for this

purpose." And yet a third refers to the Sydney

and Melbourne International Exhibitions, for

which £6,280 is wanted. It is explained that

the Treasury has agreed to provide the commis

sion with office accommodation in London, with

stationery and printing, and place at its dispo

sal £10,000 for all other purposes. The proeent

estimate provides so muoh of that sum of

£10,000 as is likely to come in course of pay

ment in the year ending 31st March, 1880, and

leaves £3,720 to be provided next year.

Our Art Progress.—In recently opening an

Art Treasures Exhibition at Over Darwen, the

Marquis of Hartington dwelt upon the art pro

gress made in this country during the last

quarter of a centmy. We have done much, he

said, to diminish the long interval which

separated us in this respect from many Con

tinental nations. But there is one thing which

Continental nations appear to be able to do

which we still seem to be unable to accomplish.

They seem to be able to inspire a love of art in

the people without making speeches about art ;

and 1 1 tally think the time is coming—if it has

cot yet arrived—when enough will have been

said about art education, and when we may

hope what has been said will bear fruit, and it

will no longer require to be instilled into the

minds of the people by speeches. I have said

that great progress baa been made during the

last thirty or forty years, and certainly the

proofs are numerous. Thirty or forty years ago

there was scarcely in all Great Britain a town

which could be oalled beautiful, unless through

some natural or exceptional advantages. Now,

the metropolis of London is rapidly becoming

one of the most splendid cities in Europe ; and

the example of the metropolis is being followed

by many—more or less by all-7-of the great

manufacturing centres of industry in this

country. Nor is this progress and improve,

ment confined to externals only. The same

instincts which lead you to adorn your towns

and oities and the exterior of your houses, lead

you to accumulate within your dwellings those

objects of art and beauty which afford satisfac

tion to the cultivated intellect. No doubt this

progress is chiefly to be observed in the dwellings

of the rich ; yet I venture to hope that they are

now to be found in many of the humble dwel

lings of the working classes. Some ohjeots,

perhaps not of a coBtly character, but still dis

tinguished by beauty and by taste, woald serve

to distract the mind of the inhabitant from the

humble daily surroundings of his life. No doubt

it is the duty of the rioh, and of those who are

blessed with leisure, to lead the way in the

promotion ofart education and in the cultivation

of tsste in this country, as well as in other

things, but it must never be forgotten that a

national taste for art oan never be developed by

the taste of a few rich men, or even by the

splendid genius of a few artists. The national

taste can only grow up by being instilled in the

minds and imaginations of the children and of

the young. It must be instilled rather by the

eye than by the ear j by being constantly sur

rounded by objeots of art and beauty, by which

the taste will not only be stimulated, but also

will be educated.

Compensation to Workmen for Injury-

—Procrastination is certainly the motto and

watchword of the powers that be. Almost

without exception every measure introduced

into Parliament that might, if passed, prove of

interest and service to the manufacturing and

trading community, is shelved by our present-

day legislators. The process is in most cases

identical. A Bill is introduced by the Ministry

with great flourish of trumpets, only, however,

to share the fate of the innocents in one or

other of its stages of progress. The Work,

men's Compensation Bill affords an instance in

point. The subject came up for discussion in

the House of Lords on the 81st nit., when, on

the motion for the adjourned debate on the

seoond reading of this Bill, Earl De la Warr

taid he had several times postponed it in the

hope that the measure on the same subject in

the House of Commons would before this time

have come before their Lordships. The question

was one of great importance to woiking.men,

because it frequently happened that they were

injured by accidents arising out of the careless

ness or negligenoo on the part of managers,

foremen, and others in mines and on railways,

and there wcnld be no question that in such

capes the employers onght to be rendered liable

at law. At the present time the only remedy

the men had was by action against the managers,

which was practically useless. The Bill was to

obtain an equitable arrangement "between com

panies and their employia. It was not to render

other servants liable, but the companies them

selves. The Lord Chancellor agreed that the

subjeot was of importance, and was not sur

prised that it ocoupied the close atten

tion of the working classes and of the great

employers of labour. The question, however,

was one of very great difficulty, and any Bill

dealiDg with it required most careful considera

tion. The Government had introduced a

measure which was in accordance with the

recommendation of the Select Committee,

whereas the Bill of the noble earl, which was

identical with a Bill ietroduosd by a private

member in the other House, followed a report

which the Committee rejected. He did not see

how the question could be profitably discussed

till the two proposals were before their lord

ships, and he hoped the noble earl would be

satisfied to let his Bill remain over for considera

tion next Session. He should be sorry to ask

their lordships to come to a determination

against it, but if the motion for the second

reading was persisted in he should have to move

the previous question. The Bill was then with

drawn. We are not, of oourse, advocating that

this identical measure should be passed. On the

contrary, we hold that while attempting to do

justice to workmen, it altogether ignores the

interests of the employer. All we urge is, that

this subject, which is certainly ripe for legisla

tion, should at last be definitely settled by some

sort of compromise.

The India Museum.—The contemplated

dispersal of the valuable and interesting collec

tion preserved in this Museum gave rise to an

animated debate in Parliament on the 31st ult.,

when Mr. G. Doff rose to move "That, having

regard alike to the traditions of our rule in

India and to the expediency of establishing, at

an early period, by the joint action of the

Mother Country, its colonies, and dependencies,

an institution in which the productions of all

those colonies and dependencies should be ade

quately represented, it is undesirable that the

India Museum, collected at great cost by tho

East India Company, and taken over by tho

Crown, should now be broken up and distri

buted." The hon. member said what struck

foreigners coming to London was that theie

was not in this great city any single plaoe to

which one could go and get an idea of the

actual state of any one of the colonies and

dependencies. He might quote for a oouple of

hours from memorials emanating from the lead

ing commercial bodies throughout the country

in favour of a Colonial and Indian Museum. He

did not desire to commit the House to the

establishment of such an institution at the

present moment, provided he reoeived a posi

tive assurance from the Governmont that it was

not intended for the present to disperse the

India Museum. He should be sorry that by a

rash and unnecessary aot committed at the pre

sent moment India should be put in the disagree

able position of first throwing away her valuable

collection, and then of incurring the expense

of re-collecting it when she passed into the

hands of rulers more impressed than her present

rulers seemed to be with the importance of

visual teaching. Mr. W. Egertou supported

the resolution. Mr. Fawcett did not controvert

the opinion of bon. members as to the advantage

of having an Indian Museum in London, bnt he

thought it would not be justice to India that she

should have to contribute towards its expense,

or that any endeavour on the part of the

Government to eoonomise should be checked.

Dr. L. Plaj fair said the President of the Science

and Art Department, the Prinee of Wales, on

the pait of the Commissioners of 1851, was

prepared to give facilities for keeping the col

lection in their building, at a great reduction of

the rent, should the Government desire it. This,

he thought, was not the time to scatter a col

lection of this kind. Mr. B. Hope, Sir E.

Colebrooke, and Sir G. Bowyer joined in the

requests to the Government to accede to the

mction. Mr. W. E. Forster thought it rather

hard to make the Indian Government pay for

this museum. Bather than lot it bo broken up

the Government should pay £2,000 a year, and

plaoe it in the hands of those who knew how to

make a show attractive. Mr. Stanhope was glad

that the question affecting the taxpayers of India

had been brought forward, beoause he ventured to

say that whether the idea of a central colonial mu

seum wasrealisedornot, the costof it could never

be charged on the revenues of India. He be

lieved the reason why the Asiatio Society had not

prospered was beoause this scheme of a great

central museum was constantly dangled before

the eyes of the public If they were to with

draw that, efforts might be made to endow the

Asiatic Society, and put it on a more satis

factory basis than it now stood. The Secretary

of State attaohed great value to this collection,

and he believed the great object he had at

heart might be accomplished without any cost

to the revenues of India. The objeot of tbe

Secretary of State was by means of this pro

posal to make the museum more generally

useful to the poblio than at present, and from

time to time to transmit some of the exhibits

to various parts of the kingdom, where tbey

could be seen to special advantage. A small

committee had been appointed at the India

Office to carry out the arrangement. Tbey had

been instructed to do everything in their power

to retain the Indian character of the collection,

and they would be willing to receive sugges

tions from gentlemen interested in the subject.

Although the question of economy was a

secondary one in connection with the subject,

it was, he thought, rather a mat'er for con

gratulation that, while making the museum,

more useful, a saving of nearly £5,000 a year

would be effected. It aeemed to be argued that

the collection ought to be kept where there

were no skilled persons to superintend and

explain it ; but he put it to tbe House whether

the collection would not be more useful if trans

ported to places where suoh persons were to be

found. The amendment was then withdrawn.
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®ur " Sfecrt-(gnbs " Corner.

REPLY.

316. Mounting- Photographs. — After the

photograph has been fixed it is in a wet condi

tion, it mast therefore be allowed to dry, and is

then trimmed for mounting, i. c, out into the

proper shape and size required. Photographs

have a knack of curling np and bnokling, it is

therefore advisable to moisten the photograph

and to lay a piece of blotting-paper oyer it so as to

absorb the superabundant moisture ; the photo

graph will then lie flat. Thin starch should now

be made and applied whilst warm to the back

of the photograph ; place it next in position on

the card or paper, and having covered it with a

piece of paper, press a paper-knife gently over

it from the centre outwards, so as to squeeze out

the starch as much as possible. In laying the

photograph on the paper it should be taken np

by the opposite corners. Gum or flour paste

does not answer so well ; the photograph is

prone to fade if either of these is used. Hot

thin glne would do, but starch is the best, since

it does not injure the photograph. Oamkba.

QUERIES.

347. Elastic Spring Mattress—Will any

of yonr readers kindly inform me how to make

a very elastio spring mattress. I have supplied

oneto a customer thoroughly well made, stitched

np all round, springs lashed every way, stuffed

hair. And this he declares is not nearly so

elastio as one he previously had made in the

country. Is it possible that the springs are too

stout, or would it perhaps be more elastio with

out the stitching np p Upholsterer.

318. Staircarpet.—Is there any particular

plan of cutting staircarpets to winding stairs, so

as to avoid the ugly packing generally seen,

which is oaused by lapping the carpet over on

every winder ? J. H. T.

The Cabinet - Makers' Pattern Book.—

The two articles of drawing-room furniture

illustrated this week have been manufactured

by Mr. B. Hunter, of 6, Eden-street, Hampatead-

ni

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Lata THOMAS EBLSEY t Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Faoioeim.—MILTON STBBBT, LONDON, B.O.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offloe i 120, BTJNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHARF,

85, WHABF BOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

TO CABINET-MAKERS & UPHOLSTERERS.

TABLE LINING & LEATHER GILDING,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

.A.T MODEBATB IPDE^IOIES.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.

S. COUSINS, 81, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, W.C.

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA]STUFACTOE;Y" A. T OOBK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPERS.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

180,000 ft. tuper. in Stock rtadj for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOB BOAEDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application,

 

THIN PARQUET (TcEPiN'sPAT£NT),5-16inoliThick,preparedonthreedealbacklammation8, \£>%s^Z

equal in wear to inoh solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of ^BBfflBBB

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

74 Ornamental

, & Parquet.

* *Deal Blacking
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OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XVI.—Victoria.

' HE great bulk of the timber trees

of Victoria (which colony has an

area of 88,198 square miles and a

population of 849,021 persons)

consist of varieties of the Euca

lyptus. The remainder are prin

cipally varieties of Acacia. The

Red Gum (Eucalyjtius rostratd) is the most

valuable hardwood in the colony. This wood

"has great durability, and is used extensively

for piles, wharves, jetties, and bridges, as well

■as for sleepers and ship knees, for house-build

ing purposes, and for wheelwrights' work.

The Blue Gum (Eucalyptus globulus), ranking

next in value to the foregoing, is used for the

same purposes, but in smaller quantities, owing

to its comparative scarcity in the neighbour

hood of the chief centres of consumption. The

White Gum (Eucalyptus amygdalina) yields a

timber much less durable than those already

-described. This tree attains an enormous size,

occasionally reaching the great height of 400 ft.

The timber is generally straight-grained and

splits readily into palings, shingles, &c. Stringy

Bark (Eucalyptus obliqua) is the most abundant

of any tree in the colony. The timber is in

ferior to some of the other varieties, but it

furnishes the principal supply of wood for

general use in the colony. It is employed

chiefly for house-building, machinery, fencing,

shingles, and firewood. The Iron Bark

{Eucalyptus sideroxylon) furnishes a timber

equal in quality to that of either the

Red or Blue Gum, but much smaller

in size. These constitute the principal

timber trees of the Eucalyptus kind, but

there are other varieties, such as the Box, the

Messmate, and the Peppermint, which occupy

considerable areas, although the supply of

timber they afford is comparatively insignifi

cant. There appears to be no general under

standing as to the period of the year when the

Eucalypti should be cut, and felling goes on

indiscriminately at all seasons. Of the

Acacias, the Lightwood is the only timber of

commercial importance. The Acacia decurrens

yields a bark containing a high percentage of

tannic acid, is used largely in the colony, and

is exported to the United Kingdom for tanning

purposes. The Murray Pine (CaUitris verru

cosa) grows to some extent in the north of

the colony, but the wood is of little value.

The Casuarina suberosa and Casuarina quadri-

valvis furnish a wood used in the manufac

ture of fancy articles. The Beech, the Sassa

fras, the Musk, the Native Cherry, and the

Myall are in considerable request, principally

as furniture woods.

The following is an approximate estimate

of the areas occupied by forest trees and scrubs

in Victoria:— Baam

Large white gums, of various kinds

(Eucalyptus amygdalina, &o.) 5,000

Red gum (Euoalyptng rostrata) 3,000

Stringy bark and messmate 30,000

Iron bark 600

Kinds of Eucalyptus of comparatively

small dimensions ; box, yellow box,

Colonial apple tree, peppermint, &o. 14,000

Lightwood 1,000

Oak-Murray pine 500

Sassafras, beech, and other umbrageous

kinds of trees in sheltered monntain

gullies 300

Honeysuckle, wattle, and other low.

sized trees not otherwise specified 500

Malleesorub 14,000

Tea-tree scrub 200

69,000

This area has, however, somewhat dimi

nished since these statistics were compiled,

and is now probably about 40,000 square

miles.

Nearly the whole of the forest land is the

property of the Government. Only lightly-

timbered land has been alienated, and of the

heavily-timbered land special reserves have

been made, amounting in the aggregate to

about 1,000,000 acres. The amount of timber

is diminishing owing to clearings for settle

ment, ordinary home consumption, and bush

fires. Attention seems to have been first

directed in 1868 to the subject of the

denudation of the forests of the colony,

when a board was appointed by the Governor

in Council to inquire into and report on

the best means of securing the permanency

of the State forests. The Board in their

report call attention to the wastefulness

and improvidence of the then prevailing

system. Licensees were allowed to cut tim

ber without reference to its size or stage

of growth. Only the prime parts of trees

were utilised. Immense numbers of stand

ing trees were killed, owing to the practice

of stripping from them large sheets of bark

to cover, perhaps, a merely temporary hut.

The committee recommend the planting of

pine trees in the State forests, and express a

belief that within a short period the native

supply would supersede the necessity for im

porting that timber, for which at present the

colony is wholly dependent upon other coun

tries or colonies. They also point out the

climatic advantages likely to ensue from the

systematic planting and conservancy of

forest trees. They recommend the abolition

of the existing and the introduction of a

new licensing system in the State forest

reserves. The committee append to their

report a list of some thirty non-indigenous

forest trees which should, in their opinion,

be planted in the forest reserves, and would,

they believe, flourish there. Eighteen of

these are of the Pine species. In 1872 the

Royal Commission on Foreign Industries and

Forests issued a progress report, in which

the necessity for remedial measures was

strongly insisted on. In reply to a series

of questions circulated by this commission,

much useful information with reference to

the permanency of the forests was elicited.

As might be expected, some districts reported

that the supply was practically unlimited,

but others, less sanguine or more prescient,

took a very different view. It was believed,

in 1871, that the supply in the neighbourhood

of Melbourne would be exhausted in the

course of four or five years ; but whether this

theory has proved to be correct there is no

evidence to show. In many districts the

timber has wholly disappeared, and places are

instanced which formerly stood in the midst

of a thickly - timbered country which are

now entirely destitute of a local supply.

Taking the whole county of Heytesbury, con

taining a large portion of the great Cape

Otway Forest, it is estimated that if the pre

sent scale of destruction by splitting, ring*

barking, and burning be allowed to continue,

there will not be a tree left before the lapse

of fifty years. In Castlemaine the evil has,

it is said, assumed even more serious propor

tions. The destruction in this district is

almost complete, and it is said to be due not

to ordinary and reasonable consumption, but

to want of proper supervision of wood

cutters, to the cutting of saplings, destruc

tion of the seedlings by goats, and the

entire absence of replanting. It appears

that another cause at work to denude the

country of timber is a mysterious disease

which is destroying great areas covered with

species of the Eucalyptus. The commis

sion before referred to received a series of

practical suggestions for the preservation of

young trees, among others, that the cutting

of seedlings and saplings, except by the

forest rangers or their assistants, should be

absolutely prohibited ; that the young growth

should be protected by proper fencing from

stock, and especially from goats ; that certain

regulations should be enforced to diminish the

danger of bush-fires, and that where seedlings

do not flourish on the old forest lands, seeds

should be sown broadcast in suitable places.

A suggestion is also made that the system in

vogue in New Zealand of making a free grant

of land for every acre planted with trees should

be adopted in Victoria. The committee, in

their report issued in 1872, state " that urgent

action in reference to this subject is needed," and

they recommend the conversion of unoccupied

areas; such as the slopes and embankments of

railways, into nursery spaces. The threatened

scarcity of timber, in the gold mining districts

especially, is referred to by the committee in

terms of undisguised alarm, and the signa

tories recommend the early appointment of a

central forest board, the establishment of

State nurseries, the distribution of seedlings to
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selectors, and the planting of reserves denuded

of indigenous timber.

It is believed that if the whole of the forest

land of the Colony were laid under contribu

tion, and properly and economically worked,

ten millions to twelve millions of tons of

timber might be annually cut without injury

to the forests, but as a large portion of the

area is practically inaccessible, or will be

cleared as settlement progresses, the estimate

is probably excessive. Very little timber is

exported, but the importation of soft woods,

which are very scarce in the Colony, reached

an annual value of £588,498. 2s. in the year

187:1. The imports, however, fell again to

£'425,471 in 1870. There is a considerable

but fluctuating export of bark from the

Col my. No export trade in timber is ever

likely to spring up, as the increase in the

demand will probably keep level with any

increase of supply likely to ensue from open

ing up of the at present inaccessible stores of

timbi-r. The problem for solution in this

Colony is the conservation of the native forests

for home use, a task of no slight magnitude

in the present circumstances of the Colony.

FURNITURE AT THE WESTMINSTER

EXHIBITION.

aTHAT a man should work out of his

trade and produce something for the

decoration or use of his home, or as a pastime,

is very praiseworthy; but unless he can

assure himself that it can compete with the

work of men working in their own trade it is

difficult to see any practical utility in exhibit

ing it, when it is remembered how much more

beneficial the results might have been had he

produced his best work in his own trade. He

would then have shown others what they hnd

yet to learn, or have had pointed out to

himself very forcibly, by comparison of his

work with others, what he had to learn him

self. There is often a latent consciousness

that one executes things well until an actual

comparison of work dispels the illusion.

Reporting upon the fnrniture that was on
■view at the Westminster Industrial Exhibi

tion which has just closed its successful career,

Mr. Walter Whitehouse says that no more

powerful argument of the necessity of technical

education for the working man can be found

than the evident absence of any interest in the

science of mechanics. It is quite conceivable

a man may have an extensive knowledge of

facts in any science—say astronomy, such as

the earth's distance from the sun, the size of

the moon and earth, and yet acquire no in

terest in the science; but it is within the

experience of many that the most elementary

knowledge of the principles of astronomy

often creates an intense interest in the study.

The principles of mechanics and art are to be

used in every trade in different proportions.

No good work is produced without an interest

in the result. Well, might not this interest

be created by the knowledge of the particu

lar principles of mechanics and art in any

riven trade ? It has been accepted as a

duty of the State to provide all with a certain

standard of education who cannot hnd it for

themselves. It was discovered that the better

educated the man the better the work. It

might be considered whether it is not the

duty of the State to endow technical edu

cation for the working man, remembering how

the prosperity of the country depends on his

keeping a foremost place in the competition
•with foreign rivals.

A system of trade exhibitions is developing

by the aid of the generosity of the various City

Companies. The value of these separate ex

hibitions is great, and would be further

increased if held at the same time and in one

building. The skilled workman receives a

recognition which is his due. The prizes are

received at the hands of some very dis

tinguished person. The exhibits are seen by

thousands of visitors. The exhibition is open

late, that all the exhibitors may profitably and

pleasantly spend many evenings in the inspec

tion of the work in their own trade, and also

see what is accomplished by their friends in

other trades. Another advantage of the com

bination of all trades together is an organisa

tion which offers an opportunity for exhibitors

in those trades which have no historical asso

ciation with the City. Should the Industrial

Exhibition become national, the laudable

desire to gain distinction by exhibiting one's

work might in itself help to a better under

standing between employer and employed, for

industrial exhibitions are a movement resulting

in advantage to employers, and should meet

with their sympathy and support, for it is

difficult to see how any encouragement to the

working man to produce good work can result

otherwise. There may De a few employers

who, knowing they are paying less for any

skilled labour than the market value, would be

disinclined to offer any facilities to - a man to

acquire a reputation as a workman beyond

their own workshop.

Great emphasis must be laid on the im

portance of the working done in the schools

of Mr. Parton Parry and Mr. Charles Meyers.

The pupils of the former study technical

drawing in the evening schools established by

him in several parts of London. The adjudica

tors of the Westminster Exhibition com

mended several, and greatly regretted the

absence of that accuracy and care in the

drawings for machinery which prevented their

awarding of medals.

In cabinet-work the best specimens are

shown in models and small inlaid work. No.

28, cheffonier and bookcase, by J. Elliott,

joiner, shows the beat work in full-sized

exhibits. The combination of the different

coloured woods and brass beading is rather

objectionable as a matter of taste. The suppo

sition on the part of the adjudicator was that

the exhibitor had a limited supply of wood.

No. 57 was pronounced very sound work.

T. Miller might have taken a medal had the

adjudicator not had to fight with the drawer

before it would shut. J. G. Lyle, upholsterer,

shows his ingenuity in constructing furniture

to fold up, which might be useful to refreshment

contractors. No. 84, small inlaid cabinet, by

P. Smith, cabinet-maker is well and cleanly

finished. Adjudicator's appreciation of the

work is shown by the award, of a silver medal.

In the inlaid girandole by T. Pranks, cabinet

maker, there is displayed the highest class

of work, and a refined taste in the arrange

ment of ivory and ebony. No. 49, loo-

table, by G. Lett, labourer (probably in a

cabinet-maker's shop), shows the best prepared

groundwork before the application of the

veneer ; the best, since the others are nearly

all so bad in the full-sized work. G. Lett

is probably alone in the world in his taste for

the " zebra pattern " arrangements of the

different coloured woods. R. Walker, No. 156,

as a foreman of mills, has exhibited himself to

be a man of good taste and industrious habits

by the walking-stick he shows. A. Poster,

No. 122, shows a child's crib, stated to be all

turned in a lathe ; much doubted. The pateras

or knobs inserted in the holes to cover the

screen-heads are ingeniously wound round

with paper to make them fit as a substitute

for properly fitted work. It is not, therefore,

astonishing two of the pateras are already

lost.

The ladies' chair, by T. R. Roberts, furni-

ture-stuffer, is tastefully made. The combi

nation of chair, work-box, and ottoman is an

arrangement no doubt " perfectly delightful "

to young ladies. A jewel-case, by W. Middle-

fell, cabinet-maker, is a careful piece of work,

elegant in design and in good taste—awarded

a bronze medal. J. Rogers, No. 75, veneered-

moulding maker, shows he understands his

trade. If still a bricklayer, A. Thomas, 91,

may rank himself with any of the other

exhibitors as a cabinet-maker, judging from

the ornamental box he exhibits. The work is

extremely creditable. No. 59, a very ingenious

novel revolving carte-de-visite album—awarded

a bronze medal. Qleeson should have no diffi

culty in selling the right to manufacture and

sell. There is no excuse for any mechanic not

making, for the decoration of his home, pic

ture-frames composed of small pieces of cork,

when R. Day, chapel-keeper, No. 112, shows

the rich effect and pretty designs he has

worked out. John Lilley shows very excellent

work in gilding.

The three recipients of silver medals in fret

cutting—J. Golonza, R. Gleeson, and Inspector

Denning—exhibit very skilful work. The

latter is one of the few exhibitors spoken of

who have produced something worthy of

notice out of their metier, and who illustrates

the " old saw "—what care and industry ac

complish. This jewel-casket, cut out of a fine

specimen of wood at least half-an-inch thick,

has a very rich effect.

SYMMETRY TN FURNITURE AND

GENERAL WORKMANSHIP.

THE question naturally arises, why is sym

metry pleasing to the human mind ? I

have already hinted the answer to the question-

in great part, but we shall gain in clearness by

once more putting the problem in this definite

form. In the first place, the high position

which symmetry occupies in human ideas of

beauty is doubtless largely due to the developed

intellectual faculties of man. There can be

little hesitation in admitting, it is true, that

the lower animals share this feeling to some

extent, at least if Mr. Darwin be correct in

attributing to sexual selection of the ball-and-

socket ornamentation of the argus-pheasant,

the magnificent plumage of the lyre-bird, and

the gracefully spiral horns of the Koodoo

antelope. But the intellectual superiority of

man makes him far more capable than any

other animal of deriving pleasure from that

order and regularity which are the central

features of symmetry. The first germ of the

taste must therefore be set down to the recogni

tion of an intelligible plan as distinct from a

mere chaos. There is probably no savage solow

as not to perceive the superiority in this respect

of a fem to a cabbage-leaf, or of a carved club

to a rough and shapeless stick. And it may

not be irrelevant here to note that the flora

of the tropics, where we have reason to

believe man was first developed, is largely

distinguished from the flora of the temperate

zone by its much greater symmetry of arrange

ment. The radial principle in the various

palms, the banana, the aloe, the bromelias, the

bamboos, the tree-ferns, the club-mosses, and

the cactuses, is one of the first peculiarities

which strikes the visitor on landing in a

tropical country ; and it may be realised to

some extent even in the hothouses of

Kew and the Jardin des Plantes. It is-

not, perhaps, extravagant to suppose that

this symmetrical arrangement of nature on a

large scale may have nad some influence in

quickening the primitive love of symmetry,

just as I believe the great tropical fruits and

flowers, and the beautiful plumes of tropical

birds, had some influence in quickening the

primitive love for bright colours. At any

rate, we may hold it as certain that the

cocoa-nuts, calabashes, ostrich eggs, gourds,

cowries, and bamboo stems of equatorial

climates have been of great practical service-

in originating the use of symmetrical vessels,

dwellings, and furniture amongst early

man.

Next to the original pleasure of a compre

hensible arrangement, we must place the

inherited effect of usage. The more man

grew accustomed to be surrounded by sym

metrical objects, the more would he demand

symmetry in all articles of human manufac

ture. A rough or unshapely implement he

would naturally reject as inferior; while a

finished and shapely one would recommend

itself to him as the best and handsomest.

Here, too, he would be partly determined by

practical utility, which generally coincides

(roughly speaking) with artistic finish. For

just as the straightest arrow flies best

to its mark, so does the roundest stone

fit best in the sling, and the smoothest spear

head pierce most easily through the hide of

wild beasts or the enemy's skull. And thus

utility goes hand in hand with beauty, a

* From a Paper by Mr. Grant Allen, in Mind, a Qasr-
terly Review of Psyobology and Philosophy, pablished by

Meiers. Williams & Norgate.
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principle of evolution •would teach us to expect '

even a priori that it would do.

Finally, we get the pleasure of human

handicraft, a certain kind of sympathy, not

unmixed with admiration for skill. When the

symmetry and the workmanship are merely

such as we find in everyday life, we feel this

pleasure only to a very slight extent. But

when the skill displayed is very great, as in

the marvellous lattice screens of wrought

marble which adorn so many works of Indian

architecture, or in the beautiful tracery of an

Admiralty Islander's club, or in the rose

window of an English cathedral, our feeling

becomes one of distinct aesthetic pleasure, in

which the elements of sympathy and admira

tion are very obviously recognisable. And in

the case of natural productions, we have by

analogy a similar admiration for the being or

entity to whom we actually or implicitly assign

their creation.

Hence it will be seen that the pleasure in

symmetry is far more derivative and intellec

tual than the pleasure in colour or in simple

musical sound, both of which are compara

tively primitive and sensuous. At the same

time, it is a pleasure which can be shared and

appreciated by many savages whom we are

accustomed to place very low in the scale of

humanity.

A point of some interest is connected with

the old dispute as to the line of beauty.

Looking at the question from a scientific and

inductive standpoint, it may be said that the

straight line represents practical heauty, and

the curve ornamental beauty. The straight

line is the best and simplest boundary, on the

whole, for houses, walls, furniture, boxes,

architectural details, roads, streets, canals,

railways ; the shortest route for the path of a

ship, a wain, an army, a moving body gene

rally ; the natural limit for a book, a paper, a

piece of cloth, a brick, a plank of wood, and,

in short, for most raw material. Even in fine

art, strictly so called, a straight and rectangu

lar boundary is often convenient ; and I sup

pose Mr. Buskin himself would hardly demand

that all pictures should cover an oval or

circular canvas and have curved frames. A

glance around the room will show the reader

how largely and necessarily the straight line

enters into both the constructive and decora

tive part of his surroundings. But the curved

line is certainly the chosen ornamental con

tour. It may, of course, be occasionally

employed for mere practical purposes, as in an

arch, a bow window, a bowl, a ship timber,

or possibly a barrel; yet even in these it

possesses a certain special beauty of its own.

In most cases, however, it is used for decora

tive effect alone,and in the handsof savages it is

employed with admirable results in tatooingand

in ornamental work generally. Amongst our

selves, it contributes to the beauty of all archi

tecture and of all internal decoration ; and

even where it has been lavished with exces

sive ardour, as upon furniture, gas-hangings,

and the other " solicitous wrigglings " which

offend against the most cultivated taste, it

must be accepted as accurately reflecting the

general aesthetic sensibility of average Euro

pean man. The modern artistic demand for

" simplicity of outline " is a reaction against

the ordinary desire to obtain the greatest

possible amount of ornamental curvature, in

season or out of season ; because the ordinary

mind is pleased with external twists and twirls

which give dignity and importance, at the

cost, as others may think, of simple beauty

and appropriateness.

The love of symmetry, once introduced,

rapidly gTows through the action of all the

influences already enumerated, and at length

induces a certain reaction. Early imitative

art, as we see not only in the pictures drawn

by savages, but even in the highly-developed

paintings and bas-reliefs of the Egyptians and

Assyrians, usually assumes a symmetrical

shape. The common and well-known figures

of Pasht afford excellent examples which

must be familiar to every reader:—A cat-

faced goddess, seated bolt upright on a chair

or throne, with ankles and feet set together,

and either hand placed symmetrically upon its

corresponding knee. Gradually, however, a

spirit of discontent sets in against this formal

symmetry. Some bolder artist observes that

mankind in the actuality, though possessing

typically bilateral bodies, do not habitually

hold themselves in such stiff and abstractly

human attitudes. Even in Egyptian sculp

ture, and much more in Egyptian painting, we

get occasional variations from the traditional

positions ; and there is at least one group of

statuary in the British Museum, as early as

the Ninth Dynasty, which is almost Greek

in the natural pose of its two figures—a

husband and wife, seated side by side as

they might have sat in actual life. But it is

not till the rise of Hellenic sculpture that we

find symmetry carefully eschewed in imitative

works. The fundamental distinction of imita

tive and decorative art begins with the Greeks.

Before them, almost all painting and sculpture

was half ornamental, half representative in

character; it was they who first drew the

definite line between the two, and thoroughly

emancipated imitative art from symmetrical

arrangements. Nevertheless, we must not

forget that an Egyptian would probably have

preferred his own regular and carefully-

measured figures to the unsymmetrical and

free pose of a Hellenic Apollo ; just as the

negro of our own day prefers a rude full-faced

portrait to a profile, and asks with critical

displeasure why the artist has given him only

one eye.

Before quitting the subject, I cannot avoid

briefly noticing the special form which this

reaction against symmetry has taken amongst

the Japanese. No other nation, outside the

regular line of Helleno-Italian and Western

European civilisation, has ever advanced so

far in imitative art as the people of Japan.

They have studied nature at first hand, and

have succeeded in completely throwing aside

the primitive symmetrical treatment of the

human and animal form. But at the same

time, they have gone much further than all

other nations in their systematic rejection of

symmetry even in comparatively decorative

art. Whether this habit or tendency is of

artistic merit or otherwise, I shall not attempt

to determine, since it is well to keep critical

questions quite apart from such a positive

discussion as that upon which we are now

engaged. But it is at least certain that the

Japanese do, as a matter of fact, carefully

avoid symmetrical arrangement of figures,

patterns, or designs, even on fans, vases,

fictile ware, and other ornamental objects.

It is this deliberate and conscious attempt at

asymmetry which gives to Japanese work

manship much of its distinctive quaints

ness. Apparently, the Japenese artist

first observed that absolute symmetry was

rarely found in concrete nature, though

it is almost always found in the abstract

form ; * and hence they began a revo

lution somewhat analogous to that which pro

duced the later Hellenic art. But when the

revolution was once set up, they probably

grew to look upon asymmetry as a differentia

ting peculiarity of Japanese civilised art, when

compared with the rude workmanship of other

or earlier races. Moreover, this peculiarity

fell in naturally with a generic tendency of the

Turanian mind, which has always sought after

the odd as a separate element of aesthetic feel

ing. In a higher way, too, it encouraged

artistic freedom ; and this is the special quality

which recommends Japanese art to Western

connoisseurs. Of course, it must not be sup

posed that the Japanese utterly and entirely

abjure the employment of symmetry; their

plates and cups are on the whole just as circu

lar as our own ; but they do reject the symme

trical arrangement of decorative designs in

many cases where European art has almost

invariably employed it. This subject, however,

though interesting in itself, would lead us too

far afield from the simple consideration of

symmetry.

* Tbia assertion may seem at first sight opposed to what
has been previously aaid with regard to the symmetry of
natural forms ; but the contradiction is only apparent.
Every leaf upon a tree is in itself symmetrical; buttbe
tree as a whole, and each leaf aa seen in perspective, is
unsymmetrical. Early man represents the object conven
tionally aa he conceives it, in its abstract regularity ; the
advanced artist represents it accurately as he sees it, in

riery and freedom.its accidental v

THE DONCASTER WOOL MARKET.

DONCASTER is the centre of an extensive

district, and is not only convenient for

wool sellers and buyers, because of the

splendid market accommodation which it

affords, but because of the great facilities of

traffic which it enjoys. Six principal railway

lines converge upon Doncaster—the Great

Northern, the Midland, the Lancashire and

Yorkshire, the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin

colnshire, the North-Eastern, and the London

and North-Western—thus giving direct com

munication with all parts of the country. The

Corporation of Doncaster have shown great

public spirit and commendable foresight in

their energetic endeavours to develop and

promote the various public markets, and the

results must have been very gratifying to the

townspeople, seeing the vast amount of trade

that has thus been brought to the town. The

receipts from the markets form quite a sub

stantial item in the annual budget which is

presented to the Town Council, .making a

total annual sum of £2,406.

A writer in the Bradford Observer gives the

following account of a vitit paid to the wool

market held in that town. I turn for a brief

space to the large square, or enclosure, or shed,

where there are at the present moment ex

posed for sale some 700 or 800 sheets of wool.

As many as 1,800 sheets have been known to

be " laid down " and cleared off in one market

day ; but times are out of joint now in the

wool trade, as well as in other trades, and

the quantity is not so large as in " going-up "

times. As I look at these streets of wool-

sheets I am forcibly reminded of a gigantic

wool warehouse, and walking up and down

amongst these piles of sheets . 1 come upon

Bradford men at every turn. Here are exposed

for sale wools from half-a-dozen counties at

the least, including the counties of York,.

Lincoln, Nottingham, and Leicester. The

principal portion of the wool "pitched" has

been brought into the market not by farmers,

but by persons who buy from farmers. These

men are dealing in farming produce all the

year round, and they speculate in wool as

much aa they do in corn and other things—in

the hope of being able to sell at a profit.

There is one peculiarity about the transactions

at Doncaster and other wool-dealing places—

the sellers require cash down without discount

on the wool being weighed. And with regard

to farmers themselves, they give no contracts,

so that if a farmer likes to repudiate a sale he

can do so, and the law gives the buyer no

claim upon him. Another peculiarity of

the farmer's dealings is that he hardly ever

gives a receipt for any money he re

ceives for wool, even though in this instance

the law is distinctly against him, since he

thereby defrauds the revenue of the price of a

receipt stamp. When the wool buyers from

Bradford arrive in Doncaster the night before

the market they generally make their way to

the " Woolpacks " or the " Old George," for the

dealers will be found staying at one or other

of these hostelries there is little doubt. They

have then the opportunity of discussing wool

matters over a game of billiards, and if

they become particularly interested in eacht

other's society it is quite possible that they

may sit up rather late over a bottle of

champagne. The wool itself is brought in by

rail very early on the Saturday morning, or

the night before, and long before the buyers

are on the scene the market space is busy with

lurries coming with their huge fleecy freights.

As each lot comes in it is weighed by a

Corporation official. The weight is thereupon

recorded in a book, and the man who has

brought the wool receives a weigh-note con

taining the number 'and weight of each

sheet of his lot. When subsequently the

wool is sold, the seller simply hands his weigh-

note to the buyer, and the latter pays for

the weight indicated, no re-weighing being

necessary.

When the wool has been deposited in its

proper place for sale, the owner comes and

rips his sheets open, and digging his hands far

into the interior brings forth to the top as

attractive a sample of the contents as he is
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able to find, and woe betide the buyer who

comes and interrupts him as he is manipulating

his fleeces. Formerly, it was the custom for

any wool that was bought to be repacked into

the purchaser's sheets, when it used to be quite

a .-orious business to throw out the cots, the

grays, and the unwashed fleeces. But things

have much changed since then. Wool buyers

are a more gentlemanly race than they used

to be, and don't wish to soil their hands

unnecessarily in handling the material. They

now-a-days take the wool as it is in the

dealers' sheets, and make their claims for

deficiences at the following market.

The dealers take care not to stray very far

away from their woolly charges, but remain

about in order to meet their customers. They,

of course, give the refusal of it to their pre

vious week's customers, and in some instances

the dealer will stick to the same purchaser

during the whole series of markets. If a

buyer has once got into a dealer's good graces,

he can purchase from him on successive

market days at the market price. When the
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-demand for wool is spirited it is very difficult

for an outsider to get into the race with the

more fortunate buyers ; he may attend market

after market without being able to buy, un

less he is prepared to give a higher price than

others. Sometimes one of these poor out

siders will linger about hopefully trying to in

gratiate himself with the buyer as a means of

introduction to the dealer. As a rule, they

are a long time over their bargains, these men

of wool. The dealer generally asks a consider

ably higher sum than fie ultimately obtains, and

the buyers come and go many times before a

bargain is struck—at least in days like these.

When, however, the dealer and the buyer have

come within reach of each other in the matter

of price, they will quietly adjourn to one

of the hostelries named to try and com

plete the bargain. When they are seen de

parting for the public-house together, they are

looked upon as having come to close quarters,

and the representatives of the competing

railway companies gather round the inn door,

each n the hope of being able to get the job

of carrying the wool to its destination.

When a purchase has been made, the wool

is immediately packed tightly up in its sheets,

a number of women and men being on the

spot with packing-needles to do the necessary

stitching. Thus things go on until the close

of the market. If trade be brisk, all the busi

ness is over by noon, but when there is a wide

difference between the price asked and the

price taken, it takes buyers and purchasers a

long time to complete their transactions.

When once they have completed a transaction,

however, they show hearty good feeling to

wards each other by dining together.

FURNITURE AND ORNAMENT IN

GOLD AND SILVER.—II.

PROGRESS was the watchword that

ushered in the thirteenth century. During

the period immediately preceding there was,

as we have seen, a strong family likeness be

tween many of the articles made in the

precious metals; but all this now gradually

disappeared. The pointed style in architec

ture, which had asserted itself, exercised no

mean effect upon the goldsmith's craft. This

more complicated and elaborate style became

the type and model of the workers in

gold during the three following centuries.

Although the artists of the time were ne

cessarily of unequal merit, yet, says Mr.

Pollen in his in teresting treatise on the sub

ject,* " none of their work shows ignorance

or hesitation ; ignorance that is, of what may

be called the stores of accomplishment of that

day, or hesitation in carrying their share into

execution." The working of gold was no

longer confined to the cloisters, but from

about this period goldsmiths' guilds were

founded, and gold, silver, and silver-gilt plate

was produced in large quantities, the Burgun-

dian artists as well as those of the Low

Countries taking first rank in this connec

tion. Great luxury prevailed in the houses

of princes, feudal lords, and barons, and

* Gold and Silvertmith's Work. By John Hungerford
Pollen, II. A. London : Chapman & Hall.

the dishes, bowls, and ornamental plate put

on the table on ceremonial occasions were

costly beyond modern conception. As a

typical specimen of the drinking cups of the

period, we illustrate a beautiful specimen pre

served in the South Kensington Museum. Of

Burgundian or Flemish origin, it is carefully

worked with architectural mouldings, and has

four mullioned windows with geometric

tracery round the body, and four more in the

cover filled with panes of transparent enamel

set in gold. Many curious illustrations are

given by Mr. Pollen of bequests of plate in

mediaeval times, and these all tend to show

the splendour which at that time obtained in

the mansions of the nobility. Wealth was,

however, no longer confined to these exclu

sively ; the great lawyers, civic dignitaries,

heads of corporations and guilds, and leading

merchants, had severally stolen a march upon

the nobles, and seemed to vie with them in

the gorgeousness of their establishment-.

From among the phalanx of great men who

followed the goldsmith'scalling in the fifteenth

century, we may particularise Luca della

Robbia, whose fame is also inseparably con

nected with a particular description of pottery

which bears his name.

The Renaissance or revival of learning

the arts in the fifteenth century exercised a

benign influence upon the art of metal-work

ing, though it is much to be regretted that in

the new-born zeal which suddenly beset the

rising generation of that day too free vent was

given to the iconoclastic propensities which

the new range of thought and aspirations

brought with it. Church vessels and orna

ments without number were broken up, melted,

andremade into similarutensils, moreinkeeping

with the newly-begotten tendencies. It is but

too true that " the lovers of the new style had

no sort of sympathy, such as we feel, with the

splendour or skill of earlier generations." The

singular sweetness and tenderness which cha

racterise many of the earlier works of the

revival are ascribed by the author to the fact

that they partook of the style of the age that

was drawing to a close, and of the new era

that had just dawned. This union of the two
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styles was more common in the French, Flem

ish, Burgundian, German, and English art than

in that of Italy, -where, however, it is not

altogether absent.

Benvenuto Cellini stands, of course, forth as

one of the giants among the contemporaneous

artists in the precious metals of the sixteenth

century; he is, in fact, the typical repre

sentative of their body. Particulars of his

life have before appeared in these pages ; we

need, therefore, only mention en passant that

many of his works are still treasured in

occasionally made, as, for example, when the

Queen, on the occasion of the baptism of

James VI., presented Mary Stuart with a font

of gold worth £1,000.

A deterioration of style marked the gold

smith's art during the seventeenth century.

Beauty and gracefulness of outline were

sacrificed to vastness of proportion and to bulk.

In Italy, and to a still greater extent in Spain,

" the light and graceful leafwork, the admir

able figurework, and the simplicity and dig

nity of both religious vessels and household
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different collections, including the South

Kensington Museum, while many more that

are ascribed to him can hardly establish or

justify that claim. The example set by the

Italians and French was soon followed by

Flanders, Spain, and Germany. The last-

named country occupied, indeed, a prominent

rank among those in which the goldsmith's

art was brought to great perfection. In

Nuremberg, Augsburg, and other German

cities, there were flourishing guilds of workers

in the precious metals, and a large share of

their productions partook of the spirit, or was

made after the designs, of the Italian artists.

We append an illustration of a very elaborate

medallion of German workmanship, dating

from the sixteenth century, the original of

which is preserved at South Kensington.

In England, too, the revival soon asserted

its sway, in connection with goldsmiths' work

at least. During the Wars of the Hoses, the

arts and industries of the nation had of course

suffered heavily, and a general retrogression

had almost universally set in. With the ac

cession of Henry VII. a new era of peace and

prosperity seemed to open, and both ne and his

successor, Bluff King Hal, proved patrons of

the arts in general, and not least of those with

which we are more immediately concerned.

The display and pomp which characterised

the banquets and feasts given by the latter

monarch are almost beyond all modern con

ception. On one occasion, at a dance in his

palace of Westminster, the King invited the

ladies to pluck off the golden letters H and K

with which his dress was covered. On this

the citizens who were allowed to look on,

broke in, took the jewels from the Indies, and

the letters and ornaments from the King, who

was stripped to his doublet and drawers. One

shipmaster, says Mr. Pollen, got £3. 18s. 8d.

for the letters of beaten gold which fell to his

share. It was during this monarch's reign

that the famous Holbein designed cups, arms,

and general jewellery.

Queen Mary proved also no mean patron of

the goldsmiths' art. On the occasion of her

wedding feast there was displayed a sideboard

of nine stages of gold cups and silver dishes.

Her successor, good Queen Bess, was notorious

for her love of jewellery, and the fashion thus

set by the Sovereign was largely followed by

her subjects. Rich church plate was also

CEN'TUBY.

plate and ornaments, gave way to heavy and

coarse designs." A Flemish salver of this

period, preserved at South Kensington, is

illustrated below. The German goldsmiths'

work continued of excellent quality during the

first four decades of the century. Tankards

and cups were made in great profusion, and
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with a variety of decoration. One kind, known

as peg-tankards, had knobs or pegs in the side

to measure the proportion of its contents to

be drunk by each, when they went the round

of several guests.

In this country the same changes took place

during the seventeenth century that we nave

before noticed elsewhere. Toilets of silver

became the fashion in the days of James I.,

and the general prosperity of the great county

families led to much ostentation and display of

gold and silver plate, We give above an illus

tration of a silver-gilt cup of English work

manship, which dates from about this period,

and is to be seen at South Kensington. Very

few of the vast tankards and salvers then in

use have come down to the present day ; the

greater part of the goldsmith's work of the

Stuart period having found its way to the

melting-pot. The Coronation plate still pre

served in the Tower dates from about the re

storation of Charles II., in 1660. It was then

that French fashions began to rule at the

English Court, and silver mirrors, toilet

services, and basins became almost universal

at Court, much choice work being produced

during this reign. The table plate of the time

of Queen Anne is much prized even in our

own day. It is massive and simple, and, says

Mr. Pollen, it " seems to exhaust the feeling

for Renaissance decoration, so long maintained

and with so much propriety, by the sixteenth

and seventeenth-century goldsmiths."

In France the reign of Louis XIV. was one

of ostentation and display, and a great variety

of furniture was made of the precious metals.

Silver tables, seats, mirror-frames, cabinet

mounts, firedogs, basins, jugs, and toilet-

services were made in great abundance.

" Lebrun, the painter, who was at the head

of the tapestry works, superintended this and

other costly furniture for the king's houses."

Much of this plate was melted down during

the wars at the close of the seventeenth cen

tury. The discoveries of fragments of metal-

work in Herculaneum and Pompeii during the

closing days of Louis XV.'s reign had a salu

tary influence upon the goldsmith's art, and

the French plate made under Louis XVI.

abounded in graceful bas-reliefs of wreaths,

bold medallion heads, &c. With the close of

the French monarchy all the matchless works

of her artists were swept away ; all the eccle

siastical metal-work of France, Spain, Italy,

and Malta was melted down during the days

of the Revolution, and thus was brought to an

abrupt close an era of exceptional splendour

in the traditions of the goldsmiths craft.

Since then the old designs have gradually

fallen into disuse, and there is little in modern

plate that calls for special remark. The race-

cups now produced rank among the best

works of the present day. A few good modern

designs by English and foreign artists are, as

Mr. Pollen points out, to be seen among the

pieces selected by the South Kensington

authorities from the recent Exhibition, and he

pays a graceful and well-deserved tribute to

one who has done much to further the artistic

progress of modern jewellery. " The names of

signer Castellani, the modern Cellini," he

says, "and of his scholars, belong to the

history of jewellers."

We have in the present and previous articles

given a brief and greatly condensed outline of

the contents of this latest instalment of the

South Kensington Art Handbooks. The

interest attaching to Mr. Pollen's able disserta

tion is greatly enhanced by the numerous

woodcuts interspersed throughout the text,

some eight of which we have been enabled to

reproduce in these pages through the courtesy

of Sir Philip Cunliffe Owen, the indefatigable

head of the establishment at South Ken

sington. Despite all that is said by occasional

croakers and detractors, that institution is ful

filling more and more largely and ably the

noble function of stimulating and encouraging

the art-taste of this country, and the publica

tion, at a merely nominal price, of the present

series of handbooks will contribute its full

share to bring about that great end—an end

with which the manufacturing supremacy of

this country is so intimately bound up.

THE DECORATION OF ST. PAUL'S.

(Continued from page 88.)

IN further illustration of our views, we would

express, in the briefest terms, the prin

ciples which we seek to inculcate in respect of

composition, chiaroscuro, colour, and perspec

tive. Before doing so, however, we would

approach one subject of consideration of a

difficult and delicate nature, but which is of

incalculable importance, and that is, the
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absolute necessity of the predominance of one

leading mind in the direction and execution

of such a work. The history of every great

scheme of monumental decoration shows how

necessary to complete success this predomi

nance really is. There have, indeed, been

periods when artists painted with so close a

resemblance to each other in their ideas of

composition, form, and colour, that the union of

several in such a work was possible without, or

at any rate with very little, sacrifice of unity ;

but with the change of ideas which occurred

at the close of the fifteenth century and the-

commencement of the sixteenth, the format

tion of marked variations of style in differen-

men of genius made the fortuitous union im

possible; but unity being considered an e3sen

tial condition, the employment of these

masters even led to the destruction of many

interesting and beautiful works to ensure it.

At times it may be acknowledged with more

loss than gain to art ; but in the case under

consideration no such cruel destruction is

needful towards the maintenance of a prin

ciple which is sound and of vital consequence.

In modern days, and in England especially,

artists employed in the monumental decora

tion of an interior, in itself perfect in archi

tectural unity, have painted not in union but

in rivalry.

In happier timps historic pictures and painted

decorations would have been the work of one

master, who would also have designed the

painted windows. Thus in the Strozzi

Chapel, in Sta. Maria Novella, Florence, the

frescoed pictures and arabesques are by

Filippino Lippi, and he undoubtedly designed

the beautiful painted window. In another

chapel of the same church, the frescoes are by

Orcagna and his brother. The altar piece is

a celebrated work of Orcagna also, and the

window is evidently the design of the same

master.

St. Paul's, begun and finished by one great

architect, is our grandest example of complete

unity of style ; let us earnestly hope that this

may be maintained in its adornment.

Composition.—Much might be written on

this vital subject did space permit Allusion

has been made to the resemblance which true

monumental painting bears to sculpture, when

united in intimate relation with architecture.

We have divided the dome, in our design,

into eight great compositions, but regarded in

the aggregate they form one united picture,

encircling the entire inner space. We think,

and in this we are supported by the example

of the greatest masters in art, that any series

of subjects containing unequal numbers of

figures, with varieties of backgrounds and

accessori-s, would destroy the vital principle

of unity in the entire design, substituting a

succession of disconnected pictures in discord

with the harmonious accord of the architec

ture, and from the differences in the themes

and numbers of parts impossible of union.

No such incongruity is ever found in really

great works of monumental art. The groups

visible from a central point must either

resemble each other in general external forms

and prop Ttio"n, or must present fixed alter

nations, repeated at regular intervals with

similar numbers of parts. For instance, the

general shape of the compositions in the

spaces corresponding with the four chief points

of the compass might be parallelograms, whilst

the four others might be pyramidal, or of some

other appropriate outline. Michael Angelo has

shown us in the vault of the Sixtine how

compatible such fixed general forms of compo

sition are with variety of design in the separate

figures. Tracings of the entire external con

tours of whole groups show how he adhered

to the decorative principle, whilst he exempli

fies in the individual figures the inexhaustible

resources of his invention. In thus alluding

to his work as our example, we do not point

to or advocate any imitaiion of his manner or

of his " terribile," still less of his ideas of

religious expression—all such attempts have

invariably failed. It is only to principles ad

hered to by all the great masters, and nobly

illustrated by his practice, that we draw

especial attention in contradistinction to those

prevalent at a later period, and too common

now. We have preferred the simplest profiles

of comprehensive form—thus the chief groups

are bounded by parallelograms—because these

appear to us to be most in unison with true

grandeur of design ; but to prevent this paral

lelism from degenerating into stiffness or

monotony, and to serve as contrasts, the groups

of angels have been arranged on curves of

various sections.

Chiaroscuro.—In a dome imperfectly lighted,

the most urgent consideration is that light

should prevail throughout the design. This

we trust that we have attained. The dividing

ribs, with their varied parts and ornaments,

we propose should be forcible in their general

effect of chiaroscuro and tone, contrasting

with the brilliant spaces between the abodes

of " Light eternal. Pictorially considered,

the chiaroscuro in these parts hardly goes

beyond that characteristic of bas-relief, so as

to preserve and mark the distinctness of the

figures, ever an essential quality of true monu

mental art. Thus the works of the greatest

masters of the best times are remarkable for

the prevalence of well-defined forms, so that

the figures are clearly discernible when seen

from a distant point. There is an avoidance

of picturesque contrasts of light and shade,

and accidental effects of chiaroscuro sometimes

found in the barocco designs of a late date,

which confound the graces of well-considered

composition, and relief is obtained by contrasts

of colour rather than by those of light with

shadows, which woidd be inconsistent with

the representation of the regions of the blessed.

This thought is much more beautifully rendered

in the designs of Mediaeval masters than in

those of modern date.

Colour.—A clear bright colour is ever cha

racteristic of old works of decorative art, the

shadows represented by local colour in all its

purity, the gradations towards light being

obtained by the addition of white till the pure

lights are white. This Tuscan method is par

ticularly alluded to because, if the pictorial

designs for the dome are to be executed in

mosaic, all experience points to this as the best

system of colour. In fresco, wherever bril

liancy is to be desired, the same general prin

ciple holds good of working up from the local

colour in its intensity in the shadows to nearly

white in the lights. It may be a simple and

primitive method, but for well-defined decora

tive art, in its highest sense, it is a most effec

tive one. It is also of the greatest consequence

that there should be a carefully calculated

balance of colour harmonies, similar colours in

equal or nearly equal quantities, recurring at

measured intervals, like the rhymes in poetry,

helping to bring successive portions of the

design in equal time to the eye. In a gTeat

circle of subjects this is especially important,

and will require the artist's earnest attention

and serious thought. The whole question of

the harmonious and rhythmical balance and

recurrence of colour in subordination to the

highest principles of monumental art, shows

how necessary is the unity of mind to the

insurance of unity of design, and how impor

tant is the selection of subjects capable of

being regulated by such laws of colour. The

recurrence of colours at fixed intervals, it may

be observed, should be limited to the horizon

tal zones ; care must be taken to avoid them

in the lines of upright curvature, because the

gradual passage from the powerful colour of

the lower part of the design to the aerial,

tones of the upper part, meant to increase the

apparent dimensions of the cupola, or at all

events to avoid all risk of their seeming dimi

nution, prohibits the repetition of colours in a

decorative sense with equal vividness between

the base and the apex.

It is by a careful distribution of colour that

well-considered decorated forms are accen

tuated.

Perspective.—The proportions of the figures

are diminished as they ascend to increase the

idea of space. Having worked out the design

in Florence without any section of the cupola

on an adequate scale, which we were not so

fortunate as to procure, we have been placed

at a disadvantage ; but, under any circum

stances, any design which might be selected

must be regulated as to the proportion of the

figures by careful study within the dome itself

and by measurement. Assuming, as a basis of

proportion, the figures of Evangelists already

executed in the pendentives, the perspective

diminution of those above may be easily fixed.

Perspective lines in the general composition

are reduced to a minimum, and have been

suggested by the experience gained in the

Sixtine Chapel, with allowance for the dif

ferent form of the cupola of St. Paul's. It

seems obvious that whatever is done towards

the arrangement of the colouring of the pro

posed decorations, the question of the presence

of painted-glass must be carefully considered.

When St. Paul's was built, glass-painting in

its noblest forms and happiest methods had

disappeared, and a style prevailed which would

hardly be imitated now. If brilliantly-coloured

windows are placed in the church, any scheme

of painted or mosaic decoration must suffer

by contrast. In a building such as St. Paul's,

filled with sculptured monuments to men

honoured by the nation, such windows, by

diminishing pure daylight, must also injure

the effect of the sculpture in a serious manner.

Many examples of this might be quoted, in

which the nobler has been sacrificed to the

inferior art, and the chiaroscuro of sculpture

entirely spoilt. The desirableness, at the tame

time, of a certain amount of coloured decora

tion in the windows to associate and harmonise

them with the polychromatic decorations of

the walls is apparent.

Incomparably the best method of attaining

this with grace and propriety, as well as of

admitting a sufficiency of pure light to illu

mine the sculpture, and the paintings or

mosaics, would be the adoption of the beauti

ful style developed in the School of Raphael,

sanctioned by Michael Angelo, and exemplified

in the windows of the Laurentian Library at

Florence. Such windows should unquestion

ably be designed by the artist of the mural

decorations. The sooner the prevalent system

of employing many entirely independent

designers and executants in one edifice, which

has been the rule in England, is given up, the

better for art, and the better for our credit

generally. This opinion points to another con

dition of like importance—namely, the training

of assistants by the Master or Masters em

ployed on public works. Invaluable as a means

of education, equally so as the only method by

which the expense of public work can be

brought within reasonable limits, it is a mis

fortune that a system which has existed in

Italy from before the time of Cimabue to the

present, which is so universal in most Conti

nental countries with such excellent results,

should be so little practised in England.

By the right direction of a national work

like the decoration of St. Paul's, it might be

established to the benefit of art, and the

generaldiffusion of public employment amongst

a people so wealthy, so well disposed, but

almost without the instrumentalities which

have made other nations so rich in monu

mental art.

The Railways of the World.—The Ger

man newspapers are advocating the celebration

on Ootober IS of the fiftieth birthday of the

railway system. They point out that on Ooto

ber 15, 1829, George Stephenson's locomotive

ran on iron rails. In the following year the

first railway in the world, that between Liver

pool and Manchester, was opened ; and in 1878

Europe had already 154,523 kilometers (96,577

miles) of railroads at work. Among the interest

ing statistical details connected with railways

which have been lately published in Germany,

it appears that Germany itself holds the first

place in Europe in the quantity of its railway

communications, possessing a network of 30,464

kilometers. Next comes England with 27,540

kilometers ; then France with 23,883 kilometers;

and Russia with 21,687 kilometers. Anstria-

Hungary has only 17,997 kilometers, and Italy

8,213 kilometers. The railway mileage of the

United Statea of America amonDts to more than

fire-sixths of the total mileage of Europe, being

127,470 kilometers. The other states of America

have altogether only 19,000 kilometers of rail

ways. Asia has 14,000 kilometers, Australia

4,000 kilometers, and Africa only 2,900 kilo-
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FURNITURE TRADE IMPORTS DURING JULY AND THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OP 1879.

Bark, for Tanners' use Cwts.

Bristles lb.

CLOCKS Number

Hides—

Not tanned, curried, &o.—Dry Cwts.

Wet „

Tanned, carried, Ac lb.

Plate-Glass, silvered or not ... Cwts.

Silk Bboa_d Stufis, imported from—

France

Other Countries

Total

Wood and Timbeb:—

Mahogany Tons

Hewn, imported from—

Bnssia Loads

Sweden and Norway „

Germany ,,

British North America ,

Other Countries „

Total

Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

Bnssia Loads

Sweden and Norway „

British North America , „

Other Countries „

Total

Wool, Sheep and Lambs' lb.

Woollen Yarn for Weaving „

QUANTITIES.

Month
ended 31st July.

1878.

85,182

549,716

64,592

39,109

64,585

3,707,653

6,984

4,587

93,315

55,039

21,926

95,488

31,684

297,452

173,604

241,544

274,674

26,759

716,581

28,438,564

1,416,817

1879.

63,005

168,841

60,135

34,090

39,439

2,095,029

4,726

545

23,851

45,038

20,508

53,136

22,782

165,315

105,188

273,462

232,232

21,621

632,503

24,229,139

945,463

Seven Months
ended 31st July.

1878.

356,544

1,605,293

394,805

348,689

[379,605

32,759,611

49,552

21,395

185.098

294,467

113,526

128,834

265,244

987,169

351,821

817,648

412,932

222,519

1879.

242,559

900,470

453,986

360,813

171,756

21,144,765

40,585

18,023

53,289

246,112

97,159

63,528

231,864

691,952

1,804,920

(299,896,354

6,755,836

176,489

584,780

365,964

143,374

1,270,607

323,208,817

6,228,360

VALUE.

Month
ended 31st July.

1878.

.£42,547

96,313

50,016

122,353

172,988

201,294

18,377

483,541

312,135

£795,676

39,031

189,804

99,700

57,899

338,319

66,881

£752,603

411,095

570,862

712,995

80,390

£1,775,342

1,712,983

167,588

1879.

£25,303

27,304

43,76 1

105,499

105,892

143,122

14,154

545,768

218,651

£764,419

4,536

47,481

71,117

57,126

191,779

39,100

£406,603

207,685

526,450

533,601

59,672

£1,327,408

1,322,726

118,403

Seven Months
ended list July.

1878.

£168,238

258,074

291,003

1,092,796

1,061,605

1,840,293

130,901

3,324,303

1,378,153

£4,702,456

175,085

377,090

498,967

337,019

464,240

775,212

£2,452,528

837,934

1,975,832

1,050,532

706,142

£4,570,410

17,580.131

806,785

1879.

£93,000

135,992

293,221

1,074.857

414,3»8

1,280,260

96,034

3,689,639

1,259,796

£(,949,435

141,474

108,505

312,90')

268,743

222.369

512,751

£1,455,277

314,611

l,19d,467

821.169

425.250

£2,787,497

18,779.514

765,517

TABLE OF CARPETS AND OTHER FURNISHING MATERIALS EXPORTED DURING JULY AND

THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF 1879.

Month
ended Slat July.

QUANTITIES.

Seven Months

ended 31st July.

Month

ended 31st July.

VALUE.

Seven M< nths
endfd 31st July.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

565,400

561,900

415,800

430,900

3,585,400

3,718,100

2,878,600

3,273,600 j £54,675
£33,443 £355,381 £264,079

46,800

14,700

92,800

50,100

18,600

101.900

6,700

54,200

20,000

65,600

107,800

128,300

160,700

254,800

442,700

9 900

293,000

46,000

673,700

833,900

741,000

220,700

333,200

438,000

£7,308

2,149

11,298

255

7,690

920

8,180

10,951

16,248

£7,300

2,617

£26.447

35 854

51,299

1,313

42,038

6,767

81,401

101,279

94,234

£34,451

44,019

50,487

1,394

21,081

8,871

63,070

78,097

109,976

1,900

57,600

13,100

158,000

14.153

634

7,421

2,381

7,072

7,900

69,000

88,100

125,200

75,300

572,400

,652,900

919,400

12,983

15,479

504,000

774,100

553,200

880,800

3,455,700

5,276,800

3,383,000

5,251,200
;! £64,999 £70,040 £440,632 £111,446

£5,270

8,644

50,711

11,240

5,848

6,860

17,353

41,659

£4,725

6,670

£26,933

54,697

£22,902

45,934

56,192

5,550

6,116

8,572

330,327

72,575

46.823

60,974

366,215

62,955

36.471

52,379

22,098 107,455 145.422

35,804 277,388 262,100

£147,585 £145,727 £977.172 £991,378

15,181

93,448

23,507

150,851

82,806

532,932

118,993

868,035

£258,455

125,146

108,396

9,374

93,807

£263,936

142,064

146,260

10,904

86,357

£1,853,275

743,079

618,747

51,655

694,000

£1,721,758

814,983

823,949

71,360

630,306

52,363

21,478

64,228

44,196

91,913

11,696

96,489

26,716

68,000

32,396

70,690

16,943

342,096

125,794

254,671

522,479

617,099

91,992

571,376

201,776

188,074

245,756

555,530

127,677

£13,074

3,792

£23,92 1

4,024

£81,394

22,368

46,188

72,069

£140,432

32,118

E8.284

37,859

94,088

23,156

14,290

6,527

13.0R8

4,228

16,507

2,301

11,500

2,716

108,331

16,667

285,874 311,734 1,954,131 1,890,189 £56,491 £59,460 £347,017 £365,937

Elankets and Blanketing... f jjj*^

Carpets, not being Bugs, exportedto—

Germany yards

Holland »

France »

Spain and Canaries „

United States ,

Chili „

British North America »

Australia >,

Other Countries ,

Total yards

„ lb

Earthen A China Ware, exported t

Germany

France

United States

Brazil

British North America

British India

Australia

Other Countries

Total

Haibwabe andCutlebt

Lack and Patent Net

Lkathek, Unmanufactured Cwts.

Looking Glasses, framed or not...sq. ft.

Paintebs' Uolourb and Materials

Silk Broad Stuffs, exported to—

France yard8

United States „

British North America „

British India

Australia

Other Countries „

Total yards....
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOE A CHINA

CABINET.

XT7TTHOUT going the length of some col-

» * lectors in their unhounded admiration

for old china, it cannot be denied that the

display of some selected specimens of Dresden,

Sevres, or Wedgwood, helps not ft little to

enhance the general effect of a drawing-room.

The Cabinet which forms the subject of our

illustration is specially designed to show off

china to advantage. The top panels in the

cove might have a gold ground with flowers

painted over, while the right and left back

panels might be enamelled, and painted with

flowers emblematic of the Four Seasons. The

centre back, if dead polished and ebonised,

would form a suitable background for the dis

play of bric-a-brac. The centre panels right

and left, where our illustration shows looking-

glass, could, if preferred, be decorated with

flowers on a gold ground, or embossed brass-

work might replace the mirrors. A more

decorative treatment could also be adopted for

the door panels ; the designer, Mr. Lolley, for

example, suggests that figures emblematic of

Youth and Age, painted on a gold ground,

would be very suitable. This Cabinet could

be executed at a relatively moderate sum,

since elaborate carving and other expensive

ornamentation have been dispensed with.

THE RELATION OF ART TO

INDUSTRY.

A FINE-ART exhibition was opened at

Chester on Monday last by Mr. Glad

stone, in aid of the funds of the local school of

art In the course of his remarks, referring

to the object for which the exhibition was

being held, he said :—Now, it is very material

that we should have a clear and distinct view

on the question whether the Chester School of

Art deserves support or not ; whether it is

useful and worthy ; whether it is an institu

tion representing principles of great import

ance to the country. I venture to say it

does represent principles of great importance

to the country ; and, in order to make myself

intelligible, let me attempt to state in a few

words what I suppose to be the principles of

these schools of art, summed up in a single

phrase. I apprehend you will agree with me

that in all the visible and material objects that

are produced to meet the wants and tastes of

man there are two things to look to : one is

utility, and the other is beauty. Well, now,

utility of course includes strength, accuracy of

form, convenience, and so forth. I do not

enter into detail ; I only want to remind you

that, besides the utility of these objects which

are made to meet our common wants, in every

possible description there is an important con

sideration in their beauty, which also divides

itself into various branches, on which I need

not dwell in detail—beauty of form, beauty of

colour, and beauty of proportion. But let us

for a moment just fix our minds on this

question of beauty as a whole. The question

is whether there is any special reason why we

should endeavour to promote the education of

our people—the education of our artisans— in

this matter of beauty. I hold that there is a

very special reason for it, and I may draw

that special reason in part—and it will be very

intelligible to many when I do so—from the

distress now felt in this country.

It is quite evident we are passing into a time

when, from whatever cause, the commerce of

this country will have, at any rate for a period,

a severe struggle ; and, consequently, it is de

sirable that we should husband all our means

for the struggle. Now, for that reason, those

who are concerned in industrial production

ought to review carefully the manner in which

they have been working, and consider whether

it is in all respects such as it ought to be. I

believe myself they will find great room for

amendment, in almost every direction and

in a great many branches. A long experience

of public life which has placed me very much

in rt-lation to the great industries of the

country made me long ago of opinion that an

Englishman is a marvellous man in the busi

ness of production when he is put under pres

sure, but if he is not put under pressure he

is apt to grow relaxed and careless, and is

satisfied if he can produce things that will

sell. He has not got as much as he ought to

have of the love of excellence for its own sake.

Now, there are those who will say it is a very

visionary idea to promote the love of excel

lence for its own sake. But I hold it is not

visionary at all. For, depend upon it, every

excellence that is real, whether it relates to

utility or beauty, has get its price and its value

in the market, and it is an element of strength

in the market.

There is no doubt England has been very

remarkable for cheap production, but in this a

formidable rival is now springing up in

America. America, however, has been taken

with a fever of what is called protection, and

so long as America suffers from the fever

English manufacturers will not have a great

deal to fear from American rivals. But when

she learns to trust entirely to her own splendid

national resources, the great genius of her

people, their marvellous proficiency in the

adoption of' labour-saving contrivances, in

which they are ahead of the whole world,

America will be a formidable competitor. But

what you have now to contend asrainst is not

competition with America, but limitation of

markets. You are met on every side with

hostile tariffs, and you want to bound over

these tariffs and get within them. Well, for

that purpose the British producer must con

sider the solidity of his work and its homely

qualities, and endeavour to make it, in the

first place, true work, not professing to be any

thing but what it is, to divest it of all false

hood and sham, for, however the imposture

may last for a little while, the effect is ulti

mately to destroy the reputation, to take away

confidence, and to react most injuriously upon

those who have attempted the trick. But,

apRrt from that, I have the strongest con

viction of this, that all along English industry

has been defective in the matter of beauty

and the quality under which we generally

hear that important element described taste.

Taste is nothing in the world except the

faculty which devises according to lines of

beauty, executes according to lines of beauty,

judges according to lines of beauty. The

French standard of taste in production is very

much higher than in this country; and,

depend upon it, it is the taste of French pro

ductions which fetches the price in market, as

well as other qualities they possess, which has

immensely contributed to give France her very

high place in the commerce of the world, and

it is well known that at this moment she ia

and has been for some time the second comury

in the world for exports. ■

It is this want which schools of art in this

country aim at supplying ; it is a great national

want—a want which has been felt at all times.

The national want is now specially felt, because

of the depression of British commerce, because

of increased difficulties in finding our way into

markets of many foreign countries. Now, it

seems a very singular thing that this want

should exist, because it is admitted that

England is a country which in production of

beauty in its highest forms shows no deficiency

at all. If we take the very highest form in

which it is given to man to produce what is

beautiful, probably the highest form of all is
that of poetry. Wrell, England boasts of

herself, and boasts with some good reason,

that, on a comparison of her poetical produc

tions with the literature of Europe, she takes

a place—which is moderately stated if we only

call it a place—the first in rank of production.

For there are even those who would say, and

say with some colour of plausibility, if not of

reason, that English poetry stands at the head

of the whole modern poetry of the world. At

any rate, there is no doubt of this, the English

poetry of this nineteenth century has been at

the head of the poetry of the world in this

nineteenth century. I won't say we stand so-

high, for perhaps we do not, in other forms of

production. When we come to touch upon

what is material — painting, sculpture, and

architecture—in this country, there is no defi

ciency in English people in their sense of

beauty. What there is, what there has been,

seems to be some deficiency in the quality or

habit which connects the sense of beauty witk

the production of works of utility. Now,

these two things are quite distinct. In the

old, in the oldest times of human history,,

among the Greeks there was no separation

whatever, no gap whatever, between the idea

of beauty and the idea of utility. Whatever

the Greek produced in ancient days he made

as useful as he could, and at the same time,

according as it lay with him, he made it as-

beautiful as he could. But that has been

forgotten.

I have been speaking of Americans, with

whom I trust we shall always continue ia

peace and in bonds of brotherhood; and if

you take the industrial productions of America^

I am sorry to say we find that very few have

any beauty at all. The circumstances of their

national existence down to the present time-

have, from the scarcity of labour and other

causes, compelled them to do a thing in the

shortest and most effectual way for an

swering the immediate purpose, and the beautv

of production has been entirely overlooked. I

may illustrate this by reference to a pursuit

to which I have myself personal relation—the

cutting of wood. The American axe is an axe

not intended to cut a tree away neatly, but to

cut a tree away quickly. The American does

not care a pin about beauty of work, his)

object is to clear ground.

To a certain extent the same consideration)

will apply here. We have had a strong-

pressure of competition with all quarters of

the world, and we have thought a great deal

about useful and cheap production. But

until lately, certainly not fifty or sixty years

ago, we thought very little about the beauti

ful in production. For about forty years now

these schools of art have been in existence,,

and I am glad to say that in many branches

of industry, I might almost say in every

branch, we see already the vast effect that

has been produced. If I take, for example,,

the tissues of this country, thirty years ago

all patterns for our cotton goods were ob

tained from France ; but now we take pat

terns from France and send patterns back to

France. The people of Mulhausen—I believe

it is in Germany, and not in France ; but it

does not matter for the purpose I have in

view—exchange patterns with England, in--

stead of simply sending patterns to England.

If you take other important branches of pro

duction, such as glass and porcelain—well,

English glass has now become extremely

beautiful, and also very convenient. The

English glass manufacture (I am not now

speaking of plate-glass, window-glass, and so

forth, but of glass for service, wine-glasses,

and a variety of all portable articles of that

kind), there is no doubt at all, as far

as regards both the convenience of the

form and the character of the material, has ad

vanced to a very satisfactory position. It is in

entire contrast with what it was forty or fifty

years ago. It was then a very great deal,

dearer, and it was a great deal uglier. A sense

of beauty, of valuable beauty, has found its

way into that manufacture. If we take porce

lain, a similar improvement has taken place.

Anybody who is familiar with the tea, coffee,

and dinner services of 40 or 50 years ago.

supposing he had been asleep during those 501

years and that he awoke to-day and went to

the best shops and repositories to observe the

character of the manufactures that are offered

for sale, he would think he had passed into

another world, so entirely different are they,

and so far superior to what was produced in

the time of one generation, and especially two

generations, back. I am very glad to see within
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these walla proof that the same sort of im

provement, the same love of beauty, has found

jta way into the production of metal-work,

for my own impression is that reform and im

provement in the art of producing metal work

comes more slowly and is more difficult. I do

sot think that in the art of designing for

silver-plate we have mode the same advances

as we have made in designing for glass and

Srcelain ; but the beautiful works which

essrs. Ellrington have sent to this exhibition

—I know not whether there are others of the

same kind—will show you that in that also

improvement is at work.

Do not suppose because improvement is at

work that, therefore, there is no more to do.

We want to carry this work of improvement

to such a length that it shall not depend upon

the spirit or enterprise of this or that master,

of this or that workshop or factory. We

want to get it into the mind and brain and

heart and feeling of the working-men ; that

is what we want. There are workmen who

have it already. There are most interesting

exhibitions sometimes held in London—exhi

bitions in which nothing but works produced

by the workmen themselves after their ordi

nary hours of labour are shown ; and it is

most interesting, I may say it is most touch

ing, to witness the arduous and success

ful efforts these men will make to produce

things that are beautiful outside those hours

of labour, which, although I am happy to say

not so heavy as they were in former times,

are still quite sufficient on the whole to tax

the energies of men to tbeir utmost limits

But those workmen, after all, are individual

exceptions. We want that spirit to spread.

We wont a workman to understand this : that

if he can learn to appreciate beauty in indus

trial production, he will thereby do good to

himself, first in the improvement of his mind

and the pleasure he derives from his work, but

likewise, and literally, he is increasing his own

capital, which is his labour. He is increasing

his own capital as truly and as substantially

as if he could add to the muscles of his arms

by doubling their force all at once. He is

introducing m the work he produces an element

comparatively new to him, but an element

which will add to its value, an element which

will add to the price it will bring in the market,

and which will add to the comforts he can

provide for his wife and family.

The interest I take in this subject has led

me further than I intended, and it appears to

me that I have said all that is necessary, and

perhaps more than is necessary, upon the sub

ject. I think the matter so plain that I am

almost ashamed to seem to dwell upon it as if

it required explanation; but we have an object

in view—to bring home these words, not only

to the minds merely of you whom I have the

honour of addressing, but to the minds of those

also who may read what is here said, and who

may hear of what is here said. We want to

infuse into the minds of the population gene

rally an idea which as yet they have not

sufficiently embraced, which it is most desir

able they should embrace, and which it is now

of especial value and necessity that they should

come thoroughly to understand, and this

they should adopt and make use of ns part of

their regular apparatus of life—namely, the

pursuit of the beauty of those things that they

make as much as the pursuit of their utility.

There are difficulties in the way, and one

very great difficulty, I cannot deny; yet

the difficulty arises from what is now

absolutely inseparable from the system of

modern production—namely, the division of

labour which confines a workman to some por

tion—perhaps a comparatively trifling por

tion—of the manipulation of the thing

he produces, and naturally diminishes his

interest in it as a whole. I do not deny that

that is a difficulty. We are told that it takes

I do not know how many people to make a

pin, and probably the man who has to shape

the head of the pin does not care much about

the goodness, neatness, and efficiency of the

pin as a whole. I can understand that this is

an obstacle and a difficulty ; but, at the same

p, it is a difficulty wt.ich can be overcome,

guish the feeling I now describe. Labour is '

not always so divided as it is in this. In many

of the great industries there is plenty of room

for appreciation of beauty. A great many

people—for instance, those who are engaged

in moulding earthenware — are concerned

directly in that which must be beautiful or the

reverse. We must not expect too much ; we

must not look for miracles ; but what we may

reasonably look for is progress—progress in

the adoption of principles recommended, not

merely by theory or by some apparently

plausible grounds of reason, but by the surest

investigation we can make, as well as the

surest testimony of long experience, which

shows that to unite all forms of beauty, all

the varied qualities of beauty, with the diffe

rent characteristics that make up the utility of

industrial productions, is the true way to the

success of our national enterprise and com

merce.

with ivory varnish, which should be almost

colourless ; paper varnish or the best " whit«

hard " will answer very well. Such articles

?o nearly resemble carved ivory that they have

been mistaken for the latter when nicely done ;

and they are very strong if carefully cemented,

and look well for boxes, card-cases, &c, either

as ivory or tortoise-shell. Instead of oiling the

mould a pleasing effect can be produced by

using powdered French chalk (steatite) or black-

lead, as the lubricating medium between the

paste and the gutta-percha. The objects when,

cast may be readily dyed with liquid colours,

such as the aniline dyes. The "carvings " must

be thoroughly dried before the varnish is laid,

on, so the work must be put away in some

place free from dust, till it can be completed.

IMITATION CARVED IVORY ORNA

MENT.

ARTIFICIAL ivory is a well-known sub

stance frequently brought into requisi

tion in the Industrial Arts, and a large

number of patents have been secured at dif

ferent times for the compounding of this

material. A correspondent of the English

Mechanic supplies the following account of a

process for making and applying imitation

carved ivory ornament to wood :—If the

article to be ornamented is of mahogany,

rosewood, or walnut, polished, the "carvings"

can be applied without disturbing |the

polish ; but if of common wood, or without

polish, it must be coloured white, or ebonised.

If, for instance, then, a work-box is not made

of white wood, take \ oz. of isinglass, and

boil it gently in half-pint of water till dis

solved ; then strain and add flake-white, finely-

powdered, till it is as thick as cream. Qive

the box three or four coats of this solution,

letting each dry before the other is laid on ;

then smooth it with a bit of damp rag.

When the composition is dry we can put on

imitation ivory figures, which are to be made

as follows :—Boil i lb. of best rice in one

quart of water till the grains are soft enough

to bruise into a paste ; when cold mix it with

starch powder till it becomes as stiff as dough,

roll it out about as thick as a shilling. Cut it

into pieces about two inches square, and let it

dry before a moderate fire. When required

for use get a coarse cloth, make it thoroughly

wet, then squeeze out the water, and put on a

large dish four times double; place the rice

calces in rows between this cloth, and when

sufficiently soft to knead into the consistence

of new bread, make it into a small lump ; if

too wet mix it with more starch powder, but

it must be sufficiently kneaded to lo.se all

appearance of this powder before you take the

cast.

The moulds are of gutta-percha, about \ in.

thick ; cut the latter into pieces of 2 in. square,

and soften it in hot water ; then obtain, if

possible, some specimen of real-carved ivory

or other suitable work, cameo-heads, and take

off the impression on pieces of gutta-percha

by pressing it carefully upon the carving till a

deep impression is taken. When the moulds

are quite dry and hard, with a small camel-

hair brush touch lightly with oil the inside of

the moulds, and then press rice paste into

them. If the impression is quite correct on

removing it, take a thin, sharp, small knife,

and cut the paste smoothly, so as to leave the

impression perfect ; then, with a sharp-pointed

pen-knife, turn all the rough edges, and with

a solution of isinglass and acetic acid or liquid

glue place the figures on the box in large or

small pieces, just as taste directs. The figures

adhere better if put on before they are quite

dry.

Sometimes, from frequent kneading, the

paste gets discoloured ; such pieces should be

set aside and used separately, as they can be

painted in water-colours to imitate tortoise-

shell or carved oak ; this should be done after

being stuck to the box. Having completed tbe

and there is no reason why we should extin-lwork, finish by varnishing it very carefully

HUNGARIAN POTTER?, &c.

AN exhibition of industrial art has b eerc

lately opened in the town of Stuhl-

Weissenburg, Hungary. A correspondent

gives the following account of some of the-

furniture, pottery, &c, there displayed:—A

charming group was the exhibition of Hun

garian porcelain, that of the factory of

Herend—the Hungarian Sevres—being first-

The factory of Herend has been founded by

Mr. Fischer, a man of great energy and ability..

Without the help of Government, which in

France and Austria does so much for the-

factories of Sevres and Vienna, he has made

his factory the equal of those renowned esta

blishments. His imitations of Sevres and

Dresden porcelain are perfect in form and

design. But the speciality of the factory of

Herend is its wonderful imitations of Japanese-

and Chinese porcelains. Plates, huge vases,

and other different objects, are imitated with

such a skill that even connoisseurs of the-

highest order are at a loss when comparing them

with originals. The majolica wares of Fischer

at Budapest, and of Zsolnos,atFunfkirchen,are-

also entirely Hungarian specialities. The factory

of Mr. Fischer at Budapest produces the most

charming majolicas of sacred and Etruscan

| designs. The fireplaces, stoves, and fountains

of majolica are masterpieces of taste and

originality. Mr. Zsolnos at Funfkirchen ex

cels in fine forms and designs, and his paint

ings on faience are inimitable. Next to the

porcelain the exhibition of the Transylvanian

marbles of Zsombok is the most interesting for

foreigners who want to buy Hungarian;

specialities for themselves and friends. The

marble of Zsombok shows brownish tints on

: white ground and is manufactured into differ-

\ entobject8,such as inkstands, smoking utensils,

! and other smaller articles, from splendid round

I and square tables and columns. One of

I the corners of the pavilion for the jury is filled

1 with objects exhibited by Baron Banffy, whose

foods have been already admired at the Paris

Ixhibition. Next to Baron Banffy's works

are exposed photographs on porcelain from a

photographic atelier of Klaissenburg, which)

are pretty new. Another Hungarian inven

tion of which we ought to be proud, since it

has made its way through the world, is the-

fabrication of bent-wood furniture by Mr-

Thonet. The elegance and grace of his fabrics,

as well as their cheapness—a consequence of

the simplicity of the material—are unequalled.

As to upholstery, there is a collection of more

or less elegant and tasteful articles. I ought

not to forget the splendid photographs of

Professor Rolleo, which were so much admired

at the Paris Exhibition, especially his album

of Transylvanian peasant groups in the pic

turesque costumes of the different districts, a

work of real artistic value.

Canada and Commercial Treaties.—Sir

Alexander T. Gilt, who acted as British Commia-

fioner on the Iliiifar Fisheries Commission in

18*7, and who visited Madrid last year at the

instance of the Canadian Government, with a

view to making arrangements for a direct trade-

between Cuba and tbe Dominion, arrived in

England from C.ir n h\ on Tuesday last. Canadian

newspapers announce that he is about to resume

negotiations for commercial treaties between

Cnnnda and several European and South

American countries.
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The London Furniture Wood Market.

—There have not been any cargoes of Ma

hogany landed during the past month, and the

auction sales being considerable, importers'

stocks are now lighter than for some years

past. The dulness of trade has hitherto pre

vented prices advancing, but any improve

ment in business cannot fail speedily to affect

present low quotations. As regards Honduras

the principal demand is for large-sized, sound

logs of good quality, which sell well. The

stock of Northern wood is almost exhausted.

There is no entire cargo of Tabasco unsold,

importers' stocks being limited to balances of

parcels. The market is therefore ready for the

new cuttings. The recent sales of Minatitlan

have reduced stocks to a low point, b::t prices

are stationary. Messrs. Churchill report that

St. Domingo continues scarce, and fresh

supplies are wanted. Sound logs of large

sizes and good figure would sell well, and

prime, short curls would be readily saleable at

full prices. The stock of Cuba is limited to a

few logs of indirect shipment. The first

arrivals of good quality, sizeable logs, sound

and figury, will come to a good market. The

only arrival during the past month has been

50 curls St. Domingo vid New York. The

sales reported have been 1,380 logs Honduras,

940 logs Tabasco and Mexican, 28 logs and

curls Cuba, and 198 logs and curls St. Do

mingo. The landed stocks 31st ultimo were

3,376 logs Honduras, 1,557 logs Tabasco and

Mexican, 417 logs St. Domingo, and 164 logs

Cuba. Although the parcels of Honduras

and Mexican Cedar offered have been chiefly

disposed of, the demand is not so brisk, and

prices are easier. Surinam wood is neglected.

For pencil wood there is no inquiry, and the

stock is ample. The arrivals have been 312

logs from Trinidad, &c, 30 planks Punta

Arenas, and 40 logs pencil wood; the sales

657 logs Honduras, Mexican, &c, and 75

planks Punta Arenas, and the landed stock is

1,363 logs Surinam, &c. Italian Walnut-wood

is dull, and the inquiry is principally hunted to

low-priced wood. The stock exceeds present

requirements. There are no transactions in

burrs. The stock of ordinary qualities is

excessive, but a few choice veneer pieces

would sell well. The recent imports of Black

Sea having been disposed of a small shipment

of dark-coloured, sound, fresh logs would

come to a good market. The heavy imports

of American black, coupled with forced sales,

have affected prices, which are decidedly

lower. No further shipments should be

made at present. The arrivals have been

1.759 planks Italian, and 729 logs American

black ; the sales 2,020 planks Italian, 45 logs

Black Sea, and 319 logs American black.

The landed stock is 24,562 planks Italian,

318 burrs, and 1,111 logs American black.

The market for Rosewood is quiet, as importers

are without stock. Large-sized, solid, dark-

coloured planks suitable forveneers are wanted,

and a parcel of low-priced wood for turnery

purposes would sell well. The arrivals have

been 107 planks vid Havre, &c, and 34 logs

from Bombay. The stock is 409 planks Rio

and 131 planks Bahia. Tulip and Zebra Wood

are not asked for; the stock is sufficient.

Salin Wood is scarce; old stocks are being

moved off, and fresh supplies of sound logs,

sizeable and well-figured, would realise full

prices. The arrivals are limited to 29 logs from

St. Lucia, and the sales consist of 51 logs

Dominica, &c, and 25 tons Bahama wood.

There is less inquiry for Maple. Only fresh,

white, well-figured logs are wanted. There

are no sales reported. About 34 tons Mauri

tius Ebony have been sold at auction at low

rates. Ceylon wood of large sizes and sound

is asked for, but the stock of all other descrip

tions is sufficient. A parcel of 10 tons, Mada

gascar, has arrived, vid Marseilles. A fresh

parcel of large-sized, sound Cocws Wood would

be readily saleable, but inferior and small-sized

pieces are not wanted. Prime, round, sound

City Lignum Vita with thin sap is scarce and

in demand, but inferior qualities are neglected.

40 tons have arrived vid New York, and the

sales comprise 66 tons Bahama and 6 tons St.

Domingo. Boxwood is without change ; prime

wood, sound and clean, would be saleable at

good prices ; other descriptions are not asked

for. The arrivals of Lancewood Sjxrrs, which

consist of 910 pieces from Jamaica, &c, are

chiefly of an ordinary character. Fresh, well-

grown spars, free from knots, and of good sizes

are scarce, and much wanted.

The Kiddeiiminsteii Cadpet Trade.—

For the present the business of the district

seems still to be falling off rather than in

creasing, and just now there is really very

little demand for goods, though an early

autumn trade is confidently anticipated.

Having said thus much about trade this week,

there is really little else to add. It is now

the middle of the dullest time in the year, and

no improvement can be expected before

September. We hear that some buyers have

been talking of the probability of a reduced

list, but we do not think that there is any

thing whatever to warrant this, as wool has

been slightly moving upwards for some weeks,

and cotton and linen yarns are both

dearer than they have been, having now

risen and maintained themselves above

the lowest point. Worsted yarns are cer

tainly being sold below cost price, and

spinners are not now making any profit.

There must, sooner or later, be an end to this

description of trade, and as there are not

many spinners of carpet yarns, as soon as

they determine to reduce production, and

thus put their prices up, or, at least, render

them equal to their working expenses, so soon

must carpet manufacturers get more money

for their goods. There are but few travellers

out now, and active preparations are being

made at home for the autumn campaign. Any

general movement in the industry of the

country won d be followed at once by car

pets which have never before been sold at any

thing like the present low prices.

The DF.wsBunY Carpet Trade.—A con

tinuation of the improved tone which we

reported in our last issue has been the only

feature of note in this market. There are few

manufacturers who are not ready to acknow

ledge that a better demand has set in both for

Dutch and Kidderminster carpets. The export

totals afford similar gratifying testimony ;

there having been an increase of 9'7 per cent,

in the quantity exported last month as com

pared with that shipped in July, 1878, while

the value has also gone up 7-7 per cent. That

the home orders are not of such aggregate

bulk a3 could be desired is, of course, the

natural outcome of the different untoward

ajrenripi which have lately co-operated to

bring about a somewhat protracted depression

of commerce. However, if present indications

do not belie us, the early future may witness

a decided improvement in the English carpet

trade. Blanket makers report a steady de

mand for medium whites at late quotations,

and army goods are still being sent out in con

siderable quantities. Railway rugs are in

improved request. Dyers and finishers have

more work on hand, but they are not fully em

ployed. Cloth printers are engaged chiefly

with light goods. The sales of wool, both

English and Colonial, are of a speculative

character, and where staplers make a slight

reduction on current rates orders are placed.

On the whole, there is certainly an upward

tendency, but buyers are slow to acknowledge

it. Cotton warps are cheaper, and spinners

aver that they have reached the lowest point.

Oils are unaltered from last report. Mungo

is steady. Shoddy is in moderate demand, at

fully late quotations. English brokes and noils

are firm.

The Nottingham Curtain Tiiade.—Full

production is by no means the rule in the

curtain trade, it having been judiciously recog

nised by more than one manufacturer that the

present demand is not likely to keep pace with

the greatly enlarged capabilities of the ma

chinery now employed in this branch. There

has been a little more activity in the bobbin

net trade, and prices are well maintained. In

ordinary qualities the machines at work keep

the market fairly supplied. Fine goods and

quillings are more affected by the strike, which

still continues without any better prospects of

a settlement. There is a moderate inquiry for

some of the better qualities in Valenciennes

edgings, in seta of various widths. Ever

lasting and embroidery trimmings for under

clothing are selling steadily, from the more

common qualities at very low prices, to the

finer qualities in expensive boxes. There is

much competition in this branch, and manu

facturers find great difficulty in keeping

machinery employed without accumulating

undesirable stocks. Limited sales have been

made of silk blonds and other laces, from the

ordinary to the higher qualities. There was

only a small attendance of buyers at the

Exchange, and at the warehouses and fac

tories there has been a decidedly languid

feeling through the week, manufacturers being

indifferent to suggestions as to higher values

for yarns. Quotations are nominally firmer,

and business both as regards lace and hosiery

yarns is restricted.

Furnishing Ironsiongery. — Without

being specially active there is yet on the

whole a fair amount of business doing in most

branches of furnishing ironmongery. The

more settled weather of the last week or two

has not a little contributed to brighten the

immediate outlook, and it seems already to

have exercised a stimulating effect in more than

one quarter. The orders lately to hand com

pare to advantage with those of a month or

two ago. As regards metallic bedsteads, those

of medium quality are in greater demand than

either the best or commonest grades. There

is no change to report in the chandelier and

gastitting branch, trade continuing somewhat

depressed. The great event of the week has

been the announcement of Mr. Dixon's award

as to the 15 percent, bonus which has hitherto

been paid to the men employed in this branch.

It may be remembered that Mr. George Dixon

was appointed arbitrator in the dispute be

tween the operative gasfitters of Birmingham

and their employers relative to the proposed

discontinuance of this bonus, which was first

granted to the men in 1872. His award,

which has just been given, is to the effect

that the bonus shall be in future 10 per cent.

This decision is regarded with very different

feelings by the two classes whom it imme

diately concerns. The masters, although ready

to fall in with Mr. Dixon's ruling, think the

reduction scarcely sufficient, while the men,

on the contrary, consider that they were well

entitled to the bonus. It remains to be seen

how the new arrangement will work.

Household Linen, &c.—During the week

the dulness, which for months p.i^t has been

the chief characteristic of the linen trade,

still ruled, and comp tratively few orders have

been secured. Report' from the home markets

are still unfavourable, and but little is being

done on American account. The business in

fine linen, such as drills for South America,

the West Indies, and the South of Europe, has

been particularly moderate, and despite the

limited production by the stoppage of some

looms, and the running short time of many

more, stocks are very heavy indeed. Summer,

so far, has been an unusually quiet one, and,

with the exception of a moderate run on

window-blinds and furniture wraps, the out

put of linen goods generally has been con

siderably below that of former years. Just

now the business doing in fine table damasks

and damask napkins is anything but good,

whilst there has been a decline in the produc

tion of broad sheetings and other heavy goods.

Huckabacks are rather quieter, and there has

been little change with respect to carpetings,

glass cloths, towellings, ticks, and diapers, the

sales of which are not equal to what is pro

duced, although many looms are standing.

Hand-made linens are in moderate request.

London Colonial Wool Sales.—The

third series of sales for the year commenced

last Tuesday, the catalogue comprising :—

Sydney and Queensland, 3,909 bales ; Victoria,

2,590; New Zealand, 1,681; and Tasmania,
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1 ,120 ; total, 9,300. Messrs. Hoare & Hudson

report that there was a large attendance of

home and foreign buyers, and with brisk com

petition prices for all sorts showed little if any

-variation from closing rates of last series. No

Capes were offered. Arrivals to date :—

Sydney and Queensland, 73,097 hales; Vic

toria, 75,091 ; Adelaide, 20,485 ; Swan River,

1,199; Tasmania, 13,525; New Zealand,

SI ,544; and Cape, 56,204; total, 332,045.

Estimated quantity held over from last

series :—Sydney and Queensland, 5,000 hales ;

Victoria, 14,000; Adelaide, 2,000; Swan

Kiver, 500 ; New Zealand, 6,000 ; and Cape,

2,500; total, 30,000. Of the above about

10,000 Australasian and 15,000 Cape have

leen forwarded direct to the Continent and

Yorkshire.

JAnton Jfnrnihtn (Exports

For the Week ending Saturday, the 0th inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £26

musical instruments

Ashford A Brooks, £21 brushes

Baird, D. 749 lb. leather

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. 5,880 yds carpet

Elder, A. E. £35 furniture", 180 yds carpet,

£25 furniture, £25 ohinaware, £60 piano

Green, F. A Co. £25 brushware, £175

mouldings

Good, Toms A Co. 36 yds oilbaize

Harris, Soarfe A Co. £29 varnish

Harrold, Bros. £48 bedsteads

Mason, R. A Co. £24 glassware, 17£ o paper-

hangings

McDonald, J. A Co. £13 brashes

McLean Bro». A Rigg, £80 furniture

Murray, D A W. £77 cotton quilts

Prioe, C. A Co. 480 eq. yards floorolotb, £58

furniture

Bussell, H. G. £22 sewing-machines

Tallack, F A Son, £100 wood manufactures

Wills, G. A B. A Co. 3£ t marble chimney-

pieces, 300 yds carpet, £8 furniture, 150

sq yds oilcloth, 1,620 yds American leather

Alcoa Bay—Bankhead, Bill A Co. £10 frntre

Birdseye, H A Co. 2,400 yds cotton blankets

Carrie, D. A Oo. £25 musical instruments,

2,249 yds mixed blankets

Dawson Bros. £10 turnery, £49 clocks

Deare, F. D. A Co. 50 yds billiard oloth

Durant, A. A Co. £107 cotton blankets, 460

yds carpets

Hopcralt A Broadwater, £44 matting, 492

yds woollen carpets, 32 sq yds oilcloth,

437 sq yds floorolotb, 192 yds carpets

Howe, J. C. A Co. £359 iron safes, 175 yds

cotton blankets

Mosenthal, 8ons A Co. £29 Bewing.maohineB

Myers, J. £480 furniture, £69 china

Openshaw, Unna A Co. 40 yds cocoa matting

Biohards, Glanville 4 Oo. £l20 pianos

Von Bonn, H. J. 314 pq yds cotton blankets

**trbice—fl. a" A (V £24 wood manufactures

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 2i o leather

Esoombe Bros. A Co. £5 varnish

Grindlay A Co. £58 obinaware

Nollen, Henry A Co. £10 glass manufactures

Sleeman, H. B. A Co. 175 yds blankets

.Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 1,036 yds carpet,

6 o leather

Bilot, F. A Troude, 72i o leather, 226 o leather,

118 yds carpets

Flageollet Bros. & Co. £130 varnish

Leather Cloth Co. 510 sq yds oilcloth

Messageries Parisiennes, 607 yds carpet

Nollen, Henry A Co. £12 rugs, li o paper-

hngngs, £7 swng.mohne, £22 wood manfs

Bahn, G. A Co. 23 o. leather

Bremen—Fhillipps A Graves, 35 c leather

Sootney A Earoshaw, 480 yds carpets, £155

matting, £290 carpet

Brisbane—Hargreaves, M. £74 wall.paper

Irving, T. A Co. £234 boots, £57 china, £56

looking-glasses

Sootney A Earnsbaw, £16 furniture

Smith, T. A Co. 813 lb leather

Smith, S. & Co. 334 lb leather

Voss, J. A Co. £29 furniture

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £8 sewing-machines

Brussels— Kirkwood, B. A Co. 200 sq yds

floorcloth

Buenos AYRKS-*-Dawson Bros. £10 chinaware

Haines, Batchelor A Co. 2,340 yds carpets

Pitt A Scott, £210 iron safes

Calcutta—Allen, Brs. A Co. 188 yds blankets,

£8 docks, 591b. leather

Beard wood, Jones A Co., £100 varnish

Colley A Co. £4 glassware

Elliott, J. £21 glassware

Frey, A. A Co. 280 sq yds oilbaize

Gellatly A Oo. £35 glasB manufactures

Jonas, J. 2,400 ydB blankets

Langmore, F. G. A Co. £7 clocks

Planter's Stores & Agency, £6 furniture

Stewart, Gent A Co. 1£ o leather, 200 yds

woollen blanketing

Canterbury—Bennett, E. & Co. 793 yds woollen

carpets, £61 mats

Clarkson, D. £80 sewing-machines, 875 yds

blankets

Jackson, E. 1,597 lb. tanned leather

Nioholson, W. A Co. £70 musical instruments

Bhodes A Co. £10 clocks

Rogers, H. Sons A Co. £70 brushware £143

iron bedsteads

Shaw, Sarill A Co. £220 musical instruments

Cape op Good Hope—Blagden A Prinoe, 2 c

leather

Blaine, Macdonald A Co. £62 furniture

Carrie, D. A Oo. 170 yds woollen carpets, £300

organ

Dawson Bros. £23 forniture

Fletoher, A. W. A W. H. £27 quilts, £23

blankets

Hopcreft A Co. 72 yds woollen and 66 yds

jute carpets

Constantinople—Carnegie, A. £395 sewing

machines, £10 clocks

Papazian, J. A Co. 92 yds woollen oarpets

Copenhagen—Collins, W. A. 180 yds floorcloth

Leather Cloth Co. 300 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 295 sq yds

linoleum

Demerara—Brown, J. A Son, £30 glass mirrors

Haddon, J. A Co. £11 mirrors, £25 musical

insti umonts

Dunedin—Dawson Bros. £193 docks

East London—Irvine, J. J. A Co. £8 fnrniture

Peacock Bros. A Co. £80 furniture, £469

blankets

Galatz—Bnssel, G. A Co. 125 o leather

Genoa—Mortens A Co. 280 ydB woollen oarpets

Ghent—France, W. 38 o leather

Weatherley, Mead A Co. £28 varnish

Gibraltar—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £172 furniture

Gothenburg—Collineon A Co. 21 o leather

Wiltensin, C. A Co. 5 o leather

Grenada—Staley, Badford A Co. £30 frntre

Hambro—Collins, W. A 900 yds leather cloth

Hay, W. A Co. 18 o leather

Kitohin, J. A Co. 46 o leather

Lavy, O. A Co. £48 rugs

Leather Cloth Company, 14,210 sq yds oflol

Linoleum Company, 177 sq yds carpeting

Phillipps A Graves, 19 o leather

Rosenberg, Loewe A Co. 2fc o leather, 96

yds floorcloth

Simonsen, J. A Co. 285 sq yds floorcloth, £127

rugs, 99 yds flooroloth

Smith, S. A Co. 1,842 lb. leather

Stahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 153 yds linoleum

Strudwick, H. 14J o leather, 104 o leather

Tellawright A Co. 74 c leather

Warburg, B. D. A Co. 19 yds win opts, £7 rags

Hiooo—Frith, Sands A Co. 5,092 yds blankets

Honq Kong—Esoombe Bros. A Co. 1,000] yds

blankets

McGregor, Gow A Co. £400 'railway rugs,

6,324 yds blankets

Behder A Co. 4 o leather

Jaffa—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £20 clocks

Jamaica—D'Souza, D. H. £34 msol instrmnts

Solomon's, P. £20 billiard table

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheesewright A Co.,

£191 furniture, £331 furniture, £30 musioal

instruments

Larnaca—Ball, W. E. £29 china, £50 furniture

Launcesion—Fairbairns, W. A Co. £16 ohina

Freeland, J. A A. B. £310 bedding

Fysb, P. O. A Co. 390 yds oilbaize, 490 yds

blankets, 197 yds carpets

Lisbon—Bey fus, J. A Co. 590 yds oiloloth

Charles A Fox, £60 varnish

Simonsen, Jooas A Co. 94 yds corticene, 22

yds carpets

Madras—Grey, H. jun. £83 brushes

Grindlay A Co. £16 billiard materials

King, H. S. A Co. £9 furniture

Piokford A Co. 96 yds linen damask

Malaga—Barrirgton A Co. £15 varnish

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £150 furniture

Malta—Ledger, Smith A Co. £10 lamps

MeadowB, T. A Co. £7 furniture

Sparrow, W. A. £13 furniture

Mauritius—Tilhurst A Sons,£127 pant,£10glue

Montreal—Meadows, T. A Co. 70 ydB linoleum,

830 yds oarpets

Temperleys, Carter A Co. £110 msol inBtmts

Napier—Lewis, J. A Co. £140 pianos

Newcastle, N.8.W.—Adamson A Bonaldson,

503 yds flooroloth

New York—Meadows, T. A Co. 3 o leather,

4,630 yds oarpets, £19 matting, 2,230 yds

carpots, £50 porcelain

Wingate, W. A Johnston, 11,685 yds carpets

Odessa—Russell, G. A Co. 394 yds carpets

Wilkinson, Cowley A Co. 174 lb leather

Ostend—Aldridge, F. C. A Co. 4} o leather

Wiener, M. A Co. 68} o leather

Otago—Hargreaves, M. £12 paper-hangings

Lewis, J. A Co. 236 yds cotton oarpets

Mertens & Co. £40 musical instruments

Sargood, Son A Co. £692 pianos, 150 yds

oarpets

Palermo—Chinnery A Johnson, £290 varnish

Port Elizabeth—Stanton, J. 1 o leather

Port Natal—Bollard, King A Co. £31 wall,

paper, 800 yds woollen blanketing

Blagden A Prince, £31 mueioal instruments,

£105 Alters.

Davy, J. H. £39 rugs, 700 yds woln blnktg

DawEon Bros. £17 brushes, £54 wood-manu.

factures, £23 furniture, £15 ohina

Fas?, A. £31 matting, £17 wall-paper

Harvey A Greenaore, £16 carpet, £ll carpet,

710 sq yds oilcloth, £12 horse hair, £50

furniture, £27 brushes, £20 blankets

Moritz, E. £30 fnrniture

Webster, Steel A Co. 3,332 yds worn blnktg

Winkley, C. A. £25 oarpet

Port Phillip—Beverley, T. £70 musical instru

ments, 2,765 yds oil baize

Brooks, H. A Co. £90 brshwre, £43 wallpaper

Daley, Blyth A Co. 285 yds carpets, £11 rugs

Levy, Bros. £27 cabinet goods, £15 kamptuli-

con

Prioe, C. A Co. 855 yds carpet?, £7 rugs

Book, B. H. £7 rugs

Smith, S. A Co. 1,807 lb. leather

Poti—Carter, H. A. £10 limps

Oowan, D. 160 sq yds floorcloth

Reval—Leather Cloth Co. 1,600 sq yds cloth

Biga—Meadows, T. A Co. £96 oarpet

Rio Janeiro—Dawson Bros. £20 varnish

Rotterdam—G. S. N. Co. 3 o leather

Phillipps A Graves, £110 furniture

SevilleJ— Other entries, £134 carpet, £16

rugs

Shanghai—Frith, Sands A Co. 3,299 yds wooln

blanketing

MoGregor, Gow, A Co. £22 oarpet

Palmer, J. jun. 1,700 yds woollen blanketing

Singapore—Niemann, W. J. 4 800 yds cotton

blanketing

Sewell A Crowther, £10 carpet

Sierra Leone—Jepps, J. W. A Oo. £14 lamp

8t. Nazaire—Sobloss Bros. £13 flooroloth

St. Petersburg—Bailey A Leetham,l c leather,

£84 rugs, £176 carpet

Ball, W. E. £47 furniture

Brandt, W. Sons A C >. £29 furniture

Sydney—Anderson, Anderson A Co. 3 o leather,

£40 musioal instruments

Atkins A Co. £106 hair manfs. £142 future.

Arkell, Tufts A Co. £210 horsehair

Ballard, King A Co. £40 musioal instmnts

Cohen, Brs. A Co. £190 ohina and glass, £52

matting, £258 wall-paper, £87 pianos

Farmer A Co. £379 fntrn, 1,745 eq.-yds floor

oloth, £42 carpets

Green, F. A Co. £150 oarpet

Hamburger, Brs. A Co. £10 musical instru

ments, £25 wood mannfaoture

Hoffening, A. A Co. £87 glassware, £20 wall

paper, 165 yds flooroloth

Keep, Parsons A Co. £1 27 carpet

Mason, B. A Co. £24 pianos

Nicholson, W. A Co. £143 musical instmnts

Saddington A Co. 2 o leather

Sands, B. A Son, £13 glue, 4 c leather

Wellington—Mason, B. A Co. £120 wall

paper

Yokohama—Frith, Sands & Co. 2,390 yds

woollen blanketing

Employment for the Blind.—A new in

stitution for the reception of the blind has been

erected in Sheffield, at a cost of about £15,000.

It is situated on the Manchester road, and will

accommodate a large number of inmates, the

able-bodied of whom will be taught ench trades

as the blind can follow. An endowment fund

of £25,000, left by Mr. Holy, of Norton, will be

applied to the support of the new institution.

The building will be opened early in September.
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febers anb Cimtraris.

We thall teteem it a favour if our readers will kindly
notify to tut, for intertion in thit column, any contract*
which may be often for competition ; and alto adcite us
at to any furntthina ordertt ifc.t which may have been

executed by different firms

Messrs. Booth & Fox, of Cork, London,

Manchester, and Glasgow, have recently been

declared contractors for curled hair to the Mid

land Railway Company.

The different contracts in connection with

the newly-opened new Assembly Rooms at

Leeds, have been executed by the under

mentioned firms :—The upholstery and seat

ing by Messrs. Curtis & Son, the decorations

by Mr. J. T. Pollard, and the tiled floors and

dados have been laid by Mr. James Taylor ;

and the hot-water apparatus by Messrs. Nel

son & Sons, all of Leeds.

Musses. Bryceson Brothers &. Ellis

have built the new organ for St. Dunston's

Church, East Acton.

A stained glass window, executed by

Messrs. Heaton, Butler & Bayne, has been

erected at Tetbury Church, in memory of

William Brookes, J.P., Major Royal North

Gloucester Militia. It represents the parables

of the Talents, and the Wise and Foolish

Virgins.

Messrs. Copeland, of Stoke-on-Trent,

have completed a work in fresco tiles for the

decoration of the new mansion of Mr. McFar-

lane, at Glasgow, in the form of a lunette,

containing life-size female figures, painted in

half tones, emblematic of the United Kingdom.

It has been designed and executed by Mr. R. J.

Abraham.

The different contracts in connection with

the new Town-hall, Chorley, have been exe

cuted by the following firms :—The carpenter

and joiners' work, by Messrs. Gillett & Son ;

and the plumbing and painting, &c, by Mr. T.

Lucas, all of Chorley.

The gasfittings for St. Werburgh's Church,

Bristol, have been supplied by Messrs. Jones &

Willis.

The Victoria Hall, Exeter, has been re

decorated by Mr. John Algar, of Sandy-street,

Exeter.

Jegd Intelligent*.

The Liability of Safe-makers.—White

v. Davies.—This was a case raising questions

of considerable importance. It was an action

by the purchaser of a safe against the vendor

for damages for the destruction by fire of the

trade books of the former which were con

tained in the safe, and came on for trial at

Bristol on the 4th inst. Mr. Cole, Q.C., and

Mr. Norris appeared for the plaintiff; Mr.

Collins, Q.C., and Mr, Pitt-Lewis for the de

fendant. In 1871 the defendant suggested to

the plaintiff, according to the account given

by the latter, that he ought to have a safe for

his trade books, &c, and pointed out to him

different sorts which he had on sale. The

plaintiff bought one, for which he paid

£5. 10s., and which he stated to have been

expressly warranted to be a first-rate fire

proof safe. Last year a fire broke out on the

plaintiff's premises, which was stated not to

have been by any means a severe one—at any

rate in the vicinity of the safe, as books lying

close to it were only partially burnt. When,

however, the safe was opened the entire con

tents were found to be destroyed. Evidence

was given to the effect that the safe was

a badly-constructed one. The plaintiff now

claimed damages on the ground that his books

having been destroyed he was unable to make

out the accounts of the sums due to him from

various debtors, and so had incurred a loss of

some £700. It was argued on his behalf that

the defendant, even if he had not given an

express warranty, must have impliedly war

ranted that the safe was reasonably fit for the

purpose for which it was intended. For the

defence it was contended that there was no

warranty, and the defendant gave evidence

that he pointed out to the plaintiff the trade

circular of the makers of the safe, in which

the safe in question was described as "for

slight risks only of fire and thieves." The safe

had been placed on the first floor, and had

fallen through during the fire. The sugges

tion for the defence was that this fall had

bulged the safe, and so caused the escape of

the vapour from the chambers between the

two skins of the safe, which would then get

red-hot and no longer protect the contents.

Some evidence was adduced that the appear

ance of the safe showed it had been exposed to

very great heat, and several specimens of iron

were produced which had been exposed to

temperatures varying between 1,500 and 2,600

degrees Fahrenheit, to show the effect pro

duced by extreme heat. Evidence was also

given to show that the safe, though a cheap

one, was fit for slight risks. It came out inci

dentally in the course of the case that the

profit to the plaintiff on the sale of the safe

had been 17s. 6d. A point of interest was

raised by the pleadings as to whether the

action could be maintained after six years

from the sale, or whether the right of action

accrued on the failure of the warranty. In

the latter case it was pointed out that there

might be a continual liability hanging over the

seller of a warranted safe. This point the

Lord Chief Justice decided to reserve. The

jury retired to consider their verdict, and after

an absence of some hours sent a message to

say that they were equally divided in opinion,

and under these circumstances they were dis

charged without giving a verdict.

The Ownership of Furniture on the

Hire and Purchase System.—Shaw v. El

liott.—This was an action, heard at the Derby

Assizes on the 1st instant, to recover the value

of goods alleged to be illegally distrained, the

amount claimed being £17. The plaintiff is a

furniture-dealer at Clay Cross, and the de

fendant a house-proprietor at the same place.

Mr. Lumley was for the plaintiff, ana Mr.

Lawrence, Q.C., and Mr. Etherington Smith,

for the defendant. It appeared from the

opening statement of the plaintiff that a miner,

named Thomas Matkin, went to live at Clay

Cross in 1873, and took a house from the de

fendant, but was unable to furnish it ade

quately. After a time his brother, Robert

Matkin, joined him, and furnished the house ;

but in 1876 Robert took a house of his own,

and removed his furniture. Thomas being

thus reduced to his original condition, entered

upon an agreement with the defendant

whereby the house was refurnished, payments

to be made at stated periods till the whole

price of the goods had been defrayed. Matkin

fell behind in his rent, however, and Elliott

seized the goods in his house, which the plain

tiff claimed as his. Hence the action, on the

technical ground of trespass. Isaac Shaw said

that on July 25, 1877, Thomas Matkin paid

him £4. 10s. for furniture. He did not know

how much was still owing. Alice Shaw said

she was the wife of the last witness, and was

piesent when Matkin hired the goods from

the plaintiff. There was an agreement signed

on July 25, 1877. At the end of 1877

Matkin s wife agreed to purchase a bed

for £4. 10s. At different times after

wards she saw the goods in Matkin's house,

and they were nearly all those he got from

her husband. Thomas Matkin said he was a

coal miner, and went to live at Clay Cross in

1873. He had very little furniture, but in

1874 his brother Robert came to live with

him and allowed him the use of the furniture.

In 1870 Robert took a house of his own and

removed to it the major part of the furniture.

In 1877 Robert removed the whole of his

goods, and witness concluded the arrange

ment with Mr. Shaw. He took the goods he

had had fr >m Shaw to Mrs. Wharton's, and

there the defendant came and seized them.

Elizabeth Matkin, wife of Robert Matkin,

corroborated the evidence of the last witness.

This concluding the case for the plaintiff,

George Wilson was called for the defence.

He said he was a rent collector at Clay Crcus.

He commenced to collect for Mr. Elliott in.

August, 1876, from (including others) the two

Matkins. He saw among their furniture from

1874 till 1876 the articles now in dispute.

James Thorpe, contractor, Clay Cross, knew

Thomas Matkin, who had worked for him

from 1876. Witness was at Matkin's house

on several occasions. He had seen in his

house goods like those that 'were afterwards

seized. After a legal argument, the jury

returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and Lord

Justice Thesiger assessed the damages at

£14. 3s. 2d., to be reduced to Is. in the event

of the furniture being returned.

Defective Packing.—Williams & Co. v.

Sanderson.—This was a claim (heard last week

in the City of London Court) for £1. 19s.,

brought by Messrs. W. H. Williams & Co.,

of the Fine Art Repository, Gresham-street,

as compensation for damage done to certain

pictures which, on the application of the de

fendant, the Rev. J. Sanderson, were sent

down to his vicarage at Glentworth, in

Lincolnshire. They did not meet with his

approval, and he returned them ; but when

they reached plaintiffs it was found that in

consequence of the negligent way in which

they had been packed, the pictures were

seriously damaged. It cost the plaintiffs

nearly the amount they now sought to recover

for repairing the damage complained of, and

in proof of this an invoice was handed in to

Mr. Commissioner Kerr who asked the wit

ness how did he know but that the damage

might have been done by the railway com

pany in transit. The witness was positive

that the railway company in their capacity

of carriers had fulfilled their part of the

contract, and that no blame was to be

attached to them ; they had not done the

damage, and even if they had, he thought,

under the circumstances, the defendant

would be liable from his own admission.

His Honour said that was new law to

him, but he must confess that he heard

such strange expositions of the law of

England occasionally in that court that he

was not surprised at anything. In the pre

sent case he was rather doubtful as to juris

diction. The witness said the order was given

and received in London. There was no doubt

that if they had been more carefully packed

the pictures would not have been damaged.

The defendant had offered £1 to settle the

matter, but the plaintiffs refused to accept it.

His Honour thought the plaintiffs would nave

acted wisely if they had closed with the

defendant's offer. In his absence he would

assume from his letter containing that offer

that the defendant partly admitted his liability,

and judgment would be entered for the plain

tiffs for £1, with costs.

A Carpet Robbery.—At Worship-street

Police-court on the 6th inst., William Wilder,

described as a labourer, living in Spitalfields,

and Joseph Burks, a cabinet-maker, carrying

on business in Paul-street, Shoreditch, were

charged with b^ing concerned together in

stealing a large quantity of carpeting. Barks

was further charged with receiving the same,

and with having in his possession a large

quantity of goods, supposed to be stolen.

Samuel Knott, carpet planner and warehouse

man, of Wilson-street, Finsbury, said that

between the night of the 13th and the morn

ing of the 14th ult., his warehouse was broken

into and a large quantity of carpeting stolen.

Some of it was now produced. The value of

the property taken was about £75. Detective-

Sergeant Merroney, G Division, deposed that

on Thursday night, in company with Detective

Randall, he was watching in Paul-street, Fins-

bury, when he saw a four-wheeled cab drive

up to the shop of the prisoner Burks. Wilder

was in the cab, and getting out he entered the

shop. Then a quantity of carpeting was

brought out in rolls by both prisoners and

placed in the cab. Burks got into the cab

and Wilder on to the box-seat, and the cab

went off, but was followed, and soon after

wards stopped. Burks said he had got the

stuff to sell for a man. His house was subse

quently searched, and a large quantity of other

property was found which there was little

doubt had been stolen. Mr. Bushby said that

would be sufficient evidence for a remand.
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Wilder protested that he knew nothing of the

matter. He was passing the shop when Burks

asked him to fetch a cab, and afterwards he

helped him to carry the carpets out, and Burks

asking him to get on the cab he did so. Burks

eaid this statement was true ; Wilder knew

nothing of the matter. The magistrate said

it would be inquired into, and both prisoners
■were remanded in custody.

Liability fob Spoiling Curtains.—At

the Leeds County Court, on the 7th inst., Mr.

Charles France, architect, Bradford, and who

Uvea at Horsforth, sued Messrs. P. & P. Camp

bell, dyers, Trinity-street, Leeds, for £2. 15s.,

as compensation for damage done to two pairs

of silk-weft curtains. Mr. WarTen, solicitor,

appeared for the plaintiff. In April last the

plaintiff's housemaid sent the curtains to the

defendants to be cleaned, and when they were

returned by the defendants large holes were

discovered in each of them. The curtains ori

ginally cost £5. 10s., and had been cleaned

without detriment by the defendants on a

previous occasion. It was alleged on behalf

of the plaintiff that starch had been improperly

applied in the treatment of these curtains by the

defendants. Mr.Carneley, from Messrs.Marsh,

Jones, & Co., Leeds, said such curtains during

the process of cleaning should be kept perfectly

limp, and if starch were applied it would spoil

any silk-weft curtains, and make them liable

to tear. The plaintiffs curtains were damaged

to the extent of half the original cost, being

reduced to mere leno curtains. Mr. Gillespie,

the defendant's manager in Leeds, said the

curtains had been treated in the usual way,

and had been handled very carefully in the

cleaning. They had not been burnt by any

acid, but some starch had been used because

ladies liked to have their curtains stiffened.

Messrs. Campbell, he added, took every pre

caution to make the public aware of the risk
•which attended the cleaning of such curtains.

The Deputy-Judge gave judgment for the

plaintiff for £2 and costs, allowing also the

fee of Mr. Warren. His Honour added that

there was no imputation upon the defendants.

This had been, he had no doubt, a pure acci

dent He could quite understand that in

carrying on so large a business it was quite

possible occasionally to be in fault.

Charge op Embezzlement against a

Manager.—At Marlborough-street Police-

court on the 10th inst., Edmond De Wenzell,

manager to Mr. Dierken, carver and gilder, of

26, Charles - street, Berkeley - square, was

charged with embezzling money received on

account of his employer, and also with stealing

an oil-painting the property of his employer.

Mr. Forrest Fulton prosecuted. The prisoner,

it was stated, had been prosecutor's manager,

and it was his duty to receive orders and to

pay all moneys he received to the prosecutor.

The prisoner had not accounted for two sums

he had received, stating that he was " hard

up " when he was spoken to. Francis Vanteil,

butler to Madame Villiers, of Berkeley-street,

Berkeley-square,deposed to paying the prisoner

£9, and receiving his receipt for the same ;

and Mr. James Lyon Sampson, Harewood-

chambers, Oxford-street, stated that he paid

the prisoner [£2 and took his receipt for the

money. Detective -sergeant- Wheatley, E

Division, said that on apprehending the prisoner

he admitted having had the money, but said

he was " hard up * at the time. The charge

of larceny was then gone into. A painting

representing a fox hunt was produced by an

assistant to Mr. Aldous, pawnbroker, of Ber

wick-street, Soho, it having been pledged by

the prisoner, with a book. The prisoner was

committed for trial.

Inferior Quality of Timber.—Wade v.

Robinson.—The plaintiffs in this action, for

whom Mr. Cave, Q.C., and Mr. Anderson

appeared, were Messrs. J. A. Wade & Co.,

timber merchants, Hartlepool and Hull ; and

the defendants, who were represented by Mr.

Waddy, Q.C., and Mr. E. Rid).ey, were Messrs.

Robinson, Fleming & Co., timber merchants,

London. The case was heard on the 6th inst.

at the York Assizes. The defendants supplied

the plaintiffs with considerable quantities of

timber under contract, and it was contended

on behalf of the purchasers that it was of an

inferior kind, and not according to that agreed

for. The result was a verdict for the plaintiffs

for the amount due, which it was agreed should

be ascertained. Mr. Waddy subsequently

announced that the price agreed to be paid

was £1,768. 8s. 8d., subject to a point reserved

as to whether there was an acceptance of the

goods by the plaintiff.

An Unstjstained Defence.—At the Leeds

Assizes, before Lord Justice Bramwell, an

action upon a fire insurance policv has been

heard. Mr. Waddy, Q.C., Mr. Cave, Q.C.,

and Mr. West were counsel for the plaintiffs,

Messrs. Parkinson & Knowles, woollen-waste

dealers, Batley, and Mr. Digby Seymonr,

Q.C., Mr. Wills, Q.C.,Mr. S. Taylor, and Mr.

Tindal Atkinson appeared for the defendants,

the National Fire Assurance Company of

Ireland. It appeared that the plaintiffs

carried on business at the Clark Green Mills,

Batley, and also had a branch at Galashiels,

of which Mr. Parkinson, the senior partner,

was the manager, Mr. Knowles, the junior

partner, directing the Batley concern. On

November 28 last a fire occurred at the plain

tiff's mills at Batley by which the books,

stock, and premises were entirely destroyed.

The plaintiffs' premises and stock at Batley

were insured in the following offices:—

National Assurance Company of Ireland,

£3,600; Edinburgh, £600 ; London and Pala

tine, £600; Great Britain, £1,250; and

Metropolitan, £1,250. The jury had, how

ever, only one policy—the National Assurance

Company of Ireland—to deal with, but the

action was a test case with regard to the

other companies. When the Batley mills

were destroyed all the accounts were lost,

but fortunately an account of the stock and

business at Batley was kept by Parkinson at

Galashiels, and from that account the extent

of the damage was ascertained, and assessed

at about £9,000. The defence set out was

that the plaintiffs had neglected to give an

account of the articles and materials damaged

in accordance with the terms of the policies,

and that they had fraudulently misrepresented

the amount of the loss and damage sustained.

After the case had been partly heard the de

fendants expressed themselves as being satis

fied that the claim was a just and fair one, and

not fraudulent, and accordingly a verdict was

entered for the plaintiffs for the amount

claimed, subject to a reference on certain

points.

Compiled Kith apecial reference to the Furniture, Deco

ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Trade*,from Measra.
Gamble 3; Harvey** " Weekly Record."

PABTNSRSniPS DISSOLVED.

Battye, S., and G. Battye, dyers, Prickleden,

near Holmfirth.

Bingham, E., and W. Bingham, drapers, Oaken

Gates, Shropshire.

Baoknall & Moore, timber-merchants, Station

Saw-mills, Vauxhall-oross, and 5, Clapham-

road.

Cross, J., & Go. hardware manufacturers' agents,

76, MinorieB, City, and elsewhere.

Dean, I., and J. Tillotson, auotioneers,"Bingley

and Bradford, Yorkshire.

Holland, J., & Son, timber-merchants, Leicester.

Porter & West, general drapers, 39, Church-

Btreet, St. Helen's, Lancashire.

Adjudication op Bankruptcies.

Bignell, Edward, lamp-dealer, trading as E.

Bignell & Co., IS, Susan'a-road, Eastbourne.

Aug. 2. At Guildhall Tavern, Gresham-

street, London, Aug. 20, at Hi. Dearie &

Edgeworth, solicitors, Eastbourne.

Blackford, John, furniture and general broker,

Abbotsham - place, Stapleton . road, Bristol.

July 29. T. D. Sibley, solioitor, Exchange

West, Bristol.

Bostle, Thomas, china-dealer, High street West,

Sunderland. July 30. A. E. Stokoe, solici

tor, Sunderland.

Dodman, John.furniture-broker,Wellingborough-

road, Northampton. July 28. C. B. Roche,

solicitor, Northampton.

Ellis, John Bailey, upholsterer, Belgrave-gafe

Leicester. July 30. Wright & Hinoka, so

oitora, Leicester.

Ford, John, timber-merchant, Olyoe, High-

bridge, Huntapill, Somerset. Aug. 1. At

Beed & Cook's, solicitors, Bridgwater, Ang.

18, at 12.

nicks, William, leather-merchant, trading as W.

nicks & Co., Martin. Btreer, Jamaica-mad,

Bermondsey. W. Hioks, solioitor, 212, Vic

toria-pa'k-road, South Hackney.

Newitt, Charles, timber and furniture dealer,

Thame, Oxon. Jnly 31. At Messrs. Parrott'a,

solicitors, Thame, Aug. 19, at 3. J. & T.

Parrott, solicitors, Aylesbury.

Rocrerson, Robert, picture-frame mannfaotnrer,

Hunslet-road, Leeds. July 28. E. Dale,

solioitor, Leeds.

Skinner, John Halfyard, carver and gilder, Fore-

street, Devonport. Ang. 2. At E. Square's,

solioitor, Plymouth, Aug. 18, at 11.

Toner, Thomas, furniture-broker, Foregate-

street, Chester. July 31. Nordon &, Mason,

solicitors, Chester.

Walker, Gregory, undertaker, Brown-street,

Blackburn, late Spread Eagle Inn, Blackburn,

innkeeper. July 31. C. Fryer, solicitor,

Preston.

Walters, Thomas, timber-merchant, Bridgwater-

street, Manchester, and Eooles. July 80. At

Sale, Seddon, Hilton, & Lord's, solicitors,

Manchester, Ang. 18, at 3.

Woodward, Robert, trading as R. Woodward &

Co., ironmonger, Westgate-road and Glad,

stone-street, Newcastle. Ang. 2. At Keen-

lyside, Foreter, & Forster'B, Newcastle, Aug.

19, at 11. T. J. Forster, solicitor.

Trustees Appointed.

Channdy, Jno. F. (Liq.), cabinet-case maker,

Sheffield. Trustee, J. U. Wiog, accountant,

Sheffield.

Carl, John (Liq.), joiner, Barnley, Lancashire,

Trustee, R. Watson, accountant, Barnley.

Dixon, Joseph A. (Bkt.), timber merchant,

Ellesmere-street, Hulme. Trustees, W. Piorci,

timber merchant, Liverpool, and E. B. Har-

dinge, accountant, 2, Cooper-street, Man

chester.
Doe, Wm., trading as C. Hart (Liq.), furniture

dealer, Sevenoaks, Kent.* Trustee, W. C. Har

vey, accountant, Gresham-buildings, Basing

hall-street.

Evans, Richard (Liq.), tanner, RhydyfeliD, nor

AberyBtwyth, Cardiganshire. Trustee, J.

James, general merchant, Aberystwyth.

Fitzgibbon, Gerald (Bkt.), dye wood merchant,

Narrow-street, Limehoose. Trustee, R. T.

Haws, accountant , Gresham-buildings, Basing-

hall-street.

Hordley, Frank (Bkt.), auctioneer, Rhyl, Flints.

Trustee' J. D. Ainswortb, auctioneer, Rbyl.

Nash, Wm., and Alfred James Nash (Liq.),

brush manufacturers, Minto-street, Bermond-

sey. Trustee, H. E. Broad, accountant,

Walbrook.

Portelont, William (Liq.), auctioneer, Sunder,

land. Trustee, B. Smyrke, accountant, San-

derland.

Powell, Edward A , trading as E. A. Powell &

Co. (Liq.), dealer in musical instruments,

Hexham. Trustee, W. K. Balxner, accountant

Newcastle.

Sanderson, William E. (Liq.), furniture-broker,

Derby • building*, Liverpool. Trustee, D.

Gibson, accountant, South John-street, Liver

pool.

Simmons, Edward (Liq.), cabinet-maker, Fort-

sea and Soutbsea. Trustees, W. Edmonds,

accountant, Portsea, and W. C. Harvey, ac

countant, Gresham-buildings, London.

Smith, Henry (Liq.), furniture-dealer, Market

place, Swadlincote. Trustees,W. Jeff, 74, High,

street, Birmingham, and C. T. Starkey, 14,

Temple-street, Birmingham.

Vanx, Thomas R. (Bkt.), timber-merohant,

Dewsbury, Yorkshire. Trustee, J. D. Good,

accountant, Densbury.

Ward, George, and Samuel Ward, trading as

G. & S. Ward and Ward Bros. (Liq ), furniture-

dealers, Leeds. Trustee, J. Routh, account

ant, Leeds.

Ward, James (Liq.), cabinet-maker, Eccles,

Lancashire. Trustee, H. Hyde, accountant,

Booth-street, Manchester.

Williams, Charles G., Edonard G. Peter Thomas,

and John Dower (Liq.), aniline dye manufac

turers, Brentford and Fulham. Trustee, R.

MacKay, accountant, 3, Lothbury.
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Dividends.

Collmann, Leonard W., Hugh H. Stannnsi, &

Georxe Mason Turner, trading as Collmann &

Co. (Liq.), upholsterers, George-street, Port.

man.square. 1st dividend of 7s. 6d., at H.

Dover's, 4, Lothbnry.

Collmann, Leonard W. (Liq.), upholsterer. Marl-

borough-plaoe, St. John's Wood, and George-

Btre«t, Portman.sqnare. l>t and final dividend

of 20s., at H. Dover's, 4, Lothbory.

Drakeford, Henry Jesse (Bkt.), silk dealer, 2,

Great Winohester-street-buildings, and Mac

clesfield. 1st and final dividend of Is. 2id.,

At W. O. Attree's, 52, Graceohurch-street.

George, Frederick (Liq.), silk mereer, Harrogate

and Starbeok. near Harrogate. 1st dividend

of 5s. At F. Cates's, 28, Budge-row, Cannon-

street.

Lyon, David (Liq.), ironmonger, St. John's,

square, Clerkenwell, and Arnndel-square,

Barnsbury. 2nd and final dividend of Is. OJd. ;

any Wednesday, between 11 and 2. At W.

Waddle's, 11, Queen Viotoria-street.

Pritchard, William, cabinet-maker, Ac, 187,

West Derby-road, Liverpool, for £24, to

Harris Hyman. Filed Jnly 29.

Smith, John, wood-turner, 257, Oriel-road, Bootle,

and 16 and 18, Kew.street, Liverpool, for

£26. 10s., to Solomon Anerbaoh. Filed Jnly

31.

Stott, Benjamin, cabinet-maker, &o. , 240, Drake-

street, Rochdale, Lancashire, for £300, to John

Halliwell. Filed July 30.

Tunmore, Frederick, cabinet-maker, 33, West-

minster-road, Liverpool, for £38. 10s., to

Joseph Levin. Filed Jnly 31.

Yale, George, cabinet-maker, 95, Benaore-street,

Birmingham, for £22, to National Mercantile

Bank. Filed Jnly 31.

Vann, George, Venetian blind-maker, Bolton

Works, Bolton.road, Aston, for £33. 10s., to

George C. Bentley. Filed July 30.

Williamson, A. & F. L., carvers and gilders, 88,

Golborne-road, Notting-hill, for £27, to John

Howard. Filed Jnly 29.

Messbs. J. Wont-neb Smith, Son & Co.,

gas and water engineers, have taken premises

at 10, Finsbury-pavement.

Mh. Thomas Guildford, ironmonger, Vic

toria-terrace, Surbiton, lias taken into part

nership his brother, Mr. John Guildford, the

stock-taking, &c, having been carried out by

Mr. Edwin Lloyd, valuer, Grantham.

Messrs. Arnold & Sawkins, ironmongers,

of 13, Bedford-street, Plymouth, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. H. H. Arnold will

continue the business in his own name.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Anderson & King, joiners, Crichton.place,

Edinburgh. Trustee, C. Prentice, 40, Castle-

street, Edinburgh. Commissioner, D. Porves,

plumber, &o., [and J. T. Smith, accountant,

Doth Edinburgh, and H. Gibson, Gibson-street,

Leith.

Dewer, Robert, joiner, Dairy Park-place, Edin

burgh. Trustee, J. Drummond, York-buildiogs,

Edinburgh. Commissioners, J. Oruiokshank,

Bainfield, Edinburgh, D. M'Intyre, Brougbam-

Btreet, Edinburgh, and W. S. Garland, wool

merchant, Leith.

Rose, John J., ironmonger, King-street, Aber

deen. Trustee, R. Glegg, George-street,

Aberdeen. Commissioners, J. Webster and

J. Thomson, both ironmongers, and W. Smith,

advocate, all Aberdeen.

Scott, David, joiner, &c.,Bruntsfield, and Downie-

plaoe, Edinburgh. Trustee, G. S. Terrier,

7, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh. Commis

sioners, W. Shaw, Lothian-road, J. Martin,

solioitor, and J. Sinclair, MorriBon-street, all

Edinburgh.

Shearer, James, joiner, &c, East London-street,

Edinburgh. Trustee, J. A. Robertson, 10,

North-street, David-Btreet, Edinburgh. Com

missioners, J. Elliott, Hope-orescent, and R.

C. Smith, and J. Provard, both Leith.walk, all

Edinburgh.

Crabe Cjjanges,

JVc thall feel greatly obliged if our Subscriber* in London
as urcll as in all parts of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades ve
represent. By so doing they vill materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the Fuenitdm
GiZXTTB.

Bequestrations.

Brown, J. L., joiner, tobacconist, 4c, New-

bigging, and 167, High-street, Musselburgh.

Aug. 2, with protection. Trustee and Com

missioner, Lyon & Turnbull's, Edinburgh,

Ang. 14, at 12. Claims by Deo. 2. Agents,

M'Caakie & Brown, East Queen-street, Edin

burgh.

Smith, James, joiner, Floors, JohnstoDe. Ang. 1,

with protection. Claims by Deo. 1. Agents,

Hodge, Young, & Martin, Paisley.

BILLS OFjJSALE.

Acutt, William, sewing-machine agent, 8, Snow-

hill, Wolverhampton, for £53. 7a., to Thomas

Andrews & anotber. Filed Aug. 1.

Baker, John, wood-turner, 59, Frederick-street,

Rotherham, for £25, to Sheffield Loan &o. Co.

Filed July 30.

Barber, Samuel, tinplate-worker and tanner,

Gorleston, Suffolk, for £300, to Robert War

ner. Filed July 30.

Bell, Henry Wilkinson, cabinet-maker, Church-

street, Blackpool, Lancashire, for £180, to

Alexander Moore. Filed Jnly 31.

Brown, James, furniture dealer, 6, Bank Hey-

street, Blackpool, Lancashire, for £115, to

Union Loan &c. Co. Filed July 30.

Clegg, John, cabinet-maker, 88, Henry-street,

Manchester, for £20, to James Fildes. Filed

July 31.

Coupe, Thomas, wringing-maohine manufac

turer, &c, Bird-i'-th'-Hand beerhouse, Man

chester-road, Kearaley, Lanoashire, for £200,

to Elizabeth Magee and others. Filed July 30.

Foord, James, ironmonger, 276, Fortobello-road,

Notting-hill, for £22, to John Howard. Filed

July 29.

Glover, William, decorator, 52, Marlborough-

road, Upper Holloway, for £25. 4s. 4d., to

London and Westminster Loan &o. Co. Filed

July 30.

Oerton, William, currier, Cook's-bnildings, Brace-

street, Walsall, Staffordshire, for £26, to

Aaron Cotton. Filed July 28.

Mr. W. HiEBONiMrs, manufacturer of

patent machine-made ornamental, washable

gilt, and other frame-mouldings, window-

cornices, &c, has removed from Nos. 19 & 53,

City-road, to more commodious premises at

Nos. 77 & 78, Leonard-street, Finsbury, ad

joining Curtain-road and Great Eastern-street.

Mr. John Howie continues the carpet

manufacturing business formerly carried on

under the title of Reid & Howie, at 10, King-

street, Paisley.

The furniture stock of Mr. E. H. Ileapy, of

37, King-street, Derby, is being offered for

sale by tender in one lot by Messrs. Andrews

& Mason, of 728, Ironmonger-lane. The stock

is valued at £332.

Messrs. George Portway & Sox, worsted-

manufacturers, of Leeds and Bradford, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. Herbert Portway

continues the business.

Mr. Joseph Robinson continues the busi

ness of wool-broker, formerly carried on by

Messrs. Terkins & Robinson at Liverpool.

The partnership between Messrs. Pausey &

Field, leather-sellers, of Brompton-road, has

been dissolved. Mr. R. G. Pausey continues

the business.

Mr. James Lee has retired from the firm

of James Lee & Co., joiners, Murray-street,

Paisley.

Messrs. A. Ogg & Sons, wood merchants,

of Friockheim, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. R. Ogg continues the business.

Mr. J. S. Bolding has retired from the

firm of J. Bolding & Son, brass-founders, of

19, South Molton-street, Oxford-street ; 14,

Barratt's-court, Wigmore-street ; and of 304,

Euston-road.

Mr. Henry Leggott continues the fur

nishing ironmongery business hitherto carried

on under the title of Barrett & Leggott.

Messrs. Harden & Day, auctioneers, of

Claremont, Hastings, have dissolved partner

ship. Mr. T. R. Harden continues the

business.

Mr.^T. L. Lewis continues the auctioneering

business formerly carried on under the title of

F. Lewis & Kemp.

Messrs. VV. Arnott & Co., drapers, of

14, Bridgeton-cross, Glasgow, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. W. Arnott continues the

business in his own name.

Mr. Henry Mitchell, joiner, has com

menced business at Franche, near Kidder

minster.

Mr. Felix Rosentiel, importer of paint

ings, has commenced business at Bevois-court,

1 28i, Basinghall-street.

Reports of Companies.

Poet of London Co-operative Society.—

The twenty-fifth half-yearly general meeting of

this sooiety was held last week at the Cannon-

street Hotel, Mr. R.T. Churchill presiding. The

Chairman moved the adoption of the report,

which stated that during the half-year the eaUs

had amounted to £15,435. 7s. lOd. The profit

on the trading account had been £1,431. 12s. 2 id.,

and from other sources £178. 8s. -lid., making a

gross profit of £1,610. 0s. 7d., or 10 4-10 per

cent, on the sales, which was somewhat below

that of previous years, and was attributable to

the very general reduction that had been made

in the selling prices of the articles dealt in. The

ordinary working expenses had been £7. lit.

per cent., whioh was a somewhat higher rate

than in recent years, and was a consequence

mainly of the comparatively low prices now pre

vailing for all classes of goods, from which it

resulted that although an equal or greater quan

tity had been sold the money value on whioh the

percentage of expenses was reckoned was less.

The net profit on the half-year was

£287. 10s. 4 id., the disposal of whioh was pro-

posed in the following manner, viz., the payment

of interest on oapital account at the rate of 5

per cent, per annum ; the payment of a bonus

of 3d. in the pound on shareholders' purchases

dnring the half-year, for which the bills have

been returned in accordance with the regula

tions ; and the balance remaining be carried to

the new premises, fittings, and fixtures account.

The report and balance-sheet were adopted.

London and Westminster Supply Associa

tion (Limited).— The third annual general

meeting of the members was held on Tuesday

at the City Terminus Hotel, Lieutenant-Colonel

C. W. Thompson, the chairman, presiding. The

directors, in their report for the year ended

Deo. 31 last, congratulated the shareholders on

the steady progress of the association, notwith

standing the commercial depression. While the

weekly sales in 1876 were on the average

£1,676 only, those for 1877 were £2,777, and the

average in 1878 had reached £3,245 in London

alone. The business of the Liverpool branch,

whioh was opened on Oot. 14 last, has also been

satisfactory, the weekly sales averaging to the

present date £2,044. The association had

hitherto charged itself with the free carriage of

goods to all purchasers, which had involved a

large expense, and the directors proposed that

the association should adopt the praotice of the

older co-operative stores and throw the cost of

delivery, wholly or in part, on the purchasers.

Considerable eavirjg could be effeoted by a re

organisation of the staff, an amalgamation of

the duties of some of their servants, and in the

mode in which the price-list was published and

circulated. The rental and taxes exceeded £2,000

per annum ; but they believed half the pre

sent rent could be saved if the business

were condncted in a less important thoroughfare.

The trading account showed that the net sales

for the year amounted to £187,864, and that the

stocks in hand on the 31st of December last

amounted to £55,607 ; and the gross profit

carried down was £23,880. The balance carried

to net revenue account was £1,029. The chair-

man, in moving the adoption of the report, said

it had been drawn np in a clear, oandid, and

straightforward manner. The sundry modifica

tions they proposed in it would be for the best

interests of the association. He then referred

to the progress of their business. Mr. M. P.

Currie, the vice-chairman, having seconded the

motion, a protracted disocssion ensued, and

complaint was made of the lateness at whioh

the meeting was held, eight months after the

accounts were made np. Some adverse criti

cisms were passed on the accounts, and one
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speaker said it appeared to him that the business

was carried on for the sole benefit of the

directors and the staff. The use of proxies was

condemned. Other shareholders, however,

thought the report was satisfactory. An

amendment was moved, in effect rejecting the

report and appointing a committee of five

shareholders. The ohairman replied in detail,

and pnt the amendment, which he deolared lost,

and the report was adopted. A resolution was

afterwards passed altering the articles to the

effect that the directors from Jane 30,

should only receive their remuneration after the

payment of preference interest. The meeting

lasted between three and four hours.

Lancashire Manufacturing Companies.—

The half-yearly report and balance-sheet of the

Newton Moor Spinning Company, Limited, has

jnst been issued. The disposable balance is

£981. 19s. Id., and the directors propose to pay

a dividend of 2s. per cent., and carry forward

£61. 9a. Id. to next half-year's account.—The

directors of the Albert New Mill Spinning Com

pany have also issued their balance-sheet for

the half year. After deducting .£750 for depre

ciation, the loss on the past six months is

£1,185. lis. 11 id. The balance of loss at the

end of December was £2,915, and adding to

that the loss on the working account, the

amount written off for depreciation, and the

bank commission, there is a total adverse

balance of £4,851. 4s. Old—Messrs. S. H. Swire

& Co., Limited, Ashton, have also issued their

half-yearly balance-sheet. After deducting

£831. 9s. for depreciation, and paying £694.

3a. 8d. interest, the loss amounts to £710. 3s.

The total adverse balance is £2,339. 8a. 8d.

Jwniture aab Carpet j$taps.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 7th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.mAchi.

Class V. it confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures"

Completely Eeoistered.

337.775. Mordan, F. & Co., of Albion Works,

City-road, London. Class III. August 1.

337.776. Nairn, Robert, and Michael Barker

Nairn, trading under the firm of Michael

Nairn & Co., of Kirkcaldy. Class VI.

August 1.

337,777-805. Lightbown, Aspinall & Co., of

Hay Geld Mills, Pendleton, Lancashire. Class

T. August 1.

337,814. Williamson, H. M., & Sons, of Bridg.,

Pottery, Longtoc, Staffordshire. Class IV

Angust 2.

337,945.7. Mortlook, John, & Co., of 203 and 204,

Oxford.street, in the county of Middlesex.

Class IV. Angnst 5.

337,952.3. Baden, Terras, & Co., of Manchester

Class XI. August 6.

337,958. Wardle & Co., of Hanley, Staffordshire

Class IV. August 6.

337,961-2. Reilly, J., of New Globe Chair

Works, Cornbrook-road, Manchester. Class

II. August 6.

fetto |attnt.

In this column will be found suoh inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradee ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the BdUor, who
wilt be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications for Letters Patent.

Useful Desiqxs Provisionally Eeoistered.

3,190. Bdaoh, Adolph, of 30, Little Trinity-lane,

London, for a new form or shape of brush.

August 1.

3.192. Hall, Samuel, of WrotteBley-street, Bir

mingham, for improved blind furniture.

A u gust 6.

3.193. Ofield, Walter, of 49, Rushton.gtreet,

Hoxton, Middlesex, for the " Empress " cabi

net. August 6.

Useful Design Completely Registered.

6,193. Percival, William Henry, of 23, West,

bourne-villas, Bayswater, for a musical in-

i (the Zither Violina). August 6.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

3,120. Green, T., and F. Tattersall,

&c, both of Leeds, for improvements in seats

as applied to the outside of tramcars, omni

buses, carriages, &o. Aug. 1.

3,135. Fenton, F., of Batley, for improvements

in the production of woven and knitted

fabrics or tissues, and of yarns or thread

therefor. Aug. 2.

3,143. Woodhead, J., whitesmith, and W. Binns,

joiner, both of Bradford, for improvements

in revolving shutters, shades, and blinds.

Ang. 5.

3,151. Clark, A. M., of Chanoery-lane, for

improvements in safety window-cleaning

chairs. A communication from A. Dormitzer,

of New York. Ang. 5.

3,169. Clark, A.M., of Chanoery-lane, for improve

ments in machines for outting veneers and

boards, and for other similar purposes. A oom.

munication from H. T. Bartlett, of New York.

Aug. 6.

3,174. Haddan, H. J., Strand, for improvements

in the treatment of vitreous and glazed sur

faces for decorative purposes. A communica

tion from W. Gibson, of New York. Aug. 7.

3,177. Silber, A. M., of 49, Whitecross-street,

for improvements in gas-burners. Aug. 7.

3,181. Clark, A.M., of Chanoery-lane, for improve

ments in the treatment or preparation of

vegetable textile fibres, in the combination

therewith of silk or silk waste for the manu

facture of yams or threads and in finishing

or dyeing the same. A communication from

J. J. Imbs, of Paris. Aug. 7.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

472. Hughes, E. T., of Chancery-lane, for im

provements in blow pedals for organs. A

communication ^from the Wiloox & White

Organ Company, of West Meriden, Con.

(U.S.A). Feb. 6.

490. Sandemao, F. S., & J. MoLean, of Dundee,

for improvements in batohing, softening, or

lubricating jute and other fibrous materials.

Feb. 7.

519. Bywater, J., of the firm of Pearson &

Spnrr, of Birstal, near Leeds, machine-makers,

and 0. Bedford, of the; same place, foreman

mechanic, for improvements in looms for

weaving, and in apparatus employed therein.

Feb. 10.
524. Lomax, H., machinist, rof Darwen, and

G. F." Bradbury, mechanical engineer, of

Crompsall House, near Manchester, for im

provements in looms for weaving. Feb. 10.

533. Nash, G. H., stamper and pieroer, of

Birmingham, for 'an improved apparatus for

turning over the leaves of music, part of such

apparatus being applicable for other purposes.

Feb. 11.

588. Wakefield, J., of 47, Theodore - street,

Birmingham, and ,W. E. Fisher, of Worcester

Works, Clement-street, Birmingham, for im

provements in lamps. Feb. 14.

636. Joyce, W. C, of Euthin, North Wales,

for improved manufacture of spools, and

application thereof to sewing-maohine pur

poses. Feb. 17.

1,G48. Soper, S. H. sen., of Sutherland House,

Hayward's Heath, for improvements in

window.sash fasteners. April 26.

1,893. Bigelow, W. L., of 38, Southampton,

buildings, for improvements in sewing-

machines. A communication from J. Bigelow,

of Philadelphia (U.S.A.). May 13.

2,223. Johnson, J. H., of Lincoln's-inn-fields,

for improvements in sewing-machines. A

communication from T. W. Morrison and

E. A. Wilkinson, both of Newark. (U.S.A.)

June 4.

3,039. Piper, C. T. W., of Plymouth, for im-

provements in Venetian blinds. July 28.

3,042. Day, J., of Alma-street, Kentish Town,

for improvements in attachments or apparatus

applicable to roller.blitids, map, and other

winding-up rollers. July 28.

3,045. Lake, W. B., of Southampton Buildings,

for improvements in oil-burning stoves and

apparatus connected therewith. A communi

cation from 0. Edwards, of Northampton,

Mass. July 28.

3.058. Blamphin, J. N., of Liverpool, for im

provements in or relating to perambulators.

July 31.

3.059. Henly, |E., of Swindon, for an improved

bagatelle or game board. July 31.

3,068. Firth, A. F., and Boothman, J., both

of Clifton Mills, near Brighouse, for improve

ments in looms. July 31.

3,071. Chapman, L., of 135, Fenchurch-Btreet,

for improvements in machinery for planing

thin boards, and in apparatus for sharpening

the cutters for the same. Jnly 31.

3,077. Wilson, T., of Birmingham, for improve

ments in metallio bedsteads. Aug. 1.

3,081. Clark, W., of Chanoery-lane, for improve

ments in cases for sash pulleys, sliding door

rollers, and other similar uses. A communi

cation from W. T. Doremus, of New York.

Aug. 1.

3.088. Lake, W. E., of Sonthampton.buildiogs,

for improvements in children's carriages,

chaira, and tables. A communication from

C. F. Tenney and T. J. Hobbs, both of Bald-

winville, Mass. Aug. 2.

3.089. Ellis, S., of The Newarke, Leicester, for

improvements in machinery or arrangements

for washing, dyeing, and sizing yarn or thread

in the hank. Ang. 2.

3.090. Redfern, G. F., of South-street, Fins-

bury, for an improved ball castor. A com

munication from E. Sergent and M. Valken-

huizen, both of 10, Rue de la Fidelite, Paris.

Aug. 2.

2,294. Pringle, A., of Bessbrook, county Ar

magh, Ireland, for improvements in the mode

of and apparatus for treating of flax and

other fibrous substances. July 31.

2,309. Riohardson, C, of 75, Graoeohuroh-

street, for improvements in looms for weaving.

Aug. 2.

iUtos, Stotes, sab (jfainineats.

Don't Advertise!—The poet Cowper wrote:

" Oh ! for a lodge in some vast wilderness."

He'd better take a carpet store and not adver

tise.—American Paper.

Sydney Exhibition.—A telegram from the

Executive Commissioner at Sydney to Sir Daniel

Cooper announces that the opening of the Ex

hibition is now fixed for September 17.

The Royal School of Art Needlework

has consented to establish a branoh school in

Glasgow, which will be opened in September

next with an exhibition of ancient embroideries

and of embroideries worked in the Royal School

of Art Needlework.

Seduction of Wages.—Notices have been

posted in the Oldham mills of a reduction of 5

per cent, in the wages of the calico weavers. A

similar reduotion of the fustian weavers is ex

pected to follow. The notioes come into effect

on Aug. 22. This will be the third reduotion of

5 per cent, within two years.

Fire at a Cabinet-maker's.—On the 8th

instant a fire broke out at a cabinet-maker's

warehouse, situated at 316, Old-street, Shore-

ditch, tenanted by Mr. W. Moffatt. Captain

Shaw, in his official report, states that the back

and middle rooms of the building were burnt

out, and the rest of the house and oontents were

severely damaged by lire and water.

Elaborate Bronze Doors. — The grand

portal of Strasbourg Cathedral, according to

the Paris papers, is at last finished. The two

doors of bronze consist of 1,500 pieces, 650

ornamental-headed nails, 300 rosettes, 98 large

lozenge-shaped plates, 14 figure scenes, 14 half-

lozenges with animals, 181 lozenges with plants,

and foliage, and so forth. The subjects are all

from sacred history.

Fatal Accident to a Cabinet-maker.—On

Saturday Mr. W. Carter held an inquiry at St.

Thomas's Hospital as to the death of John Jef-

fers, 27, a cabinet-maker, of No. 7, Gaywood-

street, London-road, South Lambeth, who was

found on the night of Bank-holiday lying in an

area in the Dante-road, Newington, in a dying

state. It appeared from the evidence of Mrs.

Hall, of No. 30, Dante-road, that at midnight on

the 4th instant, as she was standing at her door,

she noticed a man coming towards her evidently

under the influenoe of drink. He passed by,

and directly after she heard a heavy fall. The

deceased was subsequently found in the area of
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the adjoining house. He was removed to St.

Thomas's Hospital, where it was found tbat his

skull was fractured. The jury returned a ver-

diot of accidental death.

Fall of a Furniture Warehouse.—On the

7th inst., the warehouse belonging to Messrs.

P. Monk & Co., furniture dealers, of Dyott-

street, Oxford-street, fell with a great crash,

and is now a heap of rains. It was filled with

furniture, all of which is of course destroyed.

It is stated that some houses Have been pulled

down recently in Church-lane, close by; and

this, with the recent heavy rain, is supposed to

have slackened the foundations of the ware-

bouse, and caused the fall. Fortunately no one

waa inside the building, and nobody has been

injured by the accident.

Failure* in Canada.—Tbenumberof failures

in Canada during the first six months of the

current year shows a marked increase on the

figures for the corresponding period last year.

The average amount of the liabilities is also

About 15 per cent, higher, as will be seen from

the following statement.

Liabilities. Average.

Failures $ $

1878 947 13.508,729 14,265

1879 1,067 17,425,953 16,332

a special meeting held immediately afterwards,

for the purpose of discussing the propriety of

adding the successful candidate at the above

election to the list of pensioners without fur

ther ballot, and to empower the committee to

carry ont the decision arrived at, Mr. D. K.

Forbes was in the ohair, and on the motion of

the chairman, seconded by Mr. B. D. Poppleton,

John Oaskin, 63, was elected to £20 a year. A

vote of thanks to the chairman closed the pro

ceedings.

Improvements in Lamp-burners . — A

olever invention has just been introduced by

Messrs. Cherry, of Porter.street, Hull, by

means of which lamps supplied with two wioks

may be regulated as to the light of their flame

by one wick-tube instead of two. The arrange

ment is contrived by means of two sets of

gripping-racks, whose teeth work one within the

other, one set being monnted with a spindle

and handle that suffices to turn both racks, thus

raising or lowering the two wioks simulta

neously at one operation, as though two sets of

racks with their spindles and bandies were

being employed. A further modification is

carried out by forming a junction between the

two wioks, so that they burn together as one.

This is brought about by the union of two easy

carves to allow of the wioks working freely.

Inorease 120 $3,917,224 $2,067

The Canadian free-trade journals are calling

attention to the additional indication furnished

by these adverse statistics that proteotion has

not brought prosperity to the Dominion.

Forthcoming Social Science Congress.—

A meeting of the Executive Committee was

held at 64. Cross-street, Manchester, on the 6th

inst., Mr. John H. Agnew, ohairtnan of the com

mittee, presiding. It was reported that the

Bishop of Manohester had consented to accept

the offioe of President of the Association at the

approaching Congress ; that the Bight Hon.

Lord Beay had aocepted the presidency of the

Economy and Trade Department, Sir Ooutts

Lindsay that of the Art Department, and Mr.

Francis Sharp Powell that of the Health De

partment ; but that no definite replies had yet

4>een received from the gentlemen who had been

invited to preside over the Jurisprudence and

Education Departments. It was further re

ported that the guarantee fund stood now at

£1,399, inoludiog £156.absolute donations.

Electricity and Silkworms.—The inventor

ot a well-known electric machine has long

laboured to convince mankind that " electricity

is life." We opine, however, that even he

would hardly ever have dreamt of the most

recent nse to whioh electricity has been put.

A learned Japanese has discovered, to bis own

satisfaction, that silkworms, whioh, as is gene

rally known, are subjeot to many mysterious

diseases, suffer from a defeot of electrical

current. We learn from Japan that one Seki-

inidzu Harnkiohi, of Fuknda Mnra, Takaza

Gori, Saigami, has invented an electric maohine

"by means of which weak silkworms, treated to

a current, are made strong and healthy. He

has already experimented with his invention in

Kurami Mura, and finding that it is just the

thing required, has now applied for permission

to vend ic publioly.

"No Undertakers There!"—An amusiDg

instance of how a man may sometimes say

more than he really means oooorred at a recent

funeral. The officiating olergyman in his

prayers, while enumerating the joys of heaven,

and the great gain which the deceased had

secured by being transferred thither, used the

following language:—"In that blissful abode,

sorrow and sighing flee away; there are no

pains there ; no diseases there ; no deaths

there ; no funerals there ; no undertaken there !"

This climax of exclusion, this sentence to an out

side place pronounced on all his class, fell on

the ears of the pious and decorous undertaker

who had oharge of the funeral ceremonies with

startling effect. It sent a cold shiver down his

spine, until he reflected that probably the good

pastor had said a little more than he was au

thorised to say.

Leather Trades' Provident Institution

—An election of pensioners took place last week

at the Bridge-house Hotel, London-bridge, for

the purpose of electing two. There were three

-candidates. The following were the two

eleoted :—Christopher Hardman, 70, elected to

International Permanent Exhibition at

the Crystal Palace.—A meeting has recently

been held in Paris for the organisation of an

International Permanent Exhibition at the

Crystal Palace, Sydenham. M. Pasctl Duprat

presided. About 400 manufacturers and trades

men attended. M. Duprat called the attention

of his audience to the utility and advantages of

suoh an exhibition. M. Thomas d'Agiont, the

promoter of the scheme, then explained the

basis upon which the exhibition was to be

founded, and proposed to create a commission

of Parisian manufacturers to manage the ex

hibition. After some discussion of details,

Messrs. Leopold Meunier, Guschard, Jules

Graux, Dtdettrez, Phesmao, and Jovay, were

eleoted members of the commission. After a

vote of thanks to M. d'Agiont, who has seoured

already a space of more than 8,000 metres in

the Palace for his projeoted exhibition, and a

vote of approbation of the scheme, the meeting

separated.

A Drawing-room inside a Tree.—There

is at present on exhibition in New York a sec

tion of an immense tree which has been brought

from California. An American contemporary

says that this wonderful specimen of nature's

handiwork was discovered in 1874. It was

growing in a grove near Tule Biver, Tulare

county, California, about 75 miles from Yisalia.

Its top had been broken off, probably at some

remote period, and when discovered it was still

240 ft. high. The body of the tree where it

waa broken was 12 ft. in diameter, and had two

limbs measuring respectively 9 ft. and 10 ft. in

diameter. The trnuk measured below 111ft.

This anoient monarch of the forest is oalled

" Old Moses," after a mountain near whioh it

stood. It is supposed to be 4,840 years old, and

it is the largeBt tree that has ever been dis-

covered. The section on exhibition is 75 ft. in

circumference, and 25 ft. across. It is capable

of holding 150 people in its interior. The in.

terior is now fitted up as a drawing-room. A

carpet has been laid down ; a piano, sofa, tables

and chairs, are all arranged in the room, while

scenes from California hang around the wooden

walls.

German Cutlery in England. — Com

menting upon the large number of German

knives and scissors imported into this country,

Mr. B. Browne, of Paradise-place, Hackney,

says that these artioles are sold to the English

publio as of home manufacture, to the great

injury of the Sheffield and London manu

facturers. During the twenty years, he con

tinues in his letter to a contemporary, that I

have been in the cutlery trade, I was never onoe

asked for an article of German manufacture.

The fact is, the publio do not want this rubbish,

and they are deoeived whenever they pnrobase

it. One firm in Sheffield has spent hundreds of

pounds in defending their corporate marks,

wbioh have been struck by these unscrupulous

mannfactcrers. The facts of this particular case

are now being considered by the London Cutlers'

Company ; and I most earnestly hope that some

steps will be taken to bring the whole matter

a view to the

respecting the rights of trade-marks. I would

insist that all artioles of a technical character,

of wbioh the publio are not judges, and oannot

be expected to be so, should bear a distinct

mark, so tbat the nationality of the article at

least shonld be beyond question. This I hold

to be the common right of all manufacturers.

A Warning to Draughtsmen.—A case of

poisoning by arsenio recently recorded presents

one or two points of warning to artists in water-

oolours and draughtsmen. A post mortem ex

amination of the body of a mechanical draughts

man, who died suddenly, revealed the presence

of arsenio in various parts of his system, though

there was not a trace of the poison in the

sssophagos and scarcely any indication of it in

the stomach. Careful inquiry elioited the faot

that the deceased had been in the habit of

pointing his penoil when more or less filled with

colour by putting it between his lips. Full

investigation showed that the sepia this

draughtsman had been using contained over 3

per cent, of arsenious acid ; sienna, and a brown

oolour, the name of which was not known, both

presented rather more of the same poison ;

while it was also present in a number of other*

—Yandyok brown, Indian red, bladder green,

Ac.—though in smaller quantities. It was

dearly from arsenical poisoning tbat the man

had died, and it was equally dear that the

poison distributed through lungs, heart, kidneys,

and brain had been imbibed in infinitesimal

quantities during a long period of time.

The Manufacture of Tobacco Pipes in

Germany. — Among the results of interest

brought out in connection with the official in

quiry into the extent of the tobacoo trade of

Germany are some figures relating to the manu

facture of tobacco pipes in that country. The

chief centre of this branch of industry is Buhla,

in Thnringia. In that town and the neigbbour-

hg villages the annual production for the past

£20 a year, with 409 votes ; and Elizabeth before the authorities with a view to

Moans, 73, eleoted to £12, with 670 votes. At enforcement or alteration of the English law

few years has averaged 540,000 genuine meer

schaum bowls or heads and 5,400,000 artificial

or imitation meerschaum bowls. The number

of polished, lacquered, and variously mounted

wooden pipe heads annually produced waa

4,800,000. Of the common porcelain bowls,

the favourite pipes of the German peasantry,

there were manufactured every year 9,600,000,

and of fine clay or lava bowls 2,700,000. Far

ther, there has been an annual average produc

tion of 15,000,000 pipe stems or tubes of various

sizes and materials, 1,600,000 dozens of mis

cellaneous adjunots, such as flexible tubes,

chains, tops, tufts, Ac, 12,000 dozens of meer

schaum pipe cases, 800,000 dozen mouthpieces

and cigar-holders of amber or horn and meers

chaum, wood, or cocoanut shell, and, finally,

15,000,000 complete pipes composed of various

materials. The value of the whole is estimated

at about £1,000,000 sterling.

What Constitutes a Working Day?—

There is apparently considerable divergence of

opinion as to what may be considered a " fair

day's work" from a legislative standpoint. It

is not generally known that the Swiss factory

law limits the maximum number of hours in

each day during whioh adults may work to

eleven, except on the eve of Sundays and other

holidays, when ten hours must not be exoeeded.

The labour associations of America, including

the cabinet-makers, are demanding that eight

hours shall be fixed under penalties as the legal

maximum. A law pasaol in France in 1818,

whioh has never been abrogated though it has

fallen into abeyance, limits the day's work there

to twelve hours. A proposed new law according

to whioh, if passed, ten hours will be the maxi

mum in France was submitted to the Chamber

of Deputies last week and referred to a commis

sion. The authors of this proposal justify the

interference of the Legislature by the example

of Switzerland, but it will be observed that they

have reduced the Swiss time by one hour.

M. Arthur Mangin disousses the proposal unfa

vourably in the Economiste Francis, on the

ground t> at suoh limitations are mischievous

and not within the province of the Legislature.

He considers, however, that ten hours' labour in

one day is all that can be reasonably expected

from any man habitually, and he does not

believe that, whatever may be the regulations

in particular industrial establishments, this limit

is exceeded in practice.

Prise Designs for Billiard Tables. —

The judges in the Orme Billiard Table Design

Competition have given their awards. The

judges were:—W. J. Muokley, Esq., of the
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School of Art, Bond-street ; E. Salomon?, Esq.,

F.R.I.B.A., architect, 8oath Kins-street; Mr.

James Lamb, cabinet-maker, John Dalton-etreet,

all in Manohester. The terms under which the

competition wag entered upon were published

by ns at the time when the project was first

launohed. The valne of the prizes awarded

amounts to £120. The successful competitors

were:—In Class 1 (£50 for the handsomest

design of a billiard table, of any style), L. A.

Shnffrey, Esq., 6, Abbey-road, London; in

Class 2 (£25 for the best design of a billiard

table suitable for a house of no special style or

character), John Ainswortb, Esq., 78, Croe-

ton's-road, Elton, near Bury, Lancashire; in

Class 3 (£15 for the best design of an inex

pensive billiard table), Amos Hall, Esq., Stanley

Chamber*, Gallowtree.gate, Leicester ; in Class

4 (£10 for the best design of a marking-board,

combining the arrangements for scoring the

games of billiards and pool), Fred. G. Knight,

Esq., 1, Frince's-street, Storey's-gate, London ;

and in Class 5 (£20 for the best sketoh of an

interior of a billiard-room), W. Henry Jewitt,

Esq., Oxford Chambers, Manohester. Messrs.

Orme & Sons, of St. Anne-street, Manohester,

with whom the competition originated, are

arranging the drawings sent in with a view to

exhibit them to the publio.

Electric Light versus Gas.—Some ex.

periments to try the relative economy and

illuminating power of gaslight and the electric

light were on Ftiday conducted in the Fioton

Beading-room, a large new round building

with dome, just completed, between the Brown

Library and Museum and the Walker Art Gal-

lery in Liverpool. The building was darkened

for the occasion, and a number of town coun

cillors, engineers, and others iuterested, in

cluding the chairman and engineer of the

Liverpool bias Company, attended the experi.

ments. Both the gas company and tbo British

Electric Light Company were afforded facilities

fur illustrating the illuminating power of their

respective agenoies. The gns oompany had

erected an extensive temporary arrangement

with the objeot of flooding the large apartment

with a brignt and steady light, and it is esti

mated that in their efforts to accomplish this

end the gas was consumed at the rate of over

2,000 cubic feet an hour, or a cost of 7s. an

bour._ The method of illuminating by the

electric light originally proposed by tbe engineer

of the British Eleotrio Light Company was by

reflection, chiefly from tbe dome, and the

arrangement adopted on Friday of placing the

light on a centre pedestal (whioh is the borough

engineer's idea) most effectually osrried out this

method. The result of the Library and Art

Committee's inspection of the rival illuminators

was that they determined on the adoption of

the electric light. The electricity was generated

from the Gramme machines, driven by the

engine whioh supplies the Stible fountain, but

whioh is not suited for the electric light pur-

poses, and is blamed for the unsteadiness still

noticeable. As the eleotrio light on Friday only

cost about one-third the price of the gas illu

mination, tbe committee probably see that the

economy will soon repay the cost of a suitable

engine.

The Associated Chambers of Commerce.

—Tbe official programme has just been issued

of ibe business to be transacted at the special

meetings of the Association of Chambers of

Commerce, to be held at Belfast on the 26th and

27th inet. The executive council, says our

contemporary, Capital and Labour, has given

notice of a resolution approving of the Partner

ship Bill, already introduced at its instance into

Parliament, "inasmuch as it consolidates the

law of private partnerships, provides for the

registration of firms, and introduces the prin

ciple of limited partnerships." An iastruotion

is sought to bring forward this measure again

next session. Bankruptcy law amendment is

to be brought forward by the Bristol Chamber,

in the form of an expression of regret for the

delay that has taken place, and urging the

appointment of a Royal Commission to inquire

and report. On the same subject the Leeds

Chamber proposes a resolution, also expressive

of regret, but urging that the short bill prepared

by tbe Association, dealing with the admitted

defects of the present law, would effect a great

improvement, and is preferable to the Govern

ment measure now withdrawn. These two

Chambers likewise propose to raise the question

of bills of sale, as being injurious to traders,

the cause of great injustice to other creditors,

and as giving unusual and dangerous powers

against third parties. The Birmingham Chamber

intends to bring forward no fewer than six

questions, one of which relates to the long-

agitated appointment of a Minister of Com

merce and Agriculture, with a seat in the

Cabinet ; another to the appointment of publio

prosecutors ; and a third to the continuance of

the Railway Commission. A looal matter ia

that of one uniform standard gauge, constructed

on scientifio principles, for use in the wire and

metal trades.

The Japanese Silk Season.—Reviewing

the Japanese silk season of 1878 9, the Japan

Mail says that, notwithstanding the good pros-

peots at the beginning and the very considerable

rise in prices in the consuming marketB at the

olose, the season has proved only a poor one for

most of the export houseB. Very lew had the

courage to keep their silk until April and May,

when tbe higher prices began to set in. Those

few who held their stocks have of course since

done well, but for the great majority, who sold

quickly, the season has been a disappointing

one, as prices in Japan were kept considerably

above the rates ruling in Europe throughout the

whole season. Amongst the important features

of the season have been the very considerable

increase in the exportation to America in oonse.

quenoe of the comparatively high rares obtain

able in the United States fur " Kakedas"

and " filature " silks, the decrease in the

exportation to London and the poor prioes

obtained there in comparison with the

prices obtained in the Continental markets

generally, and the increasing competition of

native merchants exporting both to the United

States and to Europe on their own account. In

consequence of the demand for " Kakedas " and

" filatures " a much greater quantity of these

descriptions has been exported than Japan can

produce. Other descriptions have been classi

fied as " Kakedas," and though it is true that

speoial care has been bestowed on the reeling,

the general feeling is that so-oalled Kakedas "

and " filatures "are now very uncertain articles,

ospecially as the way in whioh they are made

up prevents a thorough inspection. The total

export of silk to June 19, when the season

closed, waB 19,070 bales, against 21,975 bales

last year. Most of the arrivals of the new silk

are oleaner, finer, and of more even quality

than the silks of the past season. The opening

of the new season, however, haa not been

marked by the eagerness to obtain the first

silks which has been shown in previous years,

and notwithstanding the telegrams announcing

the upward movement in Europe there seems to

be a general want of confidence in the advanced

rates now demanded by holders. This is explain

able by the disappointments experienced in

August and September in previous years when

the real character of the European crops has

become known.

Good and Bad Workmanship. — The

Westminster Industrial Exhibition was formally

closed on Saturday afternoon, the Right Hon.

W. H. Smith, First Lord of the Admiralty,

presiding at the ceremony. The right hon.

gentleman, addressing the audience, after com

plimenting the committee on the way in whioh

they had carried their labours to a conclusion,

said their duties had not been light, because

upon the effeots of suoh work depended the

question whether this oountry was to be power

ful and prosperous, whether it was to advance

as it had hitherto done, or whether it was to

retrograde. Those of his hearers who were

workmen must nee tbe neoessity of perfection

in their work. It was absolutely neo?ssary for

every man when he set out in life to know for

certain what he wanted to do, for no success

would really follow unless he could put clearly

before himself the purpose he had in view with

a sincere and thorough resolve to attain success.

It was just so with workmen. They oould not

attain to the copying of nature by simply

throwing a little colour on a pieoe of oloth or

paper, but they must thoroughly study nature

herself for that purpose. In exhibitions of such

a character as that simple repetition of the works

shown would be a mistake ; they must advanoe

each year, so as to compare favourably

with former ones if they wished to arrive at

a proper consummation of the objects of such

exhibitions ; otherwise the public would not

support them. He wished them not to be

afraid of competition, for it was by comparing

the labourB of one man with those of another

that England had been made as powerful in the

manufacturing world and in the world of art as

she had been. They must compare their own

work with that of others, and be willing to

accept the verdiot of the publio ; or of those

who were qualified to offer an opinion as to

whether they had attained to the proper

standard of excellence. There was no economy

in bad woik at any time, and therefore they

should do their work so thoroughly and com

pletely that it would be a source of satisfaction

to themselves and others. In exhibitions of

that kind, promoted for the spread of technical

education, prizes were certainly necessary, for

many men oould not afford to give their time

and labour unless there was a prospeot of

reward. In this oountry we ought not to admit

our inability to do any work, for the conditions

under whioh we lived were most excellent for

developing all kinds of .good and oheap pro-

duotions.

The Indian Museum.—The intended break,

ing up of this museum, after having been

discussed at some length in the House of

Commons, formed last week a subjeot for con

sideration in the House of Lords, where the

Earl of Carnarvon put a question to tbe

Government with reference to the proposed

dispersion, and moved for a copy of the corre

spondence between the Secretary of State and

tbe Government of India. He dwelt upon the

importance of the museum as a record of the

munificence of men whose names were indis-

solubly connected with the h istory of India

and said it was dear to all classes of people who

took an interest in Indian subjects. He ad

mitted that, if measured by the number of

visitors, its importance would not appear so

great as it really was ; but he attributed the

small oess of the number to the charge now

made for admission. He Btated that one of the

reasons urged for its dispersion was that if a

portion were sent to the British Museum, a

portion to Kew, and a portion to other places, it

would be seen by a much larger number of

persons than it was at present. If it were

possible to preserve tbe museum intact he

should be glad. Everything that tended to give

information as to the natural products of India

and the natural history of the oountry was most

valuable, and he believed that tbe dispersion

of the collection would be viewed with regret

by tbe merchants of London and other large

towns. The ABiatio Society, also, had paebtd

resolutions in favour of its retention. Viscount

Cranbrook said that this question of th«

dispersion of the museum had been under

consideration for five or six years, and for a long

time before that a discussion had been going on

as to whether there was a possibility of forming

an Indian and Colonial Museum, but that pro

posal had entirely passed away. Some years

ago the Indian Government bought a large pieoe

of ground in Charles-street, but there were

buildings of far greater importance than the

Indian Museum waiting for want of funds, and

it would be very unjust to make India pay for

the establishment of a publio museum in this

country. It was therefore intended to send tbe

botanio collection to Kew, where it would be

very valuable, and the ethnological and histori

cal part to the British Museum, whioh would be

better than keeping up a museum at something

like £9,000 a year. The disposition of the

other departments was under the consideration

of the committee.

Mr. Bright on Pree Trade.—In reply to

a working man in Glasgow, who recently

wrote to Mr. Bright, asking his opinion as to

tbe existing widespread depression in trade, the

right hon. gentleman eays :—You say that in our

agitation, now nearly forty years ago, we urged

that a necessary consequence of Corn Law

repeal would be that " war would cease, and

that there would be no more commercial and)

agricultural depression." We never said this.

We said that free trade greatly tends to promote

peace between nations, and that commercial de

pression caused by the Corn Law on the occa

sion of every bad harvest would be prevented.

Before 18 16, and during the thirty years of Corn

Law, there were five or six Parliamentary Com

mittees on agricultural distress; during more

than thirty years of free imports of corn, until

this session, there has been no suoh committee

appointed or asked for ; and now all sensible

men know that the Commission to he appointed

is a mere delusion held out to cajole the farmers.

War has net oeased. We made the Russian

War in 1854, and since then tbe armaments

of Europe hare much more than doubled
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Free trade—imports of corn—cannot make

Englishmen or Scotchmen sensible or moral.

Bat, with regard to France, 'every man mnst

know that our relations with that country

have] been much more friendly since Mr.

Cobden's treaty came into force, and that

now we are on most friendly terms with the

nation with whom in past times we have most

frequently contended on the battle-field. As to

Germany and its tariff, its military expenditure

demands more taxes, and by offering higher

duties to her manufacturers higher taxes are

made less unwelcome to many of her people. I

am not aware of any movement towards pro

tection in Italy, or Belgium, or Franoe. In

France the cause of free trade is far more

powerful now than at any former period.

America has had her tremendous oivil war ; but

for that and her enormous debt, protection

would have been dead and buried long ago; and

nobody surely expected or said that the repeal

of our Corn Law could make or prevent a civil

war on the great question of slavery in the

United States ? Why do not you and your

friends ask why American commercial distress

has been mnoh deeper and more prolonged than

our own ? Yet Amerioa has all the good whioh

protection oan give her. We are suffering from

many bad harvests at home, from famines and

poverty in India and China, from depression in

North and South Amerioa, from like suffering

in Germany, from war in the east of Europe,

and from the extravagance and inflation of the

years preceding the present bad times. And,

after all, our people, as a whole, suffer infinitely

less than in the three years from 1839 to 1842 ;

and oar farm labourers, who were to be specially

ruined, are receiving nearly doable the wages

and of that which wages oan bny than they

received in the thies years to which I have

referred.

(Dur " Sjjori-Cnbs " Comer.

REPLY.

342. Mildew on Wall-Paper.—It is more

than probable that the fungus of whioh

" X. 0. It." oomplains has arisen from the paste

made uso of by the paper-hangers ; the growth

has, no doubt, been accelerated by the damp

wall. Cooke, in his work on the British fungi,

enumerates about forty speoies whioh grow on

paper, and, given sufficient moisture, they are

sure to grow and fructify. I presume that the

red spots are accumulations of spars or fruit.

If the wall is damp, fungi will grow, although

they may not always be visible. Their myce

lium spreads amongst the fibres of the paper,

and ultimately destroys it ; therefore cure the

dampness by nailing sheet zinc against the wall

with galvanised tacks, and paper over it. Booms

should have fires in sufficiently often to dispel

moisture, and when that is done and dampness

prevented from striking through, " N. O. B."

will see no more fungoid patches on his walls.

Cryptooamist.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY. WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office i 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHABF,

35, WHABF ROAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BBITANNIA WHABF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

*n Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

QUERIES.

319. Removing- Faint front Marble.—

Can any of your readers inform me how to

remove tbe paint from a white marble mantel

piece that has been painted black ? Fix.

350. Carpet Planning.—May I ask for

information how to cut a carpet for a room

with sides, each side varies five or six inches in

length, and perfect accuracy is required ?

E. H. P.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KELSE V * Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Factomhs.—MILTON BTBEKT, LONDON, E.C.

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D- F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAISTUFACTORY _A_ T CO^ZKZ.

WAREHOUSES

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MAKE LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

T, I IB IE IK, _A.IL, TIEIRUVCS TO SIHIIIPIPIEIRS.

M. F. G. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ./J. super, in Stock ready for Laying,

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Turpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used (or veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Backing
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ARE OUR FURNITURE EXPORTS

INCREASING OR NOT?

; ERHAP8 no more important

question than this could at the

present moment be suggested

for the consideration of the

Trade. Complaints as to the

continued decline of our general

exports are lo'jd on every handj

and they are partly at least justified by the

monthly Board of Trade Returns, which point

in a similar direction. Furniture manufac

turers can consequently hardly avoid having

their misgivings when the question suggests

itself whether their goods are able to hold

their own in foreign markets, or whether

the temporary blight of prostration has affected

their own industry in conjunction with almost

every other ? What considerably emphasises

the immediate importance of this subject is the

fact that the home trade has somewhat lan

guished of late in consequence of general stag

nation in business, due to a variety of

causes into which we need not enter here.

There is only one way of obtaining a satisfac

tory answer to the question with which we

have started, and that is by ascertaining the

actual vtdue of furniture exported during the

last twelvemonth, and then to compare the

total with similar figures for a number of

years previous ; for statistics afford, after all;

the only materials from which any safe and

definite conclusions on this or any other sub

ject can be drawn.

Before addressing ourselves, however, to the

subject of furniture exports, it will be as well

if we take a brief glance at the external trade

of this country generally. The total value of

the exports of British and Irish produce and

manufactures was, in 1878, £102,848,914, or, in

other words, a decrease of 3 per cent, as com

pared with the value of the exports in 1877.

This decline is spread over a large variety of

manufactures, affecting mainly, however, the

cotton and iron trades. Furniture, especially

such as would be shipped from English ports

to foreign markets, can hardly be ranked

among necessaries, but may rather be classed

among luxuries, and one would consequently

have hardly been surprised to find that there

had been a corresponding shrinkage in the

amount of furniture consigned to Conti

nental and Colonial markets. Such, however,

has not been the case ; on the contrary, the

past year, unpropitious as it has been to every

other shipping branch of native industry, has

proved an unprecedented^ prosperous one to

the furniture trade, so that our exports of

cabinet-ware reached, in 1878, an aggregate

value of nearly half-a-million sterling ! The

exact total was £440,409, which is an increase

of £70,000 worth as compared with the pre

ceding year. For purposes of comparison, and

to show the gradual increase which has taken

place in the foreign demand for English furni

ture it may be useful to append the totals for

a number of years. We will commence with

1849, the last year in which the value of

goods shipped was below £100,000, and

give the totals for each of the thirty years

since passed.

Value of Furniture Exported, during Thirty Tears,

1849-1878.

1849 £78,387

1850 102,284

1851 106,552

1852 132,494

1853 349,995

1854 302,080

1855 178,299

1856 208,103

1857 289,172

1858 258,022

1859 242,009

1860 221,619

1861 263,898

1862 274,904

1863 302,016

1864 255,415

1865 294,068

1866 240,196

1867 207,687

1868 205.146

1869 249,521

1870 231,026

1871 258,945

1872 314 062

1873 390,343

1874 374,799

1875 387,669

1876 404,659

1877 379,872

1878 449,499

By comparing the first and last totals given

in the foregoing table it will be seen that there

has been an increase in our furniture exports

during the last thirty years of close upon 576

per cent., while the gross exports of this country

have during the same period only increased

about 300 per cent. ; t'.e., from £63,506,025 to

£192,848,014. The knowledge of this fact

must prove eminently satisfactory to our

readers, and the English furniture trade is to

be congratulated upon having achieved thus

much in the face of hostile tariffs and other

untoward agencies which have seriously gravi

tated against its more general expansion. The

enlargement of our export sphere which the

above figures betoken is the more gratifying

when taken in conjunction with the obstacles

to which we have alluded, since it become9

thus a demonstrable fact that it is its inherent

merit— whether of graceful design, or of

sound workmanship, or of both combined—

which has created this hitherto unparalleled

demand abroad.

So much has been heard of late about

successful American competition, in the fur

niture trade amongst others, that it may be

worth while to inquire a little as to the reality

and extent thereof, so far as it bears upon

cabinet-ware. If we were to believe our

American exchanges, Brother Jonathan haa

long ago ousted John Bull; indeed, on the

average, we are once a month informed of

some grand scheme or other that is under

way or already in successful working, and

by which American furniture will be made to

replace in all parts of the world (not even

excepting our own " right little tight little

island"), that hitherto made in this country.

We must confess that we are rather sceptical

as to the reliability of much that is dished up

in American prints; the wish is so often

father to the thought with Transatlantic

journalists that the proverbial grain of salt is

almost indispensable to those who desire to

get at the truth of any particular matter.

Readers of " Martin Chuzzlewit " may re

member how the hero of that tale is induced,

when in New York, to invest in a fifty-acre

lot in the distant "City" of Eden. On

his arrival there he finds the City—

which on paper had looked so fair,

with its parks and its fountains, its banks,

factories, churches, and public buildings of all

kinds—a dreary and malarious marsh, with

a dozen log-cabins comprising the whole

settlement. It is somewhat similar with this

vaunted export trade in American furniture.

For although our competitors across the

Atlantic have the raw material growing at

their very doors, while we have to import it

at heavy rates, yet the actual fact is that their

exports of cabinet-ware last year, even though

the largest on record, fell £57,000 worth

short of what was exported during the same

period by this country ; the respective totals

being — American, £392,304 ; English,

£449,400. Against this total of the Ameri

can exports we have to place the value of

her imports of foreign furniture, which

aggregated in 1878 to £160,453, and deduct

ing this sum from the former total, there

remains a net export trade of £225,851, a

figure which, taking all collateral circum

stances into consideration, is by no means

so formidable as our friends " on the other

side " would have us believe.

As the case stands at present, therefore, the

English cabinet-trade takes precedence to that

of any other nation both in the Old and New

Worlds. This high position, be it remembered,

has been attained by the unaided efforts of its

own members. In other countries, as for ex

ample in France, the Government from a very

early period has taken this particular craft

under its protecting wing. With us the case

has been different ; the English bantling has

ever had to shift for himself, and whatever has

been accomplished is solely due to the untiring

energy and individual zeal of the followers of

Chippendale, Sheraton, and Heppelwhite.

That great things have been achieved in

the expansion of the trade is demonstrated by

the figures we have adduced, and there

is good reason to hope that this growth
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of the foreign demand for English-made'

furniture is no momentary caprice devoid ,

of solid foundation. The relative merits of j

our goods as compared with those of other

nations are no longer a matter about which

intelligent opinions can differ ; and to claim

for English cabinet-ware a pre-eminence hardly

rivalled, and not surpassed, by the competing

goods made abroad, is not by any means a

national conceit, for this dogma, if such it

can be called, has been echoed again and

again of late alike by French and German,

Italian and Spanish, English and American

critics.

Encouraging as all this is, it should prove a

stimulus to those connected with the craft, not

only to justify the golden opinions universally

won, and to maintain the reputation now

enjoyed, but also to still further expand our

trade by imparting to every article of furni

ture, even to the lowest-priced, some of the

characteristic virtues which are at present too

often confined to those of greater value. By

so doing the trade will lay the sure foundation

of a prosperous and ever-increasing home

trade, while the lion's share of the furni

ture demand in neutral markets will also,

almost as a matter of course, continue to fall

to their lot.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XVII.—New South Wales.

THE forest and timber land of this colony,

which has an area of 311,000 square

miles, and a population of 600,652, is owned

partly by Government and partly by private

persons, but principally by the former. It is

calculated that there are at least 82,700,000

acres of land on which indigenous timber trees

are now growing. The area of timbered land

is being gradually increased as the country is

opened up, but the moro useful timber trees

are fast disappearing. It is said that cedar is

rapidly diminishing in quantity, and that all

the large trees have been felled and taken

away during the last few years from the cedar

bushes, and even the smaller trees of this

species are now disappearing. It is believed

that unless something be done to stop the

prevailing waste, cedar will become very

scarce in the course of a few years. One

authority states that it is thirty years since

the last cedar was taken from the Illowarra

district, and that the day is not far distant

when the supply will cease altogether. This is

mainly due to waste. Mr. Moore, the Director

of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney,

observes, in a pamphlet on the woods of New

South Wales, that the number of trees cut for

building and fencing public works and

export purposes is small compared with those

destroyed since the introduction of the

system of choosing land by free selection, as

persons choosing land under this system almost

invariably choose the more richly wooded

places, fine timber trees being indications of

good soil. The only precaution taken to pre

vent waste is the prohibition of cutting except

by licence. It appears that the form of licence

on Crown lands was considerably altered in

1866. A distinction was made between licences

for cutting cedar, pine, and hard wood, and

licences for cutting hard wood only, and the

removal of the bark from a tree, unless pre

viously felled, was strictly prohibited. The

stipulations of the licence, however, appear (to

judge from a report of the Botanical Collector

on the timber reserves) to be pretty generally

disregarded. The Collector says that " an

immense number are destroyed annually by

the system almost invariably adopted of tak

ing one sheet of bark from a tree and leaving

the rest, whereas if the trees were felled and

all the available bark taken, nothing like the

number of trees would be killed to obtain the

quantity of bark required." The same gentle

man expresses a belief that not more than one

Eerson in six who cuts wood takes out a

cence.

Large reserves on which no timber is al

lowed to be cut have been made. These

reserves comprise a total area of 922,782

acres. Nothing has yot been done in the

shape of replanting. It is estimated that

about 10,000,000 feet of timber of all kinds

are cut every year, of which about three-

quarters are for home consumption and the

remainder for export. The only timbers ex

ported are cedar and pine, the market for

which is New Caledonia and China.

The rainfall observations tend to refute the

prevailing theory of climatic influence. Con

tinuous observations at Sydney since 1840

show an increased rainfall since the clearing

of the dense jungle along the coast and banks

of rivers, and of the immense tracts of open

forest ground in the interior.

The following are the principal timber trees

of the Colony :—Red Cedar, a very valuable

wood, used for furniture making and inside

work of every kind ; Colonial Pine, used

where above is considered too expensive ;

Colonial Deal, flooring boards ; Cugerie or Ash,

cask staves ; Blue Gum, not the blue gum of

Tasmania and Victoria, used largely for ship

building—a good timber for any purpose ;

Spotted Gum, shipbuilding and wheelwrights'

work ; Flooded Gum, shipbuilding and house

carpentry ; Iron Bark, strongest and most

durable wood in the Colony—girders, house-

beams, sleepers and shingles ; Box, house

carpentry; Bloodwood, posts and rails, very

durable ; Stringy Bark, very abundant, used

for flooring-boards, joists, rafters, &c. ; Colo

nial Mahogany, extensively used for ship

building, weather boards and wheel work ;

Black Butt, fencing and general purposes ;

Red Gum, housework and shipbuilding ; Tur

pentine, posts and rails, sleepers, unequalled

for pier, jetty and harbour work; Myall,

cabinet-work and turnery ; Blackwood, coach-

making ; Coach Wood, coach-making and

joinery; Colonial Oak, shingles.

Queensland.

The area of Queensland is computed at

669,520 square miles, and the population in

1875 was 181,288 persons. The value of the

total exports for the year 1875 was £2,349,407,

exclusive of bullion and specie. The total

value of the timber exports for ten preceding

years (1864-73) appears to have been £182,096,

ranging from £8,039 in 1864 to £27,196 in

1673. The annual exports exhibit, however,

some striking fluctuations, marking periods of

financial depression in neighbouring colonies,

which form the principal export markets. The

average annual value of the total timber ex

ports for the ten years is £18,209, and the

total value of the timber exported to Great

Britain in the decade was £2,519, of which

sum £2,220 represented the value of cedar ex

ports to Great Britain. Cedar and pine con

stitute the bulk of the total timber exports, the

hardwoods and miscellaneous woods figuring

for very small amounts in the returns. The

hardwoods which are exported to Great

Britain come as ballast and not as cargo.

Queensland abounds in trees of the hard

wood and ornamental species, which are of

great value for decorative purposes, but the

supply of timber suitable for building and

kindred purposes appears to be much less abun

dant, except in the interior, and in a few

favoured parts of the settled districts. The

Moreton Bay pine and the Kaurie pine com

mand high prices, and are in great demand in

Queensland. The Cypress pine also grows in

considerable abundance near the coast, and

yields a very sound and durable timber. The

swamp oak is the principal variety of the

Amentaceas, but does not exist in any great

quantity. The Red Cedar is one of the finest

of the Queensland timber trees, and is exported

in large quantities to other colonies. The Red

Ash grows in considerable abundance, and

many of the Eucalyptus species (in great de

mand for building purposes) are found near

the coast and in the interior. The Beech is

rarely met with, and commands a high price.

The Box is very common in Queensland, and

like the other hardwood trees attains an ex

traordinary size. Upwards of 150 varieties of

trees indigenous to this colony were described

by Mr. Hill, of the Botanical Gardens, Bris

bane, in the catalogue of Australian woods ex

hibited at South Kensington, but the greater

part yield wood of use only for veneer and

oth er purposes where closeness and beauty of

grain and hardness of texture are of more im

portance than size. There are, however, many

descriptions of timber trees abounding in the

forests and scrubs of Queensland of which

little is known, and which may at some future

time become available for building.

The land being used wholly for agricultural

or pastoral purposes, there are no forests, in

the strict sense of the word, in Queensland.

Timber may be cut on any of the public lands

on payment of a small annual license fee to

the Government. There appear, however, to-

be small reserves of timber land for purposes

of railway construction.

As the settlement of the country proceeds,

the timber disappears. The object of imme

diate importance to the settler is to clear his

land, and this he does without the smallest

regard to the nature of the timber which he

destroys. Almost the whole of the buildings

in the towns of Queensland are constructed of

wood, and it forms the principal material for

fencing. It is not at all unusual to deliberately

kill trees by ring-barking for the sake of the

herbage beneath them. Wood also forms the

sole fuel supply, and every species of tree is

cut for firing, without reference to its value

for other purposes, and at every stage of

growth. The consequences of this wasteful

use of the timber resources of the country are

already beginning to make themselves felt, and

the river valleys of the eastern seaboard, where

formerly pine and cedar grew in large quanti

ties, are now denuded of timber. It is said

that the cedar and pine cutters wasted far

more timber than they used, frequently re

moving a portion only of the butt, and leaving

the rest as worthless. Contractors for rail

roads and telegraphs, "following the usual

custom of the Colony, fell the finest and

straightest trees they can find, perhaps requir

ing only a few feet of their timber, and leaving

the rest to rot."

No steps whatever have been taken for the

replanting of cleared areas. As a proof of

the growing sense of the want in the settled

districts of that which was formerly so

wantonly destroyed, Mr. W. Hill, of the

Botanic Gardens, Brisbane, reports that he

has, at the request of landholders in the

" Downs " county, furnished them with seeds

of the blue gum and other trees, to supply a

much-needed shade for stock, and in the hope

of attracting a greater rainfall.

The woodcutters or lumberers are compelled

to pay an annual license fee, which differs in

amount according to the description of wood

cut, hardwood or pine. An officer has, it

appears, been recently appointed, whose duty

it is to report on the condition of the timber-

producing lands of part of the colony, and to

make suggestions for their conservation.

There is, m Mr. Hill's opinion, plenty of

timber to furnish an abundant supply to the

population without permanent injury to the

timber resources of the country, providing

some system of conservation and control could

be established.

The population of Queensland is so scat

tered, and engaged so exclusively in the work

of settlement, that there is litue chance of

the development of a considerable timber

trade, at any rate until Tasmania ceases to

be able to furnish the common woods in such

enormous quantities ; but much of the hard

wood which is now burnt off to clear the

land would command a market were the

means of transit more developed, and were

labour more abundant. It appears to be the

opinion of local authorities that the clearing

of forests has no effect whatever upon the

annual rainfall.

SPANISH TARIFF ON CARPETS.

THE secretary of the Manchester Chamber

x>f Commerce has received a letter from

the Foreign Office, in which attention is

drawn to the probable early increase of the

tariff rates now levied by Spain upon English

carpets. A calculation has been made show

ing the effect such a change of tariff would

have on our commerce. It must be borne in
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mind that, in consequence of the differential

tariff as against this country on account of
our having no treaty ■with Spain, we are

placed already at a disadvantage of from 10 to

18 per cent, on the various makes of carpet

ing. Now by the operation of the proposed

increase of duty it will have the following

effect on certain staple kinds, viz.:—Brussels

carpet say of 4s. Id. per yard, -which now pays

30 per cent., is to be increased to 36 per cent. ;

tapestry quality at 2s. 4d. per yard, -which

now pays 50 per cent., is to be increased to

60 per cent., and the common qualities worth

20d. per yard, which are assessed now at 63

per cent., are intended in future to pay 75 per

cent. The following is the text of the letter

referred to :—

Foreign Office, AngnBt 11, 1879.

Sir,—I am directed by the Marquis of Salis

bury to state to you, for the information of the

Manchester Chamber of Commerce, that the

Spanish Customs Board has recommended that

an increased value should be placed upon

certain articles in the Spanish tariff. I enclose

copies of a statement received from her

Majesty's Legation at Madrid, which shows the

more important augmentations proposed. I am

that the printing of the designs can be made

more artistic by this means, and that greater

freedom of treatment is possible as to colour

ing. Painted walls, however, with the designs

stencilled on and afterwards worked up by

hand, seem more in favour than paper, at the

present time, and are certainly much more

durable and cleanly, since they can be washed

without injury.

Beautiful designs have been brought out

in muralis, both for the coverings of the

wall itself and for the dados or wainscoting,

and excellent effects are produced by colour

ing the background with flat tints, and

leaving the design in relief, or the designs may

be worked up to a very high state of finish by

hand-colouring.

Somewhat the same effect may be produced

by papering the walls with a good flock paper,

and afterwards painting over the whole with

a broad flat colour. We have seen several

rooms decorated in this way, the effect of

which was admirable ; the raised design

coming out in darker tints than tho back

ground.

Another very satisfactory form of wall

. . ! decoration is the " gerso " work, a revival of
at the same time to explain that by the law of | an 0ld Italian industry. It is chiefly suitable,

July 11, 1877, it is ordered that the values and ( however, for panels of cabinets or sideboards,

classification of goods in the Spanish tariff shall for narrow borderings for dados, pilasters, or

in any place where no large space has to
be amended from time to time, and that duties

levied ad valorem shall be converted into specific

duties. Under this arrangement the Customs

Board issues valuation tables for eaoh year, and

it is understood that new classifications and

duties may be adopted on the results shown in

these tables for three successive years.

Accordingly, in the course of next year the

Spanish Government may possibly alter the

tariff of 1877 in conformity with the recom

mendations of the Customs Beard. It appears

to be not improbable that the duties now levied

on manufactures may be raised in consequence

of the steps taken for the purpose by the manu

facturing interests of Catalonia. Her Majesty's

Legation at Madrid will not fail to endeavour to

obtain information with respect to the intentions

of the Spanish Government in the matter, and

any such information will be made known to

you. I am, however, to request that you will

suggest to the Council of the Chamber that it

would be well that mercantile houses engaged

in trade with Spain should instruct their agents

to give this matter their attention, and to

inform them without delay of any announce-

cents on the subject. I am to enclose copies of

the valuation tables above referred to for the

year 1877, and it is understood that the tables

for subsequent years can be procured, when

ready, at the Ministry of Finance at Madrid.—

I am, &o., Julian PaUncefote.

Let us hope our Foreign Office will spare

no pains to induce the authorities at Madrid

to reconsider the question ; and if a promise

can be held out that our present Excise duties

on wine shall be diminished before long, or

the system according to which they are levied

modified, we may yet hope that the already

heavy duties on English carpets imported into

Spain will be no further increased.

WALL DECORATION.

EFFORTS have for some time past been

made, writes the London correspondent

of the Art Interchange, to improve the designs

of wall-papers, in accordance with the rule

that wall decoration should be in low or ter

tiary tones of colour, and that the design

should be flat, and not shaded in relief. An

experiment has lately been made of producing

wall-papers in sheets measuring about 3 ft.

by 2 ft. It is stated that this plan produces

a better effect when the whole wall is finished,

than when the paper is laid on in long sheets,

as formerly. There is certainly an amount of

variety in the tone of the different blocks of

paper, which gives rather the effect of a hand-

painted wall than the mechanical accuracy of

ordinary paper-hanging; but it would seem

doubtful whether the increased labour required

to piece the blocks carefully will not seriously

interfere with the general adoption of this

plan, even if the advantages which it is sup

posed to secure are actual ones. It is affirmed

be covered. It is a kind of paste which is

modelled on to wood panelling in relief, and

the design is then painted in any way that is

desired, and the whole finished off with a

coating of thin varnish. A very good

effect is produced by working a design in

" gerso " on stained preen wood and colouring

it in bronze gold. We have also seen some

beautiful little panels, of a dull red ground,

with a design of the leaves of the Virginia

creeper with its richest autumn colouring. If

the design and colouring be good, it is difficult

to imagine any better or more artistic mode of

decorating panels than this.

For more expensive kinds of decoration,

embossed leather is still high in favour. Many

of the old Spanish designs have been copied

and reproduced in their original colouring in

this way. There is an imitation of leather,

made of a coarse kind of papier-mach6, which

is very accurate, and cannot be distinguished

from the real embossed leather except by close

inspection. It is claimed as an advantage for

this manufacture that it has not the close,

stuffy sniell which seems to cling about the

leather panels, and which sometimes makes a

room disagreeable.

Japanese papers still continue to be used

largely for all sorts of purposes, and are very

satisfactory, both as to wear and to general

effect.

Silk damasks, and various forms of woven

tapestry, are used for wall hangings, and are

undoubtedly far the most beautiful where

expense is not an object. The Duke of West

minster has one room entirely hung with

embroidered panels of thick fawn-coloured

silk. The cost of such a wall-hanging would

should merely lie smoothly upon the surface,

giving brilliancy and effect to the natural

beauty of colour and endless variety of grain.

Not long since, Mr. Nathaniel Wheeler, of

the Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co.,

patented a wood filler, which, from the testi

mony of those who have used it, is one of

the best articles for the purpose yet produced.

According to the best authorities the old

practice of oiling the wood is altogether wrong

and should be entirely abandoned. Any one

at all skilled in the art of wood-finishing will

see, upon a moment's reflection, that a coat of

oil applied directly to the wood has the effect

of swelling the fibres, and retaining them in

that condition until the oil becomes entirely dry

or disappears. During all this time the fibres

are gradually shrinking, and consequently

moving and checking the varnish. Oil also

" burns " the wood, and in time gives it a dark,

disagreeable colour, quite obfiterating the

fighter shades and destroying the contrast

which is the most important element of its

beauty.

The use "of scraping varnish for polished

work, although long practised for the want of

something better, is not only slow and expen

sive, but otherwise objectionable.

The application of several coats of poor

resin varnish, as a foundation for durable

work, is inconsistent. A little reflection should

satisfy any one that such a filler cannot pos

sibly be as good as one composed of a hard,

tough substance, which thoroughly unites with

the fibres of the wood.

HISTORICAL TAPESTRY.

IT is pleasant just to pass in review a

few pieces of tapestry that may almost

be said to have played a part in the world's

history. There was Penelope's, that will rise

readily to the recollection—all tapestry, called

by the Greeks peripetasmata, being supposed

to have been the invention of Minerva. There

were the magnificent pieces described by

Euripides as forming a tent in the temple of

Apollo at Delphi, which represented the sun,

moon, stars, hunting scenes, and so on. There

were the especially costly pieces inherited by

the Romans, B.C. 133, from Attalus, King of

Pergamus, after the date of which lucky legacy

any splendid gift unexpectedly falling in was

called attalicua, with the current meaning to

the word also cloth of gold, brocaded, wealthy,

opulent.

There was the wonderful tapestry known as

the Bayeux, more interesting at this day pos

sibly than all, executed by Queen Matilda and

her maidens in commemoration, and as an

authentic account (of the graphic sort always

popular) by eye-witnesses, and by the needle,

of the much-esteemed Norman Conquest of

England. It is tapestry that gives especial

opportunity that may not be missed for a

detaining note. It is worked with wool on to

linen ; it must have been meant as an enrich

ing and ornamental margin or border, for it is

preclude most people from indulging in such j a mere strip, very long, very narrow, being

luxury ; but there is no doubt that, like most only 20 in. in height and as much as 2,668 in.

good things, these panels will be cheap in the [ (or 214 ft.) long ; it is worked in 72 pieces,

long-run, for they will simply last for ever,

and will always be beautiful. Pretty

hangings for the walls of a room were lately

made of Etruscan red silk, with a small

pattern in damask on it. Portions of the

design were picked out with fine Japanese

gold by hand, and the effect was excellent.

SUGGESTIONS ON FURNITURE

FINISHING.

THERE is scarcely anything more beautiful

than the variegated colours and grains of

many varieties of hard wood when de

veloped by a proper finish. This, however,

cannot be,done without filling the softer or

porous parts with a hard, transparent sub

stance, and at the same time giving a smooth

polish to the compact solid, so that when the

varnish is applied it cannot strike into the

wood and change its colour. The varnish

allowing for 71 damsels and her Majesty to

have been " commemorating " all together ;

it has on each compartment a superscription

in Latin (so that all scholars, Saxon or

Norman, could read) ; it has all of its com

partments fine-drawn together into a long

whole by some rentrayeme, or series

of rentrayeuses, who afford another

instance, that is a propos of French

fingers executing French work under

English skies. But the newer and nearer

interest in this tapestry is the fact that, in

1803, Bonaparte, wishing for another conquest

of England, bethought himself of the stimulus

to be found in it. It had previously never

left Bayeux Cathedral, where Queen Matilda

had consigned it ; and it had only been exhi

bited there, hooked all up round the nave, for

eight days at a time, once a year. Bonaparte,

however, ordered it to be carried to Paris ;

and thence to all the principal towns ; and at

all these places it was opened and hung and

visited, and no doubt made invasion stem a
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glory indeed, and conquest after invasion an

act very easy of repetition. It was a curious

piece of diplomacy, not complimentary to the

nation whom it was thought it could lead and

dazzle ; but the need for such is gone now, it

is to be hoped, for ever ; and nothing will tend

so much to keep the need away as such com

mercial facts as that English and French work

people will soon be all weaving and dyeing

together in the permanent Royal Windsor

Tapestry Factory now building, both sets

under the same roof, both sets striving at the

same skill, affected by the same chances, able

to be benefited by the same prosperity. And

that 'prosperity will come is little doubtful.

There seems no element wanting, no by-path

overlooked sure to lead to it. Especially is it

hopeful—from all views of the scheme, taking

it as art, taking it as manufacture, taking it as

new birth of a costly luxury—that the tapestry

already executed at the works is full of human

and kindly, instead of barbaric and unkindly,

interest.

Recalling the subjects of the tapestries still

in existence in England, saved from mediaeval

times, they come into the mind as "The

Functions of the Cavalry," " The Triumph of

Ceres," &c, preserved at Stow, the seat of

Earl Temple ; as " Cvclops at the Fore,"

" Neptune with Attendants," " The Cardinal

Virtues," " Sciences," " Elements," preserved

elsewhere ; recalling the supposition, too, that

the taste for large hangings of tapestry (other

than the marginal sort like the Bayeux) came

into Europe at the time of the Crusades, when

the Christian knights saw the Pagan palaces

decorated with it, and brought home the news

(and some loot !), after which the name

" Sarazins" clung to tapestry-makers in France

for centuries ; and there is a sense of vague

ness, mythology, and butchery about the work

that does more than hinder pleasure at the

sight of it, that sometimes even repels. As

certaining, on the other hand, what are the

subjects that have been completed at Windsor

up to now, they are found to be, appropriately,

eight scenes from the " Merry Wives, bring

ing the smiles that should be brought and

much contentment; nnd if the rich humour

and character to be found in such a story as

this be always commissioned by client and

executed by artist, a school of art and an in

dustry will be founded, in all respects royal

and noteworthy.

tioned circumstance has, however, unfortu-

THE FORESTS OF FINLAND.

THE produce of the forests in Finland sup

plies more than one-half of the total

export of the country, it is therefore apparent

of what infinite importance the proper hus

banding of them must be to the welfare of the

Grand Duchy. It is estimated that 64 per

cent, of the total superficial area of the

country, or, in other words, 213,722 square

kilos., are covered with timber ; unfortunately,

however, these enormous resources have much

deteriorated during the last fifty years. The

system of setting fire to the trees, in order to

clear the ground, is still practised in many

districts of the country on a large scale, and

the conflagrations thus originating sometimes

assume great proportions ; new laws and regu

lations, however, lately put in force have con

tributed in some measure to modify the evil.

Another cause of ruin to the forests is the

system of burning the pine trees to obtain tar,

and the third cause is the annual destruction

of millions of young trees hewn down for the

purpose of making palisades round the build

ings and fields.

Consul Campbell states that according to

the report of a commission lately appointed to

make an approximate calculation of the Go

vernment forests, it appears that no less than

764,000,000 cubic feet of wood are actually

absorbed in Finland annually, without taking

into account the quantity consumed in the

town, nor that exported from the country. It

must, however, be admitted that this state of

things has somewhat improved since the means

of communication have progressed, and the

value of timber advanced to a price which it

never previously commanded ; this last-men-

nately, been the means of inducing the forest

owners, tempted by the high prices, to dispose

of their property to the saw-mill proprietors,

whose interest naturally lies in taking out of

the forests as much as possible, without respect

to the age or size of the trees. This question

is at present engaging public attention as well

as that of the Government, and, doubtless, if

it is not discontinued, measures will be adopted

to put a stop to this wholesale destruction of

timber.

The researches lately instituted to ascertain

the time necessary for development of trees

in various parts of the country show the follow

ing results. In the sonth of Finland, 61° 30'

latitude, the pine forests in good soil yield

building timber in sixty years ; on middling

soil, in eighty years, and on indifferent soil in

100 years. To be suitable for sawing pur

poses, the pine tree requires to attain the age

of 100 to 140 years. In the middle districts

of Finland the growth of timber is twenty

years longer under like circumstances. Lastly,

in the northern districts, the pine trees require

from 120 to 180 years to develop themselves

so far as to be serviceable for building timber,

and 180 to 230 years before they can be used

for sawing purposes.

Notwithstanding the enormous abuse of

timber previously alluded to, Finland is a

country still rich in forests, for which she has

to thank, in the first instance, a most propitious

climate, and a sun particularly favourable to

the growth of timber ; and, in the second, to

the fact tliRt more than one-half of the surface

of the forests is the property, and under the

control, of the Crown. In fact, the Crown

forests, after deducting the territory occupied

by lakes and morasses, cover a superficial area

of 131,500 square kilometres, the greater part

of which lies in the northern districts of the

country. The administration of the forests is

entrusted to a directorate, whose seat is in

Helsingfors, and who has under its control

eleven forest chiefs, and a great number of

under officials. It is not many years since the

cutting of timber was accomplished by the

peasants, during the winter months, by means

of the hand-saw, and now we find large saw

mills, driven by both steam and water-power,

at the estuaries of all the great rivers, and at

the various waterfalls throughout the country.

At present, the saw-mill proprietors prefer

purchasing their stock from private parties

rather than from Government ; but, doubtless,

this will soon change, since the Crown has

determined to spend a large amount of money

in clearing the water-courses around their

forests, and in improving the means of transit

and floating.

ferent colours being poured into the mould

simultaneously, thus giving designs similar to

what are known as " water marks." The

peculiar effect cannot be described, but

must be seen to be appreciated. Indeed,

several designs must be seen at the same

time in order to arrive at a due estimate of

the effect. The nearest approach to a descrip

tion would be to say that the green mosaics

present the appearance of pieces of malachite,

while other colours possess all the charac

teristics of inlaid stonework. Being made of

solid glass there is no veneered surface to chip

off, neither is there that porosity which retains

odours.
For conservatories such mosaics are particu

larlyappropriate, as the various colours blending

with each other harmonise with the surround

ing foliage. For areas, again, or for lining the

walls of dark passages, they are highly useful,

as the glass reflects the light better than any

other material. The black-and-white mosaics

are suitable for the groundwork of hand-

paintings, and all are eminently appropriate

for the various decorative purposes to which

earthenware tiles are now put.

The patentee and manufacturer is Mr. Henry

Greener, of Wear Flint Glass Works, Sunder-

lane, and 10, Thaive's Inn, London.

GLASS MOSAICS.

OF few materials can it be said that they

are applicable to such a great variety of

purposes as is the earthenware tile. We have

these tiles now on our floors, our walls, and

our roofs ; whether for use or for decoration,

the tile may almost be said to be ubiquitous.

Its limitless opportunities for design also have

been the means of so increasing its popularity,

that any proposal to supersede it either in

respect of material, design, or otherwise seems

little short of sacrilege. The truth, however,

must be told ; earthen tiles are subject to

suffer very materially from sudden changes of

temperature, as the unreasonably long winter

from which wo have scarcely yet fairly re

covered, painfully exemplified ; they have a

surface, or enamel, so to speak, which becomes

liable to crack, and subsequently to peel off ;

odoriferous exhalations also exude from tiles

after any lengthened experience in a butcher's

shop, or on slaughter-house walls. There are

other weaknesses of the genus tile, into which it

is not necessary here to enter, since we wish to

call attention to a new material to be used for

the same purposes to which the earthenware

tile is at present applied. This material is a

specially prepared glass, run solid into moulds of

the required shapes, and is so varied in design

that no two mosaics are alike, excepting of

course those of one even flat tint. The designs

are produced by molten glass of several dif-

COLOUR-BLINDNESS.

THE subject of colour-blindness is one with

which the public mind has of late years

become familiarised, both as an occasional

fact and as a useful element in fiction ; but

until quite lately there has been little positive

knowledge with regard to it. There are pro

bably few people who cannot mention among

their acquaintances, or among the acquain

tances of their intimates, so that the instances

are well known to them, one or more indi

viduals who are unable to distinguish between

red and green, and it has long been recognised

that the universal employment of these two

colours in railway and naval signalling has

conferred great additional importance upon

the incapacity in question. A few ob

servers, says the Times, mostly surgeons

employed by railway and shipping com

panies, have attempted to obtain trust

worthy statistics of the proportion in which

colour-blindness prevails in various coun

tries ; but until recently their conclusions

upon this part of the subject have presented

irreconcilable differences, and have been mani

festly vitiated by two chief sources of error.

In some cases the observers have failed to

discover colour-blindness when it existed, the

persons who were examined having distin

guished the coloured objects shown to them

by some other difference in their appearance,

as by a difference in the degree of their

luminosity ; while much more frequently

the opposite error has been committed, and a

want of acquaintance with the names of

colours has been mistaken for an incapacity

to see the differences between them. The

subject has for some years much engaged

the attention of scientific ophthalmic sur

geons and has produced a copious literature ;

but it has been reserved for Dr. Holmgren,

Professor of Physiology in the University of

Upsala, to place it upon a clear and practical

basis, to arrive at sound conclusions with

regard to the frequency of colour-blindness,

and to devise the means by which it can be

discovered with certainty. A recent work of

Dr. Joy Jeffries, without being a translation of

that of Holmgren, is confessedly founded upon

it. The author is himself an eminent ophthal

mic surgeon, and has contributed important

original investigations to the general stock of

knowledge upon the subject, so that what he

has now written may be said to possess the

sanction of a double authority—that of Pro

fessor Holmgren in addition to his own.

It is well known that impairment or loss of

the sense of colour is occasionally produced by

certain diseases of the eye or of the optic

nerve, and that such conditions may be either

permanent or temporary ; but in either case

they do not fall within the scope of the treatise

before us, which deals only with the naturn
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or inborn forma of colour-blindness, and with

these, inasmuch as they are absolutely incur

able, only in so far as concerns the dangers and

inconveniences which they may occasion, and
the manner in ■which they may be discovered.

The nervous apparatus which is subservient

to vision consists of a delicate expansion, the

retina, which lines the posterior half of the

interior of the eyeball ; of a bundle of fibres,

constituting the optic nerve, by which im

pressions are conveyed from the retina to the

brain ; and of certain ganglia, or centres of

nervous activity, within the brain itself, by

which the impressions so conveyed are received

and are rendered subjects of consciousness.

The retina consists of an assemblage of minute

organs, called rods and cones, which may be

looked upon as the terminations of the con

ducting fibres. The light by which these

fibres are called into activity is well known to

be composed of at least three primary colours,

csncerning which physicists are not in entire

agreement, but which may be called red,

green, and violet ; and it seems to be certain

that tie sensation of red is produced by vibra

tions of a greater wave-length than those

which produce the sensation of green, and

that the sensation of green is produced by

vibrations of a greater wave-length than those

which produce the sensation of violet. It is

further assumed that, in normal eyes, there are

such differencesbetween the rods and cones that

although all of them are susceptible of stimu

lation by light of any colour, yet that some are

more strongly stimulated by the long waves,

others by the short ones, others by those of :

medium length—or, in other words, that there :

are some of the elements of the retina which 1

are exceedingly sensitive to red, others which

are exceedingly sensitive to green, and others

which are exceedingly sensitive to violet. It

is quite impossible to determine with certainty

in what part of the whole nerve apparatus of

vision this difference of susceptibility may be

seated, and it can hardly he said to be proved

that it exists ; but the doctrine is a convenient

hypothesis, which agrees, as far as is at present

known, with [all the phenomena, and which

affords a ready means of arranging and of

studying them. It is commonly known as the

Young-Helmholtz hypothesis, from the com- 1

bined names of the great English discoverer

of the undulatory nature of light and of the

German physicist who has of late years worked

so diligently in the investigation of its proper

ties. If we accept this hypothesis provision

ally, we shall find that all the facts about

congenital colour-blindness will admit of being

arranged in the following manner:—

There are certain persons whose eyes are so

constituted that they have no sensitiveness to

the differences in the wave-lengths of different

kinds of light, but are equally stimulated by

all alike. Such persons are totally colour

blind, and they see nothing but form and light

and shade. There are certain persons whose

eyes do not respond to the stimulus of light

waves of the greatest wave-length, but do re

spond to those of medium or short wave

length. Such persons are blind to red. There

are others, again, whose eyes do not respond

to the vibrations of the middle wave-length ;

and such persons are blind to green. There

are others whose eyes do not respond to the

vibrations of the shortest wave-lengths, and

they are blind to violet. Finally, any of the

foregoing four conditions may be either total

or partial—that is to say, the blindness for

colour generally, for red, for green, or for

violet, may be either complete or incomplete.

The various conditions of vision hence arising

have led the subjects of them into many

often of a character highly ludicrous to other

people ; and we may quote a few instances of

these mistakes from among those which Dr.

Joy Jeffries has collected :—

Dal ton said the colour of a florid complexion

seemed dull, opsqne, blackish bine upon a

white ground. Dilated black ink on white

paper gave him a oolonr much resembling a

florid complexion. It had no resemblance to

blood, which appeared not unlike the oolonr

called bottle-green. Grass appeared a very

little different from red. The face of a lanre

leaf was a good match to a stick of red sealing'

wax, and the back of the leaf answered to the '

lighter red of wafers. Green woollen oloth,

snob as is used to oover tables, appeared a dnll

brownish red colour—a mixture of two parts

mod and one red wonld come near it ; it resem

bled a red soil just turned up by the plough. A

light drab woollen cloth seemed to resemble a

light green.

A very amusing account was given by

Babbage of the incidents attending the pre

sentation of Dalton at Court :—

Firstly, he was a Quaker, and wonld not

wear the sword, which is an indispensable

appendage of ordinary Conrt-dress. Secondly,

the robe of a Doctor of Civil Laws was known

to be objeotionable on account of its colour—

scarlet—-one forbidden to Quakers. Luckily, it

was recollected that Dalton was colour-blind,

and that as oherries and the leaves of a cherry-

tree were to him of the same colour, the soarlet

gown would present to him no extraordinary

appearance. So perfeot, indeed, wae the colour

blindness that this most modest and simple of

men, after having received the doctor's gown at

Oxford, aotnally wore it for several days in

happy unconsciousness of the effect he produced

in the street.

Dr. Nicholl says of a boy 11 years old:—

I placed a scarlet paper on the grass, and

afterwards a green baize. He said that the

grass and the baize were of the same oolonr as

the paper, bnt that they were a shade lighter.

I made him put on a pair of green speotaoles,

which he oalled rrd glasses. He said that

everybody and everything in the room had a

reddish cast when seen through them ; the

border of the room had a blue leaf with a green

edge ; this he oalled a blae leaf with a red

border. A woman passed by with a basket on

her arm. He told his mother that the woman

had fowls in it, for that he saw the red

feathers banging ont. These proved to be green

leaves with which she had covered her butter.

He told me, " What you call pnrple and pink

and blue are so like each other that I cannot

well know one from the other." He also oalled

the gray eyes of his sister a bluish red. A

blood relative of this lad was in the Navy, and

purchased a blue uniform ooat and waistcoat,

with red breeohes to match the blue. I showed

him a D'Oyley which, was red, having a leaf of

the same colour traced out on it, and I aBked

him the colour of it. He, having been so often

mistaken and laughed at, said, with an air of

triumph, "Why, the groundwork is red, bat the

leaf is, of coarse, green."

Among other examples of the same kind,

we come upon a British admiral who painted

a red tree in a landscape, and chose for himself

a pair of green trousers, which he thought

were brown ; upon an architect's pupil, who

copied a brown house in bluish green, with the

sky rose-colour and the roses blue ; upon a

colour-blind family of Quakers, one of whom

bought a green coat for himself and a scarlet

merino dress for his wife ; upon a little boy,

who did not at first observe the crimson blos

soms of a pyrus japonica in full bloom, but

who said, after they had been pointed out to

him, " Oh, yes 1 I see the flowers now ; but

they are not so bright as the leaves " ; and upon

a post-office clerk in Prussia, who was perpe

tually wrong in his accounts with regard to

the sale of stamps. Sometimes he had too

much money for the stamps sold, sometimes

too little, but seldom or never the right

amount. At length it was discovered that he

was colour-blind, and that he could not dis

tinguish red stamps from green ones. Similar

instances, some ludicrous, some almost tragic,

might be multiplied indefinitely.

(To be continued.)

A WORD IN FAVOUR OF BLUE

CHINA.

THE two simple words " blue china " have

become—it is difficult to say why—a

kind of railing accusation. They are hurled

at the heads of poets and painters and people

at large, much as charges of having robbed a

church or murdered a sainted grandmother

are tossed about in American political journals.

The original sin of the porcelain in question

seems to be its blueness. Yet an amateur

who is fond of Dresden, or who collects Anato

lian ware, or Rhodian tiles, or Persian lamps

nay, even people who have no ceramic tastes

of any description, often fall under the stern

reprimand of the newspaper preacher, just as

if their abodes were full of old Nankin and

the hawthorn pattern. The accusation of

dealing in blue china is the modem counter

part of the charge of witchcraft, or of the

vague Roman offence of insulting the Emperor.

There is no way of disproving it, and, indeed,

the mere charge is supposed to carry its own

evidence with it.

How heinous is the offence of being " mixed

up," as people charitably say, with blue china

may be gathered from the practice of the

novelists. The old romancers used to have a

good stock of villains always on hand, tasteful

and varied patterns, which had long been ap-

?roved of by discriminating public taste,

'here was the wicked earlr whose wickedness

ran in certain well-known channels, and who

generally died of passion and suppressed gout.

There was the bad baronet. He persecuted

rustic beauty, prosecuted interesting poachers,

and often perished in consequence of a fall

from his horse during a thunderstorm. We

have also known him expire, blaspheming,

when his yacht was struck by lightning ;

and in one noted case his skeleton was

found in the hollow of an old oak tree.

AH these mischievous persons have re

signed in favour of the newest villain out,

the villain who is contaminated by a taste for

blue china. We have not ascertained that

this malevolent but craven wretch has ever

been permitted by the novelist to do any real

mischief. It is his intentions (which, like

Wilkins Micawber, jun., he never carries out

in any one direction) that are so baneful.

There is a lurking devil in his china closet that

would have frightened good Charles Lamb.

" I have an almost feminine partiality for old

china. When I go to see any great house I

inquire for the china closet," says that essayist.

In his time the profligate and abominable

character of the taste had not been discovered,

and he made remarks which we dare not quote

for fear of raising the blush on the cheek of

modest journalists. Lamb will be allowed by

the virtuous the same off-chance as some

theologians give the old heathen philosophers.

Charles Lamb sinned in loving blue china,

but not against knowledge. He had not " sat

under " the ethical critics of the fine arts. He

was wont to " point out to his cousin certain

speciosa miraaua upon a set of extraordinary

old blue china, a recent purchase ; " but if he

lived now he would know better. He would

use tea-cups adorned with the semblance of

pink ribbon. It has been remarked, more

over, by a kindly critic, that if Lamb did like

porcelain, he partly redeemed his character

for manliness by his taste for Irish stew (or

was it cow-heel ?) and gin and water. He was

not altogether bad. But the curious spectacle

of the taste of the last becoming the unpardon

able sin of the present generation has led us

away from the new villain of romance—the

blue china villain.

There must be some obscure, though valid,

reason, for the earnestness with which the

moralist now condemns certain forms of cera

mic profligacy. One can imagine the explana

tion of the superficial critic. He would say

that delicacy of satire is not the strong point

of the English feuiUetonistes. He would point

out that the same scribblers are very gregari

ous animals, and that, if any one gives them a

lead in any direction, they are apt to rush

down that steep place with unnecessary

clamour. Thus it only needs a clever writer

to make a very obvious point in an amusing

way, and lightly to chastise the affectation of

persons who pretend to live for the beautiful,

and who can only find the beautiful in bric-a-

brac. The success of a satire of that sort is a

sufficient motive. At once the hack writers

adopt the thing, and give it—as, to do them

justice, they always do—a deeply moral mean

ing. They break the butterfly with iron poles,

on tremendous wheels, on scaffolds as high as

that which pleased Haman well. Another

instance of the same practice was afforded in
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the last generation, or the generation before,

by the hacks who were always talking about

the " silver-fork school." To these persons,

with their birth, breeding, and taste, silver

forks seemed an outrage. Like many English

men, they used the cold steel when they eat

pea-, in the way still affected by the vigorous

and unspoiled Teutonic race. The cry of

" silver-fork school " was exactly analogous to

the shriek of " blue china " which is raised,

in season and out of season, by satirists who

make up by their virulence for their want of

originality.

This would be the explanation of the super

ficial observer. He would also hint that dull

Eeople are apt to envy and detest those who

ave tastes that they themselves do not pos

sess. Suppose a writer on art to know nothing

about it—not a very difficult thing to suppose.

Let him rather detest all forms of plastic

representations than otherwise; but let him,

if he must have a preference, prefer pictures

of evangelical young ladies clinging to stone

crosses in the midst of howling seas. He may

also like canvases which recall to him Bible

stories and the three or four historical anec

dotes of which he has a muddy and confused

recollection. If a critic of this sort finds

people admiring works which have nothing but

colour, sentiment, drawing, and composition to

recommend them, what will he do r He will

write an article en colere, as the Paris news

boys used to say when they advertised a par

ticularly ferocious essay in Le T'ere Duchene.

He will protest that every one who likes what

he does not like is " an oaf and an affected

puppy." He will remember that he does not

like blue china either, and he will lump all his

aversions under that useful head. He will

bethink him—and this is the moment when

the angry critic is oddest and most amusing—

that he is very righteous, and that all persons

who like what he dislikes must be very

wicked. He will draw the conclusion that

some unlucky picture, by some unfortunate

painter, is sapping the moral strength of the

nation ; and then he will rant in the most

absurd way, and think he has done his duty as

an esthetic critic.—Saturday Review.

ART METAL-WORK.

THE rapid strides that have been made of

late years in all branches of artistic orna

mentation, commencing with architecture and

passing through the various phases of furni

ture, with its concomitant decoration of walls,

ceilings, and floors, have at length overtaken

the precious metals themselves, and have given

fair warning to the gimcracks and gingerbread

designs of the past—and, alas ! of the present

—that their days are numbered. There is

much that is anomalous in possessing a resi

dence, artistically furnished, and surrounded

with objects of artistic elegance, while the

most valuable articles of gold and silver remain

of incongruous design, representing nothing of

a more artistic nature than the evanescent

architecture of the pastry-cook or the toyshop.

These days, however, have passed, never to

return, and Messrs. Hukin & Heath, whose

names are a sufficient guarantee for both

stability and enterprise, are foremost in the

race for the kind of excellence to which we

have alluded. To say that this firm lead the

whole trade of silversmiths would be slightly

in advance of the truth, but it is only one or

two of the very oldest houses who excel them,

and these will not view the recent strides of

the firm in question with complete indiffer

ence. They opened their new premises, No.

19, Charterhouse-street, on Saturday last, and

the collection of metal-work there brought to

gether was of the very highest order of merit,

eliciting the admiration of a company of some

three or four hundred visitors who had been

invited to the private view on that day.

In order that the firm may be recognised by

the trade as reliable in point of design in every

article of manufacture, whether for use or

ornament, and to render themselves secure

against the insidious inroads of wedding-cake

art, they have wisely secured the services of

one of the past masters of decoration, Dr.

Christopher Dresser,—having said which,]

nothing more is needed to satisfy criticism.

It is well known that Dr. Dresser has con

stantly laboured for many years to teach what

is an easy lesson to any but the proverbially

conservative Briton, that in order to be inex

pensive—not cheap, that is, gimcrack—an

article need not be ugly, ponderous, or offend

in some form or other against the sensi

bilities of good taste. It seems strange that

such a lesson should require to be taught^ and

yet stranger that, being necessary, it is so

difficult to learn. However, some of the seed

seems to have fallen on productive soil, for we

had ample evidence in the Exhibition of its

resultant fruit. The great charm about all Dr.

Dresser's designs is, that they start from a new

departure, so to speak ; nothing is taken for

granted ; he appears to have paraphrased the

old saying of " Whatever is, is right," into

the antithetical " Whatever was, is wrong "—

a sentiment to the belief of which we are be

coming rapidly converted. It is both impos

sible and unnecessary to indicate here even the

chief of the many peculiar and hitherto un

known shapes adopted for articles of daily

use which we inspected last week ; it is suffi

cient to mention a few that struck us as

noticeable, without prejudice to others.

One was a cruet-stand, the shape of the cruets

being such as to take the form of a peacock's

tail when in repose, but having an axis which

is at an angle of forty-five degrees with the

horizon ; the silver mounting being of an

appropriate and severe design. In another

cruet-stand, the plan of which was an inter

section of two equilateral triangles, advantage

was taken of these angles being 120 degrees

to insert a cruet, hexagonal on plan, that

should fit a rhomboidal opening. A teapot of

remarkable shape was very noticeable, the

spout being supported by one of the legs. An

elegant claret jug, though absurdly simple in

its design, attracted universal attention ; the

body was of the shape of an egg, pointed

beneath, while the silver handle, legs, and lid

were the extreme of severity.

The whole collection would bear the closest

criticism, and awakened suggestions in the

mind, of designs hitherto unheard of, and cer

tainly never before executed. Many of these

articles are designed with an express view of

bringing really good and artistic metal-work

within the reach of those who cannot afford

to invest in expensive ond intricate work ;

they are most of them, therefore, of a severe

design, their beauty consisting rather in their

outline than in the amount of labour bestowed

on their manufacture.

In addition to these articles of modern

design by Dr. Dresser, Messrs. Hukin &

Heath have a large and valuable collection of

real Persian and Cashmere works of art, either

oxidised or covered with gold or silver. These

are being designed and manufactured in Persia

and Cashmere by native workmen, who are

expressly and exclusively employed by the

firm ; they are, therefore, as much their ser

vants as are their English employe's. It is found

that labour being inexpensive in the East,

works of art may be procured thence, pro

vided constant employment be given to the

native artisan, at even less cost than that at

which the reproduction cm be effected by the

electrotype process in England. If, however,

copies are required of any works of special

merit, the electrotype process is brought

into requisition, and exact copies are the

result. As a matter of fact, there is an old-

standing prejudice in all Eastern countries

against making copies, whether of metal-

work, carpets, shawls, or anything else, and,

indeed, it is by the electrotype process alone

that fac-similes can possibly be produced.

We also saw a unique collection of both

real Japanese metal-work, and of its imitation

manufactured by the firm in this country.

The collection of the new Linthorpe pottery

is also worthy of notice. Messrs. Hukin &

Heath have purchased a large quantity of this

pottery which excited so much admiration at

the opening of Messrs. Dresser & Holme's

Japanese warehouse a few weeks ago, and

they have considerably enhanced the original

beauty by mounting them appropriately in

silver ; besides these, there were samples o

Doulton ware and Oriental and other pottery

similarly mounted. It is not necessary to

refer particularly to the ordinary commercial

goods that the firm manufacture in common,

with other houses in the trade, further than to

say that when a firm introduces an art element

into its manufacture generally, that influence is

felt by the most modest article made ; the

saltspoon becoming naturally* a leaf with

its stalk, and the sugar-tongs a Venus' fly-trap.

As Messrs. Hukin & Heath supply the whole

of the trade with the articles to which we

have here alluded, they will probably before

long be obtainable everywhere.

BRONZES AND OTHER PRODUCTS

OF PRIMITIVE MAN.*

THE number of books and memoirs relative

to the ancient ages, and particularly to

the bronze age, is considerable. There are

many public and private libraries throughout

Europe, so that it is next to impossible for one

man to visit them without devoting much time

and money thereto. The need of statistics, as

full as possible, to give all the learning available

to aid in future discoveries, was consequently

felt. The demand was met by M. E. Chantre's

admirable work, entitled " The Bronze Age."

In one of the three volumes of which it is

composed, there are only tables in which are

classed in methodic order all the objects of

the bronze age found in France and Switzer

land with indications of their origin and where

they can be seen to-day ; there are at present

almost 33,000 specimens. The other volumes

contain much information on the other parts of

Europe from which objects of bronze were

gathered. If a work similar to that of M.

Chantre were devoted to each of them, it

might be easily believed that the conclusions

of this savant would be confirmed, as they are

founded on a thorough knowledge of all

European collections, although his original

intention was to have merely given statistics.

As no work of this kind has yet been published

on the pre-historic ages, it is to be expected

that this one will form an epoch in the science

and will be a starting point for new discoveries

to begin.

We will now speak of the places where

products of bronze industry were found. The

first steps of science were difficult and uncer

tain, because discoveries were made by mere

chance, and by inexperienced men, who very

often sold their antiquities by the weight, and

sometimes destroyed them even. Thus in 1859,

on a farm of M. de Gourgue, near Bordeaux,

" the husbandmen on returning from the fields

told their master that during the day they had

found a corpse ; that they tried to smash its

head with their sabots, but it was so big and

hard that they could succeed only with their

spades." They brought back with them, how

ever, a hatchet, a sword, golden threads and

fragments of pottery. The following occurred

in 1865 at the celebrated pre-historic foundry

of Larnaud (Jura) :—" Brenot fils,while digging

potatoes, discovered a piece of green metal

which excited his curiosity and that of his

friends. They set to work and fuund a quantity of

objects of the same metal within a plot one metre

square. The next day Brenot pere took a

specimen to Louis le Saulnier, a brazier, who

told him that the bronze was worth 40 cents

a kilogramme. On this man's suggestion

Brenot offered bis treasure-trove to an ama

teur of antiquities, M. Z. Robert, who did not

hesitate to take them. There were about

1,800 pieces, weighing 66J kilogrammes." All

this bronze came near being thrown into the

crucible of the founder. It is now in the

museum St. Germain, and is one of the most

interesting collections. One more incident

may be given. The ancient foundry of Ver-

naison (Rhone) was found in 1850 on the pro

perty of M. D . The total weight of the

bronze was 16 kilogrammes, but the director

of the Lyons Museum at that time retained

only a small portion. " We have selected,"

* From the French of Etnile Bnrnouf. tranil&^ed by
Christopher Falloo, M.A.,ior Van Nottrani' s Magazine.
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said he, " the complete or mutilated objects

most worthy to adorn the museum ; the rest

was returned to M. D , who proposes to

have cast a commemorative urn, with an

inscription recalling the event of the dis

covery." Notwithstanding the dangers by

which the prehistoric science was surrounded,

the bronzes in France and Savoy are already

so numerous and so well characterised, that

M. E. Chantre has been able to class them

into categories, which we divide into two

groups—the visible strata and the hidden

strata. The first comprises grottoes, dolmens

and palafittes or lacustrial habitations ; the

second, treasures, foundries, isolated stations

and tombs in open fields.

It is well known that caves formedthe first

habitations of man, not only during the stone,

but also the bronze age. Throughout Europe

inhabited caves are found. The most inte

resting perhaps are those of Central France

and on the banks of the Meuse. The

latter have the advantage of being in three

planes, representing three successive risings of

the river which irrigated its banks. They

present supposed layers of human remains of

three consecutive epochs ; that of metal, of

polished stone, and of rough stone. The latter,

which is beneath the other two, is no longer

found on a level with the other two layers

which were then beneath the water, for the

Meuse at Dinant was not less than three

leagues wide. Among the human remains

there are bones of mammoths, hyenas, rein

deer, animals which were then in France and

Belgium. The inhabitants of the caves made

earthen vases, but knew not the art of baking

them, although they had fires. M. Dupont

(L'homme pendant l'age de la pierre), from

whom the following is obtained, estimates that

during the period of the mammoths, the width

of the Meuse at Dinant decreased from 12

kilometres to 400 metres, which is the distance

of the caves in the centre. To-day it is but

30 metres. The middle layers just beneath

those of the mammoth, correspond to the

period of the reindeer, the grottoes, which are

termed pits of the Mitons, of Chaleaux, of

Frontal, are striking examples. The remains

of human industry are buried beneath a bed

of yellow clay which covers them. In these

no bones of mammoths or hyenas are found,

but only those of some species now living ;

the wolf, fox, deer, wild goat, and reindeer.

There are not yet any polished stones;

there is no trace of metals ; the potteries are

made by hand, but are not baked; small

stones, pieces of bone, teeth of animals, or

fossil shells with holes, composed the orna.

ments of those people. The third layer, cor

responding to the inferior caverns on the

borders of the Meuse, is that of polished stone ;

it is the epoch of dolmens and lacustrial cities

of Switzerland, Savoy, and Italy. Yellow

clay disappears, the reindeer, elk, wild bull, and

castor have all disappeared. The hatchets are

made of polished stones with holes for inserting

handles; the potteries are now baked. This

epoch has left behind but little remains in

caverns, but much is found in the earth of the

fields. It is here that bronze makes its first

appearance, and though scarce in Belgium, is

found in great quantities in- Central countries.

The caves of the bronze age in France and

Savoy are of two kinds, those used as dwellings

and those, whether natural or artificial, for

sepulchral purposes. As on the Meuse, the in-

habitated pits of the middle states are found

along rivers, and belong generally to the period

of transition from polished stone to bronze.

They are scarce, and among the most impor

tant are those of Saint Saturnin, a large neoli

thic station above Chambery, those of Savigny

near Albano, of la Salette, and of Louvaresse

(Iseria). The people of the neolithic period

who witnessed the arrival of bronze inhabited

the plains, and often the borders of rivers. The

banks of the Saone furnish us with many

stations, of which the successive epochs appear

in superposed layers ; it is especially at the

confluence of streams and about fords that

they may be perceived.

Where the waters were tranquil, and pro

duced but few changes, that is to say, near the

i of that period no longer used

caves. They deserted terra firma and built

houses above water, resting on piles. None

are seen on the steep banks of Takes as the

water is there too deep, but they are found on

shallow banks of sand or earth where the

water is not profound, as in fords of rivers.

What could have induced those men to isolate

themselves in the middle of these lakes f We

have not yet learned, but it is to be hoped that

new observations will solve the problem.

However it may be, we perceive that this cus

tom lasted a long while, as the palafittes of

the Alps comprise not only the epoch of

bronze, but those which had preceded it, and

those also which mark the arrival of iron.

There are palafittes of the stone age at the

lake of Zurich, of the bronze age at Limau, of

the iron age at Neufchatel, and each of these

periods is well characterised. There are cer

tain lacustrial habitations belonging to the two

periods or transition which mark the beginning

and end of the bronze age, so that it is at least

certain that the custom of living over water

continued without interruption for a long

time.

As there were found habitations built on

piles in the north and centre of Italy, it would

be interesting to explore the lakes of Central

Europe, of Greece, and Asia Minor, and de

termine how far the custom extended.

The men of the stone age consecrated

natural grottoes for burial purposes, while

they also made use of caves as dwellings.

Thus on the Meuse, the small cave of Frontal

was used as a cemetery for the men who

dwelt in the cave of the Noutons. This mode

of living was still existing at the appearance

of bronze. This is proved by the " Grotte des

Morts," near Sauve (Gard). Since 1795

d'Hombre Firmas had called the attention of

geologists to this cave, but it was examined

only in 1869. M. Tessier died during the

first clearing out, which was afterwards

accomplished in the name of the Scientific

Society of Alais by Messrs. Cazalis de Fon-

douce and Oilier de Marichard. The cave is a

sort of vertical well dug out by nature in a

crevice of inferior lias. From this there

have been dug a large number of bones of

men, foxes, wolves, wild boars, horses, sheep,

a complete funeral accoutrement, composed of

arms and tools of silex, bom, or deer's horn ; a

quantity of jet jewellery or of black or green

marble, spath and alabaster, an awl of bronze

and many iron pearls, many of which were

left behind with the rubbish. We will also

mention among the natural caves of the first

bronze period those of Labry and Baniere

(Gard), which have brought to light objects

similar to those already found, besides a poig-

nard, ear-rings, and bracelets of bronze, and

the caves of Gonfaron and Chateau double

(Var). That of St. Jean d'Alcas (AveyTon),

discovered in 1838, was searched in 1865 by

M. Gazalio. It is partly artificial. At the

entrance there had been placed two large

arched stones, supporting the roof and form

ing a triangular entrance. One unfortunately

has been taken away by the owner of the

cave, and used as a doorstep to his kiln.

Among the numerous objects thrown out with

the dirt by the same person there have been

flicked, mingled with bones and silex, two

latchets of polished stone, pearls, a spiral and

bronze rinjjf.

The artificial sepulchral grottoes have re

ceived the name of covered alleys (alees

couvertes). They are especially found in

Provence, dug out of the small calcareous

masonry works which appear as islets in the

fertile plains of Aries. They consist of an

oval gallery open above ; the walls are in

clined towards each other ; the top being

covered with large flat stones which must, in

the first place, have been covered with earth.

One of them, the Grotto of Cordes, which is

also called the grotto of fairies, was in turn

supposed to be a Gallo-Roman cave, a Saracen

prison, a Druidic monument, and, lastly, a

sepulchral grotto of Asiatic or Phoenician

origin. " You first of all descend " says Mr.

Cazalis, " on large rough stairs into a fore

court, uncovered at present, which is in the

shape of a sword ; from thence you proceed,

through a gallery six metres long, into the

cave proper. At the mouth it is 3-80 metres

wide but narrow in the rear ; the walls are

sloping. This trench, which is twenty-four

metres long, is covered by inclined stones, and

the whole covered by a tumulus which is

much worn. The total length is not less than

54 metres." Unfortunately, the funeral out

fits of this cave were scattered, so that the

epoch cannot be determined, except by its re

semblance to the Grotto of Castelet in the

neighbourhood. The latter contained about

sixty centimetres of earth and gravel, brought,

to all appearances, from Gardon. On this lay

the bones of about ten men, together with

instruments of silex and bronze, and a saucer

of pottery made by hand. For a long time

Dolmens were looked upon as Druidic altars,

a vague term which with the words " Celtic "

and " Gallo Koman " is indiscriminately used.

Since they have been found, not only in

Western Europe, but throughout the whole

Continent, Africa, and Asia, new theories have

been current. Some scientists have looked

upon them as spontaneous transformations

from caves ; others thought they recognised,

from their distribution over the old Continent,

the migrations of a wandering tribe, which,

driven from Central Asia, would have followed

the Baltic, stopping in Scandinavia, and which

would then, driven from the Northern coun

tries, England and Ireland, arrive in Gaul,

j then proceed to Portugal, and finally to

j Africa. We do not suppose that dolmens

have as yet been the subject of sufficient

observation in Africa and throughout Asia,

nor even in the different parts of Europe,

that any theory should already be sub

stantiated.

(To he continued.)

THE STINGING TREE.

THOUGH the tropical scrubs of Queens

land are very luxuriant and beautiful,

they are not without their dangerous draw

backs, for there is one plant growing in them

that is really deadly in its effects—that is to

say, deadly in the same way that one would

apply the term to fire ; since if a certain pro

portion of one's body is burnt by the stinging

tree, death will be the result. It would be ns

safe to pass through fires as to fall into one

of these trees. They are found growing from

2 or 3 in. high to 10 and 15 ft. ; in the old ones

the stem is whitish, and red berries usually

grow on the top. The tree emits a peculiarly

disagreeable smell, but it is best known by its

leaf, which is nearly round, having a point on

the top, and is jagged all round the edge, like

the nettle; All the leaves are large—some

larger than a saucer.

" Sometimes," says a traveller, " while

shooting turkeys in the scrubs I have entirely

forgotten the stinging tree till warned of its

close proximity by its smell, and I have then

found myself in a little forest of them. I was

only once stung, and that was very lightly.

Its effects are curious. It leaves no mark, but

the pain is maddening, and for months after

wards the part, when touched, is tender in

rainy weather or when it gets wet in washing,

&c. I have seen a man who treats ordinary

pain lightly roll on the ground in agony after

being stung ; and I have known a horse so

completely mad after getting into a grove of

the trees that he rushed open-mouthed at

every one who approached him, and had to be

shot in the scrub. Dogs when stung will rush

about, whining piteously, biting pieces from

the affected parts." The small stinging trees,

a few inches high, are as dangerous as any,

being not easily seen, and seriously imperilling

one's ankles. The scrub is usually found grow

ing among palm trees.

Emigration of Cutlers to America.—Last

week tweoty-two families, numbering 102

persons, all cutlers from Sheffield, formerly

employed by Mr. Benjimia Ejre in that town,

landed at New York, en route for Bridgeport,

Connecticut, where they are to work at the Pray

Cutlery Factory. It is said that five hundred

more cutlers are expected to arrive at the same

place in the autumn from Sheffield and

Germany.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOE WINDOW

DRAPEET.

A LTHOUQH simple curtain-rods are largely

superseding the older and more elaborate

arrangement of cornices and valances, there

exists, nevertheless, a strong partiality in some

quarters in favour of the latter, and every now

and again the upholsterer has to cudgel bis

inventive faculties to devise some new shape

or form in that particular direction. To aid

him in what is by no means an easy task, we

give an original sketch for window drapery,

which has been specially designed for us by

Mr. R. Charles, the author of several works

devoted to the same subject. The particular

tints of material used in the execution of this

design must, of course, depend upon the tone

of the general surroundings. Provided the

colouring of the curtain fabric be in harmony

with the prevailing tint of the apartment, and

the material chosen, one that falls naturally

into soft and graceful folds, the general effect

is sure to be satisfactory.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WOOL AND

OTHER FIBRES.

ANIMAL fibres, unlike vegetable ones, do

not burn in a continuous manner, but

undergo a kind of fusion, giving off a nauseous

odour similar to that of burned horn ; at the

same time a carbonised ball is formed at the

end of the fibre or thread. Submitted to dry

distillation animal fibres give off products of

a tarry composition much charged with car

bonate of ammonia, a substance which is easily

recognised by its smell and its alkaline reac

tion .by bluing red litmus paper. Their com

position, says the Textile Manufacturer, is

on the whole very uniform, and approaches

much to that of gelatine and other albuminous

substances, containing :—

Carbon 50 65

Hydrogen 7-03

Azote 1771

Oxygen and sulphur 24-61

100 00

Wool, especially, in the state in which it is

employed, contains, according to Chevreul, a

very notable proportion of sulphur, which

amounts to lv8 per cent. its presence is

manifested under many circumstances. Thus,

by being simply exposed in a stove to a heat

of 300° Fah., wool will give off a perceptible

smell of sulphur. This smell is also noticeable

when water containing wool is boiled. It is

on account of this sulphur that wool gets

black, especially when heated under the

influence of certftin metallic substances, such

as acetate of lead, protochloride of tin, &c,

and even when it comes in contact with

metallic surfaces. Tlunged into . a boiling

solution of nitrate of lead, wool becomes

instantly black by being covered with sulphide

of lead. These qualities are of great im

portance in the operation of dyeing. Alkalies

may be employed to remove a great part of

the sulphur in wool. At the manufactory of

Gobelins, in l'aris, the hanks of wool are only

immersed during 24 hours in a cold bath of

milk of lime, after which they are washed in

clean water, then in hydrochloric acid, and

finally in water. Chevreul has, however,

found that 28 immersions of 48 hours in lime

water, and 28 passages through hydrochloric

acid, are insufficient for removing all sulphur

in wool ; the fibre still retains about one-half

per cent, of sulphur, though it does not darken

any more with lead solutions.

Animal fibres are very sensitive to the

action of fixed alkalies, especially when they

are caustic, but the degree of concentration of

these agents and their temperature have a

great influence upon results. Thus, while

wool bears without inconvenience light baths

of carbonate of soda, it is immediately attacked

by a ley of concentrated caustic soda when

hot. Under these circumstances it is dissolved,

and produces a soapy liquor, which is freely

precipitated by acids.

It nas been shown that concentrated sul

phuric acid decomposes silk rapidly ; it acts in

the same mannerupon wool and hair. Diluted

with a little water it may give interesting

effects. For instance, a piece of woollen

tissue which has during a few moments been

plunged into sulphuric acid of 65 deg., suffers

a considerable contraction, and is reduced in

dimension in both directions ; after this it is

never attacked by insects.

Nitric acid makes wool and silk yellow by

producing a yellow acid called "xanthopro

teic " ; this property has sometimes been used

in dyeing, but such a proceeding is not to be

recommended, because it always alters the

chemical constitution of the fibre.

Animal fibres cannot be brought in contact

with chlorine without, to some extent, being

affected, but they resist the action of weak

acids best of all. When animal fibres are

plunged into the colourless solution obtained

by boiling fuchsine with an alkali, and are

then washed, they will be dyed red; well-

cleaned vegetable fibres have not this property.

bad management are :—1st, bark-bound ; 2nd,

moss or lichen upon the bark ; 3rd, stag-bom

tops ; 4th, scale ; 5th, premature bearing of

Beed; 6th, dropsy ; 7th, ulcers; 8th, wounds;

9th, stunted growth of the young wood. Now,

in addition to these defects, we have in the

manufactured timber such matters to contend

with as dotiness and the excess of sap and

weariness, concerning which so many com

plaints are made. The disease called bark-

bound, says the Building News, is caused by

the bark being girded or bound about the

wood of the tree, thereby preventing the

proper flow of the sap, and also arresting the

descent of woody matter between the wood

and the bark. In this case, if the cause of the

disease be not checked in proper time, the vital

fluids become gradually checked, till at last

the passages become entirely closed, and as the

natural consequence the tree dies.

The appearances of lichen on the bark of

trees isnot always a decided symptomof disease

in them, but may be occasioned by a temporary

derangement in the outer bark ; and if observed

in time, like any other disease, may be arrested

by removing the cause before it has had time

to become decidedly fixed in the constitution

of the trees affected.

Willows and poplars, which luxuriate in a

 

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A SIDE

BOARD.

THE accompanying sketch represents a large

sideboard made of oak, walnut, or ma

hogany. It is drawn to ^-in. scale and the article

should be enriched with blackwood down

the centres of the pilasters, and with black-

wood balls in the coves of cornices. Flat

round blackwood blocks are intended to be

also introduced in the cove under the top.

The sideboard is left as plain as possible, so as

to make the design practically useful. If the

arched top be too high for the apartment, the

cornice can be run straight through.

The bottom part should be made in

one piece, with a space under the middle

drawer, and the central plinth receding about

4 in. or 5 in.

DISEASES IN TIMBER TREES.

IT seems odd that timber trees should be

almost as liable to disease as man is, but

it is undoubtedly true, and bad management

causes the disease both in men and trees. Mr.

James Brown, LL.D., states that the principal

diseases likely to be brought on forest trees by

soil rather damp than otherwise, generally-

become 8taghorn-topped, when grown in a soil

too dry for their healthy development. Elmr

oak, ash, plane, &c, generally become in the

same condition when the soil in which they

may be growing is too damp for maintaining-

them in a healthy state.

Scale is a small white insect found cling

ing to the bark of some species. In forest

trees it is most frequently found upon the ash

while in a young state. The scale is easily

distinguished by the appearance of the insect

upon the surface of the bark. It presents-

itself as very numerous small white spots, like

those on the bark of the birch; and if the

observer take a stone, and draw it rouyrhly

along the tree, he will kill many of the insectsy

and see their blood give a red tinge to the

bark. As to premature bearing of seed, trees

in a healthy, rapid-growing state are seldom

found to produce seed till they have arrived

at a considerable age and size. Generally

speaking, any forest tree, bearing much seed,

under forty years of age, is not likely ulti

mately to arrive at a valuable size. When a

young tree produces a profusion of seed there

can be no doubt that it is in a state of prema

ture decay ; therefore we may be at once
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assured that such trees will' not become valu

able as timber.

Dropsy generally takes place in forest-trees,

either where the soil is too rich for them, or

where there is an excess of moisture about the

roots. The cause of it appears to be that the

roots take into the system of the tree an ex

cess of juice, which the bark and leaves cannot

assimilate. In this disease unnatural swellings

are observed on some part of the stem, which

begin to rot and throw off the bark. It is in

curable, and the only thing is to prevent it by

attention to the ground being well drained

and not over-rich.

An ulcer much resembles dropsy, but it is

mostly confined to the larch and others of the

coniferous tribes. Its appearance is that of a

running sore upon the side of the stem, where

the natural juices escape in the form of a hard

resinous matter. This disease is mostly found

upon young trees of these tribes, and is fre

quently occasioned by insects lodging their

eggs in the inner bark, where the young live

for a time, and destroy the albumen.

Wounds are often caused by the trees re

ceiving damage on their stems by having the

bark peeled off by accident in some way or

other, which may prove injurious to their

health, and not unfrequently be the cause of

death ; but any simple wound made upon a

healthy tree is seldom or never found in

jurious, but soon heals up.

The stunted growth of young wood is at

once apparent by the very short annual growth

of young wood upon all the lateral branches,

and may be in general the natural result of

any of the diseases already described. Every

tree when it has attained its full size and de

velopment of its nature, however healthy it

may have hitherto been, gradually begins to

fail in making young wood. This is the work

of time, doing to the old tree what the disease

does to the young.

Perhaps there is no British tree so worthy

of cultivation as the larch. There are very

few purposes for which the oak is now used,

for which the larch would not answer as well.

It grows rapidly, and attains maturity long

before the oak. Unfortunately it has been

planted haphazard in nil kinds of soil, and the

result has been the development of various

forms of disease, and indeed whole plantations

of it have died. The greater part of the

diseases that are found to prevail in our larch

plantations proceed from the deficient warmth

about the roots of the tree, so that when cold

cutting winds and slight frosts set in in spring,

they are unable to resist the attack; their

vessels shrink, their fluids become deranged,

and disease follows as a natural result.

Craiie JUports.

From Our Own Special CoartEsroNDENTS.]

The Liverpool Furniture "Wood

Market.—The arrivals of Mahogany since

the 30th ultimo have been : 376 logs Mexi

can and 581 logs Tabasco. There was a

good attendance of buyers at the auction

sales of the 8th inst., and all of the

mahogany offered was sold at very fair prices.

The arrivals of St. Domingo during the past

thirteen weeks have been only five tons, and

it will be seen from the figures at foot that the

stock is insignificant, therefore this market

presents a good opening for fresh supplies.

Veneer and good figured logs of desirable sizes

should meet with ready sale at full value, but

ordinary wood is only in moderate request.

There is a good demand for well-grown curls,

2 to C ft. long. Of Cuba there is none in

stock, and, according to Messrs. Chaloner's

circular, the first import will meet with ready

sale. The market was cleared of Honduras

at the auction sales of the 8th inst, when

good prices were obtained. Minatitlan con

tinues in steady request at very fair prices,

and the stock consists of one small cargo now

landing. There has been a good inquiry of

late for Tabasco, but the market has been

bare, and the present stock is one cargo

recently arrived ; it will no doubt realise a

satisfactory result. The auction sales during

the past fortnight have been as follow,

viz. :—

Of Honduras, 2191ogi, 73,724 ft., sold at from id. to 8M.
Of Mexican... 360 „ 118,285 „ „ 4d. to 7td.

The demand for Honduras and Mexican

Cedar is quieter than it was, and prices are a

little easier. 162 logs of the former have been

sold on private terms. Pencilwood is dull of

sale. Well-grown planks of Rosewood of large

sizes are in request, and the first import will

yield high prices. 31 planks were sold by

auction on the 8th inst. at from £14. 10s.

to £15 per ton. Zebrawood has not been

imported of late. Satinwood is in request, and

veneer logs will command high prices. Lance-

wood Spars meet with prompt sale at full

value when they are quite fresh and of the

best quality, but dry spars are unsaleable.

Italian Walnut has been in limited request of

late. The demand for Circassian logs is quiet,

and the stock is increasing. Large, fresh and

prime quality burrs are in fair request, but

other descriptions are very difficult to sell

even at low figures. For American black

walnut logs of the best quality there is a

fairly good demand, with a very light stock.

The late sales have been as follow, viz. :—

Of Italian ... 43 planki sold at from 3{d- to Std. per foot.
O'' Circassian 10 loga ., „ 4Jd. to 6fd* *i
Of American 20. email to medium sizes, aold at 4/S per

cubic foot.

Bird-eyed Maple is seldom inquired for. Stocks

of Lignumvitte are exhausted. There is a

moderate demand for choice quality, round,

fresh, and thin sap wood, of 8 to 12 in. dia

meter, but all other kinds are only saleable at

low prices. Partridgewood is rarely inquired

for. There is no demand for Snake or Letter-

wood, and the stock is heavy. Stocks held by

brokers in the port of Liverpool on the 14t"h

August, 1879 :—69 logs ana curls mahogany

St. Domingo ; 2 do. Cuba, nil Honduras, 681

logs Tabasco, nil Laguna, 376 logs Minatitlan,

nit Tlacotalpam, nil cedar (Honduras), nil

Mexican, nil Mexican (West Coast), nil

Havana, 210 Central American, 623 pencil,

31 planks Bahia rosewood, nil do. Rio, nil

zebrawood, 2 logs satinwood, 1,020 pieces

lancewood spars, 322 planks Italian and Cir

cassian walnut, 80 logs American do., 163

do. bird-eyed maple, nil tons cocuswood, nil

tons City and St. Domingo lignumvitse, nil

logs sabicu, nil tons partridgewood, 12 do.

snake or lettexwood.

Wholesale London Pbioes Current op

Furniture Woods.

Mahogany, per ft. super-

fioial. £. f. d. £. $. d.

Honduras cargo average 0 0 4 to 0 (i

Mexican ,, (i (1 4 — 0 (i

Tabasco „ 0 0 4 J — 0 0 5 J
Cuba ,, 0 (1 63 — 0 0 9

St. Domingo ,, 0 0 fij — 0 (1 !)

„ Curls 0 0 10 - 0 1 C

Cedar, Cuba 0 0 4} - 0 0 5

Honduras, Mexican, &c. 0 0 4 — 0 0 41

Australian Nominal 0 0 S — 0 (1 4"

0 0 n — 0 (1

Walnut, Italian 0 0 — 0 0 6}

Black Sea (1 0 5 — 0 0 7

Canadian 0 0 3 — 0 0 i

Maple, bird's-eye 0 0 4 — 0 0 7

Satinwood, St. DomiDgo (1 0 7 — 0 1 G

Bahama, per ton 5 0 0 — 9 0 0

East India Nominal 9 0 0 - 12 0 0

Rosewood, per ton

Rio 14 0 0 — 25 0 0

Bahia 12 0 0 - 20 0 o

15 (1 0 — 20 t) 0

Zebrawood, Brazil Nominal 10 0 o — 12 (1 II

Puerto Cabello ,, G 0 0 — 8 11 0

LifmuTO Vitas, City St.

6 0 0 — 9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon 12 0 0 — 20 II 0

8 0 0 — 12 0 0

African Billet 7 0 0 — 12 0 II

5 0 0 — 8 n 0

Lancewood spars, each,

G 0 0 — 20 u 0

fresh 0 7 6 — 0 15 0

Ordinary to fair 0 2 G — 0 4 0

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Another quiet week's trade, with no special

features. Several buyers have been here, and

have brought with them an undue caution,

considering the very low prices ruling, and

the firmer appearance of the wool market.

More buyers are expected before September 1,

and manufacturers are all busily engaged in

producing new patterns for them and for the

shortly expected autumn trade. The weather

has greatly interfered with business this

week, and half the town has been flooded.

Messrs. R. Smith & Sons, Messrs. E. Shaw

& Co , Messrs. H. J. Dixon & Sons, Messrs.

Humphries & Sons, all had the water in their

manufactories on Monday morning ; and Mill-

street, the principal thoroughfare, was under

water almost from one end to the other during

the greater part of that day. At Stourport

the carpet manufacturers also suffered, and

the dye-works of Messrs. C. Harrison and

Fawcett & Watson were flooded. Conse

quently, in the factories near the river no

work was done on Monday, and some of them

did not get to work until Wednesday morning.

Though very little is being bought, raw mate

rial appears to be getting firmer in price ; wool

is certainly much more difficult to buy ; and as

soon as the spinners have exhausted their pre

sent stocks, manufacturers of carpets will find

this out, and they will have to pay more for

worsted than they have recently done. During

the week some large orders for worsted have

been offered to spinners at late rates and

have been refused.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—Some

orders for Brussels carpets have been lodged'

in this district within the last week or two,

but their total is very insignificant. In Dutch

and Kidders the old stagnation has set in

again, and it is not very likely that much busi

ness will now be done in the carpet trade-

before autumn. Indications of a probable re

vival towards the close of the year are not

wanting, and weavers as well as manufacturers

are eagerly looking forward to that period.

Let us hope their anticipations may not again

be doomed to disappointment, as has unfortu

nately been the case during the last two or

three years. There is nothing surprising in

the momentary dulness, for the present period

is always considered the season of stagnation,

which has, however, been intensified by the

extreme quietness which has prevailed even

during the months when trade should, under

normal circumstances, have been at its best.

The improvement before recorded in both tho

home, foreign, and colonial departments of the

heavy woollen trade has been fully maintained

this week, but more especially has this been

the case with shipments to the Continent. Ger

man buyers have taken more parcels in view of

the increased tariff, and the rates obtained are a

little in advance of those of any previous part of

the season. With France the exports have

increased, but there is no perceptible improve

ment in rates, which have been for some time

stationary. With the improved prospects of

some of the Eastern markets manufacturers

are more sanguine of the ultimate results of

the season, which has already turned out

better than was expected. The representa

tives of firms who do a direct trade with the

Continent report that stocks in the hands of

merchants have been lowered considerably,

and as they see no prospects of lower rates

being obtained, they are replenishing their

stocks to meet the requirements of their cus

tomers. Morley unions are in steady demand,

at improved rates; and a few good tweeds

have been selected. Notwithstanding the

continuance of wet weather, and the conse

quent bad results to the harvest, home buyers

are beginning to operate. They are very care

ful in their selections, and press heavily for

reductions. Prices of wool fluctuate in the

local market, so that transactions are few and

far between. Cotton warps show a hardening

tendency, and quotations continue firm.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—If

the home trade is on the whole quieter than

has been the case during previous seasons, the

export demand may be considered to have in

part at least atoned for this depression. Despite-

the complaints heard on every hand, there has

been a marked increase in the exports of

English curtains and other lace goods during^

the present year as compared with its prede

cessor. Considering the unpropitious weather,

we can hardly complain as to the momentary
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demand for curtains, since more than one or

two firms have still a fair share of orders under

execution. The strike in the plain net branch

has at last been settled by a compromise, not,

however, before it has worked serious mischief

to the trade at largo as well as to the men im

mediately concerned therein. The resumption

of work has had less effect on the demand for

lace yarns than was anticipated. Quotations

remain unaltered, and the firmness of Tuesday

is barely sustained. Bobbin nets and quillings

are steady in value, and it will be some time

before the whole of the machinery which has

been standing more than six months is put in

motion. Cotton and thread laces are abundant,

and though sales reach a good amount they are

considerably below the rate of production. No

change has taken place in the styles offering

or in request.

Fubnishino Ironmongery.—Trade in the

hardware district has decidedly improved

since the opening up of the quarter. The

aggregate of orders shows a marked increase,

but prices, on the contrary, continue at their

lowest. The furnishing branches have fully

participated in the revival, and metallic bed

stead-makers and cabinet brassfounders are

better employed than they were a month ago.

Increased activity is also noticeable in the

lamp and chandelier trades ; and as regards

the latter, the run is especially upon brass

goods in the Queen Anne style. The reduc

tion of the bcnus in the gas-fitting trade from

15 to 10 per cent, is not likely to materially

affect prices, which have been far from remu

nerative for some time past. Moreover, as the

Ironmonger points out, a 5 percent, reduction

represents but lj per cent, in discounts, which

is useless alike for stimulating trade and re

lieving producers. It is too small to warrant

any alteration of discount such as might help

the trade against foreign competition, and it

is too large for manufacturers as a body to

retain for themselves. In a few instances,

strong firms may be able to appropriate it

entirely, but in most cases merchants and fac

tors will extort concessions, at least equal to

the relief obtained, and without altering

prices. But if the result of the arbitration is

unsatisfactory, manufacturers have chiefly

themselves to blame. Their case was by no

means so skilfully handled as that of the men,

and owing to the want of union among them,

and to the fact that many of the most im

portant firms in Birmingham are not mem

bers of the masters' association, their statis

tics were very imperfect. The association

comprises twenty-eight members, which

is not a third of the number of firms

in Birmingham, and though many others

are accustomed to conform to the society's

decisions and to co-operate with it in trade

movements, in the present instance five of the

largest and oldest firms, viz., Messrs. Winfield,

Messenger, Edmund Katcliff, Joseph Ratcliff,

and Everett, declined to sign the memorandum

demanding the abolition of the bonus. Then,

again, manufacturers were very chary about

giving information about their business, even

under the seal of secrecy. It was at first ar

ranged that the books of fourteen firms should

be investigated, but as this would have in

volved immense labours for a single accountant,

the number was afterwards reduced to six.

On application to these six firms, however,

only two would consent to submit their books

unreservedly to examination. On the other

hand, the men had their facts and figures

clearly marshalled, and as they stood shoulder

to shoulder throughout the inquiry they had

little difficulty in refuting most of the allega

tions upon which the employers relied for the

abolition of the bonus. Under the circum

stances it is hardly surprising that Mr. Dixon

could not see his way to knock off more than

5 per cent, from the men's wages, whilst re

cognising the generally depressed state of the

trade. Even this concession, it seems, is de

clined by one firm—Messrs. F. & C. Osier—

who have intimated their intention of con

tinuing to pay the bonus in full. Perhaps the

fact that Messrs. Osier are manufacturers

chiefly of glass chandeliers may have some

thing to do with the exceptional course they

have adopted.

Household Linen, &c.—The week has

been a quiet one so far as business is concerned,

and manufacturers still complain of the de

pressed state of the trade, whilst the prospects

of improvement are anything but cheering.

Not much is being done in the shipment of

either plain or fancy drills, the demand for

which for a considerable time past has been

exceptionally moderate, and tne result has

been the accumulating of heavy stocks. There

was a fair run of printed drills up to a recent

period, but there has lately been a marked

falling-off in these fabrics. Window-ticks

have also declined, although the season for

them, all things considered, has been a tolerably

fair one. Not much is being done on American

account. Fine table and other damasks have

in no way improved, so that the production is

still kept up beyond the requirements of

merchants and dealers. A little more of late

has been done in crumb-cloths and towellings,

but there has been no change with respect to

sheetings, huckabacks, and narrow linens,

which are quieter than they have been. In

yarns transactions have been but moderate of

late, and prices are still tolerably firm for

numbers in stock, whilst orders to be spun are

taken at a slight advance.

The Sii.k Trade.—The very bad weather

throughout the spring and nearly up to the

end of July has greatly interfered with the re

tail trade and limited, of course, the demand

for silk goods. Fashions for the season to come

being still in favour of fancy articles mixed

with cotton, wool, or spun silk, to the detri

ment of plain silks, the large purchases of raw

material effected by manufacturers in May

have been quite sufficient to meet their wants.

The silk market has consequently been very

quiet throughout the past month. European

silks have fairly maintained their ground. The

crop being very short, and actual prices leaving

no margin, and in some instances even a loss

u pon cost of new silk, holders remain very firm.

Chinas having again receded about 10 per

o 'nt., prices i re now very moderate ; but at

the same time consumption is very limited

owing to the extensive use of cotton and spun

silk for fancy goods and ribands. The future

of Chinas depends upon the kind of goods

which will be wanted and ordered for the next

spring season. It is too soon to know the

tendency of fashion, but manufacturers will

do their utmost to introduce novelties in which

China silk can be used. Japans and Kantons

are also lower than last month, but present

prices seem to attract more attention, being

rather firmer.

The London Wool Sales.—Brisk com

petition continues to prevail among bidders,

and the average rates of the June sales are

well maintained. This, however, applies chiefly

to the finer grades of wool, since in the lower

classes of crossbreds there has been a decline

of from a halfpenny to a penny.

French Imports and Exports. — The

short summary return of French imports and

exports for the seven months ending the 31st

of last month is as follows :—Imports : Food,

002,250,000 f.; raw materials, 1,260,355,000 f. ;

manufactures, 251,102,000 f. ; miscellaneous,

123,363,000 f.; total, 2,02",070,000 f. Ex

ports: Manufactures, 976,406,000 f.; raw ma

terials and food, 700,308,000 f . ; miscellaneous,

97,879,000 f. ; total, 1,783,593,000 f. Com

pared with the return for the corresponding

months of last year, the above shows an in

crease of imports amounting to 281,000,000 f.

and a diminution of 3,000,000 f. in the case of

exports. The increase under imports is almost

confined to the class of articles of food, of

which a value of only 707,165,000 f. was im

ported last year—that is, 285,000,000 f . less

than this year. There has been a slight fall

ing-off in the imports of raw materials and

manufactures, the exports of which have also

somewhat diminished.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 16th inst.

£50 ingtrn.Adelaide—Dawson Bros.

mcnts, £25 varnish

Edwards, Bennett, A Co. £78 furniture

Fowler, D. & J. £17 china

Goode Bros. 242 yds oil baize

Good, Tome, i, Co. 216 yds American leather,

394 yds carpets, 785 yds felt carpeting

Harris, G. P. Soarfe & Co. £6 brash ware

Lanyon, J. C. £195 chandeliers

Murray, D. & W. £22 brushes, £193 sewing.

machines

Ortelli, J. & Co. £88 farnitnre, £52

Scales & R"l'<th, 250 yds blankets

Terry, J. & Co. £27 otn flock, £16 glss i

Wills, G. B. & Co. 500 yds blankets

Alexandria—Delpeoh, G. il. it Co. 102 yds

carpet

Algoa Bay—Blaine, Maodonald & Co. £38 iron

bedsteads, £18 brnshware, £191 rags

Carrie, D. & Co. 1,000 yds blankets, £91 far.

nitnre, £25 piano

Dnrant, A. & Co. £23 farnitnre, 40 yds carpet

Howe, J. 0. & Co. £37 fnrni ture

Openshaw, Unns> & Co. £12 glassware

 

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

AETICLES.

Mahoganv, City St. Dom., per ft. 1 in. ...

Porto Plata and Hayti None

Cuba None

Honduras None

MexicaD, Tabasco, &c

„ Minatitlan and Tlacotalpam...

Surinam, Cispata, &c Nono

Walnut, Italian and Circassian per ft. 1 in.

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in None

Satinwuod, St. Domingo per ft. 1 in.

St. Lucia, per ton None

Codar, Havana None

Honduras None

Mexican None

(West Coast)

Central American, &c

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Babia

Honduras None

Zebrawood None

Snake or Letterwood per ton

Lignum vital,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto medium None

Other ports None

Bahama None

Cocuswood, per ton

Partridgewood, per ton None

Lancewood Spars, each

PKICH8,

11th Anguit, 1879.

d.

8 to 0
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18 0 0

18 0 0

6 10 0

8 10 0

20 0 0

8 0 0

5 0 0

4 15 0

10 0 0

5 0 0

5 5 0

0 15 0

IMPOKTBD FitOM

26th Jan., 1879, lis J»n.l878,

to to
11th Aufc'UJt, 1879.

) Logs it „ g7 .
f Curls At>'*

472

1,213

} „ 1,602

Pks. & Lgs. 775

Logs —

]■ 20

Logs 1,448

987

Lgs. \ Pks. 45

Planks —

Pieces

Tons

•)>»»5o «

it
Pieces

634

9,304

3,346

3,422

972

43

1,284

3,823

16,741
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Alcoa Bat (continued)—

Payne, 6. H. A Co. £50 musical instruments

Ryall A King, 10,533 yds oottons, £126 hosiery,

2,500 yds blankets

Searight, J. A Co. £62 iron bedsteads

Amsterdam—G. S. N. Co. 8 o leather

Antwerp—G. 8. N. Co. £7 chinaware

Horsey A Hunter, £150 varnish

Auckland—N. Z. Shipping Co. £400 organ

Babbadoes—Barber, J. Son 4 Co. £7 wood

manufactures

Dawson Bros. £8 china

Irving, T. A Co. £26 furniture

Rosa A Ash, 8 o paperhangings

Sorutton, Sons & Co. £40 wood manufactures

Templeton, J. £14 furniture

Berdice—Brice Bros. 369 lb leather

Beybout—Westcott A Laurence, £12 glassware

Bilboa—Hickman & Co. £2 lamps

Mancha A Co. £24 furniture

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. £20 muaioal

instruments, 3 o leather

Dnrant, A. & Co. £167 porcelain

Freeland, J. A A. B. £20 varnish

Horsley, Palmer A Co. 210 lb enamelled

hides

Johnston, B. A Co. £14 glassware

P. A O. S. N. Co. 11* o leather

Short, Short A Co. 40 yds carpets

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £16 musical instrn-

menu, £18 furniture

Williams, T. H. £7 lamps

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 3 o leather, 80]sq

yds leather oloth, 56 o leather

Bilot, F. A Tronde, 1731 o leather, 489 o

leather, 227 yds carpets, 282 o leather,

738 yds oarpets

Chinnery A Johnson, £180 Tarnish, 9 c leather

Darling, Bros. 4 c leather

Messageries Parisiennes, 1,254 yds carpets,

1,879 yds carpets, £85 clocks

Nollen, Henry A Co. £12 chinaware, £71 ruga,

£11 farnitnre, 1091 o leather, £15 glassware

Bahn G. A Co. 20 o paper-hangings, 1,050 yds

carpeting, 49 o paper-hangings, 1,315 yds

carpets, 61 paper-hangings

Bremen—Phillips A Graves, 28 o leather

Brisbane—Niemann, W. F. £120 pianos

Price, C. A Co. £61 glass manufactures

Brussels—J. Cogan, 21 o leather

Buenos Atres—Dawson Bros. £30 varnish

Negretti A Zambra, £10 matting

Bushire—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £7 musical

instruments

Busreh—Lynch, BroB. £13 iron safe

Calcutta—Allen Bros. & Co, 381 lb leather

Copeland, W. T. & Sons, £17 glassware

Dnrant, A. A Co. 48 yds carpets

Finlay, J. A Co. £9 ohioaware

Harraden, S. A Co. £37 glass manufactures

Henderson, G. £121 chinaware

Ironside A Co. 98 lb leather

Jonas, J. 625 yds blankets, 500 yds blankets

P. A O. Co. 136 yds oarpets

Petty, Wood A Co. £18 wood manufactures

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £104 musical instruments

Richards, T. A Co. £15 olook

Stewart, Gent A Co. 777 yds oarpets

Stones A Son, £36 lamps, 170 sq ydsleather.

cloth, 84 sq yds oilcloth

Wallace, J. £46 glassware

Canaries—Brnoe, G. C. 2,280 yds blankets

Swanston A Co. £14 looking-glass, £10 furni

ture, £42 cotton quilts, £17 iron safe

Canterbury—Don. P. C. A Co. 1,193 yds wooln

carpeting, 230 yds cocoa matting, 118 yds

floorcloth, £18 rugs

Griesselich, H. A Co. 24 g varnish

Hargreaves, M.£63 paper-hanging

Hopcraft & Co. £634 furniture

Mertens & Co. £360 musical instruments

Nixdorff, 0. £70 brushes

Cape op Good Hope—Baxter, R. W. A Co. £26

furniture

Blaine, Macdonald it Co. £48 stoves

Busk, C. J. & Co. 300 yds blankets

Currie, D. A Co. £107 furniture

Davis A Sloper £155 furniture

Fletcher, A. W. A W. H. .£56 hanging-paper

Findlay, Durham A Co. £32 furniture

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £110 paper-hanging

King, H. S. A Co. £118 paper-hangings

Meadows, T. A Co. £239 furniture

Webster, Steel A Co. £30 furniture

Whiteley, W. £200 furniture

Ceara—Clark, J. A Co. £101 ohairs

Constantinople—Roussiu, L. 414 yds woollen

carpeting

Copenhagen—Bailey A Leetham, 11 o leather

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 487 sq yds

linoleum

Demebara—Blaokwood, Conor A Co. 288 yds

oil baize, £100 sewing maohines

Conrad, H. A Co. £35 furniture, £16 sewing

machines, 972 lb. leather

Freeland, J. A A. B. £16 mnsioal instruments

Mertens A Co. £30 musical instruments

McConnell, J. A Co. 1,170 yds blankets

Sorutton, Sons A Co. £50 furniture

Stovell A Brown, 108 g varniBh

Dunedin—Buick, Lewis A Co. 21 yds carpets

East London—Maw, S. Son A Co. £300 furntre

Staley, Eidford & Co. £30 furniture

Genoa—Darling BroB. 8 o leather

Dawson Bros. £25 varnish

Ghent—France, W. 11 o leather, 36 lb leather

Webb, Warter A Co. 4 o leather

Gibraltar—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £25 musical

instruments

Gothenburg—Bott, W. B. A Co. 27 c leather,

520 yds oilcloth

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £55 glassware

Grenada—Chalmers, Guthrie A Co. 3 o leather

Hambro'—Anglo-Amerioa Leather Cloth Co.

2,432 sq yds cotton oilcloth

Becker A Uiricb, 23 c leather

Chinnery A Johnson, 6 o leather

Elkan & Co. 33 o leather, 3 o leather

E van der Heyden A Co. 93 o leather

G. 8. N. Co. £28 mats and matting, 284 sq

yds oork flooroloth, 12$ o leather

Hay, W. A Co. 17 o leather

Kitohen, J. A Co. 25 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 4,995 sq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 698 sq yds

linoleum

MertenB A Co. £200 piano

Rosenberg, Lowe A Co. £476 rugs, 25 yds

carpet

Salmon, C. J. 1 o leather

Schloesser Bros. 45 c leather

Simonsen, J. A Co. £250 rugs

Stahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 4 o leather

Strudwiok, H. 191 o leather

Warbnrg, R. D. £40 rugs

Wain, C. 32 o leather

White, J. 1,020 yds carpeting, £18 rugs

Harlingen—Leather Cloth Co. 420 sq yds oil

oloth

Hiogo—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £16 furniture

Hobart Town—Holworthy, M. A Co. £203 pianos

Jennings, G. D. A Co. £110 piano, £50 harp

Redfern, Alexander A Co. £145 furniture

Hong Kong—Broadwood, J. A Sons, £125 piano

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £17 glassware

Walker, A. G. 1,680 yds blankets

Jappa—Glen, W. A. A Co. £65 sewing-machines

Jersey A Guernsey—Cheeswright A Co. £82

furniture, £38 musical instruments

Koniqsberg—Parsons, C. J. 70 yds carpet

Webb, Warter A Co. £200 piano

Kureachee—Crawford, Colvin A Co. £10 sewing,

machine

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £15 furniture

Larnaca—Grindlay & Co. £50 piano

Leghorn—Leete A Baillon, £39 electro plate

Lisbon—Dickinson, Akroyd A Co. 3 o leather

Smith, B. 254 lb. leather

Madras—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 250 yds woollen

blanketing

Ball, W. E. £16 furniture

Grey, H. jun. 4,000 yds blnkts,'404 yds baize

Grindlay A Co. £19 glassware

Randeli A Bigley, £32 iron safes, 247 lb

leather

Staines, Watson A Co. £18 wall-paper, £7

glassware

Marseilles—Balchin, W. £18 cocoa matting,

685 yds carpets

Barrington A Co. £14 varnish

Darling Bros. 50 o leather

Export Agency Co. 40 yds carpets

Mauritius—Blyth, Greene A Co. 103 yds carpets

£11 glassware

Maclean A Woolley, £22 pianoB

Moulmein—G. S. N. Co. £20 olook

Naples—Chinnery A Johnscn, £100 varnish

Nassau—Harris, S. A Sons, £12 furniture, £38

chinaware

Napier—Shaw, Savill A Co. 940 yds floorcloth,

£40 pianos

Nelson—Morrison, J. A Co. 1,426 yds oarpets,

£17 rugs, £30 furniture, 10 lb. leather

New York—Henderson Bros. £47 glassware

Meadows, T. 6,230 yds oarpets

Mertens A Co. £200 picture frames

Montgomerie, B. A Co. £25 chinaware

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £29 glassware

Odessa—Richards, Tweedy A Co. 400 yds orpts

Otago—Butterworth, Bros. £8 wool rugs

Carter, P. 619 yds linoleum, 331 yds oarpets,

£21 chinaware

Otago (continued)—

New Zealand Shipping Company, £18 lamps,

£185 pianos

Preston A Peachey, £30 furniture

Sargood, Son A Co. £14 musioal instruments

Palermo—Bott, W. E. A Co. £30 furniture

Penano—Sorutton, G. 0. A Co. £35 china

Reval—Gray, C. H. £35 lamps

Wain, C. 4 o leather

Port Natal—Adler, Escombe A Co. £208 frotre

Bollard, King A Co. £20 brushes

Currie, D. A Co. £1 rugs, £15 musioal instmnta

Dawson Bros. £45 brushes, £332 rugs, £10

china

Harvey A Greenaore, 180 sq yds oilcloth, 233

yds woollen damask, £31 carpet

Head, H. A Co. £24 blankets, £217 blankets

Henwood, P. 200 yds woollen blanketing

Horsley, Palmer A Co. 900 yd j floorcloth

Meadows, S. A Co. £105 carpet

Morley, J. A R. 141 yds woollen blanketing

Reid A Reid, £23 wall-paper

Rennie, J. T. Son A Co. £40 musical instmnta

Shaw, Savill A Co. £130 pianos

Staley, Radford A Co. £100 furniture

Whitely, W. £45 furniture

Wood A Parker, £37 wood manufactures

Yates, G. B. A Son, £15 floorcloth

Port Phillip—Berry A Co. 20 o leather

Dnrant, A. A Co. 530 yds carpets, £8 rugs,

105 sq yds oilcloth, £3 glass manufactures

Fox, C. T. 81 o leather

Lazarus A Rosenfeld, £8 chinaware

Michaelis, Hallenstein A Co. 1,008 lb leather

Peterson, Laing A Co. £368 furniture

Boyle A Willan, £260 wall-paper

Porto Rico— Melohers, Runge A Co. £221

blankets

Rio Janeiro—Dickinson, Akroyd A Co. 31 o

leather

Sunley, J. A Co. £12 matting, £70 glass mnfa

Rouen—Burnett, J. A Sons, 164 o varnish

Rotterdam—Aldridge, F. C. A Co. £75 olooks

Elkan A Co. £45 musical instruments

Santa Cruz—Bishop A Co. £13 glassware

Santandeb—Wood, Quintana A Co. £848 car

pets, £11 rugs

Shanghai — Harman A Mumford, £95 oarpet

Harris, Goodwin A Co. 21 o leather

Whittemore, E. A. 621 yds woollen blanketing

Singapore—Broadwood, J. A 8ons, £120 piano

Caldwell, Watson A Co. 625 yds oiloloth

Fisher, H. D. A Co. £33 wall-paper

Little, J. A Co. £103 carpet, £13 china

Smyrna—Hickie, Borman A Co. 3 o leather

Stettin—Silicated and Carbon Filter Company,

£33 filters

Stockholm—Phillipps A Graves 18 o leather

Warburg, R. D. A Co. £1,216 oarpet

St. Petersburg — Collins, W. A. 2,100 yds

leather oloth

Darling Bros. 431 0 leather

Jonas, Simonsen A Co., £292 carpet, £15 rugs

Meadows, T. A Co. £689 carpet

Nixon A King, £80 furniture

Sydney—Abrahams, M. £10 varnish

Pitt A Scott, £200 pianos, £40 glass manfs

Michaelis, Hallenstein, A Co. Ill o leather

Farmer A Co. £36 carpet

Hawley, H. A A. £16 bruBhware

Hodge, H. £20 matting

Hodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £85 furniture

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 8,897yds woln blnktg

Jepps, J. W. A Co. £100 lamp. ware

Johnson A Allsup, £18 rugs

Lanyon, J. C. 3 o leather

Morley, J. A R. £16 blankets

Ross, Morgan, A Co. 45 yds woln blnktng

Walker, T. W. A J. £125 wall-paper

Trinidad—De Putron A Rooth, £809 wood

manufactures

Other entries, £40 wood manufactures

Ross A Ash, £ 12 silvered glass

Tennant, C. Sons A Co. £35 furniture, £12

blankets

Wellington—Wenman A Co. £50 furniture

Yokohama—Gellatly Hankey A Co. £125 carpet

Lewis, J. A Co. £35 rugs, £122 carpet, 125

yds woollen blanketing

Morrison, J. A Co. 498 yds woollen blanketing

Staley, Radford A Co. £152 carpet

Zanzibar—Maclean, Marie A Co. £52 carpet

The Master Cutler.—At a meeting of the

cutlers of Hallamsiiire, held in Sheffield, Mr.

J. B. Jackson (of the firm of Messrs. Spear &

Jackson, edge-tool manufacturers, Etna Works)

was eleoted Master Cutler for the ensuing year.

The retiring Master Cutler is Mr. W. H.

Brittein.

-
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Ctnbers aitfr Contorts.

We shall esteem it a favour if our reader* Kill kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts
which may be open for competition ; and also advise us
as to any furnishing orders, ,\c, which may have been

executed by different firms

Tenders are invited by the Committee of

the Portsmouth Lunatic Asylum for the supply

of a variety of furniture, including bedsteads,

chairs, tables, mattresses, pillows, carpeting,

blankets, drapery goods, ana several of other

articles. Tenders must be sent in by the 26th

inst. Fuller particulars will be found on

page xi. of our advertisement sheet.

Tenders are invited by the managers of the

North Surrey School District for tie supply

of bedding, leather, drapery goods, timber,

&c. Tenders must be sent in by the 30th

inst. to Mr. H. J. Chaldecott, 43, St. James's

road, Croydon. Further particulars can be

obtained on application to the Superintendent

of the School at Anerley.

Mr. J. S. Anderson, cabinet-maker and

upholsterer, of 102, Fishergate, Preston, has

supplied tho furniture for the Chorley Town-

hall. The designs were by Mr. D. Grant,

architect, of the same town.

The carved work in connection with the

restoration of Calverhall parish church was

executed by Mr. Forsyth, of London.

Messrs. Heaton, Butler ft Bathe have

supplied the designs for the tiles in the reredos

at .St. Michael's Church, Altcar. The same

firm have also supplied some hand-painted

panels for this church.

A new oak pulpit, a rirand screen, and new

chancel - seats for Gu: sfield Parish Church

have been supplied by Messrs. Battee & Kett,

of Cambridge. The carved work has been

executed by Mr. Clarlie, of Hereford. The

aisles have been laid with Godwin's encaustic

tiles.

A stained glass memorial window is

about to be erected in Innellan parish

church, N.B. It is of three lights, that in

the centre representing (John xx. 10) Our

Saviour with Mary in the garden ; and the

side lights being occupied hy figures of Peter

and John. The work is being carried out by

Messrs. Kier, of Glasgow.

A new organ, built by Messrs. Hill, of

London, has been placed in Angmering Church,

Sussex.

Jtgal Jnlcllipnre.

Fraudulent Preference.—A case of

some importance as defining what con

stitutes fraudulent preference in connection

with bankruptcy was heard last week in the

Nisi Prius Court at the Yorkshire Assizes.

Mr. Wills, Q.C., and Mr. West were for the

plaintiff, Mr. James Smith Barnfather, the

trustee in the estate of Isaac Boocock, Emanuel

Boocock, and Alfred Conyers, who carried on

business as cloth manufacturers, at Shipley

and Baildon, under the firm of Convers ft Boo

cock; and Mr. Cave, Q.C., and Mr. Tindal

Atkinson for the defendant, John Boocock (son

of Isaac Boocock, and brother of Emanuel

Boocock), who carries on business as a cloth

manufacturer at Pudsey. The action was

brought to recover the value of a number of

ends of cloth, and a quantity of locks—woo!

waste—which it was alleged had come into

the possession of the defendant shortly before

the bankruptcy of Messrs. Conyers ft Boocock.

The case for the plaintiff having been stated

at some length, the defendant was examined

as to different transactions he had had with

the firm. He stated that he had advanced

numerous loans to Messrs. Conyers ft Boocock,

and in respect of these he held a bill for £200.

Before the bill became due, he called on

the firm, and asked for security for the

money then owing, and they agreed to let

him have certain goods. Accordingly seven

teen ends of cloth were sent to his house at

Pudsey, and as those were not sufficient secu

rity, an additional twenty-eight ends were sent

to Mr. B. M. Carter's warehouse. They were

sent there by his order, because they needed

to be kept very clean, and he thought

it was a likely place. Mr. Atkinson : Had

you, when you received these goods, any idea

that the debtors were insolvent ? Witness :

Not the slightest idea. His Lordship : May

we take it that, on the contrary, you thought

that they had plenty of money ? Witness : I

did not think that they were full of cash,

because I had lent them some. In cross-exami

nation by Mr. Wills witness admitted that he

had no cash-book, no day-book, no ledger, no

bills—no books, in fact, except a lot-book, to

show the mixtures of his wools. Mr. Wills :

Are you still carrying on business on those

principles ? Witness : "Yes. Mr. Wills :

VVhere do you make your entries of your

sales ? Witness : I don't make any entries,

only on slips of paper, when they are compli

cated. Mr. Wills : What is your turnover in

the course of a year ? Witness : About £50

a week. Mr. Wills : And you trust entirely

to your recollection about transactions?

Witness : I trust to merchants I have to do

with. Mr. Wills : Why did you send these

pieces to Carter's? Witness: Because I

thought he was a right finisher. Mr. Wills :

You had never done any business with Carter

before? Witness: No. Mr. Wills: And

except to the amount of £2. 3s. 6d. you

have never done any business with Carter

since ? Witness : It is only very few pieces

that I finish. Mr. Wills : What in the world

have you kept these pieces all these months at

Carter's for P Witness : Because my solicitors

advised me to leave them alone. Mr. Wills :

Why didn't you sell the goods and realise

the money ? Witness : Because my solicitors
advised me not to sell them. Mr. Wrills : You

wanted £306 of these men. You knew you

had a memorandum of security. Why didn't

you go to Mr. Barnfather and ask if you could

sell the goods ? Witness : I was not a lawyer,

and I did not go to him. A receipt was pro

duced purporting to be given by witness to

Isaac Boocock for £110 paid on account, but

witness said that this was a mistake, the re

ceipt really having been given to his sister for

money lent him hy her. Sarah Elizabeth

Boocock, sister of the defendant, stated that

on Dec. 2o, 1877, she lent him £110, fur which

he gave her the receipt produced. The money

was repaid to her by cheque. Isaac Boocock,

father of the defendant, said that on Dec. 15,

1877, the defendant went to Messrs. Conyers &

Boocock's warehouse and asked if they were

prepared to take up the £200 bill. They could

not take it up, not having sufficient money to

pay the wages then due. The defendant lent

them £200 for that purpose, and they pro

mised to give him security for the amount of

this debt. In accordance with that promise

witness, by the instructions of his son Emanuel

and Conyers, sent 17 ends of cloth to the

defendant's) house at Pudsey, and afterwards

28 ends to Mr. Carter's warehouse in Leeds.

In cross-examination by Mr. Wills, wit

ness said that he was not a partner in the

firm of Conyers & Boocock. Emanuel

Boocock stated that when the firm promised

to give security to the defendant he (witness)

had no idea that they were insolvent. It was

not true that he had " slaughtered " goods in

order to get money. The goods were sold at

the ordinary trade price, and to respectable

firms. Lord Justice Bramwell, in charging

the jury, directed their attention specially to

the story told by the defendant about getting

a loan of £110 from his sister, and giving her

a receipt signed Isaac Boocock " on account ; "

and said that there was no doubt their verdict

would turn upon the credence or otherwise

which they placed on that part of the case.

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

Action for Non-Delivery op Chairs.

—Wadsworth v. Wilson, Son, & Co.—This

action, heard at the Liverpool Assizes on the

1 4th instant, was brought by Edward Wads-

worth, organ-builder, of Manchester, to recover

damages against the defendants, who are for

warding agents in Liverpool, for the non-deli

very of goods. Last year the plaintiff was at

a seaside resort in Holland, and saw a pecu

liarly-constructed chair in use, which be

thought would not prove a bad speculation in

England. He purchased a number, and they

were forwarded by the Rotterdam steamer to

Liverpool. The defendants, on the chairs

arriving at Liverpool, sent them to the London

and North-Western Railway Company, with

instructions that they were to be at plaintiffs

disposal on his paying freight and other charges.

The plaintiff forwarded the charges to Messrs.

Wilson, but by a mistake sent 6s. short. The

chairs were intended for use at Bhyl, and

when they were applied for there, the railwav

company refused to deliver them until the full

amount of the charges, £15. 5s. lid., was

paid, the defendants not having withdrawn

their instructions to the company. In conse

quence of the detention the plaintiff, it was

alleged, was prevented dealing advantageously

with the chairs at Bhyl, and claimed damages.

The defence was that Messrs. Wilson did not

authorise the railway company to exercise a

lien, but only to collect the freight. The jury

returned a verdict for the plaintiff, damages

10s. His Lordship -declined to grant costs.

A Cabinet-maker Committed for Con

tempt of Court.—At the Bradford County-

Court on the 15th inst., before Mr. Daniel,

Q.C., application was made for an order of

committal against William Smith, cabinet

maker, Stanningley, and Thomas Turner, auc

tioneer, Pudsey, for contempt of Court. On

the 12th ult. Harry Carter, of the Fleece Inn,

Pudsey, filed a petition for liquidation. Mr.

Glossop, accountant, Bradford, was appointed

receiver, and placed a man named Parker in

possession of the estate. On the same day

Smith claimed possession under a bill of sale.

Mr. John Thorpe, of Bradford, was appointed

trustee by the creditors, and he put a man

named Bland in possession of toe debtor's

premises. Turner, by Smith's instructions,

also took possession, and though shown

Thorpe's appointment, he forcibly ejected

Bland at eleven at night, and kept posses

sion on behalf of Smith. It was contended,

in defence, that as Smith and Turner had acted

under the impression that they were entitled

to possession, it was not a case in which the

power of commitment ought to be exercised.

His Honour remarked that it was necessary to

vindicate the authority of the Court. The act

of Turner was mere lawlessness. When he

found a man in possession he ought to have

stayed his hand, and he came here to justify

it. After some discussion between counsel on

either side, his Honour said that Smith and

Turner had no right to interfere with the

receiver. They had both been guilty of con

tempt of Court, and an order would be made

for their committal. The order against Smith

would be held in abeyance until the first

Court-day in October, that he might have the

opportunity of making such motion to the

Court as he might be advised. With respect

to Turner, an order would be made for

immediate committal.

Compiled with special reference to the Furniture,
ration. Upholstery, and Drapery Trades,from
Gamble q Harvey's " Weekly Record."

PaRTNKRSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Barton & Kitching, upholsterers, 70 and 72,

Park-road, Clapham.

Datton Brothers, joiners, Cheater.

Earnahaw A Brown, auctioneers, Bradford.

Johnson, Garlook & Co., woollen-merchant s>

Jewin- street, City, and Hadderafield.

Fiies & 01, wiokerwork manufacturers, Totten

ham.court-road.

Shackleton & Driver, joiners, Keighley.

Trimble & Stevens, drapers, Upper Norwood.

Liquidations Br Arrangement oe

Composition.

Block, Andre, otherwise Aaron Block,

wise Andrew Block, dealer in works of art,

Great Saint Andrew - street, Bloomsbury.

Aog. 5. At 10, John-street, Bedford-row,

Aug. 23, at 10. J. Evans, solicitor, 1, John,

street, Bedford-row.
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Di»», Charles Frederick, upholsterer, 16, Upper

Baker-street. Aug. 5. At Law Society's,

Chancery-lane, Sept. 4, at 2i . Mead & Son,

solicitors, 5, Jernvyn-street, tit. James's.

Daukin, Alfred, ironmonger, Camborne, Corn

wall. Aug. 9. At J. It. Danieli'a, solicitor,

Camborne, Aug. 25, at 2\,

Foulkes, James, and Wm. Horatio Fonlkes,

trading as James Foulkea & Son, machine-

joiners, City-road, Manchester. Aug. 8. At

York Hotel, York-street, Manchester, Aug.

30, at 3.

Oranwell, John Mitohel, organ manufaoturar

and dealer in pianos, Becket Mil:, Derby.

Ang. 8. At Bell Hotel, Derby, 8epl. 2, at 3.

W. B. Hex tall, solicitor, Derby.

Hardoastle, William, shop-fitter, Warner-street,

Clerkenwell, and Lansdowne-terraoe, Wood

Green, late cabinet-maker, Oainsborongh, Lin

colnshire. Aug. 1. W. P. Ricketts, solioitor,

19, Frederiok-etreet, Gray's Inn-road.

Houghton, James, pioture-framer, &a., Chester-

gate, Macclesfield. Aug. 6. C. H. Simpson,

solicitor, Kennedy. street, Manchester.

Kirkbride, Isaao, joiner, Whitehaven, Camber-

land. Aug. 6. At 13, Sandhills-lane, White-

haven, Aug. 25, at 3. J. McKelvie, solioitor,

Whitehaven.

Parry, David Jones, timber-merohant, East-

parade, Leeds. Ang. 9. At Booth, Clough

& Booth's, solicitors, Leeds, Aug. 27, at 3.

Eedgrove, Thomas Raynsford, late trading as

Redgrave & Bowden, previously as Bedgrove

& Piolay, ironmongers, &o., High -street,

Croydon. Aug. 7. At Guildhall Coffee

house, Gresbam-street, Aug. 26, at 1. H.

Parry, solicitor, 1, BasinghoJl.Btreet, London,

and Cioydon.

Sa.nl, John, saw-mill proprietor, Shrnbland-road,

late Pownall-road, and Regent's. row, Dalston.

Aug. 8. At Tathara, Oblein and Nash'*,

solicitors, 11, Queen Victoria-street, Aug. 27,

at 2.

Townsend, John, ohina. dealer, Great Norwood.

Btreet, late Mont pel ier- walk, both Chelten.

ham. Ang. 7. At W. Heath's, solicitor,

Cheltenham, Aug. 25, at 11.

Underwood, Thomas, ironmonger, King-street,

Blaenavon, Mons. Ang. 7. F. S. Dauuoey,

solicitor, Newport, Mons.

Wilson, Wm., ironmonger, Waterfoot, near Man-

Chester. Aug. 6. G. Ashworth, solicitor,

Waterfoot.

Gilling, John H. (Liq.), ironmonger, Thirek,

York. 2od and final dividend of 5s., at H.

W. Edmunds', Suminer-row, Birmingham.

Kings, George (Liq.), ironmonger, Bromszrove,

Worcester. 1st ami final dividend of 4s. Id.,

at J. A. Smith's, High-§treet, Bromegrove.

Sequestration.

Dnnoan, Andrew Thornton, brush manufacturer,

19, Waterloo-place, Edinburgh, previously a

partner in Thomas Duncan A- Sons, Pieardy-

place there. Aug. 8, with protection. Claims

by Deo. 8. Agents, Bonald & Ritchie, Hill-

street, Edinburgh.

Dividends under Sequestrations.

M'Dougall, Archibald, ironmonger, Johnstone*

Second and final at Miller & Ferguson's*

Queen-street, Glasgow, Aug. 18.

Steel, John, joiner, &c, Johnstone. Equalising

and final at Miller & Ferguson's, Queen-street,

Glasgow, Aug. 23.

Discharge Granted and Bankruptcy

Closed.

Cox, Stephen F., and FitzHugh Cor (Bkt.),

leather- factors, Leeds. Disoharge granted

July 30.

Dividend undee Bankruptcy.

Greaves, George Palmer, timber - merchant,

Pembn ke-road, Carlow. First dividend of

9s. Oid. in the pound on £498. O A, C. H.

James. Solicitor, — Gerrard.

Adjudications of Bankruptcy.

Parkereon, Robert Henry, dealer in pianofortes,

Anerley.grove, Upper Norwood. Aug. 1.

Parry, Joseph, china-dealer, Park-road, Toxteth

Park, late Overbury-street, Liverpool. Aug.

7. At C. C, Liverpool, Aug. 25, at 2 J. Bell-

ringer, Reg.

Trustees Appointed.

Becker, Carl. (Liq.), gasfitter, Chipping Norton,

Ozon. Trustee, W. Kirtland, gentleman,

Chipping Norton.

Beokwitb, Christopher, and Edward J. Hammond

(Liq), leather-merchants, Long-lane, Ber-

mondsey. Trustee, J. Sawyer, acoountant, 3,

Adelaide-plaoe, London Bridge.
Birtlee, William (Liq.), lace manufacturer, Not

tingham. Trustee, T. Sellars, accountant,

Nottingham.

Prisley, Jas. (Liq.), glue manufacturer, Blox.

wicb, Staffs. Trustee, W. Ccok, auctioneer,

Walsall.

Sedgwick, Riobard (Liq ), cabinet-maker, Moss-

street and Brownlow-hill, Liverpool. Trustee,

W. L. Jackson, accountant, South John-street,

Liverpool.

Shaw, Charles (Liq.), glass-dealer, Sneinton,

Notts. Trustee, T. Sellars, accountant,

Nottingham.

Yonng, Robt., jnn., and Septimus H. Robson,

trading as Robert Youcg & Co. (Liq),

timber-merchants, Sunderland. Trustees, R.

Richardson, Sunderland, and R. Collingvvood,

Newcastle, accountants.

Dividends.

Bourne, John (Bkt.), carrier, Woroester. 1st

and final aividend of Is. Id., at A. E. Davies,

Brunswick, terrace, Woroester.

Caulfeld, Tfloe. (Liq.), musical instrument

dealer, Newcastle. 1st dividend of Is.; any

Thursday between 11 and 3, at J. M.

Winter's, Maiket-street, Newcastle, and F.

Lucas, Son & Co's., Great Marlborough.stieet,

London.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

The adjourned meeting of the creditors of

John Hodkiuson, jun., pianoforte dealer and

music-seller, of Macclesfield, was held on the

13th inst. at the offices of Messrs. Barclay &

Henstock, solicitors, Exchange Chambers, Mac

clesfield. The statement of affairs presented to

the meeting by Mr. Ibeson. the receiver,

showed liabilities £3,076, and assets £173. An

offer of 2s. in the pound being unanimously

refused, liquidation by arrangemeut was re

solved upon, and, after considerable discussion,

Mr. David West, acoountant, Hyde, and Mr.

George Ibeson, accountant, Macclesfield, were

appointed joint trustees, with a committee of

inspection.

A meeting of the creditors of William Ely,

joiner, Ao., of Over Darwen, was held last week

at the offioeB of Messrs. Boote & Edgar, solici

tors, Booth-street, Manchester, when a state

ment was read by Mr. Sutton, the receiver,

which showed liabilities £2,945, and assets

£i,764. The debtor having no offer of compo

sition to make, 1 quidation by arrangement was

resolved upon. Mr. Sutton was appointed

trustee, and the debtor was granted an imme

diate order of discharge. Messrs. Boote &

Edgar were entrusted with the registration of

the resolutions.

The final meeting of the oreditors of Mr.

D. C. Pilling, late of the Stourport Tannery,

was held last week at the offices of Messrs.

Harvey Preen & Co., tublio acoonntants, Kid.

derminster. Mr. R. D. Poppleton, of London,

the largest trade creditor, presided. The

accounts, as presented by the trustee, Mr.

Harvey Preen, were passed. The total amount

of unsecured liabilities was £15,146. ;.!.'. 5 1. and

the assets available for dividend £1,661. 17s. 41

The first and final dividend of 2s. 2?d. in the

pound, to be paid forthwith, was declared and

accepted by the creditors. Muoh discussion

ensued upon the question of the disoharge of

the debtor being introduced, the discharge being

strongly opposed by the trade creditors, and

eventually the disoharae was refused. The

trustee was released from his office as from

September 13 next, and the chairman warmly

complimented Mr. Preen upon the oarnful and

business-like way in which he had carried out

the duties of trustee.

BILLS OP SALE.

Adams, Alfred, cabinet-maker, Ac. 40, Milk-

street, Bristol, for £7, to Joseph Freedman.

Filed Aug. 7.

Ashpole, James, cabinet- maker, 13, Fleur-de-lis.

street, Norton Folgate, for £61. 2s., to

National Guardian Assurance Company.

Filed Aug. 7.

Baxter, James George, wood.turner. 122, Free-

dom-road, Walkley, Sheffield, for £7, to Chas.

J. Hinchliffe. Filed Aug. 7.

Broom, Edward Richards, tanner, Whimple,

Devon, for £500, to William Southey and

another. Filed Aug. 7.
Cryer, William Henry, joiner, 2, Akeds-bui'dingB,

Salterhebble, Halifax, Yorks., for £20, to

John Ainley. Filed Aug. 2.

Daniel, John Bishop, aucti inter. Taunton,

Somerset (property at 23, East-street,

Taunton), for £30, to Charles Chard. Filed

Aug. 8.

Davison, George, joiner and cabinet-maker,

Bawtry, Yorks., for £62. 10s., to Midland

Credit and Deposit Bank. Filed Aug. 6.

Fifield, Arthur, ironmonger, Rothweli, North,

ampton, for £23, to James P. Ham. Filed

Aug. 2.

Jukes, William, cut-glass maker, 31, 'Moland-

street, and Elmley-plaoe, Clifton-road, Aston

Jnxta, Birmingham, for £14. 10s., to William

Weir. Filed Aug. 6.

Kirby, Henry, carrier, 8, Sohool.terrace, Wal

sall, Staffs., for £26. 8s., to Aaron Cotton.

Filed Aug. 6.

Ley, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 118, High-street,

Ilfraoombe, Devon, for £14, to Hyman Freed-

man. Filed Aug. 8.

McLaren, David Soobie, furniture manufacturer,

20, Astley's-row (Canonbary-cottages), Canon-

bury-road, for £30, to Joseph Willmott.

Filed Aug. 7.

Mazurkiewez, Anthory, cabinet-maker, 163,

Undereli£f>-street, Pol'ard-lane, Bradford, for

£26. 8a. to County Ljan Company. Filed

Aug. 1.
Moranne, Actonie,lamp manufacturer, 17, Aoton.

street, Gray's Inn-road, for £27. 14s., to L. &

C. Advance, &c. Company. Filed Aug. 6.

Nas*i, John James Carpenter, house-decorator,

21, Robert-road, Talma-road, Brixton, for £24,

to Ambrose Bradbury. Filed Aug. 1.

Pickering, Wharley, nuctioneer, 27, West-road,

Loftus-in-Cleveland, Yorkshire, for £31, to

James Turner. Filed Aug. 2.

Quarterman, Leonard, furniture - dealer, 11,

Churoh-road, and 33, Railway-aroh, Hammer

smith, for £28, to John Fonlkes. Filed Aug. 7.

Ricketts, James, ironmonger, 6, Alexandra-road,

Moss Side, Manchester, for £19, to Isaao

Fineberg. Filed Aug. 2.

Rigney, John, furniture-broker, 5, St. Stephen-

street, Salford, for £169, to Charles E. Conelly.

Filed Aug. 5.
Scott, William, chair-maker, 33, Head-street,

Toxteth-park, Liverpool, for £14, to Joseph

Levin. Filed Aug. 6.

Sheppard, William, painter and decorator, 32,

Blaohington-road, Ciiftonville, Brighton, for

£28, to William Sibley. Filed Aug. 5.

Skotzky, Jacob, trimming manufacturer, 10,

Pyrland-road, Highbury New Park, for £65,

to Charles F. Boseok and another. Filed

Aug. 5.
Smith, Henry, timber-dealer, Curzon . street,

Nottingham, for £95, to Maty J. Harvey.

Filed Aug. 5.
Tinkler, John, joiner, Front-row, Pelton Col

liery, Durham, for £27. 4s., to John Mitchell.

Filed Aug. 1.
Turner, Robert Layeock, upholsterer, 16, Web

ster • street, Greenheys, Manchester, for

£62. 10s., to Edward Hobson. Filed Aug. 1.

Tyler, William, wood-dealer, Fownhope, Here,

fordshire, for £98. 7s. 7d., to Richard Q.

Gauge. Fi'ed Aug. 2.

Warren, Joseph, pianoforte-maker, 245, Kentish-

town-road, for £35, to — Hennen and

another. Filed Aug. 1.

Cntlu Changes, &t.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
at veil as in all parte of the Country trill kindlyforward
to us early intimation ofany Tratle Changes, or ■ nU tu

any Jottings of general interest to the Trades tee
represent. By so doing they trill materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the r I'H.vircuH

Gazbtti.

We hear on very good authority that

Messrs. Slioolbred & Co., of Tottenham-court-

road, have purchased from Messrs. Jackson &

Graham the Ogle-street Factory, together

with the plant and machinery, and that they

will shortly commence operations on their

new premises.

In our announcement last week of the fall

of a furniture warehouse, the Christian name

of the firm in occupation was wrongly given.

It should have been J. Monk & Co., invalid
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and chair-carriage manufacturers. The firm

have since taken fresh premises in the same

street, where they carry on business as here

tofore.

Mb. William Charles Davis has retired

from the firm of De Pont, Davis & Co., manu

facturers of billiard goods, Old Broad-street.

The firm of Lowe & Wood, furniture-

dealers, of Chorlton-upon-Medlock, and Hulme,

Manchester, has been dissolved. The business

at 48 and 54, Oxford-street, Chorlton-upon-

Medlock, will be carried on by Mr. Rodger

Lowe on his own account, while that at 213

and 215, Great Jackson-street, Hulme, will be

continued by Mrs. Jane Wood on her own

account.

Mr. A. D. Roth has retired from the firm

of Wittman & Roth, china and glass-dealers,

Great Marlborough-street.

Messrs. Ellis, Oakley & Co., manufac

turers of the anti-acid glass-cleaning liquid, of

Hunslet-road, Leeds, have dissolved partner

ship. Mr. S. D. Oakley continues the business

on his own account

Mr. John Henry Williams, the well-

known representative for the past seventeen

years of the old-established house of Messrs.

Thomas Husband & Co., and their successors,

Messrs. Beckwith & Hammond, leather-mer

chants and manufacturers, has succeeded to

the business, the London portion of which will

be under the management of Mr. Beckwith.

A new firm has started in the Glasgow

leather trade under the designation of Dowell

& Jack, in the premises lately occupied by F.

Rumpen & Co., Wileon-street.

The partnership hitherto existing between

Messrs. Ives & Oppenheim, leather-factors,

Leicester and Bristol, has been dissolved by

mutual consent, Mr. W. H. Ives retiring from

the business, which will be carried on by Mr.

E. J. Oppenheim, who will discharge all the

liabilities, and receive all debts due to the

firm.

Mr. W. S. White, of Teddington, has sold

his ironmongery business to Mr. H. E. Hill.

The firm of Hayward & Co., painters and

decorators, of South Queen's-ferry, has been

dissolved. Mr. W. Hayward continues the

business.

Messrs. J. & G. Nisbet, joiners, of Ayton,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. G. Nisbet

continues the business.

Messrs. J. D. & J. S. Smith, carvers, of

21, Frederick-street, Edinburgh, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. J. S. Smith continues

the business.

Arthur Waring & Co.—Upon terms of

an agreement of 20th ult. this company pro

poses to take over the business of buffalo hide

and sizing merchants, tanners, and hide and

waste-dealers and manufacturers, carried on

by Thomas Crawley, at Warrington, Lancas

ter, and at Willow-street, Bermondsey, Surrey,

under style of Arthur Waring & Co. It

was incorporated on the 11th inst., with a

capital of £12,000 in £100 shares, and in

addition to the trades mentioned above, pro

poses to carry on the business of tanners,

curriers, leather-dressers, and glue manufac

turers. The purchase includes the freehold

land, lease of premises, plant, stock-in-trade,

and other effects of the said business. The

consideration is £11,207. 5s. lid., and is

payable in the manner provided for in an

unregistered agreement of the 20th ult.

Twenty of the shares are to be reserved and

set apart for issue to Mr. T. Crawley. The

subscribers are :—

Shares.•Sylvanns Beholds, Latchford, Cheshire, farmer. 1
•John Ostler, Hull, hide and bark-merchant 1

*£dgar William Bairn, 31, Kine-street, South

John-street, Liverpool, hide and leather-factor., 1
Alfred Lafone, 9, Leather Market, Bermondeey,

hide and leather-factor 1
Emanuel Boutcher, 9, Leather Market, Bermond

sey, hide and leather-faotor 1
Foster Mortimore, 9, Leather Market, Bermond

sey, hide and leather-factor 1
•John Jowett, Liverpool, broker 1

The number of directors is to be five. Mr.

William Crawley and the subscribers whose

are preceded by an asterisk are the

first directors. Mr. Thomas Crawley is ap

pointed general manager, at a salary of_ £400

per annum, and a further remuneration of

£10 per cent, upon the net profits above such

as is sufficient to pay £5 per cent, per annum

on the paid-up capital, £15 per cent, on the

net profits remaining after payment of £15 per

cent, per annum, and £20 per cent, upon the

net profits above sufficient to pay £20 per cent.

In the event of Mr. Crawley ceasing to be

managing director before having had all the

20 reserved shares issued to him, such unissued

shares may be issued as ordinary shares.

Patent Colouring and Glazing Com

pany.—Upon terms of an agreement of 12th

ult. this company proposes to purchase the

rights and interest of Messrs. James Jeffs, of

43, Hanover-street, Islington, and Edward

Sewell Bulmer, of 10, London-street, in cer

tain patented inventions for colouring and

glazing piper and other 'fabrics, and for im

provements in the treatment of paper and

other fabrics, and in machinery for the same.

It was registered on the 12th inst. with a

capital of £75,000 in £10 shares. The pur

chase consideration is £50,000, payable £5,000

in cash, £20,000 in fully paid-up shares, and

the remainder by an annual payment of one-

half of the net profits available for dividend.

The subscribers are :—

Shares.
Joseph Francis King, 62, Loraine-road, Hollo-
way, surveyor 1

Captain Kenneth Maclachan, 52, Park-street,
Grosvenor-souare 1

James Jeff's, 43, Hanover-street, N., merchant ... 1

Edward S. Bulmer, 16, London-Btreet, timber-
merchant, &c 1

M. J. Pearoe, 9, Malmesbury-road, Bow, agent ... 1
William Phipps, 17, Cowley-street, Westminster,

clerk 1
Edward Knight, 33, Tollington-road, N., ao-
oountant [ 1

The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than seven. The subscribers

are to appoint the first; qualification, 20 shares.

After providing for the payment of all interest

on outstanding debentures, mortgages, and

other liabilities, and for the redemption

thereof, the directors will be entitled to 5 per

cent, upon the amount of divisiblo profits.

United Service Supply Association.—

This company has been formed for carrying on

the ordinary business of a co-operative society.

It was registered on the 9th inst., with a

capital of £100,000 in £2 shares. The sub

scribers are :—

Shares.
Major-General J. E. L. Willows, Arundel-villa,
West Croydon 25

Francis M. Lind, 5t ;Ki!burn.villa9, Central-hill,
Upper Norwood 25

Major-General Charlea Becher Young, 9, Manor-
road, Forest-bill 25

Lient. -Colonel Francis Shearman, [62, [St. Den-
natt's-road, New Cross 25

Edward George Whitehead, ^Downea House, Ce
dars-road, Clapham-common 25

Lieut.-Colonel F. ,J. Colin Halkett, St. John's-
terrace, Brighton 25

Captain John Jennings Kendall, Shepperton,
Middlesex; 25

The number of directors is not to be less than

three nor more than nine ; qualification, 25

shares. The subscribers are the first directors.

The remuneration of the board is to be £1,000

per annum, and a further sum of £200 per

annum for every 1 per cent, dividend beyond

5 per cent, per annum. The board are to

appoint two managing directors at such re

muneration as they may determine.

The drapery business of Mr. John Crawford,

at Dunblane, has been transferred to Messrs.

Peter & David Sword, who will continue the

same in their own name. Mr. Crawford's

business in Broad-street, Stirling, has been

transferred to Mr. T. Fergusson,who will trade

as Fergusson & Co.

In the case of Cox Brothers, leather-factors,

Leeds and Bristol, a circular has been issued

to the creditors stating that the estate of the

debtors has been sold at a price which will

yield a composition of 2s. 3d. in the pound.

In the Birmingham Court of Bankruptcy,

Joseph Arthur Partridge, chandelier manu

facturer, trading as Partridge & Co., has

filed a petition for liquidation with liabilities

estimated at £12,000, and assets not yet ascer

tained.

In the Burnley County Court, an adjudica

tion in bankruptcy has been made against

John Smith, cabinet-maker and upholsterer,

St. James-street, Burnley. Mr. Edward Foden

has been appointed receiver. The liabilities

are estimated at £2,300.

A petition has been filed in the Leeds

County Court for the liquidation of the affairs

of David Jones Parry, timber-merchant, &C-,

East-parade, Leeds. His liabilities amount

to between £9,000 and £10,000. The amount

of the assets has not yet been ascertained.

Mr. Barnfather, of Messrs. Hardcastle & Barn-

father, has been appointed receiver.

Jeporfs of Companies.

0

Nottingham Manufacturing Company (Li.

mitkd).—The aooounts for the year ended last

June show the net profit to be £5,193, which,

with £1,471 brought forward, makes a credit

balance of £6,664. An interim dividend at the

rate of 5 per oent. was paid for the first six

months of the year, and the directors now re

commend that a further, similar amount be dis

tributed for the past six months, which will

leave a surplus of £1,186 to be carried forward.

New Civil Service Co-operation (Limited).

—At an extraordinary general meeting of the

members, held on the loth inat. at the City

Terminus Hotel, Mr. William B&ttye, a director,

presiding, the resolutions passed at the meeting

on the 29th nit. were submitted for confirma

tion. They were for rednoing the capital from

£105,000 to £78,750, by cancelling the paid-up

capital which has been lost or is unrepresented

by available assets, to the extent of £1. 5s. on

each of the preference and ordinary ahares

whioh have been issued, and to the extent of

5b. on each of the guaranteed five per cent,

preference shares, and by similarly reducing

the nominal amount of each of the unissued

preference and ordinary Bbares from £5 to

£3. 15s., and by reducing the nominal amount

of the unissued guaranteed five per oent. prefer

ence shares from £1 to 15s. ; dividing into five

shares of 15s. each—to be called " new ordinary

Bhares "—the unissued preference and ordinary

shares ; oanoelling olanse 47 of the articles of

association, and altering the rights of members

in regard to voting; authorising the directors

to accept the surrender of preference or ordi

nary Bhares for the new ordinary Bhares ; the

surrendered shares not to be reissued without the

sanction of a general meeting, and authorising

the issue, as the directors might determine, of

any of the new ordinary shareB not issued before

the 1st of January next. The chairman briefly

proposed the resolutions setiatim, and after a

long discussion they were carried, in each oase

with three dissentients, upon which Dr. Win

chester entered a formal protest.

jfurniturt ano Carpet gesips.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected, with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 14th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-miche".

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known, as " fur

nitures."

Completely Registered.

337,973. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. CIhsb XI. Aug. 8.

338,015. Greener, Henrv, of Wear Flint Glass

Works, Millfield, Sunderland. Class III.

Aug. 8.

338,016.17. Dixon, Henry Jecks, & Sons, of

Kidderminster. Class VI. Aug. 8.

338,018. Hawke, Frederick Samnel, of St. Ger.

man's, in the oounty of Cornwall. Class II.

An*. 8.

338,021. The Foxhill Bank Printing Company,

of 51, George-street, Manchester. Class XI.

Aug. 9.

338,050. Morris & Yeomans, of Astwood Bank,

Redditoh. Class IY. Aug. 9.

338,093. Turnbull, Matthew, of Cornhill Glass

Works, Smethwick, Sunderland. Class III.

Aug. 11.

338,l'/6. Morria & Yeomans, of Astwood, Red

ditoh. Class II. Aug. 12.
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338,13-1. Barton, John E., of Kidderminster.

Class YI. Aug. 13.

338,135. Grove, Frederick Wedgwood, and John

Stark, of Palissy Works, Loughton. Class IY.

Aug. 13.

338, 136-69. Cooke, William, of Grove Works,

Leeds. Class V. Ang. 13.

338,190-4. Potter, 0. and J. P., of Over Darwen,

Lancashire. Class Y. Aug. 13.

338,237. Drew, Alexander, & Sons, of 15, Ni

cholas-street, Manchester, and Loner House,

near Burnley. Class XI. Aug. 13.

338,240.2. Cooke, William, of Grove Works,

Leeds. Class Y. Aug. 13.

338,267. Cooper, Arthur, of 1a, Hampstead-

street, Fitzroy-square. Class II. Aug. 14.

338,269-81. Simpson & Higgin, of 7, York-

street, Manchester. Class XI. Aug. 14.

338,286-7. Heppell, W. H. & Co., of Forth-

street, Newcastle. on-Tyne. Class III.

Aug. 14.

338,294-8. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead- on -Tyne. Class III.

Aug. 14.

Useful Design Completely Begistebed.

6,197. Brown & Green (Limited), of Luton, for

a stove. Aug. 14.

Jfilers |)attnt.

Ja this column unit be found such invention* at relate t
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trades ; and Inventors are requested to p>it
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
mill be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications foe Letters Patent.

3,182. Sbaw-Brown, S., lint manufacturer, of

Liverpool, for improvements in cnttiDg and

separating woven and felted fabrics, and in

apparatus therefor. Aug. 8.

3,188. Wilson, J. G., of Market-street, Man

chester, for a new or improved method of

bleaching amber, copal, and other lacs and

varnishes, and linseed-oil, useful also in the

manufacture of varnish. A communication

from D. E. Sohrader and O. Dumcke, both of

Konigsberg, PraBsia. Aug. 8.

3,201 . Lokie, J., of Detroit, Michigan, for im

provements in spring beds or mattresses,

applicable also for couches and the like.

Aug. 9.

3,201. Walker, A. E., woollen manufacturer, W.

Haigb, loom-tuner, and J. Brook, blacksmith,

all of Lindley, near Huddersfield.for improve

ments in loomsfor weaving. Aug. 9.

3,208. Lewis, J., metallio bedstead manufac

turer, of Birmingham, for improvements in

metallic bedsteads, cots, sofas, and couches.

Aug. 9.

3,21 i. Harrington, W., armoury sergeant, of*

Richmond Barracks, Dublin, for an improved

combined canteen, water-bottle, and cooking

apparatus for the use of soldiers and others.

Aug. 11.

3,216. Kempe, E., of Leeds, for improvements

in machinery for washing and cleansing

woollen, worsted, or other woven or felted

fabric?. Aug. 11.

3.220. Lawson, E /manufacturer. andB. G. Hod-

getts, manager of works, and II. Lea, consult

ing engineer, all of Birmingham, for improve

ments in metallic bedsteads and cots. Aug. 11.

3.221. Lake, W. B., patent agents, Southampton-

buildings, for improved guiding and stop

mechanism for machinery for spinning textile

materials. A communication from C. Weber,

manufacturer, of Gaebwiller, Germany. Aug.

11.

82227. Wirth, F., of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, for

improvements in moulding • machines. A

communication from G. Sebold and F. Neff,

trading nnder the firm of Sebold & Neil, of

- Durlach, Germany. Aug. 11.

3.236. Colding, W., of Canonbury, for an im

proved stage apparatus or appliance to be

used instead of ladders and scaffolding in the

painting, decorating, and renovating of edi

fices, and for ether purposes for which the

said invention is applicable. Ang. 12.

3.237. Fischer, G., of Hoxton-square, for im

provements in lamp-burners and in devices

to be used therewith. Aug. 12.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

3,242. Wirth, F., of Frankfort-on-the-Maine,

Germany, for improvements in spring-beds.

A communication from F. Wengi and lit

Hamiker, Zurich, Switzerland. Aug. 12.

3,2 16. Harlow, B., engineer, of Macclesfield, for

improvements in the construction of niters,

also applicable to existiog filtering apparatus.

Aug. 12.

3,257. Wirth, F., of Frankfort - on . the - Main

Germany, for improvements in safes, money-

chests, strong-doors, and the like. A comma,

nioation from G. J. A. Eokhardt, optician, and

J. A. Kaiser, locksmith, both of Frankfort-on-

the-Maine, Germany. Aug. 13.

3,268. Lomax, H., machinist, of Darwen, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Aug. 13.

3,271. Simon, H., of St. Peter's-sqnare, Man

chester, for improvements in melting and

casting glass, metals, and other fusible sub

stances, and in the apparatus or means to be

employed therein. A communication from

G. Leuffgen, of Berlin. Aug. 13.

ilctos, Holts, anfo (£ominenls.

A Leather Exhibition will be held at Copen

hagen on Monday next and on the two following

days.

Early Closing' Association.—The Arch

bishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London

have become patrons of this association.

The Upholders' Company.—The officers of

the Upholders' Company for the ensuing year

are as follows:—Master, Mr. H. A. Greatorex;

Wardens, Mr. C. Kemp and Mr. F. McDonald

Robertson.

The Carpenters' Company.— Mr. J. P.

Long has been eleoted Master of the Carpenters'

Company for the ensuing year, the Wardens

being Mr. S. Gibbins, Mr. J. E. Cook, and Mr.

A. Preston.

Imitation Antique Pottery.—The way to

convert modern pottery into the antique is to

boil the former in oil and bury it in wood ashes.

One will be astonished to find how quickly the

new article will become in appearance a veritable

" antique."—Capital and Labour,

Paisley School of Design.—In consequence

of the death of Provost Murray, who had been

president of this institution since its foundation,

Mr. Coats has been elected to the vacant office,

while Mr. Macgregor has been nominated vioe-

president for the ensuing year.

Exhibition of Sanitary Appliances.—The

Exhibition of the Sanitary Institute of Great

Britain, held in connection with its antumn

congress, will take place this year at Croydon,

opening on the 21st of October, and remaining

open until the 8th of November. Particulars as

to space can be obtained from the curator, Mr.

Charles L. Marsh, 138, Fleet-street.

Glasgow Weaving" College.—The third

session of this school is to commence on Sep

tember 1. The course of study includes plain

and figured weaving in all their stages, practical

weaving on hand and power looms ; and in

struction in designing, winding, warping, beam

ing, &o. The success of the sohool has enabled

the directors to reduce the fees considerably,

those for the day classes being now only six

guineas per session, and those for the evening

classes four guineas.

A New Furniture Wood is rapidly ooming

into favonr with the London cabinet-makers ; it

is called " Bass, or white-wood," and is imported

from America. It is said to be very plentiful in

Canada. This wood is largely used by cabinet

makers in America for painted bedroom suites,

and also for Bides and bottoms of drawers in

ordinary furniture. BasB-wood is very cheap and

easy to work, and affords a good base for veneer

ing upon. It also takes stain well. The only

drawback is its softness ; but makers of cheap

ebonised cabinets are already using it largely.

The Swedish Leather Trade.—As show

ing the effect of American leather on the Swedish

trade, M. Werner-Conquest, of Stockholm, men

tions that between 1861 and 1876 the leather

consumption in Sweden rose in value from

£263,000 to £666,650; but whereas in 1871

about 81 per cent, was of home manufacture, in

1876 only 58 per cent, of the leather consumed

was Swedish. The home consumption of native

leather had thus fallen off 25 per cent. ; mean

while the imports of foreign leather, chiefly

hemlock, has more than doubled.

Revival in the Carpet Trade.—Signs are

not wanting that the long-prevailing and general

stagnation of national industry is becoming a

thing of the past, and that activity will again

before long be the prevailing feature. The car

pet trade will necessarily reap its full share of

any such revival, and manufacturers as well aB

retailers are anticipating a prosperous autumn

trade. Among other healthy indications we may

mention that Messrs. John Crossley & Sons

(Limited), of Halifax, have resumed full time in

certain branches of the carpet trade. Let us

hope that this may prove the keynote to the

general revival throughout the carpet and

furnishing trades.

National Portrait Gallery.—The trustees

of the National Portrait Gallery, in their twenty-

second annual report, state that during the past

year numerous donations have been received.

The number of visitors to the gallery was

72,105. Being now in possession of more ample

space, and prompted by a desire to render the

oolleotion more generally available, the trustees

have resolved to open the gallery to the publio

without restriction every day in the week ex

cepting Friday, which has been set apart for the

purpose of cleaning and occasional alterations.

Artists will be allowed, subject to the rules

already laid down, to copy on Tuesdays, Wed

nesdays, and Thursdays, between the hours o

ten and two. '

The Mexican Exhibition.—Great efforts

are being made in Mexico to make a success of

the International Exhibition which is proposed

to be held in the city of Mexico next year. The

building was originally intended to be opened

on Jan. 15, and to remain open for six months ;

but it has been decided to postpone the inaugu

ration till some later date, not yet fixed, in

order to ioBure the completion of the structure

and to allow more time to exhibitors to send in

their goods. The exhibition will afford an op.

portunity to English manufacturers to bricg

their produce more generally into notice in a

field which is at present chiefly in the hands of

the United States and of France.

Antique .Glass in the Edinburgh Mu

seum.—The very valuable and interesting col

lection of antique glass, colleoted in the neigh

bourhood of Borne by the Earl of Northesk, and

so long on loan in the Edinburgh Museum of

Science and Art, has been presented by the

Earl of Northesk. The value of this gift is

greatly enhanoed by the faot that the Museum

has just acquired the costly collection of antique

Egyptian, Phoenician-Egypto-Boman, and Greek

glass made by the eminent colleotor, M. Piot,

of Paris. These two collections will make the

Museum especially rich in antique glass ; and

as it already possesses a good oolleotion of

more modern examples, few museums will ex

ceed it in this interesting branch of art in

dustry.

The Canadian Woollen Trade.—There

has been a large decrease in the importation

into Canada of cotton and woollen goods. The

declared value of the former is 6,897,355 dols.

for the past year, against 9,830,836 dols. in

1874-5, and 11,182,015 dols. in 1873-4; and

that of the latter is 8,504,386 dols. against

12,867,775 dols. in 1874.5, when the imports of

woollens were heaviest. Meanwhile it is note

worthy that the value of the imports of coloured

cottons, jeans, and denims, inoluded in the

above, shows an increase for the past year

against 1875, and the same remark applies to

carpets. The imports of silks, satins, and velvets

show a very significant decline, the declared

value being 1,414,053 dols. against 2,219,160

dols. in 1875.

Boxes from Wood-shavings.—The manu

facture of rectangular boxes from wood-

shavings has hitherto been chiefly limited to

match-boxes, it being difficult to produce larger

ones of sufficiently retentive form, since the

shavings have to be partially cut at the parts

where corners are to be made ; they are thus

weakened, and, after bending, the slit is apt to

enlarge, diminishing the soundness of the box.

This evil a German inventor, Herr Andre, pro

poses to remedy, by pressing the shaving at the

parts where corners are to be formed with a

stamp having its sides inolined at somewhat

more than 90°. Thus the fibres of the wood are

not injured, but they are compressed to about

one-half. Thereupon the shaving may be bent

in the moist or dry state, without the fibres

rupturing, provided the impression made with

the stamp be sufficiently deep.
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Modern " Antiquities "—In antiquities, as

in everything else, the supply always holds pace

with the demand. When old furniture is in

special reqneat we know there are those in our

midst who can manufacture any quantity at

short notice; and so with many other articles,

as, for example, bronzes, a subject to which

attention is drawn by the correspondent of a

Swiss paper, who warns collectors of anti

quities to beware of fabricated specimens of

articles purporting to belong to the ege of

bronze, and to have been fonnd among the

remains of lake dwellings and in the beds of

rivers. He says there is a regular manufactory

of these things near the Lake of Bienne, and

that bronze swords are beiDg offered at 100 f.,

ouch of which is not worth as many centimes.

Co-operative Furniture Manufactory.—

Having, as we previously announced, failed in

their effort to ooeroe the mssterB into conceding

a reduction of working hours to eight per diem,

the Chicago cabinet-makers are now oonsidering

a plan for opening a furniture workers' co

operative manufactory on the same plin as the

one in operation at 8r- Liuis. When the

latter was started the Chicago workmen helped

their co-labourers in St. Louis very materially,

nearly every union man taking one or more of

the 25 dols. shares of the Sc. Lonis s'ock. The

Sc. Lonis men have now intimated that, in case

the joint-stock pUn is adopted in Ohiogo, they

will take shares to the amuuut of 13,000 dnls. or
•20,000 dols. It is proposed that the capital

stock should be 50,000 dole., only a very small

portion of which has been taken up thus far.

Wage* in the American Glass Trade.—

Concurrent with the improved trade whioh has

set in in the United States, a movement is

developing among all classes of operatives to

obtain an inorease of wages. Among others

the glassmakers of New Jersey have notified a

demand to this effect. The furnaces are out

of blast in Midsummer, that being the season of

repairs, and it is oustomary to go in blast again

at the close of AngnBt. Bub tbe glassblowers,

helpers, and nearly all the classes of labour in

the factories, have now given notice that they

want higher wages, asking from 10 to 14 per

cent, increase on former prices. What to do is

the question with tbe employers, but tbey will

probably have to concede something, aa their

atorohouses are bare, and with advancing prices

buyers are clamorous for glass.

Fatal Accident at Dyeworks.—Mr. Mal-

coiin, the Bornngh coroner, held an inquest last

week at the Leeds Town-ball on the body of

David Hainswrrth, a dyer, who died in the

Leeds infirmary from the effects of an aocident

at Messrs. J. & J. Fickles's dyeworks at Sbeeps-

car. It is supposed that the deceased was

-either throwing some cloth over a roller or

lifting np a pile on to the " 09trich " to find the

other end, when he was caught by the shafting.

It was admitted by all tbe witnesses that the

shafting was not " fixed off," bnt Mr. D*vid

Pickles, jaa., said he did not know a dye.

house where any similar machinery was pro.

tected. Tbe machinery at their works, be said,

had only been put down a year or two, and was

on tbe most improved principle. The jnry found

that the deceased had come by his death from

being wrapped round the main shafting, but

there was no direct evidence to show how he

came there. They added to their verdict a

recommendation that the shafting should be

fixed off."

The Plague in Foreign Rugs and

Carpets.—We have from time to time drawn

attention to the alleged danger of infection

from Eastern rugs and carpets. It is well known

that these goods are, to a large extent, colleoted

for export after having been in use. A large

quantity of tbem have been imported into the

United States during tbe past few years, and the

American Consul- General at Constantinople,

deeming the matter of importance, has ex

pressed bis fears in a letter from which we

extract tbe following :—" The carpets and rugs

are bought up by itinerant merchants, from

individuals who have had them in use probably

for years ; such an occasion as the death of one

or all tbe members of tbe family causes the

dispersion of their property, and among the rest

of their rugs and carpets. These articles are ex

ported not only by merchants, but also by

travellers, who take them to the United States

as luggage, and they thus escape tbe sanitary

examination to which they would be subjected

as merchandise. I have forbidden traders in

carpets to biing their wares to my house, for I

snspeot that some of the mysterious cases of

plague at points quite remote from the original

plaoes of infeotion may have been transmitted

by suoh agents."

Antique Roman Ware.—While some work

men were last week engaged in making excava

tions on the property of Mr. Biohard Twining,

near Tooting, for the foundation of some new

buildings, at a depth of 20 feet one of them

strook his spade against something brittle. On

an examination being made, some antique

Roman and Etruscan ware was unearthed, and

tbe following articles were found :—A quantity

of glass, with etching in gold, representing two

figures of the early Chtistian age ; some speci

mens of glass vases, of great iridescence; a

Soman glass bowl, broken in fifteen pieces, in

white, yellow, blue, ruby, and other colours ; a

vase of antique Soman manufacture, in four

pieces; a lance, battle-axe, and dagger; also

some bronze weapons in fragments, and a silver

cup, the whole of these being fused together

apparently by fire. Alongside these treasures

was found a large square copper box, tbe lid

lying next the articles named, and the other

portion broken in halves, the treasures having

evidently been once enolosed in it.

Wages in Europe and America.—The

American paper* contain a communication from

the United States Department of State referring

to forthcoming oonsular reports on the condition

of labour in Europe. The communication in

question says that the reports cover all phases

of the labour question, and clearly prove, among

other matters, that " wages in the United States

are double those of Belgium, Denmark, France,

and England, three times those of Germany,

Italy and Spain, and four times those of the

Netherlands " ; that the prices of the necessaries

of life are lower there than in Europe; that

" the French working people, with far less

wages, are happier than the working people of

Great Britain, who reoeive the highest wages in

Europe, on account of the steadiness and eco

nomical habits of the former, and tbe strikes,

being from twice to thrice as mnch in June

(2,003 owt.) as in May (SOS owt.), and from

three to six times as much in June, 1879, as in

the same month in the two preoeding year-,

when it was 761 owt. and 311 cwt. respectively.

Glass Lampwicks.—Glass like paper is

coming increasingly into nse for a variety of

purposes little dreamt of a few years ago. The

successful completion of glass furniture was a

novelty announoed by ns some months ago; but

even this achievement has sinoe been capped

by the fabrication of glass fabrics, and now we

hear of another novelty in the shape of inde

structible glass lampwioks. A p&tei t for such

an invention was taken out in Germany by

Messrs. Bombriel and Beck some months ago, and

an additional patent has since been secured for

wicks consisting of glass threads sewn in cotton.

They are sopp'ied of any form or Bize for petro

leum lamps. Tbe insertion of the gla-s wiok is

done in the same way as that of tbe ordinary

wiok. The first three days, it is recommended

to gently clear away the burnt parts of the

tissue with a oloth, before lighting the lamp, so

as to leave the glass threads free. When this

has been done, tbe wick burns without any

further cleaning, so long as the lamp is in nse.

If, after long nse, there forms at the upper part

ot the wiok a hard crust of fused glass, cotton

residue, and oil particles (which does not indeed

affect tbe luminous force, but makes it difficult

to torn down the wiok), the wick should be

pressed down into the burner with some flat

surface, e g., with the palm of the hand ; the

crust then breaks off. Suoh a orust forms, as a

rule, only where the lamp has been extinguished

by blowing out and not by turning down.

Technological Examinations. —The re

sults of the first Technological Examinations

held by the newly-formed City Institute for

promoting Technical Education have juBt been

published. These examinations were established

by tbe Society of Arts in 1873, and at the be

ginning of the present year they were transferred

to tbe Institute. The number of candidates

drinking habits, and consequent recklessness of : examined was 202, of whom 151 satisfied the

examiners in Technology. These candidates were

examined in seven different subjects:—Cotton

Communism in England and in Germany than j Manufacture, Manufacture of Steel, <fco., Gas

the latter ; " and, finally, that " more misery

results from strikes, drinking, Socialism, and

from all other causes combined, bard times Manufacture, Wool.dyeing, Alkali Manufacture,

included

The Royal Axminster Carpet.—This new

fabrio would seem to prove as great a success in

America as it baa in thii country. We read that

the Alexander Smith & Sons' Carpet Company

have fifty looms running on their new Boyal

AxminBter oarpets, and in a month or two they

will have ten more, which is all they contem

plate erecting at present. The success of tbe

new Smith loom and fabrio, and the announce

ment that the Hartford Carpet Company are

erecting a building in whioh to put fifty of these

Telegraphy, and Qualitative Blowpipe Analys

Besides these subjects there were nine

others in which it was announced that Ex

aminations would be held ; vz , Paper Manu

facture, Silk Manufacture, Carriage-building,

Pottery and Porcelain, Glass Manufacture, Cloth

Manufacture, Silk.dyeing, Calico-bleaching,

ftc, and Photography. In these no oauJidates

presented themselves. The candidates were

examined at twenty-three different centres in

various parts of the kingdom, including Oldham,

Crewe, Manchester, Dublin, Liverpool, Preston,

looms, to be ran on a royalty, has, according to the' St. Helen's, Halifax, Cardiff, Bolton, Hadders-

Carpet Trade, awakened a feeling of enterprise

in the breasts of other out-in-tbe-oold manufac

turers. The old Smith-Skinner loom, for whioh,

by-the-by, the patent runs out very shortly, was

always an exasperating reality to the manufac

turing trade, and the hours of invention, toil,

and expenditure of money to produce its equal

or a better, will never be known. Tbe new loom

hag revived interest in the direction of Axmin

ster machinery ; and oould we uncover the

workshops of several of our loom-builders, the

plans and specifications of the new Smith loom

would be found in prooess of dissection and

study.

Leather and Woollen Goods Imported

into Germany.—German importers are doiog

their beat to neutralise the immediate effects of

the new tariff by importing exceptionally large

quantities of manufactured goods before the

new customs duties are coming into force. As

regards leather, large quantities were imported

in June; for though there was a decrease of

5,380 owt. as compared with May, there was an

I increase of from two to threefold bb compared

respectively with the corresponding months of

1877 and 1878, the quantities imported being

14,832 owt. in 1879, as agaicst 6,012 owt. and

6,695 owt. in the two preceding years. In

linen the imports increased from 6,769 owt. in

May to 7,525 owt. in June, 1879, as against

4,054 owt. and 1,552 owt. in the two preoeding

years. Tbe imports of silk and woollen goods rose

very considerably from May to June ; but when

a comparison is made with the latter month in

the preoeding years the difference appears un»

important. It was only in woollen hearthrugs

and mats that the increase was considerable,

field, Blackburn, Redruth, and London. In the

Programme of Examinations for next year,

whioh will shortly be issued, many important

alterations have been made, and it is expeoted

that the offer of payments to teachers of suc

cessful candidates will attract many more

candidates than have yet appeared.

New Leather Exchange.—A new com

mercial exchange, whioh has for some time past

been in course of construction, has been opened

for the use of the manufacturers and brokers of

the leather, hide, and wool trades. The building

is situated in a prominent position adjoining the>

hide market in Bermondsey, in the centre of

the great leather-selling and tanning district of

London. Every convenience has been provided

for the publio and subscribers. There is a

large sales' hall open free for the oarrying on of

ordinary business transactions, and there are

offices, kitchens, lavatories, and all the usual

appurtenances of a club at the service of mer

chants and others in return for an almost nomi

nal yearly payment. Situated as it is in the

centre of the leather business, within a short

distance of no less than from fifty to sixty

tanyards, it is confidently expected by the pro

moters that the new exchange will not only

prove beneficial to very many members of the

trade who have hitherto been wholly without

accommodation of the kind within their own

particular district, but even will take the place

of Mincing-lane itself as a market for hides

and leather of all kinds. Considerable practical

inconvenience, in fact, has long been experienced

by brokers and others who have had to divide

their attentions between Minoing.lane and

Leadenhall-market, to which some remnants of
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the leather business still clings, and Bermond-

eey, the legitimate home of this particular

industry, not only by reason of the congregation

of leather warehouses and tanyards in the dis

trict, bnt also because of the proximity of the

different wharves, to which a yearly increasing

supply of hides is brought from the East Indies

and other parts of the world.

Trade Union Congress.—The Parliament

ary Committee of the Trade Union Congress has

issued to the trade unions the programme of

the measure to be considered. The Congress

will commence its sittings on Monday, the 15th

September, in Edinburgh, and will continue its

deliberations on the five following days. The

numerous disputes between employers and work

men whioh have occurred during the present

year will form subjects of debate. The follow

ing is the proposed parliamentary programme

for the Session 1880:—To amend the law of

compensation in the case of accidents, so that

workmen or their families may recover from an

employer in the event of injury or death from

accidents due to negligence; the codification of

the crimioal law; reform of the jury law, by

lowering the qualification of jurymen so as to

admit a large number of workmen to the dis

charge of the important duties of jurymen,

thereby preventing the necessity of men serv

ing as jurors so frequently, and providing

reasonable payment for loss of time, and the

consideration of the bill on the question prepared

by Mr. Henry Crompton ; the extension of the

Employer and Workman Aot, 1875, to British

seamen while in British waters ; the desirability

of increasing the number of factory and work

shop inspectors ; reform of the patent laws ;

abolition of imprisonment for debt ; certificates

of competency for men in charge of steam-

engines and boilers; co-operation and its relation

to trade unionism ; representation of labour in

Parliament ; overtime and apprenticeships ;

conciliation and arbitration in trade disputes,

and what should be the basis upon whioh an

arbitrator should decide the question of an ad

vance or reduction of wages.

Artistic Copyright.—A Bill dealing with

artistic and literary copyright has be n drawn

up by Lord John Manners, Vifcount Stridor),

and the Attorney-General. Its provisions on

the first head are to the effect that the author

of an original painting is to be entitled to a

ocpyright throughout her Majesty's dominions,

the only exception being when the painting is

first published out of those dominions, and

the painter is at the same time neither a British

subject nor domiciled in those dominions. In

order to insure a copyright the pointing and

every copy made with the painter's consent,

before the publication of the pointing, must

bear the painter's name and the date of the

execution of the work. The term fixed for the

duration of the copyright extends to thirty years

after the painter's death ; cr, if the publication

does not take place in bis lifetime, to thirty

years after the fi-Bt publication. The copyright

will be infringed whenever any one without

permission makes a copy, or causes one to be

made, and when any one imports for sale or

exhibition a copy made in a foreign country or

in infringement of copyright ; also when any one

sell--, publishes, exposes for sale, or exhibits or

has in his possession fors deor exhibition any copy

made or imported io infringement of copyright.

No proceedings can be taken or forfeiture in

cur! oi in respeot of any copy made or imported

before registration, whe.Ler the copy be sold or

exhibited before or after. Begistration is to be

effected by delivering to the registrar a verified

statement, showing the nature and subject of

the painting, also toe name, address, and colling

of the pointer, of the proprietor of the copyright

and of the owner of the painting, and the date

of the agreement and the parties to it. With

regard to scu'ptnres, the provitions of the Bill

are the same as those relating to piintiugs, with

the following addition. An artist who executes

a copy of a sculpture, in whioh there is no copy

right, or which has been copied with the consent

of the proprietor of the copyrigh', is to have the

same copyright as if he had made an original

sculpture.

Edinburgh Professorship of Fine Art.—

A few weeks ago we announced that Mr. G. H.

Watson, O.A., had bequeathed some £11,500 for

the establishment of a fine art professorship at

Edinburgh. The public will now hear with

regret that the law's delay will defer the fulfil

ment of this munificent bequest for nearly half

a } ear. The appointment will not, therefore,

probably be made, or classes held, before the

first session of 1880. One thousand pounds are

set apart for the necessary expenses in the

foundation of the chair, while the interest on the

remainder, which it is expected will amount to

at least £400, will form the salary of the pro

fessor. To this will be added the usual olaes

fees, which will only be remitted in the case of

the six annual prize-takers in the Life School.

The tenure of office, says the Architect, is, like

that of our judges, dum se bene gesserit or ad

vitam aut culpam. That the North of England

and Scotland have not, of late years at any

rate, been one whit behind the Southerners in

their appreciation of high and fine art is now

undisputed, and it dees not need this munificent

bequest to convince us of the fact. It remains

to be seen how far Edinburgh will prove an

able exponent of this rapidly-increasing admira

tion of the arts. It will be remembered how

heartily the appointment of Mr. Buskin to the

Slade Professorship at Oxford in 1870 was

greeted. Those who heard him nre not likely

to forget the crowded audiences and the im

mense success with whioh his inaugural leotures

were attended. It is admitted on all sides that

no truer champion of the theory of the Fine

Arts has been found, and it is only as a practical

guide that Mr. Buskin can be said, in any

degree, to have fallen short. The Fine Art

Chair now to be founded has for its objeot a

course of instruction in the history and theory

of the Fine Arts, and apparently is intended to

make that object its main aim, to the exclusion

of the purely practical side. There is certaiuly

no lack of field for industry in the Watson-

Gordon Professorship, and no small interest will

attach to the appointment.

A Self - made Pianoforte Material

Manufacturer.—We condense the following

particulars concerning a self-made firm of

pianoforte manufacturers from a long account

iu an American journal :—" Thirteen yeara ago

—or, to be precise, on the 11th day of July,

16G6—Alfred and Bruno Dolge, boys of seven,

teen and nineteen, landed at Castle Garden as

emigrants from, the o'ty of LeipBio. Their

worldly means were less than $1, bnt they

immediately sought and found work, one at his

trade as piano-maker at $1 a week, the other as

an engraver. For three years Alfred Dolge,

the younger of the two, worked steadily with

Mecsrs. Steinway as a journeyman, and then he

determined to go into business on his own

account as a dealer in piano materials. He had

little capital, and was not twenty-one years old,

bnt he had pluck and industry. Understanding

the business, he resolved to manufacture piano

feltings instead of importing them, and he

opened a small workshop in Brooklyn, associating

his elder brother with him. Success followed,

and he has seen his feltings take the first prize

at the World's Fairs in Vienna, Paris, and

Philadelphia. The feltings are made chiefly

from Silesian wool, though certain brands

of Australian and Cape Town are used.

Up to 1875 piano-makers manufactured their

own sounding-boards. But at that time Mr.

Dolge began their construction, and now supplies

the leading piano-makers of the United States,

and exports his sounding-boards to England,

Germany, Italy, Norway, Ac. Formerly the

makers of English pianos shipped the spruce

from America to make their own sounding-

boards, each dealer constructing his own. When

it was first proposed to send them the completed

sounding-boards they laughed at the idea, and

when Mr. Brnno Dolge arrived in London, three

years ago, he found his agents so discouraged

that they had not taken a single order. But

Mr. Dolge stnek to his plan, got one firm to

teat the boards, and finally took his order

for 500 sounding-boards, a?d sinoe then many

others have followed suit." Oar readers are in a

better position to judge as to the truth of these

statements, so far as tney affect English makers,

than we are. We have only reproduced a

summary of what is stated in an American

contemporary.

The City Guilds and their Freemen.—

The eighty-nine great and small guilds or

liveries of the City of London have j ust issued

their yearly list of freemen and liverymen, and

these returns present some curious information.

Thus their Itoyal Highnesses the Prince of

Wales, the Dukes of Edinburgh, Connaught, and

Cambridge, Prince Leopold, and the Earl of

Beaconsfield, and Lord Granville are returned as

both Fishmongers and Merchant Taylors ; Mr.

Gladstone is a Fishmonger and Turner ; Baron

Rothschild and the Beoorder of London are

Fishmongers ; the Right Hon. Sir Biohard Bag

gallay and Sir Moses Montefiore are Merchant

Taylors ; the Marquis of Lome is a Grocer, the

Solicitor- General a Saddler, and the Dean of

Lincoln a Mercer ; Sir Bartle Frere, Sir Samuel

Baker, and Sir W. H. Peek are Turners j Lord

John Manners, the Right Hon. Baron Norton,

Mr. J. D. Samuda, Mr. E. J. Seed, C.B., Mr.

0. T. Ritchie, and Mr. 0. M. Norwood, M.P.V,

are Shipwrights ; Alderman Stone is a Tallow-

Chandler, Sir Sydney Waterlow a Stationer,

and Sir T. S. Owden a Tinplate Worker;

the Home Secretary, Lord F. C. CavendiBh,

the Right Hon. W. E. Forster, and Sir

Garnet Wolseley are Clothworkers ; the Lord

Mayor is a Leatherseller ; Sir K.Wallace, Colonel

Willmott, V.C., Colonel Dyott, and the Hon.

Ashley G. L. Ponsonby are Coachmakers ; and

Lieut. -Colonel Robertson a Blacksmith ; the

B- v. A. C. Banger is a Pewterer ; Sir F. Perkii s

and the Rector of Grays, Essex, are Vintners ;

Mr. W. T. Charley, M.P., and Mr. S. D. Waddy,

Q.C., are Loninera j whilst four other M.P.'s—

Messrs. Bousfield, Cobbold, Isaac, and Sanderson

—are Clockmakers ; Captain Bedford Pim, M.P.,

is a Needlemaker ; Sir Edward Watkin is a

Shipwright ; Mr. A. G. Marten, Q.C., a Cook ;

and the Revs. R. H. At hereon and J. C. Jackson

are Coopers. Aldermen Sir F. Trnscott, Stone,

Cotton, and the Hon. J. G. Francis are Haber

dashers. The Right Hon. J. L. Gosoheo, Sir

William Hart Dyke, Sir Thomas Chambers, Sir

A. Lusk, Bight Hon. J. A. Stuart Hartley, Mr.

W. MaoArthur, Mr. C. N. Newdigate, Mr. Philip

Twells, Mr. J. T. A. Gardner, M.P., and Arob-

deacon Jennings are Spe:tacle Makers. Sir

Stafford Northcote, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach,

Rear-Admiral Sir John C. D. Hay, the Bight

Hon. J. R. Mowbray, Gathoroe Hardy, and

W. H. Smirh swell the ranks of the Feltmakers.

" Gilt " Picture-Frames.—We should have

supposed that there were few persons who did

not know that cheap p:cture-frames are, as a

rule, innocent of even tbe least trace of actual

gold, but that German or Dutoh metal is made

to do duty instead. I'", however, we are to be

lieve " A Carver and Gilder," who dates his

letter from 22, Rupert. street, Leicester-square,

suoh is not the case, and the public are, in his

opinion, often taken in by buying tbe one for

tbe other. He says :—"Will you be kind enough

to allow me to draw your attention to a very

important subject concerning the trade of

carving and gilding, principally as carried on

in the picture-frame business, and introduced

into this country by the Germans ? It is the

gilding of pioture- frames, alhambras, and all

kinds of other patterns with a German metal,

which is only a mixture of tin, zinc, and brass,

the cost of which is tbree-balfpence per book,

whereas the genuine metal (English gold) costs

Is. 3d. per book. Picture-frames are being gilt

in this country at tbe present time by these

foreigners in thousands with this spurious metal,

acd sold for English gilding, and so well can

they be got up to deoeive the eye that if one

picture-lrame be done with German metal and

another be done with the very best English

gold, }on may call in an experienced carver and

gilder, and he will be unable to distinguish

the one from the other. The frames done

with this German metal look very well

for a short time, but in a little while

they go black and are done for. Take a walk into

Bome of our picture galleries, and you will not

find any German metal there. If at any time

the frames in these picture-galleries should get

tarnished, dusty, or dirty, a gilder is sent for,

and all that he does is simply to take off the

dust, wash them very carefully with a small

brush, and sponge them over very gently with a

soft sponge and a little clean cold water, and

with a clean wash-leather he lightly rubs the bur

nished parts over, and they will look as fresh as

ever ; but this would not succeed if they were

gilt with this imitation gold or German metal.

My principal objeot in writing upon this subject

is to try, in my very humble way, to open the

eyes of the British publio as much as possible in

this matter. There are thousands of well-to-do

people who have nice pictures hanging round

their rooms; the frames are supposed to be gilt

with the very best English gold, but they are a

complete sham, being only done with this German

metal. In conclusion, I should like to say that

if you buy a picture-frame as a gold one, and it

turns out a Dutch metal one, it is a fraud. Let

customers remember that ' it ia not all gold that

glitters.' " Should any of our readers wish to

add to the above information, we shall be

pleased to afford room for their communications.
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#ur " SJort-tfito " Comer.

REPLY.

347. Elastic Spring Mattress.—I have

always found forty springs sufficient for a spring

mattress. Perhaps " Upholsterer " has intro

duced too many springs, and has so rendered

the article too rigid. I am inclined to think

that this is the fault, and not the stitching up.

S.

Q U E RY.

351. Electric Light.—Could any of your

readers inform me as to the expense of illu

minating a large furniture shop by the electrio

light P We hare steam-power on the premises

to any amonnt if required. Salesman.

Jfoitjjwraitg Jfurnifure Sales.

Aug. 26.—Mr. Davenport, at 106, Stockwell-

park-road, Stockwell.—At 1 o'clock.

Ang. 26.—Mr. C. Furber, at 17, Park-terraoe,

Neville-road, West Ham.—At 12 for 1 o'clock.

Ang. 27.—Messrs. Toplis & Harding, at Mount

Pleasant, Auckland-hill, Lower Norwood.—At

1 o'olook.

Aug. 28.—Messrs. Harvey & Davids, at 74,

Gloucester-place, Portman.square, W.—At 1

o'olock.

Ang. 28.—Messrs. Phillips & Son, at Buokland

Villa, Belsize-park, N.W.—At 1 o'clook.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office i 120, BUNHIIX BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BEIDGE WHARF,

85, WHABF ROAD, CITT ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KKLSET & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Faotowis.—MILTON STBEET, LONDON, E.O.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers

64, Clemint Stheet, Birmingham.

Artisti in Decorative Repousse1 and Manufacturers of
Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Bails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Pont Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Bail
ings,

Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,

Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Does,
Memorials,

Monumental
Brasses,

Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,

And Domettic Ornamental Metal Work of'all deteriptions

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' designs,
or prepare special design, for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Repousse* Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles
of Architecture. Established 28 Ykars.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PTTBIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA1TUFAOTOE/T A. T CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPEBS.

M. T C. WIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AXD CHEAPEST

 

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. tuper. in Slock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 WOOD CARVINGS.

TYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

/HP?
Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Ttjrpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inoh solid Parquet. _ Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is suaccptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

7+ Ornamental

I i Parquet.

' * Deal Backing.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE

CARrET TRADE.

AVING in our last issue dealt

with the existing state and

future prospects of the cabinet

trade proper, we intend to follow

up that article with an inquiry

into the present standing of the

English carpet manufacture, so

far as it can be gauged by the aggregate of

our export trade. Our Teaders need hardly be

told that the result of such an inquiry will

show results very different to those upon

which we enlarged last week. No one engaged

in the manufacture or sale of carpets but must

be familiar with the fact that this particular

industry has of late fallen upon evil times ;

ever since 1873 the race has been a downward

one, and what between a falling-off of demand

on the one hand, and a decrease of value on

the other, the energies of manufacturers have

been sorely taxed. But while there is no

denying all this, we nevertheless think that a

far too desponding tone, due to a partial mis

apprehension of the actual facts of the case,

has been allowed to prevail, and it is with a

view to dispel such misconceptions and to help

our readers to a due appreciation of the present

condition of things that this article is penned.

Daring the last half-dozen years the falling-

off of our carpet shipments has unquestionably

been considerable ; but that decline is not ex

clusively due to a lessened demand, but may,

in part at least, be accounted for by a reduc

tion in values. For example, in 1872, when

we shipped nearly 12,000,000 yards of carpets

and druggets (the largest export of the kind on

record), the average value per yard was about

39d., which figure has since progressively de

clined, until it reached last year a minimum of

30-£d. This figure is almost identical with the

value which ruled in 1801, and, with the single

exception of 1862, the price of carpets has never

since stood equally low. It is a somewhat

singular coincidence that the proportion which

the carpet exports bore in the former year

to the total value of British manufactures

shipped abroad is identical with what it was

in 1877—i.e., 0-4 per cent.; while in some

of the intervening years it has gone up as

high as 0 7 per cent., but never below the rate

previously mentioned, which has thus formed

the minimum. This serves to show that the

carpet trade has suffered in sympathy with

every other branch of export; but it is re

assuring to find that it occupies no exceptional

position, but forms at least as great a pro

portion of our total outward trade as it did at

the beginning of the last decade. To still

further demonstrate our assertion that the

decline shown in our carpet shipments is

largely due to a fall in values, we will take

the figures for 1877, which show 0,454,449

yards as compared with 0,021,100 yards in

1873; in other words, the formertotal presents

a reduction of one-third. If, however, wo

place the values for the two years in

contrast with each other, we find a

decline of well-nigh fifty per cent., the

actual amounts being £1,597,383 in

1873, against £'847,703 in 1877. Supposing

now we take the average price which ruled

in 1873 (38-64d. per yard), and multiply the

yardage exported in 1877 by that figure; we

shall then find that the value of carpets con

signed abroad in the latter year would have

amounted (at the price of 1873) to £1,039,160

instead of £847,763, the actual total.

All this points unmistakably in the direction

indicated, and bears us out when we say that,

unsatisfactory as things unquestionably are in

the carpet trade at the present moment, the

desponding tone adopted in some quarters is

by no means justified when due consideration

is given to cause and effect. Let it, more

over, be borne in mind that if values rule

momentarily very low, the prices of raw

materials have correspondingly declined, and

most descriptions of carpet wools are quoted

lower to-day than at any time since

they reached their maximum value in 1S72-3.

A compensating influence has thus been at

work which has, in part at least, neutralised

the effect of the low rates now prevailing for

the manufactured article. It will also be

seen, from the figures given at the end of this

article, that although the money value of our

outward trade in carpets has continued to ]

decline, yet the aggregate yardage has shown

a slight increase during the last two years ;

and granting that the current year shows up to

the present an unfavourable balance, there is

yet ample time to recover what seems just now

lost ground.

Thus far we have dealt only with the foreign

demand for carpets ; but the home consump

tion plays necessarily an important factor in

the prosperity or prostration of this branch of

national industry. We have no statistics to

fall hack upon for reliable data in this connec

tion, but there can be no doubt that a critical

inquiry into the subject would demonstrate

that the fluctuations of the home market have,

from year to year, been in more or less

sympathy with our exports, and that in

proportion as the latter have expanded or con

tracted, home consumption has been similarly

affected. The leading events of political

and social life, both at home and abroad, such

as wars, panics, and revolutions ; the relative

abundance or scarcity of gold ; the successful

completion of economising inventions; the

results of the annual harvest ; the number of

prevailing strikes, and a variety of other

indirect causes, will be found to vitally affect

the carpet and general furnishing trades, since

it is a well-established fact that the marriage

rate, and consequently the demand for furni

ture, rises or falls according as there has been

a plentiful or deficient harvest. Interesting

and full of information as an inquiry into this

branch of the subject might be, it would lead

us beyond our present purpose ; we must

content ourselves with having indicated in

which direction the causes are to be sought that

have overclouded the commercial horizon of

the trades in which our readers are interested.

Having thus briefly touched upon one or

two unpromising aspects of the question, it

may be worth while to inquire as to our future

prospects, whether they hold out hope of any

improvement, or whether they indicate con

tinued contraction or even successful foreign

competition. America, once our best cus

tomer, now only takes a tithe of what she

did in years past ; the total quantity of carpet8

imported into the United States last year was

278,202 yds., as compared with 5,072,247 yds.

imported only half-a-dozen years ago. This

affords incontrovertible evidence that her

supply is now almost solely dependent upon

her own looms, and that although the revived

activity which has lately set in on the other

side of the Atlantic mny be conducive in

bringing some better orders to our manu

facturers, yet Kidderminster, Halifax, Dews-

bury, and other carpet trade centres will

in future have to look in a different

direction for an outlet for their goods. On

the other hand, America need not be feared

as a competitor in neutral markets for some

years to come at least. The designs of her pat

terns and their colouring are of the crudest, and

such as will not easily find an entrance where

even the most elementary principles of good

taste are understood. This view is borne out

by the fact that her carpet exports are merely

nominal, having amounted last year to rather

less than £2,000, which shows a decline of

about £1,200 as compared with the previous

twelvemonth. In their own market, where

taste continues virtually a terra incognita, and

where an iniquitous tariff enhances the cost

of every yard of English carpet to an extent

of nearly 100 per cent., American manufac

turers may be able to hold their own, but

outside that artificially hedged-in coast they

cannot claim to have the least locus standi.

But while recognising that under present

conditions the United States are closed to us,

the question suggests itself, In which particular

direction are we to look for a future market ?

Of all the different countries which depend for

their carpet supplies upon English looms,

Australia offers, doubtless, the most promising

field for future operations. Our hold upon

that prosperous colony has become firmer and

firmer, and of our total carpet shipments to

some twelve or more foreign countries, Aus

tralia alone took last year nearly one-fifth,
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■while ns compared with the preceding twelve

month there was an increase of 24 0 per cent,

in quantity, and of 22-7 per cent, in value.

British North America ranks next in import

ance, and should also be sedulously cultivated,

since, despite a marked falling-off in last year's

carpet exports to this colonial possession,

there is, nevertheless, fair promise of future

extension. France is another customer whose

patronage is not to be despised, more especially

since her imports of English carpet* have shown

a steady increase during 1878, which has been

pretty well maintained during the first seven

months of the present year. But it is more

especially to Australia and our other colonial

possessions that we must look for a future and

in all likelihood an ever-expanding outlet for

English carpets, and it behoves our manufac

turers to do their best to cultivate what has

been and is still a golden harvest held. The

two forthcoming exhibitions at Sydney and

Melbourne offer rare opportunities for pushing

trade, and the good sense as well as self-

interest of manufacturers should prompt them

not only to exhibit their goods there, but also

to have some intelligent person on the spot to

-worthily represent and guard their interest.

On the whole, then, while immediate pros

pects are by no means of the most cheering or

encouraging kind, there is yet little reason to

despair. The cyclone of depression has during

the last four or five year3 done sad injury to

the carpet trade, but the symptoms of com

mercial paralysis have been no greater in this

branch than in most others, and the revival of

activity in any quarter—of which indications

are even now not wanting—is sure to prove

the harbinger of increased demand, and of more

remunerative prices than prevail at the present i medical practice in the treatment of

moment. We are fain to believe—and our It was on

anticipations are shared by those more immc- i rific, but

diately interested in the carpet trade—that the !

autumn, which is now closely upon us, will i
■witness that reaction in this branch for which

manufacturers, as well as operatives, have long

sighed.

Exports of Carpets and Dki;gcets di rinq

Thirty Years—1819 78.

Qnantitv.

Yards.

1819 1,565,743 £204,127

1850 1,868,675 218,019

1851 1,814281 260,706

1852 2,280,373 309 417

1853 4,035 268 197,7:.3

1851 4 052,588 490,179

1855 3 351,098 426,130

1856 4,550,660 610 848

1857 4,452,428 613,246

185S 4,506,064 525,773

1859 4 609.919 593,110

1860 6,076,542 607,370

1861 4,067,351 508,652

1862 5,378,502 671,215

1863 6,254,281 810,319

1864 5,992,832 801,199

1865 5,743 093 861,453

1866 7,600,511 1,217,682

1867 6,673,951 1,101,986

1868 7,417009 1,099,882

1869 9,656,401 1,106,758

1870 9,374,173 1,393,279

1871 10,957,453 1,648,411

1872 11815,900 1,916 774

1873 9,921.100 1,597,383

1874 9 2u8 271 1.4-0,892

1875 7 522,600 1,159,979

1876 6,298,179 911,873

1877 6,454,449 8+7,703

1878 6,026,200 810,419

Year. Value.

SANDAL WOOD.

IN calling attention to the commercial im

portance of sandal wood, Dr. Berthold

Seemann, the eminent botanist, remarks that

" the trade in this fragrant wood has been

going on since the dawn of history, and will

probably not cease until the connection between

sandal trees and idolaters, existing from time

immemorial, shall have been broken up by

either the one or the other becoming as extinct

a race as the Archyopteryx, the Moa, or the

Dodo. The religious sentiment of millions of

human beings is still intimately associated with

this wood. When the Hindoo or Buddhist

beholds its smoke curling heavenwards he

feels that he has acted up to his religious

duties, and that the perfume smelling sweetly

in the nostrils of his deity will cover a multi

tude of sins."

Some of the most ancient records inform us

of the prominent part played by the wood in

India; and since the introduction of Buddhism

into China that country, destitute of sandal

trees, has become the principal market for

this important production. A piece of wood

of the diameter of 4 to 6in. is considered as

the most acceptable offering a person can make

to the idols of the temples. Large pieces are

presented by the rich on paiticular occasions.

The perfume of the sandal wood, which has

been held in high esteem throughout tropical

Asia for ages, is due to an essential oil contained

chiefly in the heart of the tree and near the

root, the outer part of old trunks and young

trees being almost destitute of scent. Hence

the sandal cutters carefully remove the outer

and generally lighter portion of the wood,

which they term " sap." The oil is made upon

the spot where the trees grow. It is wonder

fully strong and penetrating, and is easily

extracted, a pound of wood yielding about

2 drachms. In 1872-73, 10,348 1b., valued

at about £8,400, were imported into Bombay,

from whence most of it was exported to other

countries. The oil dissolved in spirits and

sweetened with a little oil of rose, forms the

handkerchief perfume, " extrait de bois de

santal." From the fact that it mixes favour

ably with otto of rose it is often used f

adulterating that article. Within a few years

past the oil has been considerably used in

nent of gonorrhoea,

e used, too, as a stimulant and sopo-

is no longer employed for such

purposes.
Sandal wood is the product of several species

of the genus Santalum, of the natural order

Santalaeete. The genus is composed of about

twenty members, spread over Asia, Australia,

and Polynesia, and in habit is be?t compared

with the myrtles. The most easterly species

of the genus is Santalum insutare, found in the

Marquesas Islands and Tahiti, where it is

known as "eai;" the southernmost, S. cun-

ninghamii, is found in New Zealand, and is

known there as " mairi ;" the northernmost,

S. pyrularium and S.freyeinetianum, are na

tives of the Sandwich Islands, where they are

called "lauala;" and the most westerly, S.

album, is indigenous to the Indian Peninsula.

All the species prefer dry, rocky localities, and,

commercially speaking, degenerate in quality

when they grow in moist places.

Santalum album and a marked, though in

ferior, variety known as Myrtifolium, grow on

the mountains of continental India and the

Indian Archipelago ; Mysore, Malabar, and

Cnnara being the principal districts. The tree

usually attains a height of 25 ft., and when1

it is allowed to exceed these dimensions is

generally found rotten at the core. After

felling the trees the bark is removed at once,

the trunks are cut into billets 2 ft. in length,

and these are buried in dry ground for about

two months, during whicli time the white

ants eat away all the outer wood without

touching the heart. The hitter constitutes the

sandal wood of commerce. The billets are

afterward smoothed and sorted. The deeper

the colour the stronger the odour, hence mer

chants often divide sandal into red, yellow-,

and white sorts. In general, also, the nearer

the root the more powerful the perfume ; care

is therefore taken, by removing the soil, to

cut as low down as possible.

The chips and fragments removed in the

process of smoothing the billets and squaring

their end*, and the smaller sized billets, suit

the Arabian market best; and from these is

distilled the essential oil, so much esteemed in

Turkey. The larger billets are sent to China,

which affords the best market for this wood.

In 1860

ports of the latter country 5,197 tons. The

smaller billets are used in India. The reputa

tion of sandal wood in Europe rests chiefly on

its excellence as a material for carving, and it

is manufactured into a great variety of elabo

rately marked card-cases, work-boxes, card-

trays, fans, walking-sticks, &c. Dr. Hunter,

some yean ago, showed that it was admirably

adapted for wood engravings. Some blocks

yielded upwards of 20,000 impressions without

wearing out. The best wood for the en

graver's purposes is the dark coloured, 5 in.

in diameter, grown on rocky soil.

In old English works sandal wood is some

times called " Sanders wood," but our present

form, "sandal " (which is the Arabic name for

it) is more correct. The Chinese call the

word " tan-heong " (scented tree) ; on the

Malabar coast it is termed " chandana cotta,"

while the Polynesian species go by the generic

name of " ahi," which in Fijian becomes

yasi " ; in Eromangan, " nassau " ; and in

Tanna, " nebissi."

FURNITURE CHINTZ.

'• A THING of beauty is a joy for ever,"

-Ci- said Keats ; an aphorism that is emi

nently applicable to our home surroundings.

It cannot be denied, for example, that a

chintz curtain, with a well-drawn design

and an harmonious blending of colours, is

" a thing of beauty," imparting to a drawing-

room a cheerfulness of aspect, and is more

pleasing to look upon than any other descrip

tion of window-drapery ; and that it is " a

joy for ever " is evidenced by the fact that

amid all the vagaries of fashion the taste for

it has never died out. It may at times have

been superseded by the introduction of some

novel fabric, but the novelty in a short time

has passed away, and the old love for the

ever-pleasing gaiety of chintz has revived.

Besides its beauty it possesses other qualities

which eminently recommend it for use in the

drawing-rooms of London. Having a glazed

surface it is repellant to dust, which adheres

so pertinaciously to curtains of wool or silk ;

and, what is very important, that pronounced

enemy of woollen fabrics, the moth, will not

touch it, nor does the material afford a

harbour for noxious insects of any other

description.
We are indebted to the Chinese for the art

of block-printing, which they invented some

centuries before the Christian era. How soon

they applied it to woven fabrics we know not,

hut it has been used for the ornamentation of

furniture and dress-cloths from a very remote

period. The style of pattern was stereotyped

for centuries, consisting of different arrange

ments of the same objects—pagodas, bridges,

vases, trees, almond-eyed ladies with fans,

dragons, and other strange animal figure.0.

Specimens were brought to England by the

East India Company soon after they com

menced trading to the East, and for a long:

time Indian chintzes, as they were called, were

the most fashionable curtain-hangings in the

houses of the wealthy, and in those alone,—

the high price precluding their use among the

great body of the people.

It was not long, however, before our coun

trymen began to imitate these fabrics, as we

find that even before the close of the seven

teenth century print-works were established

i in the neighbourhood of London, the chintzes

produced being copies of the Pagoda and

Dragon styles of the Chinese. About the

year 1704, the manufacturers migrated to

Lancashire, and established themselves in and

about Preston. One of the earliest of these

was located at Bannister Hall, near Preston,

and these works having been in operation

fur a century or more, are still in full

swing, under the proprietorship of Messrs. T.

Clarkson & Co., who, at the present time,

undoubtedly take the lead in high-class work

of this description. We have had an opportu

nity recently of turning over their old pattern-

books, a perfect library of volumes, with the

dates of their production, the names of the

— ._, — — designers, &c.; appended, and arranged chro-

there were received at the various | nologically — a collection that is no doubt

unique. To turn over the old time-worn

and rat-gnawed leaves is a most inte

resting study, showing the various muta

tions of taste, and it is very amusing withal

to look upon the many quaint and bizarre
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designs which are scattered through them—

the whimsical conceits of the olden-time

artists attached to the works. It is a trite

saying that history repeats itself, and in these

volumes we have evidence that fashion and

taste repeat themselves also, for the earlier

volumes of nearly a hundred years ago are

filled with neutrally-coloured patterns, precisely

such as are so much in vogue at the present

day. Many of them are. highly artistic, hoth

in design, execution, and combination of colours,

and some of these from half-a-century old and

upwards have been reproduced within the last

year or two with great success.

Up to about the middle of the last century

curtain chintzes were printed on Indian

calicoes or on linen and cotton mixed, but in

order to encourage home woven cloths an

excise duty of Cd. per yard was laid (7 Geo. 31

upon cotton, whilst that levied on Unen and

mixed fabrics was but 3d. This, however,

proved so prejudicial to trade interests that

seven year3 afterwards the duty was equalised

by reducing that on Indian woven cottons to 3d.

This enabled the printers to employ cotton

and to sell their productions at remunerative

prices, cotton being preferable to either linen

or mixed linen and cotton, as the latter do not

take either the colouring matter or the mor

dants so well as the former ; the outlines of

the pattern in their case being, moreover, less

sharp and distinct, and the colours duller and

more fugitive.

Chintz printing may be considered a work

of art and science rather than a mere handi

craft. In order to turn out the best class of

work, a talented artist, with a staff of

draughtsmen is required to design the patterns

and cut them on wooden blocks or engrave

them on metal cylinders, and a skilful chemist

is needed to superintend the preparation of

thepigments and proper mordants.

The best chintzes are printed by means of

blocks about 12 in. square, on which the

pattern is cut in relief. It is a costly process,

each colour having to be laid on separately,

thus entailing a great expenditure of time and

labour, but it is by this process alone that

delicate shadings and gradings of tint can be

imparted. For these reasons, in block-prints

only the best colours and mordants for fixing

them are employed.

The cheap chintzes are printed from cylin

ders, on which the patterns are enprraved in in

taglio. Artistically they are inferior to block-

rints, as each figure must necessarily present a

at surface, without gradations of tint, a fault

which is somewhat remedied by subjecting

them to a subsequent process of partial block-

printing. There is a separate cylinder for each

colour, and each one was printed separately

originally, but now all the cylinders for five,

six, or more colours, are combined in one ma

chine and printed by one operation, so that

completed prints can be turned out in one-fifth

or one-sixth the time formerly required.

Some thirty years ago the printers of Mul-

house sent into the English market some very

beautiful chintzes, which had a great run at

first, but they were printed on very thin and

poor cloths, and their brilliant colours disap

peared almost altogether the first time they

were put into the wash-tub, so that their

reign soon came to an end. After this, these

Rhenish printers made a much more successful

hit in their cretonnes, printed on a thick cloth

without glaze, and exquisite in design and

colouring, which for a time threw the old

English block-prints into the shade ; but since

then the English printers have copied them

in very inferior work and at very low prices, and

although cretonnes are still sold to a consider

able extent, especially in the lower qualities,

they do not hold the position they once did for

drawing-room curtains, whilst the old English

block-chintzes are gradually resuming the

prestige and favour they formerly enjoyed.

Some few years ago the decorators promul

gated the dogma that carpets and curtains

should never be of bright colours, so as not to

interfere with those of the walls. The fashion

able world bowed to their dictum, and since

then have tolerated nothing but neutral tints

for carpets and draperies. The correctness of

this principle is occasionally brought in

question by those who hold that the walls

should form a groundwork of subdued colours

so as to set off the more brilliant hues of the

curtains, hut where there are pictures the prin

ciple would hold good, as all the other decora

tions of the room should be of a subdued tone,

so ai not to mar the effects of colour in the

much higher works of art.

Having recently occasion to cill imon

Messrs. Clarkson, of the Bannister Hall

Works, at their London warehouse in Co

ventry-street, we were courteously received

by the firm, and given an opportunity of inspect

ing their magnificent stock of block-chintzes,

for which their firm stands pre-eminent ; the

greater portion of their goods consist of pat

terns and colourings adapted to the prevailing

taste. Beyond this we were shown some

superb specimens which are being prepared

for the next season. Many of these are repro

ductions of patterns and colours in vogue

three-quarters of a century ago, copied in fac

simile. Tbey are all exquisite samples of

design and arrangement of detail as to pattern,

and some of them most extraordinary com

binations of colours, such as olives, browns,

dull greens, salmons, terra-cotta reds, porce

lain blues, clay-coloured drabs, &c, and we

may safely predict that when these chintzes

are brought before the trade in the spring of

next year, they will cause a sensation, and are

likely to become the rage of the fashionable

world.

THE FURNITURE AND OTHER

WOODS OF VIRGINIA.

NEARLY every variety of timber grown

in the United States is found in West

Virginia. This is owing to its great diversity

of surface, which gives the State as great a

diversity of climate. The difference of tem

perature at different altitudes is fully fourteen

degrees, and the soil is of an equally diversi

fied character. Hence at different elevations

in the same locality are found the White Pine

{pimis strobus) of Michigan, the Black Walnut

(jwjlam ii/ra) of Indiana, and the White Oak

(querent alba) of tide-water Virginia. The

magnificence of these forests in some parts of

West Virginia is unsurpassed anywhere in the

United States. They revel, as it were, in the

exuberant fertility of the soil, and here attain

a size only exceeded by the giant trees of

California. Oaks are reported seven and eight

feet in diameter, and Poplars (whitewood) ten

and eleven feet; and Mr. Edmund Kirke,

during a recent visit to the State, saw a black

walnut log loaded upon a flat car whose sides

had to be cut down to get it within the stan

chions. It was over nine feet in diameter, and

had been sold for £150.

Before, however, indulging in any further

general remarks, we will glance somewhat

in detail at the character of the timber of

West Virginia, describing particularly such

woods as workers in pine are not in the habit

of handling.

White Ash.—This tree is very common in

the forests of West Virginia. It grows there

rapidly, and in favourable situations attains a

height of from "0 ft. to 60 ft., with a diameter

at the trunk of 3 ft. It is generally destitute

of limbs for half its height. Its most con

genial soils are in the coves on the north sides

of mountains, and the rich loams of the allu

vial bottoms. Excepting the oak, no tree is

put to a greater variety of uses. It is employed

in the manufacture of wheels and waggon-

bodies, agricultural implements, and various

domestic wares, and, in some sections, is

worked largely into hoops and staves. It

makes very handsome floors, and when tho

roughly seasoned, is not subject to shrinkage

from the alternations of weather. In tho form

of planks, it is largely exported to Europe,

where it is extensively used in the manufac

ture of oars. A direct trade in it to London

and the Continent could not fail to be very

profitable. Mr. Budd, a reliable tree-grower

of Iowa, says that a' grove of White Ash of

ten acres, thinned to 0 ft. apart, containing

12,000 trees, were at twelve years of age 8 in.

in diameter and 35 ft. high. The previous

thinnings paid all the expenses of cultivating

and planting. Ten feet of the bodies of these

trees were worth for making bent stuffs,

handles to agricultural implements, &c, 40

cents each, and the remainder 10 cents,

making a total of 0,000 dols. as the profits of

ten acres in twelve years, or a yearly profit of

50 dols. an acre. And ten acres of these

trees, of any size, from the young sapling to

the mature tree, planted and tended by Nature

itself, " without any charge to the owner,"

can be bought almost anywhere in West

Virginia for 50 dols.

This wood, sawed into boards and planks,

sells at the mills on the Chesapeak ana Ohio

Railway at 20 dols. per M. for clear, 15 dols.

for seconds, and 10 dols. for culls. A plank

is accounted a " second " when it has not

more than two imperfections—that is, two

small knots, or one small knot and a check at

the end. The cost of sawing is. estimated at

3.50 dols. per M. ; but an expert Michigan

sawyer would make it cost less.

Black Ash.—This tree attains about the

same size as the White Ash. The wood is

tougher and more elastic, but less durable than

the white variety, when exposed to changes

from moisture. Made into posts, it ranks

nexts to cedar in durability ; but owing to it3

tendency to split, it is unfit for oars, hand

spikes, &c. This tendency, however, well

adapts it to the making of baskets and chair-

bottoms. Its commercial value is not so high

as that of white ash.

The other varieties, such as the blue, green,

and mountain ash, grow freely in many

localities, but they do not seem to require a

particular description.

White Oak.—Of the hundred and more

species of oak that grow in the United States,

at least fifteen are found in West Virginia.

Of these, the White Oak is by far the

most abundant and most valuable. It forms

fully one-third, some say one-half, of all the

forests of the State, and often attains the

height of 100 ft., and a diameter of 0 ft. On

tho Little Kanawha, and in the counties

south of the Great Kanawha, it is found in

great numbers and magnificent proportions.

It takes kindly to almost any soil or exposure,

but in deep alluvial bottoms comes to the

highest perfection, growing there in dense

woods, with not a limb within sixty and some

times eighty feet of the ground. The West

Virginia timber is strong, compact, durable,

elastic, and of a better quality than that made

from oak growing farther north. It may be

questioned if even the Michigan oak, so much

preferred in the New York market, is equal

to this magnificent wood grown in West Vir

ginia. With the multifarious uses to which

this timber is put our readers are familiar.

In West Virginia the "natives" use it and

the black walnut in the making of rails for

worm fences. As iron is the king of metals,

so the Oak is the monarch of the woods, and

missionaries should be sent among these people

to put an end to this desecration. Sawed to

car stuff dimensions, it sells along the Chesa

peak and Ohio Railway at 15 dols. to 17 dols.

per M. for first quality, and 13 dols. for second ;

and sawed into railroad ties, it brings 10 dols.

There is no assignable limit to the amount of

business that might be done in this timber.

Were every saw-mill in Michigan located in

West Virginia, and set to sawing a thousand

millions a year, it would he at least fifty years

before the present growth of this one species

of timber were exhausted ; and by that time

there would he another crop of these kingly

trees to keep the saws a whirling for another

half a century.

We have space to merely mention the other

kinds of oak that, mixed with the White Oak,

grow in this State in great profusion, and to

extraordinary dimensions. There are the post,

burr, chestnut oak, swamp white, willow oak,

shingle, black jack, Spanish, scarlet, red, black,

and pin, besides some varieties of smaller size,

and less importance.

Sugar Maple.—This is one of the most

valuable and highly-prized trees of West Vir

ginia. Considerable quantities of its sugar are

made and sold by the back-country people, and

the syrup, spread upon a buckwheat " slap
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jack," they consider ft "leetle the tallest feed to '

he had in this kentry." In favourable situa

tions these trees grow to a height of seventy or

eighty feet, and to a diameter of from two to four

feet. The bird's eye variety is here very com

mon, and exquisitely beautiful. Highly

polished, it takes a silky lustre, and its dark

.-pots and curly undulations produce the effect

of light and shade in a landscape. It prefers

the mountain coves and the valley bottoms,

but grows almost everywhere in great abun

dance, and in the mountain counties forms

one half of the timber. The " native "

vandals cut it into firewood ; but sawed into

veneers for export, it would be a source of

large profit to mill-owners. Other varieties

are the rock, the red or curled, and white or

silver maple. They grow abundantly, and are

very valuable. Rock Maple sells at the mills

along the Chesapeak and Obio Railway at

20 dol. p°r M. for clear boards, and 10 dol. for

culls. Nothing, that we are aware of, has yet

been done towards getting to market the finer

varieties.

Elm.—This tree is widely diffused through

out the State, but is not very abundant. The
■white or rock Elm grows to a height of eighty

to one hundred feet—as it does farther north—

with a corresponding diameter. Its timber has

not yet been made an article of commerce in

West Virginia.

Wild Cherry.—This wood, for which just

now there is a great demand in the Northern

cities for furniture-making, is found in West

Virginia in the highest perfection. In the

Eastern States it is of stunted growth, but

here whole forests of it grow to a height of

fifty and sixty feet before dividing into limbs,

and it well-nigh rivals the oak in leafy magni

ficence. It is abundant in the region of Cheat

Mountain.

Chestnut grows to a size equal with the oak,

and on dry, elevated ground often attains a

diameter of six and seven feet. A limited

business is done in cutting it into shingles.

Cedar.—This tree, which farther north is of

small size, here grows to a height of from

sixty to ninety feet, and ft diameter of two to

three feet. The West Virginia Wood is con

sidered one of the most valuable. It is light,

compact, fine-grained, and very durable, and

used for posts and shingles, will outlast almost

every othor timber. The heart has a rich red

colour, and a peculiar, strong, pleasant odour,

which renders it obnoxious to moths. Chests

msde from it are proof against their ravages.

On the lino of the Chesapeak and Ohio Rftil-
■wey it meets a ready sale at remunerative

yrices.

Poplar.—This tree, called at the North the

"White Wood, is by far the finest and most

stately of any that are found in the West

Virginia forests. It oftens attains a height of

120 ft. to 140 ft, with a diameter of 8, 9, and

10 ft., and a straight shaft of 80 ft. before it

breaks into branches. Often 10,000 ft. of good

timber are cut from one tree. It has a fine

compact grain, polishes well, and is wrought

«nsily. It is largely used in building, being

made into joists, studding, rafters, siding, and

shingles. A white wood roof will Inst for

thirty years, and fence posts and palings made

of it stand as long as cedar or locust. It is

nsed for about every purpose to which white

jiino is applied; but while more durable than

that wood, it is liable to swell and shrink with

the alterations of the weather. It is of three

varieties—white, blue, and yellow—but all of

them are not of the same character. Alto

gether, it is one of the most useful trees

linown to commerce. Along the Chesapenk

mid Ohio Railway it sells at 20 dol. per M.

for clear, 15 dol. for seconds, and 10 dol. for

culls, and the business in it is large and

increasing.

(To be continued.)

lectures on Art.—The Birmingham Society

flf ArtintH have Mrran^ed for a seri*« of lectures

i:i connection with the antnmn exhibition which

ha« ju-t, bfea opened. Mr. J. H. Chamberlain

will xivt, three on the '* Seven Lamp* of Archi.

teoturp," Mr. ThackrHy Bnucu will l«ctnre on

" 1'ainterB, Critics, and Piiroha3t>m," and Prj.

faaior Ta.it on " Form and Colour.''

THE " QUEEN ANNE " WINDOW-BLIND.

T^iAN SOL" has meted out his blessings

-L' to us very sparingly during the season,

wrongly termed summer, that is now rapidly

drawing to a close. More than once the

Registrar- General has reminded shivering

mortals that out of a possible total of between

ninety and a hundred hours of sunshine during

a given week, only about six or seven hours

had been actually vouchsafed to them. This

unhappy experience has been of such frequent

recurrence that it has seemed more than once

as if blinds for keeping out the sun had been

specially supplied to our windows as if to mock

us, and to remind us of " what might have

been." The shading of our rooms from the

direct rays of the sun is, however, by no means

the only object of window-blinds, and the one

to which we are about to draw attention

answers a variety of other, and perhaps even

more important purposes. We allude to the so-

called " Queen Anne " blind of Messrs. Hodkin-

son & Clarke, of Birmingham, for which they

claim perfect construction, and which, in addi

tion to the object common to the genus, is also

recommended by thprn as a ventilator certain

in its action, admitting a current of air without

draught; as a tropical sunshade, excluding the

pulation of the ordinary blind. Those of nur

readers who may wish to see and judge for

themselves of the merits of the "Queen

Anne " blind, should pay a visit to the London

branch of the firm at Finsbury-square-build-

ings, Chiswell-street.

HOW TO GRIND EDGE TOOLS.

EDGE TOOLS are fitted up by grinding. The

sharp grit of the grindstone, being harder

than the iron or steel, cuts very small channels

in the surface of the metal, and the revolving

disk carries away all the minute particles that

are detached by the grit. If we were to ex

amine the surface of a tool that has just

been removed from the grindstone under the

lens of a powerful microscope, it would

appear, as it were, like the rough surface of a

field which has recently been scarified with

some implement that had formed alternate

ridges and furrows. Hence, as these ridges

and furrows run together from both sides at

the cutting edge, the newly-ground edge

seems to be formed of a system of minute

teeth, rather than to consist of a smooth edie.

Eor this reason ft tool is first ground on a

coarse stone, so as to wear the surface of the

 

direct rays of the sun, while at the same time

admitting ample light ; and as a revolving

shutter, simple, neat, effective, and durable.

As will be seen from the accompanying

illustration, the blind forms a regular fixture

in the room, and, working like a revolving

shutter, it is less in the way than the ordinary

Venetian blind. The latter is moreover, as a

rule, sadly out of harmony with the general

surroundings of a room, and, when the blind

is down especially, the colour contrast offered

to the eye is of a violent nature. With the

blind under notice all this is avoided, since

mahogany, oak, walnut, or any other descrip

tion of wood can be used with great effect, so

that, if desired, one uniform tint can be given

to the whole of the interior woodwork.

An additional recommendation is pointed

out by the manufacturers, who claim that for

the front and side lights of conservatories their

blind has no equal, it gives light and shade

without interfering wiib or obstructing the ven

tilation. It is useful in winter as in summer ;

drawn down during the night, " the tempera

ture will be many degrees higher than in a

house where it is not used." The absence

of all cords, tapes, and pulleys is also a feature

that will be contemplated with .satisfaction by

ftll who have undergone the trial of patience

and temper which too often attends the mani-

steel very rapidly ; then it is polished on a

wheel of much finer frit ; and, finally, in order

to reduce the serrature as much as possible, a

whetstone of the finest grit must be employed.

This gives a cutting edge having the smallest

possible serration. A razor, for example,

does not have a perfect cutting edge, as one

may perceive by viewing it through a micro

scope. Beginners are sometimes instructed,

when grinding edge tools, to have the stone

revolve towards the cutting edge, and some

times from it. When the first grinding is

being done it is a matter of indifference

whether this be done or not ; but when the

finishing touches are applied near and at the

very edge, n, grinder can always complete his

task with more accurncy if the periphery of

the grindstone revolves towards the cutting

edge, as the steel that is worn away will be

removed more easily ; whereas, when a stone

runs in the opposite direction, the grinder

cannot always teil exactly when the side of

the tool is fully ground up to the edge. This

is more especially true when the steel has a

rather low or toft temper. The stone, when

running from the edge, will not sweep away

every particle of the metal that hangs as I

" feather " : but when the stone revokes

towards the edge, there will be no " feather

edge " to deceive the eye of the grinder.
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THE " INVULNERABLE " TRUNK.

NOW that the annual exodus from the

Metropolis has set in, trunks, portman

teaus, and travelling boxes become subjects of

daily necessity and corresponding importance,

(if late years japanned travelling-boxes have

come into popular favour, and they have many

special features which favourably distinguish

them from other receptacles of a similar nature,

and notably their lightness and strength.

The one drawback which they have, however,

in common with every other article of the

class is the facility with which the lock can be

picked, or the lid itself forced, while in transit

irom one place to another, and not under the

immediate care of the owner.

The defect is one of long standing, and has

been frequently recognised, and among the

different means to which inventors have re

sorted to check what they could not altogether

prevent, is the trunk-alarm, which, by means

of clockwork and a trigger, gives notice when

the trunk-lid has been or is about to be

opened. However ingenious the idea, it can

hardly be said in practice to give anything like

security, since it would for example be little

gratification to any one travelling by rail to

know that his trunk in the luggage-van had

given the alarm when surreptitiously opened

by a dishonest employe. A far preferable

plan would, of course, be to secure the lid by

Mich a lock and set of bolts as would render

the opening of the trunk practically impossible

except by the aid of housebreaking imple

ments.

Some such thought would seem to have

suggested itself to Messrs. Samuel Lloyd &

 

Co., of Wolverhampton, who have recently

brought out what they describe as the " In

vulnerable Travelling Box," a choice of name

which would seem to be justified by the more

than ordinary security provided by its locking-

apparatus, since one turn of the key throws

four strong bolts, which fasten the front of

the lid, in as many places, at equal distances

apart. A patent tubular back fastening is so

contrived that, as the lid descends, it is fas

tened securely from end to end at the back ;

rendering it an impossibility to open from that

part, even though the hinges were entirely de

stroyed from without. The lock is a threo

levered one, and nothing is seen of it, either

from the inside or outside of the box, except a

neatly-turned brass nozzle, which forms the

key-hole ; it is fitted into a square moulding

in the front of the box, being thus entirely

out of the way. No leather straps or cording

are necessary, as each bolt belonging to the

lock is estimated by the manufacturers to bear

n strain of from three to four cwt. The lid

cannot be knocked over the moulding, and

there are no hasps, locks, or rods on the front,

to be knocked off or broken.

The patentees say that the patent tubular

fastening and 4-bolt method of locking are

advantages never before offered to the public ;

they certainly are very commendable features

and worthy of note. The back fastening not

only secures the lid when the box is closer1,

but also keeps the lid from falling backwards

when open ; thus obviating the necessity for

the ordinary chain links at the sides. These

new fastening arrangements are also as a

matter of course applicable to deed, cash, and

other boxes.

The " Invulnerable " trunk, as will be seen

from the accompanying illustration, is, more

over,'supported with strong bands running com

pletely round it, and with others at the ends,

from the moulding downwards. It has corner

clips to strengthen the angles, and would thus

seem to be a strong and durable trunk. The

exceptional security it affords can hardly fail

to render it popular, and paterfamilias about

to start on his autumnal trip, and the " gentle

men of the road," whose samples are too often

at the mercy of railway freebooters, will alike

welcome a trunk which promises protection to

their chattels, only second to that of a fireproof

safe.

which they were previously quite ignorant as

to render them formidable rivals of the honest

workman. Indeed, all prison experience con

firms the belief that it is only rarely a prisoner

will give his mind to learn a trade so well as

to be able to practise it thoroughly upon,

quitting prison.

PRISON LABOUR IN PRUSSIA.

SOME interesting statistics concerning prison

labour in Prussia have just been made

public, from which it is not difficult to see how

little foundation there is, at least in that

country, for the complaint that such labour

competes unfairly with the regular production

of honest workmen. There were on December

31, 1877, altogether 10,183 persons, including

men and women, under punishment in the pri

sons of the State in Prussia. This is, of

course, exclusive of persons merely detained

" under arrest," or undergoing simply imprison

ment—that is, detention without hard labour.

The census of December 1, 1875 (the latest

official datum on the subject) gave the number

of persons engaged in handicrafts throughout

Prussia at over three millions and a-half. Con

sequently, the number of prison workers is little

more than forty-.-ix in every 10,000 artisans.

Coming to details, we find that the employ

ments of the 10,188 prisoners were thus distri

buted :—717 were engaged in brush-making,

475 in basket-making, 2,459 at cigar-making,

1,1 47 at shoe-making, 447 at tailors' work, 1 ,020

at joiners' work, as cabinet-makers, turners,

wood - carvers, and coopering; 1,100 were

occupied in bookbinding in all its branches,

but chiefly as stitchers, in envelope-making,

and other paper industries ; 372 were en

gaged at purse-making of all kinds ; 307

were employed as tinmen and braziers,

plumbers, pipe-makers, lamp-makers, &.c. ; 453

were engaged at felt-niaking, tanning, and

leather-dressing, dressing and making up furs,

making straw-paper ; 209 at gold-lace making ;

052 were engaged as locksmiths, the making

of various kinds of hardware and machinery ;

L'OG in the new trades in connection with the

making of silver girdles, in niotal turning, and

in the manufacture of the parts of watches ;

501 at rope-making, sack-making, whip-mak

ing, and making wooden shoes; 1,448 at weav

ing, including carpet-making, Sec. ; 104 at

making laces for bodices, &C, suspenders,

buttons, caps, &c. ; 172 as bobbin-makers and

spool-makers; 578 as tapestry-weavers, &c,

embroiderers, and at sorting and making up

ornamental feathers ; 1,169 at lace-work,

tambour-work, gimps and braids, and feather-

work ; 409 atnetting; 91 at cork-cutting, comb-

making, and the manufacture of walking-

sticks, &c. ; 18D as marble and stone-workers,

400 at the manufacture of toys in all its

branches, 1,247 at paper-bag making, sorting

and preparing rags, horsehair teasing, &c.

It is interesting also to trace in detail the

proportion of prison labourers to free artisans

in a particular handicraft. Thus this proportion

was 1 to 307 in tailoring, 1 to 170 in shoe-

making, 1 to 157 in joiners' trades, &c. ; 1 to

07 in braid-making ; whereas it was 1 to 39 in

woollen-weaving, 1 to 37 in basket-making,

1 to 27 in cigar-making, &c. ; 1 to 19 in book

binding, &c. ; and as high as 1 to 10 among

comb-makers, brush -makers, pencil - makers.

Further, 13,322 of the prisoners were engaged

in prison at the same trade which they exer

cised previously to their committal; this is

only between 14 and 15 per cent, of the whole

—rather a low proportion. It also appears

that more than a third of the whole number

of prison-workers was over 40 years of age,

which is rather too old a period of life to

warrant the expectation that they can, while

in prison, acquire such expertuess at a trade of

THE ZITHER VIOLINA.

WE illustrated some months ago a remark

able instrument having the action of a

piano, but with its keys in a perpendicular

instead of an horizontal plane, the manufac

turer and patentee being Mr. W. H. Percival,

whose restless brain has since devoted itself to

invade the sacred precincts of the violin manu

factory, and he has succeeded in turning out an

instrument which, if not exactly such that

Stradivarius would have been proud of, is yet.

one of which the manipulation can be learned

literally in an hour. It has two steel strings

that are stretched across a long, narrow box,

after the manner of the piano strings, as shown

in the accompanying illustration ; the frets or

£T~ ■ rW

stops under the strings have the correct notes

marked—as the drapers say—in plain figures

or letters thus, G, GJ, &c, so that the

youngest child who can saw with a bow and

play a tune on a piano with one finger, will be

able to learn the violin, or rather the Zither

Violina ( " a vastly different thing," says first

fiddle), in an incredibly short space of time.

The price is almost as much a matter of

wonderment as the instrument itself, for that,

a violin and bow should be obtainable forhalf-

a-guinea almost brings us to realise that tho

distich of our youth was not so very absurd

after all :—

When I wan young and had no sence,

I bought a fiddle for eighteen pence.

Mr. Percival purposes manufacturing a com

plete set of eight instruments, from the first

zither violina down to ponderous articles that

have as yet to be christened—perhaps the

" base vile " and the " violin-sell-oh " ! A visit

to Mr. W.Whiteley's.in Bayswater,would afford

purchasers a much better appreciation of this

really remarkable instrument than any mere

description. Having heard the instrument

played, we can speak positively as to the tone

and volume of sound produced.

COLOUR-BLINDNESS.

{Continued from page 123.)

WITH regard to the frequency of colour

blindness in males, the results of the

most recent investigations, as recorded by Dr.

Jeffries, range from 2-15 per cent, among

7,953 railroad employes in Sweden, tested by

Professor Holmgren, to 0 58 per cent, among

1,429 persons, described as "in schools and

various," tested by Dr. Minder, of Berne.

Dr. Jeffries himself, among 10,387 male

students at American schools and colleges,

found 288 who were red-blind, 75 who were

green-blind, and 08 who were partially colour

blind ; making a total of 431, or 4149 per

cent. As there can be no doubt that his

examinations would be most carefully con

ducted, and as his results afford a mean

between the higher and the lower proportions

quoted above, it may, perhaps, be assumed

that they fairly represent the actual proportion

of colour-blindness to the male population. Ho

adduces much evidence of the hereditary cha

racter of the condition, and gives authenticated

instances of its occurence in fifteen persons out

of thirty-five, in seven generations of the sarao

family, and in fourteen persons out of forty-

two in four generations of another family ; 'in

both instances some of the generations having

escaped—to transmit, nevertheless, the defect

to their descendants. It is obvious, from these

facts, that an observer whose illustrations
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chanced to include one or more of such families

■would easily obtain very exaggerated notions

of the actual pre Faience of the condition. The

statistics for the female sex would probably be

about the same as for the male, but they have

not at present been collected with the neces

sary care.

ft would seem, at first sight, hardly pos

sible for the existence of colour-blindness to

remain undiscovered, and, as a matter of

experience, it is generally detected among the

children of the educated classes by their mis

takes about the colours of common objects.

A child sent to an adjoining room to fetch a

book in a green cover will perhaps return with

a book in a red cover, and then his state as

regards colour vision becomes the subject of

remark and inquiry. Among the labouring

classes, however, there is nothing like the

same probability of detection ; ar.d the colour

blind person, when he or she has grown up,

and has perhaps discovered from the talk of

others the existence of some defective state

of consciousness, will be likely, partly from

the vanity incidental to human nature, and

partly because the defect might be a

hindrance- in the labour market, to conceal

its existence as much as possible, and to seek

to supply the want of a proper colour-sense by

the careful observation of other points of dif

ference between variously-coloured surfaces,

by which assistance may be gained in distin

guishing them. In the case of a signalman,

for example, who is red-blind or green-

blind, the disc or lamp which to ordinary

vision presents the colour to which he is

insensible would to hiin present less luminosity

than the other one. If he is red-blind and his

eye is consequently unconscious of the red ray,

the only light reilected from a red di*c, or

transmitted through a red glass, by which lie

will be affected, will be that modicum of

mingled green and violet which to ordinary

vision is overpowered by the red. Hence the

red surface, by comparison with a similar green

one, will appear quite dark to him, and if he

were green-blind, the green surface would

appear dark in the same manner. lie would

be like the little boy whose case was mentioned

last week, and who said that the crimson flowers

were not so bright as the green leaves. If,

therefore, such a person is tested by two rail

way or marine signals, one after the other, one

of them will appear to him so much darker

than the other that he will be able to say

which is which, and if ho chances to be light

in his first guess as to which is red and which

is gieen, he will continue to be right, and will

be likely to deceive an examiner who trusted

to this method so long as the two objec ts are

seen under similar conditions of illumination.

Such a test would not in the least show his

power of doing what his duty might often

require—namely, of distinguishing red and

green apart as colours in all conditions of

luminosity.

In order to discover colour-blindness with

certainty, and to determine its nature, Pro

fessor Holmgren has devised a plan of testing

which leaves nothing to be desired. It can

be applied with great rapidity, in any ordinary

room, and the necessary materials are cheap

and easily portable. It depends upon placing

before the person to be examined a number of

objects, preferably skeins of wool, of various

colours, and, one of these being selected by

the examiner as a standard, the suspected

person is told to pick out all others which are

of the same colour. If the colours are cor

rectly matched, there is no co'our-blindness ;

and if they are mismatched, the mistakes will

show at once whether the subject is blind for

green, blind for red, or blind for colour

generally :—

" The Berlin worsteds are plnced in n pile

on a large plain surface, and in broad day

light; a skein of the test colour is taken from

the pile and laid aside far enough from the

others not to be confounded with them during

the trial ; and the person examined is re

quested to select the other skeins most

resembling this in colour, and place them by

the side of the sample. In the first place, it

is necessary that he should thoroughly under

stand what is required of him—that is, that

he should search the pile for the skeins making

an impression on his chromatic sense, inde

pendent of any name he may give the colour,

similar to that mnde by the sample. The

examiner should explain that resemblance in

every respect is not necessary ; that there are

no two specimens exactly alike ; that the only

question is the resemblance of colour; and

that, consequently, he must endeavour to

find something similar of the same shade,

something lighter and darker of the same

colour, &c."

Dr. Jeffries points out that in order to

carry out the method of Holmgren correctly,

it is not sufficient to be acquainted with the

general principles on which it is conducted, but

also to attend sedulously to a variety of details,

into which he enters very fully in many pages

which it would be impossible here to quote.

He mentions that a proper assortment of

worsteds for the purpose, comprising about 1/50

skeins, may be obtained from Fraulein Letty

Oldberg, in Upsala, Sweden, for about five

crowns sixty-three pfennigs, she having pre

pared them under Professor Holmgren's direc

tions. He relates minutely his own experience

in testing for the guidance of ophthalmic

surgeons 01 others who may be called upon by

railroad companies to examine persons in their

employment who are responsible for the recog

nition of signals. The volume terminates with

the following conclusions and recapitulation :—

" One male in twenty-five is colour-blind in

a greater or less degree. Of this defect they

may even themselves be wholly unconscious.

This blindness is red, green, or violet blind

ness. Total colour-blindness also occurs. This

defect is congenital. It exists in varying

degrees. It is largely hereditary. It may

also be temporarily or permanently caused by

disease or injury. It is incurable when con

genital. Exercising the eyes with colours and

the ears with their names helps the colour

blind to supplement their eyes, but does not

change or increase their colour-perception."

AN AMERICAN STATE DINNER-

SERVICE.

A SOMEWHAT unique dinner service, in

tended for Stste dinners at the White

House, Washington, is now being executed by

Messrs. Haviland & Co., of Limoges (France).

The designs, from the pencil of Mr. T. R. Davis,

are described as characteristically American.

The following detailed particulars have been

supplied by the designer.

The set will embrace a special design for the

oyster-plate. The soup-plate is modelled from

the kalmia flower, the mountain laurel, the

form being that of a bowl rather than that of

the narrow-based plate at present in use. It

is the flower with its natural base instead of

the circular base, and the decoration of this

series will be simple, though strong in colour,

embracing this list of subjects : A clambake,

crab, green turtle, okra, palmetto, cabbage,

maize, potato, laurel, frog, and other designs.

The green turtle is on a Florida reef, crawling

between the ribs of an old wreck which is

stranded. The moon is shedding a mellow

light, which tinges the waves and moss on the

wreck, and the phosphorescence of the waves

gives life to the drawing.

The fish series of twelve is headed by a

platter, the decoration of which is a magnifi

cent shad, gilled in a golden net. The form

of this dish is novel, being rectangular, with the

edges rolled and tipped with dead gold. The

form of the service-plate of the fish-series is

that of two scallop-shells combined. The

decoration is confined to the smaller shell, and

the subjects illustrated are the black bass, in

a swift running stream, the blue-fish chasing

a porgy which he has just wounded, a brook

pike lurking beneath the leaf of a water plant,

two fresh-water lobsters fighting, the porapano

dropped by a fish-hawk outside the surf,

striped bass. Spanish mackerel, smelts,

sheepshead, oyster-shells on a Palmetto log,

speckled trout, terrapin of Maryland, and the

red snapper of the Gulf of Mexico chasing a

butterfly-fish.

The game series embraces the following

designs : The platter is decorated with a wild

turkey, and the service with California quail

feeding on grapes and grain, with a golden skv

for a background ; canvas-backed duck in full

flight over Delaware Bay ; ruffed grouse in

full plumage under spring foliage ; the prairie

chicken escaping from a prairie fire ; a ptar

migan's bath in the Rocky Mountains ; a rail,

or reed, or rice bird ; teal duck, and the quail

sheltered from the snow ; the yellow-legged

snipe, a baby-woodcock, and the wild pigeon.

For the dinner series, no platter has been

designed. It is possible that one may be pro

duced in the future. The series will consist

of twelve plates, illustrating the following

subjects: an antelope in the cactus bad lands;

a bear in a bee-tree, in which Sir. Bruin has

;rot into trouble, while a comrade, seated

comfortably below, laughs at him, and a

thunder-storm in the distance gives tone to

the picture ; a black-tailed deer ascending the

slope of the Rocky Mountains at sunrise ; a

big horn, or Rocky Mountain, sheep ; an old

buffalo in a snow-storm, surrounded by coyotes

and gray wolves ; chickens in a garden ; a coon

in a persimmon-tree ; the crane's " walk

around on the plains at night with Custer ;

the Mayflower ; peccaries, or the wild pigs of

America,and the Virginia deer, which isa night

effect. The jack-light is in gold, with its

reflection sparkling in the water beneath, and

its gleams tinging the lily-pods with gold. A

noble buck stands knee-deep among these.

The dessert-set will be quite simple in design,

the subjects being entirely American, and

embracing, among others, the following :—The

pecan-nut of Texas, the chinchapin, the paw-

| paw, and the persimmon. The salad-plate

will also be novel. Mr. Haviland has

; made experiments, says Mr. Davis, and will

give me my drawing and etching upon a toned

surface, the back of the plate having sufficient

colour to give the etching value. The last

plate of the service will be of Indian design, a

fac-simile of an Indian plate artistically

handled. This plate is called " crackers,

cheese, and cigars." I have introduced an

independent American butter-plate, the object

of which is to give a point of colour and a

reflective light in the glasses. It is a pond-lily

loaf, slightly curled, and upon the surface of

the leaf is a drop of Haviland's faience glaze,

simulating water. The after-dinner coffee

cup is of a very novel design, and quite unlike

any cup at present in use. The tea-cup is a

Mandarin's hat inverted. The stem of a spray

of the tea-plant forms the handle. The cho

colate-cup is also novel.

GOLD LEAF MANUFACTURE, &c,

IN NUREMBERG.

SOME two hours' distance from Nuremberg

is the town of Schwabach, with some

800 inhabitants. There is great industrial

activity in the little place, although it con

tains no factories, properly speaking. The

" Schwabaeji Letters " were at one period

almost exclusively, but are now seldom used

I in printing, and it would be a vain search to

look for any type foundry. Some eight or

ten gold-beating establishments betray one

branch of industry through the incessant ham

mering that is heard. Imitation gold and

j silver leaf is principally manufactured, but

Nuremberg makes more of the genuine paper

and also works up a great deal of the imita

tion.

Gold-beating by hand is tolerably simple.

The hammered metal, brass or tin plate, is laid

on a massive anvil and beaten with hammers ;

to produce the greatest expansion of the metal

the hammer and anvil must both be convex,

the convexity of the latter is of great influ

ence. The sheet becomes so thin after a short

time that the further beating must be done

with the sheets between animal skins. Great

care must bo taken that the skin is perfectly

even, and covers the whole sheet, which must

be smaller, so as to give room for extension.

The beater endeavours never to strike twice

consecutively in the same place, and moves

the skin after every blow. It requires consi

derable practice to ascertain when the body of
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separation of the leaves, sorting, &c, must be

done very carefully between tissue paper, all

draught being guarded against during the

operation.

The metal leaf is used for various purposes.

It is indispensable to the gilder and the painter,

and, of course, is the great article used for gold

and silver papers, Although these may be

placed in the category of fancy papers, their

manufacture is quite different, for while the

colours of fancy papers are attached by im

pression, as in printing, the metallic papers

which are to possess a genuine metallic sur

face must be coated with an adhesive sub

stance, and the metal leaf incorporated by

fressure and polishing. If the metal leaf is to

e afterwards embossed or punched, as nearly

all these papers are, the ground paper (which

will be stretched considerably by the raised

surface) must be strong and elastic.

When gold and silver papers are employed

for pasteboard work, there is used in addition

a very thin, poor paper as a ground, and this

must also receive a coating. This is especially

necessary for real gold leaf, which is beaten so

fine that it is transparent, and to obtain a good

colour there must be a reddish-brown ground.

The most suitable shade is given by a mixture

of bole with some colcothar, which is the oxide

of iron refuse of vitriol works. Three parts

of bole to one of colcothar must be pulverised

and carefully washed several times, so as to

remove any sand or salt of iron. The mixture

is best effected by beating in a moderately

warm solution of glue, by which the so-called

tincture is made. Parchment glue is chiefly

used, and in preparing it a little vinegar and

glycerine may be added, as the addition of

the first gives a certain elasticity to the size

coating, and thus it neither warps nor peels

off.

The tincture should not be thick, so that

several coatings may be given to the ground

paper. As in the case of morocco paper, the

tmal ground coat is very thin. The exterior

priming of simple glue may be omitted, as the

tincture contains enough of adhesive matter,

and it is even preferable to lay the gold leaf

direct on the priming. But the surface of the

priming must be first carefully smoothed on

a special smoothing-table, provided with a

sheet of polished stone or metal. The paper

is laid on the primed side and passed over

with a soft sponge, so as to soften the glue of

the tincture a little. The leaf is easily and

rapidly put on, but the hand must not touch

either the leaf or the priming, a fine, broad

brush being used for pressing the leaf. The

final drying is followed by calendering.

There is no difference in the preparation of

silver leaf, only that the red-brown priming is

omitted. All non-genuine metallic papers

soon rust, but a great improvement in making

real or false paper impervious consists in using

a solution of one-fourth dilute bichromate of

potash in water for wetting the paper before

the leaf is laid on. Drying in the sun makes

the glue watertight, and even the colour is

improved thereby.

the metal has the required thinness, as a fold ' for instance, long, with rounded bottoms and

wiil be produced by any doubling, and the j single handle, were evidently made for drawing

water from deep wells, and the history of the

country, its wide plains, its artificial irrigation,

are all enclosed within their curves ; while

the Greek jar, with flat bottom, wide mouth,

and double handle, tells of a people whose

water supply came from running springs, and

the hum of women's gossip is on its lips, and

a mountain freshness, the leap and plash of

running, falling water, the rush of mountain

streams, and all that belongs to life among

hills and mountains is in the outline of its

graceful curves. If a piece of the commonest

pottery can so fill the chair of history, what

may we not learn from an article of furniture,

with the designer's thought upon it, and the

comfort and beauty of a generation enclosed

within it ?

The furniture of a people is more intimately

connected with a nation's life than their tools

or implements of war, and the history of civi

lisation might be well written in the forms of

chairs and tables. The barbaric splendour,

the sensuous luxury of the East and the

nations of India produced their strangely

carved seats of perfumed wood, gilded or gor

geous with colour ; their wonderful tissues of

silver, and silk, and gold, heavy with em

broidery, and rich with precious stones ; their

muslins, painted with gay colours, and so line

and light that, as the old story tells, the web

spread on the grass to whiten was hidden from

sight by the falling dew, and the Eastern prin

cess appearing at her father's Court dressed

in seven skirts of the fairy gossamer, seened

to the shocked King, her father, to be clothed

only with the garment nature had given her ;

their shawls of camel's hair so fine that the

Emperor Saladin drew the largest of them

through his finger-ring for the amusement of

lion-hearted Richard ; their priceless rugs, soft

as snow and shining in glorious colour; their

cushioned divans, draped with these magnifi

cent fabrics, and their coffers of curious carved

and inlaid work, with steel, silver, and gold

mixed and mingled like the light and spray on

the crest of an ocean wave.

Out of this Oriental magnificence grew

Egyptian civilisation with Eastern sensuous-

ness tempered and toned down by intellect,

and with the light of science whereby to

study comfort, and so we need not be sur

prised to find in the dwelling and furniture of

an Egyptian a degree of luxury to which we

cannot aspire to-day. The Egyptian's furni

ture was of cedar, and ivory, and gold superbly

carved, covered with richest draperies, glowing

with precious stones ; his tables were of finest

marble, of fragrant woods, or of the precious

metals, his chairs were of turned wood, orna

mented with the red lotus flower blooming on

a groundwork of black ; he had jewels cut

into drinking-cups, mirrors of polished silver*

and a thousand small articles of convenience

and beauty scattered through his home. The

Greek, whose religion was beauty, child of the

air and sun, learned his civilisation of the

Egyptian, and raised the art of Egypt to the

pure ideal. He lived abroad for the most

part, in theatres and temples and groves and

porticoes ; these were his home, and he made

them beautiful with an architecture whose

ruins even delight and astonish us to-day. His

furniture showed the most subtle taste, the

most perfect design. The Roman imitated the

Greek, and we may see at Pompeii how

prodigal he was of beauty, grafting Egyptian

ornament on Greek form, and throwing over

all the Oriental splendour of colour till fancy

and luxury could go no further. Cicero paid

fifty thousand dollars for a table ; Nero had his

" Golden House," and the C;csars their marble

FURNITURE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON

CIVILISATION.*

SHOW me your furniture and I will tell you

what you are," is a proverb of much mean

ing, and pregnant with more truth than pro

verbs are apt to contain. Cuvier from a tooth,

a joint, a bone, could reconstruct an animal,

tell where it belonged, its habits, its character,

and the age of the world in which it lived. So

from a piece of furniture the history of an age

may be written, and the character, habits,

manners of the person who used it discovered.

Does it not behove us to look well after our

furniture, taking care to have it truthful and

strong, of sound material and honest construc

tion, and not a thing of applied ornaments

and veneering ? Dr.jDresser reads the history

and customs of two different peoples in the

form of their water-jars. The Egyptian jars,

• From the Furniture Trade Journal.

Ages had intervened, years of ceaseless war'

when the lord of a castle was only lord by

virtue of the strong arm, and was constantly

surrounded by enemies, eager to kill him and

possess his castle. Scant furniture sufficed in

those days, for valuables had to be easily

transportable, and furniture consisted of but

little more than chests (but what chests !) in

which treasures could be easily removed, and

which served in the castle for seats, table, bed,

and treasury. But more peaceful times brought

gentler ways and manners, and immediately the

furniture showed the improvement. The

chest grew into the armoury and cabinet, and

its carving became more elaborate, its orna

ments of lock, and hinge, and inlaid work,

richer ; the rude bench became a carved and

gilded chair, the bed assumed wider propor

tions and greater gorgeousness, the hearth

received its decorations ; manuscripts were

brought from the East ; the rare traveller was

welcomed with delight, and the whole house

hold gathered round him to listen to his

wonderful stories of foreign marvels. The

Crusades sent lord and serf to Jerusalem

to rescue the Holy Sepulchre from the infidel,

and the returning soldiers of the Cross

brought with them wonderful stories of

Eastern magnificence, of the refinements of

Venice ; the Eastern civilisation clung to them

as they marched back, was taken captive as it

were, or took them captive perhaps, and a

golden leaf was turned in the story of the

daily life of the Middle Ages. Splendour had

come, not as a guest, but to make a home, and

year by year to shine more brilliantly ; a bar

baric splendour with little comfort perhaps as

yet, but still making a very attractive picture.

Sir Samuel Myric gives us a glimpse of the

life of the Middle Ages. " Instead of fancy

ing with the mind's eye," he says, " that we

behold the stately knights and dames of old sit

ting within bare walls and resting their feet on

rushes, instead of imagining that we imitate

their greatest splendour when we confine the

decorations of rooms in modern Gothic build

ings to oak and stone colours, relieved with a

little gilding, we must now do them the

justice to allow that while their tables glit

tered with plate and jewels, their beds dazzled

with the richness of their hangings, and their

seats were decorated with refulgent draperies,

the Gothic carving of their furniture became

brilliant by scarlet, blue, and gold, and the

walls of their apartment had the most in

teresting, as well as most effective, appearance

from the grand paintings or the rich tapestry

that were placed among them."

As we read the history of the ancients in

their furniture, so, from the Middle Ages to

the present time, the history of furniture has

been the history of civilisation. The wave

has ebbed and flowed, but the tide has steadily

risen; barbaric splendour has softened into

elegant comfort. Art, taste, invention have

been steadily at work for the good of the

people, and a very moderate income will give

more comfort, more real beauty, perhaps, than

castle and' palace in the old days ever knew.

Everyone can now make a pretty, an attrac

tive, and a tasteful home. With a very mode

rately-filled purse one may now have pretty

and comfortable furniture, paperhangings of

soft, harmonious colours, carpets of elegant

design, an engraving here and there, a French

plaque, a Dresden or Japanese vase, an

English tile, some bit of quaint carving, and a

well-filled bookcase. These are all within the

reach of moderate incomes.

We see how great a part furniture has

played in the world, how it has marked from

age to age the advance of civilisation, and

how it shows to-day in a thousand refined

bath. But Rome fell, and household art fell j homes a condition of the people that makes

with it. For centuries Western Europe produced

nothing. All that she knew of splendour, or

comfort, or convenience came from the East.

Silks, perfumes, spices, gems, ivory, gold-

wrought fabrics, the smaller articles of furni

ture reached Western Europe, at first through

Egypt, and afterwards by the pilgrims who

visited Jerusalem, and who traded there with

the devout Moslem who had made a pilgrimaue

to Mecca. Commerce had as much to do with

this double pilgrimage as religion. The Dark

one rejoice in the present and take hope for

the future. The manufacturer of furniture

has a great field before him, and may well

magnify his office.

Chair-seating Machine. — An improved

machine for applying cane and other fiexib'e

seats to the seat-frames of ohairs, has bean

patented by Mr. Robert Fitts, of Lunenburg.

11—l. (U.S.A.) It is so constructed that the

will be drawn taut as it is being applied.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

STYLE AS APPLIED TO FCBNITDKE.

No. III.—" Queen Anne."

HAVING in our last article discussed the

manner of the " Queen Anne" mantel,

and illustrated our text by an example for the

dining-room, we this week place before our

readers a number of ornamental details from

various sources, most of which we have em

bodied in a design for a Drawing-room Cabinet,

as figured in our Separate Plate.

It is, perhaps, difficult to adnpt the some

what massive proportions of this style to the
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Fig. 10.

lightness required in the " ladies' room," but

we shall be able to show that there is a fund

of material, both for outline and detail, that

will afford abundant suggestion for light and

elegant articles. We have engraved a few of

these decorative items, so that our artistic

readers may make them key-notes to composi

tions of their own, at the same time reiterating

 

Fig. 11,

our opinion against the practice of merely

copying old details. An able writer on

"Modern Styles " expresses our view exactly

when ;he says : " Any art which depends ou

meTe copying, and not on thought, for its

effect, must be an absurdity ; it is, no

doubt, easier to employ a clerk to copy

details out of books than to set one

self to invent them, and it is a great

relief to timid minds to be able to shelter

themselves under the shield of authority ; but

laziness or timidity is not the quality that ever

produced anything great or good in art." Upon

these conditions the revival of a good style

becomes a matter of congratulation, and serves

to mark an epoch. In the case of the Italian

Renaissance we have a striking instance espe

cially in the impetus it gave to the introduc-
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tion of classic nit to this country—in fact, the

details of the style we are considering are, for

the most part, old classic models with some

individuality about them which distinguish»s

them as of the Queen Anne period. Fig. 10

 

Fig. 13.

is an instance from the interior of the old

Town-hall, Worcet-ter, thoroughly antique in

character. Though it was not until later in

the century that pure classic detail became

tho fashion, we find a great deal of such

 

Fig. 14.

thought in architecture and furniture which

belongs to the early part of the eighteenth

century. As an illustration of the true spirit

of a revival by a master hand, we give a

portion of a Queen Anne panel (fig. 11) de-

 

the period. Figure 12 is a pleasing specimen,

somewhat quiet in feeling. The square finish

to doorways and windows, shown in fig. 13,

will be useful where it is not desirable to in

troduce an informal scroll pediment, and it

may serve as a suggestion for a multitude of

articles. Fig. 14 is a specimen of the thou-

sand-and-one medallions and swags which

appear alike on Queen Anne monuments and

mansions. Some economical persons who

believe in unembellished squareness, may pro

test that the production of such details as we

are giving is too costly to admit of their

being applied to ordinary articles of fur

niture. Our fig. 14 happens to be a sketch

from a carver's bill of costs of the period.

 

Fig. 15.

signed by Sir Gilbert Scott for tho ceiling of

the old Town-hall, Worcester (recently re

stored under his auspices), and it is certainly

bold and free in treatment.

We have before alluded to the richness and

variety of filling up some of the mouldings of

Fig. 10.

which, to quote literally, reads, " To bostimr
a bas-relievi and sag of drapery, 7s. 6d. r

No wonder our forefathers went in for carving

when it was produced at such a nominal cost-

Fig. 15 is an upright panel, introduced to show

the happy arrangements of oval and squares

then so prevalent. It is adapted for any treat

ment—either for inlay, carving, or plain

moulded work. The filling in of panels witb

quaint foliage is very common in recent

examples ; though not so largely found in the

original. Fig. 10, however, is an authentic

specimen altogether pleasing and less conven

tional than some of the rigid flowers found in

modern panels.

We have more than once found fault with

certain kinds of spindlo and beaded work.

bjing christened " Queen Anne." As Mr.

J. II. Pollen, of South Kensington celebrity

justly observes :—" The light turned, pierced,

and stained work called Queen Anne is alto

gether a bastard production." If it be desir-

 

Fig. 17.

able to introduce the spindle element into an

article of furniture for the sake of relief, fig. 1 T

(a " tit-bit " from Gibbs), may serve as a

guide for correct rendering. We shall, how

ever, later on, devote a chapter to the turning

of the period, so that our readers may avoid

mixing up the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turv work with the very different detail of the

eighteenth, as is commonly done.

A word or two showing how the accompany

ing Separate Plate embodies the examples given

may be necessary. Taking fig. 13 as an outline

for the upper part we get sufficient projection

at the top for the reception of a few plates,
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&c, and under the top the dentil moulding is

quite apropos. The coved surface below gives

opportunity for the display of a few sprays of

flowers and rosettes, which can either be in

raised carving, or sunk beiieath the surface in

low relief. Another projection may be ob

tained, if desired, by allowing a prominence to

the outside-frame moulding. Having thus

maintained a Queen Anne outline, the division

of the back into panels and bric-a-brac

shelves is a pardonable innovation as long

as it is in sympathy with the other

details. For instance, in the support to

centre shelf we utilise fig. 17 for the spindles.

In the lower carcase fig. 15 lends itself at once

to the middle panel (which should be so exe

cuted ns to form the centre of attraction).

Fig. 14 is available for the decoration of the

drawer front, and fig. 1C for the filling in of

the lower side panels, affording thus a good

opportunity for chaste carving in low relief,

or for marquetry work. In making this cabinet
•we should recommend the introduction of

transparent bevelled glass into either the centre

or the side doors, instead of wood-carving, as

shown, because the chief consideration is gene

rally to show what is inside the cabinet rather

than the outside of the piece of furniture ; and

these suggestive sketches are altogether in

tended more as guides for the grouping of

detail than to be copied in their entirety. Such

a design would, we think, look well if exe

cuted in mahogany, stained dark, and relieved

■with bronze-black decorations ; in American

-walnut, with a little gold ; or in dull black,

with carved or inlaid panels. Under no cir

cumstances should the result be " garish " in

colour or enrichment, otherwise the delicate

tints of the art-crockery with which the

cabinet, as here shown, so liberally loaded,

would be interfered with.

IMITATION STAINED GLASS.

THE appearance of stained glass may be

driven to windows by painting them with

vamisK colours, or by applying cliaphanie or

vitremav..'e. There is but little difference be

tween the latter two processes. Vitremanie

is perhaps the simplest. The materials neces

sary are a bottle of enamel varnish, another

of glucine, a sheet of designs, blotting paper,

a roller, three brushes, and some sheets of

lead foil. In order to have the window to be

decorated perfectly clear, it should be taken

out of its frame, cleaned with whiting, and

rubbed with wash leather. Having selected

the design, coat its face with glucine, using a

flat brush. Draw on a sheet of paper the

exact outline of the window, putting in a

pencil line wherever a joint takes place in

border, grounding, or subject, to guide in

putting on the lead foil. Having cut the lead

foil in J-inch strips, lay the glass upon the

paper outline, and cement upon the glass with

strong gum the strips of lead foil over all

the lines marked in pencil. All the lines

having been thus covered, leave the glass

for an hour, to allow of the gum drying.

With an agate flatten out any creases in

the foil. Place the design in position so that

its edges shall overlap the lead-foil and come

quite to its centre. With clean water wet

the picture and the glass, and with the roller

press it firmly on to the glass. Insert the

point of a pen-knife under one corner, between

the paper and the colouring matter, and take

the paper off entire, leaving the coloured sur

face on tho glass. With a camel-hair brush,

dipped in cold water, wash the film of colour

left on the glass, and to take up the moisture

lay blotting-paper over it. Over this blotting-

paper use the roller, and press the colouring-

matter firmly and evenly on to the glass, to

which it will adhere. The lead-foil should

be gummed on to the glass, when quite

dry, so that the edges of the design are

secured by two strips of foil, and varnish the

whole of the glass with enamel varnish when

the foil is dry. Two coatings of this varnish

must be applied, putting on the second when

the first is dry, and when the last coat is dry

the window can be replaced.

Some knowledge of colouring is required in

order to paint glass with varnish colours.

The powder colours may be mixed with mastic

varnish and turpentine. The necessary

colours are brown, pink, raw and burnt

umber, rose madder, burnt sienna, yellow lake,

ultramarine, verdigris, carmine, gamboge

Prussian blue, and ivory black. Lay the

window-glass flat upon the coloured pictur-

you wish to copy, and trace all its chief out

line on to the glass with ivory black, mixed

with varnish. Use a coarse pen. The out

line being dry, raise the glass to a slanting

position, and fix a piece of white paper to its

back, enabling you to see the work as you

proceed. Begin by laying on flat washes of

colour, to match the prevailing tints of the

copy. When dry shade these a little. Finally

spread a thin wash of lac varnish over the

finished paintings.

Crabe Reports.

[From Oob Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Business is worse this week, and the consump

tion of raw material is probably less than has

been the case for many months. There is not

now, so far as we know, a single firm in the

district busy, and several are upon short time,

or their machinery is at least not fully em

ployed. The hopeful feeling in trade seems

to depend just now almost entirely upon the

weather, and this having been worse than ever,

little or no business has been doing. Several

houses have a large portion of their looms

employed in trying patterns in readiness for

the travellers who start in September. Should

next month prove warm and dry, a spurt

would be given to trade, as the stocks

in the hands of retailers are very

small, and the least prospect of genuine

trade would bring plenty of buyers into

the market. The bad harvest cannot but

have a depressing effect on the ensuing

autumn trade. Many were of opinion that

things having now reached the lowest point,

with the advent of the autumn business a real

revival would commence, but the continued

wet makes it hard to predict what the course

of things will be. The wool market is easier

again, simply because the demand is small.

Carpet manufacturers have not placed their

orders for worsteds yet, and so spinners are

holding off also. The past year has been the

hardest time through which worsted spinners

have ever passed, and at present there seems

to be little prospect of relief for them.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—This

being the off season iii the carpet trade, the

prevailing quietude makes itself less felt than

would be the case at any other time. Short

time is likely to continue the rule until the

autumn trade shall have fairly set in. Manu

facturers' hopes centre just now in the coming

season, which it is fondly hoped will prove

more prosperous than have the last half-dozen

years. The improved tone which has been

noticeable here during the last few weeks in

other branches of trade is well maintained.

The goods in demand are chiefly for the conti

nental markets, and some large parcels of

goods have been sent out of the warehouses

for shipment to the East. The Austrians take

some good parcels of naps, reversibles, and

presidents of good and medium makes. The

demand for the colonies is not so strong as

manufacturers thought it would be, this being,

no doubt, consequent on the falling off in

Canadian orders. There is a fair average

amount of trade being done with home houses,

but they press down prices to a minimum ; in

fact, makers declare that rates in some instances

are so low that they work to a loss. Blanket

manufacturers still keep well employed on

orders for shipment. The inquiries run on

medium whites and army goods. Home houses

have operated with greater freedom, and rates

have slightly increased. The local sales of

raw material have been fairly attended, and

the parcels that have changed hands have

mostly fetched better prices. There has been

more animation in the colonial wool trade, and

rates are quoted a trifle in advance of those of

the last London sales. Cape wools are |d.

cheaper, and are in good request. English

brokes and noils are firm. There is a better

inquiry for cotton ; warps are a trifle easier in

price, and bundles are required for shipment.

Mungo is steady. Good shoddy is easier to

sell, but lower sorts are neglected. There is

no alteration to note in the worsted trade.

Olive oil is in improved demand. Gallipoli is

steady, and cloth oils are a shade cheaper.

Dyers and finishers are moderately employed

on general orders, and cloth printers have

plenty of work on hand. Railway rugs are in

steady demand.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade. —

Within the last few days home buyers have

commenced operation in anticipation of next

season's trade in curtains. We do not expect

trade to be particularly brisk at this season,

and the aggregate of present transactions is

probably fully up to the average. The orders

for antimacassars have shown but little falling

off, and the demand for window-blinds has

by no means diminished. The general lace

trade is rather quiet, and orders are being

placed very slowly. The following are the

terms mutually agreed to between the masters

and operatives in the plain net branch. The

present card price is to be paid on all machines

excepting 10 to 11-point inclusive, which are

subject to 1-10 reduction when working singlo

cotton up to, and including, sixty singles. All

cotton above sixties is to be paid the present

card price. Two-fold warps are to be used in

all cases. The above arrangement is to

hold good up to January 1, 1881, three

months' notice of any alteration is to

be given by either party. Commenting

upon the strike thus settled, a local con

temporary reminds us that it has continued

during thirty-two weeks, and has spread over

factories employing some 300 to 400 lace-

makers, who have been supported from the

funds of the society and a weekly levy upon

the other lace-makers of the Union. The

struggle has, therefore, been a costly one to

the workmen. The final arrangement is said

to be a compromise which satisfies the prin

cipal requirements of the masters, without

touching too keenly the amour propre of the

lace-makers, though the latter at last suc

cumbed somewhat suddenly and unexpectedly

to the views of the former. Whatever the

losses may be to those directly concerned, and

probably the men alone have not sacrificed

less than £10,000 to £20,000 in the struggle,

the loss to the general trade is heavier and

may be more permanent. The fine quilling

trade has especially suffered, because the

strike commenced simultaneously with a

strong demand for goods required by the

seas m's fashions, and large sales have conse

quently been entirely lost to the market.

Furnishing Ironmongery. — Trade is a

little more brisk, though not by any means in

a prosperous condition. The continued rains

of the last fortnight have injuriously affected

trade in the agricultural districts, where iron

mongers are in consequence very reluctant to

place orders. The seaside trade, though slightly

better, is still behind the average of ordinary

seasons. This continued dulness reacts, of

course, upon every branch of the furnishing

ironmongery trade, and metallic bedsteads,

lamps, chandeliers, toilet ware, &c, aro all in

correspondingly poor request. The case is

different, however, with coal-vases, and now

that autumn is upon us, the japanners, and

tin and iron-plate workers are busily engaged

upon the production of these season articles.

At no former time within our recollection has

so much ingenuity been expended upon the

securing of novelty of pattern and decoration.

Illustrated sheets of the new wares are being

issued by most of the firms who devote atten

tion to this branch of domestic supply, and

some of the sheets of the high-class goods are

in their illuminated form, quite works of art.

In many of the new vases the advance of art-

training is manifested, but in others novelty

predominates. As a progressive step upon the

metal imitations of various grained woods
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that largely prevailed last year, wood itself is

now being extensively used. The wood is

stained, French polished, or japanned, to re

present walnut, mahogany, ebony, maple, dark

and light oak, and other fancy woods. And

this step has been taken with the object of

making the vase as nearly as possible har

monise with tho other furniture in the room.

Household Linen, &c.—Trade has in

no way improved, and somo of the oldest

weavers say they scarcely ever recollect it

being so depressed as it is at the present time.

Drills are particularly quiet, and though the

production is limited, stocks can barely be

kept down. The season for window-blinds

appears to be over, and very few are now

made. The business doing in fine table-

damasks and damask napkins has been only

moderate for some time, but has still further

declined of late, and many looms that have

been working them are now standing. There

has also been a falling off in tho demand for

broad sheetings, but there is a fair output of

crumb-cloths, towellings, and huckabacks.

Still the inquiry for ordinary narrow linens for

the home markets is quiet, and reports from

travellers anything but reassuring as to the

future. Iland-made linens are equally as dull

as those produced by power, and one firm of

manufacturers has retired from business alto

gether. Not much is being done in line or

tow yarns, manufacturers, as a rule, only

buyiBg for immediate use.

The Leather Trade.—Sluggishness is

still the one feature of the leather trade, and

transactions continue of a very unremunerative

nature. Most buyers have been acting with

great caution, simply supplying their immediate

requirements; and had not tanners materially

curtailed their production there is no doubt

that prices would have fallen considerably

more than they have done. About the end of

June most tanners reduced their prices from

J,d. to Id. per lb. ; and as stocks have not in

creased much, and the importation of American

leather has fallen off, some few buyers, in

anticipation of the autumn demand, thought it

was a favourable opportunity to stock in, and

some large parcels of foreign butts and bends

changed hands. These operations nearly

cleared the markets of stock, checked the

downward tendency for the time being, and

induced tanners to raise their prices \d. per lb. ;

but the general trade of the country did not

actively respond to this, and the result is that

the markets have again resumed a quiet aspect,

and during the past ten days many tauners

have reduced their prices -}d. per lb. As

stocks are small, and there are some signs of

improvement in trade generally, we have no

doubt that fresh consignments will command

a good sale at Hristol fair, which commences on

Tuesday next.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 2Zrd inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson 4 Co. £210

furniture, 11 c paperhangings

Ashford 4 Brooks, £24 furniture

Donaldson, Andrews 4 Co. 3,220 yds carpets,

£77 mats, £25 chinaware

Fowler, D. 4 J. £20 brushware

Murray, D. & W. £11 brushes ,

Spicer, G. £198 chinaware

Tttllack, F. 4 Son, 27 lb. leather

Willis, G. B. 4 Co. £21 rugs, 600 yds blankets

Woodman, J. £70 musical instruments

Algoa Bay—Birdseye, II. 4 Co. 112 yds carpets

Brietcr 4 Fitoh, £35 furniture

Currie, D. 4 Co. £30 piano

Durant, A. 4 Co. 420 yds carpets

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, £150 pianos, £173

furniture, 251 yds carpets, £15 musical in

struments

Mertens 4 Co. £200 musical instruments

Mosenthal, Sons 4 Co. £26 matting

Byall 4 Kin?, £17 glass manfs, £11 frntre

S'antnn, J. £7 wood manufactures

Webster, Steel 4 Co. 700 yds ootton blankets

Alicante—Leather Cloth Co. 1,500 sq yds

oilcloth

Other Entries, 426 yds woollen and hemp car

pets, £5 rugs

Pitt 4 Seott, 130' yds floorolotb,"£5 wood

manufactures,J£25 furniture

Amsterdam—Continental Gas Association, £4

wood mannfoctnres

Groos, C. W. £7 glass manufactures

Eobinson, A. G. Koberts & Co. 56 yds carpets,

1 c leather

Antwerp—Baker, G. P. 1,084 yds carpets

Hurley, W. £105 gas flttings

Weatherley 4 Co. 3 o paper, hanging*

Auckland—Abrahams, M. £9 glassware

Hart, H. 4 J. £11 wood manufactures, £330

furniture, £15 iron safes

I»aaos, H. £33 furniture

N. Z. L. 4 M. A. Co. £9 varnish

Barcelona—Knight, G. £8 varnish

Baki—Barrington 4 Co. £20 varnish

Batavia—Salisbury, H. W. £24 clocks

Bombay—Aldridge. J. F. & Co. 4i c leather

Fscombe, BroB. & Co. 2} o leather

Sleeman, H. B. 4 Co. 460 yds blankets

Boulogne—Atkins, C. 4 Co. 2,538 yds carpets,

2,415 sq jdB oilcloth, 2,608 yds carpets

Bitot, F. 4 Tronde, 26 o leather

Chinnery 4 JohnBon, 6 c paperhangings,[£55

varnish, £60 varnish

MesBageries Parisiennes," 1,414 yds woollen

carpets, 406 yds oarpets

Nollen, Henry & Oo. 3,220 yds mixed car

peting, £39 I'm nil nrc, £8 chinaware, £48

pianos, £37 rugs, £52 clocks, £35 rugs, £8

sewing machines, 6 c paperhangings, 2£ o

leather, £7 chinaware, £21 clocks, 3 o

paperhangiDgs

PRICES CURRENT OF THE LEADING DESCRIPTIONS OF COLONIAL WOOL.

Descrittiox.

P. Phillip Fleeco

Scoured

Greasy

Sydney Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

Adelaide ...Scoured

Greasy

N.Zealand. ..Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

V. D. Land... Fleece

8. Kiver Fleece

Crossbred ...Australian Washed

Greasy . .

Lambs ,, Washed

„ Greasy..

Pieces and „ Washed

Locks ,, Scoured

„ Greasy..

Cams Snow-Wl>ito

„ „ Exceptional Lots

,, Country Scoured

„ Western Fleece

„ Eastern „

„ Natal „

EXTRA.

J. d. s. d.

1 to -J

2i

1 lj

1(1 tol 111

in

r

to2

2 4 to 2 7h

0 11

1 9

1 101

to 1

„ 1

1

10

11

1 2 tol 21

Superior.

». d.

1 104 to

1 M „

1 "I ,,

1 9a „

1 10" „

1 0 „

1 9 „

0 lot „

1 7 „

1 9A „

0 llj „

1 7 „

1 6 „

1

1

d.

2
u
o

1

0

H
w,

9

ii

oj

10

^
8

1

8

3

7

1

1

1

0 10J

1 8*

tol t

» 1 *

„ 1 5

„ 1 21

„ 0 10$

ArXRAOE TO
Good.

Inferior to
Average.

d- t. d.

2 to 1 (11

3A „ 1 8]

7 ,, 0 10

1

3

6

2

8

6

I:

0 11 „

0 <H„
0 10 „

0. 6, „

0 9 „

0 » .,

0 3 „

1 4 „

" 0

1

?

4

?

3

2

3

9

6

0 10

1 2

to 1

1

1

1

o-'sj o u

o io „ o nj

0 6 „ 0 8

Boulognk (continued)—

Bahn, G. 4 Co. 487 yds woollen carpeting,

5£ o paperhangings, 12 J o paperhangings

Bremen—Collins, A. J. 120 sq yds floorcloth

Eichholz Bros. 4 Co. 60 sq yds floorcloth

mats, 160 yds oilcloth

Phillipps 4 Graves, 5) o

Sohloesaer Bros. 1} 0

Scotnfy 4 Earnshaw, £285 matting

Brisbane—Ashford 4 Brooks, £27 glass and

chinaware

Edwards, N. 4 Co. 3 c leather

Hopnraft 4 Broadwater, 1,050 yds flooroloth,

1,986 yds carpeting, 385 yds blanketing

Fiuney, Isles 4 Co. Ml sq yds floorcloth

Irving, T. 4 Co. £35 sewing-machines

Mcllwraith, McEacharn A Co. £68 brushes

Buenos Ayres—Ball, W. E. 100 yds carpets,

£100 furniture

Leather Cloth Co. 141 sq yds oilcloth

Moore 4 Manby, £280 iron bedsteads

Negretti 4 Zambra, £5 glassware

Cadiz—Lambert, W. £20 glassware

Pitt 4 Scott, £10 furniture, 14-1 yds flooroloth

Calcutta—Allen Bros. 4 Co. £34 glassware,

£33 clocks, I c leather, £15 clocks, £3 sew

ing-machine, 276 lb leather

Braine, E. W. £16 sewing-machines

Colley 4 Co. £52 glass manufactures

Hodglcinson, F. A. 4 Co. £22 chinaware

Hodgson, F. 91 lb leather

Keyman, D. J. 4 Co. £7 sewing-machines

Killick, Martin, ,v Co. £28 glassware

King, 11. S. 4 Co. £40 glass and chinaware

£30 furniture, £17 clocks

Lawrie, A. 4 Co. £10 glassware

Leckie, D. £16 glassware

Martin, R. 4 Co. £14 brushes

Pittis, E. A. £29 glass manufactures

Stewart, Gent, 4 Co. 1 J c leather

Stone 4 Son, £31 glassware, 384 eq yds oil

cloth, 474 eq yds oilcloth

Towneend 4 Spearing, £100 mnsioal inBta

Wesley, Cooper, & Co. £28 gware, 6i c leather

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £50 musical insts

Whitelcy, W. £6 glassware.

Canterbury—Hargreaves.M. £l9paperhanginit

Hopcraft 4 Co. 3,815 yds flooroloth, 411 yds

woollen carpets

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £72 hanging paper

Newoomb 4 Son, £500 musical instruments

New Zealand Shipping Co. £25 clocks, £21

sewing-machines

Woodfield, J. S. £839 stationery, 1 c leather

Cape or Good Hope—Balfour A Co. £21 glass

manufactures

Dull, Leat 4 Co. £70 clocks

Fletcher, A. W. 4 W. H. £35 looking-glasses

Morley, B. 4 J. 500 yds blankets

Shaw, Savill & Co. £140 musical instruments

Thomson, J. K. 4 Co. 65 yds carpets, 40 yds

oilcloth, £4 paperhangings

White & Holmes, 240 sq yds oilcloth

Wbyle, B. & Co. £77 looking-glasses

Catania—Head, H. 4 Co. 1 c leather

Chefoo—Robertson & Co. 130 lb. tanned leather

Cbristiania—Bott, W. E. A Co. £10 furniture

Colombo—Freeland, J. A A. B. £314 bedding

Constantinople— KuBsell, G. A Co. 4,958 jds

tapestry carpeting

Copenhagen—Teguer, Prioe A Co. £150 piano

East London—Durant, A. A Co. £11 paper-

hangings

Fletcher, A. W. 4 W. H. 1,462 yds blankets

Kit-chin, J. 4 Co. 16 o leather

Peacook Bros. 4 Co. £18 fnrnitnre,£615 blnkts

Van der Heyden, E. 4 Co. 20 o leather

Gothenburg—Collison 4 Co. 11 o leather

Johnson, W. J. 50 o leather

Woltenson, C. 4 Co. 25 o leather

Hamhro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

640 sq yds ootton oiloloth

Becker 4 Ulrich, 2\ o leather

Collins, A. J. 1,320 yds leather cloth, 1,200

yds leather cloth

Darling Bros. 46 c leather, 165 c leather

Kitohin, J. 4 Co. 27 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 10,935 sq yds oil and GO rq

yds Japan cloth

List W. 4 Son, £140 hoisehair

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 1,212 sq jds

linoleum

Salmod, C. J. 16 sq yds flooroloth, li c leather

Sohloeseor Bros. 59 o leather

Simonsen, J. 635 yds floorcloth, £130 rags

Stahlschmidt, F. 4 Co. 5 o leather

Strudwiok, H. 49 t leather

Wain, C, 126 o leather

Hobart Town—Fish, P. 0.4 Co. 410 yds wi

oarpet, £145 oilcloth, 1,000 yds blankets

Hargreaves, M. £76 paper!
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Hobast Town (continued)—

Hopcraft & Broadwater, £76 rugs, 319 yds

carpet

Kemsley & Elkington, £19 fnrnitnre

Hiogo—Harris, Goodwin & Co. £10 glassware,

li o leather, £240 furniture

Short, Short & Co. £25 paperhangings

Hong Kong—Ball, W. E. 110 ydn linens, £70

furniture

Ronaldson & Co. £9 bedding

I brail—Bruce, Morison & Co. 1,520 yds oarpetB

Jamaica—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £31 musical

instruments

Simkin, Welch & Co. £54 fnrnitnre

Weeoh, Hanbury & Co. £10 glassware

Jeddah—Jones, Price & Co. £40 furniture

Jersey & Gcernset—Cheeswright & Co. £28

varniah, £257 furniture, £150 iron safe

Kcbbachee—Gillon, J. B. £30 carpet

Lisbon—Austin, J. H. & Co. 144 yds American

cloth

Bishop & Co. £56 perfumery, £7 glassware

Hall, J. jun. & Co. 5,550 yds carpet, £8 matng

Jonas, Simoneen & Co. 386 yds floorcloth

Lyttleton—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £70

musical instruments

Madras—Dawson Bros. 6| c leather

Duff, LaBt & Co. £7 glassware

Oakes & Son, £35 glassware

Stanes, Watson & Co. £28 musical instruments

Malaga—Hall, J. jun. & Co. £ 102 furniture

McAndrew, B. & Co. £25 glassware

Malta—Clarke, J. £6 varnish

Collins, A. J. £10 mattings, 240 eq yds floor,

cloth

King, H. S. & Co. £13 furniture

Marseilles—Berry Bros. & Co. 52 yds carpets

Mauritius—Sharpe, A. £56 glass manufactures,

40 yds oilcloth, £173 furniture

Montreal—Hoporaft & Broadwater, £40 mtng

Mather, W. £60 glass manufactures

M. Video—Grassie, T. E. & Co. 800 yds oilcloth

Naples—Sootney & Earnshaw, £6 woollen rugB

Nelson—Lyon, J. & Co. £57 musioal inetrmnts

Meadows, T. & Co. 3,410 yds carpets, £30

furniture

Morrison, J. & Co. 357 yds carpets

Willis, J. D. & Co. £24 lamps

New York—Jacobs, J. & Co. £70 looking glasses

Meadows, T. & Co. 2,240 yds carpets

Smith, SundiaB, & Co. £100 furniture

Taylor, D. & Sons, 14 c leather

White, A. £ 17 furniture

Wingate, W. & Johnston, 7,178 yds carpets,

820 yds linoleum

Odessa—Russell, G. & Co. 460 yds oilcloth

Russian Steam Navigation Trade Company,

£6 cocoa matting, 400 sq yds linoleum

Wilkinson, Cawley & Son £7 glassware

Oporto—Other entries, 8 o leather

Ostend—Aldridge, F. C. 31 c leather

Atkins, 0. & Co. 37 yds carpets

Weiner, M. & Co. 19i o leather

Otago—Sargood, Son, & Co. 44 yds carpetiDg,

£19 furniture

Sparrow, W. A. £148 furniture

Stuchbury, J. A Sons, £100 chinaware

Penang—Read Bros. A Co. £19 glassware

Port Natal—Davy, J. H. 300 yds woln blnktg

Dawson, Bros. £150 rags, £272 blankets

Hopcraft & Co. 512 ydswoollen blktg, 718 yds

floorcloth, 1,491 yds carpeting

Lloyd, B. S. & Co. £70 piano

Meadows, T. & Co. £126 brushes

Mertens & Co. £170 musical instruments

Sargood, Son £ Co. £210 chinaware

Spence & Hepburn, £50 fnrnitnre

Stanton, J. £24 brushes, £45 filters

Winkley, C. A. £81 matting

Port Phillip—Allan & Morgan £40 piano

Daley & Co. £96 furniture

Fairbairns, W. & Sons, £119 glassware, £14

ohinaware

Mom church, F. & Co. £4 glassware

Meadows, T. & Co. 430 ydB carpets

Revin^ton & Sons, 115 lb leather

Springthorpe, J. 6i o leather

Wells, H. E. £75 piano

Weetley, Cooper & Co. 4J c leather, £6 gware

Rival—Sohloesaer Broe. 76 o leather

Rio Grande Adams, T. & Co. £10 oilcloth

Rotterdam— Salmon, C. J. 2 c leather

Salonica—Allatini Bros. £54 carpet

Seville—MaoAndrew, R. A Co. £98 carpet

Maynard, Harris, & Co. £75 piano, £50 carpet

Nicholia & Co. £56 rugs, £1,354 carpet, £16

mats

Other Entries, £559 carpet

Shanghai—Byron, J. 1 c leather

Earman & Mumford, £100 carpet

Short, Short, & Co. £68 floorcloth

Singapore—Freeland, J. A B. £132 glass manu

factures, £761 furniture

Smyrna—Westcott A Lawrence, £35 fture, £20

mat;, £25 piano

St. Helena—Collard A Collard, £100 piano

St. John's—Prowse 4 Hall, £170 furniture

St. Petersburg—Bailey A Leetham, £53 con.

certinas

Bavin, G. 2,188 yds oloth, £80 carpet

Sydney—AndereOD, Anderson & Co. £100 fur

niture, £20 wall-paper

Barnett, Samuel A Sons, £25 mscl instmts

Davis, J. A Son, £106 furniture

Dawson Bros. £103 carpet

Durant, A. A Co. 990 sq yds flooroloth

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £104 rugs, £373 car-

pet, 9,472 yds woollen blanketing

Jones, D. A Co. £50 carpet

Mort A Co. £70 brushware

Moore, R. & Co. £149 carpet

Nicholson, W. A Co. £15 glass manufactures,

£75 musical instruments

Scotney & Earnshaw, 4 o leather

Snellgrove, A. R. £50 piano

Terry, J. A Co. £23 glass mnfs, £83 brushes

Trieste—Bruce, Morison A Co. £58 carpet

Venice—Atkins, C. A Co. £167 china

Carter, S. 1,020 yds leather cloth, £26 carpet

Turnbnll, B. T. A Co. £16 floorcloth, £41

matting

Wellington—Findlay, Durham A Co. 6G0 yds

woollen blanketing, £58 carpet

Hargreaves, M. £45 wall-paper, £132 wall

paper

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £363 carpet

New Zealand Shipping Co. £70 pianos, £10

furniture

Lewis, R. £40 piano

Shaw, Williams A Co. £58 china, £13 brushes

Yokohama—Marcus A Co. £420 carpet

Marshall, A. £50 matting

Staley, Radford A Co. £308 carpet

fokrs ana Contorts.

0

We shall esteem it a favour if our readers Kill kindly
notify to U3, for insertion in this column, any contracts
K-kich may be open for competition ; and. also advise us
as to any furnishing orders, tyc, which may hate been
executed by different firms

The tender of Messrs. Wood & Son has been

accepted for the work of decorating, See,, the

staircases of the Leeds Town-hall.

The tender of Mr. F. Kettler has been

accepted for the execution of the decorative

painting of the ceiling in the new dining-room

of Wardour Castle.

The bookcases, chairs for reading-rooms

and the fitting up of the chairman's room in

connection with the New Free Library, at

Derby, have been executed by Mr. Jones, of

Market-place ; the oak tables for the reading-

room were supplied by Messrs. Saunders, of

Abbey-street ; while the oak newspaper-stands

and the fittings of the committee-room have

been supplied by Messrs. Cochrane & Bean, all

of Derby. The wood-turning throughout the

building was executed by Mr. Harrison, of St.

Mary's-gate, and the marble chimney-pieces

were supplied by Mr. Tinkler.

Mr. Hewins, of Stratford, has supplied a

new organ for the Farisk Church at Sutton

Brailes.

The chancel floor of Rawburgk Farish

Church (Norfolk) has been laid with Minton's

encaustic tiles.

The furniture for the Council-chamber of

the Birmingham Town Hall has been supplied

by Messrs. Collier & Flucknett, of Warwick ;

as also the carved oak screen with walnut

panels, which has been placed in the recess

at the back of the Mayor's chair.

Messrs. Strode & Co. have supplied the

gasfittings for the new vestry hall at Fenge.

Wall-Paper Manufacture in Canada.—

There is one paper-staining factory in Toronto

which has been in operation for twenty-five

years. Moses Staunton, the originator, by his

industry, succeeded in building up a large trade

in this line both as a manufacturer and retailer.

After his death, which ocourred about a year

ago, his aons succeeded him, and they are now

doing a prosperous trade. (

frpl Intelligence-.

Wholesale Robberies at Cabinet

Makers'.—At Worship-street Police-court,

on the 22nd inst., William Wilder, 18, described

as a labourer, 'and Joseph Burks, 49, a shop

keeper, of 70, Paul-street, Finsbury, were

charged, on remand, before Mr. Bushby with

having been concerned together in breaking

and entering a warehouse and stealing there

from a large quantity of carpet. Burks was

further charged with receiving the said carpet,

well knowing it to be stolen. He was also

charged with having in his possession a large

quantity of property the proceeds of other

robberies. Mr. St. John Wontner appeared on

behalf of the Treasury for the' prosecution ;

Mr. B. J . Abbott for the defence of Burks.

Stephen Merroney, detective, of the G Divi

sion, deposed that on the 5th inst. information

was given at Old-street police-station that the

warehouse of Mr. Knott, carpet-planner, of

Wilson-street, Finsbury, had been broken open,

and carpet to the value of £75 stolen. Hav

ing received information as to Burks, who

appeared to carry on a clothier's business, he

watched his shop, and on the evening of the

7th sent him an anonymous communication.

Soon after it had been delivered Burks ap

peared at the door, and looked up and down the

street, appearing very excited. At eight o'clock

the prisoner Wilder left the shop, and went

away, returning soon afterwards with a four-

wheeled cab. Then Wilder and Burks brought

out several large rolls of carpet, and placed

them inside the cab. Burks mounted on the

box beside the driver, and Wilder entered the

cab, which then drove off. The cab was

stopped, aod both prisoners were taken. Burks

said that he had some carpet to sell for a man.

Having removed the prisoners to the station,

witness, with Randall, returned to the shop

in Paul-street, and made a search. He there

found a quantity of silk and satin, two work-

tables, one in the kitchen and one in the cellar ;

three rolls of bed-ticking, a quantity of sheets of

silvered glass, and other property, the greater

portion of which had been claimed. Burks,

when told that the property had been taken

possession of, said that he nad had the bed-

ticking twelve months, and had bought the

silk and satin recently. He accounted for other

portions of the property in various ways. In

cross-examination by Mr. Abbott, the officer

said that the anonymous communication he sent

had reference to the carpet robbery from Mr.

Knott. It was a trap to catch Burks, whom the

police suspected of being a receiver. Witness

had sent the letter on his own responsibility,

and thought he was quite justified in doing so.

Mr. Wontner remarked that the best proof

he was justified was that he had been

successful. Mr. Abbott wished to know

what the letter said. Witness replied that he

told Burks the police had information about

the carpet and meant to make a raid on his

place for it, so he had better get it away. The

object was to get the carpet brought out if it

was in the house. Detective Randall, G Divi

sion, gave corroborative evidence, and witnesses

were then called to prove that portions of

the goods found were their property. Mr.

Stringer, cabinet-maker, of Curtain -road,

whose premises were broken into on the morn

ing of the 25th ult., identified a work-table

and some satin remnants ; Mr. Greenwood,

upholsterer, Curtain-road, three rolls of bed-

ticking. Mr. Saunders, looking-glass manufac

turer, whose premises had been injured by fire,

identified a quantity of plate-glass in sheets.

Mr. Swire, cabinet-maker, City-road, claimed

a work-table. Mr. Leopold Lang, looking-

glass maker, Charlotte-street, Shoreditch,

whose premises had been broken into (when

the thieves carried away large chimney-glasses

in frames and twenty-four glaziers' diamonds) ,

identified two of the latter. A witness named

Harper, having premises near Mr. Knott, de

posed that on the morning of the 5th inst. he

saw three men near Mr. Knott's premises.

Two were pushing a barrow containing heavy

rolls of something, and the third man was

carrying a sack 60 heavy that he could scarcely

get along with it. That man he identified as
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Wilder. Mr. Wontner said he had other

■witnesses, hut he thought that sufficient had

been proved to justify the committal of the

prisoners. The prisoners, who reserved their

defence, were fully committed for trial at the

Old Bailey.

Disputed Liability.—Jeffreys v. Stephen

son.— This case was heard last week in the

City of London Court. Mr. J. E. Lickfold,

who appeared for the plaintiff, said that Mr. C.

Jeffreys carried on the trade of a shop- fitter in

Hatton-garden, and in this action ho sued the

defendant, 51 r. II. Stephenson, Newman's-

court, Cornhill, who was represented by Mr.

Harte (Messrs. Podmore & Harte), for re

covery of £ 1 5, price of goods sold and delivered.

The defendant said the goods were supplied to

the Patent Veneer Glass Company, and not to

him. The plaintiff declared that he never saw

anybody in the matter but the defendant, who

pave the order, and pnid for goods previously

obtained by him by his own cheques. The

defendant said the articles now in dispute were

supplied to the use of the company named,

who pledged their credit and promised pay

ment. The case was adjourned for the pro

duction of further evidence.

Embezzlement iiy a Traveller.—Joseph

flyson Heath, a commercial traveller, de

scribed as of no fixed place of abode, was

charged on remand at the Mansion House, on

the 22nd inst., before Alderman Sir Andrew

Lusk, M.P., and Alderman Sir Thomas Owden,

sitting in petty sessions, with embezzling the

sum of £10, received by him for and on

account of his masters, Messrs. Stuart, Sons,

& Co. Mr. Attenborough, solicitor, conducted

the prosecution. It seems that the prisoners'

duty was to sell goods and receive money, on

account of his employers, Messrs. Stuart, Sons,

& Co., who are manufacturers and ware

housemen, carrying on business in Old Change.

On the 30th of June the prisoner called on a

customer of the firm named Mrs. Spurrier, at

Southampton, and collected a debt of £'10 for

which he gave an acknowledgment. For the

receipt of this sum he had never accounted in

any manner to his employers, upon whom he

called on the 8th of August last, having been

previously dismissed, and confessed that he

had received the money. The case had been

remanded from a former hearing in order that

the original receipt might be sent up from

Southampton. On this being handed to

Mr. Stuart he identified the handwriting as

that of the prisoner. The latter now

pleaded guilty, and appealed to the clemency

of the Court. Mr. Stuart, the prosecutor,

recommended him to mercy, but at the same

time stated that they had discovered further

deficiencies amounting to about £40. Sir

Andrew Lusk, after consulting with his

brother Alderman, said they had listened to

the prosecutor's recommendation, and under

ordinary circumstances a case of this kind

ought to go to trial at the Old Bailey. How

ever, the prisoner had been placed in a posi

tion of trust to collect money, and it was a

very serious thing for a man in such a position

to have abused that trust. They could not do

less than send him to prison for six months.

Charge of Intimidation.—At the county

petty sessions, Bury, on the 21st inst., Charles

Beresford, weaver, Silver-street, Whitefield,

was summoned for having used threats to

wards I'eter James Winstanley, in the employ

of Messrs. B. Williams & Co., manufacturers,

Whitefield, with a view to compel him to

leave his employment. The defendant had

been employed by the prosecutors, who carried

on business at Whitefield and Openshaw, for

some years, hut had left in consequence of a

strike which had occurred at Mr. Williams's

mill. Much difficulty was experienced in find

ing accommodation for the new hands, owing

to the ill-feeling existing against them on the

part of the Raacliffe and Pilkington Weavers

and Winders' Association. Prosecutor stated

that he had been working for Messrs. Williams

about a month. On the previous Sunday he

was at the Church Inn, Whitefield, and saw

the defendant there who told Ihim (witness)

that he was " spotted " all over Radcliffe ; that

he had taken work from others, and that he

would " have his brains knocked out." Joseph

Itadcliffe, another weaver in the employ of

Messrs. Williams, said he heard the defendant

make use of the expressions named. Mr. John

Edward Williams said his firm had given

notice of a reduction of wages, and since then

disturbances had been caused by the old hands.

The firm had had to apply twice to the police

to protect the new-comers as they went to and

from their work. In fact a " reign of terror "

existed. The strike hands had threatened to

shoot both witness and his father, and had

declared that before Christmas the whole

place would be burned down. The case was

ultimately adjourned.

Ax Undesirable Customer.—At the

Bradford County Court last week, before Mr.

Daniel, (J.C., an adjourned case came up, in

which Mr. John H. Willey, cabinet-maker,

Undercliffe, sued Arthur E. Parratt for

£14. 5s. ;!d., balance of an account for furni

ture supplied to defendant's brother, Mr. John

E. Parratt, in 1670. The defendant and his

brother went to plaintiff's shop to purchase

furniture for the latter, who was about to be

married; but as another brother had incurred

a debt with plaintiff which had not been paid,

Willey refused to let John Henry Parratt

have credit. He was, however, willing to

irive credit if Arthur E. Parratt would pay

for what was obtained. Furniture was

selected, and £ 10 paid on account. The name

of John II. Parratt had been put into the

receipt, and also into plaintiff's books; but

when the books were produced it was

found that J. II. Panatt's name had

been erased and defendant's name inserted,

and it was admitted that had been done

before the action commenced. Defend

ant gave evidence to the effect that the fur

niture was purchased to the amount of about

£2o, that he sent his brother £10 to pay on

account, and an arrangement was made for his

brother to pay £1 a month until the debt was

cleared off. Defendant denied that he bought

the furniture, or undertook to pay for it. His

brother was then employed by Messrs. C.

Semon & Co., of Bradford, and had about £70

a year. He was now out of a regular situa

tion, and kept himself and his family by sing

ing at concerts. His Honour believed that tho

evidence of defendant was consistent with the

books and written evidence produced by

plaintiff, and if he were to believe the oral

evidence of plaintiff and his wife, he must

disbelieve their written evidence and that

of defendant. Under these circumstances, he

had no hesitation in giving judgment for

defendant.

L) 11

Compiled Kith tpecial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, Vpholttery, aud Drapery Trade*,from Mcttr*.
Gamble if Harcey't " Weekly lltcord"

PAKTNEBSHirS DISSOLVED.

Bond and Davies, pianoforte-dealers, Lime-

street, Liverpool.

Bculting, Thomas John, and John Bonlting,

ironmongers, &c, 10 and 17, Union - street,

Middlesex Hospital.

Byrne, P. J., and II. P. Knill, silk-plash

importers, Stamford-street, Blackfriara.

Davenport, T., and J. Djvenport, dyers, Bad-

cliffe, Lancashire.

Friar, G., and G. Young, cabinet-makers, Ber-

wiok.on-Tweed.

Furniss, William, & Co., saw-mill engineers and

wood-working machinists, Globe Ironworks,

Jasmine-street, Liverpool.

Hariis, F. J., and G. Harris, timber-merohants,

Bristol.

Holland, William Peter, and Francis Branpwin,

furnishing ironmongers, 25S and 2G0, Mare-

street, Hackney.

Hughes, E. E., D. E. Jorjes, and W. O. Davies,

timber-merchants, Conway, Carnarvonshire.

Lee, G. S., and H. Wigfull, eleciro-plate manu

facturers, Sheffield.

Stnbbs, F., and E. W. Garnett, drapers, Oldham,

Lancashire.

Unwin 4 Co., wcolstaplera and wool-brokers,

Bradford, Yorkshire, and the Wool Exchange,

Coleman-streer, London.

Liquidations by Arrangement og

COMPOSITION.

Arnold, W., paa-fi;rer, Conduit-street, Leicester.

Ang. 15. At B. A. Shirk's, solicitor, Leicester,

Sep;. 3, at 12.

Berry, (}. W. W., upholsterer. Temple-square,

Aylesbury. Ang. 10. At G. Reader's,

solicitor, 23, Holborn Viaduct, London, Sept.

4, at 3.

Bracher, Henry, cabinet maker, Yeovil. Aug. 11.

II. S. & S. Watts, solicitors, Yeovil.

Crowther, Thomas Booth, auctioneer, Market.

street, Bradford. Aug. 15.

Fearnley Bros., stationers. Ac, Adwalton, near

Leeds. Aug. 11. T. W. Broivuiug, solicitM,

Bradford.

Ford, Wm., furniture, &o., dealer, Scotland-road

and Hoyle-street, Warrington. Aug. 13. Ac

Rif'g and Smith's, solicitors, Warrington,

Sept. 4. at 2.

Forrest, Jihn, leather-seller, Ac, Market-street,

Pontypridd. Aug. 15. W. H. Broivn, soli

citor, Bristol.

Freer, John, upholster, Bonrnemonth. Aug. 1G.

At the Inns of Court Hutel, High Holborn,

Sept. 1, at 3. AldriJga and Sharp, solicitors,

Bonrnemonth.

Gibbon, W., uoholstrrer, Ac, Cbeadle, Cheshire.

Aug. 11. W. H. Vaughan, solicitor, Caeadls.

Goring, John Hose, gilder and decorator, Radnor-

street, Hnlme, near Manohester. J. Sampsoa,

solicitor, 40, South Kui<r. street, Manchester.

Harding, Jas., ironmonger, Duke-street, Lutes-

toft. Aug. 9. M. iS. Emerson, solicitor,

Norwich.

Harrison, Henry, cabinet - maker, Loftus-in-

Cleveland, Yorks. Aug. G. Jackson aiid

Jackson, solicitors, Middlesbrough.

Harrison, Robert Dex, carrier and leather-mer.

cam, Providence - street and WellioatoD-

street, Batley. Aug 11. J. Tenuant, solicitor,

Albion.street, Leeds.

Harrison, William C.irr, trading as W. C.

Harrison & Co., timber.mi'rcbaur, Darlington,

Durham. Aug. 15. At Dodds & Co.'*, soli

citors, Stockton, Sept. 2, at 3.

Manson, Win., furniture.dealer, William Moult,

street and Kirkdae-road, both Liverpool.

Auk. 1G. At T. Gee's, solicitor, 20, Noith

John-street, Liverpool, Sept.. 4, at 3.

Nesom, John Lax, cabinet-maker, Kewpate.

street, Bishop Auckland. Aup. 16. At J.T.

Proud's, solicitor, Bishop Auckland, Sept. 12,

at 11.

Partridge, Joseph Arthur, trading as Partridge

& Co., chandelier manufacturer, Louibard-

Btreet, Birmingham, aud Yarilley, Worceoier-

shire. Aug. 15. At Laundy & Co's., ac

countants, Waterloo-street, Birminspain,

Sept. 8, at 11. C. H. Edwards, solicitor,

Waterloo-btrcet, Birmingham.

Studley, Charles, ironmonger, UEEculme, Devon.

Aug. 11.

Whittakor, Tbomns, sawyer and furniture.dealer,

Newton-by-Middlewich, Cheshire Aug. 15.

At J. & J. H. Cooke's, solicitors, Middiewiob,

Sept. 5, at 2.

Wright, Alfred, and George Dixon, lamp manu

facturers, White Lion-frtreet, Bisbonegate.

Ang. 11. J. Langton, eolioitor, Queen Victoria-

street.

Adjudication of Bankruptcy.

Smith, J., cabinet-tr.aker, 152, St. James's-

street, Burnley. Aug. 12.

Trustees Appointed.

Marchmont, Edwin (Liq), timber-merohart,

Warner-place, Hackney-road. Trustee, C. S.

Collard, accountant, 8, Faucras-lane.

Sborey, Charles (L'q.), ironmonger, Hacknev-

road. Trustee, W. C. Cooper, accountant, 20,

King's Arms-yard.

Smith, Henry, trading as Jeremiah Smith &

Son (Liq.), g'a-smerohant, Duke-street,

Southward, and St. John's, Kent. Trustee,

R. Gifford, accountant, 2, Gresliani-bnildiogs.

Verrnll, John M. (Liq.), auctioneer, Lewes.

Sussex. Trustee, J. Baker, accountant,

Brighton.

Declaration or Dividend.

McArthur, John (L'q ), looking-glass manu

facturer, Rivington-street, Curtain.road. 1st

and finaVdividend of Is. 3$d., at T. Me'.tam'e,

110, Cannon-street.
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Secjuesteations.

Forsyth A Co., oibinet-rankera, 174, Oowgate.

Edinburgh. Aug. 11, with protection. Claims

by Deo. 11. Agent, E. Broatoh, 61, Hanover-

atreet, Edinburgh.

Hurry, John, ironmonger, Eglington.street, Glas

gow. Aog. 15, with protection. Claims by

Deo. 15. Agents, McClure, Naisroith, Brodie,

and Macfaflane, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

Johnston, William, joiner, Glasgow, residing at

264, Thistle-street, Glasgow. Aog. 18, with

protection. Claims by Deo. 18. Agent, T.

Neilson, West George-street, Glasgow.

Dividends under Sequestrations.

Fairley, Daniel M , ironmonger, Glasgow. First

at J. C. Kerr's, 178, Buchanan-street, Glas

gow, on or after Aug. 29.

Young, James, ironmonger, Merry,street, Mother

well. First at T. M'Lintook's, 87, St. Vinoent-

street, Glasgow, Aog. 26.

Trustee and Commissioners Appointed.

Biackstock, Walter, ironmonger, Loohmaben.

Trustee, J. Stewart, solioitor, Lockerbie.

Commissioners, J. M'Kuight, Dryfesdalegate,

near Lockerbie, J. A. M'Kenzie, solicitor,

Lockerbie, and J. B. Dinwiddie, solicitor,

Dumfries.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of James Thomas,

joiner, Ac, of Longfight, was held last week at

the offices of Mr. Joseph SampBou, solioitor,

South King-street, Manchester. The debtor

not making any offer of a composition, the

creditors resolved to liquidate the estate by

arrangement, and appointed Mr. Thomas Sutton,

accountant, of Cooper-street, trustee, without a

committee of inspection.

Tns statutory meeting of the creditors of

William Lymes Wright, of Victoria-street,

Glossop, out of business, but formerly of Sta

tion.road, Hadfield, ironmonger, was held last

week at Hyde. The statement of affairs pre

sented to the meeting showed liabilities secured.

£2,100; unseoured, £736; and assets, £97.

Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon,

Mr. David West, accountant, Hyde, being ap-

pointed trustee, with a committee of inspection.

BILLS OP SALE.

Ably, Charles, jo'ner, 43, Granvillestreet, Park,

Sheffield, for £21, to Barnett Cohen. Filed

Aug. 15.

Alleu, Anthony, joiner, 110, Addison-road,

n<-aton, Newcastle, for £10, to Iaidor Sam-

tuei field. Filed Aug. 12.

Ardern, Thornae, silk manufacturer, 305, Park-

lane, MacolesGeld, Cheshire, for £61. Is. 3d.,

to John Potts. Filed Aug. 15.

Bate, Fraocis, 53, William. street, Granville

street, and Thomas Bate, 2, Tyndali-street,

Camdeu - street, both Birmingham, j-laes.

blo»ers, cutters, and engravers, for £50, to

Drayton Salisbury. Fii*d Aug. 9.

Bell, Geoige, joiner, 146, Bolton.road, Over

Darwen, Lancashire, for £20, to Henry H.

Greenwood. Filed Aue. 12.

Bertram, William, juo., ironmonger, Cow-lane,

Bridge Brook-8'reet, and 27, Egerton-strfet,

CheaK-r, for £200, to Union Loan, &o , Co.

Filed Aug. 11.

B- stwiok, Reuben, wood-tnrner, 7, Sitwell-

street, Derby, for £12, to Samuel Shaw. Filed

Aug. 11.

Bettu, Albert, brush manufacturer, 421, Brix-

ton-road, for £110, to John WhUwortb. Filed

Aug. 15.

Bratr, Joseph, lock manufacturer, Leopard-yard,

Merridale-street, Wolverhampton, for £50, to

Thomas Andrews and another. Filed

Aug. 15.

Cla>ton, George William, dyer, Brookdale,

OfiViton. near Stockport, for £50, to Solomon

Auerbach. Filed Aug. 11.

Comber, Charles, upholsterer and undertaker,

43, Goldstone-road, Cliftonville, Brighton, for

£14, to Moses Phillips. Filed Aug. 15.

Coidora, John, venetian-blind maker, 68, Seel-

S'reet, and 65, Hanover. street, Liverpool, for

£10, to Joeeph Levin. Filed Aug. 15.

De»eu, Jamen, furuitore-dealer, 26, Pipers-row,

Wolverhampton, for .£16, to Jonas Hart.

Filed Aog. 13.

Fletcher, Edward, auctioneer, 14, Garden-street,

Merthy r Tydfil, for £50, to William R. Cohen.

Filed Aug. 9.

Franklin, John Edward, glass-dealer, &c, 1,

Raymond Villas, Burohell-road, Leyton, Essex,

for £50, to Monetary Advance Co. Filed

Aug. 13.

Greenough, Thos., picture and sewing-maohine

dealer, 61, Shear Brow, Blackburn, for £13,

to Commercial Deposit Co. Filed Aog. 12.

Greenwood, John Henry, sowing-machine re

pairer, Cooper-street, Tunstall, Staffordshire,

for £30, to John Popplewell. Filed Aug. 13.

Hood, Elias, bedstead.maker, 10 Court, 2 House,

back of 162, Bordesley Park-road, Birming-

ham, for £8, to Asher Diamond. Filed Aug.

12.

Hulk, Abraham, jnn., artist in painting, 30, St.

Panl's-orescent, Camden-town, and 81, Char

lotte-street, Fit zroy-square, for £40, to

London Joint-Stock Loan, Ac, Co. Filed

Aug. 15.

Hustled, Henry Nicholson, joiner, Ac, Thornton

View, Ashton New-road, and Chatham.street,

Clayton, Manchester, for £63, to Barnett

Cohen. Filed Aug. 13.

Johnston, William George, cabinet-maker, Ac,

182, Hiah-street, Shadwell, for £90, to Thomas

Ide and another. Filed Ang. 15.

Jordan, James, timber-dealer, Ac Gruby, near

Leioester, for £14, to Solomon Barnett. Filed

Aug. 15.

Kenyon, William, timber-merchant, 12, Walker-

street, Middleton, near Manchester, for £71,

to John Whittaker. Filed Aug. 13.

Knox, William, joiner. Mount Pleasant, Consetfc,

Durham, for £50, to Iaidor Summerfield.

Filed Aug. 12.

Lee, John, gas-fitter, Bardolph-streor, Leicester,

for £14, to Solomon Barnett. Filed Aug. 15.

Leng, Robert, wood-turner, 14, Queen-street,

Blopsom- street, York, for £13. 4a., to York,

shire Dieoount Co. Filed Aug. 14.

McKey, John, furniture-broker, Ferry-street,

Jarrow, Durham, for £10, to Robert Newland.

Aug. 9.

Maddocks, Wm., cabinet-maker and joiner, 2,

Railway-place, Newport, Herefordshire, for

£15, to B-cjamin Blaiberg. Filed Aug. 12.

Mayo, Ed win, timber-dealer, Greonhonae, Fown-

hope, near Hereford, for £30, to Benjamin

Blaiberg. Filed Aug. 12.

Navlor, Jonathan, painter and paperhanger, 2,

Carlisle-place, Manningham, for £26. 8s., to

Yorkshire Disoount Co. Filed Ang. 9.

Nicholson, Edward, joiner, 11, Shannon-street,

Liverpool, for £13, to Nathan S. Hart. Filed

Aug. 15.

Parkinson, John BeatHe, cabinet-maker, Ac, 4 A

6, Qaeen-«treet, Blackhnro, for £32. 10s., to

William Hutchinson. Filed Ang. 13.

Payne, Joseph, trading as Joseph Payne A Co.,

ivory key cutter, Ac, 25, Wassard.street,

Hackney.road, for £55, to Will.am Smith.

Filed Ang. 11.

Pritchard, John, furniture-dealar. Ac, 162, Hill-

top, West Brommriob, for £2S, to Heury J.

Massie and another. Filed Aug. 9.

Rackstraw, Fredk., Wontbourne.street, High

Wycombe, Bucks, and Ciloo Wrijht.6, Bow.

dreys-lane, Huh Wvoombo. Bucks, b"th chair

manufacturer?, for £65, to Benjamin Blaiberg.

Filed Aog. 12.

Ratoliffe, Robert, Venetian.bliod maker, 41,

Black-lane. Radcliffe, Lancashire, for .i'15, to

Risemnn Harris. Filed Aug. 15.

Roberts, Richard, jiiner and builder, Idwal

villa. New-street, Llandudno, Carnarvonshire,

for £85, to Union Loan, Ac, Co. Filed Aug.

13.

R"uers, RichBrd, 8, Campbell.* treefc, St. Helen's,

Lancashire, and Elizabeth Shutnebottom, 173,

Westfield-street, S'.. Helans. both china and

glasH.dealers, for £40, to Jacob R. Grant.

Filed Aug. 9.

Sedger, Horaoa d'Arcneil, auctioneer, 6, War-

wiek-court, Holborn, for £43, to Alfred D.

Thornton and another. Filed Aug. 14.

Smith, James, carver, gilder, Ac, 26, Hill-street,

Bury, Lancashire, for £20, to George Payne.

Filed Ang. 15.

Stott, Thomas, ironmonger. 32, Portland-street,

40a, North-street, and 7, Smiths-buildings,

all Brighton, for £300 and farther advances,

to Frederick Hilton and another. Filed Aug.

15.
Thompson, Elijah/joiner and cabinet-maker, 1,

Well.lane, Rock Ferry, Cheshire, for £14. 10s.,

to Isidor Stem. Fi'ed Aug. 14.

Thorn, William Henry, cabinet-maker, 24, Patk.

street, and workshops at Havelock-street,

Cardiff, for £20, to Solomon Blaiberg. Filed

Aug. 14.

Thornton, James, cabinet-maker, 30, Dun Cow.

street, Sunderland, for £47, to Ernest R.

Mewburn. Filed Aug. 11.

Valentine, Henry, cabinet-maker, 10, Arthur-

Btreet, Tnrton.street, Fold's-road, Bolton, Lan

cashire, for £6, to Joseph W. F. Hughes.

Filed Aug. 15.

Walker, William, jnn., blind-maker, Granville,

street, Springfield, Yorka., for £19. 10s., to

National Mercantile Bask. Filed Aug. 15.

White, Thomas, ironmonger, 46, Robinson-atreet,

and 262, High.street West, Sunderland, for

£365, to John Cartland and others. Filed

Aug. 13.

Wright, James, china-dealer, Ac, 76, Holyhead,

road, Wednesbury, Staffs., for £42, to Marcos

Gordon and others. Filed Aug. 11.

fobc Conges,

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
as tceU at in all parte of the Country trill kindlyfonrird
to tie early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades we
represent. By so doing they trill materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the iVaWlTUEB

GAzarrs.

Mb. R. Stanway, late of the firm of

Warner, Ramm, & Stanway, has commenced

business as an upholsterer's warehouseman at

No. 2, King Edward-street, Newgate-street.

Mb. R. Orb, of 76, Queen-street, Cheapside,

London, announces, under date of Aug. 21,

that the business carried on by Messrs. George

"Wilson & Co., as patent chair manufacturers,

at the above address, has been transferred to

him. lie purposes continuing the business as

heretofore, and under the same style, but he

will not be responsible for any goods supplied

or debts contracted after the above date, ex

cept those attested by his own signature.

Mb. O. Clegg has retired from the firm of

John Skirrow & Co., worsted manufacturers,

of Netherfield-sheds, Nel.son-in-Marsden, Lan

cashire, and of 35, Swaine-stfeet, Bradford.

Me. Thomas Shii.ston has retired from th

firm of Phillips & Co., curriers, of Newton

Abbot, Devonshire.

Mksshs. Chables McCabthy & Co.,

drapers, of St. George's-street, and Grand

Parade, Cork, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Charles McCarthy will continue the business.

A resolution has been passed for the

winding-up of Britten's Patent Glass Company

(Limited). Mr. G. Sneath, of 44, Giesham-

street, has been appointed liquidator. The

company was formed in July, 1870, with a

capital of £200,000, divided into £10 shares.

More than half the number of shares were

taken up soon after the company had been

iloated.

A meeting of the shareholders in Kerr's

Porcelain Syndicate (Limited) will be held on

Sept. 27, at Ethelburga House, 70, Bishops-

gate-street Within, to have the liquidator's

accuunts submitted to them.

Mb. C. Hei.ier, bristle and fibre-merchant,

has removed from Aldermanbury to 10, Lower

Whitecross-street.

Messbs. T. Baylky & Co. (Limited), tan

ners, glue manufacturers, &C, have removed

from Little Britain to 8, Snow-hill.

Mb. R. Beeton, carpenter, has removed

from Telegraph-street to 17, Little Bell-alley.

Messrs. Ellett & Sons, dressing-case

manufacturers, have removed from Jewin-

street to 31, Little Queen-street, High Hol

born.

The furnishing and general ironmongery

business lately carried on by Mr. Edwin

Smart, at 12, Brent-terrace, Hendon, has been

transferred to Mr. Harry Smith, of Ipswich.

Mr. J. C. Davis, cutler, is removing from

G9 to 62, Leadenhall-street, in consequence of

his premises being required by the City Bank.

A Fine Art Gallery has been opened at 3,

Queen-street, Cheapside.

The business of the late Mr. Rose, iron

monger, of Deddington, Oxon., has been dis

posed of by the executors to Mr. J. A.

Holiday, of "Deddington.

Me. J. S. Bolding has retired from the

firm of J. Bolding & Son, brassfounders, of
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10, South Molton-street, Oxford-street; 14,

Barratt's-court, Wigmore-street, and of 304,

Euston-road.

Crystal Porcelain Company. — Thi9

company has been formed with a capital of

£5,000, in £1 shares. It proposes to manu

facture and sell porcelain and other ceramic

ware, and any kind of pottery or earthenware,

and to apply for and obtain letters patent

relating to the same. The company was regis

tered on the 19th inst. with the following as

the first subscribers :—

Shares.
Captain C. S. Jackson, 27, Victoria-road, Ken

sington 1
Norman Tronson, 2, Cushion-court, * Exchange,

broker 1
Alfred Plant, 31, Market-tquare, Bromley 1
Charles Austin Allen, 2, Cushion-court, stock
broker 1

Charles Holland, 2, Cnshion-court, stockbroker ... 1
George Paton Balfour, 2, Cushion-court, stock
broker 1

N. Macleod Wjlie, North Berwick, Scotland 1

The three first subscribers are the first

directors ; qualification, 250 shares. The com

pany are to issue to Mr. N. P. M. Tronson, 240

shares, and to Mr. A. Plant 409 shares, to re

present their respective interests

Mansourah Trading Company.—On the

12th inst. this company was registered with a

capital of £.°>0,000, in £5 shares, for the

purpose of purchasing a cotton-ginning factory

at Mansourah in Egppt, with the plant and

machinery belonging thereto, and also to carry

on in Egypt the business of merchants and

commission agents. The subscribers are :—

Shares.
John Thomas Atkiri, Alexandria, merchant 1
Alexander Peake, Alexandria, merchant \

John Wallace, Alexandria, engineer 1
Luiiii de Gori, Alexandria, olerk 1

Charles Koyle, Alexandria, barripter-aMaw 1
George Rovle, Port Saiii, barrister-at-law 1
Andrew Viotor Philip, Alexandria, stationer 1

The number and names of the first directors

will be determined by the subscribers, who are

to act ad interim; qualification five shares.

privileges conceded to the 5s. ticket-holders

the free carriage of orders of £5 and

upwards within the London district. The

sales of the half-year, amounting to £706,256,

comprised :—Grocery, wine, provisions, and

tobacco, £332,612; hosiery, £131,658; cloth-

ing, &c, £45,667 ; fancy goods, stationery, <feo.,

£180,969 ; ohina and class, £15,319. The trade

expenses for the half-year include :—Carriage

and booking, £4,865; paper, string, and straw,

£4,717 ; stationery and printing, £3,136 ;

postage, £1,142 ; gas, coals, &c, £1,188 ; fire

insurance, £505 ; expenses of meetings, £335 ;

law expenses, £568; and miscellaneous trade

expenses, £1,112. The amount paid to the

committee and auditors for the half-year was

£1,732, and the salaries of the officials and

employes amounted to £36,704, or about

£73,400 a year. The number of shareholders

now on the register of the association is 4,374,

the limit beiog 4,500. Tickets entitling the

holders to deal at the stores and at shops in

connexion have been issued to 7,414 members

of the Civil Service, to 15,000 friends of share

holders, and to 6,420 special nominees of share

holders, giving a total of 33,208 persons

actually entitled to deal at the stores. The

share of profits, &c, now standing to the credit

of each of the earliest shareholders is £55. 3s.

Society ok Co-opeuative Locksmiths.—The

Society of Co operative Locksmiths of Wolver

hampton have determined to go into liquidation.

Mr. Vansittart Neale, the legal adviser of the

Central Co-operative Board, London, attended

the meeting at which thiB resolution was arrived

at, as an official depntation, and advised this

course. The sooiety, who are virtually solvent,

propose to keep going under liquidators, and to

realise the stock and assets on paving terms.

The creditors will be paid in full. The goodwill

and plant will be Bold to a new co-operative

company, aided by the Central Co-operative

Board.

Yorkshire WAitEnousE Company, Limited.—

At a meeting of shareholders, held laBt week,

at the registered office of the company, Com

mercial-street, Leeds, Mr. Henry Wolff, the

jfarnitow anb Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which lias been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 2\st inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&cM.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Clan*

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as " fur.

nitwres." ——

COMPLETELY BEOISTERED.

338,305-6. Willis, H. B. & Co., of Kidderminster*

Class VI. Aug. 15.

338,359.60. Boden, Terras & Co., of Manchester.

Class XL Aug 16.

338,427. Blend, Stivey & Co., of 13, Cnrzon.

street, Oldham. Class IV. Aug. 19.

338,414-5. Hendry, Whyte, & Strachan, of the

National Floorcloth Works, Kirkcaldy, Fife.

Class VI. Aug. 20.

338,486. Williams, W. F. A; Co., of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill. street, Golden-square. Class II.

Aug. 20.

338,492-3. Humphries, James & Son, of Kidder-

minster. Class VI. Aug. 21.

338,553. Jeffrey & Co. of 61, Ejsex-street,

Islington, N. Class V. Aug. 21.

The company in general meeting will deter- I chairman of the company, presiding, the

mine remuneration. j balance-sheet for the half-year ending 31st Jaly

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Manchester County Court by Messrs.
Addleshaw & Warburton, solicitors, on behalf \ forward-

of Mr. Arthur Kidd, of King-street West, j

Manchester, floorcloth and carpet manufac

turer and dealer, trading as A. Wood & Co.

letters patent.

In this column will be found tuch htventiont at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Vpholttery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradci ; and Inventor* are reauetted to pit
themielvee in early communication ecith the Edit*, «4o
witl be happy to afford them publicityfor their incentiotw.

Applications for Letters Patent.

3,300. Soott, D. of the firm of Jones Brothers

& Co., manufacturers, 12, York.street, Man

chester, and J. Edelston, of the firm of H. C.

Owtram & Co., manufacturers, Preston, for

improvements in the manufacture of certain

woven fabrics. Aug. 15.

3,315. Peyton. E., of Bordesley Works, Birming

ham, for improvements in metallic bedsteads.

Aug. 16.

3,317. Snuff, W., of Bath, for improvements in

the manufacture of emery-cloth or paper.

Aug. 18.
Nottingham Manufacturing Company.—The 3,321. Prust, J. E., gas stove mmufactnrer, of

was passed, and a dividend of 5 per cent, per

annum declared, leaving £112. 18s. to be carried

fifteenth annual general meeting of the share

holders was held last week on the company's

The liabilities are estimated at fi^OOO, l7«t 1 ^™^°I\.?t**?f?l-st,2t^ ^^^^.'1®^

we understand nearly the whole of the credi

tors are secured. The debtor's books have

been placed in the hands of Mr. T. W. Gilli-

brand, accountant.

Henry Moore, Longford-buildings, Oxford-

street, and also of Dover-street, and pre

viously thereto of Oxford-street, all in Man

chester, ironmonger, has filed a petition for

liquidation; liabilities, £1,800.

Kobert Riddel, ironmonger, Shudehill,

Manchester, has tiled a petition for liquidation.

The liabilities are £2,000.

Reports of Complies.

Civil Service Supply Association.—Tho re

port of the committee of management of this

association for the half-year ended June 30 last

has been issued. Daring the six months goods

were bought to the amount of £611,158, and sold

to the amount of £706.256; the stock in hand

at the close of the period being valued at

£230,631. The gross profit on the trading

amounted to £73,106, and the sum of £3,567

was received for sale of tickets to non-share

holders and from other sources of revenue,

making a total gross income of £76,973, or about

£153,946 a year. The working expenses of the

various stores in connection with the Associa

tion at Queen Victoria.street, Bedford-street,

and Tavistock, street were £62,532 for the half-

year, being £8. 17s. per cent, on the sales. The

net balance or profit remaining for division

among the shareholders for the half-year was

£8,198, being a reduction on the previous half-

year. Some of the items of expenditure Bhow

a considerable increase, and the committee

explain the increase of £1,300 in the cost of

carriage and bcoking as arising out of the

per in the chair. The notica convening the

meeting having been read, the chairman pro

ceeded to move the adoption of the report and

balance-sheet. Several questions were pat

as to different matters contained in the report

and balance-sheet, and they having been an

swered satisfactorily by the chairman, the

motion was carried unanimously. A dividend

at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, free of

income-tax, was then declared. Mr. Evans and

Mr. Goodliffe were re-elected directors. The

chairman having stated in reply to the inquiry

of a shareholder that the directors had it in

contemplation to recommend to the shareholders

the desirability of reduoing the number of

directors from a minimum of seven to that of

five, the meeting expressed itself as being

favourably disposed to the adoption of such a

proposal. Mr. Chatteris and Mr. J. G. Hine

were eleoted auditors for the ensuing year, and

the proceedings were brought to a close with

the usual votes of thanks. The following is a

oopy of the report :—The balance-sheet shows

the net profit of the year to be £5,193. 3s. 101.,

wh'ioh, with £1,471. 10s. 81. brought forward

last year, makes £6,664. 14s. 6d. at the credit

of profit and loss account. Considering the

unprecedented badness of trade, the directors

trust the shareholders will not be disappointed

at the result of the year's trading. All bad and

doubtful debts have been written off, and the

usual deductions made from plant, machinery,

&c. An interim dividend at the rate of 5 per

cent, per annum was paid for the first Bix

months of the year, and the directors propose

that a dividend at the same rate be paid for the

past six months. This will leave a balance of

£1,186. 14s. 61. to be carried forward.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-Btreet, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

Herbert-road, Smallheath, Birmingham, lor

an improvement relating to gas stoves. Aug.

18.
3,322. Lees, T., of Park Foundry, Hollinwood,

near Manchester, for improvements in ma

chinery for "clamping" and "laying" or

" marking off " door or other frames. Aug.

18.
3.328. Brewer, E. G., of Chancery-lane, for im.

provements in harmoniums and such-like in.

struments with free reeds. A communication

from E. Sechee, of Paris. Aug. 18.

3.329. Scott, E., of 63, Wsterloo.promenade,

Nottingham, for improvements in fabrics pro

duced in twist-lace machines. Aug. 18.

3,331. Hoyle, W., and J. Eotheray, of Bradford,

for improvements in the method of and appa

ratus for winding yarn. Aug. 18.

3,341. Turner, W. H., manufacturer, of Too.

stall, for improved means of reducing to a

fine powder the materials used in the manu

facture of china and earthenware, and for

other purposes. Aug. 19.
3,317. Bray, G., of Leeds, for improvements in

lamps and burners, also in means employe!

for increasing the illuminating power, bril

liancy, and steadiness of gas flames. Aug. 19.

3,353. Morioe, J. L , sail-maker, of Liverpool,

for improvements in Bhips' berths. Aug. 20.

3.356. Williams, H., of the firm of Benjamin

Edgington & Co., marquee and tent manufac

turers, of Dake-street, London-bridge, for

improvements in apparatus for supporting

portable hammocks and cits and tent, or

other covering thereto, and in portable oots

supported by such and other apparatus.

Aug. 20.
3.357. Wilson, T. E., engineer, of Lille, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Aug. 20.

3,360. Bennett, F., manufacturer and importer,

of Ludgate-hill, for improvements in table

ware. Aug. 20.
3,362. Stanford, W. H. C, of Westminster

Chambers, Victoria-street, for improvements

in lathes and potters' wheels and similar

apparatus for producing a variety of forms

or patterns. Aug. 20.
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3,372. Cooper, P., of Aston, for improvements

in tooth and other brush racks, also appli-

oable to penholder racks and other similar

apparatus. Aug. 21.

3.376. Lake, W. R., cf the firm of Haseltine,

Lake, & Co.. patent agents, Southampton-

buildings, London, for an improvod macHne

for cleaning wool. A communication from

Messrs. Weiss, Junior, & Co., of Langensalza,

Germany. Aug. 21.

3.377. Baker, G., and .T. C. W. Stanley, both of

47, Featherstone.street, for improvements

in and appertaining to boxes or receptacles

for btnshes and other like articles. Aug. 21

Patents which have recently vassed the

Great Seal.

680. Vaughan, W. H. & S. G„ both of Old-

street, lor improvements in the construction

of folding tables. Feb. 14.

584. Hollingworth, J., Manxging Director of

the firm of Hutchinson, Hollingworth & Co.,

Limited, of Dobcroes, machiue-uiakers, for im

provements in looms for weaving. Feb. 14.

619. Brook, G., and Sykes, J., both of Huddera-

field, woollen manufacturers, for improve

ments in looms for weaving, and in apparatus

connected therewith. Feb. 15.

620. Hunt, W., spinner, of Diggle, and W. B.

Hollingworth, of Doooross, for improvements

in sell-acting mules for spinning wool and

other fibres. Feb. 15.

624. King, J. T., of Liverpool, for improvements

in bottoms for beds, and in spring or elastic

parts of furniture and carriages for lying,

Bitting, or reclining upon or against. A com

munication from C. D. Flynt, of Brooklyn,

York. Feb. 17.

637. Cherry, W. P., and C. E., both of Porter-

street, Kingtton-npon.Hull, for improvements

in lamp-burners. Feb. 17.

642. Ashwortb, G., R., and E., engineers, all of

Manchester, for improvements in brushes, and

in the method of an apparatus for manufac

turing the same. Feb. 18.

668. Rippingiile, E. A., of Holborn and of Bir

mingham, for improvements in lamps and

lamp-stoves, and in the application of such

description of stoves. Feb. 19.

681. Ernst, W. K., cf Stanley-road, Sand's End,

Fnlbam. for improvements in locks or fasten

ings. Feb. 20.

726. Lake, W. R., Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in the manufacture of spoons,

ladles, forks, and Bimilar utensils. A commu

nication from Conraetz & A. Wolff, of Vienna.

Feb. 22.

727. Barlow, J., of 6, 7, and 8, Queen-street,

Oxford-street, for improvements in looks.

Feb. 22.

733. McCallom, M., J., and D., all of Fort

William, North Britaio, for improvements in

openiog, closing, and fastening windows, and

in the means employed therefor. Feb. 24.

738. Lake, W. R., of Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in the manufacture of obemi-

cally-prepared paper, cloth, wood, and similar

materials for enclosing or covering silver and

ether me'al to prevent the tarnishing of the

same. A communication from J. Torrey, of

New York. Feb. 24.

740. Mori, F., C. E. Hillewell, W. Milner, and

W. Griffin, all of Leeds, for improvements in

electric lamps, and in tbe method of and

apparatus for regulating or controlling the

same. Feb. 24.

751. Lake, W. R., of the firm of Haseltine,

Lake <fc Co., patent agents, of Southampton-

buildings, London, for improvements in

lanterns and lamps. A communication from

E. B. Requa, of Jersey, and F. F. Lambert, of

New York. Feb. 25.

758. Wattles, J. W., of Mass., TJ. S., for im.

provements in mechanism for spinning.

Feb. 25.

760. Keighley, G., machinist, of Burnley, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Feb. 25.

767. Hall, B. G., farmer, of Wood Farm, Malvern

Wells, for improvements in hydrocarbon and

other lamp-burners. Fob. 25.

782. Smith, J., of Rochdale, for improvements

in machinery for sawing wood. Feb. 26.

787. Johnson, J. if., of 47, Lincoln's-inn-tields,

for improvements in apparatus for cutting

fabrics, skins, leather, and other materials.

A communication from J. Crdtte, of PariB.

Feb. 26.

858. Mewaurn, J. C, of 169, Fleet-street, for

an improved devioe for winding or folding

lace, ribbons, aud other similar goods A

communication from Alamagny & Oriel, mann- .

factnrers, Paris. Mar. 4.

912. Howard, S., of Cardiff, for improvements

in cradles, cots, bedsteads, or couches for in

valids and others. Mar. 7.

934. Hooper, G. W., late of New York, now of 8,

Southampton-buildings, for improvements in

sewing-machines, chiefly designed for straw-

braid work. Maroh 10.

1,193. Sachs, J. J., of Barrow-in-Furnees, for

improvements in printing patterns or designs

upon textile and other fabrios or materials.

March 25.

1,227. Lake, W. R., of the firm of Haseltine,

Lake, & Co., patent agents, Southampton,

buildings, London, for an improved procees

and composition for treating hides or leather

to render the same impermeable. A commu.

nioation to him from H. Trenk, of Bucharest,

Ronmania. March 27.

1,395. Krnpp, H., of Vienna, for improvements

in ornamenting spoons and other articles

made of metal compositions. April 8.

1,932. McNary, W. H., of Brookljn, but at pre-

sent residing at Nottingham, for improve

ments in knitting machinery. May 14.

2.001. Hopkinson, S., of Penwortham, near

Preston, and W. Hopkins, & T. Martin, both

of Farington, near Preston, for improvements

in looms for weaving. May 20.

2.002. Bradford, T., of Manchester, for an im-

proved brushing apparatus for cleaning,

blacking, and polishing boots and shoes.

May 20.

2,052. Thompson, A. C. G., of Cumbridge-road,

Chiswick, for improvements in means or

apparatus employed in turning spiral, oval,

and other forms. May 22.

2,184. Abel, C. D., of Southampton-buildings,

for a new or improved treatment of cotton

fibre for enabling it to be dyed or printed

with oolouring matters used in the dyeing or

printing of Bilks. A communication from

L. D. Koechlin, of Bale, Switzerland. June 3.

2,231. Siemens, P., of Dresden, German Empire,

for improved means and apparatus for in

creasing the illuminating power of lamps and

burners, also applicable for heating. June 5

Reduction in Joiners' Wages. — The

master joiners of Burnley have given notice of

a reduction in the wages of journeymen of Jd.

per hour, to come into force on Monday next.

The present wages are 32s. 6d. per week, and

the reduotion will be equal to 3s. 3d. per week.

Tbe workmen have had a meeting and have

decided to oppnse the reduction. About SOO

joiners will be affected thereby.

A Substitute for Terra Cotta. — The

weight and brittleness of terra-cotta are con

sidered objections to its use in interior decora

tion and for household utensils and ornaments.

To avoid these drawbacks a Spanish South

American firm employs cotton pulp covered

with a rpecial composition, which contains a

soluble varnish. Articles whioh are made with

this material are said to be very light and

strong.

A Colonial Museum.—A proposal has been

made to tne Colonial Governments to support a

projected colonial museum in London. South

Australia, says tbe Melbourne Argus, has decided

not to join in auy such movement unless it

emanates from the Imperial Government, and

the Viotorian Government have telegraphed to

the promoters in London that they cannot agree

to the large expenditure involved in the pro

position.

The Wool Clip of the World—The total

wool clip of the wurld last year was about

1,496,500,0001b. This, when scoured, would

yield about 852,000,0001b. clean wool. The

clip for 1878 was smaller than for 1877 by

10,000,0001b. The Wool Trade Review says:—

The imports of Colonial wool into England

have doubled during the last fifteen years, and

now amount to about 400,000,001b. Half of

this is re-exported to the Continent.

Fatal Accident to an Organ Builder.—

Mr. James Glover, aged 45 years, an organ

builder, lately residing at 14, St. George's-road,

Notting-hill, died at St. Thomas's Hospital, on

the 25th inst. The deceased had been engaged

at Messrs. Lewis <fe Co's, factory, Shepherd's-

lace, Brixton, and, after ascending a height of

over 40 ft., in order to inspect some work, he

beoame giddy, and fell on to the flooring of the

factory. He was removed to the above hospital

where he died.

Strike in the Wolverhampton Tool

Trade.—The platers at all the edge tool works

in Wolverhampton where unionists are em

ployed are demanding a 10 per cent, rise in

wage?. The giving of house rent or an equiva

lent is an old custom in the Birmingham trade,

but it has never been introduced in Wolver

hampton. The Birmingham operatives sre

now threatened with its abolition, hence the

Wolverhampton action. The demand has been

rofused, aud the men are on strike. All the

other edge tool operatives are dependent for

work on the platers.

Abolition of Export Duties in Japan.—

The Japanese Government has abolished the

export duties on the following articles : Cotton

manufactures, Bilk manufactures, silk and cotton

mixtures, made dreBses, porcelain wares, precious

stones, lacquer ware, bronzes, manufactured

bamboo, manufactured copper, paper, fans, and

umbrellas. Whenever export duties on these

articles shall be again imposed, two months'

notioe will be given of suoh intention. This is

only one of many steps taken by Japan with a

view to encourage the export of her home manu

factures to foreign markets. There is every

indication that Japan will become one of the

manufacturing competitors of the future.

The Paris Exhibition Medals. — There

are rumours that the French Government are

endeavouring to avoid the expense of giving the

silver and bronze medals to the exhibitors to

Carpeted Churches.—A gang of American whom they were awarded at the last Paris

' 1 Exhibition. In lieu of them, it is proposed to

supply a certificate setting forth that the medal

was gained, &c. If true, says the Architect, this

is very shabby on the part of onr neighbours.

Many exhibitors have cared little for the medal

in comparison with their success, but there are

others who like to have such things exhibited

prominently; and, in any case, it waB distinctly

understood that medals of real silver and bronze

were to be given.

A Mnltum-in-Parvo Table. — An inven

tion characteristically American has recently

secured patent rights. This is nothing less

than the combination of a table with a verti-

eally adjustable top or cover that forms, when

JJtfos, Sotes, sift Comments.

The Trades' Guild of Learning. — The

Duke of Westminster has consented to become

a vice-president of this recently formed organi

sation, and Lord Rosebery has just contributed

£100 to its funds.

Tire at a Furniture Warehouse.—On

the 25th inst., a fire broke out on the premises

of Messrs. J. B. Wallis & Co., furniture manu

facturers, of Hollow-road, Rainham. A large

amount of damage was done.

Drapers' Company.—Mr. Thomas Dry haB

been elected Master, and Mr. William Henry

Dalton, Mr. Philip Palmer, Mr. James Barclay,

and Mr. John Sharp Cromartie Hey wood have

been elected Wardens of this company for the

year ensuing.

The Melbourne Exhibition.—The Royal

Commission for this International Exhibition

have further extended the time for receiving

applications for space at the London offices of

tne Agent-General for Victoria, to the 31st of

December next.

The Birmingham Glass Trade.—A direct

action on the Trade Union System has been

effected by the Birmingham Glass-Works com

panies. We aee it stated that the workmen have

now been engaged at yearly salaries, and that

the result has been the breaking up of the trade

thieves, just captured, had made it their busi

ness, for several months past, to rob churches

on Long Island, and in sixty days they cleaned

the carpets out of Beven places of worship. An

odd way, certainly, of giving a stimulus to the

carpet trade.

Furniture at the Yorkshire Exhibition.

—Among other exhibitors in this particular line

is Mr. W. Snowdon, of Rochdale, who shows a

white oak fire-place buffet, with dado furniture,

a couple of dining-room chairs, in white oak,

elaborately carved and upholstered in morocco,

with gold embossings, and some handsome bed

room suites in sycamore and walnut, with gold

enrichments.
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raised, a canopy and refleotor, and when lowered

& oaeing or safe for the table. Mr. Daniel J.

Davie, of Bed Boiling Springs, Tetin., who is

the ingenious inventor, should certaiuly Bet his

brain to work to discover whether he oonld not

by some means or other add a transformation

into a bedstead and coffin to the other virtaes

of bis table, so that the purchaser of this one

artiolo would be able to dispense with every,

thing else in the shape of furniture, whether in

life or death.

A Co-operative Furniture Concern.—

Inoidentally we mentioned last week the exist,

ence of a co-operative furniture manufactory at

St. Loois. This is the largest cabinet concern

carried on in that city. Each of the 110 work-

men is the holder of at least one share,, and of

not more than twenty, cf £5 each. The employes

are described as German Socialists. Ouly ten

per cent, of the capital was paid in at firBt,

credit being obtained for about i!4,0C0 of wood

working machinery, and the dividends have

since been sufficient to meet the assessments as

they fell due. The men receive ordinary wages

for their work, Bnd thus fur there has been no

serious dispute in the management, which is

ve-ted in a committee.

The BethnalgTeen Museum.—Referring

to the Bethnal-green Museum, an evening con-

temporary says :—Ever since it was opeoed

the people have exhibited their appreciation,

and, according to the Registrar-General's re

turn during the six months ending with May

last, no fewer than 235,622 persons visited i'—

lather more than half the number oiuuted at

Sooth Kensington during the same period. If

such a result can be obtained with attractions

tbat are meagre in the extreme, what mitrht be

expected if the museum were really calculated

to invite study ? It is worthy of note that

while the annual expenditure on the South

Kensington Museum is little short of £10,000,

the modest sum of £7,850 tutiues for tho wants

of the East-end.

Wooden Ware.—The woodenwara (not fur

niture) trade of the United States has grown to

be a great interest, both in export and home

consumption. At the present time it employe a

capital of more than four milliun dollars. An

ingenious mechanic named Piekerson began tho

manufiioture of broom-handles and net-t.boxes

in Uingbam, Mass., in 1830, and from this small

beginning the wooden-wuie trade has grown to

its present dimensions. Pails, tubs, churns,

bowl-", dothes.pins were soon added, and now

the export trade is extensive with Germany,

England, RaBsia, France, Aistria, Central and

South America, and Australia. Much of the

work that formerly was done slowly and

tediously by hand, is now done by ui&orjinery

with greater accuracy and perfection.

I! migrationofWorkmen.—The^tideof emi

gration seems to have set in in good earnest, and

organised movements have been set on foot in

more than one part of the country with a view

to relieve the labour market of idlo hands. A

crowded and enthusiastic* meeting of working

men was held nt Sheffield a few days ego, for

the purpose of taking steps to promote this

object. A resolution was passed expressing the

opinion that it was absolutely necessary, con

sidering the state and prospects of tiade in

England, that there should be a large emigration

of the surplus population. A farther meeting

is to be held in a short time to carry this reso

lution into effect. It. remains to be seen whether

emigration will prove the univeisal panacea

that is expected.

Juvenile Labour in France.—An inquiry

has just been made as to the condition of

children's labour in the Department of the

Seine, according to the Act of 1H71, whioh

regulates this branch of industry. It wus shown

that at the end of last year the sta-iscics were

as follows :—

Paris. St. Denis. Sceaux. Total

Kumber of factories and
•hops 13,510 1,098 1,515 18,121

Camber of children
woikiog in them 34.359 4,393 3,953 42,715

Sinco the date of the Act up to last January,

the number of livrets applied for and giveu out

was—
1875. 1673. 1877. 1373. Total

Paris z,433 6,298 4.WS (,441 18,203

St. Den s and Sceaux — 6,391 8,974 «,-.;; 19,183

Tie Faris Furniture and other Trades

—There is a deoided revival of business tl.rongh.

out Paris ia most branshea of industry. Build

ing is brisk, aud painters have as much at', thej

can do, a good deal of work having fallen

behindhand on aocoant of the unfavourable

weather during the summer. Cabinet-making

is always rather dull at this time of the year.

The brass trade, which has been for some time

in a dull state, is beginning to look up again.

Art bronze manufacturers have but little to do,

but jewellers are rather busier. Slackness

prevails in the tanning and carrying trades.

Textiles are always quiet at this season, aud

there is not much doing in the hosiery and silk-

mercery trades. The failures in the latter half

of July numbered fifty-six, or eighteen less

than happened in the corresponding period of

1878.

Associated Chambers of Commerce—

The autumn meeting cf delegates was opened

at Belfast on Tuesday, Mr. Whitwell, M.P., pre

siding. Resolutions were passed, after cOLsider.

able discussion, in favour of the re-introduction

of the Partnership Bill next year ; tho appoint

ment of a Minister of Commerce and Agricul

ture, with a seat in the Cabinet; an inquiry

iuto the Bills of Sale Act ; the Baukroptcy Bill

of the association, in preference to the Lord

Chancellor's Bill ; and a red net ion of the charges

made for Customs officers' overtime. At Wed

nesday's sitting resolutions were passed in

favour of giving extended powers to the Rail,

way Commissioners ; of Parliamentary inquiries

into private bills being conducted locally ; of

carrying out the recommendations of the Wine

Duties Committee, of the appointment of a

Parliamentary Committee to inquire into the

depreciation of silver; of uniformity in wire

and metal gauges ; of the introduction of postal

notes, &n I of local bankruptcy courts for Ireland.

Instruction in Dyeing-.—The Dyeing Com

mittee of the Yorkshire College of Science met

last week to commence the consideration of the

applications received for the post of instructor

in dyeing. There were present Dr. Heaton,

Mr. i\ Lupton, Mr. R. Reynolds, and Mr. Beau

mont, Leeds ; Mr. H. Ripley, jun., Bradford ;

Mr. E. Cro'sley and Mr. J. W. Davis, Halifax.

The committee were able to select the names of

four candidates for further inquiry. We under

stand that these include gentlemen combining

the most competent theoretical knowledge of

the subject with large practical experience of

dyeing as conducted in England and ou the

Continent. It is hoped that the operations of

the new department will be oommenced in

January next. As a result of inquiries respecting

schools of dyeing on the Continent, it has been

stated that there is no sohool in either France

or Germany where the subject is treated so fully

as is proposed by the intended scheme of the

Yorkshire College.

Prices of Ironmongery in Germany.—

The effect of Prinoe Bismarck's new tariff is

already making itself felt in the enhancement

of retail prices all rouud, in anticipation of the

increased scale of duties which is to oome in o

operation next year. Many firms have already

announced an advance of 20 per cent, in the

list prices for various descriptions of iron

mongery for domestic use. A well-known cork

firm in Berlin, which draws its supplies of the

material from Catalonia, has issued a circular

to its customers announcing an advance of, sac

15s. per c-vt., ou the prices of all descriptions of

cork manufactures. It is evident that such ad

vances (constituting merely the initial move-

ment, whioh will doubtless bo much accelerated

when the whole of the duties actually come into

operation) must tend to neutralise any advan

tage secured even to German manufacturers by

the protection acoorded to their own particular

industries, and that, meanwhile, the rest of ihe

community will suffer to the full extent by tho

general advance of prices, and still fuither

through tho disturbance of trade.

Hall-marking Foreign Plate.—A deputa-

tion of Dublin silversmiths waited on the

22ud it; st. on the Goldsmiths' Corporation at tbe

local Custom-house, to inquire as to the legali

of putting the Irish "hall-roaik" on foreign

plate; they aUo desired to know whether it was

necessary that work sent to the Corporation for

hall-marking should bear the manufacturer's

name, or only that of the firm for whioh it w»s

manufactured. The deputation considered tbat

such proceedings, if legal, wers calculated to

destroy the Dubhn trade, and resolved to hold a

meeting to obtain public support ia protecting

one of the few remaining branches of Irish in.

dustry, and t > appoint a deputation to wait on

the city members, and ask tbem to have the

Uall-maiking Bill, now before Parliament, ex

tended to Ireland, and to bring in a bill bearing

on hall-marking in Ireland. The master of the

corporation, Mr. Johnston, stated that a legal

opinion whioh they bad recently obtained was

adverse to the views of the deputation. They

had twioe, however, received a communication

from the Inland Revenue that the department

would take a course whioh would prevent

English goods being assayed in Ireland. The

interview then ended. The trade have been

induced to take action in this matter in con

sequence of the present to the Duke of

Connaught from Ireland having been manufac

tured in Sheffield, and hall-marked at Dublin.

Clamping Picture Frames.—An excellent

arrangement for fastening the corners of pic

ture frames can be made in a few minutes,

which, if we are to believe a correspondent,

will be all that can be desired, and answers

admirably in the case of frames that will not

bear marrisg oa the edges. Take a piece of

wood 9 in. or 10 in. long and 2 J in. square, and

rebate one angle li in. deep aud wide, then

round off the opposite angle, and cut iuto four

pieces of equal length. Having accurately

mitred the frame, lay it upon the bench and put

one of the pieces of wood at each corner, tbe re

bate, of course, fitting upon the angle; next wind

a piece of quarter-inch cord twioe around the

frame over the oorner pieces, and tie it at one

oorner. Then take four pieces ofsmooth wood 6 in.

loog and twice as thick as a carpenter's pencil,

insert them between tbe cords, one on each side

of the frame, and by twisting the cord with tbem

it can be made as tight as desired ; and having

socn that the mitres are good and that the

frame does not wind, lay it upon the benoh

and pull out the bits of wood without disturbing

tbe coi d or corner pieces, lift out the frame, pot

a little glue upon tbe mitres, and replace as

quickly as possible in the same position as

before. Now replace the pieces of wood and

give the cord a few turns, adjust the angles,

and tighten up. Braces can then be put across

the corners on the back of the frame, or, where

the edges will admit, a saw kerf can be made

n the corners and a piece of veneer glued in.

Trade-mark Registration.—A remarkable

block of businees at the Trade- marks Registry-

office, Manchester, was revealed in a case brought

before Vio«.Chanoellor Little, in the Chancery

Court for Lancashire, sitting in Liverpool, a few

days ago. The case was that of Hazzopulo r.

Kanfmann. Mr. Thompson applied for an in

junction to restrain tbe defendant, a merchant

of Manchester, from using a certain trademark

claimed to be the property of tbe plaintiffs. In

June, 1878, the plaintiffs applied at the Trade

marks Registry -office in Manchester to register

two marks ; but in consequence of the great

block existing in tbe office, there being some

41,000 applications undisposed of, they had been

unable to get a certificate of register. Mr.

Thompson contended that he would be entitle!

to prove his case on a certificate of registration,

or on a certificate of refusal to register. Neither

of these documents had bis clients been able to

obtain, for the reason that tbe authorities at the

registry-office had not yet been able to deal

with the applications of his clients. Mr. HI,

for the defendant, asked for the dismissal of the

application on the ground that tbe plaintiffs had

uo r ght of action. The Vice. Chareel lor refused

the application, statiog that he did so because

the plaint ff3 were not in a position to produce

either a certificate of registry or a certificate of

refusal to register. He was also of opinion that

the suit was properly instituted, and oould be

maintained if at the hearing the plaintiffs could

produce either of the documents referred to.

Crossley's Orphan Home.—The fifteenth

annual meeting aud sixth re-nniou of eld

scholars took place last week at the Orphan

Home, Halifax. There was a larger number

thau ever of old scholars present, and after the

friendly greetings iu the morning, and some

time spent in games, the Governors and Ladiea*

Committee dined with them in a marquee. In

the afternoon the annual meeting was held, Mr.

James Bowman presiding, in the absence of Mr.

Edward Crossley. Mr. John Tuley, tbe secre

tary, read the report and financial statement,

the former opening with a reference to tbe death

of Mr. John Crossley. The death was a'so

recorded of Mr. Samuel Hire*, one of tbe first

elected Governors. The health of the Home

was reported to be satisfactory, and the report

of the Rev. W. Field, M.4., Assistant Classical

Examiner in the University of London, who

examined the scholars, was also extremely
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gratifying. A good percentage of the pnpila

presented for the examinations of the Science

and Art Department and the examinations in

drawing passed ; and at the Cambridge Junior

Local Examination ten boys were presented, of

whom sine pasted, four with honours. Five

girls were presented end passed, one with

honours ; and seven girls passed in the first

division at the College of Preceptors' Examina

tion. During the year four boys had been ad

mitted to the Home, and 28 boys and 14 girls

had left. There remained in the Horse 136

boys and 86 girls. The financial statement

showed a diminished income, and a reduction

of the balance in hand by more than £500. The

endowment had been increased from £78,361 to

£79,322. The report was adopted.

Furniture and Health.—In the course of

a lecture delivered last week at the Birkbeok

Institution, Mr. J. J. Pope made the following

reference to furniture and carpets :—The best

aspect of a house, he said, was facing the south

east or east, by which means the greatest

amount of sun and light was secured, and light

meant life. His motto was, " Up with the blinds

and down v> ith the curtains," or what the Italians

expressed by "Where the sun does not go the

doctor goes." The bottom room was alway s the

coldest and the top room the warmest. There

was sometimes ten degrees difference in the

temperature at a height of 6 ft. He would have

the furniture of as plain a description as possi

ble—no curtains and no carpets unless in strips.

There should be 500 cubic inches of space for

every inmate of a dwelling, and every person

required 2,500 cubio feet of air per hour. True

ventilation was to make the internal air resemble

sb much as possible the externa). The windows

should be opened the last thing at night to let out

the foul air, containing minute particles of e?ery

description whioh rise to the ceiling; for other,

wis?, when the room cooled they would again

oomedown and invadethe furniture. Candles were

much better than gas. One ordinary gas burner

consumed as much oxygen as five persons, whilst

two sperm candles only as much as one man.

Without wishing to dispute the merits of Mr.

Pope's advice, we may yet soy that, so far as

it regards furniture, it may be ranked alongside

of such schemes as Dr. Richardson's Hygia—

systems beautiful in theory and altogether

unworkable in practice. Why will medical get -

tlemen persist in meddling in what is outside

their special provinoe ?

Tire without Coal!—Even good Dr. Dar

win, who about a century ago penned bis

prophetic utterance bb the varied industrial

application of steam, would have beeu startled

by an announcement which is just now going

the round of the preBS. It is stated that M.

Bourboncel, of Dijon, tte celebrated lion and

panther slayer, lighted upon the following dis

covery by hazard, and after six years' persistent

investigation brought it to entire "workable"

perfection. He discovered by means of two

natural substances, inexhaustible in nature,

the means of lighting and maintaining a

fire without wood or coal ; a fire instan

taneously lighted and extinguished ; a fire

causing no dost, smoke, or trouble; a fire coat

ing one-tenth at least of ordinary fuel ; and,

what is more wonderful still, a fire the por

tion of whioh answering to our fnel is ever

lasting, that is to say, would last a lifetime. M.

Bourbonnel's invention comprehends both stove

and fuel. The fires could be on the minutest

scale or on the largest. They could be used

for heating a baby's food or for roasting an ox.

Being lighted instantaneously they will be a

great economy of time. M. Bourbonnel at

once patented his invention, and a body of

engineers and savants from Paris visited hioi,

and pronounced his oiscorery one of the most

remarkable of the age. He has bad several

c iters for the purchase of the patent in France,

but wants to sell it in England, his own occupa

tion being in another line. 8o many scientific

canards have of late found currency in the

columns of the periodical press, not even ex

cepting the " Thunderer," that we may be pnr-

doned if we refuBe for the present to pin our

faith to this marvellous invention, even though

given on the aothority of the Athenceuui.

French Upholstery Work.—British arti

sans visiting Paris may now spend a few hours

profitably in the Palais de l'lnduttrie, where

there is an exhibition of industrial art. They

would see there the cream of what is turned out.

in the woikst ops, and they would be struck wi h

the individual stamp whioh the exhibits bear.

Personal taste is more imperative in guiding

the Frenoh than the English artisan ; but the

desire to achieve something very pretty and

aitistio is often in Paris a cause of fiimsiness.

Usefulness is too frequently sacrificed to mere

form and ooloor. Is theie anything more nn-

comfortab'e than a drawing-room boule table ?

It is inconvenient for writing upon, both on

acciont of its height, of the gilt brass

rim which runs round it and makes the edge

higher than the rest, and of the brass-and-tor-

toiseshell arabesques presenting constantly

an unequal surface. When tho table is

placed in a sunny part of the room, or in a salon

in which the temperature is warm, the cement

in whioh these patterns are set at once exudes.

The Paris correspondent of the Weekly Dispatch

commenting upon these exhibits, says:—"1 muoh

prefer ordinary English cabinet-work to what is

generally sold at high prices in the Faubourg

St. Aatoine. But in upholstery the French are

far in advance of us. Their fauteuils are easier

than ours and more pleasing to the eye, and

their beds more elastio and prettily curtained.

Their travelling trunks, in point of ingenious

contrivance and capaciiy to stand bumps and

rough usage, also appear to me to have a supe

riority oyer those articles of the same class in

favour in London. FreDch trunk-makers better

understand how ladies' clothing and finery should

be packed than do the English, but tbe port

manteaus and travelling cases iu leather north

of tbe Channel have the advantage of those

manufactured here." What have our readers to

Bay to this vaunted superiorly of Fiench

upholstery work ?

Zulu Musical Instruments.—In Fetis's

" General History of Musio" there aro several
representations and descriptions of tbe various

musical instruments used by uegroes ; and the

Temps mentions two not alluded to by Fetis

whicb are peculiar to the Zulus. One of these

Zulu instruments is made out of a gourd, with

the top part out tff and the inside emptied and

dried. The diameter of this instrument at its

aperture is eight inobes, and it is about fire

inches deep. At the bottom is a small hole, in

whioh are inserted the two ends of a piece of

etiicg, by whioh the instrument is suspended to

one of the arms of the person playing it, en

abling him to bold it with one hand while using

the other to beat its sides. In order to make

tbe sound o'earer and more metallic, pieces of

shell are attached to the sides of the instru

ment, whioh is in reality a sort of tambou

rine. Another Zulu instrument is made of

iron rods or bars placed upon a rectangular

board seven inches long by five broad. The

| rods, laid in parallel lines are attached to

one end of tbe board by another rod laid

transversely, which is fixed to the board with

brass wire. A strip of wood running under the

middle of the iron bars acts as a bridge, and the

part of the rods emitting sound is that coat-

prised between the bridge and the flattened end

of the instrument, which is set iu vibration by

means of an iron band shaped like the oar of a

boat. Between the six longest iron bars are

placed several shorter ones, like the black keys

of a piano between the white ones. There iB

very little system or regularity about this iustrn-

ment, whioh gives forth a mixtnre of sounds

agreeable enough to the ear, hut still quite

devoid of melody. Upon the front, of the board

is attached a piece of gourd with fragments of

shells, so that tbe instrument can be made to

emit two series of sounds, for when the iron rods

are struck the vibration reacts upon the gourd,

which contributes to the general harmony.

An American National Museum.—The

Permanent International Exhibition of Phila.

delph a is the outgrowth of the Centennial

Exposition. At the close of the crent fair in

November, 1876. the main building, covering an

area of over 20 acres of ground, was preserved

as a perpetual bazaar for the exhibition of tho

goods and productions of all rations. Many of

tbe or'ginal exhibits were retail ed, while many

new ones were added, but the arrangement was

materially altered, much of the machinery from

Machinery-hall being placed in the cas ern wing

of tbe building, possessing about 1,200 feet ot

shafting, the motive power b>-ine obtained fro™

boiler-houses erected adjacent to the strocture.

For two years the great enterprise has main

tained a precarious existence, but is now rapidly

becoming appreciated. The m^na^eme^t nave

taken a new departure and divided the epaoe

into ten Beotions for the complete classifi

cation of the exhibits. Each department has

J been placed nnder the charge of a gentleman

thoroughly competent to superintend it. The

divisions will be as follows :—1, Inorganij

material; 2, organic material t 3, arjbtoology

and ethnology ; 4, national architecture, furni-

tuie, costumes, and traits ; 5, model houses ;

6, agriculture; 7, machinery, apparatus, and

manufactures ; 8, industrial training ; 9, schools,

school systems, and publications ; 10, fine arts.

It is proposed to erect characteristic courts

representing the architecture of various peoples,

iu the interior of whioh will be displayed their

furniture, costumes, and objeots of art. Ths

department of fine arts will be represented by

extensive collections of the best accessible

paintings and statuary. In a short time it is

designed to make this the great art centre of

America. The department of industrial training

has already commenced to show gratifying

results. A school of Bilk oulture has been

establishci, aa also of mechanical arts, in the

latter of whioh insttuction is given in wood and

metal working.

"The Savings of the People."—At one

of the meetings of tbe Britisn Association,

which has just held its sittings at Shelfield,

Professor Leone Levi read a paper on this

subject. He said that in his last leport :.> Mr.

Bass, M.P., on the earnings of tne labouring

classes, inoludiog laboureis and aitissnB, he

estimated the total amount in 1S78 at about

£422,000,000, of whioh £350,000,000 was in

cash, and £72,000,000 iu bonrd, lodging, clothing,

and other rtqui-ites. The wages were some

what higher in 1878 than in 1866. though con

siderably lower than in 1872 and 1873, yet the

total amount of earnings was not greater, in

consequence of tbe stagnation in trade, wbicre

reduced the nnmber of labourers at work and

the number of days when they were actually

earning wages. The difference in wages to the

wot king.men of the United Kingdom between

prosperous and bad times was £50,000,000 a

year, and it was interesting to ascertain how

far tbe labouring classes had to learn to Bet

something aside tor a rainy day. In the three

years from 1871 to 1873, when wages rose at

. least 20 per cent., and in some cases 40 and 50

' per cent., the labouring classos received in bard

josh some £70,000,000 per J ear, cr a total of

I £210,000,000 in three years, more than the nor-

mal amount. The cost of living during those

three years increased, however. A ri-e of

| wages was not all gain to the working-man,

as the cost of production increased, and higher

prices bad to be paid for food, rent, and ever/

enjoyment. That rise he estimated at 10 per

cent., therefore £105,000,000 was reqnired for

the increased cost of living in tho three years.

Allowing 5 per cent, more for a legitimate in

crease of the comforts of life in times of pros

perity, or £12,500,000 in the three years, in ail

£147,500,000, there still remained £63,000.000

which should have been saved and should stand

now to tbe credit of the labouring classes in some

form or other. Sinoe 1873 wages hod suffered

a considerable fall, yet even now ia many occu

pations tbe wages were liberal, and with the

lower prices of many articles of daily consump

tion there might be room for saving something,

if only a sense of economy aud proper manage

ment prevailed in the households of the working

population. For at least the half of tbe 1..-:

eight years wages were most liberal, and

afforded ample room for Baviug a handsome

amount. What trace of these savings did

they find stored in the savings-banks? The

accounts of the savings-banks in 1870 and

1878 stood as follow:—In 1870, trustees

savings-banks, £37,958,000; post-office savings-

banks, £15,099,000; total, £52,987,000. In

1878, trustees savings-banka, £44,293,000 ;

post-office saviogs-bank, £30,412,000; total,

£74,705,000. Trim the savings-banks in 1878

possessed £21,700 000 more than iu 1870. De

ducting £14,000,000 for interest duriog those

eight years there remained £7,500,000 saved iu

this form out of all the extra wages iu the eight

years. It could nut be said that what was

saved in 1873 hod been since lost and with

draw n, for toe accounts showed that in tbe

total there had been no going back, but only a

slow progress, as shown by the following

table :—

Ensl.nd.nd Bcotl.nd. Irel.ad.
\> nl-8.

1670 £4s,2;9,0Ol 44.132 000 £>,63S,000

1878 44,133,100 6,720,000 3,440,100

This was an inorease of 24 per cent, for England

and Wales, 50 per cent, lor Scotland, and 32 per

cent, for Ireland.
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#ur " Sfeart-(£nbs " Comer.

REPLY.

352. Working' Drawing of Bedstead.—

I shall be glad if the Editor or " A Practical

Workman "can famish me with a drawing of

bedstead for pitch pine-wood. The wardrobe

has canted oorners to the cornice and doorB,

plinth, Ac; also the cheval tables are knee-

hole wash, all canted. I require a design of

suitable bed for same room. I hare two books

of designs, bnt they do not contain any bed

stead, and are too elaborate for my general

requirements and are, moreover, mostly Early

English designs. I should be also obliged to

have information as to coat, Ac. E. B.

%* Several Replies are unavoidably held

over until our neit issue.

ortjKffinhtg Jfurnifuw Sales.

Sept. 2.—Mr. Robert W. Mann, at Cowley

House, Oxford.— At 12 o'clock.

Sept. 2.—Messrs. Newbon A Hardin?, at 49,

Blomfield-road, Maida Vale.—At 1 o'clock.

Sept. 2.—Messrs. Newbon A Harding, at 14,

Boxworth Grove, Barnsbury.—At 1 o'clock.

Sept. 2.—Messrs. J. Pronger, 8on A King, at

Oakendean Park, Cowfold, Sussex.

Sept. 3.—Messrs. Robinson A Fisher, at 21, Old

Bond-street.—At 1 o'clock.

Sept. 16.—Mr. Donaldson, at 68, Grosvenor-

Btreet, Grosvenor-square.—At 1 o'clock.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

35, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every kind nf Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and Jit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KEL8EY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiCTomls.—MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.C.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

64, Clement Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decorative Reponise and Manufacture
Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,

Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Rail
ings,

Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,

Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronee,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Orates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,

Monumental
Brasses,

Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,

Ami Domestic Ontameiit.il Metal Work of all a

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' d
or prepare special ctesiicne lor all classes of Metal \ ...
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Repousse1 Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittintrs of buildings in all styles

of Architecture. Established 23 Yeaes.

 

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR MEE-CHAITTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D - F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant' aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT O O IR, IEC.

WAKEHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEBMS TO SHIZPFIEie.S-

M. F. C. TURPI 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

MANUFACTURER OF THE REST AXD CHEAPEST

 

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying,

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TliADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

TTTTTJ PARQUET (Turpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back larrinations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parqnet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is Buscoptible of

removal at pleasure. See ConBtruotion.

yyv/t Ornamental

^^l_rVg««(._

' *Deal Backing'
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PAINTED TAPESTRY'.

i ASSLNG over the earlier ages in

which Eastern workmanship in

the Industrial Arts (not except

ing the production of gorgeous

textiles), stood unrivalled, and

coining down to the period when

Western civilisation began by

slow and steady steps to assert its sway, we

light already in the first quarter of the

•eleventh century on a manufactory of tapes

tries at Poitiers in France, to which even the

Italian Church dignitaries of that day sent

their orders. The north of Europe had also,

even at that early period, made some progress

in a similar direction. Picardy and Flanders

followed next, and the various factories vied

with each other in the perfection of the

fabrics produced. Chief among the different

factories of the Middle Ages, the reputation

of whose carpet and tapestry looms has sur

vived to the present day, are those of Arras,

Paris, Lille, Brussels, Audenarde, Tournay,

Bruges, Antwerp, Bethune, Aubusson, Beau-

•vais, the Gobelins, the Savonnerie, &c. The

weaving of tapestries was not, however, con

fined to France, Flanders, and Italy. A

French MS. of the eleventh century, the

" Chronique des Dues de Normandie," written

by Dudon, says that the English productions

were inferior to none in point of taste or skill.

In our own day this taste of the Middle

Ages has revived with full force, and has

found expression in this country in the esta

blishment at Windsor of the Royal Tapes

try Works, where French and English weavers

are busily at work to revive some of the

traditions of the Mortlake factory ofJames I.'s

reign. But commendable as this revival of an

artistic branch of industry is, and superior as

tapestry hangings unquestionably are to almost

every otherstyle of wall-decoration, the one and

almost insuperable obstacle to their more

general introduction, is the necessarily heavy

cost which prevents any but the most affluent

from availing themselves of what is admired

alike by all ranks and classes. A recent French

author has, however, pointed out a way by

which tapestry can be brought within the

reach of a much larger circle than those who

could aspire to the possession of the expensive

loom-worked fabric. Mr. Bucknall has trans

lated this French work,* and has thus made

its useful information accessible to English

readers.

The painted tapestry thus brought under

notice consists of canvas manufactured for the

purpose, and painted with liquid colours. By

this mean the flexile character and pleasing

effects of actual tapestry are obtained at a

cost that allows of their general adoption. The

translator, a gentleman well-qualified to give

an opinion upon the subject, describes the

fabric in question as " a very admirable sub

stitute for woven tapestry." The canvas em

ployed is ^woven in imitation of the various

fabrics of the old tapestry cloths. Having no

" body," the colours penetrate into the

material of the canvas, as would a stain or

dye. The canvas thus preserves its "grain"

and its pliancy, and the design "has every

appearance of having been woven with

coloured thread." Mr. Bucknall describes

the process of painting on the canvas as

simple, and as one that can be easily

learnt by any one possessing a previous know

ledge of drawing in colours; and since the

painting can only be executed by the artist's

own hands, it will, of course, have all the

merits of original work. That the process

expounded in the volume before us is one of

great intrinsic value is attested by the fact

that M. Viollet-le-Duc has employed this style

of decoration in more than one of the buildings

erected under his supervision. Indeed, that

distinguished French architect has expressed

an opinion in one of his works that paiuted

canvas hangings of this description do not cost

much more than wall-papers and less than

upholstery hangings, with the single exception

of chintz. He adds, moreover, that " the

coarse texture of the cloth does resemble the

tapestry stitch, and that the painting has the

flat tone of the wall."

The idea of thus producing cheaply what is

in appearance at least genuine tapestry, is by no

means new, for in the IIotel-Dieu of Rheims

are preserved some twenty-seven such paint

ings, which date from about the fifteenth

century. They are mostly in a capital state

of preservation, still showing the handiwork

of the artist in all brilliancy and perfection,

and they afford therefore good evidence of the

wearing capacity of painted tapestry. The

difficulties which originally confronted those

who sought to bring about the revival of this

neglected style of decoration were of a two

fold nature—first, the manufacture of canvas

whose texture should be an exact imitation of

the various kinds of tapestry ; and, secondly,

* Painted Tapestry, and its Application to Interior
Decoration. By Julian Godou. Transited by B. Buck
nall, arobitect. London : Lechertier, Barbe, A Co., 1879.

the securing of colours which, while easy to

apply,' should at the same time be fast and

brilliant. Both these objects have been

attained, and some fifteen or twenty different

kinds of canvas can now be had in widths

sufficient to take paintings of the largest

dimensions.

The different stages of the process of tapes

try painting are elucidated in the work before

us with a minuteness which must familiarise

even the veriest tyro with the whole proce

dure. The contrast of colours, the choice of

designs, and the due appreciation of the rela

tionship between the two, are enlarged upon

at length. It is pointed out that the fitness

of things has to be duly considered, since a

piece of tapestry which does not present the

appearance of tapestry is a hybrid product,

alike discordant and jarring, from whatever

point of view it may be regarded. Speaking

of the ornamental borders which constitute

an important part in tapestry designs, we are

reminded that they were altogether absent in

the productions dating from the Middle Ages,

or consisted at least only of a narrow edging.

At the time of the Renaissance the borders

were widened, and no tapestry of any preten

sion was considered complete without a border

forming part of the general design. As a rule,

border designs of small pattern accompanied

the large figures composing the central sub

ject, but care was taken to give firmness to

certain parts by the use of ornaments on a

larger scale. The middle of the horizontal

borders, and especially the corners, were

marked by shields and medallions, which

were sometimes also interpolated in the

upright borders.

The theory of the process having been ex

hausted in the first part of the work, which

gives at the same time a great deal of historical

information, the second is devoted to a series of

practical lessons in tapestry painting, which,

both as to fulness and detail, leave nothing to

be desired. Plain and intelligent as these in

structions are, their practical nature is still

further enhanced by a series of woodcuts which

pictorially present to the eye every appliance

used, as well as by a number ofcoloured sketches

showing the different stages of the painting

process. A brief outline of the procedure will

show our readers the relative simplicity of the

system expounded by M. Godon.

The sketch of the subject to be painted is

first drawn on French sketching-paper, which

can be had in sheets or rolls. This paper is

used for pouncing. Finely- powdered char

coal is recommended for the latter process,

since it adheres to the canvas sufficiently to

permit the drawing to be outlined, while it

can be easily brushed off when that object is

effected. If, on the other hand, a dark ground

surface necessitates the use of a substance of a

lighter tint, talc should be employed.

Supposing the design to be copied, a rural

landscape ; in that case the trees, undulations

of ground, and other primary objects, have

first of all to be lightly indicated with a char

coal pencil on a sheet of cartridge paper fixed

on the canvas. Next the foliage, the trunks

of trees, and other details are sketched in, after

which all excess of charcoal is blown away.

This is followed by the drawing being pricked

through and pounced.

The lining-in is the next process, and for

this a fine sable pencil is employed, while the

colours used are sufficiently diluted with water
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to render the outline rather faint, so as not to

be too marked at the completion of the work.

It is beyond our purpose to give any of the

colour scales to be employed, and for full

practical details on this point we must refer

our readers to the work itself. The instruc

tion (riven on this head is summed up by re

minding the student that as the colours become

paler in drying, every tone employed should

be deeper than that of the copy. The author

dwells at some length upon the difficulty of

getting strong tones, which may, however, be

overcome by putting together all the residue

of the different pots of colours, and by adding

to the mixture some carmine and ultramarine.

The tones thus obtained have the strength

which manufactured colours do not supply, i.e.

they are nearly black, and yet warm, and

prove very valuable in finishing a painting of

this nature.

Although supremacy is claimed for the

liquid process, which is described at full length,

other methods, useful in certain cases, receive

also a due share of attention, as, for example,

albumen, wax, turpentine, oil, and acid paint

ing. The art of gilding, so far as it relates

to tapestry work, is also elucidated, as well as

the subject of restoring faded and torn

tapestries.

The rationale of the process of tapestrypaint

ing is so simple, and the results obtainable are

according to all accounts so satisfactory, that

this method of interior decoration should cer

tainly recommend itself to modern decorative

artists. Slow production and high price, which

have hitherto formed the great obstacles to the

more general adoption of tapestry hangings,

are alike obviated by the process to which

we have drawn attention, and it affords,

moreover, the decided advantage that

the artist's original conception is shown

as rendered by his own pencil, with

out the intervention of any second person

to embody what he has created. Another

thing in its favour is that both originality and

individualitv can thus be secured to different

rooms, for by adopting tapestry painting we

may make sure, as M. Viollet-le-Duc puts it,

of "not seeing our own patterns on every

body's walls." Mr. Bucknall has done good

service in bringing the subject in question

prominently under the notice of English deco

rators, and we may also compliment him upon

the ability with which he has accomplished

the work of translation. Although.the book

is throughout of a technical nature, he has,

nevertheless, succeeded in divesting it of all

French idioms, and, having himself grasped the

spirit of M. Godon'a treatise, he has equally

succeeded in the volume under notice in con

veying the author's meaning in "English

undefyled." A useful feature of the book is

an appendix giving a priced list of all the

articles requisite for tapestry painting.

JAPANESE IVORY AND WOOD-

CARVING.

" fTlHERE is nothing more remarkable,"

J- observes an Edinburgh Reviewer, in

an article on Dr. Schliemann's Trojan Anti

quities, " in the case of all half-civilized nations,

whether in ancient or modern times, than the

skill they display in working in gold or silver,

as compared with their attainments in any

other respect. And while the articles which

compose the treasure display a considerable

amount of technical skill in their manufacture,

it can hardly be said they possess any trace of

art in the higher sense of the word."

If this be true of the earlier forms of

civilization and half-civilized nations, it cer

tainly does not apply to the Japanese, says Sir

Rutherford Alcock, although their civilization

may never have ranked very high in European

eyes. They have no jewellery to begin with.

They neither make nor wear any ; and in that

are more civilized, perhaps, than some Western

nations who are further advanced in the intel

lectual culture and scientific attainments

which pertain to superior civilization. They

work very little in the precious metals, either

for personal ornament or decoration. They

put all their best work on the most valueless

materials, and have attained rare excellence in

the artistic manipulation of the commoner

metals, such as iron, copper, bronze, and

various amalgams of these. But they give an

impress of art and masterly design, as well as

execution, to all that leaves their hand in

these common materials, whether for the

purposes of decoration or utility.

If they thus succeed in metals, it follows of

necessity that they should show at least the

same mastery over softer and more plastic

materials. Accordingly their carved work in

ivory and wood is very perfect of its kind.

Mr. Audsley, in his " Notes on Japanese Art,"

very truly observes :—" Of all the carved

work of the Japanese, the most wonderful and

interesting are their ivories called ne'tsuzke's.

These consist of groups of figures and animals,

grotesque figures and representations, in short, j

of nearly every natural object in Japan, most

truthfully rendered. It is quite impossible to

give any idea in words of the quaint humour,

the broad caricature, the intense power of ex

pression, and the general artistic excellence

which stamp every netsuzkd in which the

human form appears with an individuality

distinct from anything of a kindred nature

produced in other lands. A first-rate Japa

nese ne^tsuzke' has positively no rival."

The admiration here expressed for the finer

specimens of ivory carving is fairly justified

by the artistic excellence of such works.

Whether they take wood or ivory for their

material, the result is equally admirable. In

a recent visit to the Museum at Munich, I

examined closely the unrivalled collection of

ivory carvings in the fifteenth room, and with

a view to test' the comparative excellence of

the Japanese and the best European artists of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The works of the latter are there in great

variety—statuettes, goblets, and basso-relievos,

Bacchanalian groups by Rugermayer and El-

hafen, children by Fiamingo, and many other

samples of the carver's art of rarest beauty.

Undoubtedly the Japanese could produce no

groups of nude figures so perfect in composi

tion, drawing, and skilful modelling ; but only,

I think, because they have never studied the

nude with that view, and have been content

with the happy grouping of draped figures,

when combined with forcible expression

both in attitude and features. In this

they can hold their own against the world,

though distanced in the higher art. Like

most other things in Japan, as in China,

we must go back to a past era for the best

examples of wood and ivory carving. The

general degeneration is too manifest to admit

of any question. To what causes are we to

trace such deterioration P In Japan the sudden

demand of foreigners has carried out of the

country all that was best worth possessing in

netsuzkes and other objects, while it has un

fortunately stimulated the production of very

inferior work—all the more certainly that the

caterers for the European market have not, as

a rule, been very competent judges of the

artistic merit of the articles offered for sale.

The late revolution, also, by altering the

costume of the privileged classes and suppres

sing or impoverishing the Damios, who were

the great patrons of the best art, has con

tributed to the failure of all native demand

for the more choice work, since the small

ivories and metal brooches are no longer worn

as ornaments on the person. I have a few of

the best of these, carefully chosen on my first

arrival in the country some seventeen years

ago, before foreigners had become domiciled,

or were permitted to buy native products, ex

cept at Nagasaki. They are admirable in every

respect as works of art, some equally excellent

in design and execution, and nearly all illus

trative of something national and character

istic—in costume, traditions, or habits.

The largest and finest of these ivory

carvings is 4 in. in height, and represents a

group of two figures—an old man and a

woman, the latter holding a broom up which

a tortoise is creeping, and the former a rake.

The faces present a jubilant expression, very

perfectly rendered. The composition and

drapery are equally artistic, and the whole is

emblematic of longevity and happiness, per

sonated in an aged couple and the tortoise. It

bears the signature of a celebrated carver of

a past generation. There is in this group an

expression of conscious mutual harmony, a

sort of conjugal concord, with a sense of

domestic welfare and comfort, shared with

each other. There is even something beyond,

as an art-critic has observed to me—" an air

of Behaglichkeit, a quiet, moral, and physical

serenity such as is found between people who

have loved each other peacefully and long.

From these two figures I imagine that the

Japanese have a sense of home love, of family

love, and can express it. The artist who

sculptured these figures could have written or

felt ' John Anderson my Jo.' " I quite agree

with him, and think it the more noteworthy

because I believe the Japanese are deficient in

the sentiment of love, as we understand it—

a mixture of worship, sympathy, and passion.

HINTS ON TIIE ART OF IMITATING

WOODS.

OAK can be successfully imitated in a

variety of ways, in oil or in distemper,

but in either case the ground must be pre

pared of the same colour. The most approved

and durable style of imitating oak is in oil

colour, particularly for outside work. The

graining colour, composed of megilp, is spread

very thinly over the whole surface to be

grained. Various sized combs are then to be

used ; when this is done, the work should be

dabbed over with the end of a brush, to break

the lines, and take away the stiffness of the

work. Care should be taken not to spread

the megilp over more than a yard square at a

time, as it dries quickly, and is then difficult to

work. When the whole work is combed, and

the lights taken out, it should be allowed to

get quite hard. The dark touches are then

put in with a little Vandyke brown, ground

up in ale ; and if a variety of tint of oak is

required, a very thin glaze of umber ground

in ale may be applied with a flat varnish

brush. It is of great consequence, in imitat

ing oak, says the American Cabinet-Maker^

that the joiner's work should be represented

as faithfully as the wood. The common

error is to form the joint by glazing

the panel with a glaze of Vandyke brown,

leaving the other joint of the natural colour of

newly-cut oak. In order to produce the effect

of joints in every panel, spread the megilp

over one panel at a time, and grain that com

pletely before proceeding to another ; take

first a large comt), and, beginning at the top,

bring it down with a tremulous motion to

about the centre of the panel ; then follow

with smaller combs, and wipe out the light

parts with a leather, letting the whole of the

work incline to the centre. As the combs

have tended to take the megilp from the side

of the panel grained, there will be an accumu

lation on the side that remains to be done.

Where the joint is intended to appear, lay a

straight-edge, and, holding it firmly with one

hand, draw the comb sharply down the work,

keeping the end of the comb against the

straight-edge. This opposition of the grains

will form an excellent joint.

The colours required for painting oak in dis

temper are burnt and raw umber and Van

dyke brown ; these should be pounded and

afterwards ground very finely in water ; the

colours should then be suffered to dry on a

slab, and, when dry, scraped off with the

palette knife, and placed in bottles for use.

When required for use, they should be ground

up in beer, which is sufficiently glutinous to

act as a vehicle for spreading and binding the

colour on the surface to which it is to be

applied. If but a small quantity be required,

the colour may be ground in beer at once,

without previously grinding in water ; but, if

the work is required to be very neatly executed,

water should then be used. In graining oak

in distemper, the ground must be prepared as

before, unless the oak is of a deeper colour ;

then a little umber must be added to the

ground. Before any of the distemper colour is

laid on the surface to be grained, it should be

| washed with soap and water, to remove grease
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and dirt ; otherwise the colour will not be

smooth.

When the work is thoroughly clean and

dry take on the palette a little of the umber,

ground in beer to the consistence of thick

paste; it may then be thinned to the con

sistence required by dipping a brush in beer,

and letting; the liquid drop from it on to the

colour. Having ascertained the strength of

the colour, take a large tool, and, well filling

it with colour, draw it over the panel intended

to be grained first, in a slanting or wavy line,

letting the hand press heavily on the brush, so

that the hairs may spread, as the tool in this

instance performs what the comb effects in

oil, giving the appearance of various grains

according to the handling of the brush. As

soon as the colour is by this means spread

over the panel, take a large dusting brush,

and lightly beat the work with the points

of the hairs, the reverse way to that in

which the colour is laid on. This must

be done with a quick light hand, at the

same time using proper judgment to vary

the beating, by turning the hand according to

the various directions that the veins have

taken when laid on first. When the panel is

perfectly blended, the colour will have become

set. Then take a piece of damped wash-

leather folded to an edge, and with it remove

the large masses of light ; have ready another

piece of leather to place on to the end of a

stick cut to a point, to take out the finer lines ;

if the colour dry too quickly, dab the end of

the damp leather against the work to keep it

moist. As soon as the panel is dry, put in the

veins which cross the grain with a little of the

burnt umber, dilute with beer to the necessary

colour. If the work is required to be darker

in parts, add a little of the Vandyke brown ;

these veins must be formed with a camelhair

or sable pencil.

Pol/ard Oak.—The lower end of the trunk

of the oak tree, if cut directly across, exhibits

the most beautiful variety of forms in the

grain of the wood ; this may be imitated suc

cessfully. Prepare the ground as previously

directed. Commence the painting of the circle

from the centre, on which the tool, well filled

with umber ground in beer, must be dipped

freely five or six times, till the colour is almost

floating in every direction ; then, with a flat

varnish brush, spread the colour thinly from

the mass in the centre in irregular and wa,vy

rays variously directed.

When the colour is drawn by the flat brush

over the whole of the surface, after it is quite

dry the process must be renewed, commencing

again from the centre, making long and appa

rently accidental touches with a Targe pencil

filled with Vandyke brown. This must be

softened and blended, the colour being first

laid on with a badger-hair softener, using the

instrument with a fight quick hand, so as not

to disturb the colour first laid on. The work

must be 'again suffered to dry, and the Inst

vein is given with a flat brush containing very

few hairs, and with some of them cut away to

allow a space between them in unequal dis

tances. Finally, mix a little burnt umber to a

thin consistence, and with a brush dipped in

this draw it lightly over the work in various

ways. When this is dry, varnishing will

complete the process.

Mahogany. — Honduras mahogany is the

easiest to imitate. The colour of the ground

is prepared with Venetian red and white lead,

mixed according to the depth of colour re

quired. This ground colour must be very

smooth and well prepared, so that no appear

ance of the tool used in the oil colour be per

ceptible on the surface. When this is quite

hard, take the damp wash-leather, and proceed

as directed for satinwood.

The only colours required in this species of

mahogany are different tints of Vandyke

brown. The first tint is spread evenly over

the surface intended to be painted at once ;

while quite wet, freely dab the work with a

piece of sponge in various places; this will

teke out the lights. Then with the softener

blend the edges of the light parts and the wet

colour together, using the softener in the

direction in which the dark veins of the

mahogany are intended to run. When this

is dry, take a deeper tint of Vandyke brown,

and with the tool form the lightest of the

dark veins ; these will run in the direction of

the light both above and below it. Some of

the touches will be darker than others, and

just under the light a dab of colour must be

laid cm nearly opaque. These different veins

of colour are all to be blended together, and

softened with the dusting-brush, which must

be handled in the same direction given to the

colour. When the mass is by this means

worked together, with the badger-hair softener

lightly blend the whole.

Spanish Mahogany differs widely from

the preceding. The ground is of a much

richer tint, the mottle more varied, and the

veins inclining to a crimson colour ; this effect

can be produced by grinding a little Vandyke

brown and lake together in ale, and spreading

it with a flat brush, the hairs being separated

over the panel or space intended to be covered

at once. This will leave the light grain of the

mahogany uncovered. Sometimes the flower

runs in a slanting direction across the wood,

and in the centre appears as if suddenly sepa

rated. This effect is produced by checking the

hand at the termination of the first sweep

made with the flat brush, at the same time

pressing harder upon it, thus spreading the

hairs and giving a greater quantity of colour.

While the colour just put on is damp, dip the

same brush in the Vandyke brown and lake

mixed up a little thicker on the palette, and,

following the veins in this direction, by this

means produce the darker veins, the hand to

be checked as previously directed ; then with

a light and quick hand take out the lights

which appear in small streaks on either side

of the grain with a piece of wash-leather

either fastened to a stick or folded to a point.

Then blend the whole together with a softener

in every direction till the colour begins to set ;

when dry, varnish.

Another very fine specimen of Spanish

mahogany may be produced as follows:—

Prepare the ground with Indian red, lake and

white lead ; when this is dry spread over the

whole surface a thin glaze of rose pink, ground

in ale. This must be very evenly laid on, and

while wet have a thin piece of sponge dropped

on to it in quick succession, and as if by acci

dent. When this is perfectly dry it must be

varnished, and this should remain till quite

hard before any colour is applied. The second

colour is composed of Vandyke brown and

lake, which is put on in short thick touches

with a small tool ; upon this the sponge must

be dropped in nearly the same places as in the

first ground ; this will produce the second tint

of light. The whole may now be freely

blended with the softener, and when dry take

the flat brush, with the hairs separated, and

draw a glaze of thin Vandyke brown, crossing

the touches on the dark side. When this is

dry varnish the whole, and the imitation will

be complete.

Satimcood. — This beautiful and delicate

wood can only with propriety be used for in

door work, and its effect should, when possible,

be heightened by contrasting it with a darker

wood. The ground for satinwood is the same

as for the lightest oak ; it mustbe prepared per

fectly smooth before any colour is laid on. Wipe

it all over with a damp wash-leather to remove

dirt and dust, and, to ascertain if there be any

grease spots on the surface, which will be readily

perceived (as the greasy parts will not imbibe

the moisture, but will shine and appear dry) ;

such partsmustbe washed with soap and water.

Having cleansed the ground, take a little of

the best yellow ochre, ground in pale-coloured

ale, and with the ale dilute it to the consistence

required; with this colour paint thinly the whole

of the panel or space intended to be grained ;

then take a small piece of sponge, and let it

drop as if by accident on various parts of the

work, and it will, whenever it touches the sur

face, take off some of the yellow ochre recently

laid on. As soon as the requisite amount of

dapple is produced, tone the edges by passing

the Dadger-hair softener over the whole piece,

moving the brush quickly backward and for

ward. This will blend the thick edges left by

the sponge, and soften it amidst the yellow,

leaviug the ground perfectly clear to show the

light dapple of the satin-wood. When the

yellow is quite dry, take the flat brush, with

the hairs separated, and, dipping it into a very

thin glaze of umber and raw sienna ground in

ale, pass it over the work lightly, in a wavy

direction, and immediately use the softener to

blend it together in parts ; let it touch a little

harder upon the bright lights than on the

other parts, to remove from kit the vein just

laid on. When this is dry and varnished the

work is finished.

Walnut.—This wood strongly Tesembles

mahogany in the grain. When, therefore, the

latter nas been successfully imitated, the former

will be found extremely easy. The ground is

to be prepared with yellow ochTe, a little

umber, and white. When dry the veins are

drawn over this ground with the flat brush,

or, if a large surface is to be covered, with a

large tool nearly worn out, filled with raw

umber, ground in beer. If a knot is to be

represented, take the round part out with the

sponge, by placing it on the colour while wet,

and turning it round with the finger and

thumb ; the light parts above and below the

knot must be wiped out with a sponge. The

work should then dry. Afterwards, the

darker parts may be shown by drawing the

flat brush in various directions over the work,

taking care that it in some measure follows

the grain first laid on ; with the same colour

make the dark part of the knot, and the

touches above and below it, blending the

whole together with the duster ; and when

varnished the work is completed.

Rosewood.—There is a great variety of form

in the grain and colour of this wood. The

ground is the same for all kinds, and cannot

be made too brilliant. It is prepared with

vermilion, lake, and flake white, mixed to

gether to a beautiful rose red, letting it par

take more of the pink than the scarlet. When

the ground is quite dry and smooth, take

Vandyke brown, nearly opaque, and with a

small tool spread the colour in various direc

tions over the ground, leaving the larger space

for the right ; then with another tool beat the

colour while wet against the grain. Before

the colour is dry, place a piece of wash-leather

on the point of a stick, and freely remove the

light veins which appear to be part of the

veins formed by a Knot ; immediately have

ready the darkest tint of Vandyke brown,

and, with a sable pencil, give free and strong

touches under the parts taken out with the

leather, and in other parts where the ground

is thinly covered. Then blend and soften the

whole together with the badger-hair softener,

and when varnished the imitation will be ex

cellent.

For another specimen of a more brilliant

colour and greater variation of figure, the

ground, of white, like a vermilion, must be

suffered to dry, before the graining colour is

applied. The" grain is formed with Vandyke

brown and rose pink, ground very finely in

beer ; this is laid on the ground with a com

mon tool, but not too thick ; then draw the

feather end of an ordinary quill in various

directions over the work in its wet state ; give

the hand a light tremulous motion in the part

where the grain appears wavy, then take out

the small bright lights with the wash-leather,

and afterwards soften and blend the whole

together with the softener. When this is

quite dry, give the very dark touches under

the light parts with Vandyke brown and rose

pink, nearly opaque.

A JACOBEAN INTERIOR.

THE members of the Archaeological con

gress lately held at Yarmouth paid, during

one of their excursions, a visit to Blickling

Hall, the seat of the Marchioness of Lothian.

The grand double staircase of this well-pre

served Renaissance manor-house is rich in

Renaissance low-relief carving on the balus

ters. The library is a noble apartment, some

120 ft. in length, with a magnificent Jacobean

ceiling, flatly treated and greatly varied, and

with a range of mullioned windows looking

down on the lake and park.

In this gallery the Rev. Wm. Meyrick reaj
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a paper, written by Mr. James Bulwer, the

late librarian, descriptive of the hall and the

history of the families who hare dwelt in it,

of the art-treasure?, manuscripts, and hooks

therein collected. The present house was

commenced by Lord Justice Hobart, in the

reign of James I., and was not completed till

1028. The west front was burnt down in the

middle of the last century, aud rebuilt

about 17C9. The ceiling of the library, he

stated, was executed by the spatula, the

artist, an Italian, lying on his back to cut

the plaster. With the exception of the shields

charged with arms, every panel was different

from the rest ; the principal ones were occu

pied by emblematical group*, moulded in very

slight relief, illustrative of the Virtues, the

Senses, and mythological stories. Among the

objects of interest might be mentioned the

tapestry, some lace, a cap, ruff, stockings, and

a lady's toilette-box, which belonged to Anne

Boleyn, and some paintings of the Lawrence

school, including portraits of Lord and Lady

Buckinghamshire, executed bv Gainsborough

in 1779. In the library were about 10,000

volumes,including some early MSS.and printed

books.

On the ground-floor is the spacious dining-

hall, having a wide fireplace, with hood de

corated with coats-of-arms, and the date 1047,

and with a classical composition in wood

above ; the walls are panelled, and the ceiling

is divided into panels by beams, on which is

carved a pattern of intersecting circles. The

staircase is very wide, and hung with antlers,

armour, and paintings. At the top is the

drawing-room, with walls hung with tapestry

and with post-Tudor portraits of kings and

queens of England, a great open fireplace, and

a ceiling differently treated from the one

already described, being a series of panels

divided by scroll-work, very like the designs

of John Thorpe, and with flat pendants at the

intersections. To the left of the staircase is

the library, and beyond it a suit of rooms, the

most notable being the bedroom of George II.,

where the modillions and chief lines of the

ceiling, cornice, jambs, and lintel of doorway

(which are Roman in character), are picked

out with gilding on a white ground. The bed

is a heavy four-poster, of the type rendered

familiar by those at Hampton Court.

APPRENTICESHIP SCHOOLS.

NO better illustration could, perhaps, be

afforded of the great interest taken

to-day in the subject of technical education

than the persistency with which men of all

ranks enlarge upon it. Not many days ago a

conference of persons interested in the " tech

nical " or industrial instruction of apprentices,

" improvers,"' and workmen, was held at the

residence of Mr. Samuel Morley, ALP., who,

in introducing the subject, pointed out the

urgent need of doing more than was done at

present to enable English operatives to com

pete successfully with foreign workmen, and

to make them take greater pride in their work.

He regarded the industrial position of England

with the greatest apprehension, and he be

lieved that the better instruction of our

apprentices and artisans was essential to the

national prosperity. Mr. Hodgson Pratt

stated that in most Continental States it was

thought essential to establish "supplemen

tary " schools, to which apprentices were sent

immediately on quitting the elementary

schools; and thdt in Switzerland compulsory

attendance was applied to the former as well

as to the latter. The various aspects of the

subject having been discussed at great length,

resolutions were ultimately adopted to adjourn

the conference until NoVember ; also to draw

up a memorial to the London School Board

and to the Education Department in reference

to the establishment of apprentice schools.

At one of the meetings of the British Asso

ciation the subject was also taken in hand by

Professor S. P. Thompson, who read a valu

able paper on " Apprenticeship Schools in

P'rance. He urged that in England more

attention should be paid to the important

subject of educational apprenticeships. The |

-ystem of apprenticeship, he said, as it has |

existed in England and on the Continent, is

falling into decay from soiial causes, which

render the education of the apprentice at the

hands of his master impracticable. The ques

tion of apprenticeship is one of the knotty

points of technical education, and involves' the

following problem :—How to give to artisan

children (in the skilled industries) that techni

cal training and scientific knowledge which

their occupation demands, without detaining

them so long at their schooling as to give them

a distaste for manual labour.

Four distinct solutions of this problem are

possible :—1st. Send the children to work in

the factory or workshop before their primary

education is completed, making it obligatory

all through their apprenticeship that they

shall have every day a certain number of hours'

schooling in a school in the workshop or

attached to it. 2nd. Keep the children at

school as long as their education is unfinished,

but set up a workshop in the school, where

they shall pass a certain amount of time every

day, so as to gain at least an aptitude for

manual labour. 3rd. Organise a school and a

workshop side by side, and co-ordinate the

hours given to study with an equal number of

hours devoted to systematic manual labour.

4th. Send the children half the day to the

existing schools, and the other half to work

half-time in the workshop or factory.

Illustrations of all these systems are to be

found in Paris. Of the first type there are no

fewer than 237 in France, of which the schools

of M. Lemaire and of MM. Chaix (in Paris) may

be taken as excellent examples. Of the second

type of apprenticeship school is the Ecole

Communale d'Apprentis, in the Hue Tourne-

fort, Paris. This is an ordinary elementary

school, having workshops attached to it, and

used for about three hours a day by the lads.

The third type, which is par excellence the

apprenticeship school, is well illustrated by

the Ecole Municipale d'Apprentis of the

Boulevard de La Villette, Paris, and by the

Ecoles d'Horologerie of Besancon and of

Cluses. Statistical tables were given of the

attendance at these schools, of the education

given, of the capital and current expenditure

per pupil, and of the results attained. Fourth

type : Half-time schools are rare, and not very

important in their results. The author con

ceives that there is room for schools of all

these different types to exist side by side in all

large manufacturing centres, though schools of

the first and third types are probably best

suited to the conditions of British industry.

The author claims to have established, by

facts drawn from the experience of the French

schools—1st. That the systematic instruction of

apprentices in the skilled industries is possible.

2nd. That it can be effected in several different

ways. 3rd. That apprenticeship schools of one

or other type afford a most satisfactory and

economically sound way of attaining this

result. 4th. That this new apprenticeship

solves the knotty problem of technical educa

tion which arose out of the decay of the old

apprenticeship.

The paper was illustrated by a series of

statistical tables in the form of diagrams, and

by a collection of objects made by pupils of

some of the apprenticeship schools, and conse

quently characteristic of the systems.

Professor Gladstone, Sir Antonio Brady,

and others spoke in terms of the highest ap

preciation of the painstaking and excellent

paper, so full of facts and lessons. In ex

pressing his concurrence, Professor Levi inci

dentally mentioned that fully one-third of the

time now spent in teaching arithmetic might

be saved if we adopted in this country the

decimal metric system.

Mr. Mundella remarked that the factory

schools in France were the result of factory

legislation founded very much on the English

Act, and were mostly designed for elementary

education. Whilst strongly in favour of im

proved technical education for our artisans, he

soid it remained a fact that foreigners could

not compare for one moment with the prac

tical weavers and spinners of cotton in Eng

land ; indeed, the English cotton trade was

conducted with more skill, better machinery,

and a finer class of artisans than the French

trade. It would be well, at the same time, if

our foremen, and even some of our employers,

were more familiar with the rationale of their

own trade. He placed the German system as

much higher than the French for developing

the general intelligence of those who under

went its training. It was no idle boast—

simply an actual fact—that there was no

cutlery in the world like Sheffield cutlery ;

but now that our country had no longer a

monopoly in manufactures, we could not ex

pect to retain our foreign trade unless we

offered something better than our neighbours.

THE FURNITURE AND OTHER

WOODS OF VIRGINIA.

{Continued from page 140.)

IN the black walnut tree alone West

Virginia has an untold amount of future

revenue. More than four or five black walnuts

seldom grow upon an acre ; but the tree i3

very generally diffused over all the rich soils

of the State, and the aggregate of the timber

standing is very large. The tree grows only

on very rich soils, and is an unerring indicator

of ferlilitv. It commonly attains a height of

00 ft. or 80 ft., but frequently 100 ft. and more,

with often a trunk rising 00 ft. without a

single branch. Seen in company with a goodly

fellowship of towering oaks, these giant trees

have a grandeur not found in the more north

ern forests. The Tennessee and Indiana wal

nut is no better than that of West Virginia.

The building of the Chesapeak and Ohio

Railway has already created considerable

demand for this wood, and it is now sent from

there to every point of the compass. We hear

of orders even from Russia; and we may

mention as a curious fact that black walnut

logs are actually shipped to Bremen by the

Steinways, to be there put through a certain

" curing " process, and then returned to be

manufactured into pianos in New York. This

" curing " process is supposed to give the supe

rior tone to their well-known instruments.

Along the Chesapeak and Ohio Railway it is

sold largely in the log for export. First

quality logs, 12, 14, and 10 ft. long, not less

than 22 in. thick, straight and free from ring

shakes, sell at the stations for 40 dols. to 45

do!s. per M. ; second quality, for about 15 dols.

reduction ; clear boards, 40 dols. to 45 dols. ;

seconds, 30 dols. to 35 dols. ; and culls, 20

dols. to 20 dols. An additional 6 dols. per M.

puts it on board ship for Europe.

A large part of the present demand is from

the hardwood dealers of Indiana, who buy the

sawed stuff, and sell it the Northern and

Eastern markets as Indiana walnut. While

wo were at Charleston, W. Va., one of these

dealers bought there 100,000 ft. of black

walnut boards to be shipped by boat down the

Great Kanawha to Cincinnatti, and there re-

shipped rid the Pennsylvania Central Railway

to New York, which was " going a long way

round to get a short way home." It was like

buying Pennsylvania white pine in Williams-

port, and shipping it to Philadelphia by the

way of Bay City. But there are " tricks in

all trades except "—the timber trade.

In addition to the kinds of timber we have

enumerated, West Virginia abounds in stately

growths of sycamore, chestnut, spruce, beech,

hickory, hack berry, locust, linden or basswood,

laurel, and white walnut, some of which attain

a size that renders them scarcely recognisable

as the same species to those who are familiar

with the stunted members of the family that

make their home in the more northern forests.

The sycamore often attains a height of a

hundred and twenty feet, and a diameter of

from six to eight ; the chestnut a height of a

hundred feet, with a trunk of seven or eight

feet, and a spread of branches sometimes of a

hundred and twenty feet. The scaly bark

hickory, with a smaller trunk, tapers up to a

height of eighty, and often a hundred, feet ;

and the basswood, which is partial to rich

soils, and the aristocratic society of the

oak and the black walnut, towers equally

high in the air, with a much greater rotundity.
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The laurel, a much smaller tree, here grows in

the highest perfection. It seldom reaches a

diameter of more than 12 in., but its wood is

very valuable, being very hard, fine-grained,

and capable of the highest polish, and thereby

adapted to the manufacture of many articles

of fancy ware. For engraving blocks it is by

many considered equal to the boxwood. It

grows very abundantly on rocky hills and

steep mountain-sides, and is already consider

ably exported, having come into active demand

in the Baltimore market. Some smaller trees

might be mentioned, such as the box-elder

and the crab-apple, valuable, not for us?, but

for ornament, the graceful form and pea-green

foliage of the former making it a favourite for

lawns and gardens, and the sweet leaves and

fragrant blossoms of the latter shedding a

perfume upon the air that makes the mere act

of breathing a most delicious exercise. Of

more commercial value than these is the spice

tree, on account of its highly aromatic wood,

and the common sumac, so extensively used

in dyeing and tanning. This last is very widely

diffused, and has already become an important

item of export.

But ve might fill our space with a bare cata

logue of the trees of West Virginia, fur there

has been given to it every " green herb, bear

ing seed, that grows upon the face of the

earth." Consumed as firewood, or built into

rail fences, its choicest woods are now sadly

wasted, nor will this sacrilegious waste end

till the Michigan missionary goes among its

" native " vandals, with an axe upon his

shoulder and a portable saw-mill to cut the

wood to advantage.

We will close our account of these forests

with brief notices of the spruce and the white

and yellow pine, the only coniferous trees

which grow in anyabundance in West Virginia.

It is the universal impression that no white

pine grows in this State, but this only shows

t he universal ignorance that prevails regarding

this hitherto " hermetically sealed " region. In

some sections it is found in great abundance.

^Not so light or fine grained as the cork pine of

Michigan, it is fully equal, both in size and qual

ity, to the white pine of Pennsylvania. It is, in

fact, the same tree as this last, for, though

growing farther south, it has its home upon a

similar soil, and, owing to a higher altitude, in

a similar northern climate. It is not generally

diffused, but confined to the colder parts of the

State, mainly to the high ridges and elevated

plateaus of the Alleghanies. Along the Green

brier River and Muddy Creek, in Greenbrier

and Focohontas Counties, it is found in

greatest abundance. Here, intermixed with

asb, oak, and poplar, it grows of sufficient

height to produce four, and often six, 10 ft.

logs to a tree, and averages 10,000 ft., and

sometimes as high 20,000 ft. to the acre. The

knots are smaller than those of the Michigan

timber, the sap generally thin, and, so far as it

has been tested by fawing, it has yielded about

10 per cent, of uppers. The quantity standing

in this district is generally stated at from

300,000,000 to 500,000,000, though, as the

professional " landlooker " is, as yet, a vara

avis in this State, these figures must be taken

as West Virginia guesses. However, one

of the " natives " once assured us that he

reckoned a West Virginian could r/uess about

as near as a Michigan Yankee could measure.

Along and near the Greenbrier the average

haul is about a mile, with an easy down grade

to the streams ; and most of the pine-tracts

adjoin farming settlements, where feed for

man and beast can be had readily and at

moderate prices. Such is the natural fertility

of this soil, that, when cleared, it yields spon

taneously a luxuriant growth of blue grass,

and, with proper cultivation, an abundance of

other agricultural products. "Well located for

farming use, and with the original timber

growth upon it, this land can now be bought

for five dollars an acre, and the buyer can, if

he chooses, pay for his farm with timber cut

and floated down the Greenbrier to the mills

at and near Ronceverte, on the Chesapeak

and Ohio Railway.

Other large bodies of white pine are found

in Mercer, Fayette, and Summers Counties,

along Glade and IMney Creeks and the Blue-

stone River, which are tributary to New River,

whose products find their outlet to market over

the Chesapeak and Ohio Railway. Experts

estimate the quantity of standing timber here,

and immediately available for the saw-mill and

for transportation, at from 250,000,000 ft. to

300,000,000 ft. But the trees in this locality,

owing to the lower elevation and more south

erly latitude, do not attain the size of those

farther north. The timber also is not so good,

being harder and heavier, and in character

more like the Norway pine of Michigan. This,

so far as we know, is the most southerly situa

tion in which the white pine is found in any

abundance.

It is interesting to notice the effect of alti

tude and consequent temperature on the

prowth and character of timber. In West

Virginia the deciduous trees attain their

highest development at comparatively low

elevations, and there are found scarcely any

conifers. As we go higher the hard woods

gradually diminish, and the pines increase in

numbers, size, and quality. Nowhere in this

State, however, is the altitude so high as to

altogether excludo deciduous timber. The ,

soils where the two grow together are inva

riably found to be of great fertility

The yellow pine of this State in an inferior

timber to the yellow pine of the States far

ther south. It grows almost exclusively on

the poor sandstone soils of the ridges and

mountains of I'aleigh and ad joining counties,

as well as in Wayne, Logan, and Lincoln

counties. Where it grows in any abundance

the soil will produce no other vegetation. It

generally attains a height of 00 ft. to 70 ft.,

and a diameter of from 2 ft. to 4 ft.

Great numbers of the spruce-tree, called in

West Virginia the yew pine, are found in the

deep-shaded hollows and on the elevated .

plateaus of the Alleghanies ; but, growing

generally in inaccessible localities, little of it i

has yet been sent to market. In the region i

around the head-waters of the Gauley and Elk

rivers it is most abundant, and from it those

districts take the name of the " Yew Pine

Region." Like the yellow pine, it will never

add much to the wealth of West Virginia.

HISTORICAL ALTARS.*

IN the temples of Paganism, as in the shrines

of Christianity, the altar has always been,

if not the centre, the head and crowning ad

junct of every religious edifice. Whether

represented by a stump of wood, a block of

marble, a vast artistic elaboration, or a simple

covered table, it has in every age been a sym

bol and a rallying-point, and there are many

interesting episodes connected with its history,

merely as regarded in relation to the general

annals of sacred architecture. Originally, of

course, the altar signified a table dedicated to

sacrifices, as in ancient Rome and Greece,

though not at Pompeii, and altars were conse

crated to gods, goddesses, and heroes ; but, on

the disappearance of heathenism, their use for

the celebration of religious ceremonies, uncon

nected with any of the obsolete rights, was

continued, the varieties being distinguished by

a large body of special ordinations and even

laws. "What the word itself really means the

most erudite etymologists have never been able

to decide ; but this point is of less interest

than the history of the altar itself, as a part

of the temple or church, in all countries and

ages. From the edifices of the earlier Christian

world most of these monuments have vanished,

and especially those of the Byzantine period,

destroyed by the Turks at the time when

churches were converted into mosques.

They were generally, however, as particular

relics testify, cubical in form, approached by

two steps, and surmounted by canopies sup

ported on four pillars, with, in all Greek

examples, nn inclosed space in front, such as

was prescribed by Solomon, masking all the

sanctuary, excepting the altar itself. Here

was lavished all possible luxury of painting

and gilding ; images in solid silver were ranged

along the walls ; jewelled crosses blnzed in the

* Condensed from the Building Newt.

light of silver lamps, and the whole of this

splendour culminated in the altar itself. But

this magnificence has not descended through

all time. To the present day, in the royal

church of St. Denis, in France, the sepulchre

of kings, the altar is composed of an old stone

sarcophagus, upheld by a few twisted pillars,

and sheltered by a ciborium of primitive sim

plicity ; and it was only the other day that

the Municipal Council of St. Gervais, prompted

by some modern motive, voted a sum of money

for replacing, by certain Nineteenth Century

Gothic work, a Greek altar which had stood

there from an immemorial epoch, and, pos

sibly, been appropriated from some classic

fane. Similar displacements have occurred

in the Church of St. Peter, at Corneto, in the

altar-tombs of Perugia, and in the canopied

altars of St. Clement's, at Rome.

With reference to the general subject, how

ever, it has been a traditional question—of

what materials should such constructions be

made ? There is scarcely a substance capable

of being manufactured into form which has

not been brought into use f«r this purpose :

stone, marble, terra-cotta, wrought and cast

iron, wood, carved, or covered with gilded

copper plates, and others, in an infinite multi

tude. At Clermont we have a gilded pyramid,

rising above a hollow arch of gold, crowded

with figures of [angels, of animals crouching

in the divine presence, with pillars, castella-

tions, and a hundred other emblematic acces

sories, in which the entire history of Jerusalem

is supposed to be portrayed. There is clearly

nothing of simplicity, and still JefS of majesty

in all this. In an apsidal chapel of Amiens

Cathedral we have, again, almost a reproduc

tion of the Jewish Tabernacle, as it is described

in Deuteronomy, lit up by superb candelabra

in ormolu, and certainly suggesting a peculiar

Paganism of aspect. The Church of St. Martin

d'Ainay, at Lyons, supplies an instance of a

different kind. Here, the Holy Table is up

held by two massive columns, each bearing a

bas-relief, divided into five compartments, and

decorated in the taste of the twelfth century,

with straight and spiral flutings, grotesques,

and figures, designed, no doubt, to represent

Abraham, Melchisedech, and Aaron, with Abel

lying dead, and Cain vanishing, as it were, in

a vapour. But above this also rises a crenel

lated tower absurdly surmounted by candel

abra. The distinguishing characteristic of

this work is the brilliancy it derives from an

incrustation of coloured stones and enamels,

exuberant, from the step on which the

priest first sets his foot to the summit of

the wall above the altar-piece. This altar,

strangely enough, opens at the back, by

means of folding-doors, like a wardrobe, and

is employed as a receptacle for the ecclesias

tical treasures with which, as a part of the

ancient church, it is associated. An altar,

similar, yet more simple, though enriched with

gold, was presented to the Cathedral of Basle,

by the Second Henry, Emperor of Germany,

and is now in the Cluny Museum, while

another, perfectly different in its character

istics, is to be found in the High Altar of St.

Mark, at Venice, designed and executed at

Constantinople in the tenth century of the

Christian era. To another class belong altars

in marble, capable of endless ornamentation,

yet, in modern times, never much favoured, as

savouring, perhaps, too strongly of the pagan

tradition. There are specimens at Angers and

Bordeaux, but they are hidden from sight,

beneath richly-worked embroideries, so tbat

their sculptures are invisible, except to those

who have a purpose in seeing them. But they

were less rare in the Middle-Ages, during

which period examples of them may frequently

be found, especially in the churches of the

North. At Munster, Stuttgardt, Ixmvain, and

Brussels—throughout, in fact, Brabant and

Flanders, and South Germany, altars con

structed of wood are frequently found, with

cupola-shaped domes above them, while,

through the South of France, numbers of

these structures, combined of bronze and

marble, are to be met with. One of these, of

modern date, however, exists in the Church of-

St. Elizabeth, in the Rue du Temple, Paris.

It is supported by eight columns, the inter
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veiling spaces being filled up with marble

friezes, and bronze medallions. But the style

thus illustrated has never been considered to

rank high; still less the fashion, even more

new, of church altars in wrought or cast iron,

a specimen of which disfigures the Parisian

Church of St. Eugene, and the Church of the

Virgin, at Lyons.

The work, however, to be studied in the

Church of St. Martin d'Ainay derives an ad

ditional interest from the fact that the edifice

was erected on the site of a Roman temple,

four pillars recovered from which sustain the

centre of its vaulted roof. The altar here is

of complicated construction. Its body, so to

speak, is of wood, covered with plates of

stamped copper, fixed on to it by gilded nails,

and is upheld by five iron pillars, also in

copper cases, the whole being ornamented in

relief by the aid of the hammer and chisel—

though some among the decorations were

evidently cast by one process or another. But

reference has been made to another structure,

yet more historical—the Church of St. Denis

—shrine of French kings. Beneath that roof

existed before the close of the last century, as

we have suggested, a number of altars, many

of which the iconoclastic spirit of the Revolu

tion swept away. They were nearly all works

of the highest art, most of them dating from

the age of Saint Louis—when the church itself

was almost entirely rebuilt—and each consist

ing of a table, an altar-piece above, and a

niche behind it for the reception of Telics.

Being invariably detached from the wall, the

faithful could thus always pass behind them,

and deposit their offerings ns they pleased.

Columns, supporting candelabra or crosses,

stood around, since it was not then a fashion

to place lights upon the altar itself. When,

half a century later, the fragments of these

constructions were dug up from the cellars

of St. Denis, it was found that for the most

part they were sufficiently preserved to ad

mit of restoration ; that they consisted, in

the main, of painted stone, enamel, and Cas-

tilian cement ; that some of them had been

mosaicked with fragments of vitrified paste,

over gilded surfaces, and that they were com

posed practically of next to indestructible ma

terials. Singularly enough, the lately-dis

covered altar in the chapel of the Hospital at

tiisors, and that of St. Anne at Loriche, both

belonging to the same period, exhibit precisely

similar characteristics. In the latter, when

an inundation threatened all the rest of the

edifice, the altar, secured by enormous metal

clamps, stood as if rooted to the ground.

There is, however, an altar of a kind very

different—a portable one, indeed—which is

used in Roman Catholic countries during the

procession of the Corpus Christi, though it is

occasionally to be met with as a stationary

and permanent edifice. This is called " The

Altar of Repose," and sometimes assumes a

fantastic shape, as that of a throne, a tent, or

a triumphal arch, the materials usually being

of wood, iron, bronze for ornaments, and

tapestry. Historically regarded, however, the

variety of materials employed is out of con

sonance, so far as Christian epochs are referred

to, with the general traditions upon the sub

ject. During the first five centuries of our era

they were usually constructed of wood ; but

the Council of Epone, in France, a.d. 509,

decreed that for the future none should be

consecrated except such as were built of stone,

whether solid or in the form of a slab sup

ported by pillars, and marked with the

stigmata or signs " of the five sacred

wounds."

IMPROVEMENT IN WALL-PAPER.

AN improvement in the manufacture of

wall-paper has been patented by Mr.

.lames S. Munroe, of Lexington, Mass. It

consists in the production of a new article of

wall-paper, composed of wool and cotton rags

previously dyed, the paper being sized to pro

perly prepare it to receive paste or an equivalent

by which the paper is retained upon the wall.

The cotton and woollen rags from which the

paper is made, selected according to the colour

of the paper to be produced, are mixed and

reduced to pulp, which is formed into paper in

any of the usual machines. Sizing to toughen

the paper and prepare it for application to a

wall by paste, is added to the pulp in the pulp

holding box. The paper produced from these

mixed and coloured rags is said to be thicker

than usual wall-paper, as well as stronger, more

durable,and water-repellent,and may be washed

when on the wall without injury. Being

water-repellent, it will prevent the passage of

moisture from the wall into the apartment,

and being composed, in part, of woollen rags,

it acts, in a great measure, to prevent the pas

sage of heat or cold through the walls. The

paper is said to present to the eye a soft

appearance. It can be made as cheaply as the

common low grades of wall-paper. Being

thicker and softer than ordinary wall-paper,

should the wall crack, as is frequently the

case, the paper will yield to the cracks and not

tear.

The body of the paper, being thicker and

less dense than ordinary wall-paper, enables it

to receive and retain more size, which gives

it such qualities that it may be washed

without injury to the colours, which are

ingrain, instead of simply upon the prepared

face, as are the colours of ordinary wall

paper. By dyeing the rags before the paper

is made, the manufacturer is alleged to be

able to produce paper having red, blue, green,

and other desired colours, which will not act

injuriously upon the health of the occupants

of rooms papered therewith. The paper is of

such thickness that when applied its edges are

abutted together, making a uniformly level

surface.

The inventor admits that paper has been

made of mixed woollen and cotton rags,

and that it is not new to reduce rags for

papermaking to half-stuff and dye such half-

stuff before making it into full-stuff or pulp ;

and therefore he does not claim, broadly, a

paper made from woollen and cotton rags,

except when made and possessing the cha

racteristics specifically set forth in the claim,

whereby the material is adapted for wall-paper.

He claims therefore an improved wall-paper,

consisting of mixed cotton and woollen rags

dyed before pulping, and possessing the fol

lowing distinctive characteristics, viz.—first,

increased thickness, to add to its strength, and

permit its application to walls by abutting

instead of overlapping its edges ; second,

ingrain instead of surface colour, whereby it

may he washed without marring or destroying

its colour ; third, water-repelling power, so as

to prevent the passage of moisture through the

wall; and fourth, toughness, so as to yield

and not tear if the wall should crack.

THE QUEEN ANNE STYLE.*

style ever created so much controversy

in England as the so-called Queen Anne.

That a reign so short (Anne was Queen only

twelve years), so full of court intrigues, so

ablaze with military glory (for it was the

reign in which Marlborough won victory after

victory from the French, and taught the Grand

Monarch, Louis XIV., humility), that this reign

should have produced a well-defined style was

incredible. The architects were up in arms ;

the wise men shook their heads, and said, " It

is a poet's dream—a painter's craze,—William

Morris, and Dante Rossetti, and their school

have devised it between them." Mr. Barre of

the Royal Academy, speaking of the era from

which it professed to be revived, said doubt-

ingly : " I suppose few of us, at any rate until

lately, would have been disposed to credit that

epoch with any well-defined style. Queen

Anne's reign recalls to our minda principally

days of English darinsr and triumphs on the

Continent, childish affections, and intrigues

about the court ; .... as far as it developed

a style at all, it would seem to have done so by

breaking away from established tradition ....

Renaissance, in fact, but less strict and refined

than the style to which the term is usually

applied." Mr. Stevenson, another authority

on such matters, said of the stylo that, funda

mentally, in its system of construction and in

• From the Furniture Trade Journal.

its forms of moulding, the Queen Anne forms

were the same as the common vernacular style

—that is to say, the free Classic, the verna

cular, the customary and prevailing method

everywhere—with a touch of interest and art

added. Mr. Spiers declared that principles

were entirely wanting in the style, and there

was nothing whatever to reason from. Some

shouted that it was " free Classic ; " others

sneered that a clique of " Gothic devotees "

had created it ; this voice cried that it had the

faults of the Classic, and the merits of the

Gothic, while that one maintained that while

it was certainly a form of the Classic, it

violated all Classic rules, and amidst the melee

its upholders asserted that it combined the

" truthfulness, variety, and picturesqueness of

the Gothic with the common-sense of the

Italian."

But all through the conflict in the very

midst of its dust and uproar, in spite of

fusillades from the small-arms of ridicule, and

heavy cannonade from the great guns of wis

dom and authority, Rossetti, Morris, and their

" school " brought out and showed to the con

tending forces the genuine articles that had

descended from the time just preceding Queen

Anne and following her, and that had been manu

factured during her reign, and when the com

batants brushed the dust of the battle out of

their eyes they could not help seeing that these

articles exhibited a new style, that the poets and

painters were only responsible in the affair

for having the taste first to appreciate the

beauty, so long overlooked and forgotten, and

the style progressed, lumber-rooms were ran

sacked for Queen Anne furniture, the factories

were busy making imitations of it ; the sales

increased, and lo ! the despised style, con

temned and scouted, was the fashion.

What shall we say as to the style itself ? If

it be anything more than a name, it belongs

to the reigns before and after Queen Anne as

much as to the few brief years during which

she occupied the throne of England. Dutch

William, andMary,eldest daughter of James II.,

had preceded her, and George followed. She

had always lived in England ; though a Pro

testant, she hated the Roundheads, who had

beheaded her grandfather; the splendid

French court influenced her, for there her

father and brother were in exile ; and had she

lived a month longer the Brunswick princes

might never have seen England, and the house

of Stuart might have been upon the throne.

It is no wonder that the Classic style, the

style of France and Italy, was revived in

England during Anne's reign. History says

of Anne that "she was peculiarly English,

and thus many works of genius and renown,

though they may have been commenced

under William, or continued under George,

are taken by the world to be centred in her

reign. In the reign of James II. the Louis

Qua^orze style, florid with ornament, had in

vaded England ; heavy silver tables, picture

frames and pedestals covered with wreaths of

flowers, were seen in the palaces, and the first

thought in furniture was lightness and mag

nificence. But James fled to France, and

Dutch William came, and out of compliment

to him many Dutch features were introduced

into architecture and furniture. Many country-

houses that were building when he arrived

from Holland were finished in Dutch fashion,

out of compliment to the Dutch king. And

it is this very sort of country-house, improved

and modified, which seems to have suggested

the quaint new style of architecture which

goes by the name of "Queen Anne." The

furniture of these old mansions, combining

comfort and elegance, departing widely from

the Gothic style, and as widely, perhaps, from

the severe Classic, has been the germ out of

which has grown the present style of furni

ture.

In the seventeenth century the genius of

Inigo Jones had made the architecture of

England as purely Classic as the conveniences

of English life and the exigencies of an Eng

lish climate would allow. He had been in

Italy, studying the works of Palladio, whose

power of adaptability had introduced almost

a new style in domestic architecture. In

the appropriation of the architecture of the
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ancients no other had so luckily hit on that just

medium of exactness without pedantry, of

severity without harshness, of liberty without

licence, which have since made the architec

ture of ancient Greece popular, and so modelled

it as to be practicable and convenient in all

countries. The aim of Palladio was to accom

modate exterior beauty to interior convenience,

lie adapted his art to the wants of people of

moderate means, and obtained richness of

effect without great outlay.

It was from the peculiar properties of Pal-

ladio's taste and style, suited as they are to

more moderate fortunes, that they found in

England a second native country, where Inigo

Jones, Sir Christopher Wren, Gibbs, Taylor,

Chambers, and many others, have naturalised

the plans, facade, distribution, and details,

which were originally planted in the province

of the Venetian republic. The love for Gothic

architecture had irretrievably passed away

when lnigo Jones came from Italy to intro

duce his new ideas. Walpole says, " England

adopted Holbein and Vandyck, she borrowed

Rubens, she produced Inigo Jones. Vitruvius

drew up his grammar, l'alladio showed him

the practice, Rome displayed a theatre worthy

of his emulation, and King Charles was ready

to encourage, employ, and reward his talents.

This is the history of Inigo Jones as a genius."

When Inigo Jones lay dying, Christopher

Wren was about taking his degree at Oxford.

He carried on the ideas introduced by Jones

into English architecture, but he enriched

them and modified them more and more to the

requirements of English life. It was said of

him : " A variety of knowledge proclaims the

universalitv, a multiplicity ef works the abund

ance, St. hull's the greatness, of Sir Chris

topher's genius. The noblest temple, the

largest palace, the most stupendous hospital,

in such a kingdom as Britain, are all works of

the same hand." London was burnt in 16(50 ;

the flames swept clean a square mile in the

heart of the city, and laid Old St. Paul's in

ashes. Here was the field for Wren's genius,

and well did he improve it, as a multitude of

churches, palaces, monuments, and private

dwellings testifies. St. Paul's was his work

from the foundation to the cap-stone, and he

has the honour of having built one of the most

magnificent non-Gothic cathedrals in Europe.

Macaulay tells us that during the seven

teenth century the mansions of the merchants

and the great old burghers were not inferior

in magnificence to the dwellings of the nobility ;

their dimensions were ample and their aspect

stately. The entrances were decorated with

richly-carved pillars and canopies. The stair

cases and landing-places were not wanting in

grandeur. The floors were sometimes of wood,

tesselated after the fashion of France. The

palace of Sir Robert Clayton, in Old Jewry,

contained a superb banqueting-room, wains-

cotted with cedar, and adorned with battles

of gods and giants in fresco. Sir Dudley

North expended £4,000, a sum that

would then have been important to a duke,

on the rich furniture of his reception-

rooms in Basinghall-street. It was an age

when people were fond of show and magni

ficence, and saw nothing ludicrous in it. The

Lord Mayor of London on great occasions

appeared on horseback, attended by a long

cavalcade only inferior in splendour to that

which, before a coronation, escorted the sove

reign from the Tower to Westminster. He

was never seen in public without his rich robe,

his hood of black velvet, his gold chain, his

jewels, and a good attendance of harbingers

and guards. Many of the nobility lived at this

time in the City for the sake of the protection

afforded them by the City magistrates and

militia, and their houses may still easily be

known by pilasters and wreaths, the graceful

work of Inigo.

The mansion of the Puke of Monmouth

stood on the southern side of Monmouth-

square. The front was lofty and richly

adorned. The walls of the principal apart

ments were richly sculptured with fruit,

foliage, and armorial bearings, and were hung

with embroidered satin. A little way north

of Holborn stood the Montague house, cele

brated for its frescoes and furniture. It was

burned to the ground a few months after the

death of Charles the Second, but was rebuilt,

and was long the repository of such various

and precious treasures of art, science, and

learning as were scarce ever before assembled

under a single roof. The nobility of English

architecture, furniture, and decoration was the

result of the revival of the art by Inigo Jones

and his compeers, supported by Sir Christopher

Wren and his followers. Wren's career

opened under Charles II., and continued

through the reigns of James II., William and

Mary, and Anne, to be brought to a close in

the reign of George I., and through all these

years England could boast of one truly great

architect. The fire which laid London in

ruins had given him an opportunity, unprece

dented in modern history, of displaying his

powers. The austere beauty of the Athenian

portico, the gloomy sublimity of the Gothic

arcade, he was, like almost all his contempora

ries, incapable of emulating and, perhaps, in

capable of appreciating ; but no man born west

of the Alps has imitated with so much success

the magnificence of the palace-like churches of

Italy. Even the superb Louis has left to

posterity no work which can bear a com

parison with St. Paul's.

While England imported Italian architec

ture, she went abroad for her decorations.

Verrio, a Neapolitan, covered ceilings and

staircases with Gorgons and Muses, Nymphs

and Satyrs, Virtues and Vices, gods quaffing

nectar, and laurelled princes riding in triumph.

The income which he derived from his per

formances enabled him to keep one of the

most expensive tables in England. For his

pieces at Windsor alone he received

£7,000, a sum then sufficient to make

a gentleman of moderate wishes perfectly

easy for life ; a sum greatly exceeding all that

Dryden, during a literary life of forty years,

obtained, from the booksellers. Verrio's chief

assistant and successor, Louis Laguerre, came

from France. Gibbons, to whose graceful

fancy and delicate touch many palaces, col

leges and churches of England owe their finest

decorations, was a Dutchman. Even the de

signs for the English coin were made by French

medallists.

The outgrowth of this architecture and de

coration was the style in furniture called

" Queen Anne." To understand the one, we

must know the history of the other. The Greek

and Roman styles which the Renaissance had

brought in were considered to contain all cor

rectness and elegance. The mantelpieces which

belong to Queen Anne's time are as perfect

specimens of classical device and workman

ship as a Grecian could desire, with columns

and capitals of mathematical perfection,

and wrought up with all that ancient

ornament which is restrained without stiff

ness, and sufficient without superabundance.

These mantelpieces are found in many old

English houses, and serve as models to a great

deal of modern work. The Builder said of

this style : " We are now offered the revival

of the furniture of the Queen Anne and

Georgian period, of which Chippendale and

Sheraton were the leading makers. There is

much to be said for this school of furniture

design, its execution is nearly always first-

rate, and articles which appear slight are so

well made and put together as to have a fair

chance of outliving more bulky-looking objects.

Fancy as well as elegance is in its forms,

and it deserves also the praise of being a

purely original type of furniture design, not

imitative of anything else, and not dependent

on the reproduction of forms properly be

longing to architecture ; and if somewhat

wanting in dignity, it has, at least, elegance

and refinement to recommend it." "This

furniture," says Mrs. SpoffoTd, " has as much

dignity, to our eye, as belongs to a parlour

rather than a church. It makes none of the

pretensions of the Gothic, and has none of

the iteration of the common Classic. It seems

exaetly the furniture to surround unostenta

tious people of gentle manners and culture."

Articles in this style may be characterised

as severely square, standing on feet usually

straight, but sometimes slightly bending out

ward, built in upright and downright fashion,

with no pretence and no sham, the motif being

solidity and compactness. The panel-work is

small, square, and in multiplicity. When

glass is used it is always bevelled plate ; a tiny

classic balustrade frequently crowns the

articles ; and they are decorated to the last

point with earrings in the face, sometimes

with birds, fruit, figures, but usually with con

ventional treatment, and largely of mere floral

suggestions. The Queen Anne style, then,

may be summed up as possessing the remark

able simplicity and quietness of old work,

together with great picturesqueness and some

quaintness. Although straight and square,

with right lines and angles, it yet contrives

to have a want of all formality, and a freedom

from restraint, and always seems to be enriched

with a " flavour of the past."

Queen Mary's love of china had a great in

fluence on Queen Anne furniture, as we shall

see. The Dutch had monopolised the trade

with China, and articles of Chinese and

Japanese manufacture had been introduced

freely into Holland, among them grotesque

forms in porcelain, quaint vases, and teapots,

and monstrous dragons. Queen Mary, follow

ing the fashion of the day, had acquired in

Holland a great love for this china. When

she came with her husband to reign over

England, she brought this love with her, and

introduced the fashion of making collections

of china, the more ugly and monstrous the

form, the more precious the article. Again

Macaulay says, " In every corner of the man

sion appeared a profusion of gewgaws, not yet

familiar to English eyes. Mary had acquired,

at the Hague, a taste for the porcelain of

China, and amused herself by forming at

Hampton a vast collection of hideous images,

and of vases on which houses, trees, bridges

and mandarins were depicted in outrageous

defiance of all the laws of perspective.

The fashion—a frivolous and inelegant fashion

it must be owned—which was thus set by the

queen, spread far and wide. In a few years

almost every house in the kingdom contained

a museum of these grotesque baubles. Even

statesmen and generals were not ashamed to

be renowned as judges of teapots and dragons;

and satirists long continued to repeat that a

fine lady valued her mottled green pottery

quite as much as she valued her monkey, and

much more than she valued her husband."

The forms of Queen Anne furniture are

noticeably modified by this love of china. The

tiny tables, for holding cup and saucer, have

often a rim round them cut in Chinese filagree,

and the display of these rare collections

demanded the open shelves and cupboards

that we see in buffets and mantelpieces, and

required the exquisite glazed cabinets, where

the most precious bits could be locked away,

plain to be seen, but safe from the fiery zeal

of the eager and not too conscientious collec

tor. Old china seems to belong to the Queen

Anne style of furniture ; it serves to light it

up and give it colour, and the rather severe

construction is beautified by cup, or vase, or

plaque on shelf and bracket, table and mantel.

" The Queen Anne style," says Mrs. Spofford,

" in its present modification is, upon the whole,

utterly destitute of any sort of affectation.

Without the grandiosity of the Gothic or the

intricate art of the pure Renaissance, it has

attained a dignity and beauty proper to the

age, and seems to be the very style to reward

the search of the nineteenth century for

something natural, beautiful and convenient."

Soma Effects of Protective Tariffs.—

Sinoe tbe imposition of the new tariff in Canada

smuggling seems to have greatly increased. The

St. Alban's (Vt.) Advertiser says:—"The tide

hag tnrned, and now the smuggling is into, in

stead of out of, the Dominion. Farmers' waggons

convey from Vermont ami New York States into

Canadian territory large quantities of cotton

Roods, crockery, hardware, and nearly every

kind of manufactured goods. The reoent ad

vance in the Canadian tariff has created a strong

inducement to smuggle, and this, couplo't with

the low prioes here, makes the profits large."

The Advertiser omits to mention the fa?t that

the return cargo maybe equally profitable, thus

offering to smugglers a double inducement.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A FIRE-SCREEN

Yl/TTH the fall of the year upon us, fire

screens 'will soon again he ranked

among the " season's " goods. In anticipation

of the demand which the advent of November

will bring with it, we give this week an

original design which has one or two special

features which are likely to recommend it to

the Trade. It will be seen that by means of

folding wings the whole fireplace can be en

closed, no mean consideration in a dining or

other room, where the number of guests is

often out of all proportion to the floor-space

of the apartment, as was the case for example

at Mr. Timmins's dinner-party, so graphically

described by Thackeray. As shown in the

top sketch, the screen will, when folded,

occupy no more space than an ordinary one.

The side wings should be hung with reversible

hinges, and the details of the workmanship

generally are sufficiently indicated by the plan

given underneath. The style of decoration

is, of course, optional, and can be varied

according to individual fancy.

PERPETUATION OF EARLY HISTORIC

ART.

AT one of the meetings of the British Asso

ciation a paper was read by Dr. Phen6,

F.S.A., F.R.G.S., on " Evidence of Early His

toric Events and Prehistoric Customs by per

petuation of design in art am. manufactures in

later, and even in present, times." Dr. Phene'

admitted, in the outset, the difficulty of the

subject, which he thought had not yet been

opened. The sources of information were few,

and the researches were consequently not to

be pursued continuously, but caught up in other

investigations as they occurred. He thought

a large amount of matter was dormant in the

hands of other inquirers, which, when a dis

tinct channel was given to it, would arise in

discussion and be found of great interest. As

the further we go back in time the more diffi

cult it is to identify causes or to determine

ovents, he proposed to give such evidence as

he had collected inversely, and beginning at

the present to work gradually into the past, as

by investigating familiar and existing examples

the more remote might, when brought for

ward, appear less confused by the mists of time.

He selected first the works of ordinary ar

tisans, and took as an example the carpenter

and joiner of the present day. He pointed out

that in "Western Europe all their ordinary

work was made in a rectangular manner;

ordinary doors and windows, for instance, were

shown not only to be so formed, but designs

and sections alike always produced that which

the artisan never contemplated as a part of bis

work, but which he unthinkingly perpetuated

from his forefathers, viz., the emblem of the

faith of Europe—the Cross. It would not do

to say this was the result of the simplest mode

of construction, because in Asia, and even in

Eastern Europe, it was argued with the same

persistency that a curve was not only the

most beautiful, but the easiest and simplest

form of construction. Of course, the force of

habit is great, and the artisan working con

tinually in curved work finds it much easier

than one only accustomed to the square. But

the work in India, whether in plain solid

work, such as had been taken as an example

for Europe, or tho delicate metal-work, was

always curved or interlaced ; and the old reli

gion of India was that of the serpent. In

Persia the circular was always contending

with the curved and the undulating design,

and the contending. religions there were the

eun and serpent. In Turkey the designs, as,

for instance, of the dome of a mosque, were

formed of a series of crescents, by omittiDg

the intermediate ones of which separate

crescents existed, which appeared hardly

capable of producing the design. Every

Turkish article, even to the oar and scimitar,

was formed of more than one crescent, and

the Christian sword was as great a contrast as

the French window. Gothic and Byzantine

work had been introduced among the artisans

of Europe, but it had failed to grow upon the

soil, and was clearly exotic.

Dr. Phen<5 next adduced evidence that these

arts were introduced by the Templars, the

most cultivated men of their day, but notori

ously given to the old Pagan faiths, and who

met with symbols of the old faith of their'

Pagan forefathers in their contact with

Orientals. He considered there was abundant

evidence from their design to attribute all in

terlaced work, and the sculptured stones of

Britain and Ireland, to the influence and

designs of the Templars. They all perpetuated,

directly or indirectly, the form of the serpent.

The author then examined the art of pre-

Christian Rome—not in Rome itself, but in

the countries where such art was significant

of matters connected with them —in Gaul,

Britain, the Campania, and others. In special

countries, and even in particular districts of

those countries, the grand object of Pagan

Roman sculpture was the serpent or dragon.

For example, the works of this class in

Provence were abundant, but though more

and better preserved Roman remains were to

be found of the same date in Languedoc, as at

Nimes, there was no indication of the serpent.

Other emblems, used as standards by Gauls

and Teutons, were profusely shown in some

of the early Roman sculptures in Provence,

but they were nowhere perpetuated, showing

that the great emblem—the greatest of their

standards, and no doubt therefore their chief

deity—was the dragon. It was even adopted

by the Popes in their dealings with Gaul, and

in one notable instance they used only two

emblems—the eagle of pagan Rome, and the

dragon of Gaul—and gave equal honour

and position to both, as a compliment

to the people of both countries, snowing

that these emblems of nationality were

retained irrespective of the new faith. He

had referred so much to the serpent or dragon

simply because it was the most prominent

object. The whole district he was treating of

was dragonesque. lie had lately officiated

himself at a great dragon ceremony, in which

the clergy of the district took the chief part.

In this case cakes in the form of the dragon

were distributed ; when the ceremony is

abolished the form of these cakes will not be

understood ; all the ordinary loaves of the dis

trict were formed like sections of a creeping

thing like a caterpillar. Nothing of the sort

existed in the adjoining districts. The dragon

was only appeased by the death of children.

These things strongly pointed to immolation

to a serpent deity. There were many other

examples he could from want of time only

enumerate. The schoolboy notches on a stick

the number of runs at cricket ; in doing so he

perpetuates the old custom of the Exchequer.

The baker of Brittany still notches a stick for

the number of loaves he sells you, instead of

making a bill. This was no doubt a very old

custom amongst the Gauls, and he (Dr. Phenfi)

discovered in the former temple of Triptole-

mus, near Eleusis, two disused columns, the

flutings of which, though rude and very

ancient, gave the number of days of the week

and month, in fact formed a lunar calendar.

Our schoolboys and Breton bakers of to-day

had no idea they were perpetuating these

ancient customs.

The disc found on the forehead of Dr. Schlie-

mann's cow's head, or Hera, had been per

petuated by Greek sculptors, apparently with

out the meaning, and had subsequently been

represented merely by the concentric form the

hair of a cow or a bull takes on the forehead ;

the exhumation of this antique showed it to

have a special meaning. In the Persian mace

he (Dr. Phend) produced, the cow's horns were

gilt, showing, though the meaning had been

lost, that the horns were those of the moon.

This agreed also with the horns of Schliemann's

Hera. In a bronze head of Isis he (Dr. Phent5)

had lately found, the crescent was between the

cow's horns, and this was evidently the original

emblem from which the Mahommedans of to

day derived their crescent and star ; instead of

giving a double crescent, as the horns and cres-

cent if perpetuated would have done, they In

troduced the star; but the Mohammedan,

although scrupulous in praying at sunrise and

Bunset, would repudiate the idea that he wor

shipped Astarte or Isis, and does not know that

he uses the special symbol of those deities.

The success of Mohammed was, no doubt,

greatly attributable to this emblem, as all these

scattered worshippers, finding their own deity

debased, gathered round his standard.

He exhibited a rile from the monastery at

Patmos ; it had three serpents—everything at

Patmos had three serpents. He also exhibited

a horse from Troy; no child at Troy would

be content without a horse for a toy : it was

the old Trojan horse of the " Iliad," which

was shown by an antique bronze horse found

in the plains of Argos, of exactly the same

shape. A water jug from Ephesus, made in

that locality alone, was as much in the form of

Diana of Ephesus as Dr. Schliemann's jugs

were of Hera, and modern jugs gave the form

of the latter. A large Italian water-jug he

had represented the sun and serpent, without

any intention of the maker, but evidence of

their worship abounded in the locality. These

were evidences quite as expressive as the

etchings on bones from the caves were of what

the etchers saw being so portrayed.

RE-SILVERING MIRRORS.

A WRITER in a French contemporary-

describes the following method of re-

silvering looking-glasses and microscopic re

flectors as having often stood him in good

stead when a student in the laboratory of the

late Professor Liebig, at Berlin. Two solu

tions are thus prepared:—The silvering solu

tion.—Dissolve 2£ grammes of nitrate of silver

in 32 grammes of distilled water. Precipitate

by adding liquid ammonia drop by drop,

stirring with a glass rod till the brown pre

cipitate is partially re-dissolved. Filter, and

add enough diluted water to make the volume

of the solution 50 grammes. The reducing

solution.—Dissolve 1 gramme of tartrate of

potash and soda in 32 grammes of distilled

water. Boil in a glass capsule, and add 2 drops

of a solution of 1 gramme of crystallised

nitrate of silver in 4 grammes of distilled

water. Filter the mixture when cold, and

bring it up to 60 grammes in volume by the

addition of more distilled water. The sUcer-

ing process.—For small microscope reflectors

an ordinary 2-oz. graduated glass is best

employed. Take a small wooden board aboat

10 centimetres long, and pass through it an

iron wire 15 centimetres long. Clean the

glass to be silvered first with concentrated

nitric acid, and then with potass ; rinse it

well with water, and very thoroughly. Then

fix the wire to its centre by means of seal

ing wax ; slide the wire through the wood

to such a point that, when the latter lies

across the mouth of the glass, the mirror to be

operated on will be in contact with its sides.

This point having been determined, remove the

wire and its appendages while the vessel is

filled with equal parts of the two solutions

above named to such a height that the under

surface of the mirror, when replaced, will just

dip into the fluid. Previously to being thus

replaced the mirror should be moistened with

distilled water, so as to prevent the formation

of air-bubbles on its surface. Now expose the

whole arrangement in the sun, or place it near

a moderate fire, the deposition of the silver

being greatly facilitated by a temperature of

from 40 deg. to 50 deg. C. During the opera

tion the liquid first becomes black, but subse-

?uently clears again as the deposition goes on.

n from twenty to eighty minutes, according

to the temperature and the purity of the in

gredients employed, the silvering will be com

plete. The mirror then only requires to be

washed with distilled water, and w hen dry is

to be coated over on the back with some

| elastic varnish.
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Crabe Reports.

[Fsom Oca Own Special Correspondents.]

Thr Liverpool Furniture Wood

Market.—The arrivals of Mahogany since the

14th u!t. have been as follow, viz. :—From

Curacoa, 207 logs and curls St. Domingo

mahogany ; from Santa Anna, 456 logs Ta

basco mahogany ; from Port Cortes, 449 logs

Honduras mahogany, and 78 logs Honduras

cedar. At the auction sale on the 29th ult. a

cargo of Tabasco mahogany was all sold at

fair prices. The imports of really fine St.

Domingo wood have been limited during the

past twelve months, and the stocks of all

descriptions have been reduced to a few tons.

Messrs. Chaloner report that there is a good

opening for supplies of veneer and'well-figured

logs of medium to large dimensions, whilst

there is a moderate inquiry for ordinary wood.

Well-grown curls, 2 to 6 ft. long, are wanted.

The stock of Cuba has been exhausted for

some time past, and the first consignment to

this market will meet with prompt sale at full

value. One cargo Honduras just arrived com

prises the present stock. It will, no doubt,

realise a satisfactory price, as good rates

were obtained at the last auction sale. Sound

and straight Minatitlaa wood has been in

steady request of late, and commanded fair

prices. Fresh and figury Tabasco wood is in

good request, and the stock consists of one

cargo. The auction sales during the past fort

night have been as follow, viz. :—

Or Tabaaoo, 483 Ions, 18V"1 It, iold at from 4Jd. to M .

„ „ 12 curls, 1,58» „ „ 4 | J. to 6d.

The demand for Cedar has been only moderate

for Honduras, Mexican, &c. Pencil is slow of

sale at low prices. Rosewood is in very steady

demand, and as the stock is only 24 plank*,

early imports from Bahia or Rio of large and

well-grown planks would obtain ready sale,

and should remunerate shippers. The last sale

was a few planks from Bahia at £16 per ton.

There have not been any imports of Zebraicood

for a long time past. A good parcel would find

prompt sale. Satinwood from St. Domingo is

in good request, and veneer logs obtain high

prices. Lanceioood Spars of good quality and

quite fresh are readily saleable at full value,

but the demand for dry spars is limited and at

low figures. Italian Walnut is not in active

request, and prices are low. There have been

no inquiries of late for Circassian logs, and the

demand for burrs is confined to large pieces of

the best quality and fresh. There is a mode

rate inquiry for American black walnut logs of

the best quality. The sales during the past

fortnight have been as follow :—

Of Italian 60 phnk', 4.742 ft., sold at from 4)4. to 5)d
117 logs, 2,091 „ „ 6d. to7«d.

76 „ 2,643 „ „ 4/ to 6/3

Bird-eyed Maple is seldom inquired for. The

stock of Lignumvitai is exhausted, and there

have been inquiries of late for the best qualities

of 8 to 12 in. diameter, round, sound, fresh

wood with thin sap. Of Partrtdgewood there

is none in stock. There are no inquiries for

make or letterwood. The stock is heavy.

Stocks held by brokers in the port of Liverpool on

the 29*A of August, 1879.

277

9 .

Mil...
376...
NB....
76 ...

«...
Mil...
Si!....

74 ...
Si)....
Nil....

4...
•18 ...
24*..,
SO....
163 ...
37 ...
Nil...
Nil...
NU...

12 ..

log* and curia mahogany, St. Domingo
„ „ Coba
„ ,, Honduras
„ „ Tabasco
„ „ Laguna
„ „ Mmatirlan

„ TUcotalpam
„ cedar, Honduras
n ,, Mexican
h ,. .. (West Coast)
„ Harana
„ „ Central American
„ „ pencil

planks rosewood, Bahia
M Bio

snbranood
logs satinwood
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The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The improvement in the weather has again

brought with it a more hopeful feeling in

reference to trade, and several buyers have

visited the district and placed fair orders.

Notwithstanding this, we are not yet clear of

the dull season, and every house is engaged in

trying new patterns for the autumn trade.

The new designs do not display any marked

peculiarities, but the prevailing colourings are

as dull as possible, enlivened chiefly with

plantings of yellow reds and pale blues and

greens. No carpet firms can at the present

moment be called busy for immediate deliveries

except the makers of Iloyal Axminster. For

this the demand continues and increases, and

the manufacturers under the license are erect

ing new looms as fast as they can get them.

Most of the travellers are now at home, and are

waitingfor the completion of their new patterns

before commencing their autumn journeys,

which last until Christmas. The revival of the

iron trade in the adjoining " Black Country" is

taken as a good sign here, and were it not for

the bad harvest prospects a very sanguine

view of the season's trade would be taken,

while as it is there are many here who believe

| that tho return to prosperity, though perhaps

rather feeble in its commencement, has really

begun, and that the carpet trade is likely soon

to be on a better footing than it has been for

a long time past. Though just now the de

mand for wool is small, prices of carpet wools

are well maintained, and spinners are quite

unable to obtain concessions. This tends to

restrict business, and as the autumn trade in

worsted yarns has not started, spinners are

holding off for the present, but stocks of yarns

in the hands of consumers and producers are

exceptionally light.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—The fine

weather of the present week has inspired

manufacturers with new hope, and although it

has made no difference in the local carpet

trade, a more cheery tone nevertheless prevails

in business circles. The few orders that have

been booked here during the last week or two

are of but little importance. Some colonial

buyers have lately operated to a small extent,

but no permanent improvement in the carpet

trade need be anticipated for the next week or

two. There is still a good inquiry for blankets

of every description. A few Government

orders have been placed, and consequently

manufacturers are able to keep their machinery

going full time. There is a slight improve

ment in rates. The local wool sales have been

very flat, and there is a reduction in certain

sorts of wools of Id. per lb. less than the rates

fixed at the lost London sales. For inferior

sorts for manufacturers of low goods the prices

are very low. English brokes and noils are

steady ; oils are unaltered ; mungo sells at last

week's rates ; shoddy is in average Momand at

easy rates. Cotton warps are a trifle in favour

of the buyers. The heavy woollen trade con

tinues fairly prosperous. Germin buyers are

taking some considerable parcels of goods of

low qualities, this being done in anticipation

of the imposition of the new tariff, which, when

it comes into operation, will seriously affect

the business of the heavy woollen districts.

French merchants purchase rather sparingly,

and stocks in the hands of buyers are repoited

to be heavy. Well-finished goods are mostly

in request at late rates. A considerable amount

of trade is still being transacted with Austrian

merchants, but the majority of them press for

a reduction of rates. There is not so much

business doing with the Levant and other

Eastern markets as has been the case during

the lost two months, this being accounted for

by the fact that merchants placed considerable

orders at the commencement of the season.

There is le9s doing with Canada, but the

colonies are taking a fair average amount of

heavy as well as light goods.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—For

the time of the year curtain manufacturers

certainly cannot complain of the state of

trade. A paucity of orders is of course no

thing unusual at this particular season. There

is nevertheless a growing uneasiness as to the

disposal of the rather heavy accumulations of

stock, which still keeps increasing by reason

of the additional machinery that has by

degrees been pressed into the service of this

branch. We hardly think, however, that

there is much justification for these some

what loudly-expressed misgivings, since cur

tains, vitroge-nets, window-blinds, and toilet-

covers, are of such wide and general use thst

a glut of goods in the market could only Ijp of

a temporary nature, the demand being l-ss

subject to the fickleness of fashion than that

for most other articles in the lace trade. The

latter is still without any new feature of

importance, and remains in a quiet condition.

The demand for plain nets is limited, and now

that the men employed in this branch have

resumed work after the. strike, it is unlikely

that machinery can be kept fully employed.

Orders for stiff nets, such as rice or Paisley

and Paris goods, still come slowly to hand,

and the amount of business doing in mosquito

and Brussels nets is small. Prices remain

about the same as heretofore. Bobbin quilt-

ings are, however, in request, and prices have

an upward tendency. A fair inquiry prevails

for various descriptions of cotton fancy laces.

Thus torchons are selling well, the bulk of the

orders being from the United States, and the

demand is maintained for Valenciennes of

common quality. There is also a good sale

for inferior descriptions of cotton Bretonne

laces, and the inquiry for point d'esprit cotton

laces and quillings is well sustained. Al

though the demand for Brabant laces has

been pretty good, the supply of these goods is

now fully equal to it. Orders for silk nets

are not large. The inquiry for the raw

material is therefore small, but prices are

firm, and for some qualities have an upward

tendency. Buyers of lace yarns are placing

their orders very sparingly, and the demand

for hosiery yarns is less than the average.

Sellers adhere firmly to their highest quota

tions, but it is evident by the absence of

speculative purchases that manufacturers have

little fear of permanently higher rates.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—Trade in tho

Birmingham district continues to improve, and

better orders are being placed both for home

markets and on export account. The furnish

ing branches have up to the present only

slightly participated in this revived activity,

and the accumulation of heavy stocks may in

some degree account for this. Lamps and

chandeliers have experienced a slight spurt"of

late, but the aggregate of orders is below the

average. This is in no way due to foreign

competition, but almost solely to a restriction

of the export demand and the protracted de

pression in the home markets. As regards

metallic bedsteads, although exceptional acti

vity is usually looked for in this branch off

local trade at the present season, the principal

manufacturers concur in reporting dulness as-

the prevailing characteristic ; and the only

satisfactory feature appears to be that change

can scarcely occur except in the direction of

improvement. Even the few leading firms

who have until recently been fairly supplied

with orders, are beginning to feel the influence

of the restricted demand, the home trade

being almost in a state of stagnation, and the

export trade equally inactive. Inquiries made

within the last few weeks by one of the best

Birmingham houses amongst the principal

shipping firms of London and other commer

cial centres, led to the most unsatisfactory

conclusions, as there were literally no orders

going of any moment. A somewhat better

tone has prevailed, it is true, during the last

few days, a very slight improvement having

been noted by one or two firms. In spite of

the depressed condition of affairs in the trade

generally, there is a feeling on the part of

many manufacturers that they have seen the

worst, and that before long—it may be in a

few months or in a few weeks—a change for

the better will take place. The slight indica

tions of improvement already noted have been

too partial and insignificant to be accepted as

the ground for this hopeful anticipation ; and

it is more than probable that the cheering

effect upon local trade generally of the im

proved aspect of the iron trade, and the im

pression that in the bedstead branch the
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lowest point has certainly been reached, are

responsible for the favourable expectations

entertained. A low standard of prices has

accompanied the prevalent depression, and the

tendency is to a still further depreciation.

Household Linen, &c.—No improvement

whatever has taken place in the demand for

plain and fancy drills and other linen goods for

shipment, so that the foreign trade is still in

a depressed state. On the other hand, of late

the home markets have been in a healthier

state, and dealers have purchased more freely

than for a considerable time past. An in

creased business has consequently been done

in table damasks, broad sheetings, and narrow

drapes. During the early part of the year

huckabacks were offered at low rates, and

some extensive purchases were made, so that

considerable stocks of them are still held by

dealers ; but during the last week or two a

little more has been done in them. Not much

has been done in sun-blinds owing to the

weather having been the reverse of a summer

kind, so that makers have considerable stocks

that will have to be held over until the next

year. DrabbeU have been in rather better

request, and a little more has been done in

■stair-coverings and crumb-cloths.

The London Wool Sales.—The follow

ing gives the total available for sale in this

series, the quantities catalogued up to the 26th

ult., and the withdrawals :—

Available. Catalogued. Withdrawn.
Sydney 77,000 bales 26,438 bales 2,829 bales.

Port Phillip ... 85,000 „ 33,677 „ 6,041 „
Adelaide 21,600 „ 9,973 „ 696 „
Swan Biver ... 1,700 „ 1,045 „ — „
Van D. Land... 13,600 „ 6,985 „ 257 „
New Zealand... 96,100 „ 25,107 „ 1,411 „

Cape 45,000 „ 15,900 „ 2,683 „

Total... 340,000 „ 118,133 „ 12,917 „

The sales during the past ten days have been

marked by a rather thin attendance and a

dull tone. Messrs. Helmuth Schwart7.e & Co.

report that prices may on the average be

quoted Id. per lb. lower than at the close of

last series. Among greasy wools Port Phillips

fare comparatively best, and the few fine lots

that are in the market as also superior Sydneys,

do not quite show the decline just mentioned ;

but it applies to all other greasy descriptions,

and especially to New Zealands and Adelaides.

Fleece wools of all classes are heavy of sale,

the medium Sydney sorts at from Is. 2d. to

Is. 4d. being especially depressed. The greatest

fall is on inferior scoureds, which must be

quoted 1-Jd. to 2d. per lb. lower, meeting at

even this reduction with but indifferent com

petition. Good combing scoured on the other

hand are in fair request at Id. per lb. decline.

Coarse crossbred are Id. per lb. lower, but the

finest sorts, which are rather scarce, show

hardly any fall. Cape scoured and fleece sell

Id., Cape grease ^d. under June closing rates.

In general it may be said that in the case of

all the better classes of wool, the market has

lost the advance it gained at the end of last

series, and that prices have returned to the

early May level. For inferior sorts, however,

for low scoureds and pieces, and for all the

faulty wools, which now form so large a pro

portion of the catalogues, the present rates are

lower than we have had them this year.

The Liverpool Wool Trade.—Messrs.

Edmund Buckley & Co., in their wool report

dated Liverpool, September 1, say:—The

private contract business of the month in

common foreign wool has been on a moderate

scale since the close of our public sales on

July 30. The demand has been quite in

abeyance, and the very few transactions

recorded are at the auction prices. Home

grown wool has been tolerably steady, but

only sustained at the low rates it has arrived

at by some speculative and export business.

In Peruvian sheep's wool about 700 bales

were sold at former value. Greasy Lima has

been dealt in to the extent of about 420

bales, and is also unchanged in value ; Oporto

lambs and yellow have been sold to some

extent at the auction prices, or rather more,

as also small parcels washed Morocco, with,

however, a dragging sale. About 170 bags

greasy first Abudia are reported sold at 6fd.

to 6d. Very little has been done in Egyptian

or East India. The transactions in greasy

Kassapbatchi have been chiefly in second and

third white and gray, ranging from 3£d. to 5d.,

and a few first white at 8d. to 8£d. per lb.

Nothing of consequence is reported in lliver

Plate wool, because of scarcity in this market.

In mohair some 530 bags have been reported

sold at Is. 8d. to Is. Ojd. In alpaca

the sales total up to about 1,200 bales fleece,

chiefly at Is. 3d. to Is. 3jd. for best Are-

quipa, and 300 bales inferiors at former prices.

fmttom jOTton <%orfs

Tor the Week ending Saturday, the 30th ult.

Adelaide—Donaldson, Andrews 4 Co. £70 rugs

£50 brnshware

Edgell 4 Co. £6 glassware

Eliot, J. H. £40 organ

For, 0. T. 6J o leather

Good, Thorns 4 Co. 204 yds carpeting, 288 yds

American leather

Harris, G. P., Soarfe 4 Co. £137 sewing

machines, £181 varnish

Hart, H. 4 J. £65 glassware

Miller, J. Anderson 4 Co. £120 furniture, £10

mgs

Morray, D. 4 W. 101 yds carpets, 130 Bq yds

floorcloth, £140 iron grates, £262 slate

mantelpieces, £75 paperhaDgings, 4,468

yds blankets, £24 brushes

Spioer, G. 15 o horsehair, £17 wood manfa

Thompson, J. A. £10 varnish

Tickle, W. W. 4 Co. £39 brashes

Alexandria—Deare, F. D. & Co. [£32 [cotton

blankets

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 300 yds floorcloth

Mertens & Co. £50 musical instruments

Algoa Bat—Arnholz, W. 290 yds oarpets

Blaine, Macdonald 4 Co. £37 sewiog machines,

3 o paper-baDgiogs, 500 yds blankets

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £13 matting

Payne, G. H. 4 Co. £25 furniture

Penney, G. H. 4 Co. 24 yds carpeting

Staley, Badford 4 Co. £49 furniture

Webster, Steele 4 Co. 280 yds oiloloth

Antwerp—Dawson, Brs. £60 varnish

G. 8. N. Co. £4 glass manufacture

Holland, W. T. 140 yds carpets, £3 mats and

rngs

Byall 4 King, £5 ohinaware

SalmoD, C. J. £5 lamps

Weatherley & Co. 2 o paper hangings

Auckland—Brace, H.& Co. £16 sewing mchns

Clark, A. 4 Sons. £35 furnitnre

Dawson, Bros. £50 pianos

Dixon, B. 4 Co. £30 furniture

Frith, Sands 4 Co. £24 glassware

G. S. N. Co. £18 wood manufactures

Kemsley 4 Elkington, 574 yds linoleum

Mertens 4 Co. £150 musical instruments

Bownson, Drew 4 Co. £89 gas lanterns

Bahia—Clark, J. 4 Co. £5 glassware

Batavia—Pitt 4 Soott, £30 clocks, £30 lamps,

£30 looking-glasses

Short, Short 4 Co. £5 lamps, £19 iron bed

steads

Barbadoes—Worsley, W. £40 wood manufac

tures

Bermuda—Tnoker, E. 4 Co. £10 musioal in-

struments

Bilbao—Max, B. 4 Co. £15 wall paper

Bombay—Baker, H. P. 4 Co. £14 glassware

Elmore, J. S. 4 Co. 55 yds billiard cloth

Grindlay 4 Co. £35 billiard materials

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. £47 iron bedsteads, 2\

c leather

Banch 4 Schaeffer, 28 yds carpets

Sewell 4 Crowther, £26 ohina, £177 furnitnre

Townsend 4 Spearing, £40 musical instru

ments

Treaoher 4 Co. £13 wood manufactures

Union Lighterage Co. 4i o leather, 1,200 yds

blanketing

Waokerbarth, J. H., £10 glassware

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £21 rugs

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. JE230 musical instru

ments

Whiteley, W. £112 apparel, 40 yds oiloloth

Boulogne—Atkins, C. 4 Co. £8 glassware

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 2,576 yds carpets, 129 o

leather, 6 c leather, 876 yds oarpets, 109 o

leather, 9} o leather, 391 o leather, 51 c

leather, 809 yds oarpets

Chinnery 4 Johnson, 2 c paper-hangings

Boulogne (continued)—

Messageries Parisiennes, 170 yds carpeting

Nollen, Henry, 4 Co. £20 chinaware, £8 fur-

niture, 351 o paper-hangings, 31 o leather.

£23 clocks, £13 ohinaware, £37 muaioai

instruments, £23 chinaware, SJ c paper,

hangings, £39 musical instruments, 480 vdi

carpet, 31 J c leather, £14 clocks, £6 sewiog.

maohine

Bahn 4 Co. 29 o paper-hangings, 4,308 yds

carpeting, 11 o paper-hangings, 16J c paper-

hangings

Bremen — Corbiere, Son 4 Brindle, 228 yds

oarpets

Phillipps 4 Grave*, 25 o leather

Brussels—Darling Bros. 31 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 736 sq yds oilcloth

Moriu & Seelig, 34 o leatber

Buenos Ayres—Holland, A. 4 Co. 3 o leather

Negretti 4 Zambra, £85 mats, £35 glassware,

£250 furniture, £80 brushes

Bushire—Sassoon, D. 4 Co. £443 ohina

Bussobau — Sassoon, D. 4 Co. £116 wood

mannfaotnres

Cadiz—Hall, J. jun. 4 Co. £39 glass manfs,£29

ohina, £15 furniture

Calcutta—Baker, F. W. 4 Co. £123 sewiDg.

machines

British India Co. 21 yds oarpets, £21 glass,

£13 iron safes, 2 c leather

Colley 4 Co. £18 musical instruments

Davis, W. B. 71 o leather

Durant, A. 4 Co. £11 glassware

Fletcher, A. W. 4 W. H. £35 looking-glasses

Harraden, S. 4 Co. £S6 glass manufactures

Hickie, Borman 4 Co. £3 chinaware

Hodgson, F. £9 brushes

Jones, J. W. £10 furniture

King, H. S. 4 Co. £110 furniture, £10 glass

ware, £28 ohinaware

Leckie, D. £15 glass manufactures

Planters' Stores 4 Agency, 4,042 yds blankets

Stewart, Gent 4 Co. 385 yds oiloloth, 240yds

blankets

Stones & Son, £116 glassware, £143 lamps,

95 sq yds oiloloth

Wallace, J. £298 glassware, £92 glassware

Walker Bros. £22 mirrors

Whyte, E. 4 Co. £53 paper-hanging

Canterbury—Hargreaves, M. £fi4 paper-hoging

Cape Good Hope—Blagden 4 Prince, 2,065 lb.

tanned leather

Blaine, Macdonald 4 Co. £3 furniture, 570

yds carpeting, 482 yds floorcloth

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £126 brnshware, £17

lamps

Grindlay 4 Co. £200 billiard materials

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £20 hanging-paper

Marshall, A. 4 o leather, £36 lamps

Stanton, J. £49 furniture, 16 c leather

Webster, Steel 4 Co. 60 Bq yds oiloloth, 690

yds woollen carpets, £41 piano

Colomba—Alston, Hamilton 4 Co. 11 1 leather

Short, Short 4 Co. £46 furniture

Constantinople—Bodocanachi 4 Co. 679 yds

carpets

Westoott 4 Laurence, £500 furnitnre

Williams 4 Geils, 327 yds carpets, £116

cocoa mats

Copenhagen—Bailey 4 Leetham, £15 matting

Leather Cloth Company, 525 fq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 527 y linoleum

Warburg, E. D. 4 Co. 157 yds linoleum

Demerara—Browne, J. & Son, £23 paper-

hangings, £190 furniture

East London—Budden, Fisher 4 Co. £133 glass

manufactures

Mertens 4 Co. £50 piano

Genoa—Chinnery 4 Johnson, £58 varnish

Ghent—Bailey 4 Leetham, £48 oarpet

France, W. 55 lb. leather

Gibraltar—Bishop 4 Co. £9 paperhangings

Parren, J. B. £32 brnshware

GoTHENBUBG—Bott, W. E. 4 Co. 10 c leather

Collison 4 Co. 6 o leather

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, £18 rngs

Hambro—Anglo-Amerioan Leather Cloth Co.

1,050 sq yds cotton oilcloth

Cheeswright 4 Co. 16 o leather

Collins, A. J. 600 yds leather cloth

Collins, W. A. 180 yds floorcloth

Dnfour Bros. 4 Co. 56 yds floorcloth, £20 rngs

G. S. N. Co. 22 sq yds floorcloth, 2 o leather

Hay W. 4 Co. 15 c leather

Kitchin, J. 4 Co. 29 c leather

Lavy C. 4 Co. £24 rugs

Leather Cloth Co. 11,145 sq yds ciloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 2,740 eq jdi

linoleum

Other entries, 24 o leather

Eosenberg, Loewe & Co. £73 rugs
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Hambro (continued)—

Salmon, C. J. 4 o leather

Schloeseer, Bros. 71 o leather

Simoosen, J. A Co. £150 rtiga

Stahlecbmidt, F. & Co. 349 yds oarpeting,

£65 piano, 3 o leather, £102 brooms, £99

mats and matt ing

Strudwick, H. 126 o leather, 17 o leather

Warburg, R. D. A Co. £28 mats, 437 yards

linoleum

Hioqo—Whittemore, B. A. 2,304 yds blankets

Horart Town—Freeland, J. & A. B. £11 glass

manufactures

Hong Kong—Escombe Bros. A Co. £165 blnkts

McGregor, Gow ft Co. 100 yds oarpets, £388

railway rugs

Reid, H. £110 needles, 68 yds blankets

Walker, A. G. 1,680 yds blankets

Watson, J. P. £70 rags

Ibrail— Bruce, Morrison ft Co. 611 yds jute

carpeting

Jersey ft Guernsey—Cheeswright ft Co. £142

furniture

Korrachee—Stntchbnry, J. & Sons, £98 carpet

Leghorn—Brocklehurst, W. T. £200 glassware

Lisbon—Churchill ft Co. 68 lb leather

Dickinson, Lloyd A Co. 28 lb leather

Madras—Boporaft & Broadwater, £570 carpet,

£220 matting

Houlder Bros. A Co. £143 glassware, £70 fntre

Larkins A Hadland, £18 glass mnfs

Oakes, Bros. A Co. 96 yds carpetB

Ortelli, J. A Co. £40 mirrors

Torromee, F. 324 yds carpet, £12 rugs

Maxta—Ferro, Hunt & Co. £50 glassware, 51

yds oarpets, £66 furniture

Mangalore—Gellatly, Hankey ft Co. £24 glass-

ware, £20 furniture

Grindlay ft Co. £16 musical instruments

Marseilles—Pasqua,T. ft Sons, 237 yds blnkts

Tuck ft Co. £8 glassware

Mogadore—Aflalo, jun. £15 glassware

Nagasaki—Walker, A. G. 18 yds blankets

New York—Head, H. ft Co. £22 furniture

Low, Son, & Haydon, £50 brushware

Meadows, T. & Co. 820 yds carpets

Wingate, W. ft Johnston, 26,160 yds carpets

Nickekie—Phillips, W. £13 wood manufactures

Odessa—Bonssin, L. 2,780 yds carpeting

Ostend—Aldridge, F. C. 48} o leather

Salmon, C. J. £12 porcelain ware

Wiener, M. ft Co. 13 c leather

Otago—Griesseliob, H. ft Co. 3$ c leather, £35

wall-paper

Penang—Killick, Martin ft Co. £501ampB

Niemann, W. T. & Co. £20 olooks

Port Alfred—Payne, G. H. ft Co. £15 har

moniums

Pobt Elizabeth—Staley, Badford ft Co. £30

furniture

Port Natal—Bullard, King ft Co. £25 musical

instruments, 4,300 yds blanketing, £286

furniture, 700 yds cotton blanketing

Dawson Bros. 2,701 yds blanketing

Durant, A. ft Co. £84 carpet, £46 farniture,

£25 matting

Harvey A Greenacre, £45 matting, £22 frntre

, J. T. Son, ft Co. £70 furniture

Port Natal (continued)—

Beid ft Bead, 400 yds woollen blanketing

Towzer, Hewitt ft Co. £14 lamps

Wolff ft Qaambnsoh, £9 china

Wood ft Parker, £20 wood manufactures

Yates, G. B. ft Son, £49 matting, £12 silvered

glass

Port Phillip—Brooks, H. ft Co. £245 paper-

hangings, £69 paper-hangings

Hoporaft & Co. 358 yds oarpets

Other Entries, £306 manufs, £11 glass manufs

Purvis, T. £335 furniture, 750 yds carpets

Boyle, A. ft Willan, £280 wall-paper

Sparrow, W. A. £10 farniture

Thompson, G. ft Co. £140 musical insts

Voss, J. ft Co. £41 leather, 168 lb. leather

Wesley, Cooper ft Co. £6 glassware

Rangoon—Piokford ft Co. 1 o leather

Bival—Schloesser Bros. 604 o leather

Rotterdam—General Steam Navigation Co,

27 o leather

Seville—Lambert, W. A., £61 carpet

Shanghai—Harman ft Mumford £72 oarpets

Killick, Martin ft Co. £45 farniture

MoGregor, Gowl ft Co. £28 rogs

Meadows, T. ft Co. £97 wall-paper

Piggot, A. 200 yds flooroloth

Short, Short ft Co. £15 furniture

Whittemore, E. A. £43 musical instruments

Singapore.—Cama, D. P. ft Co. £187 lamps

Rock, T. D. ft Co. £10 leather

Wright Bros, ft Co. £80 wood manufactures

Smyrna—H. S. King ft Co., £18 furniture

Sourabaya—Salisbury, H. W. £15 clooks

St. Helena—Wheatley, T. W. ft Co. £20 muBi

cal instruments

St. Johns—Thorburn Bros. £45 piano

St. Petersburg—Ball, W. E. £12 furniture

Piokford ft Co., £27 china

Turnley, W. J. £24 china

Stockholm—Ball, W. E. £103 furniture

Phillipps ft Graves, 46 o leather

Piatt, J. P. ft Co. 4 o leather

Warburg, B. D. ft Co. £353 carpet

Sydney—Beck ft Pollitzer, £100 musioal instmts

Findlay, Durham ft Co. £37 brushware

Green, F. ft Co. £70 glass manufactures

Hoffnung, A. ft Co. £58 pianos, £400 frntre

Hopcraft ft Broadwater, £1,452 carpet, 1,083

yds blanketing, £619 furniture

Johnson ft Allsup, £115 lamps

Kemsley ft Elkington, £306 furniture

Owen ft Graham, £367 furniture

Parmer ft Co. £759 carpet, 300 sq-yds flrolth,

£45 rugs

Potter, J. ft Co. £81 carpet, £470 organ

Wesley, Cooper ft Co. 61 c leather

Trieste—Nickols ft Colven,£95 ohinaware, £20

lamps

Valencia—Lambert, W. 341 g varnish

Wellington—Carter, S. £46 carpet, 130 yds

woollen blanketing

Hopcraft ft Broadwater, £26 rugs

Mortens ft Co. £30 musioal instruments

Nathan, J. ft Co. 1,232 yds blanketing, 2,048

yds flooroloth

New Zealand Shipping Co. £31 glass manufs,

£260 furnitnre, £36 piano

Wellington.—Voss, J. ft Co. £360 furniture

Yokohama—Irving, T. ft Co. 1 o leather

Norris & Joyner, 6,000 yds blanketing

Reid, H. 1,224 yds woollen blanketing

Shaw, Williams ft Co. £49 crockery, £10 brsha

Short, Short A Co. £25 glassware

Whittemore, E. A., 1,283 yds blanketing

Cenbers aid* Contracts.

PRICES CURRENT OF THE LEADING DESCRIPTIONS OF COLONIAL WOOL.

Description.

P. Phillip ...Fleece

Scoured

Greasy.1

HyTjXEY Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

Adelaide ...Scoured

(Jreosy

N.Zealand. ..Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

V. D. Land... Fleece

S. RrVER Fleece

Crossbred ...Australian Washed

„ Greasy

Lambs »

EXTRA.

Pieces and

Locks

Washed

Greasy..

Washed

Scoured

„ Greasy..

Capb Snow-White

,, ,, Exceptional Lots

„ Country Scoured

Western Fleece .

Eastern ,,

Natal

 

<. d. s. d.

2 2 to'2 111

2 0 ,,'2 1*

i n„ 1 Z\

1 Hi to 2 0

1 1 „ 1 11

,1 9 tol 1H

1 11 „ 1 111

i m» i a

1 11 „ 2 8

1 04 to 1 2

2 i „ 2 7J

1 8 "to "2 0

0 11

1 8

1 10

tol 0J

„ 1 9

„ 1 1Q4

1 2 tol 2J

Superior.

». d.

1 9} to

1 10 „

1

1

0 114 „

1 8 „

0 10 „

1 6 „

1 84 „

0 11 „

1 6 „

1 6 „

1 ft ,.
0 114,,

2 0 „

1 1

} 8-1 5<„

s. d.

2 1

1 11

1 2

2 0

1 11

1 04

1 9i

0 1U

1 8

1 10

1 0

1 9

1 74

1 7

1 0

2 3

1 3

0 10

1 74

5 tol 54

2 „ 1 3

Ji „ t 1

1 1 2

9 „ 0 10

Average to
Good.

I. d. $. d.

1 6 tol 84

1 64 „ 1 9

0 10 „ 1 0

1 4 „ 1 7.V

1 5 „ 1 8"

0 9 „ 0 104

1 4 „ 1 7

0 8 „ 0 9

1 34 „ 1 6

1 5| „ 1 74

0 9 „ 0 10

1 3 „ 1 5

1 2 ,; 1 4

1 24 „ 1 44

0 9 ;, 0 lOj

1 7 „ 1 11"

0 11 „ 1 0

1 2 „ 1 34

1 2 „ 1 4

0 61 „ 0 8

1 6 „ 1 64

1 3i tol

1 1 „ 1

0 11 „ 1

0 114 „ 1

0 8 „ 0

inferior to
Average.

s. d. s.

1 1 tol

3 „ 1

7

1

0 7 „ 0

1 0 „ 1

1 2 „ 1

0 6 „ 0

1 1 „ 1

0 5 „ 0

1 0 „ 1

„ 0

We shall esteem it a favour if our reader! Kill kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts
trhich may be open for competition ; and also advise us
as to any furntshinff orders, fc, which nay have been
executed by different firms

The different contracts in connection -with

the new Leather Exchange, Berinondsey, have

been carried out by the following firms :—

Messrs. Strode & Co. have supplied the gas-

fittings, and Mr. John Warne the bar and

counter fittings. The lobbies and vestibules

are paved with Minton's tiles, and the public

rooms are heated by hot-water pipes and coils

supplied by Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.

The joinery work in connection with the

new Board Schools recently completed at

Rotherham, has been executed by Mr. J.

Gardner, of Masborough.

The contract for supplying the fittings for

the Prince Edward Tavern, l'arkhurst-road,

Holloway, has been awarded to Mr. Godden.

The contract for fitting-up the Florence

Tavern, Islington, has been entrusted to Mr.

Smith.

Messrs. Clayton & Bell have supplied a

new stained-glass window for the chancel of

Roberttown Church.

The following tenders have been received in

connection with the work of laying a new pitch-

pine parquet flooring^ in the banqueting-hall

of the Freemasons' Tavern :—Mr. Whiteley,

£495. 0s. 6d. ; Messrs. Howard & Sons, £277 ;

and Messrs. Ennor Julian & Co. £205.

Messrs. C. Jeakes & Co., of Great Rus

sell-street, Bloomsbury, have supplied the

whole of the various cooking apparatus, as

well as the steam laundry, for the St. Enoch's

Station Hotel, Glasgow.

The decorative work in connection with

the new Soldiers' Home, lately completed at

Colchester, was executed by Messrs. G. Rick-

wood & Son.

1 0 „ I 2

1 0 „ 1 1

0 11 „ 1 2

0 6 „ 0 84

0 10 „ 1 6

0 5 „ 0 10

0 8 „ 1 1

0 8 „ 1 1

0 3 „ 0 54

1 34 „ 1 5

1 U.tol 3

0 111,, 1 ft

0 9 „ 0 10

0 9 „ 0 104

0 6 „ 0 7

fcpl Intelligence.

Apprentices and Piecework. — At

the Mansion House, on the 1st inst., Mr.

Henry Smith, a member of a firm of packing-

case manufacturers, of Seething - lane and

Mile-end, was summoned for the non-payment

of £2, due to an apprentice named Robbins.

The complainant claimed the sum of £2 for

the weeks ending August 9 and 23. The claim

was resisted on the ground that there was no

evidence to show that the complainant was

entitled to the amount claimed. The inden

tures were not produced by the defendant,

who alleged that they were lost; he had

sought for them, but had not been able to find

them. The defendant deposed that last

Saturday he tendered the complainant

£1. 5s. lOd. for the week ending August 30,

10s. 4d. for the week ending August 23, and

13s. for the week ending August 9, which

amounts were refused by the complainant.

Some time ago the complainant had agreed to

go on "piece-work," but on August 15 he

refused to continue on piece, and claimed £1

per week as wages. The complainant said he

was bound apprentice on June 28, 1875, and

he was in his fifth and last year. By his

indentures he was entitled to receive as wages

8s. per week for the first year, 12s. for the

second, 15s. for the third, 18s. for the fourth,

and £1 for the fifth year, which latter he was

now completing. John Robbins, his father,

gave corroborative evidence, and said he had

found fault with his son for working at

9 piece-work." The defendant remarked that
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the complainant was a most troublesome boy,

and defied both himself and his foreman. The

Alderman observed that unless the defendants

could bring other proof he must act on the

evidence given by the complainant, and he

offered to adjourn the case in order that they

might have time to do so if they could. This,

however, was declined by the defendant, who

said he would accept the decision of the Court ;

at the same time he thought the complainant

was a young blackguard. Sir Andrew Lusk

said the defendant must withdraw that ex

pression, which he ultimately did. The Alder

man said it was admitted that the complainant

was in his fifth year, and be must administer

the law as he found it. They had entered

into a contract with the complainant and they

must keep to it. He made an order for the

.amount claimed, with costs, which was

immediately paid.

Employers' Liability fob, Accidents.

—At the Oldham Police-court, on the 28th

ult., Henry Fenton, cotton-spinner, Mount

Pleasant Mill, Oldham, was charged with a

breach of the Factory Act. Mr. Hoare,

factory inspector, said the defendant was

charged with having failed on July 30 to

securely fence the engine and fly-wheel at his

factory, whereby one James Clegg was killed.

On seeing an account of the accident in the

papers, Mr. Hoare visited the mill on August 1,

and found there was no fencing as required

by the Factory Act, neither the crank nor the

fly-wheel of the engine being fenced. The

section of the Act was to the following effect :

—" Every hoist or toagle near to which any

person is liable to pass or to be employed, and

every fly-wheel directly connected with the

steam or water or other mechanical power,

whether in the engine-house or not, and every

part of a steam-engine or water-wheel is to be

securely fenced. Every wheel-race not other

wise secured is to be securely fenced near to

the edge." The penalty was one not exceed

ing £100, part of which could go to the rela

tives of a person killed or injured. The Bench

decided to view the mill for themselves, and

on their return to court they said the engine I

was not securely fenced. The defendant!

would be fined £25 and costs ; and they re- 1

commended that of this sum £20 should go to

the relatives of the deceased. Mr. Hoare |

promised to make a representation to the

Home Secretary, with whom the matter of

compensation rested. It was stated that these

proceedings would not prevent deceased's

relatives bringing an action to obtain damages

in another court if they so desired.

Alleged Featjds under the Bankbiji'tcy

Act.—At the Worship-street Police-court

last week, John Lordon, described as a leather-

merchant, of Myrtle-street, Hoxton ; Edward

Mannion, merchant, of Petherton-road, High

bury ; Robert Watson, warehouseman, of

Church-road, Essex- road, Islington; and

Thomas Summers, of Clare-terrace, West

Brompton, commission agent, who had been

apprehended on warrants, were brought up on

remand before Mr. Bushby charged with

various frauds, with conspiring to defraud the

creditors of the first-named prisoner, and with

various offences under the bankruptcy laws.

Mr. J. P. Grain, barrister, instructed by the

Treasury, appeared to prosecute. He gave an

outline of the case, from which it appeared

that a business had been carried on at 10,

Worship-street, in the name of Lordan & Co.,

leather-merchants. The other prisoners were,

however, principals in the business, which was,

it seemed, started with a capital of £4,000 left

to Lordan's wife. The premises were stocked

partially on credit, Watson appearing as the

buyer for the firm. Bills were drawn and

floated, goods were obtained to very large

amounts on credit, and were disposed of by

auction or got rid of much below value, and

some were appropriated and hidden away, so

that when the crash came goods recently ob

tained could not be found. Mr. Grain added

that the trustee in bankruptcy, Mr. Cox (Cox

& Palmer) had gone through the books and

the pass-books. Three accounts had been

kept—one at the Ludgate-hill branch of the

City Bank, another at the Capital and Counties

Bank by Lordan & Co., and one by Mannion. !

An examination of those hooks showed that

during the fifteen months preceding the filing

of the bankrupt petition, which was done on

the 10th of December, no less a sum than

£7,023. 0s. 6d. was drawn out by the four

prisoners in the following sums :—Mannion,

£4,707. 3s. 6d.; Watson, £540. (5s. 2d.;

Lordan, £2,025. 10s. lid.; and Summers,

£343. 13s. 9d. In addition to that, and within

the same period, a further sum of £0,850.

7s. 8d. was drawn out by cheques to the order

of other persons—a Mr. Ayres, who had

offices in the same premises, £272. 10s. ; a

clerk named Irving, £3,727. 17s. 4d. ; a man

named Hodd, who had been a labourer, but

whom the prisoners put into a boot-shop,

passing some of the goods to him, and draw

ing bills upon him, which the goods were

seized to meet, until he failed and had to go

to the Bankruptcy Court, £107; and several

others, making up a gross total of £17,473.

I83. 2d. That showed the money the prisoners

had divided among themselves, and the extent

of their dealing. Lordan & Co. failed for

£13,000, and set down their assets at £2,000.

Book-debts and assets produced about- £000.

The prisoner Summers, when examined before

the Bankruptcy Court, admitted that on the

5th December, five days before the filing of

the petition, he removed from the premises of

Lordan & Co. goods which he valued at about

£150. That, he said, was for money lent.

He (Mr. Grain') would, however, prove that

goods of the most expensive character known

in the trade were removed by the cartload

and taken to Summers's house at Brompton,

where they were left in the garden, in the

kitchen, and in different rooms until they

could be removed, so that all trace

of them should be lost. At the ad

journed hearing on the 2nd inst., William

West, proprietor of the North-end Reposi

tory, Fulham, deposed to receiving goods from

Clara-terrace, Brompton, the name being

" Ellis." The goods were leather, skins, and

hides. They were removed, after being sorted

in the place, in the course of the following

fortnight, and he knew they were taken to

the London and North-Western Railway. In

cross-examination, he said he only knew these

facts from what his man recently told him.

About a ton of leather had been removed. He

did not know any of the prisoners. William

lies, carman in the employ of the witness

West, was called to identify the person who

called at the repository to sort the leather, but

he said that the "gentleman " was not among

the prisoners. The witness then deposed to

the removal of the leather by van to the rail

way. Arthur Decarle, clerk at the London

and North-Western Railway, Camden Station,

proved the reception of a quantity of butts

and bundles of leather sent from Clara-terrace,

Brompton, in the name of Foley to Mr. Collins,

of Overstone-road, Northampton. Mr. Collins

deposed that he knew Summers, and had

had a business transaction with him.

On December 10 he received the letter

produced, advising him of the sending of

a quantity of leather goods. Prior to that

he had seen Summers at 10, Worship street.

That had reference to the account Summers

owed him on a previous transaction. Sum

mers then said that he was doing a large busi

ness in the boot line, and also in the leather

trade, and suggested that he should send wit

ness goods in part payment. Witness ac

cepted the terms, hence the letter. The first

was received on Dec. 17. On January 10,

Summers bought goods to the amount of

£36 of witness, as part set-off, and witness

accepted a bill for £50, which had been paid.

Summers wished afterwards for more goods,

but witness refused to supply them. Cross-

examined, the witness said that it was not

usual for him to accept goods in part

payment ; this was an exception. There were

not £5 worth of goods in the place

where he saw Summers on the second floor

of 10, Worship-street. Frederick Hodd, living

at the same address as that given by Lordan,

said he knew all the prisoners, and had known

them for years. Mannion traded in Sun-

street, Finsbury, as Stokes & Co, Witness

was with him as warehouseman at 25s. a

week. "Stokes & Co." lasted for about 1A

months, when they went into the Bankruptcy

Court. After that the firm was converted into

a company—the Leather and Shoe Company.

Mannion was the manager. Lordan was

living there off and on all the time the busi

ness lasted—about twelve months. lie some

times slept there. Watson used to call on

business. The witness was pressed as to whit

business was carried ou during the time, but he

said he never inquired as to the affairs, lie

supposed it was buying and selling, but he bid

nothing to do with that. Witness left about

the time the company was formed and went

into business. He was in business nine

months, then failed, owing £70. 3«. lOd. 8ome

six weeks after be had started Mannion called

on him as to accepting bills, and be did so.

He had accepted as many as four in one day,

and did not know what they were to be filled

up for. One day in December, on his return

ing to his shop, ne found some butts of leather,

valued at about £ 100. His wife told him that

they had come from Worship-street. Tbe

butts were there some days, and Mannion

called one evening and said that he would

send for them next day. Witness asked him

no questions. They had a glass together.

Witness delivered the goods next day. He

did not then know that Lordan & Co. bad

failed. A number of bills were put into the

witness's hands and he said he had accepted

them. Ho accepted any bill brought to him

by anybody if it was said to be for Lordan k

Co. As a fact, from the time he entered busi

ness, during the time he was in business, and

while all the bills were running, he never bad

a penny of bis own. Now he was employed

as a potman. Cross-examined, he said that at

the time he failed he owed Lordan & Co. £400

or £500. He was asked to accept tbe bilk.

Lordan & Co. were to find the money to meet

them at maturity. Mrs. Hodd was called to

prove the delivery of the butts. She also said

that she attended tbe shop during her

husband's absence. The takings averaged

about £10 weekly. At this point the case

was further remanded, Mr. Busnby refusing to

alter the amount of bail.

Compiled vitli tpecial reference to tee F^rniUre, Tkro-
ration, Upkolettry, and Drapery Trade; fro* Heart.
Gamble if llaney'e " Weekly Record."

Pabtkesships Dissolvid.

Cooper, P., E. S. Collinge, E. Collinge, and R.

Collinge, dyers, Bury, Lancashire.

Norrington, J. H., and A. K. NorrirjgtOD, iron

monger*, Chard, Somersetshire.

Oppeufaeim, E. J., and W. H. Ives, leather mcr.

chants, L'-ioester.

Woollatt, W., aid A. Tanto.ro, ]»09 mannfto-

tureri, Nottingham.

Worslry, A., aud J. Litilewood, Bilk dealers hni

dyers, Dauby Dale.

Liquidations bi Abrakoeuknt oa

COMPOSITION.

Ambler, Frederick Chtrles, and Jaa. Blackburn,

trading as Charles Ambler & Sons, wool-ooub

makers «nd braes-founders, Halifax. Aug. 22.

At G. Ehodes'e, solicitor, Halifax, Sept. 13,

at 3.

Bartb, Theodore Wm., trading as BarthiCo ,

pianoforte warehouseman, King-street Wot,

Hammersmith. Ang. 20. Gniootte, aolioitor,

Duke-street, Adelpbi.

Feather, Samuel, venetian-blind manufactnier,

Exeter-street and Hammerton.atrtet, Brad

ford. Aug. 23. At Darlington & Son's, soli

citors, Bradford, Sept. 12, at 11,

Gibson, Wm. Forrest, joiner and ironmonger,

Howden-la-Wear. Aug. 21. At J. Prona's,

soliottor, Bishop's Anokland, Sapt. 9, at 3.

Gregory, Emma Anne, ironmonger, Odibao,

Hants. Aug. 18. B. Ere, solicitor, AHershot.

Grimsley, Albert, builders' foreman, Walton-

Street, Oxford, late upholsterer, Bicester,

Oion. Ang. 21. At T. Mallam's,. stUcitor,

Oxford, Sept. 1G, at 11.
Halliday, James, brush manufac-urer, St.

James-street, Bacup. Aug. 20. At the
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Wheataheaf Hotel, Fennel. street, Manchester,

Sept. 9, at 3. Sandriog A Taylor, solicitors,

Rochdale.

Hea'ey, Benjamin, leatber.cnm'er, Batley.

Aug. 18. J. Ibberson, solioitor, Dewsbury.

Holland, Joel Artbar, timber-merchant and

wood-turner, Devonshire-street and Barston-

stnsj , both Leicester. Aug. 18. At Wright

A Hiucks', solicitors, Leicester, Sept. 8, at 3.

Leary, George David, late timber- merobant,

Richmond.road, Dalstnn. Ang. 18. At

Everett A Smith's, 105, Cheanside, Sept. 10,

at 3. W. B. Philp, solioitor, 37, Walbrook.

Moore, Henry, ironmonger, Longford.buildings

and Dover.street, late Oxford-street, all Man-

cneswr. Ang. 23. Sntton A Elliott, solici

tors, Fountniu.Btreet, Manchester.

Peck, Robert, undertaker, De Grey-street, St.

Joho'r-Wood, Cottioghim, Yorkshire. Aug. 18.

Mends A Peony, solicitors, Hall.

Piitchard, John, and Herbert Pritchsrd, brash

manu'actarers, Castle-Btreet, London-road,

Derby. Ang 18. At York Hotel, Derby,

Sept. 9, et 2. J. Potter, solioitor, Derby.

Richmond, Wm., ironmonger, Stokeslfy, Yorks.

Aug. 14. J. W. Teale, solioitor, Middlesbrough.

Riddel, Robert, ironmonger, Shudehill, Man.

cheater. Aag. 18. At J. Gardner's, solicitor,

Coper-street, Manchester, Sept. 6, at 10.

Siockdale, William, leather-merchant, Bridge,

row, Darlington. Ang. 21. At W. R. Wooler'e,

solicitor, Darlington, Sept. 9, at 11.

Tomlinson, James, cabinet- maker, East Dereham.

Aug. 22. At Wright A Bit ton's, solicitors,

E«st Dereham, Sept. 8, at 2. W. M. Barton,

solicitor.

Wales, Henry, joiDer, Ac, Hilda-street and

P-ray-street, both Hall. Aug. 18. At T.

Spurr'e, solioitor, Hall, Sept. 10, at 11.

Western, Ueorge, brush manufacturer, Dnion.

square, Wakefield. Aug. 23. At A. R. Lake's,

solicitor, Wakefield, Sept. 8, at 11.

Adjudications op Bankruptcy.

C illlogs, George, timber-merchant, Commercial*

road, Laudp >rt. Aug. 19. At C. 0., Ports.

mouth, Sept. 9, at 12. Kenny, Reg.

Norton, Charles, blind-maker, Ball, street,

Kensington. Aag. 20.

Sprostoo, John, leather-dresser, Middlewioh,

and Newton-by-Middlewich, Cheshire. Aug.

14.

Trustees Appointed.

Bartlett, John S. (Bkt.), dealer in worksjof art,

Kiug-street, St. James. Trustee, A. H. P.

Snow, accountant, 56, Gresbam-street.

Bellman, Henry (Liq), upholsterer, St. Anne-

street, late Moss-street, both Liverpool.

Trustee, F. R. Price, accountant, North John-

street, Liverpool.

Bracewell, William (Liq), picture.frame dealer,

Ha'ifax. Trustee, B. B. Cowgill, druggist,

Sosrerhy Bridge, Yorks.

Heapy, Edwin H. (L'q), upholsterer, Derby.

Trustee, J. Andrews, accountant, 8, Iron

monger-lane, London, and W. Parker, ac-

oonntant, Derby.

Jones, David (Liq.), trading at Leicester and

Birmingham as D. Jones A Co., tanner, Dol-

gelly, Meiionetbshire. Trustee, J. E. Edwards,

accountant, Chester.

Woodward, Robert (Liq.), trading as R. Wood

ward A Co., ironmonger, Newcastle. Trustee,

T. Gillespie, ac.-onutaut, Newcastle.

Woolf, Julia (L-q.), trading as Charles Lewis A

Co., at Edgware-road, and as Woolf A Co., at

Derby, dealer in works < f art, Yere. street,

Uxford-street, and Warrington - gardens,

Maida-vale. Trustee, S. L. Solomon, 39,

Baker-street.

Wright, William S. (Liq ), ironmonger, Glnssop,

late Had field, Derbyshire. Trustee, D. West,

accoon-aDt, Hyde.

Dividends.

Boyes, Robert and Joseph Dawson (Liq.),

painteta and decorators, Bradford. 1st and

final dividend of 2s. 3d., on and after the 1st

Sept., between 10 and 3, at France & Bolton's,

3, Exchange, Bradford.

Deoham, Charles (Liq.). leather merchant,

Hoddersfield and Milnsbridge. 1st dividend

of Is. 6d., at J. Sawyer's, 3, Adelaide-place,

London-btidge, London.

Pilling, David C. (Liq.), tanrer, Malvern and

Stoarport. 1st and final dividend of 2'. 2id.,

at H. Preen'*, 1, Mill-street, Kidderminster.

Spence, William, and William F. Forbes, trading

as Spence, Forbes & C >. (L<q.), leather

dressers, Leeds. 1st dividend of Is. 6d., at

J. J. Kent's, 55, Basiogball-street.

Sequestrations.

Allison, Thomas, carver and gilder, 151, Baa*

ohiehall-street, Glasgow. Aug. 23, with pro

tection. Claims by Deo. 23. Agents, Key-

dens, Stran/, A Girvao, Glasgow.

Macadam, William, timber • merchant, late

Ruohill S*w Mills, Maryhill-road, Glasgow.

Aug. 20, with protection. Claims by Deo- 20.

Agents, Simpson, Kirk, & Donaldson, Glasgow.

Dividends under Sequestrations.

Hill, D. A Co., saw-millers, Ao., Glasgow. First

of 4s. per poind, at R. Blyth's, 115, St. Vin

cent-street, Glasgow, on and after Sept. 6.

Hodsoo, W. T. A Co , brassfoanders, GarrioV.

street, Ayr. Second and final, at T. M.

M'Lintook's, 87, Sr. Vincent-street, Glasgow,

on and after Sept. 6.

Prott, William, tanner, Ac, Hrtntly, Aberdeen

shire. Firat, at North of Scotland Bank,

Huntly, on and after Sept. 1.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Gillies, Hugh, looking . glass mannfaoturer,

Ardgowan . street, Gla'gow. Trustee, J.

Bruce, 72, Waterloo-street, Gla»gow. Com.

missioner, P. M'Ewan, South Cobnrgstreet,

and W. Macmillan, of W. Macmillan A Co.,

ship smiths, both Glasgow, and J. Elliott,

George- street, Edinhnrgh.

Smith, Jsme*. joiner, Floors, Johnstone. Trus

tee, J. H. Ferguson, 71, Qu-'en.street,

Glasgow. Commissioner, J. Ljle, Middleton,

Kilbaroban, farmer; J. Barr, Glasgow, engi

neer; and W. Guy, Johnstone, tailor.

Discharges Granted and Bankruptcies

Closed.

Crankshaw, William, flook manufacturer,

Cannon- street, Bronghton-road, Sa'ford. The

property has been realised and a dividend of

Is. 9d. has beeu paid. Bankruptcy closed

Aug. 14.

Gibbine, William Henry (Bkt ), house deoorato r

Greenwich. Discharge granted Oct. 27, 1869.

Guy, Charles John and Frederick Spenoer Guy,

tradiug as John Guy A S >ns (Bkt.), cabinet

makers, South-street, Finsbnry-market. Dis

charge gi anted.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A second general meeting of the creditors of

Thomas Walters, timber-merchant, Bridgewator.

street, Manohes'er, was held on the 1st inst. at

the offices of Messrs. Sale, Seddon, Hilton, A

Lord, solicitors, when the resolutions passed at

the adjourned first meeting, for the payment by

the debtor to his creditors of the full amount of

their debts, with interest at £5 per cent., by

four instalments at two, four, six, and eight

calendar months respectively, was confirmed. .

A general meeting of the creditors of James

Foulkes A William Horatio Foulkes (oarryingon

business in co-partnership as James Foulkes &

Son), machine joiners, Nob. 4 and 353, City-road,

Hulme, and at other plaoes, was held on Satur

day last, at the York Hotel, Manchester. The

principal creditors were represented by Messrs.

Hardiugs, Wood, A Wilson, and Messrs. March

A Butterworth, solicitors, and Mr. Marshall

Preston, accountant. The debtors' offer of a

composition was unanimously declined, and,

after a lengthy discussion, the meeting dis

solved without passing any resolution.

An adjourned first meeting has been held in

the case re Raggett, Williams, and B-°adon,

before Mr. Registrar Pepys. The bankrupts

were auctioneers, at 56, Gresbam-street, and

they were adjudioated upon the petition of

Messrs. Guioness, Mahon A Co., bankers,

Dublin. Mr. Doria appeared for the petitioning

creditors, and Mr. Toppin for the bankrupts.

Upon examination by Mr. Doria, the bankrupt

Raggett said that the statement of affairs was

not yet completed. The assets were probably

about £1,500, subject to the realisation of the

book-debts, and he estimated the liabilities at

about £7,000, but did not pledge himself to

these figures. Mr. Doria eaid that the object

was to obtain a quorum of creditors, and he

asked for a further adjournment. The Regis

trar said that as this wss the seoond meeting

withont a trustee being appointed, the oase 1

must be reported to the Court in the usual

way. He could not compel creditors to pot in

their proofs so as to form a quorum.

BILLS OF SALE.

Bedford, Robert, joiner, 78, Herington-Btreet,

Sunderland, for £27, to David Joseph. Filed

Ang. 21.

Bratkowski, Joseph, furniture-dealer and cabi

net-maker, 20, St. Paul's.street, Sw mu'a

Estate, Hull, for £14, to Marks Feldaian.

Filed Aug. 21.

Child, Timothy, joiner, South-terrace, South,

street, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, for£193. 16s. 9d.,

to Charles R. Soholes. Filed Aug. 16.

Cowinge, Alfred, ir jntnongir, West House, Win-

latou, Durham, for £25. hU., to laidor Sum-

merfield. Filed Aug. 21.

Diokinson, Thomas, flxtk manufacturer, 200,

Ha:liwelI-road, Boltoo, fur £150, to Martha

Markland. Filed Aug. 20.

Drinkwater, Thomas Holbrook, window-blind

maker, Stockport-road, Lerenshulmo, near

Manchester, for £47, to John Morton. Filed

Aug. 19.

Eaton, Willi im, ironmonger, 2, B.ickineham-

road, West Derby, Lancashire, for £310, to

Union Loud, Ac. Co. Filed Aug 21.

Goldman, Marks, pioture-frame-maker, Ac, 50,

Padiham-road, Burnley, for £75, to Nathan

Lazarus. Filed Aug. 21.

Hall, Jjhn, furniture- broker, 42, Normanton-

mad. Derby, for £14, to Harris M. Beirnstein.

Filed Aug. 21.

Hanson, Ann, ironmonger, 101, Main-street,

Biogley, Yorks, for £123. to National Mercan

tile Bank. Filed Aug. 22.

Lee, Daniel, npholsterers' fringe-maker, 13,

0;i jideu Park-road, C>m len-road, for £14. to

National Mercantile U ink. Filed Aug. 16.

Long, Al'red, cabinet-maker and blind manufac

turer, 57, E'erton-road, Birkdale, near South-

port, for £ 16, to Woolf Levy. Filed Aug. 22.

Maohio, William, piotnre-frame maker. 64,

Hope-street, Hanley, for £7. 5i., to Joseph

Harris. Filed Aug. 23.

Major, William, wood-turner, 61, George.lane,

Sheffield, for £12. 12s., to Edward Greavei.

Filed Aug. 19.

Parry, Thomas, victualler, timber.tnerchant,

Ac, " Grngan Arms Hotel," and Bryn steam-

mills, Groesloo, near Carnarvon, lor £125, to

Woolf Levy, riled Aug. 16.

Randle, Caleb, trading as Baughen A Co., furni

ture-dealer, 43, Kensington-road, South port,

for £120, to Express Loan, Ac, Co. Filed

Aug. 16.

Rawlin, Edwin William, joiner, Chapel-street,

Greasboroogh, Yorks, and John Thomas

Rawlin, joiner, Maria-street, Greasborough,

York', fur £37. 10s., to Edward Hanson. Filed

Aug. 16.

Redgate, Kdward, joiner, 24. Roaengrave.street,

Derby, for £13. 10s., to Harris M. Beirnatein.

Filed Aug. 21.

Riokerby, Josepb, joiner, Greenside, near Ryton-

oo-Tyne, Durham, for £21, to David Joseph.

Filed Aug. 21.

Seymour, John Henry, picture-frame manufac

turer, North-street, Havant, Hants, for

£20. 10*., to Isaac Cohen. Filed Aug. 19.

Slater, Joseph, upholsterer, 23, Ashdown-street,

Kentish Town, for £23. 15s., to Henry Speller.

Filed Aug. 18.

Smith, Alfred Josiah, undertaker, 178, B-omp-

ton.rosd, for £56, to Ambrose Bradbury. Filed

Ang. 19.

Smith, Mark, mattress-maker, 8, Newcastle-

street, Bui well, Notts, for £11. 15s., to Morris

Davis. Filed Aug. 16.

Toby, Georgtoa, laoe manufacturer, 5, Edward-

street, Hampetead-road, for £27, to Imperial

Deposit Bank. Filed Aug. 18.

Weait, James, cabinet-maker, 51, Hall-park,

Paddington, for £16, to National Mercantile

Bank. Filed Aug. 21.

Wright, Edward, ironmonger, 91, Clapham-road,

Surrey, for £10. 10s., to Ambrose Bradbury.

Filed Aug. 22.

French. Patents.—The number cf French

patents have for many years exoeeded those

secured in this country, and we learn from a

reoent return that during the last ten years no

fewer than 43,403 patents have been tak en out

for new inventions in France. The reason for

this preponderance of Frenoh inventions is, of

course, that while patents are excessively dear

here, tbey are exceptionally cheap in France.
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Crabe Conges, t£r.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscribers in London
as well at in all parte of the Country trill kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changes, or tend ue
any Jottings of general tnterett to the Trade* tee
represent, Bu to doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thit Department of the Ftkiitum

GiZlTTI.

Messrs. Green & Kino, cabinet-makers,

nave determined to rebuild their premises at

100, New Bond-street, and have accordingly,

for the time, removed from there to Nos. 1570

and 372, Edgware-road, where their principal

factory is situated.

The firm of Burton & fKitching, uphol

sterers, Park-road, Clnpham,has been dissolved.

Mr. W. S. Burton continues the business.

Messrs. Brown & Murray, ironmongers,

of Haddington, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. James Murray continues the business.

Mary Weir has retired from the firm of

J. & M. Weir, glass-merchants, of 9b, Glad

stone-place, Edinburgh.

Messrs. Welham, Sparrow & Smith, rug

manufacturers,Tottenham-road, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. W. W. Smith continues the

business.

Messrs. II. & F. Leake, lathe-makers,

Longton, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Henry Leake continues the business.

The firm of Carter Bros., upholsterers, &c,

of Roxborough, and Harrow Station, Harrow,

has been dissolved. Mr. T. P. S. Carter con

tinues the business.

Messrs. Harrison & Chorlton, brass-

founders, Brinksway, Stockport, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Charles Chorlton continues

the business.

Messrs. Ford & Ogborne, cabinet-makers

of Southampton-parade, Bristol, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. G. J. L. Ford continues the

business.

An order has been made for the winding-

up of the Anglo-American Leather Cloth

Company (Limited). Mr. H. Kendrick, of 99,

Gresham-street, has been appointed liquidator.

All claims must be sent in by October 1. The

company was formed in June, 1871, with a

nominal capital of £60,000, in £10 shares.

There were originally thirty-six shareholders,

who held between them about l,2o0 shares.

Mr. W. Lee has retired from the business

of polishing-powder manufacturers hitherto

carried on by him in conjunction with Messrs.

W. II. Akester and J. W. Moses, at New-

castle-on-Tyne.

Mr. J. Aldney has retired from the china

manufacturing business hitherto carried on by

him at Longton in conjunction with Messrs.

Day.

Mr. J. T. Aldred has retired from the

firm of W. Wilson & Co., warehousemen, of

Wood-street.

Mr. W. Meakin has retired from the firm

of J. & S. Meakin, earthenware manufacturers,

Hanley and Stoke-on-Trent.

Messrs. J. Wontner Smith, Son, & Co.,

gas and water engineers, have taken premises

at 10, Finsbury Pavement.

Messrs. Wells & Co., iron and marble

merchants, of the Commercial Ironworks,

Shoreditch, have taken Mr. George G. Turner

(late with the firm of Turner & Co., engineers,

Marylebone) into partnership.

Messrs. W. B. Fordham& Son, of York-

road, King's Cross, have accepted the sole

wholesale agency for the United Kingdom for

Messrs. Gard & Co.'s self-cleaning chemical

plate, polishing, and jewel cloths, &c.

Messrs. Jones Brothers & Co., of

Wolverhampton, have taken premises at 12,

Devonshire-street, Bishopsgate-street, where

they purpose keeping a stock of coal-vases,

tea-trays, waiters, steel travelling-boxes, wash-

stands, baths, enamelled hollow ware, stamped

tinned hollow ware, and general tin and Japan

wares. The warehouse will be under the

control of Mr. Manttan.

Messrs.Brown & Underhill have opened '

premises at 170, Upper Thames-street, as

manufacturers of stoves, ranges, &c. Mr.

John Brown, jun., one of the partners, had

been eleven years with the Carron Company

in the same street, and Mr. Underhill ten years

with Messrs. Aahton & Green (Limited), be

sides fourteen years with Messrs. Yates, Hay

wood & Co.

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Oldham County Court on behalf of John

Howarth and Samuel Law, tanners, curriers,

&c, of Smithy Bridge, near Rochdale. The

liabilities are £4,900. Mr. John Gledhill,

auctioneer, Todmorden, has been appointed

receiver.

Reports of Companies.

Civil Service Supply Association (Limited).

—The half-yearly general meeting of the mem

bers was held on the 28th nit. at the City Ter

minus Hotel. Mr. W. B. Roberts presided, and

in moving the adoption of the report, an abstract

of which appeared in last week's Furniture

Gazette, said that in February a hope was ex

pressed by the committee, and he believed

found a cordial echo from the shareholders, that

the time for agitation had passed, and that in

future the association would have a period

of peace and repose; bat the various notice*

of motion on the paper dearly told them

that this hope was not altogether realised. That,

too, he would remind them, was not, perhaps, the

most opportune moment for agitating for still

farther changes in the constitution of the asso

ciation. For some months past a Parliamentary

committee had been sitting on co-operative

stores, and when he said co-operative stores

tbere was no doabt that the attacks made had

been principally against this association, and

he repeated that he did not think the present

oritical juncture was the time to alter their

front, for whatever they did would be mis.

coostrned. The motion) to extend their con

nexion, for instance, however good in its

spirit, might, be thought, be deferred for some

other occasion ; and if, on the other hand,

they tried to conform to the demand and outcry

made, and registered themselves as a joint-stock

company, it would be taken as a eigu of weak

ness and claimed as a viotory by the traders

opposed to them, and induce still farther oppo

sition on their part. He might mention that

thej committee of management had given the

snbject of the Parliamentary committee their

moBt anxious consideration, and used every

means to insure the interests of the Association

being protected. One of the members of the

committee was present at every meeting of the

Parliamentary committee, they had supplied

themselves with fall notes of everything that

transpired, and had prepared a statement in

whioh, he believed, when they saw it they

would Bay tbey had satisfactorily pat before

the publio the objects and operations of the

Association, satisfactorily refuted the misrepre

sentations made by the tradesmen's witnesses,

and done all they could to remove the erroneous

impressions the publio might have gained from

the incorrect evidence given before the Par

liamentary committee. The committee had

received permission to sit again, and they would

still have an opportunity of laying their case

before the committee of the House of Commons.

Referring to the balance-sheet, he said the point

which would naturally strike them moBt was tbe

increase in the working expenses. Tbe prin

cipal cause of this was the large addition they

had made to the staff of employes at both the

City and West-end establishments, in defe

rence to the members' wishes. The increase in

tbe salaries from this cause was no less than

£6,000. They had now 996 men in their employ,

being an increase of 196. Theinoreasein the item

of carriage waa through the greater privileges

given to the 6s. ticket-holders in the London

district, and to the increase in their hardware

and ohina and glass business. The whole of

the departments were working very satisfac

torily. Tbe profit on the half-year's working

was £8,000, and they must remember that

they paid 5 per cent, on the whole of their

working capital. A great part of that capital

was looked np in buildings, and therefore un

available for trading purposes. They were pay

ing 5 per cent, on the whole of the capital, and

something equal to a bonus of 10 per cent, pe

annum. There were many trifling circum

stances which had conduced to increase tbe

working expenses this time ; but he thought

they might look for a decrease. The old gua

rantee fund had disappeared from the liabili.

ties, and the greater portion of it bad been

transferred to the surplus fund aooonnt. Mr.

Milligan having seconded the motion, s long

discussion followed, in the course of which

complaint was made of the increase of the ex

penses, which it was said was greater in pro

portion than either the inorease in tbe sales or

tbe profits. The chairman, in reply, said they

had gone into new branches of business, given

additional accommodation, and tbey now had

well-furnished, spacious premises ; and alto

gether thiogs had improved as compared with a

few years ago. The report was unanimously

adopted, and the proceedings having lasted

three hoars, the meeting was adjourned sine die,

the consideration of a long list of resolutions

being deferred. A vote of thanks to the chair

man closed the meeting.

Jfarititatt anb Carpet Resigns.

Tlie following is a List of Ornamental Design*

the Copyright of which has been registered by.

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending tlie 2Hth ult. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, end

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as " fur.

nituret."

■ " • ' Completely Registered.

338,559. MoBirney, David, and Robert Williams

Armstrong, trading as D. MoBirney & Co., of

Belleek Pottery, Fermanagh. Class IV.

Aug. 22.

338,651. Wood & Wright, of 46, Mosley-street

Manchester. Class XI. Ang. 23.

338,689-90. Dalglisb, R., Falconer k Co., of

Manchester and Glasgow. Class XI. Aug.

25.

338,693.4. Welch, George, of Merton, Surrey.

Class XI. Aug. 25.

338,703. Bourne, Henry, of 18 and 19, Ludgate-

hill, Birmingham. Class II. Aug. 26.

338,727-30. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain,

street, Manchester. Class XI. Aug. 26.

338.733. Williams, W. F., & Co., of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill.Btreet. Class II. Aug. 26.

338.734. Siemens, Frederick, of Dresden, Saxony.

Class III. Aug. 26.

338,851-2. Nairn, Robert, and Michael Barker

Nairn, trading nnder tbe firm of Michael

Nairn & Co., of Kirkcaldy. Class YI. Aug.

27.

338,853-64. WilliamsoD, James, & Sons, of Lan.

oaster. Class VI. Ang. 27.

338,872. Bates, Gilden, & Walker, of Dale-hall,

Barslem, Staffordshire. Class IV. Ang. 27.

338,875. Holmes, James Sykes, of 73a, 1

street) Manchester. Class IV. Aug. 28.

Useful Designs Completely Registered.

6,201. Northoote, S., A Co., of 28 and 29, St.

Panl's-ohurohyard, London, for a canopy

support for bassinettes. Ang. 22.

6,203. Farrow & Jackson, of 18, Great Tower-

street, City, for a bottle Btand for flagons and

like vessels. Aug. 27.

fetters $attnt.

 

will be happy to afford them publicity for their incentieut.

Applications fob Letters Patent.

3.379. Robinson,', W. H., of Brighton, for im

provements in means or apparatus employed

in the cleaning of knives and forks. Aug. 22.

3.380. Ford, A., of Cbanoery-lane, for improve

ments in the manufacture of ornamental cords,

fringes, furniture coverings, and other similar

artioles. Aug. 22.

3,385. Freakes, R., carpet-planner, of 3, Sack-

ville-street, Southsea, for improvements in

carpet stretchers. Aug. 22.
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3,391. Jefferies, J. E.,of Yeo Bank, Congresbnry,

Somerset, for improvements in producing

printed, embossed, or perforated matter, and

in the reproduction and transferring of

written, drawn, or printed matter or patterns

otherwise produced and in appliances to be

need for these purposes. Ang. 22.

3,397. Vayriot, A., marble-ontter, of LnneVille,

France, for improvements in mechanical hand

saws. Aug. 23.

3,399. Blake, I., commercial traveller, of Aston,

near Birmingham, for improvements in sbips'

lamps, which improvements may be applied

wholly or in part to other lamps. Aug. 23.

3,403. Leech, F. L., of 16. Westbourne-grove,

Cheetham-hil), near Manchester, and £.

Holland, clerk, of Halliwell-land, Cheetbam

bill, for the securing of windows either open,

half open, or part open, or dosed full, and also

to be self-acting. Aug. 23.

3,405. Cushing, E , of St. John's Wood, for an

improved indicator bolt or fastening for doors

Aug. 23.

3,408. Pieper, C, 74, Belle Alliance Strasse,

Berlin, S.W. Prussia, for an improved look-

stitch sewing and embroidering machine. A

communication from G. Delisle, M., R. C, & J.

Gritzner, of Gurlacb, Grand Duoby of Baden

Ang. 25.

3,412. Stansfield, B., loom-jobber, and I. Grind-

rod, watchmaker, both of Boohdale, for an

improvement in shuttles for weaving. Aug.

25.

3.415. Bertram, L. B., of 37, Park-road, New

Wandsworth, for improvements in oil-lamps.

Aug. 25.

3.416. Pickles, O., of Burnley, for improvements

in looms for weaving. Aug. 25.

3.417. Burslem, G., of Stockport, for improve

menta in piokers used in looms for weaving.

Ang. 25.

3,424. Davidson, J. G., glass.manufactnrer, of

the Teams Glass Works, Dunston, for im

provements in the mode of finishing pressed

or moulded glass tumblers and other like

articles. Aug. 25.

3,429. Roberts, E., timber merchant, of Buthin,

for improvements in domestio fireplaces.

Ang. 26.

3,432. Edwards, J., of 21, Cassland-road, South

Hackney, for improvements in looks. Aug. 26.

3,440. Smith, J., engineer to Messrs. Walter

Crum & Co., of Thornliebank, Benfrew, for

improvements in apparatus for washing and

otherwise treating woven fabrios with liquids.

Aug. 26.

3,442. Kerby, 0., of Camberwell, for a liquid

composition for preventing the sweating or

steaming of glass. Aug. 26.

3,445. Clark, A. M., of Chancery.lane, for im

provements in dyeing and printing with cer

tain derivatives of aniline and other similar

colouring matters. A communication from

C. Collin and Henri Lenioque, both of Paris.

Aug. 27.

3.451. Lake, W. B., Sonthampton Buildings, for

improvements in machinery for spinning wool

and other fibrous materials. A communi

cation from J. Abbott, of Philadelphia.

Ang. 27.

3.452. Hollingworth, J., of the firm of Hutchin

son, Hollingworth & Co. (Limited), machine,

makers, of Dobcross, for improvements in

looms for weaving. Ang. 27.

3,458. Lake, W. B., for improvements in re

volving stands for books and other artioles.

A communication from F. G. Johnson,, of

Brooklyn. Aug. 27.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

846. Holden, I., of the firm of Isaao Holden &

Sons, machine wool-combers, of Bradford, for

improvements in apparatusemployed in comb-

ing wool and other fibres. Maroh 3.

970. Wigfield, T., in the employmeatof Messieurs

Blackburn & Attenborougb, of Nottingham,

for improvements in machinery and apparatus

applicable to machines employed in manufac

turing ribbed looped fabrics. March 12.

974. Gedge, W. E.,of Wellington-street, Strand,

for improved means and apparatus for drying

woven fabrics. A communication from A.

Delharpe, of Tarare, Franoe, finisher. Maroh

12.

Note.—Messrs. W.P.Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

'" i to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

1,102. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for

improvements in candlesticks. A communi

cation from A. J. Smith and E. W. King, both

of Ukiab, California. March 19.

1,011. Davidson, S. C, of Belfast, for improve-

ments in stoves or heating apparatus. Maroh

14.

1,038. Williams, G. J., of the firm of Williams,

Brothers, & Co., brassfonnders, of Birmingham,

for improvements in connecting door and

other knobs to their spindles. Maroh 15.

1,095. Adams, J., of Glasgow, for improvements

in gas-stoves. March 19.

1,462. Johnson, J. H., for improvements in the

production of glazed or enamelled materials

A communication from A. Gouault, of Paris,

April 15.

1,540. Lees, Thomas, engineer, of Park Foundry,

Hollingwood, Manchester, for improvements

oonnected with combination saw benches.

April 19.

1,629. Rumney, W., of Manchester, for im-

provements in the method of and apparatus

for printing upon oaliooes and other fabrics.

April 25.

1,927. Parry, J., of Sale, for improvements in

the fittings or "movements" of swing looking-

glasses. May 14.

2,065. Stent, H., of Stratford, for an' improved

mortising chisel. May 23.

2,317. Heinrichs, C. F., of Guildford-street,

Kussell-square, for improvements in apparatus

and arrangements for puncturing or perfo

rating materials for use as stencils. June 11.

2,380. Robertson, M., bleaoher, of Foxbar, near

Paisley, bleaoher, for improvements in airing

textile fabrics in the finishing process, and

machinery or apparatus to be used therefor.

June 16.

2,450. Jensen, P., of Chancery-lane, for im

provements in circular saws. A communica

tion from W. A. Torrey, of Montolair, New

Jersey, U.S.A. June 19.

2,544. Lake, W. R., Snuthampton-buildingB, for

improvements in furniture-casters. A com

munication from J. H. Schlott, of Freeport,

Illinois, U.S.A. June 25.

Uefos, Botes, uitb Comments.

Price of Coffin-Furniture.—A meeting of

coffin-furniture manufacturers has been held at

Birmingham, when it was decided that in future

the improved black price-list of registered fur

niture will be used for all colours. This c raise

has been adopted with the view of simplifying

the price-list.

A Long Ladder.—Mr. Robert Stephens, the

ladder, step, and trestle maker, of the Harrow-

road, and Green-street, Paddington-green, bas

turned out what is described as, perhaps, the

longest ladder ever made in England. Its sides

are constructed of foreign deals, it has 111 oak

rounds, and is about 75 ft. long.

A Giant Baft.—The greatest raft whioh has

ever yet been sent down the Mississippi passed

lately the town of Davenport, in Iowa. It con

tained 3,538,924 cubio feet of timber, and

1,000,000 logs and 9,000,000 laths were piled

np on its surface. Its destination was New

Orleans.

Bamboo Cultivation.—A prize has been

offered in British Guiana for the best essay on

the cultivation of the bamboo, with practical

suggestions as to the best means for laying out,

oropping, and cultivating a plantation, such

plantation being on a scale capable of supplying

a faotory annually with 5,000 tons of young

stems.

Leeds Creditors' Association.—At a meet

ing of the committee, held on Monday, Mr.

W. B. Burton, who has been secretary and

manager of the Bradford Creditors' AsBooiation

since its fotmation two years ago, was unani

mously eleoted secretary and manager of the

Leeds association. The committee hope to

have the association at work in two or three

weeks.

Closing- of the Bradford Art-Gallery.—

The exhibition of pictures and other works of

art, in the Central Free Library, Darley-street,

Bradford, was closed on Saturday evening,

having been open since May 28. In round

numbers there have been 25,000 visitors, inclu

sive of students. The classification shows 698

admissions by season tioketB, 3,831 at one

shilling eaoh, and 5,038 at sixpence. Since

Jane 21, when the admission was reduced to

threepence, 14,609 persons have paid that sum,

1,544 students have been admitted by ticket,

bringing the total receipts for admission up to

£600. The expenses have not been ascer.

tained, but it is believed that the receipts will

cover them.

Art Exhibition at Lubeck.—The great

success which attended the recent exhibition of

Weatphalian antiquities at Monster1 and the

previous exhibitions of historical art at Cologne

and Frankfort has aroused the Senate and

burghers of the old Hanseatio city of Lubeck

to make a similar display. Accordingly, an

exhibition has been opened there of antiquities

conneoted with art and industrial occupations

and of artistic productions of the Middle Ages.

The Bristol Joiners.—The joiners and car

penters have followed the example of the

masons, and a large number of the men have

returned to their work at the halfpenny per

hour reduction. The notice of rednotion was

given by the employers in November last. Or*

behalf of the strike committee it is, however,

alleged that more than 700 carpenters and

joiners are receiving the old rate of pay (7id.),

while about seventy men are still on strike.

Fire at a Furniture Dealer's.—On the

26th ult. a fire broke out on the premises of

Mr. T. Lithgow, furniture dealer, Market-place,

Middlesbrough, for many years known as the>

" Leeds House." Three stories of the building,

containing furniture and timber, were in the

course of some three and a half hours gutted.

An adjoining warehouse, also belonging to

Mr. Litbgow, containing some £200 worth of

furniture, escaped out of a total stock of furni.

ture, Ac, valued at sums varying from £5,000"

to £10,000.

The Late A T. Stewart. — According to

American papers, the Btory of the theft of the

body of Alexander T. Stewart from its grave-

in St. Mark's Cburohyard, New York, last No.

vember, has been again brought forward. It is

asserted that the body has not yet been re

covered, although Judge Hilton knew of its

whereabouts and the haunts of the thieves as

long ago as last January. The thieves, according

to the story, tried to enter into negotiations

with Judge Hilton, with a view to a compromise,

through the agency of ex- Postmaster P. H.

Jones. It would appear that no compromise

has been effected with the thieves, and that

they are still beyond the reaoh of the law.

Cabinetmakers' Wages in America.—The

following statement emanating from the State

department of the United States compares the

rate of wages paid to various classes of skilled

mechanics in that country with those paid in

Europe. For this purpose the prevailing weekly

wages in New York city are compared with those

of England and Belgium :—

Belgium. England. New York
• c. Sc. S 8-

Cabinetmakers... 4 80 ... 7 70... 9 to 13

Carpenters 5 40 ... 8 25 ... 9 to 12

GasfitterB 5 40 ... 7 25... 10 to 14

Painters 4 20 ... 7 25... 10 to 16

The lower New York rates are about those paid

for the respective classes of labour in the other

large American cities, while in the rural dis

tricts wages are not quite so high as in the

oities.

Price of Tapestries in America.—Addi

tional evidence of the improved state of trade in

the United States is afforded by the fact that

Borne of the leading tapestry manufacturers

have just raised their prioes. The Roxburg

Caipet Company announce that in consequence,

of the oontinued advanoe in oost of materials,

tbey have been forced to advanoe their prices

2£ oents per yard. The same course has been

followed by the Alex. Smith & Son's Carpet

Company, New York, whose present prices are

as follows :—

* * Tapeatries, per yard 72 \ cents.

* » i ?"i ■>

Extra „ „ 82* „

Double extra „ , 87i „

Messrs. W. A F. Sloane have notified a similar

advanoe. Retailers seem to have been hardly

prepared for this united action on the part of

manufacturers.

A Bosnian Fair.—The annnal ten days' fair

of St. Peter has lately been held at Livuo, one-

of the most importaut towns on the western

border of Bosnia. From its position on the high
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road into Dalmatia a great deal of traffio and

merchandise passes through it, together with

large quantities of oattle. This fair, to whioh

goods from Austria and Constantinople sr*

brooght by the various merchants, is attended

by great numbers of people from Sarajevo,

Travnik, Varzar, Skoplje, Duvno, Giftmoo, and

all along the Dalmatian border. Forty large

booths are ereoted in the main street and rented

during the fair by the foreign merchants, who

offer for Bale English cotton and printed goods,

silks from Saxony and Austria, shawls from

Venice, wood, glass, and leather • work from

Vienna, and Turkish saddlery. The neighbour

ing towns, too, send their local wares, and the

peasants for many miles round bring the pro

ducts of their domestic industry.

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and

Joiners.—A public meeting in connection with

the Nottingham branoh of the above Society,

was held last week in the Eteter Hall, the

occasion being the presentation of £100 acci

dent benefit to John Wilkinson, a disabled

member of the Nottingham brunch. The chair

waB taken by Mr. Councillor Gregory, who in

the course of his opening remarks contrasted

the state of things respecting pay-days among

workmen now with what they were in the time

when be was a journeymen in the joinery trade.

At the same time he acknowledged that men

belonging to trade nnions might ask too much,

bnt it was in human nature to err, and trade

associations were certainly not only beneficial

to workmen themselves but also to the country

at large, as tbey saved a great deal of the rate,

pajers' money. Several other speakers having

addressed the meeting the proceedings were

brought to a olose with the usual vote of

thank*.

The Jute Trade ofDunkirk.—An interest,

jng experiment is being tried at Dunkirk—viz , .

that of shipping the jute direct thither from

India, instead of, as heretofore, sending it to

Great Britain and transhipping it to Dunkirk.

It is believed that the manufacturer will save

at least 7a. 6d. per ton] by this change of route. |

If the attempt succeeds, Dunkirk will gain a

still further advantage oyer Dundee, tbe gain

being already in favour of the former town in

tbe matter of wages, working-hours, and general

expenses. The imports of jute into Dunkirk

bave been pretty steady for tbe last few years,

and seem ^disposed to ioorea°e, viz. :—1873,

15.265,140 kilogrammes ; 1874, 10,258,000 ;

1875, 13.787,919 j 1876, 14,450,003 j 1877,

13,666.870 j 1878, 15,463,841. The exports of
yarn likewise show an increase, being 343,405

kilogrammes in 1877 and 639,865 in 1878. Tbe

bulk of this was sent to Scotland and Holland.

Velvet Importations into the United

States.—All the velvet which has been shipped

during tbe present season to America has been

detained by the Customs' offioera for alleged

under, valuation. It appears that the appraiser

in almost every case advanced the declared ;

value from 20 to 40 per cent., the advanoe also

.carrying with it a peialty of 20 per cent, of the

value of the invoice. The principal reason

given for tbe advance was that tbe invoiced

prices were below the rates obtained at sales

made in New York. The importers appealed,

and a re-appraisement was ordered. A large

importation, the invoiced value of whioh had

been advanced 25 per cent., wai made a test-

rase, and Mr. Eames, of the firm of Messrs. H. B.

Claflin & Co., was appointed merchant-appraiser

to act with the general appraiser. Evidence

was taken on both sides, and ultimately Mr.

Eames reported in favour of increasing the in-
•vo'ce value 9} per cent., whioh iuorease wonld

not carry a penalty. The general appraiser

adheres to the original advance of 25 per cent.,

with a penalty of 20 per cent. The final de

cision of the collector on the two r» ports had

r.ot been given when the last mail left.

Proposed Telephonic Exchange. — An

effort is being made to eatablish a Lancashire

Telepbonio Kxohacge on the American model.

Tbe advantage to business men of being placed

in instant speaking communication with persons

at a dirtsnce is too obvious to be enlarged upon.

In Chicago and other important cities of the

United States, tbe Telepbonio Exchange is

already an established institution. The propo

sal is, to connect subscribers' premises by means

of telegraph wires with a central olEce, and to

use Bell's telephone, with Blake's transmitter,

as the medium of communication between one

subscriber and another. The prooess of work

ing is extremely simple. Each wire will have

attiohed to it an electric oall-bell, and the olerk

in attendance at the central office will, imme

diately be is called upon, place any two sub-

soribers in communication by simply connecting

tbe wires of receiver and transmitter. Tbe

receiver's attention is attracted by means of the

electric bell, and conversation can be carried on

between the two with ease and privacy. Th

Chicago Telepbonio Exchange, which has bees

in operation about thirteen months, has already

more than 1,200 subscribers.

Proposed Reduction of Wages in the

Potteries —At a meeting at the Queen's Hotel,

Hacley, on Saturday, of the representatives of

thirty of the lsrgeet earthenware and ohina

manufacture g linns of Hanley, Stoke, Loogton,

Kenton, Boralem, and Tunstall, the question of

workmen's wages was considered. Owing to

the prolonged depression of trade, and tbe very

low prices of all classes of goods, conseqnent

principally upon foreign competition and the

heavy duties charged by tbe Unitd States, it

was resolved unanimously tbat a red notion of

wages of pottos' workmen was expedient to

meet the exigencies of trade. With a view to

decide as to the amount of tbe drop and the

future scale, the secretary of the Masters' Asso

ciation was instructed to issue a oiroalar to such

of tbe firms as were not present, end to thus

obtain a return of wages rates paid in 1871 and

1872. The reduotion will affect over fifty

thousand workpeople, including hundreds of

women and children. It is stated tbat this

step has been anticipated by the men, and that

there will be no resistance, the notices when

received will be either agreed to or submitted to

the Potteries Board of Arbitration.

New Inventions at the Sydney Exhibi

tion.—The London committee for the Sydney

Exhibition suggested some time ago to the

Government of New South Wales the advisa

bility of passing an Act on the model of 33 and

31 Vie cap. 27, for the protection of unpatented

inventions exhibited at the Sydney Exhibition.

Those of our readers who intend to exhibit new

inventions will be gratified to learn that this

suggestion has been oarried out. Tbe most

material part of the Act, whioh has been pissed

by the New South Wales Legislature, is the

3rd section, whioh is as follows :—" 3. The

exhibition of any new invention at any exhibi

tion shall not, nor shall tbe publication during

the holding of such exhibition of any descrip

tion of such invention, nor shall tbe user of

such invention for tbe purposes of such exhibi

tion and within the building or place where the

same may be held, cor shall the user of such

invention elsewhere by any person without the

privity and consent of the author or designer

thereof, prejudice tbe right of the exhibitor

thereof, if be be the author or designer thereof,

to apply for letters of registration for such in

vention under the Patents Aot, nor shall tbe

exhibition of such invention invalidate any letters

of registration which may be granted under the

Patents Act in respect of such invention."

The East London Museum.—Mr. S.

Meilish writes to the Times oomplaining of the

look of contribution of articles of instruction

and amusement. " The reverse of the bamnness

prevailing at Betbnal-green," he says, "ianotioe-

able at the South Kensington branoh, where the

place is literally orammed with fine art contri

butions of every description ; and I think it

would be nothing but fair that an occasional

loan should be made to our benighted building.

The space there is not one-fourth occupied, and

the downstairs portion is principally adorned

with specimens of cereals and fruit models,

which, I think (not wishing to exsggerate), have

been there from tbe opening of the building,

and might well now be lent for the edification

of our brethren at the favoured West-end." We

hardly think that these complaints and charges

are snob as can be substantiated. If Mr.

Meilish ever visited the Museum while Sir

Richard Wallace's unrivalled collection was on

view, or that of the Prince of Wales's Indian

presents, or even inspected the display of furni

ture that was recently held at Bethnal.green, he

should know that his assertion as to " lack of

articles of instruction" is altogether unfounded.

We have gocd reafon to believe that the Food

Collection whioh he affeots to despise is much

a ppreoiated by the frequenters of the Museum

Commissions to Directors of Co-operative

Stores. — Tbe question of commissions to the

directors of the co-operative associations has

exoited interest among the curious. In some of

these companies the members of the board have

a commission on the gross amount of the sales

over and above their salaries ; and where tbe

business aasumes large proportions tbe commis

sions must far exceed the salaries. If the

amounts tbat go into the directors' pockets from

this source were set forth in the accounts, says

the World, the shareholders would be startled.

It seems there are different ways of securing

these commissions. It came out at a stormy

meeting of tbe shareholders of the London and

Westminster Supply Association the other day

that the directors wore in the habit of taking

tlieir commissions in the shape of goods at the

stores. Some £3,000 figured in the accounts as

money owed to the oompany by tbe five gentle

men who have the control of its affairs. By the

artiolea of association, it appears tbey were en

titled to 1 per cent, on tbe gross sales, and

tbey took tbe value in goods. It was an in

genious procedure ; for by the very means taken

to pay themselves the managers of course swelled

the gross total on which they could olaim their

percentage. In these circumstances some of

the shareholders, donbtful of tbe reality of the

profits from which it is proposed to give them a

dividend, have applied for an injunction to

restrain the directors from paying oue. It

remains to be seen whether or not they will be

able to make out their case.

Different Materials for Ploors.—With

Englishmen carpets are almost iu universal

use as floor coverings, although they are fre

quently objected to from hygienic reasons. On

the Continent carpets are not so indispensable

as with us, but tbe different materials used for

floors abroad are for the most part ill-adapted

for our climate. The marble of Italy is too

cold and too costly ; wood is the moet healthy,

but if it is parquetried its expense becomes

great ; if it is waxed and polished, as it is in

France, the polish is cot durable, requiring con

stant attention and re-waxing, and admits the

dust between the boards, and with this incon

venience all the ills that dust is capable of pro-

psgatiog, while the expense of oak floorings is

great ; cement pulverises with nse, and stain*

cannot be taken out ; the moBaio and the

flooring which are in use throughout Venetia

beautiful as they are, are cold, and hence un

healthy, and when once they commence to wear

out are difficult to repair. Terra-cotta tiles,

like cement, in course of time pulverise, and are

easily stained, defects to which bricks are also

subject; enamelled tiles soon lose their surface,

only some of the modern tiles made by our

great firms being able to be used when such are

necessary. For England, where carpets are

rendered necessary by the climate, a custom

adopted throughout Belgium, of painting the

boards with several coats of paint, might be

oftener practised than it already is. In winter

the carpet can be laid down over suoh a floor,

and in summer raised, its place being supplied

by a few light rugs.

"Kneelers for St. Paul's Cathedral."—

Philologists have erewhile pointed out the com

parative poverty of our language, whioh com

pels us, for example, to nse a word like "box "

to express eight different meanings. It has,

indeed, been asserted that the same charge holds

good in a greater or less degree of some six

hundred other words. Our Yankee cousins have

stiuck oat a short and easy way for overcoming

this difficulty ; they never halt for want of a

word either in speech or writing. If the ordi

nary vocabulary does not supply an adequate

term to express the writer or speaker's mean

ing, he coins a new one on the spot. Only tbe

other day, for example, we came across tbe fol

lowing pithily, if not classical ly expressed, sen

tence concerning the life of a San Franoisoo

oitizen :—" Mr. Jones felodeceed this morning

successfully. He hymeneated three year*

ago, and be will be sepulchred to-morrow.'*

Tne American language indeed abor.ods with

terms of equal unmistakable snggestiveness

whioh seems to have been hit off originally to

save tedious circumlocutions. It would seem

as if this word-coining mania, or, perhaps more

correctly speaking, this abuse of the Queen's

EogliBb, hod spread to this side of the Atlantic,

for a day or two ago we noticed in a shop-

window in Oxford-Street the following announce

ment : " Kneelers for St. Paul's Cathedral."

This startling legend did evidently not import

tbat automatic worshippers were to be had

within, either on sale or hire ; it implied nothing

so sacrilegious as tbe Buddhist praying-machine

of tradition ; it was simply intended to convey
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to the paF8er-by the fact that the proprietor of

the shop had on sale cushions which might be '

used for kneeling upon. The individual who

hit off this senseless phrase evidently agrees

with the French philosopher that language was

given to men to oonoeal their meaning.

Emigration of Workmen.—The scheme

which has been organised to encourage and

promote the emigration of skilled operatives is

being taken up actively in different parts of the

country. On the 2nd inst. a large meeting of

factory operatives was held in the Mechanic*'

Institution, Burnley, with a view to consider to

what extent emigration might put a obeck to

♦he downward tendency of wages. Mr. David

Holmes presided, and mated that the meeting

had been called in pursuance of a resolution

passed a fortnight ago. Since that time there

had been reductions in the hours of labour.

On Saturday last there were two distinot oaseB

i f reduction of wages without any notice, and

iu one case the reduction was 3d. per piece.

That kind of thing must come to an end, and it

would depend upon their action as to whether it

came to an end speedily. Individual strikes had

little effect, and they now proposed to consider

by what means the amount of surplus labour in

the market could be reduced. It was evident

that the weavers in Burnley were behind iu the

race, and it appeared that emigration was the

only remedy for them in their present position.

There were three things for them to consider—

first, emigration ; second, migration ; next,

whether their scheme should be confined to

factory operatives, or should embrace persons

of all trade?, since if a man were a stonemason,

probably seme members of his family worked

at a mil). A resolution was passed unanimously

that an emigration association be formed in

Burnley, to embrace all oiasees of workmen.

The scheme is to embrace emigration only, and

arrangements weie made for carrying it out.

The Plate of the Norwich Corporation-

—At one of the meetings of the Norfolk

Arobseolcgical Society last week, Mr. Lambert

described the plate, sword, and maces belonging

to "the corporation of Norwioh, which were

exhibited. The plate was, ho said, a marvellous

display, unequalled by any seen by the Archico.

logical Congress, except in the city of Bristol.

The specimens could not have been made by

English but by Flemish workmen. They were

characterised by the Italian taste, and seemed

almost to have been the production of the same

artUt. The "salt" was a very magnificent

jjeoe of work. The flagons were those in whioh

ordinarily the wine was drawn from the public-

house where they sold the sack. The object if

what was called the " billet" or " button " was

this. As the flagon carried a large amount of

liquor, and was very heavy, the tap9ter put the

" billet" through his button-hole, so bb to sup.

port it, -when full, from falling. Tho two silver

flagons were of the date 1694, William III. '1 he

jug and dish were very similar to those at Bristol.

The date of the dish was 1663, the time of

Charles II. He could not allow the term " mace

head," as applied to the " implement" from St.

George's Company. It was the staff head of

the beadle staff of the Guild of St. George. With

regard to " the Elizabethan mace," Mr. Lambert

said he never saw anything like it be fere. It

was stated to be of orystal; some of it was

crystal and some not. No doubt it bad been

repaired at various times, because it was exces

sively tender. That it had got a crown wos

very likely, but he did not apprehend that it

was of the date claimed for it. It looked to

him like a manufactured article. There was no

date upon it. It was very handsome. The

Corporation maces were very fine specimens.

Although the silver flagons bore the Tudor rose

they were made in the time of William and

Mary.

Potteries Board of Arbitration. — The

annual meeting of this board was held at tho

Queen's Hotel, Hanley, on the 28th u'.t., the

president, Mr. James Maddook, in the chair.

Letters were read from Messrs. Hughes (of

Bnrslem) and Edwards (of Fenton) relative to

strikes which had taken place some time ago

at their works, when the omployers refused,

although requested by the men, to submit the

questions in dispute to the Board of Arbitration.

Both letters said that in the disputes there was

nothing to arbitrate upon, the men struck work,

and others were immediately found to fill their

places. Mr. C. Bloor commented strongly upon

the action of these gentlemen in not submitting

it was with

them as with other manufacturers in the district,

who showed a great reluotance to submit the

difficulties between themselves and workmen to

arbitration, and he argned that if the board

were to be of permanent good, masters as well

as men must show their willingness to seek its

aid in cases of dispute. In that

district employers and men held an

enviable notoriety for freedom from

Btrikes, and if they wished that c

amicable relationship to continue-

they onght, when difficulties arose,

to at onoe submit them to ttie board.

Officers for the ensuing year were

then appointed. It was resolved to

request Lord Lichfield to art as nm.

piie, and the chairman, vice-chair

man, and secretaries were re elected,

the thanks of the meeting being

given to them all for their services

during the past year. The Chair- ^

man, in thanking the meeting for

the vote of thanks aoeorded him,

congratulated the board upon the

fact that during the past year

there had not been any oase of

dispute requiring the intervention of the

umpire.

will not be perpendicular to the treads, and if

they are not pieced in width they will not fit

in with the flat-lying part of the Btair-carpet.

L. B. L.

350. Planning a Carpet —Let A C K B

J G be an irregular.Bided room for which a

E. 

(Dur " Sjjort-<£nbs " Corner.

Tns " SnoBT Enrs " Comrsit.— Thlt column contain com-
...■<■■:, tuck at Hint*, Suggettiont, Quettiont, and

Repliet from inquiring Workman; it it a Repository of
Practical Experience on all subject*. Every Cabinet
maker knotc* the value of the thort-end corner in the
workshop. It will not do to cut a lift, plankfor a piece
H in long and 2 in. tquare, neither can a tcorkman be ex
pected to parchate un expensive volume fur the take of
tiro or thrre itemt of information ; thi* it a just reason
vhy the Shorf-Sndt Corner nhould be icidely appreciated
amongst the clatte* for vho>e benefit it hat been opened.
By helping each other workmen will help themeelvet.

REPLIES.

348. Stair-carpet. —Folding the carpet on

winder stairs always looks very olumBy. J. H. V.

will find that the use of stair-rods under the

nosings of the treads as well as at the baok

edge of the treads will materially improve

the appearance ; that if, two rods and four

2 3 4 • f

■IFA A A A

Fig. 1

eyes for each step. Tho only right way is to

cut the carpet as nearly as possible in continu

ation of the pattern, without serious waste as

follows :—Fig. 1 represents a series cf winding

steps j 1 to 9 are intended for the risers, which

are Gin. high; ABODE represent the stair-

carpet. The carpet will not require cutting

until we arrive at riBer No. 6. If we measure

the bevelled joining at 6, we find it is longer than

a square out across would be ; the carpet for

this riser will therefore be out separate, and

made as wide as the joint is long by cutting off

 

one border and inserting a piece. Anexaot pattern

must now be made of tread C, and this will be

sewn to riser No. 6; then riser No. 7 will be

cut and pieced, and pattern cf tread D stitched

to it, and so on. When all are cut and joined, the

carpet, when laid on tho floor, will look like fig.

2, but when placed on the winders it will fit ex

actly. If the risers are not cut separately they

correctly.fltting carpet is required. Strike a

chalk-line on the floor from A to B. From the

oorner C make C D perpendicular to the datum-

line A B, placing a mark at D. From E mark

the same at F. Then from the other side of the

line from G mark off H, and from J mark K.

The marks D F H and K will then represent

the places of perpendiculars from the various

corners of the room. If the distances of these

corners from the datum-line, and the distances

of D F, tfcc, from A be marked upon a rough

sketch, all will be done that is necessary for

laying down the lines for the carpet. A prac

tical way of finding the perpendiculars is by

the help of a divided straight-edge and a

square, as thowu at F H G. This enables the

distance to be measured at the same time that

tho perpendioular point is found. If the work.,

is Bet about systematically no sketoh will be

required. All that is necessary is to enter the

figures in three columns, the centre one con

taining the measures on the datum-line, the

left-hand one the distances of the corners to

the left, and the right hand one the correspond

ing ones on the other side. The measurements

for the room represented by our diagram will

Btand thus :—

8 G (c d) 6 6 (a d)

8 3 (e f) 13 0 (A F)

14 6 (A H) 9 9 (o h)

20 5 (a k) 3 10 (J k)

21 6 (a b)

Diagonal, 20 0 (c g)

If the diagonal c o be measured, it will be a

test lor the accuracy of the other measurements,

though not absolutely neoessary. The sides

need not be measured, since they will come out

all right as results. The carpet having been

laid on the sewing-floor of the workshop, a

datum line is chalked upon it, and the abovet

measurements (middle column) are marked upon

it ; from these square lines are drawn right or

left, and measured off according to the data set

down. Join the outer points, and an accurate

plan of the room is obtained. W. D. B.

Useful pints.

0

Black Steel Bronzing1.—A steel bronze is

obtained by wetting the brass or oopper articles

with a diluted solution of chloride of platinum,

and slightly heating. This bronze will some

times scale off by friotioo. It may also be

obtaiued by dipping the cleansed copper into a

weak warm solution of chloride of antimony in

hydrochloric acid. Bat sometimes the colour is

violet instead of black.

French Polishing1, Wood Stains, ho.—

Mahogany Stain i Dissolve alkanet root in clear

linseed oil, apply with wadding or rag onoe or

twice. If the stain is not dark enough put

some red saunders in polish, or varnish, strain

through fine muslin before using. Ebony

Stain .- Dissolve some size, add to it Bume lamp,

black, strain, then apply with brush, paper with

fine sand-paper, put black in polish or varnish,

straining as before. Polish for Pitch Pine :

Dissolve 2 cz. of white shellao in i pint of

rectified spirits of naphtha or spirits of wine,
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apply with wadding, thus :—Take a piece of

wadding about 8 in. square, fold in tightly to

about 2 in. round, being flat at bottom to tonoh

the work, which being done we call it the

rubber ; pnt the rubber against the month of

the bottle, tip np the bottle so as to jnst wet

the face ofrubber, apply to work lightly at first,

bearing harder as the wadding gets dryer; be

anre and work the rubber out dry before apply,

ing again, repeat the operation till the work

appears to have a bright surface, then take

another piece of clean wadding having a piece

of thin print stretched over, sprinkle it lightly

with spirits (the best way to do this is to have

a cork in the bottle with a slot cut in one side),

then apply, rubbiog quickly and lightly, bearing

-on as the work getB brighter and clearer. When

using polish put two or three spots of linseed

oil on rubber, or it will stiok to the work; the

oil will be fetched off by the spirits at last using

no oil to spirit rubber. To make a varnish take

2i oz. of shellao, dissolve in pint of rectified

spirits of naphtha or spirits of wine, ', oz. white

rezin, i oz. gum sandaraok.

,JforijjC0iMitg Jfnrnifort Salts.

Sept. 9.—Mefsrs. Hnrrell, Socbell & Masterman,

at Fir-hill Lodge, Lower Sydenham.—At 12

o'clock.

Sept. 11.—Messrs. Bogers & Chapman, at 45,

St. George's- road, South Belgravia.—At 1

o'olock.

Sept. 11 and 12.—Messrs. Sexton & Grimwade,

at Hadleigh Hall, Suffolk.—At 10.30 o'clock.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office : 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHABF,

35, WHABF EOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BEITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The mnit extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KELSEY k Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Factomes.-JIILTOX 8TEEET, LONDON, E.C.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

G4, Clement Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decoratire ReponMe and Manufacturers of
Archileo'nral Metal Work.

Choir Screens,

Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Rail-

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Orates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,

Sconces,
Communi o 'n

Services,

And Domestic Ornamental- Metal Work of all description* .

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' designs,
or prepare special d.sittns for all classes of Metal \\ ork
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Bepousse Work, which is highly decorative, rind
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles

of Architecture. Established 23 V

 

BOOTH 8s POX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHAISTTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA1TTJPAOTORY AT C ORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPBES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

^^^^^^^ MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS. ^^^^^ WOOD GARViNGS,

 

150,000 ft. super, in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

1$. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Mil:
Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Turfin's Patent), S-IC inch Thick, prepared on three deal baok laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old eaiatiig deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

 
♦ Ornamental

Parquet.

* Deal Backing.
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1TOTICE.

FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Will Bi Published Shobtlt,

Cnwn 4io., in Stiff" Board), Price 2». W., Poif Frtt, 3«.

THE

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Ordcri for Copies BhouU be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,

81, GBEAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'8-

LNN.F1ELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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UPHOLSTERING MATERIALS.

No. VLT.—FF.ATHEB.S and Down.

J^aigB, EATHER beds, in past times one

fiTMarffw °f tho cherished possessions of

■fwR^S^ the thrifty housewife, and

jZBsgjfj! handed down by will from gene-

ig^fe^*! ration to generation, have of late

iif IP? years to a great extent gone out

*f, of use, anotion having gained pre

valence that they are unhealthy ;

and wool or hair mattresses, hard and uncom

promising, have been substituted—in the

opinion of some a poor exchange for the

yielding softness and luxurious cosiness of the

old-fashioned feather bed, ensconced within

the curtains of the now equally old-fashioned

four-poster.

Feathers and down are essentially bed-

appliances of northern countries, their elas

ticity and warmth engendering qualities re

commending them as eminently suitable for

the stuffing of couches upon which the

wearied may repose during the slumbers of

the night. In southern regions the warmth

they impart is objectionable, and they are only

used for the purpose of softening the hardness

of the couches or for pillows on which to rest

the head. Amongst the nomadic races of early

Asia, the bed was either the skin of a beast

spread on the floor of the tent, with a stone for

a pillow, or not unfrequently the turf or the

sand of the desert. Thus we find Jacob sleep

ing in the open air, with his head resting on a

stone, when he dreamt of the celestial ladder.

Be it observed, by the way, that, according

to popular belief, this identical stone is the

one now in Westminster Abbey under the

Coronation Chair. The Greeks and Romans

reclined upon couches to take their meals, and

at night slept upon them. These couches had

an under-stuffing of hay, chaff, or tow, over

which was a thin bed of feathers or down, and

above that originally a goat's skin, but after

wards, as luxury advanced, richly-embroidered

coverlets, called " Stragula " or " Toralia,"

whence the modern term " Toralium " applied

by Messrs. McLintoch, of Barnsley, to their

down coverlets. The pillows, cushion-shaped,

were of lamb or goat-skin, stuffed with hair.

The ancient Britons slept on rushes, strewn

on the floor, until the Romans taught them to

make straw mattresses. Until quite recently

these rush beds were common in some parts

of Wales. The Highlanders of Scotland re

posed on loose heather, and at the present

time beds stuffed with heather are commonly

used, even by many of the better class, who

contend that it makes a more luxurious couch

than down. As late as the thirteenth century

the peasantry of England slept on bags of

rushes, the higher ranks alone using straw

mattresses, which were continued, even in

Royal palaces, down to the fifteenth century,

when feather and down beds began to be

used, but were considered a luxury fit only

for Royal personages. Thus, in 1434, Joan,

Counters of Bergavenny, left by will " a bed

of gold swans, with tappeter of green tapes

try, with six pair of sheets, six of blankets,

six mattresses, &c, and he r bed," of cloth of

gold and leopards with three mattresses, three

fustian blankets, &c. From their descrip

tion, these were evidently costly State

beds, and yet were supplied only with

straw mattresses. On the other hand,

Edward, Duke of York, grandson of King

Edward III., who was slain at Agincourt in

1415, bequeathed, amongst other furniture, a

" bed of feathers and leopards, and all the

furniture appertaining to the same." After

this they soon began to be used by lower

classes of persons, as we find that, in 1542,

Nicholas Wordesworthe, Chantry Triest at

Crawley, in Sussex, " being hole of mynd,

&c," made his will, in which occurs the

following:—"Item, I gyff to Willm., Mr.

Ffenner's son, a fether bed and a bolster." In

the wardrobe account of James I. is the fol

lowing entry, on occasion of the marriage of

the Princess Elizabeth :—" Item, paid to John

Baker, our upholsterer, for 1 bed, 1 bolster,

and 2 pillows of Milan fustian, filled with

down and covered with silk, &c." In the in

ventory of the effects of Robert, Earl of

Leicester, at Kenilworth Castle, made at his

death in 1588, occurs :—" A principal bed of

downe, the tyke (tick) of Millan fustian, in

length ij yards, 3 quarters and in breadth iiij

breadths of the said fustian," and another

" special bed of downe, the tyke being viij

quarters and striped allover with blew, with a

bowlester to the same " ; after which come

nine other " beds of downe " and ninety

" fether beds of different sizes and bowlesters"

and seventy pillows.

For a long period in Germany it has been

the custom in winter to sleep between two

beds, stuffed with feathers, down, or cotton

wool, which gave rise to the eider-down quilt.

This luxury, however, could only be enjoyed

by the richer portion of the community in con

sequence of the cost, but since these coverlets

have been made of the down of the Arctic

goose, of silk-down, and of cotton-wool, from

their comparatively lowness of cost a much

larger number of persons is enabled to revel in

the luxuriousness of a bed-covering combining

great warmth with extreme lightness of weight.

Formerly feathers of any kind were used for

beds, but now those of the goose are almost

exclusively employed as possessing greater

elasticity, and being freer from certain oils

that emit an unpleasant odour which it is

difficult to remove. They are of different quali

ties, the white being preferred to the gray,

and the Dantzic to either. They are purified and

prepared for use by being steeped in lime-water

for three or four days, washed in fresh water,

beaten to expel dust, and then steamed. They

come chiefly from Russia and the shores of

the Baltic, whilst those of English growth are

the product of the fen lands around the Wash,

where there are goose farms, the breeders being

termed " Gozzards " (gooseherds), who pluck

the smaller feathers five times a year, at

Ladytide, Midsummer, Lammr.s, Michaelmas,

and Martinmas, but the larger feathers are only

plucked twice a year. The process of pluck

ing is said not to give the goose much pain

and those feathers only are taken which are

"ripe" and come out easily. Those taken

from the goose after death are not equal in

quality to what are termed " live feathers."

A superstition once generally prevailed, and

is not yet extinct in some remote corners, that

a person could not die easily, his death-strug

gles being prolonged, if his bed or pillow con

tained feathers of game-fowl or pigeons ; and

it was customary, if this were suspected, to

remove them, and substitute others, in order

that the sufferer might pass away " comfort

ably," and more quickly.

The finest down is that of the eider duck,

an inhabitant of the Arctic and sub-Arctic re

gions', living and breeding on the sea-shores,

and abounding in Labrador, Iceland, Greenland,

Norway, and reaching as far south as the Faroe)

Islands. The gray down, which is so much

prized, grows on the breast, and is plucked

thence by the bird to line its nest, and is taken

from the nests for commercial purposes, but is

immediately replaced by the duck, until its

breast is left quite bare. "The eider-down,

even on the spot, in Norway and Iceland, sells

very dear. It is so elastic and so light that

two or three pounds of it, though pressed into

a ball that may be held in the hand, will so

swell as to fill a large bed. A female in her
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nest gives commonly half-a-pound of down,'

which is reduced to one-half by cleaning. The

down from dead birds is of little worth, hav

ing lost its elasticity."

The down of the Arctic goose is equally

warm with that of the eider duck, but is not

so light. And heavier still and less warm are

silk-down and cotton-wool, besides being

much less elastic, which causesthem to undergo

a species of felting or coagulation into lumps ;

still they supply a prevalent want, that of a

bed-covering possessing greater warmth and

lightness than blankets, combined with lowness

of cost.

For other particulars relating to feathers,

see the Furniture Gazette of Nov. 11,

1876 (p. 287), and of Feb. 10, 1877 (p. 71).

TIMBER TRANSPORT IN THE BLACK

FOREST.

A LARGE proportion of the Black Forest

people, who number about 300,000, are

employed in the cutting and transporting, by

road and water, of the chief product of their

land, i.e., timber.

Formerly all the timber was floated down

the various streams into the Rhine. Very

much of it is now conveyed by road and rail

way ; but fortunately for lovers of the pictur

esque, the old method is not wholly out of use,

and rafting—Hoh-Fliisserei, as it is called—

still forms for the stranger one of the most

attractive features of Black Forest life.

The following description of the method

pursued in floating the timber, is extracted

from Mr. Seguin's recent work on the Black

Forest

The pines having been sawn off a little

above the roots, are slid down the mountain

or hill-side where they have grown, into the

never-failing stream, which flows rapidly,

over boulders and amid rapids, through the

valley. Here they are pierced at each end,

and tied together with willow roots, in rows

of from four to ten, according to the width of

the stream. To this roughly-constructed raft,

a similar one is joined, also tied with willow-

roots. To this another and another are added,

until, perhaps, as many as thirty lengths of

tall pine-trees have been joined. To the fore

most a sort of rough bow—a hollowed tree

trunk is usually fixed, and the last section of

the raft is fitted with a rudder, formed of a

stripling pine.

The frail, extraordinary-looking craft is now

launched on its rapid voyage. A man stands

at the bow to steady it, the water flying up

between the trees and drenching him at every

yard. Another is at the helm. All along the

raft, men furnished with poles or oars move

rapidly from section to section, guiding here,

restraining there, and at times having to use

all their strength to cling on, liable to be

swamped at every moment, as the raft rushes

madly along with the impetuous torrent,

dashing over rapids, and through narrows, and

over boulders, twisting and curving as it

follows the intricate windings of the stream,

" like a thing of life," not precisely after the

fashion in which we ordinarily apply the term,

but rather in the form of a huge, black,

wriggling serpent, which seems to swim

rather through than upon the surface of the

stream, sending a rolling wave before it, which

surges up and through the tree trunks in a

thousand hissing eddies.

As may well be believed, the navigation of

these rafts requires no little skill, care, and

knowledge of the locality ; and the extreme

rapidity with which they are carried over the

seething water, seems to the uninitiated on

looker simply a mad career towards destruc

tion. As a matter of fact, however, the streams

are so shallow, that little real danger exists.

Where the narrow mountain-stream flows

out into the scarcely less rapid river, the rafts

are widened and joined to others, until in time,

when the broad and stately Rhine is reached,

they are built up into those floating villages,

which may so often be observed upon the

river, some of them, it is said, 700 ft. long.

These constructions are very peculiar.

They are formed of several layers of trees

placed one on the other, and planked over

with rough deal so as to form a deck. Upon

this are erected various small huts and cabins;

for the Rhine-raft carries often a population

of not less than three or four hundred persons,

the boatmen being accompanied by their wives

and families, while cows, fowls, and pigs, are

also carried for the use of the crew ; and we

are assured that the domestic economy of an

East Indiaman, or an English man-of-war,

could hardly be more complet*. A well-

supplied boiler is at work night and day in

the kitchen ; the dinner-hour is announced by

a basket stuck on a pole, at which signal the

pilot gives the word of command, and the men

run from all quarters to receive their rations ;

while the consumption of provisions during

the voyage is stated to be almost incredible, it

having been calculated that, from the time of

the construction of the raft until it is sold, no

less than 45,000 lb. of bread, 30,000 lb. of

meat, 15,000 lb. of butter, 10,000 lb. of cheese,

500 tons of beer, 8 butts of wine, and other

provisions in proportion, are disposed of.

The rafts are navigated to Holland, where

they are sold, producing from £20,000 to

£30,000 each. The rafts are very frequently

the property of a company known as the

Schiner-Gesellschaft, which dates from the

sixteenth century, and which unites a vast

number of small forest-proprietors. This

company, together with the Government and

the Prince of Furstenberg, own the greater

part of the Black Forest. The timber ex

ported from the forests of the Schiffer-Gesell-

schaft alone is estimated at over £100,000

yearly, and altogether Holland is a consumer

of Black Forest timber to the amount of

£170,000 per annum.

AMERICAN VIEW OF ENGLISH

WORKMEN.

WE recently announced that the American

Secretary of State, Mr. Evarts, had

prepared a comparative statement of the posi

tion of the labouring classes in the United

States and the principal European countries,

based on the reports of American Consuls

abroad. This statement, of which a limited

number has been printed for the use of mem

bers of the United States Congress and other

officials and public men, has now been issued.

The following abstract relating to Great

Britain appears in a New York contemporary.

In addition to the information asked

for by the circular letter of Assistant-Secre

tary Seward, the reports from England

furnish a great deal of information concerning

the trade unions and the results which have

followed their attempts to resist the reduction

of wages. Thus far, it seems, the trade unions

have successfully resisted all efforts to reduce

wages ; but this success has jeopardised

England's supremacy in manufactures, and

has been the main cause of the great depres

sion which exists in all the manufacturing and

mining districts of the kingdom. In reviewing

this portion of the Consular reports, Secretary

Evarts says :—" A few years more of strikes

and disorganisation in England, and it may be

doubted whether any compromise between the

employers and the employit will restore to that

country her manufacturing supremacy. As

capital will not remain idle, nor permanently

in unprofitable investments, it may be expected

that English capitalists will seek new fields for

investment, such as the transfer of the cotton

manufacture to India, which may be said to

have already begun. Under such circumstances

nothing will remain to the British working-

men but emigration. Thus, if they drive

capitalists and manufacturers away, they

must also go. Already the British working-

men see the necessity of getting rid of

their surplus labour so as to reduce it within

the actual demand therefor, the greater portion

of them being working at present—where

they are working—on short time, to enable all

to eke out an existence. Premiums are being

now offered to those working-men who are

willing to emigrate to Australia or to the

United States by those very trade unions

which have divided capital and labour into

hostile camps, brought ruin on the manufac

turer, and poverty to the working-man's home,

rilled the Land with strikes and resistance for

years, made of the manly English working-

man an organiser of reckless leagues, and

which now offer to the English people forced

emigration. There can scarcely be a doubt

that within the next five years 500,000 Eng

lish working-men will emigrate ; indeed, should

the spirit of emigration once seize the English

mind, there can be no reasonable limit set to

the hegira. That the greatest number of these

emigrants will seek ' work and bread ' in the

United States may be fairly assumed. We

have, therefore, more interest in those people

than even their own Government ; they are

Englishmen to-day, in ten years they will be

American citizens." The average rates of

wages paid in England are given in the fol

lowing statement, which is compiled from the

various Consular reports, and contrasted with

rates paid in New York :—

Sew York.

* *

9 to 13

12 to 15

12 to 18

9 to 12

10 to 14,

10 to 16

10 to IS

12 to 18

10 to 15

10 to 14

5 to 8

12 to IS

12 to 18

8 to 12

12 to 16

12 to 15

10 to 13

15 to 25

, 12 to 18

. 10 to 15

8 to 18

. 12 to 15

. 12 to 18

. 10 to 14

, 10 to 18

. 10 to 14

. 6to 9

The prices for food in Great Britain, accord

ing to the figures furnished by the Consuls, are

fully 25 per cent, higher than at New York,

and 50 per cent, higher than at Chicago. For

instance, fresh meat in England is put down

at 15 c. to 2Gc. per lb., against 12 c. to lGc.

at New York, and 8 c. to 13 c. at Chicago. The

same disparity in prices of food runs through

the schedule. The average weekly wages of

agricultural labourers are given as follow :—

Men, without board or lodging, 4 dol. 25 c. ;

with board and lodging, 1 dol. 50 c. to 2 dol.

40 c. ; women, without board or lodging, 1 dol .

80 c. to 3 dol. 25 c; with board and lodging,

00 c. to 1 dol. ; female house servants, per an

num, 35 dol. to 49 dol. As evidence that good

wages and good farming go hand in hand with

intelligence, the Consul at Newcastle notes

the fact that in the north of England and

south-east of Scotland, where public schools

have existed for some years, farm labourers

are paid 4 dol. 10 c. per week, while in the

southern counties of England, where primitive

ignorance and poor farming prevail, farm la

bourers are paid only 2 dol. 7o c. per week.

The Consul at Sheffield describes the habits

of the working-men of his district, and it is

feared that his description is applicable to

those of most English cities. The Consul

says :—" A bold recklessness as to earning

and spending prevails among the, Sheffield

working men. Many a man who can easily

earn his 14 dol. to 19 dol. a week will be satis

fied with earning half that sum, or just enough

to provide him with his food, beer, and

sporting, allowing his wife but a mere pittance

of his wages for herself and children. Large

numbers who might make themselves inde

pendent make no provision for the future,

except to pay into their club a shilling or

two a week, which assures them, if not in

arrears, some aid in case of sickness. This

method of insurance, good in itself, seems to

operate here to paralyse the desire to save.

One thing, however, seems evident, that,

Cabinet-makers 7 70

Bricklayers 8 12

Masons 8 16

Carpenters and Joiners ... 8 25

Gaafitters 7 25

Painters 7 25

Plasterers 8 10

Plumbers 7 75

Slaters 7 90

Blacksmiths 8 12

Bakers 6 50

Bookbinders 7 83

Shoemakers 7 35

Butchers 7 23

Coopers 7 30

Coppersmiths 7 40

Cutlers 8 0

Engravers 9 72

Horseshoers 7 20

Millwrights 7 50

Printers 7 75

Saddlers 6 80

Sailmskers 7 30

Tinsmiths 7 30

Tailors S5 to 7 30

Brass Finishers 7 40

Labourers, Porters, &c. ... 5 0
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notwithstanding the great depression in the

manufacturing interest of Sheffield, there

would be but little destitution among the

working people hut for their drinking habits.

Any one walking these streets will see at

once where the earnings of the working-men

go, and in many cases the earnings of the

working women also, for there is in this town a

far greater number of women employed in

the heavier kinds of labour than will be found

in the cities of the United States, excepting, it

may be, in the great cotton manufacturing cen

tres. This fact is to be considered in esti

mating the amount of earnings that go to the

support of famines, such earnings being larger

than might at first appear. Were the same

properly used, there would be comparatively

little suffering or poverty."

The reports from England show that most

of the evils with which the labouring classes

of that country are afflicted can be traced to

intoxicating drink. In the Sheffield district it

is estimated that each working-man loses one

day of each week through drink. This loss of

time is equal to a loss of one-sixth of the pro

ductive power of the district, and it is perti

nently observed that a nation with a labour

population given to drink and strikes, no

matter how favourable other auspices may be,

cannot continue to compete successfully in the

markets of the world with those countries

whose working classes are temperate, indus

trious, and thrifty.

FRENCH MIRRORS.

THE first mirrors were of polished copper'

or, rather, of brass, such as are men

tioned both in a chapter of Exodus and by

Cicero. At a later time tin entered more

largely into their composition, to be super

seded, in the days of Roman luxury by silver ;

but the Phoenicians had preceded the Romans

of Pompey's age by putting a burnished sur

face behind a plate of glass. Since then, it

must be admitted, great advances have been

made, so that there is scarcely one of civilised

human kind whose face is not upon occasion

reflected in a mirror, large or small, dull or

brilliant. In consequence, the demand is

enormous, and the production on a corre

sponding scale. Regarded, moreover, as

articles of furniture and decoration, mirrors

have become essential to modern taste. They

are of beautiful effect almost anywhere.

They multiply the lights ; they reflect the

dresses and jewels in a saloon ; they

create an air of magnificence where

very little of it really exists. The

French, of course, claim a pre-eminence in

this manufacture ; but it might be difficult to

determine where a similar superiority is not

asserted by them, and it is quite easy to admit

that their productions rank among the highest.

Those of St. Gobain, says a writer in the

Builder, notwithstanding formidable rivalries,

have succeeded in holding their position, which

is second to that of no kindred establishment

in the world. They are not to be classed, be

it remembered, with the sparkling Venetian

work, the excellence of which was principally

due to entirely other causes ; but it is, at the

same time, unquestionably true that the French

makers of the seventeenth century owed many

of their improvements to the artisans brought

to Paris from Venice by Colbert. It was they

who taught the French to abandon, for this

purpose, the tedious and imperfect process of

"blowing," and to substitute for it one of

"founding," if such a term will apply to this

particular material. The St. Gobain factory,

in a northern department not far from the

Belgian frontier, was threatened with col

lapse at the commencement of the last century ;

but with the reign of Louis XIV. the public

taste for this style of ornament revived. The

palaces of that monarch were literally lined

with glass ; his Hall of Mirrors at Versailles,

and his crystal chambers at the Trianon, were

imitated by the more opulent nobility, so that

an immense impetus was given to the manu

facture. The historical part of the subject,

however, is too elaborate to be dwelt upon

here ; but it is worth while noticing the dif

ferent kinds of alkalies that have at various \

periods been employed at St. Gobain; from

Syria and the Levant ; from Valentia, Alicante,

and Carthaginia ; from Sicily, Languedoc, the

Holy Islands near the mouths of the Rhone,

and from Narbonne. These still continue to be

used, but with admixtures of manganese and

cobalt blue, the latest combination approved

being thirty ounces of the former to three of

the latter. The process of vitrification at St.

Gobain is now, of course, far simpler and more

perfect than when its founders fancied them

selves in possession of inscrutable and in

valuable secrets. Sand, it need scarcely

be said, is the first necessity, and of this

that of Fontainebleau is preferred before

any other. It is washed in the forest, and

sent to head-quarters by rail. From Chauny,

in the same department, are brought large

quantities, prepared in a special factory, of

carbonates and sulphates of soda, with, also,

the requisite supplies of charcoal. The neigh

bourhood of liamur provides carbonates of

quicklime and a peculiar blue chalk, the tint

of which is rapidly destroyed by the action of

fire. Into this mixture, while not yet in a

state of fusion, are thrown innumerable frag

ments of broken glass, which have been

scrupulously cleaned, from all metallic impu

rities especially, and the "magma," as it is

called, is now complete, and is forwarded to

the scene of another stage of operations.

There, one huge furnace is for ever glowing,

night and day ; another is in course of construc

tion ; a third, fully built and drying, is ready

to replace the first when that, after seven or

eight months of incandescence, at a white heat,

has literally burnt itself out and been destroyed.

These occupy, in a line, the centre of a vast

building. On either side are ranged deep

arched ovens, the use for which comes after

that of the furnaces. These latter are built

upon deeply-embedded masses of a stony

earth, which absorbs no heat, but throws it

upward, the walls and arches being composed

of the hardest brick, encased with slabs of

concrete, fabricated in special workshops on

the establishment, and regarded as of the

highest importance to the manufacture.

Then come the melting-pots. These are of

an importance even higher still, not an iota

less so than those employed in the most

exquisite porcelain manufacture. They must

be made of clay from Champagne, Monterau,

or the vicinity of Namur. This is minutely

examined on the spot, and all suspicious speci

mens are rejected. Arrived at St. Gobain, it

is once more analysed and tested, so that the

least admixture of pyrites or any colouring

mineral may be detected. A part is then

crushed, and. a part calcined, when the same

processes of examination are gone over again.

With these are mixed the dust and debris of

previous " turnings-out," which have all been

subjected to similar scrutiny, and the whole is

ground in mortars, with enormous pestles

working vertically, at a velocity that makes

them " sleep " to the unaccustomed eye. The

result of all this is a sort of paste, carefully

shaped into blocks, and placed in cellars main

tained in a certain regular degree of dampness,

the object being to keep it moist and pliable so

that it may be kneaded by the hand, as dough

used to be by the feet in England and Ger

many. Every attempt to substitute machinery

for actual manipulation has hitherto failed. So

equal in consistence and softness should this

composition be, that, supposing a number of

leaden balls, all of the same weight, dropped

from the same height, at the same time, upon

the surface of a mass of two or three hundred

weight, they would be expected to sink to pre

cisely the same depth, one and all. And this

perfection is, more frequently than not, at

tained. It is necessary, in order that one part

of the crucible may be neither more nor less

susceptible of heat than any other. The

" pots " are then fashioned, also by hand, with

out the aid of moulds, an exact equality of

thickness being secured by measurements from

within and without, of mathematical accuracy.

Into them, slightly vase-shaped and of great

solidity at the bottom, is poured, when they

have been thoroughly hardened, the molten

! flood which is ultimately to become glass and

shine from the walls of palaces, theatres, and

mansions, all over the world. Round each is

drawn a raised ring, giving a hold to

the pincer-claws that are to suspend it over

a fire not to be approached by human hand

or breath. But the " ordinary " drying occu

pies six months, followed by a shorter

or longer period, "extraordinary," in the

ovens. When the " pots " are hung, every

aperture is closed, except that which is neces

sary to preserve a draught, but through

half-moons of coloured glass, immensely

thick, a watch is kept upon the fires burning

pnd caldrons bubbling within. In about six

or eight hours the melting is complete ; next,

the heat must be intensified to throw off, or

rather annihilate, whatever impurities may

still lurk in the boiling compound. Everything

in it capable of destruction is destroyed, every

volatile element is cast up and out, every

obstinate particle is assimilated, and this goes

on during about four hours, after which, by

slow degrees, the power of 'the furnace is

abated, the glass, when too hot or too liquid,

being less paste-like, and therefore less plastic.

In three hours more the molten mass is ready

to be let flow, by the assistance of machinery,

out from crucible and furnace in a red almost

transparent stream, over a large perfectly level

plane of iron under huge rollers, when it

passes on to tables by diverging ways, and is

separated into differently-sized sheets. Of

course there are numerous mechanical opera

tions bfltween the tilting of the " pot, the

spreading forth of the glass in a stream,

and its sudden arrest, as though the same

stream had been suddenly transformed

into a surface of transparent ice. But

besides that they would take long in

description, the length of the descrip

tion would mislead,—for the swiftness with

which the whole takes place, from be

ginning to end, seems magical. This, however,

is not all. The annealing furnaces have yet

to come, and in them the glass sheets are

arranged, two and two, or four and four, ac

cording to their dimensions, when their heat

is gradually dissipated, though the admission

of air is most carefully regulated. A plate of

glass taken hot from the furnace into the outer

atmosphere would instantly fly to pieces. In

due time they are again taken forth, examined

for defects, cut with the diamond into the

regulation market sizes, and transmitted to

Chauny to be converted into mirrors, that is,

by being smoothed on both sides, polished as

though each square inch were a separate

jewel to be worn in a diadem, emery being still

the principal substance used, though a par

ticular oxide of iron also enters into the pro

cess, reddening everything around, so that

the workshops are called " the Bed Houses,"

and the sheet of glass at length only wants

its coating of quicksilver to become a mirror.

With this part of the manufacture it is un

necessary to detain ourselves, since it is familiar

everywhere. The annual production of mirror

glass at St. Gobain now amounts to upwards

of 200,000 square yards. For the new Grand

Hotel at Paris alone, 500 square yards were

required—a sufficient comment on the modern

prosperity of the manufacture.

OLD-FASHIONED KEYS.

THE Treasurer of the United States, Mr.

Gilfillan, has completed a collection of

keys to the Treasury vaults and money-boxes

in use before the introduction of combination

locks. The collection numbers fifteen keys,

arranged in a neat walnut case, which now

decorates the walls of the Treasurer's office.

The first in chronological order is a veritable

patriarch of the key family. It is about 7 in.

long, weighs over a pound, and makes a great

display of notches which fitted into the com

plicated wards of the lock. Judging from the

finish of the key, the lock was evidently re

garded in its day as a masterpiece of ingenuity

and mechanism. Modern experts would smile

at such a barrier between themselves and the

glittering treasure. The known history of this

key goes back half a century, and its custodian

for years was a Virginian named Colonel Nutt,
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the cashier in the Treasurer's office. The

colonel was, according to all accounts, a true

type of the old-time Virginian—tall, erect,

and measuring over C ft., wearing a certain

air of the cavalier which would have justified

some notions of the boasted chivalry of the

Old Dominion. He rode every morning into

Washington over the Long-bridge. In sum

mer-time, tying his raw-boned Virginian

pacer in a grove near the department,

where mighty buildings now stand, the colonel

strode along the corridors of the Treasury,

with his spurs clanking on the paved way, and,

cracking his riding-whip, swaggered into his

office. His first act was to haul the immense

safe-key out of a wallet he carried, and to an

admiring audience of accountants, tellers,

clerks, messengers, and boys, he liked to

preface the formality of opening the antique

strap-iron box by descanting on the compli

cated interior arrangement of the lock and the

number of tumblers the awe-inspiring instru

ment he held in his hand knocked down in a

single turn in the intricate wards. The

money-boxes, too, were a never-ending and

fruitful theme of the venerable Nutt's admira

tion. The colonel continued in office until

Virginia joined her fortunes to the conspiracy

against the Union, and then one afternoon,

after he had drawn his pay, was last seen

cantering towards the Potomac and across into

his native State.

Another key, as large as Colonel Nutt's, and

much more worn, has its notches shaped like

a litter T. It is said that from this the key

represented in the seal of the Treasury

Department was designed. Next come a

pair that resemble the handle of a tourni

quet, and following the intermediate stages

are two heavy brace keys, containing in

themselves a combination formed by strips

of metal of different lengths and num

bered. The combinations were varied by

changing the arrangement of these strips in

"the key. As lock-picking grew to an art, and

the ingenuity of the inventor was brought into

competition with the ingenuity of the burglar,

the use of keys was abandoned, and from year

to year, as millions of treasure and securities

and notes filled the vaults, all the latest and

most secure appliances were introduced.

ART FURNITURE.*

IN the earlier part of this century these two

words were never associated. The demon

of ugliness held possession of the castle known

as the house of an Englishman. Indeed, it is

only of late year3 that the evil spirit has been

exorcised. The furniture in the days of

George and William, fourth of their names,

was heavy and cumbrous, solid, and therefore

respectable, unless it chanced to be veneered,

like many of its possessors, which sometimes

happened, and passed from an ungainly youth

to an unpleasant age, becoming shabby without

even growing venerable. As a type it has

happily vanished from our everyday life, and

must now be looked for in those seaside

lodgings which, as a rule, are kept by " ladies

who have seen better days." There we find

the sofa, prim and formal, its only ornament

a beading of brass, its covering of mohair cloth

bristling all over with aggressive points, that

condemn one to all the discomfort of ahorsehair-

ehirt without the spiritual benefit supposed to

be derived from the use of that garment. The

chairs to match oblige one to sit bolt upright,

«rect as a young lady pensioner undergoing

backboard torture in those halcyon days, and

are about as comfortable as the historic seat

on which Mr. Sampson Brass, attorney-at-law

and gentleman by Act of Parliament, took

sweet counsel and " rum hot "' with the face

tious Mr. Quilp in the old house of dear Little

.Nell. In the dining-rooms of the time a

mahogany table held possession of the apart

ment, as if to prevent the half-dozen chairs,

'drawn up to rule and compass at each side,

from enjoying a social country-dance. The

sideboard filled up one end, and underneath

this was generally placed a sarcophagus-like

* Condensed from the Architect.

object, which to the uninitiated might be sup

posed to hold the ashes of the ancestors of the

host. Lest all this should not sufficiently awe

those admitted to the solemn rites, a red flock

paper and red curtains, which rarely matched

in tint, completed the decorations, the very

walls glowing with the good cheer.

In the drawing-room some pretence was

made to taste, but the confusion of styles was

bewildering. Wardour-street Gothic jostled

imitation Buhl, a Rococo frame faced a

Venetian mirror, whilst a convex glass dis

torted a scene already sufficiently bizarre in

itself.

In the bedrooms four-post beds were de

rigueur, but with this all individuality ended,

as our immediate progenitors held one did not

need sesthetic surroundings when one slept.

Our furniture reflected our dress ; the quaint-

ness and splendour of the costume of former

centuries had passed away, and we had fallen

on the essentially commonplace. In the "Quattro

Cento " even kings were nomadic and moved

their household goods with them ; indeed, not

only their own impedimenta, but also that of

others, for the droit de prisage in France was

a feudal blessing which permitted the seizure

for the liege lord of chairs, tables, and beds.

Even so late as 1365 Charles Cinq seized beds.

This prince was termed the Wise, whether

from his highhanded proceeding, or whether

his son was called Charles the Mad from

abolishing it, does not appear on the record.

At the beginning of this century the English

man was essentially a stay-at-home ; he was

not only insular but insulated ; the " Corsican

Ogre " had rendered the grand tour an im

possibility, and the furniture was as immobile

as its owner, and as stiff as his neckerchief.

International exhibitions have done much

to educate in this as in other respects, but the

British matron, as a rule, selected her furni

ture on the same principle as her dress, a chair

here and a bonnet there, without any thought

of an harmonious whole or of the general

effect. Indeed, it was not till the 1867 dis

play that some exhibitors set the example of

showing a room furnished ab oro usque ad

malum, from the egg to the apple, thorough

in every detail to the minutest ornament.

Since then the custom has spread. The Im

perial Pavilion in the Prater at the Welt-

Ausstellung was a marvel of splendour and

taste. The Empress's boudoir, with its walls

and ceilings of mauve satin covered with

flutings of Brussels lace, was the first, as the

best, of a series frequently imitated. In the

Siid-portal of the Industrial Hall, Haas of

Vienna had some half-dozen rooms fitted up

in various styles, from "Quattro Cento" to

that of the First Empire. In the Tzar's

Pavilion two of the rooms were especially

charming ; the Imperial study contained some

superb specimens of wood-carving, with Scla

vonic patterns in low relief ; whilst the bed

room, with the Order of St. George introduced

as the key-note of the ornamentation, was a

gem in perfection of taste. The Russian farm

house of the Chevalier de Mlodecky was

unique. The projecting overhanging roof was

rich with carvings, the window-sills were

painted to resemble damask cloths, and the

porch in its general features recalled the

Norman porch staircase at King's School,

Canterbury. The gateway was a very hand

book of Russian carving, whilst within

ev5ry detail of furniture was in keeping. The

chairs, tables, and settees were of walnut with

Sclavonic scroll patterns running over them,

and the armoires studies in themselves. When

it is said that the entire was produced at no

less a cost than 30,000 guldens—about £3,000

—and was sold in its entirety for £300, it

seems a pity that the South Kensington

authorities allowed so rare a chance to escape

them. The offices of the British Commission,

known as St. George's-house, in Fairmount-

park, were, though rich, not sufficiently marked

in design to be representative. The Prince of

Wales^j suite of rooms in the Avenue of

Nations at Paris last year, with the Windsor

Tapestry on the walls and the elaborate-carved

fireplace, was a most noteworthy specimen of

English art as applied to furniture. Indeed,

throughout the British section the rooms fitted

up by English upholders, some in the Jacobean

and others in the Queen Anne style, extorted

warm praise from Continental experts. The

boudoir in the French section, conceived by

Foudrinot, was a picture by Fortuny carried

out exhaustively. The iris-green drapery was

hung with the most studied heartlessness, but

the entire effect was too Jiamboyant—indeed,

theatrical—to commend itself to British tastes.

All these, however, marked a thoroughness of

design which contrasted strongly with the

patchwork incongruities that for so long pre

vailed. All were the outcome of cultured

thought, and all conveyed lessons which are

rapidly bearing good fruit.

These varied experiences were recalled to

the mind of the writer as he passed through

floor after floor of artistic furniture in the

warerooms of Messrs. W. Walker & Sons, of

119, Bunhill-row. The several designs were

carried out fully from mantel-piece to coal

scuttle. Each series of furniture had its in

dividuality, an idiosyncrasy followed to the

minutest details. Satinwood sets, some re

calling the work of Thomas Chippendale, and

modelled on the lines of the brothers Adam

and Sir William Chambers, are as dainty as

furniture for the stronghold of the chatelaine

of the house should be. Walnut incised with

gold, in other instances, combines colour and

grace with a feeling of security in the chairs

comforting to " heavy weights." The settees

and chairs are in curves that would charm the

eye of William Hogarth. The colours used

in their coverings are the low tones of green,

blue, and brown, which fashion insists on in

lieu of more positive hues. A model of a

chair, named the Princess, is as graceful as

the gentle lady after which it is called. The

main designs are Queen Anne and Georgian,

that is, of the time of the first Georges, not

that of Farmer George or Florizel the Fat.

The prevalence of this revival in furniture

naturally follows the mode in architecture.

It is we11 it is so. Of old the furniture har

monised with the house, and the " good old

rule, after a long interregnum, is again pre

vailing. Rosewood is slowly creeping into

vogue, though whether it will hold its own

permanently against its many rivals in wood

seems to us a moot point. Rich as the colour

is, en masse it seems to us too cloying to the

eye, failing in that lightness which should

pervade the drawing-room. Marquetry

panels are used in some of the work with

admirable effect, not as formerly, over the

legs of chairs, where it was liable to damage,

but on the flat surface of secretaires, bureaux,

and other articles of furniture, where it is

remote from injury. One set, embracing a

mantel in satinwood and marquetry, is very

charming. The frame of the pier-glass, witfi

its marquetry work, would make a pleasant

relief to the gilding, which frequently seems

too garish for its surroundings. Other pleasant

changes are rung by the insertion of purple

wood, and by contrasts of brown. Indeed,

in combinations of woods, we seem to have

gone back to the days of the great French

4b6nistes, Riesener and David Roentgen, with

a far wider field from which to draw our

wood supplies, and consequently greater

variety and play of colour. Ebomsed wood

may be said to have taken the place of the

real " Simon Pure," and, gold incised, the

effect is fully equal to the original. Triangular

cupboards, either suspended or for setting in a

corner, with coloured figures on gold grounds,

tell out wonderfully well, and form effective

contrasts to the faience, pottery, or porcelain.

These open the door wide to the employment

of decorative artists. Subjects are plentiful.

Old English costumes are quaint enough, and

even without employing the skilful aid of a

Stacey Marks, mediaeval scenes can be easily

reproduced. The same may be said with refer

ence to Jacobean themes, and—

The tea-cap days of wood and hoop,

And when the patch was worn ;

or the befrilled beaux and wits that fre

quented Wills' Coffee House and the furbe-

lowed belles that patronised Ranelngh or Old

Vauxhall.

An escritoire with painted panels, in which
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the receptacles for envelopes and notepaper,

and the drawers in which letters or documents

can be placed, turn on pivots, is decidedly in

genious and tasteful.

In many of these designs of furniture carved

panels in pear or other hard wood are "intro

duced with the happiest effect. The fruits

and flowers imitated are unconventional, and

thus Nature assists Art with her 'unstudied

grace. This carving is a speciality of the house

of Messrs. Walker, and the specimens shown

evince no falling off in either handskill or art

feeling. Wood carving, like all British art, is

at its best when realistic. Grinling Gibbons

revelled in bold groups of flowers, fruits,

foliage, and feathers heaped together on

drapery, bound with ribbons, crowned by

busts. ile seemed to improvise in wood.

" Artless he was with artful care, affecting to

be unaffected." His dexterity of hand

rivalled that of Japanese artists, his textures

perfect, and surety of hand and keenness of

eye marked the artist. It is the fashion to be

laudatores temporis acti, but assuredly in wood

carving " kindred spirits have borne the lamp

from hand to hand." Watson, of Chatsworth,

bis pupil, and many unknown men, have left

works scattered broadcast about, rivalling that

of the great master, and characterised by all

his breadth andunconventionality of treatment.

In our days, the late Mr. Rogers displayed true

art feeling in his works; instance his capo

oVopera, the Church of St. Michael's, Cornhill.

His style was more mannered than that of the

great master, but though he grouped his

models with precision, he yet still preserved

the naturalness of detail. Specimens such as

those met with in our tour round the premises

on which we write, prove that the art is yet

strong and lusty. The skilled hand of the

carver holds its own against its machinery

rivals. In place of reproductions ad nauseam,

as must be the case to recoup the cost of the

die, we have original and ever-changing

designs as infinite in variety as the models

from which they are drawn. For this art-

feeling the Messrs. Walker deserve all credit ;

and as with dinners where the display of plate

is in excess of the amount of viands, we would

say to them to persevere " aufer opes, pone

dapes," " more carving ar.d less gilding."

This system of originality is thorough, and

the lines on which Mr. Walker founded his

business were to produce original work—from

original designs. This plan of special designing

to meet the architectural requirements of the

mansion or the individual tastes of the pur

chaser effaces our art-blot once general and

even yet too common. Pianos, as a general

rule, jar with, instead of fitting in, with the

rest of the furniture. Thus, a piano in a rose

wood case is found in the midst of walnut

furniture, and vice vend. Indeed, the piano is

selected wholly and solely for its tone, but

there is no reason why the eye should not be

gratified at the same time that the ear is

charmed, even, to go still further, why the

piano should not adapt itself to its architec

tural surroundings. Mr. Alma-Tadema, with

his fine art feeling, has set an example which

may be well followed. Pianos, like any other

article of furniture, can be made in old

English, Jacobean, Queen Anne, and Georgian

styles, without detracting from the acoustic

properties of the instrument. Shelves can

be placed to hold vases of flowers and on

which to place the gloves and bouquet of

the lady performer. Another decided im

provement seems open to us. At the end of

an evening the piano is littered with music.

This may be easily removed by making a

receptacle in the instrument with a flap to

fall down, fastened by a catch. The dress of

the performers is not interfered with, and as

ample space is provided in every piano, a

store or music sufficient for the evening's

programme can be binned up. Indeed, with

designs like shrines or antique cabinets, with

panels carved or inlaid with marquetry, lined

with Japanese or Indian embroidery, or em

bellished with patterns on gold ground, we

but revive the old world fashion by which

harpsichords and clavecins were embellished

with really artistic work. Then they were

treated as precious objects, the musical souls

within them were worthily set, and what has

been will be. In buffets some very charming

designs in oak and walnut, relieved by pear

and other woods, are presented. The buffet

shown at Paris by Messrs. Walker was a

superb specimen of art furniture. The Anglo-

Moresque design lent itself effectively to rich

ness of elaboration, and the Arabesque

patterns and Moresque capitals in pear wood,

delicately carved, lightened up and relieved

the whole.

Nowhere is art progress more manifest than

in bedroom furniture. Some of the combina

tions are sumptuous, all in good taste. The

present fashion of strong contrasts in shades

of the same colour is carried out in suites of

American walnut and pear—the pear panels

admirably carved—in walnut and ash and

other combinations, including amboyna wood.

Bright Hungarian ash and deep American

walnut, chestnut, dark-coloured teak, and fil-

bert-hued ash, the colour of the nut " where

the green husk dividing shows the brown," |

are to be found. The American birch, with

its bright wavy lines, more brilliant and varied

in its stripes than zebra wood, is also singularly

rich.

Modulations of tone, capable of still further

extension, are produced by veneers of ash on

walnut. These are then cut through into the

solid wood in varying depths of intaglio and

infinite variety of design. The process may

be reversed—walnut on ash—and then in lieu

of light on dark ground we have dark lines on

the light wood. Some Early-English designs

on this principle were at once rich and simple.

Another design in ash and amboyna, with

decorative panels, representing Night and

Morning, was very cheery. Indeed, nowhere

does furniture lend itself to broader and more

varied effects than that devoted to the bed

room—the broad panels are susceptible of so

many varieties of treatment, from simple in

cising to elaborate carving. In a sanitary

point of view—how important in sleeping

apartments need not be told—the abolition of

paint and the substitution of varnish or polish

is all-important. Dr. Cameron, one of the

most eminent authorities in sanitary science,

has shown how the germs of disease cling to

paint, whilst they fall off from polished sur

faces. Thus a wet cloth, a dry rubber, and a
little of the old-fashioned '• elbow-grease,"

will keep polished wood in condition for

years.

IRIDESCENT GLASS.

IF glass be left in a strong alkaline solution

for some months the surface becomes so

eroded that it gives by reflected light the

colours of the spectrum in the most brilliant

manner. This effect can be produced by ruling

very fine lines upon glass plates, but, says a

correspondent of the English Mechanic, those

who have the patience to wait for three or i

four months while the glass is in its bath will I

be highly pleased with the result, and there is

no patent on the process, because it is the out

come of an attempt to explain the iridescence

found on articles of glass which have been j

buried for many centuries in moist earth. As

to the so'ution, strong hyposulphite of soda

will do, but probably the effects might be

more rapidly produced by means of caustic

potash or soda ; but inferentially any strongly

alkaline solution will answer. The common

kinds of glis* are more readily attacked than

the hard varieties, but for ornamenting the

ordinary blown water-bottles and cast

tumblers, basins, and jugs, no process can

possibly equal the iridescent. The only draw

back is the time.

About two years ago a patent was obtained

by Mr. T. W. Webb for iridising glass, which

consisted in exposing the surface of the glass

while in its molten state to the vapours arising

from tin and other metallic salts when acted

upon by hydrochloric or other acids. That

process much resembles Clemandot's ; but Mr.

Webb has lately obtained another patent for

a separate process of ornamenting glass which

may be employed separately or in combination

with the iridising process. In the first place,

the surface of the glassware is broken up by

immersing the glass, when in a hot or molten

state, in water until the outer surface is a

mass of crackles and irregular forms. It is

then blown into the shape desired, and being

submitted to the iridescent process, a " very

beautiful " effect is obtained.

It should be explained that the immersion

in water before referred to as the first part of

the process does not consist merely in a trifling

or single immersion, as is the case when " iced

glass is produced, but the immersions are

necessarily many and frequent, and the molten

glass itself is placed in the water in a hotter

state than when merely iced glass is desired,

and it is kept in the water longer. Thus, it is

substantially a distinct and different process,

apart from its combination with the iridescent

process. The invention is intended to be ap

plied to the ornamentation of articles of

coloured glass. These are, however, processes

that one can scarcely experiment with unless-

a glass furnace is at hand ; whereas anyone

can try the effects of leaving glass in strong

alkaline solutions, and vary the experiments by

trying different solutions.

CURTAIN AND BLIND MANUFACTURE

IN FRANCE.

TARARE is for France what St. Gall is for

Switzerland, viz., the large and the only

centre of the manufacture of plain and figured

muslins. These textiles require an even,

strong, smooth, and well-spun yarn, which the

manufacturer of Tarare, unlike the lace manu

facturer of Calais, cannot find in his own

country, but must get from abroad, mostly

from England and [Switzerland. Before the

commercial treaty of 1800 these yarns had to

pay the almost prohibitory duty of 3s. per lb.,

and smuggling was the order of the day. Since

the treaty the duty ranges from 10s. to £0 per

100 lb., and the manufacture of muslins has

expanded accordingly. The muslins made

extend from the lightest tarlatans to the

closest muslins, varying from 2d. to 5s. and

more per yard.

The yarn mostly used, says the Textile

Manufacturer, is single, from No. 50 to 360,

English counts. The annual production of

muslins of the districts is estimated at

£1,000,000, giving employment to from 50,000

to 00,000 hands, who earn an aggregate of

about £500,000. The export of the manu

factured goods amounts to about £500,000,

and would, it is asserted, be more if the pro

tective duty did not make the article unneces

sarily dear. Until lately the manufacture was

exclusively carried on by hand, but the last

few years a number of power-looms have been

started for the coarser goods, in order to be

able to compete with St. Gall, which had the

advantage of cheaper yarn. For about thirty

miles round Tarare the villages are filled with

handlooms, on which the male weavers make

from 2s. 0d. to 4s. per day of eleven hours,

women gaining from Is. Od. to 3s. per day ;

but, as all work is paid by the piece,

and the hours are unlimited, the wages

naturally vary very much. The women, as

in Switzerland, are mostly occupied with

embroidering, and as this is an occupation

compatible with other domestic duties, their

earnings must naturally suffer by the latter.

Women are worse paid in Switzerland than

at Tarare. The embroiderers of St. Gall earn

at the rate of 3s. Od. to 4s. per lb. of embroi

dery, and it is asserted that they do on an

average 1 lb. in eight to ten days, attending at

the same time to their domestic duties; the

females round Tarare make about twice as

much.

There are about 25,000 to 30,000 hand-

looms employed on plain muslins, the value of

each loom being about £0. The figured mus

lins and curtains are made on 3,000 Jacquard

looms, each of the value of £L0. The capital

invested by manufacturers is thus not large.

It is different with the 1,000 power-looms

running on plain goods and producing larger

quantities ; for these the capital sunk is ave

raged at about £100 per loom for looms, gear

ing, engine, building land, and accessories.

The yarns used for plain and figured muslins.
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are from 120 to 170 English, and the style'

of the goods made is similar to the Swiss ; the

latter are, however, inferior to the French

in quality, design, and taste, but command

perhaps a more general sale, on account of

their lower price.

An important branch of the manufacture

are white blinds, which are so universally used

in France, and gradually have become most

expensive objects of art. Hanging perfectly

straight, and against the light, they are fit ob

jects for the display of the richest designs,

which afford full scope to the designer and

the embroiderer. The groundwork is generally

plain muslin or tulle, and the design of flowers,

landscapes, and figures are laid on in different

materials and thicknesses to produce the mo

dulations of shading; they are sewn on, and

the edges neatly cut off. The latest fashion in

these blinds is coloured embroidery, which,

however, cannot compete with the purely

white from an artistic point. There are also

many guipure curtains made, mostly at pre

sent of unbleached linen or cotton thread ;

these are very much in the style of Notting

ham work, and, being hand-made, much

dearer though not better.

With reviving trade and easy communica

tion, the wages in Tarare will no doubt, as

elsewhere, rise, and the handlooms will have

to give way to power-looms, and, though Jac-

quard and embroidery machines will certainly

do much to produce fancy work, the bulk of

the embroidery will always have to be done

by hand, especially the more artistic and costly

part.

THE HISTORY OF GLASS

ENGLAND.*

IN

APASSAGE in Strabo (lib. iv. c. 5), in

which glass is mentioned in connection

tion with the trade with Britain, has been held

to mean that it was exported from it ; the

passage is somewhat ambiguous, but the real

meaning would seem to be that it was im

ported. Some remarks which have been made

by Professor Buckman on the analysis of beads

found in tumuli are worth notice. A blue

bead found in Wilts proved to be coloured by

copper and to contain no lead, whereas he says

that Roman beads of "light bluish-green

colour" contained lead. The real date of

beads is so very uncertain that this perhaps

does not prove much ; but the subject seems

to deserve further investigation. Some of the

beads found in tombs in England {e.g. some

in the Museum at Whitby) are of exceed

ingly rough and careless make, and it seems

not improvable that these may be of native

origin.

Though it is probable that glass was made

in England by the Romans it does not seem as

yet to be quite certain. Many fragments of

ornamental glass have been found in England,

particularly in London, and in the British

Museum is a very curious collection formed

by Mr. Charles Roach Smith. They are,

however, in most cases so precisely similar to

those found in Rome as to lead to the supposi

tion that they were imported. The glass

vessels in tombs of the Roman period in

England are usually greenish in hue, but blue

vossels are not very uncommon. Window

glass has been met with in considerable quan

tities in the ruins of villas and towns.

Probably only the commoner glass was

made in the country, and the finer articles im

ported.

Some remains of a glass furnace were exca

vated in the year 18C0 at Buckholt, near the

Roman road from Winchester to Salisbury,

which, if they were of the Roman period,

would prove that coloured and ornamental

glass was then fabricated in England. Mr.

A. W. Raper wrote in the Queenwood Obser

ver an account of them, from which the fol

lowing is epitomised :—" The furnace was of

brick, about Oft. in diameter, with four spurs

of brick and flint about 10 ft. long; the bricks

were cubic lumps of clay, about 1 foot each

• From the Dissertation by Mr. Alexander Xesbitt,

F.3.A., prefixed to the catalogue of works in glass in the
South Kensington Museum.

way. Many pieces of pots were found half

to one inch thick, glazed on both sides, one or

two were fluted, one crossed with rude lines

of a diamond pattern. Lumps of glass nearly

as large as an egg, scores of drops of glass,

and many pieces looking like the neck of a

bottle split vertically, were found. Also two

or three tops of vases like the mouth of a

trumpet, with a peculiar hollow rim of the

same kind, all of impure green glass ; handles

of various shapes, one of a very elegant, de

cidedly classical shape, and of a beautiful

purple colour; many pieces of flat window

glass, very impure ; a kind of handle of green

gloss, with stripes of white glass incrusted

therein longitudinally, the whole twisted like

a cord ; also pieces of green glass with orna

mental white spots inlaid ; also a piece of flat

glass with a scarlet pattern, as it were, printed

on it, something like a floorcloth pattern.

Some of the glass was of a beautiful Prussian

blue, some was purple, the greater part green

and a very few specimens were quite pure and

white."

These remains were also the subject of a

communication to the British Archaeological

Association in 1861, and Mr. Syer Cuming

made some remarks upon the objects exhibited;

among them were a fragment of undoubted

Roman pottery and some fragments of pottery

of the time of Elizabeth or James I., a piece

of painted glass of the fourteenth century,

the base of a tumbler-like cup of the seven

teenth century, many pieces of window glass,

not cast but blown, one fragment showing a

thick border ; and many fragments of vessels

which, in Mr. Cuming's opinion, were not

older than mediaeval times. The specimens

exhibited are said to have been bright green

with white spots on a yellowish-green surface,

white stripes on a dark ground, and one piece

" with circles and spots, the cross lines red on

a black ground." Mr. Cuming's conclusion

was that the fragments were " cullet " brought

to be re-melted, and that the furnace was

probably not older than about 1550. The

evidence seems scarcely to warrant any deci

sive opinion.

In graves in Kent and elsewhere, which no

doubt are those of the Saxon inhabitants

before or soon after their conversion to Chris

tianity, many vessels of glass are found. Very

similar vessels are found both in France and

in Germany; but Mr. Roach Smith thinks

that a greater number and more varieties have

been found in England, and this certainly

gives some ground for the reasonable supposi

tion that they may have been made here.

Most of them are elongated tumblers, and

really deserve the name, as their bases are either

rounded or terminate in such small feet that

they cannot be made to stand. They are com

posed of glass without lead and of a horn-like

appearance, and are blown very thin ; occa

sionally they have a number of lobes attached

to the exterior, giving them a very singular

appearance ; often they are ornamented with

threads of glass wound round them, some

times disposed spirally or in wavy lines,

whence perhaps the expression in " Beowulf "

(line 995), "hroden-ealc-wcege," twisted ale-

cups ; they are often of a pale straw colour.

So many were found some years ago at Wo-

densborough, in Kent, that they were used in

a neighbouring farmhouse as beer-glasses.

With these glasses many strings of beads are

found, good examples of which are in the

Kensington collection. The patterns and

colours are not unlike those found elsewhere,

and indeed often resemble those made at

Murano at the present day, but they appear to

be in general of remarkably coarse execution.

If these glasses were really made in England

the art of making glass for windows would

seem to have been unknown, for about a.d.

675, when Benedict Biscop required workmen

to make glass for his monastery at Wear-

mouth, he procured them from France.

Possibly the artisans then brought over under

stood the art of making glass and casting it

in plates for windows, but not that of blowing

it and forming vessels ; for about eijrhty years

later we hear of an abbot of Wearmouth

applying to the Bishop of Mainz to have a

maker of vessels sent to him. At what time

the manufacture took root in England has yet

to be ascertained.

Glass drinking-vessels were used by the

Welsh as well as by the Saxons, and are men

tioned by the poets Llywarch Henand Aneurin,

both attributed to the sixth century. The

Welsh name for glass, wydr or gvydr, is

evidently derived from the Latin vitrum, and

it is perhaps not improbable that some know

ledge of its manufacture may have been

retained by the Welsh after the departure of

the Romans.

Mr. Hudson Turner asserts that there " is

not a particle of evidence to prove that any

description of glass was manufactured in this

country before the fifteenth century ; " but we

find in the roll of the " taxacio facta in burgo

Colcestrie " in 1295 among the jurors, Robert

le Verrer, and in that of 1300, Matthew le

Verrer; Robert le Verrer is taxed (among

other goods) in the taxation of 1300, on

"biletts pret. xviii. d. vitrum pret. iiii. e."

Henry le Verrer is also taxed, but no mention

is made of his stock-in-trade. These appear,

from the enumeration of their property and

their position as jurors, to have been among

the chief inhabitants of the town, and they

probably were not merely glaziers and glass

pointers, but glass makers. If not the latter,

it is difficult to understand why there should

have been so many glaziers in such a town as

Colchester, and those not petty but principal

tradesmen. Possibly the sand of the adjacent

coast is of a kind suitable for glass-making ;

the salt marshes furnish abundance of those

plants whose ashes yield the necessary alka

lies, and potash could be obtained from fern ;

abundance of wood was in the vicinity.

Colchester, therefore, was not at all an un

likely spot to have been selected as the seat of

a manufactory of glass.

It is probable that during the Middle Ages

glass was manufactured in England, as in

most European countries, chiefly for use in

windows. Sufficient skill to produce articles

of such elegance as to fit them for the tables

of the rich was probably wanting, and the

somewhat rough habits of life then prevalent

made vessels of wood, of leather, or of coarse

pottery more suitable to the poor.

Still, as has been shown, the idea of using

glass bottles to hold drugs was familiar, and

we find them employed to contain relics. In

the kalendar of the Treasury of Exchequer in

the eighteenth year of Edward III. mention is

made of " a glass bottle in which is contained

oil of Saint Mary of Sardenaye ; " and among

the relics of the church of Durham was some

of the blood of Saint Thomas the Martyr in a

glass bottle, and two lamps of glass, one called

that of St. Lucia. In the " Proceedings " of

the Society of Antiquaries for 1871 is engraved

a phial of glass which appears to have con

tained a kind of oil, and was found in the lower

part of the wall of the church of South Kil-

worth, Leicestershire, dating between 1300

and 1420. Another, very similar, was found

in the wnll of the church at Lutterworth,

which is of about the same date ; and recently

a small bottle has been found in the wall of

the church of Anstey, Herts, containing a

fluid which, on analytical examination, appear*

to have been blood ; it is of well-made clear

glass, much wasted and iridized. It is proper

to add that doubt has been thrown upon the

antiquity of some of the glasses so found in

church walls.

The Manchester Tcwn hall Fresco.—

Mr. Madox Brown is completing a small dupli

cate in oil colours of his splendid fresco in the

Manchester Town-hall, representing the " Bap

tism cf King Edwin."

Marble Floor for St. Paul's Cathedral.—

In accordance with a decision arrived at by the

Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's Cathedral bodjo

ten or twelve jcara ago, the floor of the choir

(extending from the pulpit to the commonion

table) has now been laid with white marble with

black margin. The fountain, which is to he

placed at the north-cnn end of the churchyard,

is now in process of casting. . It has been

designed by Mr. Penrose, the cathedral archi

tect, and will be a large and ornamental struc-

| tore in bronze.
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FUENITUEE TEADE IMPOETS DUEING AUGUST AND THE FIEST EIGHT MONTHS OF 1879.

Month
ended 31st August.

QUANTITIES.

Eight Montht
ended 31st August.

Month
ended Slit Angast.

VALUE.

Eight Months
ended 31st August.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

Hides—

62,040

204,211

48,534

56,316

101,350

73,787

418,584

1,809,504

443,339

298,875

1,001,820

527,773

£26,087

30.265

46,125

£28,353

17,663

42,741

£194,325

288,339

337,128

£121,358

153,655

335,965

Not tanned, curried, Ao.—Dry CwtB.

» >• Wet „

35.4P3

54,090

3,744,878

7,683

27,887

£5,368

2,004,335

5,047

384,172

433,695

36,324,489

57,235

388,700

227,124

23,149,100

45,632

115,089

148,882

215,759

18,749

76,229

149,302

' 133,333

15,842

1,207,885

1,208,687

2,056,052

149,650

1,151,086

593,700

Plate-Glass, silvered or not ... Cwts.

Silk Broad Stuffs, imported from—

1,413,593

111,876

471,881

274,984

414,175

165,742

3,796,184

1,653,137

4,105,814

1,425,538

Total £746,865 £579,917 £5,449,321 £5,529,352
Wood and Timber :—

Hewn, imported from—

3,148 5,339 24,543 23,362 28,475 44,257 203,560 185,731

67,579

46,855

29,460

28.925

24,625

27,691

41,921

25,979

38,608

30,848

253.677

341,322

142,986

157,759

289,869

80,980

288,033

123,138

102,134

262,712

144,440

80,904

72,915

55,588

63,157

62,262

147,500

48,720

521,530

579,871

409,934

567,296

870,615

164,093

406,063

331,005

369,869

561,474

103,056

95,403

Total 197,444 165,045 1,184,613 856,997 £496,718 £377,227 £2,949,246 £1,832,504
Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

185,551

143,953

151,876

19,097

141,889

218,556

198,835

16,820

537,372

961,601

564,808

241,616

318,378

803,336

564,799

160,194

470,806

347,823

374,106

59,698

320,102

439,326

453,389

45,460

1,308,740

2,323,655

1,424,638

765,840

664,713

1,635,793

1,274,558

470,710

Total 500,477 576,100 2,305,397 1,846,707 £1,252,433 £1,258,277 £5,822,873 £4,045,774

22,510,939

1,189,326

14,961,156

841,508

322,407,293

7,945,162

338,169,973

7,069,868

1,287.125

140,195

838,253

104,709

18,867,256

946,960

19,617,767

870,226

TABLE OF CAEPETS AND OTHEE FUENISHING MATEEIALS EXPOETED DURING AUGUST AND

THE FIEST EIGHT MONTHS OF 1879.

ELAKKET8 AND BLANKETING... ^j,"^'<'

Carpets, not being Bugs, exportedto—

Germany yards

Holland j»

Franoo „

Spain and Canaries „

United States »»

Chili

British North America „

Australia ,,

Other Countries „

Total yards

„ lb

Earthen & Chika Wake, exported to—

Germany

France

United States

Brazil

British North America

British India

Australia

Other Countries

Total

ITabdware and Cutlery

Lace and Patent Net

Leather, Unmanufactured Cwts.

Looking Glasses, framed or not...Bq. ft.

Painters' Colours and Materials

tiiLK Broad Stuffs, exported to—

France yards

United States ,,

British North America ,,

British India „

Australia „

Other Countries „

Total yards

QUANTITIES.

Month
ended 31st August.

1878.

608,000

582,200

63,600

13,200

158,300

71,900

177,600

5,900

133,900

86,100

170,500

821,000

1,279,100

12,359

103,329

62,266

46,207

34,627

24,540

63,562

19,671

250,873

1879.

539,600

469,000

65,400

14,500

126,500

83,600

57,500

7,000

113,100

83,400

183,100

734,100

1,148,500

17,683

129,278

Eight Months
ended 31st August.

1878.

4,193,400

4,300,300

224,300

268,000

601,000

81,800

410.600

51,900

807,600

920,000

911,500

4,276,700

6,555,900

95,165

636,261

87,055

32,711

46,812

59,150

59,203

14,392

404,362

172,001

289,293

547,019

680,661

111,663

299,323 2,205,004

1879.

3,418,200

3,742,600

286,100

347,700

564,500

96,700

215,500

82,300

685,500

736,300

1,102,500

4,117,100

6,399,700

136,676

997,313

658,431

234,487

234,886

304,906

614,733

142,069

2,189,512

VALUE.

Month
ended 31st August

1878.

} ^57,'001

£10,137

2,012

19,519

8,162

17,012

560

15,213

10,356

22,150

£105,121

£3,277

6,757

48,091

8,918

10,771

6,054

20,602

46,316

£150,786

£268,670

101,360

93,090

8,7fc'4

96,009

1879.

£45,521

£9,078

2,131

11.998

8,809

7,542

735

12,753

10,091

22,675

£85,812

£4,348

5,643

61,230

10,320

5,054

4,507

20,384

43,193

Eight Months
ended 31st August.

1878.

£412,382

£36,584

37,866

70,818

9,475

59,050

7,327

96,614

111,635

116,384

£545,753

£30,210

61,454

378,418

81,493

57,594

67,028

128,057

323,704

£254,302

141,165

116,177

10,324

81,947

£154,679 £1,127,958

£2,121,945

814,439

711,837

60,439

790,009

£15,053

0,525

7,333

3,835

10,154

3,130

21,744

5,089

9,338

7,427

9,788

2,474

£46,630 £55,910

£97,017

28,893

53,521

75,904

118,485

19,797

£393,647

1879.

£309,600

£43,529

46,150

62,485

10,203

28,623

9,606

75,823

88,188

132,651

£197,258

£27,250

51,577

427,445

73,275

41.525

56,886

165,806

305,293

£1,149,057

£1,979,060

956,148

940,126

81,684

712,253

£162,176

37,207

47,672

45,286

103,676

25,630

£421,847
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.OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

STYLE AS APPLIED TO FTJBNITTJKE.

No. IV.—" Queen Anne."

FASHION in furniture somewhat tardily

follows change of style in architecture ;

and it was some years before the " half-

timbered" and old English residences of our

modern architects produced a corresponding

reaction in our cabinet-making shops. So it

was in the days of Queen Anne ; the furniture

being evidently some ten years behind the

buildings, and as most of the furniture

designers of the time were untutored as re

gards style, it was not until later in the century

that their productions were worthy of the

houses they occupied. We refer strictly to the

Queen Anne epoch. And we doubt not our

readers have noticed that whilst old examples

of Chippendale, Adams, Sheraton, &c, abound ;

but very few can be found which belong to the

period we are discussing. Those that do remain

are for the most part ugly, uncomfortable, and

not in the least adapted for the demands of

either altogether unsupported, or lodging on

the top of some sharply-curved centre. In

this case the stuffing is where it should be, and

a soft cushion is provided for that part of the

chair which generally proves a chilly vacuum.

Another point about this chair is the binding

together of the legs by lower framing, and it

is worthy of remark that we seldom find any

old chair or table prior to this without some

such protection against the snapping off of the

legs. On the other hand many nineteenth

century chairs are not only devoid of this

additional strength, but the front legs are

ridiculously reduced in the very part where

extra strength is required. Fig. 19 is a speci

men of a frequent pattern of the period ; it is

from a set in Sir John Soane's Museum, dated

1712, but others equally curious can be found

at South Kensington Museum and elsewhere.

We cannot pretend to admire and commend

it, though it necessarily takes its place in the

history we are writing.

Perhaps it was Hogarth's " line of beauty "

that induced the chair-makers to revel in such

a variety of serpentines and curves. We find

it difficult to point to any portion of our

Though fig. 20 is somewhat similar in de

sign, as regards the back, it demands pass

ing notice as a sample of " arm-chair " almost

absent from our hearths for many years. In

the modern household there seems to have

been nothing but the decided " easy-chair " in

which to recline, or the ordinary upright small

chair on which to do penance ; the old com

bination of small chair and easy-chair (for

giving rest to the back and arms whilst sitting

in an upright posture) having been consigned

to our great grandfathers' days. Our sketch

may thus suggest to the chair-maker the advi

sability of placing more such "armchairs"

in the market, other than the "smoking" or

"library" chairs now to bo obtained. Apply

ing such old ideas as these to the wants of th»

present, and selecting the most pleasing of the

Queen Anne details, the Victorian designer

may successfully produce a new version of

the style without slavishly copying such

obsolete and somewhat ugly examples.

By way of showing how this maybe done suc

cessfully, we give on our Separate Plato some

recent designs of the chairs intended for the

newly-restored Old Town Hall at Worcester

 

Fig. 18.

society in our own day. Were our articles

on this subject merely antiquarian we should

produce a number of them, but just two or

three will serve to show the characteristics.

A casual observer will discover in these

early eighteenth-century specimens unmis

takable indications of the previous reign of

William and Mary. Dutch furniture came

into vogue with " Dutch William," and for

some years most cabinet-work was influenced

more or less by the clocks, marquetry, chairs,

and tables imported from Holland. Hampton

Court Palace will show how Dutch and "Queen

Anne's " household appointments merged one

into the other, and unless we take this in

fluence into consideration it is difficult to

understand how it was the furniture did not

immediately follow the architecture. The

square, solid, and comfortable ideas of our

Continental neighbour had some charm about

them, as may be gathered from fig. 18,

sketched from a recent addition to the South

Kensington Museum. It is a noble chair, up

holstered in richly-figured velvet, and no doubt

in its time formed a comfortable seat and an

excellent background to some such sumptuous

nobleman as the Duke of Marlborough. For

absolute comfort we have not often seen it

improved upon in these days, especially in the

height of the back, the tallest sitter being sure

of repose for his cranium. So many " easy-

chairs " seem to be made for liliputian

loungers, upon which, should a full-grown

fellow-creature seek repose, he finds his head

Fig. 19.

example as worthy of imitation or adoption ;—

it is, however, perhaps interesting when

placed beside some " modern Queen Anne "

 

Fig. 21.

chairs, as showing the remarkable liberty

taken by some of our " Victorian " designers

in the use of that style and title ; they are

apparently not particular as to a century or so

in the selection of their details.

Fig. 20.

They will prove interesting as showing how

the city architect reads and reproduces the

style of which we give simultaneously some-

quaint old survivors. In the Mayor's chair,

for instance, it is curious to notice he appro

priately embodies one or two of the details in

one series. The back of the chair is composed

of one (fig. 1) eliptically treated ; similar

turned spindles may be found in fig. 17, and

the table we annex (fig. 21) is an old reudennr

of the twisting and lower framing employed

by Mr. Rowe.

The town arms are reproduced on such a>

characteristic Queen Anne shield that we

reproduce them in large size for the sake of

showing the treatment of the ornamental work

by which they are surrounded. The curiously-

ribbed scrollwork to which we alluded in con

nection with fig. 6 is here exemplified.

The small chair (intended, we believe, for

the Council Chamber) is plain and substantial

in character. We incline to think that in the

finials, spindles, and front legs the designer

was rather " early " in his Queen Anne ; but,

nevertheless, the chair goes well with its more

imposing and thoroughbred relative. W»

have no doubt when placed in the old build

ing, and toned down by the wear and tear of

the Town Council, some uninitiated lovers of

Queen Anne will date them as far back a«

the building itself, and reverence them accord

ingly.
It is by the courtesy of Messrs. Munt k

Co., of Worcester, that we are enabled to



 



v
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publish these drawings, and we believe the

chairs themselves were on show at the recent

Worcester Agricultural Exhibition, proving

that the cabinet-maker can do his part to

reproduce the genuine work so much praised

of the " good old days " of two centuries ago.

We shall give some modern ideas of chairs

more adapted for household use in the course

of this series of articles. In the meantime

the present instalment affords useful illustra

tions of " Style as Applied to Furniture " for

municipal purposes.

C rabe Reports.

[Fbox Our Own Special Cobjiesfondbntb.]

The London Furniture Wood Market.

—The arrivals of fresh supplies of Mahogany

of all descriptions have produced some activity

in the market, and at the auction sales the

varieties most in demand sold readily, with

good competition, at satisfactory prices. All

old stocks of Honduras have been disposed of,

and fresh supplies, especially of sound, size

able logs, are wanted. The first cargo of

the new imports of Tabasco has been brought

to auction, and was principally sold, but with

out any improvement in price. Of Minatitlan,

one of the recent arrivals submitted at

auction was chiefly cleared, but no advance

was manifested. An indirect import of sizeable

logs of St. Domingo sold well. Messrs.

Churchill report that the competition was

good, and full prices were obtained. Further

supplies of large-sized sound logs are much

wanted ; choice veneer wood would command

high prices. The inquiry for Curls is not so

active. A cargo of Cuba has at length arrived

direct, and it comes to a good market, as

shown by the sale of some small parcels sent

here from the Continent, which, with ex

cellent competition, realised good prices. The

arrivals during the past month have been

315 logs Honduras, 1,534 logs Tabasco, 8C5

logs Mexican, 450 Curls and logs St. Do

mingo, and 591 logs Cuba. The sales reported

have been 384 logs Honduras, 423 logs

logs Mexican and Tabasco, 213 Curls and logs

St. Domingo, and 101 logs Cuba. The landed

stocks, 30th ultimo, were 2,619 logs Honduras,

1,450 logs Tabasco and Mexican, 777 Curls

and logs St. Domingo, and 158 logs Cuba.

Cedar remains steadv. and present quotations

for Honduras and Mexican are readily ob

tained, but Surinam is not asked for. For

pencilwood there is some inquiry, and a small

parcel of fresh, sound, well-squared logs would

sell well. The arrivals are limited to 35 planks

Punta Arenas, and 210 logs pencilwood. The

sales have been 208 logs West India, &c, and

50 logs pencilwood, and the landed stock is

1,076 logs Surinam, &c, and 1,118 logs pencil-

wood. For Italian Walnutwood the demand

is very quiet, and but a small proportion of

the parcels offered at auction found buyers.

The existing large stock of burrs receives no

attention. Only really prime pieces are

wanted. A small parcel of fresh, sound,

dark-coloured Black Sea logs would now

sell to advantage, as the stock is exhausted.

Although there is still dulness at the auctions

of American blacks, there is rather more

inquiry privately, but soles are quite of a retail

character. The imports continue to be heavy.

The arrivals have been 72 burrs, and 734 logs

American block ; the sales, 011 plonks Italian,

and 295 logs American black ; and the landed

stock is 22,502 planks Italian, 384 burrs, and

1,309 logs American black. Importers hold

no stock of Rosewood. The inquiry for dark-

coloured planks of large sizes and sound, and

also for ininimum-priced wood still exists, and

the first arrivals will be readily saleable. The

sales are limited to 10 logs (5 tons) East India.

The stock is 404 planks Rio, and 123 planks

Bahia. A small parcel of Tidipwood just

arrived is sufficient for the limited demand.

There is no inquiry for Zebratoood. The mar

ket is again bare of stock of Satinwood. All

sizes and descriptions sell readily, and for

figury or sizeable wood full prices are obtain

able. The only arrival consists of 38 tons from

Nassau. The sales have been 50 logs St.

Domingo, 29 logs St. Lucia, and 38 tons Ba

hama wood. There is but little inquiry for

Maple, and only fresh logs of good colour

and well figured are wanted. Further sales

of Mauritius Ebony have been made at low

prices, but the actual consumption is very

limited. The arrivals have been 916 logs

Ceylon and Bombay, vid Havre, &c, and the

sales 52 tons Mauritius, 10 tons Madagascar,

and 14 tons Zanzibar, &c. Fresh Cocumcood,

sound and of large diameter, is wanted, but

inferior wood is only saleable at low prices.

Prime City Lignumvitce, of assorted diameters,

is inquired for, but poorer sorts are difficult to

place. The sales hove been 40 tons St.

Domingo, and 20 tons Bahama wood. The

stock of Boxwood is light, but the inquiry is

limited to the best Abosion or Persian wood,

clean and well grown. The large arrival of

Lancewood Spars from Nuevitas is not yet

disposed of, but fresh spars, free from knots

and of good diameter, may be safely sent in

small parcels to feed the market.

Wholesale London Prices Current or

Furniture Woods.

Mahoprany, per ft. super

ficial. £.. ». d. £. «. d.

Honduras cargo average 0 0 4 to 0 0 5.J
Mexican ,, 0 0 4 — 0 0 4 \

Tabasco „ 0 0 ik — 0 0 5j
Cuba „ 0 0 til — 0 0 9

St. Domingo ,, 0

0

0 63

0 10

— 0 0 !i

ti- 0 1

0 0 H - 0 0 6

Honduras, Mexican, ice. 0 0 4 — 0 0 *-l
0 0 3 — 0 0 4

0 0 li — 0 0 2S

Walnut, Italian 0 0 4 — 0 0 5

Black Sea 0 0 5 — 0 0 7

Canadian 0 0 .'! — 0 0 4

0 0 4 — 0 0 7

Satinwood, St. Domingo 0 0 7 — 0 1 6

5 0 0 — 9 0 0

Rosewood, per ton

»■
0 0 — 12 0 0

14 0 0 — 25 0 0

Bahia 12 0 0 — 20 0 0

15 (1 0 — 20 0 0

Zobrawood, Brazil Nominal 10 0 0 — 12 0 0

Puerto Oabello „ 0 0 0 — 8 0 0

Lienum ViUB, City St.

Domingo 6 0 0 — 9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon 12 0 0 — 20 0 0

Mauritius 5 0 0 — 10 II 0

African Billot 7 0 0 — 10 0 0

5 0 0 — 8 (1 0

Boxwood, Turkey 6 0 0 -- 20 0 0

Lancewood spars, each.

0 7 6 — 0 15 0

0 2 c — 0 4 0

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Buyers continue to visit the town, and some

fair purchases have been made, but as the

autumn trade cannot yet be said to have com

menced the trade of the district remains quiet.

Messrs. Harvey Preen & Co. are going to hold

a large sale of Brussels and tapestry carpets

and Beam and Chenille rugs at the Kidder

minster Auction Hall towards the latter end of

next week, probably on Friday. This sale is

held in consequence of the long depression

in trade, and to clear off a portion of manu

facturers' stocks, there will be offered for

sale 500 pieces of carpet and some thousands of

rugs. This will offer an opportunity for buyers

to secure some cheap goods. Raw material does

not droop in price, and so manufacturers are

not buying largely, as they are waiting to see

their own orders come in. The only depart

ment which really seems to be busy in Kidder

minster is that of the Royal Axmisster, ond

some of the manufacturers of this carpet fabric

are actually refusing orders, having so much

work on hand. Many firms are still devoting

their chief energies to the production of new

designs for the autumn, and very few travellers

are out yet. About a thousand pounds' worth

of damage was done to jute and linen yarns Rt

the fire which occurred last Wednesday at the

Commercial Buildings, in the occupation of

Mr. S. Inston, Kidderminster. Experiments

are being made by Messrs. John Brinton & Co.

in the production of a new Chenille or

Axminster carpet fabric, and ore likely to be

highly successful.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade. — The

carpet trade continues at its quietest, and

short time is the rule. The export returns for |

the past month show the unsatisfactory state

of this branch of industry. There was a

decline in values of 18 3 per cent., as com

pared with the same month last year, while

the shipments showed also a decrease of 10*5

per cent, in quantity. The following report of

the Heckmondwilte Chamber of Commerce

for the past month gives a fair ritumi of the

state of trade in this district :—Blankets.—

The report for last month is equally ap

plicable to this. Carpets.—The home trade

still remains very quiet ; if anything, it may

be called a shade more cheerful. More anima

tion is experienced in the demand for shipping

gurposes, but the orders are small. Felt

iarpets.—In this branch also the export de

mand has the advantage over that for home-

consumption, which still continues lifeless.

Railway rugs show no change. Sealskin*

present the same features as last month.

Cotton warps are offered at a slight concession

in price. Yarns are in moderate request, ex

cept those for low carpet purposes, which

Temain very dull. Wool.—Since the last East

India wool sales the demand for blanket sorts-

has been disappointing. CardiDg and carpet;

wools are also very quiet. On the other hand,,

fine clothing sorts are in fair request.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—Cur

tain manufacturers are just now busily em

ployed in getting out patterns for next season's

1 goods. Although trade is not over brisk, still

the aggregate of home and export orders

keeps machinery fairly employed. Orders for

curtains, vitrage nets, window-blinds, and

toilets are gradually accumulating, though

many of them are for future delivery, and not

at a very early date. Guipure styles and com

binations with floral devices in stripes largely

preponderate ; there are comparatively few of

the very large and elaborate designs so current

some years ago. Competition is, no doubt,

strong at home and abroad to secure the earlier

and larger orders, and to keep machinery in.

motion, and prices are complained of as being

very low ; but in reality there is little change

in prices to those prevalent for several soasons,.

and a comparatively slight decline is sufficient

to move saleable stocks. Coarse lace yarns-

havo met with a moderate inquiry, but buyers

and spinners are not agreed ta to the future-

prospects of prices ; orders are consequently

very sparingly placed, and speculative pur

chases are rare. The higher counts are only

selling in comparatively small quantities. Bob

bin nets sell slowly, and though some special

qualities in nets and quillings are scarce, for

the most part the trade is abundantly sup

plied. There is less activity in the ware

houses, and many finishers are now working

short time.

Furnishing Ironmongery. — Manufac

turers are still complaining of the dearth of

orders ; but trade is, nevertheless, improving

in several of the furnishing branches, although

the aggregate is below the average, and leaves

much to be desired. The fancy nail, curtain

hook, safety pin, and hook-and-eye trades are

all languid, while the wrought-nail trade, con

tinues in a deplorable condition. Wrought

hinge manufacturers are a little better em

ployed, particularly on export account. In

the lamp trade there is a scarcity of employ

ment, though bicycle and railway lamps have-

lately been more in request. The chandelier

and gasfitting branches are rather dull, and the

same remark applies to the production of

fenders and fireirons. In the latter department

there is a growing request for the Queen Anne

and the spiral patterns, while the patent

nickelled goods are finding a slightly better

sale. The Ironmonger says that manufacturers-

are looking forward with some hopefulness to-

the next few months, but that their expecta

tions in no case are very great. At present

some of the leading makers are working four

days a week, and that, in comparison with the

short time kept at other and smaller establish

ments, is considered very fair at a period when

orders are so few, and prices so ruinously

low. On export account trade seems even

less satisfactory than on home account, Con

tinental business, once so remarkably brisk,

having dwindled away in an extremely

miserable fashion. Returns which were in
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the habit of running up to £1,000 have now-

fallen down to even less than £200. Australia

and New Zealand, for a long time the best

export markets for fenders and fireirons, are

Adversely affected, though in that direction

indications are not wanting of a speedy

looking-up. At one time German competition

promised to be very severe, but at present it

■does not appear to very seriously interfere

•with home manufactures. The specimens

-of German work which have found tneir way

to Birmingham have not justified any serious

misgivings as to the future of the trade. The

fenders are made upon a totally different prin

ciple to that ad jpted in this country, being all

of one length, and turned out of the same

mould. On the other hand, English fenders

tire to be had in nearly every size, 'and a

variety of artistic designs, amongst which

•even the most fastidious must be able to make

a satisfactory choice. It is but fair to German

manufacturers to say that, in several respects,

their work is creditable. For instance, the

goods are beautifully clean-cast and very care

fully finished, but then these good features

are to a considerable extent spoiled by the

wretchedly bad fitting, which renders the

fenders altogether unsuitable for heavy or

lengthened wear and tear. The Germans,

for the most part, make simply a east

fi'nder of the cheaper class to compete

with our commoner kind of goods. The

charges between here and Hamburg amounts

to at least 15 per cent., and then there

is also a duty of 15 per cent. Several fairly

good orders have been received from South

America, and small consignments have been

made to Japan and China. To a large extent,

however, local manufacturers are now de

pending upon the home trade, which, if pre

sent indications are not deceptive, ought to

manifest a very speedy improvement. Prices

for a long time have been at a very low ebb.

Some of the orders taken by small firms are

executed at ridiculously low figures. In 1872

the fireiron workers received an advance of 20

per cent, in wages ; this summer they have

had to submit to a reduction of 10 per cent,

in consequence of the difficulties experienced

by the employers. The keenness of competi

tion at home has had something to do with

the creation of these difficulties. Birming

ham manufacturers now appear to have laid

themselves out for the production of fenders

and fireirons of a quality which will bear

favourable comparison with the best kind of

goods turned out at Dudley, Rotherham, and

Sheffield. At one time there were only one

or two well-known firms in the town of

whom it was possible to procure a really

first-class fender of good ornamental de

sign and superior finish. This, however,

is not now the case, the production of

the higher-priced goods being much more

general than heretofore.

Household Linen, &c.—The linen trade

is still dull, and some of the leading works are

worse off than they were a month or two since,

for few orders have come to hand on foreign

account for drills or other goods. The home

demand of late has been somewhat spasmodic,

for whilst there has been an occasional mode

rate run on some specialities, such as new

pattern furniture covers, there has been a

lalling-off as regards other fabrics, with an

occasional spurt of short duration. The con

sequence is that considerable stocks of the

best and most valuable linens are still

on hand. There have of late been a

few orders received for fine table damasks,

but they have been of no magnitude, being

mere replacements of what has been sold. Not

much is being done in window-ticks, screw-

cloths, strainers, or huckabacks, whilst broad-

sheetings are much quieter than they were in

the earlier part of the year. A moderate

business is being done in towellings, narrow-

diapers, stair-carpetings, crumbcloths, and

drabbets. Many looms are still standing idle,

and the prospects for the remainder of the

year are anything but encouraging. Hand

made linens are equally as dull as those made

by power, so that the comparatively few

weavers by hand who are left are not fully

employed.

The London Wool Sales.—The following

gives the total available for sale in this series,

the quantities catalogued up to the 2nd inst.,

and the withdrawals :—

Available. Catalogued. Withdrawn .
Sydner 77,010 baits. 42,175 bales. 4,797 bales.
Port Phillip ... 8S,000 „ 42,785 „ 8,778 „
Adelaide !1,600 „ 11,838 „ 918 „
Swan River ... 1,700 „ 1,046 „ —
Van D. Land... 13,600 „ 8,268 „ 363 „
New Zealand... 96,100 „ 38,154 „ 2,218 „
Cape 45,000 „ 23,353 „ 4,083 „

Total... 340,000 „ 167.C86 „ 18,185 „

Messrs. Ilelmuth Schwartze & Co. report that

the past week has brought a small accession

of buyers from France, and with the increased

attendance rather more animation. Prices in

the main, however, have changed but little.

The more favoured position of the better

greasy wools, upon which we remarked in our

last report, is maintained and improved, this

class selling now on about a par with the

closing rates of last series. Beyond this the

market shows no improvement, and the situa

tion for the bulk of wools is correctly given

by quoting prices as on a level with the early

May rates. An exception must, however, be

made in the case of very faulty wools, inferior

burry scoured, &c, which are distinctly lower,

and continue to sell most irregularly. The

tone of the sales generally varies with the

selection, and while animated when good

wools are sold, is dragging in the case of in

different catalogues. In the position of cros--

breds no material change has to be recorded.

Fine sorts continue in fair request, fine greasy

especially selling well, and comparatively

better than washed. Coarse crossbreda remain

very depressed.

The Leather Trade. — At the Bristol

Leather Fair last week there was a large

attendance, and though the trade did not

show any great activity, some good sales were

reported. In fact, buyers have refrained so

long that they were compelled to purchase.

The American leather trade was very firm;

stocks low, and prices were quoted from 5 to

7 2 per cent, higher. English butts of moderate

qualities, good sale, at firm prices. Anticipa

tions are hopeful, but prices of leather at pre

sent scarcely justify the high price ruling for

hides. The latter, however, are still firm,

Uruguay offering at 7d. and the commission,

and Rio Grandes at 6id.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

ARTICLES. PBICES,

Mahogany, City St. Dom., per ft. 1 in. ...

Porto Plata and Hayti None

Cuba Nona

Honduras

Mexican, Tabasco, &c

„ Minatitlan and Tlacotalpara...

Surinam, Cispata, &c None

Walnut, Italian and Circassian per ft. 1 in.

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in None

Satinwuod, St. Domingo per ft. 1 in.

St. Lucia, per ton None

Cedar, Havana None

Honduras

Mexican
„ (West Coast) None

Central American, kc ...

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Bahia
Honauras None

Zobrawood. .............. ....i. .^.,...*„."None

Snake or Letterwood per ton..

Lignum vitaa,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto common to medium. ..None

Other porta ...*^^+..^<~liaa0

Bahama w None

Cocuswood, per ton

None

£. s.

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

d. •

8 to

7 —

6 —

j» =

!* =

!* =

7 —

0 —

s. d.

1 4

0 10

0 10

0 61

.0 0 5 — 0 0 5$

IMPORTED PROM

26th Jan., 1379,
to

29th August, 1879.
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For the Week ending Saturday, the Cth inst.

Adklaide—Durant, A. 4 Co. £40 furniture

Gillinrd, J. £75 pianos

Jacobs, J. &■ Co. £150 looking-glasses

Miller, J. Anderson & Co. 1,677 yaa i at pet?,

£21 rugs

Ortelli, J. & Co. £155 furniture

Stanton, J. 1J c leather, £04 sewing-machines

Terry, J. & Co. £50 varnish

Voss, J. & Co. £250 glass manufactures

Wills, G. R. & Co. £14 carpet

Alexandretta—Qellatly, Hankey <fc Co. £13

iron safes

Am. OA Bay—Atkinson & Smith, £S furniture

Bankhead, Hill & Co. £12 ohinaware

Blagden & Prince, £290 rugs

Briater & Fitob, 768 tq yds floorcloth, 163

yds oarpetB, £110 furniture

Clark, J. £5 wood manufactures

Currie, D. & Co. £155 furniture

Dunn, W. & Co. £217 furniture

Durant, A. & Co. £11 looking-glasses, £70

furniture, £5 iron bedsteads

Filby & Kemp, 18i o leather, £9 brushes

Grejfua, L. £40 paperhangings, £25 furniture

Harvey <fe Greenacre, £56 glassware

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 150 \ da blanketing

Jacobs J. & Co. £15 looking-glasses

MoBenthal, Sons & Co. £83 furniture

Myers, J. £l20 furniture

Rudd A Co. £4 red pottery

Savage & Hill, £341 cotton blankets, 50 tq

yds floorcloth, £18 iron bedsteads

Voss, J. Si Co. £22 glasa manufactures

Webster. Steel & Co. 233 vds cotton blankets

White, R. A Co. £9 iron safe

Amsterdam—Amholz, A. £30 crockery

Meadows, T. & Co. 2SO yds carpeting

Robinson, A. G., Roberts & Co. £107 furni

ture, 6 o leather

Antwerp—Pickford & Co. £84 brushes

Salmon, C. J. £26 paperhangings, 23 c leather

Weatherley, Mead & Co. £210 varnish

Auckland—Durant, A. &, Co. 200 sq yds oilcloth

Sargood, Son & Co. £169 sewing-machines

Shaw, Savill & Co. £10 chinaware

Voss, J. &, Co. £15 manufactures, £10 glass

ware

Bermuda—Nicholson, W. & Co. £11 moaical-

instrnments

Beypore—Stanen, Watson & Co. 459 yds carpet

Bombay—Harraden, S. & Co. £9 mscl installs

Haviside, T. & Co. £122 lamps

Bordeaux—ChinDery & Johnson, £10 varnish

G. S. N. Co. 400 yds carpets

Boulogne—Aldrid.-r, J. F. & Co. 81" o leather,

240 yds leather oloth

Atkins, C. & Co. 72 c leather, 829 yds carpets,

924 yds carpets

Bilot, F. A Troude, 111 c leather, 897 yds

carpets, 168i o leather, 1 12 yds <
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Boulogne (continued)—

Chinnery A Johnson, £20 varnish, 12 o leather,

3 o leather.

Flageollet Freres. £126 varnish

King, H. S. A Go. £20 furniture

Messageries Parisiennes, 3,356 yds carpets,

£163 rage, 265 yds woollen carpeting, £8

rage, 531 yds oarpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. £20 ohina

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £64 mnsioal instruments

Rahn, G. A Co. 21 o leather, 262 yds crptng

Rhodes A Co. £2 clocks

Sleeman, H. 8. A Co., 975 yds leather oloth

Union Lighterage Co. 2\ o leather, £78 rags

Bremen—Phillipps & Graves, 59 sq-yds flrclotb,

77 o leather, 65 o leather

Scotney A Earnshaw, £170 cabinet ware

Brussels—Bilot, P. A Tronde, 34 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 75 sq-yds oilcloth

Bcenos Ayres— Esoombe, Bros. & Co. £44

clocks, 8i o leather

Haines, Batchelor A Co. 598 yds jute matting

Holland, A. A Co. £16 glass manufactures

Cadiz—Margeteon A Co. 754 yds wool and

hemp carpets, £39 rugs, £17 clocks

Other Entries, 1,333 yds carpets, 2,603 yds

carpeting

Calcutta—Braine, E. W. £12 filters, £27 frntre

Champneys A Co. £37 fornitnre

Datidge, F. £18 glass manfs, £10 sewing

maobines

Davies, Turner, A Co. £60 glass manufactures

Elmore, J. S. A Co. £20 lamps, £44 lamps

Green, P. A Co. £10 furniture

Grindlay A Co. £12 ohinaware, £7 billiard

material

Head, H. A Co. £155 glass mirrors

Horsley, W. £152 wood manfs

King, H. 8. A Co. £100 piano, £25 furniture

Leckie, D. £16 clocks

Lyon, J. A Co. £10 glassware

Maynard, Harris, A Co. £75 chandeliers

Newcomb A Son, £100 pianos

Reynolds & Co. i c leather, £3 varnieh

Scotney A Earnshaw, £32 cabinet wares,

£26 clocks

Shackleton A Co. 447 yds carpeting

Townsend A Spearing, £10 lamps

Wesley, Cooper, A Co. £71 gware, 2 o leather

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £100 musioal insts

Canterbury—Hopcraft A Broadwater, 223 yds

carpeting, £41 rugs, £3 matting

Kemsley A Elkington, £56 furniture

Cape Coast—Lintott, Spink A Co. £17 furniture

Cape of Good Hope—Ball, W. E. £11 furniture

Carrie, D. A Co. £43 docks

Davis A Soper, 205 yds floorcloth, £86 fur.

niture, 169 yds carpets, £96 furniture

Findlay, Durham & Co. £14 wall-paper

Flower, J. £13 furniture

Freeland, J. A A. B. £17 pillows, £46 fur-

niture, £46 brush ware, 2 chamois leather

Groom, H. C. £66 furniture

Marshall, A. £41 bedsteads, £40 varnish, 2 c

leather, £34 glassware, £8 wood manufctrs

Short, Short A Co. 2 o leather

Wesley, Cooper A Co. 5 o leather

White, R. A Co. £66 paperhangiugi, 42 yds

carpets

Colom bo—DarleyA Butlers, 154,100 yds cottons,

736 yds blankets

Freeland, J. A A. B. 13,480 yds woollen

blankets, £8 glassware

Hodgkineou, P. A. A Co. 55 g varnish

King, H. S. A Co. £7 chinaware

Martin, R. A Co. £9 ohinaware

Short, Short A Co. £6 furniture, 24 sq yds

oilcloth, £5 glassware

Constantinople—Baker, G. P. 3,289 yds woollen

carpet, £25 fibre mats, £16 clocks, £5 fibre

matting, £14 filters

Ball, W. E. £165 iron bedsteads, 2,263 yds

woollen and hemp carpets, 90 yds blankets

Carnegie, A. £300 sewing-machines

Copenhagen—Darling Bros. 3 o leather

Leather Cloth Company, 960 sq yds oiloloth

Demebara—Barns. J. T. £65 wood manufactures

Mertens A Co. £50 masical instruments

Price Bros. £12 varnish

Dunedin—Allport A Morgan, £53 brushes

East London—Peacock Bros. A Co. £888

blankets, £32 docks, £107 chinaware

Ghent—France, W. 87 t leather

Phillipps A Graves, £120 sewing-machines

Webb, Warter A Co. 2i o leather

Gibraltar—Beriro A Co. £25 furniture, 650 yds

woollen carpets

Bitton, J. £25 glassware

Gothenburg—Harris, R. 6 J- o leather

Seotney A Earnshaw, £40 rugB

Grenada—Moss, C. A Co. 2 o leather

Halifax—Meadows, T. A Co. 1,180 yds oar-'

petiug, 1,540 yds carpet

Hambro—Blytb, F. D. £190 piano-keys

Barge, V. J. 74 yds linoleum

Darling Bros. 4 c leather, 65 o leather, 7 o

leather

Goldschmidt Bros. 8 c leather

G. S. N. Co. £66 mats and matting

Lavy, C. A Co. 53 sq yds floorcloth, £72 rugB

Leather Cloth Co. 7,830 sq yds oiloloth

Meadows, T. A Co. 360 yds leather oloth

Other Entries, 211 c leather cuttings

Salmon, C. J. 130 o leather

Simonsen, J. A Co. 145 yds flooroloth

Stahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 144 yds carpeting,

117 yds iate matting

Strodwiok, H. 137 o leather

Warbarg, R. D. A Co. 87 yds linolm, £15 mats

Hiogo—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £14 glassware,

£24 fornitnre

Hong Kono—McGregor, Gow A Co. £150 rugs,

624 yds leather cloth, 3,195 yds blankets

Morrison, J. A Co. 1 o leather

Ibrail—Darling Bros. 145 o leather

Russell, G. A Co. 560 yds oiloloth

Jamaica—Isaacs, Son A Co. 4981b leather

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeswright A Co. £90

furniture, £8 varnish, £5 glassware, £i

varnish, £50 furniture

Konigsbero—Lavy, C. A Co. 600 yds oiloloth

Kubrachee—Townsend A Spearing, £27 musical

instruments

Leghorn—Ball, W. E. 130 yds hemp'and wool

carpets

Lisbon—35 lb leather

Lyttleton—Mertens A Co. £150 pianoH

Madras—Arnati A Harrison, £3 glassware

Colley A Co. £4 glassware

King, H. S. A Co. £15 ohinaware

MoDiarmid, Greenshields A Co. £80 glasB.

ware, £47 iron safes

Short, Short A Co. 186 yds carpets, £5 furni

ture, £16 varnish, £4 glassware

Malaga—Margetson A Co. 2,480 yds oarpets

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £78 glass ware

Malta—Kiog, H. S. A Co. £8 hardware, £43

furniture

Sparrow, W. A. £12 furniture

Mangalore—Werner, J. P. 207 yds blankets

MAURiTius^-Colley A Co. £85 furniture

Marten, R. A Co. £20 glass manufactures

Montreal—Darling Bros. 4J o leather

Dawson Bros. £56 varnish

Ozenford, E. A Co. £38 musioal instruments

Whiteley, W. £20 orookery

Monte Video—Holland, A. A Co. £170 furnitre

Pini A Ronooroni, £40 furniture

Mossel Bay—Carrie, D. A Co. £42 musical

instruments

New Brunswick—Nioholeon, J. £16 varnish

New York—Durant, A. A Co. £500 furniture

Dickie, Borman A Co. £16 glass manufactures

Meadows, T. A Co. £320 yds oarpets

Wingate, W. A Johnson, 2,410 yds oarpets

Odessa—Russell, G. A Co. 240 yds oilcloth, £50

musical instruments, 1,010 ydB lethr clothe

Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Co.

474 sq-yds linoleum, £15 glassware, £100

lamps, £38 brushes

Oporto—Aldridge, F. C. £15 glass mannfaotrs

Other entries, 1,568 lb leather

Ostend—General Steam Navigation Company,

90 yds flooroloth

Salmon, C. J. 2 o leather

Weiner, M. A Co. 7 o leather

Wilson, T. 34 yds woollen carpets

Otago—Patereon, A. S. £70 glass manufactures

Shaw, SavUl A Co. £16 furniture, 168 lb

leather, £130 musioal instruments

Palermo—Davies, Turner A Co. £10 musical

instruments

Mertens A Co. £1,042 oarpets

Paris—Burnett, J. A Sons, 356 g varnish

Raoine A Palmer, £20 oak wood

Penang—Lipscomb, F. ACo. £21 filters

Piraeus—Rodooanaohi, P. P. A Co. £58 frniture

Port Alfred—White A Holmes, £36 furniture

Port Elizabeth—Williams A Geils, £55 pianos

Port Natal—Carrie, D. A Co. £530 furniture

Fass, A. 8,700 yds cotton blanketing

Horsley, Palmer A Co. £380 furniture, £10

wood manufactures, £198 billiard-table

McGregor, W. G. £140 carpet, £23 china

Penney, G. H. A Co. £10 musical instruments

Reid A Reid, £34 furniture

Port Phillip—Allport & Morgan, £500 fntre,

£210 musioal instruments

Buick, Lewis A Co. 1,152 yds oilcloth, 1,250

yds flooroloth, £33 fntre, 343 yds blauketB,

782 yds oarpets

Fish, P. O. A Co. 2,057 yds flooroloth

Port Phillip (continued)—

Green, F. A Co. £131 fornitnre

Haighs, Brs. £56 woollen rugs

Hopcraft A Co. 743 yds oarpeting

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 317 yds floorcloth,

541 yds woollen oarpets

Paterson, Laing A Co. 16,425 yds blankets,

£82 furniture

Price, E. A Co. £18 blankets

Sands, R. A Son, 17 c leather

Sargood, Son A Co. £6 furnitnre

Webster, G. A Co. 24 yds blankets

Wesley, Cooper A Co. £52 gware, £3 gware

Rangoon—Fox, J. H. A Co. £40 msol insts

Reval—Bailey A Leetbam, 101 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 5,910 g oilcloth

Rotterdam—Darling, Brs. 52 o leather, 75 o

leather, 21 o leather

Rio Janeiro—Walter, J. A Co. £20 varnish

Santos—Pinto, Leite A Co. £13 glassware

Seville—Nioholls A Co. 1,580 yds carpets

Other Entries, £429 carpets

Wimble, J. M. £140 carpetB

Shanghai—Byron, J. 1J o leather

Reid, H. 6 o leather

Singapore—Borneo Co. £12 hardware, £42

musical instruments

Caldwell, Watson A Co. 400 yds oilcloth

McGregor, Gow A Co. £24 oarpet

Smyrna—Hiokie, Borman A Co. £16 brushes

Stockholm—Darling Bros. 25 o leather

Warburg, R. D. A Co. 617 yds linoleum, £130

carpets

St. John's—Prowse A Hall, £146 pianos, £20

wall-paper, 800 yds oilcloth

St. Petersburg—Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £67

carpets

Sydney—Dawson Bros. 1 c leather

Dickinson, G. F. £20 piano, 800 g varnish

Hoporaft & Co. 6,295 yds woollen blankets,

£225 oarpet

Hill, A. 3i o leather

Jnnes, D. A Co. £95 ohina, £21 oabinet-ware

Moore, R. A Co. 416 yds flooroloth, 331 yds

woollen blankets

Pitt A Scott, £42 glaBs manufactures

Wellington—Field, G. £25 china

Solanders, A. A Co. 190 yds floorcloth, £40

furniture

Yokohama—Cutbill, A. £11 glass manufactures

Dickeson A Stewart, £40 musical instruments

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £25 rogs

Marcus A Co. 2,850 yds carpets

Jepl Intelligence.

Obtaining Goods by False Pretences.

—John Gollop was charged at the Mansion

House Police-court on the 8th inst. on remand

with obtaining a quantity of satin by false pre

tences. The evidence given on the previous

occasion went to show that on August 30 last

the prisoner called at the office of Messrs. E.

Tournu, Mayet, Freres & Co., silk and satin

manufacturers, carrying on business in Milk-

street, Cheapside, and asked a warehouseman,

named Mr. Bevers, for some satin, represent

ing that it was for Messrs. F. W. Low & Co.

The name of that firm was well known, and a

member of the prosecuting firm being present

at the time, recognised the prisoner, having

seen him at Messrs. Low's, and believing his

representation that the goods were for them,

00 yards of satin were given him, and he left,

having signed for it. The prisoner repeated

this on the 1st and 3rd of September, and suc

ceeded in obtaining two other like quantities

on the same pretence. On Friday last he

again called for the same purpose, and he was

then given in charge in consequence of some

information that had come to the knowledge

of the prosecutors. Mr. Frederick G. Stan

ford said that he was the the London manager

to Messrs. F. W. Low & Co., silk manufac

turers' agents, of Paris and St. Paul's Church

yard. He had known the prisoner for several

years, he having entered the firm's service in

the early part of 1878, with an excellent cha

racter, but he left in March last, through

having broken his arm. The prisoner had no

authority whatever to order goods, and witness

knew nothing about the affair till he heard of

the present charge. This completed the case,

and Sir Andrew Lusk committed the prisoner

for trial at the next sessions of the Central

Criminal Court.
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A Question as to Custom in the

Timber Trade.—At the Bradford County

Court last week, Mr. W. T. S. Daniel, Q.C.,

gave his judgment in the bankruptcy motion

made by Mr. D. R. Charles, timber-merchant,

Barrow-in-Furness, for an order declaring him

entitled to certain timber lying in a yard at

West Hartlepool, occupied by Messrs. W. &

A. Laycock, formerly timber merchants at

Keighley and West Hartlepool, whose estate

is in liquidation. His Honour referred to the

facts of the case as proved before him, to the

correspondence, and to the legal decisions

bearing upon it, and concluded by saying that

in his opinion Mr. Charles had not established

his claim to the timber with reference to the

custom of the trade which Mr. Charles had

contended for, namely, that it was usual for

timber merchants to leave timber which they

had bought and paid for on the premises of

the vendor until required. He arrived at a

decision against Mr. Charles on that question.

There was a custom to leave goods, but the

custom pointed to some act being done by

which a third person could know that the

goods had been disposed of by the timber

being marked. There was no mark or any

thing else to distinguish the timber in the

case, and the motion would be dismissed with

costs.

Railway Companies' Liability for Late

Delivery of Goods.—Bray & Co. v. The

South-Eastern Railway Company.—This was

a case tried by a jury, on the 6th inst., in the

Southwark County Court. The plaintiffs

claimed £12. Os. 6d. for loss alleged to have

been sustained through the late delivery of

perishable goods, viz., skins too late for market.

Mr. Hilbery appeared for plaintiff?, and Mr. |

Crisp represented the defendant company. It

appeared by evidence given in support of

the claim by Mr. Bray, trading under the title

of W. R. Bray & Co., hide and skin dealers,

Bermondsey-market, that certain skins con

signed to the firm were delivered at the market

on a Saturday in September of last year, after

the market closed, the next market-day not

being till the following Tuesday. The loss

sustained through missing the market was that

covered by the sum claimed, of which £2. 14s.

had been paid by defendants into Court. The

other railways, plaintiffs said, delivered their

goods at nine o'clock in the morning, whilst

those transmitted by defendants' lino had often |

come in late during the past four years, and

repeated complaints had been made. In cross-

examination, Mr. Bray said the skins and

hides, when they arrived late, had never been

refused, becauso, if they had, they would

have been spoiled. Sometimes skins were

ordered in advance of their arrival, and if

they were not in fair and proper condition

when to hand, the contracts would not hold

good. Mr. Williams, who stated that he was the

oldest trader in the Bermondsey Skin Market,

said he got his parcels by the Brighton line

about eight or nine o'clock in the morning,

and by the South-Eastern about ten or eleven,

as a rule. He had sold skins worth 3s. Cd.

for Is. when they had arrived late, but

those had not always come by the South-

Eastern. Mr. George Wallis, superintendent

at the South-Eastern Railway Goods Station,

Bricklayers' Arms, said there were about 120

stations on the line from which hides and

skins were sent, involving about the same

number of trucks for their carriage. On the

morning of September 2 in last year, when the

goods for the plaintiffs were brought to Lon

don, the traffic was exceptionally heavy.

Special contracts were entered into by the

company for the delivery of perishable goods,

such as market produce, fruit, and fish, and

every reasonable means were used for the pur

pose of delivering the goods at a reasonable

time. On the particular day in question there

was 40 per cent, more traffic than on the pre

vious day. 7G5 trucks coming in, and 730 going

out. It was necessary that the latter should

be disposed of before the others could be ad

mitted. None of the hides consigned on the

day in question were delivered before three

o'clock in the afternoon, but there had been

no complaint from anybody but the plaintiffs.

All goods tendered at the various stations

were carried, and if it were not so the articles

would—many of them—be destroyed. It

would not be possible with regard to hides to

enter into a special arrangement for delivering

them in time for particular markets, but they

could be sent by passenger trains at passenger

rates. His Honour told the jury the question

for them to consider was whether, considering

all the circumstances, the goods had been de

livered by defendants within a reasonable

time. The jury returned a verdict for the

plaintiffs, with damages 40s. His Honour

ruling that there was no necessity for giving

preference to skins over any other merchandise,

a new trial was asked for and granted.

Attempt to Swindle Woolstaplers.—

At the Halifax Borough-court on the 6th

inst., Alfred Speight, alias J. C. Hanson, a

woolstapler, of no fixed abode, but formerly

of Bradford, was brought up for attempting

to obtain £60 by false pretences from Messrs.

Wilkinson & Wallace, woolstaplers, Halifax.

The facts, as stated, were these :—On the 1st

inst. the firm received a letter from J. C.

Hanson, dated from 1, Christian-street, Isling

ton, Liverpool, in which he said he had about

4,800 lb. of gray Russia noils warehoused in

Birkenhead, too light-coloured for his purpose,

and he would sell them at SJd. per lb., the

cost price being 6d., or he would take very

dark Russian noils in exchange, for which he

could give 6d. per lb. if they suited him. He

advised one of the firm to go over and see the

noils, offering to pay railway fares. Mr. Wil

kinson offered to go, and the prisoner arranged

to meet him at one o'clock on Wednesday, at

the Central Clubj South Cnstle-street, Liver

pool, adding in his letter, " If I am not there

iust at the time, I will leave a letter for you ;

iut I shall be there either at the time or soon

after." On arriving at the Central Club, Mr.

Wilkinson found a letter for him from Hanson,

which said : " I have had to go to Rochdale

this morning, but I shall be back by four

o'clock or soon after, and will meet you

here. I am sorry to keep you waiting,

but we shall have time to do our business

before your train time." Mr. Wilkinson

thereupon, having time on his hand, went to

see what kind of place No. 1, Christian-street,

Islington, was, and found it was a dramshop,

which aroused his suspicions. He at once

returned to Halifax/and at his office found his

partner had enclosed £60 in bank notes in a

letter in response to a telegram purporting to

have come from himself :—" Birkenhead,

September 3rd, 1.55 p.m. From Armitage

Wilkinson, Temperance Hotel, Ivy-street,

Birkenhead,Cheshire, to Wilkinson & Wallace,

King-street, Halifax. Have bought the noils.

Send me this day £60 in Bank of England

note or notes, in registered letter. Address as

above. Will wire you to-morrow to Brad

ford." Mr. Wilkinson consulted Chief Con

stable Fole, and it was agreed to forward the

registered letter, and Detective Newburn was

despatched the same night to Birkenhead. On

Thursday morning he saw the prisoner go up

to the postman, and heard him ask for a

registered letter for Mr. Armitage Wilkinson.

The postman asked him if he was Armitage

Wilkinson, and he said " Yes," on which the

letter was given to him. The detective then

met him, and asked him if his name really was

Armitage Wilkinson, at which he seemed

offended, and said it was. Newburn took him

into custody, and at the Central Club ascer

tained from Robert Brown, the manager, that

he was the man who left the letter for Mr.

Wilkinson, and said he had been in the habit

of receiving letters addressed to J. C. Hanson.

The prisoner was remanded.

Robbing Employers.—At the Guildhall,

on the 31st ult., James F. Watford, of 26,

Rushmore-road, Clapton-park, and 2, Castle-

street, Falcon-square, Cripplegate, and Henry

Beresford Martin, of 46, Colveston-crescent,

Ridley-road, Dalston, warehouseman, were

finally examined before Sir T. S. Owden, the

latter charged with stealing 100 gross of

Russian braid from Messrs. Weintraud, Joyce,

& Co., Aldermanbury, his employers, and the

former with receiving the same, well knowing

it to have been stolen. Mr. Beard prosecuted ;

Mr. James Chapman appeared for Watford,

and Mr. Edward Fratt for Martin. Martin

had been in the employment of the prosecutors

for about eight years as a warehouseman, but

he had no right to give orders for goods with

out special authority. On the 13th ult.

Martin sent a memorandum on one of his em

ployers' forms to Mr. Henry "Warden, of 38,

Noble-street, asking if he had CO or 100 gross

of Russian braid. On the 18th Mr. Warden

sent 50 gross of braid to prosecutors' ware

house, and on the 19th 50 gross more. The

value of 100 gross was £8. 10s. Before he

sent the first 50 gross of braid, he had re

ceived a communication from Mr. Wheeler, of

Newgate-street, and in consequence he marked

the braid. The first 50 gross were sold by

Watford to Mr. Wheeler, on the 10th ult., for

lO^d. per gross, and the other 60 gross were

found at Watford's house. When he was

taken into custody, he said he had not bought

the braid, but that Martin had asked him to

sell it, as the prosecutors were overstocked.

He was to have 5 per cent, for selling it.

Mr. Wheeler, jun., said he bought the 50 gross

of braid on the 19th ult. (this was the braid

delivered on the 18th). The goods were

Is. 8d. per gross wholesale. He had previously

made a communication to Mr. Warden, and,

therefore, he bought the braid and paid cash

for it. In reply to Mr. Chapman, he said

that he bought the braid from Watford's

traveller, and had bought many lots of

goods from Watford through the same per.-son.

Robert Child, detective sergeant, said that on

the 22nd ult. he went to the "Goldsmith's

Arms," in Foster-lane, and saw Watford. He

told him that he wanted to speak to him about

50 gross of Russian braid which he had re

ceived from a man named Martin, who wa3

in the employ of Messrs. Weintraud, Joyce,

& Co., of Aldermanbury, and he replied that

he had had 60 gross from Martin to sell for

him, and he produced 50 gross from a cup

board in the passage. In answer to witness's

questions, he said he had no entry in his

books of those transactions, as they were all

for cash. He said to Mr. Jovce that he had

entered the sale to Mr. Wheeler, and he

showed him the book where it was entered ;

but the date was the 11th of August, and the

goods did not leave Mr. Wardens until the

18th and 19th ult. On the way to the station

he said he had received a note from Martin

telling him to keep away from Castle-street.

After some further evidence, the prisoners-

were committed for trial.

The London and Westminster Supply

Association.—Mr. Martin, Q.C., moved on

the 3rd instant, before Mr. Justice Stephen,

for an injunction against the defendants, re

straining them from paying a dividend on

preference shares or supplying goods from the

stores in satisfaction of the dividend warrants.

According to the statement made on behalf of

the plaintiff, the association proposed to pay

six per cent, to the preference shareholders,

which would absorb £800. The meeting took

place on August 12, and by Article 98 of the

Articles of Association, the directors were to

lay before the members in general meeting- a

statement of income and expenditure made up

from the date of the last preceding statement

to a date as near the date of meeting as could

conveniently be fixed, but not more than a

month before such meeting. The statement

laid before the meeting was to December, 1878.

The balance-sheet should be made up to the

same date as the statement, and should contain

a summary of the property and liability of the

association, and such statement should also be

accompanied by a report of the directors as to

the state of the company, and the amount to

be apportioned as dividend. This had not

been done. The report did not contain any

statement of what was recommended

for dividend, nor did it purport to have

a balance - sheet later than December

last. It was contended by Mr. Bag-

shawe, Q.C., for the defendants, that it

was only an interim dividend that was pro

posed, and the motion was made by a share

holder who held only one £5 paid-irp share.

The object was to damage the company, and

it was impossible that a person with such an
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interest could have any legitimate object. Mr.

Martin contended that he was supported by a

v&st number of independent shareholders.

There had been a violation of the Articles of

Association by no account being furnished up

to the month before the meeting. It was sub

mitted by the defendants that if the directors

were now restrained from paying dividend

great inconvenience would arise, because

some of the warrants had been paid ; but the

plaintiffs couosel replied that he gave notice

to the directors not to pay the dividend on

the 14th of August, two days after the meet

ing. The dividend was ordered to be paid by

resolution of the association, but this was done

when no proper statement had been laid

before them. His Lordship dismissed the

application. There was some doubt on the

Articles of Association as to the powers"of the

directors, but this question would 'be decided

at the hearing of the action, and to grant the

application now might seriously damage the

association. If the directors bad acted

wrongfully they would be personally liable.

Costs to be costs in the action.

CoteriUd «■«'* reference to the Furniture, Beco-

tvifi™ UphoUrry, and Drapery Trade; from Mettrt.

Ojuible Si Hurvey'e " Weekly Hecord."

Partnerships Dissolvud.

Auber & Cotton, auctioneers, 63, North-end,

Croydon.

Brnmlers, E. & Co., gold-leaf manufacturers, 1,

Badge-row, City.

Carter Brothers and Carter & Co., drapers,

Stockton-on-Tees.

Cawley & Holdsworth, ivo>y button manufac

turers, 52, Hatton-garden, and 39, Leather.

l*ne, Hoi horn.

Contsoa & Kirtley, Taostnll-lane, Bishopwear-

mouih.

Durham Brothers, drapers, 176, High-street,

Daptfo'd.

Jones, Richard & Evan Lloyd, drapers, 21 & 22,

Townhill, Wrexham.

Eafford, J. D. & Co., ironmongers, Tunbridge,

Kent.

Reeve & White, bone and ivory brush manu

facturers, 1, Shakespeare - terrace, Stoke

Newington.

Roberts, William A Son, drapers, 13, Cnrzon-

street, Burnley, Lancashire.

Schofield & Bjocock, joiners, West Vale, Greet-

land, Halifax.

Sbaw & Jessop, drapers, Honley, near Hudders-

field.

street, North 8hields. Aug. 26. J. H. Ren-

noldson, solicitor, South Shields.

Golden, Edward, ironmonger, Nortbgate, Bows,

bury. Aug. 28. At Debtor's shop, Dewsbury,

Sept. 18, at Hty. W. Armitage, solioitor,

Huddersfield. .

Goodman, Samuel, upholsterer, Redruth. Aug.

26. Downing, Paige, & Kelly, solicitors, Red

ruth.

Holland, William Henry, timber-merchant, Lei

cester. Ang. 28. Ovrston & Dickinson, soli

citors, Leicester.

Kidd, Arthur, floorcloth and oarpet-dealer and

upholsterer, trading as Fairfield Floorcloth

Co., floorcloth manufacturers, Gorton, near

Manchester. Aug. 25. Addleshaw & War-

barton, solicitors, Norfolk-street, Manchester.

Mi'ohell, James Frazer, currier, Bath-place,

Taunton. Aug. 30. At G. H. Kite's, solioitor,

Taunton, Sept. 18, at 11.

Palmer, John and John James, furnishing iron

mongers, trading as J. Palmer & Son, Church -

street, Edgware - road. Aug. 25. S. T.

Cooper, solicitor, 88, Chancery-lane.

Sayers, Charles William, joiner, Dagna'l-terraoe,

Selhurst-road, South Isorwood. Aug. 26. At

0. F. Emmott's, solioitor, 21, Budge-row,

Cannon-street, Sept. 17, at 2.

Start, George, cabinet.maker, Saffron WaMen.

Aug. 21. Ackland & Son, solicitors, Saffron

Walden.
Summers, William Henry, upholsterer, Stanley.

terraoe, Station-road, Shanklin. Ang. 23.

G. P. Joyce, solicitor, Newport.

Terry, Edwin Howard, undertaker. Great Col-

lege.street, Camden-town. Aug. 21. Browne-

Kidder & Son, solicitors, 19, John • street,

Bedford-row.

Torkiogton, Alfred, ironmonger and gnpfitter,

Etatbank-street, Sonthport. Aug. 25. V.Vlsby,

Hills & Smallsbaw, solicitors, Southport.

Liquidations by Arrangement or

Composition.

Birrow, John, cabinet-maker, 112b, Stoke New.

ingtoD-road. Aug. 25. G. Lucas, solicitor,

Great James.street, Bedfoid-row.

Br&yshaw, Benjamin Bray, furnitnre-dealer,

Windmill-lane, Stratford, Victoria Dock-ro id,

and Abbey.road, West Ham. Aug. 30. At

Robeby-houBe, Stratford, Sept. 19, at 12.

Haynes & Clifton, solicitors, Romford aud

Stratford.

Broadbent, James Braithwaite, leather-dealer,

Great Dooie-t>treet, Strangeways, Cheetbam,

Manchester. Aug. 28. At Cobbett, Wheeler

4 Cobb^tt's, solicitors, 61, Brown-street, Man-

Chester, Sept. 18, at 3.

Burt, Ricbard, timber-merchant, Victoria-road,

Alderehot. Ang. 15. Beale & Martin, soli

citors, Reading and Alderehot.

Chambers, Samuel, timber-agent and dealer,

Derby-place, Edge-lane, Liverpool. Aug. 25.

E. Williams, solicitor, Sweeting-street, Liver

pool.

Cox, Edwin, ironmonger, 117, High Holborn.

Ang. 26. At St one ham & Legge's, solicitors,

5, Philpot-lane, Sept 17, at 12.

Dorey, Thomas, oarpet-dealer and upholsterer,

South. read, Waterloo, Lancashire. Aug. 28.

At W. Madden's, solicitor, Lord-street, Liver.

pool. Sept. 15, at 3.

Flint, William Oliver, gasfitter and lamp-dealer,

Stafford-street, Walsall. Aug. 27. F. Perry

& Son, solicitors, Ann-street, Birmingham.

Foster, Thomas, carver and gilder, Norfolk

Hollier, Thacker, & Co., had filed a petition for

liquidation, but the proceedings fell to the

ground. They furnished a statement of affairs,

disclosing unsecured debts, £1,444. 17a. lid.,

and debts fully secured, £1,015 ; against assetB,

£232. 12s., comprising an estimated snrplus of

£222. 10s., and some securities held by credi

tors. The separate debts of Hollier were stated

at £76. Is. 10d., and assets £15. Mr. Stopher

appeared as solicitor to the petition. The pro.

ceedings resulted in the appointment of Mr. B.

Rigold, merchant, 82, Bisbopsgate-street, as

trustee, with a committee of inspection, consist

ing of Mr. J. Beissbartb, merchant, 7, Snow

fall!, and Mr. Walter Millen, of 36, Chaucer,

road, Herne-faill.

The second statutory meeting of the creditors

of Hugh Grogan, of Fallowfield, Manchester,

joiner, was held on the 2nd icst., at the offices

of Messrs. Barrow & Smith, solicitors, Cross-

street, Manchester. The resolutions passed at

the first meeting, accepting a composition of 3s.

in the pound and appointing Mr. H. M. Briddon,

of Chancery-lane, trustee, were confirmed.

A meeting of the creditors of Benjamin

Healey, of Batley, currier, was held last week

at Dewsbury. The liabilities are £1,420, and the

assets £296. A composition of 3s. in the pound,

payable by instalments, was accepted. Mr.

Whiteley, of Dewsbury, was appointed trustee,

and Mr. Ibbereon, solioitor, was instructed to

register the resolutions.

A meeting of the oreditors of E. Wurtzburg

& Co., stuff merchants, Bradford and Leeds,

was held last week. The statement of affairs

showed that the liabilities were £41,611. 3s. Id.

and the net assets £15,458. lis. 5d. A compo

sition of 7s. in the pound was unanimously

accepted, and Mr. John Routh, accountant, was

appointed trustee.

Adjudications of Bankruptcy.

Bishop, Charles Augustus, and Charles Kenwiek

Kenolm Bishop, organ-builders, trading as

Bishop & Son, 250, Marylebone-road.

Gill, Thomas Kettering, ironmonger. Ang. 27.

At Connty Court, Northampton, Sept. 13, at

12. Faulkner, Reg.

Dividend.

Milner, George (Xiq.), varnish manufacturer,

High Wycombe. First and final dividend of

Is. 9id., at A. Child's, 118, Oxford-road,

High Wycombe.

Sequestrations.

Caldwell, Wm., cabinet-maker and upholsterer,

Burnside, Ardenadam, Argyll, sometime Gla-

gow. Aug. 28, with protection. Claims by

Deo. 28. Agents, Carment, Wedderburn, &

Watson, Edinburgh.

M'Rae, Wm., joiner, Halfway, Irvine. Aug. 30,

with protection. Claims by Deo. 30. Agent,

W. D. M'Jannet, Irvine, solioitor.

Dividend under Sequestration.

Gilmonr, Hugh K, brash manufacturer, &o.,

Nortb-street, Glasgow. First, at Girdwood

& M'Niooll's, Bath-street, Glasgow.

Trustee and Commissioners Appointed.

Brown, James L., joiner, &c, Newbiggin and

MuBselburgb. Trustee, G. S. Ferrier, 7, St.

Andrew-square, Edinburgh. Commissioners,

J. Hendry, tobaoconist ; J. Aitchison, St.

Giles-street ; and J. Gibson, Leith-Btreer, all

Edinburgh.

Trust Deeds Granted.

Aris, Wm., cabinet-maker, &c, 18 and 20, Blair-

Btreet, Edinburgh, to J. Hutton, 29, Han.

ke.il lor. street, Edinburgh. Claims with W.T.

Sutherland, 38, Hanover-street, Edinburgh.

Molnnes, John, joiner, Paisley, to A. B.

MoGowan, Paisley, accountant.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A first meeting of the oreditors of Hollier

& Thacker has been held before Mr. Registrar

Brougham. The bankrupts, late of 44 and 46,

Ludgate-hill, and since of Victoria-buildings,

Fimlioo, dealers in artists' materials, trading as

BILLS OF SALE.

Adams, Harry John, furniture-dealer and broker

26. Neohalls Purk-road, Birmingham, for

£32. 5s., to Bernard Grossbaum. Filed

Aug. 30.
Alder, Alfred, house decorator and grainer, 4,

Valentia-villas, Valentia-road, Walthamstow,

Essex, for £35, to Gustave Chaude. FUed

Aug. 28.
Ashforth, Edgar, joiner, 8, Talbot-road, and

Rowlands.yard, Meadow-Btreet, Sheffield, for

£13, to William Towers. Filed Aug. 29.

Eabb, Thomas, auctioneer, Gtenadon, Dart,

mouth, Devon, for £176, to Francis E. Young.

Filed Aug. 27.
Balmforth, John & Charley, timber-merchants.

Seed. hill, Huddersfield, for £100, to George

G. Fisher. Filed Ang. 29.
Barton, Anthony, ohair-maker, 179, Pyo Banks,

Sheffield, for £20, to Daniel Watkinson.

Filed Aug. 26.
Blakey, Thomas, cabinet-maker, pianoforte-

dealer, and organist, 16, CheBtnut-street,

Leeds-road, Bradford, for £26. 8s., to the

County Loin Co. Filed Aug. 29.

Bragg, William Fletcher, china-dealer and

brush, &c, manufacturer, Coleshill, Warwick

shire, for £556. 4s. 7J-, to Emm; Hunt. Filed

Aug. 27.
Broome, David, joiner, Green S'de, off Carr-lane,

Ainswortb, near Bolton, for £20, to the Bolton

Advance Bank. Filed Aug. 30.

Conroy, James Crispin, ironmonger, 53, St.

Mary's-street, Southampton, for £48, to

Henry Kroole. Filed Aug. 23.

Coombes, George, wood.turner, Viotoria-plaoe,

Livingstone.road, Birchfields, Staffordshire,

for £13. 10s., to Solomon Auerbach. Filed

Aug. 24.
Cursue, John, painter and undertaker, 10,

Sarrandale-place, Paddingtoo, for £18, to

Henry Winsor. Filed Aug. 29.

Davey, Robert, upholsterer and furniture-

dealer, 52, New Park.street, Devizes,

Wilts, for £27, to Abraham CoUins. Filed

Aug. 27.
Davis, Wm. Frederick, upholsterer and deco

rator, 53, Townahend.road, St. John's Wood,

for £40, to the Monetary Advance Co. Filed

Aug. 26.
Dunn, Nicholas Allison, ironmonger, 1, Terrace-

road, Aston, near Birmingham, for £11. 10s.,

to Imperial Co. Filed Aug. 27.

Evans, Henry, cabinet-maker, 10 and 20, Great

Hampton-street, Hockley, Birmingham, for

£15, to Bernard Grossbaum. Filed Aug. 30.
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Franks, George Henry, oabinet-maker, Guis-

boroogh, Yorkshire, for £60, to Thomas

Pearson. Filed Aug. 25.

GilL Archibald, dyer, 15, Cottenham-street,

Newcastle, for £20, to John H. Bernstooe.

Filed Aug. 23.

Goold, William, upholsterer and honne-faroisher,

75, New Out, Lambeth, for £57. 15s., to

Henry Wilson. Filed Aug. 28.

Harriott, John, joiner, Ac., 31, Bombay-street,

West Bowling, and 66, Hutson-street, Little

Horton, Bradford, for £150, to Joseph B.

Siogleton and another. Filed Ang. 27.

Higham, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 21, William-

street, Hartlepool, for £14. 10s., to Marks

Cohen. Filed Aug. 27.

Hobbs, Samuel Flower, carver and gilder, &o.,

12, Olaylands-road, Clapham-road, for £14, to

National Mercantile Bank. Filed Aug. 30.

Holden, Biohard, dyer, 22, King-street, Stand,

lane, Radcliffe, Lancashire, for £9. 10s., to

Samuel Lichtheim and another. Filed

Aug. 25.

Horton, Edward, chandelier manufacturer, 216,

Erasmus-road, Camp-hill, Aston, Warwick

shire, for £25, to William Huxley. Filed

Aug. 29.

Jones, Owen, joiner, 3, Nelson-street, Plymouth,

grove, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester, for

£26, to Isaao Fineberg. Filed Aug. 28.

Jones, Thomas, undertaker, 70, Great Moor-

street and Back-street, Helens-road, Bolton,

Lancashire, for £13, to Bolton Advance Bank.

Filed Aug. 25.

Kirkpatrick, Henry James, ironmonger, china-

dealer, &o., Lily Vale-cottage, Copae-road,

Clevedon, Somerset, for £54, to John C.

George. Filed Aug. 30.

Marcus, Solomon, fnrnitcre-hroker, 1, Splotlandf.

terrace, Splotlands, Cardiff, for £50, to Isaac

Samuel. Filed Aug. 23.

Mayoh, James Henry, joiner, 32,"" Astley-street,

Bolton, for £13. 10s., to Bolton Advance Bank.

Filed Aug. 30.

Milligan, William Henry, timber-merchant, &c.

(by Trustee in liq ), Inoe in Hackerfield,

Lancashire, for £65, to George J. Healy.

Filed Aug 23.

Newenham, Bose Anna, vendor of sewing-

machines, 4, Cecil- road, West Ham • park,

for £10, to Essex Loan Office. Filed Ang. 25.

Pipes, Samuel, timber - merchant, Sycamore,

villa, TTttoxeter-road, and St. Miohael's-lane,

Derby, for £280, to National Mercantile Bank.

Filed Aug. 29.

Price, Joha, ironmonger, 62, Great Hampton-

street, Birmingham, for £110, to National

Mercantile Bank. Filed Aug. 29.

Beilly, Peter, timber. merchant, 10, Wood-street,

Chapel-street, Salford, Lancashire, for £30,

to Thomas Capper. Filed Aug. 28.

Bichardeon, George, joiner and oabinet-maker,

3, Marshall's- roiv, WakeSeld-road, Bradford,

Yorks, for £13. 16s., to County Loan Co.

Filed Aug. 29.

Bohrer, Simon, looking-glass manufacturer and

carver and gilder, 32, Oriel-road, Bootle, Lan

cashire, for £250 (in trust for Annie Bohrer,

his wife), to Thomas Darwin. Filed Aug. 25.

Babenstein, Samuel, cabinet-maker, 199, Clee-

thorpe-road, Great Grimsby, for £44, to

Laurenoe J. Smith. Filed Aug. 26.

Saokerson, John, decorator, 56, Treverton-street,

Ladbroke - grove, Notting-hill, for £11, to

John Howard. Filed Aug. 30.

Sale, Thomas Arthur, spring-mattress manufac

turer, 76, Darlington-street, and Clarence-

street, Wolverhampton, for £36. 10s., to

Samuel Barnett. Filed Aug. 25.

Saunders, George, sign-writer and furniture-

dealer, 107, Ellor-street, Salford, Lmoashire

for £61, to William H. Smith. Filed Aug.

29.

Terris, Tom, cabinet-maker, 30, Lord-street,

Wolverhampton, for £15, to William H. Lee

and others. Filed Ang. 27.

Thomas, James, painter and decorator, 16,

Albert-road, Brighton, for £32, to John W.

Sibley. Filed Aug. 26.

Wainwiight, Win., oabinet-maker, &o., Dews-

bury, and Horbnry, Yorks, for £72. 10s., to

George Ingle. Filed Aug. 27.

Walker, George Gilmore, joiner, 21, Ofierton-

street, Millfield, Sunderland, for £17, to

Ernest B. Mewburn. Filed Aug. 23.

Wells, Henry, decorator, 40, Gertrude-street,

Chelsea, for £9, to Thomas Fairhead. Filed

Aug. 27.

WeBtfield, James, bagatelle-board maker, 124,

Kennington-road, Lambeth, for £15. 10a.. to

National Mercantile Bank. Filed Aug. 25.

PBICES CURRENT OF THE LEADING DESCRIPTIONS OF COLONIAL WOOL.

Description.

P. Phillip ...Fleece

Scoured

Greasy
Sydney Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

Adelaide ...Scoured

Greasy
N.Zealaxd...Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

V. D. Land... Fleece

S. River Fleece

Crossbred ...Australian Washed

„ Greasy...
Lambs „ Washed

Greasy...

Washed

Scoured

PIECE3 and „

Locks „

,, Greasy
Cape Snow-White

„ Exceptional Lots|

Country Scoured

Western Fleece .

Eastern „

Natal „ .

„ Grease ....

Extra.

«. d. s. d.

2 2 to 2 Hi

2 0 „ 2 1

1 1J„ 1 3\

1 111 to2 0

1 1 „ 1 11

1 9 "tol 11*

1 11 „ 1 11$

i oj„ i lj

1 11 „ 2 8

1 Ojtoi 2

2 4 „ 2 7J

1 8 "to 2 0

0 11 "to 1 Oi

1 8 „ 1 9

1 10 „ 1 10i

1 2 "tol 2J

Superior.

». d. t. d.

1 »lto2 1

1 10 „ 1 11

1 OA „ 1 1

1 8$ „ 2 0

1 9 „ 1 11

0 llj,, 1 01

1 8 „ 1 9}

0 10 „ 0 111

1 6 „ 1 8

1 81 „ 1 10

0 11 „ 1 0

1 6 „ 1 9

1 5 „ 1 71

1 61 „ 1 7

0 111 » 1 0

2 0 „ 2 3

1 1 „ 1 3

1 41 „ 1 "6

1 6 „ 1 7

0 8* „ 0 10

1 7" „ 1 71

5 tol

2 „ 1

01 „ 1

1 „ 1

9 „ 0 10

Average to

Good.

f. d.

1 6 to

I 3"
0 10 „

1 * „

1 5 „

0 9 „

1 4 „

0 8 „

1

». d.

!»"

0

7i

it"

I:

2 ,;

21 „

9

7

0 11 ,

1 2 ,

1 2 ,

0 61,

1 6 ,

0 101

1 7

0 9

1 6

1 71

0 10

1 5

1 4

0 10*

1 llf

1 31 tol

1 1 „ 1

0 11 „ 1

0 HI „ 1

0 8 „ 0

Interior to
Average.

i. d.

1 tol

». d.

1

„ 0

» 1

» I

•' I

"IIf A

.. 1

6 „ 0

0 11

0 6

0 8

0 8

7
■■;

4 k

h~
■i

i

2

1

1

„ 1

„ 0 84

0 10 „ 1 6"

0 5 „ 0 10

::1 1

0 61

1 53i,

1 H to 1 3i

0 Hi",, 1 Oi

0 9 „ 0 10

0 9 „ 0 104

0 6 „ 0 7"

We shall feel greatly obliged {four Subscribers in Zondon
as veil at in all parte of the Country will kindlyforward
to tit early intimation ofany Trade Changes, or tend ut
any Jottinge of general interest to the Tradee we
repreeent. By to doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thu Department of the Furniture
Gazette.

Messrs. Thonet Bros., bent-wood furni

ture manufacturers, are removing from No.

125 to No. 417, Oxford-street.

Mrt. Cawley (formerly of Cawley, Morris,

& Co.), cabinet manufacturer, has opened new

premises at 81, City-road.

Messrs. F. Hackney & Co. have taken

over the Railway Pottery, near the Round

house, Stoke, until lately occupied by Messrs.

Allcock & Forshaw.

The partnership carried on under the title

of the Oxford-road Furnishing Company at

Manchester has been dissolved. Mr. James

Hood will continue the business of dyer, &c,

at the old address.

Mr. William Scarratt has opened a

new table-glass warehouse at 1, High-street,

Hanley.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Francis l'heniS, upholsterer, of 6, Downs-

road, Hackney, must be sent in by November

1 to Mrs. M. Phen<5, 30, Benthal-road, Ever-

ing-road, Hackney.

Creditors of the late Mr. A. Warren,

sewing-machine agent, of Sunderland, must for

ward their claims by the 15th inst. to Messrs.

Bridges, Sawtell, Heywood, & Co., of 23,

Red Lion-square, London.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Joseph Gould, silk manufacturer, of

Leek, must be forwarded by October 31 to

Messrs. Joseph Gould & Son, Horton-street,

Leek.

Mr. William Thomas Holt has taken the

business formerly carried on by Mr. John

Purchase, at Willenhall, as a manufacturer of

American padlocks, general padlock keys, &c,

under the title of Luke Lawrence & Co.

Mr. J. H. Hews, ironmonger, of Ottery

St. Mary, has purchased from the trustees

the stock, tools, and fixtures of Mr. T. B.

Joyce, Honiton, and will remove the same to

his present business premises at Ottery St.

Mary.

Messrs. H. O'Brien & Co., of the Crown

Wharf, Upper Thames-street, have purchased

the stock and taken the premises of the late

Mr. Archibald Gemmell. This stock includes

stoves, kitchen-ranges, baths, and fittings, &c.

Mb. A. H. Fielding, of 168, Tottenham-

court-road, has disposed of his business to

Messrs. W. & C. E. Conder, of Ipswich.

Manchester and Salford Tradesmen's

Mutual Protection Association. — This

company proposes to collect debts owing to

subscribers, to trace and expose dishonest

dealers and traders, to register and publish

from time to time the names of insolvent or

bankrupt traders, &c, and also the names of

grantors of bills of sale, assignments, &c, and

generally to render assistance by protecting

subscribers, and advising them in all matters

connected with their business, and to do every

thing in its power to get the law as to recovery

of small debts amended as occasions and cir

cumstances may require. It was registered on

the 1st inst. with a capital of £2,000 in

£1 shares, the following being the first

subscribers :—

•Israel Summerfleld, 82, Stretford-road, —

cheater, tailor and draper 10
•Peter Cochrane, 102, Radnor-street, Huime, Man

chester, proTiaiou-dealer 10
•Aaron Duokworth, 24, Rigby-street, Broughton,

Manchester, coal-merchant 5
Walker Goodyear, 143, Brunawiok-street. Man

chester, tailor and draper 5
•John Iuglis, 438, Uldbem.roed, Manchester, pro.

vision-dealer 6
Michael Malpaa, 211, South Cross-lane, Salford,
grocer and provision-dealer 5

•Joseph McCorry, 201, LiTerpool-atreet, Salford,

traveller *

The number of directors is not to be less

than three nor more than eight, qualification

five shares. The subscribers whose names are

preceded by an asterisk and Messrs. John

Orampton, Thomas Lodge, and James Leverett

are the first directors ; the company in general

meeting will determine remuneration.

The failure is announced of William Henry

Holland, timber-merchant, Brougham street,

Leicester. Estimated liabilities, £2,100.

Lancashire Telephonic Exchange.—

This company was registered on the 20th

ult, with a capital of £50,000, in £5 shares,

for the purpose of establishing and carrying

on the business of manufacturers of tele

graphic and telephonic lines and apparatus

and of contractors for constructing telegraph

and telephonic lines and similar means of

communication. The subscribers are :—

Shares.
'George Bakwell Dewhurst, Great Marlborongh-

street, Manchester, merchant 1
•Charles Paton Henderson, jun., Great Marl-

borough-street, Manchester, merchant 1
William Steel, Great Marlboroagh- street, Man

chester, cashier to G. & R. Dewhurst 1
James Oaken, Great Marlborough-street, Man

chester, clerk to G. ft R. Dewhurst ... 1
•James Brand, 37, New Broad-street, merchant ... 1

"William Cuthbert Quilter, 8a, Tokeohouse-yard,

stock and share-broker 1
•Allan Morrison, 63, Colemao-street, director of

Fore-street War. house Coaapany 1

The number of directors is not to exceed

seven, and the first are the subscribers whose

names are preceded by an asterisk ; the com

pany in general meeting will determine re

muneration.
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Messrs. J. Fenby & Co., camp-furniture

manufacturers, have taken premises at 103,

Queen Victoria-street.

Partnership has been dissolved between

Messrs. W. P. Holland and F. Brangwin,

manufacturers of garden-seats, &c, Hackney.

The business will now be carried on as " F.

Brangwin & Co."

Mr. "Whliam Hixon, auctioneer, has re

moved from Knightrider-street to Imperial-

buildings, Ludgate-circus.

Mr. William Houghton, auctioneer, &c,

has removed from Bishopsgate Within to 61,

Old Broad-street.

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Bradford Bankruptcy Court on behalf of

Thomas Dillev, of Fawcett-row, Bradford

and Manningham, wool, noil, and waste-

dealer, whose liabilities are estimated at

£1,300.

Messrs. M. H. Sawer & Co., stuff-mer

chants, of Hammerton-street and Booth-street,

Bradford, have been compelled to suspend

payment. Their liabilities amount to rather

over £30,000. The books of the firm have

been placed in the hands of Messrs. Stubbing

& Pratt, accountants, Bradford. A petition,

it is stated, will be filed on behalf of the

debtors in the London Bankruptcy Court.

letters $atent.

I* this column will be found euch inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, UpKohtery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade* ; and Jnventore are requetted to put
tkemeclres in early communication with the Editor, echo
will be happy to afford them publicity/or their invention).

Applications fob Letters Patent.

3,174. Villaret, A., of Marvejols, Lozere, for a

new cr improved apparatus for turning pages

of music books. Aog. 29.

3,483. Buss, E., of Winchester, for improve,

merits in apparatus or appliances for securing

and retaining window-sashes. Aug. 29.

3,494. Clark, A. 51., of Chanoety-lane, for an

improvement in sewing-machines. A com.

mnoication from the Wilson Sewing Machine

Company (Incorporated), of Chicago, U.S.

Aug. 30.

3,503. Nixon, T. pentagraph engraver, of Alex-

aodria, Dumbarton, for improvements in

apparatus for printing woven and other

fabrics. Sept. 1.

3,510. Farnol, J. M., of Birmingham, for im.

provements in the means or mode of attach-

ing door knobs to their spindles. Sept. 2.

3,513. Chiles, G. P., of 40, Southampton,

buildings, for improvements in kettles, sauce

pans, and other vessels for heating water or

for cooking. Sept. 2. f

3,516. Oliver, H., printer, in the employment o,

Messrs. John Orr, Ewing, & Co., of Alexandria

Dumbarton, for improvements in or connected

with apparatus for printing woven fabrics.

Sept. 2.

3,518. Andrew, M., of Viotoria, Australia, for

improved apparatus for looking and prevent

ing the rattling of window.saahes. Sept. 2.

3,526. Brownhill, J., of Denby Dalo, near Hud.

derefield, for improvements in looms for

wearing. Sept. 2.

3.537. Hall, B., machine maker, of Bury, and

J. Sohofield, manufacturer, of Littleborongh,

forimprovements in the construction of temples

for looms. Sept. 3.

3.538. Hall, B., machine maker, of Bury, and

W. Nuttall, weaver, of Gollingrod, in Walms-

ley, for improvements in looms for weaving.

Sept. 3.

3,545. Knight, C, of 26, City Arms-buildings,

Islington, for improvements in musiool instru

ments. Sept. 3.

3,555. Siemens, F., of Dresden, for improve

ments in burners for gas, petrolenm, and

other lamps or lighting apparatus. Sept. 4.

3,557. Gibson, W., manager of works, of Bir

mingham, for improvements in window-sash

fastenings. Sept. 4.

Nora.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

G aide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

3,560. Bowman, W., of 14, Austin-road, Batter-

sea Park-road, Battersea, for a new (or im

proved machine for mitreing wood mouldings

and fillets. Sept. 4.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

882. Tinker, J., and A. Preston, both of Holm-

firth, for improvements in looms for weaving.

March 5.

918. Collins, J. and J. Brownlee, both of Glasgow,

for improvements in looms for weaving.

March 8.

928. Cope, C, of Lawton, and W. B. Benshaw,

of Tonstall, for improvements in the method

of and in apparatus for preparing materials

used in the manufacture of china and earthen,

ware. March 8.

1,008. Desohamps, O. L., of St. Pierre-les-

Calkin, France, for improvements in apparatus

for cutting the threads of tulle, laoe, valen-

oiennes, embroidery, and tarlatans, and

similar materials. March 14.

1,033. Kaiser, P., and A. A. Duplessy, mer

chants, both of Havre, for a prooees and com

positions for engraving upon glass, metal, and

stone by photographic means. March 15.

1,099. Alexander, E. P., of 14, Southampton-

buildings, for improvements in spring mat

tresses or reclining surfaoes, which improve

ments are also applicable to beds, berths,

couches, sofas, chairs, and other like artioles

of furniture. A communication from V. C.

Thnan, of Paris. March 19.

1,217. Topp, A , spinner and mannfaoturer, of

the firm of Topp A Hindley, of Farnworth,

for improvements in the manufacture of certain

woven fabrics. March 27.

1,294. Comings, W. B., of 9, New Broad-street,

for improvements in locks and keys. A

communication from H. E. Russell, of New

Britain, Conn. (U.S.A.). April 1.

1,797. Wise, W. L., of 7, Whitehall.plaoe, for

improvements in knitting-maobines. A com

munication from Messrs. Lane & Timaeus

(Dresden Knitting Machine Company), of

Ldbtau, near Dresden, Saxony. May 6.

2,561. Bydill, G., of Grove-house, Dewsbury

for improvements in steeping, drying, heating

and extracting animal and vegetable fibres or

substances, and iu apparatus and machinery

employed therefor. June 26.

Jfitrmture anir Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 4th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&cM.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as " fur

nitures."

Completely Beoistered.

338,966. Woodward, Benjamin, & Co., of_ Kid

derminster. Class VI. Aug. 29.

339,022. Lee, Daniel, A Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Aug. 30.

339,053-4. Sims, George, of 150, Aldersgate-

street. Class II. Aug. 30.

339,056-70. Brewer, Henry, & Co., of 7, Nioho-

las-street, Manchester. Class XI. Aug. 30.

339,103-4. Dalglish, R., Falconer, & Co., of Man.

cheater and Glasgow. Class XI. Sept. 1.

339,126. MarBton, John, & Co., of Bradford.street,

Birmingham. Class II. Sept. 2.

339,131. Boden, Terras, & Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. Sept. 2.

339,138-41. Barclay, Bobert, & Co., of 17, Major-

street, Manchester. Class VI. Sept. 2.

339,144. The Linoleum Manufacturing Company,

Limited, of 144, Queen Victoria-street, Lon

don, E.G. Class VI. Sept. 2.

339,155-9. Brewer, Henry, & Co., of 7, Nicholas.

street, Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 3.

339,191. Boden, Terras, & Co., of Manchester,

Class XI. Sept. 4.

339,193. Brown.Westhead, T. C, Moore, & Co.,

of Canldon.plaoe, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Sept. 4.

339-194.200. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead-on-Tyne. Class III. Sept. 4.

Useful Designs Provisionally Beoistered.

3,203. Hall, Samuel, of Wrotiesley.street, Bir

mingham, for part of a look for wardrobes.

Aug. 30.

fjefos, Uofes, sift Comments.

Oxford Professorship of Fine Arts.—Io

October next, Mr. W. 8. Richmond, the new

Oxford Slade Professor of Fine Arts, will deliver

his first lecture.

Reduction of Joiners' Wages—The Hall

Master Builders' Association have agreed,

owing to the bad state of trade, to reduce-

joiners' wages on 1st October next one farthing

per hour.

Social Science Congress.—The Edinburgh

Town Council has resolved, on the motion of

Treasurer Harrison, to invite the Social Science

Congress to hold their meeting next year in

Edinburgh.

Increased Working Hours.—Notioe has

been given to the workmen employed at the

Wigan Coal andiron Company's Saw Mills and

Fittiog Shops of an increase in the working

hours from 54 to 661 per week. The notioe

applies to sawyers, carpenters, pattern-makers*

<tc, and affects about 1,000 men and boys. For

some time the workmen in these departments

have only been employed four days a week.

Science and Art Schools.—The Lords of

the Committee of Council of Education have

issued a oircular, calling the attention of local

committees of soience and art schools to the

fact that the duties undertaken by them are a

serious reality, and involve grave responsibility,

publio money being paid on the faith of their

certificate that it has been properly earned.

The Committee of the Council think that fur

ther precautions are necessary, and these are

now under consideration. A change has already

been made by whioh the period between the

reception of the examination papers by the

secretaries of the local committees and the

examination itself is considerably diminished.

Consumption of Indigo.—There was an

increase in the indigo exportation from India

during the last year of upwards of 20,000 cwt.

over the previous year, but the average price

was about five rupees per owt. lower. Great

improvements have been efieoted of late in the

management of the indigo orop, which have

resulted in increase of both quantity and quality.

The following is the yield for the last five

years :—

Cwt. Value.

1873-4 ... 115,980 ... 35,552,997 rupees.

1874-5 ... 81,466 ... 25,763,022 „

1875- 6 ... 110,392 ... 28,750,625 „

1876-7 ... 100,384 ... 29,627,855 „

1877-8 ... 120,605 ... 84,943,340 „

About a quarter of the last year's export went

to France for Continental use, instead of ooming

round by England.

Domestic and other machinery was

largely represented at the Agricultural Show

just held at Manchester. Lathes and planing

machines filling two compartments were ex

hibited by Messrs. Kendall & Gent, Viotoria

Works, Manchester. Churns, refrigerators, and

washing machines in great variety were exhibited

by Mr. T. Taylor, of 8alford, Stockport, and

London. Messrs. T. Bradford & Co., of Man

chester, were large exhibitors of washing and

mangling- machines. The same firm also exhibited

an ingenious machine for cleaning of boots by-

steam power. Messrs. W. H. Bailey & Co., of

Salford, exhibited clocks and other artioles with

which their name has beoome identified ; while

garden seats, summerhouses, &c, were displayed

by Messrs. Halliday & Co., of Middleton, and Mr.

H. Inman, of Stretford.

Technical Schools in Germany.—A tech

nical school for metallio industry will be opened

at Iserlohn, in Westphalia, on Ootober 1. It is

intended to give young men a thorough training

in the scientific principles at the basis of all

the metallic arts, as well as to initiate them into

certain branches where praotioal Bkill with the

hand is essential, as in the case of mechanicians

and machine-makers, smiths, braziers, modellers,

and engravers. The sohool is supported partly

by the State and partly by the district. At

Crefeld an institute for textile industry is to be

opened on Ootober 6. It wiU prepare young

men for any of the different branches of manu

factures, producing cloths or woven materials,

including cotton, woollen, linen, silk, hemp,

and jute. It will be managed and supported

partly by the State and partly by the local

authorities.
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German Co-operative Societies. — The

annual goneral meeting of tbe German Co

operative .Societies has lately been held at

Stuttgart. These companies are divided into

twenty-three great oiroles, at the head of eaoh

of which is a director appointed by election.

Above these is another body, presided over by

M. Schulze-Delitgob, well known from the

impulse he has given to the movement in

Germany. At the opening of the sitting the

report as to the general association was read.

The number of co-operative societies known is

3,161 as compared with 3,080 last year that of

oredit societies has risen from 1,827 to 1,859.

Only one.half of these have sent in their balance-

sheets. These documents show that the number

of members of. tbe co-operative sooieties is

460,507, against 458,000 last year. The amount

of business transacted was £72,800,000 against

£77,500 000 in 1878.

Patents for Inventions.—From a report

of tbe Commissioners of Patents for Inventions

for the year 1878, it appears that the number

of applications for letters patent during the

year 1878 was 5,343, being 39 1 more than the

preceding year. Tbe Patent-office Museum has

teen visited from its openincr, on June 22, 1857,

to the end of the year 1878, by upwards of

4,440,000 persons. During the year 1878 there

were 233,430 visitors. Any patentee who may

be desirous of exhibiting a model of his inven

tion in London may apply to tbe superintendent

for permission to place it in tbe museum.

Models will be received either as gifts or loans ;

if deposited as loans, they will be returned on

■demand. No oharge is made for the exhibition

-of models. The library of tbe museum contains

a complete set of tbe Commissioners of Patents'

publications, which oan be consulted by the

public daily, free of charge.

Mock Auctions.—Superintendent Eccles,

of Hammersmith, in a report to the Chief

Commissioner of Police, says .- " A system of

rfrand practised in the metropolis is what are

commonly termed ' mock auctions ' ; that is to

say, three or more persons purohaBe some

damaged or almost worthless goods, which they

take to a small shop in a busy thoroughfare,

where one plays tho part of auctioneer, whilst

another bids, a ' toot ' being stationed at the

door to induce passers-by to enter and purchase.

These, believing it to be a bond fide sale, and

the statement of the auctioneer to be true, give

an exorbitant price for an article which is

afterwards found to be worth next to nothing.

Knowiug the reluctance of the dupes to appear

in a police-court and confess their folly, these

swindlers carry on their trade almost with

impnnity. The only efficaoions remedy I have

found for stopping each sales is to place an

experienced constable opposite the bouse."

Coffin Furniture.—We noticed last week

the alteration about to be made in the coffin-

furniture trade. We have now received the new

price-list just issued to tbe trade. Tbe following

are the rates of registered coffin furniture, all

colours :—

iH
t£
K *

i 2

111
O Pi

Bites.
Eg
o a

Lice.

Pr.ds. Di.pr. Dz.pr Di.yd

Men's'
■. d. •. d. l. d. ». d.

Women'i ...
16 0 16 0 16 0 4 9

■Youth's 14 0 14 8 13 0

Bot's
10 0 11 0 10 0 3 6

•Ciiid's
5 0

7 0
8 0
6 06 0 2 9

4 0 6 0 4 6 2 6

Sets.

3pr>. IpM.

Fr.set Pr.eet
a. d. s. d.
6 8 8 0
5 6 6 6
4 4 6 3
3 3 3 11
2 7 3 1
2 1 2 6

Sets with large-size plates and ornaments,

and women's size handles :—Three pairs, 6s. per

-set ; four pairs, 7s. per set. Large sets with

connecting ornaments, fid. eaoh extra. Corner

ornaments:—Small, 6s. 6d.; large, 14s. per

gross. Discount, 55 per cent.

Workmen's Emigration Scheme. — An

address emanating from tbe Secretary of tbe

Workmen's National Emigration Covenant has

been issned. After adverting to what was done

at the recent conference at Manchester, tbe

secretary (Mr. Crawford) says:—"The least

observant amongst us mnst know that when two

men seek one employer justice will not be got.

For those wishful to emigrate wide fields are

open in America, Canada, New Zealand, Aus

tralia, and other places. Even there difficulties

will have to be encountered ; bnt those who go

oan rely on a more complete Bnpply of life's

necessaries for themselves and their families.

We need relief, and emigration will supply it.

It becomes the obvious duty of every individual

man to give to the movement tbe utmost en

couragement. Let no man think that because

he does not intend to emigrate he need not sub

scribe towards the maintenance of this fund.

By others leaving those who are left behind will

be benefited, and therefore, as a mere matter of

self-protection, even those who do not intend to

emigrate ought to subscribe, so as to assist those

who are willing to leave their native land."

Fire at Messrs. Nairn's Factory, Kirk

caldy.—On Friday morning, the 5th inst., a fire

took place at the noor-oloth factory of Messrs.

Michael Nairn <fc Sons, Pathbead, of whioh the

origin has not yet been ascertained. It is re

markable that last April twelvemonth the

London warehouse of the same firm was totally

burnt down, and from that time to this the

origin has been equally enshrouded in myBtery.

List week's fire took place about one o'clock in

the morning, and originated in the semi-detached

building nearest tbe sea. The firm was provided

with a fire-hose, which was quickly brought into

requisition. The rapidity with whioh the flames

gained ascendancy was such that but a few

minutes sufficed to cause tbe roof of the entire

building to fall in, while the flames illuminated

the whole distriot. A large quantity of goods

was completely destroyed, to the value of several

thousand pounds, and had it not been for the

energetio aotion of tbe firemen, the entire

premises woold have been gutted. Fortunately,

however, most of the frame divisions are intact,

and Messrs. Nairn will be able, without any

great delay, to execute all orders.

Anglo-American Trade.—An official table

has been prepared by the Bureau of Statistics

at Washington, showing the exports of the

principal articles of British and Irish manufac

ture from Great Britain to the United States

during the seven months ended July 31, 1879,

as compared with the corresponding period of

1878. There has been an inorease this year of

exports to the United States of almost every

artiole on the list, tbe largest inorease being in

cotton goods, pig and railroad iron, silks, ribbons,

and wool. The total value of exports from

Great Britain and Ireland to a'l countries during

the seven months ended July 31, 1878, however,

was £111,061,257, and for tbe corresponding

period of this year £105.435,115, being a

decrease this year of £5,626,142. The total

value of imports into Great Britain from all

countries during the seven months ended

July 81, 1878, was £226,279,668, and for the

corresponding period of this year £203,287,795.

While the total volume of trade has fallen off

£28,618,015, the balance of trade Bgainst Eng.

land has been reduced in the corresponding

period from £115,218,411 in 1878 to £97,852,680

in 1879, the imports having decreased over

£17,000,000 more than the exports.

Labour Restrictions in the Glass Trade.

—Pleading for free trade in labour, Mr. Charles

Markham mentions that in the glass tiade a

powerful union exists whioh prevents freedom |

of contract between the workmen and the

employer, who is not even allowed to select his

own workmen, but is supplied with them by

the union officials. Moreover, a large body of

drones are supported in the glass trade by those

who work. It is believed in the best-informed

quarters that the proceedings of tbe unions con

nected with tbe glass trade are nearly as bad as

those of the Sheffield grinders, whioh were ex

posed by a Royal Commission some years ago,

and universally condemned. A workman con

nected with tbe glass trade was recently shot

at and wounded in tbe streets of Manchester,

and he stated that this trade outrage was in

oonsequenoe of bis having exercised the right

of freedom of labonr. It is an undoubted fact

that tbe restriction of labour among the glass-

workers is rapidly leading to a great diminu

tion in the British trade, and that manufac

turers are now largely purchasing and selling

foreign glass in this country at a considerably

less cost than they can manufacture it them

selves under tbe existing restrictions imposed by

the unions. The large bodies of men supported

in idleness muBt naturally tend to increase the

coBt of production.

Good Glue.—Glue which will stand damp is

a desideratum. Few, however, know how to

judge of quality, except by the price they pay

for it. But price is no criterion, neither is

colour, upon which so many depend. Its ad

hesive and lasting properties depend mere upon

the material from whioh it is made, and the

method of securing purity in the raw material,

for if that is inferior and not well oleansed, the

product will have to be unduly charged with

alum, or some other antiseptio, to make it keep

during the drying process. Weathered glue is

that whioh has experienced unfavourable

ther while drying, at whioh time it is rather a

delicate substance. To resist damp atmosphere

well, it should contain as little Baline matter as

possible. When buying the article, apply tbe

tongue to it, aud if it tastes salt or acid, reject

it for anything but the commonest purpose.

The same operation will also bring out any bad

smell the glue may have. These are simple and

ready test?, and are the ones usually adopted

by dealers aud large consumers. Another good

test is to soak a weighed portion of dry glue in

cold water for twenty-four hours, then dry

again, and weigh. The nearer it approaches to

its original weight, the better glue it is, thereby

showing its degree of insolubility. Glue fre

quently cracks because of the dryness of the

air in rooms warmed artificially. An Austrian

paper recommends the addition of a little chlo

ride of calcium to glue to prevent this.

Trade in Russia.—The general course of

business at this year's fair at Nijni Novgorod is

reported to have been favourable, although the

exaggerated expectations entertained in some

branohes, owing to tbe excellent results of last

year, have not been realised. Lineu, cotton,

and woollen cloths had a ready sale. In bides

and skins business was lively, with rising prices,

oalf.hides being largely bought for Germany.

Horse-hides were in more abundant supply than

usual, but the demand was weaker, ox-hides

and sheepskins beiDg also dull. In wools, the

quantity pitohed was smaller than usual, and

business was limited, owing to the high prices

demanded by owners. Considering the large

requirements which are needed to supply the

great deficiencies in tbe Russian army stores,

business would have been good in this branch

but for sellers asking too much; all kinds of

dark wools were, nevertheless, inquired for,

while camel wools were neglected. Little has

been hitherto done in fine Cashmere and Persian

cotton. In horsehair, owing to German stocks

being completely sold out and American dear,

the supplies on offer commanded a rapid sale at

rather higher prices than hut year. Tbe general

condition of manufacturing industry in Russia

is at present favourable. Apart from the pro

tective duties in operation, whioh are specially

designed for its benefit, the course of exchange

h&B for some time been such as to discourage

the purchase of foreign goods, and has had a

correspondingly favourable effect in

native produotion.

The Manchester House-painters.-

time ago notices were served by tbe Man

chester master-painters upon their workpeople

for a reduction of wages to the extent of

£d. per hour, aud for an alteration of the

rule as to walking distances. As the matter

could not be arranged it was referred to

the Mayor of Manchester (Mr. Alderman

Grundy), whose award was received last Satur

day at a representative meeting of masters and

operatives held at the MaBter Builders' Associa

tion, Aroade Chambers. Tbe award is as fol

lows :—" Having held a Court of Arbitration

for the purpose of settling certain differences

between the master and operative house painters

of Manchester and Salford, and having heard

the variouB facts stated and arguments used on

both sides, and having duly considered the same,

I deoide and award as follows :—On the question

of wages, that the employers have established

to my satisfaction that there is just cause for

a redaction in the wages now paid, and that

the standard rate of wages be reduoed on and

after Sept. 1, from 7id. to 7d. per hour. As

regards town work and walking time, that

the system hitherto adopted of workmen pro

ceeding in the morning to certain points or

boundaries other than, and often in opposite

directions to, where their work lies, and of

charging the time occupied in walking from

such points or boundaries to their work at tbe

rate of working wages is vicious in principle,

wasteful in practice, and unjust in its results,

and must bo abolished ; and that the new rule

proposed by the employers to tbe effect that

' men working within three miles of Albert,

square mnst be on the job at starting-time ' is

sound in principle, and is approved by me ao.

cordingly. As regards country work, that the
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scale or distances proposed by the employers, I

with the extra pay fbr lodgings, and the condi- f

tions as to men travelling to and from their

homes is reasonable, and must be adopted, with

the following addition— that men have one

shilling per week extra when having to stay in

country on Snnday. — Charles 8. Gbundt,

Mayor, Arbitrator."

Improved Hospital Bed.—Mr. James L.

McKeever, of New York city, has patented an

improved bed or cot, having parallel sideB and

rounded ends, and a hinged oover of wire or

other netting sopported by a frame, which is

similar in form to the frame of the bed. The

object of the invention is to construct a light,

strong bed, having a pioteotive covering of wire

netting, to be need in hospitals Bnd sick-rooms

for the protection of patients against flies and

other insects. It is also intended for use aB an

outdoor bed in warm countries.

Trading by Crown Servants.—At a meet

ing of the City Tradesmen's Club, held on the

4th inBt. at the Portugal Hotel, Fleet-street, Mr.

Fiveash went at considerable length into sta

tistics on this question to show the disastrous

effects which Civil Service Co-operative Asso

ciations had had upon the legitimate tradesmen,

and observed that while the latter were nnited

they were powerful enough to remedy the evil,

bnt if disonited they were powerless, and it

wonld be a lasting disgrace if they allowed

those men whose salaries they paid to become

their masters, as they were certainly beooming

in every sense of the word. He explained the

principles of the Traders' Defence Association

of the United Kingdom, and observed that his

object in introducing the subject to the olub was

to induce them to give it their support. Mr.

Lusher proposed, "That in the opinion of this

crab, the combination of Crown servants—Civil,

Naval, and Military— who are carrying on

trading with the general publio whilst in receipt

of official pay, is producing much disaffection

and disloyalty among a very large section of the

tradiDg community of thiB realm ; and that we

believe that the only way to avert soon a

calamity is for a united action by all traders to

protest against the system of Crown servants

trading; and, as the Tradesmen's Defence

Association of the United Kingdom is con-

stitnted ,to bring about a restitution of the

legitimate rights of the tax-paying trader, we

pledge ourselves to give it all the aid in our

power for a desirable result." Mr. Dwarber

seconded the resolution, and some discussion

followed, the question being ultimately ad

journed until the next meeting.

Funeral Reform.—At a meeting of the

Funeral and Mourning Eeform Association, held

at Tnnbridge Wells on the 5th inst., the Rev.

Canon Hoare presiding, the Rev. F. Lawrence,

rector of St. Mary, Castlcgate, York, the hon.

secretary stated that the association had been

formed at the last Congress at Sheffield, at a

meeting under the presidency of the Bishop of

Sodor and Man, to encourage the adoption of

suoh observances only as were consistent with

a hope of resurrection to eternal life, and to

discourage feasting and treating on the day of

burial, and all useless or extravagant expendi

ture in the ooffin and its furniture on the occa

sion of funerals and in the wearing of mourning.

The members adopted the broad ground that

funerals should be \ conducted and mourning

worn without the unmeaning pomp, vain osten

tation, and dismal pageantry of hat-bands,

scarves, plumes, mourning-eoaches, heavy crape

trimmings, and the like, which involved unpro

fitable expenditure, inflicted severe hardships

upon persons of limited means, and neither miti

gated grief nor manifested respect for the dead.

Meetings had been held, leaflets and pamphlets

distributed, and the following recommendations

and suggestions issued :—That in the oostomary

apparatus and accompaniments, economy and

simplicity be studied and osrefully exercised by

mourners in all ranks of society; that the ooffin

be of light construoiion and free from unsuit

able ornaments ; that a simple car and bier are

preferable to a hearse ; tbat carriages in ordi

nary use be engaged instead of mourning

coaches; tbat cloaks, scarves, hat-bands, and

plumes be dispensed with; that friends of the

deceased, in ordering funerals, personally ar

range the details with the undertaker ; that the

interval between the decease and interment be

limited, when possible, to three or four doys ;

that it is more in accordance with the words

used, " earth to earth, dust to dust," to bury,

not in a vault, but in the earth itself, with no

brickwork to delay the action of natnre ; that a

band of black oloth upon the arm is a striking

and sufficiently manifest outward emblem of a

death having taken place in the family. The

meeting gave its unanimouB approval to the

report of the objects and proceedings of the

association.

A Remarkable Clock.—There is now on

exhibition in Detroit, Michigan, a olook (the

work of Mr. Felix Meier, a mechanic), which is

said to eclipse the famous clock at Strasbnrg in

complexity and interest. It stands 18 ft. in

height, and is enoloeed in a black walnut frame,

elaborately carved and ornamented. The crown

ing figure is tbat of " Liberty " on a oanopy

over the head of Washington, who is seated on

a marble dome. The oanopy is supported by

columns on either side. On niohes below, at the

four corners of the clock, are four human

figures representing " Infancy,' ' Youth,"

©ur " SkoMnbs " ijornrr.

o

Thb " Shobt Ejtdb " Cobkbb.—Thit column contain* com*
munication*, tuck at Hint*, Suggestion*, Question*, and
Eepliet from inquiring Workman ; it it a Jtcpotitory of
Practical Experience on all tubjcctt. Ecery Cabinet-
maker know* the value of the thort-end comer in the
workthop. It will not do to cut a H-ft. plankfor a piece
12 in long and 2 in. tquare, neither can a workman be ex
pected to purchate on expentiae volume for the take of
two or three item* of information ; thit it a ju*t reaton
why the Short- End* Corner thould be widely appreciated
amonget the rla*tet for who$e benefit it ha* been opened.
JSy helping each other workmen will help themtelvet.

REPLY.

852. Working' Drawing of a Bedstead.—

Perhaps the accompanying may be what

" E. B." requires. It is no easy thing to design*

a bedstead with canted corners, but your corre

spondent will see that the canting is obtained

 

"Manhcod," and ' Age"; each has a bell in

one band and a hammer in the other. The

niches are supported by angels with flaring

torches, and over the centre is the figure of

Father Time. At the quarter hour, the figure

of the infant strikes its tiny bell ; at the half

hour, the figure of the youth strikes his bell of

louder tone ; at the third quarter, the man

strikes his bell ; and at the full hour the gray-

beard. Then the figure of Time steps out and

tolls the hour, as two small figures throw open

doors in the columns on either side of Washing

ton, and a procession of the Presidents of the

United States follows. As the procession

moves, Washington rises and salutes eaoh figure

as it passes, and it in turn salutes him. They

move through the door on the other side, and it

is then closed behind them. The procession

moves to the accompaniment of varied music

played by the olook itself. The mechanism

also gives the oorreot movement of the planets

round the sun, comprising Mercury, wbioh

makes the revolution once in 88 days ; Venus,

in 224 days ; Mars, in 686 days ; Vesta, in 1,327

days; Juno, in 1,593 days; Ceres, in 1,681

days ; Jupiter, in 4,332 days ; Saturn, in 29

years; Uranus, in 84 years. As these move

ments are altogether too slow to be popularly

enjoyed, the inventor has added a device by

which he can hasten the machinery to show its

working to the public. There are dials whioh

Bhow the hour, minute, and second in Detroit,

Washington, New York, San Franoisco, London,

Paris, Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg, Constan

tinople, Cairo, Pekin, and Melbourne. The

dock also shows the day of the week and mouth

in Detroit, the month and season of the year,

the changes of the moon, Ac. It is said that

Mr. Meier has worked on this clock nearly ten

years, and for the last four years has devoted

his whole time to it.

by merely framing the post at 45 instead of

square. There is room for any amount of va

riation or ornament in the ohamfering, but I

have kept dear of it, so as to present the idea

clearly. Such a bedBtead oould be mode quite*

as cheaply as an ordinary Tudor one.

Cabiket.makeb.

Useful lints.

Blacking Picture and Other Frames.—

The black or black-and-gold frames are French

polished. This must be done once, having a

good surface, either on veneer or on hard wood

frames. First remove all old gilt, dirt, Ac.,,

paper well with sand-paper until a smooth sur

face be obtained ; then boil } lb logwood obipe

in water for one hour, brush this liquor over

whilst hot, and, when dry, give another coat ;

then brush over the frame with the following

liquor:—\oz. green oopperas, in half-pint hot

water, stirring with a stiok. When dry paper

smooth, using very old or the very finest sand

paper. Now procure say 1 lb. black japan, pour

a small quantity in a cup, and thin with turps

until of the consistency of paint. Brush this

carefully over the frame, using a clean fine hair

paint-brush. When dry give another coat.

The frame should be varnished in a warm room

free from dust.

Ebonising Cherry-wood.—Brazilwood, pow.

dered nutgalls, and alum are boiled in water

until a blackish odour is obtained ; the liquid

is filtered and applied to the wood, whico is

next washed in a liquor made by digesting

strong vinegar and a little oil of vitriol for

some time with excess of iron turnings ;
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thoroughly wash the wood, dry and oil. for

Staining fine woods the following is applicable :

—loz. of gallnuts, loz. powdered logwood,

i ox. green vitriol, and t oz. verdigris are

boiled with water, and the eolation, filtered hot,

is applied to the wood, which is then coated

with a solntion of loz. fine iron filings dis

solved by digestion in a small quantity of hot

wine vinegar.

Jfm%0im«g Jfttcnitatt Sales.

Sept. 17.—Messrs. Fuller & Fuller, at 27,

Wobnrn-place, Buasell-eqaare, W.C.—At 12

for 1 o'clock.

Sept. IS.—Messrs. Hards, Yanghan & Jenkinson,

at 86, Rectory .roud, Stoke Newington—At 1

o'olook.

C0 Cornspffnhnis.

T. C. (Bradford).—We should adriae you to have
nothing to do with the Companj you inquire about.
There are many other old- established ones where you
would ran no risk ; why not patronise them P
£ S. (Edinburgh).—The issue raised is by no means so

narrow as you seem to think. Bear in mind it is the prin
ciple that is at stake.

O. S. T. (Wolverhampton).—A London agency could
doabtleas be made to pay if in the bands of an energetic
person.

O. F. (Birmingham).—The demand has simply gone
-down in consequeuoe of a change in the furniture fashion.

B. W. (Halifax).—The fraud (for snoh it nnquestionably
i") ought to be exposed. Our correspondence column is
at your disposal.
T.M. (Liverpool).—Oar Furniture Export List only

deals with the Metropolis.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal 'Workers,

64, Clement Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decorttire Reponts^ and MmnuUctaren of
Archileotnrsl Metal Work.

Office: 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS KEL9EY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Factobiks.—MILTON BTBKET, LONDON, E.C.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Rail
ings, ,

Hinges,
L at oh and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Pulpit Lights,
Coronsa,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,

And Domestic Ornamental Metal Work of all descriptions.

TH03. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' designs,
or prepare special desiifne for all classes of Metal SVork
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artitta, to their
superior Bepousse Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fitting* ot buildings in all atyles

of Architecture. Established 2i Yej.es.

 

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHAUTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAITUPAOTOE/Y AT COIR, IK.

WAREHOUSES

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

IiIBEEAL TEEMS TO S HI 1 IP H? IE JEi S .

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

MANUFACTURER OF TIIE BEST AND CHEAPEST

 

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. super, in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOE BOARDS,

la. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

Immense Stock always ready

forcing. ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Ttjrpin'b Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on throe deal bar* laminations, ^^^y^^/^Z^O^l\

equal in woar to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and ifl w>oeptible of JMMMMMMWMWmMg J

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Backing.
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NOTICE.

FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Will Be Published Shoetlt,

Ojira «o., is St\ff Boardt, Price St. 6d , Pott Free, St.

THE

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Orders for Copies should be forwarded at onoo to

the Publishers,

81, GBEAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S-

INN-FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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TRUTH AND BEAUTY IN

CABINET-WORK.

ESIGN has been truly described as

a variety of speech or writing,

since by its aid we inscribe (or at

least ought to do so) upon every

object of which we determine the

form, all essential particulars

concerning its material,its method

of construction, and its uses. The highest

characteristic of design is that it speaks the

universal language of Nature—a language

vrbich all can read. The open volume of

Xatnre teaches this one lesson above every

other, that there is a style of form and an

elaboration of detail peculiar and appropriate

 

to every material. Rocks have their rugged

outlines, minerals their appropriate crystals,

metals their glittering aspects, timber its bark

and cellular section, and flowers their delicacy

and evident fragility. It is by emulating this

power of indicating the special province and

use of every production of human handiwork,

by making form and object strictly concordant

even as Nature does, that the designer will

produce work which shall give delight and

satisfaction to the beholder.

That end, however, is not attained when

sideboards are made, as they have been before

now, to resemble Grecian stone altars ; nor,

indeed, when (perhaps otherwise correct in

outline) they are so overloaded with ornament

that their only raison d'etre would seem to be

to display the skill of the carver, or when a

cabinet is similarly burdened to an extent that

renders it in itself a museum of curiosities.

Such extravagance of design was never, per

haps, better illustrated than by a bookcase of

French make exhibited some years ago, the

whole structure of which was apparently

overgrown with a nondescript creeper, carved '

with an affectation of precise imitation. No

where in Nature do we find delicate work

thus openly exposed to every kind of accident.

On the contrary, she always contrives a special

shelter for such minute details.

This train of thought has been suggested

by a lecture on Decorative Art, which forms

the first of a series delivered at different

times by Mr. E. J. Poynter, R.A., and now

republished in book form.* It is rightly

laid down here that two things are essential

to secure beauty in constructive design—First,

the fitness to intended use to which we have

already alluded, and second, good workman

ship. The attainment of the latter presup

poses in the artisan, in addition to a know

ledge of a strong and durable method of

construction, an eye capable of appreciating

nice delicacies of proportion, and a trained

and skilful hand which shall enable him to

execute them with neatness and preci

sion of finish. " Good workmanship," says

Mr. Poynter, " is but rarely to be met

with at the present time ; the workman

has got such a habit of doing bad and cheap

work, that he cannot (or will not) copy what

any skilled workman could have done sixty

years ago." We think this assertion is some

what too sweeping. It may have applied with

a greater degree of truth ten years ago when

this lecture was originally delivered ; but we

think that in view of the prominent and

creditable position which our exhibits—and

more especially English furniture—lately occu

pied at Paris, afoot-note mighthavebeen added,

in addition to the qualifying remark made in

the preface, somewhat toning down this whole

sale denunciation of native workmanship. If

modern handicraft is, however, on the whole,

perhaps inferior to that of the last century,

and if its traditions have not universally

descended to the workers of the present day,

the reason assigned by Mr. Poynter for this

degeneracy is doubtless the true one. The

increase of trade, and the introduction of

machinery, along with the subdivision of

labour, are doubtless at the root of the evil,

and under the present condition of things it is

unquestionably doubly hard to train a band of

artist-workmen.

• Ten Lectures on Art. Br Edward J. Poynter,

B.A. London s Chapman & Hall 1879.

The beauty of fitness, or, in other wor(H

truth of construction, may be aptly illustrated

in the case of a chair ; it is not sufficient, for

example, that it should be comfortable and

firm—this would by no means entitle it to the

appellation of a well- designed chair. It is

only when it combines beauty of construction

with beauty of workmanship that a chair, or

any other article of furniture, may take rank

as a true work of art, even though devoid of

all extraneous decoration and ornament. In

enlarging upon this subject, Mr. Poynter pro

tests against the frequent misapplication of the

terms ugly and handsome or beautiful. He

is right when he says that in the eyes of many

purchasers furniture is considered ugly unless

it be decorated with scrolls, or inlaying, or

gilding, and abounds with useless and un

necessary carved lines. Great cost is

another factor by which the relative merits of

different articles of cabinet-ware are too often

determined. It is this vicious taste, and the

unworthy estimation in which whatsoever is

highly ornate (however meretricious in con

ception and execution) is held by many of our

countrymen, that have had such a demoralis

ing effect upon the art of cabinet-making in

the past, and to a minor degree exercise that

influence even in our own day. Much money

and little taste too frequently rule the market,

and hence the meaningless and characterless

abortions which still occasionally offend one's

eyeinfurniture shops. It is pertinentlyobserved

by the author that this state of things can never

be effectually remedied by the extended patro

nage of good and expensive pictures. There

is doubtless a certain affinity and a close re

lationshipbetween the Fine and the Industrial

Arts ; but each branch nevertheless requires

to be nurtured in its own way, and the liberal

support of the one does not necessarily imply

the furtherance of the other.

Mr. Poynter's estimate of the English as an

artistic people is not a very high one, and as

regards workmen, he holds that most of those

who have studied in our schools of design have

only a kind of half-knowledge. His opinion

on this head is certainly entitled to much

weight, seeing that he is one of those who

annually adjudicate upon the merits of the

thousands of drawings sent in for national

competition. Our art-workmen, he says, have

the peculiar gift of "seizing upon the half of

an idea in a piece of good work or ornament,

and that always the wrong half." Whether

this charge be well-founded in its general ap

plication, or only in isolated instances, we will

not stop to inquire ; what is certain is, that it

is not altogether devoid of truth ; but the writer

has fairly hit the mark as regards the cause

to which he ascribes the numerical deficiency

of modern art-workmen. " Any man gifted

with exceptional facility of design imme

diately sets himself to making water-colour

drawings or painting pictures, for he finds it

a much more rapid means of making money."

Omr readers may remember that more than

once the text upon which we have preached in

these pages has been this fundamentallywrong

and mistaken notion that art consists only in

painting pictures—a notion that is to a certain

extent fostered by the course of studies pur

sued in our art schools, where the design and

construction of furniture, for example, are

rarely, if ever, touched upon.

The one great lesson which Mr. Poyoter

seeks to inculcate is, that Truth, forms th» xeal
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basis of Beauty in constructive design, or as

the great bard of Avon expresses it :—

" Oh, how muoh more doth Beauty beanteonB

seem

By that sweet ornament which Truth doth

give."

In further dwelling upon this axiom, it is

pointed out that decoration applied to con

struction can only be beautiful when appro

priate. Inappropriate decoration will spoil

the best-designed and best-executed construc

tion. In illustrating this remark, Mr. Poynter

has recourse to that indispensable, if homely,

article, the coal-scuttle. A bunch of roses or

a lap-dog, says he, painted in a slovenly way

on the black japan of a coal-scuttle is as in

appropriate a piece of decoration as everwas de

vised, and would spoil, instead of improving, the

best-contrived article of that kind. The source

of this and similar debased styles of decoration

in this particular direction arises probably

from a prevalent but mistaken idea that a

coal-scuttle, to entitle it to a place in the draw

ing-room, must have some such gaudy orna

ment to atone for its baser uses, and thus

it is that a so-called " air of elegance "

is imparted to what would otherwise, in the

opinion of some, be an objectionable piece of

furniture. Now, it is almost needless in the

present day to insist upon the misapplication

of such ornamentation ; a coal-scuttle answers

a useful purpose, and is therefore (however

plain its exterior) no more out of place in a

drawing-room than are the chairs, tables, &c,

which severally serve their intended purpose.

But why, it may be asked, is such ornament

inappropriate ? The answer is obvious, be

cause, firstly, there is an utter want of any

connecting idea between roses and coals ; and,

secondly, because anything like a good paint

ing would be out of place on an article so

subject to rough usage as a coal-box, while a

bad painting would, by the very reason of

its quality, be altogether objectionable.

Of course this is an extreme instance of in

congruity ; but many other, perhaps less

glaring, though equally faulty and inconsistent

modes of decoration will readily suggest them

selves:—chiffoniersbosky with imitative render

ings of vine-stems, grapes, leaves, flowers, or

foliage, ; carpets bestrewn with realistic repre

sentations of flowers ; rugs figuring a ship,

dog, or other similar emblem ; paperhangings

with climbing roses repeated ad infinitum, are

one and all modes of decoration in which Truth

and fitness, and therefore Beauty, have

been wholly sacrificed. But, as Mr. Poynter

observes, there is nothing objectionable or in

appropriate in the imitation of Nature in sur

face decoration, provided it be kept in subser

vience to the more important necessities of

decorative design. It is upon the recognition

of this condition that the success of all deco

rative treatment depends, and in this volume of

lectures great pains are taken to inculcate and

enforce this primary desideratum.

Besides the lecture on Decorative Art, to
•which, by reason of limited space, we have not

been able to do full justice, the volume before us

contains others on Old and New Art; Systems

of Art Education ; Hints on the Foundation

of a Style ; the Training of Art Students ; the

Study of Nature; the Value of Prizes; Objects

of Study; Professor Ruskin on Michael

Angelo ; and the Influence of Art on Social

Life. Each of these essays affords both profit

able and interesting reading, and conjointly

these ten lectures give evidence of much

thoughtful consideration and matured judg

ment on the part of their talented author, well

known as a painter of eminent ability, and

who also creditably fills the post of Art

Director at South Kensington. The many

germs of truth strewn broadcast throughout

the volume, and the practical suggestions and

pointed admonitions to be found on every page,

prompt a wish that Mr. Poynter may not ad

here too strictly to his resolution, expressed in

the preface, of devoting less time in future to

lecturing. We hope, on the contrary, that

before as after, he may, in addition to following

his own loved pursuit of painting, find time to

guide and direct students, and to contribute

his part towards a -wider dissemination ot

true art-principles—the realisation of which

objects will be largely helped by the present

volume.

FURNITURE MANUFACTURE IN

ITALY.

THE manufacture of furniture, both of the

ordinary kinds and of superior quality, is

an important industry in the province of Milan.

The common furniture is nearly all made in

the villages of the Upper Milanese in the dis

trict of Monza. The woods used for the outer

surfaces are walnut, cherry, and pear ; for the

linings, poplar and alder. In the town of

Monza, tables, chairs, sofas, wardrobes, and

other articles are made, and not only of com

mon wood—as was formerly the case—but of

finer kinds. In the surrounding villages

makers confine themselves to some special

articles—thus, in the village of Mede, chairs,

sofas, and the like only are made ; at Lessonne,

beds, tables, cassetons, &c.

Excepting at Monza, says Mr. Consul

Colnaghi in a recent report, where the furni

ture is entirely finished, the articles made in

the other communes on commission for the

Milan dealers are always in the rough, being

finished by the wholesale purchasers by whom

they are sent for sale in large quantities to the

other cities and principal towns of Lombardy,

as well as to Venice, Parma, Piacenza, and

elsewhere. The furniture made is solid, of

good appearance, and cheap. An oval walnut 1

dining-table, for instance, one metre in

diameter, with a lengthening apparatus, and

extra boards, may cost from 36 to 45 lire ; if

entirely made in Milan, the cost would be

about triple. A lira = 10d., and 100 centesimi

= 1 lira. This industry in the territory of

the Upper Milanese gives employment to some

3,600 operatives, of whom about 600 are boys.

The earnings of the workmen vary from a

minimum of 1'30 lire to a maximum of 2'60

lire per diem ; the boys receive from 30c. to

50c. The Milan dealers, by large transactions

at low prices, facilitated by the very moderate

wages paid, are able to ensure a fair profit.

Furniture of superior quality is made only

at Milan, where articles of all descriptions are

manufactured, carving, intarsiatura, and boule

work being largely used in ornamentation.

The woods employed are mahogany, Indian

walnut, ebony, rosewood, foreign maple, Hun

garian ash, &c, with sometimes walnut roots

and (of late years) oak for dining-room furni

ture. " The fine and finest Milan furniture,"

writes the Commendatore Pisani, "enjoys

considerable reputation. It is solid, without

being heavy in reality or in appearance ; the

work is good, well-joined, well-finished, and

carefully polished; the woods are well-

seasoned and put together with intelligence,

so that they do not suffer from time or varia

tion of climate."

There are from 100 to 120 makers of first-

class furniture in Milan, who give employ

ment to not less than 2,000 workmen, including

boys. The wages of the men are from 2-50

to 3'50 lire per diem ; carvers earn from 6 to

8 lire ; the boys, on an average, 60c.

Artistic furniture, carved or inlaid with

ivory or tortoiseshell, generally in well-carried-

out imitation of Mediaival work, completes the

industry at Milan. Modern furniture of this

class, rich in gilding, including cabinets deco

rated with porcelain medallions after the

French fashion, is also made. The city

supports 30 cabinet-makers, who give work to

about 480 operatives, including polishers,

besides 60 boys. The average earnings for

adults are from 2*60 to 6 lire per diem ; for

the boys, from 00 c. to 1 lira. To the above

may be added 30 workers in intarsiatura and

about 60 carvers and engravers, who earn

from 5 to 10 lire per diem. In the art of

wood-carving, however, Tuscany (and espe

cially Florence) has, M. Pisani considers, the

preeminence over Milan. Among the principal

makers of artistic furniture may be noticed

Messrs. Pogliano, Panseri, Mauprivez, Cairoli,

and Speluzzi. The carved inlaid caskets and

art work generally produced by M. Speluzzi

are deserving of the highest commendation.

The billiard-table makers in the city are three

in number, employing 30 workmen, including

two or three boys. The men receive from 3

to 4 lire, the boys about 1 lira per diem.

The total value of the production of furni

ture in the city and province of Milan may be

calculated at not less than from 6,000,000 lire

to 7,000,000 lire, of which over 8,000,000 lire

are paid in wages. The Milanese makers are

now able to supply all demands, and recourse

for the best furniture has no longer to be had

to Paris; their goods are sold throughout

Italy, and exported to foreign countries.

Porcelain.—The " Societa Ceramica Richard"

was formed in 1873, with a capital of 8,000,000

lire, divided into 32,000 shares of 260 lire-

each. The company was composed by a

union of the firms of O. Richard & Co. at St

Christoforo, Cesare Picozzi at Palosco, and

Modesto Picozzi at Lovere. Before the for

mation of the company, Mr. Richard's produc

tion at the factory of St. Christoforo was of

the value of 500,000 lire per annum; more

than 500 operatives, fairly paid and lodged,

were employed. The average rent charged

per room was 40 lire per annum, including

taxes. The principal products are English

stoneware (terragUe) and French porcelain.

All the primary materials could be procured

in Italy ; but the deposits of kaolin in the

Comarca, at Solfa, in Sardinia, and elsewhere,

being in localities unsuited to the erection of

factories, cannot be usefully extracted without

a reduction of railway charges. The principal

competitors of Italy in this industry are

England and Germany. The art of painting

on porcelain seems to be on the increase ; it is

cultivated at the female professional school,

and there are six workshops for this purpose

established in the city of Milan. At Lodi,

M. Dossena possesses a majolica and earthen

ware factory for making common articles for

sale in North Italy, in which about twenty-five

workmen are regularly employed. Artistic

works in terra-cotta, statues, ornaments for

gardens, and house decorations, are made by

Messrs. Bono and Airaghi, &c, of Milan.

At M. A. Bordoni's glass and crystal factory,

situated in the Corpi Santi (Milan), wine

measures, phials, lamp tubes, and retorts are

made, and find a ready local and other sale.

The establishment contains a six horse-power

engine for polishing and grinding. Messrs.

Luraghi Brothers, of Milan, manufacture

blown sheet glass of various dimensions, oval

and round bell-glasses, tiles, and black bottles

(principally of the "champagne" shape).

Their factory contains two Siemen's ovens and

six large grinding mills worked by hydraulic

power. The works produce on an average per

mensem, 100 baskets of bottles, 800 cases of

sheet glass, five cases of bell glass, and as

many of glass tiles. For bottle making, the

work lasts six or seven months; for sheet

glass, eight months. The products are sold in

Lombardy and the provinces of Piacenza and

Modena, and there is a small export to the

Canton Ticino. The cost of production is,

however, said nearly to equal the value of the

products, whichprevents any development of

this industry. The quartz and marble used

are brought from the banks of the Lario, the

lime and silex from those of the Ceresio ; it is

hoped that the sulphate of soda manufactured

at Milan may eventually supersede the sal

natron now imported from Egypt. The earths

for making ovens and moulds are procured

from the South of France ; the Italian fire

clays as yet discovered are inferior to the

French. The fuel used is principally peat;

but wood, with some foreign coal, is also

employed.

Milan contains several manufacturing

jewellers, among whom are Messrs. Lucchini,

Crivelli Brothers, Verga, Coccini, &c M.

Coccini employs 40 workmen in the manufac

ture of hand-made gold jewellery, of the

annual value of about 200,000 lire. In his

evidence before the Industrial Committee of

1872, M. Coccini stated that the Milanese

workmen were generally able to draw, though a

more complete instruction in drawing applied

to art and in chemistry in the technical schools

would be very useful.
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The society for encouraging arts and trades

(Societa dTncoraggiamiento delle Arti e dei

Mestieri), established in 1838 by certain

Milanese merchants, may fitly obtain mention

here for its schools of chemistry (in connection

with the Upper Technical Institute), of me

chanics, silk-weaving, dyeing, geometry, and

mechanical drawing. In 1876-7 the school of

chemistry was attended by 23 students, the

school of silk-weaving by 69, that of dyeing

by 6, while the courses of geometrical and

mechanical drawing were attended respectively

by 73 and 163 scholars, among whom are to

be found masons, stone-cutters, foremen in

factories, draughtsmen attached to small in

dustries, &c. With the exception of the school

of chemistry, all the courses are free. The

total expenditure of the Society, which is

supported partly by annual subscriptions and

in part by legacies, &c, which are regularly

funded, amounted in 1877 to 63,311 lire. The

value of the technological collections, &c,

belonging to it amounts to 222,362 lire. Milan,

which has always favoured the fine arts, is

not without institutions for imparting instruc

tion under this head. The Boyal Academy of

Fme Arts, with 27 professors, has 1,452 stu

dents, including the elementary and upper

schools of design, with respectively 769 and

74 students, the elementary school of figure

drawing (206 students), and the elementary

school of architecture (152 students).

CHROMATIC CEILING DECORATION.

THE Church of La Santa Annunziata at

Genoa is one of the most sumptuous I

specimens of a richly-coloured and decorated

roof anywhere existing. The architectural

lines of the columns, which support semicir

cular arches, supporting a rich frieze and

cornices, are carried across the vaulted ceiling.

Gold, carving, and gilding are abundant, and

the central compartments ore covered with

colossal paintings representing scenes in sacred

story, which are visible on looking from the

western end of the aisle. But this splendour

is not confined to the ceiling. The entire

church, says the Builder, is gorgeous with

coloured marbles, and with lavish wealth of

ornament. As to observing the paintings as

works of art, it is impossible. The painful

attitude required for gazing up at the roof

forbids any long inspection. But the effect on

the visitor is that of a splendid whole. It is

quite possible that a plain white ceiling might

be out of keeping. There is enough light in

the church to show off its splendour, and that

is all that is required. In the second edition of

his " History of Modern Architecture," Mr.

Fergusson says of this church that " the whole

is in such good taste, so rich, and so elegant,

that it is probably the very best church of its

class in Italy." He adds in a note, that the

whole of the interior has been re-gilt and re

painted, and that it is consequently deficient in

solemnity; a view with which we quite agree,

being " content," as Mr. Fergusson says of two

Venetian churches, " to be charmed with the

richness of the colouring, and astonished at the

wonderful elaboration of the details, without

inquiring too closely whether or not it is all in

the best taste." In this case, then, it is not

a question of the decoration of the roof of a

building such as thosewhich we are accustomed

to see in this country. It is that of the

harmonious treatment of on interior, the great

effect produced on entering which is the impres

sion that no wealth is too great to lavish on the

adornment of a famous shrine of Catholic

worship. As to the ensemble, it may be possible

to form more than one opinion. But it is as an

entemble alone that it can be regarded, and any

attempt to transplant a portion of the rich

and gorgeous whole to a differently conceived

structure could only result in failure.

From examples like that of the Church of

the Annunziata, where carved, gilded, and

painted ceilings or vaults are in harmony with

coloured marbles, richly - adorned altars,

abundant votive pictures, lamps of precious

metals, waxen tapers in silver candlesticks,

gorgeously attired, crowned, and jewelled

images of saints, and all that can add to the

magnificence which surrounds a pompous

ritual, we may draw certain inferences as to

roof-decoration which are generally applicable.

Of these the first is, that gold and rich colour

on the ceiling tend to bring it down to the eye

of the spectator. Magnificence is attained, in

so far as costliness of material is displayed, but

it is at the expense of grandeur. This remark

may not apply to roof-decoration by projecting

mouldings, or receding panels, without the use

of gold or of colours. By all forms of deco

ration of ceiling, indeed, light is lost. But

where a " dim, religious light " is suitable to

the place and to the habit of the worshippers,

it is enough to point out that this loss occurs.

It is possible that it is not a disadvantage. So

far from there being loss of grandeur or of

apparent distance, we apprehend that the

reverse is the case with a shadowy or even a

dusky roof. As brilliance of definition brings

the object apparently closer to the eye, so does

indistinct definition tend to remove it. This

indistinctness may be created in various wajs :

by actual shadows, by want of sharpness in

lines, or by duskiness of tint. Grandeur and

splendour are thus diametrically opposed to

one another as effects to be produced by

decoration of roof. And good illumination of

an interior (without the introduction of arti

ficial light) may be said to be intermediate

between the treatment which produces

grandeur and that which produces splendour

of effect.

The traveller who is familiar with Italy will

at once remember how very generally colour

is introduced even in domestic ceilings. As to :

this, it has to be borne in mind that under the

bright sky of Italy there is a need for subduing

the amount of daylight admitted to a house

which is rarely, if ever, felt in more northern

climates. But the experience of Italian ceilings

leads to the remark how inappropriate for deco

rative use, in this part of the interior, is the

human form. We have examples of the work

of the greatest masters of drawing and of

colouring, in some places, unfortunately spread

over ceilings. It is impossible to be familiar

with them without regret. The essence of art,

the verisimilitude of the object represented, is

absent. A perfect mastery of anatomy may give

a tolerably correct representation of the human

figure, as it might look if suspended in an im

possible position. But he can never be per

fectly sure that he is correct, because he can

never check his imagination by observation of

a figure in that position. And those who know

how different is the representation of a pose

or of a movement which the artist has sur-

Srised in nature, from that of one in which he

as arranged a model, will be aware what this

means. Even in the wonderful aerial groups

of Correggio there is always a something to

give the idea of an academic tour de force.

Amoretti or angels, goddesses or saints, the

inhabitants of a ceiling to whom human form

has been given, have always much of the un

real, if not of the monstrous. A shadowy

Night or a cloudy Morning reclining under a

pediment, or frowning on a pendentive, offers

the nearest approach to the introduction of the

human figure on the ceiling that fails to weary,

to disappoint, or to disgust. And if that be

the case with artists who were consummate

anatomists, masters of the art of foreshorten

ing, educated by every day's varying light and

shade in a sense of chiaroscuro, furnished

with experience of at least the semi-nude

ad libitum for half the sunny year, and

practised in the rapid treatment of the

fresco touch on the admirable plaster

of the country— what is likely to be

the case if we employ decorators who

cannot hope to unite these advantages, even if

they can fully lay claim to the possession of a

single one of them ? We may refer to a recent

instance of ceiling decoration in Paris as some

what exceptional. Light, shadowy outlines

of figures, borrowed from the Greekmythology,

have not the ponderous and oppressive effect

of solidly coloured human forms. In this

instance, however, there is no attempt to

carry the architectural lines of the building

into the visible under-surfaces of the roof.

Although the treatment may be more or less

conventionalised, the object of the artist has

been to give to the spectator the idea that he

is gazing up into the vault of heaven, and that

he catches an indistinct glimpse of the inhabit

ants of the celestial regions. We cannot

venture to offer the opinion that such an effort

must necessarily be a failure. But we cannot

be wrong in holding that it demands an

artistic skill of a nature close upon genius to

produce anything but a failure in such an

attempt, ^.nd we are convinced that that

essential characteristic of true poetic treat

ment, absence of exact or intrusive definition,

should be adopted by the decorator in such a

case.

JAPANESE ORNAMENT.

\TARIETY and novelty are two of the

V leading characteristics of Japanese art,

and both have doubtless been largely

prompted by the study and love of Nature,

the source from whence the Japanese artists

mainly draw their inspiration. They often

produce effects with a few strokes of the

pencil that place a scene before the eye in a

way to fill the imagination with a vision of

things only suggested by the sketch or draw

ing. This endless field of Japanese art, rich

in every kind of suggestive motives, is vividly

brought before ones notice by a glance

through Mr. T. W. Cutler's work on Japanese

Ornament,* the first part of which has come

to hand. The evidence it hears of a profound

sympathy with Nature has, no doubt, largely

contributed to give to Japanese ornament an

individuality and charm looked for in vain in

any other direction. The Japanese partiality

for the pictorial representation of birds is

notorious; their attitudes and characteristic

motions are rendered with exceptional skill,

and with a truth to Nature that is not easily

equalled by European artists. Mr. Cutler

seems, however, to have grasped the spirit

that pervades Japanese ornament, and to

have realised the idiosyncrasies of the

traditions of native art. Both plant and bird

forms are rendered by him with equal suc-

is. Exact repetition and counter-part lines

are judiciously avoided ; but there is, never

theless, a balance of parts which renders every

design symmetrical, though in a different sense

from what that term generally denotes. The

fifteen plates of which this part consists

afford a charming variety of rich material,

invaluable to decorators, tile and panel-painters,

and furniture designers. Birds and insects,

flowers and fishes, all perfect in their way,

are here delineated with masterly skill, and the

originality of conception so characteristic of

the Japanese artist, is fully realised in the

sketches before us. The work, when com-

Eleted, is likely to prove a veritable treasure-

ouse of happy ideas and suggestions, and

seeing the great favour in which Japanese

designs are deservedly held, we can confidently

recommend this Grammar to our readers as a

liber studiorum of native art. Designers have

often felt the want of a work of this nature,

and Mr. Cutler, as well as Mr. Batsford,

deserves no small credit for having thus placed

within their easy reach a mine of artistic

wealth that needs only to be known to be

highly appreciated. We look forward with

pleasurable anticipation to the next instalment

of this elegant work, which is to be completed

in four parts.

FIREPROOF WTOODWOKK.

AMONGST the many novelties that came

before the British Association at their

last conference at Sheffield was one relating

to the preserving of wood from fire, which

bears evidence on the face of it of being of

great importance to the public generally, and

to the constructive branch of the timber trade

especially, namely a method hereafter explain

ed of treating wood in such a manner that it

shall become non-inflammable, and as pliable as

a piece of paper, in proportion to the substance

operated on, and [at a comparatively trifling

* A Grammar of Japanese Ornament and Design.
By Thomas W. Cutler. Part I. London : B. T. Batt-

ford. 1879.
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cost, not requiring expensive machinery, but

by a simple process, that involves only a

nominal outlay, the thing can be successfully
■worked. The inventor is Colonel P. P. de la

Sala, and amongst the various models and speci

mens exhibited by him at the Cutlers' Hal!,Shef-

field, before the Association, were non-inflam

mable wood for building purposes, pliable wood,

fretwork, besides shavings of non-inflammable

wood for the manufacture of matsf rope, &c. ;

other inventions, such as joining boards with

hollow tubes to lessen their specific gravity,

and the chemicals used for making wood non-

combustible, as well as grasses, straw, cocoa-

nut fibre, books bound in wood were all exhi

bited ; in fact, every description of stationery

rendered fireproof by the process of the in

ventor, as well as water-colour and oil paint

ings, were brought within its scope, betides

laces and fringes, made out of wood so pre

pared, and the indestructible nature of which

was favourably commented upon by several

of our lending scientific men.

The groundwork of Colonel de la Sala's in-

Tention, says the Timber Trades' Journal, con

sists in, if not absolutely destroying, at any

rate modifying the brittle and inflammable

properties of dry vegetable substances, either

in their compact or fibrous state. The in

ventor thus explains his peculiar method,

already patented :—

" Though all alkaline compounds reveal the

property of rendering vegetable matter more

or less pliable and non-inflammable, I prefer

ably make use of carbonates of fixed alkalies

in the following way. I dissolve in cold or

warm clear water carbonates of potash or

soda, or I make use of them in a solution of

filtered water heated to the boiling point, and

add hydrate of lime to this solution, gra

duating the strength so as not to exceed a

specific gravity of 1000 if potash is used, or

10.50 when soda is u«ed. In tbe first case the

strength of tbe solution corresponds to about

thirty grains of hydrate of potash to the fluid

ounce, or about twenty grains of hydrate of

soda to the fluid ounce. Wood to be u-ed in

naval construction and in buildings or struc

tures of wood on land, as well as vessels and

land buildings already constructed, can be

rendered fireproof by saturating the floors

and decks and all exposed woodwork with

alkaline Ives, and when dry the wool may be

whitewashed, painted, or varnished in the

u^ual way."

This is simple enough, and if the process

went no further, the value of it as a safeguard

against fire would be inestimable. The mere

fact of being able at a trifling cost to render all

the woodwork in a house or a ship non-com

bustible would, we have no doubt, lead to its

general adoption, and the saving in fire in

surance wouid compensate for the trouble and

expense in having it done. One would think,

when it became known and had undergone

public tests, the insurance companies would

require its adoption for their own interest, and

it certainly would be for the benefit of the

occupier to have his abode made proof against

the devouring element.

With reference to larger timber the inventor

goes on further to state :—

" For boards, planks, or thicker pieces of

timber I graduate the time of immersion so as

to form a coating of from one-sixteenth to one-

eighth of an inch, which can be obtained in

from four to twelve hours, according to the

more or less porous nature of the wood or the

compactness of its fibre. I consider a coating

of about oue-eiirbth of an inch deep to be a

sufficient fire protection for all kinds of timber

for building purposes, as the spread of fire and

great conflagrations generally originate in

relatively small causes, such as burning cinders,

dropped sparks from fireplaces, matches acci

dentally ignited, inflamed liquids, candles left

burning; but the fireproof coating can be

made deeper, or even go through the whole

timber, in the event of its being considered

desirable to combine great flexibility with ab

solute non-inflammability. ■ In this case I

make U6e of hydraulic or other pressure, so as

to forca the alkaline lyes through the wood to

tbe extent desired."

When veneers are operated upon it seems

they are immediately afterwards rolled between

steel rollers or pressed between steel plates.

Wood thus treated, says Colonel de la Sala,

is proof against any ordinary heat. The in

credulous may affirm that they will undertake

to destroy asbestos itself—of which in ancient

times, when cremation was the custom with

the illustrious dead, a garment or shroud was

made, in order that the ashes of the form

enclosed in it might be saved from inter

mingling with those of the funeral pyre—by

concentrated fire, and that thin woods such as

veneers, with whatever solution impregnated,

will never resist the continuous application of

incandescence. Granted ; but it is not neces

sary for the purpose that it should be able to

resist such an unusual test. If, short of

that, it is made incombustible, what an

immense advantage is gained in the direc

tion of safety from fire by that fact alone.

For as wood so prepared will not take

fire from the ordinary accidents of matches,

lights left to burn down in their sockets, or

lamps upset where no one is at hand to ex

tinguish the flame, how from these causes is

the intensity of caloric or body of flame to be

obtained which could possibly convert into

fuel wood that could not be ignited by the flare

from burning oil ? And assuming the inven

tor's object to hi achieved even should the

prepared wood come in contact with a heat

that would redden iron, only so much of it

| will be consumed as the external fire reaches,

and that would but smoulder.

In this age of competition by land and by

water, when new contrivances for the comfort

I and convenience of passengers are always

| presenting themselves to induce people to go

abroad, and when their minds are soothed by

| fresh appliances for their safety, Colonel de la

Sala's invention ought to inspire additional

confidence. If he can construct a passenger

ship that water cannot sink nor fire destroy,

sea risks will be reduced to a minimum, and

the travelling world will be grateful to him.

Then as to suppleness as applied to scantling,

it is seldom required for house building, and in

shipbuilding only temporarily, such as while

the bow planks are fastened in their places, and

this degree of flexibility is practically obtained

by the use of the steam kiln. Flexibility with

out elasticity, like whalebone, would be objec

tionable in beams, joists, and rafters, and in

upright work it would be useless. The indispo

sition in certain woods such as the fir tribe to

change from the form into which they are

converted and applied is their srreatest recom

mendation to the builder. Those, however,

tough and durable, which gradually droop

under a continuous weight, such ns oak, are

very sparingly used in longitudinal architec

ture, unless supported from below or in extra

hulk, so that the value of Colonel de la Sala's

invention to the builder consists in its incombus

tibility. In ornamental furniture, knick-

knackery, and all the purposes for which

papier-movhi is now used, there should be a

large field for its employment.

Whether the invention will really accom

plish as much as the originator claims for it,

experience alone can show. There may be

considerable value in this process, for destroy

ing combustibility, but it remains to be seen

whether it is better than every other mode of

treating wood for the same object, and at the

same cost. Common paint or white lead

thickly laid on renders wood to a certain ex

tent unignitible from the painted surface, but

if once the body of the wood is ignited, the

external paint checks the burning but little.

There are a great variety of articles, as we

have already intimated, to which Colonel de

la Sala's invention is applicable with the same

utility as to wood—that is, by rendering them

uninflammable, or destroying their combus

tible qualities, and the mixture of the alkalies,

by which the requisite solution is prepared for

the process, costs, as he tells us, very little,

which is the first element of success. All the

purposes for which paper or cardboard is now

used he professes to be able to supply by

thin prepared veneers, rendered pliable by

his solution and cotton linen, and every kind

of manufactured vegetable texture, may be

made incombustible also by it. That Colonel

de la Sala will succeed in rendering popular

every purpose for which he considers his

invention desirable is more than he can

expect, since for many of them there are rival

methods in existence, and enjoying a good

measure of reputation, which will contest

every inch of the ground with him ; but we

think we have said enough to show that the

process contains, at all events, many of the

qualities of the long-sought desideratum, and

is certainly well worthy of the careful atten

tion of the trade.

ART IN RELATION TO POTTERY.

ANEW wing of the Wedgwood Institute

at Buxslem was formally opened on the

11th inst. In the evening the annual meeting

of the Science and Art classes in connection

with that institution was held, on which oc

casion Mr. Sidney Colvin, Slade Professor at

Cambridge, delivered an address, of which tbe

following is an outline :—Science and art

schools, he said, flourished side by side

throughout the country, but he would explain

to them that no two things could be more

diametrically opposite than science and art.

The man of science and the artist both looked

at the world in very different ways, but both

got out of it far more than the ordinary man,

who simply went about his daily business

without any special training. If a scientist

saw a stone lying in the road it presented to

him a hundred problems. He would consider

its aspect, and to what class it belonged ;

judge of its age, of its connection with the

primeval ages, and trace from it laws concern

ing tbe structure of the earth. With the

artist it was entirely different. He did not

care about the classification of the stone, or

about the geological formation of the earth's

crust. What he cared for was to see exactly

what it looked like; to look out for every

minute undulation, every speck of delicate

colour, and the exact relations of light and

shade.

Although the two things were of a very

different character, and called for totally

opposite qualities of observation, yet in some

things both the artistic and the scien

tific principle went together, and the pottery

trade was one, so that in their great industry

they were better off than those employed in

many others. In some of their processes tbe

labour of the hand could never be superseded

by machinery; but in hundreds of manufac

turing centres they found machinery doing

nearly everything, and the human hand almost

nothing in the way of production. The scien

tific process was that which made and tem

pered the clay, and decided as to necessary

ingredients. The artist cared not how the

"body" was composed, but his work was to

place designs upon it. He believed that there

were many processes in potting in which,

despite the advance of mechanical power, the

machine could never supersede the hand.

Going through hundreds of manufactories in

other districts, room after room and loom after

loom showed that the power of man had

become in abeyance to the machinery he had

created. But he thought this could never bo

in the potting trade. Ho did not see how any

mechanical appliance could supersede such

work as turning and throwing, and he believed

firmly that the great industry of the Potteries

retained a much closer alliance with manual

and scientific labour than the other mechanical

industries of the modern world.

After further illustrating this subject, Mr.

Colvin went on to refer to the great interest

frequently attaching to old pottery. During the

last few weeks he and about half-a-dozen fellow

associates had been at work in a field near

Cambridge, where a Roman encampment was

known to have been pitched, bringing home

and encumbering themselves day after day

with dirty scraps probably not worth a farthing

when first made. Rut great interest now at

tached to them, as affording some little insight

into the history of our land at a time he

records of which were very imperfect. A

great deal of the daily life and habits of the

people could be ascertained from these pots.
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In ancient times it was a frequent custom to

place in a tomb with a dead body the very

articles of pottery the person used during his

life; and this custom now proved of the

greatest assistance in ancient research. Hence

tombs were found full of those beautiful vflses

known as Etruscan, but really of Greek manu

facture. Distinguished artists had signed their

names on pots, and in many instances names

never to be forgotten were found upon the

pots thus discovered. He had dwelt upon this

topic because he believed that in no schools

but those in the Potteries were there so many

students learning to draw, with the intention

of applying the information thus obtained to

their daily pursuits in life. In many similar

schools, in other parts of the country, they

found the large proportion of the students

were merely amateurs who cultivated art for

their own pleasure.

In the few remaining observations he had to

make, continued Professor Colvin, he would

adhere to the following classification of stu

dents, and endeavour to give them such advice

as might prove of assistance to them: (1)

Students who were learning art for the express

purpose of turning it to account in their daily

labours ; (2) amateurs, which section would

include most of the lady classes ; and (3) those

whose ambition made them aspire to some

thing higher, and who hoped one day to have

their names enrolled among the artists of the

country.

With regard to the class which cultivated

the study of art with a view to its members

profiting by the knowledge obtained in the

local industry of the place, he would advise

the students to study the works of the ancients.

Let them look at the beautiful black vases of

ancient Greece, full of suggestions to the ordi

nary student. He would urge upon them not

to transfer the pictures found on canvas to

pots. Those who had visited the Paris Exhi

bition last year and examined the art section

would probably agree with him that there was

a tendency to do this. Some of the paintings

were over elaborate, and in isolated cases

landscapes had been painted with the minute

detail which characterised Turner's drawings.

If the student wanted to paint an elaborate

and splendid picture, let him take a canvas

and paint it, but not produce it on a

vase. He would repeat, although doubtless

they had been so advised before, that it

was the greatest mistake to transfer canvas

pictures to china. They should take samples

of Grecian and Japanese art, but not borrow

the idea bodily from oither, and transfer it to

their work. Let them see whether they could

not get further. There was the Japanese

work. They would notice the way in which

scenes in daily life, trees, plants, and animals

were produced with great skill, but through

out with great irregularity, and in their work

there seemed to be a glory in caprice and want

of symmetry. The Greek, on the other hand,

was very different. Everything was most exact

and symmetrical, forming a great contrast to

the work of Japan. He saw with pleasure

that the purchases of last year from the Exhi

bition had been borrowed. This was a very

wise step, as it would tend to widen the range

of perception of the students,who should take

ideas from the models, but not transfer the

forms and designs not suited entirely for ap

plication in their ca9e. No doubt they were

well taught on these points already, but there

was no harm in repeating the hints. In con

cluding his remarks on this section, the

Professor said that it was most desir

able that there should be a well-selected

museum, however small, with examples of

pottery.

Passing to the second division, the Professor

warned them that because a student was

not going to make his livelihood by such

work, he should not for that reason pro

duce inferior sketches, and then congratulate

himself, while all the time had they been the

product of one who had to make his bread by

his drawing, they would have been voted

common-place. If they were pursuing the

study for their own culture or delight, they

should recollect this was all the mcrd reason

why they should do it thoroughly. There

was no pressure, and therefore no occasion for

hurried or partly finished performances.

Then as to the third division, those who

proposed to become practical artists ; he did

not want to say anything to discourage them,

but he would point out that the example

afforded by some of their predecessors had not

been wholly encouraging. Their own towns

man, Mason, had spent much of his life in

reverses, sickness, and trouble. He (Professor

Colvin) thought that already the number of

artists in the country was too large. There

were too many pictures even now, and five-

sixths of those in the different exhibitions were

not worth painting. He was sure one way in

which the standard might be raised would be

by establishing in country towns exhibitions

such as had been organised in Liverpool, Man

chester, and Glasgow, instead of placing every

thing in the great conglomerate centre of

civilisation—London. There was plenty that

was worth drawing even in the grim and grimy

things to be seen in manufacturing districts

like the Potteries, and he should be glad to see

his idea carried out, and the standard of draw

ing and sculpture raised.

MOORISH DECORATION.*

ALTHOUGH most of their earlier monu

ments have been altered or destroyed, one

magnibcent example of is still left in the great

Mosque of Cordova, which was built between

the years 786 and 700 a.d., a century and a

half after the Hegira. Of the Moors who

invaded Spain in the beginning of the eighth

century, and of the buildings then existing,

little is known, though it is certain there were

many remains of Roman work scattered over

the land, which so materially influenced the

invaders that they substituted for the pointed

arch, universal in the East, the Romnn arch,

raising the centre, however, and giving it the

horseshoe form. In fact, the true Hispano-

Arab work is so influenced by classic tradi

tions that it is rather a form of Byzantine

than of Arabian art. It was not until the

growing power of the kings of Castile and

Leon forced the Moors, in the latter part of

the eleventh century, to call in their co-reli

gionists from Morocco, that the Arab influence

gained the ascendant ; this fresh infusion of

African blood showed itself at once in a new

style, whose tropical wealth of ornament

reached, in the fourteenth century, a full

development in the Alhambra Palace at

Granada.

Emerging from one of the winding, narrow

streets of Cordova, which, as in all Moorish

towns, was purposely so built to shut out the

fierce southern sun, one comes suddenly upon

the great wall surrounding the court of the

mosque. This is built, like most walls of that

period, of tapia, a mixture of earth, sand, lime,

and stone. By the main entrance, under a

wide horseshoe arch, rises a tower, which

probably resembled the Giralda Tower at

Seville, but which was clumsily recused at the

end of the sixteenth century. Entering a

spacious court with arcades on three sides, the

view is charming; dense orange-trees cast cool

shadows in the brilliant sunlight ; beyond the

wall, with Eastern battlements, rises the dome

of the cathedral, which, in the sixteenth cen

tury, was barbarously built in the middle of

the mosque. Leaving aside for the time this

Renaissance excrescence, enter the great central

door. The effect is wondrous. On all sides a

forest of columns stretches away into the

sombre twilight. The mystery of woodland

glades is amongst these countless arcades.

Shafts of many marbles—jasper, porphyry, and

verd-antique—line the darkening vistas ; only

down the nearest aisle, in the far distance, a pale

light falls upon a screen of white interlacing

arches. Superposed open arches above the

aisle arcades increase the bewildering mystery

of the many aisles. Of the twelve hundred

monolithic columns which were formerly here

(several hundred have disappeared in modern

alterations), some were sent from Constanti

nople, and the remainder were taken from

[ * from ihe An.*riia:i Architict an.l Building Nevt.

Roman buildings in Africa, Spain, and tho

south of France. They are arranged in nine

teen aisles, intersected by thirty-three trans

verse smaller ones. The eight eastern aisles

were added at the end of the tenth century,

and though thus two centuries later than the

eleren others, there is hardly an appreciable

difference in style or work. The arches have

keystones of brick alternating with stone, and

this is one of the earliest examples of that

alternation of coloured courses which becamo

in all countries a sure sign of Eastern influence.

The double stories of arcades were probably a

device to obtain the height which employment

of the small Roman columns did not sufficiently

give. There was without doubt originally a

rich wooden ceiling, such as may still be seen

in Cairo, which was afterwards replaced by

the brick vaults now in place. Mr. Fergusson

is at some pains to explain the original mode

of lighting the mosque, and supposes that the

upper part of the outer walls was an open

arcade ; but to one fresh from Cairo, it seems

more simple and natural to believe it lighted

from above by lanterns of lattice-work, which

may still be seen in Egypt in connection with

just such wooden ceilings as must formerly

have roofed this building. This is the more

probable, inasmuch as the light is at present

admitted by wells left in the vaulting in the

very places which would formerly have bad

especial need of light.

The simplicity which gives a peculiar

grandeur to the main part of the mosque is

heightened by the splendid decoration which

is concentrated about the Mihrab, or sanctuary

towards Mecca. The deep glow -of the mag

nificent mosaics catches the eye fwSn the moat

distant aisles, and fixes the interest on the

sacred niche. This and the two chapels

flanking it are enclosed by arcades whose

elaborate intersecting and superposed arches

are unique. That in front of the Mihrab

consists of three cusped arches, whose sides

are carried across the central keystones up to

the sides of upper arches, supported upon a

small order above the large columns. This

produces a heavy complication, which would

be more curious than beautiful were not the

arches relieved by very rich alternate key

stones, which gives the desired lightness of

effect. The three chapels have each beautiful

cupolas resting upon octagons formed by wide

arches opening across the corners, and inter

secting so as to give alternate penetrations for

semicircular windows. These light the superb

mosaics with which the vault and wall are

covered, and which rival anything to be found

at Ravenna or St. Mark's. The Mihrab itself

is enclosed in a square frame of golden Kufic

inscription on a blue ground ; while the horse

shoe arch has deep keystones with green

Byzantine scroll patterns on a background of

red and gold. Within this arch is an exquisite

little octagonal niche, with a mural cusped

arcade, and covered by one huge stone carved

into a ribbed shell. The equally beautiful

vaults of the chapels on each side of the

Mihrab are whitewashed, but one still retains

fine mosaics upon its walls, while similar ones

are very likely hidden behind a Renaissance

altar which now occupies the other. Except

ing the Kufic inscription all the details of

these mosaics are Byzantine, and workmen are

recorded to have been sent from Constanti

nople to make them, the connection between

the great Eastern capital and Spain being

close in those days.

As if expressly to show how the Moors na

tionalised these Byzantine details, there stands

near the Mihrab, among the pillars of tho

aisles, a curious chapel, whose ornamentation

forms a connecting link between this mosque

at Cordova and the perfectly-developed style

of the Alhambra Palace. It is a square room

raised about 3 ft. from the floor of the mosque,

and is pierced to the north and south with a

rich arcade. It is upon the walls, however,

that are first seen the profuse and complicated

patterns in stucco which become the leading

tnotif in the Alhambra decoration. These de

signs are as yet coarse, and lack the delicate

refinement subsequently attained. Here, also,

is seen the dado of coloured tiles, henceforth a

characteristic of Moorish work. This Villa
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Viciosa chapel has given rise to discussion as

to its use and date, but it is probably of the

twelfth century, and was erected as a screen

for the sovereign's devotions.

So annoying is it to have the vistas through

the aisles of the mosque blocked up by the

sixteenth-century choir which was built in its

centre, that little beyond careless abuse is

given to this modern pile ; but, in spite of

its impertinent intrusion, it deserves atten

tion as a most elegant piece of Plateresque

architecture — which is the Spanish term

(silversmith's werk) for their development of

the Francois I. and Cinque-cento style—an

architecture which received such refined exe

cution at the hands of the clever Spaniards

of the sixteenth century, that it deserves a

special notice. Passing out, then, from the

twilight aisles of the mosque into the sunny

court,fragrant with orange-trees, and enlivened

by the picturesque groups always gathered

about the fountain, the violent contrast pro

duces one of those powerful sensations which

constantly electrify the artist in Spain.

THE HISTORY OF GLASS IN

ENGLAND/

(Continued front page 178.)

THOUGH the Venetian galleys brought

vessels of glass to England, such objects

are but rarely mentioned in English mediaeval

domestic inventories, and when they do occur,

they are generally described as mounted in

gold or silver. One exception is, however, in

the calendar of the Treasury of the Exchequer

in the mention of " 1 verre de glass," which

is followed by another " verre de glass "

painted outside, with a cover of silver-gilt and

pounced, valued, at 6s. 8d. ; this is in the first

year of Henry IV. In the twelfth year of

Edward III. we find in the same repository a

" gourde " of glass supported on snails, but

not valued (nient prise).

Of the English manufacture of glass at this

period but little has been ascertained. In

the church of Lingfield, Surrey, is an effigy

of one of the Cobham family, circa 1380, in

armour, with the large belt in use at that

period, the links of which were inlaid with

pieces of blue glass ; but during a " restora

tion " which took place some years ago these

were abstracted. The earliest positive

evidence that we have of the making of glass

in England seems to be in 1447, when John

Prudde, of Westminster, in covenanting to

execute the windows of the Beauchamp

chapel at Warwick, engages to use no " glasse

of England :" the covenant clearly shows that

English glass was commonly made at that

time, though not esteemed. In 1485 English

glass is again mentioned in conjunction with

8 Dutch/ " Venice," and " Normandy." The

price of the first was Id. per quarrel, of the

second 4;.d,, of the third 5d., and of the

fourth Cd . per foot ; so that the English, if

the quarrels were of an ordinary size, was the

dearest and to be presumed the best.

We are told by Thomas Charnock, in his

" Breviary of Philosophy," in 1567 :—

" As for glass makers, they be scant in the land,

Yet one there is, as I do understand,

And in Sussex is now his habitation,

At Ohiddingsfold he works of his occupation."

And Fuller, writing in 1662, asserts that

" coarse glass-making was in this county

(Sussex) of great antiquity." Another notice

of the manufacture of glass in the same county

says : " Neither can we match the purity of

Venice glasses, and vet many green ones are

blown in Sussex, profitable to the makers and

convenient to the users thereof."

In the inventory of the property belonging

to the Lady Margaret, Duchess of Richmond,

and mother of Henry VII., preserved at St.

John's College, Cambridge, only one item of

glass occurs, " glassery basons," probably orna

mental dishes for fruit or confections. Henry

VIII. had a large quantity of glass vessels.

Besides those which would seem to have been

* From the Dissertation by Mr. Alexander Nesbitt,
F.8.A., prettied to the oataloguo of works in gleas in the
Swath Konsington Museum.

of Venetian origin he had also * a goblett of

glasse with a foote of golde," " a glasse with a

cover garnished with gold." In 1529, 53s. 4d.

were paid for " a great glasse " for the same

king, and in 1530, 45s. for another " glasse."

It would be interesting to know of what de

scription these glasses were, both those which

were deemed worthy of 'gold mountings and

those which cost sums equal to, perhaps, £20

to £25 of the currency of the present day. It

is not very often that Venetian glasses are

mounted, their thinness and delicacy making

them rather unsuited for such decoration.

From this time we begin to find much greater

quantities of glass wares in inventories; as,

for instance, in the inventory of the goods of

Robert, Earl of Leicester, at Kenilworth, in

1588:—"Tenne glasse dishes gilte with the

sinque-foyle on the brims, eight graven dishes

of glasse aboute the brim, three dozen and

four dishe glasses, two glass ewers, and twelve

beare glasses, three with covers."

This increasing use of glass led to the reflec

tion that large sums of money were annually

disbursed from England for glass from abroad

and to the question whether it might not be

made at home ; adventurers from Venice, or

the Low Countries, or France, no doubt sought

their fortune by bringing before the English

Government schemes for making glass of

superior quality. The earliest positive evidence

of such an attempt would appear to be the

petition in 1550 from eight Muranese glass-

makers in London to the Council of Ten ; a

result, no doubt, of the regulations which that

Council had enacted a little earlier, and which

have been mentioned in the section upon Vene

tian glass. The petitioners state that not

being able to obtain work at Murano, they had

accepted no small sum of money to go to work

in Flanders and England ; that they were

seized and imprisoned in the depth of the

Tower, living on bread and water, and then

taken out and kept under custody and penalty

of the gibbet, in case they departed without

having worked out the money received. They

therefore beg to be excused from the penalties

denounced against them. On June 13, 1550,

the Council of Ten deliberated on this petition,

and. agreed, in order to gratify the king, to

allow them to remain until the end of the term

for which they had engaged themselves.

Stow tells us that " the first making of

Venice glasses in England began at the

Crotchet Friars in London, about the begin

ning of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, by one

Jacob Vessaline, an Italian." It is to this

manufacture that the author of " The Present

State of England," anno 1683, alludes when

he states that in 1557 glasses (not glass) first

began to be made in England, and that the

finer sort were made in Crutched Friars ; and

it may be that in this manufactory the Muran

ese were engaged.

Not very long after, in 1565, we find a

letter from Armigill Wade, clerk of the

Council, to Sir William Cecil, from which the

following is an extract :—" The man " (Cor

nelius de Lannoy) " no doubt ys at great

charges, he thought he might have had his

provisyons in England as in other places ; but

that will not be. All our glasse-makers can

not facyon him one glasse, tho' he etoode by

them to teach them. So as he ys now forced

to send to Andwarp and into Hassia for new

Srovisyons of glasses, his old being spent,

'he potters cannot make him one pot to con

tent him. They know not howe to seasson

their stuff to make the same to susteyne the

force of his great fyers. The Spanyard would

make me believe that Cor [«'.e., de Lannoy]

hath finished his bussynes already, the wich I

suppose not to be true. Marry I do perceave he

hath dyverse tymes occupied his melting furnace

and always in myne absence, he telleth me he

hath made thessaye [i.e., the trial] of certain

ewres .... he hath the scope of three

yeares for this respect. I would he wear putt

in sume generall cumfort of some place to be

provided for him here in England, he liketh

marvelously well the syte of Guldeford." This

letter is written from " Belsys," and in it is

enclosed an account, from which it appears

that £150 had been paid to De Lannoy for

provisions and £30 on his coming into England,

and that he was to receive £30 per quarter.

He had not been very long at work, as his

first quarter's pension only fell due on March

25, 1665.

From the letter it would appear that tho

undertaking was rather the ornamentation

than the Tnnlrinp; of glasses, and also that no

successful result had been arrived at in the

first six months. De Lannoy (or Launoy)

was most likely from the Netherlands. The

undertaking probably failed, for we hear no

more of it. In 1567 Pierre Briet and Jean

Currie (or Quarre) wrote to Cecil from

Windsor, desiring permission to erect glass

works similar to those of Venice. They had a

recommendation from the Vidame of Cnartree.

On August 9, 1567, John Quarre and
Anthony Becku, alias Dolin, v< borne in the

Low Country under the dominion of the king

of Spayne," made a formal statement of the

conditions under which they proposed to make

" table glasse as is used here for glasing,

brought nither out of Burgundy, Lovayn, and

France," and their conditions were agreed to.

These include a prohibition against the making

of such glass by others, the privilege to con

tinue in force for twenty years. In 1668 the

same persons petitioned for leave to cut wood

and make charcoal in Windsor Great Park.

They made a contract with Thomas and

Balthazar de Hamezel, dwelling at the glass

houses of Vosges, in the country of Lorraine,

to come into England, make glass there, and

teach the art. In 1689 George Longe peti

tioned for a new patent, and in his petition

states that there were fifteen glass-houses in

England ; these he proposes to reduce to two,

and to put up others in Ireland.

The manufacture must, however, during

this century have reached a certain amount of

importance, because, as we have before men

tioned, Richard Hakluyt included in the list

of articles which he proposed to be carried

with the expedition for the discovery of

Cathay eastward in 1580, besides Venice

flasses, " glasses of English making." In

574 the Bishop of Chichester writes to Lord

Burghley that " of very late, aboute Petworth,

certayne had conference to robbe the Frenche

men that make glasse, and to bume there

houses, but they be apprehended and pun

ished." In 1595 mention is made of one

Adrien, an Italian, who had been for five years

a glass-maker in England, in a letter from an

anonymous Jesuit, disclosing a scheme to fire

the navy by " artificial fire-balls, the size of a

fist, that will fire even though in water." The

glass-maker was brobably brought into the

scheme in order that he might furnish the

vessels in which, as with the Saracens in the

twelfth century, the mixture was to be con

tained.

Before 1611 Sir Wm. Slingsby had obtained

a patent for making glass with sea-coal ; and

in 1615 a Royal Proclamation was issued pro

hibiting the use of wood in glass-making, and

ordering it to be made with sea-coal or pit-

coal only ; the importation of foreign glass

being at the same time prohibited. In 1620

permission was granted to the patentees to

import rare and curious glasses. Sir Jerome

Bowes and Sir E. Zouch obtained patents for

flass-making, but after much negotiation Sir

Lobert Mansel acquired, about 1616, the ex

clusive property in the patents, and set actively

to work. Many disputes ensued respecting the

quality and price of Sir R. Mansel's glass ;

from the statements made by complainants

and others it appears that he made both

window-glass and glass vessels of various

kinds.

Some one of these glass-houses was probably

that which Strype mentions in these words :

" Here " (t.«., in Broad-street Ward) " was a

glass-house where Venice glasses were made

and Venetians employed in the work, and Mr.

James Howel, in James I.'s time, was steward

to this house." At the Archaeological Associa

tion in 1874 several objects were exhibited

said to have been found recently on the site of

this glass-house, afterwards that of Pinner's

Hall, in Broad Street They were described as

a tall wine-glass on ornamental foot ; a square

scent-bottle, a ribbed fountain ink-etand, a

stem of white filigree, a flower-vase on a
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serpent stem, emerald glass for beads, an

" engraved specimen of vitro d'oro," a large

calendering rubber of blue glass, and a wine

glass with curved lip and an air-bubble in the

stem.

(To be continued.)

INTERNATIONAL PATENT LAW.

THE following are the resolutions passed at

the meeting of the Patent Law Com

mittee of the International Law Association,

held recently in London. The committee,

after having deliberated on the subject, re

cognise that it seems impossible at the present

time to propose one common law upon patents

for inventions, on account of the numerous

points of contact which the subject presents

with divergent civil, commercial, and criminal

law in general. Nevertheless, it is advisable

to select a certain number of general prin

ciples which may be accepted in the laws of

all countries. Consequently the committee

adopt and propose to the congress of the asso

ciation the following resolutions :—

The right of inventors over their produc

tions is a right of property ; the law does not

create, it only regulates it. A temporary pri

vilege of sufficient duration to insure the

remuneration of their labours and outlayshould

be accorded to inventors, less in their own

interest than in that of industry in general.

Patents for inventions should be the subject of

a special and complete law in each country.

Foreigners ought, with respect to patents, to

be treated in exactly the same way as citizens.

Stipulations for the reciprocal protection of

patent rights between different countries

should be contained in special conventions,

independent both of treaties of commerce and

of conventions for the mutual recognition of

literary and artistic copyright.

A special department for patents, trade

marks, and registered designs should be estab

lished in each country. A central depot of

patents, &c, should be attached to it for the

use of the public. Independently of any other

publication, the administration of patents, &c,

should publish a periodical official journal.

The fees levied on patents should not be larger

than is necessary to cover the expenses of the

Patent-office, and should be levied by perio

dical payments.

All inventions, whether of procedures or of

products, should be patentable, except finan

cial combinations or inventions contrary to

public order or to morality. In particular,

chemical, alimentary, and pharmaceutical

preparations should be patentable. In the

absence of fraud, the first applicant should be

deemed the inventor. No person, except he

be engaged in the Patent-office, should, by

reason of his employment, be debarred from

obtaining patents for his own inventions.

Provisional protection should be granted to

patentable inventions exhibited at interna

tional exhibitions, or such as are officially

recognised. The term during which inven

tions are thus protected should not be

deducted from the term of the patent. Such

provisional protection should extend to all the

countries represented at the exhibitions. The

fact that an article is an exhibit at an inter

national or officially recognised exhibition

should not interfere with the right of seizing

it as an infringement. Provisional protection

for twelve months should be granted on.the

applicant for a patent filing a provisional

specification containing an outline description

of the nature of his invention, in which no

details should be required.

No description of the invention, except its

name, should be published before the issue of

the patent, except as mentioned below. The

deposit of provisional specifications should, if

desired by the inventor, be allowed to be

made at the authorised local office, and at the

Consulates of the various nations, and on

such deposit at a Consulate, and the pay

ment of the patent fees, provisional protec

tion should commence as if the deposit had

taken place in the Patent-office of the country

represented. Prior to the expiration of the

term of provisional protection, if the applicant

desires to complete his patent he should be

required to file a full specification. Where a

patent has been applied for in one country,

subsequent publication of the invention should

not during a period of twelve months preju

dice the original applicant's right to patent in

other countries.

On the filing of the complete specification,

or the expiry of the term of provisional pro

tection, if no complete specification has been

filed, the provisional specification should be

published. After the filing of the complete

specification, and previously to its publication,

the Patent-office should examine it, having

regard exclusively to the following points :—

(a) Whether the specification is clear, (6)

Whether the invention is contrary to public

morals, (e) Whether the invention is wanting

in novelty, regard being had solely to prior

publications in the Patent-office of the

country. For the purposes of examination, an

invention should not be deemed to be wanting

in novelty, unless a prior publication be found

which comes strictly within one or other of

the following conditions:—(a) It should be

not more than twenty-five years old, and be

in the form of a full description, identical with

the applicant's description. (6) If the prior

description be more than twenty-five years

old, it should be proved that the identical in

vention as claimed by the applicant has been

openly used within twenty-one years last post.

Should some parts of the invention come within

these objections, the applicant should be al

lowed to amend his specification. Subject to

such amendment, the patent should be granted,

except in cases of fraud, or when the invention

is contrary to public morals. Reports and

opinions of examining authorities, as fespects

applications for patents, should not be open to

the public. The complete specification should

be published immediately on the granting of

the patent. The provisional protection should

continue till the final grant or refusal of the

patent.

Should it appear, after a patent has been

granted, that the claims are too extensive, or

that the specification is otherwise open to

objection, it should be competent to the

patentee to disclaim or amend his specification.

All patents should be granted for a term of

twenty-one years. There should be no pro

longation. A patent,whenever granted, should

bear date from the deposit of the provisional

specification.

All patents should, throughout their whole

term, insure to the inventors or their legal

representatives or assignees the exclusive right

to the patented invention, and not a mere

right of receiving royalties from third persons.

No one should be permitted, without the leave

of the patentee, to produce, use, or sell the

article which forms the subject of the inven

tion, the patented machinery, process, or com

bination, or the article produced by such

patented machinery, process, or combination.

A patent should have no effect on vehicles or

ships, or appliances to vehicles or ships, which

come but temporarily within the boundaries

of the country, and the owners of which do

not carry on business within the country. The

Satentee should not be prevented from intro-

ucing from abroad articles manufactured

under his patent. A patent should be held to

confer an indefeasible title to the invention

described in the complete specification, unless

it be proved • that there exists a prior patent

covering an identical invention, or that the

identical invention has been publicly used

within 21 years prior to the date of the patent,

or fully described in a publication bearing date

or printed within 25 years prior to that date.

Where it is proved that the public interest

requires that a patent should be worked, and

that the holder of the patent is not attempt

ing to meet the demand, and refuses licences,

the Legislature should step in to prevent the

?ublic [injury by a special law in each case,

he principle of expropriation for public

utility is applicable to patents, but this should

only be by virtue of a special law in each case,

containing proper provisions for compensation.

Patents granted in different countries should

be perfectly independent of each other in all

respects.

VARIETIES OF BAMBOO.

T^HE bamboo of the tropics is enormous in

J- height and thickness, although, without

reference to its size, the plant may be ranged

botanically among the graminea or amndini

(reeds). Its long, hollow, pointed stalks and

pointed leaves oner great analogy to the first

class, and other peculiarities ally it to the

second. This causes botanists to still remain

undecided in reference to its exact classifi

cation. We feel no concern on that score, and

are interested only in surveying the uses of

the article. The bamboo finds its home in the

tropical regions either because the torrid zone

alone is fitted to its growth, or because its

migration to the temperate latitudes has not

been aided by favourable circumstances. It

embraces under the one general title some five

or six kinds. The loftiest species is the

Sammot, which sometimes attains the height

of 100 ft. in soil that favours it, and then

measures 18 in. diameter at its base. Its

woody part is not, however, more than 1

inch, thick. The hollowness of the interior

renders it very convenient for the measure

ment cf capacity, for chests, boxes, &c, and

even light boats are made of the thickest stalks

by binding them with pieces of other wood

worked in the proper shape. The second in

rank for its height is the Illy bamboo, the

normal elevation of which is from 60 to 70 ft.

Its wood is nearly as thin, and its equal light

ness and solidity render it adaptable to the

same uses as the preceding kind. Both grow

in moist, rich sou. The third is the kind of

bamboo most employed in all parts of southern

Asia, insular and continental. Its height is

50 ft., and while it answers for every

use subserved by the other kinds it

has some precious qualities which they

do not possess. Thus the young shoots

from the stem and the root of the Telin,

as it is called, are excellent food, which the

natives eat as we do asparagus, either put up

with vinegar or prepared with meat or various

sauces and seasonings. Europeans learn to

like it exceedingly. The wood of the Telin

combines in an unrivalled degree the qualities

of great strength and extreme lightness, and

its timber cut into planks and then subdivided

into strips or laths, are the best adapted to

tropical construction. It is this family of

plants that yields us the famous ironwood,

which is so hard that hatchets and axes strike

fire when driven at it. Yet, incomparably

hard as it is, it may be divided into filaments

so fine that they can be used for the most

delicate basket-work, and even for woven

tissues. Then there is Teho bamboo of the

Chinese, which yields a solid paper, and is

used by the Celestials for the manufacture of

the large parasols that they carry or use for

awnings. Painters often substitute it for

canvas. We may mention also the Teba, of

which defensive hedges are constructed, or

entrenchments protected by the formidable

projections of toUam, whose sharp points

pierce the foot-gear of infantry and the feet

of horses. Next comes the Arnodo Scriptoria of

Linnaeus,theBeesha,derivingitsforegoingLatin

name from the fact that it is the resourc of all

the writers in India, who get their pens from it.

The latter-named species prefer a dry, poor

soil, and are easier to transplant. The sugary

substance of their young shoots make them an

agreeable aliment for man as well as for herbi

vorous animals. The vegetation of these

plants coincides with the course of the moon,

whence it has been concluded that the satellite

especially influences it ; a notion that prevails

in Europe as well as in the East. The tufts

of stems spring up at the foot of the bamboo

with such rapidity that you can literally see

them growing. In a single day they will

attain the height of several feet, and their

development can be followed easilv with the

microscope ; but the most remarkable circum

stance connected with the bamboo is the fact

that notwithstanding the wonderful celerity of

its growth, it does not blossom until it is 100

years old, and after that only once in every

half century. The bamboo has become quite

an article of commerce, and is now transported

to every part of the world.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

WORKING DRAWING FOR A DINING-

BOOM CHAIR.

QOME years ngo a •witty writer in the

*^ Quarterly Review, dilating upon the art

of dining, remarked that the moderns could

have but little respect for the epicures of

Greece, who at their meals were content to

select so awkward and uncomfortable a posi

tion as a reclining one. " It is quite frightful,"

he added, " to think how they must have

slobbered their long beards and togas, in con

veying food from the table to their mouths."

Certainly the posture of the person dining

contributes not a little to the enjoyment of food,

and however well the table maybe spread, and

however choice the entertainment, unless the

cabinet-maker has judiciously done his part in

providing an easy and comfortable seat, the

liberality of the host no less than the skill of

the cook is alike thrown away. A dining-

room chair should be easy, substantial, and

graceful, and it is only by combining these

three qualifications that it can be said to answer

its intended purpose. To say that one or other

of these virtues is often absent in such seats

is but to repeat a truism. In the Working

Drawing which accompanies the present issue,

Mr. J. Lemon has sought to supply a chair

that shall embody the different characteristics

alluded to, and it will perhaps be best to leave

our readers to judge as to the degree of

success that has attended his efforts. Our

sketch is drawn to half-scale.

ROTTEN WOOD AS A PEST BREEDER.

COMMENTING on the filthy condition of

the rotten wood pavements of Memphis,

and their alleged influence in causing the out

break of yellow fever there, the Baltimore

Sun says that they have been continually de

nounced as a foci of pestilence ever since 1873.

The joints between the blocks and the ruts are

so deep and so enlarged that they are soon

filled in with filth, which in warm, damp

weather offers a wide surface for putrefactive

action and for the generation of noxious

effluvia. The blocks themselves become water-

soaked and rotten below the surface, so that

when any one is taken out it is found to be

no more than a black, pulpy mass of decay,

upon which the sun is acting all the time,

eliminating malarious gases from it.

The cause of the yellow fever which devas

tated Norfolk in 1856 was very largely at

tributed to the decay of wood shavings, which

had been used to fill in a wharf. The Mem

phis pavements must supply a much larger

proportion of poisonous malaria to the air than

was given out by these decaying shavings at

Norfolk. It is a peculiar property of half

decayed wood in masses to retain moisture, to

continue long in a state of slow fermentation,

and to give off malarious effluvia. In country

neighbourhoods many a case of typhoid fever

has been caused by a neglected wood pile near

the house, where, upon a gradually-accumu

lated mass of chips and sawdust that is fair

enough on the outside, but rotted down to

mould at the bottom, all the kitchen-slops

have been poured. It is a well-known fact in

sanitary works that hospital gangrene often

results from washing the wood in floors of

wards with water, and on shipboard new or

moist timber is injurious to the health of

the sailors. The damp timbers of the United

States steamer Plymouth retained and were

able to revive and propagate the yellow fever

germs recently, in spite of the most careful

fumigation, disinfection, and refrigeration

during a whole winter. The decayed woodof

the berth deck of this steamer could not be

disinfected, so resolutely did it retain within

itself the fever germs.

ORNAMENT FOR PILASTER

COBN MARIGOLD.

FROM many a simple wild flower a thought

ful workman may learn lessons which

will be of good service to him. For illustra

tion let us imagine ourselves in the corn-fields,

amongst the poppies, and the dog-daisies ; these

continually remind us, not only of the days of

boyhood, but of the favourite patterns in the

shop ; they have been used scores of times

because they are very pretty. Here are the

very leaves that we have cut again and again in

 

wood. See, a beautiful plant that glistens like

silver as the drops of morning dew rest upon

it ; its flowers are fine and large, and of a

brilliant yellow colour ; it has much of the shape

of the dog- daisy flower, only its rays are yellow

instead of white, and it is about eighteen inches

high: it is the corn marigold, or chrysan

themum segetum of botanists, and sister to the

dog-daisy. The leaves are peculiar—the small

ones are ragged-looking, and the large ones

appear to be half oak and half dandelion—all

of them nro of a bluish-green colour. The

bracket that supports the mantel-shelf seems

to suggest a novel use for the leaves. It is

both a pleasure and excellent practice to

arrange the flower to fit the cove, tne angle on

the fneze ; the flower may be secured by pins

and copied at leisure. One pattern is given

above, and let it be remembered that its sim

plicity is its beauty.

OAK GRAINING.

THE grainer who has the ambition to rise

above mediocrity must bear in mind thiit

he will not accomplish his object by merely

following the written instructions of text

books, however admirable they may be, or by

copying the examples or generally-accepted

patterns adopted by the mass of painters. He

must, says the Plumber, think for himself,

must examine and carefully study nature, and

so understand the exact character of each

wood as to be able to produce good and

natural representations of it.

In oak graining the colour is made in the

following manner :—Procure some finely-

Sround burnt umber and raw sienna (or Van-

yke brown and raw sienna if a dark oak be

required), and thin with equal parts of linseed

 

oil and turpentine. Add a large quantity of

patent dryers to make it stand the comb.

The colour is now ready for use. Ths

graining colour is brushed over the work in

the ordinary way with a pound brush, care

being taken not to put too much colour

on, else it is liable to look dirty. A dry

dusting brush is now used to stipple with,

which, if properly done, will distribute the

colour evenly. It is now ready for combing.

First take a medium or coarse-cut gutta-percha

comb, and draw it down one side of the panel,

then use a finer one to complete it. This

comb will leave the marks of the grain in

clear unbroken lines from top to bottom of the

panel. We now take a fine steel comb and

go over the whole of the previous combing ;

but in drawing this comb down, we either

move it in a slanting or diagonal direction

across the previous combing, or draw it down
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■with a quick nud short -wavy motion and curl.

Both the former and latter motions will hreak

up the long lines left by the guttapercha comb

into short bits, which, of course, represent

th« pores or gTains of the real wood. Next

take out the lights of figuring or veining. This

is effected by means of a piece of wnshleather,

held tightly over the thumb-nail. Every time

a few lights are wiped out the leather should

be moved slightly, so that the same part of

the leather will not be used twice, thus en

suring clean work. There are various

methods of doing this, but they require

much more practice. When the figures are all

wiped out they will require to be softened. By

softening we mean the imitation of those half

shades seen upon and about the figures in the

real wood. Ihese are imitated by doubling a

piece of washleather into a small roll, and

with the side of this the grain is partly wiped

away or softened. Care should be taken not

to wipe off the whole of the grain. If the

operator has a piece of the real wood to look

at occasionally he will be materially assisted.

As soon as the oil colour is dry it should be

overgrained. This is effected in water colour.

Next go over the work with a bit of sponge

and soap to prevent it "cissing." Before

laying on the overgraining, wash out the

sponge and wipe the work. It is now ready

to receive the colour. Grind up finely a little

Vandyke brown in water, and dilute it with

table-beer and water. It is then ready. Take

a flat hog-hair brush 3 in. to 4 in. wide, dip it

in tie colour, and draw it over the work, in

most cases in the direction of the combing,

but occasionally crossing. The hair of the

brush, being thinly placed, will separate into

patches, and hence the colour will be deposited

in streaks, resembling the natural gradations

which the wood presents. If you have not a

brush of this kind a sponge may be used to

put in the streak and to soften off. Then dry

varnish in the usual way.

gebitfos of $fefo goohs.

EXTENSION WINDOW CORNICE.

ANY one who has had occasion to change

his residence knows too well that many

articles that will do for one house will not

answer for another. The furniture, carpets,

aad fixtures need remodelling to adapt them

to their new situation. Not the least among

annoyances is the variation in the width of

windows, necessitating occasionally, among

other items a change of cornices. To obviate

this drawback, as well as to enable makers to

fit any kind of window without making a

cornice especially for it, Mr. James W. Camp

bell, of No. 9, Baxter-street, New York, has

devised an extension cornice.

It consists of two thin mouldings, fitted one

over the other, and is arranged to slide, and

thereby lengthens or shortens the cornice, to

adapt it to any window. The vertical pieces

or trusses are attached one to the inner end of

each sliding piece, and they are split at their

upper ends, and provided with a clamping

screw, by means of which the parts may be

fixed after they are properly adjusted. The

trusses are lined with felt or flannel, to pre

vent their marring the face of the mouldings.

These cornices are not restricted to any par

ticular style of moulding or finish, and their

form may be varied indefinitely.

Health Lectures for the People. Manchester :

John Heywood.

This serins of lectures were delivered in the

session 1878-0 under the auspices of the Man

chester and Salford Sanitary Association. The

Bubjects dealt with by the different lectures

are such as will recommend themselves to the

attention of all classes of readers. If we may

single one out of the eight lectures here

printed as being of special interest, it is that

by Dr. Owen on " Work and Kecreation in

their Relation to Health," in which an evi

dently well-founded opinion is ventured that

there is probably far more derangement of the

human body brought about by too little work

than by too much. Recreation is explained as

something that is intended to give rest and

fresh energy for daily work, to promote health,

and to give pleasure. " Now, change of em

ployment," says Dr. Owen, "is exactly that

which effects these three objects of recreation.

If the previous labour has been too long or

too severe, of course the only form of recrea

tion available is sleep; and, under all circum

stances of life, some six or seven hours (per

haps more) of the twenty-four must be

occupied by sound and undisturbed sleep. It

is impossible to lay down a definite rule as to

the amount necessary, owing to the varying

conditions of health and work ; but, generally

speaking, every healthy working man requires

seven hours' complete rest in this way. Over

work, and especially too much brain-work,

by irritating the nervous system prevents

sleep ; and inability to sleep after hard work

should always be regarded as very serious in

its effects. To sleep easily and soundly, and

to awake with a sense of refreshment, are

rightly considered signs of good health. We

are generally aware that we have worked

long enough and hard enough by the sensation

of fatigue. This fatigue may be general

throughout the body, or it may be localised in

some particular part. It is due to temporary

exhaustion, and in the case of the muscles it

is to be met in one of two ways, either by

increasing the stimulus to contract—in other

words, by making extra effort—or by allowing

the muscle to rest, and thus accumulate fresh

fuel for the putting forth of mechanical

force." We may add that the sound and

practicable advice given in each lecture is well

worth the price charged for the whole series.

of interest to which we have more than once

drawn attention are all continued. The papers

on Health and Disease in Industrial Occupa

tions, on Factory Legislation, on Pottery and

Porcelain, and on Industrial Art will well

repay perusal. Another volume (ten more

monthly parts) is to bring this very useful com

pendium of national industry to a conclusion.

Heroes of Great Britain affords instructive

reading alike for old and young. Among the-

Heroes of Industry who come in for a share

of attention in the September part are Smea-

ton, of lighthouse fame; John Metcalfe, the

engineer who, although blind from his sixth

year, acquired no small reputation by his

completion of many engineering works of no

mean pretension ; and Marc I. Brunei, who,

if not the originator of the idea of the Thames

Tunnel, may certainly claim the credit of

having successfully carried out that gigantic

enterprise. The whole story from the con

ception of the scheme to the opening of the

Tunnel is graphically told in the present

number.

Part 12 of the Leopold Shakespeare contains

" As You Like It/' " Hamlet * and pnrt of

" Julius Csesar." Both the printing and the

profuse number of illustrations leave nothing

to be desired.

The Magazine of Art for September is fully

up to its usual standard of excellence. It

i of the Victorian Customs Tariff-

—In consequence of a deficiency in the public

exchequer the Victorian Ministry intend to

impose new Customs duties to the amount of

£126,144, and to increase existing duties

to the extent of £112,050. The proposed new

tariff fixes the duty on apparel, machinery, and

woollen ware at 25 per cent, ad valorem, and

increases the 10 per cent, and the 15 per cent,

duties to 20 per cent. The Treasurer, in

explaining the new tariff to the Melbourne

Parliament, dwelt upon the advantages to be

derived from protection. The Budget has been

severely criticised in the Assembly. The

Customs receipts for a short time previously to

the introduction of tbe Budget were very large,

importers having anticipated alterations in the

tariff.

with an interesting article on some _

ments in English secular architecture, which

is illustrated by well-executed sketches of the

exterior and interior of Hardwicke Hall and

of Aston Hall. The life of Lawrence, the

famous portrait-painter, follows next. The

second instalment of Modern Art in Florence

gives us an insight into what is going on at

the present moment in the studios of that

famous art -centre. Under the head of

Sketching Grounds, we have a plowing illus

trated account of the natural charms of the

Umbrian Valleys in Italy. Some humorous

" Street Sketches," from the portfolio of a

German artist, Herr Hugo Kauffmann, are

both clever and characteristic. A well-se

lected series of six " Pictures of the Year,"

keeps the reader au courant with all that is or

was most interesting in the different galleries.

A paper on lace points out the differences

between tape, needle-point, pillow, and other

descriptions. Mr. Briton Riviere, A.R.A.,

forms the subject of an appreciative bio

graphical sketch. From the brief summary

of contents we have given, it will be seen that

no effort is spared by either editor or publisher

to make this magazine one of the best, as it is

unquestionably one of the cheapest, of its

kind. And, to crown all, we hear that it is

about to be enlarged, for the purpose of adding

fresh features of interest, without, however,

increasing the price.

Great Industries of Great Britain has com

pleted its second volume. The varied features

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Oub Own Special Cobjiespondents.j

The Liverpool Furniture Woor>

Market.—The arrivals of Mahogany since the

29th ultimo have been as follow:—51 Hogs

Cuba mahogany, 101 logs Havana cedar, and

229 logs Honduras mahogany. At the last

auction Bales there was a good attendance of

buyers, who purchased at fair prices nearly the-

whole of the wood offered. As there is not

any stock of St. Domingo, and as there is a

good demand for veneer and figured logs of

good dimensions, early arrivals will meet with

prompt sale ; ordinary wood is saleable at

moderate prices. Curls are wanted ; those of

2 to 6 ft long and well grown are in special

request and command high prices. Messrs.

Chaloner report that a cargo of Cuba has-

been just landed, and will, no doubt, find a

good market, as the supplies have been limited

for a long time past. Panel and sound

machine-making Honduras wood continues in

fair request, but the demand is quieter for

small and shaken logs. Minatitlan is in steady

request, and very fair prices were obtained at

the auction sale of the 12th inst., when the

local market was cleared of stock. Fresh and

well-grown Tabasco wood continues in fair

demand. The auction sales during the past

fortnight have been as follow, viz., of—

City Bt.Domingo, 231oe» l,140ft.soldatflrom5id.to]/2
106 oris 2,161 ,

»f .. ..

290 ft. „
?se„ „

8,700 „ „
029 ,. „
635 „ „

217,1172 „ „
. 121,127,, „

.206 „ 74,867,, „
lOorll 871 ,

lud. to if.
„ 6,d.to2/.

£l» per ion.

4/. and 6/6 peril.
2/8 per toot,
from 5d. to 7/3

,, 6d. to 1/3
6d. and 8d.
from 4}d. to 9d.
„ jjd. to9d.

*d.to9id.

7id.6id. •

8 log!
2 ..
2 ,.

St. Domingo 64 oris
M toloft
„ Bcrla

*ioff
Tabasco 895
Mexican 375

Honduras .
jvern o#i oiu. •

„ 225 log! 65,969 „ withdrawn.

There have been several arrivals of Cedar of

late from South America, and the demand for

all descriptions is quiet. French is dull of

sale. The auction sales during the past fort

night have been as follow, viz. :—

Honduras 43 logs, 10,981 ft., told at from 4}d. to7d.
45 „ 21,261 „ witadrawn [per f ot.

Tabasco 7 „ 2,672 „ sold at 4fd. and od. per
Sth. American.. 74 „ 7,800 ,, „ 3d. [foot.

Roseicood is in good demand, and a good

parcel of well-grown planks from Bahia would

realise high prices. The last auction sale was

ex Emanuel, from Bahia, 24 planks, sold at

from £12 to £17, averaging £14. 19s. per ton.

Of Zebrawood there is none in stock, and a good

shipment would find ready buyers. Satinwood

from City St. Domingo is in active request.
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The stock is exhausted, and fresh imports

■would realise high prices. At the last auction

sale a few logs were sold at from Is. 4d. to

2s. per foot. Fresh and well-grown Lancewood

spars are in fair request, hut old and dry are

unsaleahle. The last sale comprised 50, ex

Zephyrus, from Jamaica, at 8s. 6d. each.

Italian Walnut is slow of sale. The demand

for Circassian logs is very dull, and only the

best quality burrs find buyers. Logs of Ame

rican black walnut of the best quality are in

fair request. The auction sales during the

past fortnight have been as follow, viz. :—

Italian 28 plaaka, 2,418 ft., sold at from 4\d. to5d.per
, 6 „ 838 told at 6d. per foot. [foot.

American . 9 log*, 347 „ sold at from 4/9 to 87 per
[cabio foot.

Bird-eyed Maple is rarely inquired for. Of

LignumvitcB there is none in stock, and there

have been inquiries of late for the best

qualities, 8 to 12 in. diameter, round, sound,

fresh and thin sap wood. There is no stock of

Partridgewood. For Snake or Lettencood there

Lb no demand, and the stock is heavy.

The Kidderminster Cabpet Teade.—

The business of this neighbourhood cannot be

said to have generally improved or to show a

more healthy tone, but during the past week

there has been more doing in the trade, as a

good many buyers, attracted by the importance

of the surplus stock sale held by Messrs.

Harvey Preen & Co., visited Kidderminster

on Thursday and Friday, and distributed their

orders pretty freely. Travellers are, for the

most part, still at home, and the autumn trade

instead of being earlier seems to be rather later

than usual. August and September, so far,

have been very dull months, taken up chiefly

with the preparation of new patterns, which

will be taken oat en masse next month upon

journeys which usually last until Christmas.

The yarn market remains depressed in all de

partments. Some think that jute has reached

the lowest point, but the holding of this opinion

does not necessarily induce buyers to come

forward, as the orders for the finished articles

are so small. Cotton is again a little dearer,

partly through the disputes in the trade of the

Lancashire district. Wool is languid, with

few purchasers, and spinners find it very diffi

cult to keep their machinery in motion.

The Dewsbuby Cabpet Tbade.—Not

withstanding some additional orders placed

within the last week or two, carpet manu

facturers are unable to keep their looms fully

going. Felt carpets are in better demand than

either Dutch or Kidder varieties; but the

productions in each branch considerably exceed

the demand. In some departments of the

heavy woollen trade there is, however, an

improvement to be noted, but in others there

has been a falling-off. The continental trade

is not so brisk as it has been for the past few

months, but this is only what is expected

about this time of the year. A considerable

business is doing in light goods for abroad,

Austrian buyers Deing the chief in the market.

A tolerable amount of trade has been turned

over with German houses, but things are now

beginning to assume a quiet position, and rates

are not so strong as they were a few weeks

ago. French houses purchase sparingly of

heavy goods, but merchants have taken more

of the fancy and well-finished fabrics. A

strike has taken place at one of the large

Batley firms in consequence of the issue of a

notice of a reduction in the rates for weaving

certain classes of goods, but it is not expected

to be of long duration, seeing that the opera-

ives have but small funds in hand. There is

a tolerable amount of business doing in Ossett.

Low whites and coloured blankets are in fair

demand at late rates. Other sorts are un

altered either in price or demand. Dvers and

finishers are steadily employed. The large

wool buyers are absent at the London sales,

consequently business here is somewhat re

stricted. The parcels that change hands do

so at current sale rates. English brokes and

noils are a trifle dearer, but the Inquiry is

limited to immediate requirements. Mungo is

steady. Shoddy is in better demand. Cotton

warps are easy to purchase at a trifling reduc

tion in rates. Oils ore unaltered.

The Nottingham Cubtain Tbade.—There

is nothing particular to report in connection

with the curtain trade, the present demand for

this class of goods being but moderate. The

production of new patterns for the next

season is still engaging the chief attention of

manufacturers at the present time. Prices

are, however, well maintained. As regards

the general lace trade, the local Guardian

observes that there are indications of a good

demand for special kinds, the producers of

which are fully employed. For the most part

the goods are intended for shipment, and in

this Dranch of the trade increased activity is

anticipated. Full employment, however, is

not general. The placing of large orders and

the probabilities of a more extensive demand

brought into the market a largely increased

supply of goods, which for a time, earlier in

the year, were readily disposed of. But the

unpropitious weather had a seriously de

trimental effect upon the home trade,

respecting which the most sanguine anti

cipations had been indulged. There have

indeed been extensive sales, and the season

has been a decided improvement upon

its predecessors ; but at present the largely-

I increased facilities of production are much

beyond the necessities of the actual demand.

The additional hands attracted to the finishing

departments who some time ago found ready

and full employment, are now in some cases

discharged, and in other instances put upon

short time. Notwithstanding this apparent

check there is a larger business doing both in

the home and the foreign branches than during

the same period of the last two or three years.

In the plain, curtain, and heavy goods branches,

always more or less affected t>y the fluctua

tions of the yarn market, the upward move

ment in the value of cotton has helped to

strengthen the current prices, but the demand

has not been sufficiently above the supply to

enable producers to obtain an adequate advance

on manufactured goods. Machinery is mode

rately well employed, and the plain net and

quilling machines, so long standing idle, are

now sending a liberal supply into the market,

partly to satisfy orders in arrear, but unfortu

nately in some quarters only to augment

stocks, and thus postponing the probabilities of

better prices.

Furnishing Ibonmongert.—Business has

almost remained stationary during the present

week. The improvement before noticed has

been maintained, but there has been no fur

ther expansion of trade in any of the leading

branches. There is but little animation in the

cabinet brassfoundry trade ; some of the

minor branches, and especially those confined

to winter goods, are, however, experiencing a

gradual revival. The general export trade is

more animated than it has been for some time

post. Business with the United States appears

to be improving, and at the Cape a revival is

taking place. Canadian trade, however, con

tinues very languid, and Continental orders are

few and far between. For some kinds of edge-

tools a slightly improved demand has sprung

up on export account. The lamp trade is

somewhat busier, chiefly in the production of

railway station lamps and bicycle hub lamps.

In no branch are productive capabilities fully

tested, while in a large number of instances

manufactories are working but little more than,

half time. Safe-makers report a quiet trade

on home account, but in a month or two's

time orders are expected to be more numerous.

The foreign demand for the ordinary run of

safes is less active than the inquiry for what

makers term " specialty " safes. These latter

are going to Sydney in considerable numbers,

and the display of safes which South Staf

fordshire will make at the forthcoming Inter

national Exhibition in that city should do

much to stimulate our trade there. Bombay,

Calcutta, and Madras are also buying. One of

the most encouraging features in trade at

present is that orders for heavy work hare

recently arrived from Constantinople and

Bulgaria—markets which have been very dull

for a long time past so far as all classes of

hardware were concerned.

Household Linen, &c.—There has been

no material alteration in the state of the linen

trade during the week, so that many looms

are still idle. Drills are in but moderate re

quest, not much being done with South

America. The demand for the South of

Europe is also below the average, whilst the

quietness that has long prevailed in the Ameri

can trade still continues. Very little change

has taken place in the home markets, some

few orders Deing received for table damasks,

huckabacks, sheetings, and diapers. Mer

chants and dealers, however, buy but sparingly,

and show an indisposition to keep fan' stocks,

even where goods are offered on most favour

able terms. Not much is just now being done

in strainers, screw-cloths, or ticks. At one or

two places there has been a slight improve

ment with respect to stair-coverings, crumb-

cloths, and drabbets, but as a rule orders are

for comparatively small parcels. Home-made

linens are in but moderate request

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OP FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

ARTICLES. PRICKS,

£. s. d. £. s. d.

0 0 8 to 0 1 4

0 0 7 — 0 0 10

0 0 ri — 0 0 10

0 0 H
— 0 0 61

0 0 5 — 0 0 b\

0 0 *h
— 0 0 H

0 0 2 — 0 0 4

0 0 H
— 0 0 5

0 0 5 — 0 0 7

0 0 7
 0 1 0

5 0 0 — 9 0 0

to 0 *i
— 0 0 5

0 0 i  
0 0 4.1

0 0 3 — 0 0 4

0 1 9 — 0 2 9

0 3 0 — 0 5 0

12 0 0 —. 18 0 0

12 0 II  IS 0 0

5 0 0  « 0 0

6 10 I)  8 10 0

15 0 0 — 20 0 0

6 0 0  8 0 0

3 0 0 — 5 0 0

3 0 0 — 4 15 0

7 0 0 — 10 0 0

3 10 0  
6 0 0

4 15 0 — 5 5 0

0 2 0 — 0 15 0

IMPORTED FROM

26th Jan., 1879,

to
15th September, 1879.

26J.D.1978,
to

Mahogany, City St. Dom.,perft. 1 in. None

Porto Plata and Hayti None

Cuba

Honduras

Mexican, Tabasco, &o None

„ MinatitlanandTlacotalpam „

Surinam, Cispata, &c None

Walnut, Italian and Circassian per ft. 1 in.

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in

Satinwood, St. Domingo. ..per ft. 1 in. None

St. Lucia, per ton None

Cedar, Havana

Honduras

Mexican None

„ (West Coast) None

Central American, &o

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Babia None

Honduras

Zebrawood None

Snake or Letterwood per ton..

Lignum riUe,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto common to medium. ..None

Other ports None

Bahama None

Cocuswood, per ton

Partridgewood, per ton None

Lancewood Spars, each

Logs&
2,881 3,425

Curls

IV
1,891

9S3 633

■> 1,550

ft 2,058 5,440

Pka. & Lgs. 775 1,160

Logs 18 —

20 68

• ii 2,442
1,747

»» 987 4,212

Lgs.&Pks.

Planks

45 391

M
— 935

t$ 264 —

Pieces — —

.Tons 684 492

n 38 6

tt
Pioces 10,937 17,551
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For the Week ending Saturday, the 13M intt.

Adelaide—Aahford 4 Brooks, £44 brushware

Ballantyne, J. 200 sq yds floorol, £21 forntre

Dawson Bros. 4} c leather

Donaldson, Andrews 4 Co. £8 musical instru

ments, 1,200 sq yds oilcloth, 2,340 yds felt

carpet, £36 rags

Filby 4 Kemp, £123 furniture

Fowler, D. 4 J. £90 furniture

Good, Toms 4 Co. £3 rugs

Goode, Bros. 250 yds blankets

Harrold Bros. £5 iron bedsteads

Lanyon, J. 0. £69 gas fittings, £16 iron bed

steads, £199 gas chandeliers and fittings

Ortelli, J. 4 Co. £276 furniture

Spicer, G. £84 gas fittings

Algiers—Berger, J. Spence 4 Co. £15 china

Alooa Bat—Berry & Co. £175 furniture

Collard 4 Collard, £80 pianos

Carrie, D. 4 Co. £60 clooks, £60 musical

instruments, £55 furniture

Deare, F. D. 4 Co. £92 billiard table

Durant, A. £68 sewing maohines

Faviell, F. H. £30 iron safes

Grindley 4 Co. £40 piano

Hoporaft 4 Co. £58 rugs

Penney, 6. H. 4 Co. £15 rugs

Stuttaibrd 4 Co. £53 sewing maohines

Amsterdam—Betty 4 Co. 11 o leather

General Steam Navigation Co. 12 o leather

Nixon 4 Co. £30 harp

Bobinson, A. G. Roberts 4 Co. 34 y carpets

Antwerp—Leather Cloth Co, 615 sqydsoiloloth

Salmon, C. J. i o leather

Acckland—Ashby, W. 4 Co. £180 msol instmts

Lewis, J. 4 Co. £166 rugs, £91 msol instmnts

Porter, E. T. 4 Co. £59 chandeliers, 2,691 lb.

leather

Bagdad—Spartalli 4 Co. £17 safe

Betrout—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £20 musical

instruments

ilbao—Pitt 4 Soott, £20 furniture

ombav—Champneys 4 Co. 2 o leather]

Esoombe Bros. 4 Co. 3 o leather

Other Entries, £40 varnish, 1 o leather

Thomas, H. 4 Co. £6 clock

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £22 wood manufactures

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £67 musical instmnts

Bordeaux—G. S. N. Co. 50 yds carpets, £24

wood manufactures

Boulogne—Atkins, O. 4 Co. 182 yds carpets,

1,499 yds carpet, 11 o leather

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 339 yds carpet, 130fc o

leather

Chinnery 4 Johnson, 6 o leather

Flageollet, Bros. 4 Co. 6,6001b. leather, £21

furniture

MeBsageries Parisiennes, 8,025 yds oarpeting,

350 yds blankets, £60 carpet, £178 rugs,

510 yds carpets, 1,972 yds felt, 1,135 yds

woollen oarpet, 1,909 yds oarpeting

Nollen, Henry, 4 Co. £15 ohioaware, 67 o

paperhangings, £13 rugs, £5 furniture,

57 O paperhangings

Bahn, G. 4 Co. 2 o leather, 2,450 yds woollen

carpeting, £13 rugs .

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, 4 o leather

Bremen—Sootney and Earnshaw, £34 rugs

Brisbane—Parren, B. £105 brushware

Brussels—Grey, H. jun., £20 wood manufrs

Leather Cloth Co. 780 sq yds oiloloth

Buenos Atres—Papinean, O. W. £207 crookery

Whiteley, W. £58 furniture.

Caicdtta—Allen, |Bros. 4 Co. 76 yds blankets

35 lb. leather, £19 glassware, £23 ohinawre

Baker, F. W. 4 Co. 468 yds carpets, £9 rugs,

£7 mats

Braine, E. W. £9 brushes, £18 furniture

[ British India S. N. Co. £6 glass manufactures

Davis, W. B. 65 lb leather, £15 rugs

Harraden, S. 4 Co. £16 musical instruments,

£103 chinaware

Head, H. 4 Co. £90 glass manufactures

Jonas, J. 2,180 yds blankets

King, H. S. 4 Co. £44 furniture

Lecki, D. £593 glassware, £13 furniture

MoCabe 4 Co. £10 china, £53 glassware, £11

glassware

Pope, W. 4 Co. 54 o leather

Stone 4 Son, 300 yds blankets

Treble, J. 1 o leather

Watson, J. 4 Co. 1,036 yds blankets

Canterbury—Aahford 4 Brooks, £129 china

Filby 4 Kemp, £88 glassware

McEwan, J. 4 Co. £27 brushware

Wesley Cooper, 4 Co. £23 gas.fittings

Cape of Good Hope.—Currie, D. 4 Co. £50

musical instruments

Findlay, Durham 4 Co. £340 furniture, £24

filters

Hopcraft 4 Co. £7 musical instruments

Howe, J. 0. 4 Co. £19 hanging paper

Griesselioh 4 Co. £15 looking-glasBes

Stanton, J. £8 hardware, 1 1 7J o leather

Stein, A. 4 Co. £33 furniture

Stuttaford 4 Co. 100 yds oarpet, £12 furni.

tare, 4 o paper hangings

Oakthaqena—Aahford 4 Brooks, £30 ohairs

Colombo—Clark 4 Co. £60 piano

Sewell 4 Crowther, £10 ohina

Sleeman, H. B. 1 o leather, £8 swng-machine

Constantinople—Boussin, L. 1,040 yds carptng

Westoott 4 Lauranoe, £107 furniture, 398 yds

woollen carpets

Copenhagen—Bailey 4 Leetham, 13 o leather

Linoleum Co. 960 sq yds linoleum

Dantzic—Bevingtona 4 Sons, 522 lb ohmis letbr

Bott, W. E. 4 Co. 700 yds leather cloth, 1,200

yds oiloloth

Demerara—Other Entries, £14 brushes

East London—Birdseye, H. 4 Co. 1,400 yds

cotton blankets

Harvey 4 Greenaore, 4,200 yds blankets,

£149 rugs

Irvine, J. J. 4 Co. 3,500 yds blankets

Galatz—Westoott 4 Lauranoe, £13 clocks

Genoa—Mortens 4 Co. 142 yds linoleum

Ghent—France, W. 37 t old leather

Gibraltar—Ledger Smith 4 Co. £10 crockery

Gothenburg—Collinson 4 Co. 41 o leather

Grenada—Browne, J. 4 Son, £20 frntre, £12

harmonium, 1341b. leather, £60 ohinaware

Chalmers, Guthrie 4 Co. £21 ohinaware

Hambro—Darling Bros. 50 o leather

Elkan 4 Co. 1£ o leather

General Steam Navigation Co. 7 o leather

Hay, W. 4 Co. 39 o leather

Kitchen, J. 4 Co. 65 o leather, 42 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 4,395 sq yds oiloloth

Mortens 4 Co. 508 yds felt oarpeting

Other Entries, 120 o leather cuttings, £100

furniture !

Bossenberg, Lowe 4 Co. £20 rugs

Sohloesser Bros. 132 o leather

8i inonsen, J. 4 Co. 420 yds carpeting

Stahlsohmidt, F. 4 Co. 335 yds carpeting

Tellwright 4 Co. 55 o leather

Wain, 0. 101 o leather offal

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £37 rags

Wilkinson, Cowley 4 Co. 7 o leather,"3i o

leather

Hiooo—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. 7,900 yds

blankets

Hobart Town—Sewell 4 Crowther, £60 frntre

Honolulu—Clark, C. 4 Co. 500 yds blankets

Ibrail—Westoott 4 Lauranoe, 5,857 yds car

peting

Jamaica—Dawson, Bros. 406 lb. leather

Lindo 4 Co. 168 lb. leather

Lindo, D. 52 lb. leather

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeswright.4 Co. £156

furniture

Kurrachee—Gillon, J. B. £90 glassware

Leghorn—MoOraoken, J. 4 B. £6 glassware

Mortens 4 Co. 1,116 yds carpets, 150 yds oil

cloth

Lisbon—Elkan 4 Co. 5 o leather

Madras—Colley 4 Co. 187 lb. leather

Esoombe Bros 4 Co. £21 bedsteads

Frith, Sands 4 Co. £43 glass manufactures

Oakes Bros. 4 Co. £93 pianos

P 4 0 Co. £30 sewing maohines

Wood, 8. T. 4 A. 601b. leather

Manqalore—Balfour 4 Co. £25 iron safe

Marseilles—Bevington 4 Sons, 78 lb. leather

Fasqua, M. 4 Sons, £17 rags

Mauritius—Carrie, D. 4 Co. 429 lb leather

Montreal—Mather, W. £14 glass manufactures

Mossel Bay—Blagden 4 Prinoe, 576 yds leather

cloth, 300 yds oiloloth

Naples—Richards, T. 4 Co. £53 ohinaware, £7

leather, £8 glassware

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, 714 yds carpets

New Yore—Meadows, T. 4 Co. 230 yds carpets

Oporto—Thompson, J. H. 4 Co. 219 yds carpets

Ostend—Wiener, M. 4 Co. 23} o leather

Otago— Carter, P. 811 yds carpets, 718 yds

floorcloth

Dawson Bros. £40 musical instruments, 112 lb

leather

Findlay, J. S. £42 rugs, 562 yds blankets

Griesselioh, H. £45 wall-paper

Guthrie 4 Larnach, £38 brushware

MoEwan, J. 4 Co. £11 leather, £56 glass

manufactures

New Zealand Shipping Co. £297 furniture,

£11 glass manufactures

Otaoo—(continued)

Sargood, Sons 4 Co. £34 ohinaware, £371

pianos, £224 musical instruments

Port Alfred—Broadwood, J. 4 Sons, £45 piano

Port Elizabeth—Stanton, J. 1} o leather

Port Natal—Berry 4 Co. £47 glassware

Currie, D. 4 Co. £75 furniture, £30 musical

instruments, 225 o leather

Davy, J. H. £49 carpet

Dawson Bros. £66 furniture, 2,220 yds woollen

blanketing, £67 rugs

Durant, A. 4 Co. £45 looking-glasses

Harvey 4 Greenaore, 2 c leather, 135 yds

woollen blnketiog, £56 carpet, £53 furnitre

Head, H. 4 Co. £46 rugs

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, 1,471 yds woollen

blanketing, £58 piano

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £31 furniture, £20 carpe

Payne Bros. £81 rags

Pollard, King 4 Co. £323 furniture, 6,000 yds

cotton blanketing

Beid 4 Beid, £86 pianos, £46 furniture

Pi. Phillip—Buiok, Lewis 4 Co. 10 yds carpets

Boyle, A. 4 Willan, £20 wall-paper

Daley, Blyth 4 Co. £111 poroelain-ware, £213

furniture, 175 yds carpets

Hargreaves, M. £182 paperhangings

Levy Bros. £32 brushes, £30 looking-glasses

Mather, W. £44 flint glass manufactures

Miohaelis, Hallenstein 4 Co, 5} o leather

Morrison, J. 4 Co. £210 furniture

Purvis, T. £396 furniture, 1,350 yds linoleum,

Smith, S. 4 Co. 44} o leather

Webster, G. 4 Co. 60 yds blankets

Wesley, Cooper 4 Co. 9i o leather

Rangoon—Watson, J. 4 Co. 2 J o leather

Botterdam—Phillips 4 Graves, £20 oarpet

Santandar—Leather Cloth Co. 1,500 sq yds

oiloloth

Nioholls 4 Co. £28 oarpet

Wood, Qnintana 4 Co. £1,420 oarpet

Shanghai—Hannan 4 Mumford

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, £214 clocks

How, T. £27 lamps

Singapore—Other Entries, £12 brushes

St. Kitts—Sendall 4 Wade, £51 floorcloth

St. Lucia—Henoknell, Da Buisson 4 Oo. £12

wood manufactures

St. Nazaire—Stabbing 4 Co. £11 ohina

St. Petersburg—Atkins C. 4 Co. £236 carpets

Bavin, C. 1 o leather

Wilkinson, Cowley 4 Co: £18 matting

Sydney—Atkins 4 Co. £530 furniture, £25 rugs

Bullard, King 4 Co. £65 musical in

Cohen, D. 4 Co. 2,154 yds woollen 1

Davies, Turner 4 Co. £23 furniture

Dawson Bros. 1,419 sq yds oiloloth, £45 rugs

Farmer 4 Co. £3,811 carpet, £17 rugs, 750

yds woollen blanketing, £180 furniture,

390 sq yds oiloloth

Fiokling, T. £25 brashes

Green 4 Co. 240 yds blanketing

Irving, T. 4 Co. £269 glass manufactures,

£57 furniture, £17 wood manufactures,

£97 ohina

Mort 4 Co. £30 brushware

Nioolson, W. 4 Co. £250 leather

Perry, W. 4 Co. 1,414 yds blanketing

Shrimpton 4 Co. £57 brushware

Terry, J. 4 Co. £20 filters

Tiokle, W. W. 4 Co. 360 g varnish

Westoott 4 Lapranoe, £75 docks

Wit>g, W. C. £80 cabinet ware

Toronto— Monteitb, Anderson 4 Oo. £12

brushes, £26 leather

Wellington—Edwards, Bennett 4 Co. £392

musical instruments

Lazarus 4 Bosenfield, £63 ohina

Shaw, Savill 4 Co. £60 pianos, £71 furniture,

£49 glassware

Irving, T. 4 Co. £13 ohina

Yokohama.—Maxons 4 Co. £90 rugs

Bequest to Workmen.—Evidence is every

now and again afforded that the old relationship

of mutual good-will between employers and

employed has not altogether died out, but still

survives, even though only in isolated instances.

An illustration in point of the kindly interest

occasionally evinced by masters towards their

workmen has oome to our knowledge within the

last few days. Mr. S. Sympson, pianoforte-

manufacturer, of Percy-street, who died on the

1st inst., has left a legacy of £5 to those of his

employis who have been in his service five years.

Six of his workmen are entitled to this kindly

bequest. Mr. D. Witt and Mr. Sogers are the

executors. A simple recognition like this tells

volumes as to the spirit whioh governed the

interrelation of the master and men oonoemed.
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We ehall etteem it a favour if our readers will kindly
notfy to ut, for insertion i% tkie column, any contract*
which may be open for competition; and alto adcite its
at to any furnuhing ordere, ,[c, which may hace been

executed by different firmt

The Corporation of Nottingham require

tenders for the furniture and fittings of the

class-rooms, free library, museums, and other

rooms in the New University College buildings,

Nottingham. Particulars can be obtained of

Messrs. W. & R. Mawson, Exchange, Brad

ford. Tenders must be sent in by the 22nd

inst.

The contract for fitting up the offices of the

New Town-hall, at Wakefield with dados,

desks, &c, has been awarded to Messrs.

Squires, Wakefield, for the sum of £905,

Messrs. Guest & Craven, of Wakefield, to

•whom the work had previously been let for

£038. 18s. 0d., having withdrawn.

The tender of Messrs. Messenger & Sons, of

Birmingham, has been accepted for supplying

the requisite gas-fittings for the Worcester

Guildhall and wings, at the cost of

£202. 14s. lOd.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying the second portion of fittings at

the Junior Army and Navy Stores. Mr. A.

Bedborough, architect. Quantities supplied

by Messrs. Curtis & Sons :—Messrs. Green &

King, £1,310; Drew & Cadman, £1,298; and

Sage (accepted), £1,290.

The fittings for the new coffee-palace

recently opened in High-street, Notting-hill,

were supplied by Mr. H. Ashwell, of Great

Marlborough-street, W.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying the new fittings at No. 70,

King William-street :—Messrs. Wagstaff &

Sons, £387; Conder, £384; and Merritt &

Ashby, £372.

The contract for redecorating the interior

of St. Paul's, Dock-street, London Docks, has

been awarded to Messrs. Bear & Son.

The contract for decorating the Renfrew

Town-hall has been awarded to Mr. J.

Gardner, of Glasgow.

The contract for supplying the bar-fittings

at the Beehive Tavern, Crawford-street, has

been awarded to Mr. Marr.

The joinery work in connection with the

new Baptist Chapel at Blackley, near Halifax,

was executed by Mr. J. Wiison, of Elland.

The heating apparatus has been supplied by

Mr. J. Calvert, of West Vale.

The contract for reseating the church at

Fleur-de-lys, near Bargoed, has been let to

Mr. T. Williams, of Cwmdow. The present

rail-back seats are to be replaced by open-

ended pitch-pine seats.

A memorial stained-glass window, comme

morating the poet Moore, has been placed at

the west end of Bromham Church, Wilts.

The window has been designed and executed

by Mr. W. H. Constable, of Cambridge.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying a new counter for the Ship

Tavern, Vauxhall-bridge-road :—Warne, £170 ;

Heath, £101 ; and Hellings, £145. That of

the last-named has been accepted.

Jcgal Intelligent*.

Breach of Contract.—Montaguer. Smart

and Another.—This case was heard last week

in the City of London Court. Mr. Abraham

Abrahams, solicitor, who appeared for the

plaintiff, stated that his client was a merchant,

carrying on business in Leadenhall - street,

and the defendants were partners in the firm

of the Apollo Pianoforte Works, Tabernacle-

square, Finsbury. The action was brought to

recover the sum of £10 for alleged breach of

contract by the non-delivery of six pianofortes

and four harmoniums. The evidence showed

that on March 13th plaintiff proposed that the

defendants should send abroad through him the

articles in dispute, the pianofortes to be iron-

backed and of the best quality. Defendant

did not assent to that proposal, but contracted

in writing that they would ship three piano

fortes on their own account within a month.

Ample opportunity was afforded to fulfil the

contract, but when their attention was called

to the matter they simply replied on August

19th that the instruments had been ready for

weeks, and that the market was glutted. * Mr.

Barrett, solicitor for the defence, argued that

there was no definite contract ever settled be

tween the parties. If there were any order at

all it was a suspended one. His Honour re

marked that, on looking at the books and

correspondence, there was ample evidence of

a refusal to fulfil a contract specifically entered

into. Defendant wrote a letter on June Cth,

which, if it were not a ratification of the con

tract, he did not know the meaning of the

English language. Mr. Barrett : There is a

written entry in defendant's books bearing on

the matter. His Honour: That cannot be

made evidence against the plaintiff. It can

only be used to refresh the memory of the

person who made it. Upon the written cor

respondence it is overwhelming that there was

a contract, that reasonable time had been

given for fulfilment, and that there has been

a breach. I shall be glad to hear evidence as

to damages for non-fulfilment. Mr. Walter

Groves, one of the defendants, was then

called, and deposed that 5 per cent, was the

legitimate commission upon goods shipped on

consignment. The best quality iron-backed

pianofortes which his firm sold ranged from

£18 to £35, or an average of about £25. On

hearing this evidence his Honour gave judg

ment for the plaintiff for £3. 15s. damages,

and costs.

Singular Breach of the Factory Act.

—Mr. E. Carr DeaJrin, bleacher, Belmont, was

summoned before the Bolton county magis

trates on the 8th inst. for a breach of the

Factory Act. The information was laid by

Mr. W. H. Brewer, one of Her Majesty s

inspectors of factories, who said that according

to the new Factory Act of 1878 two hours

were to be allowed for meals, the times for

which were to be stated on a notice board. At

Mr. Deakin's works tea-time was fixed from

4 to 4.30, and as that arrangement aroused his

suspicion, he visited the works on the 24th

July, at eighteen minutes past four, when he

found five females and a youngman at work io

thepacking-room . From Monday to Friday the

hours of work were from six a.m. to six p.m.

and on Saturday from six a.m. to one p.m.

The morning meal was from eight to 8.30 a.m.,

the dinner from 12.30 to 1.30, and the after

noon meal from four to 4.30 p.m. That if

carried out, would allow of the full two

hours for meals. Mr. Fullager, in defence,

said there had been no desire to evade

the Act, or to rob the workpeople of that to

which they were entitled. The case arose

simply from a clerical error made by Mr.

Deakin, jun., in the preparation of the notice-

board. The tea time had always been from

five to 5.30, and not from four to 4.30, and if

Mr. Brewer on the day in question had only

waited till five o'clock, he would have seen

that the workpeople had their time allowed.

The Bench fined defendant 10s. and costs in

each of the five cases in which summonses

had been taken out.

Alleged Fraud under the Bank

ruptcy Act.—At the Worship-street Police-

court on the 11th inst., John Lordan, leather

merchant, of Myrtle-street, Hoxton ; Edward

Mannion, merchant, of Petherton-road, High

bury; Robert Watson, warehouseman, of

Church -road, Essex -road, Islington; and

Thomas Summers, commission agent, of Carlo-

terrace, Brompton, were brought up on re

mand, charged with conspiring together to

obtain, and with obtaining a large quantity of

goods by fraud, and with conspiring to defeat

the bankruptcy laws. Mr. J. P. Grain, on

behalf of the Treasury, appeared to prosecute.

The evidence for the prosecution was con

tinued by Mr. Grain, who called William

Foley. The latter deposed that towards the

end of last year he was employed by a Mis.

Ellis, at Carlo-terrace, Brompton. A boot

business was carried on there. He knew

Mannion, Lordan, and Watson—the latter as

Mrs. Ellis's father and Summers as a lodger in

the house. He had very little communication

witli either of them. He had seen Watson

and Lordan at 10, Worship-street, and had

asked Summers how the business there waa

getting on. Summers had said that Ham-

mersley was the proprietor of the business.

On December 5 Summers said that he expected

a van to arrive with goods for him. A van

did arrive, and Summers, with a Mr. Ed

wards, who had bought the Carlo-terrace

business, was present. Summers asked for

assistance, and Edwards directed one of the

men to " lend a hand." Witness assisted, and

saw twelvo bales of leather, a quantity of

hides, and some shins in rolls. The goods

were moved into the house by the back garden.

Summers said that Hammersley had given

him permission to remove the leather as secu

rity for about £300 he had advanced. The

goods were removed the same day to

a repository. A fortnight afterwards

Summers asked him to go to the re

pository and sort the leather, and send it off

to Northampton. He asked witness to put

his name to the consignment note, and he did

so. The Carlo-terrace business was closed by

bankruptcy proceedings in February last. The

witness was not cross-examined. William

Robert Ayres, carrying on business at 10,

Worship-street, gave evidence as to certain

transactions he had had with the defendants.

The case was then adjourned until Saturday,

when Thomas Butler, of Lower Marsh, Lam

beth, described as a leather-seller, was called

as a witness for the prosecution. He said

that he knew Lordan and Mannion. He had!

one transaction with Lordan & Co. on Dec. 7.

Mannion said he had some butts to sell that

were too light for Hodd, a witness who has

been called at a previous hearing, and who

had been supported in a shop at Hoxton by

Lordon & Co. Witness did not wish to buy

them, but agreed to sell them, and pay him

(Mannion) Is. and a halfpenny, if he could.

He sold the butts to Mr. I ryer, an auctioneer,

of Chiswell-street, who gave him a cheque

(produced), for £65. Witness changed the>

cheque, and arranged to meet Mannion at

Broad-street Station and pay him. He did

so, and 'gave him £50 there, for which

Mannion gave him the receipt produced.

He afterwards paid him the remainder.

Andrew Irving, clerk, of 12, Bellevue-park,

New Brompton, stated that he had known

Mannion for several years. He did not know

the other prisoners till he was engaged by

Mannion as a clerk at Worship-street in the

early part of 1877. Lordan, he thought, took

no active part in the business. He was not

always there, but witness did not know where

he lived. Persons came there to select stock,

and witness took the sales to be genuine busi

ness. He had not sold goods or drawn bills,

in his own name. On one occasion goods were

sent to Messrs. Davies in witness's name, and

Watson told him of it He said that a fresh

name was necessary, as they had sent so often

in their own name (Lordan & Co.), and they

wanted a new one. A memorandum was

sent with the goods to the auctioneers, and

was made out in witness's name, and he also

wrote a note to go with it. The cheque for

£30 advanced by Davies was passed through

the cash account of Lordan & Co. A number

of letters were put into witness's hand, and

he identified them as Lordan's. The letters

were read and were generally applications for

money to be sent to Brighton. The witness

also identified a separate letter in which Lor

dan, addressing Mannion, said that he required

£1,500 for the business and so much per week.

Examination continued—He witnessed an

agreement between Hammersley, Sprintail,

and Lordan & Co., by which the two former

were each to put a sum of £760

into the business. To witness's knowledge no

money passed. Witness had drawn bills and

signed them in the name of the firm at M am

nion's request. It was, however, the excep
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tk>n, and 'the bills were only drawn on

customers. Lordan and Mannion signed "Lor

dan & Co.," but to witness's knowledge neither

"Watson nor Summers did so. A few days

prior to the Cling of the petition goods were

sent to the cloak-room of the London-bridge

Station. They were sent in witness's name.

This was donj at a request of Lordan's made

in a note. Witness was to try and raise some

money on them. He, however, left them fur

some days, and then spoke to Watson, telling

him ha knew nobody in the trade, and would

r.'.ther not have anything to do with them. He

oiked Watson if he could sell them for cash,

nud Watson said he thought he could. Watson

got the goods, which were skins, four or five

dozen, about £'8 worth. Cross-examined by

Mr. Grueber for Lordan, the witness said that

lie had very little communication with Lordan,

and entered as clerk without seeing Lordan.

Mannion always acted as principal. lie never

f:*kcd Lordan personally for his salary. Man

nion usually paid the wages. He had had

blank cheques, but signed " Lordan & Co.,"

iu Lordan s handwriting, left for tho use of

the business, to take up bills, &c. Lordan

bad signed the cheques at witness's request,

ar.d witness had asked him by Mannion's

direction. Lordan, he thought, left every

thing as to the conduct of the business

to Mannion. No account was kept of

the drawings of Lordan till lately. He

believed that within the twelve months ho

was acquainted with them Lordan drew out

about £1,000. Lordan had put £4,000 and

some odd hundreds into the business. The

deed with Hammersley and Sprintall was read

to Lordan, but he very much objected to sign

it. He was, however, pressed by Mannion,

as it was said that the firm wanted money.

Mannion also said that so many of their custo

mers' bills had come back that money was

wanted. After Hammersley and Springthall

signed the deed they had a clerk on the pre

mises—about six weeks before the failure.

After that Mr. Hammersley's clerk paid the

wages. Mr. Grueber asked who paid the

accounts and bills. The witness said that

accounts were not paid. The clerk was under

the control of Mr. Mannion, and did not con

duct the whole business. He left the business

some days before the failure. He could not say

that Hammersley and Springthall ever took

proper possession of the business. The clerk

was to keep a cash account, and the account

was opfned iu the name of Hammersley & Co.

Lordan never took control of the matter. At

this point the prisoners were further remanded

for a week.

Bobbing Emi-lothhs. — At Southwark,

John Sheppard, and Thomas Williams,

journeyman brushmakers, were placed at

the bar before Mr. Slade for final exa

mination charged with inciting William

Watson to rob his master, Mr. William

Wigfall, wholesale bristle merchant and

brush manufacturer, at 12, Great Dover-

i*nd ; and Edward Henderson, brushraaker,

203, Kent-street, was charged with receiving

the property, well knowing it to be stolen.

Mr. Frank Safford, instructed by Messrs.

Hickliu and Washington, prosecuted ; Mr.

Ohipper6eld defended Henderson. Mr. Saf

ford, in opening the case, said that the pro

secutor's chief business was at Pontefract

Mills and Sheffield, but he had a branch

establishment at 12, Dover-road, Borough,

where he employed a number of hands and

kept an extensive stock. Having been robbed

to a very serious extent for the last two or

three years he communicated with the police

and discharged the prisoners Sheppard and

Williams, who had been some time in his

service. He then sent to routefract Mills

for William Watson, one of his foremen, to

come up to London and assume similar duties

there instead of Sheppard, and his foreman

soon ascertained how his master had been

robbed, and communicated with him. He

had interviews with the prisoners, of which

he informed Mr. Wigfall, and with his con

sent he took some of the stock and sold it

to the prisoner Henderson, the prisoners

Sheppard and Williams participating in

the proceeds. The police were communicated

with, and the prisoners were apprehended

on the evening of the 30th ult. At Hender

son's house eight sacks full of property were

discovered, nearly all of which Mr. Wigfall

identified. He called William W'atson, who

said he was foreman to the prosecutor, at 12,

Dover-road. He came from Sheffield Works

in June last, when Sheppard was discharged.

Some time ago the latter spoke to him and

introduced him to Williams, who told him he

could take him to a man who would purchase

all the bristles he could put his hands on. He

was afterwards taken by them to Henderson's

shop in Tabard-street, and he agreed to pur-

case anything he brought him. Witness at

once spoke to Mr. Wigfall, and, with his con

sent, took out bristles of different quantities

at different times, which Henderson bought

of him at a tenth of the value, and the other

prisoners divided the proceeds with him. Wit

ness underwent a very lengthy cross-examina

tion by Mr. Chipperfield, but his evidence was

not shaken in the least. Further corroborative

evidence having been given, Mr. Slado com

mitted all the prisoners to the Surrey Sessions

for trial, agreeing to accept bail for Henderson.

The Employment of Marbied Women.—

The Halifax Borough magistrates gave last

week an important decision affecting the liabi

lity of married women employed as factory

| operatives to their employers. A woman,

i whose husband had deserted her, was sued by

a firm of spinners for 20s. damages sustained

by them in consequence of her having left her

work for six days without having given due

notice. She pleaded that she was compelled

j to remain at home to nurse her child ; and

i the magistrate, holding the opinion that the

husband should have been made a party to the

' action, dismissed the case. The husband, how

ever, is in America, and notice of appeal has

consequently been given.

Compiled vith ipecial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, UvhoUtery, and Drapery Trade*,from JJctare.

Oamole q Harvey'* " Weekly Record."

Partnerships Dissolvpd.

Ahercrombie, Davidson, & Co., stuff merchants,

Bradford.

Brooks & Dugdale, plain and fancy goods maun,

factarers, Aoorington.

Brown & Harvey, drapers, Rotherham.

Davie & Turner, upholsterers, Manchester.

Fitzgerald, J. P., & E. G. Fitzgerald, timber

merchants, as Fitzgerald Brother*, Commercial

Wharf and Millingbam Yard, New-street,

Lambeth, and at Woking, Surrey.

Garfortb, Lawton, & Co., yarn agents, Man

chester.

Ibbottaon & Bramald, joiners, Wakefield.

Jackson, I., & M. Liley, wool extractors, Drighl-

lingten, Yorkshire.

Lawson & Whaites, brassfonnders, Liverpool.

Look & Ffolliott, auctioneers, Tuubridge Wells.

Neevos & Burningham, drapers, Daogannon-

terraof, North End.road, Fulham.

Ralph & Son, hollow ware manufacturers,

Billion.

Shaw & Roberts, joiners, Blackburn.

Watkins, W. & J. Watkins, worsted mannfac

torero. Holme Top Milts, Little Horton, and

at CharleB-street, Bradford, or elsewhere.

Wilkinson, T., & G. Jackson, timber dealers,

wo< d turners, and boatwrights, Newark-upon.

Trent.

Woodcock 4 Crowther, dyers, Hudderafield.

Dresser, John, organ-builder, Lichfield.street

ar.d Butts-road, both Walsall. Sept. 1. F.

Bill, solicitor, Walsall.

Earl, Robert Blater, opho'stercr, St. Paul's-

streot, Leeds. Sep*. 4. At Butler & Middle.

brook'p, solicitors, Leeds, Sept. 23, at 2.

Fildcs, Paul, cabinet-maker, 111, Knightley-

street, Rochdale-road, and 1 Passage, Gnn.

Btreet, AncoBtes, Manchester. Aug. 30.

Gaunt & Gra!nger, solicitors, Qaeen's-cham

bers, Mai'chester.

Gictleeohn, Isaac, pictnre-frame-maker, Bristol.

Sept. 2. H. II. Bcckiugham, solicitor, Broad.

street, Bristol.

Gossogc, Wa'ter William, packing-case and

cabinet-maker, Massbouse-lane and Livery.

Ftreet, both Birmingham. Sept. 4. Ha«keg

& Weekev, solicitois, 14, Temple-street, Bir.

migham.

Hart, John Taddenhatn, auctioneer and furni

ture-broker, Newcastle, South Shields, and

Monkseaton. Sept. 3. At the Creditors'

Mercantile Association, 1, Greshnm-bnildicgs,

Basinghall.street, London, Sept. 24, at 11.

G. Lockyer, solioitor, 1, Gresbam-buildings,

Basinghall-street.

Heywonh, John, and Samuel Law, tanners,

curriers, &o., 8mithy Bridge, near Roohdale.

Sept. 2. At the Wellington Hotel, Bochdale,

Sept. 22, at 1. A. G. & T. W. Eastwood, soli

citors, Todmorden.

Hill. Emanuel, lath and monlriing manufacturer,

Kent-erreer, Holdemess-ioad. Hall. Sept. 6.

At B. C. Fullau's, solicitor, Leeds, Sept. 22,

nt 2.

Hiudann, John, timber-merchant, London-road,

Carlisle, late builder, Templesworthy, West-

moreland. Sept. 2. W. B. & C. N. Aruiaon,

solicitors, Penrith.

Lewis, George, furnitnre dealer, High, street,

and ilartin-street, Stratford. Sept. 4. At

J. Slatt-r & Co.'s, accountants, 1, Guildhall.

chambers, Basinghall-street, Sept. 30, at 2.

G. 1!. Harrison, aolioitor, 98, L ;udon-wall.

Lyon, John William, ironmonger, High-street,

Hounslow. Sept. 2. At Stopher i, Bundle's,

solicitors. 74, Coleman.s'reet, Sept. 29, at 3.

McLaren, David Soobie, and Ernest Augustus

Hammonds, trading as McLaren & Co , furni.

ture manufacturers, 82 Essex-road, Islington.

Aug. 29. S. T. Cooper, solicitor, 88, Chancery -

lane.

Millen, Frederick George, ironmonger, George-

street, Croydon. Sept. 5. At Mullen's Hotel,

Ironmonger-lane, Sept. 30, at 2. T. J. Pollen,

solicitor, 1, Basinghall-street, and Croydon.

Nightingale. James, horsehair and fibre curler,

116, High-street, Homerton. Aug. 25. W.

HickB,solicitor,217, Grove-road,Yictorio-park.

Roweroft, James, furniture-dealer. Old Mill-

street, Dudley. Sept. 1. E. M. WarmingtOD,

r-ol'citor, Dudley.

Williams, Robert Griffith, joiner, Angnsta-street,

LUndudno. Sept. 6. At J. W. Roger's,

Mostyn- street, Llandudno, Sept. 22, at 2.

W. H. Harris, solicitor, Liverpool.

Wiesen, Adolph Nioholas George, upholsterer,

3, Yiotoria-ohambers, Paul-street, Finsbury.

Sept. 1. J. M. Dob3on, solicitor, 8. Finsbury.

square-buildings.

Liquidations by Arrangement oe

Composition.

Arthur, R->hert John, ironmonger, New.street,

Burry Port, Pembray, Carmarthenshire.

Sept. 3. W. M. Griffiths, solicitor, Carmar

then.

Bale, William, undertaker, Newport, Devon.

Sept. 1. J. A. Thorne, solioitor, Barnstaple.

Bishop, William, glass.manufacturer, Wallace-

strett, Round Oak, Kiogsvtinford. Aug. 29.

Sr.oke.8 & Harper, solicitors, Dudley.

Dale, Johu, currier, Chapel-street, Worthing.

Aug. 30. W. F. Verrall, solioitor, Worthing.

Dilley, Thomas, wool, noil, and waste dealer,

Fawcett.row and Clarendon-terrace, Man.

nitignam, Bradford. Sept. 6. At W. B.

Cross's, solioitor, Bradford, Sept. 23, at 10$.

Trustees Appointed.

Brearey, Plumber T. and Riohard Baldwin, ware-

housemen, trading as P. T. Brearey, Baldwin,

& Co. (L'q.), Aldermanbury. Trustees, J. G.

Read, 74, Aldermanbury, and J. D. Good,

Dewsbury, aooountanta.

Djdman, John (Liq.), fornitnre-broker, Nor.

thaniptoD. Truet-e, W. C. Harvey, 1,

Great am-buildings, BasiDghall-street, London,

aC''ount»nt.

Every, William and Thomas F. Austen, ware

housemen, trading as Every, Austen, & Co.,

(Liq.), Old Change. Trustee, J. F. Lovering,

77, Gieaham-atreet, accountant.

Freer, John (Liq.), upholsterer, Bournemouth.

Trustee, W. C. Harvey, 1, Gresham-buildiDgs,

accountant.

Hurry, John, ironmonger, Eglinton.streer, Glas

gow. Trnsteo, J. H. Ferguson, 71, Queen,

street, Glasgow. Commissioners, R. Smyth,

merohant, J. G. Scott, oil & colour merchant,

and T. Rennie, brush manufacturer, all

Glasgow.

Johnstone, William, joiner, Thistle-street, Glas

gow, sometime trading as Richmond & John-

aton, and William Johnston and Co. Trustee,

J. CorstairB, 85, Queen . street, Glasgow.

Commissioners, J. Hill, Eglinton saw.mills, R.

Downs, Gart gad-road, and M. Sproul, of

Sprvul &. Marshall, plumbers, all Glasgow.
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Dividends.

Clark, William (Liq ), ironmonger, London-wall,

and Booth Norwood. 2nd dividend of 7o. 6d.,

at J. W. Perkins's, 141, Cannon-street.

Malvern, Samuel (I.iq.), brnab-mannfaotnrer,

Cheltenham. 3rd dividend of Is., at F. B.

Learning's, 10, Coleman- street, Bank.

Wilsher, Edwin (Liq.), honae-deoorator, Daws-

lane, Walham-green, and Ifield-road, West

Brompton. 1st and final dividend of Is. 6d.,

at R. Gilford's, 2, Greeham-boildings.

Dividend undek Sequestbation.

Hay, Samuel, pianoforte maker, I Bridge.street>

Glasgow. 2nd and final, at B. Reid's, 40, St.

Vincent-street, Glasgow, Sept. 15.

MEETINGS OP CREDITORS.

At the London Bankruptcy-court on the 16th

but., upon the application of Mr. G. Major

Cooke, registration was ordered of liquidation

resolutions which have been passed in the oase

of Charles Frederick Davis, who carried on

business as an upholsterer at 16, Upper Baker-

street, Portman-square. The liabilities were

£1,076, and the assets £926.

The creditors of Mr. Arthur Kidd, floorcloth

manufacturer, trading as A. Wood & Co., and

the Fairfield Floorcloth Co., of King-street,

Manchester, met on 12th inst. at the offices of

Messrs. Addleshaw & Warbnrton, solicitors,

Norfolk-street, Manchester. Mr. Gillibrand,

accountant, stated that the debtor's liabilities,

secured and unsecured, were £48,000, and the

assets more than sufficient to pay the creditors

in full. Liquidation was resolved upon, and

Mr. T. W. Gillibrand was appointed trustee.

The creditors unanimously granted the debtor

an immediate order of discharge.

The first meeting under the bankruptcy of

Charles A. Bishop and Charles K. E. Bishop, who

were organ-builders of 250, Marylebone-road,

carrying on business in partnership under the

firm of Bishop & Son, was held on the 12th inst.

A statement of the joint affairs was furnished,

showing unsecured debts £2,125, and assets of

the estimated value of £4,376. Mr. C. A. Bishop

returned separate debts as £3,477, and no assets.

Mr. Stopher and Mr. John Evans took part in

the proceedings, which resulted in the appoint

ment of Mr. Killingsworth, accountant, as

trustee, together with a committee of inspection.

The case of Ferris Brothers & Smith came

before the London Court of Bankruptcy on the

12th inst. The debtors were fancy cabinet

makers, of 29, Smith • street, Northampton-

square. They had filed a liquidation petition,

returning their debts at £211. 16s. 3d. and

assets £55. 10s. Mr. F. C. Willis now applied

for registration of resolutions passed by the

creditors for the acceptance of a composition of

5s. in the pound, payable in two instalments.

A question arose as to whether the rules had

been complied with, and his Honour, before re

gistering the resolutions, directed notice to be

given to non-assenting creditors.

BILLS OF SALE.

Avery, John Rowland, chairmaker and wood

turner, Old Barracks, King-street, Blackburn,

Lancashire, for £280, to Robert Gregson and

another. Filed Sept. 6.

Barrett, Benjamin, gilt key manufacturer, 17i

Key. hill, Hockley, Birmingham, for £15, to

Solomon Auerbach. Filed Sept. 1.

Beedie, George, auctioneer, Thorn Lea, Lans-

down-road, Albert Park, DidBbury, Lancashire,

for £875, to Margaret Souter and another.

Filed Sept. 6.

Carter, William, joiner and undertaker, 9,

Glonoester-street, Clifton, Bristol, for £13. 10s.,

to John C. George. Filed Sept. 3.

Goninnan, Edward Moyle, carrier, Botherham,

Yorks., for £36. 18s. 51, to Charles Searle.

Filed Sept. 6.

Hibbert, Henry and John Henry, house fur.

nishers, &c, Mount-street, Harpurhey, Man

chester, for £150, to Robert W. Phillips

Filed Sept. 2.

Lee, John, furniture-broker, &c, 16, Edward-

Btreet, Church, Lancashire, for £50, to Joseph

Clayton. Filed Sept. 3.

Marlow, John, timber-dealer, Ac, Blid worth, near

Mansfield, Notts, for £ 10, to Midland Credit

&o. Co. Filed Sept. 4.

Newing, Daniel Willinms, upholsterer, 4, Meet,

ing-street, Ramsgate, tor £50, to John Perry.

Filed Sept. 3.

Norris, William, cabinet-maker, 247, Southwark

Bridge-road, for £37. 10s., to Richard Parnell.

Filed Sept. 3.

Pepperdine, Richard, joiner and undertaker,

70, Brook-street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Man

chester, for £30, to Ebenezer Loan &o. Co.

Filed Sept. 1.

Perrigo, William Smith, leather-merchant, Leeds,

for £114, 19s. 4d., to William Rapp & another.

Filed Sept. 5.

Reed, Jas. Nicholas, joiner, 16, Harrison-street,

Barrow-in-Furness, for £20. 4s. 7d., to Charles

Lowden. Filed Sept. 3.

Ricketts, James, ironmonger, 6, Alexander-road,

Moss Side, Manchester, for £20, to Isaac

Fineberg. Filed Sept. 5.

Roberts, Anne, window.blind manufacturer, 119,

Derby-road, Bootle, Lancashire, for £50, to

Thomas Paddock. Filed Sept. 5.

Robinson, Simpson, upholsterer, 23, Regent-

parade, High Harrogate, for £55, to Robert

S. Byron. Filed Sept. 1.

Sanderson, George, sewing-machine salesman,

13, Chalfont-street, South Cross-lane, Salford,

for £30, to Robert Innes. Filed Sept. 3.

Simpson, Edward Gowan, joiner, 14, Hewgill-

terrace, Newcastle, for £54, to Edward

Tweddell. Filed Sept 1.

Spiller, John, cabinet-maker, Bath.road, Old

Swindon, Wilts, for £250, to Benjamin Blai-

berg. Filed Sept. 2.

Stammers, Daniel, artist in stained glass, 2, Ida-

Mount, Bellenden-road, Peckham, for £20, to

Socrates Grose. Filed Sept. 5.

Stanworth, Martin, glass ornamenter, Brook-

Btreet, Wordsley, Staffs, for £26, to Midland

Credit Ac. Co. Filed Sept. 6.

Sturton, Thomas, furniture remover, 4, Trafal

gar-street, Walworth-road, for £97. 7b. 8d.,

to William Locke and another. Filed

Sept. 2.

Sutoliffe, Ellen, perambulator manufacturer, 9,

South-street, Longsight, and 91, Piccadilly,

Manchester, for £26, to Isaac Fineberg.

Filed Sept. 6.

Voyce, Thomas, ironmonger, 18, Richmond-road,

Westbourne-grove, for £80, to Eugene Fran

cois. Filed Sept. 6.

Waldie, William, safe-maker, 10, Upper Newing.

ton, Liverpool, for £23. 10s., to Philip Stern.

Filed Sept. 3.

WilliamB, George and William, upholsterers and

furniture dealers, 2, Chester-street, Hartley,

for £8. 10s., to Joseph Hu-rie. Filed Sept. 6.

Wright, Joseph Linney, furniture dealer, 101,

Lozells-road, Aston, near Birmingham, for

£26. 10s., to George C. Bentley. Filed

Sept. 4.

We ghall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in Zondon
a* well a* in ali pari* of the Country will kindlyforward
to ut early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send u»
any Jotting* of general interest to the Trades we
represent. By so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thts Department of the fcBHITUU

OXZITTI.

Messes, M. & J. Pollock, of the Victoria

Cabinet and Chair Manufactory, Keith, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. Ilohn Pollock

continues the business.

The firm of Hay & Gordan, furniture-

dealers, of Seagate, Dundee, has been dis

solved. Mr. K, Gordan continues the business.

Messrs. Dunn Brothers, timber mer

chants, of New Shore, Perth, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Henry Dunn will continue

the business.

Mr. T. J. Sparrow has retired from the

firm of Sparrow Brothers, goldsmiths, 11,

New North-street, Red Lion-square.

Mr. George Friend has retired from the

firm of Friend, Vinten & Son, auctioneers,

Ramsgate.

The firm of Robert Pollitt & Co., decorators

and dealers in works of art, of 05and 99, Bridge-

street, Manchester, has been dissolved. Mr.

Richard Smith will continue the business on

his own account.

The Warehousemen and Clerks' Direct

Supply Association (Limited) have taken pre

mises in Bath-street, Newgate-street.

Messrs. T. W. & J. Walker (Mr. H. Lane,

representative), hardware merchants, have

taken premises at 57, Holborn Viaduct.

The Electric Generator and Light Company

(Lontin Light) have taken offices in Tower-

chambers, Moorgate.

Mr. C. J. Fox, auctioneer, has taken offices

in Tower-chambers, Moorgate.

An old City firm (Messrs. Johnson

Brothers), datiog back more than half a-cen-

tury, have recently opened new premises in

Gresham-street. The late Samuel Johnson,

leather factor and auctioneer, of 143, Alders-

gate-street, founded the house, which now

possesses several branches, and whose different

members represent every department of the

leather trade, the most recent and the most

handsome edifice being that just opened at

64, Gresham-street. The premises cover an

area of 800 square feet, and are spacious, lofty,

and light. The fittings are chaste and elegant,

and even the fire-screen and utensils are in

keeping with the other brass fittings. The

latter were supplied by Messrs. Benetfink, and!

the whole of the elaborate fittings were

executed by Messrs. G. H. & A. Bywaters,

of King-street, Regent-street.

The executors of the late Mr. John Wil-

shaw (formerly Davis & Wilshaw), wholesale

ironmonger and manufacturer, of fros. 14 and

18, Broad-street, and Granville Works, Shef

field, have disposed of the business to Messrs.

Merryweather & Davey.

Mr. J. E. Goodacre, of Long Sutton, has

disposed of his ironmongery business to Messrs.

W. & F. Vincent.

Mr. John Perkins, of St. Bartholomew's

Brass Foundry, Birmingham, has taken into

partnership Mr. Roland Powell. The style of

the firm henceforth will be Perkins & Powell.

Mr. A. Btjrdon has succeeded to the busi

ness of the late Mr. W. Foster, ironmonger, of

208 and 210, Edgware-road.

A resolution has been passed for the

voluntary winding-up of the Sheffield Indus

trial Provident Trading and Manufacturing

Society (Limited). Mr. J. Andrew, jun., of

52, Bank-street, Sheffield, has been appointed

liquidator.

Mr. F. J. T. Mooee, public accountant, of

98, Cannon-street, and 58, High-street, Ports

mouth, has been appointed liquidator for the

purpose of windiDg-up the affairs of the Ports

mouth Co-operative Association (Limited) and

of distributing the property.

Thomas Cookson, Goulden-street, Man

chester, brush manufacturer, has filed a.

petition for liquidation. The liabilities are

£3,684.

sports of Companies.

Co-operativkWholesale Society.—The sixty-

second quarterly general meeting of share

holders was held last week at the Co-operative

Hall, Downing-Btreet, Manchester, under the

presidency of Mr. J. T. W. Mitchell, of Roch

dale. There were present 248 delegates, repre

senting 144 societies. The report and balanoe-

sheet whioh were submitted Bbow that the num

ber of shareholding societies is 594, with an

individual membership of 329,483, and that the

share capital is £456,829. The business for the

quarter at the central (Manchester) is £460,203,

or a decrease on the corresponding quarter of

last year of £35,611 ; at the Newcastle branch

the business amounts to £131,617, being a

decrease of £11,604; whilst the London branch,

reports an increase of £10,687—the business for

this quarter being £62,280; making a total

trade for the quarter of £673,363. This is m

decrease on the corresponding period of last

year of £38,319, or 5} per oent. The net

profits amount to £6,268. 9s. 2d., and are

appropriated as follows :—£4,957. 15s. 4d. aa

dividend to members at the rate of 2d. in

the pound on their purchases; £191. Is. lid.

as dividend to non-members, at Id. in the

pound ; £105. 16s. 5d. in writing off bad debts,

and the balance £1,013. 15s. 6d. to reserve.

The banking business shows a profit of £625.

3b. 10d., an! this is also placed to reserve. The

productive department shows the following re

sults : At the Leicester boot and shoe works,

on a trade of £21,462, there is a loss of £84. 19s. ;
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at the biscuit works at Crnmpsall, on a trade of

£4,515, a profit of £168 has been realised ; and

at tbe Durham soap-works there is a loss of

6s. 4d. on a trade of £2,582. This in each case

is after charging 5 per cent, interest on the

capital employed and allowing the nsual depre

ciation. Daring the quarter a new steamship

built for the society has been launched, and on

the first five journeys there is a profit of £24.

The society now owns two vessels, both required

for its Continental trade. On the motion of

Mr. H. C. Finkstone, it was decided that the

question of becoming members of the Manches

ter Chamber of Commerce be placed on the

agenda for the next quarterly meeting. On the

recommendation of the committee, £100 was

voted from the reserve fund for propagandist

purposes.

Jfurmtnre anb Carpet jjtsips.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Tirade during

the week ending the l\th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.mich4

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as " fur

nitures."

COMFLKTF.LT Bf.QISTERED.

339,206. The Heckmondwike Manufacturing

Company (Limited), of Heckmondwike, York.

shire. Class VI. Sept. 5.

339,209. Lee, Daniel, A Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 5.

339,249-51. Mascart, Emile, of 75, Baker-street,

Portman-aqnare. Class IV. Sept. 5.

339,283. Flat au, A. & W., & Co., of Bopemaker.

street, Finsbnry - pavement. Class IV.

Sept. 8.

339.295. Shaw, E., & Co., of Kidderminster.

Class VI. Sept. 9.

339.296. Eew, Richard, of 21, Snow-hill, Man.

Chester. Class IV. Sept. 9.

339,373. Brown-Westhead, T. 0., Moore, & Co.,

of Canldon- place, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. 8ept. 10.

339,462. Dickens, Edward, of 28, Great Cam

bridge-street, Hackney-road, and William

Barber, of 16, Laburnum-terrace, Eingsland

road, London. Class IV. Sept. 11.

fetters |atent.

Ii Ail column will be found euch inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholetery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradee ; and Inventort are requested to put
ikemeelcee in early communication with the Editor, who
wia be happy to afford then publicityfor their invention!.

Applications fob Letters Patent.

3,568. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for

improvements in machinery for combing

fibrous snbstanoes. A communication from

Heilmann-Daoommnn & Steinlen, of Paris.

Sept. 5.

3,571. Hutchinson, B., engineer, of 70, Mildmoy

Grove, Mildmay Park, for the manufacture of

boxes or packages, made of veneer or thin

wood, for dry or wet goods. Sept. 5.

3,574. Lomas, T. P., of 155, Moor-street, Bir

mingham, and of 141, Bridge-road, Battersea,

for improvements in spoons. Sept. 5.

3,578. Boss, W., builder, of 12, Hobury-street,

King's-road, West Chelsea, for sweeping ohim-

niee by an improved method, and curing

chimnies which emit smoke in the room, so

as to make them perfeot in the use they are

intended for, viz., to carry off the smoke.

Sept. 6.

3,583. Hailing, G., machinery agent, of Look,

wood, near Huddersfield, for improvements in

"pickers" employed in looms for weaving.

Sept.. 6.

3,600. Wilts, A., ironfounder, of Oldbury, Wor

cester, for improvements in convertible school

desks. Sept. 6.

3,606. Ireland, J., washing-machine and ahnttle

manufacturer, of Dundee, for improvements

in domestio washing-machines. Sept. 8.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

3.627. Von Nawrooki, G. W., of 124, Leipziger-

strasse, Berlin, for improvements in the con

struction of ceilings. A communication from

F. Banm, of Breslan, Germany. Sept. 10.

3.628. Percival, W. H., of Westbourne-villas,

Bayswater, for improvements in stringed

musical instruments. Sept. 10.

3,635. Hes, H. W., of Broadstairs, for improve

ments in spring surfaces for reclining or sit

ting upon, applicable to beds, berths, couches,

chairs, and other similar articles of furniture.

A communication from J. Broel, of the Brigh

ton and Marine Hotel, Boulogne. Sept. 11.

3.637. Ballantyne, J., engineer, of Edinburgh,

for a new or improved portable washing-

machine. Sept. 11.

3.638. Eberhard, J., parquet flooring manufac

turer, of 8, Edward-street, Hampstead-road,

for a composition or adhesive material for

securing in position parquet flooring, appli

cable also to similar purposes. Sept. 11.

3,641. Wilson, H. L., and J. Clegg, washing-

machine makers, both of Clayton.le-Moors,

for improvements in springs for washing,

wringing, and mangling-machines. Sept. 11.

3,643. Sachs, J. J., of Barrow-in-Furness, for

improvements in the manufacture or prepara

tion of blinds, tapestry, and other like useful

or ornamental artioles. Sept. 11.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

953. Jelley, B. S. C, and B. C. Jones, trading

as Jelley, Son & Jones, of Blackfriars-road,

for improvements in locks or fastenings.

March 11.

1,003. Worth, B. J., of Sfcookton-on.Tees, for

improvements in lathes. March 13.

1,006. Meuter, E. de, jan., of St. Gelles, near

Brussels, for improvements in the construc

tion of burners for lamps, and in apparatus to

be used in connection therewith. March 14.

1,024. Bonser, E., and A. E. Bonser, of the firm

of E. Bonser & 8on, of 87, Tower-hill, for

improvements in tea and coffee-pots.

March 14.

1,060. Brinsmead, J , of the firm of John Brins-

mead II Sons, of Wigmore-etreet, Cavendish-

square, for improvements in pianofortes.

March 18.

1,097. Harrison, F. J., of Crescent-street, Not-

ting-hill, for improved attachments to fishtail

and other gas-burners for expanding and

improving the light. March 19.

1,143. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for an

improved composition and process for water

proofing and increasing the weight, substance,

and durability of felted and other fabrics. A

communication irom 0. Muratori and A.

Landry, both of Paris. March 21.

1,267. Woodward, H. T., and G. W. Grosvenor,

both of Kidderminster, carpet-manufacturers,

for improvements in power-loomB employed

for the manufacture of Brussels and tapestry

carpets and fabrics of a similar nature.

March 29.

1,314. Vinall, N., and G. Twentyman, both of

Liverpool, for improvements in and relating to

fringes and the method of their manufacture.

April 2.

1,708. Haddan, H. J., of 67, Strand, for im-

provements in machinery for wringing pur

poses and for recovering the matters wrung

ont. A communication from F. Bernhardt,

of Fisohendorf, Saxony. April 30.

2,872. Mills, B. J. B., of Southampton-buildings,

for improvements ia means or apparatus

employed in the process of dyeing silk and

other textile materials, and in other opera

tions accessory thereto. A communication

from J. M. Dachamp & Co., of Lyons.

July 15.

Stefos, gates, anb Comments.

Cabinet.Hakers' Strike in Paris.—We

hear from Paris that the cabinet-makers have

struck for higher wages, and that the carpenters

have applied to obtain a rednotion of working

hours.

Importation of Textiles into France.—

An official deoree has been promulgated in

France authorising the temporary importation,

duty free, of silk tissues mixed with cotton or

other material which are destined for exporta

tion after being printed or coloured.

Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools.—

The annual fete in connection with the Man.

cheater Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools,

Cheadle, Hulme, took place on the 10th inst., on

the ground of the Longsight Cricket Club,

having been postponed from August 28 on

account of the unfavourable weather then pre.

vailing.

Trades' Union Congress. — The Trades'

Union Congress at Edinburgh was opened on

Monday ; Mr. J. D. Prior in the chair. Mr. D.

Gibson, president of tbe Edinburgh Trades

Council, was elected President of the Congress.

As the Congress is still sitting at the moment of

going to press, we reserve a fuller account of

its deliberations until our next issue.

An Exhibition of Gas Apparatus was

opened last week at the Watt Institute, Green

ock. This is the first exhibition in Scotland of

gas-stoves, engines, and other apparatus for the

economical use of gas for domestio cooking and

industrial purposes. The exhibitors inolnde the-

best makers in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester,

Birmingham, London, Nottingham, &o.

Manchester School of Art.—The Building

Committee of the Manchester School of Art

have accepted the contraot of Mr. James Herd

for ereoting the new building according to the

designs of Mr. G.T. Bedmayne, F.B.I.B.A., and

the contractor is already engaged in excavating

for the foundations on the site in Cavendish-

street, opposite All Saints' Church.

A Telephone Exchange.—Following in the

wake of Manchester and Leeds, London is

shortly to be supplied with a telephone ex

change. A oomplete exhibition of the apparatus

was given the other day, and the convenience

whioh the invention will afford to men of business)

was made abundantly clear. Directions could be

given without the slightest possibility of error,

and the tones of the voioe were conveyed with

oomplete accuracy.

Fire at a Safe Maker's.—On Saturday

morning at four o'clock a fire broke out on the

premises of Messrs. Mordan & Co., safe makers,

41, City-road. It is supposed that the fire was

caused by a spark from tbe forge igniting some

inflammable material. The npper part of a

building of two floors, 60 ft. by 30 ft., was

nearly destroyed, and most of the roof was

burnt off, while the lower part of the building

was also damaged.

Technical Education.—The City and Guilds

Institute having granted £400 per annum for

purposes of technical eduoation at University

College, London, have resolved that the grant

be appropriated in maintaining tbe Chair of

Chemioal Technology, and that of Engineering

and Mechanioal Technology. The Professor of

Chemioal Technology, Dr. Charles Graham, has

announced " Technical Eduoation" as the sub

ject of his publio leoture at the College on

October 1.

International Prize for a History of

Art.—A notioe has just been issued by the

Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres,

announcing that the Louis Fonld prize will be

given for tbe first time during the course of the

year 1881 for the best history of art and design

up to the epoch of Perioles. For this purpose

M. Fonld has placed £800 at the disposal of the-

Academy. Foreigners as well as Frenchmen

are allowed to compete, and their works must

relate to all that concerns soulptnre, painting,

engraving, arohiteoture, and arts generally as

applied to industry.

Suicide of a Cabinet-maker. — Dr. Dan-

ford Thomas, deputy-coroner, held an inquest

on the 11th inst., at the Clerkenwell Coroner's

Court, concerning tbe death of Lewis Dresek,

aged 52, of 1, Bishop's-court, Clerkenwell, who-

committed suicide by throwing himself out of a

first-floor window. Tbe evidence showed that

the deceased, a cabinet-maker, had been ill for

some considerable time past, and of late he had

been subjeot to delusions, and dreaded that

poverty would overtake him. The jury returned

a verdiot that the deoeased oommitted suicide

whilst of unsound mind.

Strike in the WooUen Trade.—A depu

tation of the weavers who are on strike at

Victoria Mills, Batley Carr, have had an inter-

view with their employers (J. NewsotneA Sons)

to try, if possible, to induce them to withdraw

the notioe of rednotion. One of the members

of the firm told the deputation that they de

clined to accede to any suoh proposal, and if the

weavers wished to resume work, they oould do

ao at the three-farthings per string reduction.
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No arrangement having been arrived at, the

weavers are still on strike, and an appeal is

being made to the public to support them

during the dispute.

Proposed Exhibition at Berlin.—The

proposal which has been made for an inter

national exhibition to be held at Berlin, in 1885

or 1S86, does not emanate from the industrial

olaBsee, bat from enterprising bnilders. Al

though the Emperor and Crown Prince have

expressed themselves personally favourable to

the project, it a not likely to find much support

with a Protectionist Government. After having

determined to seoure the German market for

the produota of German industry, says the

Examiner, an international exhibition in the

German capital would be something very like

a contradicio in adjecto.

Saw-mill Accident. — An accident nf a
somewhat exceptional oharaoter happened on

the 11th inat., at Messrs. Taylor & Buddy's

foundry, Exeter. An employe" named Fewings

was engaged at a circular saw, running at full

speed, when a pieoe of wood six inches long

and half an inch thick was thrown off. Strik

ing Fewings in the face, it made an entry ju«t

beneath the left eye, and taking a downward

direotion, passed through the head, so that the

point could be felt just beneath the skin at the

back of the head. The sufferer was taken to

the hospital, the wood withdrawn, and hopes are

entertained of his recovery. The phyricians,

however, Bp?ak of it as one of the most re

markable cases on record.

Social Science Congress.—The official pro.

gramme of subjects to be discussed at the forth,

ooming Congress to be held in Manchester, ha?

been issued. The Art '. Department, presided

over by Sir Coutts Lindsay, will consider the

following subjects:— 1. What is the effect, of

ama'eur influence upon art progress ? What

subjects are most suitable for the pictorial deco-

ratiun of public buildings in this country, and

with whom should the selection rest ? 2. Is it

possible or desirable to establish regulations for

the improvement of street arohiteoture, and for

the prevention of the disfigurement of towns and

cities ? 3. It State aid beneficial to art f Papers

on other subjects coming within the scope of this

department will also be read and discussed.

A Luxurious Billiard room.—A corre-

spoudtnt from Middlesbrough, in enlarging

up n the distress prevailing in that district,

mentions as a sign of the times that many of

the chief residences in that locality are now un

occupied. A few miles beyond Grove-hill, at

the village of Marton, he says, are the prinoely

residences built at the behest of the founders of

Middletbrough, the late Mr. Bolekow and the

lute Mr. J. Vanghan. Marton Hall, in its park,

on one side the road, is ocoupied by Mr.

Bolckow's nephew ; and Gunnergate Hall close

by, on the other Bide the road, is empty—die.

mantled. Mr. T. Yaughan, who inherited his

father's wealth, became bankrupt, the sumptuous

furniture has been sold, including that of the

famous billiard-room—a room which oost

£50,000 to fit up, the very walls being decorated

by a R.d.

A White Elephant.—On the 7th of October

next the creditors of Mr. Albert Grant will

make another attempt to dispose of the white

elephant which they hold as security for the

money advanced by them. Kensington Honse,

which for the last two years has been finished,

bat never tenanted, has in vain been offered to

or conferred upon by rumour half the million

aires in London and America. Its size and the

scheme of its rooms render it wholly nnsuited

to any one of ordinary means or ordinary tastes,

in spite of the attraction whioh seven acres of

garden in the middle of London ought to

beB'ow. The late owner is said to have spent

upwards ofa quarter of a million upon the house

and groands, and although it is only mortgaged

for less than half that sum, the mortgagees are

not any better off, for they seem to be unable

to recover either interest or principal.

The Australian Labour Market. — The

Melbourne Argus says, in its monthly summary

number, that the condition of the artisans and

labourers in Victoria at the present time is a

most deplorable one. On every hand there is

the cry of workmen of all kinds being out of

employment. Married men with families, who

have not earned a week's wages for two or

three months, are now beginning to feel the

greatest distress. This want of work is not

limited to a few trades; it is felt in every branch

of labour throughout the oolony. Owing to the

Blackness in business, a great many shopmen

and clerks have been paid off, and their con

dition is even more pitiable than that of the

working-men, for owing to the nature of their

occupation they are unable to earn a bare enb-

Bi'stocoe at stone-breaking or other hard manual

labour.

Society of Amalgamated BraaaworIters.

—The seventh annual meetiog of this associa

tion was hold last week at Birmingham. The

Chairman (Mr. 8. W. Maddocks), in his address,

referred at considerable length to the state of

trade and Trade Unionism. It had been said,

he remarked, that trade societies were re

sponsible in a great measure for the depression

whioh had existed for so long. This he denied

most emphatically, and qaoted an opinion of

Professor Leoni Levi, given before the British

Association at its meeting at Sheffield, to the

effect that reckless competition was the great

cause of our temporary decline. Mr. W. J.

Davis made a statement with respect to the

recent arbitration proceedings in the gas-fitting

branch, and said that the members had much

to jibe thankful for, inasmuch as 10 per cent,

had been preserved out of the 15 per cent, con

ceded in 1872.

Redaction of Potters' Wages.—At a

meeting of the Master Potters' Association at

Hanley on the 11th inst., it was uoarAmousty

resolved to reduce absolutely the wages paid to

all workmen in the china and earthenware

trades of the Staffordshire potteries ten per

cent., and a strong feeling was expressed

against resorting to arbitration. Notices were

arranged to be given to terminate all contracts.

This affects almost the whole of the working

population of the district. The men state that

they are confident that if the masters will go to

arbitration on the whole question there will he

no reduotion, but merely an equitable revision.

At a representative meeting of flat.pressers,

who number several thousands, it was resolved

that as wages now are lower than they were in

1871, in spite of a nominal rise, no reduotion

was called for, and that, should it be en

forced, the masters be requested to agree to

arbitration.

Brazilian Timber.—Mr. Maurice Mauris,

the explorer of the Amazon, says that saw-mills

are much needed in Brazil, and that their

establishment could not fail to prove extremely

profitable. In many cases, more especially on

the Madeira, the current conveys the largest

logs of exoellent woods, whioh the sawyer would

only have to capture and land. At Serpa, near

the mouth of the Madeira, a Portuguese specu

lator built a saw-mill, and the cedar carried

down the river supplied his concern in five

months with sufficient timber for a whole year's

work. So well did his work prosper that this

speculator was enabled to retire after a few

years independently wealthy, although he had

been assisted only by the rudest machinery and

unskilled, intractable workmen. Thongh situ

ated on the oonfines of a vast forest, Para con

sumes large quantities of North American timber,

only a single Baw.mill existing in the city. A

dozen boards of red cedar (a very common

wood) cost about £6 at Santarem.

Reports on the Paris Exhibition.—The

reports on the Paris Exhibition, made by

selected artisans who were sent out last year

by the Society of Arts, are now in the press,

and will be published immediately. In order

to bring them within the reach of the classes

ohiefly interested, the reports have been

arranged and printed in eleven classes, viz :—

" Pottery and Glass ; " " Art Workmanship,"

comprising work in metal, wood, and stone ;

" Mechanioal Enzineering ; " " Agrioulture and

Horticulture;" " Building Trades," inoluding

brioklaying, masonry, joinery, &o. ; " Cabinet,

making;" "Clock and Watchmaking," whioh

part also contains reports on jewellery

and optioal instruments; "Printing;" "Tex

tile Fabrics ; " " Leather and Indiarubber ; "

"Mining and Metallurgy." The volume is

dedicated by permission to H.B.H. the Prince

of Wales, by whose suggestion the movement

was originated. Messrs. Sampson Low are the

publishers. The first part will be ready in a

few days, and the others will follow in imme

diate succession.

Colour Blindness.— The "odours test"

was first introduced by the Board of Trade in

examinations of candidates for masters' and

mates' certificates in 1877. From that date to

the end of May, 1879, aooording to a parliamen

tary return just issued, 39 candidates hav°

failed to pass the test. From this number, how

ever, should be deducted 12, who subsequently

passed on re-examination, and one who, on

consideration, was allowed to have passed, whioh

leaves the actual number of failures from this

cause at 26. During the period referred to,

4,528 individuals failed to pass the examinations

from various causes, and 2,929 obtained the

certificates for whioh they were examined. Of

these 2,929, only about 1,709 succeeded in

satisfying the Board of Trade examiners on the

first attempt, the remainder having failed at

least onoe previously. Twenty-six candidates)

were decidedly colour-blind, and the proportion,

therefore, of the colour-blind candidates to the

total number of individuals examined is about

43, or rather less than a half per cent.

Undervaluation of American Imports.—

A week or two ago we directed attention to the

large confiscation of velvets which had taken

place in Now York by reason of alleged under

valuation at the American oustom-house. A

similar case (the United States v. the York-

street Flux. Spinning Company, Belfast) has

just engaged the attention of the transatlantic

law-courts. The suit was brought to recover

£20,000, the value of oertain importations

of linen, claimed to have been forfeited to

the Government on account of alleged under

valuation. The oase was first tried before

Judge Blatchford in 1875, when a verdict was

given for the defendants. An appeal was
taken by the Government and Brgued berore

Justice Waite in June last. Apart from the

large amount at stake, it is regarded as a very

important test suit, involving questions that

affect other large importations. Chief Justice

Waite in giving his decision reviewed the ques

tion of the proof of value at length, and con.

eluded as follows :—" For the single error in

respect to the rule for extending the basis of

value the judgment is reversed and the case

remanded for a new trial."

Who's to Pay the Piper?—The County

Justices of Lancashire have received the report

of the General Finance Committee, which states

that a considerable expense has been incurred

owing to the late riots in East Lancashire and

within the borough of Liverpool, a portion oi

whioh entered into the accounts of the past

year. In addition to the damages and costs

already paid for the riotous demolition of

property in the Hundred of Blackburn, amount

ing to £15,850, a sum of £1,076. lis. lid. has

been paid out of the county rates for the

services of the military and speci il constables.

A further obarge under this head is to appear

in next year's accounts. Ab some doubt

existed as to the liability of the county of Lan

cashire to defray the expense of the assistance

rendered by the military, the county treasurer

declined to pay. The case was taken to the

Queen's Benoh Division of the High Court of

Justice, where it was ruled that the charge

must be borne by the county. The committee

bad had these accounts before them, and re

commended the Court of Quarter Sessions to

adopt a fixed allowance of 3s. 6d. for each in

fantry, and 5s. per day for each oavalry soldier,

as a fair and reasonable allowance for their

maintenance. Need we dwell upon the moral

whioh this incident teaohes P

Large Fronts.—Some lace belonging to the

Marquise de St. Sauveur, whioh bad been left

by ber dressmaker in a cab, has just been re

covered by its owner, after some singular vicis

situdes. The police were informed of the loss

of the lace, whioh was valued at £160, and of

the subsequent discovery of the identical lace

in an old curiosity shop at Trouville, where the

Marquise was staying. The proprietor of the

shop, a certain Woornitz, was at onoe called to

explain his possession of the stolen articles. It

turned out that he had a branch establishment

in Paris, and had purchased the lace for a sum

of £21 from a dealer named Dordet, living at

Issy, who, in turn, proved to have bought it

from another individual in the same line of

business. This latter, again, on being examined,

stated that the property had passed into his

hands from a dealer of the name of Levy, in

return for £3. -I*. Further investigations de

veloped the faot that Levy had bought the lace

for a still lower sum—less than a pound—from

a Mdme. Boux, who had got it from her husband,

a cab-driver. The real Simon Pure was found

at last, and husband and wife received each a

sentence of four months' imprisonment for the

unlawful retention of the lace. It is obvious
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that if all curiosity.shop keepers purchase on

the same terms os those mentioned in this

recital, their large profits are intelligible

enough.

National School of Axt Wood • earring:

—This school, it may be remembered, was

established with a view of encouraging, or rather

reviving, the greatly-neglected art of wcod-

carring in this oonntry by a committee consist,

ing of the following gentlemen :—Lieutenant-

Colonel Donnelly, B.E., Mr. E.J. Poynter, B.A.,

Mr. W. K. Edis, F.S.A., the late Mr. P. Le Neve

Foster, and Mr. J. H. Donaldson, of the firm of

Messrs. Gillow & Co. The committee have since

been joined by Mr. H. T. Wood, secretary of the

Society of Arts, and Mr. W. Chapman and Mr.

W. T. Sawyer, of the Drapers' Company. The

committee, who were greatly aided by the

Society of Arts and the Drapers' Company,

engaged an eminent Florentine wood-carver,

Signor Bolletti, and opened a school last year

at 3, Somerset-street, Oxford- street, with the

assistance of Mr. Donaldson. The Boyal Com

missioners for the Exhibition of 1851 have now

placed a suitable room in the Boyal Albert-

ball at the disposal of the school, and the

Drapers' Company have given a further grant,

with which the committee are enabled to pro

vide for the instruction of twelve free students.

Candidates for free studentships are seleoted

from persons of the industrial class who are

intending to earn their living by wood-carving.

Other stadents are admitted to the day classes

and evening classes on payment. Further par

ticulars can be obtained of Mr. Healey or the

National School of Wood-carving, Boyal Albert

Hall, Kensington.

The Lyons Silk Trade is still in a very

torpid condition. Daring last week there was

an appearance of a slight increase in the demand

for the finer descriptions of the material, bat

not sufficient to impart any firmness to prices ;

on the contrai y, these showed even more weak

ness than during the preceding week. This

declining tendency in the value of a once popu

lar textile, following, as it doe;, very deficient

European crops, is naturally upsetting all the

calculations of the holders of silk, and is causing

very considerable discouragement in Lyons.

The market for the material, Bays the Manchester

Guardian, appears now to be entirely ruled by

the demand for fabrics, and this, so far as goods

made exclusively of Bilk are concerned, continues

extremely restricted. An important influence

is the increased tendency of manufacturing, and

of the demand for tissues in the direction of

goods consisting partly of cotton. The union

branch of the Lyons silk industry appears to be

this year assuming overwhelming proportions in

comparison witb the all-silk branches, and such

a change must diminish considerably the demand

for raw Bilk, and thus neutralise the effect of

deficient European supplies. In the Italian

markets also a farther giving way of prices was

observable last week, several holders, both at

Milan and Turin, accepting offers at rates from

Is. 8d. to 2s. fid. below those quoted the week

before.

The Brazilian Tariff.—The following cor

respondence has been received by Mr. Jacob

Behrens, Chairman of the Joint TariffCommittee

of Yorkshire Chambers: — "Foreign Office,

September S, 1879. Sir,—I am directed by the

Marquis, of Salisbury to forward to you, for the

information of the Tariff Committee of the

Yorkshire Chambers of Commerce, a copy of

a despatch from Her Majesty's Charge d'Affaires

at Bio Janiero, reporting the opinion of English

merchants engaged in trade with Brazil, on

suggestions contained in your letter of March 22,

with* regard to commercial relations between

this country and Brazil. I am, sir, your most

obedient bumble servant, T. Y. Listeb. Jacob

Behrens, Etq."—"Bio de Janeiro, August 7,

1879. I have the honour to report that tbe

English merchants whom I have consulted are

very dnbious ss to the benefit to be derived from

a fixed tariff based upon a commercial treaty.

They also consider it extremely unlikely that

the Brazilian Government would consent to any

treaty giving advantages to England not shared

« r: a ally by other countries. As Brazil has of

lute found come difficulty in covering her expen

diture, a revision of her tariff is now being made

with a view to increasing the revenue. The

new tariff will, however, tend to an increase of

dntiee on articles of luxury ; while a reduction

in many oases will be made on goods which have

been unduly taxed. A much simpler classifica

tion of goods will, I am told, be adopted, and

there will in consequence be fewer disputes than 1

hitherto in the clearing of the various tex

tile manufactures. The Oustom-house officials

oharged with the revision of tbe tariff are

working in concert with a committee of foreign

merchants in effecting a obange, whioh I shall

have the honour of reporting to your Lordship

as soon as it shall have been brought about.

(Signed), F. B. St. John."

Labour Disputes in the United States.

—The tendency of the workim;-mnn of the

United States to take advantage of tbe muoh

better condition of business to secure advanced

wages is showing itself generally. Tbe employes

of the Beading (Pennsylvania) Hardware Com

pany are on strike for 25 per oent. advance.

The employers have offered 15 per cent., but this

has been rejected. The iron.moulders through

out the State are raising funds to support this

strike, as it will cause all wages to go up above

tbe 15 per cent, conceded if the strikers are

successful. The stove-moulders at St. Louis

have struck for 15 per cent, advance, and two

foundries have already granted it. A general

disposition to strike. is reported among all classes

of labour in St. Louis. The lumber teamsters

are on strike, but have not succeeded. An ad.

vance of 10 per cent, has been offered by the

proprietors of tbe glass factories of the Atlantic

Beaboard, and, excepting in some oases, where

the men are striking for 13 to 15 per oent. ad

vance, has been accepted. Tbe female chair-

seaters at Ploughkeepsie, New York, have suc

cessfully struck against an attempt to reduce

their wages. At Fall Biver, Massachusetts,

where the spinners' strike has ended, the mills

employing new bonds, it now appears that the

mills only succeeded by paying tbe new hands

the advanoe demanded by the strikers. The

weavers in tbose mills are now organising a

strike, and ask a similar advance, equal to 15

per oent.

Stained Glass for the Sydney Exhibition

—Messrs. Camui Brothers, of Frederick-street,.

Birmingham, and of Smethwick, will be repre

sented at Sydney by several exhibits. One of

theohief is a stained-glass window in the Italian

Btyle. Tbe large centre panel contains a repre

sentation of " Our Lord blessing little children."

Next in importance is a carved oak reredos, con.

taining five panels, which are filled in with tiles

painted to illustrate the " Lord's Bnppsr."

Beneath the picture, in a Gothio form, are five

smaller panels, painted with a scroll pattern

intertwined with representations of tbe vine and

wheat, upon which is written :—" This do in

remembrance of Me." There is also a stained-

glaBB window representing the play scene in

" Hamlet." The work is executed in grisaille,

with gold enrichments to the drapories and other

parts, and the picture has a border containing

busts of eight of tbe principal dramalis persona

and suitable ornamentations. Another window

represents three subjects from Tennyson's

" Elaine," viz., " Elaine receiving tbe shield

from Launcelot ; " " Elaine musing over the

shield ; " and " Elaine's corpse borne before

Arthur." Amongst the exhibits there U like

wise a painted encaustic tile panel, tbe subject

of which illustrates the words—" Bage wearetb,

folly tearetb, love mendeth, and death eudeth."

The tileB are only semi-glazed, and this imparts

to the painting a subdued tone. Most of the

works were designed under the direction of Mr.

T. W. Camm.

Emigration of Artisans.—The Birming

ham branobes of tbe Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners are taking steps to raise

a fund for tbe purpose of assisting members of

the trade desirous of emigrating. The society

believes this to be the best means of relieving

the unemployed, and at the same time conferring

a benefit on trade generally.— On the 11th inst.

a meeting, convened by tbe committee of tbe

proposed National Emigration League, was held

at tbe Memorial Hall, Farringdon.street, to

consider the beat means of promoting the emi

gration of unemployed workmen. Mr. J. H.

JobnBon presided. Mr. O'Phelan proposed the

following resolution :—" That this meeting is of

opinion that one of the most efficacious means of

relieving the existing depression of trade and

Bgriocltnre is by promoting an active s\ stem of

emigration ; and that in order to carry out tbe

same a National Emigration Association be

formed, on the following basis :— (1) That

members be enrolled on payment of an entrance

fee of one shilling and a weekly subscription of

sixpence. (2) That the sum bo raised do form

a fund out of which, by a syBtem of periodical

balloting, members be furnished with the

requisite means to enable them to emigrate

to suoh countries as they may select, the

grants to be proportionate to the amount of

money in hand. (if) That such inducements

as may be offered from time to time by various

Governments for the acquisition of lands on

easy terms be availed of, and that emigration be

encouraged in small communities (on th«

co-op irai ive principle) as well as in units."

Mr. Sallivan, in seconding the motion, said the

English, Irish, and Scotch were the colonising

people of the world, and although it might be

said that trade would revive in tbe oonntry, and

that good times would oome round, it woh well

for people to place themselves out of the

chanoe of a recurrence of suoh hard times. A

long discussion followed, and in tbe result tbe

resolution was carried. Subsequently a pro

visional committee was formed to carry ont the

prinoipleB of the mam resolution, and tbe pro

ceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the

chairman.

The Windsor Tapestry Works.—Much

interest was excited two or three years aga

in the revival and tbe intended development of

tbe manufacture of tapestry, which was under

taken at Windsor under the patronage of the

Queen, and especially promoted and encouraged

by Prince Leopold and Princess Louise. The

first results of the recovery of this elegant in

dustry were exhibited in tbe Town Hall of

Windsor in December last, and comprised

a set of eight panels illustrating the " Merry

Wives of Windsor " and a set of large panels of

17th century hunting scenes, from the designs-

of the late Mr. E. M. Ward, B.A. More recently

the looms have been occupied by the prod aotion

of some beautiful work in the Beauvais tapestry

style for tbe Queen, adapted for the coverings

of sofas and chairs. A similar commission ia

at the present moment being executed for

tbe Duchess of Westminster. The more

important commissions in process of execu

tion are, artistically speaking, the cartoon of

the " Battle of Aylesford," 24 ft. long by 11 ft.

high, after a design furnished by Mr. Ward, who

also left at least one of the designs for tbe two

panels which are being worked for the 8; dney

Exhibition. These panels are Hi ft. by 10 ft.,

and illustrate respectively a " Boar Hunt " and

"The Death of the Stag." Other subjects in

course of treatment are a series illustrating

Tennyson's " Idylls of the King," in ten panels,

varying in length and proportionate height from

6 ft. to 12 ft. These are commissioned, bot a

composition called a " Yiew of Windsor Castle,"

although uncommissioned, may probably be

purchased by the Qaeen. The operations of

the Windsor atelier aro extending, andagreater

number of artificers are being employed on an

increasing number of looms. At present tbete

have ohiefly been worked on the "low warp"

principle, whioh is followed in almost every

factory but that of Gobelins, where the " high

warp principle survives, acoording to which

the loom is vertical instead of horizontal. The

Gobelins method is the more expensive, but the

Windsor Factory is about to import a Gobrlioa

loom, if not for work, at least to serve us a

model or specimen.

#ur " Sj}crt-(£nbs " Corner.

The " Short Eves " Cobkbi.—This column contains com*
municationt, suck at Mints, Suggettiont, Questions, and
Eepliet from inquiring Workmen; it it a Reporilory of
Practical Experience on all subject*. Every Caixuet-
maker knows the value of the short-end comer in the
workshop. It will not do to cut a \2-ft. plankfor a piece
12 in. long andt in. square, neithercan a workman be ex
pected to purchase an expensioe volume for the take of
two or three items of injormation ; this is a just reason
why the Short- Ends Corner should be widely appreciated
amongst the classes for whore benefit it has been opened.
By helping each other workmen wtU help themselves.

REPLY.

319. Removing- Faint from Marble.—

Some few weeks ago 1 asked through yonr

columns information how to remove black paint

from a white marble mantelpiece. No answers

were fortboomiog ; but I was fortunate enough

to find a Mr. F. A. Cook, of Wobum-bnildings,

Tavistock.Bquare, who undeitook to restore the

mantel (a tine piece of statuary marble work),

and he has done so in the most perfect mainar

(several marble-masons hsd previously declared

it impossible). Thinking tbiB may be useful

information to your leaders, I now forward this

note. Fix.
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Co Cornspnlmils.

J. H.—Your eommnnicition reached ui too Ute for the
present ia«ne. It shall receive attention in our next.

£. T.—The present seuon is not opportune for such a
noTelty ; but the experiment might, nevertheless, be worth
trying.
F. C. n-tamspate).—From our own experience, we can

say that the machine is not adapted for the purpose.
Studkitt.—Mr. Batsford, of Holborn, might be able to

procure jou a second-hand copy. The work has been out
of print tbeie ten years.

G. E.—Send ui a specimen drawing or two ; we shall
1 hen be able to judge for ourselves.
T. P. H —The term is simply nhop slang ; it ban been

perpetuated by custom, but it certainly cannot claim to
be polite English.
O. 8 P.—Why not apply direct? We should place

ourselves in an invidious position by acting as middle
men.
lac 7..— It may be even as you assert ; but, considering

the stringency of the English law of libel, we are unwill-
iog to be made the cat's-paw in the matter.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Jfcrfjjtonmrg garniture Sales.

Sept. 23.—Messrs. J. Dawsnn & Son, at Dudley

House, Lordship Park, Stoke Newington, N.

—At 11 for 12 o'olook.

Sept. 23.—Mr. Wade, at 8, Henrietta-street,

Branswiok-sqaare, W.C.—At 1 o'olook.

Sept. 24.—Mr. O. A. Wilkinson, at 2, Beverley

Villas, Barnes Common.—At 12 for 1 o'olook.

Sept. 25.—Mr. S. Robinson, at 5, Newton-tor.

race, Lee, 8.E.—At 1 o'olock.

Sept. 25 A 26.—Mr. George Oonldsmith, at 15,

Eaton-square, N.W.—At 1 o'olock.

Office s 120, BUNHTLL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHARF,

35, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every hind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, 6c CO.,

Lite THOMAS EELSEY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

FiClOBlBS.—MILTON STREET, LONDON, E.O.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workes,

64, Clement Street, Birmingham.

ArtiflU^in ^Decorative RepoossiS and MtnufsctDrer. of

Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails.
Altar Desks,

Lecterns,
Choir Bailings,

Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail

ings, ,
Hinges,

Latches and
Handles,

Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks.
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Corona,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
O o m m u n i on

Services,

 

And Domettie Ornamental "Metal Worlc of all deicriptio*»

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architect!' designs,
or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artista, to their
superior Repousse Work, which is highly decoratire, and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles

of Architecture. Established 24 Yxa.es.

BOOTH & POX,

HOBSEHAIB MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PUBIFIED AND FBEE FBOM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT CORK.

WAEEHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBERAL TEBMS TO SHIPPERS.

M. F. C.TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

 

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

] 50,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Layin

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

4.DE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

THIN PARQUET (Tcbpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

eqnal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and snsoeptible of

Estimate* and Designs on

Application.

 

equal

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

'f Ornamental

, J; Parquet.

^Dec* Backing
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TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR

YOUNG WORKMEN.

&J0£%$ PI>KENTICESHTPS — once re"

SjEeSJiSk garded as an indispensable pre-
A^Wf3=^lA& liminary to the exercise of any

handicraft—have during recent

years fallen altogether into des

uetude. Various causes have

combined to bring about this

decay of an institution which has more than

antiquity to recommend it. If workmen, on

the one hand, made a stand against the

employment of more than a limited number

of apprentices, the masters were also in part

responsible for the relaxation of the old rule,

by reason that many of their number no longer

 

personally exercised the trades carried on in

their workshops. The result has been that

apprenticeship has been almost altogether

abolished in most of the leading branches

of industry. In the cabinet trade, it is

true, some pretence is still made of adhering to

certain fixed regulations ; but they are by no

means universally carried out, and the same

state of chaos which obtains in many other

branches is gradually usurping the sway of the

more methodical system which obtained in the

days of our forefathers. In the East-end

especially there are large numbers of cabinet

makers who were never indentured to any

master, but who may be said to have " picked

up " whatever knowledge of the trade they

possess while serving in some capacity or other

in the workshop.

It may be readily conceived that the new

order of things has by no means contributed

to raise the standard of national workmanship;

on the contrary, its effects, except in isolated

instances, have been to flood the labour-

market with men who have learned their

trade by rote, and who are guided in their

daily tasks solely by rule of thumb. But

beyond this all is Cimmerian darkness; the

" why and wherefore " of different processes

have never been mastered ; the setting-out of

a working drawing for any given article of fur

niture is beyond their power ; and a critical

appreciation of the merits of different raw

materials is to them an undreamt-of accom

plishment. It is a little leaven that leaveneth

the whole lump, and, similarly, the relatively

small number of artist workmen and able de

signers in our midst have thus far, as it were,

stood in the breach, and have prevented the

furniture branch at least from reaping the '

bitter fruits of disappointment and mechanical

deterioration to which the prevailing system,

or rather want of system, must inevitably

lead.

Many methods have at different times been

suggested to supply this want of technical 1

training, but all theorists have agreed that

industrial education in some shape or form

must in future go hand-in-hand with work

shop practice. The only difference that has

arisen between the several pioneers of this

laudable movement had reference to the par

ticular time at, and the manner in which this

instruction was to be imparted. Among the

latest champions who have entered the lists

to take part in this combat as to the merits

of different systems are Professor Silvanus

P. Thompson and Mr. E. M. Dixon. The

former has published an extremely interesting

treatise on " Apprenticeship Schools in

France," * while the latter has recorded in

a small pamphlet f his impressions as to similar

schools in Germany.

Apprenticeship schools have for many

years past been recognised institutions in

most parts of the Continent, and the results

which have thus far attended their efforts

have been almost universally of a satisfactory

character ; and in the general establishment

of similar institutions in this country Professor

Thompson sees the germ of an efficient

system of technical training for the artisars

of the future. "The problem," he says,

* Apprenticeship Schools in France. By Silvanus
Phillips Thompson, B.A., D.Sc. London : Hamilton,
Adams ft Co. 1878.

t Report on the State of Technical Education in
Qermany and Switzerland. by E. M. DUon, B.Sc.
Glasgow : Robert Anderson. 1879.

" that the old apprenticeship has failed to

solve, and which a new apprenticeship must

solve, is this : How to give to artisan children

that technical training and scientific know

ledge which their occupation demands, with

out detaining them so long at their schooling

as to give them a distaste for manual

labour." Four different systems, all alike aim

ing at a solution of this problem, are in prac

tical working in France. The first combines

the two essential elements by opening a school

in the workshop, and it speaks well for the

results thus obtained when we mention that

no less than 237 French factories and work

shops have such schools for their apprentices.

In some of these schools the instruction im

parted is wholly technical, while in the

majority the elementary and technical elements

are well blended.

Another type of apprenticeship school is

that in which the workshop is in the school.

Only one such institution, the ficole Com-

munale, is known to exist in Paris, and the

advantages claimed for it are that the children

do not run the risk of losing the taste for

manual labour by entering on it too late, and

that it demonstrates to the pupils that echool-

ing and manual labour are not antagonistic.

In this school about four hours are daily

devoted to the workshop, and the remainder

to elementary education. Cabinet-making,

wood-carving, and turning are some of the

industries in which the scholars are instructed.

The eye and hand of the workmen in embryo

are thus trained

While yet his youth is fleiible and green,

and no wonder that the most interesting and

gratifying results have been obtained by this

system of technical education. The instruc

tion imparted is, however, not so exhaustive as

to do away with the necessity for subsequent

apprenticeship in outside workshops, but is

rather preparatory to that stage. But in many

cases a twelvemonth's ordinary workshop

training has enabled those who have passed

through this school to take rank among

workmen who have served the customary

apprenticeship.

Half-time schools form another typical

class of educational agencies for apprentices

&c. A few such are in active operation in

France; but up to the present no attempt

has been made to utilise them for purposes of

technical training.

The system advocated by Professor Thomp

son for adoption in this country is that in

which the school andworkshop are so organised,

side by side, that the hours given to study

are co-ordinated with an equal number of hours

devoted to systematic manual instruction.

The ficole Municipale d'Apprentis at Taris is

described as an admirable example of this

kind of school. No pupil is admitted under

thirteen or over sixteen years of age, nor one

who has not completed his elementary edu

cation. The duration of the course of train

ing is three years, and the trades taught

include those of wood-turner, carpenter,

smith, fitter, &c. During the first year the

pupil acquires a smattering of each of these

crafts, and at the end of that term he makes

his choice as to the pursuit to which he desires

to devote himself. The curriculum embraces

every branch of technology which can pos

sibly be of service to the future artisan, and

the progressive system of instruction adopted

contributes to ground the pupil well in one
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subject before he is allowed to proceed to the

next. This educational effort has already

borne good fruit in many directions, the

scholars who have completed their term

finding always ready employment at remune

rative wages.

Professor Thompson, in recommending some

such system of instruction for adoption in this

country, dwells with some force and justice

upon the way in which the teaching of draw

ing is still neglected. " Drawing," as he ob

serves, " is the language of the skilled con

structive industries." The kind of drawing

required by our artisans, and by none more

than those connected with the furniture trade,

has no reference to either " outline " or " per

spective " drawing, but rather to that system

which has been adopted as the most convenient

for conveying to a workman the dimensions

and form of an object to be constructed, in

■other words, working-drawings. Industrial

drawing of this kind is still sadly neglected,

even in our art schools, and it is but idle to

expect a higher standard of proficiency among

our workmen while this elementary essential

has no place in the course of instruction placed

within their reach, for it is true enough that

" technical education without education in

technical drawing is a delusion and a sham."

The arguments advanced by Professor

Thompson for organising training schools in

this country similar to those of France are

thoroughly sound, and will commend them

selves to most unbiassed renders. Shut our

eyes to the fact as we may, it becomes more

and more demonstrable every day that ele

mentary education and ordinary workshop

experience are not ir. themselves sufficient to

turn out a class of artist workmen. So far as

such training goes it is all very well, but the

drawback is that it does not go far enough,

and consequently needs to be supplemented

by some system or other of technical in

struction, and the plan advocated in the pre

sent brochure seems to offer a ready solution

of the difficulty so far as the rising generation

is concerned.

From Mr. Dixon's brief but interesting

narrative it appears that the efforts made by

Germany to turn out an efficient body of

artisans are even greater than those of France,

and that the various systems followed are

attended with the most gratifying results.

Other countries, such as Belgium, Denmark,

&c, are similarly straining every nerve to

secure like advantages for their artisans, and it

behoves us, therefore, to take care that the

toiling millions in our midst shall be duly

prepared and suitably anned to meet the

onslaught of foreign competition, which is

daily assuming more distinct shape and form.

Baron Liebig expressed a great truth in few

words,r,when he Baid that " the nation most

quickly promoting the intellectual development

of its industrial population must advance as

surely as the country neglecting it must

inevitablv retrograde. The initial stage of

talking about technical education has well-nigh

lasted a quarter of a century ; let us hope that

the day of acting is not far distant.

GLASGOW BRANCH OF THE ROYAL

SCHOOL OF ART-NEEDLEWORK.

MOST of our readers are aware that some

years since there was established in

London "The Royal School of ArtNeedle-

work," having its headquarters at South

Kensington. In March, 1876, an exhibition

was there opened which attracted great atten

tion, for amongst many other specimens were

to be seen, the whole of the needlework pre

pared by pupils of the school for the Inter

national Exhibition of Philadelphia.

The fact of the new school being under the

direct patronage of her Majesty the Queen,

H.R.H. Princess Christian, and other members

of the Royal Family, of course helped greatly

to make it popular ; but its popularity would

have been ephemeral in character had there

not been strong artistic merit in the work

produced. The motive, too, that prompted

the whole was worthy of general commenda

tion and support. This was mainly to restore

needlework to its place as an art, but in

carrying out this idea there was kept steadily

in view the laudable desire to afford refined

employment to ladies of slender means.

The founders of the school never, we are

sure, intended that the benefits attached to the

institution should be confined to London only.

Their wish was that its influence should

permeate throughout the United Kingdom.

What was done in London they thought could

as well be done in Scotland and elsewhere.

We are, therefore, glad to learn that an

attempt is to be made next month to

establish a branch school of art-needle

work in Glasgow. In connection there

with, an exhibition of various specimens of

needlework is to be held at the Corporation

Galleries, certain rooms being lent free of

charge for this purpose by the Town Council

of the city. We should nave expected that

Edinburgh, as the capital of Scotland, would

have been selected for the honour of intro

ducing such an important industry to the

notice of the Scottish people. Certainly

nothing could have been more appropriate

than a school of art - needlework estab

lished under the shade, so to speak, of the

ancient Palace of Holyrood, where speci

mens of needlework possessing high historical

interest are still to be seen, being utilised for

the purpose of interior decoration.

Remembering the distress that has been occa

sioned by bank failures, and other commercial

disasters in Glasgow,we cannot doubt that this

new branch school will prove a veritable God

send to many. From our own experience, we

know that for years past it has been

no uncommon thing in Scotland for bred

and bom ladies, on whom the buffets of

fortune have fallen heavily, to eke out

their scanty income by selling needlework.

This, in general, they do privately ; but, occa

sionally, the work is sentout to certain " repo

sitories," where it is bought by charitable ladies,

who know that by patronising such industry

they are conferring a benefit upon some of

their less fortunate sisters. There has, how

ever, hitherto been no real " art " work in

what has been offered for sale in this way.

Yet the same gentle hands that could so

cleverly fabricate all kinds of Shetland hosiery,

for example, or "box" quilts composed of

" swatches " of satin ribbon and cretonne ;

children's dresses ; chair backs and seats with

huge and unnatural floral designs, "ghastly

cancatures of fruit and flowers, in bugle beads

and worsted," might, if properly directed,

achieve much higher results in artistic work.

Happily, when the new scheme was first

started, such famous men as Sir F. Leighton,

Mr. Val Prinsep, Mr. VV. Crane, Mr. William

Morris, and others, lent their valuable aid to

make the school a success, by giving advice as

to colouring ; by making suggestions as to the

application of various objects to the adorn

ment of rooms ; by introducing the fabrics in

their own dwelling-houses, and by persuading

others to do likewise ; thus slowly, but surely,

creating a taste for art-needlework for deco

rative purposes. It is thus that schools of

this kind are likely to become a commercial

success, which is a great desideratum. As

there can be no doubt that the parent insti

tution has in this respect realised the most

sanguine hopes, we trust that a like result will

follow the introduction of the first branch

school in the " second city of the Empire."

The idea of having a loan exhibition of art

needlework, previous to the school being

opened, is a happy one. Not only is it a

pleasing event in itself, but it enables visitors

to see some of the admirable work which has

been produced by aid of the needle in various

countries of the world.

The object of the committee will be to make

the collection as interesting as possible, and

therefore they expect to receive support from

many private collectors in London and else

where. We understand that many curious

examples from India, Persia, Turkey, Albania,

Italy, and other well-known localities will be

exhibited. Some pieces of work are very

noteworthy, from the fact that, in carrying

out a portion of the design, the fair workers

have not hesitated to utilise their own

jet-black hair. Curtains, too, that I*ave

formed a decorative feature in some mosque,

show patches of human hair, interspersed with

small fragments of the garments of the wor

shippers, these being attached to the fabric,

which is composed of long strips of needle

work, wrought by hand. Among other items

to be exhibited are curious rugs and divan-

coverings, all different in design, and display

ing a scheme of colouring that could not

fail to gladden the eye of an artist, on the look

out for accessories to his pictures. The extreme

softness of the colour in the rugs is, we believe,

mainly owing to their having been in use for

several years. These and other works of a

similar kind are collected by duly appointed

agents for the English market. Some of these,

representing high-class merchants in Paris, buy-

up any specimens of needlework they can meet

with in Turkey, Persia, &c. Owing to the im

pecunious state of the former country since

the late war, a very profitable trade has

sprung up in old fabrics, many of which

are very beautiful. Efforts have been

made lately to induce the Turkish Govern

ment to part with some of the antique

needlework that is said to adorn the interior of

the palaces and harems of Constantinople, but

thus far with little success. We may mention

that specimens of applique" work will also be

shown, and when this important branch of

art is thoroughly understood, we have little

doubt that many fragments of old needle

work, which have hitherto been stowed

away and looked upon as useless, will be

brought to light for the purpose of being

deftly and artistically utilised by the skilful

fingers of the fair pupils of the school.

From the circular which has been issued we

find that an influential local committee has

already been formed, headed by the Hon. the

Lord Provost, while amongst the patronesses

are included the names of the Duchesses of

Hamilton, the Duchess of Buccleuch, also

the Marchioness of Bute, and the Marchioness

of Lothian, together with the Countesses of

Rosebery, Rosslyn, Glasgow, and- Dunmore.

The Glasgow branch is located at 116, St.

Vincent-street, and duly qualified lady teachers

are being sent from the Royal School at South

Kensington to instruct pupils in the various

branches of ornamental needlework, which

includes every kind of stitch in crewel, silk,

and gold.

Mr. Edward Howell, of the firm of Alexander

& Howell, has been appointed secretary of the

new venture, which has our heartiest sym

pathy and well wishes.

A NEW LOOM FOR WEAVTNG CUT-

PILE CARPETS.

AS our readers know, a vast quantity of

fabrics are woven with a pile on their

surfaces ; with carpets especially this is the

case. We mean to say nothing of those tex

tiles in which the pile is produced by the weft ;

our remarks will be confined to those in which,

as is usually the case, it is produced by an

additional warp or warps. Now, in this case

the descriptions of pile met with are two

only. One consists of a series of loops which

stand above the body, back, or ground of the

fabric ; in this variety are included Brussels

carpets. In the other variety the pile is made

by short threads inserted in the ground-cloth ;

samples of this kind are met with in Axminster

capets, velvets, plushes, artificial sealskins, &c.

These goods are said to have a cut-pile, because

it is customary to produce the pile in the first

instance by weaving-in the loops, which are

afterwards cut so as to give single projecting

threads. When loop-pile only is required, says

the Textile Manufacturer, it is made by intro

ducing wires into the shed when the pile-shaft

or warp is at the top ; the shed is then altered

and the weft picked in to weave the ground.

When the wire is withdrawn it leaves a row

of loops across the fabric, of which loops the

pile consists. Now suppose the end of the

wire be turned up and sharpened into a cutting

edge, then it is obvious that the wire in being

withdrawn will sever the tops of the loops,

and in this way produce a cut-pile. Such for
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our purpose is a sufficient description of the

methods adopted in the manufacture of these

goods ; for the information of readers not con

versant with their production, we may say

that actually several wires are employed, and

complicated as the process may seem, it is all

done in the loom, there being no manual

labour to speak of.

There is, however, another plan by which

cut-pile textiles may be fabricated ; but it is a

plan that, so far, has had an existence more in

the realms of theory than in those of prac

tice. It consists in weaving a double cloth, or

really two pieces face to face at a short dis

tance apart, and connected together by a

separate warp. The threads of this warp will

be at right angles to the ground warp, and if

they are cut in the middle we have, not one,

but two pieces of the kind required. This

mode of working seems very feasible, and we

believe it was first patented in 1848 ; but it is

at present very little in use, owing, firstly, to

the difficulty of weaving the two ground cloths

the exact distance apart, and secondly, to the

almost utter impossibility of cutting the pile

exactly in the middle. It will be recognised

that unless this is done the pile of one piece

will be too long and of the other too short or

6haved, as it is said, an evil which can only be

guarded against by allowing an extravagant

amount of pile for cropping it level again.

Many attempts have been made, several by

large and well-known firms, to solve the

problem. Knives have been used, and also

circular cutters, and a recent device is to em

ploy an endless steel band, like a band-saw,

but with a straight cutting edge; but the

difficulty is always met of keeping the edge

properly sharp. We have on -several

occasions recently seen a loom containing a

very simple and novel pile-cutting arrange

ment, which appears to satisfactorily answer

all requirements. This loom has been pa

tented by Messrs. Shaw, Ditchfield, &

Knowles, of Blackburn. The one we saw,

being the first made, is very roughly con

structed, but, nevertheless, our own favourable

impression regarding it was endorsed by two

gentlemen well qualified to express an opinion,

one being a well-known loom-maker, and the

other the engineer of a very large manufac

turing firm. The pieces we inspected in pro

cess of weaving were common velvet about

24 inches wide, the ground-cloths being of

cotton warp and linen weft, with a pile of

worsted, taken of course from a separate

beam. By a little modification of the shed

ding Utrecht velvet may be woven. But, as

we thave snid, the novelty is the cutting ap

paratus. Most of our readeis will know how

the blades of a horse-clipper or a mowing-

machine are made ; the cutting blades in the

loom under notice are exactly on the same

principle. If their action be examined it will

be found to closely resemble that of a great

number of pairs of scissors placed side by side.

We are all acquainted with the quantity of

work a horse-clipper or a pair of scissors can

do without being blunted, and how, " like

lawyers, they do not hurt themselves, but

only that which comes between ; " hence it is

reasonable to expect that the edges of the blade-

teeth will be fairly durable. This expectation

is justified by the experience of the inventors,

who informed us that the blades we saw had

cut the pile of several pieces ; and they are

still in good condition. There are of course

two taking-up beams, one above the other,

both covered with prominent spikes. The

knives are placed between them, at a distance

of about six inches from the front end of the

shed, and the top blade is moved over the

other once for every row of pile or " wire "

woven in, that is once for every six picks in

common velvet ; or in Utrecht, once for every

four or eight picks. Before concluding, there

are two other details in the loom we have yet

to allude to. The two ground cloths are kept

at the exact distance apart by the aid of one

wire only. When the pile shaft is up this

wire is introduced into the shed, a pick having

consequently to be missed. One way of missing

this pick would be to place the shuttle in a

drop box ; a simpler plan is however adopted,

consisting in replacing the usual picking tap

pets by a chain, carried round by the tappet

shaft and containing links, some of which are

shaped like tappts, the others being blanks.

The blanks and the tappets may be strung

together in any desired way, and thus it is

easily possible to vary the order of picking

indefinitely. Altogether it must be admitted

that in this loom there is displayed some in

ventive talent, and when we consider the wide

field open for its employment, as in the manu

facture of velvets, plushes, sealskins, and car

pets, it ought to have a good future before it.

"TIMBER TREES OF QUEENSLAND.

IN a previous issue (page 120 ante) we gave

an account of the timber-producing capacity

of this colony. The following details as to the

different descriptions of trees indigenous to

Queensland have since appeared in the Journal

of the Society of Arts, and as they form a suit

able appendage to our former article, we are

induced to reproduce them. Mr. Walter Hill,

of the Botanic Gardens at Brisbane, in

enumerating some 200 different trees, says that

they do not form one-fourth of the species of

economic trees which have already been

described botanically, while there aTe almost

as many more that have not yet been classified.

Each district of the immense colony is cha

racterised by vegetation peculiar to itself, and

it will be long before all are botanically

classified and catalogued for economical pur

poses. Nothing but the stimulus of a demand

for exportation will much hasten these

processes.

The'value of some of the Australian eucalypti

for building and railway purposes has been

well established, but Mr. Hill says that there

is little doubt that many of the trees, even

though broadly differing in a botanical sense,

produce timber which, in appearance, is iden

tical. There are also a variety of other trees

yielding timber remarkable for strength, dura

bility, fineness of grain, or ornamental appear

ance, which render it eminently adapted for

cabinet work.

Mr. Hill has treated his specimens not only

fully, but at once botanically and economically,

giving in all possible cases the present value of

the timber. The following extracts give the

most characteristic of the items :—

Amongst the coniferae, Araucaria Bidwtili,

called by the aborigines "Bunya Bunya," is

remarkable. This tree grows to the height of

one to two hundred feet, and attains a diameter

of SO to 48 in. This noble tree inhabits the

scrubs in the district between the Brisbane

and the Burnett rivers, and in the 27th parallel

it extends over a tract of country about thirty

miles in length and twelve in breadth. The

timber is strong and good, and full of beauti

ful veins, works with facility, and takes a high

polish. The cones of this tree measure from

9 to 12 in. iu length, and as much as 10 in. in

diameter ; they grow points downwards.

Araucaria Cunninghamii, or Morton Bay

pine, grows to about the same height as the

preceding, but reaches a diameter of 36 to

66 in. It is described as one of the most use

ful trees in the colony, and is already in large

demand there and in the southern colonies.

It covers immense tracts of country. Its

wood is strong and durable, either when dry

or actually under water, but it will not bear

alternations of dryness and damp. When

grown on the mountains of the interior the

wood is fine grained, and takes a polish which

is described as superior to that of satinwood or

bird's-eye maple. The present price of the wood

is from 65s. to 70s. per 1,000 superficial feet.

Dammara robusta, the.Eaurie or Dundathu

pine, does not reach the same height as the two

preceding, but it attains even to 72 in. diameter.

The wood is like it in quality, and is worth 70s.

per 1,000 feet.

Callitris columeUarit, called the CypTess pine,

is another remarkable tree, of less size than

the others, but attaining a diameter of 40 in.

It is plentiful, and in great demand for piles

and boat shearing, as it resists the attacks of

cobra and white ants, while the roots give

good veneers. The wood is worth 120s. per

1,000 feet.

Podocarpus elata, or she-pine, attaining 80 ft.

in height, and 36 in. in diameter; timber free

from knots, soft, though closed and easily

worked, used for joinery and for spars.

Very common ; worth 65s. to 70s. per 1,000

feet.

Frenela Parlatore and F. EndKchera are

similar trees, reaching 36 to 40 in. in

diameter.

The Casuarina Iquisetifolia, or swamp oak,

and C. torulosa, or Forer oak, yield light,

tough, beautifully marked wood, reaching from

12 to 18 in. in diameter.

A superb specimen of Meliacece is Cedrda

Toona, the red cedar, 100 to 150 ft. in height,

and 24 to 76 in. in diameter, found in abund

ance on the coast and inland. The wood is

b'ght and durable ; it is largely employed in

furniture and joinery work, and from the

junctions of the branches with the stem beau

tiful veneers are obtained ; value 150s, to 170s.

per 1,000 superficial feet. There are several

varieties of Flindersia, known as flindosa, light

yellow wood, bogum-bogum, and spotted tree.

Smaller trees, yielding hard durable wood,

the sour plum, Owenia renosa, wood of great

strength, up to 18 in. diameter. The sweet

plum, also small, with dark red hard wood,

finely marked, and taking a very high polish ;

the pencil-cedar grows to the height of 70 to

00 ft., and yields timber 20 to 40 in. in dia

meter, much used, worth 100s. to 120s. per

1,000 ft. ; the white cedar reaches nearly the

same size.

Belonging to Rutacea is the native orange,

Citrus australis, found in abundance ; wood

hard, close, and light yellow in colour. The

native lime yields similar wood. The Penta-

ceras australis, also known as white cedar,

yields close-grained, tough, firm wood 12 to

14 in. in diameter. The so-called satin wood,

that of the Zanthoxylum brachyacanthum,

yields fine yellow wood up to 9 in. in diameter.

Fine species of Celastrinece, such as Siphono-

don, Denhamia, &c, yield fine hard wood,

susceptible of high polish, ranging from 3 to

24 in. in diameter.

The mountain ash grows plentifully in the

colony, reaching 45 to 80 ft. in height, and

18 to 24 in. in diameter. The timber is hard,

close-grained, and durable, takes a high polish,

and is used for gun-stocks and other like

purposes.

The native pomegranates and other Cappa-

ride<e yield fine, hard, close-grained timber,

from 6 to 14 in. in diameter.

There are many species of Sapindacea, some

of which yield fine, close, hard wood, the

native tamarind being one of these ; but the

most important of this family is the tulip wood

(HarpuUia pendula) tree, which grows to the

height of 50 or 60 ft., and yields plants 14 to

24 in. wide, of close-grained and beautifully

marked wood, highly esteemed for cabinet

work. Another valuable tree is Rhus rhodan-

thema, or dark yellow wood tree ; it grows of

a moderate size, yielding planks up to 24 in.

in width ; the wood is soft, fine-grained, and

beautifully marked; this tree grows by the

sides of all the rivers; its wood is highly

esteemed for cabinet-work, and is worth from

100s. to 120s. per thousand ft.

There are five trees of the order Rubiaee<r,

all yielding good timber. Of these, Leichardt's

tree, Sarcocephalus cordatus, is the most im

portant, growing to 24 and 30 in. in diameter.

The others are small trees. The Myrtacecc

aie, however, the grand trees of Australia.

Amongst these are the bottle brush tree,

Calistemon lanceolatus, a smallish tree ; the

broad-leaved tea tree, C. Salignus, of larger

growth, yielding hard, close-grained wood,

some of which is said to be very durable under

ground ; the white tea tree, Melaleuca leuca-

dendron; the prickly-leaved tea tree, M.

styphelioides ; the tea tree, M. nodosa, and two

others of the same tribe, which yield fine hard

wood, admirable for damp situations. The

wood of the prickly-leaved tea tree has never

been known to decay. These trees vary in

diameter from 10 to 40 in. The Augophora

subvelutina, or " apple tree," yields planks

from 20 to 30 in. in diameter, the wood being

very strong and durable, and much used by

wheelwrights and for ships' timbers. Of the
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wood of the Eucalyptus, twenty-four varieties

were exhibited, and as this wood is now at

tracting much attention, and is of great im

portance, it will be well to give the charac

teristics, botanical and local names, and sizes

of them.

Eucalyptus pUularis, or black-butt.—Height,

00 to 70 ft. ; diameter, 20 to 40 in. ; excellent

for carpentry.

E. htemastoma, or spotted gum.—Height,

60 to 120 ft. ; diameter, 24 to 48 in. ; first-

class for ship-building, wheelwrights' work,&c.

E. microcorys.—Height, 60 to 80 ft. ; dia

meter, 18 to 36 in. ; for wheelwrights' work.

E. henxipMoia, or yellow box.—Height, 50

to 75 ft. ; diameter, 20 to 40 in. ; famous, hard,

tough, and durable timber.

E. siderophloia, or iron-bark.—Height, 70 to

100 ft. ; diameter, 20 to 40 in. ; highest repu

tation for strength and durability; used for

laTge beams.

E. melanophloia, or silver-leaved iron-bark.

—Height, 30 to 70 ft. ; diameter, 18 to 24 in.

E. maculata, or spotted gum.—Height, 60

to 80 ft. ; diameter, 20 to 36 in. ; wood very

valuable, strong, and elastic ; in bridge-build

ing it has been found to have the highest con

stant strength of all the Queensland timber.

E. saligna, or gray gum. Height, 60 to

00 ft. ; diameter, 24 to 40 in. ; strong and

durable timber.

E. resinifera, or red-mahogany.—Height,

60 to 70 ft.; diameter, 20 to 30 in.; much

used for piles, &c. ; very durable.

E. corymbosa, or blood-wood.—Height, 50 to

60 ft. ; diameter, 24 to 30 in. ; good, durable

wood for posts, &c.

E. botryoides, or blue-gum.—Height, 70 to

100 ft. ; diameter, 30 to 50 in. ; hard, tough,

and durable; excellent for ship-building and

felloes of wheels.

E. tereticornis, or red-gum.—Height, 60 to

00 ft. ; diameter, 18 to 36 in. ; used for ship

building, shafts of drays, ploughs, beams, &c.

E. Stuartiana, or turpentine-tree.—Height,

60 to 90 ft. ; diameter, 24 to 40 in. ; hard and

very durable for sleepers, &c.

E. fibrosa, or stringy-bark.—Height, 40 to

75 ft. ; diameter, 18" to 36 in. ; good for

flooring.

E. tesselaris, or Moreton-Bay ash.—Height,

30 to 60 ft. ; diameter, 14 to 24 in. ; wood

brownish, not hard, but tough ; used in

building.

E. melanophloia, or silver-leaved iron-bnrk.

—Height, 30 to 60 ft. ; diameter, 18 to 24 in.;

used for fencing.

E. plat.yphyUn.—Height, 60 to 80 f.t. ; dia

meter, 20 to 30 in. ; used in carpentry.

E. crebra, or white, narrow-leaved iron-

bark.—Height, 70 to 90 ft. ; diameter, 20 to

36 in. ; excellent hard timber for building.

E. leptophlcba.—Height, 50 to 80 ft. ;

diameter, 18 to 36 in. ; hard and durable.

E. setosa.—Height, 40 to 50 ft. ; diameter,

18 to 24 in. ; used for fencing.

E. terminalis.—Height,40 to 50ft. ; diameter,

15 to 24 in. ; good for posts, &c.

E. citriodora, or scented gum.—Height, 50

to 80 ft. ; diameter, 18 to 34 in. ; hard and

durable, for carpentry.

E. melissiodora.—Height, 40 to 60 ft. ;

diameter, 15 to 24 in. ; tough and durable.

E. pettita.—Height, 50 to 70 ft. ; diameter,

18 to 30 in. ; used for flooring, &c.

The market value of eucalyptus wood is

from 80s. to 90s. per 1,000 ft.

The box, Tristania conferta, grows to 10 ft.

in height, and from 35 to 50 in. in diameter,

very generally in open ground ; the wood is

invaluable for ship-building; ribs of vessels

are known to have lasted, unimpaired, for

thirty and more years. There are two other

tristanias, the wood of one being very tough,

and used for cogs of wheels. Two Backhousue

yield fine, hard, prettily-marked wood. The

scrub-ironwood, Myrtus Hittii, a small tree,

the wood of which is exceedingly hard. Three

species of Bhodomunia yield tough, close-grained

wood. Of Protacea, the most remarkable are

the silky oak, Grevillea robusta, a large tree,

the wood of which is used for cabinet-making

and the staves of tallow-casks ; the tulip-tree,

Stenocarpus sinuatus, the wood of which is

beautifully marked and hard ; and beef-wood,

Banksia integrifolia. But there are several

others—the mangrove, Bruguiera BJieedii, a

small tree, with handsome timber and astrin

gent bark, used in tanning ; the broad-leaved

cherry, and the cherry-tree, E.vocarpus latifolia,

and cupressiformis, yield hard, handsome, fra

grant wood for cabinet-work.

The bastard sandal-wood, Eremophila Mitch-

elli, is a small tree frequent in the Darling-

downs district, gives very hard, handsome, and

fragrant wood for veneers. The Australian

beech, Gmetina Leinhhardtii, attains a height

of 80 to 120 ft., and yields planks from 24 to

42 in. wide ; its wood is valuable for decks of

vessels, &c, as it is said neither to expand nor

contract, and is exceedingly durable; it is

worth 120s. to 130s. in the market. Lignum-

vitae grows 60 to 70 ft. high, and 20 to 24 in.

in diameter, and is common in the moist scrubs

of the coast.

The Leguminosts are very common in

Queensland ; there are thirteen named acacias ;

small and large, yielding generally very tough,

elastic wood, in gTeat use for various purposes

Acacia harpophylla attains a height of 70 ft.,

and a diameter of 12 to 20 in., the timber of

it being hard, heavy, and elastic, dark in

colour, and with a strong odour of violets.

The weeping myall, Acacia pendula, is a small

tree, the wood of which is very close-grained

and violet-scented, U9edby cabinet-makers and

turners, and for tobacco-pipes. Another

Acacia stenophylla, like some other trees,

generally known as iron wood in the colony,

has very hard, dark, handsome wood, taking a

brilliant polish.

The Acacia striata is curious, the trunk is

beautifully streaked with green and white,

1 and the heart is of a light, yellow colour, and

rather hard. The Moreton Bay chestnut is

found plentifully, it grows to 80 and 100 ft.

in height, and 24 to 48 in. in diameter ; the

wood is dark and handsome, resembling wal

nut, excellent for cabinet-work.

The musk-tree, Marlca vitiensis, is a small

tree, with bright yellow wood, with wavy

pattern, and black in the centre.

Very tough and firm timber is obtained from

the Cargillia australis, applicable to many

purposes.

There are several of the Euphorbiacece, in

eluding three of the malotus; the crab-tree,

Petalostigma quadrilocularete which grows

abundantly in poor sandy soil, is a good-sized

tree, yielding hard and fine-grained wood, fit

for cabinet-making.

The Daphnandra micrantha, a middle-sized

tree, the wood of which is quite yellow, works

easily, and takes a high polish.

Another pale yellow wood is that of

ChrysophyUum pinniferum. The cockspur

thorn, Morus calcar-galli, has dark yellow

wood, used in dyeing.

The collection of fibres in the Queensland

collection was remarkable; 62 kinds were

shown by Mr. S. H. Eaves, of Brisbane, and

nearly as many by Mr. Alexander Mac

Plierson, of the same place, those of the Agave,

Dracccna, Fictis, Hibiscus, Eucalyptus, Ster-

culice, and Muses being the most prominent.

Queenslandis rich in fibre-yielding plants, but

none but Queensland-hemp, Sida retusa, have

yet been brought into prominent notice. Mr.

Hill says that almost the whole of the com

mercial fibres can be grown there with success,

and that the attention of many in the colony

is drawn to their production. The directors of

the Brisbane Botanical Gardens exhibited

samples of two lands of jute, three kinds of

hemp, flax, Phormium tenor, and other fibres.

They also exhibited samples of senna, dried

rosella from the Hibiscus sabdarifa, farina

made from bananas, known in Guiana as

" Conquin tay," cinnamon, cayenne, and other

peppers; madder, logwood, turmeric, and

indigo ; gum resins from the Cyprus pine,

bloodwood, araucaria, grass tree, and bottle

tree, which promises to be highly valuable in

the arts, medicine, &c, and catechu from the

Eucalyptus fibrosa ; also blue gum, and fever

bark from the Alstonia constricta, for medical

purposes ; and the bark of the iron-bark,

which may be obtained in any quantity ; man

grove, and green and black wattle bark for

tanners.

AMERICAN EXPORT TRADE IX

FURNITURE.

BOSTON is an important centre of the

American furniture) interest, but New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, and,

indeed, all the principal towns and cities

have also extensive furniture manufactories.

New York contributes more than any other

locality to the exports of furniture. Many of

the New England manufacturers ship from

that port. Several of the large establishments

in Boston have established agencies in South

America, and issue catalogues in Spanish. The

chief exports have been in the " machine-

made " styles, and of these the shipments have

been very extensive to the Argentine Republic,

the United States of Colombia, Chili, Ve

nezuela, Brazil, Uruguay, Peru, and other

countries. The heaviest export trade in fur

niture is, however, done with the British

Colonies, and about £60,000 worth, chiefly of

chairs, bedsteads, and washstands, are annually

sent to Australia. Still more has been sent ta

the Dominion of Canada. The total exports

of furniture in 1878 amounted, as we recently

stated, to £392,304. New England manufac

turers have contributed a large share of these

exports, Boston alone furnishing about 30 per

cent.

The Australian colonies take chiefly the

cheaper varieties of furniture, such as wood-

seated chairs, painted and varnished, and

cane-seated chairs, including Grecian Douglas

office chairs, plain rockers, and common

cradles. All these are made chiefly in maple,

and so as to knock down " for shipment.

Children's high chairs and towel-racks are

shipped in considerable quantities. There is

also a ready sale for black walnut suite

frames, and French walnut veneer sofa

frames, averaging in price from 10s. to 28s.

Fancy brackets, extension hat-racks, &c, of

walnut are also in demand.

Since an obscure but ingenious mechanic

by the name of Riokerson commenced the

manufacture of broom-handles and nest-

boxes in a small way in Hingham, Mass., in

1830, the production of wooden ware has

continued to increase until at the present

time nearly £1,000,000 capital is invested in

the various enterprises devoted to its manu

facture in the United States. Wooden paiLo,

tubs, churns, and clothes-pins were soon added

to the list of popular articles, and found a

ready sale in the New York market ; and in

ten or twelve years from the time Mr.

Rickerson had made his appearance at Peck

Slip with the first sloop-load of his wares,

there were a dozen large stores devoted to the

trade in that city, drawing their supplies for

a long time chiefly from manufacturers in the

Eastern States. The trade with the Southern

and Western States readily took all that was

offered, and the Eastern makers had a mono

poly of the business until 1850, when large

factories were started in Glens Falls, N.Y.,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore. Within the

last ten or twelve years extensive factories

have been started in the West, and are

supplying a large share of the Western and

Southern demand, and the Eastern manufac

turers are devoting increased attention to the

export trade, which is now quite extensive

with England, Germany, Russia, France,

Austria, Central and South America, and

Australia.

THE HISTORY OF GLASS IN

ENGLAND.*

{CorUinued from page 197.)

ABOUT 1620 an attempt was made to set up

glass works in Scotland, and John Maria

dell'Acqua, who was sent for from Venice and

worked for Mansel for two years, had the post

of master of the works in Scotland offered to

him. In 1623 Sir R. Mansel states that

he had erected furnaces in London, the

isle of Purbeck, Milford Haven, and on

the Trent, all of which had failed, but that he

* From tha Dissertation by Mr. Alexander Ne.-bitt,

F.8.A., prefixed to the catalogue of work* in glass in tha

Booth Kensington Museum.
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had established them successfully at New-

castle-on-Tyne, at which place, perhaps, glass-

making was already practised, for in 1570

Bertram Anderson, alderman of the town, had

ten dozen drinking-glasses. In 1577 Thomas

Liddell, also of Newcastle, sold " flacketts "

(email bottles ?) of stone and glass. In 1624

Mansel's patent was exempted from the opera

tion of the Act of Parliament of that year

against monopolies. If he endeavoured to

make glass which would compete with the

drinking-glasses of Venice he does not seem

to have succeeded, for they were still im

ported, as we learn from a letter of Sir Isaac

\Vake in 1625, with note of cliests of glass

sent from Venice to the Duchess of Bucking

ham and others. In 1635 a proclamation was

issued setting forth that divers ill-affected

persons continue to import glass, and renewing

the prohibition against the so doing.

In 1634 Sir R. Mansel again addressed a

statement to the Council, in which he says

that he was out of pocket £30,000 before the

manufacture could be perfected, and tliat in

his absence at Algiers his patent was declared

void by the House of Commons. That the

late king had granted him a patent for fifteen

years, but hi3 workmen were drawn into Scot

land, so that most of the glass used here was

imported from thence, and he was obliged to

buy up the Scotch patent at £260 per annum.

That after his men returned from Scotland

they made such " ill-conditioned " glass that

he was forced to procure a whole company

from Mantua. That then his clerk ran away

to France, and by his procurement the greater

part of the drinking-glasses sent here was

brought from thence. That this import was

stopped by the order of Council in 1032, since

when he had been at great charge in perfecting

the work of looking-glass and spectacle plate-

glass plates ; and that he had not raised, but,

on the contrary, had lowered his prices. He

further states that his men had now again

withdrawn to Scotland, and that glass is

attempted to be made in Ireland. From about

this date until after the Restoration nothing

concerning Mansel's glass manufacture is to

be found in the State Papers; but in 1660

several persons endeavoured to obtain a renewal

of his patent—Philip Howard (son of the Earl

of Berkshire), Sir C. Berkeley, Arundel,

widow of John Penruddock, and others ; but

it would seem that it was not revived.

A most important change in the practice of

glass-making was introduced in England at

some period during this century, viz., that of

using large quantities of lead (with a propor

tion of potash) as a base ; the glass so made is

known to us as flint-glass, to the French a

" cristal." The use of lead in glass-making

was not exactly a discovery, for clear glass of

the Roman period containing lead has been

sometimes, though rarely, met with ; and, ac

cording to Klaproth's analysis, the opaque red

glass, called " hsematinum," contains a good

deal of lead. Glass containing lead was known

in the Middle Ages as Jewish glass. Heraclius

gives a recipe for making such glass ; but in it

is no mention of potash, and the product

would therefore be not flint-glass but a silicate

of lead, a very fragile substance, though sus

ceptible of being moulded or blown. An oval

mass of green transparent glass, measuring

14 in. by 12 in., was preserved in the treasury

of St. Denis under the name of the " mirror

of Virgil." This, when analysed in 1789,

proved to contain about half its weight in

oxide of lead, but whether it contained potash

does not appear. It was probably of Byzan

tine origin, like the emerald at Reichenau.

M. Pefigot, after reviewing these facts,

comes to the conclusion that there is no proof

that the true flint-glass was known to the

ancients, and that "to the English should

really be attributed the honour of having

created in their flint-glass a new product,

which by the progress made in the quality

and selection of the materials used in its

fabrication has become, without dispute, the

most beautiful glassy substance which we

know, and which it may be possible to pro

duce."

To whom it first occurred to use this com

pound on a large scale and the precise period

at which its use was introduced have not been

ascertained. Merret, writing about 1665,

says that glass mnde with lead was not manu

factured in the English glass-houses, on ac

count of its too great fragility, a notice which

proves both that it was known and that its

composition ormanagement was not thoroughly

well understood; but very soon after, viz., in

1673, as will be seen below, lead was in full

use at Lambeth, and produced glass " as clear,

ponderous, and thick as crystal." M. Bontemps

argues with much force that • flint-glass

was probably first made after about 1635

( ? 1615), when coal was used for fuel instead

of wood. The use of coal makes it necessary

to employ pots closed at the top. The material

to be fused is thus in some degree protected

from the heat, and it becomes desirable to

| augment the proportion of the more fusible

element, viz., the alkali ; but this could not be

done without injury to the colour and quality

of the glass, and oxide of lead was therefore

added, and the quantity of alkali diminished.

It seems not improbable that Sir R Mansel's

success in the manufacture of glass, at New-

castle-on-Tyne, before 1623, was due to the

new system of manufacture.

Glass-works, in which the Duke of Bucking

ham was interested, wero carried on in London.

Evelyn, in 1677, says :—" We also saw the

Duke of Buckingham's glass-work, where they

made huge vases of metal as clear, ponderous,

and thick as crystal ; also looking-glasses far

larger and better than any that come from

Venice." This glass-house would seem to

have been at Lambeth, as the author of " The

Present State of England," anno 1683, says

that flint-glass plates for looking-glasses and

coach windows were made about 1673, at

Lambeth, by theencouragementof the Duke of

Buckingham. Glass, probably for vessels, was

also made at Greenwich ; for in Evelyn's

diary (1673) is the following passage :—

" Thence to the Italian glass-houses at Green

wich, where glass was. blown of finer metal

than that of Murano, at Venice." From the

Lambeth glass-house came, no doubt, many of

the mirrors with bevelled edges still remaining

in old houses. Probably some of the drinking-

glasses then made also remain, such as the

" flint-glass a yard long," in which, as Evelyn

records, James II.'s health was drunk at

Bromley in 1685.

The revocation of the Edict of Nantes, in

1865, drove a great number of artisans from

France, and among them several workers in

glass ; a great impulse was thus given to the

manufacture, and in 1736, as we have seen,

the English glass was considered by Dr.

Pococke to be superior to that of Bohemia,

and only inferior to that made in the Prussian

glass-houses under Royal patronage and with

unlimited outlay. All that was produced was

not of equally good quality, for a French

writer in the year 1760, M. Bosc dAntic,

criticises the English flint-glass of that period

in the following terms :—" Their ' cristal ' is

not of a good colour, it is rather yellow or

brown, if the red colour of the manganese a

little preponderates. It is so ill-melted that

the salt breaks out, it gets dirty, readily

corrodes, and is full of spots and clouds."

In more recent times a manufactory of

glass at Bristol acquired a certain reputation,

but its products (for example, Nos. 911 to 913

at South Kensington) are chiefly of a later

date than the limit which has been fixed fcr

this essay.

Some knowledge of the art of glass-working

seems to have existed in Ireland from an early

! period ; for small pieces of mosaic glass (as in

the cross of Cong and the Lismore crozier)

and cameo-heads (as in the Tara brooch) are

found in work of Irish origin. The specimens

of mosaic glass display remarkable skill, as

may be seen in the crozier of Lismore (belong

ing to the Duke of Devonshire), which was

made for a bishop of that see, who died in

1112, but it is, of course, possible that the

glass ornaments may be of an earlier date.

Another process of decoration employed was

that of cutting into the surface of a piece of

glass, or more probably of impressing a pattern

on the glass while soft, and filling the cavity

with metal, or glass, or enamel of another

colour. Beautiful examples of this may be

seen on the chalice, dating from the ninth or

tenth century, found some years ago at

Ardagh, in the county of Limerick, now in the

Museum of the Royal Irish Academy.

The colours and patterns used in these pro

cesses are so peculiar as to render it highly im

probable that the objects referred to were made

elsewhere than in Ireland. It is a very inter

esting question whence this art was derived ;

there is no indication that it was practised at

the time either in England, France, or Ger

many; apparently, therefore, it must have

been learnt at a very early date, either from

Rome or from Constantinople, or even possibly

from Egypt. This last origin may appear, at

first sight, very doubtful ; but it has been ob

served by Dr. Keller, in his remarks on the

Irish manuscripts at St. Gall, that the style of

ornament and colouring which characterises

them has much analogy with Egyptian art ;

and he points out that there is direct evidence

of the sojourn of Egyptian monks in Ireland

in the mention in the " Leabhar Breac " of

seven Egyptian monks who were buried at

Disert-Ulidh.

Many glass beads have been found in Ire

land ; some are identical, or almost so, with

those found elsewhere, but some are peculiar,

particularly those the ornamentation of which

is composed chiefly of a twist of clear and

white opaque glass. Vessels of glass were also

in use in Ireland at a very early time. In the

" Tripartite life of St. Patrick " (seventh or

eighth century ?) mention is made of " a

certain stone cave of wonderful workmanship,

with an altar underground, having on its

four corners four chalices of glass," at Dumn-

Graidh, in the county of Sligo.

THE ANNUAL RINGS OF TREES.

DOES a single zone of wood invariably

indicate the entire annual growth of a

tree ? This is a question that has not as yet

been satisfactorily answered. Generally speak

ing the .number of concentric rings present in

a cross section of a trunk will afford a toler

ably correct idea of the age of that particular

part of the trunk from which the section is

taken. To obtain as nearly as possible the age

of a tree the section must, of course, be taken

from the base of the trunk. It is not easy,

however, to prove whether two or more rings

are sometimes formed in the trunk of a tree

in one year, because it would be necessary t»

know beforehand the exact age of the tree,

and to cut the tree down to determine the

point. Several writers have given it as their

opinion that two rings are occasionally formed

in one year, caused by an interruption and

resumption of growth. Some of them agree

that when there are two rings formed in one

season they are not so sharply defined as when

there is only one in each season. Last season

some observations and experiments were made

with a view of obtaining some more satisfac

tory and positive results than previous writers

had placed on record. At the end of June a

number of young trees were completely

stripped of their leaves, the gentleman mak

ing the experiments thinking he would be

able to determine the point from their

autumn shoot ; but being in a nursery quarter

they made too little growth for the purpose.

But Nature herself gave him a better oppor

tunity of settling the question. The cater

pillars of Lymantria dispar stripped a large

number of trees of their foliage about the

same time, and many of them made strong

autumn shoots, so that Mr. Kny was able to

determine that, in some instances at least, a

Becond distinct ring is formed in one summer ;

and these rings are as sharply defined and as

distinct from each other as the autumn growth

one year's ring and the spring growth of a

succeeding year's ring. On the other hand,

he observed a noteworthy difference in the

degree of distinctness in different species of

trees, and in the same tree at different heights,

and even in the same internode. Moreover,

there was a difference in the degree of dis

tinctness of the two rings on the upper and

under sides of the horizontal branches of the
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lime (Tilia parnfolid). Respecting the degree

of distinctness at different heights, it was

ascertained in the branches examined, that

there was a gradual decrease in distinctness

from the younger to the older internodes, until

all traces of a second ring seem to disappear.

But there is this limitation to it : the two rings

are not most distinctly separated in the upper

most internode, hut in the second or third

from the top. These investigations, as far as

they go, seem to show that summer inter

ruptions of growth are too brief to affect the

whole system of a large tree, consequently

the number of concentric rings of wood in the

trunk of a tree represent very closely the

actual age of the tree.

THE TRADES' UNION CONGRESS.

DELEGATES to the number of 115, and

representing 658,092 members of trade

societies attended the twelfth annual Con

gress, which was brought to a close at Edin

burgh on Saturday last. Among the delegates

present were the following representatives of

societies connected with the furniture trade,

the numerical strength of the associations being

in each case indicated :—Cabinet-makers' Alli

ance Association (1,737) ; J. R. Smith, London,

and H. Weiler, London. Cabinet-makers'

Operative Friendly Society (2,595); Alex.

Yule, Manchester. Cabinet and Chair Makers,

Operative Scottish Association (11,106) ; J.

Inglis, Edinburgh. London Upholstresses'

Trade Society (100), Mrs. Paterson. United

Society of Mill Sawyers, Liverpool (60) ;

W. Warwick, Liverpool. Amalgamated So

ciety of Carpenters and Joiners, (17,000) ; J.

D. Prior, Manchester. House Decorators' and

Painters' Amalgamated Society (800); G.

Shipton, London. General Alliance of Opera

tive House Painters (700) ; Thomas Sharpies,

North Liverpool.

Mr. Prior, in opening the Congress, said :—

I venture to hope that this Congress, composed

as it is of representatives who, from practical

experience, know that trade depression means

something more than the curtailment of luxu

ries and the diminution of accumulated capital

—I trust that this Congress will earnestly set

to work and ascertain whether something more

than we have hitherto accomplished cannot be

done to alleviate the suffering and privation

which prevail among those whose interests we

have been deputed to represent. Do not let it

for a moment be supposed that I under-value

the great work which is at present being car

ried on by trade unions. I find from figures

compiled by my friend, Mr. Guile, that during

the year 1878 four societies, numbering in the

aggregate less than 90,000 members, ex

pended in benefits to distressed members

no less a sum than £260,000. If with

these figures before me I attempt to estimate

the good work which is being accomplished

by the whole of the trade unions of the

the United Kingdom, I cannot help feeling

astonished at the magnitude of the results of

their operations, at the vast amount of poverty

and distress which they have alleviated, and

at the enormous benefit which has accrued to

the ratepayers of this country from the estab

lishment of the detested and much-abused

trade unions. "We may justly feel proud of

what we have already accomplished, but we

should also feel that our organisations are

capable of successfully undertaking duties to

which we have not yet aspired. I have for

several years past been actively engaged in the

management of a society of which it may fairly

be said that it has honestly and intelligently

endeavoured to utilise the power ithas acquired

for the social benefit and advancement of its

members. And hitherto it has been very

successful in the attainment of the objects

which it was designed to secure. But I must

confess that as year after year passes away,

I regard its operations with a growing feeling

of dissatisfaction. I am not content with

what we have as yet accomplished. We have

done much to alleviate distress, but have we

done all we possibly can do, to prevent the suffer

ing by which we are surrounded ? In times of

prosperity we have been successful in reducing

working hours, and in improving the condi

tions on which our members dispose of their

labour ; but we find that as wages increase,

their purchasing power diminishes, and ever

and anon comes a period of commercial de

pression, during which a large portion of our

constituents find it almost impossible, on any

terms, to obtain employment. This state of

affairs is one which the Congress may, with

advantage, seriously consider. We may with

propriety ask ourselves, Is this a preventible

evil P Is it really an absolute necessity that

every few years large multitudes of the people

should, through no fault of their own, be re

duced to such a destitute condition ? My own

opinion is that much may be done to improve

the social condition of those whom we repre

sent here to-day, if we will only determine to

enlarge the area of our political action, and

unitedly endeavour to remedy some of the

evils by which the people of this country are

impoverished.

At the close of the opening address Mr.

Thorn, joiner, Edinburgh, moved, and Mr.

F. W. Evans (Railway Servants) seconded

the proposal, that Mr. David Gibson, Chair

man of the Edinburgh Trades' Council, should

be president of the Congress. This was

unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Henry Broadhurst, London, then

proceeded to read the report of the Parlia

mentary Committee for the past year, of which

the following is a summary :—Tne Parliamen

tary Committee have to regret that no progress

has been made with the question of employers'

liability for injury to their servants in

the past Session of Parliament. This may be

partly due to the number of Bills on the

subject, there being no less than three in the

House of Commons—viz., Mr. Macdonald's

Bill, Mr. Brassey's Bill, and the Government

Bill, and one in the Lords, introduced by Earl

de la Warr. This subject will continue to be

of the first importance to the workpeople until

it is satisfactorily dealt with by Parliament.

The proposed increase of factory inspectors

was brought under the notice of the Govern

ment in November last by a large and repre

sentative deputation, consisting of members of

the Parliamentary Committee, and numerous

representatives from the manufacturing dis

tricts. It was promised that the Government

should consider the suggestions made. There

has been some increase in the staff, but the

class of men suggested by the Congress was not

chosen by the Government: neither is it

possible for a practical person to be selected,

while there are University men who fail to

pass the examination required for even an

assistant inspector's situation. The selected

subjects in which candidates for inspectorships

are examined are most absurd in relation to the

duties to be performed. We cannot help

thinking that the tests are devised more for

the purpose of retaining those vocations for a

select few rather than for the practical pur

poses of efficient inspection. It is a notorious

fact that much of this class of employment is

monopolised by men who are in receipt of

pensions from other departments of the Govern

ment of the country, and here, as in numerous

other instances, the public service suffers from

official patronage and family favouritism.

During the past year labour disputes have

been too numerous for special reference to

be made to any particular cases. Desperate

struggles have been entered upon, and in some

cases maintained, for the defence of the ex

isting hours of labour. That numerous

attempts to destroy the nine hours' system

should be made does not surprise us ; we

therefore cjngratulate the trades upon the

large measure of success they have achieved

in this direction. Whatever is suffered in the

form of reduced wages, the existing working

hours must be defended, and where they are

surrendered for a time, the first work to be

done with the return of prosperity must be

their re-establishment. Reduction in wages

has been almost general in every trade. In

some cases circumstances may have given

reason for the demands made upon the

workpeople, but in a large number of cases

there has been no just cause. Many em

ployers have reduced wages upon no other

ground but that the opportunity served

them.

The events of the past few years offer food

for reflection as to the present system of trade

societies in rendering assistance to each other

in times of difficulties, and the question is raised

whether many of the unions do not need con

siderable reorganisation, not only in adminis

tration but in regard to an increase in their

contributions. There is no doubt of the neces

sity of a much closer unity of action, not only

amongst kindred trades, but amongst all trade

associations, if unionism is to be a real power

in the land. The larger the scale upon which

it is practised, the better it must be for those

affected. At the same time we cannot ignore

the obstacles in the way of a complete form of

federation of all trades for all purposes, but

there does not appear to be any reason why

nearly all the unions should not unite for the

common purpose of defence in cases of attack

on any established conditions of labour. On

the contrary, we are of opinion that such a

scheme is practicable, providing those forming

the alliance would submit to the wholesome

discipline of an unbiassed Central Board of

Management.

At the second day's sitting the newly-

elected President, Mr. Gibson, delivered an

address, in which great stress was laid upon

what he described as the wanton action of the

employers in reducing wages, and endeavour

ing to enforce longer working hours. He also

sought to demonstrate that trade unions

were in no degree responsible for the prevail

ing trade depression.

A warm discussion next ensued on the dif

ferent Bills which had been introduced during

the last Session of Parliament to ensure to

workmen compensation for injuries. In the

end, the following resolution was passed:—

" That, in the opinion of this Congress, the

compensation Bill of Mr. Macdonald lays down

the only just principle that can be applied in

the construction of such a measure, inasmuch

as it provides that in any action raised by a

workman or his family for injuries or loss of

life sustained while following his employment,

it shall be no ground of defence that the person

by whose negligence the injury or loss of life

is alleged to nave been caused was engaged in

common employment with the person injured

or killed, or that the risk of injury or loss of

life is voluntarily incurred by the person

injured or killed."

At the third day's sitting, Mr. S. Wright,

barrister, delivered an address, in the course

of which he made the following reference to

strikes and arbitration:—Strikes were, no

doubt, sometimes a necessity, but they were

at best a barbarous necessity, especially as

carried on in the teeth of a public opinion

which was generally hostile. He believed

that very much more could be done by

organised arbitration than had yet been done.

The necessity was to get public opinion on

the right side, and he believed that the

means existed for doing this. What was

really wanted was something in the nature

of the Nottingham Board, which should

be in continuous operation, and which should

from week to week, or from month to month,

meet and consider the circumstances of the

time, and fix what was a fair wage for the

time being, under all the circumstances of

the particular trade. There was, generally

speaking, at any given time in any given

trade what mightbe called the fair rate of wages

for that trade and this could be settled by a

mixed board. There was a sense in which it was

true to say that there was such a thing as a fair

rate of wages—a fair price of an article—as dis

tinguished from the lowest that could be asked

or the highest that could be exacted. Now, it

would generally be easy for a mixed board of

employers and employed to say in any par

ticular place and trade what was a fair wage,

and that had often been done, as in Notting

ham. What he wanted specially to suggest

was that they should establish in London, as

the centre of public opinion, a supreme general

board of appeal, who should support or over

rule the decisions of the local boards. If such

a central board were proposed, he thought

they would have no difficulty in securing the
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services on it of the ablest and most impartial

men in the country—say such men (he took

their names at random) as Mr. Mundella, Mr.

Brassey, Lord Derby, Mr. Dale, Mr. Kettle,

Mr. Harrison, Mr. Compton, and many others

who would command public opinion. If either

side struck against the decision of such a

board of appeal, that side would have public

opinion against it, and would have great diffi

culty in making good its ground. The great

point was that decisions of the local boards

under such a system would not be isolated,

but would proceed from week to week or

month to month upon a local and practical

knowledge of the condition of each trade.

They would gradually succeed in establishing

principles or rules, which isolated strikes did

not accomplish. A vote of thanks was accorded

to Mr. Wright for his interesting paper.

On the motion of Mr. Davey (Gateshead),

the following resolution was passed in

reference to factory inspection: —"That

it be an instruction to the Parliamentary

Committee to renew their efforts with, if pos

sible, increased energy, to secure the appoint

ment of an additional number of sub-inspectors,

composed of practical working men and

women, to be under the control of the in

spector or sub-inspectors." Mr. Davey re

ferred to the absurdity of sub-inspectors under

the Workshops Act being required to have a

knowledge of three different languages. He

also submitted that the few inspectors em

ployed at present under the Act had nothing

like proper supervision over the places they

bad to visit.

The following resolution having reference to

the patent laws was moved by Mr. Memmot,

of Sheffield, and carried unanimously :—

* That, in the opinion of this Congress, the

placing of the patent laws of this country upon

a Satisfactory footing should be no longer

delayed, and this meeting instructs the Parlia

mentary Committee to continue its efforts to

secure to the inventor, by reasonable payments,

the benefit of his invention."

Among the resolutions passed at the fourth

day's sitting were the following. The first

was proposed by Mr. Daniel Guile and

seconded by Mr. A. W. Bailey:—" That this

meeting is firmly convinced of the efficiency

and power of Trade Unions as a means of

securing to the workpeople of the United King

dom a fair share in the product of their labour,

and therefore urges the men and women be

longing to the various trades to extend and

strengthen their own particular organisations."

The second resolution, moved by Mr. Burnett

and seconded by Mr. Battersby, was to the fol

lowing effect :—" That this meeting desires to

express its regret at the frequent occurrence of

lock-outs and strikes, and is anxious that in all

future disputes which cannot be settled in an

amicable manner between the parties con

cerned, that they be referred to a properly-

constituted board of arbitration, in which both

parties can be fairly represented."

The fifth day's conference was largely taken

up with a proposal to effect the federation

of the different trade societies throughout the

country. In the end the following resolution

•was carried by a majority of two, the votes

recorded being twenty-eight in its favour and

twenty-six in favour "of an amendment con

fining the proposal to local federations :—

" That this Congress considers the time has

arrived when an effort should be made to

draw together the various trade organisations

•of the United Kingdom into a Federative

Union. The object of the Federation at first

shall be the formation of a fund for the

maintenance of ' the , present ' nine hours'

system ' as a recognised day's work ; and two

copies of] rules for the government of the

Federation be sent to every recognised body

of working-men in the United Kingdom by

the Secretary of the Parliamentary Com

mittee, accompanied by a small circular

urging upon them the necessity of joining the

Federation, and requesting an answer not

later than the last day of this year, the same

to be sent to the office in London. If, on the

receipt of these returns, it is found that

societies whose aggregate numbers amount to

one hundred thousand members are favour

able, the 'London members of the Parlia

mentary Committee shall arrange for a con

ference, to be held at the most suitable place,

comprising delegates from those societies who

may have given in their adhesion to join

the Federation, for the purpose of electing

officers and doing what other business may

be required for the successful launching of

the Federation."

Among the subjects that came up for dis

cussion at the last day's conference was that

of prison labour. Mr. Jones, of Bristol, moved

the following resolution:—"That, in the

opinion of this Congress, the action of the

Government, as instanced at the Shepton

Mallet Gaol, is calculated to convert our

prisons into large workshops, thereby unduly

interfering with free labour, and creating un

just competition in certain branches of industry,

at the expense of the rate-paying community ;

and that the Parliamentary Committee be

instructed to take steps to check the evil com

plained of." He said that at Shepton Mallet

the very unusual system had been adopted of

sending a warder to an establishment in the

neighbouring town of Wells, to acquire a

knowledge of brush-making, for the purpose

of instructing the prisoners in that branch of

industry. Twenty-seven benches and stools

had been sent over from Wells to the prison,

and fitted up for the purpose, and orders

were being executed there for the manu

facturers in Wells. Now, it must be

patent to all that this was in direct

opposition to the interests and welfare

of free labour. It had been expected that

when prisons were handed over to Govern

ment, the evil complained of when they were

governed much in the same way as industrial

schools were generally governed, would have

been removed. That evil, however, seemed

likely to be aggravated ; and he had been

requested on behalf of the old-established

branch of industry, which, probably, had had

to contend with this kind of competition more

than any other, to bring the subject before the

Congress. The matter had Deen brought

under the notice of the Home Secretary, and

he had instituted some inquiry ; but, while it

had been admitted that there were fifteen

prisoners employed in the branch of industry in

question, it was beyond doubt that that

numbor could not execute the work turned

out in the prison. The inquiry did not extend

to anybody outside the walls of the prison,

and this, it was contended, was most unfair

and unjust to the parties complaining. Mr.

Davey, Gateshead, seconded the resolution,

which was unanimously adopted.

On the subject of co-operation, Mr. Williams,

of Birmingham, submitted the following reso

lution :— That this Congress desires to main

tain friendly relations between itself and the

Co-operative Congress, believing that the prin

ciples of co-operation, both in productive and

distributive development, are calculated to be

of great advantage to the class to which the

members of trades unions almost exclusively

belong; and strongly recommends the co

operative societies to conduct their business,

in relation with the employers, on principles

that may avoid disputes, and to acknowledge

the rate of wages paid in the various districts

in which the stores are established.'' Co

operation, he submitted, was brought into

existence to assist labour, and they should

pervert its primary intention by running

counter to the trade unions. Mr. Toyne,

Saltburn, seconded the resolution, which, after

some remarks in advocacy of co-operation from

Mr. Bailey, Preston, and Mr. Murphy, and a

plea from Mr. Thom, Edinburgh, against any

thing like competition between co-operation

and trade-uniomsm, was unanimously adopted.

Another resolution unanimously passed had

reference to female labour. It was moved by

Mr. Count, of Bristol, and seconded by Miss

Merrick, also of Bristol, and was to the fol

lowing effect :—" That, in the opinion of this

Congress, it is highly desirable that the

various trade societies and trade councils in

the United Kingdom should give their aid and

support to movements calculated to improve

the social condition of women and children

engaged in all descriptions of industry."

In closing the Congress, the chairman said

that during the week he had received an

immense number of letters from all parts of

the country, and from all sorts of persons,

wishing certain subjects, which these persons

considered of importance to working-men,

brought before the Congress. He wished

publicly to state that he should look them very

carefully over, and reply early to those which

were worth replying to. The very fact that

so many letters had been sent from so varied

sources was a proof, to his mind, that the

Trade Congress was looked upon as an essen

tial power in the State—a proof of the

immense vitality of their movement, the

interest which people took in it, and of the

great benefit the Congress conferred upon the

working classes. He then formally closed the

proceedings and appointed the Congress to

meet next year at Dublin.

ARSENIC IN WATER-COLOURS.

WE recently mentioned the death of a

young engineer who had been poisoned

by arsenic, contained in the water-colours he

had been in the habit of using. This incident

induced a German chemist to investigate the

subject more fully, and with the following

results :—

The dark colours of French make usually

have an iron base ; when they are dissolved in

water they give a colourless liquid most gene

rally containing no arsenic, while the residue

left on the filter contains the organic matter

combined with iron and mixed with arsenious

acid. Some of the darker colours, marked

" chenal," and " Paris et Richard," gave the

following quantities of arsenic :—Coloured

sepia, riO per cent.; natural sepia, 0'98 per

cent. ; burnt sienna, P76 and 2'23 per cent. ;

Van Dyke brown, 0 81 per cent. ; brown ochre,

062 per cent. ; sap green, 082 per cent. ;

bister, 0 67 per cent. ; Indian red, terre de

Cassel, burnt umber, raw umber, each 0-5

per cent.

Among the water colours known under the

name of " Hornemann's technical colours,"

which were submitted to analysis, brown ochre

and sepia contained only traces of arsenic,

while terra di Sienna showed 1.19 per cent.

It might be perhaps inferred that because

oxide of iron has been successfully employed

as an antidote to arsenic, and because arsenite

of iron is not poisonous of itself, the arsenic

contained in water colours in the form of

arsenite of iron could exert no injurious in

fluence on the health. But this would not be

so unless the arsenite of iron were accompanied

by ferric hydrate and magnesia in a free state

(as happens when iron is exhibited as an

antidote), since these substances neutralise the

acid juice of the substance and thus prevent

the decomposition of the arsenite of iron

formed. When the latter comes in contact

with the gastric juice without being protected

by a base, the hydrochloric acid of the juice

destroys the arsenite of iron introduced with

the colour and sets the arsenious acid free.

Exhibitions ofOld Embroidery.—Through

the kindness of Lady Lindsay of Balcarres, a

very interesting exhibition of embroidery belong

ing to her ladyship has been opened at Colina,

burgh . The display consists of Italian, Oriental-

English, &o., specimens of the art. The pro

ceeds of the exhibition are to be devoted to the

Colinsbnrgh library.—Another exhibition of

embroideries, executed by the Royal School of

Art Needlework, is announced to be held in

Birmingham early in December.

Guild of Co-operators.—A meeting of this

guild, which was established last year in con

nection with the Workmen's Co-operative So

cieties (of which there are now about 1,200 in

the United Kingdom, comprising 500,000 mem

bers), was held on the 19th inst. at its offices,

150, Strand. The secretary stated that, in con

junction with the southern section or the

Central Co-operative Board, the Council of the

Guild had decided to organise a series of

meetings on co-operation, with a view to start

ing new stores in the villages and towns in the

south of England.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOB CHIMNEY

CABINET, Ac.

TT is related of Horace Walpole that he

looked to tombs and gateways for inspira

tion as to the forms and shapes of chimney-

pieces. Whatever other charge may be main

tained against modern designers, they certainly

are never guilty of anachronisms such as that

perpetrated by the high-priest of Strawberry-

hill Gothic. Modern taste in chimney-pieces

inclines, however, again to the older fashion of

carrying them up to the ceiling, making them,

in other words, a sort of architectural frontis

piece. The example illustrated this week

is in sympathy with this revived taste, with

out, however, reproducing the cumbersome

outline and over-ornamentation which were too

general a feature in those of earlier date.

The unmeaning and monotonous sheet of

looking-glass over the mantel is happily dis

pensed with, and replaced by a painting, the

selection of which must of course rest with

the customer. The side-shelves afford suitable

accommodation for the display of bric-a-brac.

The three hanging cabinets figured on the same

Plate call for no special remark.

AST METAL-WOBK.

The articles of cabinet brass-foundry figured

on our second Plate, are mainly such as are in

constant request by cabinet-makers and house-

furnishers. The several items shown speak

for themselves, and we need only add that

Messrs. William Tonks & Sons, of Birming

ham, are the manufacturers.

DOULTON WARE AND LAMBETH

FAIENCE.

AT the recent meeting of the Association of

Municipal and Sanitary Engineers and

Surveyors, Mr. Henry Boulton delivered an

address on " The Development of the Manu

facture of Stoneware for Sanitary and Art

Purposes." Lambeth, he said, had been long

noted for its potteries, and he believed it was

quite on ancient seat of pottery manufacture.

Speaking of Lambeth he also included Vaux-

hall, which was in the parish of Lambeth.

About the middle of the seventeenth century

workmen from Holland settled in Lambeth,

and gave an impetus to the manufacture of

delf-ware, but salt-glazed stoneware had for

many years been the chief product. Stone

ware was a dense, hard, sonorous substance.

It was not absolutely necessary that stone

ware should be salt-glazed if it had all the

qualities of denseness and sonorousness, and

was made of clay which would stand a high

degree of heat and would also resist acids.

Lambeth stoneware was made of clay

found in Devonshire and Dorsetshire. Per

sons were surprised that in Lambeth it

was possible to produce articles at the

prices at which they were charged; but

when he told them that clay was brought

from Devon and Dorset by sea at the

rate of about 6s. 6d. per ton, they would

understand that they were able to make use

of the finest clays procurable. He would

explain to them the difference between salt-

glazed stoneware and all other kinds of pottery

except the very commonest ware, and some

kinds of bricks. Most kinds of ware were

fired at least twice,—first in the "biscuit"

state, and secondly in a saggar or box, and

were thus protected from dust and from the

destructive gases evolved from the coal. In

the biscuit state the ware could be handled

with ease, and it could be painted and deco

rated in any desired stylo. It was then dipped

in glaze of about the consistency of cream,1

after which it was again put into the kiln

(still in saggar), when, the heat melting the

glaze, the pattern shone through and became

visible as shown in the specimen exhibited.

There could be three, four, or more firings;

as, for example, when the decorations

were in gold, or where there were delicate

tints and colours to bring out ; often a separate

firing being required for each. Salt-glazed

stoneware had but one firing, and that not in

a saggar, but in an open kiln, and exposed to

the direct action of the flame. In Lambeth,

until within the last forty'years, the use of salt-

glazed stoneware was chiefly confined to com

mon articles, such as giriger-beer and ink-

bottles; but, as the material was very pure

and strong, it was found to be admirably

adapted for the production of vessels used in

the manufacture of chemicals, and capable of

withstanding the action of acids. "Doulton

ware " was introduced about 10 years ago, and

the beautiful specimens exhibited were all

burned in an open kiln, with the flames play

ing around them, and sometimes a charming

harmony of colour was thus produced. Ho

need not inform them that to procure these

colours had been a work of considerable diffi

culty and the result of numerous experiments,

For instance, at the first attempt to obtain blue

the colour had turned out black

Mr. Doulton then described the process of

salt-glazing. At the highest temperature of

the kiln, the salt (chloride of sodium) thrown

in was converted into vapour, and decomposed

by the silica of the ware, forming silicate of

sodium, which produces the surface-glaze.

This process takes place at the close of the

firing, and usually lasts from ten to fifteen

minutes. Salt-glazed stoneware was produced

extensively in Staffordshire many years ago

about 1730 or 1760 it was very perfect. His

friend, Professor Church, had amongst his

collection of pottery some admirable speci

mens of these early productions ; but, unfor

tunately, some 1,600 of such specimens

were destroyed in the Alexandra Palace fire,

There were few of such pieces now to be

obtained. The manufacture of salt-glazed

ware in Staffordshire had died out. The diffi

culty of getting good shapes in this hard ware,

the risk of firing in the open kiln, and the

British demand for articles more uniform in

appearance, led to the gradual discontinuance

of the manufacture. Now there was not a

single salt-glaze kiln in Staffordshire. Lam

beth, Bristol, and Fulham were the centres of

this industry up to a recent period, when it

was discontinued at Bristol. At the last-

named place, about forty years ago, what is

called the "enamelled" stoneware was first

made, and in consequence it is often termed

" Bristol ware." They would observe in the

specimens of this ware a uniform appearance.

This, like the salt-glazed ware, was treated in

one firing. But the article is dipped into a

glaze formed of felspar and flint, and the top

coloured by manganese. In this ware drug

gists' pots, spirit-bottles, and numbers of other

articles, were made. Lambeth was, however,

chiefly and essentially a salt-glazed pottery

district

He would now call attention to the mar

vellous development in salt-glazed stoneware

pottery during the last thirty-five years, and

the causes of such progress. For about sixty

years the manufacture of pottery in Lambeth

had gone on with considerable increase. In

1820 there were only sixteen small kilns, pro

ducing ware to the value of about £300

weekly. In 1846 he met Messrs. John Roe

and John Phillips, and discussed the practica

bility of supplying stoneware pipes for house

and street drainage at a moderate cost. He

was deeply indebted to Mr. Roe and Mr.

Phillips for their advice, and he was en

couraged to proceed with such improvements

that they were able to advocate the use of

these pipes for sanitary purposes. He him

self had made pipes on the wheel, and he

had paid workmen as much for making them

as the pipe itself now realised at some works.

Since then sanitary science and the use of

stoneware had advanced pari passu. Though

the demand has arisen for more artistic and

attractive-looking pottery for indoor use, salt-

glazed stoneware for strength and durability

combined with cheapness is now, and u

likely to remain, unrivalled for sanitary

purposes. His firm had been first in

the manufacture of stoneware pipes, and

had introduced improvements of all kinds

in sanitary appliances. His father, Mr.

John Doulton, commenced in Lambeth as g

potter sixty-four years ago, and he could recol

lect the time when a barge of clay and a barge

of cools were considered to be a very good

stock (a " freight " * of clay being distributed

amongst several potters), and when one blind

horse sufficed to turn the mill to prepare the

requisite quantity of clay, and the excitement

that prevailed when the first steam-engine of

eight-horse power was erected. The works

of his firm at Lambeth, without including the

new buildings upon the Albert Embankment,

now covered seven acres. At Rowley Regis

they have two large factories, and two lanre

ones at St. Helen's ; also one at Smethwick.

One of these is no doubt the largest pipe-works

in the world. In 1878 the number of persons

employed in their various works was 1,000;

and the quantity of clay and raw material

prepared during the year was 125,000 tons,

bteam-power employed (not including a large

100-horse power engine lately supplied to the

new building) was equal to about 800-horse

power. In the same period 48,500 tons of coal

were consumed. The average quantity of

drain-pipes they produced was 26 miles per

week, or 1 ,300 miles per year, in sizes from 2 in.

to 30 in. diameter.

He would now specially notice the history

of the Doulton ware. At the 1867 Exhibition

in Paris some rather good shapes of vases,

&c, were shown, which readily sold, and

which he would now be willing to buy back

at several times the price they realised. In

1871 was held the Ceramic Exhibition at

South Kensington, where the specimens were

at first put under shelves almost out of sight.

But their merits being observed, some were

transferred to cases and properly exhibited.

He was encouraged to proceed, and since

then this ware has found a place in every

museum in Europe, in many in America, anil

even in Japan. He would presently show

them the process of " throwing," or, as it was

called in Lambeth, " turning." It was on

art which he himself had practised, and it

seemed to him one of the most interesting

of all arts. Moulding was death to art. He

would be ashamed to see a piece of Doulton

ware with a seam upon it indicative

of its having been "moulded." A few

years ago "throwing" was gradually going

out of use. In Staffordshire it was almost

entirely discontinued for beautiful shapes. It

was so easy when a shape was produced to

pour a little plaster of Paris upon it, and re

produce it in any quantity by moulding. But

that was not art. Those fine Greek vases so

familiar in exhibitions were made upon th«

potter's wheel in precisely the same way as the

vases, &c, which were now before them. Tlu

artists engaged had to execute the original

design for each piece of Doulton ware. All

was " handwork," and, as a rule, designed hy

the same person who actually did the work.

Take one of the pieces before them. It had

been formed upon the wheeL The pattern

had been scratched or incised upon it Colours

that would stand the trying test to which he

had alluded were put upon it, all the while in

its clay state. Then it was placed in the kiln,

and the fire playing about it, the colours were

brought out by salt-glazing. They had now

the blue, and, indeed, the whole range of

colours as exhibited. He was speaking to

sanitary engineers, and he thought that this

ware ought to be used even more extensively

than it was in sanitary work. They were in

troducing it for cups and handles in water-

closets, knobs, bosses, &c, both for indoor and

outdoor use, as well as for plaques and tiles.

It was not only suitable for domestic and in

door uses, but would be found perfectly durable

under the most trying circumstances. Even

strong acid trickling down upon the pieces

• Small jhiplo»d, 160 to 300 toni.

_
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would not harm them or destroy the colours.

He had no doubt that in future this ware

would he largely used for architectural and

sanitary purposes.

Then there was the " Lambeth faience "

for tiles, panels, plaques, &c. There was a

bath-room adjoining, fitted with panels, tiles,

&c, which they would presently nave an op

portunity of inspecting. He did not claim

the credit for the invention of this ware, as

was the case with. Doulton ware. But very

much had been done in introducing good

shapes, and adapting it (the faience ware) to

practical purposes. The speaker here pointed

out that ornamental pottery was admirably

adapted for decorating apartments for sanitary

uses. Of the new " Doulton Impasto ware

he had not time to speak at length. The first

specimens of this ware were drawn from the

kiln upon the morning of the recent visit of

the Princess of Wales and the Crown Princess

of Germany to the pottery. The ware was

made upon the wheel, and the patterns laid

upon it in high relief. It was then fired, and

wnen in the biscuit state was coloured, and

again fired. It was thus as strong as ordinary

pottery, but of course not so durable as

Doulton ware.

Afterwards, in reply to a question as to

whether all the artists employed were English,

Mr. Doulton said that not only were they so,

but that they all belonged to Lambeth. There

happened to be in Lambeth one of the best

schools of art in England, and he had received

assistance for many years from Mr. Sparkes,

the head-master, who had placed the resources

of the school at his disposal. Some of the

artists who had been students of the school

had shown great talent. There was George

Tinworth, whom he might call a genius, and

who had lately executed a large panel for the

reredos of York Cathedral, and was now de

signing panels in the same clas3 of work to be

placed all round the Guards' Chapel in Wel

lington Barracks, St. James's Park. Miss

Hannah Barlow likewise had remarkable

talent, and there were very many other artists

he would wish to mention did time permit.

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Oub Own Special Cobrbsfondsnts.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The suspension of Messrs. Trite & Chapman

and Messrs. J. Stephenson & Co. will be much

felt here, as there are some heavy creditors

amongst the carpet manufacturers in the dis

trict. Trade is already so bad that these fail

ures, coming so soon upon that of Messrs. D. B.

Johnston & Co., were not needed to intensify

matters, and a good deal of gloom and depres

sion hangs over the neighbourhood. There

have been a good many carpet buyers busy in

the town for the past ten days ; but, as may

be expected, prices are ruling very low, and but

very few orders have been placed for imme

diate delivery. At the same time manufac

turers' books are gradually filling, and they

will soon commence in earnest to make goods

for delivery later on. A woollen-spinner

here, Mr. William Birkett has filed his

petition in liquidation within the last few

days. The liabilities are £2,000. The yarn

he makes is chiefly used for the manufacture

of cheap rugs, and as in some measure ac

counting for his failure, it may be stated that

the value of it has fallen to less than one-

half during the past eighteen months. Mr.

Harvey Preen is the receiver to the estate.

The wool market remains exceedingly de

pressed, and worsted yarns only get a very

slow sale. Though the trade of the district

is a little better than it was two months ago,

it has never been so bad before for the time of

year, and carpets were never cheaper than

they are now. Messrs. Harvey Preen & Co.'s

sale of surplus carpet stocks last week was

successful, the whole of the carpets within a

few pieces being cleared out, but rugs^on the

other hand, were in but poor request.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—There

has been slightly more doing of late in the

shipping branch of the local carpet trade, but

the home demand still continues at its lowest.

Transactions are almost exclusively confined

to good and medium qualities, and prices of all

grades are so low that manufacturers aver

that business results frequently in an actual

loss. The blanket-makers continue to transact

a steady business, the demand being stronger

for the continent. Medium whites are low ;

coloured sorts are chiefly in demand. A few

good parcels of the better classes have been sold I

at Heckmondwike. The local raw material

sales have been fairly attended, but the parcels

that have changed hands have not come up to

the usual standard, as most of the large buyers

have fair stocks on hand. As regards the

heavy woollen trade, the continental demand

keeps up better than even the most sanguine

expected it would do, but prices are very low. It

is getting late in the season, and, therefore, but

few new orders are expected to be placed. The

goods taken by foreign houses are chiefly for

shipment to Germany and Austria. French

houses do not buy so freely as they did a few

weeks ago, but this may be accounted for by

the fact that they took more pieces than would

meet the demand. There is a fair average

business doing with the Eastern markets, but

rates are unremunerative. Very few parcels

are being sent out to Canada, and the operation

of the tariff is telling seriously against business

with the Dominion. The bad harvest pro

spects and the scarcity of work in the large

centres of manufacture, have had an almost

ruinous effect on the home trade.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade. —

There has been no accession of orders in the

curtain trade, which continues very quiet. A

limited inquiry is still experienced for plain

cotton nets, finishers of nee and Paris nets

being badly employed, and mosquito nets are

only in moderate request. A pretty good

business, however, is being done in Brussels

and Rretonne nets, and the demand for point

d'esprit nets is maintained, makers of the

latter being busily engaged. Bobbin quiltings

also continue to sell freely. As regards cotton

fancy goods, the cheaper qualities are still in

fair demand. There is no diminution in the

inquiry for common Valenciennes, and some

additional orders, principally from America,

have been received for common Bretonne laces,

the better classes of these articles being com

paratively neglected. Less is being done in

the best kinds of Maltese laces, but inferior

kinds are inquired for, and Cluny edgings are

still in request. Duchesse laces do not sell

freely, and the business doing in Tuscan,

Kusse, Florentine, and similar laces is not

important. There is no improvement in the

demand for lace yarns. Manufacturers state

that they are not at all pressed for goods,

and the determination to wait for lower prices

and a weaker market prevails. Transactions

are consequently very limited.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The near

approach of quarter-day has contributed to

restrict business within a somewhat narrow

compass. A brisker trade is, nevertheless,

confidently anticipated during the next two or

three months, which under ordinary circum

stances prove the most active of the year. We

are threatened with another labour dispute.

The associated brassfounders of Birmingham

have resolved to give the operatives notice of

a reduction of 7J per cent. , viz., one-half

of the 15 per cent, bonus which they have

received during the past four or five years.

The chandelier branch of the brassfoundry

trade, it may be remembered, has recently, on

arbitration, submitted to a reduction of 5 per

cent. The masters contend that the state of

trade justifies the proposed reduction, and

they are prepared, it is said (providing the

proposal be adopted), to make some conces

sion in discounts to buyers. The resolution

passed by the employers states that the bonus

of 15 per cent, was granted at a time when

the demand for labour was great and increas

ing in consequence of the flourishing state

of trade; that the brass trade is now in a

depressed state, many workmen being out of

employment, and others being compelled to

work at reduced wages, thereby enabling the

employers of such operatives to undersell

masters paying full wages with the bonus ;

that the prices of articles on which wages are

expended are now very much reduced, and

consequently the interchangeable value of

wages is very much higher than at the

time the bonus was granted, and that the

general depression of trade and increased com

petition, both home and foreign, do not permit

the maintenance of wages higher in actual

alue than those paid during a period of

general prosperity. In metallic bedsteads

trade has lately been abnormally quiet; but

lamps and chandeliers have been in slightly

better request. Trade is becoming pretty brisk

in coal-vases, fenders, fire-irons, and other

season goods.

Household Linen, &c—So far from trade

improving, as was generally expected, it ap

pears to have still further declined, so that in

addition to the number of looms standing idle

short time has been commenced at one of the

largest Barnsley establishments, and there is

every probability that this will become general.

Drills have fallen off in request, and heavy

stocks of them are held ; hence the necessity

for limiting their production. Table damasks

are not much inquired for. There has been a

steady make of sheetings, crumbclotbs, hucka

backs, and diapers, but as a rule it has been in

excess of the demand. Travellers in the home

markets have been sending in some few orders

for towellings, narrow linens, stair-coverings,

and drabbets, but they are of small bulk. The

reports of the home trade, taken altogether,

are anything but favourable as to the business

that is likely to be done during the remainder

of the year. There is no improvement to be

noted in the transactions with America, and

comparatively little has been done with that

country for some considerable time past.

Hand-made linens meet with a slow sale.

London Wool Fair.—The first wool fair

ever held in the metropolis was opened at the

Leather, Hide, and Wool Exchange,Bermond-

sey, on Tuesday, and attracted a large number

of buyers from various parts of England.

There was a large quantity of English fleece

wools, and a moderate supply of alpaca and

mohair wools. But little improvement has

taken place in prices, which may be quoted

as stationary, although the tendency is not in

favour of sellers. The next wool fair will bo

held on the first Tuesday in April.

The American Carpet Trade.—It is a

noticeable fact that the American carpet man

ufacturers have so mastered the wants of the

local trade that the importation of goods has

decreased to a very large extent. American

productions, which are backed by a high tariff,

nave secured nearly an unquestioned control

of the transatlantic demand. The grand lever

which has achieved this state of trade has,

according to the Carpet Trade Revieio, been a

consolidated power in improved machinery,

low-priced material, strong competition, and

cheap labour, while it is also a fact that

during the past few years it has been as un

profitable to American manufacturers to pro

duce goods as the sale of imported goods has

been to European manufacturers. The course

of the trade speaks for itself in the lessened

importations, yet with the very reduced supply

from abroad the home competition has been

violent at times, and the results to the capital

employed have not been in proportion to the-

business that has been done. Trade continues

excellent. Orders olready booked will more

than consume the production of goods for

some time to come. Manufacturers must

make a still further advance, if they wish

to protect themselves. Material is high, and

labour higher. The anticipated advance will

doubtless, if adopted, be applied to all poods.

Orders are now placed subject to future

advances in prices, leaving nothing in the way

of getting tbem filled as soon as possible. The

rug and mat trade is good, with an increased

demand for mats. High-priced goods, Wil

tons, Brussels, and velvets, are in fair demand.

With the scarcity of tapestries there has

arisen a cry of iudignation from the large
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buyers who placed early orders, because they

are not getting any goods. Prices having

advanced considerably, those who pay the

increase are favoured to the almost entire ex

clusion of other customers. If this demand

■continues it will have the effect to bring into

the market quantities of foreign goods for the

spring trade. They can be landed now for

about 02 cents, and possibly in large Jots at

87^ cents. This, of course, estops the price of

domestic goods, up to that point at least. It

is rumoured that in consequence of the delay

in filling orders for tapestries, given and

accepted last May and June, two of the

largest American buyers of these goods have

combined and will import a few thousand

pieces for the late fall trade. There is not a

mill in the country now retarded by strikes.

All are running to their full power, and many

are working overtime. How long this condi

tion of affairs will last is a mere matter of

conjecture. If trade continues in like propor

tion to recent seasons, more factories and

larger facilities must be furnished ; but the

fact that no such capital as would be necessary

is put forward is ominous. It would appear

that capitalists are not very sanguine of a con

tinuation of the demand.

Jurban Jfitrnifon Alports

For the Week ending Saturday, the 20th inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £23

musical instruments

Aahford A Brooks, £28 glassware, £70 paper-

hangings

Baird, D. £300 tab'.es

Good, Toms 4 Co. 108 yds American leather

Harris, G. P. Scarfe A Co. £195 bruehware,

£137 sewing machines. £16 plated ware

Jepps, J. W. £28 glassware

Mason, B. A Co. £20 glassware

MoDonald, J. & Co. £50 glassware, £46 piano

Miller, J. Anderson A Co. 867 yds carpet, £13

ruga

Murray, D. A W. 1,276 yds floorcloth

Phillips, A. £46 looking glasses

Price, C. A Co. £53 woollen rugs, 1,356 yds

oarpeta

Stanton, J. 5 c leather

Wills, G. A B. A Co. £26 wall-paper, £13

glassware, 2,900 yds blankets

Alqoa Bay—Deare, P. D. 4 Co. £15 furniture

Dreyfus, L. £7 furniture

Durant, A. 4 Co. £43 pianos

Honychuroh, T. 4 Co. £15 glassware

Mertena 4 Co. £230 musical instruments

Mitchell, J. C. £50 furniture

Sbrimpton 4 Co. £25 glassware

Auckland—Lipsoombe, F. 4 Co. £69 filters

Barcelona—Wimble, J. M. 970 yds carpets

Wood, Quintana 4 Co. 898 yds oarpets

Babbadoes—Barron 4 Gibson, 66 lb leather

Moss, 0. 4 Co. - J c leather, £6 looking-glasses

Tiokle, W. W. 4 Co. £16 looking-glasses, £50

furniture

Bermuda—Pitt A Scott, £40 piano

Bilbao—Aldridge, J. F. & Co. 9} o leather, 944

yds leather cloth

Ball, W. E. £5 furniture, 41 yds carpets

Davis, W. B. 1 o leather

Esoombe, Bros. 4 Co. £36 glassware

Faetnedge, B. B. A Co. £19 musical instmta

Grindlay 4 Co. £30 billiard-table and fittings

Hopcraft A Co. 175 yds carpets

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. 1 o leather

Jay, P. M. 72 lb leather

Lyon, J. & Co. £12 glassware

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £10 sewing-machine

Nollen, Henry A Co. 411 sq yds floorcloth

Sleeman, H. B. A Co. £10 glassware, 1,300 yds

blankets

Towngend A Spearing, £110 musical instmta

Union Lighterage Co. 3 o leather, 300 yds

blankets, 150 yds woollen blankets

Waokerharth, J. H. £28 brushes

Watson, W. 4 Co. £25 musical instruments

Whiteley, W. £25 furniture, £8 chinaware

Boston—Best, Byley 4 Co. 31 o leather

Jennings, G. D. A Co. £10 chinaware

Taylor, D. A Sons, £65 mdons, 263 lb. leather

Boulogne—Atkins, 0. A Co. 2,139 yds woollen

carpets, 3 o leather

Bilot 4 Tronde, 195 1 0 leather, 104i 0 leather,

17i 0 leather

Boulogne (continued)—

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 c leather

Nollen, Henry 4 Co. 991 o leather, 181 0 lthr

Parisiennes, Messrs. 8,600 yds carpets, 2 c

leather, £178 carpet

Rahu, G. A Co. 1,279 yds carpeting, 462 yds

oarpets

Bbemen—Phillips A Graves, 17 o leather, £18

matting, 258 yds linoleum, 36 o leather

Brisbane—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £50 mscl

instruments

Darling Bra. 285 c leather

Hoporaft A Co. 3,486 yds blankets, 2,124 yds

oarpets

Morin A Seelig, 77} c leather

Thomas, D. C. £144 sewing machines

Brussels—Hodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £30 rugs

Bundeb Abbas—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £50

musical instruments

Cadiz—Margotson A Co. 879 yds carpets, £15

rugs

Maynard, Harris A Co. £9 chinaware

Calcutta—Allen Bros. A Co. 1 0 leather, £29

wall-paper

Baker, F. W. A Co. 400 yds oarpet

Braine, E. W. £6 furniture

Broadwood, J. A Sons, £90 pianos

Gellatly A Co. £6 ohinaware

Griesselioh, H. A Co. £44 glassware

Harraden, S. A Co. £8 glass manufactures

Mills & Milne, £22 glass manufactures

Navin A Co. £25 billiard slates

Short, Short 4 Co. £43 rugs

Stewart, Gent A Co. £42 glassware

Stewart, J. 4 Son, £5 glassware

Stone A Son, £16 glassware

Treble, J. 26 yds oarpet

Wallis, J. £73 glassware

Watson, J. A Co. 466 yds blankets

Whiteley, W. £10 ohinaware

Canabiks—Bruce, G. C. £14 clocks

Swanston A Co. £11 iron safe
Canterbdby—Boyle, A. A Willan, r£73 wall

paper

Whiteley, W. £1,200 furniture, £15 glassware

Cape of Good Hope—Hoporaft & Co. £70 fntre

Whiteley, W. £60 furniture

WilsOo, A. A Co. 58 yds carpeting

Chbistiania—Collins, W. A. 510 yda floorcloth,

450 yds leather oloth

Colombo—Livingston, Briggs A Co. £10 frnture

Short, Short A Co. £8 furniture

Constantinople—King, H. S. A Co. £22 ohina

ware

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £19 mscl instmts

Williams & Geils, 777 yds oarpet

Copenhagen—Darling Bros. 7} o leather

Demebara—Blackwood, Conor 4 Co. 230 yds

blankets

BrowDe, J. 4 Son, £30 musical instruments

Conrad, H. A Co. £20 ohinaware

MoConnell, J. A Co. 210 yds carpeting

Moss, 0. A Co. £24 looking-glasses

Penny, G. H. A Co. £29 paper-hangings

Scrutton, Sons A Co. £30 furniture

Falkland Islands—Langridge, H. A Co. £15

furniture

Whyte 4 Ridsdale, 1,317 yds blankets

Galatz—Kings, H. S. A Co. £20 furniture

Ghent—France, W. 35 fold leather

Webb, Warter A Co. 2 0 leather

Gibraltar—Beriro, J. 4 Co. l,440Jsq yds oil

cloth, £187 furniture

Margetson A Co. £11 rugs

Gothenburg—Harris, B. 11 c leather

Leete A Baillon, £27 oarpet

Wiltenson, C. 40 o leather

Hambro—Chinnery A Johnson, 6 c leather

Darling Bros. 123 0 leather

G. S. N. Co. 6 0 leather

Harris, J. A Co. £15 clocks

Heyden, E. van der A Co.

Kitchin, J. A Co. 3 c leather, 431 0 leather

Lavy, C. & Co. £35 rugB

Leather Cloth Company, 8,670 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Mnfotrng Co. 900 sq yds liooleum

Maggines, J. j un. 2,250 yds leather, 18 yds floor

cloth

Kind, B. A Co. £12 rugs

Bosenberg, Lowe A Co. 3 o leather

Salmon, 0. J. 21 0 leather, £17 furnitnre,I64

o leather, £16 paper-hangings

Sohloesser Bros. 92 o leather, 11 0 leather, 91

o leather

Simonsen, J. A Co. 647 yds floorcloth

Btahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 9 o leather, 910 yds

carpeting, 27 o leather

Strudwick, H. 89f o leather, 37 o leather

Wain, C. 3 o leather

Warburg, R. D. 4 Co. £32 rugs

Hablingen—Turnley, J. W. 1 o leather

HongKono—Esoombe Bros. A Co.2,130ydi blkta

Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. £206 glassware

Holloway A Co. £156 clocks

Tbrail—Bruce,MorisonA Co. 4,174 yds jute cptne

Jersey A Guernsey—Cheeswright A Cx. £607

furniture, 288 sq yds floorcloth, £558 fntre

Lisbon—Beyfus, J. A Co. 1 o leather

Hall, J. jan. A Co. 2,064 yds crpts, £20 fntra

Lobith—Walker, Howard 4 Co. £300 furniture

Madeiba—Hooton A Yates, £17 glassware

Pinto Leite 4 Nephew, £19 glassware

Madras—Broadwood, J. £125 pianos

King, H. S. A Co. £19 glassware, £3 furniture

Maynard, Harris A Co. £10 furnitore

Newman, A. E. £300 yds blankets

Bandall A Bigley, £4 glassware, 70 yda

carpets, 300 yds blankets, £16 wall paper

Malaga—Hall, J. jun A Co. £50 furnitore

Margetson A Co. 1,094 yds woollen and hemp

carpets, 137 yds felt oarpets

Wood, Quintana 4 Co. £14 rugs

Malta—KiDg, H. S. 4 Co. £5 ohinaware, £58

furniture

Monte Video—Cranwell, W. B. A Co. £7 fntre

Lumley, J. 4 Co. £198 gasfittings

Mossel Bay—Blagden A Prinoe, £53 matting,

£78 lamps, £22 filters, 144 yds floorcloth

Ellis, H. A Sons, 646 yds matting, 303 yds

carpeting

Pickford A Co. £70 china

Staley, Radford 4 Co. £10 musical instrmnts

Newcastle, N.S.W.—Bevington 4 Sons, 2 o

leather

New Yobk—Head, H. 4 Co. £20 furnitore

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 7,280 yds oarpets

Wingate, W. 4 Johnson, 410 yds carpeting

Odessa—Richards, Tweedy 4 Co. 39 c leather

Oporto—Dickenson, Akroyd 4 Co. 1 o leather

Elkan 4 Co. 4 0 leather

Kinder, A. 3 0 leather

Pinto Leite A Bros. 48 yds oarpets

Ostend—Other entries, 20 o leather, 3 o leather

Otago—New Zealand Shipping Co. £34 glass

ware, £40 piano, £50 harmonium, £6 iron

safe, £140 furniture

Palermo—Ball, W. E. 130 yds floorcloth

Penang -Other entries, £10 wall-paper, £13

rugs

Port Natal—Baird, D. £15 lamps

Blagden A Prince, 1,495 yds oottn blanketing

Palmer, H. Stirling 4 Co. £757 furniture, £40

wood manufactures

Bennie, J. T. Son 4 Co. £500 furniture

Smith, Morison & Co. £13 glass manufaotura

Wood 4 Parker, 300 sq yds floorcloth

Post Phillip—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £15

furniture

Collard A Collard, £140 pianos

Fass, A. 592 yds cotton blanketing, 2,960 yda

woollen blanketing, £45 wall-paper

Head, H. A Co. £100 billiard.table, £40 rugs

Hopcraft 4 Broadwater, 301 sq yda floorcloth,

£260 carpet. £136 matting

Jacobs, J. 4 Co. £150 looking-glasses

Boyle 4 Willan, £66 wall-paper

Savage 4 Hill, 1,152 yds linens, £145 rugs,

£15 manufactures

Springthorpe, J. 6 c leather

Storer, D. 4 Sons, 56 lb leather

Reval—Jonas, Simonsen 4 Co. £75 oarpet

Scbloesser Bros. Si 0 leather

Rio Janeiro—Diokinson, Akroyd 4 Co. 44 c

leather

Newcomb 4 Son, £100 piano

Rotterdam—Darling Bros. 149 0 leather

Santandeb—Other Entries £42 carpet, £47 rugs

Pitt A Scott, £25 furniture

Wimble, J. M. £1,453 carpet, £26 rugs, £26

matting

Seville—Other Entries, £87 carpet

Beed,Truman 4 Co. 1,870 sq yds leather cloth

Shanghai—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £107 frntre,

4 o leather, £197 rugs, £39 glass ware

Hubbuok, T. 4 Son, £13 varnish

Lane, Crawford A Co. £35 glass manufactures,

£10 brushes

Singapore—Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. £55 musical

instruments

Mason, D. K. £160 furniture, 768 sq yds

flooroloth

Other EotrieB, £9 wall-paper

Stettin—Elkan A Co. 14 o leather

St. Johns—Prowse & Hall, 220 yds oilcloth, £12

wall-paper

St. Lucia—Caird, Williamson 4 Son, £64 ohina

Stockholm—Harris, R. 22 o leather

Nordenfeldt, T. £15 furniture

St. Petersburg—Ball, W. E. £60 furniture

£26 oarpet

Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £41 rngs, £3G oarpet

Westcott A Lawrence, £40 clock
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Stdney—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £90 musical

instruments, £30 mnsical instruments

Aahford A Brooks, £200 wall-paper

Bnllard, King & Co. £315 musioal instruments

Davies, J. A Son, £163 looking-glasses

Dawson, Bros. £31 carpet, 5,000 yds woollen

blanketing

Dunlop, G. A Oo. £60 furniture

Farmer A Co. £178 carpet, 750 yds woollen

blanketing

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 12,670 yds woollen

blanketing, £615 carpet, £1,571 furniture,

411 yds leather cloth, 403 yds woollen

blanketing

Jones, D. A Co. 897 yds floorcloth

Keep, Parsons & Co. £25 carpets

Masoo, B. A Co. £12 wood manufactures, £28

brushware, 150 g varnish

Hertens A Co. £290 musioal instruments

Other Entries, 467 yds woollen blanketing,

£346 carpet, £350 furniture

Perry, W. A Co. 1,125 yds blanketing

Piatt, J. P. & Co. £88 musioal instruments

Purvis, S , £265 wall-paper

Scotney & Earnsbaw, 4 o leather

8nellgrove, A. B. £72 piano

Stanton, J. £13 varnish, £18 brushes, £26

lamps, 1J c leather

Storer, D. A Sons, £54 furniture

Terry, .). & Co. £176 Hirers, £23 glasB manu

factures, £51 brushes

Table Bay—Thomson & Son, £13 china, £12

brush ware

Ti xKBim:—Bishop & Co. £16 glass mnfs

Sinclair, Hamilton & Co. 1,044 sq yds woollen

blanketing

Trim n w—Colonial Co. £19 wood manufactures

Freeland, J. & A. B. £150 glass manufactures

Marryat, J. & Sons, £50 piano

Peacock, W. £90 wood manufactures

Pemley, G. H. £136 furniture

Price Bros. £10 furniture

S .-nr. ton A Sons, £21 wood manufactures

Valencia—Nioholls & Co. £53 carpet

Venice—Mortens & Co. £152 carpet, £20

matting

Wellington—Hargreaves.'M. £42 wall-paper

Mason, B. & Co. £50 wall-paper

Luff, G. £50 piano, £100 furniture

Newcomb & Son, £75 piano

Tarnbull, B. T. £45 piano, 900 yds floorcloth

Yokohama—Smith, T. 234 yds woollen blnktg

Cqtkrs anb Contorts.

We *hall etteem it a favour if our reader* will kindly
notify to ut, for intertion in thi* column, any contract*
vkick may be open for competition ; and alto advite ut
a* to any furninhing order*, $c.t which may have been

executed by different firm*.

Tenders are invited by the Great Western

Railway Company for the supply of, among1

other articles, office furniture, floorcloth,

matting, mats, gas-fittings, ironmongery, glass

and lamps,brooms, brushes, leather, varnishes,

paints, &c. Samples and patterns may be seen

at the office of the Storekeeper, Paddington

Station, where specifications and forms of

tender may also be obtained. Tenders, ad

dressed to the Secretary, Mr. F. G. Saunders,

must be sent in by Tuesday, Oct. 14.

The work of redecorating the Wesleyan

Chapel at Barrow has been carried out by

Messrs. Walker & Clarke, of Barton.

The Holborn Board of Guardians, at their

last meeting, accepted the following tenders:—

Timber, Mr. Norton ; leather, Mr. J. Smith ;

brushes and brooms, the Blind Asylum.

The Parish Church of Forsington, St.

George, Dorchester, has been reseated by Mr.

Chapman.

Messrs. Morrison & Sox, of Wavertree,

are executing the woodwork in connection

with the new church of St. Cyprian, at Liver

pool. ,

The carved work in connection with St.

Mary's Roman Catholic Church at Hooton,

has been executed by Mr. T. Allen of Chester.

The stained glass windows have been supplied

by Messrs. Heaton, Butler and Bayne.

Mr. Harry Hems has executed the carved

work in connection with the Parish Church of

Stoke Gabriel, which has just undergone

restoration.

Mr. Roddis, of Birmingham, has supplied

the reredos for the new Roman Catholic Church

at Burton-on-Trent.

expressed an opinion that there was no case.

He therefore nonsuited the plaintiff, with

costs.

The decorative work in connection with the

new Town-hall, just opened at Stretford, has

been executed by Messrs. Wood & Co., and the

carved work by Mr. Green, of Bury New-road.

The organ was supplied by Messrs. Conacher

& Co., of Huddersfield.

epl Intelligence.

Untenable Action against a Carpet

Manufacturer. — John Stooke v. George

Gower Woodward.—This case was heard in

the Kidderminster County Court on the 17th

inst. It was an action brought by Mr. John

Stooke, the trustee in the liquidation pro

ceedings of Mr. George Gower Woodward,

late of the Waterside Carpet Mills, against

that gentleman, for £33. 2s. 6d., for 331J

yards of carpet patterns, at 2s. per yard,

alleged to have been sold to the defendant at

the recent sale by auction at Waterside Mills.

Mr. Stooke conducted his own case, and Mr.

Bentley, of Worcester, appeared for the de

fendant. We condense the following report

from the Shuttle : — Mr. Stooke : I appear

as plaintiff in this case, acting as trustee to

the estate of Gower Woodward & Co., whose

affairs are now in liquidation. Mr. George

Gower Woodward is the person who carried

on the business now in liquidation. Mr.

Bentley : Could the Court tell me what the

claim is really for. Mr. Stooke: It is for goods

bought at the sale, which took place at the

Waterside Mills, and the'amount is £33. 2s. 6d

The claim is for 331| yards of carpet patterns

at 2s. per yard. It is necessary that I should

explain the cose, so that it mar be? fully

understood. Among the things offered at the

sale were designs of carpets, and before

they were sold it was stated that the pur

chaser of the designs of carpets should have

the opportunity of selecting from the patterns

such patterns as he might require, for which he

should pay 2s. per yard. The remainder of

the patterns were sold with that understand

ing. Mr. Woodward was the purchaser of the

designs of carpets, and at the end of the sale,

in accordance with what was stated, I asked

him if he would want to select any of the pat

terns, and he said he should, and would want

to go through the whole of them. I said that

I should be glad if he would go through them

as soon as possible, because I wanted to dis

pose of the others. He took a fortnight to go

through the patterns, and selected what he

chose. At the end of that time (I had been

urging him to be quick) I had to leave home

for the day, but before I returned the next

morning, Mr. Woodward had taken these

patterns away. Previous to that Mr.

Holloway had bought one lot, and Mr. Beale

another lot of these patterns. When Mr.

Holloway came for his patterns, he told me

that Mr. Woodward would not require any of

the yard-and-half patterns now, and Mr.

Holloway took away his patterns. At the

sale it was an understanding that all payments

were to be made to the trustee at the end of

the sale, the goods to be removed within a

fortnight. Mr. Holloway bought the yard-

and-half patterns, Mr. Woodward stating that

he had found enough in the shorter lengths to

answer his purpose, so that it was only by

misrepresentation that Mr. Woodward got

what he did. It was agreed that after the

patterns 'had been selected, the remainder

should be so}i for less money, and, conse-

?uently, Mr. Holloway paid Is. 7d. per yard

or what he purchased, and Mr. Beale for the

shorter lengths paid Is. 2d. per yard; and

when Mr. Woodward found that out, he

appeared to have thrown up what he had

selected, and come to terms with Mr.

Holloway and Mr. Beale, and did not take

the patterns out of the estate, according to

arrangement. After a lengthy hearing, nnd

many a rencontre between the Judge (Mr.

Rupert Kettle) and Mr. Stookes, the former

Smoke Nuisance Cases.—At the Leeds

Police-court, on the 19th inst., before Mr.

Bruce, a complaint heard a month since against

Messrs. Walker & Pemberton, dyers, Kirk-

stall-road, but adjourned in order that the de

fendants might alter their furnaces so that

they would consume the smoke, was finally

disposed of. The Town Clerk stated that the

alterations had been made to the satisfaction

of Mr. Sands, the inspector, and therefore he

only asked for a mitigated penalty. Fined

10s. and costs.—Mr. Thomas Mawson, billiard-

table maker, Ventnor-street, was summoned

for not having a furnace which would con

sume its own smoke. Mr. Mawson said so

soon as he found that a smoke-consuming appa

ratus could not be applied to his furnace he

ordered an entirely new boiler, and it would

shortly be completed. Fined 40s. and costs.

Robbing a Brush-Manufacturer.—At

the Guildhall Police-court, on the 19th inst.,

Henry Bowman, warehouseman, of 10, Sussex-

place, Leadenhall-street; Isaac Victor, gene

ral dealer, of 35, Widegate-street, Bishopsgate ;

and Caroline Overton, of 7, Artillery-lane, were

finally examined, the first-named prisoner with

stealing a quantity of brushes from his em

ployer, and Victor Overton with receiving the

same, well knowing them to have been stolen.

Mr. Gill prosecuted ; Mr. Beard appeared for

Victor ; and Mr. Thome Cole (instructed by

Messrs. Buchanan & Rogers) was for Overton.

The evidence previously taken was read over,

and signed by the witnesses. Bowman was a

warehouseman and porter to Messrs. Rooney,

brush - manufacturers, of Bishopsgate-street,

and, from his own confession, he had stolen

brushes since June last, and had sold them to

Mrs. Overton, the wife of a greengrocer, for

6d. each, and she sold them for Is. 4d. each.

Some of them he sold to Mr. Gieske, of 39,

Norton Folgate, hairdresser, who afterwards

showed them to a friend. They had some

conversation about the quality and make of

the brushes, and as to who was the maker,

the result being that he went to Mr. Rooney,

who at once identified the brushes as part of

his unfinished stock. The matter was put in the

hands of the police, and hence, the prosecution.

Mr. Beard contended that there was no case

against his client ; that the goods were bought

in the usual way, and that Victor, who was no

judge of brushes, gave a fair price for them.

Mr. Thome Cole said the woman Overton for

a number of years had lived in Artillery-lane,

and up to this time had borne an irreproachable

character. She knew the prisoner Bowman

well, and hod bought brushes of him. It was

true that when first charged she stated that

ehe got them at the Cattle Market, but that

statement might have been made in good faith.

There were sales every Friday at the Cottle

Market, and Overton had made purchases

there for some time past, and it was quite

possible that she might have thought that she

bought the brushes now produced at these

sales. At any rate, knowing Bowman, she

had bought of him, as he had stated to her

that these brushes were made in his overtime.

He (Mr. Cole) contended that there was no

case for a jury. Alderman Knight said that

so far as Bowman and Overton were con

cerned, they must go for trial. There was

not so much evidence against Victor, but he

had made two statements as to the way he

became possessed of the goods ; therefore, in

fairness to him, his, too, was a case for

a jury, but he would accept his own re

cognizances. After the usual caution had

been administered, Bowman said he pleaded

guilty to stealing between two and a-half

and three dozen brushes from his employer.

He never took any before June, and he never

told Mrs. Overton that the brushes he sold her

were made in his overtime. Mr. Cole objected

to these statements. The prisoner had pleaded

guilty, and he could not say anything against

the others. The Alderman said Bowman was

making a statement, and could not be stopped

in doing so. Victor said he was perfectly

innocent of the charge ; and Overton said she
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e ft the case in the hands of her solicitor.

Mr. Gill, on the subject of bail, said he had no

objection to that offered for Mrs. Overton, but

he thought it right that the Alderman should

know that Victor had three times been charged

with receiving stolen property, but had luckily

got off. He had on some other occasion giveii

up property rather than face proceedings. Mr.

Jieard objected to these statements. The Al

derman said he should commit the three

prisoners for trial. He would accept bail for

Overton of one surety in £200, or two in £100,

and herself in £400. As a person was consi

dered innocent till found to be guilty, he

would in the case of Victor accept his own

recognizances to appear at the Old Bailey.

Bowman was then removed, and the other

two left the Court, having complied with the

Alderman's ruling as to bail.

Stealing Furniture.—At the Lambeth

Police-court on the 19th inst. Edward Cannon,

packing-case maker, was charged on remand

with stealing from 168, Southampton-street,

Camberwell, a looking-glass, value 8s. 6d.,the

property of Mr. Sayer, furniture-dealer.

Prisoner walked into the shop, seized the

glass, and ran off with it. Mr. Sayer pursued

and stopped him, when he said a man had

sent him for the glass. When Constable

154 P came up prisoner told him the same

story, but would not point out the man.

Sergeant 10 P said in September, 1878, pri

soner was sentenced to twelve months at the

Surrey Sessions for stealing a looking-glass.

He had only been out of prison a few days

when he committed the present robbery. He

was previously sentenced to one month at this

Court for stealing a looking-glass at Denmark-

hill. Prisoner, who declined to say anything

in defence, was committed for trial.

Alleged Fraudulent Bankruptcy.—

On Saturday, at Worship-street Police-court,

John Lordan, leather merchant, of Myrtle-

street, Hoxton, Edward Mannion, merchant,

of Petherton-road, Highbury, Robert Watson,

warehouseman, of Church-road, Essex-road,

Islington, and Thomas Summers, commission

agent, of Carlo-terrace, Brompton, were again

charged on remand before Mr. .'Bushby with

committing various frauds, and conspiring

together to defraud the creditors of the first-

named prisoner, and to defeat the bankruptcy

laws. Mr. Grain (with whom was Mr.

Tickell) appeared for the prosecution, in

structed by Mr. Montague, on behalf of the

Treasury ; Mr. Grueber defended Lordan.

Mr. Grain said that he should not be able to

proceed far that day as, owing to the pressure

of Central Criminal Court business, the officers

had not been able to fully prosecute the

inquiries. He proposed, therefore, to take

the evidence of one or two minor witnesses,

and ask for a further remand. No opposition,

he believed, would be offered to that, as the

prisoners would not be at all prejudiced. Mr.

Frederick Whitcombe, managing clerk to

Messrs. H. J. Davis & Son, auctioneers, of

Bishopsgate-avenue, said that he knew Man

nion, Watson, and Summers ; Lordan he did

not know. Ayres (the witness examined last

week) and Irving, clerk to Lordan & Co.,

were also known to him. Watson was the

first he knew. The accounts were separate,

and entered in the name of each. Had

had dealings with Watson in October,

1877, the address given being Church-

road, Essex-road, Islington. Goods were sent

or sale by auction, some in January, and

ome between September and October. One

ot in September was for £17, and in October

for £25. There were'none in 1878. The busi

ness done was in leather goods, sent for sale

by auction. The goods sent were from dif

ferent addresses—those in January from Rus

sell-place, Bermondsey ; those in October from

Church-road, Essex-road, Islington. Watson

called afterwards with respect to the goods,

and witness handed bim cheques for the

amount of the sales. [Watson here said that

the goods sold were his own property. He

not being represented, was tola that later on

he would be able to cross-examine.] The

witness added that he had also had dealings

with Mannion. The other prisoners, Watson,

Mannion, and Summers sent consignment .

notes. Ayres did not, but called to see the

firm generally at the time the goods were sold.

Witness, during all the time that the trans

actions were taking place, did not know the

name of Lordan & Co. Summers mentioned

it, however, just about the close of the trans

actions. It was also mentioned in a letter

received from Summers. The firm had kUo

dealings with Mr. Irving, the witness who had

been examined. Did not know that he came

from Lordan & Co. He gave his address as

10, Worship-street, and witness made a remark

to him about it. There was a consignment

note. It was in Septembar, 1878, an advance

of £35 was made on the goods. The balance

was sent by onother cheque. Mr. George

Nicholls, auctioneer, of George-yard, Alder-

manbury, said that he had had transactions

with Mannion. In December, 1877, and

January, February, April, and May, 1878,

goods were sold for him and paid by cheques.

Witness had had no transactions with others

mentioned in the cose. Another witness named

William Norton, a former employi, having been

examined, the prisoners were again remanded.

Cjje <§ i}i\\t.

Compiled with tpecial reference to the Furniture, Dfco.

ration, Upholetery, and Drapery Trade*,from Me»*r*.
Gamble 4 Harvey'* " Weekly Record."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Baker, J. G., & Co., drapers, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Beaumont & Qaiside, joiners, Slaithwaite, York

shire. <

Boote, T. & R., tile and earthenware msnufac-

tnrere, Waterloo Potteries and Eucaustio Tile

Works, Burslem.

Gonlter & Kicb, auctioneers, Oxford-street and

Burton-hill, Malmsbury.

Halstead, Joseph, & Co., drapers, 22, Market.

street, Nelson, Lancashire.

Hudson, John Stockdale, & Charles Hudson,

drapers, 23, Yorkshire-street, Rochdale.

Jackson, Joseph, & Samnel Foster Jackson,

timber-merchants, 21 and 22, Altrinoham-

streot, Maoohester.

Murrell & Peake, timber-merchants, Gloucester.

Nixon & Cooper, glass and ohina dealers, 10,

Promeoade.villas, Cheltenham.

Richardson & IIowsou, drapers, 11, Market-

square, Penrith, Cumberland.

Yoxall & Browne, drapers, 88, Mill-streot, Crewe,

Cheshire, and 1, Bury New-road, Strange,

ways, Manchester.

Liquidations by Arrangement oh

Composition.

Bartlett, William Ball, ironmonger, &o., Colyton,

Devon. Sept. 10. W. Every, solioitor, Honiton.

Black, John, trading as John Blaok & Son,

pianoforte and organ-key manufacturer, 167,

Kentish-town. road. Sept. 9. A. Fleet, soli

citor, 39, Hatton-garden.

Hetherington, George Cooper, auctioneer, Eton,

Backs. Sept. 12. At T. Durant's, solicitor,

5, Guildhall - chambers, Basinghall - street,

Sept. 29, at 3.

Hill, Bichard Perrins, cabinet-maker, Wisemore.

street, Walsall, late Rasball, near Walsall.

Sept. 10. A. B. East, solioitor, Temple-street,

Birmingham.

Jarvif, Watson Michael, joiner, Ellin-street and

Sontb-street Moor, both Sheffield. Sept. 12.

At F. E. Maohen's, solioitor, Sheffield,

Sept. 27, at 11.

Johmttone, David Bell, Robert Mayhew, Walter

Jackson Bridges, William Went Dyke, and

.lames Bel), trading as D. B. Johnstone & Co.,

furnishing warehousemen, &c Kdgware-rood.

Sept. 9. At Chamber of Commerce, 145.

Cheapside, Oct. 1. at 3. Prior, Bigg, Church &

Adams, solicitors, 61, Lincoln'sion.fields.

Livingstone, George, glass • merohant, Hope-

street, Hanley. Sept. 8. D. S. Sutton, soli

citor, Barslem.

Marcus, Solomon, fnrnitare-dealer, Splottland's-

terrace, Cardiff. Sept. 5. J. Morgan, solioi

tor, Cardiff.

Mortimer, Joseph, cabinet-maker and furniture,

broker, Cottingham, Yorkshire, late Prospect-

street, Hull. Sept. 13. At A. Kerly's, soli

citor, 14, Great Wiaohester-street, London,

Sept. 30, at 2. J. E. Pettingell, solicitor.

Osborne, James, oarpentsr and undertaker, St.

George's- place and Charles.street, both Bath.

Sept. 8. F. S. Clark, solicitor, Bath.

Payne, Joseph, trading as Joseph Payne & C>.,

furniture-dealer, Duke-Btreet, Cardiff. Sept.

11. W. H. Brown, solicitor, Small-street,

Bristol.

Porter, William, timber-dealer, 4, Railway-ter

race, Adam-street, late 41, Deptfnrd Lower-

road, Rotherhithe. Aug. 30. W. Billon,

solioitor, 5, Renfrew-road, Lower Kennington-

lane.

RhodeB, John, and Jo=eph Rhodes, trading as

Rhodes BroB., Dock manufacturers, Cleck-

heaton, Yorks. Sept. 8. G. Curry, solicitor,

Cleckbeaton.

Robinson, Edward, painter, gilder, &o , Barton,

Westmoreland. Sept. 9. At Fearneside &■

Son's, solicitors, Barton, Oot. 1, at 3.

Suary, John, cabinet manufacturer, Victoria-

etreet and Temple-street, Bristol. 8epi- 12.

At Pluramer & Parry's, solicitors, Nicholaa-

street, Bristol, Sept. 29, at 2.

Sudall, John, ironmonger, &o., Union.road, Os-

waldtwistle. Sept. 13. At the Old Ball

Hotel, Church-street, Blackburn, Oct. 1, at

11. J. & W. Eastham, solicitors, Clitheroe.

Tucker, Edward, glue-maker, Kirkbride, Cum

berland. Sept. 10. J. Errington, solicitor,

Carlisle.

Turner, William Frederiok, furniture.deaVr,

Steelhonse-lane, Birmingham. Sept. 1. II. K.

Parry, solicitor, Benoett's-bill, Birmingham.

Williams, Daniel, timber-merchant, Ponhcawl

and Maestee, Glamorganshire. Sept. 11. At

Ship Inn, Bridgend, Sept. 30, at 12. G. F.

Scale, solicitor.

Adjudications of Bahkeuptcy.

Brooks, Henry, jcn., moulding manufacturer, Xr

Piccadilly. 8ept. 8.

Mel la, George Smith, trading as G. S. Mel Is h

Co., ironmonger, Borough High - stretfc.

Sept. 12.

Wright, Alfred and George Diion, lamp manu

facturers, 15a, Wnite Lion.street, Bishops-

gate. Sept. 6.

Trustees Appointed.

Hollier, Jas. T. and Edmund Thacker (Bk'.),

dealer in artists' materials, Ludgate-bill.

Trustee, B. R'gold, 82, Bishopsgate-sueec

Within, merchant.

Horrooks, John, jun., and Charles E. Horrock»,

(Bkt.), cabinet-makers, trading as Horrocka

Bros., St. Mary's Parsonaue, Manchester.

Trustee, J. F. K. Johnstone, Peter-scree:,

Manchester, accountant.

Humphrey, William J., (Liq.), china-dealer,

Great Yarmonth. Trnsteea, J. Lockett, DyerV-

bnildinga, Holborn, agent, and J. Etheridge,

Great Yarmouth, accountant.

Murray, James (Liq.), builder, Hcdson, Chiale-

don, Wilts. Trustees, P. H. Mason, Swiodon,

grocer, and W. Gilbert, Swindon, cabinet

maker.

Parkerson, Robert H. (Bkt.), dealer in piano

fortes, Anerley • grove, Upper Norwood.

Trustee, W. Parfitt, Cattle-market, Caledo

nian-road.

Parry, Joseph (Bkt.), china-dealer, Park-road,

late Edgehill, Liverpool. Trustee, H. Bollatd,

L verpool, accountant.

Declaration of Dividends.

Carr, John (Liq.), ironmonger, Acton. First

and final dividend of 10d., at Harrison &

Stanley's, 11, Old Jewry. chambers, London.

Cox, Stephen F., Fitzhngh Cor, and George

Chapman, trading as Cox Bros. (Bkt.), leather-

merchants, Leeds. First and final divide: •:

of 2s. 3d., at W. H. Barrell's, 18, Albion-street,

Leeds.

Dent, Richard P. (Liq.), steam sawyer, Hull.

Final dividend of 2s. 2d., at G. D. Storry,

jun.'s, 3, East-parade, Hnll.

Edwards, William H. (Liq ), timbf r. merchant,

Nottingham. First dividend of 4a., at C.

Rogers', Willoughby House, Nottingham.

Hazlett, Josiah (Liq.), sewing-machine dealer,

Bury, Lancashire. First and ftual dividend

of 2d., at Fetter & Ingham's, 28, Martin's-

lane, London.

Sequestration.

Wilson, James, cabinet-maker, Plantation-street,

Glasgow. Sept. 11. Claims by Jan. 11.
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Dividends under Sequestrations.

Duncan, William L., trading as Wro. Doncan

ironmonger, High-street, PaiBley. Equalising

and 2nd, at Miller 4 Ferguson's, Queenstreet,

Glasgow.

Maclnskey, Jame», cabinet-maker, &o., Great

Clyde-street, Glasgow. 2nd and tinal and

equalising, at J. Wilson's, 59, St. Vincent-

street, Glasgow.

Trustee and Commissioners Appointed

Caldwell, Wm. BurnBide, oabinet-maker, 4t>.

Ardenadam, Argyll, prev. Glasgow. Trustee,

C. 8. Rimanes, 198, 8t. Vinoent.street,

Glasgow. Commissioners, D. Frazor, chemist,

and A. 8. Bryce, oil-merchant, both Glnegow.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. Paul Fildes,

cabinet and sofa manufacturer, of Ancoats, was

held on the 17th inst., at the offices of Messrs.

Gaunt 4 Grainger, Queen's Chambers, John

Dalton-etreet, Manchester, when a resolution

accepting a composition of 2s. 6d. in the pound

■was passed.

An adjourned general meeting of the creditors

of James Halliday, brush manufacturer, of

Baonp, was held on the 17th inst., at the Wheat-

aheaf Hotel, Fennel-Btreet, Manchester. A

-abatement of affairs was read by the receiver,

and after some discussion it was resolved to

liquidate the estate by arrangement and to grant

the debtor's immediate discharge. Mr. James

Marchanton (Messrs. Marchanton 4 Kendal),

accountant, 63, King.street, Manoheater, and

Toomas Gregory, accountant, of Bacup, were

appointed joint trustees.

A meeting of the creditors of James Kidyard,

joiner, Hyde, was held on the 17th inst. at

Ash urn. under- Lytie, when a statement of affairs

showing liabilities £714 and assets £221, was

submitted. A composition of 3s. in the pound,

payable in two, four, and six months, was

accepted, the last instalment to be guaranteed

to the satisfaction of two of the largest credi

tors. Mr. Jones, Manchester, was appointed

trustee to distribute the composition.

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. Golden,

ironmonger, Dewsbnry. was held at his Bhop on

the 18th inst. Mr. W. H. Armitage, the re.

ceiver, read a statement of affairs whioh

showed the liabilities to be £2,300. 3s. 6d., and

the assets £1,476. 5s. 0d., less £64. 15s. 4d. to

-be paid in full. The debtor offered a composi

tion of 8s. in the ponnd, to be paid in cash

within twenty . eight days after the seoond

meeting of creditors.

The affairs of D. B. Johnstone & Co. came re

cently before the London Bankruptcy Court.

The debtors, David Bell Johnstone, Robert

Mayhew, Walter Jackson Bridges, William W.

Dyke, and James Bel), trading as upholsterers

and general furnishing warehousemen, in oo-

partnerahip, in Edgware-road, under the firm of

D. B. Johnstone & Co., have petitioned for the

liquidation of their affairs ; and Mr. Doria ap.

plied to the Court for the appointment of Mr.

J. D. Viney, accountant, 99, Cheapside, as re

ceiver and manager of the estate, and for an

injunction restraining further proceedings at

the suit of the following creditors : M. Camille

Destoop, 28, Lawrence-lane ; Messrs. Turner 4

Triggs, 58, Friday-stieet ; and Messrs. Edward

Ilughes 4 Sons, of Paternoster-buildings. The

liabilities were estimated at £35,000, and assets

at a like amount, consisting of etock £30,000,

and book debts £5,000. The application was

supported by creditors for £13,500, and Mr.

Registrar Brougham mode the desired appoint,

ment, and granted an interim injunotion.

BILLS OF SALE.

Abel, Charles, joiner, 86, Roohdale-road, Man

chester, for £20, to Ephraim Harris. Filed

Sept. 8.

Annely, Edward, ivory-turner, 26, Brodia-mad,

Stoke Newington, for £21, to John R. Kite.

Filed Sept. 10.

Bailes, Robert, joiner, Bell-street, Sunderland,

for £27, to Robert L. Bailes. Filed Sept. 13.

Barratt (Barrett?) John, cabinet-maker, 61,

Bloomhald.terrace, and 56, Bridge-street,

Bradford, for £63, to Ephraim Harris. Filed

Sept. 13.

Chilcott, John, cabinet-maker, 19, Eversholt-

road, Oakley-square, for £38, to Thomas

Fairhead. Filed Sept. 10.

Cottrell, George, trading as Cottrell 4 Jarman,

furniture- dealer, 92, Blaokman - street,

Borough, for £360. 10s„ to Sarah Cottrell.

Filed Sept. 13.

Davies, Jobn, cabinet -maker, Wern, Tstalyfera,

Glamorganshire, for £7, to Ieaao Seline.

Filed Sept. 13.

De Laparelle, William, furniture-dealer, 14,

Richmond. terraoe, Grosveuor.park, Camber-

well, for £22. 12s. 2d., to London & West

minster Loan, 4o. Co. Filed Sept. 13.

Diamond, Zymou, wood-torner, 29, Batemans-

row, and 4, Spencer-street, tShoreditcb, for

£50, to John F. Chapman. Filed Sept. 12.

Dover, Charles, wood-carver, 2, Orchard-road,

Starch Green-rosd, for £14, to James Jelley.

Filed Sept. 11.

Flockton, George, piotnre.frame maker, New

Briggate, Leeds, Yorks, for £196, to William

Craven. Filed Sept. 13.

Griffith, Robert, joiner, oabinet-maker, 4o , 55,

High-street, Portmadoo, Carnarvonshire, for

£36, to Margery Williams and others. Filed

Sept. 8.

Hartshorns, William, china-painter, 3, Waro'-

street, Bnrslem, Staffordshire, for £27, to

Joseph Harris. Filed Sept. 13.

Harvey, Armour, cabinet-maker and upholsterer,

83, Bridge-street, Manchester, and 61, Dickie

son-road, Rueholme, Lancashire, for £230,

to Robert James. Filed Sept. 10.

Hawkins, Jno. Moses, house-decorator, 4o. 31,

Middle-street, Hastings, for £14. 10s., to

Lewis Phillips. Filed Sept. 13.

Hill, Charles, furniture dealer, 4c, 58, High-

street, Blaenavon, Monmouthshire, for £50,

to William West. Filed Sept. 11.

Pilling, Oswald Joseph, auctioneer, 5, School

street, Sonthport, for £108, to Albion Loan,

" 4c, Co. Filed Sept. 13.

Pratt, George Henry, and Joseph Seymour, fur.

nitcre-brokers, Church-lane, Low Ousepate,

York, for £70, to Commercial, Ac. Co. Filed

Sept. 12.

Rees, John, joiner, 2, Marine-terrace, Barmouth,

Merionethshire, for £200, to Henry Lloyd.

Filed Sept. 8.

Richardson, William, joiner, 25, Salt Meadow,

terrace, Salt Meadow, near Gateshead, for

£10, to Fibush Levinson and another. Filed

Sept. 11.

Roraer, John Henry, brush-maker, 52, Colveston.

crescent, St. Mark'e-sqoare, Dalston, for £16,

to John Jaoobs. Filed Sept. 8.

Scale, Bernard, cabinet-maker, furniture-dealer,

4o., 5, Gordon-terrace, Upper Richmond -road,

Putney, for £315, to Imperial, &c. Bank.

Filed Sept. 11.

Shires, Thomas, decorator, 4c, 32, High-street,

Camden-town, for £100, to Edward S. Tudor

and others. Filed Sept. 8.

Slaytor, James Henry, brush mannfaoturer, 17,

New Inn.yard, Shoreditob, for £13, to National

Mercantile Back. Filed Sept. 11.

Snape, John, joiner, 4o., Market-street, Droyls-

den, Lancashire, for £35, to Joseph Lsigh.

Filed Sept. 13.

Stringer, Herbert, furniture dealer, 90, Chnroh-

street, Bilston, Staffordshire, for £87, to Wm.

Henry Jones. Filed Sept. 10.

Thornton, John, joiner, 4o., Town-street, Eocles-

faill, Yorkshire, for £121. 19s. 5d., to Ed-

ward Clifton. Filed Sept. 8.

Trinder, Walter George, fnrniture-dealer, High,

street, Cricklade, Wiltshire, for £65, to

Joseph Hellering. Filed Sept. 10.

Underwood, Thomas, ironmonger, 62, King-

street, Blaenavon, Monmoothshire, for £70,

to Louis Freed man. Filed Sept. 12.

Wells, William Thomas, ironmonger, 4c, 11 and

13, Back Chnroh-lane, Whiteohapel, for £66,

to Thomas Oakey. Filed Sept. 12.

Winter, George, leather-dresser, 69. Finabury

park, for £535. 4s. 3d., to Wm. J. Turney and

Filed Sept. 13.

Rochdale Art Exhibition.—The Rochdale

Art Society opened their first exhibition of pic

tures on the 19th inst. The Bociety was only

formed in Ootober last, for the purpose of en

couraging art, and the members meet fort

nightly to suggest subjects, and monthly meet

ings are also held to criticise work. The present

exhibition is confined to the work of amateur

artists residing within nine miles of Roch

dale.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscribere in London
ae veil a* in all parte of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or eend ue
any Jottings of general tntereet to the Trades we
represent. By eo doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thu Department of the Fubkitubi

G-AZBXTB.

Mr. M. Phen£, cabinet-maker and uphol

sterer, has opened an office furniture store at

42, Basinghall-street.

Messes. Summers & Son, gold-beaters, have

removed from Little Britain to 19, Duke-street,

West Smithfield.

' Messrs. Dalby & Schofield, -woollen

agents, have removed from King-street to 4,

Coleman-street.

Mr. James Tall held an auction sale last

Monday at the Cross Keys Hotel, Market

place, Hull, of the stock of the Scarborough

Floor Oilcloth Company (Limited).

Messrs. Robert M'Tear & Co., of the

Royal Exchange Sale Rooms, Glasgow, sold

by auction on Tuesday last the salvage stock

of floorcloths and linoleum in connection with

the recent fire at Messrs. Michael Nairn & Co.'s

factory at Kirkcaldy.

The firms of Lang & Co., of 34, London-

street, Glasgow, and Lyon &Co., of St. Enoch-

square, Glasgow, lamp manufacturers, have

been dissolved. Both businesses will be con

tinued by Mr. George Lyon, under the title of

Lyon & Co.

Messrs. Robertson & Howe, timber-

merchants, of Mains-road, Dundee, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. John Howe continues

the business.

Mr. James Clarkson has retired from the

firm of R. & J. Thomson, drapers, of Hamilton.

Messrs. Jackson & Liley, shoddy manu

facturers, at Drighlington, have dissolved part

nership. Mr. M. Liley will continue the busi

ness, under the title of M. Liley & Co.

The firm of Gorton & Shemilt, elastic cord

and braid manufacturers, having been dis

solved, the business will be continued by Mr.

J. F. Gorton.

Messrs. Ellington & Son, 13, Friday-

street, intimate that they have resumed such

departments of the late firm of Messrs. Elling

ton, Ridley & Co. as were carried on by Messrs.

A. S. Ridley & Co., damask manufacturers,

&c.

Messrs. F. B. Lecky & Co., Irish and

Scotch linen manufacturers, have taken pre

mises at 56, Aldermanbury.

Mr. W. R. B. Fletcher and Mr. Walter

Berdoe state that in consequence of the retire

ment of Mr. T. Griffiths, the firms of Griffiths,

Fletcher & Berdoe, and the Silicate Paint

Company have been formally dissolved, and

that they have acquired the premises, good

will, &c, of the two firms, which will be

merged into one concern, to be carried on

under the style of the Silicate Paint Company.

The works of the firm are at Charlton and the

City office at 107, Cannon-street.

Messrs. Philip Samuels & Co., trim

mings and lace manufacturers, have taken

premises at 8, Wood-street.

Messrs. Arthur Barron & Co. (Gros

Sole Sewing-Machine Company, Limited ; tho

Woollen Trades Association ; and the Credit

Protection Association, Limited) have taken

offices in Great Bell-alley, Coleman-street.

Messrs. John Holdsworth & Co., damask

manufacturers, &c, have removed from

Gutter-lane to 6, Goldsmith-street.

Mr. W. B. Norris, silk-merchant, hns

removed from Gresham-street to 2, LiJypot-

lane.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. John Sumner, dyer, of Leeds, must be

sent in by the 29th instant to Mr. T. B. Turner,

of 4, Hanover-place, Park-lane, Leeds.

Creditors of the late Mr. W. Bailey,

auctioneer, of 27, Chiswell-street, must forward
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their claims by Nov. 1 to Messrs. Miller,

Smith & Bell, of 3, Salters'-hall-court, Can

non-street.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. William Hunter, upholsterer and timber-

merchant, of 67, Moorgate-street, of Brydes-

place, Shoreditch, and of Purley Lodge, near

Croydon, must he sent in by Oct. 9 to

Messrs. Hollams, Son & Coward, of Mincing-

lane.

James White, brusbmaker, Miller-street

Manchester, trading under the style or firm of

James White & Co., has filed a petition for

liquidation. The liabilities are £2,300.

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Bolton County Court on behalf of John

Morlev, Fold-street, Bolton, cabinet-maker,

-with liabilities £1,360.

Jfnrnifott ana Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 18th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache'.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class FX

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as " fur

nitures."

Completely Registered.

339,494. Wheeler, John Jaokson, of 189, Fal

ham-road. Class III. Sept. 12.

339,496. The Linoleum Manufacturing Company

(Limited), 144, Queen Victoria-street. Clans

VI. Sept. 12.

339.498-602. Sowerby * Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead-on-Tyne. Class III.

Sept. 12.

339,525-6. Drew, Alexander & Sons, of 15,

Nioholas.street, Manobester, and Lower Home,

near Burnley. Class XL Sept. 13.

339,691. Clarke, James, of 28, Derby-road, Not

tingham. ClaBsV. Sept. 16.

339,630. Boden Terras & Co., of Manchester.

Class XL Sept. 16.

339,633. Saunders & Shepherd, of 25, Bartlett's-

buildings, Holborn Circus. Class IV. Sept. 16.

339,684. Willson, E. J., of 21, St. Bride-street.

Class IV. Sept. 17.

339,685-6. Brownfield, William & Sons, of Co-

bridge, Staffordshire. Class IV. Sept. 17.

339,906. Church, Ebenezer, of 28, North-Btreet,

King's-oroes. Class IV. Sept. 17.

339,972-8. Massmann, H., of Kiel, North Ger.

many. Class II. Sept. 18.

339,979. Brown-Westhead, T. C, Moore, & Co.,

of Cauldon. place, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Sept. 18.

339,980 340,000. Cooke, Sons, & Co., of London

and Liversedge, Yorkshire. Class VI. Sept. 18.

340,002-6. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead- on -Tyne. Class III.

Sept. 18.

Useful Design Provisionally Registered.

3,208. Talbot, J., of Alexandra-place, Welling

ton, Somerset, for mineral oil 000king-stores

and kitcheners. Sept. 12.

fetters fatent.

Ia {hit column will be found tuck inventions at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholttery, Carpet, and

Drapery Tradet ; and Incentort art requetted to put
themtelcet in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to ajford them publicityfor their inventiont

Applications fob Letters Patent.

3.651. Lake, H. B\, of Southampton-buildings,

for improvements in lathes for turning wood.

A communication to him from abroad by J.

Davies and F. B. Chidester, both of Jersey

city (U.S.A.). Complete specification.

Sept. 12.

3.652. Nawrocki, G. W. Ton, of 124, Leipziger-

strasse, Berlin, for an improved manufacture

of quilted fabrios. A communication from A.

H. A. Frankenburg, of Hanover, Germany.

Sept. 12.

3,665. Smith, J., oivil engineer, of Walmley,

near Birmingham, for improvements in

domestic stoves, grates, and cooking-ranges,

and their ohimneys. Sept. 12.

3,669. Russell, W. J., of Croydon, for improve

ments in stoves or grates. Sept. 13.

3,673. Rowley, J., of 84, Camberwell-road, for

improvements in machinery for cutting and

splitting wood. Sept. 13.

3,675. Crichley, H., manufacturer, of Birming

ham, for improvements in apparatus for

heating rooms, air-baths, and buildings.

Sept. 13.

3,685. Boult, A. J., of the firm of Wm. P.

Thompson &, Co., patent agents, 323, High

Holborn, for improvements in the process for

ornamenting glass-ware, in the moulds there

for, and in the means for etching them. A

communication from H. Fenrbake and W.

Beck, Pittsburgh, Penn., U.S.A. Complete

specification. Sept. 15.

3,688. Farran, J., of Manchester, for improve

ments in weaving and cutting velvets and

other piled fabrics, and in the construction of

machinery for such purposes, part of which

invention is also applicable to the weaving of

other kinds of fabrics. Sept. 15.

3,693. Pitt, S., of Sutton, for improvements in

the manufacture and decoration of linoleum,

kamptnlicon, and other surfaces. A com.

munication from C. M. Jacob, of Paris.

Sept. 15.

3,701. Livesey, J., of ^Westminster Chambers,

Victoria-street, and H. B. Greenwood, of 31,

Monmonth-road, Bayswater, for a new and

improved apparatus for supporting or holding

window-sashes, BhHtterB, and blinds, applicable

to railway and other carriages, tramway-cars,

and house-windows. Sept. 16.

3,711. Browne, A., of the firm of Browne & Co.,

of Southampton-buildings, for improved me

chanism formnsical-boxes. A communication

from Messrs. Aubert & Sou, of Paris. Sept. 16.

3,720. Bossiter, T. R. engineer, of Bristol, for

improvements in sewing-machines. Sept. 16.

3.726. Lewis, J., engineer, of Preston, and W. M.

Langley, engineer, of the same place, for im

provements in dobbies for weaving fancy

goods. Sept. 17.

3.727. Clark, A. M., patent agent, of Chanoery-

lane, for improvements in annealing and tem

pering glass, and in apparatus employed

therefor. A communication from J. M. A.

Deherrypon, of Paris. Sept. 17.

3,736. Timmins, G., of Birmingham, W. Timmins,

and G. T. Lea, of London, for improvements in

brackets or clips for securing or retaining

stair-rods, window-rods, and window-laths ;

also applicable to other analogous purposes.

Sept. 17.

3,748. Crowley, J. S., engineer, of Manchester,

for improvements in loom-pickers. Sept. 18.

Patents Sealed.

1,043. Duffy, M. C, of Bermondsey, for im

provements in machinery or apparatus for

cutting and splitting wood. March 17.

1,048. Blakeley, J., web manufacturer, of How.

den Clough, near Leeds, for improvements in

or applicable to looms for weaving. Maroh 17.

1,070. Barlow, W. A., of St. Paul's-ohurchyard,

for improvements in process for obtaining or

extracting tannin. A communication from

P. Gondolo, of Paris. March 18.

1,088. Butchart, W. P., spinner, and J. Skinner,

mill-manager, both of Dundee, for improve

ments in machinery for softening jute, hemp,

and similar fibrous materials. March 19.

1,094. Middleton, R.,of Leeds, for improvements

in machinery or apparatus employed for stock

ing, unhairing, and softening hides, skins, and

leather. Maroh 19.

1,114. Baird, J., Ben., of Edinburgh, for improve

ments in apparatus for removing burrs from

and otherwise treating skins. March 20.

1,155. Willford, G. W., of Sonthampton-bnild-

ings, for improvements in the manufacture of

springs, and in machinery or apparatus there

for. March 22.

1,166. Hale, A. W., engineer, of New York, for

improvements in frames or holders for maps,

pictures, and similar artioles. Maroh 24.

1,263. Varley, J., of Charterhouse - buildings,

for an improved tooth-brush. March 29.

2,167- Wilson, T., of Birmingham, for im

provements in bedsteads and bedstead

bottoms. May 31.

2,723. Shiers, R., jnn., and J. J. Shiers, both of

Oldham, for improvements in the manufacture

of plushes and velvets. July 4.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

ngents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

Uefos, Stoffs, aito Comments.

The Manchester Arts Club which has

been recently established is to be opened to-day

Saturday).

The Dundee Carpenters have come out on

strike against a reduction of their wages from

27s. 6d. to 25s. 3d. per week. Their working

hours are fitty.fonr per week.

A Large Poplar Tree.—The largest tree

in the Southern States of America, a tnlip-

bearing poplar tree near Augusta, Ga., is 155 ft.

high and Oft. in diameter, its lowest branches

being 55 ft. from the ground.

Technical Drawing.—Mr. Partem Parry, of

31, Prospect-row, Woolwich, who has in past

years conducted special classes for furniture

designers and cabinet-makers, announces that

his drawing classes will be resumed at the end

of this month.

Furniture Failures in France.—The fol

lowing statistics as to failures in the furniture)

and wood trades are given in a recent French

report on the administration of justice. The

total number of failures in 1877 was 5,480, of

which number 135 were in the furniture trade,

and 208 in the wood industry.

Dewsbury Weaving School.—The follow.

ing evening classes will be held during the

winter months in connection with the Dews-

bury Technical School :—An advanced and

elementary class for weaving, the teacher of

whioh will be Mr. H. Haigh, and a practical

dyeing class, the teacher being Mr. Joe Frost.

The Belgium Drapery Trade.—A peti

tion, signed by all the underclothing and drapery

goods manufacturers of Brussels, has been pre

sented to the Ministry praying for special pro

tection against German competition, by means

of an advance of the import duties from 10 to

25 per cent, on all ready-made apparel of silk,

linen, or cotton.

The Sydney Exhibition was opened on the

17th inst. The machinery in motion depart

ment is not yet completely ready, bnt the pre

parations are on a great scale, and there is

every reason to believe that this department

will be of much interest and practical nse. The

pottery and glass section is good and extensive.

There are 800 British industrial exhibitors and

513 fine art entries. Germany has 695 entries,

inolnding 108 fine art ; Austria, 170 ; France,

350 industrial and 168 fine art; Belgium, 236

industrial and 50 paintings. America has 150

industrial collections.

Government and Emigration.—For some

weeks a soheme of emigration has been set on

foot at Oldham, in consequence of the depressed

state of the cotton trade. Those willing to join

in the soheme were principally operatives, bnt

they were so poor that they could not raise the

neoessary funds. An appeal for Government as

sistance was therefore made to the Secretary of

State for the Colonies, who replied that be had no

funds at his disposal out of which to grant

assistance to emigrants, adding that emigration

from this country to the colonies was conducted

by agents of the respective colonies at the

expense of the Governments they represented.

The " Commission " System.—The Special

Committee of Inquiry appointed by the Court

of Common Council to ascertain whether, and

to what extent, the system of accepting com

missions from tradesmen on corporation business

by olerks of the corporation exists in the Guild,

hall offices, have just agreed upon their report.

The conclusions of that report, which has been

ordered to be printed, are that, with the excep

tion of the Remembrancer's and City Solicitor's

departments, there is no evidence that com.

missions or gratuities have been taken by

officials of the Corporation, and that in those

departments the practice is of very long

standing.

Traders and Co-operation.—A conference

of traders was held on Wednesday at Exeter

Hall, Major Mercier in the ohair, to consider the

relations of traders with the co-operative stores.

Resolutions were adopted to the effect that the

legitimate traders of the United Kingdom were

placed in an unfair position by the competition

of servants of the Crown, that a Central Traders'

Parliamentary Association and an executive

council should be formed, and that it was

desirable that the traders as a body should take
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measures by co-operating amongst themselves

to reduce the costs and risks of trade, so as to

be able to compote successfully with the co

operative and other stores.

Silk manufacturing in Canada.—We see

it stated that a number of Montreal capitalists

are about to form a company for the manufac

ture of silk, the operations to be carried on in

Hocbelaga with a subscribed capital of $30,000.

Application was made to the Hochelaga Council

at a recent meeting to exempt the company

from taxation for twenty-five years, and it is

stated that in case such exemption is granted

the erection of factory buildings will be at once

proceeded witb. The dimensions of the pro

posed works are to be substantial, giving em

ployment, it is calculated, to about 200 opera

tives, and altogether surpassing anything in the

line yet attempted in the Dominion.

Furniture Upholstered with Japanese

Embroidery.—Messrs. Trevor & Page, of Nor.

wicb, have now on view a somewhat nnique

suite of drawing-room furniture covered with

Japanese embroidery, mounted in black satin,

the curtains especially being described as very

handsome, and the cornice pole from which they

depend as entirely novel in construction. The

upper part is formed of a gilt cove, relieved

with a treatment of Japanese thorn in oolour.

The whole of the furniture, cornices, Ac, has

been specially designed and manufactured to

crder in the workshops of this firm, and a local

contemporary says that the whole reflects great

credit upon the makers for the good taste dis.

played throughout.

American Carpet Weavers' Organisation.

—A meeting of carpet weavers was reoently

held at Philadelphia, for the purpose of con.

sidering the advisability of forming a perma

nent joint organisation of carpet manufacturers

and weavers, to protect the interests of both

employers and weavers, and to establish a

feeling of harmony and co-operation between

them regarding the prices for labour, etc., in the

future. Mr. William Agnew presided, and Mr.

Jos. Camlin acted as secretary. The reports of

committees from the different shops were

received, as to whether it was deemed proper to

form a permanent organisation, and the majority

of the delegates reported affirmatively. A

motion was agreed to, that a permanent organi

sation be formed.

English Silk Manufacturers migrating

to America.—It is reported from America that

three gentlemen prominently engaged in the

manufacture of silk in Macclesfield have been

visiting the silk mills of FaterBon, New Jersey.

One of the gentlemen builds silk machinery, and

hearing of the great prosperity of the Paterson

mills, he thought he would find a market for his

machinery in that city. He was surprised to

learn that nearly all the machinery wanted is

made in Paterson, one silk manufacturing com

pany making all its own machinery on the pre

mises. One of the other visitors is superin

tendent of a large silk mill in Macclesfield, and

the third is the son of a mill owner, and it is

confidently asserted that one or two English

f rms are about to migrate to the United States.

Victorian Customs' Tariff on Furniture.

—The Legislature of Victoria, as annonnced in

our last issue, has revised its Customs Tariff,

and the revised duties came into operation on

July 30. Upon all articles of furniture, apparel,

machinery, and manufactured metals, the duties

lave been increased by 25 per cent. On

carpeting, blankets, gloves, clocks and watches,

and plated goods, the advance is 100 per cent.,

on leather 50 per cent. Brass and copper ware,

formerly admitted free, will pay 25 per cent.,

and oilcloth and hosiery, formerly free, will pay

20 per cent, on their value. The new tariff has

evidently been framed with a view to the pro

tection of native industries, and the commercial

policy lately inaugurated in Canada has thus

already borne fruit in another one of our

Colonial possessions.

Stains for Leather.—The following pro

cesses are recommended by M. Beimann. For

a blue colour : Dissolve 10 grammes of aniline

blue and five grammes of size or glue in 1,000

grammes of water. Brush the leather over well

three times with this solution, allowing it to

dry thoroughly between each operation. Finally

polish with yolk of egg. For a lilac colour:

Dissolve 10 grammes of tannin in a litre of

water, and brush the liquid well into the leather.

Then, immediately afterwards, brush it over

three times with a solution of 6, 10, or 20

grammes (according to the depth of oolour

required) of violet methyl in a litre of water,

wash over with pure water, and finally polish

by rubbing vigorously with a preparation of 10

grammes of isinglass, and the same quantity of

pure glyoerine in 1,000 grammes of water.

A Co-operative Furniture Manufactory.

—"The Chicago Furniture Workers' Associa

tion," which, as we reoently stated, has been

organised by some of the men who struck work

a short time ago in favour of an eight hours'

working day, is in a fair way of commencing

operations before long. About 1,500 shares

have been taken np out of a total of 2,000. The

subscribers number upwards of 500, and hold

from one to twenty shares each, the latter being

the largest nnmber any one person is permitted

to take. It is proposed to adopt the constitu

tion and bye-laws of the St. Louis Furniture

Workers' Association, subject to certain minor

modifications. The shop rules which have been

framed state that the hoars of labour shall not

exceed ten, nor be less than eight. It is expec.

ted that the new organisation will be in working

order before the dose of the year.

Exportation of Silkworms' Eggs from

Japan.—The Japanese Consul at Milan, in a

report to his Government, says :—"This year the

transactions in Italy in Japanese silkworms'

eggs have been very dull, and although at one

time it was expeoted that a large amount would

be sold when the proper time for the Bilk culture

arrived, yet, contrary to all expectation, no

improvement took place, and, indeed, the trade

in this article is declining seriously." The de

pression is attributed to the decline in the

value of raw silk of late years, which has ren

dered the business of silk-growing unprofitable,

and to the fact that the production of eggB

in Italy (" reproduced egga " and " yellow-

coloured eggs ") has increased and is proving

a success, more confidence in these descriptions

being shown by growers. A large proportion of

the Japanese eggs imported are thrown away.

Kidderminster School of Art.—The new

school of art whioh has been just completed at

Kidderminster will be formally opened on Wed

nesday next, October 1. The event is to be

celebrated by a conversazione to be held in the

new building. Some prominent noblemen and

gentlemen have promised to take part in the

proceedings, which promise to be of an excep

tionally interesting character. An exhibition of

students' work is to be held on the same occa

sion, and the loan of works executed by

past students is invited. Mr. J. Brinton,

the chairman, and Mr. J. J. Harvey, the boo.

secretary, as also the committee of management

may well be congratulated upon the successful

completion of this building, a work whioh would

have been altogether impossible to accomplish

at this season of depression but for their self-

Baorifioing and persevering labours. We wish

the new institution much sacoess.

Early Use of Cork.—A German contem

porary says that the first employment of cork

as a suitable material for stopping bottles must

be attributed to a Benedictine monk named

Perignon, who was cellarer at the manor of

Hantvillers, belonging to his order, from 1668

to 1715. It is certain that the Greeks and

Romans were unacquainted with this use of ocrk.

They closed the earthenware or very occasional

glass vessels whioh they took with them on

their travels (bound round with willow twigs,

bass, straw, or rushes), by mouthpieces of tic.

The manufacture of these vessels played an

important part in the industries of Athens,

among other places. Such a bottle was called

a pytine, and was the direct lineal ancestor of

the "demijohn" of later days. For a very

long time—possibly for thousands of years—a

flaxen pledget (probably of stupa or stuppa

tow) served as the stopper of vessels in whioh

liquids were stored.

Anticipated Strike in the Pottery Trade.

—A large meeting of men employed in the

principal branches of the pottery trade from all

parts of the Staffordshire Potteries, was held at

Hanley, on the 17th icst., to consider the reso

lution passed by the masters to enforoe a gene,

ral reduction of 10 per cent, in wages at

Michaelmas. It was unanimously resolved to

resist the proposed redaction to the nttermost

if the employers should refuse to submit the

question to arbitration, and that the men should

turn out in a body. It is expected that the

masters will refuse arbitration, and, if they do,

a strike of great magnitude will take place.

The operative section of the Potteries Board

of Arbitration and the leaders of the men have

isBued appeals urging their fellow-workers to

disbelieve current rumours of compromise, and

to resist absolutely the reduction of wages or

any infringement of their rights, without a

referenoe to arbitration, and without the men's

grievance of not being paid for ware damaged

in firing being adjusted.

Moth-Destroying Machine.—Moths are

one of the greatest pests of the age, and furniture

manufacturers and upholsterers are often at

their wits' ends to know how to eradicate them

after they have once got into upholstery work ;

or, which is a more important point, how to

prevent them from getting in the goods. Many

manufacturers use pulverised gum camphor in

their work as a preventative ; but the smell of

it is distasteful ; and some who have tried the

experiment state that moths will thrive and

grow fat on camphor. Oar readers will, there

fore, be interested to learn on the authority of

the Boston Cabinet Maker, that Mr. A. E. Thayer,

wholesale and retail furniture dealer, of 837,

Market-street, Philadelphia, has perfeoted a

machine, whioh he olaims will destroy the

moth as well as its eggs ; it is constructed on

scientific principles, and the prooess is perfectly

harmless to all kinds of fabric or furniture. The

maohine is composed of an air.tight compart

ment and an apparatus for generating gas ; the

gas is forced into the compartment and destroys

all animal life whioh may be in it.

The Irish Poplin Manufacture. — A

deputation representing the poplin manufac

turers of Dublin waited last Saturday on Colonel

Caulfield, Comptroller at Dublin Castle, to urge

upon him the advisability of having some steps

taken to revive the declining poplin trade. The

following constituted the deputation :—Messrs.

M. M'Oormao, J. Price, T. Butterly, W. 8.

Cloffe, and A. Drammond (seoretary). Mr.

M'Cormao said they had received a letter from

her Grace the Duchess of Marlborough, sympa

thising with the poplin weavers of the city.

They wished to urge upon her Grace to provide,

and to encourage others to provide, not only

Court dresses and trains, but morning dresses,

dinner dresses, and evening dresses of poplin.

Colonel Caulfield thought if a representation

were made to the Board of Works that all places

that were purely Irish, such as the Castle and

viceregal lodge, should be furnished with

poplins, it would give the poplin trade an

impetus, and certainly be of great advantage to-

the members of the craft. Bat, in all things

like that, (the price was a very important

element. After some further conversation,

Colonel Caulfield promised that the subject

should have his best attention, and that of the

Duke and Duchess of Marlborough.

Preaching by Telephone.—On Sunday,

the offices of Sir Titus Salt, Bart., Sons & Co.,

at Saltaire, and Milner Field, the residence of

Mr. Titus Salt, were connected by telephone

with Square Congregational chapel, Halifax,

and sermons were preached in the morning and

evening at that obapel by the Bev. Dr. Mellor.

The Crossley Patent Miorophone, whioh is fixed

in the pulpit of Square ohapel, was connected

through Messrs. Crossley's wire at Dean Clough

to Midland-bnildings, Bradford, whenoe the

wire was carried to the office of Messrs. Salt, in

Well-street. From the latter place it was

conveyed, though the Bradford Post-offioe to

Saltaire, where it was connected with Milner

Field. At half-paBt ten, when the service at

Square ohapel commenced, a dozen persons

were present at the office at Saltaire, and

evinced much interest in the experiment. On

the telephone receiver being applied in turn to

the ears of those present in the office, the

servioe in the obapel was heard with great

distinctness. The voluntary played on the

organ and the singing of the hymns were heard

to advantage. The prayer and the announce

ment of the text were quite audible, and the

sermon was heard without difficulty. At Milner

Field, the result was equally satisfactory.

Sunday Funerals.—At a meeting of the

City Commission of Sewers on Tuesday, Mr.

W. J. Scott, the chairman, presiding, a memorial

was presented from the inhabitants of West

Ham and neighbourhood, urging the discon

tinuance of Sunday interments at the City of

London Cemetery, Uford, except for the space

of one hour in the morning. There was a

memorial from undertakers to the same effect.

They pointed out various objections to Sunday

burials, among them the unnecessary labour and
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hardship inflicted on the staff of the cemetery ;

the opening of the pablic-honsei) on the line

of route, on the pretence that the monrners

were travellers ; and the fact that other ceme

teries would follow suit in olosing on Sundays,

if that of the Corporation set the example. They

also advanced the argument that, as upon an

average, a funeral does not occur in a family

more than onoe in five years, any inconvenience

caused by the olosing of the cemetery would

not often happen. Mr. Edwards moved that

the memorial should be referred to the Sanitary

Committee. Mr. Fricker contended that the

closing on Sundays would be a real hardship to

the poor, and be even suggested that, so far

from the cemeteries being closed on that day,

the extra cost of interments on Sundays should

be remitted. Mr. Scott observed that burial

on Sundays was a common law right of the

people. In the end the whole subject was

referred to the Sanitary Committee.

Cabinet-makers and the Water Com

panies.—A dispute of some interest to the

furniture trade at large has lately been waged

between Mr. Roebuck, cabinet-manufacturer, of

5 i 6, New Inn-yard, and the New River Water

Company. Mr. Boebnck has lately acquired

possession of the premises situate at No. 6,

which he uses solely for warehousing furniture,

and no water ia consequently used therein. The

Water Company, however, sent a demand for

£3. 8s. per year for the two houses, although

the previous occupier bad only paid 21s. per

year for one. Mr. Roebuck, justly enough, re

sented such gross imposition, and as he did not

require the water, told the company that they

might cut off the supply, which they subse

quently did. To obtain, however, some supply

of water for the premises in question, he has

erected tanks for storage of something like

3,000 gallons of rain water, with proper arrange

ments for flushing purposes. Since then Mr.

Boebnck has, however, been served with a

notice from the parish sanitary authorities,

calling upon him to famish a proper supply of

water to his premises. There the matter rests

at present, and for our own part we cannot see

what right the sanitary authorities have to in

terfere in the matter bo long as a fair supply of

water is kept on the premises. The furniture

trade at large is undoubtedly interested in this

effort of Mr. Boebnck to resist the extortionate

and arbitrary charges of the Water Company.

Californian Quicksilver. — California, in

her produotion of quicksilver, now exceeds that

of all the world put together. Three years ago

it stood thus :—Almaden (Spain), 36,000 flasks;

Idria (Hungary), 8,000 flasks ; Germany, 2,400

disks ; California, 40,000 flasks ; but since then

the produotion has greatly increased, that of

1877 being 69.886 flasks and 69,192 in 1878, being

a alight falling off. But this increase in favour of

-California over the European mines is not likely

to last on account of the reckless irregularity

of the working of the California quicksilver

mines. The Spanish and Hungarian mines aro

steady-going concerns, whioh keep at least ten

years' bodies of ore in Bight, and have no desire

to glut the market, especially when it is a falling

one. The Californians, on the other hand, live

from hand to mouth, and have seldom more

than a year's Bupply of ore in sight, oaring

little for the future so long as they can fling pre

sent large supplies into the market. The average

annual yield of the new Almaden mine for the

last fonr years has been 18,000 flasks ; Sulphur

Banks, 9,500 ; and Bedington, 8,000 ; and an

extensive and rich-looking mine is just com

mencing work in Oregon. It is noteworthy

that of the 46,280 flasks exported by California

ia 1877, and 34,280 in 1878, the Chinese took

the lar^e proportion of 31,210 and 20,445 flasks

respectively, and it would be interesting to

know what are the uses to which they cau put

such a very extensive amount. Japan took only

338 and 690 flasks, so that there must be some

very special applications for quicksilver amorg

the Chinese.

Inlaying'.—For the benefit of those of our

readers who have machine fret-saws and who

practise inlaying, we reproduoe the following

hints from the English Mechanic. The corre

spondent who supplies them describes the pro

cess as very effective. Everyone has noticed

that in ordinary inlaying there is a very ugly

glue joint, equal in its width to that of the saw

used, whioh runs round the whole of the inlaid

pattern. This, of course, looks bad, and further,

it involves the use of a very fine saw to reduce

the width as much as possible. This, again,

involves the use of comparatively thin wood.

To avoid this I tilt up my saw-table a little on

one side—say the right ; with it in this position

I cut out the right side of a letter—say a capital
I ,■ obviously the uppermost of the two pieces of

wood on whioh we are operating would have its

I slightly broader than the bottom one. I then

finish the letter, being always carefnl to make

my cut " son about," as the phrase is—i.e., in

the same direction as the hands of a clock

move. We now have an I out out of the top

piece slightly broader and longer than that cut

out of the lower one : if we have proportioned

the amount of "tilt" of the table, with due

regard to the thickness of the saw and of the

wood used, the upper I will just fit neatly and

tightly into the space left in the lower piece.

Apply plenty of glue and gently tap the letter

or monogram into its plaoe, and we have a glue

joint whioh will be barely visible. The amount

of slope required in the table is very slight, and

one soon finds out the happy medium.

Silkworms and European Silk Manu

facture.—Dr. Wallace (a well-known authority

on the silkworm) remarked at a reoent meeting

of the London Entomological Society that he

had experimented with nearly every kind of

silkworm which had been introduced into

Europe, and that he bad come to the oonolnsion

that the only one which would pay to onltivate

in Eogland was the Bombyx mori. It was true

that the ailantus moth and others would produce

a silk ; but inasmuch as manufacturers, brokers,

and Bilk merchants had invested large sums in

the produce of B. mori they were not disposed

to look with an eye of favour upon any other

produce, whioh certiiuly would require much

alteration in machinery and in the arrange

ments for business now extant. Moreover, the

prodnot of B. mori was a very superior article to

that produced by any other worm. It was true

that in India, China, and elsewhere native pro

ducts were prepared from the ooooons of indi.

genous moths, as, for instanoe, the Tusser silks

from Anthereea paphia; Moonga silk from

A. assama; Pongees, from China and Japan,

from the cocoons of the ailantus moth and of

Bombyx pernyi ; likewise a very valuable silk

from the Japanese oak-feeding B. yama-mai ;

and he thought that the ooooons of species

feeding on the gum trees near Adelaide, New

South Wales, might be ntilised in a similar

manner. But none of these silks were adapted

to the machinery now in use in Europe, and

therefore it would be better to allow native

industry to oolleot the produce and fabricate the

silks in the countries where produced.

The Textile Industries Department of

the Yorkshire College at Leeds continues to

receive the attention it deserves. It appears

from the calendar for the Bixth session (1879-80)

j ast issued, that although the students oannot be

located in their new premises at Beech-grove at

the opening of the session, as had been hoped,

their interests have been amply provided for in

the temporary olass-rooms and in the weaving

annexe in Cookridge-street. The practical value

of the instruction given by Mr. Beaumont is

widely recognised, and we observe that the

oommittee are doing what they can to impress

on the students in this department the value of

a thorough acquaintance with the most im

portant branches of textile manufacture. As

an inducement to students who have gone

through the first year's course of weaving and

designing, Ac, to perfect their studies, they are

to be allowed, on entering the second year's

course, the gratuitous nse of the various appli

ances in the weaving annexe on days when they

are not attending the ordinary class instruction.

By this arrangement a student may, if he

pleases, spend fonr days in the week in the

college at designing, oard.outting, hand and

power-loom weaving, and in other matters con.

nected with the textile education. Arrange

ments for the establishment of a school of

dyeing are in an advanced state, but as the

new dye-house cannot be got ready until tbe I wag ^ make the most solemn of all objurations.
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cially in the winter, when out-of-door employ

ment is impracticable. Indeed, taking all the

productions of the kingdom and the amounts

that are imported and exported, it is probable

that the hand-spinning section of flax and

hemp workers use up about 900,000 quintals.

Jute was not spun in Italy until 1875, but there

is now a jute-working factory at Crema, in the

province of Cremona, turning out 6,000 quin

tals per annum. The amounts of foreign yarns

of flax, hemp, and jute woven were as fol

low:— 1874, 45,219 quintals; 1875, 48,386 quin

tals; 1876, 38,257 quintals. To these must be

added the 85,000 quintals of yarn produced in

the home factories, being a total of 120,000 to

130,000 quintals made np into manufactured

goods. Italy imports only 30,000 quintals

annually of woven flax and hemp goods and

exports 6,000, so that with all her home produc

tion of yarns, a very large amount is available

for her own industries in this class of textiles.

The estimated number of operatives is as fol

lows :—Spinners (faotory), 5,000 ; rope and

cordage makers, 6,000 ; weavers, 30,000—11,000.

The hemps of Bologna and Ferrara are the best

in Italy, and furnish half of what is used through

out the whole kingdom. Those of Piedmont

are more used for making cables, being of coarser

fibre, while the Neapolitan hemps are in request

for sails and fishing-nets. The earnings of flax

and hemp workers average, 1.75 to 3.20 liraa per

day; women, 60 cents, to 120 liras; children,

40 cents, to 80 oents.

Industrial Uses of Shells.—Few persons

have any idea of the extent to which shells are

used in industrial prooesses, or of the large

number so employed. In the popular mind the

pretty poetical conception of the " murmur " is

generally associated with the " shell," but be

yond this merely sentimental interest, little con

cern is as yet manifested either for oonchology

as a study, or for the practical purposes to

whioh the tiny houses of the molluscous in

habitants are pat. The shells of commerce

may be conveniently classified under the follow

ing sections: — 1. Mother-of-pearl sheila, for

makug buttons, card-oases, and other useful

articles, and for ornamenting papier-mache. 2.

The different kinds of small shells extensively

used for flowers, bracelets, head-dresses, and,

fanoy groupings of various designs. 3. Shells

used for carving cameos to set in pins, brooches

studs, Ac. 4. Shells used for spoons, lamps,

knife-handles, snuff-boxes, Ao. 5. For manure,

in the form of shell-sand and ehell.marl, for

making the finest sort of limo when calcined,

and, when crushed, for glazing or enamelling

pottery ware. 6. In various parts of North

America, Africa, and India, sheila are used as

current onin, and also as counters in certain

games. 7. To the 'painter and art-designer

shells afford suggestive studies in form and

colour. 8. Some of the biggest are used for

vases, fountains, fog-horns, and trumpets, while

in China a particular kind is employed as a sub

stitute for glass. These eight sections present

at one view the different ways in which shells

are made commercially useful, and it would only

complicate matters to give examples under each

heading, for in doing so we should have to intro

duce rugged names that would make our

readers, like Qnintilian, "stare and gasp."—

Caesell's Family Magazine.

Maces and their Antiquity.—At one of the

sittings of the lately concluded ArobsDological

Congress, Mr. George Lambert read a paper on

" The History of Maces and their Antiquity."

The mace was, he said, a weapon formerly used

both in battles and tournaments, and was also

the oommon weapon with ecclesiastics, who, by

the tenure of their office, were forbidden to nse

the sword. Maces were presumed to be the

representatives of Boeptres, a name derived

from the Greek. A mace was a staff carried

by kings or rulers as an emblem of power—

sovereign and judicial. It was considered as a

holy or sacred emblem, and to touch the sceptre

beginning of 1880, the work of instruction in this

important branoh of technical education has to

be deferred for a few months. A speoial

syllabus of the course for dyers is to be pub

lished bs soon as the arrangements have been

completed.

Hemp and Jute Industries in Italy.—A

reoent report shows that there are ia the whole

The mace dated from the very highest antiquity,

and had assumed various forms, tbat of a pole,

a leaning staff, shepherd's crook, and bo on to

its present shape. Mr. Lambert then mentioned

the dates when maoea were presented by

different kings and others to cities and towns,

and remarked that at New Eomney, a few days

previously, he saw the two maces borne

of Italy 47,000 spindles in ten faotories for I before tbe corn barons of the Cinque Ports

spinning flax and hemp, producing annually in the persons of their bailiffs, when they

85,000 quintals of yarn. In addition to this, attended to superintend tbe

hand-spinning is largely oarried on, and espe- ' acted annually at tbe grand mart or fair
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for the sale of herrings which was granted

to the Cinque Forts.- There were two large

maces belonging to Yarmouth, which dated

from 1690. The orowns did not nnsore n , and

were of the ordinary typo of all Corporation

maces. There were five smaller maces for the

fire sergeantB-at-arme. Each of them is seven

inches long, with the arms of Yarmontb, the

half-lions, and the herrings' tails, and round

nobs at the base. There was a larger one,

ten inches long, with the arms of France and

England, and a more modern anchor at the base.

This, he was informed, was the Admiralty mace.

The silver-pilt mace, six inohes long, was the

Major's emblem of power. It bears the arms

of Charles II., that King's monogram, and fonr

shields, the Hons of England and Scotland, the

harp of Ireland, and a Star of the Bath. The

Oar was of a mnch later date, viz., 1784, and

bore a Latin inscription. It was four feet in

length, and bore the Royal Arms, the arms of

the town, and, he was told, the arms of Killett,

by whom it was presented.

Technological Examinations —The City

and Guilds of London Institute for the Advance

ment of Teobnioal Education, hare jnst issued

their Technological Examination Programme

for 1880. These examinations are curried ont

on much the same principle as those of the

Science and Art Department in subjects of pare

science. They are held through local com

mittees in all parts of the kingdom, and facilities

are afforded by which any qualified artisan

may be examined in the technology of his trade,

and may obtain a certificate. The subject s an

nounced for the coming year inolude:— Calioo

bleaching, dyeing, and printings cloth manu

facture ; cotton manufacture; electro-metallurgy ;

glass mannfaoture ; goldsmiths' and Bilversmiihs'

work ; lace manufacture ; manufacture of oils,

colours, and Tarnishes ; pottery and porcelain ; silk

manufacture; silk dyeing; tanning leather; and

wool dyeing. We much regret that the art of

cabinet-making hat not four.d a place among

the twenty-si x subjects which have been chosen

for next year's examination. We would draw

the attention of the committee of management

to this serious omission. Many trades of far

minor importance are included in the list, while

that in which our readers are interested has

been left altogether out in the cold. It msy be

-worth while to remind those who are at the

head of this laudable effort to promote a higher

standard of technioal efficiency, that some 60,000

persons are immediately connected with the

cabinet-trade in England and Wales alone, a

number double and even treble those who are

dependent upon some of the branches of manu

facture, included in the examination programme.

We hope that the omission we have pointed out

will be supplied at an early date. The examina

tion to be held in in three grades :—Honours,

Advanced, and Elementary. Grade 1 is in

tended principally for foremen, overlookers, Ac. ;

Grade 2 for journeymen; Grade 3 for ap

prentices ; but candidates may enter themselves

for any grade they choose. Certificates (first

and second class) are awarded in each grade.

The programme gives full instructions as to the

formation of classes, methods of obtaining the

grants, conditions of examination, Ac. It also

contains a syllabus for each subject, showing the

range of each section of the examination. Copies

can be obtained gratis on application to the

secretary of the Institute, Mercer's.hall, b.C.

A Bishop on Trade and. Trade Morals.—

In tbe course of a sermon preached by him last

week at Preston, tbe Bishop of Manchester

made some pointed reference to the prevailing

tra :e depression. In 1870, he said, the manu

facturing interests began to recover after a pro

tracted depression, and a year or two later

there was a marvellous change. One heard of

large firms coining money, and the working-class

had their share of tbe general prosperity. How

did they use it ? Did they make any provision

for the " rainy day," or did they leara lessons

of economy ? Or did they not launoh out into

all kinds of extravagance, taking larger houses,

travelling about, making excursions five or six

times a year to Lj tham and Blackpool, spending

money recklessly, running up an enormous drink

bill of £160,G00,000 a year, and somehow, also,

instead of going more swimmingly together as

a people, tbe chasms that divided the different

clasEes of society widened, and he was afraid

that now there was a legs kindly feeliog

between employers and employed—two classes

who instead of recognising the fact that

heir interests were the same, and that it

was impossible for one to succeed without the

other, were just now, he was afraid, looking one

another in tbe face with distrust and suspicion.

As long as that was the case be feared there

wonld be no prosperity. The fact was, we bad,

as a nation, to a large extent forgotten God.

With all our full churches, could we say that

the true spirit of Christianity prevailed ? He

then referred to the dishonesties practised in

trade, and said he had heard men say: "It is

the custom of the trade ; it is a bad custom,

but everybody does it, and I must do it." It

was when men talked thus that they scattered

the last fragments of morality. Let them all

aot truthfully aud kindly with their fellow-

men. If they were employers, let them give

their men the best wages they could ; if they

were employed, let them give the best work

they could. English work used to stand tolerably

well in the world, but he was afraid that was

hardly the oase now. It was bad work that

made bad trade ; bat if English work were as

good in all its branohes as it was some time

ago he did not think they would hear of mer

chants purchasing Amerioan calico, of railway

companies buying rails in Belgium, or of joiners

and builders getting their window-sashes and

door-poets from Norway. If they went on in

the present " shoddy " system, he did not think

they would succeed in recovering their position.

Was ehcddyistn "jannook"? as Lanoashire

people said. Was it truth P Was it righteous

ness ? The spirit of shoddy ism had spread

itself into all departments of trade in England.

I His belief was that righteousness was the only

1 thing that established success.

Forests and Meteorology.—An important

paper in Polybiblion on this subject gives tbe

results of observations made during the last six

years under trees, and not far from the edge of

a forest, and also in the plain and far from all

trees. 1. Forests increase the quantity of

meteoric waters whioh fall on the ground, and

thus favour the growth of springs and of under

ground waters. 2. In a forest region the ground

receives as much, and more, water under oover

of the trees than the uncovered ground of

regions with little or no wood. 3. The cover of

the trees of a forest diminishes to a large

degree the evaporation of the water received

by the ground, and thus contributes to tbe

maintenance of the moisture of the latter and

to the regularity of the flow of water-sources.

4. The temperature in a forest is muoh less

unequal than in the .open, although, on the

whole, it may be a little lower; but the minima

are there constantly higher, and the maxima

lower than in regions not covered with wood.

These observations have been made in the neigh

bourhood of Naooy, and by the pupils of tbe

School of Forestry of that oity, under the direc

tion of M. Mathieu, sub-director of the school.

On the other hand, M. Fautrat, when Sub.

Inspector of Forests at Senlis, made during

four years, but on a different method, observa

tions on forestial meteorology which fully and

completely corroborate in certain respects those

of M. Mathieu. The laws which seem to

follow from the figures given by M. Fautral, as

well as an inspection of tbe curves whioh

graphically represent them, are as follow i—1

It rains more abundantly, under identical cir

oumstancee, over forests than over non-wooded

ground, and most abundantly over forests with

trees in a green condition. 2. The degree of

saturation of the air by moisture is greater

above forests than over non-wooded ground,

and muoh greater over masses of Pinus sylvei.

iris than over masses of leaved species. 3. The

leafage and branches of leafed trees intercept

one-third, and those of resinous trees the half of

the rain-water, whioh afterwards returns to the

atmosphere by evaporation. On the other

hand, these same leaves and branohes restrain

the evaporation of the water which reaches the

ground, and that evaporation is nearly four

times less under a mass of leafed forest than in

the open, and two and one-third times only

under a mass of pines. 4. The laws of the

change of temperature out of and under wood

are similar to those which result from the

observations of M. Mathieu. The general con

clusion seems to be that forests regulate the

funotion of water, and exercise on tbe tempera

ture, as on the atmosphere, an effeot of " pon-

deration " and equilibrium.

Technical Education in Sweden.—Tech

nical eduoation is provided for by the following

institutions :—Technical or professional primary

schools, the school of arts or trades at Stock.

holm, elementary technical schools, schools of

mines, and the Chalmers industrial school at

Gothenburg. The first-named are intended for

the instruction of workmen who are engaged

during the day, being open on Sundays and

every evening during the week. There are

four pricoipa) institutions of this class—atNorr-

koping, Malmo, Orebro, and Boras—all of them

being affiliated to the elementary technioal

sohools in the same towns. There is also the

Eskilstuna school, exclusively intended for iron

and steel workers. The number of students in

this olass of schools was 1,318 in 1877. They

are in general maintained at the expense of the

various communes, but that of Eskiltsuna is a

Government school, subsidised by an annual

grant of 6,600 orowns. The State, moreover,

helps these primary sohools, 20,000 crowns

being annually marked off in the Budget for

this purpose, on condition that each commune

contributes an amount equal to the grant.

The School of Arts and Trades at Stockholm

was established in 1846, and has a large staff

of teaching power, consisting of fourteen upper

masters, seventeen under masters, and from

fifty to sixty occasional assistants. In 1877 the

number of students was 2,673, of whom 810

were women and girls. The elementary technical

sohools, in the four towns above-mentioned, give

a higher grade of instruction, involving a course

of three years, and including ohemistry, | me

chanics, mineralogy, geology, mathematics, and

workshop practioe. The staff oonsista of four

lecturers, a workshop instructor, and five-

assistant masters. The four schools altogether

contained 366 students during the session of

1877, and the grant for 1878 amounted to-

99,400 orowns. At Boras there is also a textile

school for weaving, the oourse of instruction in

whioh is from H to 2 years. It has about 40

pupils. The Chalmers Industrial School (Chal-

mersska slqjdskolan) at Gothenberg was formed

by a bequest in 1811, though it did not oommence-

operations until 1829. It furnishes a much

higher olass of education in natural science for

those who are going into the various professions.

The staff consists of one director, three lec

turers, eight assistant masters, and a demon

strator, and tbe number of Btudents in 1877 was

124, besides 53 occasional attendants on the

lectures. Although the Chalmers School was

founded by a private person, tbe State con

tributes about 40,000 orowns per annum to the

expenses. The Polyteohnio School at Stock

holm was called, {until 1876, the Technologioal

Institute, but assumed its present name in that

year. The mining school at Falun was absorbed

into it in 1869. The course ocoupies from three

to four years, and the teaching is given by

twelve prolessors, six lecturers, five assistant

masters, and speoial lecturers as required.

Tbe average annual attendance is about 280,

and the State contribution in 1878 was 139,200

crowns.

How to Distinguish Varieties of Lace.—

To one who wishes to know oertain distinguishing

features of lace, a magnifying-glass of pretty

high power is necessary. As a preliminary

practioe in the use of the glass, it will be well

to try and traoe the oourse of a single thread in

a piece of work, and to find out by this means

if the thread be merely twisted and plaited, or

if it be looped np, twisted, loooped up again,

and so on. In suggesting what may seem to be

a rather tedious process, a caution is necessary

against the insidious fascination of tracing the

course of a single thread in a complex weaving,

whioh so infatuated some unfortunate creature

as to drive him or her into a oondition of melan

choly, because the end of the thread could never

be discovered. Twisted or plaited threads are

a ohief feature of pillow- made lace; reourrent

loopings-up, twistings and loopings-up, &0., of

needle-point lace. But ladies accustomed to

use their needles would instantly find out what

sort of stitch is employed in suoh a work, as,

say, the thick white filling-in of flowers

and stems in a piece of Venetian point lace.

And having once fixed a fact of this kind in

their minds, the detection of points of differ

ence between pillow and needle-point laces

woulcr soon beoome a matter of certainty. Tbe

next step to be taken might be to examine

under the glass a piece of pillow-made lace, and

a pieoe of machine-made lace. In the latter

would be discovered, as a rule, a wiry, hard

regularity of appearance, very unlike the soft

lay of the threads intertwined on the pillow.

From this stage one might proceed to studying

the sorts of ground networks, or, as they are

teohnioally known, the riseaux. Here will be
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found two kinds of workmanship, the one re

sembling the twistings and plaitiogs, the other

the loopings-up and twistings already men

tioned as characteristics of the two broad

classes of lace. Varieties in ground arise from

the use of one, two, three, four, or more

th reads, looped up or plaited to form a single

m ssh of the gronndwork. Each variety belongs

to a certain section of laoe. Thus the mesh

in the needle-point lace, known as "point

d'Alenoon," ia composed of a series of single-

tbread loops, oast on to one another, and kept in

position by lines of thread running tranversely

to the loops; in fine Venetian laces, with a

r■wan—which, by the way, are rare—the riseau

is made in the same way, bat the loops of the

meshes are arranged perpendicularly to the

length of the piece of laoe, whilst in point

d'Alenoon they are horizontal—that is, parallel

to the length of the piece. In pillow lace one

rinds many fanciful varieties of twistings to

form the r($eau. Lille laoe has the simplest

form of reseiia. The most elaborate riseauv

are those belonging to the class of Valenoiennes

laces, whioh is called " fausses Valenoiennes "

in contradistinction to that of "vrais Valen

ciennes ; " though amongst the buyers and

sellers of lace these works are as often as not

called Mechlin laces. Mechlin, however, has a

perfectly distinctive r&seau, and bo has Brussels.

The relationship existing between these finer

laces and the coarse provincial laces may easily

be traced. As soon as it is apparent that luces

have a rational development to be traced more

easily than those of varions natural growths,

the interest in aoquiring definite knowledge of

the subject increases.—Magazine of Art.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BUNHTLL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHABF,

85, WHARF BOAD, CITT BOAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHA.BF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The mott extentive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THOMAS K ELS ET & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Faotosus.—MILTON BTEEKT, LONDON, B.C.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workes,

64, Clement Striet, Birminqham.

Artists in DecOratire Reponss4 and Uanofactorers of
Arohiteotnral Mrtal Work..

Choir Screens,
Altar Bails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Bailings
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail-

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Pulpit Lights,
Corona?,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,

Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,

And Domeetic Ornamental Metal Work of ait ueeenpitom

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' designs,
or prepare speeial designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Beponsse Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles
of Architecture. Establi&sxd 2i Ysaas.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D - F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOBOUGHLY PUBIPIED AND PBEE FBOJ1 DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA1TUPAOTORY AT CORK,,.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBERAL TZEZRHVIIS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

EIGA INCH OAK FLOOB BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(proofed and tongaed).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Turpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations, ^

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal Hours, and ausoeptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

ft Ornamental

> 1 Parquet.

' DeM Sacking
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THE HISTORY OF FURNITURE

AS TOLD IN WILLS.

KTIQUITY has a wondrous charm

for most of us. Without looking

hack with hlind veneration upon

everything that is old, one can

not but feel attracted by the

genuine relics of the past. The

domestic surroundings of genera

tions dead and gone possess a special interest,

since they admit a flood of light upon much in

history that would otherwise be obscure and

unintelligible. A knowledge of the home life

and daily surroundings of our ancestors will

alone enable us to solve the problems with

which the sphinx of history presents us on

almost every page. To obtain a glimpse

of all this we must have recourse to

the wills by which they disposed of their

chattels ; it is only there that we can discover

detailed and trustworthy accounts of the fur

niture to be found in the homes of those who

lived several centuries ago. The very minute

ness with which each item of furniture is

there set forth, demonstrates the compara

tive scarcity of articles which are nowa

days regarded as indispensable adjuncts to

every house of even the least pretension, and

the relatively high value which was conse

quently attached to the beds, tables, cup

boards, &c, of the period. Kings and noble

men were alike circumstantial in detailing the

bequests of their household gods. Beds of

sumptuous materials and enriched with

elaborate embroidery were specially held in

high repute. In Chaucer's " Dreme " we have

a reference to the beds of the period :—

Of downe of pure dove's white,

I wol give bim a fether bed,

Baled we! with gold, and right wel olad

In fine blaoke sattirj, d'outremere,*

And many a pillow ; and every beret

Of oloth of Baynes, to slepe on softe.

Commencing with the wills of kings, we

may instance that of Edward III. It would

appear from that document that he was fully

conversant with the extent of his domestic

furniture, and with the distinguishing charac

teristics of each article. " We give and

bequeath," says he, " to our future heir, whom

God preserve, namely, Richard, son of our

eldest born Edward of honoured memory, one

entire bed with its furniture, marked with the

complete arms of England and France, now in

our palace at Westminster. We also give and

bequeath to him four other beds, which used

to be laid out in four lower rooms of the said

palace, also with their entire furniture. Also

we give and bequeath to him a double set of

hangings for his hall, one large and noble, the

other plain and light, adapted for carriage."

Edward the Black Prince is even more cir

cumstantial in his bequests. Three beds are

specifically devised to his eldest son Richard

namely, the blue bed with ostrich plumes,

which the King his father gave him ; also a

bed of red camak,:): which is quite new, and all

that belongs to it ; also a great bed embroidered

with angels, with the cushions, &c. He gives

a silk bed to Sir Roger de Claryndon ; a great

bed of red camak, with his arms embroidered

at each corner, to Sir Robert de Walsham ;

and a bed of white camak, powdered with

blue eagles, to M. Alayn Cheyne. Equal at

tention is bestowed on the disposal of several

sets of hangings. His widow, known as the

Fair Maid of Kent, took, if anything, still

greater pains that at her death particular

beds, whose very dimensions are actually set

forth in her will, should go to certain persons

named by her.

This minute knowledge of household affairs

was by no means confined to kings, but, as we

shall show, permeated all classes alike. In

1316, Guy de Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick,

bequeathed half his bedding to his wife, and

the other half to his two daughters ; another

will of the same period alludes to " my bed

of green velvet," while Sir Walter Manney

disposed by his will of " all my beds and

dossers in my wardrobe, excepting my folding

bed, paly of blue and red." In the will of

Sir Thomas Lyttelton, a celebrated judge of

the fifteenth century, occurs the following

clause :—" I wulle that all my utensils of myn

* Extra marine, beyond sea.
X A sort of rieh silk cloth.

t A sheet.

household, except silver plate, as beds, mat-

races, blonquetts, brushes, tables, all pots and

chaldrons, and all such things as longith to my

kechyn, after the theyrd part geven to my

wyfe, be equally devided between my three

sonns." The minuteness of this will in par

ticularising even brushes may well provoke a

smile in our own day ; but the entry evidently

implies that these every-day requisites were

both scarce and dear at the time when the

document was drawn up. John Colet, a Dean

of St. Paul's, in a will dated August, 1610,

disposes of " my bed at Charter House that I

lay upon myself, with mattress and blankets

to the same bed belonging," and referring to

some other furniture owned by him he says :

" I will that all my board-work made of

wainscot, as tables, tresshills, great coffers,

cupboards, and all painted images upon the

walls (of his lodging in the Charter House),

remain to that lodging in perpetuum." We

might go on instancing similar bequests ad

libitum ; but have only space to mention one

more, which deserves notice for its quaintneas

both of wording and spelling. We allude to

the "last testament" of Richard Byrchett,

which bears date July, 1516, and in which,

after disposing of some of his property to his

sons, the testator continues : " The sayd

P'nell, my wyfe, shall have ye chamber yt

she lyes in, and lyberte at ye fyer in ye

house, and ye dysposy'on of all my howse-

hold ; all yese thynges shall she have so long

she ys wedo, and yt yf ye foresayd P'nell,

my wyfe, do mary, yen shall have iv keyn,

a bed to ye ap'p'tena's (appurtenances), halfe

a seyme of wete, halfe a seyme of otts, and a

yonge hoge,and no more."

Apart from beds, the houses of the Middle,

Ages boasted very little furniture. Occa

sionally we come across references to cup

boards, coffers, and even chairs, but the few

allusions of this nature that are to be met

with, while demonstrating, on the one hand,,

the relative scarcity of such articles, prove also

the comparatively small value attached to

them as compared with beds. The description:

of the latter is in most cases very full, and

affords a fair insight into the taste in furniture

—or shall we say want of it P—that prevailed?

in the days of King Richard and the Henries*

We read of beds of arras, velvet, black silk, red.

worsted, tinsel, satin and crimson damask, of

blue baudkyn,of camak ; and of others covered

with ermine, ormade of bokkys (boxwood). The

styles of decoration are not a whit less varied

than the materials. Among the bequests we

find enumerated, beds ornamented with arms ;

white beds with " popinjayes " ; beds of black

velvet embroidered with fetterlocks; and

others embroidered with butterflies, blue

eagles, white lions, and gold vases and arms,

and not a few ornamented with swans, or

greyhounds, bears, leopards, griffins, and a

hundred other equally singular and inappro

priate subjects. Some beds, again, were

known by the subjects embroidered thereon.

The will of a Duchess of Buckingham, for

example, in the fifteenth century, makes men

tion of " a bed of the salutation of our Lady " ;

while one of the Dukes of Norfolk, of about

the same period, bequeaths to his " sonne and

heire," " our gTeat hangede bedde, palyd with

cloth of golde, whyte damask and black

velvet."

Carpets are occasionally mentioned in the '

wills of the fifteenth century. Lady Hastings,
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for example, bequeaths to her daughter and to

her son two carpets each. Her will is also

curious, in that she mentions that the same

daughter had lately borrowed of her a " bed

of arras, tillor, testor, and counterpane." In

the will of George, Lord Darcy, in 1648, is a

bequest to his daughter of a " best wrought

silk carpet, bordered with crimson velvet,

"which she made."

Curtains, cushions, and tapestries of sarcenet,

tartnrin, silk, velvet, arras, worsted, &c, are

mentioned in nearly every will, and the bare

enumeration of them would take up more

space than we can afford. Both Scriptural

and classical subjects were frequently repre

sented on such hangings. Sometimes, how

ever, the family badges were thus figured, as

is evident from the will of Edward, Duke of

York, dated August, 1415, who, after describ

ing himself as " of all sinners the most

wicked," makes a bequest to his wife of

"white and red tapestry of garters, fetter

locks, and falcons."

Occasional mention is also made of chests,

coffers, and tables, and even if we had no

other corroborative evidence to the same

effect, these entries of "tables" amply prove

that the articles thus designated were, as a

rule, very different from the elaborately inlaid,

carved, and turned pieces of furniture which

are now understood by that term. In a will

of the year 1645, for example, Robert Tyrrold

mentions, among other bequests to his son,

" A planke to make a table-bord, w'th a payer

of trostels." " Kitchin stuffe," as it was

termed, was also held in great esteem, and

over and over again we meet with a detailed

enumeration of " platters, dishes, sawcers,

broaches, chaldrons, spittes, dishes, pots, and

pans." Some of the platters were of wood,

others of pewter, while brass was largely

employed for pots.

But if the halls of our ancestors were com

paratively bare so far as furniture, in the

modern sense, was concerned, the owners

partly atoned for any such deficiency by the

barbaric splendour which attended their enter

tainments. The movable wealth consisted

mainly of gold and silver plate and jewels,

and ancient wills bear ample testimony to the

abundance of such treasures. Indeed, the

bequest of a bed, some pieces of tapestry, and

certain articles of plate, seems to have been con

sidered a fair dowry for the daughters of barons

and knights, and even many a sen of noble and

opulent parents was endowed with little more.

From the above disjecta membra which we

have gleaned from many different wills, it will

he seen that the cabinet-maker's art can hardly

he considered to have had any existence prior

to the seventeenth or even eighteenth cen

tury. Little can be said for the form or artistic

value of the few articles of furniture in

use by our ancestors at an earlier period;

everything, with but few exceptions, was

of the crudest, and whatever else may be said

in favour of " the good old days " of three or

four centuries ago, to the furniture-designer

and cabinet-maker, they hold out no beacon-

light of past glories. The object of the pre

sent article has, however, been to familiarise

the reader with the habits of our ancestors ;

to give him a positive idea of things and cus

toms as they existed in the days of good

Queen Bess. So far as furniture was con

cerned, the Middle Ages were certainly en

veloped in a cloud of barbarism, from which

the nation has only effectually emerged within

the last century or two. And in view of the

perfection to which the art of cabinet-making

has attained in our own day, it becomes

doubly interesting to cast occasionally a look

backward upon that past in which, notwith

standing its rudeness and barbarity, its ignor

ance and superstition, were sown the seeds of

our modern greatness.

Fifty-one Hoars' Defence Association.—

A meeting of this Association was held last

week in Buchanan's Hotel, High - street,

Edinburgh. The quarterly report, read by the

secretary, showed that the Association was

.slowly gaining ground, and a general opinion

was expressed that a more vigorous canvass of

the trades would be advisable.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY..

No. XVHL—South Australia.

THE estimated area of this colony is

903,690 square miles, inhabited by a

population computed at 210,442 persons. The

total exports to Great Britain in 1876 repre

sented a value of £3,493,843. Of this sum

£52,005 and £623 represented the value of

bark and gum respectively exported to Great

Britain in the course of the year. There are,

according to the Board of Trade Returns, no

timber exports, even of hardwood, to this

country.

The Eucalypti furnish the timber staple of

South Australia, and comprise some twenty

varieties. Of these the red and white gums are

the most useful, the former for piles, rafters,

sleepers, and similar purposes, the latter for

uses where less durability and greater facility

in working are required. The Eucalyptus

obliqua (commonly known as stringy bark) is

also extensively used for general building

purposes and (as are all the gum species) for

firewood. There are also several varieties of

Casuarina, known as oak, in the colony—a

wood very suitable for axe-handles and wheel

spokes, and there are about thirty varieties of

Acacia. Of these latter the species known as

Blackwood (Acacia metanoxylon) is the most

useful. Of the pines there are the native pine

(Columellaris) and several other kinds. The

wood, however, is very light, and perishes in

the course of a very few years.

There are about 100 square miles of land

producing the larger and more useful of the

Casuarina, Acacia, &c, and about 3,000 square

miles covered by the smaller varieties of the

gum, oak, metaleuca, pines, &c.

The threatened extermination of the native

forests could not be more strikingly described

than in the words of the Surveyor-General

in a report to the Secretary of Crown Lands.

He says : " I am of opinion that the cultivation

of forest trees throughout the entire province

is urgently required, as, in whatever direction

my duty takes me, the rapid decrease in forest

trees is brought painfully and prominently be

fore me. In the south-east district the whole

indigenous timber is rapidly dying, and to such

an alarming extent as to induce the belief that

unless remedial measures are adopted, a

greater portion of the same will be treeless, so

far as useful timber is concerned, and the same

remarks will apply to the greater portion of

the north." The state of things described in

the foregoing words has been brought about,

not by wasteful use or wanton destruction,

but by natural causes, whether climatic or due

to exhaustion of the soil for the growth of the

indigenous trees, does not appear. The latter

would seem to be the more probable cause, as

trees of every stage of growth exhibit the same

symptoms of decay. A bill, entitled " The

Forest Trees Planting Encouragement

Bill," has been introduced in the House

of Assembly. It appears to contain pro

visions for the encouragement of planting and

for the protection of forest land. The Sur

veyor - General, in his report on the Bill,

states that it will, in his opinion, "be

desirable, if not absolutely necessary, for the

Government to proclaim and maintain forest

reserves on leased and reserved lands of the

Crown, and to do this effectually the lands

must not only be resumed and protected from

the indiscriminate depasturing of sheep and

cattle, but inspectors must be appointed and

the young stock raised suitable for the locality

on which it has to be grown." The Surveyor-

General recommends the establishment of

three forest reserves of an aggregate area of

300 square miles ; the appointment of a

technically-skilled officer as conservator of

forests, who shall advise on all subjects con

nected with forest culture, and the establish

ment of nurseries, raising of suitable stock

from seed, and the pruning, topping, and

thinning of trees. He also recommends that

the more useful and necessary trees alone be

planted, such as the Eucalypti, Pinus insignis,

Weymouth pine, and the woods common in

Great Britain. It is estimated that the cost

of the forest department, including the expense

of maintaining seven nurseries, would be about

£14,000 for the first year, and about £10,000

for subsequent years. It is further estimated

that if 1,000,000 plants be planted in each of

the seven nurseries, at the end of five years

3,600,000 trees can be removed, and would

realise £1 per hundred, or £35,000. At the

end of the next four yean every other tree

could be again removed, when the nursery

would remain a forest. The following is a

table showing the estimated revenue from the

nurseries :—

For the first 5 years...

„ 6th year

.. 7*h „

„ 8th „

9th „

» 10th „

n Hth „

12th „

£35,000

.. 35,000

... 35,000

... 35,000

... 70,000

... 70,000

... 70,000

This latter sum would continue to be the

revenue until the end of the seventeenth year,

when it would again decrease to £35,000—

that is, to the twenty-first year—when the

country would be in possession of 300 square

miles of natural forest. There appears to be

no return showing the quantity of wood cut

under licence each year.

Not only is there no export timber trade,

but much of the timber used in the colony is

imported from Victoria and Swan River.

There is, however, an enormous export of

wattle bark, probably to the neighbouring

colonies. The quantity of timber seems to be

without influence upon the annual rainfall.

"West Austeaxia.

West Australia comprises an estimated area

of 1,057,250 square miles. Its population in

1876 was computed at 27,321. The whole of

the colony may be said to be forest-covered,

using the term in its widest sense. Even the

open spaces are clothed with low vegetation,

interspersed with belts and masses of timber.

Nearly all the heavy timber land lies south of

latitude 31 deg. in the central and south

western districts of the occupied parts of the

colony. The immense territory stretching

northward and eastward possesses, it is

believed, very little timber.

The principal timber tree of West Australia

is the jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata). This

tree is found in enormous abundance in the

west and south-west districts, and predomi

nates over an area computed at 14,000 square

miles. The white gum (Eucalyptus mndnaHs'),

which flourishes in greatest profusion in a

tract of country [lying between the last-men

tioned and the interior, may be roughly stated

as covering an area [of 10,000 square miles.

The karri (Eucalyptus diversicolor) and the

York gum (Eucalyptus coxophleba) are the

prevailing trees over some 6,000 square miles ;

the tooart (Eucalyptus gomphocephala) over

some 500 square miles, and the red gum

(Eucalyptus robusta) over some 800 square

miles, or a total of 30,000 square milea.

Throughout these areas, however, the timber is

considerably mixed. The jarrah is by far the

most valuable for general purposes, and is ex

ported in large quantities. The tooart and

karri are also very useful for building pur

poses. The black wattle (acacia) supplies

large quantities of bark for tanning, and the

blue gum a valuable material for shafts, ship's

beams, axe-handles, &c.

The amount of timber cut annually for

export is very large, but no means are taken to

prevent waste. As the heavy timber is found

only in the settled districts of the country,

fears are entertained, notwithstanding the

enormous supply for present purposes, that the

proportion of timber-growing country will in

time become disproportionate to the area of

occupied land. It is, in the opinion of the

authorities, of great importance that preser

vative measures should be adopted, and that

planting should be systematically carried on.

Places are instanced which have been entirely

denuded of timber, and where the want of

shade and shelter is severely felt. It seems

that the olive-tree, which flourishes in West

Australia, is very suitable for the objects in

view. The southern and western f" ' " 1
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very favourable to the growth of the oak,

cork, and walnut. It is mentioned that the

Eucalypti have the power apparently of ab

sorbing water by their roots, and there are

several trees in the colony known as " Water

Trees," in the trunks or branches of which is

a hollow always full of water of good quality.

The butts of some of these trees are covered

with scratches from the feet of kangaroos and

other animals in their endeavours to get at

the water. It is said that if the reservoir be

emptied it will fill again during the ensuing

night. Almost all West Australian trees,

with the exception of the sandalwood, spring

again from the root or stump, and fire injures

the decayed trees only.

Having regard to the vastness of the pre

sent timber resources of the country, no

legislation has been necessary for controlling

the consumption of timber, but Governor

Weld believes that " the time is not distant

when the question should be taken in hand,

and certainly encouragement to planting might

be offered without delay."

The following is a table of the values of

annual timber exports for 10 years :—

Tear. Sandal Wood. Jarrah Timber.

1864 £24,520 £5,508

1865 13,490 15,693

1866 23,722 6,849

1867 18,442 4,541

1868 26,045 638

1869 82,998 14,274

1870 48,890 17,571

1871 26 926 15,304

1872 31,536 2,590

1873 62,916 4,770

309,485 87,738
i , i

£397,223 in 10 years.

It appears that the timber trade will before

long be largely increased, as different trading

companies from Victoria are giving it a great

impetus.

BOG-OAK ORNAMENTS.

WHEN first taken up bog oak is perfectly

black from the action of the peat or

bog water. It is very rarely obtained in a

sound state, and in most cases the outer por

tions of the tree or log are rotted, and useless

even for fuel. When laid up for use, care

must be taken that it is not placed in the open

air, lest it may, from the sun's rays, become

open and shattered into chips from end to end.

To preserve it, it must be put into some cool

place, and left to dry gradually, and when

properly seasoned it must be cut in lengths of

from two to four feet, and these lengths be

split again, and the sound parts removed from

the unsound.

A writer in Land and Water says that it

takes from four to six years to season some

specimens, as in many instances the wood is

found at a depth of eight and sometimes ten

feet under the surface. When properly sea

soned, any portion requiring to be glued

becomes hard as stone, and is firmer and less

liable to give way than any portion of the

manufactured article. The finish is not quite

perfect until the article has been for some

time in use, and the longer, the finer the

article seems to be, no matter whether

used as a personal or table ornament. The men

employed are all, without exception, self-

taught ; each one makes his own tools, and
■will not take any apprentices; and each per

son has a peculiar taste for a certain class of

ornaments, which he follows, and to which he

is left, to produce the best specimens he can.

There are also jewellers who mount and em

bellish the ornaments with gold and silver, and
•with rare and most brilliant Irish gems, such

as the Kerry Irish diamond, the emerald, the

garnet, amethyst, beryl, aquamarine, and

Donegal pebble. The Celtic ornaments are

generally studded with the above native gems ;

they are beautiful, and most artistically exe

cuted. The designs embrace some thousands,

and all of them are both classic and historically

illustrative of Irish antiquities. Extensive

deposits of bog oak and other buriedwoods have

been discovered at different times in Germany.

THE TEACIHNG OF DRAWING.

DRAWING is, so to speuk, nothing less

than a universal language ; it is an

ntelligible mode of communicating thoughts

and explaining things. However graphic and

detailed the description of any particular

article may be it will never convey so perfect

an idea as can be imparted by a pictorial repre

sentation ; drawing is indeed a kind of short

hand, understood alike by all nations, ranks,

and classes. Its study promotes a correctness

of eye and a precision of delineation unattain

able by any other method, and to the cabinet

maker,above all other handicraftsmen, it forms

an almost indispensable accomplishment.

Having regard to this great importance of a

knowledge of drawing, our readers will peruse

with interest the following observations of

M. Ottin, the Government Inspector for

Instruction in Drawing in Paris. These re

marks have appeared in his report on the

art-teaching adopted throughout Europe as

exemplified at the late Paris Exhibition. We

are indebted for the translation to our con

temporary, the Building News.

In his remarks upon the 1867 Exhibition,

M. Ottin states that here, for the first time,

was collected a series of the works produced

in the art schools of England, Belgium, Ger

many, and Austria. France could then show

but little to compete with these useful institu

tions, which were at the same time nurseries

for qualified teachers of elementary drawing

and means for the education of the national

taste. She possessed, says he, it was true,

the Central Union for the Fine Arts Applied

to Industry, a private society founded in

order to give a new impulse to French taste,

and to direct and encourage the efforts both

of the artist and the manufacturer.

A brief description of the rise and progress

of the Union Centrale follows :—The institu

tion occupies an extensive site in the midst of

the chief art industries of Paris, and consists

of a public library and reading-room, and a

museum; both are open gratuitously to the

working-classes, and place before them ex

amples of the art manufactures of all times

and all countries. A large hall is set aside

for conferences, and biennial exhibitions are

held, which consist mainly of loan collec

tions contributed by the chief amateurs of

France.

In 1869, on the occasion of the third of

these exhibitions, an International Congress

was convened, for the consideration of the

teaching of drawing, to which representatives

from nearly every country in Europe were dele

gated, and which yielded important results.

Before proceeding further, M. Ottin describes

the methods of instruction in drawing pro

pounded by Gerard de Lairesse, published in

Amsterdam, in 1719—Tischebein, of Berlin ;

Ramsauer, of Iverdon, and Boniface, at Paris,

in 1823. Passing on to more modern 8ystems,he

analyses those of MM. Daix and Patroit, and

the plan advocated by the brothers Dupuis.

His own system, now in general use in the

Paris communal schools, he modestly rele-

fates to the appendix. Coming to the Vienna

Ixhibition of 1873, he quotes the report of

the working-men delegates, who seem to have

fallen foul of the almost universal badness of

the drawing copies in use on the Continent.

They say " the study of the geometrical prin

ciple in teaching is applied in all cases with

more or less success, particularly in Germany;

but nearly everywhere, in spite of the sensible

and systematic elementary teaching, we find

the pernicious system is prevalent of giving

examples to be copied (principally to the ad

vanced students), and these drawings, almost

without exception, under the pretence of being

simple, are very bad and abominable in point

of taste."

M. Ottin next examines certain American

systems, and gives some examples of those

proposed by Marcius Wilson, of New York ;

Walter Smith, of Boston ; and Frank Aborn,

of Cleveland.

Returning to Parisian schools, he explains

the methods of M. Lecoq and of M. Darchez,

and concludes the first section of his subject

with the following general observations :—

" This long list of official and other method

of teaching, though I have abridged it to the

utmost, is the most certain indication of the

inefficacy of all the systems. All the plans

to which I have referred, as, in fact, all our

routine courses of art-teaching, show at a

glance the desire to arrive at some means of

rendering the teaching of drawing more

general, but how is it proposed to attain this

end ? Up to the present time, with but few

exceptions, drawing has been badly taught.

It has, in fact, been attempted to begin from

the wrong end, seeing that by the existing

plan we only learn how to look at an object

when we know how it is drawn. It is,

nevertheless, indisputable that we should

be doing a real service to all classes,

even to those making art their vocation, if at

the very commencement of their education, at

the age when the child learns rapidly and re

tains for so long the facts we teach it, if it

were possible by the study of what we may

term a species of geometrical alphabet, easy to

understand and to teach, and amusing in prac

tice ; if, in short, we could bestow on him that

very necessary acquirement, the power of

measuring rapidly and truthfully by the eye.

In this respect we agree entirely with M.

Buisson, the writer of the Art Report on the

Vienna Exhibition, when he says : " Learning

to draw is, in fact, learning to see and to form

a true estimate of what we see. Before en

deavouring to imitate, it is necessary that the

pupil should impress well upon his mind the

nature of his model or copy, and that he should

thoroughly understand what he wishes to re

produce. The arrangement of the chief lines,

their true proportions, and their mutual rela

tions to one another, constitute the leading

characteristics of every object. To represent

these is the first and most important task of

the draughtsman." All this is very true, and

at the Philadelphia Exhibition M. Buisson was-

able to see that this was what many people

were in search of; but in order to attain

to this we need the means and the ap

pliances for learning to see, and professors

to practise these methods. Up till now the

school machinery for instruction in drawing

has absolutely no existence in France; and

M. Buisson justly states on this point that

" even in the normal schools it is necessary

that a more rigorous programme, a better

choice of copies, and a regular course of ra

tional study should be introduced in order to

regulate with greater precision the teaching

of the masters, and to guide in a better spirit

the training of the pupils." There is, unfor-

tunately,^but one remark to add to these

judicious observations : that is, that it will

not be sufficient merely to wish for good regu

lations and good masters, but we must afford

the means of obtaining these advantages;

they are both equally desirable, for we have

not yet secured a methodical system. No

such thing exists as a trained body of masterSj

and, in the absence of proper teaching, we

remain for ever under the sway of those

empiric doctrines which form our daily

routine.

With respect to English industrial exhibits

at Paris, we read as follows :—" The Exhibi

tion of English Art Manufactures furnishes

important evidence of the influence for good

which has been exercised by the valuable

museum at South Kensington. In cabinet

making, jewellery, pottery, and certain textile

fabrics for furniture, we see signs of immense

progress since the last Exhibitions at Paris and

Vienna. In furniture, above all things, the

English still remain English, and they are

quite right. In other things, as, for instance,

in jewellery, and especially in pottery, one sees

too often the influence, and sometimes the

actual handiwork of French artists and crafts

men." M. Ottin concludes by lamenting the

entire absence from the English section of all

examples of elementary teaching in drawing,

and tells us he failed, after due inquiry, to

obtain any information upon the subject.

The works done in tne public schools of

Austria, Hungary, Belgium, Holland, Swit

zerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal, Russia,

Canada, the United States of America, and

Japan, are in turn examined and commented
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upon in this report ; and a lengthy exposition

of tbe work done in France and her colonies

completes the second section. From the con

clusion, forming Section 3, space only

remains to us for a very short extract, which

is from the rdsumi of the report, and conveys

the gist of M. Ottin's observations.

" By the simplest of means we can acquire

a power of accurate observation, we can

render our hand skilful, and we can exercise

our perceptive faculties. Let us, then, teach

our children how to see and to observe; and

since we are Frenchmen, and desire to re-

mnin truly French, both in our drawing and

in our feelings, let us give them a faculty

which shall lead them, if not to art itself,

at least to the appreciation thereof, by the

culture of their individual tastes, intelligently

trained and directed by their own efforts.

Let us point out to them the eternal source of

the beautiful : the truthful. Let us ever seek

our inspiration from nature, and endeavour to

translate her by our own means and powers,

and for our own satisfaction and delight. To do

this we may find it necessary, in some cases,

to engraft this absolute truth in nature upon

the works of the past ; but in every case let

us ever remember that, as M. Viollet-le-Duc so

well s.iys, 'These works arise out of needs and

wants of a community which constantly

moulds and transforms itself. Never let us

endeavour to imitate this thing or that thing,

but let us avail ourselves of the materials

which surround us, of the natural objects

which are ever at our disposal, and we shall

then have an art of our own, and of our own

time. Let us work as the men worked who

have gone before us ; let us study not to

imitate them, but to attain to the same results

as they achieved ; let us do as they did, but

not do what they did."'

A NOVEL USE FOR GLASS.

AT the last day's meeting of the Iron and

Steel Institute, on the 26th ult., Mr.

Wood read a gaper on " The Application of

Toughened Glass to Sleepers and Chairs for

Railways or Tramways," the invention of Mr.

Hamilton L. Bucknall, C.E. He explained

that the glafs was moulded into various firms

to suit the different requirements, the cooling

of the glass being so regulated that the casting

was equally affected throughout when under

going the tempering or hardening process.

The glass was heated to a high temperature

and then plunged into a bath of cool oil or

other liquid, the result being that the glass

became converted from its own characteristic

brittleness in to a remarkably tough and fibrous

material. This toughened glass was almost as

strong ns iron, while it possessed greater dura

bility. Its qualities certainly deserved a fair

trial and investigation, and the ^time might

come when we should see not only glass

sleepers, but glass tools and implements, as

well as glass furniture,* and many other things

made of the same material. Some of these

glaas sleepers were laid upon the North Metro

politan Iramway lines. The average trans

verse resistance was found to be about live

tons, and other experiments were equally suc

cessful. It was proposed to make these

sleepers out of blast-furnace slag, under Mr.

Britten's process, combined with the toughen

ing process of Mr. F. Siemens.

Mr. Wood proceeded to describe the diffi

culties which the inventor had experienced in

getting his experiments carried out in England,

and he mentioned that the glassmakers to

whom Mr. Bucknall applied would not under

take any experiments unless all expenses were

paid, and that the same manufacturers would

not make the moulds or presses for the process,

but recommended other firms. On application

to the pressmakers, however, he got a quo

tation asking between £70 and £80 ; and it

was stated that it would take three months to

complete the work, and that he must be

responsible for any extra charges made. Under

these circumstances, he said, " I gave up in

despair ; but having casually heard of the

Siemens process I got an introduction, and

was put in communication with Dresden, and

within a week found myself at the glass-works

of Mr. F. Siemens in that city. In another

week a wooden model, which cost 2s. Cd., was

produced, and an iron mould made from it,

which cost about 30s., and two days after

wards I held in my arms the first baby

glass sleeper ; but so heavy was this first

born that it suddenly slipped from my

grasp, and fell with a heavy thud upon

the flags. I feared for the safety of my

darling s carcase, but upon careful examination

I found it to be unimpaired. There its longi

tudinal form lay upon the ground, not dead,

but a veritable sound sleeper, still living, and

probably worth more than a dozen dead ones."

Whether Mr. Bucknall succeeds in making

railway sleepers or not, continued the author

of the paper, if thi3 toughened glass is really

as sound and good as is claimed, it must suc

ceed for numerous purposes. We must learn

to look upon all new things with a liberal

spirit, knowing, as we do, that the exertions of

a single individual in condemning a good thing

usually revert upon his own head.

In the course of a brief discussion which

followed the reading of this paper, Mr. Hender

son, of Irvine, N.B., at whose works the tests

on the toughened glass were carried out,

described how a weight of 900 lb. falling from

a height of 20 ft. was necessary to break the

samples. He believed that if they could

manage to get furnace slag adapted to the

manufacture of such glass the investment

would be one of very great importance to the

iron trade.

• Readers of tbe FusimvBE Gazkttb m»y remember

ft description we cave of eereral ariiolesot' furniture made
of ((Ian, and exhibited but jear at tbe Fans Show.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN RUSSIA.*

ONE of the principal establishments for

technical education in Russia is the in

dustrial school of the Czarevitch Nicolas, at

St. Petersburg. This school, which bears the

name of the late heir to the throne of the

Russias, the Grand Duke Nicolas Alexandro-

vitch, is an establishment of a character which

has not found much favour in our own coun

try, combining general education with instruc

tion in everything connected with scientific

and manual industries. It originated in the

benevolence of private individuals, who

founded first an asylum for poor children

destined to become artisans. The society

obtained Royal authority to open other simi

lar establishments, and it has founded an

industrial school for girls on the same princi

ples as the preceding. The society and its

foundations are placed under the patronage of

the present heir to the throne of the Czar,

the Grand Duke Alexander Alexandrowitch,

who subscribes 3,000 roubles annually towards

its funds. The idea of the e»tablishment of

such a school in the capital of the kingdom was

taken up very warmly ; the members of the

society already referred to gave 200,000

roubles for tbe construction of the building,

and the merchants of St. Petersburg and

others supplied more than 30,000 roubles.

During the construction of the school, which

occupied three years, the Municipal Council of

the capital made an annual grant of 25,000

roubles, and the Government gave the site for

its erection and a sum of 75,000 roubles. The

value of the whole, a3 it stands, is set down

at 175,000 roubles. The liberality in the

supply of money enabled the architects and

organisers of the school to pay special attention

to the arrangements, not only for the instruc

tion, but for the health of the pupils ; and the

lighting, beating, and ventilation of the build

ing are considered eminently satisfactory.

The school was opened in 1875, with the

three lower classes only, but the number was

soon afterwards raised to five, according to the

original scheme. Last year the number of

pupils was 240, and that of professors and

teachers 24. Twelve of the pupils are main

tained at the cost of the Grand Duke, and one

at that of the Grand Duchess. Tbe authorities

of the city maintain 100 pupils at the cost of

25,000 roubles per annum (nearly £3,400) ;

* From the Journal of tht Society of Artt.

and the original society supports 38 other

pupils. A few of the others are maintained

by the establishment itself or some of its indi

viduals, others by governmental departments,

and the rest by their parents and friends, who

pav 250 roubles per annum (about £32).

This establishment is capable of receiving

300 pupils, all resident; there are do day

scholars. The total expenses of the school,

with the full number of scholars, would be

95,000 roubles.

The boys are admitted to the lowest class

at the age of 11, those who are older are ex

amined, and may be admitted to either of the

three lower classes.

The instruction includes :—

1. Catechism and sacred history, tbe Rus

sian language, arithmetic, geometry, history,

natural history, geography, physics, mechanics,

and the technology of wood and metals.

2. Freehand and mechanical drawing, writ

ing, singing, and gymnastics.

3. Trades.

The programme of studies is arranged by a

committee composed of the heads of the es

tablishment, and secular representatives of the

arts, sciences, and education.

The general instruction is strictly limited to

that which is considered to be necessary fur

the intellectual, moral, and sanitary require

ments of artisans, carried on in such a manner

as to inculcate theoretical knowledge with the

aid of practice, a method which the directors

believe to contribute effectively to the intel

lectual and moral development of the pupils.

The amount of time devoted to the various

studies is fixed as follows :—

The five classes of instruction occupy (59

hours per week, 21 being devoted to the

Russian language, 14 to arithmetic, 9 to

catechism and sacred history, 8 to geometry,

5 to history, 4 to geography, 5 to writing, and

3 to natural history. In addition to the above,

9 hours are devoted to special instruction in

physics and mechanics, 4 hours to the tech

nology of wood and metals, 6 hours to singing,

and 6 to gymnastics ; making up e. total of 89

hours per week.

Besides the above subjects and exercises,

drawing, of course, fills a prominent place ; to

it are devoted 41 hours in each week, by the

five classes. After an elementary course, the

pupils draw from geometrical solids and plaster

casts, and execute special designs for furniture

and wood-carving. The course of mechanical

drawing includes a section specially adapted to

iron workers and mechanicians. The instruc

tion in drawing terminates with working

drawings belonging to the various trades

taught in the school.

The industrial instruction is confined to the

three upper classes of the school, and ordina

rily occupies twenty hours per week, but the

two weeks preceding the holidays are exclu

sively devoted to work in the various ateliers

of the school, which include shops for cabinet-

making, modelling, turning, wood-carving, fine

ironwork, metal-turning, soldering, forging,

and fitting.

The instruction in the workshop is on a

very methodical plan, including the teaching

of the elementary data, as well as the special

processes of each craft. Correct and precise

work, and the proper employment of tools, are

the objects in view. Orders are executed in

the workshops and ateliers, but no pupil is

permitted to execute such work until he has

passed satisfactorily through all the prescribed

courses of study and instruction.

When the pupils have completed their

studies, they may remain one or two years

longer in the school, to perfect themselves in

any one of the crafts, and obtain the title of

apprentice-workman ; this extra time is devoted

exclusively to work.

On quitting the school, each pupil receives a

certificate, and those who have passed with

great credit through their examinations earn

the titles of foremen and assistant-foremen,

and obtain assistance to enable them to estab

lish themselves in business, or tocomplete their

industrial education and practice.

The director of the school is Professor

Nicolas Labsine, and the president of the

Committee of Instruction is Professor Jean
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■Wyschnegradsky, director of the Technologi

cal Institute of St. Petersburg. The school

-was only established in 1875, so that its first

results will appear in the present year.

The industrial institutes, schools, and mu

seums of St. Petersburg and Moscow made a

very remarkable show in the machinery court

at the Paris Exhibition last year. The extent

of the collection of diagrams, models, and other

educational material, and the admirable exe

cution of a large number of tools, machines,

and models made by the pupils in these estab

lishments attracted much attention, the una

voidable inference being that the Russian

Government and people are intent on raising

the industrial and artistic level of the popula

tion as much and ss rapidly as science and

organisation can effect.

AMERICAN ART-SCHOOLS.*

THE schools of the Pennsylvania Academy

of the Fine Arts are conducted upon a

much more elaborate scale than those of the

National Academy of Design. And whether

or no they have on that account any superiority

over the National Academy, or the other New

York schools, they have certain distinguishing

characteristics that are worth considering.

Models, male and female, are provided in

abundance, and none of them are employed for

more than a week or two every season. Dis

sections are arranged for to the heart's content

of the students—so anyone unacquainted with

their aesthetic usefulness would fancy. Model

ling is cared for as well as painting and

drawing. The collection of casts from the

antique is larger than any in New York. One

large room is entirely occupied by casts of the

Parthenon, and a few other marbles ranking

next to these. The walls of another are

nearly covered with Braun autotypes from the

pictures of the old masters. The Academy's

Jarge collection of engravings and small but

useful library are accessible to the students.

There are two professors of drawing and

painting, and a lecturer on artistic anatomy.

One would say, surely, that a school with such

apparent advantages as these could sustain

with equanimity the reproach of provincialism,

and indeed take pride in being " a kind of

family affair."

They have always, since their foundation,

had something of this character—have always

depended upon individual exertion and the

enthusiasm of a few whose ardour has not

been damped by the general untoward atmo

sphere of a place that is distinctly not an art

centre. But it is only within the past ten years

that they have become systematised as they

are at present. During the early history of

the Academy they were little else than asso

ciations of artists who took advantage of the

Academy easel-room and casts, and now and

then formed for themselves life classes, usually

under the auspices of the Artists' Fund Society.

They paid their models by subscription, and,

in general, were simply a co-operative society

with improvement in drawing for a common

object. In 1847, the Academy, then in Chest

nut-street, was burned, and rebuilt with closer

reference to the needs of these desultory

strugglers, whereupon naturally the numbers

of the classes increased in due proportion to

the increased accommodation for them, and

the school began to take some definite shape.

A certain standard of admission was estab

lished and maintained by a committee of

artists and directors. However, in one respect

the fire had proved a disadvantoge, as the

casts were destroyed by it, and were not

replaced, indeed, until nearly ten years there

after. It is probable there was not much

instruction in these years, and that what

there was, was not of the strictest and

best. One of the painters who dispensed

it, I believe, set his pupils at making

copies of his own paintings. In such an

instance it may be doubted if the attainment

of accuracy was not overbalanced by the gene

ral aesthetic decay involved. But when, in

1868, Mr. Christian Schussele was appointed

• Prom > Peper by W. C. BrowneU in Scribaer'i

HontMy far September.

Professor of Painting, there was an end of

that, and the claims of Nature, and of Greek

rather than of Philadelphia art, as models,

came to be better recognised. There was an

end, too, of desultory instruction. System

was introduced, and the instruction consider

ably extended. Since then, on the whole, the

schools have prospered. In 1876, Dr. Keen,

who had for some years given private courses

of lectures to artists in the Philadelphia School

of Anatomy, was appointed Professc- of Artis

tic Anatomy, and Mr. Thomas Eakins—with

whose name and ability as a painter every

visitor to the Exhibition of the Society of

American Artists last winter must be ac

quainted—was chosen Assistant-Professor of

Painting and Pro-sector in Anatomy. For

the past three years, then, the schools have

been in operation as they are at present.

For the past season their statistics are as

follows: — First antique class, 41 men, 18

women, total, 59 ; second antique, 27 men,

16 women, total, 43; life class, 81 men, 47

women, total, 128; making altogether 140

men, 81 women, and a grand total of 230 on

the rolls of the schools.

The rooms in which the students draw and

paint and model would not fail to excite the

envy of New York art-students. As one

enters from Broad-street, he soon finds himself

in the hall of antiques, lighted by a large sky

light. To the left is the " Dying Gladiator,"

before which two or three young people have

erected their easels, and are working in

crayon. The right wing of the hall is lined

with casts from the "Venus" of Milo and

Myron's " Discobolus," past the Roman em

perors and down to very late work, and in

cluding, of course, the usual casts for begin

ners. The students are taking their choice,

and are scattered in every direction, getting

each his or her favourite view of some cast.

They form either the first antique class to

which they have been admitted upon the pre

sentation of an acceptable drawing from the

solid, such as the cost of a head or hand, and

in which they draw from casts of portions of the

body ; or the second antique, to which they have

been promoted upon making a satisfactory draw

ing from casts representing the whole figure.

Down what may be called the nave of this

spacious interior, the first door on the right

opens into a room in which the sketch classes

only work. Around the walls are, perhaps, the

most complete collection of carbon photographs

from old masters in the country (outside of the

Braun agency), and the benefit to be obtained

from a study of them, and possibly it would not

be too fanciful to say the insensible benefit of a

daily view of them, must be of consequence. On

a raised turn-table is a young woman, say, in a

block dress, with a red shawl thrown over her

headand shoulders,and reclining in a picturesque

attitude in a chair—posing in her turn for the

co-operative sketch class, which is similar in

design to those of the National Academy and

the Art Students' League. Next this, on the

same side, is the main life class-room of

the Academy, provided with dressing-rooms

and otherconveniences, and probably the largest

room in the country that is devoted to such a

purpose. Here the men's and women's life

classes work at different hours. Admission to

the life classes is granted upon presentation of a

satisfactory drawing from a cast of the entire

figure. All the drawings are submitted to

the committee of instruction, who, with Pro

fessor Schussele, examine and pass upon them

at the regular bi-monthly meetings. In this

room—to take one class as an example of all

—some twenty young men, considerably

younger than the average at the National

Academy schools, range themselves every

morning and evening in a semicircle around a

living and nude model. Almost without ex

ception they use the brush—which would

excite wonder and possibly reprehension from

the pupils of the National Academy. From

five to thirty minutes is spent in posing the

model, which the pupils do themselves, some

times under the supervision of Professor

Schussele or Mr. Eakins, but oftener unaided.

The model is an admirable one—at least the

one I saw, an athletic sailor, was fine. And

if, as I infer from some of the sketches

that lay about the room, this is not always

true, it is probably due to Professor

Schussele's preference for variety over mono

tonous excellence. When the model is

changed every week or fortnight, in the

course of a season there must be not a few

that in no degree suggest Aphrodite or Apollo.

But I saw a sketch of none that was not

individual, none whose ugliness was character

less. An half-hour after this finely-developed

sailor just mentioned had been posed, it was

interesting to make the circuit of the easels.

Every degree of merit and every variety of

method was to be noticed. Of course, there

was nothing ideal on any canvas or paper—

nothing better than the superb figure that was

the focus of the group. But one looks for

beauty elsewhere than in the work of pupils,

and indeed would be by no means hopefully

impressed at witnessing evident effort after

it. Here and there, however, there were

canvases that had clearly caught traits of

the model. One in particular had an ad

mirable portrait of the man—everything

essential indicated in a half-hour's work,

and nothing added or needed to be added

but emphasis, definiteness, completeness.

From this the scale of excellence de

scended to an outline drawing in char

coal, which it would require weeks to

bring into any resemblance to the model ; or,

indeed, to get together at all. It was notable,

however, that excellence considerably prepon

derated—notable, also, that earnest diligence,

not to say ardour, was universal. As I have

said, the majority of students were painting.

Professor Schussele, who is conservative,

prefers a long apprenticeship in drawing with

the point or stump. He insists on a long pre

liminary study of the antique. Mr. Eakins,

who is radical, prefers that the pupil should

paint at once, and he thinks a long study of

the antique detrimental. There is no conflict;

for the instruction is nothing if not elastic, it

appeals to the pupil's reason with candour, and

avoids anything like rigid direction. But, as

is natural with ambitious students, most of

these take Mr. Eokins's advice. That advice

is almost revolutionary, of course. Mr.

Eakins's master, Jer6me, insists on preliminary

drawing ; and insistence on it is so universal

that it was natural to ask an explanation.

" Don't you think a student should know

how to draw before beginning to colour P "

" I think he should learn to draw with

colour," was Mr. Eakins's reply. And then,

in answer to the stock objections, he continued,

" The brush is a more powerful and rapid tool

than the point or stump. Very often, practi

cally, before the student has had time to get

his broadest masses of light and shade with

either of these, he has forgotten what he is

after. Charcoal would do better, but it is

clumsy and rubs too easily for student's work.

Still the main thing that the brush socures is

the instant grasp of the grand construction of

a figure. There are no lines in Nature, as was

found out long before Fortuny exhibited his

detestation of them ; there are only form and

colour. The least important, the most change

able, the most difficult thing to catch about a

figure is the outline. The student drawing the

outline of that model with a point is confused

and lost if the model moves a hair't-breadth ;

already the whole outline has been changed,

and you notice how often he has had to rub

out and correct ; meantime he will get dis

couraged and disgusted long before he has

made any sort of portrait of the man. More

over, the outline is not the man ; the grand

construction is. Once that is got, the details

follow naturally. And as the tendency of the

oint or stump is, I think, to reverse this order,

prefer the brush. I don't at all thare the

old fear that the beauties of colour will intoxi

cate the pupil, and cause him to neglect the

form. I have never known anything of

that kind to happen unless a student

fancied he had mastered drawing before he

began to paint. Certainly it is not likely to

happen here. The first things to attend to in

painting the model are the movement and the

general colour. The figure must balance,

appear solid, and of the right weight. The

movement once understood, every detail of
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the action will be an integral part of the

main continuous action ; and every detail of

colour auxiliary to the main system of light

and shade. The student should learn to

block up his figure rapidly, and then give to

any part of it the highest finish without injur

ing its unity. To these ends I haven't the

slightest hesitation in calling the brush and an

immediate use of it the best possible means."

" All this quite leaves the antique out of

consideration, does it not P"

Mr. Eakins did not say " the antique be

hanged," because, though he is a radical, he is

also contained and dispassionate ; but he

managed to convey such an impression. " I

don't like a long study of casts," he said,

"even of the sculptors of the best Greek

period. At best they are only imitations, and

an imitation of imitations cannot have so much

life as an imitation of Nature itself. The

Greeks did not study the antique ; the Theseus

and Illyssus and the draped figures in the

Parthenon pediment were modelled from life

undoubtedly. And Nature is just as varied

and just as beautiful in our day as she was

in the time of Phidias. You doubt if any

such men as that Myron statue in the

hall exist now, even if they ever existed?

Well, they must have existed once or Myron

would never have made that, you may be sure.

And they do now. Did you ever notice, by

the way, those circus tumblers and jumpers—

I don't mean the Hercules P They are almost

absolutely beautiful, many of them. And our

business is distinctly to do something for our

selves, not to copy Phidias. Practically, copy

ing Phidias endlessly dulls and deadens a

student's impulse and observation. He gets

to fancying that all Nature is run in the Greek

mould; that he must arrange his model in

certain classic attitudes, and paint its indivi

duality out of it ; he becomes prejudiced, and

his work rigid and formal. The beginner can

at the very outset get more from the living

model in a given time than from study of the

antique in twice that period. That at least

has been my own experience ; and all my ob

servation confirms it.

(To be continued.)

ITALIAN FRESCOES.

IN describing the new buildings of the

Finance Ministry recently completed at

Rome, a newspaper correspondent says that

there is one feature connected with this huge

structure which may be dwelt on with satis

faction—namely, the remarkable series of

fresco paintings with which Professor Cesare

Mariani has decorated its great hall—the Sala

Maggiore. When it is remembered how few

are the living painters capable of using the

supremely difficult medium of fresco for their

works, we look with increased interest on this

remarkable series of paintings, the productions

of a thoughtful, enthusiastic, and able artist,

whose mind is saturated with the great

traditions of Italian art, and whose hand

can execute his conceptions with rare power

and skill. Had Cesare Mariani been a native of

Munich, Paris, or London, instead of a civis

Jtomanus, his name would probably be well

known in Europe. But in Italy neither

puffery nor patronage flourish to any very

great extent in artistic regions. Perhaps the

absence of the one may in some degree com

pensate for the lack of the other. The deco

ration, and even the choice of the furniture

and fittings of this great central hall, have

been entirely submitted to Signor Mariani's

taste, in accordance with the traditions of the

great days of Italian art. We may consequently

expect to see for once a State apartment in

which every object is harmonious as well as

rich.

The'proportions of the hall are very noble.

It is nearly 50 ft. square, and measures up

wards of 40 ft. in height from the floor to the

•vaulted ceiling. The whole of the decoration

is in the Italian style of the seventeenth cen

tury, in accordance with the architectural

character of the edifice. Eight caryatides

sustain the great cornice on which the vault

rests, each of them bearing the symbol of one

of the Ministries of State. Above each

of the four principal doors is a medallion con

taining the image of one of the four great

lawgivers of antiquity—namely, Solon, Lycur-

gus, Numa, and Justinian. All the above

decorations are in relief in stucco, or painted

in chiaroscuro on a gold background.

The vaulted ceiling, however, contains

the great work. It is entirely covered

with a grand allegorical painting, a humfretco

representing the Constitution of United Italy

by the work of her most illustrious sons. In

the centre of the arched ceiling is enthroned

an allegorical figure of Italy, on a background

of luminous sky, and surrounded by groups of

winged genii — some of these latter most

charming studies of nude child-figures. At

her feet are scattered as trophies of her glory,

the lyre of her poets, the pencil and chisel of

her artists, the laurels and arms of her warriors,

the books, papers, and instruments of her men

of science. Among these may be noticed

Christopher Columbus's terrestrial globe,

Galileo's telescope, Flavio Gioja's compass,

Volta's electric pile, &c.

On each of the four walls of the hall is a

loggia or balcony containing a group of illus

trious Italians, divided in the following

manner: — Members of the Royal House of

Savoy, great captains, statesmen, philosophers,

and poets. Above each loggia is a group of

allegorical figures bearing allusion to the his

torical characters beneath. For instance,

above the dynasty of Savoy]are seen Constancy

and Justice. What country can furnish such

another bead-roll of glorious names in all these

departments of human thought and action P

Truly it is here an embarras de richesses—a

difficulty in selecting not in finding, subjects.

Amongst these great captains of sea and land

are the Genoese Andrea Doria, the Roman

Marcantonio Colonna, the Venetian Doge

Francesco Morosini, the Modonese Monte-

cuccoli, and last, not least, Giuseppe Garibaldi.

To these the artist has happily added the figure

of the great military architect, Francesco de

Marchi, who was the precursor and inspirerof

Vauban. The list of the poets, philosophers,

and statesmen includes, of course, those illus

trious names which are too well known to all |

Europe to need repetition here. As to the

execution of the fresco, the principal merits to

which I can here call attention are the variety

and lightness of atmospheric effect in the back

ground; the admirable imitation of relief in

chiaroscuro painting where such effect is

needed, and the high finish and care displayed

in the painting of the numerous heads—many

of them excellent portraits—which in some

cases cannot be fully appreciated without the

aid of a strong glass. The whole work,

indeed, has been painted con amore, with the

devotion, patience, and enthusiasm of a

thorough artist.

WIRE-MAKING.

MULTIFORM are the uses to which wire

is applied in connection with the indus

trial arts, and large quantities are annually

used by the furniture trade. Strings for

musical instruments, screens, sieves, dish-

covers, upholstering springs, pins, needles,

bird-cages, reeds for looms, heddles, &c, are

all made of wire, and a few notes as to the

processes followed in its manufacture will

therefore not be out of place. The subject

has been suggested by a visit which the mem

bers of the Iron and Steel Institute paid on the

25th ult. to the works of the White Cross Wire

Company. These works are situated in imme

diate contiguity with the London and North

western Railway, branches of which are, in

fact, carried through and around the premises,

and a branch of the Midland Railway is at

present being constructed and nearly com

pleted, also directly connecting the works with

the whole systems of railways belonging to

those large national means of locomotion. By

those means the pig-iron and coal for puddling,

shingling, and rolling are conveyed at once

into the works and deposited in the immediate

vicinity of the puddling furnaces, in which

the varied mixtures of pig-iron required for

manufacturing ductile and tenacious wire are

remelted and assimilated. The mixing is a

process of great nicety, and one which requires

the utmost skill and attention, as on it in a

great measure depend the value and suitable

ness of the wire for the different purposes to

which it is to be applied.

The necessary quantity of iron and coal to

be used is delivered at what may be termed

the Froghall-lane end of the works, at which,

there are twenty-three puddling furnaces

arranged in a semi-cirle, round the outer curve

of which the railway-trucks travel and deliver

their respective loads, and it is worthy of re

mark that from the judicious arrangements of

the establishment the crude material passes

through the several states of manufacture by

passing on from one department to another till

the final process is reached without ever pass

ing twice over the same space or being re

turned again what may be called a backward

movement. This is chiefly valuable as it affords

economic means of carrying on the work ; it is

also valuable in maintaining the orderly

management of the whole establishment. The

puddle blooms, as the semi-fluid iron is

called, are at once passed under the

shingling hammers, one of which is a power

ful tilt and the other a steam hammer by

which the impurities of the mass are beaten

out, the iron itself being hammered into an

elongated block. This block is then passed

through rollers, by which it is drawn oat

into lengthened bars of iron, which are cat

into short lengths by powerful shears worked

by steam after the bars are cooled. After

being cut into billet lengths the billets are.

placed in the billet furnace, where they are

again heated nearly to melting point. Imme

diately on being withdrawn from this furnace

they are passed through a series of rapidly

diminishing rollers, by which they are drawn

out with surprising rapidity into long and

twisted rods, which, when they have been

rolled to the required lengths, are deftly

taken up by a boy with a pair of long tongs.

He thrusts the end, or what may be termed

the irregular portion of the hot metal, between

a pair of strong shears, and it is then cut off.

The rod is then twisted round a spoke of a

reel, which rapidly forms it into a coil. It

is next put on a wheeled kind of carriage.

This terminates the making of the rod fit

for the ripping mill, to which it is removed.

The rod making is continuously carried on

day and night by relays of operatives for the

different processes 'of puddling, shingling,

billeting, and rolling. The pointing of the

rods is performed Dy two machines which

work at the rate of 250 revolutions per

minute. The rod' is introduced into a

central aperture in the machine, by which it

is rapidly drawn in for two or three inches.

This central aperture is slightly conical, and

its action in revolving speedily forms the

point of the rod into a uniform cone an inch

or two in length, thus effecting a much

superior point to the production by hammer

and anvil. The machine-made point is much

more suited to the drawing plates or blocks, by

which the process of " ripping " or first

drawing is performed. Another advantage

claimed for the machine pointing is that it is

done cold, which has the effect, it is said, of

making both a harder and a more uniform

point, in addition to which it is done with

much greater expedition, and, consequently,

much more economically. After being pointed

the rod coils are placed in an acid solution for

the purpose of cleansing them thoroughly

from rust or oxidation. They are then care

fully washed, after which they are dried in an

oven constructed for the purpose, having in

the meantime been coated with lime, which

has the effect of rendering the rods less liable

to damage or scratching in their passage

through the steel plate or die by which the

ripping is performed.

In the process of drawing through the

ripping plate the rod acquires a certain amount

of hardness which would greatly interfere

with the subsequent process of drawing. To

remove this hardness and facilitate the after

processes of the drawing mill the coils of

ripped rods are subjected to the process of
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annealing. This process is performed in

annealing pots. Generally speaking, these pots

are built in groups of four, the flues being

conducted into one descending flue which is

connected underground -with a large central

chimney. By this means considerable economy

of fuel is effected, the annealing heat being

connected and sustained with greater precision

than when the furnaces are separate and inde

pendent of each other.

"When the ripped rods have been sufficiently

annealed they are subjected to the ordinary

processes of wire-drawing. Here also the

processes of tinning and coppering the wire

are carried on with marked success and on a

large scale, the tinning being effected by pass

ing the rods through a bath of melted tin, the

coppering by passing them through a strong

solution of sulphate of copper, their respective

coatings being elongated as the wire is drawn

through, a succession of diminishing apertures

in the steel blocks until the wire has attained

the desired extent of tenuity. Here wire is

drawn from the size required for telegraph

purposes down to No. 46, which is of such a

degree of fineness as to resemble the finest

floss silk. Wire of such fineness as that last

referred to is not very generally used, although

considerable quantities are occasionally re

quired. The large drawing mill is 100 ft. in

length. It is amply supplied with all the best

kinds of machinery and is believed to be the

largest in the kingdom. The production of

the works is about 250 tons per week of drawn-

iron wire.

HINTS ON WOOD-CARVING *

TOOLS used by carvers in wood are of

various shapes and sizes, varying from

one-sixteenth of an inch upwards according

to the character of work to be executed. I

have known some artists to have over 200

tools, and sometimes they have found it neces

sary to alter the shape of one or more tools to

meet the exigencies of the work. These tools

are called gouges, and for the most part are

straight, like a cabinet-maker's chisel; some

are bent at the cutting extremity, with a

longer shank between the shoulder and the

extreme edge. There is also what is known as

a parting or V-tool, varying in size and of great

use to the carver, for by it, after the use of the

pencil or crayon, he lays out the lines of his work

with great facility. I have, while instructing

others in this branch of art labour, invariably

put this important tool first into the hand of

the pupil, and by its use he more easily learns

the manner of holding and guiding the other

tools. In my estimation the proper mode of

instruction to be pursued is to allow the novice

to use a parting tool of medium size ; fasten a

piece of straight-grained pine in the screw of

the bench, let Mm draw with a pencil such

lines as his fancy dictates, then let him follow

these lines as best he can with the tool, and

he will soon become accustomed to it, and find

it fitting his hand with ease. In the use of all

carver's tools both hands are in constant use.

The right hand grasps the handle of the imple

ment firmly yet easily, while the left hand

guides it to its destined work. The guiding

power comes from the wrist of the left hand.

With the aid of a mallet, a parting-tool, and

a few gouges I have seen artists produce

exquisite work.

In sharpening tools the greatest care must

be taken. It will be found necessary in most

cases, particularly where hard wood is used, to

sharpen the tool from both sides ; by so doing

greater strength is given to the edge, enabling

it to cut without breaking, which is always a

danger where hard wood is used. In preparing

tools for pine or other soft wood, it will be

found necessary to sharpen the tool from one

side only, except to merely rub off the wire

edge, and this is done by gently rubbing the

oil slip on the inside of the gouge, while that

side which is ground on the stone must have

a longer bevel than ordinary, so as to cut the

soft wood with ease. With these few hints

and a little practice in the handling of the

tools, the learner will soon become familiar

with their use.

* By U. B. Harris, in the Furniture Trade Journal.

A bench is the next thing required, and it

maybe of any convenient length, about4ft.6in.

long and about 2 ft. wide, the top to be a flat

surface, and the height in accordance with the

stature of the workman. In appearance

a carver's bench is much like a cabinet-maker's

bench, having a tail screw and iron dogs to

hold the work firmly and solidly in its posi

tion. A movable vice is requisite in many

instances, and will be found necessary for

certain classes of work, together with a

mallet, rasps, files, &c. These make up a

carver's outfit. All tools are laid on the

bench, with the handles turned from the

worker, which necessarily places the edge of

the tool before the eye, and by this means the

carver is enabled to select the required tool

without delay.

In taking costs and impressions from figures,

medals, leaves, &c, plaster of Paris is gene

rally used. It is easily mixed with water, is

so fine that it will take the most delicate im

pression, and it hardens quickly. It is fitted

for the double purpose of making casts and

moulds. The particular manner of making

casts depends on the form of the subject.

When there are no projecting parts, or such

only as form a slight angle with the principal

surface, it is simple and easy. But where

parts project in sharp angles, or form curves

inclined to the surface, the work is more

difficult.

The first step to be taken is the forming of

the mould. The original or model must first

be well oiled and placed on a proper support.

It must be covered with the soft and almost

liquid plaster of Paris to a proper thickness,

and this covering must be left to set firmly, so

as to bear dividing without falling to pieces,

or being liable to be put out of its form by

slight violence. It must then be divided into

pieces in order to easily come off from the

model by cutting it with a knife or thin blade,

and being divided it must be cautiously taken

off and kept until dry. The art of properly

dividing the moulds in order to separate them

from the model requires some dexterity and

skill in the art of costing and does not admit

of rules. When the subject is of a round or

spheroidal form, it is best to divide the mould

into three or more parts, which will then come

off in a very easy manner from the model, and

the same operation holds good in any regular

curved figure. The mould being thus made

and allowed to dry, the parts must be put

together after being well oiled and placed in

position. The mixed plaster must then be

poured into the opening left for such purpose,

and allowed to set and dry. When taken out

of the mould and repaired when found neces

sary the whole operation will be finished.

A CARPET-SEWING MACHINE.

A SEWING-MACHINE for carpets has

been patented by Mr. Joseph Hesse, of

San Francisco. According to this invention

the carpets to be united are stretched taut in

a vertical position, and the machine travels

along on the edges of the same. The sewing-

mechanism, forming the chain-stitch, and the

feeding^ mechanism, which moves the machine

intermittently forward on the material, are

carried by a saddle-frame, which receives the

material between its downwardly-projecting

limbs.

The distinguishing characteristics claimed

for this machine are, in the inventor's words :—

1. The combination of the saddle-frame adapted

to rest astride of and upon the edge of the ma

terial being sewed with stitch-forming me

chanism carried thereby and moving there

with, whereby said parts are adapted to be

moved along the edges of stationary material

and unite the same.

2. The combination, with a saddle-frame

adapted to rest astride of and ride upon the

edge of the stationary material being sewed,

of stitch-forming mechanism and feeding me

chanism applied thereto, whereby said parts

are made to sew the material on which they

are moved, and are also fed along the edge of

the same.

3. A saddle-frame to carry all the working

mechanism, having downwardly-extending

limbs, adapted to rest astride of and upon the

edge of the material being sewed, in combi

nation with a feed mechanism to move the

said frame intermittently and regularly for

ward over the edges of the material.

4. The combination of a saddle-frame,

stitch-forming mechanism, double-feed me

chanism to act upon and against both sides of

the material, consisting of two independently

rotating feed-rollers, supported in bearings

on opposite sides of the saddle-frame, and de

vices which rotate the rollers simultaneously

and intermittently in a forward direction and

a regular movement.

5. The combination of a saddle-frame,

stitch-forming mechanism, a spring presser-

plate, means for moving said plate, a feed-

roller attached to the presser-pltite, and me

chanism for rotating the feed-roller.

6. The combination of stitch-forming me

chanism, a saddle-frame and an adjustable

gauge-plate, applied under the bend of the

saddle-frame, and devices for adjusting said

plate with respect to the needle.

7. The combination of a saddle-frame stitch-

forming mechanism, feeding-mechanism and a

downwardly projectingpoint, which is adapted

to move with the machine and enter centrally

between the edges of the carpet sewed, and to

turn in out of the way of the needle just in

front of its path the wool or any portion of

the right side of the carpet as may be frayed

or reveled out.

8. A feed mechanism to move the said frame

intermittently and regularly forward over the

edges of the material sewed, and a device for

regulating the distance of the line of sewing

from the edges of the material.

9. An automatic feed to move said frame

intermittently forward over the edges of the

material sewed, an eye-pointed needle recipro

cated in an horizontal path and through slots

or apertures in both limbs of the saddle-frame,

an oscillating looper situated and operating

upon that side of the saddle frame opposite to

where the needle enters its apertures to engage

with and interloop the needle thread, and

means for operating the parts comprising the

combination, all combined.

10. The combination of a saddle-frame,

needle-bar, upright shaft, having a crank-arm

on its upper end, connecting rod carrying

certain studs, a cam-plate, a looper-rod, looper,

and needle.

11. The means for producing the horizontal

oscillation of. the looper in combination with

means described for producing the up and

down movements of the looper, consisting of a

guide bar, .having an inclined projection, a

reciprocating needle-bar carrying said guide-

bar, a connecting rod having a beveled stud, a

looper-rod having the bevelled end at top, a

cam-plate provided with a pin and means for

operating the rod.

Impending Strike in the Pottery Trade.

—On Saturday notices of a wages reduction of

10 per cent, were posted at nearly all the

earthenware and china manufactories in the

Stafford Potteries. Meetings of each section of

the men have been held, and a general determi

nation is expressed to resist the contemplated

notion of the employers. The men offer to

submit to arbitration, bat most of the masters

refuse this. Both sides are preparing for a>

struggle, which will affect, it is estimated,

nearly 80,000 operatives.

Fainted Windows for Orleans Cathedral.

—The project of the late Mpr. Dopsnioup,

Bishop of Orleans, for the deooration of Orleans

Cathedral with ten painted windows repre

senting scenes in the life of Jeanne d' Are has

met with more sncceBS than might have been

expeoted. A sum of £5,000 was quickly sub.

scribed, and a competition was opened to which

all the glass-painters in France were admitted.

The result of this competition has been that the

design of M. Lorin, of Chartres, has carried off

the first prize of 4,000 fr., and that he is com

missioned with the execution of this historical

memorial. An exhibition of the various designs

sent in has lately been held in the V. ole des

Beaux-Arts, after a previous exhibition at

Orleans, and it is generally admitted that the

competition produced very satisfactory results.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

STYLE AS APPLIED TO FUBNITUEE.

No. V.—"Qubbn Annb."

NOTHING is more incongruous in modern

Queen Anr.o furniture than the turn

ing; -whilst the moulding and lines of many

articles are fairly faithful to the spirit of old

examples,we search in vain for any " originals "

of i the headed, barrel-shaped spindles and

columns which we see associated with them.

This is not all surprising when we consider the

difficulty of distinguishing the details of this

period from theirsurroundings. We reproduced

our issue for Sept. 6 an able article from a

contemporary upon the Queen Anne Style, in

which the following definition was arrived at :

 

that the foundation of all genuine Queen Anne

must be classic. The members and mouldings

ought to have some relationship to that great

Italian school from whence it drew its inspi

ration. So with the turning. A classic balus

trade, such as is to be found on many of our

public buildings, will serve as a capital basis

for an intelligent turner upon which to found

a number of patterns. Without such examples

it is, perhaps, impossible to exactly catch the

spirit of this somewhat undeiinable style, and

classic models, as he did, with freedom and

vigour, he fills page after page with charming

designs for all such purposes. Figs. 26 aDd 27,

for example, are admirably adapted for table-

legs and sideboard trusses. Ha drawings of

vase-shaped finials (so largely used in the

buildings of the time) are equally commend

able and characteristic of his pencil (see figs.

 

—" Without the grandiosity of the Gothic, or

the intricate art of the pure Renaissance, it

has attained a dignity and beauty proper to the

age, and seems to be the very style to reward

the search of the nineteenth century for some

thing natural, beautiful and convenient." This

only goes to show what it is not. As to what

it is, half-a-dozen eminent authorities are

quoted entirely at variance, some attributing

the motif to Gothic, others to Renaissance,

whilst the nearest definition vouchsafed is

that " it combined the truthfulness, variety,

and picturesqueness of the Gothic, with the

common sense of the Italian."

Owing to this diversity of modern authority,

we promised in the third article of the present

series to revert to the subject of turning as

one upon which a little information might be

useful to our readers, and at the risk of re

peating ourselves we would again point out

Fig. 27.

it is on this account we embody some rather

commonplace turning in our present illustra

tions, which, however, has the charm of being

old and authentic.

Fig. 22 represents an old staircase baluster,

designed by a pupil of Sir Christopher Wren,

and, with the carving at the base, is unmis

takably after his style. This bit of turning is

 

worthy of notice as being an example exten

sively and unconsciously copied during the last

two centuries ; its well-balanced members lend

themselves to such a variety of purposes. Figs.

23, 24, and 25 nre sketched from various articles

made strictly within the years 1702-14, and

they show that the turning of the period was

merely a convenient arrangement of the fluting

and mouldings found in the "five orders." For

a choice arrangement of turning, the book of

Mr. Gibbs stands pre-eminent. Treating old

 

 

Fig. 29.

28 aud 20). Where something square a

required to support the end of a sideboard

or table, figs. 30 and 31, from the same archi

tect, will prove useful suggestions. If these

originals are carefully dissected, our remark

as to classic fidelity will be fully justified,

for nothing will be found but old Greek

and Roman mouldings carefully rearranged,

or an Etruscan vase, freely copied, with (as

one contemporary puts it) " a touch of interest

and art added." After thus endeavouring to

make clear the items of "our lathe decoration,"

the important question arises, " What shallwe

 

Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

do with all these details in the nineteenth

century P " Shall they be confined to self-

obvious purposes, such as table-legs and

spindles, or used to ornament some articles

that have hitherto been generally produced

after the " square manner " of the severe

school ? In our Separate Plate we embody

in a hatstand most of the examples given, ly

way of showing that the use of turning is

practically unlimited. Such a combination o

conveniences as shown in our sketch was un
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known in the days we Are discussing, but the

old details serve admirably tor our modern hall

requisite.

It is unnecessary to refer our readers to the

u originals " of the interrupted scroll pediment

and the arrangement of ovals and squares;

they occur frequently in the course of this series.

The cap-a-pie is not intended for wood, but

merely for a piece of appropriate pottery ; the

finials on either side may, however, form part

of the turning.

The carving is arranged to be rendered in

low relief with, perhaps, a " frosted " ground

to give it prominence, and such decoration,

together with a bevelled plate and a few tiles

under the shelf, will serve to redeem the usual

monotony of similar articles.

Our sketch is designed to show how old

details may be rearranged and utilised. It may

be objected to on the score of expense ; if so,

it is very easy to leave out the decorative

portion of the design and to reduce it to a

matter of plain turning and cabinet-work.

In designing or making a hatstand, several

essential conditions should be considered ;

first, sufficient solidity to give stability. Many

such articles are constructed in so slight a

manner that when an extra hat or coat is

placed upon them they seem inclined to lean

forward and embrace one. Another essential

is, a convenient and well-constructed place for

the umbrellas, not a miserable wooden or

wire bracket, fixed underneath with a couple of

nails, but something well morticed together, to

keep in the sticks, &c, both on the top and

bottom. A brush drawer, a shelf, and a boot-

box below are useful additions where

price and space will allow. But what

is, perhaps, more important, is a conve

nient rail at the top (railway carriage fashion)

to drop hats into, instead of the pegs, which

too often tear the eilk lining of the hats that

are hung upon them ; pegs are all very well

for coats, &c, but they involve ruin to the

inside of a good " chapot." These practical

suggestions apply to all hatstands, whatever

the style, and they might be considered super

fluous did we not see such considerations dis

regarded on all hands.

We trust our reference to the turning of

Queen Anne's days will serve to bring the

lathe into still greater prominence as a means

of decoration, and may serve our readers con

nected with that branch for a variety of

purposes.

Correspondence.

o

is distinctly to be borne in mind that we do not by insert
jag Utters convey any opinionfavourable to their contents.
We open our column* to all, without leaning to any ; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of
all shades.

JVb notice whatever tcill be taken of anonymous communica
tions. The Name and Addrets of the writer are required^,
not necessarily fvr publication, but as a guarantee of
genuineness.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

UNDERTAKERS AND SUNDAY

FUNERALS.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—As I was one of the petitioners who

appeared before the Commissioners of Sewers

to promote the important reform in the matter

of Sunday burials, as reported in your last

week's issue, I shall esteem it a favour to be

allowed a small space in your valuable columns.

(1) Our object is to afford undertakers and

their men the one day of rest to which all men

have a common right. (2) To diminish the

expense of funerals to the working class, which

is increased not merely by 6s. extra charged

at the cemeteries, but by unnecessary expendi

ture in the entertainment of friends, and Addi

tional carriages. The fee at Ilford is the same

on Sundays as on week-days for the City of

London inhabitants. (8) To abolish the nui

sance of club funerals on the Lord's-day.

The experience of all persons intimately

acquainted with the working classes testifies

that Sunday interments are unnecessary for

the poor, and that the poorer a family is the

stronger is the reason for burying on an or

dinary day, inasmuch as Sunday clothes are

not needed. As a matter of fact the very

poor do not bury their dead on Sunday, but

that portion of the working class to whom the

loss of half a-day is not of much moment.

The widow, on the other hand, who receives

seven or ten pounds from the club for the

burial of her husband, instead of having a

little surplus, which she ought to have, some

times exceeds the amount and creates a debt

very difficult to meet after the excitement is

over. From a sanitary point of view the

reform is very desirable, as it is well known

that bodies are frequently kept in small rooms

as long as ten days for the purpose of having

the interment on Sunday, not for the sake of

economy or comfort, but either to enable many

friends to assemble, or to gather together the

members of the club to which the deceased

belonged. All the cemeteries in this neigh

bourhood will be closed on Sundays as soon as

the City of London Cemetery sets the example.

Some of the Commissioners, however, urge

two reasons for keeping open—first, the in

terests of the poor ; secondly, the common law

which gives every parishioner a right to be

interred on Sunday in their parochial ceme

tery. As regards the first reason, if the Com

missioners restricted the right of interment on

Sundays to their own parishioners we should

be satisfied ; but as they take any business

that comes in, and thereby become commercial

as well as parochial, it forces the directors of

the East London and Manor Park to keep open

also, much against their inclination. With

regard to the second reason, we maintaiu that

the common law is complied with by assign

ing one hour for the purpose. If the parish

ioner can claim the right of interment, it does

not follow that he can choose the hour. As

other parochial cemeteries hove adopted the

regulation suggested bound by the same com

mon law, it is difficult to understand why

Ilford Cemetery cannot follow the example.

We were amused to hear the magnanimous

expressions on behalf of the poor from some

of the Commissioners, and felt that if those

gentlemen knew as much about them as we

do, and the hardships of the present system,

they would have spoken with a different

feeling, inasmuch as the undertakers' men have

to forfeit every Sunday, and they are but poor,

working men ; whereas the inconvenience (if

any) to any particular family from the cessa

tion of Sunday funerals would arise only once

in four or five years. Besides, I have a higher

opinion of the working-man than to imagine

that he wishes his brother of low degree to

work every Sunday in the year for his con

venience, which may need to be consulted

once in four or five years.

The subject has been referred to the Sani

tary Committee, which I trust will present a

report, not merely in harmony with our

wishes, but also in accord with the adopted

and growing custom throughout the Kingdom.

One can hardly believe that the authorities

of the City of London will be content to re

main behind in this important and philan

thropic movement, and thereby cause a vast

amount of unnecessary Sunday labour, not

merely for their own cemetery, but for others

in the neighbourhood.—I am, &c,

George Godsell,

Chaplain East London Cemetery.

[We sympathise with the effort now being

made to abolish Sunday labour so far as under

takers are concerned. The case of tho latter,

as expounded by our reverend correspondent,

is certainly a good one, and we hope that the

question will continue to be agitated until the

desired reform has been brought about.

Undertakers are as much entitled to their

seventh day as any other section of the com

munity.—Ed . F. &.]

A CORRECTION.

Sin,—Your Kidderminster correspondent

(generally accurate) made three mistakes in

his last week's letter. The names of the

firms mentioned by him should have been

spelt as follows :—Trice & Chapman, D. B.

Johnstone & Co., L. Stevenson & Sons.—

Yours trulv, Newgatk-stuhkt.

Out. 1, 1879.

[Fbom Ocr Own Special Correspondents.]

The Liverpool Furniture Wood

Market.—The arrivals of Mahogany since

the 15th ult. have been as follow, viz. :—

From Tupilco, 373 logs, and from Chiltepec,

379 logs Tabasco mahogany. As regards St.

Domingo, the market has been bore for a

long time past, there having been only CO

tons imported since May 9 last. Early ship

ments should command ready sale, especially

veneer and figured logs of suitable sizes.

Well-grown curls are in active request at

full value. A cargo of Cuba, recently

arrived, was to be sold yesterday (Friday).

Messrs. Chaloner report that the supplies

have been light during the past eight months.

The stock of Honduras is small, and there

was a fair demand for panel and machine-

making wood at the last auction sale. Faulty

logs are rather slow of sale. For Minatitlan

very fair prices were obtained at the auction

of the 12th ult. ; the stock is exhausted.

There is a steady demand for fresh, sound,

well-grown Tabasco. The demand for Hon

duras and Mexican Cedar is dull, and prices

are easier. South American is not in request,

and the stock is very heavy. Pencil is slow

of sale. There is not any stock of Bahia or

Rio Rosewood, and sound well-grown planks

from the first-named place have been inquired

for. An early shipment would meet with

prompt sale. Honduras is slow of sale.

There have not been any imports lately of

Zcbraioood. There is a good demand for St.

Domingo Satinwood, and early arrivals should

realise advantageous results. Large, fresh,

and well-grown Lancewood Spars are in steady

demand, but there is no inquiry for old and

dry wood. Italian Walnut is slow of sale.

The import of Circassian logs has been in

excess of the requirements, and as the demand

is limited the existing heavy stock will

remain on hand for a long time. Only the

very best quality of good-sized Burrs meet

with prompt sale ; other descriptions are

heavy in stock, and difficult to sell. Bird-

eyed Maple is seldom inquired for. Of Lignum-

vila the stock is exhausted, and a shipment

of good wood, round, sound, fresh, of 8 to 12

in. diameter, with thin sap, would meet with

ready sale. Cocustcood is rarely inquired for.

Fartriagewood has been inquired for, but there

is none in stock. The stock of Snake or Letter-

wood is heavy, and the demand is limited.

Slock of Furniture Wood held by Liverpool

Brokers on the 27th ult. —

91 logs and curia mahogany, St. Domingo

515 „ „ Cuba

IVXt n it Honduras

740 „ „ Tabasco

Nil. „ „ Lacuna

Nil. „ „ Minatitlan

Nil. „ „ Tlacotalpam

29 „ Cedar, Honduras

9 „ ,, Mexican

Nil. „ „ „ (WestCjast)

101 „ „ Havana

755 „ „ Central American

487 „ „ Pencil

Nil. planks Roeewood, BahU

Nil. „ „ Kio

Nil. „ Zebrawood

Nil. logs Sitinwood

1,260 pieces Lancewood Spars

125 planks Walnut, Italian

470 logs „ Ciroastiau

19 „ „ American

163 „ Maple, Bird-Eyed

35 tons Coonswood

Nil. „ Lianumvitoo, Ci'y and

St. Domingo

18 logs Sibicu

Nil. tons Partridgewood

Kit. n Snake or Letter wood

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The heavy failures connected with the carpet

trade which have lately occurred continue to

be much discussed here, for they fall very

heavily upon Kidderminster, and at a pecu
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liarly unfortunate time, when manufacturers

can ill bear these heavy losses. There never

was a period in the history of the carpet trade

as conducted upon modern principles when so

much depression prevailed as at the present.

There is as yet no sign whatever of the com

mencement of the autumn trade, and manu

facturers are still husy in the production of

patterns, which in itself is always a most

■costly operation, and doubly unsatisfactory

when there is no accession of trade as a

result. The new School of Art, built chiefly

by private munificence, has been opened this

week, and a conversazione and exhibition of

students' drawings and other works have been

held. There is no improvement whatever in

prices, which remain at the lowest level. The

demand for goods is exceedingly small, and

there are many persons unemployed in Kidder

minster. We fear a very distressing winter is

before us. There has been some talk of an

advance in the price of ruga, but nothing

definite has transpired, though it is well under

stood that the present rates are unremunera-

tive. October opens very gloomily, but as

the season's new patterns are not all out yet,

many travellers are still at home ; when they

are all on the road it will be better known

how business is likely to turn out for the last

three months of the current year.

The Dewsbury Caiipet Trade continues

quiet ; the orders that reach here occasionally

are not of sufficient importance to affect trade

at large. The heavy woollen manufacturers

report a steady improvement in the home

trade, and both London and provincial houses

have taken some fair parcels to meet after-

harvest requirements ; and continental shippers

are still taking a tolerable quantity of season

able goods. The demand for coloured blankets

is about the same as that reported during the

past few weeks, but whites have improved.

This branch of manufacture is the only one

that has not during the last two years suffered

severely. Sealskins are not coming as much

into favour as it was expected they would do.

On the other hand, railway and carriage rugs

are in better demand than for some time past.

A serious fire occurred here last week at the

large mill of Messrs. Hirst Brothers (George &

John Hirst), woollen manufacturers, and it was

not extinguished until the building and its con

tents were destroyed. The building, which

was erected about eight years ago by Messrs.

M. Armitage & Sons, was purchased a few

years ago by Messrs. Hirst Brothers. It was

built of stone, and was four storeys high. The

ground floor was filled with fulling and finish

ing machinery, and the second and third with

spinning-mules, &c, and the top Toom was set

apart for weaving, being filled with new

looms. The damage is estimated at £20,000.

The loss is, however, covered by insurance.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade. —

Curtains, vitrage nets, window-blinds, and

toilet-covers are being ordered for future de

livery, and though this branch of the trade is

not brisk, it is in a fairly healthy condition,

notwithstanding the strong competition. The

shipping departments are the most active

portion of the general lace trade. Goods are

being exported in considerable quantities to

meet an extended demand which follows upon

the favourable turn in the fashions expe

rienced earlier in the year in the leading

markets. The home trade is comparatively

dull, and still suffering from the glut of goods

remaining on the hands of retailers in con

sequence of the unfavourable weather. Of

the goods most saleable spotted Bretonne lace

and point d'esprit in nets and quillings hold

the first place, though the inferior qualities

are now superabundant compared with the

demand. Pale white and very light icru or

ivory have been most in request in the supe

rior qualities. Pointe Royale and Dentelle

Duchesse are in limited request. Pointe Venise

with bright thread, and cotton Tuscan laces,

are in moderate demand. Maltese and guipure

laces are comparatively neglected. The supply

of common Valenciennes has been considerably

augmented ; the sales during the last two

monthshave been very large,but the prices have

left only a small margin of profit, and pro-

' ducers would only recommence making the

goods in the absence of more profitable em

ployment for their machinery. The sales of

the super qualities in thread have declined,

and the production has been much curtailed.

Fair quantities of everlasting and other em

broidery trimmings are moving for the home

trade and for shipment. The higher qualities,

in which there is less competition, are

stationary in price ; but the lower qualities in

more active request are forced down to the

narrowest limit of profit. Bobbin nets and

quillings are not quotably altered in value,

but as the supply increases and November

approaches buyers are looking for easier rates,

and speculative orders are rare. There was

only a meagre attendance at the Exchange,

and the inquiries for lace yarns at the ware

house were marked by the same dulness

which has more or less prevailed since the

opening of the past month. Buyers are not

willing to pay the current list prices, and

manufactured goods not being in urgent

request there is a considerable limitation of

production.

Furnishing Ironmongery. — Cabinet

brass-founders are fairly supplied with orders,

and general trade prospects are by no means

discouraging. The proposed reduction of

wages is causing much stir among the opera

tives, and signs are not wanting that they will

resist it. We are inclined to think that the

solution of the difficulty will be found in

arbitration, which has lately proved very suc

cessful in the chandelier branch. The men

employed in the chandelier and lamp trade are

kept fairly going ; and the demand for stoves,

fenders, fireirons, and coal-vases is also im

proving. It might perhaps hardly be supposed

that the coffin-furniture branch would show

much fluctuation, and yet until lately it was

one of the most variable and shifting of Bir

mingham industries, a result chiefly of the

reckless competition of one or two firms which

aimed at nothing less than driving all other

makers out of the field. Discounts fluctuated

as wildly as prices on the Stock Exchange in

time of panic, and business was feverishly

stimulated or utterly paralysed for weeks and

months at a time, by alterations which had no

reference either to the state of consumptive

demand or the cost of raw material. Alluding

to this fact the Ironmonger reminds us that

some twelve months ago the eyes of coffin-

furniture makers were opened to the errors of

their ways, and having realised the folly of

cutting one another's throats in the attempt

to achieve an impossible monopoly, most

of the leading firms came to an un

derstanding, which has since been honour

ably kept with advantage to themselves,

to retailers, and to the public. About a

month ago a further agreement was entered

into by the trade for the better equalisation of

prices, and new lists have been issued by most

of the large houses, assimilating the prices of

white and black coffin furniture, plates,

handles, lace, &c. The revised lists have been

favourably received, and the recent advance

in brass, tin-plates, and other raw materials of

the trade, has favourably influenced the

demand for stocking purposes, both at home

and abroad. American competition is reported

keen in the commoner descriptions of furni

ture, made of zinc or other soft metal with a

thin surface deposit of brass, but the demand

for goods of this class is limited, and English

manufacturers prefer to cultivate the trade in

genuine wrought brass or tin-plate work, which

is steady. Nickel-plated furniture is in growing

request for best work, but the staple business

is in stamped tin-plate furniture, white metal

for London, black for the Midlands, and white

and black for Wales. Scotch and Irish re

quirements run largely upon lacquered goods.

Household Linen, &c.—The linen trade,

bad as it has been during the greater part of

the year, appears to have become worse in

nearly every branch. The export of plain

and fancy drills to South American States,

the West Indies, and other tropical and semi-

tropical countries, for some time has been

! particularly moderate. The business doing

I with America has in no way improved. Even

with short time and many looms standing,

stocks of best goocU in particular go on.

accumulating. The home demand is also

quiet, the orders received being principally for

small parcels of table damasks, towellings,

furniture-covers, crumb-cloths, sheetings, and

dinpers. Finishers have been kept fairly

going during the year, receiving goods to

complete and make-up from Scotlandand other

linen-making districts, but just now they are

anything but well off for business. Transac

tions in yarns are but moderate, with no quot

able change in the price.

The London Wool Sales.—The third

series of London sales of Colonial wool, which

commenced on Aug. 12, closed on the 26th ult.,

the following quantities having been cata

logued :—

In the pott-**ponding

aeries of laat year.

Sydney 74,622 Bales against «i,i:»7 Bales.
Port Phillip 78,878 „ „ 76,671 .,
Adelaide 20 6S7 „ „ 16,9*0 „

Swan Hiver 1,779 „ „ «78 „
Van D. Land ...14,079 „ „ 10/88 „
New Zealand ... 94,488 „ „ 85,811 „
Cape 41,146 „ „ 63.7J9 „

325,628 Balea agaiait £03,131 BalM.
»ealie. } » »

ttee'eri..} » " «^ » "

ffiffirffff} W.O0O ,. „ 783.0CO „ ..

Held over 40,000 „ „ 62,600 „ „

Messrs. nelmuth Schwartze report that the

improvement in prices, and the spurt which,

business seemed to take at the close of the

June series, have not been ratified by these

sales. At the opening, June rates wen indeed

more or less maintained, but weakness was at

once apparent, and, after a few nights, prices

returned to the early May level, on which they

have since remained with very little variation.

These are the broad results of the series, as

they apply to the great mass of the wools sold

—a mass composed, to an exceptional extent, of

inferior and common wools, and singularly

deficient in well-conditioned parcels. As

natural, these latter have, on account of their

scarcity, fared better than the rest. Good

greasy wools, especially good Port Phillip

grease, have thus been in brisk request, and

have commanded rates hardly inferior to the

good June prices. The best classes of scoured

were, in a similar way, fairly competed for,

but their prices do not reach the best June

level. To good fleece the better demand has

not extended, nor can it be said to have at all

touched superfine wools, which, on the contrary,

have been neglected throughout the series.

Among the cheapest wools in these sales may

be mentioned : medium Sydney fleeces, at

Is. Id. to Is. 6d. per lb., inferior heavy Adelaide

gTease, low faulty scoureds, and above all

coarse cross-breds, which for fleece and scoured

sorts especially are more depressed than ever,

and often almost unsaleable. Fine crossbreds,

on the other hand, particularly greasy, have

been in good request at comparatively fair

rates. Lambs wool shows a considerable fall

applying to all grades, but heaviest in cross

bred sorts, which meet with scarcely any

demand. Cape wools are, for fleece and

scoured, Id. to l^d., and for grease, in most

cases, Id. per lb. lower than at the highest

time in June. At this reduction they have

met with good competition. The attendance

has on the whole been but a moderate

one, and the tone has often been weak,

especially on days when the catalogue

comprised indifferent selections of wooL

As in the preceding series the foreign trade has

again taken a very large proportion of the

supplies, about 175,000 bales being estimated

to nave been bought for export. Of the

000,000 bales that have passed into consump

tion, nearly 000,000 bales have gone abroad,

and only 300,000 bales been retained in this

country. The sales closed firm for good merino

wools, but very flat for inferior and crossbred

descriptions. When the next series is to

begin bas not yet been fixed, but it seems pro

bable that Nov. 18 will be selected.
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PRICES CURRENT OF THE LEADING DESCRIPTIONS OF COLONIAL WOOL.

DeSCBITTIOH.

Sydney

P.Phillip ...Fleece

Scoured

Greasy '

Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

...Scoured

Greasy

N.Zealaxd... Fleece

Scoured

Greasy

V. D. Land. ..Fleece

S. River Fleece

Cbossbked ...Australian Washed .

„ Greasy....

Lambs , Washed .

,, Greasy....

Washed .

Scoured .

Greasy....

Cape Snow-White

, „ Exceptional Lots

Country Scoured ..

Western Fleece

Eastern ,,

Natal „

, „ Grease

Pieces and

Locks

EXTRA.

s. d.

to 3 44

„ 2

„ 1

„i2
2

.. 1

1 0 tol 1

1 9 „ 1 114

1 11 „ 2 0

1 1 „ 1 2J
81 „ 3 2

1 11 tol 91

1 1 „ 1 2

2 2 „ 2 11

1 8 to 2 1J

0 11 to 1 OJ

1 8 1 9

1 9}„ 1 11

4

2

1 31tol

1 l}„ 1

1 2 „

0 10 „

Jmfom Jfarnta (Skprfs

For the Week ending Saturday, the 27<A ult.

Adelaide—Ashford A Brooks, £25 furniture

Beardwood, Jones A Co. £75 varnish

Fowler, D. 4 J. £25 sewing-machines, £46

brushware

Good, Toms 4 Co. 185 yds blankets

Hart, H. 4 J. £137 looking-glasses

Lawrence, Son 4 Co. £48 furniture

McDonald, J. 4 Co. £36 mnsioal instruments

Mollwraith, MoEacharn A Co. £23 varnish

Mertens A Co. £120 musical instruments

Miller, J. Anderson 4 Co. 458 sq yds flrclth

Petersen, B. £30 clocks

Smith, S. 4 Go. 596 lb leather

Terry, J. A Co. £16 looking-glasses

Wills, G. A R. A Co. 2,200 yds blankets,

£1,108 hosiery, 450 yds flannels

Aden—P. 4 O. 8. N. Co. 46 lb leather

Alcoa Bay—Birdseye, H. 4 Co. 600 yds car

peting, £312 furniture, £32 chinaware

Blagden 4 Prince, 3,200 yds woollen blankets

Carrie, D. 4 Co. £90 furniture, £50 musical

instruments

Don, P. C. A Co. 50 yds floorcloth

Poulger, J. A Son, £17 varnish

Eopcraft A Broadwater, £33 mnsioal instru

ments, 194 o paperhangings

Howe, J. C. A Co. 612 yds cotton blankets

Myers, J. £100 furniture

Smith, W. T. £62 furniture

Webst«r, Steel A Co. £25 musical instrumnts

Amsterdam—Dufour Bros. A Co. 1 o chamois

leather

Gaubert A Metcalfe, £27 piano

G. S. N. Co. 15 o leather

Robinson, A. G., Roberts & Co. 350 sq yds

oilcloth

Antwerp—Weatherley A Co. £3 glass manfs

Auckland—Ashby, W. A Co. £110 mscl insts

Collyns 4 Co. £12 jute mats

Hart, H. A J. 4 o chamois leather, £75 looking.

Isaacs, H. £70 looking-glasses

Kemsley A Elkington, £77 furniture

Lewis, G. A E. 120 lb leather

McEwan, J. A Co. £63 glass manufacture,

£120 iron bedsteads

Meadows, 1\ A Co. £18 iron Bafe, £22 glass,

ware, £24 furniture, £28 sewing-machines

Royle, A. A Willan, £159 iron bedsteads

Berbice—Moss 4 Co. £12 wood manufactures

Bermuda—Hnbbnok, T. 4 Son, £12 varnish

Shorter & Co. £14 brushes

Bombay—Balfour 4 Co. £38 glass manufactures

B. I. S. N- Co. £24 glass manufactures

Dunlop, G. 4 Co. £40 piano

Forbes, Forbes & Co. £20 leather

Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £61 varnish

Grindlay 4 Co. £231 chinaware

HaviBide, T. 4 Co. £306 lamps, 911b leather

Jqnes, P. A Soub, £6 clocks

King, H. S. A Co. £56 orockery, £60 chinawre

P. A O. S. N. Co. £3 sewing-machines, £45

lamps

SurxKioB.

t. d.

1 9 to

1 10 „

11,,

1 8 „

1 9 „

0 114

1 8 ,

0 10 „

1 6 „

1

0 u;

1 6

1 5

1

1

1

1

1

1

I)

1

f. d.

2 1

1 11J

1 1?

2 0

1 11

1 0

1

0 11

1 8

1 10,

1

i. d.

1 6 to

1 61 „

0 10} „

1 4 „

I:

o „

9 „

0 „

*i
5 „

8::

0 10

1 7

1 5 tol 51

1 2 „ 1 3

1 0 „ 1 1

1 01 „ 1 1

0 8}„ 0

average to

Good.

1 31 tol

1 1 „ 1 1

0 101 „ 0 11

0 11 „ 1 0

0 7} „ 0 8

$:

3 „

2 ,;

94-

1 „

9 „

2 „

2 „

g:

>. d.

1 8

1 9

1 01

1 7

1 8

0 101

1 7

0 9

1 6

1 7
0 li

1 5

1 4

1 4

0 11

1 8

0 11

1 3.J
1 4

0 8

1 6

Inferior to
Average.

I. d.

to

0 11"

1 2

0 6

0 11

0 11

0 10

0 6

s. d.

1 51

1 51

0 10

i1 3

0 8

1 31

0 7

1 3

1 4i
0 8

1 2

1 1

3

8J'„

0 51

1 5

1 H-tol 31

0 1H„ 1 01
0 8} „ 0 10

0 9 „ 0 10

0 5J „ 0 7

Bombay (continued)—

Royle, A. & Willan, 44 c leather

Short, Short A Qo. 3 o leather

Sleeman, H. B. A Co. 748 yds blankets, 1141b

leather

Stuart, A. £22 glassware and gas-burners,

£30 wood manufactures, £25 gas-burners

Treacher 4 Co. £17 filters

Union Lighterage Co. £20 chinaware

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £170 musical instru.

ments, £16 sewing-machines

Boulogne—Atkins, C. 4 Co. 794 o leather, 5 o

leather, 3 o leather, 900 yds woollen car

pets, 10 c leather, 232 yds carpets

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 860 yds woollen car-

pets, 121 o leather, 385$ o leather, 384 o

leather

Chinnery 4 Johnson, £20 varnish, 6 o lether

Flageollet Bros. 4 Co. £66 varnish, £6

sewing-maohines »

Meesageries Parisiennes, 10,210 yds carpets,

98 yds carpets, £8 glass manufactures

Nollen, Henry 4 Co. £7 ohinaware, £36

leather, 434 c paperhangings, 3 o leather,

£27 rugs, £15 clooks, £4 sewing-machines,

£11 rugs, £100 clocks, 30 c paperhangings,

£17 chinaware

Rahn, G.'4 Co. £13 rags, 11 o paperhang

ings, 649 yds carpets, £12 rugs, £6

machinery

Bremen—Phillipps A Graves, 24 o leather

Schloesser Bros. 24 o leather

Brisbane—Ashford 4 Brooks, £19 varnish, £66

iron bedsteads, £7 looking-glasses, £71 iron

bedsteads

Fox, C. T. 3 o leather

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 2,917 yds oarpets,

9,612 yds blankets, 906 yds floorcloth, £319

matting

Marshall, A. 5J o leather

Martin, C. 4 Co. £5 glware, £67 gas-fittings

Pobs, J. & Co. £2 chinaware, £47 brushware,

£15 glassware

Scotney 4 Earnshaw, £56 clooks, £45 looking-

glasses

Taylor, Bethell A Co. £150 frntre, £75 pianos

Brussels—Kirkwood, R. A Co. 600 sq yds floor

cloth

Phillipps & Graves, 34 c leather

Wain, C. 74 o leather

Buenos Aires—Holland, A. A Co. £160 furni

ture, £120 sewing-machines

Isaac 4 Samuel, £103 wood manufactures

Negretti 4 Zambra, 1,300 yds carpets, 432

yds floorcloth

Cadiz—Hall, J. jun. & Co. £100 furniture

Other Entries, 640 yds floorcloth, 940 yds

carpets

CALCUTTA-»-Allen Bros & Co. £6 glassware, 251b

leather

Ann, P. W. A Co. £12 orookery

Baker, F. W. 511 yds carpet

Ball, W. E. £12 bedding, £305 furniture, 50

yds oarpets, £5 wool rugs, 18 yds blankets

Braine, E. W. £6 bru=hes

British India Co. £35 glassware

Colley A Co. £247 hardware, £22 glassware,

62 lb leather

Calcutta (continued}—

CoaUhard A Co. £111 iron safes, £25 glass,

ware

Davidge, F. 488 yds oarpets

Elmore, J. S. A Co. £61 lamps

Grindlay A Co. £12 billiard materials

Harraden, S. A Co. £10 glass manufactures

Head, H. A Co. £18 glass manufactures, £200

mirrors

Henderson, G. £97 furniture

Hodgson, F. £2 glassware

Jonas, J. £10 iron safes, 1,300 yds blankets

Maynard, Harris A Co. £10 brushes

Pittis, E. A. £39 glass manufactures

Scrctton, G. & Co. £70 gas.fittings

Solomon, H. A Co. £70 musica.l instruments

Stone A Son, £5 brushes, 324 sq yds leather

olotb, 675 yds woollen blankets

Watson, J. A Co. £28 glassware

Wesley, Cooper A Co. 3 o leather

Cape or Good Hope—Carrie, D. 4 Co. £8 docks,

£236 musical instruments, £55 furniture

Davis A Soper, £86 furnitnre

Flower, J. £ll furnitnre, | c leather

Hopcraft A Co. £58 piano

Kemsley A Elkiogton, £88 sewing-machines

Levy, J. & Co. £550 furniture

Marshall, A. £30 glassware

Nioolson, W. & Co. £140 pianos

Puzey, W. £92 furntre, £13 oarpet, £31 glasswr

Staley, Radford A Co. £10 furniture

White & Holmes, 275 tq yds oiloloth, £2 fur.

niture, £26 matting

Wilson, R. & Co. £20 ohinaware

Charlotte Town—Meadows, T. & Co. £16

musical instruments

Colombo—Darley & Butler, 1 o tanned leather

Hartley <5c Talbot, £10 ohinaware

Mertens & Co. £50 musical instruments

Piokford A Co. £12 ohina

Constantinople—Ball, W. E. 1,690 yds woollen

and hemp oarpets, 681 yds floorcloth

Corbiere, Son A Co. 1,076 yds woollen carpets

Russell, G. & Co. 3,482 yds tapestry carpeting,

3,574 yds felt carpeting

Copenhagen—Baker, 3,646 yds carpets, 966

yds matting, £31 rugs

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 210 sq yds

linoleum

Warburg, R. D. & Co. 103 yds linoleum

Dantzic—Elkan & Co. 2 o leather

East London—Berry & Co. £15 glassware, £20

ohina

Budden, Fisher & Co. £38 furniture

Harris, R. 43 c leather

Irvine, J. J. & Co. 20,200 yds blankets, £328

cotton blankets

Morum Bros. £263 rugs, 3,950 yds blankets

Phillipps & Graves, 20 o leather

Geelono—Price, C. & Co. £10 musical insts

Ghent—France, W. 30 t leather

Gibraltar—Hall, J. jun. & Co. £58 furniture

Other Entries, 136 yds carpets

Gothenburg—Collins, W. A. 120 yds floorcloth

Wilteusin, C. & Co. 25 o leather

Hambro—Dufour Bros. £42 mats

Darling Bros. 7 o leather

Hay, W. & Co. 46 o leather

Hoyden, E van der, 424 c leather

Kitchen, J. & Co. 4 o leather, 21 o leather

Kolp A Skinner, £18 rnRS

Leather Cloth Co. 12,000 sq yds oilcloth

Levy, C. A Co. £24 rugs

Linoleum Mnfotring Co. 214 sq yds linoleum

Melohers, Range k Co. 464 yds floorcloth

Mertens k Co. 212 yds woollen carpeting

Salmon, C. J. 20 o leather

Schloesser Bros. 56 o leather

Simonsen, J. k Co. 1,227 yds flclth, £80 rugs

Stalschmidt, F. & Co. 225 o leather, £50 mting

Wain, C. 93 o leather

Warburg, R. D. k Co. 339 yds linoleum

Wilkinson, Cowley k Co. 5 o leather

Hobart Town—Hawley, H. k A. £21 ohinaware

Jeanings, D. G. k Co. £122 piano, £12

sewing-machines

Meadows, T. A Co. 66 yds linoleum

Honq Kong—Ball, W. E. £70 furniture

Fenwick k Co. £41 ohina

Hopcraft k Broadwater, 531 yds blankets

Pyah, P. 0.4 Co. £23 rugs, £17 mats, 274 yds

cocoa-matting

Rehder 4 Co. 22 o leather

Short, Short 4 Co. £68 furniture

Jaffa—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £18 glassware

Jamaica—Weeoh, Hanbury 4 Co. £23 matting

Jersey and Guernsey — Cheeswright 4 Co.

£135 furniture

Ko7tie—Budden, Fisher 4 Co. £43 sewing-

machine
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La Libertad—Chalmers, Guthrie & Co. £34

furniture

Launceston— Boick,' Lewis A Co. 135 yds

woollen blankets, 1,352 yds carpets, £13

woollen rugs

Green, F. A Co. £100 musical instruments

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £115 furniture

Terry, J. A Co. £14 lampware, £23 varnish

Leghorn—Atkins, C. A Co. £400 furniture

MoOraokeo, Fenwick A Co. 54 yds carpets

Le Treport—Arnati A Harrison, £62 glass

manufactures

Lisbon— Cogan, J. L. 28 lb leather

Dickinson, Akroyd A Co. 2 o leather

Madras—CoUey A Co. 2\ o leather

Crawford, Colvin A Co. £25 chins, £15 glass

ware, £15 lamps

Frith, Sands A Co. 18 yds blankets

Ookes & Son, £24 paperhangings, £15 glass

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £40 mneel instrumnts

Wood, 8. T. & A. U o leather

Halaga—Hall, J. jnn. A Co. £100 furniture

Margetson A Co. £9 leather oloth

Other Entries, 362 yds carpeting

Wimble, J. H. £210 oarpet

Malta—Collins, W. A. £16 cocoa mats, 210 yds

floor and 250 yds oiloloth

Grindlay A Co. £8 musical instruments

Meadows, T. A Co. £42 furniture

Marseilles—Fasqua, J. A Son, 3,638 yds orpts

Mauritius—Foulger, J. A Sons, 22 g varnish

Montreal—Darling Bros. 6 o leather

Thurston A Co. £27 billiard materials

Monte Video—Knowles A Foster, £33 varnish

Nassau—Weeoh, Hanbnry A Co. £5 chinaware

New York—Griffiths, N. A Co. £200 piano

Henderson Bros. £265 glassware

Meadows, T. A Co. 89 yds woollen carpeting

Odessa—Russell, G. A Co. 764 yds leather cloth

Bussian S. N. A T. Co. 285 yds linoleum

Oporto—Coverley A Westray, £13 ohiuaware

Leite, P. & Bros. 112 yds carpet

Staveley, N. 60 sq yds flooroloth

Ostend—Weiner, M. — A Co. 95 o leather

Willson, T. 107 yds oarpet

Otago—Allport A Morgan, £15 brushware

Broad wood, J. A Sods, £65 piano

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 1,135 yds floorcloth,

1,905 yds blanketing

Parren, J. B. £25 brushware

Sowerby A Co. £16 glassware

Penang—Killick, Martin A Co. £63 glassware,

£23 lamps

Other Entries, £20 wall-paper.

Port Elizabeth—8tauton, J. In leather

Port Natal—Dawson Bros. £49 musical in

struments, £25 matting, 4,698 yds cotton

blanketing

Durant, A. A Co. £89 furniture

Fase, A. £65 oarper, 1,500 yds cotton blnktng

Green, J. 8. A Co. £86 blankets

Harvey & Greenacre, £23 glassware, £128

furniture, £61 rugs

Head, H. A Co. £11 ohina

Henderson A Robertson, £42 msol instmts

Heuwood, P. £10 glass maufs, £35 matting

Howe, J. C. A Co. £91 musical instruments,

£20 brushes, £20 wall paper, £43 docks,

£204 rugs, 800 yds woollen, SOO yds cotton

blanketing, £76 china

Knox, G. £10 furniture, £10 musical instmts

Lipsoombe, F. A Co. £41 filters

Payne Bros. £27 rugs

Reid A Heid, £33 furniture

Webster, Steel A Co. £150 rugs, £188 carpet

Port Phillip—Beath, 8ohiess & Co. 1,590 yds

woollen blanketing

Berry A Co. 11 o leather

Blyth, J. A Co. £65 pianos, £31 organ

Buick, Lewis A Co. 1,541 yds oarpet, 638 yds

floorcloth, £9 wool rugs

Cohen, A. J. £40 furniture

Dawson Bros. £68 oarpet

Fox, C. T. 34 o leather

Hopcraft A Co. 695 yds blanksting

Johnson A Allsnp, 265 lb leather

King, H. S. A Co. £50 fnrnituro

New Zealand Loan, Ao. Co. £24 brushware

Purvis, T. 674 yds carpets

Smith, 8. A Co. 101 lb leather

Spicer Bros. 41 o leather

Tickle, W. W. A Co. 15* c leather

Voss, J. A Co. 660 lb leather

Seville—Wimble, J. M. £77 oarptt, £125 piano

Shanghai—Bridges, H. G. £26 matting, £28

ohina

Harris, Goodwin & Co. £33 glassware

Holloway & Co. £15 olooks

Wallaoe, T. £63 rugs

Singapore—Caldwell, WatBon & Co. 325 yds

oiloloth

Singapore (continued)—

Harrip, Goodwin & Co. £31 rugs

Killick, Martin & Co. £ L9 glassware

Short, Shr.rt A Co. 5 o leather

Smyrna—Clark, J. T. A Co. £54mn«cl inBtmts

Lar.ce, J. £17 varni-h

Stockholm—Warburg, K. D. A Co. 848 yds

liuolenm, £37 carpet

St. Petebsbuko—Gilbert, W. K. 4 o leather

Meadows, T. A Co. £20 carpet

Sidney—Atkins A Co. £60 furniture

Brooks, H. A Co. £15 wall.paper

Clark A Sons, £13 rues

Collard A Collard, £250 pianos

Durant, A. A Co. 690 sq yds leather oloth,

£52 leather

Head, H. A C". £42 obina

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £10 varnish, 1,155

yds woollen blanketing

Johnson A Allsnp, 1 o leather

Jones, D. A Co. £23 ohina

Keep, Parsons A Co. £20 brushes, £161 oarpt

Mason, R. A Co. £54 lumps

Meadows, T. A Co. 2,070 yds woollen blnktng

Nicolson, W. A Co. £136 ulass manufactures

Perry, W. A Co. 3,387 jds blanketing

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £40 musical instruments

Staley, Radford A Co. £17 blankets

Tonng A Clark, 946 yds woollen blanketing

Toronto—Grindlay A Co. £10 china

Trieste—Hopcraft A Broadwater, 32 o leather

Vancouver's Island—Martin, R. A Co. £56

piano

Yokohama— Ahrens, H. A Co. 14,116 ydsblnktg

the designs are of a composite character,

blending with the curvilinear outlines appro

priate to a classical edifice a modified form of

Gothic ornamentation, in the style popularly

known as Victorian.

The terra-cotta work in connection with the

new reredos at York Minster has been execu

ted by Messrs. Donlton & Co., of Lambeth, the

design being by Mr. Tinworth

Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, has completed

an elaborately-carved reredos for All Saints'

Church, Monk, Okehampton. The design is

from the pencil of Mr. R. M. Fulford.

The joinery work in connection with the

new church of St. Margaret, at Ilkey, has been

executed by Mr. J. H. Thorp, of Leeds. The

altar fittings were supplied by Mr. J. A.

Heaton, of Finsburv-square,wbo also executed

the decorative work.

%tubers anfr Contracts.

We shall esteem it a favour if our readers will lcindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contract*
which may he open for competition ; and alto advise ue
at to any furnuhino order*, 4*c, which may have been
executed by different firms.

Tenders are invited by the Metropolitan

Asylum District Board for the supply of

fittings to the Asylum for Imbeciles at

Darenth, near Dartford. Plans and specifica

tions prepared by the Architects, Messrs. A.

and C. Harston, of 16, Leadenholl-street, may

be inspected at the offices of the Managers,

37, Norfolk-street, Strand, daily, between the

hours of 10 and 6, and copies of the specifica

tion may be obtained on payment of a deposit

of five guineas, which will be returned to per

sons sending in bondfide tenders and returEing

the specification. Tenders (on a form which

will be supplied) must be delivered at the said

offices by the 15th inst.

The following tenders have been received

for the supply of bar-fittings at the Carpenters

Arms, Princess - street, Edgware-road :—

Messrs. Pierce, £290 ; Helling, £216. 10s. ;

Watts, £184 ; Warne, £182 ; Harris,

£175. 10s. ; and Edwards, £174.

Messhs. MacAndrew, cabinet-makers, of

Aberdeen, have just completed a carved black

oak pulpit, as well as a table and four massive

chairs, all in antique style, for the Parish

Church of Tain. The designs were from the

pencil of Mr. H. J. Blanc, architect, of Edin

burgh.

The contract for the joinery work in con

nection with the enlargement of Sunnyside

Asylum, at Montrose, nas been awarded to

Messrs. Fettis & Stephen, of Montrose.

The interior of Holy Trinity Church, Penge-

lane, S.E., has recently been embellished by the

completion of the mural decorations initiated in

the chancel, and by the addition of a traceried

organ screen. The colouring is for the most

part in the dull red colour of thirteenth cen

tury decoration, harmonising with the style

of the church. It has been executed bv Messrs.

Rubardt & Son, of Wells-street, Regent's-

park, from the designs and under tfae superin

tendence of the architect of the church, Mr.

E. Francis C. Clarke, of Serjeants' Inn.

Messrs. R.W.Winfield & Co.,of Birming

ham have recently completed the first two of

five massive chandeliers destined for the illu

mination of the reception-rooms of the new

Council House in that town. In accordance

with the free style of decorative treatment

which prevails in the interior of the building,

Jcpl Intelligence.

Wholesale Robbery of Timber. —

Stephen Hearle, labourer, was indicted at the

Middlesex Sessions, on the 26th ult., for steal

ing a quantity of timber, the property of the

Regent's Canal Company, his masters; and

William Wilks and George Stretton, who

surrendered to their bail, were indicted for

receiving the timber, well knowing it to have

been stolen. Mr. Besley and Mr. Tickeli pro

secuted on behalf of the company; Mr. Gec-

ghegan (with him Mr. Warner Sleigh)

defended Wilks; and Mr. Thorne Cole (with

him Mr. Montagu Williams) defended the

other prisoner, Stretton. In August, 1877, »

cargo of timber, amounting to about .'),50O

pieces, was landed from the ship Chambesi

and piled upon the company's premises abut

ting on the Old Ford-road and the Hertford

Union Canal, Victoria-park. Wilks, who was

a tenant of the company, held some land,

with a shed upon it, in the immediate vicinity

of the lock. The timber was in the charge of

the lock-keeper for the time being, and it was

his duty upon the presentation of any order

from the consignee or purchaser of the timber

to enter the particulars of that order on a

ticket and counterfoil in the delivery book, to

hand the ticket to the consignee's carman, and

to retain the counterfoil himself. In Decem

ber, 1877, the prisoner Hearle was appointed

lock-keeeper, and a list containing specifica

tion of the timber, the cargo of the Chambesi,

duly verified and checked, was given to him.

In April, 1879, a portion of this timber was

standing to the order of Mr. C. H. Davis, of

Croydon, and from certain information re

ceived from Mr. Davis, Mr. Glass, assistant-

manager to the company, wrote to the prisoner

Hearle, stating that he had been told that Mr.

Davis's carman had applied at the lock

for 600 pieces of timber, part of the

cargo of the Chambesi, of certain specified

dimensions, but had been informed that such

sizes could not be found upon the ground, and

had been compelled to go away without his

load, and asking Hearle to furnish a copy of

Mr. Davis's order and an account of the quan

tity of timber still remaining at the lock. In

answer to this letter Hearle called at Mr.

Glass's offices at the City-road Basin and

brought his delivery-book with him. He told

Mr. Glass he could not understand how it was

the boards mentioned in Davis's order could not

be found, and that he thought there must be

some mistake in it, and a confusion of accounts

somewhere. Mr. Glass told him until those

boards were found he must consider himself

as suspended from duty. Two or three days

afterwards Mr. Gloss saw Hearle at the lock

and said to him that a lot more of the same

cargo was missing. Hearle answered, " I

can't account for it. The timber is in an ex

posed place. I am surrounded by thieves, and

I believe it has been stolen ; " and to corrobo

rate this statement he showed Mr. Glass a

letter which he said he had received a montH

ago, without any signature, warning him that

timber was being stolen from the premiss

under his care by a person named Wiikins.
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This letter, according to Mr. Glass, was in

Hearle's own handwriting. Hearle was then

discharged, and upon counting the timber

in the yard and giving credit for all the

delivery tickets, the tetal loss was ascer

tained to be 3,184 pieces. The matter

was then placed in the hands of the police.

After Mr. Glass had read the anonymous

lett .T received by Hearle he had sent for Wil-

kins, who before going went and saw Hearle.

Hearle said to him : " For God's sake don't

say anything about Wilks having taken any

deals away," and witness said he would not,

nnd kept his promise. He had helped to load

VVilks'a van at the gate about seven or eight

times. From further information received

Mr. Glass went to Old Ford and saw the

prisoner Stretton (who has a shed about 600

vards from the lock) and another man, named

White. Mr. Glass told White that he had

heard that he (White) had on his premises a

large quantity of timber which had been

stolen from the Regent's Canal Company.

White said he had some timber which he bad

bought from Stretton and Wilks, and that he

had receipts from both. Stretton was then

taken into custody, and in White's shed were

found 420 pieces of timber. Mr. White, who

was called as a witness, said he had bought

several quantities of timber from Stretton,

who said he had bought them from Wilks.
• Mr. White had also had some transactions

with Wilks, who told him the timber was

,; dunnage " wood and captains' perquisites

from the docks. In July Mr. White saw

Stretton, and told him he had heard some

curious rumours about the timber, and asked

if it was all right. Stretton said so far as

he knew it was, and that he had bought it

from Wilks. Mr. White suggested he snould

go and see Wilks. Stretton went, and on his

return said : " It 's all nonsense. It is all

right ; it is dunnage wood, and Wilks brought

it out of the docks." "Dunnage " is the name

given to wood in which ice has been packed,

or which is used to keep the cargo timber

from the ship's bottom, or to cover it over with

when stacked. It is usually rough, of inferior

quality, of a particular size, and generally

saturated with wet. A number of other

witnesses were called, who deposed to having

purchased quantities of timber (all of which

was identified by Mr. Glass) from Wilks.

They all, however, in cross-examination, de

scribed the timber as having been very wet ;

and one—a practical builder of 25 years'

experience—said what he bought was soaked

with water, and just such as would be used

for dunnage. On the other hand, Mr. Glass

said timber of that particular size was never

used for dunnage, and that dunnage was never

brought upon the company's premises at the

canal, and was never of the dimensions which

these boards were. Hearle had written two

letters from the House of Detention confessing

his crime, and attributing it to the temptations

which had been placed in his way by Wilks.

For the defence of Wilks, Mr. Geoghegan

contended that there was nothing .in the

appearance of the timber which would lead

Wilks to believe that it was not what he said

it had been described to him—namely,
n dunnage " wood, and that the openness of the

transactions and his giving receipts for his sales

to White and another witness showed the

honesty of his conduct and negatived any sug

gestion of guilty knowledge on his part. A

number of witnesses, including Inspector

Wildey, of the K Division, were called, who

gave Wilks a very high character for honesty.

For Stretton, Mr. Cole urged upon the jury

that his client had never had any transaction

with Hearle direct, but only bought from

Wilks, who had been shown to be a man of

the very highest respectability. The only

evidence which distinguished Stretton's case

from that of those other persons who had

purchased from Wilks, was that Stretton had

no receipt ; but that fact was adequately ac

counted for by the custom in the trade in

which he had been brought up. A number of

§:ntlemen residing in the neighbourhood gave

tretton also a high character for honesty.

The Assistant-Judge (Mr. K. H. Edlin, Q.C.),

in summing up, said there was a broad and

obvious difference between the cases of the

two prisoners, Wilks and Stretton. Wilks

was shown to have been dealing directly with

a servont of the company. Stretton, however,

had only dealt with Wilks, who, at the time

of the transaction, bore the character of an

honest and respectable man. It was a

fact also in the case that there never was,

from first to last, the slightest attempt at

concealment on Stretton's part as to where or

from whom he had obtained the timber. The

jury expressed a wish to retire, and after half-

an-hour's absence they returned and brought

in a verdict of guilty against Hearle and

Wilks and acquitted Stretton. Hearle

pleaded "guilty to another count in the

indictment charging him with having been

convicted of felony at these sessions in 1870.

Another conviction for larceny and embezzle

ment in 1808 was also proved against him. The

company were ignorant of these convictions

when they employed him. In passing sen

tence, the Assistant-Judge said that Hearle

had availed himself of the opportunities

afforded him to rob his employers to a very

large amount. He had no doubt that it was

Hearle who had tempted Wilks and brought

him into this trouble. As for Wilks, he

would fgive him the benefit of his previous

' good character, but the offence was a serious

one and must be visited with severe punish-

! ment. He ordered Hearle to be kept in penal

servitude for five years, and Wilks to be

imprisoned and kept to hard labour for twelve

months.

Alleged Fraudulent Bankruptcy.—

At the Worship-street Police-court, on Satur-

day last, the examination of John Lordan,

leather merchant ; Edward Mannion, mer

chant ; Robert Watson, warehouseman ; and

Thomas Summers, commis-ion agent, charged

with committing numerousfrauds, was resumed

before Mr. Bushby. Mr. J. P. Grain, in

structed by Mr. Montague on behalf of the

Treasury, prosecuted; Mr. Grueber defended

the prisoner Lordan. Mr. Brien appeared for

Mannion. Inspector John Littlechild, of the

Criminal Investigation Department, Scotland-

yard, said that in August last he was first in

structed in reference to this matter. In the

course of his duties during September, 1877,

his attention was called to the premises in

Sun-street, Bisbopsgate. The name of the

Leather and Shoe Company was then up there.

Witness was keeping observation on a house

two doors off, and his attention was drawn by

some one to Mannion and another, whom he

now believed was Lordan. There appeared to

be a leather business carried on there, and the

two persons named were there. From what he

saw he watched, but took no steps until

he received instructions. Warrants were

placed in his hands. Mannion was the first he

saw after that. He saw him in the Bank

ruptcy Court on one occasion during the bank

ruptcy proceedings, and followed him from

there to 302, Essex-road, Islington, where

what appeared to be the business of the

" North London Shoe Company " was carried

on. Witness, with Inspector Roots, watched

and saw Watson and Summers about the

premises. Mannion and Watson were con

stantly about the place, but witness saw

nothing like business done. He had received

numerous communications from tradesmen and

merchants in connection with the prisoners as

to other matters. Witness gave further

evidence as to the apprehension of the several

Erisoners. Francis M'Carthy who said that

e was in the wool business at Milton-street,

Fore-street, was next called. He had been, he

said, a licensed victualler, and gave up the

business about April last. Knew Lordan,

Mannion and Watson. He was not sure that

he knew Summers. He did not know Mannion

trading as Bailey & Co., in the City-road.

Some of the prisoners used witness's house.

He did not know Watson when in Sun-street.

He had lent Mannion money. He did not

know when ; whether it was in spring, summer,

autumn, or winter. It might have been in each,

or all. He might have lent him £50 or £00 to

take up bills he said he had to meet. Witness

had no security for what he lent during 1878,

except, perhaps, a country cheque. Mannion's

address he knew as 10, Worship-street,

(Lordan & Co.) and Mannion being manager.

The parchment document produced he knew

and believed it was produced to him by

Mannion, who said it was a reversion from

Lordan, mortgaging an interest to Lordan's

wife, under a will. Mannion said he had

bought it of Lordan with money he got from

his wife when she insured her life. He offered

it to witness for sale. Witness had then heard

of the failure of Lordan & Co. That was

before Christmas last, and Mannion produced

the deed in June lost. Hod heard that Lordan

had been examined in the Bankruptcy Court.

Witness had been in the habit of seeing Man

nion during those months, perhaps fifty times.

Mannion used to frequent witness's public-

house for meals. Lordan did not. Knew that

Lordan was bankrupt. Lordan & Co. owed

money to him, but not more than £5 or £0.

Witness had been creditor in many bankruptcy

matters. When the deed was produced, wit

ness instructed his solicitor to communicate

with the executors of Lordan's estate and the

solicitors in Bankruptcy. That he would

swear. Mr. Grain then said that he proposed

to call some formal evidence, and Mr. Cox, the

trustee. Having established a prim& facie case,

he should ask for the prisoners' committal, but

take a formal remand, while he submitted to

the Treasury his opinion on the whole matter.

It would then be for the Treasury to say

whether the proceedings should be enlarged

with respect to other persons or not. The

prisoners were then further remanded for a

week, and, Mr. Bushby refusing to alter the

bail, they were removed in custody.

Cjjc § alette.

Compiled *i(h tpecial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, Upnolttery, and Drapery Trade*,from Meter*,
Gamble Jf Harvey'* " Weekly Record."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Baxter, Joseph, and John Richard Fox Bell,

woollen manufacturers, Huddersfield.

Isherwood, W., and H. S. Pearson, table manu

facturers, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire.

Jones & Thompson, manufacturers of china

and earthenware, Chadwick-street, Longton,

Staffordshire.

Lewis, B. T., and G. H. Lewis, ironmongers,

Lowndes-terraoe and College-place, Knights-

bridge.

Monkhouse, J. W. S., and T. Haywood, L. W.

Tatton, and J. E. Haworth (executors of T.

L. Wulkden, deceased), carpet manufacturers,

Manchester.

Slade, J., and G.T.Challen, auctioneers, Begent.

street.

Snow & Littler, earthenware manufacturers,

Stoke-npon-Trent.

Liquidations by Arrangement or

Composition.

Anidjah, Abraham Bomaine, auctioneer, 16,

Union-street, Sheffield, and 95, Globe-road,

Mile-end. Sept. 8. G. M. Wether field, soli

citor, 2, Greaham-buildings, Guildhall.

Creak, St. Arnaud, trading as Creak & Co.,

cabinet • maker, King-street, Leicester.

Sept. 16. At Wright & Hincks', solicitors,

Leicester, Oct. 7, at 3.

Davey, Bobert, fumitore-dealer, New Park,

street, Devizes. Sept. 17. At V. H. Butcher's,

solicitor, Devizes, Oct. 6, at 11.

Evles, Samuel, trading as S. Evles & Co., paint

and colour manufacturer, Sanaom-place and

Britannia-sqnare, both Worcester. Sept. 15.

Thompson & Taylor, solicitors, Worcester.

Fearnley, John, leather dealer, Cleckheaton.

Sept. 17. G. Curry, solicitor, Cleokheaton.

Field, Charles, tlock manufacturer, Chnrohill-

street, late Wellington-street, Oldham.

Sept. 15. Blackburne & Smythe, solicitors,

Oldham.

Goodwin, Edward, dyer, Norman-road, Hast

ings. Sept. 13. F. J. Mann, Hastings, soli,

oitor.

Johnson, James Thomas, timber-merchant,

Rowley Begis, Staffs. Sept. 12. Grfliin

& Griffin, solicitors, 7, Temple-row West,

Birmingham.

Moore, Job, timber-merohant, Portland-street,

late Stuart-street, Derby. Sept. 12. At
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Commercial Sale Boom, Derby, Oct. 9, at 2.

W. Briggs, solicitor, Derby.

Morley, John, cabinet-maker, Fold-street,

Bolton. Sept. 20. At Swan Hotel, Bolton,

Oct. 8, at 11. M. Taylor, solioitor, Bolton.

Phillips, Henry Frederick, and Robert Fletcher,

trading as Phillips & Co., anotioDeers, 308,

Oxford-street. Sept. 16. H. E. Bice, soli

citor, 165, Weetbourne-terrace, Hyde-park.

Beynolds, Bessie Anne, cabinet-maker, Paris-

street, Exeter. Sept. 13.

Richardson, Eobert, anotioneer, Eirbymoorside,

Yorks. Sept. 18. At Black Ball Hotel,

Northallerton, Oat. 4, at 11. J. Harrison,

solicitor, Eirbymoorside.

Bichmond, William, ironmonger, Stokesley,

Yorks. Sept. 6. J. W. Teale, solicitor,

Middlesbrough.

Robinson, John, sewing-machine agent and

dealer, Upper Maudlin-street, Bristol. Sept.

18. At S. B. Ward's, solicitor, Albion-

Chambers, Bristol, Oct. 6, at 11.

Bobinson, Bobt. Fell, timber merchant, Great

Grimsby. Sept. 19. At Stephenson and

Mountain's, solicitors, 'Great Grimsby, Oot. 6,

at 3.

Simmons, Leopold, furniture dealer, Clipstone-

street, Fitzroy.square. Sept. 13. At L.

Barnett's, solicitor, 6, Palmerstone.buildings,

Old Broad-street, Sept. 29, at 3.

Slooombe, Wm., cabinet maker, Ilfraoombe.

Sept. 18. J. A. Thorne, solicitor, Barnstaple.

Smith, John, furniture broker, High-street and

Ellison-street, Gateshead. Sept. 16. S.

BobBon, solioitor, Gateshead.

Thompson, Alex. jun.,& John Wells, jnn., trading

as Thompson & Co., cabinet makers, Stratford

New-road, late Blnke-street, both Hulme,

Manchester. Sept. 20. At J. Leigh'p, solici

tor, 30, Brown-street, Mancheeter,Oot. 10, at 3.

White, Jas., brush-maker, trading as Jas. White

& Co., Miller-street, Manchester. Sept. 19. At

Simpson & Hockin's, solicitors, 9, Mount-

street, Manchester, Oot. 8, at 3.

Adjudication of Bankruptcy.

Drake, Samuel, leather • dealer, Newtown-

hamilton, Armagh. Sept. 12. Sittings,

Tuesday, Oot. 14, and Friday, Oot. 81. O. A.,

C. H. James. Solicitor, — Croskerry.

Trustees Appointed.

Ambler, Frederick C, and James Blackburn,

trading as Charles Ambler * Sons (Liq.),

brassfonnders, Halifax. Trustee, W. Roberta,

accountant, Halifax.

Collings, George (Bkt.), timber-merohant, Land-

port. Trustee, W. Edmonds, accountant,

Portsea.

Davis, Charles Frederiok (Liq.), upholsterer,

Upper Baker-street. Trustee, E. 0. Foreman,

accountant, 32, Gresham.street.

Foster, William (Bkt.), timber-merchant, Ems-

worth, Hants. Trustees, W. Edmunds and

F. G. Clarke, accountants, Portsea.

Gill, Thomas ■ (Bkt.), ironmonger, Bettering,

Northamptonshire. Trustee, W. L. Harrison,

accountant, Temple-street, Birmingham.

Goodman, Samuel (Liq.), upholsterer, Redruth,

Cornwall. Trustee, T. Chirgwin, aooountant,

Truro.

Gregory, Emma Anne (Liq.), ironmonger,

Odiham, Hants. Trustee, H. Bourn, metal-

valuer, 8, Paternoster-row, London.

Pritchard, John, and Herbert Pritohard (Liq.),

brush manufacturers, Derby. Trustee, W.

Parker, accountant, Derby.

Baggett, Frederiok G., William F. Williams, and

Edward Beadon (Bkt.), auctioneers, Gresham-

street. Trustee, W. Hazlit, Registrar, Bank

ruptcy Court, Linooln's-inn.fields.

SkeviDgton, Robert (Liq.), joiner, Derby.

Trustee, T. H. Harrison, accountant, Derby.

Smith, John (Bkt.), cabinet-maker, Burnley.

Trustee, E. Foden, Burnley, accountant.

SproBton, John (Bkt.), tanner, Middlewich, and

Newton - by - Middlewioh. Trustee, G. J.

Knight, Northwich, accountant.

Stockdale, Wm. (Liq), leather merchant,

Darlington. Trustee, J. Airey, Darlington,

accountant.

Teetey, Robert E. (Liq.), pianoforte key-maker,

Rheidol-mewB, Islington, and Blaokstock-

road, Highbury-park. Trustee, A. Lass, 30,

Graceohuroh-street, accountant.

Vine, Francis F., and John Morrison, iron

mongers, trading as Vine, Morrison, & Co.

(Liq.), Earl's-court-road, South Kensington.

Trustee, T. W. Gilbert, 15, Clement's-inn,

Strand, accountant.

Westerdale, Christopher (Liq ), joiner, Hull.

Trustee, W. B. Looking, Hall, accountant.

Wilson, Wm. (Liq.), ironmonger, Waterfoot, near

Manchester. Trustee, S. Atberton, Water-

foot, near Manchester, auctioneer.

Declaration of Dividends.

Beckwith, Christopher, and E.J. Hammon (Liq),

leather merchants, Long-lane, Bermondsey.

1st dividend of 4s. at J. Sawyer's, 3, Adelaide

place, London Bridge.

Cousins, John A. (Liq.), sewing-machine dealer,

Sheffield. First and final dividend of 4d., at J.

Hyde's, Wioker, Sheffield.

Gearing, Thos. (Bkt.), blind maker, New Church

road, Camberwell. First dividend of Is. ad , at

H. Atkinson's, 271, Southwark-bridge-road.

Nuttall, Wm. (Liq.), trading as W. Nuttall & Co.,

leather merchants, Castle-street, Finsbury.

Second and final dividend of 2s. <!<'.., at W. J.

Cox's, 8, Bailway-approach, London Bridge.

Ottewell, Bobt., Anthony Bruce, and John F. A.

Bruce (Liq.), leather merchants, Bermondsey-

street, Southwark, and Leicester. Third and

final dividend of 9d., at B. Nicholson's, and at

F. A. Bawling's, 8, London Bridge Railway-

approach.

Dividend under Sequestration.

M'Eeohnie, John, & Co., timber - merchants,

Broomloan, Govan. First, at W. MacKinnon's,

115, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A first meeting of the creditors of Wright

& Dixon was held last week. The bankrupts

were lamp manufacturers, carrying on business

in White Lion-street, Bishopsgate. They had

presented a petition for liquidation, but no re

solution was passed by the oreditors, and conse

quently the proceedings fell to the ground. The

statutory accounts were not filed, and after

some dieoussion upon the proofs, in which Mr.

A. G. Dutton, Mr. Miller, and Mr. Lindas took

part, the meeting was adjourned.

The statutory meeting of the creditors of

Thomas Cookson, of Goulden-street, Manches

ter, and of Hampton-terrace, Stratford, brush

manufacturer, was held at the offices of Messrs.

E. Heath & Sons, solicitors, Manchester, on the

24th ult. A statement of affairs, prepared by

Mr. Henry Hyde, the reoeiver, was read, show

ing liabilities £3,082, and assets £1,010. Liqui

dation by arrangement was resolved upon, and

Mr. Henry Hyde and Mr. James Marohanton

(Marohanton & Kendal) , accountants, were ap

pointed joint trustees, with a committee of in

spection. Creditors were represented by Messrs.

Heath & Sons, Messrs. Simpson & Hookin, Mr.

Hyde, and Messrs. Marchanton & Kendal.

A meeting of the oreditors of Mr. Matthew

Henry Sawer, worsted stuff manufacturer and

merchant, of Hammerton Mill, Leeds-road, and

19, Booth-street, Bradford ; 2, Carey-street,

Cheapside, London ; and 12, Lever-street, Man

chester, has been held at the offices of Messrs.

Rawson, George, & Wade, solicitors, Bradford.

The statement of the debtor's affairs, read by

Mr. T. K. Stubbins, the receiver, showed total

liabilities £28,746, and assets £14,656. The

meeting agreed to accept a composition of 9s

in the pound, payable in three instalments ; the

first of 3s. 6d. in the pound at one month, the

second of 3s. at five months, and the third of

2s. 6d. at eight months from the time of the

confirmation of the resolution; the last instalment

to be guaranteed to the satisfaction of the com

mittee of inspection. Mr. Stubbins was appointed

trustee for the receipt and distribution of the

composition.

A first general meeting of the creditors of

Stead Moody, of Knowle, Mirfield, timber-

dealer, was held last week at the office of

Mr. Stapleton, solicitor, Union-street, Dews-

bury. The statement of affairs showed the

liabilities to be £406, and assets £50. 10s. It

wbb decided to wind up the estate in liquidation.

Mr. Matthew Walker was appointed trustee,

with a committee of inspection, and Mr.

Stapleton was entrusted with the registration

of the resolutions.

Briggs, Frederiok Charles, auctioneer, 1, Roste-

Btreet, Shipley, near Bradford, for £10, to

Bradford Advance, &c, Bank. Filed Sept. 18.

Brown, Joshua, auctioneer, 42, Cromwell-terrace,

Newport-road, Middlesbrough, for £79, to

Abraham Levy. Filed Sept. 18.

Connard, Jesse, painter and decorator, 37,

Egerton-street, Oldham, Lancashire, for £15,

to Albion Loan 4o. Co. Filed Sept. 19.

Elliott, William, joiner, 76, Chapel-street and

Rose-cottage, Tredegar, Mons., for £15, to

Herman Harris. Filed Sept. 16.

Flint, Wm. Oliver, gasfitter, &c, 236, Stafford-

Btreet, Walsall, for £86. 12s., to Henry T.

Flint. Filed Sopt. 17.

Griffiths, Thos., joiner, Ac., 22, Cardigan-street,

Birkenhead, for £15, to Northern Investment

&o. Co. Filed Sept. 18.

Ireland, Franois, upholsterer, 76, Pentonville-

road, Islington, for £14, to Ambrose Bradbury.

Filed Sept. 16.

Keysell, Riohard, anotioneer, The Rosery, Boa*

hampton Vale, Putney, for £31. 6a., to

National Mercantile Bank. Filed Sept. 15.

Johns, William George, cabinet-maker, Truro-

hill, Penryn, Cornwall, for £30, to Henry

Pollard. Filed Sept. 18.

Kilner, William, and William Wools, plate-glass)

cutters and bevellers, 62, Bed Lion.street,

Clerkenwell, for £40, to National Mercantile

Bank. Filed Sept. 16.

Lewis, John, joiner, 6, Prinoea-terraoe, Grange-

lane, Birkenhead, Cheshire, for £50, to

Northern Investment' Ac. Company. Filed

Sept. 18.

Mallin, Samuel, ironmonger, 81, Liverpool-road,

Birkdale, for £170, to James A. Lore. Filed;

Sept. 16.

Morehen, John, and Emit Kieser, cabinet

makers and marqueterie furniture manufac

turers, Rose-Btreet, Soho, for £230, to Charles

F. Nosotti. Filed Sept. 16.

Orton, William George, joiner, 14, Park-street,

Middlesbrough, for £16, to Abraham Levy.

Filed Sept. 18.

Pears, George John, wood turner, 4, Queen-

street, Worship-street, Finsbury, and 13v

Drysdale-street, Hoxton, for £40, to National

Mercantile Bank. Filed Sept. 19.

Weston, Frederick, gas-fitter, &c, 46, Mile End-

road, for £27, to Samuel Betts. Filed Sept. 15-

Williams, Thomas, sawyer, 111, Olivia-street

Bootle, Lancashire, for £10, to Islington Loan

&o. Co. Filed Sept. 15.

Crabe Changes, \$t.

We shall feel greatly obliged \four Subscriber* in London
at veil a* in all part* of the Country viil kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Change*, or send us
any Jotting* of general interest to the Trade* re
represent. "By ~*o~ doing they will materially help to*

promote the utility of thu Department of the lumruii

Gazxttb.

BILLS OF BALE.

Batstone, Charles John, blind-maker, &o., 26,

Hughenden-road, and 46a, Middle-street,

Hastings, for £80, to Edward R. Clarke.

Filed Sept. 20.

The firm of Shaw & .Roberts, joiners, &c>

Mill-hill, Blackburn, having been dissolved,

the business will be continued by Mr. E.

Roberts.

Messrs. Bonti & Davies, pianoforte-

dealers, Lime-street, Liverpool, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. G. R Davies continues the

business.

The partnership between Messrs. T. & J.

Boulting, ironmongers, of Union-street, Mid

dlesex Hospital, having been dissolved, Mr.

T. J. Boulting continues the business.

Mb. William Robebts continues the busi

ness formerly carried on under the title of

William Roberts & Son, drapers, Curzon-

street, Burnley.

Mb. Fbancis Bbangwin continues the

furnishing ironmongery business formerly car

ried on under the title of Holland & Bran-

gwin, at Mare-street, Hackney.

MESsns. Fbiab & Young, cabinet-makers,

of Berwick, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

George Young continues the business.

The firm of F. J. & G. Harris, tinaber-

merchants, of Clarence-road, New-cut, Bristol,

having been dissolved, Mr. George Harris will

continue the business.

The partnership between MessTs. Cooper.

Collinge, & Collinge, dvers, of Limefield, Bury,

having been dissolved,Mx. F. Cooper continues

the business.
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Mr. A. T. Durham continues the drapery

business formerly carried on under the title of

Durham Bros., at High-street, Deptford.

Messrs. Byrne & Knixl, silk-plush im

porters, of Stamford-street, Blackfnars, havo

dissolved partnership. Mr. P. J. Byrne con

tinues the business.

Messrs. Norrington Bros., ironmongers,

of Chard, having dissolved partnership, Mr.

A. E. Norrington continues the business.

Mil. John Whaites continues the brass-

foundry business formerly carried on under

the title of Lawson & Whaites, at Liver-street,

Liverpool.

Messrs. Ives & Oppenheim, leather-mer

chants, of King-street, Leicester, having dis

solved partnership, Mr. E. J. Oppenheim

continues the business.

Messrs. Thomas Duncan & Sons, brush

manufacturers, of Picardy-place, Edinburgh,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Thomas

Duncan continues the business.

Mr. W. N. Evans has retired from the firm

of Perry & Evans, tanners, of Bedjninster-

bridge Tannery.

Compressed Leather Company.—"With a

capital of £10,000 in £5 shares, this company

proposes to purchase and work the invention

of Mr. Rabley, relating to the re-manufacture

of leather cuttings, waste, &c, and to patent

such process or any improvement thereof. It

was registered on the 20th ult. with the fol

lowing as the first subscribers :—

Shares.
Robert Tainsh, Northfleet. Kent 1

Stephen S. Knight, 68, Lugard-road, Peckbam,
shorthand-writer 1

HeDry E^muod Staeer, Addersbrook House, Little
Ilford, Essex, surveyor 1

Charles M. Morris, Melrose Villa, Kirkwood-road,
Surrey, secretary to the City Engineer, Guild
hall 1

John Beek Neale, 11, Guildford- street, Bussell-
aquare, accountant 1

"William Hunt Scott, 64, Windsor-road, Holloway,
accountant 1

William Braiell Pratt, 4, Elisabeth-terrace, Peck-
ham, commercial traveller 1

A petition for liquidation has been filed

by Christopher Whightman, furniture-dealer

and upholsterer, of High-street, Camden-

town. The 'liabilities are £6,000, and the

assets £4,000, consisting of stock, furniture,

and leasea Upon the application of Mr.

Walker, supported by creditors for £2,000,

Mr. Collison, accountant, Cheapside (of the

firm of Ladbury & Co.), has been appointed

receiver and manager of the estate.

Sports of Companies.

Army and Navy Co - operative Society

(Limited).—The half-yearly general meeting

of the members was held on Tuesday at the

Wes' minster Palace Hotel. Admiral Sir Bichard

Collineon, the chairman, presided, and in moving

the adoption of the report said it exhibited an

extraordinary increase in the society's business,

greater than in any preceding half-year, and

unparalleled, he believed, in any institution of

the kiud. listening to the various items in the

balance- sheet, he said the share capital was

£60,000 upon which the enormous business of

nearly £2,000,000 per annum was being carried

od. It was expected that in the current year

that amount would be nearly reached, and were

it an object merely to earn high dividends that

object had been fully achieved ; but rather than

distribute the pr ohta in dividends the policy had

been to divide them by a reduction of prices,

and this could now be ventured upon more

boldly. The debenture, capital of £60,000,

raised for acquiring additional premises and

purchasing Messrs. Yickers's lease had, since

the last balance-sheet, been reduced by £1,000.

The item of creditors was£107,280; but exclud

ing the credit- notes and unclaimed dividends, it

was reduced to £102,670, which was less than

three weeks' accounts, owing to the operation

if the deposit interest money, the usual trade

practice being monthly accounts. The deposit

order account, £37,042, showed an increase of

over £3,000, and it had been deposited by

members to meet their orders. There were

about 11, 400 open account s. The deposit interest

account, £30,000, waa the same ai

The interest paid for it was 4 per cent. Net

profits from previous balance-sheets, £59,353, re

presented the society's accumulated profits,

which were used in its premises and trading

■took, where, of course, it was more profitably

employed than if invested in Consols, besides

which the large business which was being car

ried on would not admit of its withdrawal

without some equivalent to replace it. This

surplus was abundant proof of the stability and

suoeess of the society, and the addition of the

last half-year's profit would enable prices to be

again safely reduced. The addition to be made

comprised the net profit of the half-year,

£16,298, less the dividend at the rate of 5 per

oent. and the amounts to be written off the

building works account, which would reduce it

to £12.267, and raise the accumulated profits to

£71,620. At the close of the half-year they

had a stook of goods on hand for trading pur

poses valued at £174,040. The stock was

checked by the direotors, and in valuing it an

ample margin below cost price was allowed for

depreciation. The stook of goods and materials

in the manufacturing account, £14,261, was

£4,372 more than last time, owing to expansion

of business in the workshops and to the stock

on band in readiness for transfer to the selling

departments. They bad expended on purchase of

lease, erection of buildings, provision of furniture,

fixtures, plant, &o., £158,203, and deducting

this from the receipts there remained on hand

£ 109,030 available for the purely trading business

of thesooiety. Themannfaoturing account showed

that the goods supplied from the workshops to

the various selling departments amounted to

£35,859, against £31,790 last half-year. After

going in detail through the profit and loss

account, he said the gross profit from the

trading aocount was £67,657, increased by the

profit on the manufacturing aocount, transfer

fees, annual and life tiokets, to £69,037. The

ordinary working expenses were £51,417, in-

creased by debenture interest to £52,739, being

nndcr 6 per cent. Deducting this there remained

a net profit of £16,298, which was dealt with as

referred to above. The ohairman concluded by

moving the resolution. The motion having been

seconded, a long discussion followed, the report

being, however, ultimately adopted by a large

majority.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Co-operative

Productive Society was established in 1874,

upon what is known as the federal prinoiple.

Its object wag to supply blankets and flannels

for Co-operative societies througboutthe country,

and its place of business was Hare Hill Mills,

Littleborough. There are 22 shareholding so

cieties, and the original subscribed capital was

£6,600. This Bum was insufficient to work the

concern economically, and loan capital wsb

secured to the extent of £5,482, and even then

the mill was not more than half filled with

machinery. A serious loss was inuorred upon a

Government order in the first year of the

Society's existence, and after that its position

went from bad to worse till, in June of last year,

more than half the share capital was lost, and in

August, by resolution at a special meeting of

shareholders, the shares were reduced from

£1 to 8s., and an appeal for additional capital

was made. This was but feebly responded to,

and on Oct. 26 it was resolved that the Society

Bhonld be voluntarily wound up ; and Mr. J. T. W.

Mitchell, of Boohdale, was appointed liquidator.

Since then the liquidator, who is also a staunch

advocate of the federal system, has been

working the concern in the interests of the

share and loan holders. He has issued

two quarterly balance-sheets, both of them

showing very satisfactory results, and last

week a conference of delegates from the co

operative societies of Lancashire and Yorkshire

was held at Littleborough to consider the causes

of the failure of the Society. There were about

eighty representatives present, and a paper was

read by Mr. G. Wood, of Heckmondwike, who

attributed the failure to the indifference of co-

operators, but did not say to what this indifference

was due. A long discussion followed, and the

following resolution was unanimously passed on

the motion of M r. Crabtree, of Heckmondwike :—

" That the delegates assembled at this Con

ference, believing that there is no sufficient

reason why the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Blanket and Flannel Manufacturing Society

should not be made a thorongh sncoess, pledge

themselves to reoommend their various societies

to give it their utmost support, and fnrther

reoommend that a meeting of the shareholding

societies, and all others willing to be represented

thereat, be held at an early date with a view to

its reconstruction." It is very probable that

the liquidator will aot on this recommendation,

and that another attempt will be made to make

the society a success.

Jfurnifure writ Carpet gestp.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been, registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 25th ult. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class 17. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache'.

Class V. is confined to paperlumgings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Begistered.

340,056. The Kirkcaldy Linoleum Company

(Limited), of Kirkcaldy, Scotland. Class YI.

Sept. 19.

340,057-60. Brewer, Henry, & Co., of 7, Nioho-

las-street, Manchester. ClaBS XI. Sept. 19.

340,067-9. Ward, Eowland, & Co., of 166, Picca

dilly. Class IV. Sept. 19.

340,072-9. The Director of Navy Contraots

of the Admiralty, Whitehall. Class IX.

Sept. 19.

340,104. Greener, Henry, of Wear Flint Glass

Works, Sunderland. Class III. Sept. 19.

340,136-7. Stoddard, A. F. & Co., of Glenpatrick,

near Paisley. Class YI. Sept. 20.

340,188. Crossley, John, & Sons (Limited), of

Halifax. Class YI. Sept. 21.

340.194. Judd, H. K. & Co., of 44 and 45, Little

New.street, E.C. Class IY. Sept. 2L.

340.195. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 21.

340,196-7. Stoddard, A. F. & Co., of Glenpatrick,

near Paisley. Class YI. Sept. 21.

340,198. Dixon, Henry Jeoks, & Sons, of Kid.

derminster. Class YI. Sept. 22.

340,200. Hendry, Whyte, & Straohan, of the

National Floorcloth Works, Kirkcaldy, Fife.

Class YI. Sept. 22.

340.206. Molineaux, Webb, & Co., of Kirby-

street, Manchester. Class III. Sept. 23.

340.207. The Plas-yn.Wern Fire-olay Company

(Limited), of Buabon. Class IV. Sept. 23.

340,245-6. The Kirkcaldy Lioolenm Company

(Limited), of Kirkoaldy, Scotland. Class VI.

Sept. 23.

340,254. Sowerby & Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead, on -Tyne. Class III.

Sept. 23.

340.363. Boden, Terras, & Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. Sept. 24.

340.364. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 24.

340,369. Edwards, George W. W., of Wolver

hampton. Class III. Sept. 24.

340.425. Beith, Stevenson, & Co., of 14, Budge-

street, Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 25.

340.426. Hill, Thomas G. & Co., of 113, Prin-

cess-street, Manchester. Class XI. Sept. 25.

fetters f attnt.

In this column will be found such invention) at relate to-
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Jhrapery Trades ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in earlv communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications ton Letters Patent.

3,760. Woodbury, W. B., of South Norwood, for

improvements in means for and methods of

producing designs upon metallic surfaces.

Sept. 19.

3,783. Piokles, 0., of Burnley, for improvements

in looms for weaving. Sept. 20.

3,795. Silver, T.. of Dumbarton-road, Glasgow,

for an improved method of and apparatus for

maintaining Bbips' berths, and other articles in

ships, in a level position. Sept. 20.

3,797. Brophy, J. A., of 97, Beaufort-street,

Chelsea, for improvements in band-sawing

machinery. Sept. 22.

Note.—Messrs. W.P.Thompson St Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord.street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]
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3,793. Imray, J., of 28, Southampton.buildings,

Chanoery-lane, for improvements in the con

struction of ceilings. A communication from

J. W. R. Vogdt.ofPotad*m, Germany. Sept. 22.

3.800. Peters, Q. D., of Banhill-row, for an im

proved apparatus for facilitating the action of

Bpring rollers for window. blinds. Sept. 22.

3.801. Zerkowsky, E., merohant, of Bermeodsey,

and C. Reimera, artist, of Moroingtou-road,

Regent's. park, for an improved burner for oil-

lamps. Sept. 22.

3,805. Weight, J. T., of 7, Anstey's-row, Essex-

road, Islington, for improvements in the

method of applying several colours to a Bar-

face at the same time. Sept. 22.

3,808. Tidoombe, G., jnn., of the firm of G. Tid.

combe & Son, paper makers' engineers, of

Watford, for improvements in or applicable to

means of and apparatus for glazing or bur

nishing coloured or other paper or fabrio in

the web. Sept. 22.

3.810. O'Neill, S., of Ecoles, for improvements

in looms for weaving. Sept. 22.

3.811. Gedge, VV. K., of Wellingtou.street,

Strand, for an improved machine to be used in

the preparation or tawing of skins. A com-

manication from J. Garrel, and J. M. Martin,

both of Lyons (Rhone), France, machine-

makers. Sept. 22.

3,823. Pilkington, W. W., glass manufacturer,

of St. Helens, for improvements in apparatus

for grinding and smoothing plate glass. Sept.

23.

3.815. Hunt, B., of Serle-street, Lincoln's Inn,

for improvements in sewing-machines for

hem-stitching handkerobiefa and other fabrics.

A communication from J. H. Brown, ma

chinist, of Brooklyn, New York. Sept. 21.

3.S62. Woodhead, J., enameller, of Wolver.

hampton, and A. Orme, of the firm of Orme,

Evans, & Co., manufacturers, of Wolverhamp

ton, for improvements in enamelling cast and

wrought iron hollow-ware, and other articles

of metal. Sept. 25.

3,861. Fraser, N., of the firm of Douglas Fraser

<& Sons, manufacturers, of Arbroath, for im

provements in and connected with machinery

for washing yarns, and applicable for dyeing

and otherwise treating yarns. Sept. 25.

3,870. Davies, E. C, engineer, of Bradford, for

improvements in apparatus for dyeing in sec-

tions fibrous materials, yarns, or striped goods.

Sept. 25.

(Dbitnam.

Viollet ts-Doc.—On Wednesday, the 17th

nit., M. Eugene Viol let- le- Due died at Lausanne,

at the age of 65. He was born on Jannary 27,

1814, and studied under Leclerc, a distinguished

architect. Devoting himself chiefly to medimral

art, M. ViolIet-le-Duo mastered the details of

ancient furniture, iron-work, tapestry, glass, and

other subsidiary applications of design in a

manner which made him the highest authority

on this vast subject. The works whioh he wrote

have given M . Viollet-le-Duo a reputation beyond

his own country such as has been enjoyed by

few modern architects, and certainly by no

other Frenchman. His books are numerous, and

the subjeots vary considerably. Besides archi

tecture, and especially French mediaeval archi

tecture, which was his special subject, be wrote

on all the arte, costumes, and oustoms of the

Middle Ages. His most important works are the

" Dictionnaire raisonno' de 1'Architecture fran

chise," in ten volumes, and the " Dictionnaire

raisonne du Mobilier franc lis," in six volumes.

" Mobilier " is a wide term, and the book about it

is a complete encyclopaedia of mediaeval f ami-

tare, dress, arms, games, and amusements,

musical instruments, trades, and even work

men's tools. Both works are illustrated with the

rarest kind of draughtsmanship, and form an

invaluable storehouse of information.

Thompson.—We regret to announce the death

of Mr. Ernest Thompson, which occurred last

week, at his residence, Leo-crescent, Edgbaston,

Birmingham, after a short illness—typhoid

fever—contracted during a sketching excursion

at Jersey. Mr. Thompson was a young artist

of much promise as a figure painter, and also

as a portrait painter. He was one of the masters

at the Birmingham School of Art, where bis

capacity had secured for him the confidence of

the School Committee, and his high character

and courtesy had won him the regard of his

colleague! and of the students.

ftetos, Softs, sni) (Comments.

Fainting on Glass.—The ninth oentenary

of the discovery of painting on glass was cele

brated at Tegernsee on Monday in the Bene-

diotine Monastery.

Glass-Sellers' Company.—Mr.Wm.Ramsey

has been elected Master of the Glass-sellers'

Company for the ensning year, and Mr. G. H.

Smith and Mr. G. F. Fry, Wardens.

German Tariff on Furniture —It msy be

well to remind oar readers that the new pro

tectionist tariff came into force in Germany last

Wednesday with respect to all duties on wood

and wooden wares.

Exhibition of Turners' Work. — The

annual exhibition of turned work sent in

competition for prizes offered by the Turners'

Company will be held at the Mansion House,

by permission of the Lord Mayor, on Tuesday

next and two following days. The prizes will

be distributed in the Egyptian Hall, under the

presidency of the Lord Mayor, on Thursday, the

9th inst.

Relative Economy in Steam and Gas.

—According to Mr. J. T. Sprague some of tbe

improved gas-engines now in use of smill

capacity realise one borse-power on tbe gas

derived from 1J lb. coal ; and the best steam-

engines of large capacity realise one horse

power on 21 lb. coal. Gas-engines would thus

appear to be much more eoonomioal as motors

than steam -engines.

Printed Velvets —A novelty in the form of

printed velvets his lately been introduced into

the London market by Messrs. Watson, Walton,

& Dawney, of Snow.bill. The fabrio seems

eminently suited for upholstering purposes, as

well as for curtains, wall-hangings, 4o. The

design and colouring of the pattern submitted

to us are very pleasing, and there is a richness

of appearance about tbe material which, taken

in oonjunotion with its moderate cost, augurs

well for its future.

An Oak Mantelpiece of some pretension

has recently been completed at the Norfolk

Cabinet Works, Rotherbam. It was designed

by Mr. R. T. Hillstead, in the Early English

style, with conventional deoorations. On either

Bide of tbe lower part of mantel there are two

columns, with carved capitals ; immediately

above is a neat frieze, with dental ornamenta

tion. The top part contains recesses for old

china, &o. In tbe centre there is a bevelled-

edged mirror, and above that is a o.mice and

balcony.

Social Science Congress.—Tbe twenty-

third annual meeting of the National Associa

tion for the Promotion of Sooial Soienoe was

opened in Manchester on Wednesday, and in

the evening the Bishop of tbe diocese, as presi

dent, delivered the inangural address. He took

exception to the phrase " social science" as {in

definable, but expressed his warm approval of

the objeots of the Association, and in connec

tion with them detailed the Bteps which for

some years past Manchester has been taking

for the improvement of health, the advancement

of education, and the encouragement of thrift

among the working classes.

The Glasgow Joinery Trade.—As show

ing the unsatisfactory state of tbe wood-working

trades in Glasgow, we may mention that whereas

in Ootober, 1876, there were 3,681 joiners work-

ing in Glasgow, the nnmber had been reduced

in September last year to from 1,800 to 1,900.

At that time nearly 300 wero idle. At the

present time about 1,600 are working, and from

500 to 600 are unemployed. A great number have

emigrated, from fifty to eighty having gone to

the Cape of Good Hope within the last four

months, and many to New Zealand, whioh is a

favourite colony for this class of workmen.

Not a few have also migrated to London and

other parts of England.

Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition at Swan

sea.—Daring the Church Congress at Swansea,

an exhibition of ecclesiastical art baa been

arranged on a somewhat extended scale.

Several of the leading art firms have promised

contributions of ecclesiastical silversmiths' and

goldsmiths' work, iooluding obalices, patens,

flagons, alms dishes, &o. Specimens of orna

mental brasswork, wood-carving, encaustic tiles,

Ac, will also be shown, while stained glass will

be represented by a number of examples with

which the windows of the hall iu which the

exhibition is to be held will be temporarily

glazed. Church needlework and embroidery

will form an important feature, and there will

be shown a collection of anoient vestments from

Bruges of great arcbmological interest.

Electric Stopping Motion.— In the Augs-

bnrger Kammgarnspiunerei there is now work

ing an ingenious contrivance, in which a

current of electrioity is employed to effect tbe

stopping of the spincing-frames. Tbe appa

ratus consists of an arrangement for closing

an electric circuit, in connection with special

mechanism attached to the driving power of

the frame, and whioh, upon the breaking or

failing of a thread, either on entering or leaving

the frame, automatically stops tbe latter. The

stopping motion consists of an arrargement of

disengaging gear, acting directly on the driving

band of the frame ; of a series of thread gnidea

which act as circuit-closers at the entrance of

the yarn into the frame, with similar guides or

circuit-closers at tbe issue of the doubled yarn,

before it is wound on the spools ; and of a brake

for the immediate stopping of the frame.

Furniture Manufacture in Canada

Canada seems of late years to have entered

with a will upon manufacturing enterprises. A

correspondent writing from Toronto says that

in the manufacture of stoves the Dominion

really excels. There are half-a-dozen fac

tories in Ontario and Quebeo that turn oot

each season a bewildering variety of stores of

every imaginable shape and size, and at prices

to suit every class of buyer. There are few

dwelling-houses in Canada that have less than

three stoves; in many, indeed, one finds a

stove in eaoh room, and the immense demand

thus arising has, of course, created a corre

sponding supply. Household furniture and

wooden ware of all descriptions must also be

mentioned as prominent among Canadian

manufactures. American goods are being

more and more largely replaced in tbe Cana

dian market by articles of native manufacture.

Ornaments with Motion Produced Elec

trically.—Some curious trinkets, to which,

certain motions can be given at will by means

of eleotricity, have recently been devised by

M. Trouvc. Two of these (described in La.

Nature) are scarf-pins ; one has a death's bead,

gold or enamel, with diamond eyes and an arti

culated jaw ; the other has a rabbit seated

upright on a box with a little bell before it, to

be struck with two rods held in the animal's

forepaws. An invisible wire oonneots these

objects with a small hermetically-closed battery,

tbe ebonite oase of whioh is about the size of a

cigarette. It is kept in the waistcoat-pocket,

and acts only when turned horizontally or in

verted. When a person looks at the pin the

owner, slipping a finger into his pocket, moves

the battery, whereupon the death's head rolls

its eyes and grinds its teeth, or the little rabbit

beats the bell with its rods (through electro

magnetic action). A third kind of ornament is

a small bird set with diamonds, to be fixed in a

lady's hair, and the wings of which can be set

in motion electrically.

Artificial Eggs.—It is well known that in

America everything is counterfeited ; the wooden

hams and nutmegs sent from the New England

States are well remembered. Eggs are now also

counterfeited ; and this manufactory is carried

out on a large scale. On one Bide of a Urge

room a reporter who recently made the tour

of an artificial egg-factory, saw several large

copper vessels, filled with a thiok, glutinous,

yellow mass, whioh a man was constantly

stirring. This was the yellow of tbe egg—tbe

yolk. On the opposite side were similar vessels,

in wbioh the white was fabricated. The egg

shells were made of a white substance re

sembling plaBter-of-Paris, by means of a blow

pipe, just as soap-bubbles are blown. After

being dried in an oven, the egg-shells were

filled : first with artificial albumen ; then with

some of the artificial yolk; and lastly with a

little of the artificial albumen. The small

opening at the end of the egg was closed with

white cement: and the greatest achievement

of modern civilisation, the artificial egg, was

ready. In appearance it resembled a natural

egg ; but, whether oooked or raw, it was indi

gestible and injurious to health.

Dispute in the Leeds Carpet Trade.—

A dispute is pending between Messrs. Whit

ing, Altbam & Co., carpet manufacturers, Leeds,

and their workmen, with reference to a proposed

reduction of wages. Aooording to the state
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ment of the men, the firm lately gave notice to

the weavers that it was their intention to reduce

wages at the rate of ljd. per yard. The em.

ployers state that in consequence of the large

stook of carpets on band, they find they would

have been justified in closing their mill for

abont six months, bat on the representation of

some of the men that their families were starving,

it was suggested by Mr. Boberts, the manager,

that if the men liked to make 150 pieces of two

patterns, they could each sacrifice a little (the

men in w-igee, and the firm in profits), and by

poshing these goods into the market in place of

maohine-made tapestry, both parties might be

able to tide over difficulties. The terms pro

posed were only accepted by a few men, who

have continued at work. The majority have

resolved that they will stand by the price-list, and

they have notified that they cannot enter into

any arrangements at varianoe with the same.

American Cutlery.—ApropoB of the growth

of this branch of American manufacture, it is

stated that while in 1831 all the table cutlery

need in the United States was imported from

England, at the present time, oat of an annual

consumption of two and a half million dollars'

worth of those commodities, England supplies

cot more than 8 per cent., and American

cutlery now goes largely to Australia, South

America, and even to Europe. In pocket

cntlery, too, American manufacturers have

made great progress, though not yet to the

extent indicated in the manufacture of table

ware. As to the cause of this rapid growth we

are told that the secret lies in the extensive

substitution of machinery for the hand labour

largely depended upon abroad. The outting of

the wood for the handles, the finishing of the

ivory, the cutting of the Bteel, the shaping of

the knife, the fastening of the handle, the

designing of the ornamentation for the handles,

the grinding, the finishing of the blades, and

numerous other nvinntice, are all done by

machinery, most of which is also made in the

works where the manufacture of cutlery

carried on.

Apprenticeship System in Norway.

There appears to be very much the same feeling

in Norway as in England, that good steady

labour is cot so entity met with as formerly.

The complaint of late years is universal, that in

almost every branoh of trade there is an in.

creasing difficulty in obtaining workmen whoare

worth their salt. One reason of this is the

abolition, in 1866, of all labour restrictions, so

that any person who is 21 years of nge and who

has a claim to the rights of citizenship can set

up for himself. The young men evince daily

greater disinclination to carry out tbeir duties

of apprenticeship, and make no scruple about

leaving it altogether if they hear of a better

place, or if the proceedings of their master dis

pense them. By the law of 1839 an apprentice

was strictly bound to serve his time before he

could become a journeyman, and a journeyman

had to complete certain years before he could

become a master ; but all these limitations have

now disappeared, and there is very little differ-

ence between apprentices, journeymen, and

masters. Though strikes are not of oommon

occurrence, yet the irregularity of artisans and

their increasing love of idleness have given rise

to frequent and seriouu derangement of indue

trial matters.

Factory Inspection in Switzerland.—The

three Federal Inspectors of Factories, who have

been making a preliminary tour through the

manufacturing districts of Switzerland, have

completed their report. They condemn the old

mills and workshops as usually very faulty and

scaroely capable of improvement, while the new

structures are said to be, ss a rule, roomy and

well-built, and for the most part models both as

rpgards technical and bygiecio considerations.

In some cases, however, the ventilation and

lighting even of these are deficient. It is recom

mended that a minimum provision of 6 oubii

metres of space per head should be enforced

with a greater dimension in cases where t hi

work carried on is itself of a nature to vitiate

the atmosphere. With reference to the hours

of labour, the inspectors say that the permis

sion for night work is not abused ; continuous

labour is generally necessary in cases where the

permission has been obtained, and) a small por

tion of the staff only is engaged on night duty.

The law is most neglected in regard to Sunday

work, especially in Geneva. A considerable

improvement in regard to the employment of

young children is reported. Out of a total !

number of 268 establishments visited, in only

31 were children (in all 96) employed under

the legal age of 14 years, excepting the canton

of Tioino, where a very large number were em

ployed. The carrying ont of the provisions of

the Aot is being prooeeded with very slowly by

the cantonal authorities, but the inspectors

believe that before long the new oonditiocs of

labour will be steadily cultivated in all the

cantons.

The Silk Trade in Japan.—The silk season,

whioh olosed at the end of last Jane, has not

been a successful one, though it opened at the

beginning with very favourable anticipations.

These, however, were not realised by the great

bulk of the Yokohama export houses. The

principal features of the season have been the

increasing importance of the silk trade between

Japan and America, the falling-off of the English

trade, and the great competition for the export

trade between the native growers and mer

chants. The kinds of silk most inquired after

of late have been the Kakedas and that known

as "filature." The silk cultivation is princi

pally carried on in three zones of the kingdom

—northern, central, and southern. The northern

zone embraces all the Bilk which is brought to

the market under the name of " Oschin." Ka-

keda is a place in the province of Biknsa, and

the silk grown in that district, as well as that

grown at Arimioi, Sendai, and Hamazki, also in

the northern zone, is held in high estimation.

Under tbo term " filature " is generally under

stood the silk spun by European machinery and

under European management, though the greater

part of the cocoons are spun on machines of

Japanese construction. The Bilk wbioh is grown

in the central zine is brought to Yokohama

chiefly from the province of Dschosohin, and is

known as Maibtiscb. It is of excellent quality,

clcnn, and of uniform fibre, and fetches good

prices. Up to Jane 19, the export had reached

19,070 bales, ss against 21,975 in the previous

year, and being an average of 20,000 bales for

the two years. The whole production of the

silk season for 1878-79 was 63,210 Japanese bales

of about 75 lb. each.

National Improvidence.—Preaching last

Sunday at Westminster Abbey, the Bev. W.

Lewery Blaokley, rector of North Waltham,

Micheldever, Hants, made some remarks about

the improvident habits of the English nation,

which might with advantage be taken to heart

by all classes. He dwelt upon the enormous

waste of means and comfort caused by national

self-indulgence, and on the growing and appal

ling passion for destructive drink, that wasted

every year 75,000,000 bushels of grain wbich

might feed the people, in making useless liquor,

that poisoned them, instead. When we looked

a little further into our national condition,

noting that though in England in almost every

branch of industry the day's work was shorter

and the day's wage greater than in any other

country in Eaiope, yet a large proportion of

our fellow-countrymen who looked lorward at

all were looking forward to living on forced

public alms and dying poor, dependent, scantily

fed, meanly olad, and lonely in a workhouse.

The pauperism of England was at onoe the

plain measure and the deplorable illustration of

the improvidence of England, and testified

both to a national neglect of Christian duty

and its inevitable Nemesis of misery

and wrong. How deeply this inoculation

of pauperism had infected the whole spirit

of our nation be showed in various ways. It

might be seen, for instance, in our very lan

guage. We spoke now of " savings," " savings

banks," " saving habits," where other nations

spoke of " sparings," " sparingB banks," " sparing

habits " ; but we found no such use as our present

one of the word " saving " in our early English

or in our Bible translation. It was only after

our English law had committed the great error

of establishing our pauper system that all gaina

oame to be instinctively regarded as only earned

to be wasted and lost, and in proportion as they

escaped that destiny were fitly spoken of as

heing saved. He next dwelt at great length

upon what he described as the well-intended

but unhappy poor law, which, compelling the

provident to support the improvident, demora

lised one half while robbing the other half of

the community. He finally offered the sugges

tion of a remedy for part of our national impro

vidence. If the law compelled at all, its com

pulsion should be wise. The nation provided

now for men when they had become paupers,

whereas it should provide that they should not

become destitute at all. Why not apply the

compulsion to the right persons, and for their

own blessing and independence' sake compel

the inexperienced youths of every class to make

provision in their early, easy, healthy times for

tbe need, want, and sickness that must come as

years drew on p

Elementary Education and its Cost.—

It appears from the lieport of.the Committee of

Privy Coanoil on Education, that the inspector**

in the year ended August, 1878, visited 16,293

day-sobools, to which annual grants were made,

furnishing accommodation for 3,942,337 scholars.

Of the 3,495.892 pupils on the registers,

1,189,557 were infants under seven years of

age; 2,158,179 were between seven and thir

teen ; and 148,156 were above thirteen. The

average daily attendance throughout the year

was 2,405,197 ; and, while 938,058 passed tbe

examination in reading, writing, and arithmetic,

86*59 out of every 100 examined passed in read

ing, 79 59 iu writing, and 72-24 in arithmetic.

Tnese figures show a considerable improvement

upon the returns quoted in the last report. The

accommodation has increased by 288,919 school

places (or 7*9 per cent.); tbe scholars on

the registers by 340,919 (10 8 per cent.) ;

those present at inspection by 310,929 (11*8

per cent.) ; and the average attendance by

254,514 (11*8 per cent.) j while the number of

children individually examined bos increased by

227,126 (or 17 per oent.). The local effort which

has resulted iu this improvement may be mea

sured by the continued support derived from

voluntary contributions (£774,104 from 285,624

subscribers) ; by an advanoe in the contribu

tions from rates to the maintenance of Board

schools from £447,710 to £570,193 ; and by a

rise in eohool pence from £1,138,270 to

£1,275,073. The annual Government grants to

elementary schools rose in the year from

£1,543,225 to £1,820,661, or from 14s. 4*d. to

15s. ljd. per scholar in average attendance;

while the grant for the current financial year is

estimated at 15s. 9d. per head. The committee

state that whilst the average cost of the main,

tenanoe of Board soheols increased slightly, the

ratepayers were called upon to contribute Is. 9Jd.

per child less than the average sum contributed

in 1875-6. During the Bame period the average

cost of voluntary schools increased from

£1. 13s. 5Jd. to £1. 14s. lid.; this increase was

more than met by an increase in the grant and

sobool-fees. The number of voluntary sub

scribers to schools during the year was 285,624,

i being an increase of 3,179 over the subscribers

in the previousyear ; of these 24,590 subscribed

£5 and upwards, 117,641 subscribed £1 and less

j than £5, and 143,493 less than £1.

Irish. Poplin as an Upholstering Mate

rial.—In connection with the repcrc whioh

appeared in our last issue of an interview

between a deputation of weavers and Colonel

Canlfield, the Comptroller at Dublin Castle, as

to tbe decay of tbe Irish poplin trade, we may

mention that her Grace the Duchess of Marl

borough has thrown out a suggestion that this

fabric might with advantage be employed for

oortains and as an upholstering material. The

following is the text of her letter forwarded to

the Weavers' Association :—" I am far too Irish

not to feel a keen interest in so celebrated and

so exclusively national a manufacture as that of

poplin, and the exertions for whioh you give me

credit spring, I assure you, from a warm and

cordial sympathy with tbe suffering Dublin

weavers. If tbe present depression is due to

general causes, or an inability to compete in an

open market with other fabrics, I should feel it

useless to strive against what, though injurious

to a class, might be supposed to be on the

whole for the benef* rf the public. This, how

ever, according to an artiole in the Freeman, of

the 13th ult., appears not to be the case. The

introduction of capital and maohinery into

the trade has taken place, and the result

seems to have been to create close, and

probably beneficial, connection between tbe

actual weaver and the great firms of the

metropolis. Neither is there any reason to sup

pose that in prioe, durability, or beauty of tex

ture or pattern the national manufacture would

be at a disadvantage oompared to the corre

sponding fabrics of other countries. The de

pression in the poplin trade, so far as it 1b

peculiar to itself, seems to be due mainly to tbe

oaprioes'of fashion, and I understand it is on this

ground you appeal to me for aid. I oan only

reply that my services, such as they may be,
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are wholly at your dispopal ; and if the weavers

of Dublin will Bay what I can do, I am ready

to take the lead in any reasonable plan that

may be proposed for the enoonragement of the

manufacture of poplin. Yon are well aware

that her Majesty the Queen haB always exten

sively patronised this particular manufacture.

Should a farther appeal to her Majesty be

thought desirable, or to the ladies of Ireland,

I am certain it will not be made in vain.

At the same time, it is not in the power of indi

viduals to revive a drooping trade, and, if I may

be permitted to say so, much more good might be

done by energy and taste by the manufacturers

themselves. It cannot be denied that there is a

want of novelty and variety of design in the

patterns, and it is an undoubted faot that in

ordinary poplins for a Court dress we are shown

the same patterns as were furnished to her

Majesty at the time of her wedding. There is

a point I wonld mention. If it be true that

poplin is gradaallyrgetting extinguished as an

article of dress, could it not be adapted to fur

niture, and be made with a greater variety of

designs and at oheaper cost than at present, so

aa to compete successfully with other manufac

tures ? Lord Greville, at my recommendation,

ordered some beautiful onrtains of figured pop

lin for his house in Westmeath, and bis Grace

the Lord Lieutenant, who sympathises equally

with me in the depression of this branch of

Irish industry, is willing to give an order for

drawing-room curtains for Blenheim Palace if

patterns are prepared and submitted to him. I

have little doubt that in this way we might get

■orders which might revive the trade by making

it flow in another direction."

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe i 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF EOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BEITANNIA WHA.EF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

FREEMAN, HEADON, & CO.,

Late THO MAS KELSEY & Co.,

UPHOLSTERERS' TRIMMING

Manufacturers & Warehousemen,

65, FRIDAY STREET (One door from Cheapside).

Faotowm—MILTON 8TEEET, LONDON, E.C.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Worker.,

Gi, Clement Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decoratire Repous.6 and Manufacturer* of

Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Bails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail-

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Pinials,
Vanes,

Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Orates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,

Monumental
Brasses,

Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,

And DoHUttic Ornamental Metal Work of all de'criptiomt

THOS. BBAWN and CO. work from Arehitrcta' designs,
or prepare special d'siifns for all claiies of Metal V\ ork
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Eepousse Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittings ot buildings in all styles

of Architecture. Bstablishbd 2i Yiaas.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MEEOHAUTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. ft P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AlTD FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES. OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

.A.TMAKTJPAOTORY

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; HARE LANE, MANCHESTE R;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

■LIBERAL TEEMS TO SHIPPERS.

MLT C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

 

Ik

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. nper. in Stock read) for Laying,

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOE BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tonguod).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOB THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

THIN PARQUET (Tubptn's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

eqnal in wear to inoh solid Parqnet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

 

Deal Backing
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NOTICE

fOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Will Bk Published Shortly,

CVcih 4/o., in Stiff Board; Price 2». 6d., Tott Fret, 3e.

THE

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Opholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Orders for Copies should be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,

€1, OREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S-

TNN.FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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UPHOLSTERING MATERIALS.

No. VIII.—Leather.

N some form or other leather has

been in use from the very infancy

of the 'world. Long before the

invention of spinning and weav

ing, the skins of animals, pro

bably dried in the sun, and with

the hair adhering to them, would

for clothing, for sleeping upon,

and for tent curtains. But it was discovered

at some very remote period that these skins

might be rendered more durable and less

unpleasant to the olfactory nerve by sub

jecting them to the operation of certain

Tegetable products, and out of this discovery

has been developed the modern system of

 

he used

tanning. The hides of all animals consist

chiefly of gelatine, which combines readily

with the non-nitrogenous vegetable substance

called tannic acid, found abundantly in the

bark of many trees, and by a chemical

action the natural tendency of the hide

to decomposition is arrested and greater

firmness imparted to the skin. The chief

methods of converting hides into leather

are : Tanning, the most common process, by

means of bark, formerly a very tedious

method, the skins having to remain months,

or even years, in the pits, but now greatly

accelerated by means of chemical appliances ;

tawing, a mode of dressing with anti-septic

solutions which prevent decay, but produce

no chemical change in the gelatine ; and oil

dressing, which drives the water out of the

hide and takes its place, uniting with the

gelatine and resulting in a soft and pliable

leather, such as wash-leather.

Currying is a finishing process of scraping

with a peculiar tool to reduce the roughness and

inequalities ; it consists the rubbing-in of a

mixture of oil and tallow, and the passing the

skin over a ridged board if a grain is required.

The Bermondsey of Norman and Plantagenet

London, where the tanners, tawyers, skinners,

and curriers had their pits and workshops)

was about Cripplegate and on the banks of

the rivulet called Wallbrook, where it entered

the City under the wall. There is also refer

ence made in the time of Edward III. to the

tanners " without Newgate." They formed

themselves into a company at an early period)

being incorporated in the twenty-first year

of Richard II., and re-incorporated by

Henry VL, when they received power to

regulate the trades of London. In 1471 they

had a grant of arms, and by another charter,

granted by Henry VII., they were em

powered to supervise the trade throughout

England.

Their first hall was built in 1445, in the parish

of All Saiuts-by-the-Wall, but this becoming

too small, they acquired a portion of the dis

solved St. Helen's Nunnery, Bishopsgate-

street, and converted the NunB' Hall into that

of the company, then considered the finest

livery hall in the city. It was taken down in

1799, along with other portions of the priory,

to clear a space for building St. Helen's-place,

and a new hall was built, which was destroyed

by fire in 1819, the ancient records and

archives fortunately being saved ; a year or

two after the present hall was built.

Morocco is the leather most extensively used

now in the upholstery trade for the covering

of chairs and couches. Formerly it was

imported from North Africa, whence its name>

but it is now made in this country from goat,

skins, the bulk of which are imported from

Switzerland, Germany, Memel, North Africa>

J the Cape of Good Hope, and the East Indies-

After the removal of the hair by means of

I knives, the skins are soaked in water for

several days, then scraped down on the flesh

j side, soaked in lime-water, drawn out and

' allowed to lie for a while in heaps, after

| which they are again immersed, the action of

1 the lime causing an easy removal of the

| remaining portions of the hair by means of a

double-handled knife. The limo is next extrac

ted from the skins by means of alkali, and then

another scraping takes place, after which the

skins are made into bags and filled with a

( solution of sumach prepared from the twigs of

the Jifius coriana, a shrub which grows in Sicily,

Italy, and Hungary, and contains a large

amount of tannic acid. The bags are next

plunged in hot water, and in a few hours the

skins absorb the sumach, leaving a residue of

decomposed particles at the bottom. Again

they are washed, rubbed, smoothed, and

dyed. The latter being a costly process, it is

essential that only one side should take the

colour, and to effect this the skins, are doubled,

sewn together, and then submitted to the dye,

so that none of it is wasted on the under side »

but to effect this great skill is required on

the part of the workman. Softness is im

parted by currying, and finally the ribbed, or

wave-like nnd granulated surface is produced

by means of engraved boxwood balls which

are worked over the leather.

Sheepskins are used as an imitation mo

rocco, but are very inferior, and, containing a

large quantity of grease, the latter has to be

removed by means of an hydrostatic press o£

many tons' pressure.

The most beautiful application of leather

was that of the Moorish Guadmaciles, other,

wise ciiir de cordone, cuir dor(, cuir argtnti,

&c, for wall-hangings in place of arras, which

latter it superseded to a great extent some two

or three centuries ago, being both cheaper and

more durable. It is supposed to have origi

nated in the city of Ghadames, on the border

of the Sahara. A Tunisian writer of the sixth

century of the Hegira, the twelfth of our era,

| refers to Ghadam&s " whence comes the

. painted leather." The manufacture was carried

into Spain by the Moors, and became a flourish

ing trade and a source of commercial wealth

to the city of Cordova, but it decayed in Spain

after the expulsion of the Moors in the

beginning of the seventeenth century. How

ever, it was carried by the exiled artists into

Italy, France, Flanders, and England.

These hangings were made of sheep and

goat-skins, joined together, and painted with

arabesques, fruits, flowers, animals, landscapes,

and historical, classical, and Biblical figure-

groups in rich colourings, and frequently orna

mented with gilding and silvering. Sometimes

the skins were boiled, and subjected to an

embossing process, such specimens being called

cuir boulli, Venice was celebrated for tha

superior artistic beauty of its leather ; after

it came Brussels, Malines, and Bologna.

England, Flanders, and Holland excelled in

the ornamentation of leather-hangings with

gold and silver, and they exported large quan

tities to France and elsewhere. Ordinary

patterns were produced by stamping the

leather in a mould, and laying on the gold and

silver-leaf by hand. Upon the more expensive

kinds the best artists were employed, and the

relievos were chased by hand.

Kenilworth Castle had a magnificent collec

tion of these painted leather-hangings. In the

inventory taken of the furniture after tha

death, in 1588, of Robert, Earl of Leicester,

we find the following items:—"3 peeces of

gilte leather hangings of the storie of Susanne*

paned, gilte and blew, in depth iiij ells and

quarter, in length iiij ells iij querters the

peece." After which come : " 3 peeces of the

storie of the prodigall childe ; 2 of the storie

of Saule ; 1 guilt and greene of the storie of

Tobie ; 0 of the history of Hercules ; 0 of Lady

Ffame ; seaven of the storie of Jezebel ; 8 of

Judith and Holophernes ; 5 of David ; 6 of

Abraham ; 5 of Sampson ; 6 of Hercules ' an
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tiques ' ; 6 of Hippolytus ; 8 of Alexander the '

Great ; 0 of Naainan, the Assyrian ; 8 of Ja

cob ; 0 of hunting and hawking ; 24 of flowers

and henstes ; 8 of flowers and beasts ' pillard';

4 guilte and blacke ; and 3 of ' guilt hangings

of red leather.' "

Perhaps the finest collection extant is that

of the Baron Rothschild in his princely chateau

at Ferrieres, on the Marne. He has spared

no expense in procuring choice specimens for

covering the walls of his lofty and superb

dining-hall. Although these hangings are rich

in colouring and radiant with gold, the effect

is not dazzling, but toned down into an har

monious whole, like the wall decorations of

the Alhambra.

Many good specimens of the cheaper kinds

may still be seen in the old country houses of

France and Flanders,havingpassedfrom genera

tion to generation as heirlooms. Some beautiful

examples are delineated in Delaguieres " Des

cription Historique des Maisons de Rouen."

The South Kensington Museum has a very

meagre collection, and seems almost to ignore

this material altogether. It possesses only 20

panels of an inferior description, and these are

hung so high np in the dark carriage-room

that it is almost impossible to see, much less

to study them.

Ornamental leather was also used as decora

tion for cabinets, bridal chests, coffers, itc.

Judith Gresham, of Lambeth, in her will,

dated 1093, leaves her furniture to her

daughters, J udith and Mary, " to share alike

except my guilded leather cabinett which I

givo and bequeath unto my daughter Mary,

with all that is therein." Besides being em

ployed for wall-hangings and chair and couch

coverings, leather is used by the upholsterer

for hassocks, the tops of library tables, draught-

excluders on doors, the edges of bookshelves

hall porters' canopied chairs, folding screens'

sofa-cushions, &c. Prepared skins with the-

hair attached are in request for hearth and

sofa rugs.

An imitation leather, called "leather cloth,"

was invented by Messrs. Crockett, of Newark,

U.S.A., and patented in 1849. It consists of a

calico foundation, coated with a solution of

boiled linseed oil and turpentine. This mate

rial is very extensively used as a substitute for

leather ; and as regards artificial leather,

made of cuttings, tec, many patents have been

taken out at different times, but very few, if

any, have thus far proved successful. Bouli-

nikon may be considered as a species of

leather carpet, made as it is of buffalo hide,

ground down with other materials.

EXHIBITION OF TURNERS' WORK.

AN interesting exhibition of hand-turning

was opened on Tuesday, under the

auspices of the Turners' Company, in the

saloon of the Mansion-house. The Turners'

Company, though one of the smaller and

minor guilds of the City, has for the last ten

or twelve years taken the lead in the promo

tion of technical education in the particular

art which, by its charters of 1604 and IGSo, it

was incorporated to foster and improve. The

Turners' Company has now, for the past ten

years, stimulated the inventive and productive

capacities of the workmen and apprentices in

the art of turning, by holding annual exhibi

tions of handwork in the various materials

manipulated by the trade, including wood,

stone, brass, iron, steel, and gun-metal, and

comprising also pottery and diamond-cutting,

and oy offering its freedom, to which is added

the freedom of the City, to the most successful

competitors, and handsome prizes to other

meritorious exhibitors. In this work the

Company has been liberally assisted by the

Baroness Burdett-Coutts, who, it may be

stated, is the only lady upon whom the free

dom has been conferred. The Company has

also attracted to itself the great workers in

the industries with which it deals and the

renowned explorers in foreign countries, and

its freemen's list includes the names, among

others, of Sir "William Armstrong, Sir John

Brown, Sir Bartle Frere, Sir Samuel Baker,

Mr. Gladstone, Commander Cameron, Sir

Joseph Whitworth, the Rev. Dr. Moffat,

Colonel Grant, Professors Morris and Prest-

wich, Sir Frederick Leighton, and Mr. H. M.

Stanley. The King of the Belgians is also a

freeman of the guild.

The exhibition opened on Tuesday dealt

with wood, stone, porphyry, granite, jasper,

agate, serpentine, marble, spar, stalagmite,

alabaster, jet, coal, freestone, iron, steel, braas,

and gun-metal. As regards wood, the quali

ties considered in the awarding of the prizes

were beauty of design, symmetry of shape,

utility and fitness, novelty, exact copying, and, |

as subsidiary to turning, carving and polish

ing. The work shown was all hand-turned

and produced in the lathe, without special rest

or tool apparatus. As to stone, the conditions

specified beauty of original design in shape and

colour, accuracy of copying, skill in overcoming

difficulties in regard to material, and originality

and novelty ; and as to iron, steel, and the re

maining subjects, the judges had to consider

truth in turning, accuracy in fitting, and

general finish, and due proportion for stability

and strength.

The exhibition, though not an extensive one,

was excellent of its kind. In the wood classes

there were 24 exhibits, including trays,

standards for glasses, candlesticks, frames,

egg-stands, workboxes, vases, tazzas, ink

stands, flower-bowls, smoking-stands, bowls,

and centre-pieces. In the stone classes there

were ten articles sent in for competition, in

cluding drinking-cups, onyxes, sapphires,

rubies, vases, and monumental stones ; and in

the iron and gun-metal classes there were 14

exhibits, among them being a ship's chro

nometer, a model lathe, some ingenious turn

ing in phosphor-bronze, brass candlesticks,

inkstands, cups, keys, dandy-rollers, and various

horologieal instruments. The various ex

hibits were tastefully laid out in the saloon.

In the wood classes the judges were Mr. C.

Hutton Gregory, CM.G., Mr. J. Jaques, and

Mr. Robson ; in stone, Mr. Brindley, Mr. John

Jones, Mr. Simons, and Professor Tennant ;

and in steel, Colonel Manby, C.E., Mr. C.

Douglas Fox, Mr. May, and the Master of the

Turners' Company (Mr. Holtzapffel).

For wood, the first prize, consisting of the

freedom, a silver medal, and a complete set

of Holtzapffel's works on " Turning and Me

chanical Manipulation," was awarded to Mr.

J. G. Norris, of 42, Cowper-street, for a pair

of exquisite vases in ebony and tidipwood ;

the second prize to Mr. E. Hellens, of 45,

Stamford-street, Kingsland, for a pair of

ivory and ebony vases ; and the third to Mr.

A. Foster, of CO, Compton-buildings, for some

nicely-turned smoking-stands. There were

twelve other prizes awarded, some of tbo

winners living at Thirsk, Hastings, Cardiff,

and Coventry.

In stone, the freedom and other prizes were

awarded to Mr. D. Penny, a builder's work

man, at 47, Old-street, for a monumental

stone ; the second prize to Mr. W. Pearce, of

14a, Grosvenor-street, for a vase and chalice ;

and the third to Mr. W. Coulman, of Tor

quay, for some drinking-cups and saucers in

spar. The first prize would have been

awarded to Mr. Abertoldi, of 3, Hall-street,

City-road, for some splendidly-turned onyx

shells and flowers ; but, being ineligible on

the ground of his having gained the same

prize in a former competition, a supplementary

prize of £5 was given to him.

In metal, the chief prize was awarded to

Mr. F. P. Munro, of Dulwick, for a dandy-

roller ; the second prize to Mr. W. Ileyes, of

New Wimbledon, for a ship's chronometer ;

and the third to Mr. T. Bayley, of Walsall, for

a pair of brass candlesticks.

has been held, at which the undermentioned

firms were represented. No definite course of

action was, however, decided upon, and further

deliberations were adjourned until the general

meeting of creditors.

Amount due.

ABbton & Co £2,000

Adams & Co 1,300

Baumann & Co 3,600

Bollen & Tidswell 1,300

C. N. Bourne & Co 3,800

Bradbury & Co 1,500

Caldecott & Co 2.400

Crossley & Sons 2,500

Cook, Sons, A Co 70,000

„ „ secured 33,000

Copestake & Co 3,000

Dent, AUcroft, & Co 2,000

Dyson 1,000

Footman & Co 1 300

Foster, Porter, & Co 1,000

Fraser, Bon, & Cooke 1,000

Hay Bobertson 1,100

John Hough 2,000

J. Howell & Co 2,900

G. Hodgkeson & Co 1,200

Leaf, Son & Co 9,500

Linoleum Co 2,000

A. & W. Law 1,600

J. & B. Morley 10,300

H. E. & M. Moses & Sons ... 3,000

PeriD, Bosedale & Co 2,500

Palmer, Walley & Co 1,500

Bylands 1,300

Eidley, Son & Co 1,000

Bamney, W. & Co 1,700

Siohell & Co 2,900

Shepherd & Beveridge 1,200

Schofield & Son 3,400

Smith & Lister 4,900

Spreckley, White & Co 2,300

Mrs. Stevenson 44,900

Tillie A Henderson 2,900

Vyse, Sons & Co 3,700

G. Walker 6,300

Willoocks & Dookray 2,500

Weintraud, Joyce & Co 1,400

A HEAVY FAILURE.

WE have already mentioned in these

pages the failure of Messrs. L. Steven

son & Sons, Australian shippers of soft goods,

of New Basinghall-street. The amount of the

liabilities is estimated at over £300,000, but

nothing has as yet transpired as to the amount

I of assets. We understand, however, that a

I private meeting of creditors of over £1,000

PICTURE PRESERVATION AND

RESTORATION.

SPEAKING on this subject, Signor Fras-

cheri, for thirty years director of tie

Geneva Academy, and at present on a visit to

this country, makes the following observa

tions :—Since I have been in England, he

says, I have visited many public and private

galleries, and have seen some great works of

art, equal to any to be found in Florence,

Genoa, Rome, and Venice. But, at the same

time, I have been pained to see how much

even the best have suffered from injudicious

restoration and neglect. In the private

houses of the nobility and gentry I have seen

magnificent pictures literally crumbling to-

pieces from gross negligence. Others are

drying up from the action of sun or stove

heat, but by far the greater number are suf

fering from the effects of injudicious and

coarse restoration. The pictures which have

been injured by damp should be immediately

re-canvassed, and those affected by heat oiled

and moistened, according to the prescribed pro

cess in such cases. The pictures which have

suffered most are those of the Dutch

school, notably Rembrandt, Rubens, and

Vandyke.

I have made a study for many years as to

the way of preserving the works of those

Masters, and also as to the reason why they

decay. The Dutch masters used, I discovered,

| in the finishing of their paintings, vegetable

colours—that is, colours produced from vege

table, and therefore corruptible matters—and

these they used on account of their superior

brilliance, and over them placed varnisnes—

also containing a superabundance of vegetable

matter. Of course the bulk of the colour used

consisted of mineral colours, and hence the fact

that the vegetable colour peals and cracks off

so easily, leaving another coat of colour

underneath.

But if done in time the pictures can be

easily saved by careful restoration. This diffi

cult task, however, must never be entrusted to

the care of incompetent and ignorant persons.
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In truth, a restoration is a most difficult and

hazardous task, and cannot be too carefully

executed. It is rather a preservative than a

renovating; process. No pictures should ever

he exposed to the heat of stoves or the light

of the sun. The wall behind them should be

dry, and it might be well if something were

placed between the canvas and the wall for

the better protection of the work. It is a

very foolish thing to entrust old and valuable

paintings to " professional restorers." I have

seen a gTeat gallery in Italy irretrievably

ruined by the folly of a so-called restorer. Un

rivalled paintings by Vandyke were entirely

spoilt in a few days ; and although to the gene

ral public they look new and brilliant, the

artist can only too easily detect that the deli

cate shades had bean for ever ruined.

I cannot, in conclusion, be too earnest in

recommending the immediate restoration of

the old pictures in this country, especially those

in ancient houses, which gradually decay from

year to year, until before long nothing will bo

left of them, and they will be lost to coming

generations.

KIDDERMINSTER SCHOOL OF ART.

fTlHE new Kidderminster School of Art,

-L opened on the 1st inst., is situated at the

corner of Exchange-street and Market-street,

which site was presented by D. W. Goodwin,

Esq. The entrance front faces the East. The

north front is occupied by the master's room,

with painting-room over, and the elementary-

room, with male students' entrance. The style

adopted by the architect is a modification of

early Italian Renaissance. The ground storey,

13 ft. high, consists of entrance-hall, 6 ft.

wide, with master's room, 25 ft. by 16 ft., on

the right hand, fitted with lavatory, &c, and

modelling-room of same size on thie left hand.

Opposite the entrance is the elementary or

general class-room, 62 ft. 3 in. long, 39 ft.

6 in. wide, and 23 ft. high, the two angles of

the front end of which are occupied respec

tively by entrance for male students, with

lavatory adjoining, and staircase giving access

to the upper storey. The upper storey is

IS ft. 6 in. high, and consists of two rooms,

each 25 ft. by 10 ft., one for advanced class

of drawing from the antique, and the other

for advanced class of painting. On the landing

is a ladies' cloak-room, with lavatory, &c. The

basement consists of two rooms for attendants,

each 16 ft. by 12 ft., conveniences for male

students, heating-chamber, and stores. The

lighting, says the Kidderminster Shuttle,

to whose columns we are indebted for these

particulars, has been well considered. The

master's room especially having a large

window to the north. The gasfittings

are very simple, the elementary room being

lighted by a series of jets which form a

parallelogram of 30 ft. by 17 ft., at a height of

about 12 ft. from the floor, and by jets round

the walls. The other rooms are lighted by

rings of jets suspended from the ceiling. The

warming is effected by what is known as

Perkins s patent hot water system , and thework

has been carried out by Mr. R. R. Gibbs, of

Liverpool. The pipes are 1-in. wrought iron

tubes, those in the smaller class rooms being

placed behind the skirting, which has per

forated panels. In the elementary room the

pipes run round the walls, and at intervals turn

into cavities in the walls, through which fresh

air is admitted into the room, so that the air is

warmed by contact with the pipes before it

enters the room. The vitiated air is carried

off through perforations in the ceiling by air

trunks into ventilating shafts. Fresh air is

admitted into the smaller class-rooms by

Shiringham's ventilators. The fittings of the

different rooms are specially designed for their

respective purposes, the board-racks being

enclosed by revolving spring shutters. The

range of desks in the elementary room are

made with fall-down flaps, which, by forming

cupboards for the students' work, are com

pletely out of the way when not in use as

desks. The whole of the joiners' work is of

red deal, with pitch-pine panels, and is var

nished on the natural wood. The work of the

general contract and the fittings have been

carried out by Mr. John Guest, of Stourbridge,

while the gasfittings were supplied by Mr. II.

Everist. The architect is Mr. J. M. Gething,

of Kidderminster and Stourbridge.

The proceedings at the inauguration were

opened by Mr. Stooke, the secretary to the

liuilding Committee, handing over to Earl

Beauchamp the title deeds of the land. In so

doing, he mentioned that the existing liabili

ties on the school woidd all be met Dy some

outstanding subscriptions.

Earl Beauehamp, in turn, handed them over

to Mr. Brinton, paying at the same time a

well-deserved compliment to the Committee of

the School of Art, whose endeavours in the

past to raise the art taste in Kidderminster

had been so successful.

Mr. Brinton, in acknowledging the gift said:

The deed of gift which the Lord-Lieutenant

has handed to me, together with the list of

subscribers, I accept on the part of the Schoel

of Art, and on behalf of the town also, most

gratefully. The gift is enhanced by the

splendour of the rooms, by their adequate pro

portions, and by their suitability for the pur

poses for which they were designed, and

further by the equipment of all those appliances

which are so necessary to the carrying out of

art teaching successfully in this place. Of all

this we are, as a committee, deeply sensible,

and at the opening of this large and important

building, which is almost like the rebirth of

the Institution itself—for, although it has

existed many years, it has been a wanderer on

the face of the earth ; it has been twice turned

out of its dwelling, and this notwithstanding

that it has laboured most successfully, and some

of the results of its labours are to be seen on the

walls. Now it lias a home and habitation of

its own, let us hope that the doings of the past

will prove but a small earnest of what we shall

see in the future. As I cannot enlarge upon

your time, which is already taken up, allow

me most gratefully to thank, you on behalf of

the Committee of the School of Art and espe

cially of the town at large, for thi3 gift, and

also for your presence to-day.

The company then proceeded to the Town-

hall, which building was crowded, the galley

being filled with ladies.

Mr. Brinton presided ; and, in opening the

proceedings said : The ceremony which most

of you have witnessed in the adjoining new

building—of the opening of the new School of

Art, and the surveying of the productions of

the past and present students upon its walls—

must, I am sure, be as gratifying to you, who

are dwellers in the town, and who naturally

take a great interest in all that goes on around

you, as it must be most highly satisfactory to

those visitors, who connected with us as they

are by ties of county associations, are glad to

come and witness anything on this scale in

which a place like Kidderminster is interested.

Mr. J. J. Harvey then read the following

report :—The committee of management beg

to offer the promoters and subscribers of art

education in Kidderminster their warmest

congratulations upon the completion and occu

pation of the handsome and beautifully

arranged building, which has just been pro

nounced open by the Lord-Lieutenant of the

county, and henceforth solely to be devoted to

the important purpose of art teaching.

The difficulties which attended the accom

plishment of this work were by no means of

a trifling character. Apart from the grave

question how so large a sum of money as

£3,000 was to be raised in a town of limited

population (chiefly engaged in one trade) and

also at a time of great commercial depression,

there were other causes which might have

tended to discourage the enterprise, had it

not been supported by the fullest confidence in

its success and by a thorough determination of

the promoters to carry it through.

For some time past this School of Art

(located in temporary rooms of a most un

suitable character) had been threatened by the

Department Examiner that, notwithstanding

the excellence of the students' work, the grant

to the school would be withheld unless fit

premises were provided ; and the subject was

felt by the committee to be of an urgent nature,

not only on this account, but also because no

provision for additional students was possible

in the old rooms, and applications for admis

sion had to be refused.

The Building Committee's report to the sub

scribers, which has already been published,

briefly sets forth the origin and completion of

the new school, the plans of which have been

passed and approved of by the Art Depart

ment.

The total cost will be a little over £3,100,

exclusive of the value of the land. Although

your committee believe that the donations

already received and promised will cover this

sum and the building bo free from debt, fur

ther donations are needed for the purchase of

examptes, which hitherto have been sadly below

the requirements of this important school, and

it is hoped that the number of annual sub

scribers will be materially increased, in order

that its efficiency may be maintained and

extended.

In addition to the special value which at

taches to th9 Kidderminster School of Art for

the past seventeen years in connection with

the staple manufacture of the town, and which

is practically seen in the instruction of a large

artisan evening class in ornamental drawing,

and the elements of design for textile fabrics,

there have been more recently commenced,

and are now doing good work, classes in

mechanical, architectural, and general con

structive drawing. " Plant Form " studies,

too, have occupied considerable attention, and

a remarkable degree of progressive excellence

has been displayed among the students.

The works of the School this year for

warded to the Department reached 018—the

highest number yet attained, and the awards

of the successful students have been upon a

higher scale than those of past vears, showing

the school to rank above, we believe, almost

every other school of its extent. Out of a

gross number of 200 attending, .02 are

artisans—a number equal to that of many

towns with double and even treble the popu

lation of this place.

Your committee cannot close this report

without expressing the hope that the increased

accommodation and improved facilities for

students in the new building will be appre

ciated by them, and conduce to maintain and

extend the art knowledge of all classes in this

place. They are fully impressed with the con

viction that by an increased knowledge of art,

by the elevation of taste, and by the adoption

of the advantages of technical education, as

proffered under the liberal scheme of an illus

trious townsman, Sir Josiah Mason, to his

native place Kidderminster, as well as to

Birmingham, can the race of competition be

successfully run with the foreigner, and it will

be gratifying if before long the reserved land

which adjoins the new School of Art can be

covered with a similar building for the promo

tion of science teaching in this town, in

compliance with the wish of its generous

donor.

[We give an abstract of some of the sub

sequent speeches in another part of the paper.]

MODERN FRENCH FURNITURE.

IT is a theory which is happily now more

than ever generally recognised, that in

struction is the direct road to the accomplish

ment of the smallest as well as the highest

aims. But, desirous as each of us maybe to mow,

Socrates's wise definition of his own position

possesses as much meaning, if not indeed more,

in the present day, than it did in those classic

days. " What I do know," the sage remarked,

" is that I know nothing"; and in the advance

of the sciences this position is essentially that

of most among us. It is a fable of old

/Esop's, re-sung by the later fabulists, La

Fontaine and Gay, that characteristic fable of

the old man and his sons ; we all remember

the heritage he left them on his death-bed—a

field, which, he said, dig, and till, and search,

for it contains a treasure you will find. Pro

duction, movement, and labour are always

profitable, if not always for the present, at

least for the future, a fact which, in the midst

of the existing depression which weighs on the
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commercial world must not be overlooked, and

a fact which is particularly striking in such an

exhibition as that at present open in the Palais

do 1 'Industrie at Paris, in which the products

of the industrial appliance of the sciences are

so largely represented, and which to the

student forms a small encyclopedia in action

of the studies he is pursuing. There are,
■without doubt, many scientific men who col

lect their facts for the mere pleasure of

continuing their researches, without the idea

suggesting itself to them of drawing practical

consequences from their application ; but such

seekers have their use, and the intelligent in

ventor who is not slow to avail himself of the

means thus placed at his disposal, has more

than once had to thank the patient labours of

workers in the rich and still unreaped harvest

of science. An exhibition such as this, says a

correspondent of the Builder, affords numerous

instances of this collaboration, in which the

practical element has been skilfully applied to

the discoveries of science. Such noticeably is

aeuiarkable in the modern production of the

necessities which the exigencies of modern

existence have so increased about us that rich

and poor alike can enjoy, in comparative de

crees, the pleasure of luxury, a quality per

haps as difficult to define as can be imagined.

In the days of Aurelian silk was a luxury

enjoyed alone by empresses, but now it is the

•Sunday costume of every artisan's wife. At

the close of the fourteenth century, murmurs

were raised against the extravagance of the

Queen of France, Isabella of Bavaria, in pos

sessing two chemises of linen ; in the following

century the noblest courtiers did not know the

use of handkerchiefs, and instances of this

nature might with ease be continued.

Henceforward, however, economic science

has solved this question of luxury : when it is

the natural result of work and ease, when it is

enjoyed in common with thrift and the accumu

lation of capital,itis a proof of prosperity ; but

on the other hand, when it is fictitious, the re

sult of false pride or vanity, to be in accordance

with fashion, when it can be traced to the evil

effects of an administration or a government,

erroneously urging extravagance " for the

good of trade " and the encouragement of

industry, from every point of view such luxury

is to be deplored, and leads to consequences of

which, perhaps, the present condition of the

commercial world is only one example. It is

but right (in spite of Lord Burghley's recently-

expressed opinion on this point) that each of us

should enjoy a degree of luxury relative to

ou: condition, without detriment to that reason

able economy which allows us to continue the

habits we each have contracted. The two

degrees of luxury, that which alone remains

satisfied at the utmost expenditure, or that

wki:h remains contented by a small outlay,

are not ill-represented in the Palais de lTndus-

trie, particularly in that group of the classifi

cation which refers to the adornment of the

hou«e, though, truth to tell, the exhibits, ex

cepting always the beautiful and costly works

of some of the well-known upholsturers, in

their reproductions and revival of the cabinets,

dressers, and credences of the Renaissance, or

in the hangings and tapestries " style Louis

Treize," apparently supply more subject for

reflection on what to avoid than on what to

purchase ; we, indeed, hardly envy the imagined

happy possessor of any piece of the endless

show of coarsely and finely painted pottery

and porcelain, and shapeless vases, and plates,

and cups and saucers, and " artistic bronzes,"

the gilt chimney-pieces, and the gaudy clocks,

as to which, the more the French are abused,

the more they seem determined to thrust them

into the world, and all the hundred other so-

called " objects of art" which, in each succeed

ing French exhibition, continue to offend the

person of taste.

In the present day, exception made in the

case of the small, but happily -increasing,

number of houses in which the evidences of

good taste are to be met, the mass may be

divided into two classes: the too bare and

tlm too crowded, which in each case, accord-

i;iir to the taste of the occupants, resemble

either the furnished lodging or the curiosity-

dealer's shop. A want of evidence of some

degree of luxury denotes, as a rule, the empty

mind, the thoughts absent from the home,

idleness on the part of the occupants, and as

such a room is entered a sensation of chill

strikes the observant mind.

With a choice to be made in such a bazaar

as that now open in the Palais de l'lndustrie,

for as such it must really be looked upon, how

would it be possible for any but those gifted

with that experience and knowledge and per

ceptive power which constitute the possession

of taste, to avoid producing an effect so often

to be met with in the houses of our friends,

but which, with all their boasted trade, is

even oftener to be met with in the appartement*

of the French ?

Since our first Great Exhibition of 1851,

when England suddenly awoke to a conscious-

ness of her unsatisfactory condition in artistic I

matters, such a revolution in the matter of '

what it has been decided shall be called !

"household taste" has been effected as can

scarcely be paralleled. America within a few

years has taken up as warmly, even if not more

warmly, the question, and on both sides of the

Atlantic writers and publishers have been busy

in producing works such as may propagate the

knowledge of a sort of " taste. Such cannot

be said for the Continent, where the traditions

of " Conservatoire " religiously conserve, among

all but the numerous exceptions, the wildest

and most mistaken views concerning " house

hold taste."

An unfortunate extreme, it is true, has been

reached in England when second-rate up

holsterers fill the advertisement pages of our

journals with the careful delineations of their

ill-designed but pompously-designated " Early

English " mirrors and sideboards, their shoddy

plush-covered tables, and bracket shelves and

corner cupboards ; but, on the Continent and

in such an exhibition as that at present open in

Paris, it is alone the person of means who is

enabled to possess an object or piece of furni

ture in good style ; those possessors of taste

who have not at their command a long purse,

and who seek in more modest simplicity

the elegance which they demand, are sorely

tried, and find it almost impossible, except

perhaps in the broker's shop, to satisfy their

desires.

To mention, in the exhibition at present

being held in the Champs Elysees, any one or

more of the numerous specimens of the furni

ture-maker's art would be worse than invidious ;

the old names come again to the front, not a

little increased in number by the various models

of furniture intended for double uses, many

carrying out precisely that beau-ideal of useful

ness spoken of by Goldsmith,—

A bed by night, a cheat of drawers by day.

whose construction has before now puzzled

more than one ingenious schoolboy. Intended

for the small quarters which French people

seem so particularly attached to, such useful

pieces of furniture would scarcely recommend

themselves to our English idea of comfort ;

but certainly the facility of the management

and the neatness of their effect are fascinating,

if not to the pocket, at least to the eye. We

cannot attempt to mention the hundred acces

sories in the ornamentation of the household

here presented : the pottery and porcelain for

daily use, the mirrors and the glass ware. We

must say, however, of one firm, distinguished

for its skill in this latter beautiful art,—Messrs.

Salviati,—that their products (as exhibited in

the pavilion prepared for the reception of the

President of the Republic), cannot be looked

upon as having advanced in taste since the day,

not so many years since, when their beautiful

Murano glass deceived the wary dealers of

Wardour-street.

treatment are printed in ordinary type, whilst

those countries which do not give us those

terms are in italics. Where our colonies do

not participate, an asterisk is placed after the

name of the country. The dates give the

period of the negotiation of the treaties.

Argentina Confederation^).—Feb. 2, 1825, and

July 10, 1853. No dale of termination fixed.

Austria.—April 30, 1868. One year's notice

required.

Aust'ia-Hangary(*).—Dec. 5, 1876. One yeir's

no'.ice required.

Belgium.—July 23, 1862, and Nov. 13, 1852.

One year's notioe required.

Bolivia.—8ept. £9, 1840. No time fixed.

Borneo(»).—May 27, 1847. No time fixed.

Chili —Oi-t. 4, 1854. Twelve months' notice.

Cbiua(»).—Jnue 26, 1858. Six mouths' uotice at

the end of each ten years, bat not in the

ir.terv»l*.

Columbia.— Feb. 16, 1866. Twelve months'

not ice.

Costa Rica.—Nov. 27, 1819. Twelve month*'

notice.

Denmark.—Feb. 13. 1660-?. No time fixed.

Dominica.— March 6, 1850. For a term of ten

years only.
Ecuador.—May 3, 1S51. Twelve months' notice.

Fronce(*).—Jnn.26, 1826: Jan. 23, I860; July 23,

1873, and Jan. 24, 1874. One years' notioe.

Germany.—Mny 30, 1865. Twelve months'

notice.

Greece.—Oct. 4, 1S37. Twelve mouth*' notioe.

Italy.—Aug. 6, lt*63. Twelve months' notice.

Japan(*).—Oct. 14, 1854; and Aug. 26, 185S.

Oue year's notice.

Liberia.—Nov. 21, 1848. No time fixed.

Madagascar. — June 27, 1865. By mutual

consent.

Morocco.— Dec. 9, 1856. By mutual consett.

Muscat.—May 31, 1839. No time fixed.

Netlierlande(*).-M&r. 17, 1824; Oct. 27, 1S37 ;

Mar. 27, 1851 ; and Mar. 6, 1856. A year's

notice.

Nicaraana.—Feb. 11, 1860. Terminable Aug.

2, 18S0, with twelve months' notioe.

Persin.—Oct. 28, 1841 ; and Mar. 4, 1857. No

t me fixed.

Pern.—April 10, 1850. Twelve months' notice.

Portugal.—July 3, 1842. Twelve months' notice.

PrufBia.—Ang. 16, 1865. Twelve months' notice.

Boumani<»(«).—Nov. 30, 1876; and May 12,187".

Expired, but conditionally renewed by law

of July 30, 1878.
Russia.—Jan. 12, 1859. Twelve months'

notice.
Salvador.—Oct. 21, 1862. Twelve months'

notice.

Sandwich Ia!ands(*).—Jnly 10, 1851. Twelve

months' notice.

Servia —Maroh 5-17,1879. Terminates May 13,

1880.

8iarn(»).—April 18, 1855. Twelve months

notice.

Spain(*).—May 17, 1667; Joly 13, 1713 ; Dec.9,

1713; Dec. 14, 1715 ; Oct. 5, 1750; July 5,

1814 ; and Aug. 28, 1814. No time fixed.

Sweden and Norway—March 18, 1826. Twelve

months' notice.

Switzerland.—Sept. 6, 1855. Twelve months'

notice.

Tunis.—Oct. 1, 1863 ; and July 19, 1875. By

mutnal consent.

Turkey.—April 29, 1861. Oct. 1, 1882, and for

periods of seven years.

DDited Stotes—July 3, 1815 ; Oot- 20, 1818 ;

and Aug. 6, 1827. Indefinitely prolonged.

Venezuela.—April 18, 1825 ; and Oct. 29, 1S34.

No time fixed.

For Zanzibar see Muscat; and for Zollverein

Beo Prussia and Germany.

INTERNATIONAL TREATIES OF

COMMERCE.

rT"iIIE following is the gist of a Pariiamen-

A. tary return just issued, giving a list of

Treaties of Commerce and Navigation between

Great Britain and Foreign Powers in force on

July 31, 1879. The names of those countries

with which we enjoy " moat-favoured-nation "

KIDDERMINSTER AS AN ART-MANU

FACTURING CENTRE.

ON another page* we report the formal

opening of the new School of Art at

Kidderminster, an event of the greatest im

portance to that old Worcestershire carpet

centre, and one which cannot but have the

most beneficial influence upon the staple trade

of the district. This aspect of the subject

seems to have come home to several of the

speakers present at the opening. Earl

Beauchamp, who was the first speaker after

the report had been read, said he begged

* See page 247 ante.
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to congratulate the inhabitants of the town

nn the successful completion of the work.

It was very creditable that in times of com

mercial depression, that locality should have

been able almost entirely by its own enter

prise, to have carried out such a great under

taking. That its advantages were likely to

be of the utmost use was shown by the signi

ficant fact that the number of students in the

local School of Art were about one-half the

number of students at the Manchester School

of Art with a population far in excess of that

of Kidderminster. If he possessed the genius

and skill of some accomplished orator he

might pay a more fitting tribute to the public

spirit which had, in so remarkable a degree,

characterised that ancient town. Enlarging

upon the remark that it should be the object

of a manufacturing community to produce

commodities that would secure the readiest

tale in the market, his lordship said the

recognition of the importance of design in re

lation to the industries of England, and of the

importance of developing a more artistic

taste than had previously been thought neces

sary among designers, manufacturers and

artizans, owed its origin to the late Prince

Consort. The varied culture, wide experi

ence, and sagacious judgment of that remark

able man, and his great desire that his

adopted country should excel all other

countries, led him to adopt measures which

resulted in the great Exhibition of 1851,

followed by the establishment of the Depart

ment of Art and Science, which led to the

founding of Schools of Design throughout the

country.

The opening of those schools marked a new

era in English art. He said a new era, be

cause he thought the cultivation of art by the

English people was often unjustly depreciated.

England was renowned before the Norman

Conquest for her goldsmiths' work ; she was

esteemed for her artistic embroidery in me

diaeval times ; and the works of William of

Wykeham, Inigo Jones, and Sir Christopher

Wren proved they need bow their heads to

none so far as architecture was concerned.

The memorial crosses erected by Edward I. to

his Consort, Eleanor of Castiile, sixteen in

number, were all but two designed by English

architects ; and they had many testimonials to

tlie excellence of English sculpture while

Italian sculpture was still in its infant

struggles. English sculpture was not inferior,

but greatly superior, to that of any European

country up to the end of the thirteenth cen

tury. In the reign of Richard II. sculpture

was sent from England to Italy. In painting,

miniatures of the highest excellence of the

time of Queen Elizabeth had come down to

them to prove Englishmen were no unworthy

descendants of their forefathers, and the

history of English art since that period was

an honourable one, while the enlightened

wisdom of George III., in founding the Royal

Academy, gave it a local habitation. But by

the time of the Exhibition of 1851, art

had come to be regarded as appertaining to

the rich, and English manufactures, while

famous for their thoroughness and solidity,

failed in the grace and refinement which art

could give them. It was to bring within the

reach of all a knowledge of art that the Prince

Consort promoted the establishment of Schools

of Art. As producers of manufactures, it was

i:ommercially important that thetrue principles

of design should be placed within the reach of

all those who designed the fabrics and articles

which were the subject of commerce. The

poet had said, as they knew, " a thing of beauty

was a joy for ever;" and if they were cheered

and raised by ideas of beauty beyond the petty

details of every-day life, it helped, perhaps, to

make them fit for that eternal loveliness from

which all things derived their grace. It was

because the new building, which they had

inaugurated, would help to bring home to the

artisans of Kidderminster those principles that

he so heartily congratulated them upon the

successful completion of that beautiful and

commodious structure.

Lord Lyttelton, the next speaker, said he

had frequently passed through Kidderminster,

and he had seldom been there without seeing

some great work of public utility going on

within the limits of the borough. He could

not help thinking that the people of the town

owed a great deal to the public spirit of their

municipal authorities, and also to the public

spirit of the employers of labour. With re

gard to the municipal authorities, he under

stood that they had been perpetually at

work in making the town more fit to live in.

And as to the manufacturers, he believed that

many of them had taken a leading part in sup

plying the town with that admirable School

of Art. There could be no doubt as to the

benefit to be derived from their public spirit.

They had, while benefiting the town, also

benefited themselves. There were not a very

large number of employers of labour through

out the Kingdom who were able to take as

enlightened view of their own interests as the

manufacturers of Kidderminster had done,

and, therefore, it was all the more to their

credit. There were many who held aloof

from schools of art, regarding them merely as

places involving considerable expense ; and such

persons failed to see how they could get their

money returned. But that was a very short

sighted view ; and the citizens of Kidder

minster, who had done so much and acted so

generously in providing the town with a School

of Art, thought otherwise. They knew that

if the trade of this country was to compete !

with the foreigner, everything that was pos- 1

6ible must be dono to instruct and educate the

handicraftsmen of this country in matters of

art. They could not compete with Europeans

in some respects. The wages paid on the Con- ]

tinent were for the most part much lower than

the wages in England, and he hoped that would

always continue to be so ; at least he trusted

they would never see the current rate of

wages in England lowered to the Conti

nental standard. If they were to con.-

pete with foreigners, it must be done by the

intelligence displayed by our workpeople.

That had been done in Kidderminster to a

great extent ; and it had come to a climax in I

the establishment of that School of Art, a

school in which the principles of design would

be thoroughly and intelligently taught. It

was hoped that another building would be

added, in which scientific and technical educa

tion might he given. There could not be a |

doubt hut that much still remained to be done

! in the teaching of design. It had been his

! good—or bad—fortune to require a large car-

' pet, of peculiar shape, for his house at Ilagley,

| and he found great difficulty in getting one at

all of the shape and character required ; and,

in the course of his inquiries, he went into a

large proportion of the carpet warehouses in

London, and it struck him forcibly that

English carpets were, even now, nowhere as

compared with the Indian and Persian fabrics.

That was the impression left on his mind

from what he saw. He mentioned the

subject to a great authority, who said he

did not agree with his (Lord Lyttelton's)

conclusion. Judging by the price Oriental

carpets fetched in the market, and the

large demand they enjoyed, he came to

the conclusion that those carpets were a

long way ahead of any which England pro

duced. Lord Lyttelton spoke next of the

accumulated experiences of those carpet-

makers in the East, and of the fact that the

continued contemplation of things of beauty

had made their taste unerring ; but there was

no reason why a wealthy and intelligent

country like England should not be able to

compete with those Oriental workmen, many

of whom were half savages ; and there was

every reason to believe that the new School of

Art would contribute much in that direction.

He hoped most sincerely that the technical

school would soon be erected. They had done

much in these times of great commercial de

pression, but he hoped they would not rest

contented until the school of science was

added ; and he would conclude with the ear

nest hope that that School of Art might not

only be a source of profit to them, by the

support and assistance it would give to the

trade, but that it would in a higher sense be

the means of elevating the lives of those who

came to study within its walls, and help to

make them more useful, more happy, and more

virtuous.

Lord Hampton, in moving a vote of thanks

to Mr. Goodwin for the gift of the land, said

he could not refrain from a few words of

sincere congratulation to his friend, Mr. Brin-

ton, who had laboured so honourably, so

earnestly, and so successfully for, he believed,

twenty years to promote the interests of that

school, that the object to which he had been

so much attached had been brought to such a

successful issue.

The Mayor seconded the motion, and in

doing so urged upon parents the necessity of

seeing that their children received a good art.

instruction when young, so that they would

be able to fight successfully the battle of life,

which lay before them.

The motion having been carried, Mr. D. W.

Goodwin made a suitable reply.

Sir W. Eraser, M.P., next moved a vote of

thanks to the officers of the school, alluding

moro particularly to the chairman, Mr. John

Brinton ; the hon. sec, Mr. Harvey ; and the

head master, Mr. W. Tucker. The hon.

baronet having referred to the public spirit

displayed by the chairman, and to the personal

friendship which existed between himself and

Mr. Harvey, said the school had been particu

larly fortunate in having secured the services

of Mr. Tucker as head master of the school.

He had been informed, on excellent authority,

that Mr. Tucker was the best art master in

the country. He would not be so imprudent,

after all that had been said, as to give them a

lecture on art in general ; but he would ven

ture to express what he had always felt from

boyhood, how very important it was for

students to strive to attain that which was the

great principle of all art-work—Truth. If they

took tlie buildings of antiquity, the finest temple

of the world, the Pantheon of Athens, or the

magnificent temple at Pnestum—take all

works which had come down to us from

antiquity, and what was the first thing which

struck a person with a perception of the

beautiful— was it not their admirable and

exact truth? And if the students were to

excel in art, and wished to produce anything

which generations to come would admire,

they too must master the drudgery of mere

details, for it was absolutely impossible

that they could produce anything that

the world would admire age after age unless

it were truthful. Lord St. Alban's, moro

popularly known as Lord Chancellor Bacon,

in his essay on "Truth," had said that this

world turned upon the poles of truth.

Sir Edmund Lechmere, M.P., seconded the

motion, and in doing so urged that some por

tion of the money now in the hands of the

Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition might

be judiciously distributed among the schools

of art in the provinces, and by that mean?,

he said, the cause of art education would be

more surely promoted.

The resolution having been carried, the

Chairman briefly responded on behalf of him

self and the other officers of the school. The

aim of the committee, he said, had been to

make the school of art as successful as pos

sible, and to get, as far as they could, a fair

representation of all the interests of the town

on the Management Committee. He hoped

that tho school would continue to flourish,

and that it would be the aim of all connected

with it to strive after that which was excel

lent, but especially after that which was

truthful.

The Rev. G. D. Bovle, M.A., next proposed

a vote of thanks to the distinguished visitors

for the encouragement and stimulus they had

given to the cause of art instruction by their

presence that evening. Mr. H. Toye Wood

ward briefly seconded the motion, which was

carried, and suitably responded to by Earl

Beauchamp.

Mr. M. Tomkinson next proposed a hearty

vote of thanks to the Chairman, and in doing

so said he must enter a mild protest against

what Lord Lyttelton had said respecting Kid

derminster carpets. Had the noble lord come

to Kidderminster he was sure the carpet manu

facturers would have waived their invariable

custom of not supplying retail customers, and
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would have met the requirements of his lord

ship. The one great object -which the retailers

in London had in view was the making of

money. Now, on an Eastern carpet the retailer

would make a profit of about 50 per cent.,

while on an English carpet he would not make

more than from 12 to 16 per cent. Hence it

was that the retailer was more interested in

Eushing the Eastern as compared with the

ome carpets. If the English carpets were

not leading the van, how was it that with all

the restrictive tariffs which were placed upon

their goods in the markets on the Continent,

the foreigners would purchase them in pre

ference to those far-famed Eastern carpets ?

Was it not because of the superior quality and

the superiority of design and colour? He

hoped the wear of his lordship's Eastern carpet

would be as satisfactory as its appearance.

Mr. A. Cowell, in seconding the vote of

thanks to Mr. Brinton, said they all knew that

he was a large manufacturer of carpets that

were equal or better than any so-called Indian

carpets. It might be that there was a craze

for purchasing old carpets, just the same as

there recently was for buying up old china,

and lie had seen Oriental carpets exhibited in

London show-rooms which were rotten with

age, and yet had realised far more than a new

and durable carpet would have done. They

had in Kidderminster designers equal to any

in the world, and Kidderminster was not to be

put down as a town that could he beaten by

uncivilised tribes.

The motion was carried, and Mr. Brinton,

in reply, said he had to thank the company for

attending in such large numbers that evening,

and he hoped they would all continue to take

an interest in the work which had been set

on foot that day.

HOLDING OVER ORDERED GOODS.

A GRIEVANCE of a very serious nature)

to which manufacturers are subject in

the textile trades, and more especially in the

carpet branch , is the custom—which appears

to be on the increase—amongst buyers in

wholesale houses of asking manufacturers to

hold over the goods that have been made for

them until the expiration of a given period.

In dull times, when a department in a whole

sale house falls back in its returns, as the pur

chase and sales accounts are made up with

great regularity, and the buyer of each de

partment is presented monthly with a small

ticket, on which the amount of each is duly

inscribed, the latter—when the sales are light

and the purchases are heavy—in some cases is

apt to go to the manufacturer and tell him

not to deliver his goods as they come round,

but to hold them over until the purchaser

gives orders to have them sent in.

In very many instances, says the Textile

Manufacturer, this is a great hardship to a

manufacturer, whose payments are chiefly in

cash for the weekly wages and at short terms

for his raw material. Day by day his ex

penses are going on, and money is continually

being drawn out of his pocket, which he has

to replace from the proceeds of his sales. Un

fortunately, in too many instances, the manu

facturer counts upon these proceeds very

anxiously, in order to meet his current

accounts. The holding over, therefore, of a

lot of goods for a month, or for such time as

will cause them to go into the next month's

account—which is the object of the buyer—is

often a matter of great inconvenience. And

yet he cannot very well demur when this

favour is requested—not as a favour, but as a

matter of course—for if he did, his customer

would be offended, and perhaps break the

connection. If he stoutly maintains his right

to deliver his goods and receive payment,

which many have done, putting the best pos

sible face upon the matter and making some

jocular remark indicative of his willingness to

keep them for six months or longer, con

ditionally upon receiving the cash on which

he has reckoned—he is placed in a false

position. It is equally bad when he has to

assume a suppliant air, and ask r s a f ivour

that which belongs to him as a rijrht—'hut

his wares may be taken and received into stock

in the ordinary course of business. It is de

cidedly unpleasant for a man to have to plead

poverty, because that confession is often taken

advantage of to his prejudice. In these hard

times the natural difficulties of business are

sufficient for manufacturers to contend with,

without having artificial ones imposed upon

them to shackle them still further. This

difficulty is one of those insidious ones that no

preparation can guard against, it being merely

a matter of private arrangement to suit the

convenience of the buyer, and to enable him to

appear in the eyes of his firm as having con

ducted his purchases with such prudence and

discretion as not to tax the resources of the

house beyond the point which his section of

the business justifies. To do this satisfactorily

to himself he often puts a serious burden upon

the manufacturer in the way indicated.

We know of a case in which a manufac

turer, with heavy payments falling due, who

had anxiously counted upon the time when by

the delivery of the bulk of the goods he was

turning out for one house he could discharge

his obligations, was very much disconcerted

by being told not to deliver them until a

later period. The parcel he expected to send

in amounted to several thousand pounds in

value ; the consequence was that his credit was

jeopardised. It was only by the merest chance

that he was enabled to make arrangements

with his banker for an advance upon the

strength of the transaction. Had he not

succeeded in this the result to him might have

been ruinous.

We have drawn attention to this abuse,

which is a growing one, and in many cases

may proceed only from thoughtlessness on the

part of the buyer, in the hope that our

remarks may be of some practical service, and

conduce to put down a far too-prevalent evil.

HOTEL FURNITURE.

ANOTHER hotel has been opened in the

heart of London, which for accommo

dation and utility will vie with anv of those

vast establishments of which the London of

the present day is so justly proud. The " Man

chester Hotel," as it is called, is situated in

Aldersgate-street, close to the Metropolitan

Railway Station, and, although not altogether

completed, was opened to the public last week.

The furniture has been supplied and designed

by Messrs. Brew & Claris, of 20, Finsbury-

place, and in noticing its general character

throughout it is impossible not to be struck

with the oneness of feeling that seems to have

existed between the architect and the cabinet

maker. This is as it should be, as otherwise,

however elegant and suitable in itself, the

effect produced by the furniture is destroyed

by the architectural surroundings, or viceversd.

The whole of the furniture is of a substantial

character. We may specially instance a

massive Spanish mahogany sideboard in the

dining-hall, having the now almost essential

addition of bevelled plates. The mountings

are of brass, and its ornamentation includes

well-executed carvings of the Aldersgate

arms, monograms, &c. The dinner-waggons,

tables, morocco-covered chairs, &c, all cor

respond to render the room a handsomely-

furnished apartment. Adjoining this is a

well - contrived reading and writing - room,

supplied with fittings of a novel and useful

description. All the latest improvements for

the convenience of those who wish to read or

write in private are incorporated ; the desks,

&c, being specially designed to meet the

requirements of commercial men.

The smoking-room, on the same floor, is also

fitted up in a luxurious manner. The furni

ture, of Italian walnut, is arranged in bays, in

such a form that parties of six can sit facing

the centre of a table, thus giving that air of

cosy comfort so essential to a smoking-room.

The seats and various easy-chairs are covered

with a specially-prepared morocco, and the

table-tops consist of Sienna marble. A new

and simple style of hat-rail is adopted, while

umbrella-stands are fixed between the bays.

Poth the public and private billiard-rooms

are situat.'d on the first floor, and are provided

with morocco-covered settees, fitted to the

walls on raised platforms. A mahogany dadoor

panelling runs round the rooms 4 ft. high, thus

enhancing the beauty of the apartments.

Private sitting-rooms, which combine comfort

with luxury, are on the same floor. There

are upwards of two hundred bedrooms, all of

which are furnished throughout with solid

mahogany. The toilet-tables and washstands

both have marble tops, with monogram tiles

in the back of the latter. A special feature

noticeable in the single bedrooms is a novel

chest of drawers, which forms a writing and

toilet-table combined.

The architects of the hotel were Messrs.

Bateman & Corser, of Birmingham, and the

builder Mr. Deputy Brass (Old-street), builder

of the new Post-office. Messrs. Brew &

Claris, of Finsburv-pavement, have, as before

stated, supplied the furniture. The kitchen

has been fitted by Mr. T. Waller, of Fi<h-

street-hill. The decorations throughout are

by Messrs. Worrall & Stevens; the service

for gas and water by Messrs. Strode, of Osna-

burgh-street. Messrs. Warne, of Biackfriars-

road, have supplied the fittings for the buffet.

The bedsteads are from Messrs. Peyton &

lies. All the linen in use has been

specially made in Ireland. The whole of the

carpet and oilcloth fitting was executed by

Mr. W. Medwin, carpet-planner, &c, London-

wall. Mr. William Spurrier, of London and

Birmingham, has supplied a large portion of

the plate. The billiard-tables have been made

by Messrs. Stevens & Sons, of Charing-cross,

and Hamilton's prismoidal lenses referred to at

p. 304, vol. XL, are introduced for the base

ment lights.

CIRCULAR-SAW GUARD.

AN ingenious arrangement to prevent acci

dents with circular saws, which require

incessant watchfulness on the part of the

operatives, has been invented by Mr. J. B.

Lakeman, her Majesty's Inspector of Factories,

central metropolitan division, who has pre

sented it freely to the public in their interest,

and has in no way protected it by patent

right. From a lengthened experience of the

many severe and fatal accidents arising from

circular saws, Mr. Lakeman frequently sug

gested a fence, but was too often told that his

ideas were Utopian. But upon representing

the case to Messrs. Richard Garrett & Sons,

of the Leiston Works, Suffolk, they generously

set to work'to perfect Mr. Lakeman's ideas,

and have produced an effectual guard against

accidents from circular saws.

The guard consists of three pieces, namely :

The mortise-plate secured by three bolts to

the fence ; a radial arm, which is secured and

adjusted vertically into the mortise-plate by

means of nut and collar; and the covering-

plate, which is secured and adjusted laterally

in the radial arm, in conformity with the ad

justment of the saw-fence, by means of the

thumb-screw. Where several saws of various

diameters are used in the same bench, it is

advisable to have two or, perhaps, three

covering-plates, graduating in size to cover the

whole series of saws. The apparatus, as

described, is in its mode of fixing exceedingly

simple. It is to be recommended on account

of its simplicity, its cheapness, its immova

bility when fixed, and for its perfect freedom

fro m being obstructive to the sawyer.

Sizes of Sample Packets.—In the carpet

as in other branches of trade, dissatisfaction

has been expressed with the prevailing restric

tions as to the size of sample packets trans

mitted by post. Onr readers will, therefore, be

pleased to learn that the Swiss Post Office has

been endeavouring to obtain the consent of the

Postal Union to an increase in the maximum

size of sample packets to 30 centimetres long,

20 wide, aDd 10 thiok. Thirteen countries have

agreed to the proposition, eleven hesitate, one

refuses, and several have not replied. Under

these circumstances Switzerland is trying to

effect an arrangement for the interchange of

samples of these dimensions among the ooantrie]

that hare signified their approval. It is nos

stated what action the English Post Office hai

taken in the matter.
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FURNITURE TRADE IMPORTS DURING SEPTEMBER AND THE FIRST NIN'E MONTHS OF 1879.

•

Month
ended 30th September.

QUANTITIES.

Nine Monthe
ended 30th September.

Month
ended 30th September.

VALUE.

Nin<> M i i
ended 30th September.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

Hides—

40,000

130,436

78,034

29,863

108,458

70,419

459,144

1,939,940

522,273

328,733

1,110,278

598,192

.1218,587

21,184

51,724

£11,782

15,967

45,465

£212,912

309,523

388,852

£133.135

169,622

381,430

Not tanned, carried, 4o.—Dry Cwts. 45,233

73,662

3,736,613

7,877

45,480

50,002

3,109,876

5,132

429,405

507,357

40,061,102

65,112

431,1*0

277.126

26,258,976

50,764

114,012

211,261

220,507

20,891

126,232

145,167

197,731

14,926

1,351,897

1,419,948

2,276,559

170,541

1,277,318

738,867
Wet

1,611,324

126,802Plate-Glass, Bilvered or not ... Cwts.

Silk Broad Stuffs, imported from—

469,652

274,777

451,582

183,274

4,265,836

1,927,914

4,555,396

1,608,812

Total .£744,429 £634,856 £6,193,750 £6,161,208

Wood and Timber :—

Hown, imported from—

6,312 3,769 30,855 27,131 56,852 29,775 260,412 215,i06

28,676

39,825

18,877

25.232

22,060

38,539

37,676

24,692

21,789

26,731

281.353

381,117

161,863

182,991

311,929

119,519

325,709

147,830

123,923

2S9.443

59,889

64,565

45,156

93,236

44,424

71,460 581,419

014,436

455,390

660,532

915,039

235,553

460,789

383,155

439,828

607,188

54,726

52,450

69,959

45,714

Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

Woollen Yabn for Weaving „

134,670 149,427 1,319,283 1,003,424 .£307,570 £391,309 £3,256,816 £2,120,813

132,798

133,816

125,760

8,270

125,609

182,012

76,667

22,525

670,170

1,095,447

690,568

219,886

443,987

985,318

641,466

182,719

338,299

304,541

291,205

29,141

208,252

355,309

168,901

67,032

1,617,039

2,628,199

1,715,843

794,981

932,965

1,991.102

1,443,15.1

537,742

400,674 406,813 2,706,071 2,253,520 .6963,189 £859,494 £6,786,062 ^4,905,268

23,014,475

1,022,093

12,440,003

572,607

315,421.768

8,967,255

350,610,036

7,612,475

1,278,212

123,412

633,866

72,063

20,145,468

1,070,372

20,251,633

942,289

' TABLE OF CARPETS AND OTHER FURNISHING MATERIALS EXPORTED DURING SEPTEMBER AND

THE FIRST NINE MONTHS OF 1879.

Month
ended 30;h September.

QUANTITIES.

Nine Months
ended 30th September.

Month
ended 30th September.

VALUE.

Nine Months
ended 30th September.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1 1879. 1878. . 1879. 1878. 1879.

Elankets and Blanketing... ^jr*r^s

Caepet8, not BEiNa Buos, exported to—

363,000

355,000

348,100

363,700

4,556,400

4,655,300

3,766,300

4,106,300
| £33,456 £28,536 £445,838 £338,130

68,800

18,800

146,800

131,200

60,300

200

96,600

95,700

213,500

65,100

23,700

143,700

199,000

92,900

5,200

85,500

71,900

237,800

293,100

286,800

747,800

213,000

470.900

52.100

904,200

1,015,700

1,125,000

351,200

371,400

708,200

296,300

308.400

87,500

771.000

808,200

1,340,300

£10,432

2,963

18,408

14,051

11,757

32

10,884

11,696

25,452

£10,030

3,785

15.688

18,647

12,967

860

8,540

9,207

30,117

£47,016

40,829

89,280

24,126

70,807

7,359

107,498

123,331

141,836

£53,559

49,935

78,173

28,850

41,590

10,406

84,303

97,395

162,763

„ lb

831,900

1,271,000

925,400

1,481,300

5,108,600

7,827,500

5,042,500

7,881,000
£106,335 £109,841 £652,088 £607,099

Earthen & China Ware, exported to-

 £4,589

7,461

35,986

4,473

11,213

11,272

15,610

42,028

£2,464

7,379

£34,799

68,915

414,404

£29,714

58,956

66,379

7,975

5,315

8,452

85,900

68,807

78,300

143,6(37

365,732

493,824

81,250

46.840

65,338

12,179 177,985

41,185 310,478

Total £132,632 £151,328 £1,200,590 £1,300,385

Hardware and Cutlert £292,899

82,661

100,606

10,680

93,273

£262,254

133,183

117,780

11,084

83,069

£2,414,844

927,100

812,443

71,119

883,282

£2,211,314

1,089,331

1,057,906

92,768

795,3:2

Lace and Patent Net

13,946

111,395

16,701

128,787

109.111

747,656

153,377

1,126,100Lookino Glasses, framed or not...sq. ft.

Silk Broad Stuffs, exported to—

68,414

50,748

26,991

41,800

51,376

13,977

81,804

27,820

15,800

34,300

37,300

16,306

472,776

222,749

316,289

588,819

732,037

125,640

740,235

262,307

250,686

339,206

652,033

158,375

£16,526

7,229

5,298

6,091

9,180

2,383

£17,220

3,377

3,208

4,229

6,268

2,636

£113,573

36,122

58,819

81,995

127,065

22,180

£179,396

40,584

50,880

49,515

110,144

23,266

253,300 213,330 2,458,310 2,402,842 £46,707 £36,938 £140,354 £158,755
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

ORIGINAL DESIGNS FOB CORNER

CABINETS.

TN drawing-rooms of limited dimensions a

corner Cabinet is one of the most useful

articles of furniture. It not only economises

space, but, at the same time, fills up an empty

gap that could not be easily utilised in any

other way. In the two examples illustrated

herewith, ample provision has been made for

the display of china and other bric-a-brac.

The upper structure in each case might be

modified or altered according to individual

taste. The greater or less elaboration of de

tail resolves ittelf largely into a question of

pounds, shillings, and pence, and the cus

tomer's pocket has therefore to her mainly

consulted in this particular.

CALICO PRINTING ON THE

CONTINENT*

ACCORDING to M.Charles Grad's " Etudes

Statistiques sur lTndustrie de l'Alsace,"

the countries in which calico-printing is chiefly

practised, in the order of their importance, are

Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria,

Switzerland, Spain, and Russia ; and the

United States of late years have become also

extensive producers of printed cottons. In the

United Kingdom, which takes the first place

in point of production, as Alsace is supposed

to do in the matters of colour and design,

there are 149 firms engaged in the trade ; the

number of printing machines is computed at

1,045, of tables for block printing at 4,304, the

whole occupying 30,308 workpeople, not taking

into account 35,729 others who are chiefly

busied with the kindred crafts of bleaching

and finishing. In France the principal seats

of calico-printing are in Normandy and the

neighbourhood of Paris, while silk printing is

almost confined to Lyons. Germany, exclusive

of Alsace, which, notwithstanding the Kaiser's

late visit and gracious speeches, still looks

longingly across the border, and reckons her

self, commercially at least, as a debateable

land, deals for the most part with cheap prints

of inferior quality for home consumption. The

headquarters of the industry are Elberfeld,

Crefeld, Berlin, Ausburg, Heidenheim, and

Lorrach. Austria turns out more cotton

prints than Germany, exclusive of Alsace,

■while, in point of quality, her productions

Tank next to those of the annexed province.

The Swiss print trade is declining, the exports

being now almost altogether confined to the

East. The principal—it were scarely an ex

aggeration to say the only—print-exporting

countries are England and Alsace, and since

the latter ceased to be French its great indus

try has seriously declined, a result doubtless as

much owing to the partial loss of the French

market as to the hardness of the times.

Calico printing was introduced into Alsace

in 1740 by the firm of Kochlin, Schmaltzer, &

Co., whose speciality, known in the trade as

" Alsacian Indians," wa3 an imitation of a

class of goods first brought into Europe from

the East by the Dutch in the seventeenth

century. The new industry was so successful

that in a few years the house started several

other concerns, both for bleaching and print

ing. An ordinance of the Intendent of Alsace

for regulating the usage of the waters of the

Steinbiichle in 1768 mentions the existence of

fifteen Indian printing works in the neighbour

hood of Mulhouse alone. In 1830 the depart

ment of the High Rhine contained 27

printworks, with a total of 3,847 tables, 30

machines, and 11,248 workpeople. The yearly

production at that time was estimated at

141,708 pocket-handkerchief pieces, 17,450

muslin, and 368,777 ordinary calico pieces, the

* By the Genera correspondent of the ZTanchester

Examiner.

last having an average length of from 26 to 29 '

ells. At the time of the annexation the depart

mentpossessed 18 calico-printing establishments,

with 124 machines, 14,827 metres of tables,

and 8,611 employes, in addition to 2,619 occu

pied in five finishing and bleaching works, in

all 11,230, as compared with the 11,248 of

1830, albeit, owing to the more general use of

machinery and the introduction of improved

processes, the production has enormously

increased in this interval. The amount paid

in wages to these 11,230 operatives in the

year in question was computed at £299,200,

giving an average of 666 f. each (£26. 13s. 4d.)

as their average annual earnings, or a

fraction over 10s. a week. The estimated total

production of prints in 1870 was 78,803,000

metres of " all cotton " goods, and 3,735,000

of union goods (cotton mixed with wool and

silk), in addition to which 148,261,000 metres

of calicoes and 10,534,400 metres of mixed

fabrics were dyed and bleached. In July,

1878, when another census was taken, the

number of machines had sunk to 100 ; the

14,827 metres of tables had diminished to

7,313 metres, and the number of workpeople

to 0,575. On the other hand, the latter must

have been either better paid or more regularly

employed, seeing that, though their aggregate

wages had fallen off by no less a sum than

£119,600, the average share of each was

,£28. 13s. 4d., or £2 more than in 1870. The

capital engaged in the Alsacian calico printing

and dyeirnr trades was estimated last year at

£2,822,000. The most important establish

ment is that of Dolfus, Mieg & Co., of Dornach,

who, besides their printworks, have large cot

ton factories, where they spin and weave their

own cloth. The house was founded in 1764

by Henri Dolfus, who in early life was con

nected with Kochlin and Schmaltzer, the

founders of the Alsacian print trade. It has'

thus been in the hands of the same family for

raoro than 100 years; since 1802 the style of

the firm has remained unaltered, and during

the whole of that period it has retained the

same high character for enterprise and honour

able dealing.

Besides its print trade Alsace has, or, more

properly speaking had, a large trade in white

and finished goods, the number of pieces made

up for sale in 1869 amounting to nearly a

million and a half. It is interesting to know

—and the fact is a striking illustration of the

progress of invention during the present

century that—the whole of Messrs. Dolfus,

Mieg, & Co.'s bleaching is now done with the

help of 70 workmen, whereas little more than

thirty years ago, when their business was

considerably smaller, upwards of 500 were

required for the same purpose. Alsacian

printers assert that they give greater attention

to the finishing of their goods than their Eng

lish competitors, that the designs are more

varied and original, and in style altogether

superior, and that, therefore, the cost of pro

duction is greater. Amongst other effects of

this great nicety of manufacture is the neces

sity of working with a more abundant stock

of copper rollers than is usual with English

printers. In this connection it may interest

some of your readers to know that Messrs.

Dolfus, Mieg, & Co.'s stock of rollers averages

2,000, which have cost from £12 to £16 each,

including £4 for engraving. Taking the mean

between 12 and 16, their working stock of

copper will thus represent a value of £28,000.

I fancy there are English printers whose rollers

run into much more money than this, large as

the amount seems. As a means of estimating

the magnitude of the business done by the

Dornach firm, as they are often described in

Alsace, it may be well to mention that in 1877

they turned out 11,000,000 metres of printed

calicoes which, converted into yards, are

almost exactly equivalent to 400,000 pieces of

30 yards each. The value of these pieces

being estimated at £333,000, it follows that

the price at which they were 6old ran about

16s. 7d. apiece ; but, in the absence of more

precise information as to the quality and value

of the fabric, the price paid for printing is a

matter of conjecture.

The two men to whom French printing as

an art owes the most are probably Jean

Haussmann and Daniel Kochlin. The former

was born in 1749, and died in 1824. He made

a scientific study of dyeing, was one of the

first to adopt the system of bleaching by

chlorine, he suggested new uses for madder,

and invented several mordants, one of the

most notable of which was a method of fixing

Prussian blue with prussiate of potash and

oxyde of iron. Daniel Kochlin, born in 1785r

was the first to employ chrome for the produc

tion of yellow, orange, and green ; to study

the theory of " ageing " mordanted pieces,

and the effects of double oxydes as mordants.

But so far as mechanical improvements are

concerned, calico printing owes infinitely more-

to England than to France, and this the

French are the first to admit ; though they

claim for France, and above all for Alsace,

the credit of having made the most important

discoveries in connection with chemical pro

cesses and the theoretical department of the

art generally.

It is probably one of the facts not generally-

known that a calico-printing concern existed,

so long ago as 1689 at Bied, in the canton of

Neuchatel. The proprietor of it was a certain

Jacques Deluze, and it is supposed that Kochlin

and Schmaltzer, who introduced the industry

into Alsace in 1746, brought their colour-

mixers and principal workmen from Bied. In

its infancy calico-printing on the Continent

was almost a tabooed trade, and those en

gaged in it could hardly have been more

scurvily treated if they had been busied in an

unholy art. The Republic of Mulhouse forbade

the use of water-mills for calico-printing, and

made printers pay a heavy tax on their turn

over. Linen merchants, dealers in -woollen

goods, and silk mercers were up in arms every

where against the dangerous novelty of printed

cottons, which they declared were going to be

the ruin of them. Pamphlets were written

against the new industry, in which it -was

stigmatised as an invention of the evil one;

governments were prayed to put it down ;

shopkeepers were forbidden to keep prints in

their shops ; women who were seen wearing

them in public were assaulted, and it wa9 nut

until the mistress of a king (Madame de Pam-

padour) wanted some " furnitures " for Ver

sailles that the trade of printing calicoes was

permitted in France, and became one of the-

legally authorised industries of the country.

Correspondence.

o

It is distinctly to be borne in mind tna* ire do not by i»*erf.
ing Utters convey ouj opinionfavourable to their content*.
IV e open our columns to all, tcithout leaning to aw ; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of
all thades. 7. T .

JVo notice whatever trill be taken of anonymous ramnuntco*

Hons. Tie Name and Address of the icriter are required,
not necessarily for publication, but an a guarantee of
genuine)i ess.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communieatiou*.

IRISH POPLINS.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazettk.

Sir,—From the remarks lately made by the

Duchess of Marlborough, it would seem that

her Grace is not aware that poplins have been

erewhile largely in demand for upholstery

purposes. Of late years they have gone out

of use, since other silk fabrics of about the

same price have been found to wear longer.—

Yours, &c, West-end.

Oct. 6, 1879.

[We hope to point out in an early issue the

disadvantages which attach to Irish poplin as

an upholstering material, and which nave gra

vitated against its more general use in the

furniture trade.—Ed. F. £?.]

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

Sir,—At the Guildhall, on Monday last, Mr.

Jones, from the body of the hall, asked Sir

F. W. Truscott whether he considered the

transfer to the Society of Arts of a large part

of the administration of the fund provided by

the City Guilds for scientific teaching (and

amounting to about £12,000 a year) was con-
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sistent with the fulfilment of their duties, and

if he approved the delegation of any portion

of their powers to an extraneous body ? I was

pleased with the reply of Sir Francis, that he

considered a mistake had been made by the

transfer, and that he would, if be was able, do

his utmost to rectify it. I entirely endorse his

opinion that the Guilds, being the first to pro

mote technical education, can more success

fully attain the desired end—viz., that each

man, whatever his trade, should receive the

best instruction to enable him to become a

good practical workman.

At the same time, as a member of the

Society of Arts who has been much interested

in its labours for some years, I trust that, in

conjunction with the Guilds, it will at once

consider the readiest means for the teaching to

be practically applied, for as so few are now

apprenticed to any trade, it is of the greatest

consequence to the rising generation that a

snund system should be immediately decided

upon.—Yours, &c,

William Pitman,

Painter Stainer.

30 and 31, Newgate-street,

Oct. 2, 187!).

[Fbox Odb Own Special Correspondents.]

The Cabinet Trade.—It is gratifying to

learn that in Manchester, at least, the retail

cabinet-trade is slowly reviving,although manu

facturers have not as yet experienced any

accession of trade, and many of the operatives

are still out of employ. In most other provincial

centres the cabinet trade continues depressed,

and from all the leading towns, such as Bir

mingham, Liverpool, Sheffield, Bradford, as

well as from many sea-side resorts, the com

plaint reaches us as to dearth of employment,

bcotland and Ireland share to the full in the

general depression, and employers experience

some difficulty in providing work for their

men, although the number of employe's is much

smaller than it was a year or two ago. In the

metropolis trade fluctuates as usual, and while

some houses are well supplied with orders,

others report a quiet, hand-to-mouth trade.

The export market continues, however,

active, and some of the leading shipping

firms report a brisk trade in most of our

colonial markets. The carpet branch has

lately been looking up a little, but affairs in

the leading manufacturing districts have not

up to the present resumed their normal condi

tion, although indications of an early revival

are not wanting. As a sign of the times, and

as illustrating the great reluctance of private

persons to place orders for new carpets, we

may mention a fact of which Messrs. Heaps &

Harrison, of Manchester, have apprised us—

viz., that they are receiving daily large

numbers of carpets to be cleaned, &c, by new

machinery for the purpose which the firm

have recently erected. It is this widespread

disposition to make old carpets do for another

season that gravitates against any active

revival in the home demand for such fabrics.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

There have been a few more buyers here

during the week, and a slightly healthier tone

prevails. Some autumn orders have been

received, and consequently there is a little

more doing. The advance in wool at Liver

pool has stimulated manufacturers a little in

their purchases of worsted, and there are now

fewer job lots of yarn in the market ; at the

same time worsted prices cannot be said to

have advanced, and only a very little more

firmness is noticeable. Jute yarns are some

what dearer than they were a month since,

but anything in the shape of higher prices

tends greatly to restrict business. Mr. W. J.

Bannister is about to build a new Brussels

weaving-shed, so as to get the whole of his busi

ness together in Callows-lane, Kidderminster,

as up to the present time his offices have been

some distance away from his weaving-sheds.

Messrs. John Brinton & Co. gave a dinner to

the whole of their workpeople last Saturday,

and the occasion was taken advantage of to

present Mr. Brinton with a valuable illuminated

address, and Mrs. Brinton with a diamond

bracelet. The proceedings were of an enthu

siastic character, and passed off with consider

able eclat. Mr. Chas. H. Walker, so long

favourably known in the carpet trade as repre

sentative of Messrs. Brinton & Co., has been

engaged by Messrs. Morton & Sons as traveller.

Autumn business seems really to have com

menced, and for the next few months, at any

rate, a little improvement in trade may be

anticipated.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—There has

certainly of late been some slight animation in

the carpet trade of the district, but the im

provement has not as yet affected trade all

round. Anyhow, it is satisfactory to know

that there are some signs—however small—of

a revival. The Heckmondwike Chamber of

Commerce reports that the demand for blankets

has continued active throughout the past

month, both as regards the home trade and for

shipping purposes. Prospects for the current

month are good, stocks being very low, indeed

almost nil. This state of things, combined

with a substantial advance established in the

prices of blanket wools at the Liverpool sales,

ought to exert a favourable influence on prices

of goods, which still remain very low, in com

parison with the cost of production. Some

houses report the carpet trade as improving,

and are in expectation of being busy before

long, while others can only give the same

miserable account we have so often had to

chronicle. Felt carpets have experienced some

little improvement. Railway rugs : For this

article the demand has been fairly sustained,

chiefly for export. Better qualities of seal

skins are in request ; others are neglected.

Worsteds are firm. Cotton warps show no

change. Yarns: More inquiries have been

received, but not much alteration on the

whole. The demand for wool during the

past month has been a little more active, while

at the recent sales of East India wools in

Liverpool the sorts most used in the manufac

ture of blankets have advanced from Id. to

l|d. per lb., chiefly owing to competition

from the United States, for which country a

large proportion of these wools has been bought.

The result of these sales has also had an influ

ence on the prices of Bradford short wools.

The prices of olive oil are slightly in favour of

buyers.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—The

curtain and toilet branches are generally quiet

at this particular season, and the present is no

exception to the rule. This remark applies,

however, exclusively to the immediate demand ;

orders continue to be placed to a fair extent in

advance for next season's goods. The Anglo-

Swiss style for curtains and nets has met with

a limited amount of favour, but to give the

proper effect the qualities must be good and

the prices comparatively high, and the latter

necessarily restricts the sales to the best mar

kets. There are confident and evidently well-

founded anticipations of an improved demand

from the United States, with which it is

believed an increasing trade will spring up

before long. The lace trade generally shows

but little change since last week, the demand

for most kinds of staple goods being dull.

Various specialities are, however, in fair

request. Only a limited business is being

done in plain cotton goods—the inquiry for

foundation nets is restricted, and there is not

much demand for Brussels and mosquito nets.

Some descriptions of fancy cotton fabrics are

still in request. Common sorts of Valenciennes

and Bretonne laces are wanted, and Cluny

laces, torchons, and point d'esprit goods sell

steadily. Spinners were not numerously re

presented, and there was altogether only a

meagre attendance of buyers at the Exchange.

Quotations for lace yarns were nominally un

altered, but business both at the Exchange and

at the factories has been slow. There is a

further unwillingness to pay the full prices,

and as there are now few hints at any probable

advance, the tone of the market is lower, while

further ease is looked for by buyers.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—There is na

change to report in any of the furnishing

branches of the hardware trade, which con

tinues without any decided all-round improve

ment. The fine weather is unquestionably

exercising some beneficent influence upon

trade, and a few passable orders have been

received from different inland places. Season

goods are being more generally inquired after,

and fenders and fire-irons especially are

meeting with a ready sale. In this branch

German competition was at one time rather

severe, but though German castings are gene

rally clean and excellent, the fitting, as a rule,

is so bad that the goods are unsuited for heavy

or lengthened wear and tear. It is only in

the cheaper and commoner class of goods that

this competition becomes formidable. Franc*

and Belgium, however, continue active and

successful competitors in various classes of

hardwares. Home requirements are expressed"

somewhat more freely in London and other

large and populous centres ; but the country

trade continues depressed. The export demand

is again slackening. The steadiest markets

are those of the United States, France, and

some of the South American States, which

are favourably influenced by crop returns.

From Australia the indents continue unsatis

factory. In tin-plate work and japanning,

business is reported very quiet for the time of

year. Light stamped iron hollow-ware, how

ever, is in tolerably good request. The coffin-

furniture branch is steady, notwithstanding

the keenness of American competition in the

cheaper qualities. More movement is appa

rent in the electro-plate and German-silver

branch, chiefly on home account.

Household Linen, &c.—During the week

there has been a slight increase in the pro

duction of some descriptions of drills, but the

trade generally is as quiet as it well can be.

Reports from travellers in the home markets

are anything but favourable as to the busi

ness, but, as this is the time of year when

many of the country dealers proceed to

London to purchase their winter stocks, some

improvement is looked forward to. The busi

ness doing with America is still of a moderate

character, and the same may be said of the

whole of the foreign trade. A few weeks

since an impression having got about that

yarns were advancing iu price, and that as a

matter of course linens would follow, theie

was a rather better inquiry for some fabrics,

especially table linens, broad sheetings, and

huckabacks ; but the demand has since fallen

off ngain. Common qualities of huckabacks

were quite a glut in all the home districts.

Damask-bordered buck towels fchave always

been a Burnsley speciality, but some time

since they were supplanted by an elephant

huckaback, but the former appear to have

again resumed their old place, so that a

tolerably fair business has been done in them.

Ordinary drills are quieter than they were,

and moderate business is being done in glass,

china, and cooks' cloths.

The Wool Trade.—The trade for colonial

wool by private contract has been exceedingly

?uiet, and very little business has been done,

n prices no change has taken place. As regards

English wool, there is no improvement to

notice. The demand has been upon a most

restricted scale, and former prices are barely

supported. Current prices of English wool

art* :—Fleeces: South Down hoggetts, lOd.to

lid.; Half-bred ditto, 0±d. to lOd. ; Kent

fleeces, lOd. to lO^d. ; South Down ewes and'

wethers, lid. to Is. Id.; Leicester ditto, OAd.

to lOd. Sorts: Clothing, lid. to Is. 2|d. ;

combing, lid. to Is. 3jd. The imports into

London last week comprised 2,806 bales from

Melbourne, 1,231 Adelaide, 1,109 Sydnev,

2,014 Wellington, 3,917 Algoa Bay, 544 East

London, 762 Dunedin, 198 Capetown, 292

Natal, 06 Port Alfred, 17o, Saffi 13 Shanghai,

and 1,390 bales from the Continent, principally

Russia. From Bradford we learn that the

local aggregate turn-over in wool is still of a

very restricted and unsatisfactory character.

Though the stocks of spinners are low, there

is no disposition to replenish beyond the supply

of the most urgent need. Lnte rates are fairly
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maintained, the slight demand for home con

sumption and for export having the effect of

enahling staplers to maintain the values of

■wool. Botany wools, especially the finer

sorts, are in good request, and prices firm.

The yarn market shows no change. The new

business offering is of a restricted character.

The quotations of spinners are not yielded ex

cept under very urgent necessity, and merchants

operate in very small lots. Most classes of

yarn are taken into consumption, but in small

quantities. The home demand is active, but

prices are very unsatisfactory.

Jcnbon £nxmkxt flfoprte

For the Week ending Saturday, the 4th inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson 4 Co. £5

musical instruments

Fairbairns, W. 4 Son, £25 glassware

Fox, C. F. 3} o leather

Green, F. & Co. £50 wood mannfaotnres

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £10 gwaro, £28 looking.

glasses, £14 furniture

Price, C. 4 Co. 816 ydB carpets, £10 ruga

Stuchbary J., & Sons, £12 glassware

Terry, J. 4 Co. £7 glassware

Tozer, Hewitt 4 Co. £95 organs

Wills, G. B. 4 Co. 530 sq yds aooroloth, 120

yds American leather

Alcoa Bay—Arnbolz. A. £116 furniture, £14

mscl instrmntB, £ 10 iron safes, £00 furniture

Smith, W. T. £16 crockery

Atkinson 4 Smith, £45 furniture

Davis 4 Soper, £77 furniture

Maw, 8. 8on, 4 Thompson, £6 ftre, £29 glwre

Miller, J. Anderson 4 Co. 1,836 sq yds flrolth

OpenBhaw, Uuna 4 Co. 91 yds carpets

Peel, J. 526 yds woollen baize

Budd 4 Co. 638 yds woollen baize

Soawright, J. 4 Co. £89 furnitnre

Stanton, J. £27 wood manufactures

Whyte, B. 4 Co. £4 glassware

Amsterdam—Birdseye, H. 4 Co. 7i o leather

Currie, D. 4 Co. £185 furniture, £47 musical

instruments, £137 paperhangs

Penney, J. H. £71 musioal instruments

Bobinson, A. G. Boberts 4 Co. £35 iron bed-

steads, 634 yds carpets, £9 matting

Auckland—Clark, A. 4 Sons, 624 yds oarpets,

473 yds floorcloth, 3.390 yds blankets

Cruiokshank 4 Co. £5 wood manufactures,

£42 glassware

MoArthur, W. 4 A. £186 frntre, £13 hrmnum

New Zealand Shipping Co. £40 chinaware,

£230 paper-hangings, £115 piancs

Porter, S. T. 4 Co. £18 glassware, 98 lbleathr

Stanton, J. 56 lb leather

Belize—Dieseldorff, C. W. £6 glassware

Bermuda—Gray, C. W. 4 W. 218 yds blankets,

48 yds flooroloth, £4 glassware, 250 ydB

woollen blanketing, '£20 ruga, £49 carpet--,

£14 glassware

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. 4 Co. 7} c leather,

576 yds oilcloth, 210 yds blankets

Esoombe Eros. £42 varnish

Finlay, Campbell 4 Co. 2 c leather

Harraden, S. 4 Co. £12 musical instruments

Lanyon 4 Co. 462 yds cloth, £6 glass manufs

Lvon, J. 4 Co. 4 o leather

Stirling, H. Palmer 4 Co. 149 lb leather

Waokerbath, J. A. 91 lb leather

Warburg, L. D. 4 Co. £20 iron safe

Bordeaux—Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 79 yds

linoleum

Boulogne—Atkins, C. 4 Co. 7 o leather, 38 c

leather

Bilot, W. 4 Fronde, 674 yds carpets, 410 c

leather, 151 o leather

Chinnery 4 Johnson, 9 c leather

Messaeeries Pariciennce, 811 yds carpets,

2,253 yds carpets, 93 yds blankets, 7,825 yds

carpets. £15 chinaware

Nollen, Henry 4 Co. £10 chinaware, 92} o

leather, £8 chinaware, £18 clocks, £50

piaDO, £19 rugs, 8} o leather, 53} o paper-

hangings, 30 o leather

Bahn, G. 4 Co. 616 yds carpets, £560 fnrntre

Salmon, C. J. £10 furnitnre

Bremen—Barrington 4 Co. £13 oil varnish

Phillips 4 Graves, 7 o leather

Brisbane—Irving, T. 4 Co. £12 glassware,

4,920 yds blankets

Jay, P. M. 14} o leather

Shaw, B. 4 Co. CIO glassware

Taylor, Bethell 4 Co. 4,836 yds blankets, £19

rugs

Brussels—Cogan, J. L. 75} c leather

Leather Cloth Co. 1,245 sq yds oil cloth

Wain, C. 85 lb leather

Buenos Ayres—Tsaao 4 Samuel, £153 wood

manufactures

Cadiz.—Margetson 4 Co., £15 wool and hemp

rugs

Calcutta—Baker, F. W. 4 Co. 192 sq yds

blankets, 320 yds carpets

Collard 4 Oollard, £260 pianos

Cooke 4 Hemery, £30 rugs

Davidge, F. 58 yds blankets

Harraden, S. 4 Co. £5 musical instruments,

£153 gware

Head, H. 4 Co. £7 glass manufactures

King, H. 8. £30 furniture

Lawson, J. £20 [china, £10 glass, £10 gas

brackets

Lee, F. £14 rngs.

P- 4 0. S. N. Co. £3 ruga

Schmidt 4 David, 45 lb leather

Short, Short 4 Co. 288 yds floor and 85 yds

leather cloth

Statchbury, J. 4 Son, £2 lamps

Canterbury—Edwards, Bennett 4 Co. £96

glass manufactures

EUtob, C. £177 wallpaper

Lewis, J. 4 Co. 3,764 yds blankets

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £10 glassware

Shaw, Savill 4 Co. 600 yds carpet

Eedfern, Alexander 4 Co. 285 yds blankets

Cape of Good Hope—Carrie, D. 4 Co. £60

paperhangings, £225 furniture

Davia 4 Soper, 757 yds carpets, £12 rugs, 18

yds floorcloth

Deane, F. D. 4 Co. 45 yds carpets, £12 frntre

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. 92 yds linoleum

Sorutton, Sons 4 Co. 137 yds blankets, 654

yds oarpets, £24 lamps

Webster, Steel 4 Co. 90 yds blankets

Werner, J. P. £10 musioal instruments

White 4 Holmes, 25 yds blanketing

Charlotte Town—Fox, C. T. 2} o leather

Pitcairn, J. 4 Sons, £31 paper-hangings

Colombo—Gellately, Hankey 4 Co. £35 organ,

£20 furniture

Constantinople—Carnegie, A. £100 sewing-

machines, £200 sewing-machines

Copenhagen—Linoleum Manufacturing Com-

pany, 502 yds linoleum

Demerara—Barrington 4 Co. 5J o leather

Broadwood, J. 4 Sons, £35 piano

Browne, J. 4 Son, £30 musioal instruments

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £102 furniture

Hyam, D. 4 Co. £5 varnish, £130 paper-

hangings

Dominica—Scrutton Sons 4 Co. 3 o leather,

£60 furnitnre, 40 yds blankets

Dunkirk—Linoleum Manufacturing Company,

259 sq yds linolenm

East London—Bogler, C. 4 Co. £55 furniture

Irvine, J. J. 4 Co. 16,250 yds blankets

Peel, J. 50 yds carpets

Falkland Islands—Falkland Island Co. £274

furniture, 1} o leather, £47 chinaware

Genoa—MoCraoken, Fenwiok 4 Co. £17 frntre

Mertens 4 Co. 761 yds carpeting

Nixon 4 Kirg, £12 bedsteads

Ghent— Franoe, W. 39 t old leather

Weatherley, Mead 4 Co. £177 varnish

Gibraltar—Kolp 4 Sinner, 150 yds oilcloth £13

rngs, 70 yds carpet

Lloyd, A. 4 Jones, £12 mirrors

Thornton, T. 107 yds leather-cloth, 28 eq yds

flooroloth

Gothenburg—Harris, E. 24} o leather

Poland, P. E. 4 Son; £4 rngs

Wiltensin, C. 4 Co. 2,024 lb leather

Grey Town—Lefevre H. 8. 4 Co. £14 iron safes

Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

2 035 sq yds oiloloth

Collins, W. A. 600 yds leather cloth

Darling Bros, 189 o leather

Dufour Bros. 4 Co. £38 rugs

Elkan & Co. 3 o leather, 4 o leather

General Steam Navigation Co. £16 furniture

Kolp 4 Sinner, 50 sq yds woollen carpets

Kitchen, J. 4 Co. 96 c leather

Leather Cloth Co. 7,695 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 521 sq yds

linoleum

Mertens 4 Co. 496 yds carpeting

Mosenthal, Sons 4 Co. £23 upholstery

Salmon, 0. J. 6J o leather

Schloesser Bros. 26 o leather, 16 o leather

Stahlsohmidt, F. 4 Co. 752 yds felt carpeting

23 yds matting

Wain, C. 24 o leather

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. 91 yds carpet

Watkins, J. £200 varnish

Hiogo—Hubbuck, T. 4 Sod, £15 varnish

Hobart Town—Ashford & Brooke, 16 c paper

hangings, £4 glassware, £52 chin*

Fenwick 4 Co. £49 leather manufactory

Green, F. 4 Co. £25 furniture, £133 furmtura

Hong Kong—Fairbairns, W. 4 Son, £S0 china

Huhbuck, T. 4 Sm, £9 varnish

McGregor, Gow 4 Co. £6J piano, 800 yds car.

pets, £408 rngs

Morrison, J. 4 Co. £65 musioal instruments

£15 glassware

Palmer, J. jun. 17 o leather

Ibrail—Havers, J. £16 sewing-machine

Bussell, G. 4 Co. 8,284 yds carpeting, .£10 mm

Jamaica—Dawson Bros. £30 upholstery

Lenmknhl, A. £74 leather

King George's Sound—Pitt 4 Soott, £ t china

Konigsberg—Woodward, Heyden 4 Co. 19 c

leather

Kurrachee—HodgioBon, Stead 4 Co. £6 gware

Townsend 4 Spearing, £100 musical in- trim's

Launceston—Fairbairns, W. 4 Son, £30 china,

ware

Leghorn—Griffith, N. 4 Co. £28 filter*

Laming, A. 4 Co. 23 yds floorcloth, 120 yds

carpet

Littleton—Johnson 4 Allsup, 200 yds blsnkets

Madras—Duff, Last 4 Co., £9 glassware

Gellatly, Bankey 4 Co. £15 varnish

Head, H. 4 Co. £100 glassware

King, H. 8. 4 Co. £30 clocks, £16 iron saffi,

£4 furniture

Mangles, F. 4 Co. £25 musical instruments

Short, Short 4 Co. 72 yds leather cloth

Whiteley, W. £10 furniture

Wood; W. C. £14 glassware, £18 forniturs

Malaga—Other Entries, 1,167 yds carpets

Mossel Bay—Staley, Bedford 4 Co. £82 fctre

Nassau—Harris, 8. 4 Bone, 566 yds blankets

Nelson—Blyth, F. D. £60 musioal iuBtronts

New York—Harris, S. «t Sons, 12 c leather

Henderson, Brs.£380 furniture.

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 980 vda tapestry carpet

Bmith, Snndius 4 Co. 17} c chamois leather

Townsend 4 Spearing, £10 musioal instmnts

Odessa—Eicbards, Sweedy 4 Co. £30 gleware,

279 yds oarpets

Warburg, E. D. 1,495 yds carpets, £115 rags

Whyte, E. 4 Co. £40 looking-glasses

Wilkinson, Cowley 4 Co. £13 matting

Oporto—Staveley, M. £85 rngs, £20 mats

Ostend—Aldridge, H. 67 o leather

Bilot, F. 4 Troude, 118 yds woollen carpets

Salmon, C. J. 3} o leather

Otago—Boick, Lewis 4 Cj. £53 rugs, 3,815 yds

blankets

Carter, P. 2,520 yds blankets, 590 yds

carpeting

Hargreaves, M. 55 c paperhangingB

Htyman 4 Co. £il hard, £18 ijlass ware

Lewis, J. 4 Co. £22 rugs, 8,751 yds blankets

MoEwan, J. 4 Co. £25 glassware

Sargood, Son 4 Co. £21 piano, 462 yds blan

kets, £178 musical instruments

Voss, J. 4 Co. £12 brush, £18 ohioa ware

Port Arenas—Le Lachenr, W. 4 Son, £25 far.

niture, 3,976 yds woollen blanketing

Port Elizabeth—Don, P. C. 4 Co. £10 cirpet

Pascos, T. E. £45 piano

Stanton, J. J c leather, £10 sewing-machines

Poet Natal—Adler, Esoombe 4 Co. £26 brans

Aldridge, J. F. 4 Co. £50 musical instmnts

Bullard, King 4 Co. £82 crockery, £22 fotnrs

Currie, D. 4 Co. £376 furniture, 18} o leather,

£18 clocks

Davy, J. H. £80 rugs, £6 brnshwaro, £28

musioal instruments, £4 peifumery

Durant, A. 4 Co. £21 looking-glasses

Fairbairns, W. 4 Son, £18 glaBSware

Head, H. 4 Co. 920 yds blankets

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £70 musical instrument"

Isaacs, L. £170 furniture, £12 crockery, £30

oarpet

King, H. S. 4 Co. £25 furniture

MaoGregor, W. D. £120 frntre, 2} e leather

Penney, G. H. 4 Co. £15 sewing-machines,

736 yds woollen blanketing

Bennie, J. T., Son 4 Co. 280 yds carpeting

Searight, J. 4 Co. £18 ruas

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £80 mnsicl instrmnts

Port Phillip—Beverley, T. 6,347 yds blankets

Collyns 4 Co. £12 mats

Daley, Blyth 4 Co. 112 yds carpets, £69 bed.

steads, 337 yds linolenm

Fenwick, Bros. 53 yds blankets

Hopcraft 4 Co, 613 yds floorcloth, 5,530 yds

carpets

Ilbery, J. £70 musioal instruments

Lazarus 4 Rosenfield, £17 glassware

Newcomb 4 Son, £150 piano

Poss, J. 4 Co. 1,169 lbs leather, £5 glial

manufactures
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Port Phillip (continued)—

Rosenthal, Aronsen A Co. £18 muaiol instmtB

Sands, R. A Son, 3 o leather

Scrutton, Sons A Co. £30 furniture

Reval—Schloesaer Bros. 32 o leather

Bio Janeiro— Hubbuok, T. A Son, £411

rarniah ,

Walton, J. A Co. £58 varnish

Rotterdam—Berry & Co. 3o chamois leather

Harris, R. 3 c leather

Salerton, C. J. .£18 wall-paper

Salokica—Clarke, J. S. A Co. £G5 musical

instruments

Sax Juan del Norte —Campbell, L. A. £50

chinaware

Santander—Crown Perfumery Co. £31 brushes

Santos—Clarke, J. & Co. £ 10 mats

Seville—MayDard, Harris A Co. £7 lamps

Wimble, J. M. £47 ohina, £1G6 tapestry

Shanghai—Byron,J. £46 glassware

Lane, Crawford A Co. £7 glassware

McGregor, Gow A Co. £137 rugs

Piggot, A. £4 chinaware

Singapore—Little, J. & Co. £376 manufactures,

£4 wood manufactures, £18 furniture

Lyon, J. A Co. £20 glass manufactures

McGregor, Gow A Co. 400 yds floorcloth,

150 yds felt carpet

St. Nazaire—Harris, R. 7 o leather

Stockholm—Harris, R. 23 c leather

Siden, L. 45 yds carpet

St. Petersburg—Dawson Bros. £130 varnish

8mith, W. M. 4 Bons, 250 yds blankets

Swan River—Smith, Morrison, and Co. £10

chinaware

Sydney—Bollard, King & Co. £40 musioal

instruments

Cohen Bros. 4 Co. 882 yds blanketing

Dawson Bros. 40 g varnish

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 409 sq yds floorcloth

Houlder Bros. A Co. £60 furniture

Jones, D. A Co. £556 carpt, 650 yds fioorolth,

£63 furniture

Mason, R. A Co. £10 ohina

Mertens A Co. £80 musical instruments

Newoomb A Son, £150 musical instruments

Pitt A Scott, £50 looking-glasses

Potter, J. A Co. £67 pianos

Table Bat—Rudd A Co. £2 wood munufcturea

Tienstin—Forsery, J. £50 lamps, £17 gware

Toronto—Wingate, W. A Johnson, 2,330 yds

carpeting

Wellington—Hopcraft A Broadwater, 1,345 yds

floorcloth, 572 yds woollen blanketing

Lewis, J. A Co. £90 mceioal instruments

Maynard, Harris A Co. £35 piano

Woolf, H. £240 furniture, £60 looking-glasses

Yokohama—Lewis, J. A Co. 3,896 yds felt carpt

Marcus A Co. 1,500 yds carpet

Stfitta anb Contracts.

We shall esteem it a favour if our readers will kindly
H°t'JV to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts
which may be open for competition ; and also advise u*
as to any furnishing orders, Sfc, which may have been
executed by different firms.

Mbssrs. N. & T. Dutton, cabinet-makers

and upholsterers, of 41 and 43, Great

George - street, Liverpool, have supplied

the pulpit, communion-table, choir -seats,

and stalls for the new Presbyterian Church

at Sefton Park, Liverpool. The wood

is Dantzic oak, the style Ornamented Gothic,

and the whole of the articles named were

manufactured by the above firm from designs

byMr. D. Walker, the architect of the building.

Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of London,

are executing the carved work in connection

with the new premises of the Halifax Com

mercial Bank. The joinery work is being

executed by Messrs. Charnock & Son, of

Halifax, and the painting by Messrs. W. Lee

& Son, also of Halifax.

The contract 'of Messrs. Homann & Sons

has been accepted for executing decorations at

St. George's Church, Hanover-square. Mr. A.

J. Bolton is architect.

The lighting arrangements at St. James's

Theatre nave been carried out by Messrs.

Barwell, Son, & Fisher, of Birmingham.

The contract for supplying the cabinet fit

tings at the " Ship " Tavern, Vauxhall Bridge-

road, has been awarded to Mr. Godden.

Messks. Fbancis & Co, of Newton, have

supplied the gas and water fittings for the I

Royal Welsh Warehouse, at Newton, Mont

gomeryshire. The marble mosaic work was

executed by Messrs. Burke & Co., of London.

Messbs. James & Willis have supplied

the gas coronas for St. Werburgh's Church,

Bristol.

Messrs. Burlison & Gbylles, of New

man-street, Oxford-street, have supplied a

carved oak reredos for St. Peter's Church,

Northampton.

Messrs. Colman & Glendenning, of

Norwich, have supplied the desks and fittings

for the new Board schools at Cirencester.

The carving work in connection with the

restoration of St. Mary Key Church at Ipswich,

has been carried out by Mr. Robert Minter, of

Ipswich.

A massive brass eaglelectern, manufactured

by Messrs. Jones & Willis, of London and

Birmingham, has just been placed in St. John's

Church, Hull.

Jcpl Intelligent*.

Furniture Catalogue Illustrations.—

Maple & Co. v. Straker & Sons.—Mr. Marten,

Q.C., with whom were Mr. Cracknell and Mr.

Augustus Beddall, moved last week in the

Chancery Division of the High Court, for an

injunction in favour of Messrs. Maple & Co.,

furniture manufacturers and dealers, in Tot

tenham Court-road, to restrain Messrs. Straker,

printers and lithographers, of Bishopsgate-

avenue, from printing for other persons than

the plaintiffs illustrations of furniture copied

from their catalogues. It was stated that

Messrs. Maple had, at an expense of between

£4,000 and £5,000, prepared an illustrated

catalogue, containing prints of 901 blocks,

which they employed Messrs. Straker to print

after preparing electro-plates of the said blocks.

It was alleged that Messrs. Straker had printed

catalogues of furniture for Messrs. Bowman

and others, in which there were illustrations

which were either printed from some of the

identical blocks of Messrs. Maple, or from

electrotypes of such blocks ; and that this

enabled the defendants to produce the cata

logue for £45 ; and counsel pointed out some

particulars which he argued showed clearly

that some .blocks were piracies. Mr. Eddis,

Q.C., with whom was Mr. Oswald, for the

defendants, denied that Messrs. Maple's blocks

had been used. Several editions of the book

of Messrs. Maple had been brought out. One

of the things complained of had occurred in

the earlier editions, and it might have happened

by accident that some of those blocks had been

copied; but there were a large number of such

blocks in the possession of Messrs. Straker, as

printers, which they had derived from various

manufacturers. Some of the designs had even

been lent to the plaintiffs. If an injunction

were granted, their whole trade would be

stopped. The defendants had not know

ingly used the plaintiffs' designs. Besides,

many of . the designs were not copyright,

but were common to the public. Messrs.

Straker, he said, were the last persons in

London to take advantage of any legal

point, but they contended that there being no

copyright in these designs there was no power

in the Court to prevent any one else copying

the prints. They admitted that they had no

right to use the plaintiffs' blocks for other per

sons, and they did not deny that the prints

which were alleged to be piracies were of a

similar kind to those of the plaintiffs'. They

had also on the first complaint being made to

them handed to the plaintiffs the blocks be

longing to them. The defendants argued that

as the plaintiffs had not registered their

catalogues of 1873 and 1875 they were not

copyright, and the same illustrations having

been introduced into the later registered

edition upon which the present application was

based, they were not protected. The Judge

said it was not necessary to decide the question

of copyright or no copyright. The claim for

information was made on narrower grounds—

i.e., breach of contract or confidence. In his

opinion, where one person is employed by

another to do something, and for that special

purpose an article is given by the employer to

the bailee, the latter hy implication contracts

that he will not use such article, except for

the purposes for which it was entrusted to

him. The defendants were not the public;

there were special relations between them

and the plaintiffs. What had been done had

been done doubtless by accident ; but that did

not disentitle the plaintiffs to an injunction.

It was clear that the defendants were not

entitled to use the plaintiffs' blocks for pro

ducing directly or indirectly the catalogues of

rival tradesmen. He must-grant an injunction

until the hearing, restraining the defendants

from using the plaintiffs' blocks in the pro

duction of engravings for third persons, and

from circulating any articles in the production

of which the plaintiffs' blocks had been used.

Repairing Furniture.—Moss v. Mad-

dicks.—This case was heard in the City of

London Court. The claim was for recovery

of £1. 12s. for work and labour done and

materials supplied by the plaintiff, Mr. William

Moss, who is nn upholsterer at Upper Clapton.

Mr. H. W. Cattlin, who appeared for the

plaintiff, said that his client received nn order

to do certain repairs to furniture. The defen

dant now alleged that in consequence of the

way in which a chair had been altered by the

plaintiff it was completely spoilt. The plain

tiff's son, in reply to Mr. Cattlin, said that it

was impossible to make a good job of the

chair, which was a very old-fashioned article.

The defendant had paid £1 into court, and

beyond that sum denied his liability. His

Honour (Mr. E. T. E. Besley) gave judgment

for the plaintiff for the amount claimed, with

costs.

Alleged Bankruptcy Frauds. — On

Saturday, at the Worship-street Police-court,

the re-examination of John Lordan, leather-

merchant, Edward Mannion, merchant, Robert

Watson,warehouseman, and Thomas Summers,

commission-agent, charged with conspiracy to

defraud the debtors of John Lordan & Co.,

was resumed before Mr. Bushby. Mr. Grain

and Mr. Tickell, instructed by the Treasury,

prosecuted ; Mr. Grueber was for Lordan, Mr.

O'Brien for Mannion, and Mr. Parkes for

Watson and Summers. Mr. Cox (Cox &

Palmer) was the first witness called, and his

deposition, given on the first hearing, read to

him. It has been previously reported, and was

to the effect that on Jan. 25, 1879, he was

appointed trustee under the bankruptcy. The

debts were £12,039. 15s. 8d., and the assets

estimated at £2,237. lis. (id. The witness

proceeded to state that he found on examina

tion of the books that within four months

of the bankruptcy goods to the value of

£4,016. 10s. had been purchased, and not one

penny had been paid for them. Bills had,

however, been given on Hammersley and

Sprinthall, of Leeds and Derby, for £3,425. 8s. ;

on customers for £154. 19s. ; and the firm's

acceptances for £81. 5s. 3d. None of such

bills had been met at maturity, all the parties

having failed. The assets realised only

£077. 8s. 3d.—goods, £582. Is. Od., and book

debts, £95. 6s. 9d. The statement of the bank

rupts showed 59 debtors to the firm. Of these 21

failed immediately afterwards. Eleven " went

away" without paying, and sixteen entirely

disputed their debts. Witness examined the

books of the Leather and Shoe Company

The company was put down as a debtor to

Lordan's estate for £1,350, but the ledger

account only showed a debit of £233. 10s. Od.

Lordan appeared to have taken a very active

part in the proceedings of the company, and

acted as a director. Mannion also acted as

director, and attended meetings of the board.

The bankrupts had never disclosed to him as

trustee the removal of goods to Northampton

and other places. Lordan had never given up

a bill of £50 given by Collins, nor a sum of

£84. 18s. paid by Penton on account of goods

on September 30, 1878, and they did not

appear in the ledger. The defendants gave

evidence in the Bankruptcy Court. Ham-

i mersley and Sprinthall had failed, and it was
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impossible to discover the true state of affairs

between them and Lordan & Co., the books

of the latter -were so badly kept. On

Feb. 0 witness had an interview with Lor

dan as to his affairs. In the statement he

then made he said that he had a reversionary

interest in the sum of £000 left by his father

on the death of his sister, and that there were

two houses at Gipsy-hill. He never said that

there was any encumbrance on those, but said

that they were worth £'600, and the statement

showed the interest of the £000 as an asset.

Subsequently, in the presence of Mr. Grueber,

the statement was read over to Mannion, and

he never said anything about the deed of

transfer afterwards produced. Witness had

examined the letterrbook, and found over 200

pages had been removed. He also found that

of the sum of £4,016. 10s., a sum of

£2,006. 0s. 2d. was for goods obtained from

Barrow. The goods were butts and hides,

part of which had been traced to Clare-ter

race. Cross-examined by Mr. Grueber : Wit

ness said he had been called in to make up the

books of Lordan & Co. Witness was ap

pointed the receiver to the estate. He did not

know whether Mr. Barrow had applied for
■witness to be appointed receiver. The witness

•was asked whether it was part of the duty of

a receiver to see that a correct statement was

prepared, and that the debtors signed nothing

but what was correct. The witness said that

that was the duty of the debtor. It was not

usual " specifically " to charge the debtor's

estato with the cost of preparing the state

ment. Witness had heard that Lordan was

addicted to drinking. He did not know

that he was altogether capable of

giving a statement of his affairs. Mr.

Grueber asked whether, if Hammersley

& Sprinthall's bills had been met at maturity,

Lordan & Co. would have been bankrupt.

The witness said he had not included those

bills among the list of "customers' " bills. They

were separate, and amounted to £3,400 odd.

Cross-examined for Mannion : The witness said

that the " telegraphic code " was found in

Mannion's desk. He did not remember having

heard that Collins had sworn the £50 bill was

given to Summers without any valuable consi

deration. As to the £05 paid to Mannion by

Butler, that was for goods removed to Hodd's

place at Hoxton and afterwards sold at Fryett's

auction-rooms. Re-examined : In the prepa

ration of the statement Mannion and Lordan

were assisted by Mr. Irving, the clerk to

Lordan & Co. Lordan knew very little about

the business, and Mannion mainly supplied the

information on which the statement was based.

It was read to them before being signed by

Lordan. As a matter of fact had witness ex

amined the books to discover the truth as to

the goods he would not have found the facts,

nor would he have found any reference to the

bill of £50 from Collins, nor of the £05 paid

by Butler, nor of the deed conveying the in

terest in the £000. Mr. Tickell then said that

would close the case in this court, and the

prisoners were committed for trial at the

Central Criminal Court. Application was

made for bail, which Mr. Bushby decided

should stand as before. The prisoners have

throughout failed to supply the required bail.

Compiled triM special reference to the. Furniture, Deco
ration, Upholstery . and Drapery Trader, from Meters.

Gamble Harvey's ** Weekly Record."

PAKTKEEsnil'S DISSOLVED.

Adnmson, W. B., and S. P. Middleton, joiners,

Ac, of Scarborough.

Brockbank, G., and J. Shaw, joiners, BowneBS,

Westmorland.

Cook, J., and W. Cook, drapers, Egremont,

Cumberland.

Clifford, Silas, and Samuel Clifford, cabinet

makers, Nottingham.

Hird, W., and J. R. Birkenahaw, stuff manufac

turers, Dudley Hill.

Hunt, B., and B. W. Fal'en, oabinet-makers,

Charlton-place, Islington, London.

Lawrence, W., and H. Bissant, parquet flooring

manufacturers, Little Windmill-street, Golden-

square.

Lyddon, J., J. Tillett, and J. L. Pring, ware

housemen, Wood-street Square, London.

Milward, J., and W. E. Urwick, auctioneers,

Ludlow, Shropshire.

Sage, S. B., and J. Hart, warehousemen, Old

Change, London.

Tarrant, C. A., and N. G. Collett, anctioneers,

Ladbroke Grove-road, Notting.hill.

Withers, J. J., and E. M. Withers, wholesale

and export bedding manufacturers, City-road,

Middlesex.

Wyndham, P., and W. A. H. Harris, timber,

merchants, Lombard House, George-yard,

London.

Liquidations by Ahraxgemext ob

Composition.

Birkett, Wm., woollen yarn spinner, Kidder

minster. Sept. 19. W. H. Talbot, solicitor,

Kidderminster.

Bunyan, Chns. Jas., house decorator, De Bean-

voir-sqnare, Kingsland, and Little Britain.

Sapt. 25. S. T. Cooper, solicitor, 88, Chan,

cery-lane.

Clegff, Henry, and Wm. Wood, joiners, Basing-

hall.street, Leeds. Sept. 23. W. B. Craven,

solicitor, Leeds.

Delaoy, Edward Wern, ironmonger, Ystalyfera,

Glamorganshire. Sept. 26. At Dyffryn-

chambers, Neatb, Oct. 16, at 12. Kempthorno

& Son, solicitors.

Eaton, John, chandelier manufacturer, Balsall-

heath-road, Birmingham. Sept. 23. Hawltea

& Weekes, solicitors, 14, Temple - street,

Birmingham.

Elliott, Thomas, sawiog.mills proprietor, Ivy.

place, Ba'h. Sept. 23. Bartro.ni & Bartlett,

solicitors, Bath.

Fey, George, cabinet-maker, Laburnam.road,

Torquay. Sept. 20. A. J. Davey, solicitor,

Fleet-street, Torquay.

Graham, Joseph, joiner, Longoroft, Bownees,

Cumberland. Sept. 22. J. Bendle, solicitor,

Carlisle.

Gratrix, David, furniture dealer, Folds-road, and

Independent - Btreet, Fioenix - street, and

Blackburn->oad, Bolton. Sept. 27. Dawson &

Pennington, solicitors, Bolton.

Grist, Wm. Chas , shoddy, flock, and millpuff

manufacturer, Chalford, Gloucestershire.

Sept. 22. E. Witchell, solicitor, Stroud.

Hawkes, Benjamin, trading as C. Linington,

china-dealer, 263, Southwark-park-road, Ber-

mondsey. Sept. 22. J. Laidman, solicitor,

5, Serjeant's-inn, Temple.

Hunt, Thomas, ohair-turner, &c.,Tnrviile, Bucks.

Sept. 20. At Guildhall, High Wyoombe, Oct.

13, at 2. D. Clark, solicitor, High Wycombe.

Lewis, Charles Abbey, upholstere-, Wood Hill,

Northampton. Sept. 22. Howtl & Percival,

solicitors, Northampton.

Morgan, David, cabinet-maker, &o , Viotoria-

street, and Temple-street, Bristol (sep. odtrs.)

Sept. 23. At Plnmmer & Parry's, solicitors,

Bristol, Oct. 8, at 2.

Perks, William Grimshaw, timber- merchant, 66,

Prinoees-street, Manchester, and Carlton

Villa, Urmston. Sept. 21. At Cobbett,

Wheeler & Cobbett's, solicitors, Brown-s'.reet,

Manchester, Oct. 14, at 3.

Roberts, William, undertaker, South Parage,

Leamington. Sept. 26. At Wright &

HaeBall's, solicitors, Leamington, Oot. 13, at 3.

fettle, Thomas, joiner, Back Dalton-Btreet,

Barrow. Sept. 23. At Imperial Hotel,

Barrow, Oot. 10 at 11. J. H. Thompson,

solicitor, Barrow.

Seward, Charles, ironmonger, Ashton, near

Preston, and Preston. Sept. 27. At Victoria

Hotel, Preston, Oot. 14 at 12. Johnson &

Tilley, solicitors, Lancaster.

Soary, John, & David Morgan, trading aa John

Snary & Co, cabinet-manufacturers, Victoria-

Btreet and Temple-strt ot, Bristol. Sept. 22.

Plummer & Parry, solicitors, Bristol.

Threlfall, James, dealer in musical instruments,

Keuts Bank, late Barrow-in-Furness, Lanc*.

shire. Sept. 24. At Crown Hotel, Grange,

over-sonds. Oct. 10 at 10. F. Taylor, soli

citor, Birrow.

Weightman, Christopher, upholsterer, High-

street and Boyham-street, Camden Town.

Sept. 22. G. Walker, solicitor, 52, Fitzroy-

Btreet.

Wilking, James, timber-merchant, Walmer-road

aad Lancaster-road, Notting Hill. Sept. 23.

At Daignan & Smiles, solicitors, 5, Bedford-

row. Oct. 17 at. 3.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

At a meeting of the creditors of George

Greenwood, draper, " Piece Hou6e," Market,

hill. Barnsley, held at the rffioes of Meant.

Dibb, Raley, A Clegg, solicitors, on the 2nd

inBt., a composition of 8s. in the pound, pavaMs

in four instalments, was accepted. Mr. Tuk-r

was appointed trustee, and Messrs. Dibb, K»er,

& Clegg were entrusted with the registration of

the resolution.

Thk failure of F. E. & C. Elton, dvers, carry,

ing on business at Chelsea, South Kensington,

Earl's-oonrt- gardens, and Edgware-road, under

the firm of Edward Elton & Sons, and alio in

High-street, Kensington, under the firm of

White k Co., came last week before the Bank-

ruptoy Court. The Arm failed a few months

since, retnrningtheir liabilities at£7,695. IOj 3d.,

and assets, £5,127. 10s. 8d., and liquidation wai

resolved npon ; bnt the creditors have recently

held a meeting and sanctioned a sale of the

estate for a sum sufficient to pay a composition

of 6s. in the pound by instalments, extending

over the space of three years, payment being

oecured by an assignment to the trnsteea.

Upon the application of Mr. Nicholls, snpported

by Mr. Leader on behalf of the creditors, the

Court confirmed the resolutions.

A statutory meeting of the creditors of Jainej

Eyre, draper, of Rochdale-road, Manchester, «ai

held last week at the office of Meeers. Boots &

Edgar, solicitors, when a statement of affairs

prepared by Mr. Henry Hardy, accountant, the

receiver, was read, and the debtor having no

offer of composition to make liquidation by ar

rangement was resolved upon, with Mr. Hardy

aa trustee. The debtor was granted his die.

charge, and Messrs. Boote & Edgar were en.

trusted to register tho resolutions and appointed

Bolioitors to the trustee.

An adjonroed first meeting of the creditors of

Wright & Dixon, lamp manufacturers in Wbi'e

Lion-street, Bishnpsgate, was held last week.

They had filed a liquidation petition, but the pro

ceedings fell to the ground, and adjudication was

made upon the petition of Mr. R. Dixon, fnrrier,

Dowgate-hill. A statement of tbe joint affairs

was rendered, disclosing unsecured debts tothe

amount of £5,170. 8s. 3d., and assets—stock-in-

trade estimated at £2,454. 184.; book debts

estimated to produce £933. 3s. 10J. ; and furniture

£10. Mr. A. G. Ditton appeared for the petition,

ing creditor ; Mr. Lindas and Mr. Miller also

represented creditors. Mr. J. Langton, who ap

peared for the bankrupts and for certain oreditors

tendered a resolution to the effect that the

trnstee be directed foithwith to summon a

meeting of creditors under section 23 for the

purpose of authorising the sale of the eatate

to Mr. R. Dixon, of Dowgate-hill, for a sum enf-

flcient to pay a dividend of 3s. 6J. in the pimd

in satisfaction of the debts, together with ail

the ccsts. Mr. Registrar Hazlitt declined to

reoeive the resolutions at the present stage,

observing that all the creditors had now to do

was to prove their debts and to appoint a trustee

and committee of inspection. They might

afterwards bold a meeting under eeciLn 28.

Various proofs were then tendered and admitted,

and the creditors appointed Mr. A. W. Stead, of

74, Chaucary-lane, as trustee, together with a

committee, consisting of Mr. A. G. Ditton, Iron,

monger.lane ; Mr. Riobard Dixon, of Dowgate-

hill ; mid Mr. E. Morgan, of Manchester. Mr.

Joseph Langton, 37, Queen Victoria-street, is

coliouor tu tbe liquidation prcceedinga.

BILLS OF SALE.

Andrews, Matthew, and Arthur Vauglan, l&k

manufacturers, Dean-street, Heatbtown, near

Wolverhampton, for £80, to Thomas Nut

Filed Sept. 26.

Aimor, Gawin, brassfnnnder, gaBfitting, it,

manufacturer, 118, Great Charles.street, Bir

mingham, for £l5t. 0*. 4d., to Joseph X

Bradley. Filed Sept. 26.

Bennett, Alfred William Gibson, billiard-taKe

maker, 457, Wandswortb-road, Claphatn. for

£10, to James W. Spencer. Filed Sept. U.

Bennttf, Sarah, china-dealer, 73, Hiph.streei,

Blaenavon, Mons, for £15, to Hezekiw

Jacobs. Filed Sept. 29.
Bloxam, John Henry, glass and eMna dssler,

WestminBtor-bridire, Harrogate, for £05, w

Henry Cohen. Filed Sept. 25.
Broom, George, sawyer and timber. merchant,

1, Wilmer-frardtns, Hoxton, for £194. 131

to Henry Roberts. Fi'od Sept. 23.

i
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Brawn, Thomas, g'ass.maker, 1, Wellington.

Hreer, Southwick. Durham, for £0, to Mjer

Asher. Filed Sept. 26.

Chris'ie, Martba, dyer, 8, Llingt on - street,

Salford, for £25, to Charles Ashley. Filed

8ept. 23.

Coles, John, anotionrer, Corn Mill House, Worle,

Somerset, for £132. 2s. 6d., to William H.

Davies. Filed Sept. 24.

Collins, Henry, sawyer, East London S»w Mills,

and 60, Warner-plaoe, Hacltney-road,for£15,

to John W. Ellis. Filed 8 -pt. 23.

Connard, Ellis Collinge, painter, paperhanser,

&o., 66, Yorkshire-street, Old bam, for£86. 10s.,

to Albion Loan, &c, Co. Filed Sept. 24.

Conk, Thomas, carver and pieture-frame maker,

Ac, 141, Princess-street, Manchester, for £13,

to George Payne. Filed Sept. 25.

Deans, James, china-dealer, 45. Castle-road,

Boath, Cardiff, for £20. 10?., to Harris Letene.

Filed Sopt. 29.

Di?ntop, John Charles, honse-fnrnisher, &c,

Sandringbam Villa, Costin-street, Bedford,

for £280, to National Meroantile Bank. Filed

Sept. 24.

B'tiiey, Ann Howard, ironmonger, H'ab-street,

Mnnningtree, Essex, for £130, to Henry W.

EImunds and another. Filed Sept. 27.

Gule, Christopher, joiner, 17, Carey-street, and

1'ickup-street, Hnnslet, Leeds, for £100, to

William Newbonnd. Filed Sept. 22.

Oarlick, William, wood dealer, Ac, 10, Mon-

month-street, Bath, for CuO, to Bath Monetary

Co. Filed Sept. 27.

Gilbert, James, cabinet-maker, 6, Flora-«treet,

Plymouth, for £50, to Jane E. W. Hodge.

Filed Sept. 25.

Hammond, Charlwood, cabinet-maker, South-

street, CMchoster, Sussex, for £50, to TnomaB

Gibbs. Filed Sept. 25.

Hardiker, William, master joiner, 97, Kent-

street, Preston, Lancashire, fir £20, to Nathan

S. Hart. Filed Sept. 29.

Jones, Joseph Rbys, tanner and carrier. New

castle Emlyn, Carmarthenshire, for £92, to

Jnnies Jones. Filed Sept. 27.

Judd, Bernard Coleman, joiner, 157, Milkwood-

road, Heme Hill, for £28, to Thomas Fair-

head. Filed Sept. 20.

Klapka, Charles Joseph, fancy leather-goods

manufacturer, 56, Red Lion-street, and 9,

New North-street, Holborn, for £70, to Thomas

Fairbead. Filed Sept. 20.

Merry, David, trimming manufacturer, 53,

Pollards-row, Bethnal-green, for £40, to

Thomas J. Hopley. Filed Sept. 26.

Mossman, Alexander, joiner, 98, Redheugh.road,

Gateshead, for £20, to Isidor SummerGeld.

Filed Sept. 26.

Natali, E kanah, shop-fitter, 127, Dynevor.road,

Stoke Newington, for £100, to Henry Tyler.

Filed Sept. 20.

Peer, Joe, oabinet-maker, 77, Cemetery-road,

Sheffield, for £6. 15s., to Thomas Nixon.

Filed Sept. 20.

Poole, John Henry, fnrnitnre-dealer, &o.,

Vicarage.place, and 250 and 251, Stafford.

street, Walsall, for £87, to Henry J. Massie

and another. Filed Sept. 22.

Rhodes, John Wilkinson, cabinet.makhr, Belle

Isle, Uaworth, Yorks, for £231, to Luty Holt.

Filed Sept. 27.

S'rangeways, John, cabinet-maker, 81, Smith's-

terrace, King's-road, Chelsea, for £16. 13s. 4d.,

to London & Westminster Loan A j. Company.

Filed Sept. 23.

Tatler, George, Green, joiner, &o., Andlem,

Cheshire, for £30, to James Townend. Filed

Sept. 29.

White, Henry Thomas, sewing machining maun,

factnrer, 46, Fratton-street, Landport, Hants,

for £14, to Ieaao Cohen. Filed 8ept. 26.

Williams, Hugh, joiner, 89, Berkley-street,

Liverpool, for £40, to Public Loan &c.

Company. Filed Sept. 23.

Wilson, Charles Vincent, carver and gilder,

Winter's-bridge, Long Ditton, for £14, to

National Meroantile Bank. Filed Sept. 24.

Wood, William Butler, oabinet-maker, 2, West-

hill place, Park.lane, Bath, for £10. 10s., to

Aaron J. Jacobs and another. Filed Sept. 25-

'Zuaman, Herman, furniture dealer, &o., 62,

Worcester-street, Wolverhampton, for £160,

to Solomon Auerbaob. Filed Sept. 27.

Exhibition in Canada.—The Dominion

Exhibition was opened at Ottawa on the 24th

ult. by the Marquis of Lome and the Princess

Louise.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscriber* in London
as well as in all parts of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send tt«
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades Kt
represent. Jig so doing they Kill materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the FliExnusx
Gazxttx.

Messrs. Parker Bros., invalid-chair

manufacturers, &c, of 104 and 108, Curtain-

road, are about to rebuild part of their

premises.

We are authorised to state that the widely

rumoured sale of one of Messrs. Jackson &

Graham's cabinet-factories to Messrs. Sbool-

bred & Co. is altogether devoid of foundation.

Messrs. Terry & ScHWEREn, furniture-

dealers, Sc., of High-street, Oxford, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. John Schwerer

continues the business.

The partnership between Messrs. Wilkinson

& Jackson, timber merchants, of Newark,

having been dissolved, Mr. Thomas Wilkinson

continues the business.

The firm of Walton Bros., woollen waste

merchants, of Glasgow, haviDg been dissolved,

Messrs. John & James Walton will continue

the business.

Messrs. Woodcocke & Crowther, dyers,

of HuddersBeld, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. J. Woodcock continues the business.

Messrs. Stubbs & Gaenett, drapers, of

Oldham, have dissolved partnership. Mr. E.

W. Garnett continues the business.

The firm of Tantum & Co., lace manufac

turers, Middle-hill, Weekday-cross, Notting

ham, having been dissolved, Mr. A. Tantum

continues the business.

A motion for the winding-up of the Anglo-

French Co-operative Society, Limited, will be

heard before the Master of the Bolls on the

8th of November.

The British and foreign patents, book debts,

and stock of Box's patent ball castors have

been sold by Mr. Bromhead to Messrs. H.

Greene & Co., of Upper Thames-street, who

will continue the business under the style of

Box's Patent Ball Castor Company.

The ironmongery business of Mr. William

Thompson, of Junction-road, Upper Holloway,

has been sold to Mr. J. H. Manlove.

Messrs. Killick & Son's ironmongery

business, at Keigate, has been sold to Mr. Pack,

of Reigate.

Messrs. Young & Anderson have taken

the warehouse lately occupied by the Belfast

Woollen and Cotton Company, Limited, until

their own premises shall be restored.

Messrs. John Arnott & Co. have been

declared the purchasers of the stock of the

Belfast Woollen and Cotton Company, Li

mited, at a discount of 24 per cent, for

prompt cash, subject to 2\ per cent, auction

fees.

The ironmongery and gas-fitting business

of the late firm of Stace & Adams, of Pres

ton-street, Brighton, has been purchased by

Mr. R. Killick, late of Reigate.

Mr. Alexander C. Beattie, ironmonger,

has disposed of his Hounslow business to Mr.

John Gardner, of 152, Upper Thames-street,

City. Mr. Beattie's new business address is,

The Parade, Turnham-green.

Mr. Stanley Robinson sold last week by

auction fifty paid-up shares of £10 each

in the Linoleum Manufacturing Company for

£1,200.

Messrs. Hepper & Sons offered for sale

at Selby, on the 1st inst., the Portholme Flax

Mills, lately occupied by Messrs. Ryder, but

no bid was made, and the property was there

fore withdrawn.

The Whitworth Manufacturing Com

pany.—The yearly meeting of this company

was held last week in the Congregational Sun

day School, Luddenden Foot. Mr. Joseph

Whitworth presided. The balance-sheet of

the transactions of the past twelve months

wasread,and showed a lossof £8,886 12s. 2jd.

for the twelve months. The passing of the

balance-sheet was the only business of impor

tance transacted.

St. George's Worcester Encaustic

Tile Company, Limited.—Registered on

the 25th ult., this company was established

with a capital of £2,000 in 400 shares of £5

each. Objects : It has been established to

manufacture, buy, acquire, and sell encaustic,

tesselated, geometric, Mosaic, white glazed,

and other tiles, and any other articles which

may be manufactured from earth, clay, or

stone. The first subscribers are : — David

Wilson Barker, Mayfield House, near Wor

cester, brick manufacturer ; James Jones,

Gregory's Bank, near Worcester, brickmaker's

foreman; Thomas Bagdale, Gregory's Bank,

near Worcester, engineer ; Henry William

Smith, Somerset-villa, Somerset-place, Wor

cester, land surveyor ; Charles Forster, Holly

Mount, Rainbow Hill, near Worcester, tile

maker ; Robert Cooper, Torquay - terrace,

Rainbow Hill, near Worcester, tile maker;

and William James, Northwick-lane, near

Worcester, smith.

Sydenham Stores, Limited.—This com

pany was registered on the 26th ult. with a

capital of £10,000, in 1,000 shares of £5 each,

and 5,000 shares of £1 each. Its objects are

to carry on the business of general dealers for

the purpose of supplying its members and

others with articles of domestic consumption

and general use. The first subscribers are :—

Edwin Howard, Silverdale, Sydenham, soli

citor; Edward John Cain, 4, Grove-terrace,

Kent - house - road, Sydenham, gentleman;

Thomas D. Shephard, 30, Bush-lane, silk

mercer ; Adclphe Solomon, 32, Southampton-

road, merchant ; A. E. Lillicrap, 27, Torbay-

street, Kentish-town, accountant ; John Jervis

Garrard, 356, Buxton-road, accountant ; and

Lewis Charles Alexander, 121, Pall-mall,

accountant.

Matthew Howitt, upholsterer, draper,

and silk -mercer, carrying on business at

Albion-house, High Holborn, under the firm

of M. Howitt & Co., has presented a petition

for liquidation; and Mr. Bivolta applied on

the 3rd inst. to the London Bankruptcy Court

for the appointment of Mr. F. II. Collinson,

accountant, 99, Cheapside, as receiver and

manager of the estate. The liabilities were

estimated at £30,000, and the assets com

prised stock and book debts to the value of

£8,000, also the leasehold business premises.

Mr. Registrar Hazlitt made the desired ap

pointment.

P. J. Lupton, trimming-manufacturer and

warehouseman, of Aldersgate-street and Char

terhouse-square, has filed a petition. The

liabilities are estimated at £2,800, against

assets £500 and upwards, consisting of stock,

book debts, furniture, and effects, sewing-

machines, and certain leasehold property in

mortgage. Mr. Registrar Hazlitt has ap

pointed Mr. E. Smith, of 105, Cheapside,

receiver. The meeting of creditors is to be

held on the 16th inst., at the oifices of Messrs.

Everett & Smith, 105, Cheapside.

William Grimshaw Perks, timber-mer

chant, Princess-street, Manchester, and of

Carl ton-villa, Urmston, has filed a petition for

liquidation. The liabilities are £4,<00.

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Salford County-court by Horner & Son,

solicitors, on behalf of John Evan Rhydero,

draper, undertaker, &c, Stretford-road,Hulme.

On the application of Mr. Horner, Frank

Broome, accountant, Princess-street, has been

appointed receiver and manager of the debtor's

business.

Andrew M'Causland, show-case maker

and shop fitter, Balloon-street, Manchester,

has filed a petition for liquidation. The

liabilities are £200.

Herren, Schild & Co., a large drapery

firm of Vienna have failed. The liabilities are

£50,000. Paris and Lyons houses are among

the creditors.
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Jfuniiture aitb Carpet gesips.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which lias been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 2nd inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache".

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Registered.

340,125. Beith, Stevenson, & Co., of 14, Bridge-

street, Manchester. Class XT. Sept. 25.

340,426. Hill, Thomas G. & Co., of 113, Prin.

oess-street, Manohester. Class XT. Sept. 25.

340,431. Hndden, J. T. of British Anchor

Pottery, Longton. Class IV. Sept. 26.

340,132, Guise, William, of 26, Hewell-road,

Redditch. Class IV. Sept. 26.

310,481-2. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain.

street, Manohester. Class XI. Sept. 26.'

310,183-6. ClarksoD, Thomas A Co., of 17,

Coventry-street, Haymarket. Class XI.

Sept. 26.

340,492-3. Harrison, George, of 4, George.

|i street, Euston-road. Class II. Sept. 26.

340,527. Stoddard, A. P. & Co., of Glenpatrick,

near Paisley. Class VI. Sept. 27.

340,531. Dalglish, R., Falconer & Co, of Man-

ohester and Glasgow. Class XI. Sept. 27.

310,532-41. Corbiera, Son & Brindle, of 30,

Cannon-street, City. Class V. Sept. 27.

340.569. Edge, Malkin & Co., of Newport Pot-

tery, Bnrslem. Class IV. Sept. 29.

340.570. Humphries, James & Sons, of Kidder

minster. Class VI. Sept. 29.

340.617. Sonthall, Thomas, & Joseph Hall,

trading as Hardy & Padmore, of Worcester

Foundry, Woroester. Class IV. Sept. 29.

340.618. Ovington Bros., Of 246, Fulton-street,

Brooklyn, New York, and Chicago. Class IV.

Sept. 29.

340, 619-20. Williamson, James & Sons, of Lan.

caster. Class VI. Sept. 29.

310,621. Donaldson, Robert, of 9, Lloyd's-place,

Brompton, Middlesex. Class IV. Sept. 29.

340,624. Monaghan, Nicholas & John, of 9,

Court, Brown-street, Sheffield. Class IV.

Sept. 30.

310,693. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man-

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Sept. 30.

340,740. Boden, Terras & Co., of Manohester.

Class XI. Oct. 1.

340,741-50. Mitchell, Bros., of Albert Works,

Waterfoot, near Manohester. Class VI.

Oct. 1.

340.795. Cutbbertson & Taylor, of Kilmarnock.

Class VI. Oot. 2.

340.796. Stoddard, A. F., & Co., of Glenpatrick,

near Paisley. Class VI. Oct. 2.

fetters |ateiit.

In this column will be found such invention* as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trades; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
will he happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications for Letters Patent.

3,878. Target, C. A. B., engineer, of Oxford,

terrace, Batb, for improvements in bedsteads.

Sept. 26.

3,882. Morewood, E., tinplate manufacturer, of

Llanelly, Caermarthen, for improvements in

coating metals and in apparatus employed

therein. Sept. 26.

3,886. Lisle, J., of Oldham, for improvements

in certain appliances employed in connecting

together parts of framed woodwork. Sept. 26.

3,S89. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for im

provements in, and in'maohinery for, combing

fibrous materials. A communication from

Bourcart, Fils & Co., Montbcliard, France.

Sept. 27.

Note.—Messrs. W.P.Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

3,897. Bennie, J., of the firm of John Brinton

& Co., carpet manufacturers, of Kidderminster,

for improvements in the manufacture of

Brussels, tapestry, Wilton, and Axminster

carpets and other like fabrics, and in machi

nery employed therein. Sept. 27.

3.900. Pickles, 0., B. Smith, and C. Slater, all

of Burnley, for improvements in looms for

weaving. Sept. 27.

3.901. Anderson, J., of Jarrow, foreman ma

chinist, for improvements in variety moulding

machines, or shapers for dovetail work. Sept.

27.

3,904. Woolley, W. B., tool-maker, of Bridge-

street, West Birmingham, for improvements

in bydro-oarbon stoves and lamps for lighting

and heating. Sept. 29.

3,912. Imray, J. of High Court Chambers, South-

ampton.buildingd, for improvements in appa

ratus for balanoing pendant lamps. A com

munication from L. Keyling and A. Thomas, of

the firm of Keyling & Thomas, of Berlin.

Sept. 29.

3,914. Varley, J., of Charterhouse-buildings, for

improvements in hair and other brushes.

8ept. 29.

3.921. Nye, W. H., of 9, Arlington-street, New

North-road, Islington, for improvements in

pianofortes by means of an upward and

downward bearing cf the sounding-board

bridge or string-supporting sounding-board.

Sept. 30.

3.922. Conlong, J., of Bury, engineer, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Sept. 30.

3,929. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for im>

provements in the construction of window-

sashes and frames, doors and door-frames,

applicable also in analngous cases where a

tight closure is required. A communication

from Pierre Sury, of Paris. Sept. 30.

3,936. Goff, S., pattern-maker, and F. Potter,

pattern-maker, both of Birmingham, for im.

provements in mechanism for gripping and

releasing the cords of roller blinds, Vene

tian blinds, skylights, and pulley-blocks.

Sept. 30.

3,9 14. Gillmgs, J., of North View House, Great

Yarmouth, for a new or improved window-

cleaner, applicable also for various cleaning

purposes. Oot. 1.

3,948. Kroog, J., of Halle-on-the-Saale, Prussia,

for an improved filtering apparatus. Com

plete specification. Oct. 1.

3,951. Hildebrandt, J. A. |R., of Manchester,

for improvements iu ocoking apparatus. A

communication from J. Fleisoher, of Cologne,

Oct. 2.

3,960. Nortb, J., cabinet-manufaoturer, of Leeds,

for an improved foundation for the applica

tion of needle-work to the seats and panels of

chairs, couches, and other articles of furniture,

together with means for distending the

same. Oct. 2.

List op Patents which have recently

passed the Great Seal.

1,055 Rees, T. H., of 196, Westminster Bridge-

road, for improved metal tiles or metal veneers

to be used as a substitute for encanstio tiles.

Mar. 18. [Time extended to Oct. 4, 1879.]

1,298. Rnnyard, F. J., of Camden-town, for

improvements in folding bedsteads. April 2.

1,341. Wylde, R. H, of the firm of Messrs.

Beverley & Wylde, of Leeds, gas-cooking-

apparatus, manufacturers, for improvements

in cooking apparatus. April 4.

1,366. Hunt, B., gentleman, of Serle-street,

Lincoln's Inn, for improvements in driving

mechanism for sewing and other machines. A

oommunioation from L. Sternberger, of Phila

delphia. April 5.

1,384. Leoni, 8., manufacturer, of 66, St. Paul,

street, New North-road, for improvements in

apparatus for heating and cooking and light

ing by gas. April 7

2,433. Booth, H., organ-builder, of the Delamere

Organ Works, Otley, for improvements in the

mechanism of organs and other musical

instruments. June 19.

1,775. Fohlmann, H. W., of the firm of Messrs.

Pohlmann & Son, pianoforte manufacturers,

of Halifax, for improvements in pianofortes.

May 5.

1,965. Clarke, J. L-, clerk, of the Common, Eal

ing, for an improved method of and apparatus

for supporting candle-shades. May 16.

2,242. Knowles, E., machine-maker, J. Whyte,

mechanic, both of Gomereal, and H. Harri

son, of Blackburn, for improvements in looms

for weaving. Juno 6.

Uefos, Botes, anil Comments.

Exhibition at Rochester.—On Wednesday

Sir Julian Goldsmid opened an industrial exhi

bition at Rochester. Prizes amounting to £150

were awarded, £100 of which was given by Sir

Julian. The exhibits number about 800, the

exhibition being limited to citizens of Rochester.

The exhibition will remain open until Monday.

Funeral Reform—In connection with the

Church Congress at Swansea, which was opened

on Tuesday, a meeting of the Funeral and

Mourning Reform Association has been held,

the Mayor of Swansea presiding. Resolutions

favouring the object of the Association, which

is to simplify the present system of mourning,

and to reduce funeral expenses, were passed.

Joiners' Wages in Liverpool.—The Lirer.

pool Master Builders' Association has giten

notice to the joinera that a reduction will be

made in their wages, to come into force after

March 31, 1880. Joiners' and carpenters' wages

are to be reduced from 7Jd. to 6£d. in anmmer,

and from 8id. to 7Jd. in winter. The wages of

the operative painters after Feb. 29, 1SS0,

are to be 6£d. per hour instead of 7|d., as at

present.

Reduction of Railway Tariffs.—The rail,

way and canal companies serving the South

Staffordshire distriot have given notice to the

merchants and manufacturers of their intention

to lower some of their tariffs on and after

November 1. Packed hardware goods are k>

be reduced from 32s. 6d. to 30s. per ton. A

reform of this nature has long been needed, and

if the reduotion is not all that might have been

desired, it is at least the first step in the right

direction.

Fires.—Last week a fire ooourred in Edin

burgh by which the premises at No. 8a, North

Pitt-street, occupied by Mr. James Packer,

oarver and gilder, and No. 8, oconpied by Mr.

Alex. Orr, cabinet maker and upholsterer, were

destroyed.—On the 4th inst. a fire broke oat it

Messrs. Webb & Sons' cabinet manufactory,

Hemsley-street, Mare-street, Hackney. The

fire commenced in a factory, a building of one

floor, and this was nearly burnt out. Some tim

ber in the yard was also destroyed.

Frices of HoUow-ware.—The members of

the Hollow-ware Ironfounders' Association, at

their last quarterly meeting in Birmingham (Mr.

J. Arthur Kenrick presiding), decided on mak

ing no immediate alteration in discounts off the

list prices of tinned or enamelled hollow-ware,

cast balls, or odd work. This decision was come

to because the Association did not wish to check

the widely-talked-of improved prospectaoftrade,

causing iron, tin, fuel, and other articles used in

the hollow-ware trade to be higher in price for

forward delivery.

Hall-marking of Plate.—A publio meet

ing was held on the 6th inst. at Dublin, to pro-

test against the practice of stamping the Irish

hall-mark on gold and silver goods not of Irish

manufacture. Mr. Maurioe Brooks, M.P., pre

sided, and expressed his approval of the move

ment. A resolution was adopted calling for an

alteration of the law so as to make the prac

tice illegal. Mr. Aoheson, formerly one of the

leading silversmiths of the oity, in moving the

resolution, denounced the plate manufactured

in Sheffield and stamped with the harp.

A Good Example.—At the last monthly

meeting of the Hanley Town Council, the

Mayor announced that instead of following the

custom of his predecessors of giving a dinner

on the eve of leaving office, he should divide

£100 between the School of Art and the science

classes at the Meohanios' Institution. In these

days of depressed home trade and foreign com

petition, he said, "it was the duty of everyone

to do what in him lay to improve the staple

productions of the distriot by developing science

and art in connection therewith." It were to be

wished that this good example would be taken

to heart, and followed by certain oivio bodies

nearer home.

The Co-operative Guild.—At a meeting of

this guild, held at their offices, 150, Strand, on

the 3rd inst., a number of letters were read

asking for advice and assistance from promoters

of new stores for the working-classes, and the

hon. sec was direoted to return suitable repue<

in each case. The Jcommittee drew attention to

and commented adversely on, the questionable
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system of having " leading article.* "—articles

Bold at a less price than they cost, ami exhibited

in the window to entioe the public to enter the

shop, which they seldom leave without purchas

ing something else upon which the tradesman

makes a good profit, and which has been almost

forced npon them.

Crocodile Oil for Toughening- Leather.—

Mr. Parcel], of Agra, states that, if it were found

cf any commercial value, he could obtain a large

quantity of crocodile oil. Dr. Kanny Loll Day

Bahadoor, Calcutta, states that, on examination,

crocodile oil contains a larger proportion of solid

fat than either the neat's-foot, or cod-liver and

other fish.oils. It solidifies at the melting-print

of ice, while neat's-foot oil only slightly thiokens,

and the others scarcely thicken. He also tried

the quality of the various animal oils on leather,

and, on comparison, found the leather treated

with crocodile oil remained much suffer than

that treated with other animal oils.

Taxation of Silver Flats.—The returns

lately published show a further serious fall in

the amount of silver plate manufactured in this

country. In the year ending March 31, 1855,

the amount on which duty was paid amounted

to 094,360 oa. In 1861 the amonnt had fallen

to S93.493 j in 1875 to 886,493 ; in 1876 to

870,507; in 1877 to 798.206; in 1878 to 783,151 ;

and in 1879 to 740,239 oz. In twenty-four

years, therefore, the trade of the silversmith

has gradually declined by no less an amount

than 254,121 oz., equal to a wholesale trade of

about £132,000 a year! The duty has lately

been unanimously condemned by a Select Com

mittee of the House of Commons. It remains

to be seen whether the Chancellor of the Ex

chequer will see the expediency of at once

releasing this branch of industry from the bane

ful effects of taxation.

Arbitration in the Pottery Trade. —

Lord lint herton, Lord Derby, Mr. Braasey,

M.P., aud Mr. Kynnersley, stipendiary ma

gistrate for Birmingham, were on Tuesday

selected by the Staffordshire Potteries Board of

Arbitration to be requested in turn to aot as

arbitrator in the wages dispute between the

earthenware manufacturers and the operatives.

So warmly was each name supported, that it

was found necessary to draw lots to deoide to

whom application should first be made. In the

event of all refusing to act, fresh names will be

submitted. The masters have issued their rea

sons for demanding a reduction, the chief being

the depression of trade and the cheapness of

provisions. It is satisfactory to know that the

barbarous measure of a strike will not be re

sorted to.

Redaction of Cabinet makers' Wages.—

Two of the principal firms of cabinet-makers in

Burnley posted notices in their workshops on the

3rd inst. to the effect that on and after Oot.

10 a reduction of 2s. per week would be made

from the present rate of wages. This will be

the second reduction in nine months. In Decem

ber last a reduction of 2s. per week was made

without any opposition on the part of the men,

and there is fair prospect that the present pro

posal will also pass unchallenged. In the event

of the men accepting the masters' terms cabinet

makers' wages will then stand at 28s. and 30s.

per week, and those of polishers at from 20s.

to 26a. The cabinet trade continues very quiet,

and short time is anticipated.

Fraudulent Preference Claims.—In con.

section with the commercial frauds which are

still fr< quently perpetrated under the cloak of

legitimate bills of sale, a correspondent points

out that in Scotland no security granted for a

pre-exiBting debt, or goods of any kind given in

satisfaction thereof, is valid if such transaction

has occurred within sixty days of an act of

bankruptcy. It is not necessary there to prove

fraudulent intention. The law assumes that

suoh an act nnder suoh circumstances is a fraud

on the other creditors, and sets aside the security,

and restores the goods as a matter of course.

A bond fide payment in cash of a prior debt is

the only payment within that period which is

recognised. Sometimes, of course, evtn this

may be skilfully manipulated to the prejudice of

the general body of creditors, bnt this is not

often of easy accomplishment when the well,

springs have all been pretty well exhausted ;

aud practically the operation of the law in this

respect works there very satisfactorily.

Failures in the Scotch Cabinet Trade —

During the year which has passed since the

stoppage of the City of Glasgow Bank, the num.

ber of sequestrations actually gazetted has been

no less than 1,082, while in the corresponding

twelve months of 1877-78 the failures similarly

announoed only aggregated to 670. In the firs

quarter of the last twelvemonths the sequestra

tions numbered 277 ; in the second quarter the

number was 315 ; in the third quarter, 248 ;

and during the quarter which ended on the

30th nit., 242 ; while in the preceding twelve

months the failures during the first quarter

numbered 156 ; in the second, 169 ; in the third,

176 ; and in the fourth, 169. Among those who

failed were 5 cabinet-makers, 25 joiners, 13

timber merchants, and 5 auctioneers. It is,

perhaps, hardly necessary to explain that the

foregoing totals do not embraoe the numerous

"settlements" privately effected with the liqui

dators of the City of Glasgow Bank, or the

arrangements come to between not a few land

lords and tenants, to obviate the necessity for

resorting to the Bankruptcy Court.

Silicified Trees.—The last number of Dr.

Heyden's Bulletin of the U.S. Surveys of the

aerritories contains an interesting memoir, by

Mr. W. H. Holmes, describing probably the most

marvellous feature in a region replete with

natural wonders—the Yellowstone Park. On

the slopes of the Amethyst Mountain in this

district, whioh rise to between 2,000 and 3,000

feet above the river valley, are exposed at dif

ferent levels, at intervals through the entire

height, a series of silicified trees, many rooted

in position as they grew, and from 20 to 30 feet

in height, and many broken and worn lying at

length. Some of the latter are of great size,

the fragments measuring up to 82 ft. in

diameter, and comparable with the living giant

"Sequoias" of the Yosemite country. The

series of sandstones and conglomerates in which

the trees are imbedded are more than 5,000 ft.

thick, forming a vertical mile of foSBil forests.

The woody structure is for the most part well

preserved, but where oavities have been formed

in the trunks by the rotting of the wood, they

are lined with crystals of amethyst, smuky and

other varieties of quartz. The largest tree

examined does not appear to have been a

conifer.

American Custom House Annoyances.—

We hear of another New York velvet case, the

details of whioh ore not unlike those recently

reported in these columns in connection with a

similar dispute. Messrs. Iselin, Neeser & Co.

some time ago imported a job lot of velvets

which had been bought from the manufacturers

on exceptionally favourable terms. The goods

consisted of remnants and the balance of old

stook remaining in the factory, and were in

voiced as suoh at a low figure. Upon arrival

the Customs appraisers refused to pass the goods

except at an advance on the invoice price of

over 100 per cent. The firm called for a re-ap

praisement, and Mr. M. G. Bosenblatt was ap

pointed to act as merchant appraiser. After

hearing evidence the latter decided that the

value fixed by the Customs officials was too high,

but reported in favour of the invoice price being

advanced about 59 per cent. General Appraiser

Ketchum differed from this opinion, and re

ported that the advance should be 110 J per

oent. The matter then went to the collector,

who has juat rendered his decision, sustaining

the report of the merchant appraiser.

The Servian Tariff.—The following letter,

with respeot to this tariff, has been forwarded

to the Foreign Office from the Joint Tariff Com

mittee of the Yorkshire Chambers :—" Bradford,

3rd of October, 1879. Dear Mr. Kennedy,—As

my return to town may be deferred to a later

day than I at first anticipated, I beg to inform

you that yesterday we had a private meeting of

the Yorkshire Chambers, at which it was

unanimously resolved to recommend the adop-

tion of a 5 per cent., and even, if necessary, a

10 per oent., ad valorem duty in Servia for

every kind of British produce without any ex

ception ; that ad valorem duty to be based npon

the deolaration of the value in Great Britain as

made by the importer, aud secured by the power

of the latter to insist upon pre-emption in the

case of a disputed declaration, the treaty to be

for twelve and by no means for less than ten

years. Such a treaty might be oonoluded in an

hour if both parties are as willing as Mr. Gould

led me to suppose, aud would prevent the

necessity of diffioult, tedious, and really useless

discussion and investigation.— Signed, Jacob

Bkhbens."

Alarm-clock Superseded.—A persevering

" notions " Canvasser recently walked into a

lawyer's office in this city with a new kind of

alarm-olock. The man of quibbles was evidently

interested, and heard him patiently to the end.

When it oame to his turn to get in a word,

which in these oases is about once in an hoar

and a half, he spake muchly as is hereinafter

oontained :—" My friend, I firmly believe that

that alarm-clock is worth $7, as you Btate, and

that you are foolish to offer it me for two and a

half ; that it will go off every half-hour for

sixteen months without winding up, and wake

up an elephant every pop. My heart tells me

this is true, and I am simply aching to give you

four times the price yon demand. But when I

inform you I have an infant three months old

at home, afflioted with perpetual colic, and a

baby going on three, who insists on having a

drink of water at regular intervals during the

night, and never sleeps after four o'clock in the

morning, do you not think that my investment

in this beautiful invention whioh yon are retail

ing might, in a measure, be characterised aB

extravagant?" That dock agent put up his

alarum and retired. — San Francisco News*

Letter.

How Bankrupts' Estates are Managed.

—A case exhibiting the most soandalous mis.

management of a bankrupt's estate came a few

days ago before the Judge of the Sheffield

County Court. A saw manufacturer, named

Pacey, filed his petition in 1875, with liabilities

stated at £4,023 and assets £2,586. A trustee,

one Bennett, and a oommittee of inspection

were appointed, but to this day not a farthing

has beeu paid to the creditors, whose prospects

are far more gloomy than they were four

years ago. Bennett and one of the committee

of inspection are dead, and the other two

members of the oommittee have made arrange,

ments with their creditors. Trustee and com-

mittee in carrying on Mr. Pacey's business

gave accommodation bills, with respect to whioh

the present trustee has been served with writs.

The new trustee asked the advice of the Court

under the circumstances, and he was told to realise

the estate as soon as he oonld. Not the least

curious inoident of the case is that.Beunett's

executor olaima on the estate for £3,900 as

remuneration for his services. Similar cases of

" wrecking" are almost of daily recurrence, and

nothing but an amendment of our Bankruptcy

laws will ever put a stop to them.

Wages Agitation in the American

Cabinet Trade.—The cabinet-makers em

ployed in the various factories of Louisville

recently resolved to take steps towards ob

taining an increase of wages. It was deoided

to demand an advance of 15 per oent. on the

present rate of wages. The workmen say that

the stagnation in business due to financial

depression has been succeeded by more pros-

porous times, of whioh the workmen should

reap some benefit. Committees were appointed

to visit the various masters and consult with

them upon the matter. These committees have

since reported that all the manufacturers

seemed willing to give the advance if furniture-

makers in other parts of the country wonld do the

same. We learn from the American Cabinet

maker that the masters have agreed to the

following resolution :—" We are willing to-

advance wages as soon as all the furniture

manufacturers—North, South, East, and West

—agree to advance. We recommend our

cabinet-makers to oonfer with all competing

interests, so as to asoertain the sense of the

trade. Without uniform action all over the

oonntry, an advance on our part would be

Buioidal to our interests and to the cabinet,

makers as well." This resolution did not, how-

ever, meet the men's wishes, and 800 cabinet

makers have consequently s truck for an advance-

of 15 per cent.

The National Gallery.—A correspondent

draws attention to the fact that in answer to-

representations of the perfectly unnecessary,

and in these days anomalous, proceeding of

closing the National Gallery during a con

siderable portion of the year, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, in the Session before last, as

good as promised the practice should be dis

continued. It had been condemned in Parlia

ment and by the Press, petitions had been

signed for its removal, and the general feeling

of those interested in art was that we should

have the same facilities for enjoying onr

national collection in Trafalgar-square as the

French have for visiting theirs in the Louvre.

Despite all this, the National Gallery was

olosed during a portion of May last, and will be
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closed the whole of the present month and a

parr, of next ; and when not in vacation the

public are only admitted four days a week. In

ebort, the Louvre is open 313 days in the year,

the National Gallery only 180. Thus, while

strenuous efforts are being made to cultivate a

taste for art in all classes, as a means of rais

ing the oharacter of our art industries, ooe of

our chief art institutions is restricting rather

than giving increased faoility for the study of

the masterpieces it holds in trust for the

nation. Let us hope that sufficient pressure

will be brought to bear upon Government

during the next session of Parliament to induce

them to remove permanently this just cause for

complaint.

Singular Style of Church Decoration.—

Writing from Canterbury (0.S.A.) a corre

spondent Fays :—Tbe'objeot of the present letter

is to speak of a very unique ohurch at Hill's

Corners, about four miles from Canterbury. Its

exterior is that of an ordinary country chnrob.

It ii sometimes oalled the "Worsted Church."

Its interior is a perfect moBaio of needlework of

vines, flowers, and decorations, composed of

worsted in all colours and designs. Few persons

would believe, without actual observation, that

sooh charming effects could be produoed with

this material. Crocheted lambrequins cover

the curtains at each window, and hanging

baskets filled with zephyr-wood flowers depend

from the oentre. Harps, crosses, anchors,

wreaths of mowers, and festoons of vines,

are placed between large tablets of artistic

designs, gracing the walls like ancient tapestry,

and inscribed with Soriptural selections. These

tablets and inscriptions ore oomposed of various-

coloured crimped tissue-paper upon a back

ground of cloth. The lettering is well executed,

and no two inscriptions are of the same cha

racter. An immense hanging ornament of

flowers and drapery is suspended from the

centre of the oeiliog with two large arohes of

iloweis spanning the interior of tbe cburoh,

whioh, with other decorations, prodnoe an effect

strange, curious, and singularly artistio and

beautiful. The flowers look so fresh that the

beholder is almost tempted to put forth the

hand and pluck a regal lily, a blushing rose, a

radiant dablia, a modest forget-me-not, a little

marguerite, or the lily of the valley, with its fairy

belli.

Petroleum aa Fuel for Steam Boilers —

A method of using petroleum as fuel has

been recently tried at Pittsburg, United States,

with, it is said, complete success. Tbe process

resembles in its principal features many of

f.hose previously described—air, steam, and oil-

epray being injeoted into a suitable fire-box.

The spray is said to be immediately converted

into inflammable gas, becoming a pure, bright,

powerful flame, devoid of smoke and producing

intense heat. To accomplish this result simple

maohinery is used. A small hole is drilled into

tbe iron front of the fire-box, and into this

passes a tube, which branches as it leaves this

point into two pipes. One of these connects

with the boiler itself, and the other with tbe

receptacle containing crude oil. At the junction

of tbese pipes there is an aperture for the

admission of atmospheric air. Valves of pecu

liar construction regulate the quantity of steam

or oil admitted into tbe furnace. This is all

the machinery required, but its operation,

according to Amerioan papers, is complete.

Among the advantages claimed in favour of

petroleum are the following; :—The labour and

the expense of " firing up " are dispensed with,

and the engineer can regulate the flame as he

does the steam in his engine. The danger

from sparks and flying cinders is entirely done

away with. The space occupied by oil, as com

pared with an equal quantity of coal, is very

much lest, while there is also a saving as re

gards the wear and tear upon boilers, grate,

bars, &o.

Technical Schools.—Lord F. Cavendish,

M.P., presided last week at the annual soir4a of |

tbe Bradford Mechanics' Institute, and nrged

tbe importance and the necessity of establishing

technioal and scientific sohooU in all centres of

population and industry. Commenting upon the

establishment of suoh institutions, first at Leeds

and then at Bradford, he observed that the

success of those teohnioal schools had exceeded

his moBt sanguine expectations. From all he

could hear, both schools were as full as they

could be of students. All classes vied in taking

••vantage of the instruction they afforded, and

he held that, in a short time, instead of their

being the exception, they would be established

in all the main seats of industry. He thought

one word of grateful acknowledgment was due

to the Clothworkers' Company of London, for

making such praiseworthy use of the vast wealth

at their oommand, and by supporting these

early experiments they had placed tbe whole

industry of the country under permanent

obligations. By the combination of teobnical

schools with science there would at once be

placed at the command of tbe future employer

and the fnture manager, overlooker, and artisan

all the vast power which science was ready to

yield to the patient inquirer, and he hoped that

those who were at the head of that institution

would so manage it that those who were

students at the technical school would not fail

to take advantage of tbe training in the science

classes, and that those who learned should have

the complete training whioh a knowledge of

science and teohnioal proficiency combined could

alone give.

Early Closing and Working-Men.—A

circular has been issued by tbe Karly-Closing

Association to 123 working-men's clubs, inviting

awarded to the evening-class students of this

school at the last Hay examinations of the

Science and Art Department came off on the 2nd

inst. Mr. W. T. M'Cullagh Torrens, M.P., pre.

sided. The secretary, Mr. Wbeatley, opened

the proceedings by reading the report, in which

he stated that the school bad completed its

eighteenth session. The evening classes had

been attended by 193 students, 150 of whom

had gone up for examination. The work of all

the classes bad been good. After a few words

from Mr. Howard, tbe master of the school, and

from Mr. Chapman, the ceremony of distributing

the prizes was gone through. The chairman

then rose to address tbe meeting, and in doing

so congratulated the students on the success

which had characterised their studies. Be (aid

we were living in a time when it behoved

every young man to put his shoulder to

the wheel. Great competition and depression

prevailed, and there was no road oat of those

difficulties but that of hard work. It wm

a subject of congratulation to find suoh spon

taneous efforts in the way of Belf. culture

in tbe midst of the dense population of Fins-

bury, and that such a success should have

attended them. He wished he oould hare
the ottention of their members to the evils of I ^ tnem 0f BOme cheerful phenomena in the

late shopping on Saturdays. It is pointed out

that there are still about 30,000 shops in London

and the suburbs employing more than 100,000

assistants, who work for 13, 14, or 15 hours a

day, and even longer on Saturdays ; and that

many of the assistants are young women, who

suffer grievously from being obliged to stand

during these long hours of labour. In Beeking

to remedy this state of things, the society is

met by the difficulty that so long as people

c minus to make their purchases at a late hour,

the shopkeepers will not close their premises.

We And, also, continues tbe circular (which is

signed by Mr. George Harrison, the chairman

of the board of management ; Mr. Edward Ken

nedy, the secretary ; and Mr. James A. Staoey,

the assistant-secretary), that in many parts of

London and the suburbs the working-men and

the members of their families inconsiderately

help to perpetuate the evils oomplained of by

making their purchases at a late hour in the

evening—and especially so on Saturday nights

—and in consequence of this multitudes of shops

are kept open till midnight. Considering that

working-men, as a rule, finish their day's work

at a comparatively early hour, and that wages

are now generally paid either on Friday or by

mid-day on Satnrday, surely there can be no

neoessity for a practice whioh inflicts such

hardships upon the shop-assistants.

Revision of the United States Tariff.—

Hopes of an Bpproaching modification of the

United States import duties are again being

held out. Senator M'Donald, of Indiana, who

is regarded as an authority in consideration of

bis official position, has expressed his belief

that the two important questions of the next

session of Congress will undoubtedly be the

internal revenue and the tariff. The former,

he considers, will be revised " so as to relieve

the north-western and southern states of the

burden they now bear." He also asserts that

the Demooratio party is in favour of a thorough

revision of the tariff, with theobjeot of putting

it upon a revenue basis. Protection, he con

siders, should be removed from a great many

articles and increased on others ; while articles

which now pay no duty, including coffee and tea,

should be taxed. He has no doubt that

these revisions will be favourably considered in

both branches of Congress. Mr. Wood (the

chairman of the House Committee on Ways and

Means), and also a majority of the Committee,

were favourable to the propositions, "and

measures cf the kind would have been adopted

had the Democrats had oontrol of both Houses

of Congress." Then the Senate was Republi

can ; now, however, he believes that the

Demooratio majority of the Senate will co

operate with the House and make these ques

tions party measures. In discussing these

opinions, a New |York contemporary observes

that the most significant feature is the tendency

towards a sectional combination between the

north-west and tbe south to get rid of the load

of taxation whioh is pressing severely npon

enterprise and industry in those sections. This

promises a vigorous campaign against the

principle of protection and a session of Congress

of exceptional interest.

Islington School of Art.—The pnblio dis

tribution of the Queen's prizes and certificates

industrial world, but he could not. They had

heard what was said when those imbued with

insolent pride and dominion once told the

champion of old Greece—that the arrows of the

barbarians would darken the sun i he laughed

and said, " We will fight in the shade." He

(the speaker) was rather afraid that it would

be necessary for those who were going out in

the world now to fight their way in the abide.

They would, however, then lose less of tbe grace

of labour, so that when at last the sun of pros

perity did commence to shine they would be

able to enjoy it more thoroughly.

A Timber Merchant on Unfair Competi

tion.—One day last week, Mr. George Wil

liams, who is leaving the service of Mr. T. Roe,

timber-merchant, of Derby, after having been

employed by tbe firm for twenty-one years, was

presented with a timepiece, an album, and >

flattering address by the workpeople. Between

eighty and ninety persons sat down to tea in

one of the large store-rooms of the yard. Mr.

Alderman Roe presided, and Mr. Whittaker was

vice-chairman. Mr. Roe having made the presen

tation in suitable terms, and Mr. Williams hiving

responded, Mr. Holoran proposed "Prosperity

to the Firm," expressing a hope that they should

soon have better trade, less keen competition,

and fewer bad debts. The Chairman, in reply,

said that keen competition they must expect

in these days, bat it was the nnfair coopeti.

tion of certain persons who did infinite

mischief, by selling at less than cost price,

with disastrous results to themselves and others,

of which they had to complain. There was no

doubt that at the present time they were having

more failures than he ever remembered in the

past. Mr. Holoran had spoken of ugly blue

papers which they sometimes received. These

were what was known in the timber trade

as "nine by fours" — a very awkward

size. They referred to liquidations, to which

men resorted when they were unable to

meet their engagements. A gentleman carry

ing on a large trade was not summoned to the

County Court and made liable to imprisonment

as a poorer man would be, but when he failed

to pay bis debts he simply got " whitewashed,"

and started afresh with but very little incon

venience. His (Mr. Roe's) notion was that a

man who bought goods with the manifest object

of selling them again at a reduced rate, and

never intending to pay for them, ought to be

treated as a criminal, and made to pay as snch

for tbe consequence of his nefarious trading.

I However, leaving the matter of trade with a

hope that the country would soon again see pros

perous times, he would say that, as an employer,

he was always anxious for the welfare of those

around him. He was anxions fairly to adjust

any disputes, to listen to any reasonable com

plaint, and to make the pathway of all as

pleasant as they could desire.

The National Opera House. — Another

attempt is being made to raise money for tbe

National Opera House on the Thames Kmbank-

ment. The plan by which this object is to be

attained is certainly novel as applied to snch a

purpose. It is to be nothing less than an

operatic tontine, and the investors, instead of

taking part themselves in the ohanoes of sur

vivorship, are to nominate lives, on the usder-
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standing that no life below the age of sixty can

bo accepted. It appear* from the prospectus

of the new company that the age of sixty has

been fixed aa a starting point in order that the

winner may be deolared " within ft reasonable

time." The competitors will, it seems, start

1,600 strong, and npon the head of each of the

1,600 the sum of £100 will be staked. In other

words, it is proposed to raise capital for com

pleting the National Opera Honse by issuing

1,600 shares of £100 each, every shareholder

receiving an adequate portion of the profits of

the undertaking as long as he himself or his ac

cepted uomiuee lives. If the shareholder happens

to be sixty years old he may himself go into the

tootine, otherwise he most name a repre

sentative who has attained the required age.

Toe investor whose life—whether his own or

that of his nominee—oomes to an end in the

first year will have had very bad luck

indeed, especially if he happens to be

one of those who have not had the

good fortune to draw a stall in the annual

lottery for stalls, which is to be one of the

/estnres of the new speonlation. For besides

his rights as a shareholder in the tontine snch

investor will be entitled in his tnrn, as deter

mined by lottery, to one of 200 stalls which will

be reserved yearly for this purpose during eight

successive years. Counting summer and winter

performances together, it is calculated that the

annual value of a stall may be put down at

£100, so that sooner or later, and in any oase

before the expiration of eight years, the share-

bolder who has the good fortune not to die will

regain in the form of a free admission the esti

mated value of his investment. The share

holders in the old [company by which the Opera

1 [oase on the Thames Embankment was raised

up to its present stage of progress have agreed

to transfer all their rights in the building to

the new company for £45,000—just half the

sum that the works have coat.

Kensington House.—On Tuesday Messrs.

Driver & Co. offered once more for sale by

auction the buildings and estate known as

Kensington House, late the residence of Mr.

Albert Grant. The property was described as

a " a palatial town mansion" and as comprising

extensive pleasure grounds, marble terrace,

orangery, andaviarieB; Italian garden, skating

rink, ornamental lake, and islands ; bonthouse,

Swiss chalet, American bowling-alley, green,

houses, and gardeners' buildings ; coachhouses

and Btabling premises ; also small houses and

range of stabling in Kensington-square-mewe,

and pieces of vacant ground close to High-

street and the main estate ; the whole said to

extend over seven acres. The further particulars

supplied stated that two mignifioenc polished

marble staircases, 6 ft. 6 in. wide, rose from the

grand saloon to the second floor, while among the

other rooms may be mentioned the gentlemen's

morning-room, 29 ft. by 25 ft. ; the ladies' ditto,

25 ft. by 20 ft. ; the billiard-room, 34 ft. by 24 ft.;

the summer and winter dining-room, the grand

banqueting-room, 33 ft. by 23 ft., with ceilings

painted in panels. Adjoining, with door from

lobby and dining-room, is the serving-room,

with lift from the kitchen. Then come the

library, 32 ft. by 24 ft.; the yellow drawing-

room, the blue drawing-room, the picture-

gallery, the ball and music-room, and a set of

state apartments, as well as a vast number of

servants' rooms and other necessary offices. A

note in the " Funiculars of Sale" stated that a

large portion of the purchase money could be

left on mortgage on terms to be arranged. Mr.

Driver, in commencing the sale, enlarged npon

the value of the property, and remarking that

the locality was, some years ago, the residence

of the Court, said he had no donbt that at

some future time it would again be, which

would materially enhance the value of the

property. He also observed that about two-

thirds of the purchase-money could be left

on mortgage, and the sale being effected by

order of the mortgagees, the reserve price had

been fixed at as low a sum as possible. He

believed the house had cost about £150,000 to

build, and was now fit for a club, an embassy,

or any large institution, while there was about

two acres-and-a-half of land, which could be

built npon. To show the value of the building,

he Btated that the two marble staircases in the

house cost £10,000, and the building of the

house, including the land, cost £300,000. A

gentleman present asked what was the amount

of the lien or mortgage. The auctioneer replied

that he did not know, .and really it did not

matter whether it was mortgaged for a million

or £50. The property was started at £50,000.

and immediately rose to £100,000. The prioe

then gradually rose by bids of £1,000 to

£130,000, and from that to £145,000 and

£150,000, and then to £160,000 and £166,0C0.

From that price it went np to £179,000, at

whioh price the anctioneer stated that the pro

perty was not sold, it not having reached the

reserve price, which was generally believed to

be £200,000.

BOOTH & FOX,

HOESEHAIB MEE/CHAUTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE PROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES. OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATT0N GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEBMS TO SHIIrPIFIEiaS.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 Jt, tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country. BPhPSS

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

THIN PARQUET (Ttjbfin'b Patent), 5.16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

•qual in wear to inoh solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

 

Ornamental

Parquet.

v Deail Bacliing.
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®ur " SH-dSnbs " Corner.

Tni " Shout Eitdb " Ooisnu—This column contain* com-
municationt, such as Hints, Suggestions, Question*, and
Eeplies from inquiring Workmen ; it is a Repository of
Practical Experience on all subjects. Every Cabinet
maker knows Vie value of the short-end corner in the
workshop. It will not do to eut a 12-ft. plankfor a piece
12 in. long and 2 in. square, neither can a workman be ex
pected to purchase an expensive volume for the sake of
two or three items of information ; this is a just reason
why the Short-Ends Corner should be widely appreciated
amongst the classes for whose benefit it has been opened.
By helping each other workmen will help themselves.

REPLY.

351. Electric Light.—If steam is on the

premises, the expense of fitting up the electric

light will be about £150; if not, an eight-horse

engine will be required, and the whole will cost

at least £250. After the first outlay the electric

light can be produced at small oost.

Useful lints.

A Useful Cement.—A very effective glue

mixture is said to be employed by Turkish

artisans in the nice work of attaching diamonds

and other jewels to their metal settings. In

the production of this substance, the method

pursued is to dissolve five or six bits of gum

mastic, each of the size of a large pea, in as

much spirits of wine as will suffice to render it

liquid ; in another vessel, as much isinglass—

previously softened in water—is dissolved in

brandy as will make a two-ounoe vial of strong

glue, adding two small bits of gum ammoniac,

this being rubbed nntil dissolved. The whole

is then mixed with heat, and kept in a vial

closely stoppered ; when it is to be used, the vial

is set in boiling water. This cement resists

moisture, and will indissolubly unite two sur

faces of polished steel.

Carver's Squeezing Wax.—This prepara

tion is used for obtaining the exact patterns of

■carvings, and to give the workman a clearer

idea of projections or depths than a drawing

would do, unless a considerable time were

■expended upon it. In oases where it is required

to match furniture which is at a distance, and

cannot be removed, the wax oan be applied

without injury to the carving, a ad can be made

from either of the following :—Suet, 1 part ;

beeswax, 2 parts. Wax, 5 parts ; olive oil, 1

part. Wax, 4 parts ; common turpentine, 1

part. The parts only need be melted together,

and allowed to cool ; the wax is then fit for use.

It should be well pressed into the carving.

Sometimes it is only possible to take the front

or Bide of an object at a time, as it must be

drawn off in the form of a mould. The sections,

when ready, should be filled with plaster of

Paris and water, made into a thick paste, and

allowed to set. The mold is then removed, and

the plaster oast is ready to work from.

Darkening Oak.—In a recent communica

tion to the MulhauBen Gewerbverein, Herr

fichoen said he had tried to give oaken objects

an old look by rubbing aniline oil on them, but

without good results ; the wood took a colour

which rather reminded one of mahogany, and

was but very superficial. On the other hand, he

got a dark brown tone similar to that of old oak

by saturating the wood first with a solution of

aniline salt (sulphate of aniline), and then with

caustic soda. Similar results were obtained

with walnut and plum-tree wood, &c. Caustic

potash alone of course gave a somewhat similar

action, but inferior to that with simultaneous

use of aniline salt. Herr Schoen further at

tempted to colour wood black by treating it

successively with aniline salt, bichromate of

potash, and caustic soda, the wood being dried

after each operation. The colour thus obtained

is very regular. The experiment succeeded

with all the kinds of wood tried—the most im

portant home species and some foreign. These

colouring methods are quickly and easily carried

out, and are very inexpensive.

To Test Glue.—An article of glue which

will stand damp atmosphere is a desideratum

among mechanics. Few know how to judge of

quality, exoept by the price they pay for it.

But price is no criterion ; neither is colour, upon

which so many depend. Its adhesive and last

ing properties depend more upon the material

from which it is made, and the method of secur

ing purity in the raw material, for if that is

inferior and not well cleansed, the product will

have to be unduly charged with alum or some

other antiseptic, to make it keep during the

drying process. Weathered glue is that which has

experienced unfavourable weather while drying,

at which time it is rather a delicate substanoe.

To resist damp atmosphere weil, it should con

tain as little saline matter as possible. When

buying the artiole, venture to apply your tongue

to it, and if it tastes salt or aoid, reject it for

anything but the commonest purpose. The

same operation will also bring ont any bad smell

the glue may have. These are simple and ready

tests, and are the ones usually adopted by

dealers and large consumers. Another good

test is to Boak a weighed portion of dry glue in

cold water for twenty-four hours, then dry again,

and weigh. The nearer it approaches to its

original weight the better glue it is, thereby

showing its degree of insolubility.

Co Cornspnbtnfs.

G. H.—Many thanks for yonr favour, of which, as you
will see, we hare availed ourselves.
T. L. (Dover).—The thing has been attempted over and

over again, bat we have not heard that anj commercial
success has ever attended previous efforts.
N. P. F.—Thn invention is of American origin, and has

never taken root in this country.
J. T. (Norwich).—The rumour is without foundation.

There are one or two minor strikes pending in the West-
end, bat there is no such opening as you surmise iu the
leading shops.
A. R. (Bristol).—Your communication reached us too

late for the present isBue. It shall receive attention next
week.
H. k H. (Manchester).—We have alluded to the sub

ject-matter of your letter elsewhere. We are always

pleased to receive intelligence of trade news.
H. B. (Peterborough).—Such a paper as you inquire

about has been in existence for about a twelvemonth ; it
is entitled the Plumber and Decorator.
A Cebditoe.—The allusion was altogether incidental,

and in our opinion it will not bear the construction yon
place upon it.

fort^nting Jfurniturc Sales.

Oot. 14—Mr. Davenport, at 17, Churoh-terrace,

Lee.—At 1 o'clock.

Oct. 14.—Messrs. Graves & Son, at 9, Burling,

ton-road, W.—At 12.30 o'olock.

Oot. 14.—Phillips & Son, at 118, Curtain-road,

E.C.—At 1 o'olock.

Oot. 15.—Messrs. Inman A Co., at 20, Oxford-

road, Kilburn.—At 1 o'olook.

Oot. 21.—Messrs. E. & H. Lnmley, at 17, Port

land-place, W.—At 1 o'olook.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHAEF,

85, WHABP BOAD, CITT BOAD, N.f

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

BOAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN it CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

ano oas fitting maktjfactubsbs,

64, Clehknt Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decorative Repouss^ and Manufacturers of
Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Rail

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,

Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Corona?,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,

Crates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,

Sconces,
Communion

Services,

And Domestic Ornamental MeUd Work of all dmeriptu:*

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architect.' designs,
or prepare special designs tor all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Bepousse Work, whioh is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles
of Architecture. Established 23 Teaks.

 

LORNE COAL VASE

(REGISTERED).

 

B. PERKINS & SON,

BELL COURT, CANNON STREET, LONDON,

MANUFACTURERS OF

TIN-PLATE, IRON-PLATE, & JAPANNED WARES,

Baths, Toilet Sets, Portable Washstands,

COAL "V -AJS EJ S,

Tea-Trays, and Waiters, Travelling Trunks, Dish Covers, &c

IMPROVED PATENT SELF-HEATING GAS BATH,

With Linen 'Warmer and Atmospheric Burner (registered as an article

of utility), consuming only half the amount of gas used by the ordinary

Ring Burner, causing neither smoke uor smell, nor the deposit of soot,

so objectionable in the old principle.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.
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NOTICE.

FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Wili B« Published Shoetlt,

Crow* Uo., in Stiff Board; Prict %t. 6i., Pat Fret, St.

TEC

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Orders for Copies should be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'3-

INN-FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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f Br5^ IRISH POPLINS.

■4Jjl^8i UR readers -will have noticed in the

'iHSvlj *"rBN1TUBE GAZETTE fur Sept. 27

fsBgjm and Oct. 4, reports of a deputation

7?*T5tt^ from ^e P0plin-weaYer3 °f Dublin

•^g"SHL that waited upon the Duchess of

rt3|5<5e: Marlborough to make a represen-

"1/^^*" tation as to the deplorable trade

depression from which they are suffering,

and praying her Grace, by patronage or other

wise, to bring about a revival of that manu

facture which has long been a speciality of the

city. The Duchess expressed her warmest

sympathy, saying that she was " far too Irish

not to feel a keen interest in so celebrated

and so exclusively national a manufacture as

that of poplin." She also wrote to the

Weavers' Association an exceedingly sensible

letter, in which she pointed out, with great

acuteness, that unless they could produce the

article at a price to compete with the produc

tions of other countries, and unless they

introduced novelties in design, instead of

repeating the old stereotyped patterns that

were in vogue at the time of the Queen's

accession, they could not hope for a

market or the resuscitation of the manu

facture. Her Grace, however, refers to poplin

principally as a material for ladies' dresses ;

but towards the end of her letter the idea

seems to hare suggested itself to her that it

might be adapted to furnishing purposes. She

says :—" If it be true that poplin is gradually

getting extinguished as an article of dress,

could it not be adapted to furniture," &c, and

adds that Lord Grenville, at her recommenda

tion, bad already given orders for some

curtains of figured poplin, and that, if suitable

and well-designed patterns could be submitted,

the Duke of Marlborough (the Lord-Lieute

nant) would give orders for drawing-room

curtains for Blenheim Palace. The Duchess

does not appear to be aware that poplin has

long been in use for that purpose, and that

reps, of which immense quantities have been

sold, are nothing more or less than worsted

poplin.

The city of Avignon, in southern France,

lays claim to having been the birthplace of the

poplin manufacture. The city and surround

ing district became in the fourteenth century

an appanage of the Popedom, and the former

was for a time the metropolis of Christendom,

where the Pope held his Court, especially

during the period of the schism when one of

the rival Popes reigned there and the other at

Rome. Avignon had not been a seat of

manufacture, but in the fifteenth century (per

haps earlier) there was commenced within its

walls the manufacture of a new and beautiful

fabric of mixed silk and wool, the warp being

of the former, the weft of tbe latter material.

It is presumed that it was intended and

used for vestments for dignitaries of the Papal

Court, for which, from its softness of tex

ture and lustrous sheen, it was admirably

adapted, and it received the appropriate name

of Papeline, of which " poplin " is a corrup

tion. It might, perhaps, at one time have

been used exclusively for priestly garments,

but the beauty of the fabric and the soft,

graceful folds into which it fell commended it

to the eyes of the fair votaries of fashion as a

dress material, and the manufacture spread

to Lyons and other places, where it soon

came to be produced abundantly for the latter

purpose.

The French had a monopoly of the manu

facture for a long time, but in 1685 Louis XIV^

in a fit of religious bigotry, issued the decree

for the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and

thus entirely destroyed that lucrative mono

poly. The silk-weavers of Lyons and other

parts, especially the more skilful end indus

trious portion of them, were, as a rule, Hu

guenots, and rather than desert their faith

they left their country, and vast numbers of

them fled to London, and settled in Spital-

fields, where they established a flourishing

trade, which has continued almost to the

present time. Another body fled to Ireland,

and tbey set up their looms in that part of

Dublin known as " The Liberties "—a cluster

( of streets not unlike the Spitalfields district.

Silks of various kinds were made in Dublin,

and there almost exclusively, since, although

attempts were made at different times to

establish the manufacture in other places, they

always resulted in failure. The last such

effort was in 1825, by a company in the south

of Ireland, that sought to establish their

venture on a secure basis by rearing silk

worms, and thus producing their own raw

material ; but after a few years of great losses

the scheme was given up as hopeless.

The silk trade of Dublin underwent many

fluctuations, and eventually sank into a chronic

state of decay ; but, amidst all these fluctua

tions, the manufacture of poplin, until quite

recently, flourished and became the staple

trade of the city; the beauty of its texture

and tbe richness of its lustre ensuring for

it a long - continued demand after other

branches of the silk trade had altogether

died out. In the year 1815 there were

exported to Great Britain not less than 64,000

yards, and to the United States 80,000 yards,

and the capital then employed in the silk trade

amounted to £250,000. These poplins, how

ever, were entirely used as dress materials,

and it was only within the present century

that they began to be employed for furnishing

purposes, and it is with these latter that we

have especially to deal in considering the

causes of the decline of the trade.

There are several causes which have con

tributed to the present stagnation in the trade,

causes which may be remedied, perhaps, in

the manufacture of dress poplins, and cause a

resuscitation, but as a furnishing material we

fear it is past recovery, except as curtain

fabrics, for which latter purpose it is considered

eminently adapted by many persons.

M*Culloch says :—"Ireland is not and never

can be a manufacturing country." And he

adduces four reasons in confirmation of that

view:—1. The turbulent and unsettled cha

racter of the people, which is averse to plodding

industry. 2. The general dependence of the

population on agricultural pursuits, an insur

mountable obstacle to the formation of large

manufactures. 3. The want of coal, capital,

and skill. 4. The great ascendancy of England

and Scotland in all departments of industry,

and the cheaper rate at which they are able to

turn out the products of their looms, so as to

undersell the Irish manufacturer.

The declension of the Irish silk manufacture

is due firstly and mainly to an inability to

compete with other countries in price, caused

by the high rates of wages, strikes of work

men, and in modern times, as M'Culloch sug

gests, to the lack of coal, which prevents the

application of steam-power. Previous to the

Union, the manufactures of the sister isle

were protected by import duties, but even then

they were beaten in their own market by those

of England, and by their repeal in conjunction

with the combinations of the weavers to main

tain a high rate of wages, the general trade

was almost annihilated. Walsh, the historian

of Dublin, writing in 1816, states that at that

time, out of 1,600 silk-looms in " the Liber

ties," 600 were standing idle, which incident

he attributes to two causes, first, " the want

of a resident nobility and gentry to encourage

the home manufacture " ; and secondly, " a

perverted preference for that which is

foreign."

Still, however, Irish poplins commanded an

extensive sale, owing to their superior lustre
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and beauty, and having been introduced as

furniture fabrics of stouter texture than

those previously in use, a new market

was opened up, until the Spitalfields and

other manufacturers, bringing out similar

articles at lower rates, to a great extent sup

planted them. The great cause, however, of

the declension is the caprice of fashion.

Fashion demands a succession of novelties ;

something different from what has gone

before, and the Irish manufacturer does not

seem to have met this demand, but to have

gone on reproducing the old designs without

any attempt at novelty. As the Duchess of

Marlborough truly observes, the same patterns

are still used that were produced at the wed

ding of the Queen, forty years ago. The

fashion for curtains now runs upon fabrics of

variegated colours in neutral tints, self-

coloured materials having gone almost altoge

ther out of use, and this accounts in some

degree for the disuse of poplin. It is essen

tially self-coloured, the warp-threads of

silk forming the surface, under which run

the weft -threads of worsted, giving a

ribbed surface, the warp threads being tied

down by a much smaller intermediate thread

of worsted. Such being the case no second

colour can be introduced, excepting in stripes,

and even then the crossing wefts of a different

colour would give an unpleasant mottled

effect. Patterns of any kind, floral or ara

besque, can be given, but they must be self-

coloured, as they are produced by throwing

up into relief the silken warp threads of the

surface. The high price of poplins during dull

times like the present also gravitates greatly

against their more general use.

If any ingenious inventor would devise a

machine for weaving poplins in two or more

colours, the fabric might perhaps command a

more ready sale ; but it is to be feared that

even were this the case Dublin would not

benefit much by it, as by their superior faci

lities the manufacturers of Manchester and

Macclesfield would be able to produce a

cheaper article, and thus again largely mono

polise the trade.

CHINESE AND OTHER EASTERN

FURNITURE.

IN China, cabinet-work has in all ages had

a considerable development, and during

the last century a special centre was the town

of Ning-po, which the Tai-ping insurgents have

since destroyed. There is nothing remarkable

in the fact that the Chinese should have

shown themselves skilful in working wood, as

it forms the basis of their public buildings.

The porticoes, the entrances of their palaces

and temples, the sanctuaries of their divinities,

are all of wood, and it is by the abundanco of

gold and by the consecrated colours that these

fragile monuments are distinguished and

classified according to their rank. As to the

furniture, says M. Jacquemart, in his inte

resting work, published by Messrs. Chapman &

Hall, it is usually cut from the hardest woods,

those especially denominated ironwood, eagle-

wood, and teak; the softer species, such as

cedar, sandal, and bamboo, seldom appear, and

then in smaller furniture, or occasionally in

applique' work. We must notice a piece of

furniture which might almost be styled an

apartment, from its complicated structure;

this is the bedstead. In a number of instances

its pierced framework is a large circle sup

ported on carved edges, and sometimes orna

mented with frames enclosing paintings on

silk. Some of these occasionally met with

are like bedchambers ; the bedstead, with a

circular opening, has an outer entrance that

can be closed by a sliding door, and contains a

couch, facing which is a small table sur

mounted by a looking-glass, thus affording

the means for performing the night toilette in

retirement. We have ]ust spoken of seats ;

they are to be found in very varied forms.

Some, rounded like the easy chairs of our

bureaux, with arms terminating in contorted

dragons, are really thrones ; those painted red

are reserved for the emperor; those in which

the wood is in its natural state may be occu

pied by high dignitaries giving audience.

Others with square backs and carved arms are

ornamented at the back and on the seat with

stones, chosen with natural irregularities re

sembling a mountainous landscape. Round

and rectangular footstools, tables and ^tageres

complete this style of furniture, with large

screens and picture-frames enclosing sentences

or emblems, often in relief on a lacquered

ground.

The last pieces we have just mentioned are

generally in black or red wood, and of very

hard quality; the bedsteads, partition walls,

folding screens, in a word, the ordinary manu

factures of Ning-po, are in yellow wood in-

crusted with ivory, or in brown decorative

wood incrusted with yellow pako. Among

the different pieces of Chinese furniture there

are several sorts which afford a very tasteful

addition to sumptuous houses ; nothing is

better adapted to support a handsome vase

filled with flowers than the stools made of

ironwood or red lacquer. But we must

carefully put aside seats and sofas executed

from European models, which are rendered as

disagreeable to the eye as they are incon

venient for use from a hybrid style of orna

mentation, bristling with incongruous reliefs.

Japan, up to the present time, has scarcely

contributed more than its e"tageres and carved

lacquered stands, or some small pieces of fur

niture for special uses, such as racks for

holding sabres, and screens. We must, how

ever, mention a monumental piece of sculpture

which has certainly formed part of the deco

ration of a temple or sanctuary. It is a group

of dragons surrounded by clouds and thunder.

This beautiful frieze, cut out in cedarwood

and relieved with light colours, adorns the

tribune of the Cernuschi museum.

We may meet with some sculptured woods

of India and Persia, more especially coffers

and cabinets in sandalwood ; we must also

be on our guard against furniture made for

French use at the instigation of the English

trade, and which is not more admissible if

coming from India than from China. Neither

can we pass by unnoticed the Mussulman

woods, which are sculptured with great

elegance, and may take their place in the col

lection of a connoisseur under the head of

consoles Hagbres ; these are the kaou-klouk, or

turban-holders ; they are composed of a large

slab, sculptured or cut in openwork, serving

for a base, and bearing on its lower tier a

shelf, which is either rounded or pierced

along its outer rim and supported by a sort

of ornamental bracket, which is often cut in

open designs. The most elegant arabesques,

bouquets of flowers issuing from vases, plaited

or interlaced trellises are met with in these

sculptures, often surmounted by the crescent

and star, emblems of Islamism. Many retain

the original colour of the wood, others are

entirely gilded ; finally some are to be found in

which gilding and colours are combined ; the

flowers are red or white, the foliage green,

and the arabesques serving as a framework

or panelling are gilded. M. Sechan, who had

travelled all over the East, had collected a

great number of these small articles of furni

ture, and the sale of his collection afforded

connoisseurs the opportunity of procuring this

kind of sculpture.

What the Italians call tarsia, marquetry-

work, should be, if we may accept Garzoni's

definition in his " Piazza Universale," the same

thing as the work designated by Pliny under

the name of cerostrotum ; according to his

etymology, therefore, this word indicates a

combination of wood with inlaid pieces of

horn, and more especially designates the species

which is called " pique" ' when it comes from

the East, and " certosino " when it is of Italian

origin. The intarsiatori or marquetry-workers

made their appearance in Italy from the

thirteenth century. In the fifteenth, Giuliano

da Maiano, aided by Giusto and Minore,

Benedetto da Maiano, his brother, with his

pupil Domenico di Marietto, struck out a new

path by employing various or tinted woods.

Baccio Pellini, David de Pistoja, Guido del

Servellino, Geri dArezzo, Girolamo della

Cecca, made themselves famous after these,

and in the sixteenth century Barto-

lommeo di Pola, Fra Gahriello and Fra

Giovanni di Verona, Fra Raffaello di Brescia

Fra Sebastiano di Rovigo, Fra Damiano di

Bergamo, in 1551, are the most celebrated

" intarsiatori." It is doubtless to these

numerous brethren, that is to say, to artists

formed in religious communities, that this

style owes its name of " lavoro alia certosa''

(Carthusian work), or by abbreviation, " cer

tosino," the word work being understood. la

their eagerness to carry the wood marquetrv-

work beyond its rational limits, artists sought

to make it represent scenes and landscapes

as many of their celebrated churches testify ■

a senseless attempt which could end in

nothing durable, and which was neverthe

less renewed in France in the two last

centuries.

The real certosino which we have to discuss

at this moment originated in Venice, and was

an Oriental imitation ; from the thirteenth cen

tury to the end of the fourteenth, the incrusta

tions were in black and white wood, sometimes

heightened with ivory ; it was not until later

that the number of coloured woods was in

creased, and that ivory was used -with its

natural tint, or stained green ; sometimes small

metallic plaques were added to the work.

These primitive labours are almost always of

small dimensions, consisting of boxes and

jewel-caskets of rather a hasty make. When

the inlaid work is applied to furniture, it is at

first with a certain reserve ; a chest belonging

to M. Henri Cernuschi is simply ornamented

with fillets round its circumference, and on

each side by a circle formed of small bone

lozenges, incrusted in the brown wood. This

chest dates from the fifteenth century. Later on

come the cassoni, the cabinets, the folding-

tables, the .-cats shaped in the form of an X, and

even elegantly-carved high-backed chairs in

which coloured woods combined with ivoryform

geometrical designs of great richness; often

in circular medallions or in the middle of

panels a vase appears, whence issue flowered

stems, which rise upwards, spreading out like

a bouquet of fireworks. Nothing can be

more elegant than this style of furniture, the

only defect of which is its uniformity; for

notwithstanding some small flowers and rare

floriated scrolls, what chiefly predominates in

the decoration is a repetition of starry circles,

lozenges, and other regular geometric figures.

The hotels of M. de Rothschild are abundantly

furnished with all works " alia certosa,'

which may be cited amongst the most beauti

ful of the kind. Nearly all the furniture in

piqud, "alia certosa," comes from Italy ; but

some may be met with, amongst the most

striking, which have been manufactured in

Portugal ; they are generally to be recognised

by the plentiful appliances of pierced copper

which ornnment them. The cabinets have

complicated corners and keyholes, which the

gilding renders peculiarly brilliant.

It was from the East that the inlaid work

called pique became introduced among us ; it

is to be found of very ancient date, and it has

remained in favour up to the present day, in

graceful little works which are in everyone I

hands. These microscopic wonders are teo

well known for us to pause and describe them :

we will only observe that in the modern work

the method is often reversed from that of the

ancient ; ivory forms the ground ; coloured

woods, metals, and mother-of-pearl the de

signs. Many modern piques have sandal and

i cedar wood for their grounds. Persia and

India are the birthplaces of this style of mo

saic work. From Persia came the caskets that

were first imitated at Venice ; many of

the arms manufactured there are en

tirely covered with this patient labour,

which is also seen on looking - glasses,

inkstands, and numberless other small articles ;

occasionally pique" accompanies the varnished

paintings, a species of lac-varnish peculiar to

Persia. The works of India are very similar

to those of Persia, and not less delicate ; one

style, which is evidently contemporaneous

with the intercourse between India and Por

tugal, is seen in large cabinets, frequently

supported by ivory caryatides of extraordi

nary size and barbarous appearance, terminat

ing in acanthus leaves. The ornamental
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designs of the incrustations are very simple ;

the details with which they are loaded form

their sole richness; thus intersected circles

forming a network are frequent, and consti

tute the general mass of the decoration.

The colour of the ground is a warm tint of a

bright yellow ochre, owing doubtless to a soft

and extremely resinous wood, resembling

sandal ; this colour can be compared to

nothing better than cinnamon ; ivory and

ebony strongly relieve each other, and the

whole is bright and pleasing to the eye.

As a transition between pique, properly so

called, and marquetry, some Arabian and

Turkish works follow, of charming effect, and

which Mussulmen introduced into all the

countries subdued by them ; they are that sort

of mosaic-work in wood, ivory, mother-of-

pearl, and shell, which form the elegant fur

niture of those countries without furniture.

Nothing can be prettier than these boxes, some

opening from the top like our own chests,

others provided with a large drawer, used to

contain the rich dresses and ornaments ; some

of them are surrounded on three of their

sides with an openwork gallery imitating the

shape of a throne or " maenad ; others again

have their top of a convex shape. We are

familiar with the small polygonal tables, of

the height of a stool, the outer rim of which

is carved in horse-shoe arches ; nothing can be

more varied than their decoration, in which,

amidst flowered foliage and festooned or sub

divided indentations, are seen emblematic

figures such as interlaced triangles, or Solo-

men's seal, the pentagon, the stars and crescent.

We also find kaou-klouk or turban-bearers,

species of carved and inlaid shelves, which

are suspended to the wall, and sometimes

exhibit in the midst of their rich ornamen

tation a small mirror, enabling the be

liever, on taking back his head-dress, to

arrange it with all due order and gravity. We

also frequently meet with sliding mirrors en

closed by ornamented folding shutters, and

surmounted by a sort of heading carved in an

open pattern, and again with hand-mirrors in

the shape of a palm, the backs of which are

covered with richly-worked palmettes and

bouquets of the most charming design. The

rarest piece we ever met with was a portable

chapel, enclosed in a magnificent frame. The

centre was in the form of a portico supported

by two columns, a real " mihrab," and singu

larly ornamented, in front of which projected

a half-circle shelf surrounded by a balustrade,

and doubtless intended to contain the symbolic

lamp. This piece, from the distribution of its

ornamental masses, and the taste of its details,

certainly characterised one of the finest

periods of Mussulman art. We shall not

pause to speak of the desks and other minor

articles which are easily met with ; we will

content ourselves with remarking the brilliant

tone which Oriental incrustation throws

amongst an elegant set of furniture where

carved woods with their severe style and form

predominate.

THE DECORATION OF PUBLIC

BUILDINGS.

AT one of the meetings of the Art Depart

ment of the Social Science Congress at

Manchester, a paper on this subject, prepared

by Mr. G. F. Watts, K.A., was read in his

absence. Mr. Watts said that the interest

taken in art by Manchester was among the

most encouraging signs of the times. It was

not much that art should be the fashion with

those who were at a loss how to get rid of

time, but a strong desiTe for its presence in

cities devoted to manufacture, like Manchester

and Liverpool, proved in them a real sense of

its value—a value greater to an overworked

nation than to any other, as no thoughtful

mind could doubt. To provide interest and

pleasure for a weary and disquieted population

(interest and pleasure that could only tend to

develop the finer qualities) was one of the

wisest uses to which our energies could be

applied, and had become a duty to all who had

any patriotic feeling. To propose art as a

panacea for all such evils as intemperance and j

the like would be absurd, but art and music,

setting aside their value as supplying the places

of amusement which our age had outgrown,

were at least healthful influences and necessary

portions of that general education in which

alone there was hope. Public buildings might

be turned into great picture-books, leading to

considerable cultivation, in addition to afford

ing a permanent source of pleasure. Nor

would our gain end there. Art itself had need

of the opportunities that would be so afforded

for its best development. The truest and most

natural expression of painting and sculpture

was called forth in their alliance with archi

tecture, each being really imperfect in itself,

and each requiring the aid of the other to

render the harmony perfect.

Having put in a plea for art in connection

with church decoration—remarking that in

church decoration the artist found the greatest

and noblest opportunities—Mr. Watts observed

that the growing conviction that it was of all

things important to provide amusement and

interest for the overstrained population at

large had given rise to a strong opinion that

music and art must come more and more into

everyday life; not as trifles to be taken up

when there was nothing else to dc, but as

occupations as necessary to our well-being as

eating, drinking, sleeping, and working—essen

tial parts, in fact, of our social existence.

Music of the very best kind was really widely

known and cared for, and to give a similar

advantage to art wider and more popular

opportunities of instructing and improving the

decoration of public buildings were necessary.

The best national school of decorative art

could only be created by means of the decora

tion of national buildings. This was impor

tant at the present moment for the sake of the

progress of art ; important also as a valuable

source of instructive amusement to a hard

working population ; and further, important

as regarded the future of any town, by giving

it dignity in the eyes of strangers and fo

reigners, and life even after its manufactories

might be silent and dead. Nor should art pre

sent herself to Manchester merely as one of

the " graces." When a certain natural sense

of art died out, no handiwork would be done

with pleasure, and therefore nothing would

be really well done. The progress of invention

was bringing mechanical aid more and more

into use, and usurping more and more the

5lace of the skilled workman's eye and hand,

'he inevitable must be accepted, and we must

submit to the dynasty of machinery, although

the fact remained that, wherever its rule ex

tended, coldness and death replaced pulsation

and life. We might in any case direct our

efforts so as to maintain the life of art in work

as long as possible. From the most material

point of view, if we depended upon machinery

alone, we could not hope to maintain pre

eminence in workmanship, and earnest atten

tion to what belonged to the human and

artistic qualities of any work, and the careful

cultivation of all such, became a matter of

Peculiar importance in a manufacturing city,

'o nurture and develop national art and. song,

not as a luxury, but as a necessity to the

people, should be the earnest task of all

who had leisure and means. Yet, without

the habitual presence of art in the decoration

of public buildings, it could only be a luxury

unknown in everyday life, and valueless to the

history of the nation. It might also be said

that, by reason of the absence of art from its

natural and most important place, viz., the

walls of our public buildings, many fine histori

cal subjects that needed large space and large

treatment had never been delineated at all,

and some of the greatest qualities of our na

tional character, such as solidity, manliness,

sense of right and duty, courage in danger,

perseverance under difficulties, &c, had been

chronicled in literature, but were left untold

to us in the language of art. He would name

such subjects, for instance, as the abolition of

slavery, the wreck of the Birkenhead, and

many others equally worthy of the record of

the pencil as of the pen. A small portion of

the money spent upon the doubtful improve

ment of the breed of Fnglish horses, and of

the energy expended in party violence, were j

hey bestowed on earnest endeavours to en

courage what was good, would go further

than any political effort to ensure a lasting

national benefit.

It was, however, easier to lament than to

avert, to pull down than to construct. He

might, perhaps, therefore, be permitted to sug

gest an experiment that need not be costly.

What he would suggest would be the building

of a music-room, large, yet perfectly simple in

structure, to be decorated with simple designs

wholly carried out and completed, fitted and

ornamented, by students and workmen. They

should proceed, of course, under direction and

supervision, encouragement being especially

given to workmen for the elaboration of all

the structural parts, no matter how long a time

they might take in completion. This 100m

should be devoted (even, perhaps, before the

final perfecting of its decoration) to the per

formance of the music most essentially peculiar

to England, music but too little valued in

these days, part-songs, glees, madrigals, &c.

The walls of the room should be painted by

students with copies of the best and simplest

examples known to us; or better still, they

might enlarge and reproduce some of the

really admirable designs that appeared in the

illustrated papers. Were these to prove fail

ures, no matter ; the walls could be used over

and over again, as slates were at school.

Perhaps, so encouraged, and with such an

exercise-ground for his faculties, the human

soul that now toiled at his dull work amid

smoke and grime might develop extraordinary

qualities, bringing to bear upon his new interest

a more hearty exertion than was common to

those who lived in ease and luxury, and, per

chance, producing mognificent though some

what stern and rugged results, from which a

great national school might spring hereafter.

A national art in a large sense was necessary

to our future position in history, and it was

probable that with due encouragement such

an art, fraught with great vigour and character,

might yet arise.

Mr. Aitchison was of opinion that the

decoration of public buildings might be more

extensively indulged in, such towns as Man

chester and Liverpool being in a position

easily to devote a small portion of the enor

mous wealth contained in them to that pur

pose. The difficulty to be contended with

was the climate of England, and the smoke

and dust of large towns. He hoped to see

many public buildings decorated with highly

interesting historic or local subjects in mosaic—

the material which he considered most suitable.

Professor Walker considered that if in

elementary schools some little indication of

right principles was implanted by means of

even a few lessons or lectures, there would be

implanted in the national mind a germ which

would ultimately bring forth good fruit.

Mr. H. II. Statham remarked that attention

to art in our primary schools would in the next

generation producegood results. He advocated

the selection by decorative artists ofsubjects of

living interest in preference to abstractions.

Mr. Alderman Thompson explained the

principles which guided the City Council in

the matter of decorating the Town Hall.

Their object was to enlist the sympathies of

the people as much as possible in municipal

work, and make them proud of their native

city and the district.

Mr. T. C. Horsfall suggested that art

students and workmen might find opportunities

for developing their talent by decorating the

walla of working men's clubs and concert-

rooms in the manner referred to by Mr.

Watts. With reference to a remark of the

preceding speaker, he expressed the view that

people should rather be desirous of improving

the life of their city than of feeling proud of

it. Seeing that when a picture was placed in

a public building the custodians thereof vir

tually held it up to public admiration, it

followed that subjects which could be repre

sented in beautiful colour and in the imitation

of beautiful form were most deserving of

public regard.

The discussion was continued by the Hon.

Dudley Fortescue, Mr. Rowley, and Mr.

Crozier.
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INDIAN CARPETS.

S " ME hostile criticism having been pro

voked in India by the remarks made by

Dr. Birdwooi as to the carpets manufactured
in Indian r[r wis, it may be worth while to

reproduce his observations. He holds that the

inspiration of Indian art has not descended on

the gaols, and, when this is once found out, as

it is at last being found out in England, the

manufacture of Indian carpets in the Govern

ment gaols will cease. The results of the

suicidal competition of the Government with

the caste weavers will, he says, have been to

check in some degree the pile carpet manu

facture in England, and in all the districts

affected by it to degrade the Indian manu

facture, and at last extinguish it altogether.

The examples exhibited in 1851, which gained

the reputation for Indian carpets, were ad

mired for their originality, the great beauty of

their designs, the harmony of their colouring,

and their special fitness for the houses of the

cultivated, the wealthy, and the great. These

qualities require many elements for their pro

duction quite inconsistent with cheapness, and

a quick, hasty, promiscuous demand. To

stimulate such a trade requires a complete

knowledge of the conditions of the carpet

manufacture in India, and experienced skilful

direction.

But what did the Indian Government do P

They handed this great historical craft, this

glorious art, over to the Thugs in their gaols,

and the Thugs strangled it. That they were

felons and gaol-birds was their supreme quali

fication for making carpets, to the ruin of the

honest caste weavers in whose families the

manufacture had been cultivated and perfected

by practice through a hundred generations of

the lives of men. And these Thugs again

work under the direction of young military or

medical officers, who, except by mere acci

dent, are utterly incapable of judging of the

various art considerations involved in the

peculiar manufacture of Oriental carpets. The

whole question has indeed been considered

hitherto by the Indian Government solely with

a view to balancing its budgets. The place

of the great rajahs of the bad old times (but

good for art), who encouraged the weavers to

moke carpets for their own use and luxury,

has been usurped by a superintendent of gaols,

careful only to make two ends meet, leaving

the future to take care of itself. The most sale

able article is produced, and at the cheapest

rate, and for the first person who comes for it ;

and the petty jealousies of the English wholesale

importers are adroitly turned to account by the

gaol superintendents to stimulate the demand

for what are now no longer called carpets, but

characteristically gaol " goods." The whole

problem, with these energetic superintendents,

resolves itself into the thoroughly commercial

question of how to make a certain number of

running feet of carpeting per annum at so

many rupees per square yard. The effect of

the system is seen in these Lahore (gaol)

carpets. The wool of which they are made is

good. The dyes with which they are coloured

are hideous, and the arrangement of the

colours harsh and inharmonious. The patterns

have no local character, being crude tran

scripts from Persian copies, though not copied

in Persian dyes, but in local ones, composed,

I could believe, out of the gaol medical stores.

It is this practice of transplanting a pattern

from a district in which it is indigenous to

another of perfectly differing natural condi

tions, and historical and art traditions,

which, more than anything else, has led

to the degradation and decline of the

Indian carpet manufactures in all the dis

tricts affected by the pernicious example of

the gaols. The material used at Lahore is of

a nature to lend itself to the large bold pat

terns natural to the Punjab, Beluchistan, and

Scinde, and the North-West Provinces of

India generally. But when the gaols under

took to make Thug carpets, Persian patterns

were in the market, and without taking

thought for the morrow the competitive gaol

superintendents rushed into the anomaly of

working in coarse materials minute patterns

which require fine soft wool, and delicate

stitches, to develop their right effect. The

gaol superintendents also, resolved at all

hazards to undersell the caste weavers, have

imported the use in their carpets of the

Magenta series of dyes, which have proved

the ruin of every art manufacture into which

they have been introduced. The end of all

these errors, political, economical, and artistic,

is sufficiently foreshadowed in the fate which

has befallen the Cashmere shawl trade under

French patronage ; unless, indeed, the Govern

ment of India quickly awakens to the know

ledge that an industrial art it has taken

centuries to mature cannot possibly be dealt

with in the same way as the door-mat manu

factory of Wakefield Gaol. People do not

want door-mats from India, but art carpets.

The wool of modern Srinagar carpets is

good, and the texture of the carpets themselves

is not bad, but it is hardly possible that they

can ever again be made to satisfy a critical

taste. The colours introduced are not suited

for the floor of a room, particularly the green,

even if they were harmoniously blended. The

floor of a furnished room, in which the great

desideratum is to see the furniture distinctly,

can scarcely be too grave in tone, and it is

evident that the Cashmere dyes ore fitted only

for shawls, and portieres, and tapestries for

walls, where it is a pleasure to the eye to be

attracted by lively colouring.

The Scinde carpets are the cheapest,

coarsest, and least durable of all the Indian

varieties. Formerly they were fine in design

and colouring, but of late years they have

greatly deteriorated. The cheap rugs, which

sell for about Os. each, are made with the pile

(if not altogether) of cowhair, woven upon a

common cotton foundation, with a rough

hempen shoot. The patterns are bold and

suited to the material, and the dyes good and

harmonious.

The Beluchistan carpets and rugs are made

of goatshair, and have a singularly beautiful

and lustrous effect, finer even that that of the

Indian silk carpets, and more subdued in tone,

although the dyes used in Beluchistan are

richer. The patterns are usually of the

fantastic geometrical character found in

Turcoman rugs, from which the patterns of

the early "Brussels carpets" were derived.

They are laid on either a deep indigo or deep

madder red ground, and traced out in orange

brown and ivory white, intermixed with red,

when the ground is blue, and with blue, when

the ground is red. The ends terminate iu a

web-like prolongation of the warp and woof

beyond the pile ; and when striped or diapered

in pattern form a most picturesque fringe.

The famous Jubbulpore carpets have de

teriorated in quality and art in the most extra

ordinary manner since the establishment of

the School of Industry at that station, the

influence of which has been equally prejudicial

with that of the gaols. The foundation, as

now scamped, is quite insufficient to carry the

heavy pile which is a feature of this make ;

and is, moreover, so short in the staple as to

be incapable of bearing the tension even of the

process of manufacture. Jubbulpore carpets

often reach this country which will not bear

sweeping, or even unpacking. I have known

two which were shaken to pieces in the at

tempt to shake the dust out of them when

first unpacked. The designs once had some

local character, but have lost it during the

last four or five years.

Benares gaol carpets have a texture very

much like those of Jubbulpore and are equally

untrustworthy. In fact the most durable gaol

carpets are those of Lahore, and it is this

which adds to the aggravation of their hideous-

ness.

In Mirzapore carpets we again find the

evidence of the indiscriminate cheapening

effects of the gaol system. In the Paris

Exhibition of 1807 Mirzapore carpets were

still shown of fine texture, and good colouring,

and serviceable wear; the designs too were

suited to the coarse wool used in that district.

But, in the carpets now sold, the materials are

not so well chosen, the texture is coarser, and

the colours are crude ; and it is within proof

to state that a Mirzapore carpet as now made

and sold in Europe at about 18s. the square

yard, is one of the least economical carp?t<

which people of moderate means could lav

down on their floors. The staple is so short

and the texture so loose, that it will not bear

the wear and tear of a middle-class English

household ; and common sense is of course the

backbone of good taste in furnishing. Three

years will wear out any Mirzapore carpet now

made. Those made ten years ago will still I*

in use twenty years hence, and full of dignitv

to the end. But as they cost twice the moner

there's the rub, fatal to the once great manu

facture of this district.

Hyderabad carpets have also felt the influ

ence of the gaols. In the Exhibition of 1<<51

the very finest rugs exhibited were from

Warangal, about eighty miles east of Hyde

rabad. The peculiarity of these ruge, of

which one remains in the India Museum, was

the exceedingly fine count of the stitches,

about 12,000 to the square foot. They were

also perfectly harmonious in colouring, and

the only examples in which silk was ever used

in carpets with, a perfectly satisfactory effect.

The brilliancy of the colours was kept in

subjection by their judicious distribution

and the extreme closeness of the weaving,

which is always necessary when the tex

ture is of silk. All this involves, naturally,

great comparative expense, not less than £10

per square yard ; and it is not surprising,

therefore, that in the competition with the

Thug carpets of the gaols, the stately fabrics

of Warangal, the ancient capital of the

Andhra dynasty of the Deccan, and of the

later Rajas of Telingana, have died out, past

every effort to revive them. Surely the

Government which has spent so much money

in introducing South Kensington Schools of

Art into India, might make an annua! grant

for the purchase of the masterpieces of Indian

local manufacturers, which they should pre

sent to any native prince or gentleman to

whom they wished to show great honour.

A few thousand pounds spent in this way

every year would have a most beneficial

effect in sustaining many local traditional

arts in India now nearly dying out, even of

the very recollections of men.

The Mysore gaol carpets are like unto the

gaol carpets of Benares and Jubbulpore. The

gaol carpets of Bangalore are coarse and

clumsy in the extreme, and in colouring only

less execrable than those of Lahore.

The carpets of Masulipatam were formerly

amongst the finest produced in India, but of

late years they have also been corrupted by the

European, chiefly English, demand for them.

The English importers insisted on supplying

the weavers with cheaper materials, and we

now find that these carpets are invariably

backed with English twine. The spell of the

tradition thus broken, one innovation after

another was introduced into the manufacture.

The designs which of old were full of beauti

ful detail, and more varied than now in ranie

of scheme and colouring, were surrounded by

a delicate outline suggested as to tint by a

harmonising contrast with the colours with

which it was in contact. But the necessity for

cheap and speedily-executed carpets for the

English market has led to the abandonment of

this essential detail in all Indian textile orna

mentation. Crude, inharmonious masses of

unmeaning form now mark the spots where

formerly varied, interesting, and beautiful

designs blossomed as delicately as the first

flowers of spring; and these once glorious

carpets of Masulipatam have sunk to a

mockery and travesty of their former selves.

The carpets of Malabar would seem to be

the only pile-woollen carpets made in India,

of pure Hindu design, and free at present tnm

European as from Saracenic influences. They

are made of a coarse kind of wool peculiar to

the locality, and are distinguished by their

large grandly-coloured patterns. The texture

of the wool is exactly suited to the designs

used, which are gray in tone, colossal in

design, and wonderfully balanced in harmo

nious arrangement. No other manufacture

of carpets known could hold a design toge

ther, with such a scheme of colouring, and a

scale of design. The simplicity and felicity

shown in putting the right amount of colour,
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find exact force of pattern, suited to the posi

tion given them, are wonderful, and quite

unapproachable in any European designs of

any time or country. They satisfy the feeling

for breadth and space in furnishing, as if made

for the palaces of kings.

These are not the only fine carpets still

made in India. Carpets of uncontaminated

native designs and integrity of quality are still

made by the caste 'weavers of India, but of

varieties not yet recognised by huckstering

European dealers, and obtained from villages

far away from English stations and railway

lines. Two carpets, from a little known

district in the Madras Presidency, exhibited at

the Paris Exhibition were equal to anything

ever produced in the Deccan. The colours

are, perhaps, a little more brilliant than was

observable in the memorable examples from

the same district shown in the Exhibition of

1851, now in the India Museum (which pos

sesses also the most superb Afghanistan and

Kirman carpets) ; but this brilliance is really

due rather to want of age, for the details have,

in a high degree, all the varied play of colour

and charm of pattern of the older carpets, and

time only is required to mellow them to per

fection.

poverished conception of the duties which it ' control. Not that Parliament does not enjoy

had undertaken to discharge. Practically < the right to inquire into their proceedings, but

enjoying the prestige and position of a [ that there is no one in Parliament who is really

ART ADMINISTRATION IN ENGLAND.

THIS formed the subject of a paper read

before the Art Department of the Social

Science Congress by Mr. J. Comyns Carr. He

remarked at the outset that society in all the

principal European countries had already com

mitted itself to the acceptance of some measure

of State intervention in artistic concerns, and

it therefore seemed to him to be more con

sistent with the useful objects which the

Social Science Association had in view to pro

ceed at once to discuss the farm which such

intervention should take than to attempt to

deal with those artists who believed that all

official direction or encouragement was hostile

to the progress of art, or with those politicians

who were unwilling to acknowledge that the

State could rightly assume those controlling

functions. For if we glanced for a moment at

the history of this question we should find

that we had already advanced too far to think

of retreat. During the last two centuries there

hod been a growing tendency to give public re

cognition to the interests of art, and to acknow

ledge its claims upon the attention of the State,

That this tendency should have manifested

itself less clearly in England than elsewhere

was due to causes which were not far to seek.

The need of organisation did not arise until

the powers of production had reached a cer

tain stage of development, and we must not

forget that English art in its modern form is

even now only in its youth. Owing to various

influences, social, political, and religious, the

birth of the English school was deferred until

comparatively recent date, and for a long

national institution, it has persistently refused

to place itself in frank alliance with the State.

Entrusted from the first with the control of

English art education, it has allowed itself to

be outstripped by the art schools of nearly

every capital in Europe ; and so notorious in

this respect has been the inferiority of its

system, that several of its most distinguished

members, including the accomplished Presi

dent who now so ably governs its proceedings,

have been forced to seek abroad for the tech

nical training needed to fit them for the prac

tice of their profession. By its heedlessness

or indifference to the wide social significance

of artistic training as an influence upon the

manners and material prosperity of the

country, it has been forced to witness with

out initiating the only comprehensive system

of art education which we now possess ; and

again, in the conduct of the annual exhibi

tion, at once the most popular and the most

profitable of its functions, it has so managed

its affairs as to virtually exclude the repre

sentation of water-colour painting, the one

branch of art which is of truly national

growth.

If I advert 'to these shortcomings at the

present time it is in no spirit of hostility

towards the institution as it now exists, and

with no wish to undervalue the efforts which

it has already made, or is about to make, to

wards a reform of its proceedings. My sole

object is to point out that the existence of the

Royal Academy has been at every epoch in its

history a powerful obstacle to the establish

ment of a national system of art administra

tion; and that from the date of its origin

down to the present time it has persistently

refused to entertain those larger responsi

bilities, which have arisen out of the growing

needs of the English school. Nor has this

attitude of jealous isolation been assumed

without ample warning both from its own

members and from independent authority. In

the early days of its existence the field was

absolutely clear, and the Academy then pos

sessed an opportunity which is never likely to

recur of placing itself at the head of every new

development of artistic ideas.

The late Mr. Dyce, who was sent abroad to

examine into the system of foreign schools,

has recorded his opinion that " If the Academy

were to do its duty there would be no occasion

for the schools at South Kensington ; " but it

is perhaps on the whole a fortunate 'circum

stance that the Academy has taken a different

conception of its duty, for to the indifference

which it displayed on this occasion we owe

the first effort of the nation in its corporate

capacity to establish a public department de

voted to the culture of art. To the initiative

of Haydon, whose persistent efforts resulted

in the Parliamentary Committee of 1836 ; to

the intelligent patronage of the late Prince11

period its efforts were confined within such j Consort, by whose counsel the South Kensing-
'' - " • J 1 ^ estate was acquired for the nation; and

narrow limits that there was no pressing need

for the application of any comprehensive

scheme of national support or control.

It was in France that we found the earliest

and most complete development of the princi

ples of art administration ; and it was there

fore to France we must turn if we would

rightly understand how the conception of a

national existence for art had gradually

assumed its modern shape and importance.

Having traced the origin of art administra

tion in France, and pointed to the circum

stances which led to the establishment of

the Royal Academy in this country in 1768, he

continued :—

The establishment of this body has un

questionably exercised a powerful influence

over the progress of English art. From the

date of its creation the previously existing

societies rapidly declined in power, and hence

forth the action or resistance of the Royal

Academy was destined to become an impor

tant factor in every effort that has been made

to develop the principles of art administra

tion. Most unfortunately, however, both for

itself and for the public, the Royal Academy

has ever been guided by a narrow and im-

last, though not least, to the energy of Sir

Henry Cole, England must ever be indebted

for the South Kensington establishment—an

establishment which has grown up" in the face

of the ridicule of a large section of the press,

and the hostile criticism of Parliament, but

which is now in many of its features an object

of envy to some of the foremost nations in

Europe.

It is important to observe that this esta

blishment at South Kensington, with its mu

seum and its schools, is at present the only

art institution in England directly connected

with the State. The Academy, as we have

seen, is a body existing under Royal patron

age, which acknowledges no kind of respon

sibility either to Parliament or to the public.

The British Museum, the National Gallery,

and the National Portrait Gallery own a some

what nearer relationship to the central au

thority. They avoidedly exist for the benefit

of the public, and they are supported by funds

drawn from the public purse ; but it never

theless remains an indisputable fact that the

conduct of these institutions is not immediately

susceptible of Parliamentary criticism and

competent to answer on their behalf. They

are governed directly by a system of trustees,

some of whom are hereditary, others elective,

and others again exercising their functions in

virtue of an official position. It is by means

of this fiction of ex-officio trusteeship that

these several institutions are supposed to be

connected with the Government. Other de

partments of State have their accredited repre

sentatives both in the Cabinet and in the

Councils of the nation ; but in the case of art

the system of representation is merely paren

thetical. By some strange irony of fate, the

cause of education shares with the cattle

plague the attention of the Privy Council, ond,

as a branch of education, the Schools of Design

and the South Kensington Museum fall under

the same authority. But if our systems of art

administration were merely anomalous it

might be quietly accepted as characteristic

of the genius of our race, and thus be allowed

to pass unchallenged. Unhappily, however,

it is in practice productive of results in the

highest degree inimical to the interests in

volved. From the fact that art has no accre

dited representative in the national councils, it

follows as an inevitable consequence that the

real arbiter of its destinies is the Treasury,

and too often the Treasury clerk. The Trea

sury is, of course, in the last resort, the most

powerful influence in determining the material

circumstances of every department of State,

but in every case save that of art the depart

ment has a representative to whom its interests

are entrusted, and who knows its necessities

and can plead its cause. Here alone the Trea

sury is left to decide for itself how much shall

be given or how much withheld without hav

ing its actions checked by any responsible

authority. And as a natural consequence it

gives only what it cannot withhold, and gives

most liberally to those applicants who are the

most importunate.

In the interest of these institutions them

selves, and still more in the interests of the

public, the time has surely arrived when the

I cause of art can rightly claim the dignity of

direct representation in the Government. If

it is yet too soon to hope for a Minister of Art

in England, it is surely not too soon to urge

that the combined interests of art and general

education shall be organised as a department

of the State, and that its management shall

no longer be left to the clumsy machinery of

the Privy Council. And if we are to seek for

the model upon which this might be done we

have only to turn again to the example of

France, where the general directions of the

fine arts forma one of the main divisions of the

Ministry of Public Instruction. It may, per

haps, be thought that my proposal aims at the

sweeping destruction of the several systems by

which the different institutions of art in

England are now controlled. By no means.

There are merits inherent in the mode of

government by trustees, which obtains in the

cases of the National Gallery and the British

Museum, which I should be the first to ac

knowledge, and there may possibly be certain

virtues—though I confess they have not been

made clear—in the constitution of the Royal

Academy.

What I desire is, not the destruction of

these separate forms of government, but their

combination under a central authority. It is

time that theso several institutions should

he directly responsible to some minister, who

in turn should be directly responsible to Par

liament and the public; it is time also that

when every department of the State is eagerly

competing for its share of the public expendi

ture, art should no longer be unrepresented. I

am convinced that the regular and methodical

criticism of these institutions which would

follow from this centralisation of authority

would be in the highest degree favourable to

the advancement of art. It would create

what now scarcely exists in England— an

organised public opinion, capable of being

directed to the serious consideration of artistic

questions; and it would further enable tho

expression of the public requirements to be
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brought home promptly and with effect to the

responsible managers of our several insti

tutions.

Does any one suppose that if the British

Museum were subject even to the measure of

direct control exercised over South Kensing

ton that the inexhaustible treasures stowed

away in the Printroom could so long have

been kept from view ? That they have been

so concealed for years, and that even now their

existence is only known to a limited circle, is

due solely to the fact that no sufficient pres

sure has been brought to bear either upon the

trustees or upon the Government. With no

one in the Cabinet directly concerned to repre

sent the interests of art, the Government has

been constantly able to defer the necessary

arrangements for affording increased accom

modation ; and the trustees, in their turn,

have found in the inaction of the Government

a [ready excuse for keeping these treasures

out of sight. This is only one instance out of

many that might be quoted in illustration of

the defects of our present incoherent system.

A further evil, from the public point of

view, is the increased expense which

this divided authority entails. The spectacle

of one department bidding against another in

public auction-rooms has not been altogether

unknown ; and it is notorious that, in more

than one direction, South Kensington is

engaged in repeating at the national cost what

the British Museum has already achieved. It

is notorious also that experts in different de

partments are prevented by our presentsystem

from employing their knowledge to the best

advantage. South Kensington hns, perhaps,

to buy an object of art whose value could

best be appraised by an official in Blooms-

bury ; but the separation of these two systems

is at present hostile to the free interchange of

counsel and advice. These are some few of

the practical evils that a better system of art

administration might avail to remove. But it

is too much to hope that when the nation in

its corporate capacity had found a means of

making itself heard upon questions of art

something might also be done which is not

now attempted towards the encouragement

of the higher forms of design. The problem

as to whether the patronage of the State can

raise the character of our school and the con

dition of our artists is yet unsolved ; but until

some effort has been made towards its solu

tion, I at least shall cherish the hope and the

belief that the State here possesses a great

and noble sphere of action.

FRENCH POTTERS.

THE division of the Artisan Reports on the

International Exhibition or 1879 on

Pottery contains some interesting information

on the condition of the French artisans. Mr.

Frank Harris writes :—The only information I

was able to obtain as to the hours of work

was of Haviland & Co., St. Michel Ange.

Their artisans work ten hours per day, or sixty

hours per week, and the earnings vary between

twenty-five and forty francs per week for

skilled workmen. Those who do the highest

class of decorated work do not, however, as a

rule, work at the manufactory, but at their

own studios, where they often work for several

employers. Many of the artists whose works

are exhibited live at Fontainebleau, where there

are kilns and ovens for firing plaques of majolica,

&c. The rent of furnished apartments is high ;

the general rule is to occupy an unfurnished

room, or rooms, that average about forty

francs per month. The husband and wife

"both work, commencing at 0 a.m. They do

not partake of any food till 11a.m., when

the so-called dejeuner or breakfast is taken

at the nearest caf&. The smallness of

the rooms and the scanty furniture do not

permit of their cooking at home. After

atjeuner, at about l-'.oO, they resume work

till six, when they dine at a restaurant for a

few sous each, and spend the evenings on the

boulevards, or at some cafi or concert, and

retire to rest for the next day's labour without

any other meal. In nine cases out of ten the

man and wife both work, and as large fami

lies are an exception (three children being con

sidered quite an unusual number), it is usual

to leave the child or children in the care of

the woman of the house. This is one of the

most important points of difference between

the French and English artisan, whose family

often numbers five or six, and then the wife is

unable to undertake any other work than

that which concerns the care of her family.

The constant drain for clothes, food, and edu

cation is an important consideration when the

relative position and thriftiness of the French

artisan and the English workman are con

sidered. The climate of France does not re

quire such warm clothing. Less fuel and gas

are consumed, as the days are longer

and not so cold as ours. The cost of

living even in our own style is less in Paris

than with us. Fowls can be bought at Is. 3d.

each, eggs twenty-five for 10d., butter Is. 3d.

per lb., potatoes and fruit at not half the price

we have to pay, and milk of excellent quality

are abundant. Beef and mutton, soap and

candles, are dearer than with us. My own

conviction, therefore, is that the French

artisan is enabled to live much cheaper and

requires less stimulants than our men do. The

climate permits of his doing without fire nine

months of the year. The only clothes he

requires consist of a kind of blue blouse, linen

shirt, trousers, and straw hat. No flannels, no

tweed clothing, that are absolute necessaries

for us and our families, have to be provided.

I regret that I was unable to obtain any mate

rial information as to the aid which is ren

dered by State to manufacturers. The artists

employed at Sevres are allowed to accept com

missions from other firms, and the system of

training in art schools is different to our me

thod. The pupil is instructed till the technical

difficulties are overcome, when he is expected

to apply his knowledge by executing certain

specified drawings or paintings within a given

time. By this system the theory and practical

application are combined, better than in the

system pursued in our schools of art, where an

exact copy of some antique scroll or statue is

given to the student who desires to learn

something to assist him in his trade as china-

painter or decorator. The art studentships

are often given to those who may be proficient,

at the age of .18 or 19, in drawing, although

only novices in the technicalities of the trade

they wish to follow, and sometimes when they

have not even settled what trade that is to be.

They consequently acquire a miscellaneous

art knowledge during their years of scholar

ship which they have afterwards to find out

for themselves how to apply, and much of the

knowledge which they have acquired in the

end proves to be of no real use to them in

their particular vocation.

Mr. J. Randall gives the following account

of a visit to the Sevres factory :—Through the

influence of Sir P. Cunliffe Owen, the secre

tary of the English Commission in Paris,

permission was at once obtained, and the visit

made pleasant and instructive by means of an

intelligent .interpreter. A difficulty occurred

at the lodge with the gate-keeper and his

wife, whom we found we had disturbed over

their breakfast, and some gentlemen and ladies

who drove up in a carriage having been turned

away, we feared a similar refusal. The

official-looking letter, however, of the English

Commissioner proved a talisman of the right

sort, and we were permitted to make a tour

of the Musee till the men returned from break

fast at 12 o'clock, to which they go at 10.30.

I was not allowed to witness the whole pro

cesses when I visited the works in 1 867 ; nor,

indeed, much else besides the firing of the

ware, and some of the productions ; this time

no reservation was made. We found, as I

expected, a much more varied show of the

rare productions of these famous works in

the museum than are to be seen in the exhi

bition ; in the ateliers we met with the greatest

courtesy, and found the greatest readiness to

convey information. The artists,like most others,

are paid bythe piece, which is no difficult matter

where the design is supplied down to the

smallest detail, as we found to be the case with

regard to the enamelling and decoration.

Wages are paid monthly. A gentleman, em

ployed in working out a beautiful design upon

a large vase by the use of white and coloured

clays, said he had a desire to go to England,

but added that he required something " more

than eating, working, and sleeping," which he

understood to be the custom in England ; at

this our conductor touched his forehead, inti

mating he meant something intellectual He

said that one of his artist friends engaged in

this style of decoration at Sevres in 1867,

whose name he mentioned, had gone to Eng

land, and was engaged under a well-known

firm, but was now quite tired of being away

from Paris, and was desirous of returning.

The room in which this artist worked had

drawings, oil paintings, and other tilings on

the walls, and its tables were supplied with

stuffed birds, shells, and various natural

objects which could supply hints for de

signing the decorations required. In this,

and in similar respects, a Sevres artist

has advantages over an ordinary English

workman ; he has, too, the Mvtit Ceramique,

so admirably arranged and classified for the

benefit of amateurs, to go to for the refreshment

of his mind and the enlargement of his ideas.

Returning from the ateliers to complete our

tour of the museum, I looked anxiously for

specimens of the styles of form and ornamen

tation of the Pompadour, Louis XV., and

Louis XVI. periods ; our conductor told us

that what we saw was all that was left, but

I have seen more satisfactory specimens of

these in private collections in England. Ad

mirers of Sevres porcelain painting must have

observed a clearness and brightness of colour

not always obtained in English productions.

This is in a great measure due to scrupulous

cleanliness and freedom from the dust and

sulphur, so fatal to colours, which we in Eng

land have to deal with. The French use

wood for the furnaces, and when we told

the fireman that we in England used coal he

lifted up his eyes and hands in utter amaze

ment, saying coal had been tried, but it turned

everything black.

INSECT POWDERS.

EXPERIMENTS have recently been made

by Mr. W. Saunders as to the relative

efficacy of different kinds of insect powders.

Writing to a Canadian paper he says that the

powder prepared from the flowers of P.

carneum and P. roseum are known as Persian

insect powder, but that prepared from P. cine

rarias folium, or Dalmatian powder, is more

powerful than the older-known varieties. This

fact is accounted for by the statement that the

single flowers have more active properties than

the double ones, which are found in much

larger proportion in P. roseum than in the

other species. The powder is prepared from

half-open flowers, gathered in dry weather and

dried in the shade, under cover. They are then

ground into powder.

House flies (says Mr. Saunders) are very

sensitive to the effects of these powders. A

few puffs of the dust from an insect gun, blown

into the air of a room with the doors closed,

the discharges directed towards those parts

where flies are congregated, will stupefy and

kill them within a very short time. The

powder is somewhat pungent, and to breathe

an atmosphere charged with it will fre

quently cause a slight sneering, but beyond

this the operator need not anticipate any an

noyance. Frequently during the past summer,

when flies have been troublesome, we have

pretty thoroughly charged the air in our

dining-room and kitchen at night, closing the

doors, and in the morning found all, or nearly

all, the flies lying dead on the floors. A few

minutes after its use they begin to drop on

their backs, and after a very short time die ; if

a room be closed for half-an-hour after using

the powder, few, if any, will escape. By some

this energetic action has been attributed to

the presence of a volatile oil in the flowers, by

other and later investigators to a peculiar

crystalline principle believed to be an alka

loid ; but this point does not as yet seem to be

fully settled.

More recently we have been experimenting
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with this powder on the green Aphis which

troubles our greenhouse plants. The usual

plan of smoking with tobacco is an unpleasant

remedy, and is also very injurious to many

plants of delicate constitution ; whereas the

insect powder, used to any extent, is perfectly

harmless to plant-life. After freely charging

the air of a greenhouse with the powder,

blowing it in fine clouds of dust among the

plants, the tiny tormentors who are busily

engaged in sucking the life out of the leaves

and tender shoots soon manifest symptoms of

uneasiness, and begin to drop from the plants

to the ground, and in the course of an hour or

two the larger portion of the enemy's forces

will be found lying sprawling on the earth in

the pots, or on the shelves and floor of the

house, where, probably partly from the stupe

fying effects of the powder and partly from

their natural inability to find their way to any

jfiven point, they fail to reach the plants

again, and hence perish. By applying

the powder freely in the evening, and

giving the plants a thorough syringing

in the morning, they may, in the worst

■cases, be almost freed from Aphides by a single

application ; it is better, however, to repeat its

use the nest evening, so as to make sure work.

The powder does not appear to kill this Aphis

as it does the Hies. For the purpose of test

ing this point we placed a number of them in

an open glass cell of a microscope slide and

powdered them thoroughly, and found some of

them alive after two days of such severe ex

posure to its influence. Having recently found

a plant literally swarming with the green

Aphis, so that the sight of it was almost dis

gusting, we submitted it to the action of this

powder one afternoon, having previously

spread a large piece of white paper under the

plant, so that the effect of the powder on the

insects might be distinctly seen. Almost im

mediately they began to fall on the paper, and

in less than ten minutes a hundred or more of

them were lying on their backs or crawling

sluggishly about. In the course of half an hour

some four or five hundred had fallen upon the

paper, and when the plant was examined again

the following morning, there remained but very

few on it, and most of these were removed by

a slight syringing. We have had the powder

used in greenhouses by some of our friends,

who also report its success. This matter is

well worthy the attention of all those who

indulge in window gardening or who grow

plants in small conservatories attached to

dwellings, since if this proves an efficient and

economical substitute for tobacco smoke, it

-will save much annoyance and some loss.

Success will necessarily depend on the quality

of the materials used, but after the experi

ments we have tried, we feel confident that

with good Dalmatian powder there need be no

failure. In will be interesting to learn, as

opportunity offers, how moths and other in

sects will be affected by the use of insect

powders. If the beautiful specimens which

sometimes fly into our rooms at night can be

drugged in this way and captured without a

■struggle, we may add many a perfect specimen

to our collection which would otherwise be

more or less defaced. There is quite a field

for experiment here.

Another insect powder, recently patented by

Mr. J. C. \V. Stanley, of Westbourne-park, is

especially devised for the benefit of insects

destructive to vegetation. It consists of the

arsenite of lime produced by the combination

■of lime with arsenic, either with or without

other matters, the patentee preferring to utilise

for this purpose as the most economical form

in which it can be obtained a residual or waste

■substance from the manufacture of the ma-

jenta or other dyes in aniline dye-works. The

waste of such works contains two by-products,

one being of a red or purple colour and the

other a black or dark brown colour. The

former contains a large percentage of arsenic

in the form of arsenite of lime and a per

centage of colouring matter and other com

pounds, and the latter contains a large per

centage of oxide of iron with other compounds.

The red or purple residuum is passed by the

patentee through a " Milburn " sewage-drying

machine, or any other suitable apparatus ca

pable of drying the material by evaporation

and reducing the same to powder. The pow

der thus produced is of a highly poisonous

nature, and is of a reddish-purple colour, and

may either be left of this colour, or any other

colouring matter may be introduced to render

it more saleable ; but the patentee prefers to

use it in its normal state, as it is readily dis

tinguishable upon the plants, and any irregu

larity in the distribution is at once visible.

The purple colour of the powder also helps

to prevent the accidental use thereof for any

other purpose. The powder or composition

may be used alone, or mixed with a small

quantity of flower or starch, and may be dis

tributed upon the plants either by hand or by

mechanical means, or it may be dissolved in

water and used in the form of a solution to be

sprinkled or dispersed on the plants in any

convenient manner. The powder or compo

sition will, according to the patentee, be found

to bo most effective for the extirpation of the

" potato bug " (commonly called the " Colo

rado beetle"), the "cotton bug," the "army

worm," the " canker worm," the locust, and

other insects destructive to vegetation. It is,

however, essentially poisonous, and conse

quently has not the great recommendation of

the powder prepared from the flowers of the

I'yrethrums, which is harmless to everything

but insects.

ART-WORKMEN.

THE art-workman has a standing and a

distinction of his own ; but he will

usually have to estimate his position by rela

tion to the highly-skilled workman who is

sometimes not far behind him, rather than to

the artist who is far above. Very admirable

is the precision of hand which is attained in

numerous manufactures, from joinery up

wards—a precision which it seems marvellous

that a designer should ever be able to count

upon to reduce his ideal model to reality. Still,

we can by no means put the execution of good

work upon prescribed and unalterable lines in

the same category with work which makes

demand not only on manual dexterity in this

form, whatever its perfection, but on the

exercise of fancy, or of imagination, or of free

variation in execution. When the workman

advances beyond this limit, says the Builder,

he becomes an art-workman, he is entered as

an art-workman, but he has still a course of

earnest application and studious self-culture

before him if he is to be entitled to the appro

bation of Mr. Gladstone as having " made the

pursuit of beauty a part of his regular

apparatus of life." However, there seems

no reason why the education of work

men, up to even the very first stage

of this development, should not relieve life

speedily from somewhat of its tameness and

dulness. In the patterns of common earthen

ware, for example, we see how compositions of

much elaboration are repeated by a process of

copying by transfer, which we would willingly

exchange for a design incomparably simpler,

that a practised hand could apply direct with as

little trouble. What is it that attracts us in a

series of Japanese trays of the size of saucers,

each of which bears only a tiny bird and a

spray ? Similar as they are, we find on com

paring them that each was painted freely ; no

two lines, which correspond generally in purpose

and in position, are precisely alike ; the lines are

very few, but sufficient, because all expressive,

and the large proportion of uncovered space is

in such true relative proportion to the design,

that it conveys no suggestion of vacuity

through poverty of ideas or neglect. It may

be true that a superior hand gave the exemplar

which is thus repeated with such facile grace ;

but repetition with facile grace is charac

teristic of artistic faculty, and has inesti

mable value in appealing unobtrusively, but not

without effect, to our sympathies with nature.

Unless our schools of art are productive of

a numerous band of art-workmen, call them

what we will, who are at least equal to such

an exercise of unrestrained and unhampered

execution, there must be something very

wrong indeed in their system of instruction.

The very life of art is inventive variation

which we have seen has a certain scope even

in adaptation of a set copy ; but the process

of mere mechanical copying, of which the per

fection demands the exclusion of any personal

impress of the copyist, may be conducted,

doubtless, with much exercise of conscien

tiousness as well as skill, and so far is trust

worthy; but the full meed of praise of contri

buting to the beauty of manufacture belongs,

in the first instance—which is all but equiva

lent to saying in the last also—to the author

of the example to be copied. When the

boundary, however, is once overpassed, then,

as we have said, the career of invention is

open, and invention may find range which

seems to extend to infinity in a numberless

succession of stages—if only in the forms of

vessels of all kinds, and so onward in decora

tive compositions, from rivalry with the

willow-pattern plate to the design of Flaxman

for the shield of Achilles.

Considering what large numbers of students

are now on the rolls of the schools of art, it

will furthermore be hard, indeed, if some of

exceptional, of even highest capability, do not

declare their powers in due time—and time is

already pressing—to reward the national con

fidence by manifestation of genius of even

more than national interest; but here, as in

the case of a Flaxman, or of a Chantrey as a

more precise example, we leave the question

of beauty in manufacture, or are supposed

and ought to make it a principle to do so. It

will often be only a vanishing line that divides

the art-workman and his artistic work from

the artist proper and his work of fine art

but the line is a real line ; its termination may

be as difficult to determine as the precise limit

of the solar penumbra, but we are not on

that account to falsify terms and contest the

reality of distinction between shadow and

broad sunlight.

We must not, moreover, give way so far to

a false enthusiasm of liberality as to suppose

that the simple workman will, or indeed can,

develop into the true art-workman by simple

application, however conscientious, and by

force of will, with nothing to work upon. A

certain primary endowment—" gifts that God

gives "—to take Dogberry's words as seriously

as he intended them, but with more logical

applicability, is a primary condition, and then

must external aid, which now does not fail,

be supported by resolute energy. We laugh

at the labourer in Punch, who encourages his

countryman : " This is the country, Tim, to

earn your money ; you've only to run up and

down a ladder ; a man at the top takes the

bricks and does all the work." But there is a

truth in the jest, which comes home to reflec

tion while we laugh. The extremest muscular

toil will be accepted by multitudes as ease

itself for the sake of exemption from the most

moderate mental strain. This is "the dead

part of the stroke " which must be overcome

by the more ambitious by the accumulated

energy that is best provided by a certain ex

tension of general cultivation—the cultivation

which accustoms tho mind to a variety of

ideas, and to variation of aspect relatively to

the same ideas. Imagination, which is the

soul of art, must be ministered to by the

intellectual stores which do not accrue spon

taneously, while highly-strung moral purpose

is at once the primary condition and the pre

dominant force which must bind all energies

into unity at last. Not very much is to be

hoped for in development of the love and

pursuit of beauty, if a starting-point is to be

taken from a theory of duty in work which is

consistent with slurring present work to pro

vide work in the future—with giving fictitious

finish which will pass while withholding

solidity that will endure, and with systemati

cally starving the quantity as well as the

quality of the work that can be put into an

hour. Different, indeed, is the spirit in which

the men of professions—the men of business

even—keep themselves at the wheel, in which

the student who seeks for truth at any cost is

unceasingly urgent, vigilant, preoccupied.

The relaxation of moral fibre involves even

that of muscular, and leaves little chance,

indeed, for the enthusiasm without which it

is impossible for art to be born.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

OAEVED OAK COMMUNION-TABLE.

rpHE Altar, or Communion-table, as the

case may be, forms the most important

item of Church furniture. In earliest times

■wood was the material almost exclusively

employed in the construction of such articles ;

sometimes they •were of chest or tomb-like

form, while occasionally they assumed the

shape of ordinary tables. A modern example

of the latter kind forms the subject of our

illustration this week. The ends of the table

are divided into framed panels, and are carved in

the same way as the front shown on our Plate.

Every panel throughout represents some dif

ferent kind of leaf-form. The table, as well

as the accompanying kneeling-stools, are made

of oak. They have been manufactured by

Mr. G. H. Hovey, of Sheffield, and presented

by him to the new Wesleyan Methodist

Church at Highfield. Mr. R. Richardson (the

manager of the cabinet and upholstery de

partment of Mr. Hovey's extensive establish

ment) was the designer.

THE JACOBEAN STYLE.

THE Jacobean style of building is a par

ticularly pliant mode of arranging our

houses, but there is no necessity for making it

so extremely grotesque or capricious as many

of its votaries have done under the belief that

the essence of the style lies in its eccentricity.

The popularity of this fashion, says the

Building News, resides, no doubt, in the facility

it affords for planning domestic apartments

and the employment of brick. Its thorough

English sentiment and its costlessness, com

pared with Domestic Gothic or Italian, have

been much in its favour, and we should be

sorry to see it forced into the servico of mu

nicipal and otherwise public requirements.

The architecture of Elizabeth and James I.

was characteristically domestic and pictorial,

though occasionally affected and given to the

conceits of the age ; it was always true to the

English sentiment ; for it must be remembered

this period was notably the great house

building one, as the previous had been entirely

ecclesiastical. When we, therefore, see archi

tects taking bits from Wollaton, Aston,

Haddon, Hardwicke, and tacking them toge

ther to produce a melange ; and then applying

the same method to our town-balls, public

libraries, and museums, our national schools,

we may confidently inquire whether the same

spirit which moved the architects of the six

teenth and seventeenth centuries in the design

of those buildings is at work, or whether the

Btrange admixture and painful effort to pro

duce the quaint and eccentric do not afford

another instance of a perverted attempt to

manufacture a fashionable style rather than to

carry out from conscientious motives the

principles which actuated the builders of the

sixteenth century.

One of the distinctive apartments in the

houses of that period was the hall—a remnant

of feudalism, but now made to play an im

portant part in the architecture. Of reduced

size and of lesser significance, it became the

kernel of the plan; but we have the semblance

without the reality in many of our recent

buildings. Again, the fireplace, with its wide

arched openings and deep jambs, its settles for

guests, have been reproduced with the purest,

jf mistaken, zeal and sentiment, in villas other

wise cramped in their appointments—a sorry

conceit to hark back to a mode of living so

vastly different to our own. All these things

are pleasing enough, and we do not object to a

moderate desire to recall the picturesque ele

ments of the old English home ; all that we

ask for is that it should be done with some

show of consistency and good faith, and that

it shall not be done by piecemeal. Affecta

tion in detail is one of the most obvious faults

of the school of revivalists we are now con

sidering. Bits of the Classical orders, carved

brickwork, fragments of Gothic, "post-and-

pan," parget, and sgraffitto work, Japanese

whims, and innumerable conceits are turned to

account, and we have a kind of fidgetiness that

destroys all repose and simplicity. "Group

ing " and " massing " are terms flippantly

used, but which have come to mean almost

anything now in the guise of a jumble, in

stead of being the pleasing variations of form,

light, and shadow observed by artists of every

true school—Medievalist as well as Cinquo-

centist. Of course all ideas of geometric pro

portions, harmonic scales, and so forth are

pooh-poohed.

But the chief point we have to remark is

that along with the revival of our old English

architectural forms the curious and exagger

ated in them, rather than the spirit of modera

tion and beauty, have been uppermost. The

dull monotony of the period of the Regency

they become inelegant and incongruous. It

would lead us farther than our present object

to descant on the many vagaries conspicuous

among the leaders of architectural art and the

habitual contributors to competitions. We can

but deplore the fact that, while accepting pre-

cedent, they cast aside the ruling mothe*

which inspired elder artists ; they endeavour

to mystify and perplex, instead of refreshing

us with lines and proportions that can never

weary so long as the mental eye con appre

ciate good from bad, beautiful and pleasice

forms and combinations from restlessness ar.d

caprice. ^^^^^^^^^

A COTTAGE WARDROBE.

AS a rule the wardrobes made for small

rooms have the whole of their width

occupied for hanging dresses, the lower

part being filled with one long drawer ; trays

and other drawers are consequently out of tin

question. Although such an article of furai-
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had its redeeming character in quietness and

unostentation. There were no attempts to

frustrate the proprieties of correct Classical

composition, no desire to force upon the eye

hybrid or grotesque combinations ; every

feature was plainly significant—cold and aca

demic, perhaps, but yet becomingly respectful

to ordinary artistic sense. On the contrary,

we have now a succession of surprises, a

Testless hankering after effect, the result of

which is to bewilder the mind. Windows are

grouped in awkward fashion, the panes of

glass are placed the wrong way or made so as

to uncomfortably fit the proportions of the

openings, timber-framed gables are thrust into

every conceivable position, and oriels are in

troduced in wanton profusion or in reckless

disregard of aspect or situation.

With regard to minor features, mouldings

and carvings, the spirit of exaggeration can

scarcely go farther. Coarseness and crudeness

are prevailing vices with some of the younger

and more ardent of artists. Under the plea of

imparting energy and vigour to their works,

these gentlemen plunge into vulgarity; in

despising symmetry and academical precision,

ture is useful, it only answers the purpose of

a closet furnished with hooks. Something

more than the merits of a pegged closet is,

however, claimed for the accompanying de

sign. The width of the wardrobe is 3 ft 6 in.,

and it consists of a compartment furnished

with hooks for suspending dresses, &c, with a

long door panelled with silvered plate glass; a

smaller compartment, furnished with trsji

whereon to lay articles that will not heir

creasing. These trays are hid in their elides

by a small framed door ; there are also four

drawers. This piece of furniture is well

adapted for a girl's bedroom or for ordinary

bedrooms in small houses.

The work of manufacturing is reduced

to a minimum, so that the article may

be turned out cheap, yet substantial; no

separate cornice or base, no dovetailing car

case, no planting of doors, and no stopping of

mouldings : all is straightforward machine

work. The mouldings on the stiles and drawer

fronts (simple beads) are run straight through,

the stiles bung haunched to fit the square

shoulders of the rails. The carcase sides art

also run down to the floor and up to the top
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side of the cornice, so that the latter and the

plinth may be planted round and not made

separately; this procedure will save time and

material. The enlarged details will give a fair

idea of the style. Wholesale makers could

knock such articles as this wardrobe toge

ther at an extremely low figure, and if they

would do so, the requirements of a large class

of people would be met, namely, of those who

cannot afford a large and comparatively expen

sive article, and of others who caunot find

room for a larger one.

Corrtspoitfonft.

It it dietinctly to be borne in mind Hat we do not by ineert-
iaa leitert convey any opinionfavourable to their contents.
We open our column) to all. without leaning to any; and
tin) eupply a channel for tke publication of opinione of

all ehadee.
JTo notice whatever will be taken of anonymoue communica

tion!. The Name and Addreet of tke writer art required,

not neceetarily for publication, but ae a guarantee of

aenuineneet.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communication).

MODEKN APPRENTICESHIPS AND

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—I am obliged by your insertion of my

letter, "Technical Education," and hope it

may lead to the desired end.

Many of the men who apply to us for work

understand little but the commonest detail of

the trade. Most young men at present

(through not being apprenticed) go as boys

into a shop for a few shillings a week, where

they learn to fetch beer and swear. They are

then discharged because they are insolent to

the men who have allowed them to take such

liberties ; and next they seek employment in

other shops, forsooth, as " improvers." Some

who are the most observant and industrious

go on well, and perhaps learn something of

their trade, but very many remain nothing

but inferior workmen all their days.

That those will come forward in the dif

ferent trades who are capable of considering

at once the best means of improving the

system of apprenticeship, or of devising another

sounder method of imparting technical educa

tion to the rising generation, is the earnest

wish of,—yours faithfully,

William Pitman.

30 and 31, Newgate-street,

Oct. 14, 1870.

[Mr. Fitman is right in attributing the infe

riority of many workmen to the slipshod

manner in which apprentices are brought up

in not a few workshops. The question

broached by our correspondent is one of great

importance to the cabinet trade, and we

should like to see it more fully discussed in

our columns.—Ed. F. Q.~]

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Our Own Special Correspondents.]

The London Furniture Wood Market.

—The sales of Mahogany during the past

month have somewhat exceeded the importa

tions, and provided the market is not over

stocked prices may be expected to harden.

The cargoes of Honduras just arrived come to

a clear market, and if the logs are sound,

straight and sizeable Jbey will sell well.

There is a good demand for better-class

Tabasco logs, but those of an ordinary charac

ter do not sell so satisfactorily. All recent

arrivals of Minatitlan having been disposed

of further supplies are wanted. The stock of

St. Domingo is limited to a few fresh parcels

of Curls, the demand for which is not so

good; logs of all sizes are much wanted, if

sound and large they will sell very well, and

for finely-figured Veneerwood full prices will

be paid. The renewal of direct imports of

Cuba is upon a satisfactory scale. Messrs.

Churchill report that the recent sale went off

with good spirit ; large-sized, sound logs com-1

manded excellent competition and the prospect

or further imports is good. The arrivals

during the past month have been 1,371 logs

Honduras, 326 logs Tabasco, 150 curls St.

Domingo, and 706 logs Cuba. The sales re

ported have been 220 logs Honduras, 1/323

logs Tabasco and Mexican, 293 curls and 35

logs St. Domingo, and 407 logs Cuba. The

landed stocks 30th ultimo were 1,074 logs

Honduras, 1,666 logs Tabasco and Mexican,

848 curls and logs St. Domingo, and 603 logs

Cuba. The demand for Cedar is less active,

but Honduras and Mexican sell without diffi

culty at current quotations. For Surinam

there is no inquiry. Pencilwood is occa

sionally asked for, and a small parcel of good

quality logs, fresh, sound, and sizeable, is now

wanted. The arrivals have been 131 logs

Cuba, 118 logs Honduras, &c, 103 logs from

Manilla, and 45 planks Punta Arenas ; the

sales have been 27 logs Honduras, &c.,_and 40

logs Pencilwood ; and the landed stock is 1,240

logs Surinam, &c, and 077 logs Pencilwood.

Italian Walnutioood continues dull, the stock

is very heavy, and of 5,608 planks offered

at auction only 219 planks were sold. In

burrs, the only inquiry is for choice veneer

wood, all other descriptions are neglected

The parcel of Black Sea just arrived comes to

a clear market, and if the logs are sound, of

good sizes, dark colour and well marked, they

will sell well. American black shows but

little animation, and although some limited

sales are being effected, the heavy stocks pre

vent any advance in prices. The arrivals have

been 1,971 planks Italian, 93 burrs, 152 logs

Black Sea, and 462 logs American black. The

sales have been 219 planks Italian and 137

logs American black, and the landed stock is

21,020 planks Italian, 376 burrs, and 1,240

logs American black. Importers of Rosetcood

continue without stock, consequently quota

tions are nominal ; moderate supplies of all

descriptions are wanted. The only sale con

sists of 24 logs (18 tons) East India. The

stock is 404 planks Rio and 65 planks Bahia.

Although the stock of Tulipioood is very

limited, there is no demand. Zebratoood has

ceased to bo asked for. Satinicood ii in good

demand, and importers' stocks are limited to

the parcels just arrived ; logs of large sizes

and figury are much wanted, but all descrip

tions sell well. The arrivals have been 168

logs St. Domingo and 32 logs Porto Rico,

and the sales 13 logs Porto Rico. The

stock of Maple is exhausted, and a small

parcel of fresh, white, well-figured logs would

now command a full price. Prime Ceylon

Ebony of large sizes is in demand, but ordinary

wood is neglected. Of Mauritius only retail

sales can be effected, except at very low prices.

The stock of Bombay wood is large and re

ceives but little attention. The stock of Cocus-

toood is very light, and fresh supplies are

wanted, especially wood of large diameter,

sound, straight, and free from knots. There is

a good demand for prime city Lignumvitct,

5 in. and upwards in diameter, and a well-

selected parcel would now sell readily. Abasia

and Persian Boxwood of the best quality, free

from knots and well grown are scarce and

wanted, the stock beingvery light. The heavy

arrivals of Lancewood Spars have overstocked

the market, and prices are decidedly lower ;

shipments should be curtailed. The arrivals

have been 3,833 pieces, the sales 3,586 pieces,

and the landed stock is 4,214 pieces.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Since last week some change has come over

the aspect of trade, and things look con

siderably brighter. Stocks everywherethrough

out the country being low, at the slightest

appearance of hardening prices, buyers are

ready to place moderate orders, and such has

now been the case ; for nearly all sorts of raw

material having stiffened in value, some good

carpet and rug orders have been received, and

there is generally more doing. Everyone

seems to think that prices have reached the

lowest level, and so, to meet the requirements

of their autumn trade, manufacturers have

been buying worsted, jute, linen and cotton-

yarns pretty freely during the week. The

rug manufacturers having been obliged to

advance their prices, have found the

usual result in an increased trade. Even

now, rates are not remunerative, and are

scarcely likely to remain at present low quo

tations. Every loom that has been erected

for the supply of the Royal Axminster is fully

employed, and the demand for the qther de

scriptions of chenille carpeting shows a marked

improvement. Wools having advanced ia

price, worsted yarns are much firmer than they

were, but any demand for increased rates tends

materially to restrict business. Where the

spinner will take the quotations of a fortnight

ajro, orders are booked. Jute yarns have

risen from id. to Jd. per lb., and orders are

entered at the advance. Cotton and bump

cannot remain at their present low rates ; the

latter has gone up

of Mr. William

r lb. The creditors

:ett| woollen-spinner,

Kidderminster, have accepted a composition cf

Is. in the pound.

Wholesale London Prices Current of

Mahogany, per ft. super

FORN1TUHE Woods.

ficial. £. t. d. £. f. d.

Honduras cargo average 0 0 4 to 0 0 5.1

Mexican ,, 0 0 4 — 0 0 4}

Tabasco „ 0 0 41 — 0 0 4,

Cuba ,, 0 0 s — 0 0 S

8t. Domingo „

„ Curls

0 0 6A — 0 0 !»

0 0 10 — 0 1 «

Honduras, Mexican, lie.

0 0 4 — 0 0 *}
0 0 4  0 0 4'.

0 0 3 — 0 0 4

Walnut, Italian

0 0 n
— 0 0 2

Black Sea

(1 0 4 — 0 0 5

Canadian

0 0 5 — 0 0 7

Maple, bird's-eye

0 0 3 — 0 0 4

Satinwood, St. Domingo

0 0 4 — (1 0 7

0 0 7 — 0 1 'i

0 1 (i — II 2 ('

5 0 0 — 0 (1 !>

Rosewood, per ton

9 0 0 — 12 0 II

Rio 14 0 0 — 25 0 '1

12 0 0 _ •20
0 0

Tulipwood 15 0 0  •20
0 (I

Zebrawood, Brazil Nominal 10 0 0 — 12 II (1

Puerto Cabello „ 6 0 0 — 8 0 0

Lisrouni Vitce, City St.

6 0 0 — 9 0 (1

Ebony, Ceylon 12 (1 0 — 18 0 (I

Mauritius :> 0 0 — 10 0 !»

African Billet 7 0 0 — 10 0 0

5 II 0  
7 0

Lancewood spars, each,

6 0 0
 20 0 0

0 5 0  0 12 fi

Ordinary to fair 0 '1 0 — 0 4 0

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade. —The

improvement lately noted in the demand for

Dutch and Kidder carpets still continues. In

Heckmondwike especially trade is very brisk,

and one firm has received a heavy order that

will keep their establishment fully going for

some months to come. Dewsbury, also, begins

by slow degrees to participate in the revival.

The blanket trade continues good, and makers

are well employed on white and coloured sorts

of medium make. The heavy woollen manu

facturers report that there is a better feeling

prevailing in most of the departments, and

that some good orders have been lodged by

home buyers. There has been a slight falling-

off in the inquiry for goods for the Continent,

but this is only what is expected about this

time of the year, as the season is about

finished. The imposition of the German tariff

has seriously interfered with business in that

direction, and two large firms are sending

machinery and plant to that country with

the intention of manufacturing heavy goods

on the spot. There is a fair amount of

trade doing with French houses, but manu

facturers complain loudly that prices are very

unremunerative, and they have difficulty in

selling at a profit. The reports from the

Eastern markets are to 'the effect that stocks

have been considerably lowered of late, and

the prospects for the future are of a moro

cheerful character. The American trade is

flat, and but few inquiries have been made for

goods for shipment to Canada. There is a

little better demand for goods for Japan, but

prices show no improvement. There has been

a good number of inquiries for fabrics suitable

for the home trade, and light well-finished

goods are still in favour. There is no altera

tion to note with respect to the price or demand

for English wools, but a firmer tone prevails
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the colonial sales. English brokes and noils

are steady ; oils are unaltered ; cotton warps

are in favour of purchasers—the quotations

being about the same as those quoted at the

Manchester markets; shoddy is in steady

demand at late rates ; and mungo is unaltered

either in price or demand.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—The

curtain trade continues quiet, and no special

activity need be anticipated for the next month

or two. The langour which has of late charac

terised the silk branch of the lace trade con

tinues, and the inquiry for the raw material is

still very restricted. Silk blonde laces are

slow of sale, and there are but few Chantillys

being made. A few silk plain and streamer

nets are selling, but the amount of business

doing in them is not important. A limited

demand is experienced for cotton plain nets,

prices of which are, however, firm. Quillings

are still in request, and a pretty good inquiry

prevails for ruchings and frillings. The

demand for cotton yarns is dormant, and

quotations, nominally higher or unchanged,

have scarcely been tested. The exportation

of lace goods continues on a large scale, and

during the last month the amount was more

than double that of the same period in 1878.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—No special

feature can be noted in connection with the

hardware trade. The lamp and chandelier

branches are only moving slowly, and there is

much room for improvement in almost every

other branch. Stoves, fenders, and fire-irons ,

lire, of course, in better request, as are also

other season's goods. As regards metallic

bedsteads, next to Lady-day, the Michaelmas

■quarter is generally accounted the best for

home orders in this branch, but the close of

September has this year brought little acces

sion of business to firms who are dependent

on home requirements, excepting in one or two

special instances where high-class brass goods

are in question. The trade in cheap and

medium-quality bedsteads was probably never

worse than at the present time, owiDg to the

enormous development of productive power,

and the keen competition waged by some out

lying firms favourably located for coal, iron,

and transport. This circumstance is gradually

leading Birmingham manufacturers to culti

vate quality rather than quantity, and to de

vote themselves more to brass and brass-nnd-

iron work. It may be mentioned as a signifi

cant fact in connection with this tendency

that the firms which are best off for orders at

present are those which produce the highest

class of work. Early English styles still

prevail, and panellings in repoussi brass or

electro deposit, in tiles, and gilt wood with

hand-painted ornamentation, are in conspi

cuous request. The metal-work most in vogue

is distinguished by rectangular forms, or, where

scrolls are employed, by the use of rectangular

instead of round wire, with grooved knobs

and bosses, and in some instances double and

triple pillars. Bedsteads of this class are in

tended mostly for the home trade, though a

few fine specimens have recently been de

spatched to India and Australia. Export

orders run mostly on a cheaper class of goods:

plain japanned iron for Australia and the

Continent, and pearl-ornamented gold-pencilled

work for the Spanish South-American States.

There has been a little more doing lately with

the West Indies, Brazil, and the Cape, but the

Australian trade, except in the cheapest class

of iron bedsteads, is very dull. A few gaol

nnd workhouse contracts contribute to keep the

hands employed. For army purposes there is

very little doing at present, and the termina

tion of the Zulu War has put an end to the

demand lately experienced from Natal for

camp bedsteads, to meet the influx of Euro

peans there. From London. Liverpool, Man

chester, and other large towns, there is a

decidedly better demand within the lost few

days, chiefly for brass and brass-and-iron

goods ; but very little is done through factors

■—the orders are mostly received direct from

the retailers. The recent advance in iron is

probably responsible for some of the improve

ment, as buyers are apprehensive that prices

may be raised. There nas been no quotable

alteration of discount at present, but makers

in several instances are declining to accept

repeat orders at the exceptionally low "special

quotations " lately given for export, and the

tendency of prices is obviously upwards.

Household Linen, &c.—No change has

taken place in the state of the trade during the

week, quietness prevailing in all departments.

The production of fancy drills has been rather

heavier. Not much is being done in table

damasks, the few orders that have come to

hand having been principally for the home

markets. Broad sheetings, diapers, crumb-

cloths, and stair-covers are still in but mode

rate request, while a tolerably fair business

continues to be done in bordered huck towel

lings. Glass and other narrow cloths meet

with a moderate sale in our own markets.

Hand-made goods are anything but easy to

sell, and for a considerable time past compara

tively little has been done in them, seeing that

they are linens that sell most extensively in

the agricultural districts, for farmers in their

present state buy but sparingly. Strainers and

screw-cloths in particular are consequently

scarcely inquired for. The finishers report

their branch as quiet. There has been no

alteration as regards yarns, and but little has

been done in them of late.

The Wool Sales.—The fifth series of

Liverpool sales of East India and miscellaneous

foreign wools was held from the 23rd ult. to

the 2nd inst., when the following quantities

were :—

Catalogued and Bold.
Kast India 1S.655 Baits 11,S60 Baits.
Turkey, Egyptian, and Persian 3,625
North African 8,078
Bpaoish and Portuguese 3,786
Pern, Lima, and Chili 0,085
Eirer Plate 104
Knssian 479
Sundries 405

per lb. Cape mohair sold at th<? prices esta-

Wished at the sale on the 17th ult, when, out

of 074 bales catalogued, only 324 bales wen-

disposed of at a decline of |d. to Id. for the

better, and Id. to 2d. for the inferior qualities

as compared with the values realised on

June 24.

1,221
812

1,068
3,162

91
hi
350

Total.. 29,210 Bales 18,170 Bales.

Helmuth Schwartze & Co. report

that stimulated by an Americnn demand,

soft white blanket (Candahar) wools were

Ad. to Id. per lb., and most other East

India sorts Jd. to id. per lb. dearer than in

July, whilst best white carding (Vicaneer and

Joria) wools ruled Jd. to Id. per lb. lower.

Egyptian, Oporto inferiors and best Lima sold

well at fully July rates, Egyptians showing

even here and there an ndvance of yd. per lb.

About 580 bales Kassnpbatchi, and 170 bales

washed Mossoul found buyers at about July

prices. Peruvian were in moderate request at

jd. per lb., and inferior Lima and Chili at Jd.

per lb. decline. North African and Spanish

had mostly to be withdrawn. 04 bales super

Buenos Ayres sold at 7ii. to 8Jd. per lb. At

the low wool sales held on the 7th inst. the

following quantities were :—

Offered and Sold.
Persian 2,666 Bis.
Bussian White Fleeoe 6*1 „

,, Colours, Autamna & Lambs SOS ,,
Georgian and Syrian 270
North Afrioan I/O „
China Ca<hmere 49 H
„ Sheep's Wool 61 „
,, Camels' Hair 280 „

Russian lf „ 41
Mohair Cape 105 „

„ Van 120 „
Sundries 210 ,,

Total 4,7»9 Bis. 1,652 Bit.

For fine Persian (Bagdad) bids were generally

^d. under recent private sales, but after the

sale a few hundred bales were sold at former

prices—say, at 8d. for white, 7Jd. for black

and brown, and 7d. to 7jd. per lb. for gray.

Inferior Persian sold at rather better prices

than those obtained at the last low wool sales on

June 24, viz., 5Jd. to 6Jd. for Karadi white

and colours, and 6d. to 7d. per lb. for inferior

Bagdad. 270 bales fair short Savolski white

fleece, 1875 clip, fetched Oid. to 7{i.; 70

bales short, clean white ltostoff fleece, 1877

clip, 7d. per lb. ; nnd about 120 bales Russian

autumns, 3|d. to 6£d. per lb. for very inferior,

and O^d. to 7M. per lb. for super qualities. 62

bales wasty washed Mogndore sold at 8d. per

lb., and 64 bales China sheep's at 3Jd. for long

greasy white, and 4d. per lb. for black. Fine

China camels' hair was neglected at id. per lb.

decline, say 7\d. for fair average, whilst infe

rior sold at previous rates, say at 5£d. to G|d.

603 Bis.
355 „
120 „

79 "
* ,,
64 „
165 „
8 „
93 „

88

Jmttom Jfurnilun Cyporfs

For tlie Week ending Saturday, the Uth iast.

AoDAn—Werner, J. P. 147 yds blanket*

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £500

furniture

Aehford A Brooks, £63 ohinaware

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. 1,097 yda c»rpet»,

180 sq yds oilcloth, 320 yds oilcloth

Good, Toms A Co. 144 yds American leather,

108 yds American leather, 2,155 yds leatoer

Jepps, J. W. & Co. £40 lampware

Murray, D. A W. 1,352 sq yds flcorclott,

13,348 yds woollen blank, u

Phillips, J. A. £11 iron bedsteads

Scott, A. £97 glassware

Stanton, J. 7i c leather

Wills, G. A R. A Co. £21 paperbangiogs,

£280 fnrniture, 110 yds carpets, £ 10 piaioe,

2,800yds blankets

Aden—Jenkins. B. £14 glass manufactures

Johnson, R. A Co. 40 yds carpets

Alexandria—Tatham A Co. £162 wood msnfs

Alcoa Bat—Blaine, Macdonald A Co. £15 iron

safe

Briarer A Fitch, 800 sq yds floorcloth, £ 135

farnitnre

Cur tie, D. A Co. 34 i c leather

Durant, A. A Co. 500 yda blanketing, £17

murioal instruments, £55 piano

Freeland, J. A A. IS £21 lamp. work

Honychurch, T. A Co. £10 obina

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 805 yds blanketing,

£22 furniture, J o leather

Howe, J. C. A Co. 106 yds carpets, 430 jds

ootton blankets

Op-nshaw, TJnna A Co. 62 yds carpets

Amsterdam—G. S. N. Co 37 o leather

Stevens, Pellatt A Co. 330 lb leather

Antwerp—Atkins, C. A Co 3 o leather

Dawson Bros. £70 varnish

G. S. N. Co. £20 leather belting, £3 my.a-

factures

Leather Cloth Co. 765 yds oiloloth

Babn, G. A Co. £11 chinaware

Auckland—Clark, A. & Suns, £74 rugs, 2,075

yds woollen blankets

Mc Arthur, W. & A. £3 porcelain, 4 082 jit

blankets

Newer,mh A Co. £100 musical instruments

Pitt A Scott, £15 ohinaware

Shaw, Savill A Co. 150 lb leather

Bagdad—Gellatly, Hankey A Go. £15 piano

Barbadoes—Templeton, J. £46 furniture

Batavia—More le Blanch A Co. £12 filters

Bilbao—Horwood, T. F. £15 sewing-machines

Margetson A Co. 2,165 yds carpets, £67 rugs

McCracken, J. A B. £9 glass manufactaree,

£4 ohinaware

Bombay—Denton A Jutsum.lOO g varnish

Elmore, J. S. A Co. 56 yds billiard cluth

Fracis, M. D. 15} o leather

Jones, F. A Son, £6 fnrniture, £33 glaiaffara

Swan A Co. 60 yda carpets

Townsend A Spearing, £25 musical insurants

Warburg, B. D. & Co. 202 yds hemp matting,

£16 lamps

Boston^—Best, Ryloy A Co. 170 c leather

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 6 o leather, 448

yda carpets

Bilot, F. A Troude, 209} o leather, 1,450 yda

carpet-, 633 o leather, 812 yds carpets.

60 lb leather

Flageollet Frcrea, 92 o leather, 14 yds carpe'i

Messageriee Parisiennes, £18 ohinaware, £10.'

piano, 2,668 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. £26 clocks, 3 c piper-

hangings, 23} o leather

Other Entries, £48 carpet

Bremen—Keller, Wallis A Co. £1,200 furniture

Phillipps A Graves, 26 0 leather

Bremerhaven—Jenkinson, W. A Co. 200ydsblkti

Brussels—Bilot, F. A Troude, 37; o leather

Cogan, J. L. 1231 o leather

Monti A Seelig, 254 <" leather

Buenos Ayrks—Mylevian, J. E. A Co. flC

varnish

Negretti A Zambra, 4 e leather

BusuiuK—Diokeson A Stewart, £24mmic»l imt»
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C/AJaxtta—Allen Bros. A Co. £13 glassware,

326 lb leather

Braine, E. W. £8 wall-paper

British India 8. N. Co. 4 o leather

Davis, W. B. 2 o leather

jElmore, J. S. & Co. £22 glassware

Elliott, J. 154 yds blankets, £31 glass manfs

Escombe Bros. A Co. £30 crockery

Grindlay & Co. £46 ohinaware

Harraden, S. A Co. £7 gware, £5 msol instmts

Horaley, Palmer A Co. £8 gware, £24 fnture

Howden, A. A Go. £639 varnish

Leckie, D. £48 fntnre, £20 upholstery wares,

£18 billiard requisites, £21 billiard materls

Lewis, J. A Co. £35 glass manufactures

WcCabe A Co. £15 glassware, 341b leather

Shackteten A Co. 130 yds blanketing

Stewart, Gent & Co. £35 wool rags

Treble, J. 120 lb leather

St Mies A Son, 675 yds blankets, 3 o leather

Wheatley, G. W. & Co. £50 musioal instmnts

Calicut—Werner, J. P. 170 yds blankets

Canterbury—Arkell, Tufts & Co. 16 g varnish

Hargreaves, M. £35 paperhanging

Lewis, J. & Co. 670 yds blankets

Steutoo, J. 6 c leather

Cape of Good Hope—Baxter, B. W. A Co. £20

brushes

Griesselich, H. & Co. £40 crookery, £36

sewing-maohineB

Howe, J. C. & Co. £35 hanging paper

Kemsley A Elkington, Z\ o tanned leather

Pnzey, P. 90 yds blankets, 43 yds carpets,

26 yds linoleum, £380 furniture
■Wilson, B. A Co. £46 blankets

Cochin—Leslie, A. £6 glassware

Coi/jmbo—Colley & Co. 360 yds leather cloth

Freeland, J. & A. B. £73 iron safes

Grindlay A Co. £30 chinaware

Constantinople—Ball, W. E. £6 glassware

Baker, G. P. 370 yds carpets

Copenhagen—Bailey A Leetham, 101 c leather

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £35 iron safo

Dimeraha—Conrad, H. & Co. 2801b leather

Other Entries, 4i o leather

Bjbs A Ash, £8 manufactures, 216 sq yds

oilcloth, i o leather

Scrutton, Bons & Co. 365 yds blankets

Dunedin—Dawson Bros. £20 mngioel instrmnts

Dunkirk—Collins, W. A. 750 yds oilcloth

East London—Barsdorf, A. £40 chinaware

Budden, Fisher A Co. £314 furniture

Genoa—Barrington & Co. £10 varnish

McCracken, Fenwick A Co. 1 o leather

Ghent—Bailey A Leetham, £52 rugs, £43

matting

Franca, W. 35 t leather

Gibraltar—Collins, W. A. 300 yds leather oloth

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £247 furniture

Other Entries, 1,240 jds carpeting

Gothenburg—Harris, R. 61 o leather

Guayaquil—Hoporaft A Broadwater, £86 piano

Hambbo—Collins, W. A. 280 yds leather oloth

Elkan A Co. £200 ohinaware

General Steam Navigation Co. 2| c leather

Goldechmidt A Co. 357 lb leather

Heyden, E. van der A Co. 12| o leather

lloporaft A Broadwater, 155 yds oarpeting,

74 c leather

Kitehio, J. A Co. 8 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 5,325 eq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 5,371 sq yds

linoleum

Morin A Seelig, 24 o leather

Other Entries, £6 furniture, 74 o leather

Bosenberg, Loawe A Co. 72 o leather

Btahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 187 yds carpeting

S'.rudwick, H. 94 c leather

Warburg, R. D. A Co. 105 yds linoleum

Wain, C. 73 o leather

Hiogo—Harris, Goodwin A Co, £7 forniture,

li o leather

Norris A Joyner, 1,198 yds blankets, £130

blankets

Hono Kong—Behder A Co. 9 o leather

Walker, A. E. 4,032 yds blankets

Jamaica—Isaacs, Son A Co. 1 c leather

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeswright A Co. £7

varriih, £1,090 furniture, £17 furniture,

£483 furniture

Konigsberg—Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 283

sq yds linoleum

Kowie — Budden, Fisher A Co. £14 clocks, £21

glass !!.nnuf>.ctures, £26 iron bedBteads

Blister A Fitch, 790 sq yds floorcloth, £15

furniture

Lanzarotb—Previte A Greig, £30 piano

Liohokn — Pickford A Co. £L0 china

Madras—Anderson A Co. £35 msol insts

Colley A Co. £75 glssaware

Oikes Bros. A Co. £30 clocks

Malaga—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £59 furniture

Margetson A Co. 240 yds oarpets

Other Entries, 205 yds carpeting

Malta—MeadowB, T. A Co. 2,830 yds oarpeting

Sewell A Crowtber, £20 ohinaware

Weetcott A Lauranoe, £40 musical instmnts

Marseilles—Balohin, W. £60 chinaware

G»llatly, Hankey A Co. £100 furniture

Mauritius—Colley A Co. 432 yds leather olotb,

£13 ohinaware

Currie, D. A Co. £20 docks

Sharpe, A. | o leather

Willis, J, R. £20 musical instruments

Mossel Bay—Blaine, Maodonald A Co. £10

furniture

Currie, D. A Co. £150 furniture

Nelson—Morrison, J. A Co. £80 paperhangings,

450 yds carpets, 1,430 yds blankets, 225 sq

yds floorcloth

New York—Gray, W. A W. £25 mats, 44 yds

carpeting, 230 yds floorcloth

Odessa—Linden, A. 250 yds oarpets

Warburg, B. D. A Co. 587 yds hemp carpet,

£15 rugs

Whyte, R. A Co. £3 glassware

Oporto—Elkan A Co. 3 c leather

Ostend—Aldridge, H. 5S c leather

Bremer, M. A Co. 5 o leather

Meyer, L. J. 44 yds coker-nut matting

Otago—New Zealand Shipping Co. £52 china,

£14 brashes, £180 wall-paper

Penang—Dawson Bros. £70 upholstery

Pirqjus—R'Hisain, L. £65 carpet

Port Alfred—8earight, J. A Co. £26 furniture

Port Natal—Durant, A. A Co. £80 furniture

Green, J. 8. A Co. £137 musical instruments

Griesselich, H. A Co. £60 rugs, £15 crockery

Isaacs, L. £50 furniture

Nicholson, W. A Co. £309 pianos

Payne, G. 3,400 yds woollen blanketing

Pitt A Scott, £25 glass manufactures

Eeid A Reid, 600 yds cotton blanketing, £10

furniture

Rennie, J. T., Son A Co. £28 rugs

Thomson, J. R. A Co. £208 billiard-table, Ac.

Webster, Steel A Co. 3,160 yds woollen

bUnketing, £37 ohina

Port Phillip—Beath, Bchiess A Co. 605 yds

woollen blanketing

Boydell, F. R. £80 glassware

Cramond A Dickson, 865 yds blanketing, £80

carpet

Dodgahun, Dickinson A Co. £290 blanketB

Fairbairn, W. A Son, £17 brushes

Fox, C. T. 10i o leather

Green, F. A Co. £120 furniture

Herring, G. A H. & Co. £170 glassware

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 379 yds woollen

blanketing

Irving, T. A Co. £76 iron bedsteads

Lipsoombe, F. A Co. £35 Alters

MoArthur, W. A A. £31 matting, 984 yds

blanketing

Port Phillip (continued)—

Miohaelis, Hallenstein A Co. 2 c leather

McNaughton, Love A Co. 1,040 sq yds floor-

oloth

Paterson, Laing A Co. .£33 furniture

Purvis, T. £107 carpets

Shaw, Savill A Co. £84 musioal instruments

Yobs, J. A Co. £375 musioal instruments, £15

leather

Wesley, Cooper A Co. £t glaBsware

Rio Janeiro—Head, H. A Co. £85 wall-paper

Rotterdam—Darling Bros. 275 o leather

Robinson, Rob<rt8 A Co. 3 o leather

Saigon—Short, Short A Co. £78 leather cloth,

2^ o leather

Samarang—Mora le Blanoh A Co. £12 filters

Santander—Gilbert, W. K. £16 carpets

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £30 oarpet

Other Entries, £18 carpet

Shanghai—Short, Short A Co. 1 c leather

Sierra Leone—Barker, \V. A Co. 1J o leather

Singapore—Freeland, J. A A. B. £65 bruahwre

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £100 furniture

Johnstone, R. A Co. £25 glassware

Short, Short A Co. £10 varnish

Sourabaya—Mors le Blanoh A Co. £12 filters

Stettin—Bremer, Bennett & Co. 3i o leather

Stockholm—Phillipps A Graves, 51 c leather,

£42 mats, £30 carpet

Powell, T. J. A T. 5 c leather

Warbnrg, R. D. A Co. £53 carpet, £72 linolum

St. Petersburg—Smith, W. M. A Bona, £20

china

Sydney—Cohen, D. A Co. £11 glassware, £27

carpet, £75 looking-glasses

Fowler, D. A J. £73 carpet

Hawley, H. A A. £65 brnshware

Irving, T. A Co. £60 furniture, £ 15 china

Jepps, W. J. A Co. £25 lampware

Johnson A Allsup, 6 o leather

Moore, R. A Co. 2 135 yds flooroloth

Ortelli, J. A Co. £17 furniture, £169 mirrors

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £40 musical instruments

Spicer, J. A Sons, £80 fnrniture

Westcott A Laurence, £170 clocks

Young A Lark, 6,602 yds woollen blanketing

Tangikrs—Forwood Bros. A Co. £20 glass

manufactures

Toronto—Wingate A Johnston, £34 carpet

Trieste—Mertens A Co. £15 matting

Trinidad—Hankey, T. A Co. £100 piano

Wellington—Hargreaves, M. .£259 wall-paper

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 1,585 yds floorcloth

Shaw, Savill A Co. £95 looking-glasses

Turnbull, R. T. A Co. £133 carpet, 460 yds

oiloloth, 10b o leather, 8,280 yds woollen

blanketing, £37 rugs

Wesley, Cooper A Co £140 glassware

YokOtiama—Ahrens, H. A Co. 19,984 yds blan

keting, £298 carpet, 15,230 yds blanketing

Dickeson A Stewart, £127 furniture

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. 12 000 yds blanketing

Temple, Wilcox A Co. 8,640 yds Bailcloth

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNI WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

AKTICLE8.

Mahogany, City St. Dom., per ft. 1 in

Porto Plata and llayti

Cuba

Honduras

Mexican, Tabasco, Ac

,, Minatitlan&Tlacotalpara None

Surinam, Cispata, Ac None

Walnut, Italian A Circassian per ft. 1 in. „

Sabicu, per tt. 1 in

Satinwood, St. Domingo. ..per ft. 1 in. None

St. Lucia, per ton None

Cedar, Havana

Honduras

Mexican

,, (West Coast) None

Central American, Ac

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

liahia Nono

Honduras

Zobrawood None

Snake or Lettcrwood per ton

Lignum vilw,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto common to medium...None

Other ports None

Bahamas Nono

Cocuswood, per ton

Partridgewood, pvr ton None

(jaucewoud Spurs, each

PRICES,
27th Sept., 1879.

£. s.

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0 0 —

£. s. d.

to 0 1 4

— 0 0 10

— 0 0 10

— 006

0 0 51~ 0 53

0 0 4

0 0 5

0 0 7

0 10

9 0 0

— 0

>0 0 ih 0 0 5

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 3

12 0

6 10

15 0

6 0

3 0

3 0

7 0

3 10

4 is

0 2

0

0

0

0
is

is

6

8 10

20 0

8 0

5 0

4 15

10 0

5 0

5 5

0 15

MPOKTKD FKOM

26th Jan., 1879,
to

27th September, 187

^ Logs A

J Curls

Logs

Lgs. APks.

Planks

Pieces

>Tons

it

Pieces

28Jsn.l878,
to

278ept.,1878

2,890 3,687

983

1,891

633

1,558

2,811 5,440

1,394

18

1,175

6820

2,471 1,747

987

45

4,212

391

264

935

~ —

684 517

638

11,294 19,771
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®«te aab Contntris.

We ihatt etteem it a favour if our rtaden mil kvndly
notify to Uf, for intertion in thie column, any contract!
x hich may lie open for competition ; and alio adnee ut

'—' ■»— >— which may MM beenat to any furnishing ordere, \c,
executed by different firms.

The Guardians of the Salford Union invite

tenders for the supply of two tons of woollen

flocks. Tenders must he sent in hy the 23rd inst.

to Mr. T. H. Bagshaw, the clerk, at the offices,

Eccles New-road, Salford.

The Leeds Guardians invite tenders for the

supply of different articles of drapery, brushes,

and 224 lh. floor-clothing. Forms of tender,

which must he returned hy the 21st inst., can

be obtained of Mr. John King, the clerk, at the

Union offices, East-parade, Leeds.

We are informed that the contract for fur

nishing the Grand Hotel at Charing-cross has

been undertaken by Messrs. Maple & Co., of

Tottenham Court-road. The cost of the

furniture is estimated at £40,000.

The Hackney Board of Guardians have

accepted the tender of Mr. Burridge for con

ducting the funerals in connection with their

workhouse.

The contract for decorating the interior of

the Worcester Guildhall has been awarded to

Mr. Taylor, of Birmingham

when he became aware of the conspiracy. The

Judge said it was not a conspiracy, it was a

combination, and when the defendant found

that out he ought to have withdrawn the sale,

and not bid himself, thereby rendering the

sale a reserve one. Mr. Gane said his client

openly told the company that he was going to

hid, and when the lot was knocked down to

him, at the request of some of the people

present he put it up again. Mr. Robinson said

that at the second sale the lot was knocked

down to Mr. Thompson's clerk for £38. In

the face of the bidding of an auctioneer it was

not likely bis client was going to bid. His client

was really entitled to damages between the

last bid (£29) and the actual value of the

goods (£45), hut he only claimed for expenses.

Mr. Gane argued that the plaintiff must show

specific damages resulting from the hid of the

defendant. The Judge said if an auctioneer

offered anything for sale by auction, without

any reserve, he was not at liberty to bid.

After some further legal arguments on this

point his Honour held that the plaintiff was

entitled to compensation, and he would enter

a verdict for £2. 2s.

Dispute as to Value of Repairs.—

Swire v. Grunwold.—This action to recover

£9. 15s. 9d. for work done was heard in the

Shoreditch County Court on the 7th inst. A

sum of £5 was paid into Court. Mr. B. J.

Abbott appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr.

Jones & Willis have supplied j Ingleby for the defendant. The dispute turned

the pulpit reading-desk, lectern, &c, to Water j on the value of certain repairs to an elaborately-

Orton Church, which was opened on Tuesday j carved Chinese pagoda, about 5 ft. high, which

last.

Alterations have lately been carried out

in the Church of St. James, Nottingham, under

the direction of Mr. S. Dutton Walker, F.S.A.,

architect. Besides structural improvements a

new organ has been erected, and attention paid

to the church fittings. The communion rail

ings of polished oak, supported by handsome

wrought-brass standards, together with brass

gas standards in the chancel, are the work

manship of Messrs. Thomason, of Birmingham.

The new church of St. Mildred, Lee, Kent,

has recently been consecrated. There are four

stained-glass windows, executed by Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne ; the organ was sup

plied by Messrs. Bevington & Sons, Soho ; and

the gasfittings hy Messrs. Hard, Son, & Peard.

Messrs. Burlison & Grylles, of New

man-street, Oxford-street, inform us that they

did not, as stated in our last issue, supply the

new carved oakreredos for St. Peter's Church,

Northampton. They only painted one of the

panels, besides which they decorated the east

wall of the church.

Jepl Intelligence.

Breach of Contract at an Auction

Sale.—At the Skipton County Court on the

9th inst., Mr. J. Masker, broker, Bradford, sued

Mr. T. Thompson, auctioneer, Skipton, for ex

penses incurred under the following peculiar

circumstances. The plaintiff was represented

by Mr. W. A. Robinson, and the defendant by

Mr. Lawrence Gane. In opening the case Mr.

Robinson stated that the claim was really for a

breach of contract at an auction sale. The

defendant had advertised some machinery for

sale at Farnhill, and the placards announced it

without the least reserve. The machinery was

put up, andwhen a bid of £29 had been reached

the defendant, as auctioneer, made a further

bid of £1, and the lot was knocked down to

him. His Honour (VV. T. S. Daniel, Q.C.), on

reading the sale bill, said the sale had been a

mere sham. An auctioneer had to act between

two parties—the vendor and the public—and

he had no right to bid. Mr. Gane, for the

defendant, argued that at the sale in question

the defendant discovered that there was a

combination of men in order that the

goods might be bought cheap, and con

sequently he did—in an irregular manner

—make a further bid. He had to ad

mit that his client had done an irregular

thing, but he had done what he thought best

was produced in Court. From the statement

of Mr. Abbott, it appeared that the defendant

entrusted the pagoda to the plaintiff for repair.

The pagoda, the plaintiff was informed, had

been broken in a goods train while in transit

from Birmingham, and the railway company

were willing to defray the cost of the damage.

The article, according to the plaintiff, was a

mere heap of broken pieces when it was

given to him, and he had great difficulty in

finding a person willing to restore it. There

were thousands of pieces to be put together,

and of these 160 were broken, and had to be

entirely replaced. An expert was called, who

said the charge was exceedingly moderate,

and he considered the pagoda was worth £400

or £500. For the defence it was pleaded that

the plaintiff had greatly overcharged, that the

pagoda was quite perfect when he got it, and

that no portion of it had been renewed by

him. Defendant, in cross-examination, said

he won the pagoda in a raffle with a 5s.

ticket. He was unable to say how much he

had charged the company for the damage to

it. His Honour (Mr. J. B. Dasent) gave

judgment for the plaintiff for the whole

amount, with eosts.

A Question as to Workmanship.—At

Edmonton County Court last week the action

of Brooking v. Brown was tried. Plaintiff is

a painter and general contractor, carrying on

business at Stamford-hill, and defendant is a

master builder of 10, St. Ann's-road, Totten

ham. The claim was for £15. 12s. 3d., balanco

of account for goods supplied and work done

under agreement. Plaintiff stated that in

January last defendant was building some

seven-roomed houses in Tewkesbury-road,Tot

tenham, and witness agreed to paint, grain,

varnish, whiten, and paper five of them

throughout at £6. 10s. each. The houses

were then in carcase, and he told defendant

that he should expect them completed, as far

as bricklayers, carpenters, &c, were con

cerned, and the rubbish cleared out, before

he commenced. Defendant, however, urged

him to begin in March, although the doors

were not all in, the mantelshelves and stoves

were not fixed, and the plastering was in

complete. Plaintiff represented that the work

would be spoiled by dust, damp, and

dirt, and that it could not be properly

done ; but defendant said he might go on,

alleging that he was "hard up," and that

the surveyor would not advance any more

money till the work was finished. Although

the water was running down the walls when

the paper was to be put up, defendant

insisted on having it done. Under the cir-

' cumstances it was impossible to make & clean

job of it, but plaintiff did all in his power.

No complaint was made respecting the

work till legal proceedings had been com

menced for the recovery of the balance

of money due. In cross-examination plain

tiff admitted he was a grocer as well as painter

and general contractor, but said his wif»

attended to the shop, and that he had bad

twenty years' experience in painting, white

washing, and papering. Francis Broolinj,

plaintiff's son ; Walter Brazier, painter; Henry

Chillingswortb, grainer; Henry Rawlinpori,

carpenter; and Henry Bound, master plas

terer, were called in support of plaintiff's case.

The defence was that the work was done so

badly that it was scarcely of any use ; that it

was scamped throughout,and that it would hare

to be done over again before the houses would

sell or respectable tenants occupy them. The

alleged hurrying on, regardless of consequences,

was denied. [Samples of the work, chiefly

doors, were produced in Court.] Charles Kirkbr,

architect and surveyor, Great James-street,

Bedford-row, deposed that the work had h>en

very badly executed, and that for such a job

£5 per house would be sufficient remuneration,

but £6. 10s. per house was a low figure. Paini

ng could very well go on while carpenters and

plasterers were at work ; all that was needed

was to damp the dust. James Underwood,

Markfield-road, Page-green, decorator, said be

had done a lot of " speculative " work, but

never such as he had seen in defendant's house*.

He should be ashamed of it. By the Judge:

Wouldn't undertake to do the work at £6. 10s.

per house ; but if Mr. Brooking fixed too low

a figure, he ought still to do the work properly.

Alfred Hurley, 6, St. Ann's-road, plumber and

painter, considered the work shamefully done.

His Honour said he considered the plair,t.ff

entitled to the amount he had claimed. The

work was done at a very bad time of the year,

in damp and wet weather, which appeared to

him to be a drawback, although, from what

had been advanced by one witness, it would

almost seem that the worse the condition of

the structure, the better for the tenants ; but

the statement that paper could with propriety

be put on wet walls did not commend itself to

him. Judgment for plaintiff, with costs.

e § alette.

Compiled Kith epecial reference to the Fttreititre, Dfrs-
ration. UphoUtery, and Drapery Trade;frcx Mem.
Gamble S[ Marvry'e " Weekly Record."

PiiiTNKEsnirs Dissolved.

Allen &, Harris, ironmongers, 22, Bucsell-street,

Southeea.

Apperley & Roger?, woollen-merchan's, l'i,

A Ideragate- street, City.

Atkins & Boat, jewellers' case makers, Bir

mingham.

Bissell, J. G. & Co., hardware-factors, Wolrer-

hampton.

Brings & Millar, brcshmakers, 169, Grest

Portland, street.

Cooper & Bjlsover, joiners and oabinet-maim,

tt-i, Tamwortb.atreet, Hulme, Mancb»»ter.

Grant, F. & W., drapers, 62, Digh.!U«t,

Clapham.

Hopkins Brothers, cabinet-rankers, 6, Tranquil-

vale, Blackheath.
M'llvenna & Bonlding, patent nmbrella-stltd

makers, Waterloo-building*, Liverpool.

Batbjens, Robert, Cosmo William Gordon, Bud

Alexander Rdelstein, akin-importers, LW

Russell-street, Bermondsey.
Shaw & Cotton, joiners, Waterside, Slaithwaitf,

near Huiidersfield.
Smith, W. H. & Co., lenther-merohants, 82 ad

83, muli-street, Birmingham.
Tarrant & Colletfc, auctioneers, 18, Ladbrofce-

grove-road, Notting-hill.

Whireley & Pallan, leather-dressers, 1*.

ilaoauley- street, Leeds.

Liquidations by Aeeanoemest ok

Composition.

Adams, Harry John, furniture-dealer, Neohell'i

Park-road, Birmingham. Sept. 30. G. F-

James, solioitor, Temple-street, Birmiiignam-
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Anidjah, Lewis, cabinet manufacturer, 41,

t-crutton.street, late Chapel-street, Cnrtain.

rod. Sept 26. At Guildhall Tavern,

Gi-esbam-street, Oct. 20, at 3. L. Baroett,

solicitor, 6, Palmerston-bnildingg, Old Broad-

at> eet.

Ari-h*r, William, furniture-dealer, Tower-build

ings, Woodhouse-lane, Leeds. Oct. 2

W. B. Craven, solicitor, 6, Enst-parade,

Leeds.

Attwood, John Madgwick, ironmonger, High.

street, Cheltenham. Oot. 4. At the Royal

Hotel, Cheltenham, Oct. 22, at 11. Wioter-

bothim, Brll & Co., solicitors.

Chaplin, Caleb, cabinet-maker, Stratton St.

Mary, Norfolk. Sept. 29. Sadd A Linay,

solicitors, Norwioh.

CI ff, Arthur Foster, trimming-merchant, Whet.

ley-hill, Manoiogham, and Market-street,

Bradford. Sept. 30. Lees, Senior & Wilson,

solicitors, Bradford.

Co lies, Henry, steam.sawyer, burner.place,

Hackney - road. Oct. 1. J. If. Dobson,

solicitor, 1, Coborn.road, Bow.

C oak, William Alfred, ironmonger, Ac, Barn.

ham Market, Norfolk. Oot. 2. At Miller,

Hon & Stevens's, solicitors, Norwiob, Oct. 20,

at 12.

E-le, Richard, cabinet-maker, Chapel - road,

Worthing. Oct. 2. At Steyne Hotel,

Worthing, Oot. 22, at 3. M. Green, solicitor,

Worthing.

Field, Benjamin, trading as North & Field,

manufacturer of funeral trimmings, Do

Beauvoir-road, Kinesland, late Ashley-

crescent, or 123, Shepherdess-walk, City,

road. Oct. 1. At J. Perry's, solicitor,

2, Gui'dhall-chambers, Basinghall-atreet, Oct.

30, at 2.

Howitt, Matthew, trading as M. Howitt & Co.,

cabinet-maker, High Holborn. Oot. 2. At

Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheepside, Oct.

24, at 12. Cronin & Rivolta, solicitors, 22,

Southampton.street, Blnooisbnry.

Johnson, John Warren, window-blind manufac

turer, Paradise-street, Liverpool. Oot. 3. At

W. Harper's, solicitor, 4, Cable-street, Liver-

poo], Oct. 21, at 3.

UcCausland, Andrew, show-case maker and

shop-fitter, Balloon-street, late Factory-yard,

and Chnrcb-etreet, all Manchester. Oct. 3.

At J. Gardner's, solicitor, 1, Cooper-street,

Manchester, Oct. 21, at 11.

Meeson, John Cnarles, designer and pattern,

maker of manufacturers' patterns, Welling,

ton-villas, Trafalgar-road. Handsworth. Oct.

1. W. Fallows, solioitor, Cherry-street,

Birmingham.

Milbaru, Michael Basnett, ironmonger, Han.

gate, and Clement's-terrace, both York. Oct.

1. At W. Wilkinson's, solicitor, York, Oct.

21, at 12.

Rbydero, John Evan, undertaker, Ac, Stret.

ford-road, Hulme. Oot. 3. At Horner <fc

Son's, solicitors, Clarence-street, Manchester,

Ojt. 24, at 3.

Saunders, John, auctioneer, china and glass

dealer, Titley-street, Chrisp-street, Poplar.

Sept. 19. W. Hioks, soUoitor, 217, Grove-

road, Victoria-park.

Shaw, Thomas, china and earthenware-dealer,

A oergavenny. Oct. 4. At H. Jacob's, soli

ctor, Abergavenny, Ojt. 22, at 11.

Thomas, William, furniture-dealer, Ferndale and

P-ndryns, both Glamorganshire. Oct. 4. At

West of Ensland Merchant*' Association,

Urrwt.street, Bristol, Oot. 20, at 12. J. Miller,

solicitor, Niobolas-etreet, Bristol.

W.lkeden, Thomas, glass aud china-dealer,

Bristol-Street, Birmingham. Ojt. 3. At E.

Jacques', solicitor, Teuiple-row, Birmingbam,

Oot. 20, at 3.

Wood, Thomas, general ironmonger, Briggate,

Leeds. Oct. 1. J. Boiuton, solicitor, Old

Bank-chambers, Leeds.

Adjudication op Bankruptcy.

Brayshaw, Benjamin Bray, furniture dealer, &c,

Windmill.lane, Stratford, Yiotoria Dook.road,

Canning Town, and West Ham. Oct. 6. At

Bankruptcy Court, Linooln's Inn-helds, Out.

28, at 11. Murray, Registrar.

Dividend.

Gill, Thomas (Liq.), joiner, Bradley, near Kild.

wick, Yorkshire. First and final dividend of

6s. 5d., at John Hogg's, S wadford - street,

Skiptou.

Seouestbations.

Dawson & Horsbnrgh, joiners, Ac, Ba'erno,

Oct. 2, with protection. Claims by Feb. 3.

Agents. Horne, Home, & Lyell, Edinburgh.

Harley, James M., & Co., hardware and fancy

goods dealers, 9, Howard. street. Glasgow,

Oot. 6, with protection. Claims by Feb. 7.

Agents, H. &R. Lamond, West Regent-street,

Glasgow.

Dividends undee Sequestrations.

Caught, William, joiner, Glasgow. First and

final, at J. Wilson's, 59, St. Viooent-Btreet,

Glasgow, on and lifter Oct. 16.

Whyte, Michael, tanner, Ac, Dunfermline.

Equalising and third aDd final, at F. J.

Monorieff's, 46, Castle-street, Edinburgh,

Oct. 14.

Trustee and Commissioner Appoixted.

Allison, Thomas, carver, 4c, Sauoiehall-street,

Glasgow. Trustee, D. Strathie, 37. West

Nile-street, Glasgow. Commissioner, J. Sim,

merchant, Glasgow.

Trust Deed Granted.

Falconer & McKinnon, venetian-blind manufac

turer, Bothwell-street, Glasgow. To Thomson,

Jackson, Gourlay, & Taylor, with whom claims

immediately.

Applications por Cessio Bonohum.

Anderson, Robert, joiner, Glasgow. 8herin*.

Subtitute's chambers, Glasgow, Nov. 6, at 12.

M'Farlanu, David, joiner, Butherglen, presently

in North Prison, Glasgow. Sheriff Speu's

onambers, Grapgow, Nov. 6, at 2.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of A. N. G. Wiesen,

UDhnlsterer, of 3, Viotoria-obambers, Paul-street,

Fiosbury, was held last week. Be had filed a

petition for liquidation, returning bis debts at

£275. 12#., ana assets £35. The creditors have

resolved to accept a composition of Is. in the

ponnd in satisfaction of the debts, payahle

within fourteen days from the date of registra

tion.

The first statutory meeting of the creditors

of Mr. David Gratrix, bedding manufacturer,

Bolton, was held at the Mitre Hotttl, Manchester,

on the 9lh iuat. Mr. Turner, of Birmingham,

was appointed ahairraan. The statement of

affairs presented by the receiver, Mr. F. W. Bris-

ooe, of Bolton, showed liabilities, £3,606, 3s. 7d. ;

and assets, £1,070. 14s. 7d. After considerable

discussion liquidation by arrangement and not

in bankruptcy was agreed upon. Messrs. John

Greenbalgb and F. W. Briscoe were appointed

joint trustees, to act with a committee of in

spection, aud Messrs. Dawson & Peuntugton

were appointed solicitors to the trustees.

The first statutory meeting of the creditors of

James White, of 48 Miller-street, Manchester,

trading as James White & Co., brushmakers,

was held on the 8th inst., at the offices of

Messrs. Simpson & Hockin, solicitors, Mount-
street, Manchester. A statement of the debtor's

affairs was read by the receiver, Mr. James

Marohanton (Marchanton A Kendal), account

ant, King-street, showing; liabilities amounting

to £2 867, and assets £757. An offer of 5s. in

the pound was submitted on behalf of the

debtor. After considerable discussion the

meeting deoided to accept the debtor's offer,

Mr. Marohaotoo, receiver, being appointed

trustee for the purpose of receiving and

distributing the composition. The principal

creditors were represented by Messrs. Sale &

Co., Messrs. Addlesbaw & Warburton, Messrs.

Jellioorse A Bates, and Mr. Sumner, solicitors ;

and Messts. Nicholson A Milne and Mr. James

Eckersley, accountants. The filing of the

resolutions was entrusted to Messrs. Simpson &

Hockin.

A meeting of the creditors of John Moore, of

Moorside Mill, Eooleshill, worsted-spinner, was

held on the 10th inst. at Bradford. The state

ment of affairs showed liabilities £2,228, and

the assets £3,853. Liquidation by arrangement

was resolved upon, and Mr. R. R. Priestley was

appointed trustee, with a committee of inspec

tion. The discharge of the debtor was granted.

An adjourned meeting of the creditors of

John Heyworth and Samuel Law, of Smithy

Bridge, formerly of Walsdsn, tanners, Ac, was

held last week at Rochdale. The statement of

affairs submitted by Mr. Gledhill, of Todmorden

(the trustee and manager) , showed the liabilities

to be £6,240—£1,099 seoured, and £5,140 un

secured. The assets were estimated at £1.636.

It was resolved that a composition of 6s. 8d. in

the pound be accepted, payable by four instal

ments at three, six, nine, aud twelve months,

and that Mr. Gledbill, of Todmorden, should re

ceive and distribute such composition.

The statutory meeting of the creditors of

Robert Hill, ofNewohuroh-in-Rossendale, draper,

was held on the 10th inst. at the Mitre Hotel,

Manchester. It was resolved to wiud-np the

the estate in liquidation, and Mr. Pilling, ac

countant, Baoup, was appointed trustee with a

committee of inspection. Mr. James Eckersley

represented the principal trade creditors.

BILLS OF SALE.

Aizlewood, Thomas, master sawyer, 95, Haw.

thorne-road Norih, Bootlo, near Liverpool,

for £20, to Nathan Cohen. Filed Sept. 30.

Brennen, Anne, upholsterer, 51, Ivy-street,

Birkenhead, Cheshire, for £15, to Union Loan

Co. Filed Sept. 30.

Carver, John, oabinet-maker, 101, Sefton-street,

Soutbport, Lancashire, for £25, to Express

Loan Co. Filed Oot. 4.

Coakes, Hannah, furuitnre-dealer, 44, Curtis-

terrace, Fratton, Port sea, Hants, for £25, to

James H. Loader. Filed Sept. 29.

Dawson, Thomas, cabinet-maker, Ac, Higher

Urmstou, Lancashire, for £25, to Union Loan

Co. Filed Sept. 29.

Edwards, John, carpenter and furniture-dealer,

. 112, Stepney-green, Mile End, for £25, to

John F. Chapman. Filed Sept. 30.

Edwards, John, ironmonger, 11 & 13, Market-

street, Northwiob, Cheshire, for £120, to James

Townend. Filed Oot. 2.

Edwards, John, oabinet-maker, 26, Eisteddfod-

street, Cardiff, for £7, to Solomon Blaiberg.

Filed Oot. 2.

Evans, John, timber.merchant, Carmarthen, for

£1,463, to George Davies. Filed Sept. 29.

Fletcher, Charles, cbairmaker, 11, Mendy.

street, High Wycombe, Backs, for £14, to

Benjamin Blaiberg. Filed Sept. 29.

Fletcher, Richard Samuel, carver and gilder,

27, Thornhill.road, Barnsbury, for £21, to

Ambrose Bradbury. Filed Sept. 29.

Fludger, Henry, furniture.dealer, 49, Church-

street, Woolwich, for £25, to Edmund S.

Fludger. Filed Oot. 2.

Fox, Charles James, dealer in pianofortes, 34,

Finohley-road, and 15, Gledhow-terrace, for

£315. 8s. 6d., to Samuel Gillespy. Filed

Sept. 29.

Hampson, James, auctioneer, Ac, Vauze House,

Blackrod, Lancashire, for £27. lis., to James

Newton. Filed Sept. 29.

Harris, Thomas, wood-dealer and moulder, 25,

Melbourne-street, Plymouth, for £8. 10*., to

Leon Fisher. Filed 8ept. 29.

Hawes, Francis, fancy box-maker, 28, Emmer.

son-street, Bankside, Southwark, and 19,

Australian - avenue, Aldersgate . street, for

£44. 7s. 8d., to London and Western Loan

Ac, Company. Filed Oot. 1.

Hodgins, William, ironmonger, 322, Upper

Brook-street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Man.

Chester, for £72, to Robert Blair. Filed

Sept. 29.

Hurren, Frederick, artist in stained-glass, 9,

Fairfield-terraoe, Exeter, far £7, to Michael

/ -ffertr . Filed Sept. 29.

Jackson, Robert, undertaker, 3, Rippons-place,

and Uaglac-street, Consett, Durham, for

£12. 10-., to Myer Cohen. Filed Sept. 29.

Johnson, Albert Charles, upholsterer and deco

rator, 10, Rock-street, Kemp-town, Brighton,

for £13. 10s., to John W. Sibley. Filed

Oct. 3.

Jones, Robert, leather-dealer, 2, Bank-street,

Wrexham, Denbighshire, for £30, to Nathan

Cohen. Filed Sept. 30.

Keeoh, Jesse, glass, maker, 8, Winterscale-

street, York, for £12, to Harris Wolfe. Filed

Oot. 2.
Klust, Charles, cabinet-maker, 54, Camden,

road, for £21, to Ambrose Bradbury. Filed

Oct. 2.

Lane, Thomas, joiner and glass-dealer, 189,

Asbton Old-road, OpeDsbaw, Manchester, for

£20, to Henry Shaw. Filed Sept. 29.

Leigh, Nathaniel Edward, china and glass-

dealer, Stafford House, Barking-road, Essex,

for £31. 10s., to Mutual Loan Fund Associa

tion. Filed Sept. 3.
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Lewis, Lewis Daniel, brash mnnnfaoturer, 4,

Cal vert-street, Swansea, for £60, to Isaao

Seline. Filed Oct. 2.

Miller, Samuel, undertaker, &c, 42 and 44,

Union-road, and Oldham-street, Hurst Brook,

Ashton-under-Lyne, for £45, to John Morton.

Filed Oct. 3.

Mitohell, John, joiner, 60, Coniston-etreet,

Liverpool, for £21, to Daniel Ooben. Filed

Sept. 29.

Mizen, Alfred Charles, upholsterer, &o., 86,

South Bank, St. John's-wood, for £280, to

Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Sept. 29.

Mnrgatroyd, Joshua, joiner, 44, Quarry-street,

Heaton, near Bradford, for £10. 10s., to

Ephraim Harris. Oct. 4.

Nicholson, Thomas Haigh. organ.builder, Lin.

ooln, for £37, to Henry Newsum and another.

Filed Sept. 29.

Oppert, Emil Daniel, lamp manufacturer, 4o.,

Anerley Lodge, Anerley-road, Anerley, for

£216, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed

Oot. 3.

Parnell, William, auctioneer, 5, Great James-

etreet, Bedford-row, for £50, to Walter B.

Horncastle. Filed Sept. 30.

Bees, John, timber - merchant and sawyer,

Llanelly, Carmarthenshire, for £350, to

Mansel Rees. Filed Oot. 1.

Boberts, Humphry, onrrier, Henafon House,

Tremeircheon, near St. Asaph, Flints, for

£140, to Louie W. Heintz. Filed Oot. 2.

Short, John Bowlt, and John Robert, joiners

and undertakers, Burbank-street, West Hart

lepool, for £26, to Abraham Levy. Filed

8ept. 30.

Thompson, Joseph, auctioneer, Old Hall, West

Auckland, Durham, for £70, to John T. Belk.

Filed Oct. 2.

Turner, Joseph, joiner, 32, Piegah-terrace,

Broomhill, Sheffield, for £13. 10s., to SamBon

Levi and another. Filed Sept. 30.

Whitby, Henry, ironmonger, &o., 24, St. Nicho

las-street, Leicester, for £38, to Thomas A.

Driver. Filed Oot. 1.

Wbymau, Charles Edward, oarver and gilder, 73,

Burley.road, Leeds, York, for £25, to George

Noble. Filed Oct. 3.

Wiseman, George, and Charles Rollason, chan

delier manufacturers, 2-18, New John-street,

Birmingham, for £21, to Joel Monart. Filed

(jot. 2.

Worthington, James, joiner, 5, Prescott- street,

Clowes-street and Gorton-lane, West Gorton,

near Manchester, for £35, to Charles Lewis.

Filed Sept. 30.

Craoe Changes, tit.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
a* veil as in all parte of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or tend us
any Jottings of general tntereet to the Trades we
represent. By so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the Fusxxtdbi
G-lzstti.

Mb. James Smith has retired from the

firm of F. & J. Terris & Smith, fancy cabinet

makers, 29, Smith-street, ClerkenweU.

Me. Samuel Smith continues the business

formerly carried on under the title of Reid &

Smith, drapers, at Parkhead, Glasgow, and

Tollcross.

Mr. F. D. Mahiiiott has retired from the

firm of Roberts, Radford, & Marriott, silk-

agents, of 60, Friday-street.

Mr. Charles Melin has retired from the

firm of Louis Matignon & Co., glass-bottle

merchants, of 24, Crutched-friars.

Mr. Joseph Dobson, timber-merchant,

Fleetwood, has purchased from the executors

of the late Mr. W. T. Capps, of the old firm

of Maples & Co., of Spalding, Lincolnshire,

the old-established business formerly carried

on by him.

The partnership between Messrs. Joseph

Jackson & Samuel Foster Jackson, carrying

on business as English timber-merchants at

Altrincham-street, Manchester, under the

style of Joseph Jackson, and at Failsworth

under the style of Charles Sutcliffe, has been

dissolved. The business will in future be

carried on by Mr. S. F. Jackson alone.

Messrs. Murrell & Peake, timber-mer

chants and saw-mill proprietors, Gloucester,

have dissolved partnership. The business will

be carried on by Mr. Peake.

Messrs. Jackson & Wilkinson, timber-

dealers, &c, Newark-on-Trent, announce a dis

solution of partnership. Mr. Wilkinson will

continue the business.

Messrs. Dunn Brothers, timber-mer

chants, of New Shore, Perth, have dissolved

partnership, and the business will in future be

carried on by Mr. Henry Dunn.

Messrs. Bellman & Ivey, of 95, Wig-

more-street, have been honoured by an ap

pointment as scagliola-marble manufacturers

to Her Majesty the Queen.

Messrs. Ungar & Co., 52, Commercial-

road, E., have opened a department for paraffin

and benzoline lamps.

The business formerly carried on by Messrs.

Farrer & Co., St. Mildred's Tannery, Canter

bury, has been purchased by, and will hence

forth be carried on by, Messrs.J. J.Williamson

& Son, conjointly with their other yards.

Mr. W. F. Ferns, leather merchant,

Bishopsgate-street, Leeds, has taken over the

business of Messrs. Eburah & Wakeman, Bir

mingham.

Messrs. Debenham, Tewscn, & Farmer

announce for sale by auction, on the 27th inst.,

the stock of Messrs. Hunter, cabinet-makers,

&c, of Moorgate-street, who are retiring from

business.

Mr. John Lewis, of the Great Western

Saw Mills, Leamington, notifies that he has

taken into partnership Mr. Albert Edwin

Bayliss, and that the business will in future

be carried on under the style of Lewis &

Bayliss.

Messrs. Fitzgerald Brothers, timber-

merchants, of Commercial-road, Lambeth,

New-street, Kennington -park- road, 'and

Woking, Surrey, announce a dissolution of

partnership. In future the business at Lam

beth will be carried on by Mr. E. G. Fitz

gerald, and that at Woking by Mr. J. G. Fitz

gerald.

The partnership between Messrs. Penrud-

docke Wyndham, and A. H. Harris, trading

as P. Wyndham & Co., timber-merchants,

Lombard House, George-yard, has been dis

solved. Mr. Harris has in conjunction with

his son opened a separate business on his own

account.

The Ipswich Fine Art Club are about to

erect premises in High-street, adjoining the

new museum and free library for that town.

Mr. Henry Osborn, formerly of London,

has opened a' new ironmongery business,

which includes the general furnishing branches,

at 9, High-street, Southampton.

Mb. T. Willett, ironmonger and gasfitter,

Coggeshall, Essex, has disposed of his busi

ness to Mr. E. Scott. Mr. Edward Theobald

(Piper & Theobald, Norwich) valued for both

parties.

A general furnishing ironmongery ware

house has been opened by Mrs. Hmks, at

215, Monument-road, Birmingham.

Messrs. W. & E. Granger, ironmongers,

of Whitehall-terrace, High-road, Tottenham,

having dissolved partnership, the business has

been purchased by Mr. T. B. Granger, of Ely.

International Trading Company, Li

mited.—This company was registered on the

26th ult. with a capital of £1,000,000, in

50,000 shares of £20 each. It has been floated

to purchase any articles of commerce, and ship

the same to any part of the world for sale,

including timber, cotton, manufactured goods,

&c. The signatories to the articles of associa

tion are :—Thomas Sissons, book-keeper, 13,

Tyrrell-road, East Dulwich ; James Andrew,

accountant, Tollington-park ; Alfred Page,

banker's clerk, 13, Egmont-street, Hatcbam-

park, New-cross; John Frederic Copelnnd,

shorthand writer, 15, Beckenham-road, Penge;

Edward Marah Pigram, law stationer, 30,

Upper Tollington-road, Holloway ; Albert

Cavoni, clerk, 77, Cornwall-road, Westbourne-

Sark ; and Michael McAyoy, accountant, 20,

[edina-road, Holloway.

sports of Companies.

Leeds and Distbict Hide, Skin, and Taixow

Company (Limited).—Thejtbirteenth half-yearly

meeting of the shareholders of the above com.

pany was held last week at the company's

premises, Sandford-street, School Close, Leeds.

Councillor Walker, chairman of the company,

presided. The directors recommended an in.

terim dividend of 7i per cent., being at the

rate of 15 per cent, per annum and ttia was

agreed to.

The West End Mills Company, which is one

of the largest concerns in the borough of Old-

bam, have just issued their balance-sheet for the

quarter ending September 27. It appears that

the yarn receipts were £33,962, and waste

£1,082. The amount paid for cotton is stated

at £25,700. The share capital is £75,000;

mortgage, £285,000; loan, £25,545. About

£30,000 depreciation has been allowed up to

date. The loss is £632, which the directors say

is satisfactory, considering the margin that has

existed during the qoarter, and the large pro

duction cf the company. The adverse balance

is now £10,242.

Oldham Limited Companies.—The following

resnlts of limited companies' stock-takings hare

been received :—Profits : Albert, £651 ; Weit-

wood, £30. Losses: Hey, £224; Hollinwood,

£230; Hope, £12CO; Oak, £188; Parkiide,

£177; Eoyton, £332; Stanley, £322; Son,

£865 ; Borongh, £364 ; Equitable, £1,036;

Hathershaw, £548; Lee's Union, £751; Moor,

field, 750; Twist, £654; Swan (half-year),

£1,946.

The Equitable Spinning Company, Oldham,
have issued the following circular :—'■ The

directors having reoeived notices of withdrawal

of loan deposits to the amonnt of npwardi of

£9,000, and having been sued for payment by

several loanholders, and threatened by a large

number of others that proceedings would be

taken against the company at once if their

claims were not paid, the directors have felt it

their duty to take immediate Btepa to prevent

any further withdrawal of capital over the

heads of those who are willing to let their loans

remain undisturbed for a term, atd have ac

cordingly invited Mr. Benn, one of the loan,

holders' representatives, to present a petition

for liquidation, and have consented to the

appointment of Mr. Coates, the secretary of the

company, as provisional liquidator. Thedirectora

are well aware of the canBes which have compelled

so many of the loanholders to preeB for repayment

of their deposits, and that it is not from any

want of confidence in the Cjmpany that these

demands have been made jnst now. Neverthe

less, while business is in its present critical

Btate, however Bound the concern may be—as

they believe it really is—the directors cannot do

jnstioe to all parties concerned, muoh less carry

on the concern satisfactorily, if the capital at

their disposal be too suddenly taken ont of their

hands. £40,000 has been repaid to loanholders

during the last fifteen months, but they are

assured of the unshaken confidence of over

three-quarters of the loanholders and of the

prinoipal creditors of the Company, all of whom

are willing, by postponing present payment of

their claims, to assist the Company in tiding

over the difficulties of the day. It is only by

mutual trust that this can be done, and the

directors appeal to all concerned to abstain from

anything like distrust and panic, under which

scarcely any concern could live in these times.

They are satisfied that the affairs of the Equit

able Spinning Company (Limited) are really in

a very healthy condition if their working capital

is not unreasonably withdrawn. They will take

the earliest opportunity of explaining the whole

position of affairs, and in the meantime are con

tinuing the business of the Company as nsoal

in the name of the provisional liquidator." Th»

Eqnitable Spinning Company is one of the

largest companies in Oldham, and is a fireproof

modern mill of great value. The fixed stock is

at present valued at £103,000. The share

capital is £47,241, and the loan capital £52,9w.

Bradford Technical School —The Cloti-

workers' Scholarships, in connection with U*

Bradford Technical School, which are terable

at the Yorkshire College, have been awarded to

Mr. J. Bottomley (first) and Mr. J. E. Wooa

(second). There were seven candidates.
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furniture anh Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 9th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache'.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur-

nttures."

Completely Registered.

340.920. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class Xt. Oot. 26.

310.921. Stoddard, A. P., & Co., of Glenpatriok,

near Paisley. Class VI. Oot. 3.

310,923. Benham & Frond, of Chandos Metal

Works, Chandos-Btreet. Class II. Oct. 3.

310,953 6. Brewer, Henry, & Co., of 7, Nicholas,

street, Manchester. Class XI. Oot. 4.

310.980. Cooke, Sons, & Co., of London and

Liversedge, Yorkshire. Class VI. Oot. 6.

310.981. Martin, S. H., & Co., of 16, Great

Marlboiough-atreet, Begent-street. Class II.

Oot. 6.

311,036-45. Stead, MoAlpin & Co., of Cummers.

dale, Carlisle. Class XI. Oot. 7.

341,073. Peachy, Joseph, of Barbourne-terraoe,

Worcester. Class IV. Oot. 8.

341,075. Lee, Daniel, & Co., of Fountain.street,

Manchester. Class XI. Oot. 8.

341.082* Firtb, T. F., & Son, of Clifton Mills,

BrighouBe. Class VI. Oot. 8.

311.0S3. Dalglish, R., Falooner & Co., of Man.

cheater & Glasgow. Class XI. Oot. 8.

341,088-93. Simpson & Higgin, of 7, Tork.street,

Manchester. Class IX. Oot. 8.

341.095. South, William Alfred, of 40, New

Bond- street, London, M.B.C.V.8. Class II.

Oot. 8.

341,097-106. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Severn

Valley Mills, Stourport. Class VI. Oot. 9.

349,137. Batep, Gildea & Walker, of Barbourne-

terrace, Worcester. Class IV. Oct. 9.

fetters $atent.

It tkit column will hi found mch inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Vpholttery, Carpet, and
JJrapery Trade* ; and Inventor* are reguetted to put
themeelves in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their invention!.

Applications fob Letters Patent.

3 965. Guggenheim, M., warehouseman, of Law

rence-lane, for improvements in holders for

embroidery, lace, and other trimmings. Oot. 3.

3,966. Dunn, A, glass and chioa mere h ant, of

Birmingham, for certain improvements in

earthenware, glass, and china drinking vessels,

to be used as " measures," and in regulating

and adjust ing them for " stamping." Oct. 3.

3,977. Davey, E., of Edward-street, Hampstead-

road, for improvements in sashes and saeh

frames, and in fittings and fastenings for the

same. Oot. 3.

3,979. Dayer, J., practical tanner, of Bermond-

aey, for improvements in the process of con

verting bides and ekins into leather. Oct. 3.

3.981. Mann, H., of the firm of Henry Mann,

Bon, & Co., merchant and manufacturer, of

Manchester, for improvements in ornament

ing woven fabrics. Oct. 3.

3.982. Mann, H., of the firm of Henry Mann,

Son, & Co., merohant and manufacturer, of

Manchester, for improvements in the manu

facture of certain woven fabrics. Oct. 3.

3,989. Engel, F. H. F., of Hamburg, for im.

provementa in veneer.cutting machines. A

communication from W. F. Zipperling, of

Hamburg. Oct. 3.

4,009. Brookeby, J , of Blackburn, for improve

ments in the construction of spindles and

foots! c[is to be need in preparing spinning

and doubling cotton, wool, silk, flax, and

other fibrous substances. Oct. 4.

4,016. Simpson, J., of Lomas-street, Heaton

Cbapel, for improvements in potters' lathes.

Oot. 4.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lird.street, Liverpool, Bupply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.— [Adv.]

4,030. McAllister, J., of Chicago, for improve

ments in sewing-machines. Complete speci

fication. Oot. 6.

4,032. Clark, A. M., of 53, Chancery-lane, for

improvements in sewing-machine tables or

stands, and in supporting sewing.machines

thereon. A communication from Jules Pierre

8uriray, of Paris. Oot. 6.

4,041. Pilkington, W. W., glass manufacturer, of

St. Helen's, for improved apparatus to be

used in connection with the grinding of glass.

Oot. 7.

4,046. Appleton, G. W., of Brecknock- road, for

improvements in looks. Oct. 7.

1,052. Seharr, J., soap manufacturer, of Brad

ford, for improved arrangements and appa

ratus for bleaching, washing, oleaning, boiling,

dyeing, and disinfeoting. Oot. 7.

4.056. Lake, W. B., for an improved process and

solution for tanning hides or skins. A com

munication from S. TJllmo, tanner, of Lyons,

France. Oot. 7.

4.057. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-Iane, for an

improvement in handkerchiefs, napkins, table-

covers, and analogous articles. A communi

cation from Mrs. E.W. M. Cameron, of Brook

lyn, New York, and A. Henderson, jun., of

New York (complete specification). Oot. 7.

4.058. Clark, A. M., of Chancery-lane, for an

improved combined folding bedstead and

toilet stand. A communication from Hermann

A. Ju. Bieckert and E. 0. A. Bieokert, both

of New York. Oot. 7.

4.066. Coohrane, A. A., gentleman, of West

minster, for improvements in gas-burners.

Oot. 8.

4.067. Wilson, H. L., and John Clegg, washing-

machine makers, both of Clayton-le-Moors,

for improvements in springs for washing,

wringing, and mangling machines. Oot. 8.

4.068. Haley, A., spinner and manufacturer,

and B. Gill, designer, both of Bradford, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Oct. 8.

4,073. Nawrooki, Von G. W., patent agent, of

121, Leipzigerstrasse, Berlin, for improve

ments in bedsteads. A communication by

Johann Carl Biohter, of Grimma. Oot. 8.

4,075. Green, G., and C. Savage, American

organ and pianoforte makers, of Cattle-

market, Islington, for improvements in piano

fortes and American organs and pianofortes

combined as one instrument with one set of

keys. Oct. 8.

4,079. Templeton, John Stewart, manufacturer,

of Glasgow, North Britain, for improvements

in the manufacture of ornamental pile fabrics.

Oct* 9.

4,085. Wilcox, C, builder, of 27, High-street,

Fnlham, for an improved stone-ware or terra

cotta tile for covering or protecting party and

parapet and other walls. Oct. 9.

4,089. Jowett, B., contractor, of 12, Queen's-

street, Leeds, for a new and improved means

and method of producing patterns and designs

on oloths and other textile fabrics. Oct. 9.

Patents which have becentlt passed the

Gbeat Seal.

1.431. Holden, I., of the firm of Isaac Holden

& Sons, machine wool-combers, of Bradford,

for improvements in means or apparatus

employed in carding wool and other fibres.

April 10.

1.432. Hunt, B , of Serle.street, Lincoln' s-inD,

for an improved sewing.maohine attachment.

A communication from J. C. Herr, of Phila

delphia. April 10.

1,439. Webster, L., machine-maker, of Dews-

bury, for improvements in maohinery or

apparatus for drying fibrous substances.

April 10.

1,464. Barlow, C. A., of Manchester, for im-

provements in apparatus for embroidering.

A communication from F. Saurer & Sons, of

Arbon, Switzerland. April 15.

1,466. Bollinson, J., and J. Senior, both power-

loom tuners, of Dewsbnry, for improvements

in looms for weaving. April 15.

1,575. Smith, H. F., engineer, of Salford, for

improvements in " surfacing - lathes" and

ohucks for operating upon small articles.

April 22.

2,302. Mollroy, T., of Langham-street, for im

provements in tables, chairs, and bedsteads

for surgical and other purposes. June 10.

2,847. Dawkins, T., importer and manufacturer

of musioal instruments, of Cbarterhouee-

street, for improvements in the arrangement

of the notes and keys of vibrating reed

musioal instruments. July 12,

Betas, Botes, ana Comments.

Dyers' Company.—Mr. Edmund Allen has

been elected prime warden, and Mr. Henry

Sowerby renter warden of this company for the

ensuing year.

Termination of a Weavers' Strike.—The

strike of weavers at Batley Carr has come to an

end, the weavers having accepted the terms of

the employers.

Pine Arts Chair at Edinburgh Univer

sity.—Mr. P. G. Hamerton will be one of the

candidates for the Fine Arts ohairin connection

with the Edinburgh University.

A Burns Belie—The latest Burns " relic"

is the draught-board (Scotticd, " dam-brodd ")

which was used by the poet and his brother

when they were engaged in farming together.

It has been placed in the Kilmarnook Museum,

A Musical Clock. —A Swiss workman

named Bapin has exhibited at Chaux-de-Fonds

a clook which indicates the day of the week and

month, the signs of the zodiao, the moon's

phases, and the hour of sunrise and sunset.

The pendulum is a barometer. The dock strikes

the quarters, and at every hour it plays one of

eight tunes, for any one of which it oan be set.

Theatre Decoration in France.—The Paris-

Opera Comique has been reopened after re-

decoration. The ceiling has been repainted, the

lustres, decoration, and ohairs restored, and

everything made as comfortable and gay as

possible. The paintings on the oeiling are appro

priate to the objects of the Opera Comique, and.

the decorations have met with general approba

tion.

Reigate School of Art.—The annual meet

ing of this school was held last week. The

annual report Bhowed that at the May examina

tions in art two second-grade prizes and twenty-

one certificates were obtained. The prizea

having been distributed, a lectnre on the history

and objects of the Science and Art Department

at South Kensington Museum was delivered by

Mr. Buokmaster.

Fatal Accident at a Sawmill.—An inqueBt

has been held at Exeter on the body of Samuel

Slade, who was killed by being struck on the

head with a piece of plank whirled from a cir

cular saw. The deceased had worked the eaw

for two years, but he was being assisted by a

man of but little experience. The jury censured-

the assistant, and also the firm for employing;

inexperienced men.

A New Tanning Material.—A trade is

springing up between France and the Argentine

Confederation, in the employment for tanning

purposes of the bark of a tree oalled Quelracho

Colorado, of which 25,000 tons have been recently

ordered by a Frenoh firm. It is said to be far

superior to oak tan, inasmuch as it considerably

shortens the length of time (nearly one-half)

which the hides have to remain in the tan-pits.

Hastings School of Art.—On Monday

evening Mr. Braesey, M.P., distributed the

prizes to the successful students at the-

Hastings and St. Leonards School of Art.

The distribution took place in the large exhi

bition room of the institute, whioh has been

erected at the Bole oost of Mr. Brassey. The-

rooms were crowded, additional interest being

lent to the occasion by the exhibition of Mr.

Brassey's collection of paintings.

Canadian Duty on Pianos.—A Quebec

correspondent writes:—"To add to our other

troubles, the Government have placed on in.

struments the enormous duty of 30 per cent,

(in place of the 17i per cent, formerly paid,

which was bad enough), with the humbugging

cry of ' Protection to Canadian manufacturers,'

when it is well known that, excepting pianos

and organs, not a single instrument of any kind

is made from one end of the Dominion to the

other."

Industrial Exhibition in Germany.—A

local industrial exhibition is to be held next

year at DiiBseldorf. Its object is the advance

ment of manufactures in Westphalia and the

Bnrrounding districts. The Art Section is to

take in all Germany. The Kblnische Zeitung

says the unfortunate and inadequate participa

tion of German industries at Philadelphia, where

they were so severely criticised by the German

Commissioner himself, and their non-participa
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t:oa at the Paris Exhibition, bare made German

manufacturers desirous of showing that they

are capable of competing with the rest of the

world; but a local exhibition seems soaroely

destined to suffice for the achievement of this

object. Another local exhibition is to be held

at Nuremberg in 1882.

Pullman's Dining Car. — It has been

arranged that within a few weeks the first

Pullman's car fitted np with a dining and

smoking-room complete shall be attached to the

trains of the Great Northern Railway running

between London and Leeds. This will indeed

be an innovation in the right direction, travellers

leaving either London or Leeds afcer breakfast

being thus enabled to reach their respective

destinations before 2 o'clock, complete their

business during the afternoon, and partake of

dinner while on their return journey by trains

leaving either end about 5 p.m.

Cultivation of Taste.—At Warminster on

the 9th inst. the Marquis of Bath, in opening a

new lecture-hall, spoke at some length upon

eduoational matters, and observed that the cul

tivation of an artistic taste, even commercially

viewed, might be considered as an advantage in

these days, when English workmen were pressed

by competition from abroad in various depart,

ments. The progress in art thronghout the

country was one of the most remarkable features

of the present day, and there was hardly a house

in the land in which they did not see an attempt

at a better style of decoration—a beginning, as

it were, of better things.

The Oldest Wooden Coffin.—In the course

r f a paper on Durham Cathedral, read before

the Local Aronseologicil society, the Rev. W.

Greenwell made a reference to the ooffin in

whioh St. Cnthbert had been buried at Lindis-

farne. The saint died in 687, and eleven years

later the monks of Lindisfarne exhumed bis

body, expecting to find it reduced to a skeleton,

but to their surprise they found it intact.

They placed it in a coffin, which they made, and

this coffin, fragments of whioh were still pre

served in the library of the Cathedral, was by

far the oldest wooden ooffin in existence. It

was completely covered with carvings of saints

and apostles, and there was no doubt, from the

ohtraoter of the sculpture and workmanship,

that it was the coffin of the saint.

Depression in the Irish Silk Trade.—The

Duchess of Marlborough reoeived on the 10th

icst. at the Castle, Dublin, n deputation from

the operative silk-weavers, to confer as to the

means by whioh something might be done for

the revival of the trade. Mr. M'Cormack, a

member of the deputation, read a statement

similar to that made some weeks ago by the

deputation to Colonel Canlfield, Comptroller of

the Viceregal Household. Her Grace, replyiog,

tail it principally lay in the hands of the weavers

to cause a revival in trade, but she would do

what she could to supplement their efforts. If

the trade were to be successfully revived, their

energy should be directed towards procuring

new designs to compete with foreign goods of

similar texture. Her Grace afterwards received

a deputation of manufacturers, who exhibited

patterns of newer and lighter material.

Bhea Pibre.—The Government of India in

1870, and again in 1877, offered rewards for the

disoovery of a cheap and rapid mechanical or

chemical prooess for the preparation of rhea

fibre, whioh is at present worth from £40 to

£50 per ton in England. Fifty thousand rupees

for the best iovention, and 10,000 rupees for

the next best ; bnt at first only one inventor,

Mr. John Greig, came forward, and thongh he

failed to satisfy the prescribed conditions, he

was rewarded with £1,500. A keen oompeti.

tion, however, promises to take place shoitly at

Saharanpor, between twenty-three inventors

from England, America, Prance, Denmark, New

Zealand, Batavia, Hungary, and from parts of

India. The judges of the trials will have to

describe the processes and to determine whether

the conditions of the Government notification

have been complied with or not, while the

quality of the fibre produoed will have to be

adjudged upon by experts at home.

Child Labour in France —A recent order

has been passed, containing a supplementary

list of occupations in whioh the employment of

children is forbidden, the reasons alleged being

principally from the danger of explosions, burn

ing, or deleterious vapours. The industries thus

vetoed are the manufacture of aniline, benzine,

collodion, nitrate of methyle, sulphuret of

arsenio, Bnlphuret of sodium, and of blister

leaves ; in the textiles, of rag sorting, and the

soouriog of skins and woollen waste with petro

leum or other bydro-carburetted oils; in the

metal trades, the galvanising of iron. Children

are also not allowed to be employed in places

where chemical allumettes are stored, nor in

those processes of their manufacture where the

mixture is prepared or the matches put np into

packets. A partial employment only, under

oertain conditions, is allowed in industries where

sulphuric eoid is disengaged, suoh as in wool

and silk-bleaching, as well as in tboee where

unwholesome dust is given off, as in the pre

paration of tow for rope and in the manufacture

and cleaning of bladders for toy balloons.

Boiler Explosion at a Factory.—An ex

plosion, resulting in the death of six persona,

ooourred on the premises of Meters. Balme &

Pritobard, stuff-finishers, of Lister-lane, Halifax,

on the 9th inst. One of four boilers used at

the works exploded, and was driven with great

force through a large finishing-shed, a distsnoe

of 30 yards. In its course the boiler destroyed

mnoh valuable machinery, completely wrecked

the shed, and finally, after pieroing the wall at

the far end, embedded itself in a cottage, the

occupants of whioh narrowlv esoaped. At the

time of the occurrence Mr. John Pritohard, one

of the members of the firm, was engaeed in

conversation with the manager, Alfred Thorn

ton, and was standing in the middle of the shed.

Both were carried several yards by the wreckage

hurled against them, and their bodies were not

recovered for some hours. Two other persons

were killed on the spot—viz., the fireman, whose

body was discovered embedded among the ooals

in the boiler-house, and a oart-driver. Besides

these, two more, Christopher WUIock, grocer,

and Thomas Whitehead, finisher's labourer, have

died in the Infirmary from the effects of scalds

and injuries.

Bilk-Raising; in India.—The Pioneer oon.

tains some notes regarding the silk industry in

the Gurdaspnr distriot. This industry has de

clined somewhat sinoe the death of Mr. Halsny,

and several persons who would have been

silk-growers have failed to keep silkworms for

want of encouragement and help in the way of

advances of eggs, money, &o. The present

season has, moreover, been an unfavourable

one ; in some instances all the worms of a

grower have died off, and the yield has not been

generally more than half an average. This

mortality is asoribed to the effect of the winter

drought on the leaves of the mulberry-trees,

but it is more probably due to the lateness of

the season at whioh the eggs are hatched. The

prioe obtained for the cocoons is about 80r. per

mannd for unpierced ooooons, and at this rate

there is a fair market ; one native gentleman at

Dmritsnr alone having, it is said, purchased

10,000r. worth last year, and he has sent men

into the distriot again this year to effect pur

chases. An agent of a Bradf rd firm has also

been making pretty extensive purchases, and it

is probable that he will buy the late Mr. Halsey's

filature at Sujanpur, and rear silkworms in the

neighbourhood.

Anglo-French Commercial Treaty.—The

Journal Officiel has pnblished the following

declaration signed by M. Waddiugton and Mr.

Adams:—"The Government of the French

Republic and the Government of her Britannic

Majesty, foreseeing the contingency of the

commercial and maritime relations between

France and Great Britain not being settled by

fresh arrangements before the 31st of December,

1879, the date at which the commercial treaties

and conventions now existing should terminate,

and being desirous of insuring the manufac

turers and merchants of both countries a suffi

cient interval to finish operations in course of

execution, have agreed to prolong for a period

of six months before their definitive cessation

the conventional act" in force between France

and Great Britain. Considering, moreover, that

by the terms of the law passed in France on the

4th of August last, which confers on the

Government of the Repubiio tbe power of pro-

longing the commercial treaties and conven

tions, the duration of that prolongation cannot

exceed six months from the prolongation of the

new general customs tariff now awaiting the

approval of tbe French Chamber*, the high

contracting parties agree that the etipulated

interval of six mouths shall start from the day,

whether prior to or after the 2nd of January,

1880, when the new general customs tariff of

' France shall have boen promulgated." Then

follows the list of treaties and conventions from

1860 to 1874 to which tbe declaration applies.

Tbe Tariff Committee, it may be added, is to

resume its sittings on the 18th of November, so

as to be ready with its report by the opening

of tbe session.

Art Works Exported from Italy.—The

Custom-Honse at the Italian frontier has stopped

four pictures of old masters which were being

sent ont of the country without the necessary

permission. This permission, it may be remarked

is only to be obtained by paying the exorbitant

tax of 20 per cent, on the value of the article

exported. The tax, which was revived etprecgly

for a Perngino lately acquired by the British

National Gallery, is known as the Pacca Edict,

having been put on by Cardinal Pacca, in 1820.

After the Italian occupation of Rome, it was

considered to be ipso facto annulled ; and sines

1870, np till a month ago, pictures and other

works of art were actually exported without

being subjected to it ; now, by an arbitrary

decision of the Counoil of State, it is reimpoeed

without any other formality than a notice, to the

effect that the " editto Paooa " has been renewed

being inserted in the Official Gazitte. This

informal proceeding, says a correspondent of

the Pall Mall OazetU, will be tbe cause of an

aotion against tbe Government ; but meanwhile

it oolleots tbe tax, and money paid in that way

is difficult to recover. Proprietors of works of

art look upon it as very hard that this prohibi

tory duty should be imposed ; for, they say, the

property is theirs, and if the Government does

not wish it to go out of the country it should

come forward as a purchaser, and not sot the

part of the dog in the manger.

Manchester School of Art.—At one of the

meetings of the Social Soienoe Congress, Mr.

W. H. J. Traice read a sketch of the rise,

growth, and work of the Manchester School of

Art, with speoial relation to the general progress

of instruction in art, and the participation of

the provinces as well as the metropolis in the

aid afforded by tbe State. He said that Han.

Chester had had its art school for upwards of

forty years. For several years national and

other schoolmasters attended the school, as

drawing was a subject of ordinary instruction

in elementary sohools, nntil it was struck oat

by the Revised Code in 1862. Sines 1861, the

results of the earnings had varied from £60 to

£250, and for ten years had seldom exceeded a

sixth of the income of the school. The average

attendance for forty years had been nearly 200

pupils. The number on the books had been

muoh larger, as many had joined without defi

nite object, and left wben it was found that

drawing could not be learned in three or six

months. For some years from thirty to forty

pnpils had taken tbe Department's prizes for

higher grade work. Preparatory work was now

being carried on to a large extent in extents!

classes. Fifteen thousand pounds had been

subscribed for a new building, which had been

commenced, the committee being confident that

with the revival of trade the funds still needed

would be contributed.

Art in Elementary Schools.—This wis

the subject of a paper read by Mr. W. Walker,

in the Department of Education at the Social

Scienoe Congress. He started by pleading for

more suitable examples, and for much better

teaching of art in elementary schools. In other

subjects, he said, suoh as arithmetic, German,

Ac, we selected the best examples, and need the

highest teaohing skill in their application. Why

was not drawing taught in the same manner

and with as muoh skill as any kindred subjeotf

The answer to the question was that there did

not exist a really right set of examples adapted

to the practical work of training, and that the

necessity of skill in teaching the Bubjeot was

ignored. By a right set of examples be meant

snoh as would teaoh ohi'dren to obserre more,

and enable them readily to pnt down i"

a nniversal language (drawing) any ordi

nary plain objeota they mi.ht see aronna

them. In framing any set of examples, sM

following principles should receive „
tion :—All drawing should be made practical,

real, and lifelike ; all examples should have a

logical and natnral sequenoe and relation ; e«»0

example should, as far as possible, be a trainin?

lesson, and have a clear and definite purpose;

every example or lesson in ths schoolroom

should have reference to something at home or

outside the olassrooD ; every lesson should be,

as far as practicable, such as the memory oan

considers-
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act upon. The drawing of round forms, enoh

a* fruit or flowers, was of little educational

value; whereas if a child could draw rightly

and readily a brick or a cube, he was in a safe

way to be able to draw before long anything,

<nr in the cube or brick we had the foundation

for boxes, chairs, tables. By judicious examples

and the encouragement of home drawing the

forty authorised hours in the schools might be

tnrned to greater advantage. He pleaded, in

conclusion, for the very highest training skill

in the teacher, and the best ay stem of teaching.

Fire*.—A serious fire broke ont in the saw.

mills belonging to Mr. RobinBon, Lockwood.

street, II nil, on the 9th inst. The premises oon-

sisted of a bnilding of two stories, the lower

containing maohinery for planing and sawing,

and the upper story machinery for moulding,

together with a joiner's shop. The stock con

sisted of mouldings, doors, Bathes, &o. The pre

mises were entirely destroyed, and it is note,

woitby that tbey were only rebuilt a few years

ago, having once before been burnt to the

ground. The loss is estimated by Mr. Bobinson

at £2,600. The bnilding is insured for £500,

and the plat t snd stock for £1,000, in the

Northern Counties Fire Office.—On Saturday

afternoon a fire, destroying property to the value

of over £3,000, broke out on the premices of Mr.

D. Glare, cabinet-maker and upholsterer, 9 and

10, Telegraph-place, Brixton-hill. Captain Shaw,

in his official report, states the damage to be as

follows :—A brick building of two floors, 45 ft.

by 20 ft. (used as showrooms), and a timber

building of one floor, 60 ft. by 35 ft. (used as a

workshop and stores), burnt ont and roofs off.

Front rooms of 0 and 10, Telegraph. place (used

as workshop and stores), and contents severely

damaged by fire, heat, &o. Best of house and

furniture slightly damaged by smoke, heat, and

water. All adjoining and communicating. Con

tents and bnilding insured in the Connty Fire

Gffioe. The fire was oansed by an escape of

gas, the gas. pipes at the time being under

repair.

Exhibition of Turners' Work.—The exhi

bition of band-tuming, whioh was on view last

week in the saloon of the Mansion-house, and to

whioh reference was made in our last issue, was

brought to a close on the 9th inst. by the distri

bution of the prizes to the successful competi

tors. The ceremony was performed by the Lord

Mayor in the Euy ptian. hall. The Lord Mayor

having takes the chair, Mr. Holtiapffel, C.E.,

the Master of the Company, made a few intro

ductory remaiks, describing the nature and

scope of the exhibition. The Clerk of the Com.

pany (Mr. W. M. Shirreff) then read the awards

of the judges in the various classes, aa reported

in the FvjHKrtCRE Gazette last week. The

Lord Mayor next distributed the prizes with a

kindly word and shake of the hand to each reci

pient. The ceremony over, the freedom of the

company was conferred, on the proposal of

Professor Tennant, upon Mr. Erasmus Wilson,

F.B.8., "in recognition of his liberality to the

nation, in having, in conjunction with Mr. John

Dixon, who is already a member of the guild,

transported the obelisk known as 1 Cleopatra's

Needle ' from Alexandria to the banks of the

Thames;" and on Mr. John Br.iddick Monokton,

F.9.A., the town clerk, " in recognition of his

very valuable services, and the admirable man

ner in whioh he discharges the duties of his

office." Mr. Monckton, in reply, said he felt

the compliment involved in this presentation

belonged to the ancient and honourable office he

was proud to hold—an office of peculiar position

and privilege, and of an antiquity exceeded by

but few in this country. Tbe Turners' Com

pany was second to none in tbe vigorous action

it bad taken, both in the common interest of

tbe guilds and in its honest and hearty exertions

to ptomote the technicalities that belonged to

it, and from official observation he might add

that few companies, if any, were more tho

roughly represented and more frequently heard

in common hall than that guild. A hearty vote

of thanks to the Lord Mayor for allowing the

exhibition to be held in the Mansion House and

lor presiding closed the proceedings.

" Economy versus Waste."—The winter

session of the Leith Science School was opened

on tbe 9th inst. in the High School, Leith, by

the Bev. Mr. Mitchell, honorary president, who

delivered an address on "Economy versus

Waste." The rev. gentleman divided his sub.

ject into three heads, with the object of showing,

first, that economy and not waste was the law

of the universe; secondly, that economy and

not waste hod been the cause of many important

scientific discoveries ; and, thirdly, that eoonomy

and not waste ought to be the principle of our

lives. One very remarkable instance of the

economy of God's providence was the utilisation

of the air we breathe for the purposes of speech

after it has served the primary purpose for

which it was inhaled. The very waste of our

bodies tbns became the mint and coinage of the

mind. The most important discoveries had

been little else than the economising of materials

formerly wasted, as in tbe case of the Bteam-

engine, the manufacture of paper, Ac Tne field

of discovery had not been exhausted. He believed

they Bhonld yet see sewer gas utilised for the

purpose of lightirg, and other discoveries would

doubtless be made in the way of turning to

account matter that was now regarded as

waste, and was in some oases even a souroe of

inconvenience and injury. And if the law of

the universe end the tendency of true Bcience

were in tbe direction of economy and not waste,

ought not, he asked, that principle to operate

also in human affairs ? What was wanted for

the working classes in these bad times was not

more pay or steadier employment so mooh as

eoonomy. Those who were diligent and skilful

in business ought, to be well paid, but ha ques

tioned whether some of the means adopted to

secure high wages ever really tended to tbe

result which their promoters had in view. It

wbs worth while considering whether, after all,

strikes had done very mnoh in the way of in

creasing the wages of those who believed

that tbey would be an infallible specific to that

end. He did not think it was possible for any

organisation to alter materially, or for long, the

rate of wages. The law of supply and de

mand was as much a law of God's universe as

the law of tbe tides.

Workmen's Industrial Exhibition.— On

Tuesday an industrial exhibition was opened

containing specimens of tbe industry, art, taste,

and skill of working men, women, and obildren

of St. Pancras. The exhibition is held in the

Tolmers-Fquare Institute, in Drummond-Btreet,

Euktoo.square, air Thomas Chambers, in the

course of bis speech, dwelt upon tbe success

which had attended industrial exhibitions gene-

rally, and enlarged upon the many beautiful

exhibits he had seen there—work enjoyed as a

kind of recreation from ordinary occupations.

In these days there was a great demand for

technical education, and mnoh was said as to

the need of it. That exhibition afforded a proof

that some workera had achieved technical edu

cation for themselves, and he hoped that the

means would be afforded whereby the possession

of technical knowledge wonld be widely spread.

It could not be denied that the country had

advanced in taste. Less than fifty years ago

tbe articles of furniture in use in our English

houses, if substantial, were not tasteful; but

now were to be seen everywhere instances of a

better taste than formerly existed, and one could

not but >»« in tbe shons proofs of an advancing

artistic taste. Mr. W. Forsyth, in addressing

those preeent, tpoke of the importance oi

holding small exhibitions. In the great

"world's fairs" held in tbe capitals of various

countries the manufacturers presented their

goods ; but in general the workers were over

looked. In the small exhibitions, suoh as that

lately held at Westminster, and the one at St.

Panoras, individual effort came to the front, and

those who had skill presented their works for

their neighbours* criticism. In these days of

free trade it behoved tbe English workman in

every possible way to improve his work, for it

would only be by exoellenoe in work and facility

of production that this nation would be able to

hold its own. Dwelling upon the good whicb

working men and women insured for themselves

by the pleasant and innocent spending of their

spare time, he said it was lamentable to think

that in this country the enormous sum of

£140,000,000 was annually spent in alcoholic

drink. The exhibition was then declared open.

There are in the exhibition upwards of 400

exhibits.

Keighley School of Art. — The annual

meeting of the Sobool of Science and Art at

Keighley, was held on the 8th inst., when the

prizes were distributed by the Bishop of Man

chester. Mr. H. Mitchell, J. P., presided.

Mr. Swire Smith read, on behalf of the

committee, a report, of which the following is

an abridgment :—" In this institution there are

two departments—the one strictly educational

and representing the schools and classes ; the

other more general and social in its objects,

representing the library, reading-rooms, eater-

tainments, and such other agencies as come

within the province of a Mechanics' Institution.

The entire purpose of the Trade School, the

School of Art, tbe classeB in science, language*,

in special and in elementary subjeotB, has been

to give a sound training in the various branches

of knowledge, whioh would help the students in

their daily labour and duties of life. In this

respect a large measure of suocess has attended

tbe labours of the Connoil and the teachers.

The Connoil have also been on tbe alert from

time to time to take up new snbjeots tending to

promote the trade of the district. In this cate

gory they wonld mention the sohool recently

formed for the theoretical and practical study of

designing and weaving. The foundation of 'bis

sohool has been generously assisted by tbe Wor

shipful tbe Clotbworkers' Company of London,

who have promised a grant of £50 a year towards

tbe expenses of teacher and apparatus, on con

dition that the benefits of the tuition be taken

advantage of in the dis riot. In the manufacture

of textile fabrics this oountry has lost in Botro

reBpeots the pre-eminence it formerly held over

its Continental rivals. This is mainly due to tho

higher technical skill and more cultivated taste

of foreign workmen. Tbe position lost can only

be regained by our manufacturers and workmen

surpassing our rivals in the methods of produc

tion which render their productions more accept*

able to the public, and with this object the

Council nrge that young men oonnected with

the textile industries should join the weaving

sohool, so that their faculties of design and

manipulation, in whioh they are deficient, may

be cultivated." The chairman, in the course of

his introductory remarks, said he had been

looking into some figures with reference to the

trade of the diatriot during the last four or five

years. He found that the total exports of

woollen manufactures had declined since 1872

fully one-half in value, although not quite one-

half in quantity, while at the same time the

total imports of the same olass of goods had

increased fifty per cent. He was in a position

to declare most confidently that this did not

arise from any oountry producing the earns class

of artiolrs at lower prices. Referring to the

deolioe of our trade with the United States, he

mentioned that a few years ago we exported to

that country woollen goods to the value of

£4,900,001), whereas last year the total fell to

£1,480,000. This fa'ling-off in our woollen

trade with America must alone have thrown

out of employment nearly 20,000 people,

and caused a loss of wages amounting to

something like one million sterling a year.

The Bishop of Manchester, who Bpoke about an

hour and a half, said he had listened with great

pleasure to the report, and he could nnfeignedly

congratulate Keighley on tbe various depart

ments of useful work which the institution

seemed to be performing. The other day he

was at Leeds, whioh was a town of, he supposed,

eight or ten times the size of Keighley, and be

thought that the numbers here were nearly

equal to the numbers in the Mechanics' Icsti.

tution of that large town. The president of that

institution had told him that its members num

bered about 1,800 or 1,900, so that comparing

the relative populations of the two places, the

figures in the secretary's report seemed to show

that thete was quite as much zeal at Keighley

in this matter as existed in the great metropolis

of the woollen trade of Yorkshire. He believed

that there were about 400,000 young persona in

Yorkshire to whom these mechanics' institutes

might be of the greatest possible advantage,

and as there were only about 37,600 members in

the associated Mechanics' Institutes of thiB great

county—or perhaps 50,000, including the stu

dents—thatsbowed only a proportion of about one

in eight availing themselves of these advantages.

He deprecated tbe crowding of too many

subjects upon the youthful mind. They might

be sure that to learn two or three things well,

and to get thoroughly imbued with the method

by which knowledge was acquired, was far

more important in the education of youth than

to attempt a smatteiing of every tnbjeot.

Enforcing the great value of eduoation, tbe

Bishop referred to his own early history. His

father, who wss a man of active mind, had

invested his means in iron and stone mining in

the Forest of Dean district; but this was

unfortunate, most of what he had was lost, and

he died a broken-hearted man, leaving a family

of seven. At this time be (tbe speaker) was

fourteen years of age. Hib mother, though not
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a clever woman, wag a woman of Bound Sonne,

and one who would do anything for her ohil-

dron. She laid, " I cannot give these lads of

mine a large fortune, but by denying myself a

bit and living quietly, I oan give them all a

good education." She did so, and he did not

understand how she managed it. Three of the

sons went to India, where two of them laid

down their lives for their country, one of them

dying in the Mutiny. His only remaining

'brother was now at the head of the Department

of Public- Works in India, where he had a good

situation and was doing a good work. They

knew what he (the Bishop) was. He ventured

to say that if all his brothers and sisters were

alive, they wonld rise np and call their dear

mother blessed for the sacrifices she made that

-they might have careers open to them in the

world. In advising his hearers not to be misled

by false standards of respectability and gentility,

lie remarked how fallacious it was to suppose

that manual labour was derogatory. People

were actually sometimes shocked, and thought

it beneath his dignity as a Bishop for him to

carry his own bag. Bless my life, added the

■peaker, what indignity can there be, so long as

I have health and Btrength, in oarrying my

own bag, rather than ask some obliging friend

or some expectant curate to do it for me ?

Co Cornsp0it0ents.

J. C.—We know of no recent work on the subject.
Yon might, however, be able to see a selection of suitable
handbooks at Mr. T. Batsford's, of Holborn.

F. L- Our inquiries have np to the present led to

nothing definite.

W. F. ft Co. (Dublin).—We shall be pleased to receive
the sketches to which jon allude.

Pbhikbtjlatoi.—We do not know of any American
agency for their sale. The English-made article is, in

oar opinion, equal to the American.

S. and F. (Northampton).—The firm is one of old
staadin?, and enjoys a good reputation in the metropolis.
To say more is outside our province.

A. F. R. (Blackburn).—It seems to us that nnder either
circumstance there was a breach of contract, and conse

quently a liability for damages.

IircBiDiBLi.—The bona fides of onr correspondent is
beyond question, and we fail to see how your counter-
assertion invalidate! his statement.

G. W. (Uuddersfield).—At a season like the present the
average earnings would certainly be below M2 per week.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGAJiT, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BTJNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

Tlie mntt extensive Stock of every iind nf Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers.

and oas fitting mahufactustks.

64, Clement Street, Bibmikohax.

Artists in Decorative Repoowe' and Minuftctaren of
Archileotnrnl M.t.l Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Rail
ings,

Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,

Communion
Servioes,

And DomtlHc Ornannta1 Metal Work of all dt$criptuu

T H 08. BEAWN sod CO. work from Architects' dentin,
or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly deeire to drew the sttention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Repousse Work, which is highly deoonnrs, sad
suitable for the internal fittings ot buildings in all itrln

of Architecture. Established 2i Ysabs.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERGHAlsTTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D- F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PUBIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAIsTUFAGTOE/Y _A_ T CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTEB;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TERMS TO 8HIPP23RS.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

m
l

L1ISH

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. super, in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOE BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

THIN PARQUET (Tcbpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal baok laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parqaet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

 

Deal Baching
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CONVICT LABOUR AND

CONVICT LIFE.

NEWSPAPER sensation such as

has rarely been paralleled was

created a few years ago hy the

revelations of an " Amateur

Casual," who had spent a night

in Ltimbeth Workhouse. Men

and women were not a little

startled -when they read a full and trust

worthy description of workhouse treatment,

such as is undergone daily hy thousands of

their fellow creatures. We question whether,

from the day when Mr. Greenwood's graphic

account appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette,

down to the present time, any revelation of

more sensational interest has been issued from

 

| the press than is contained in a work just pub

lished, entitled " Convict Life."' The author

is evidently a man of education, and from the

apparently unbiassed manner in which his

experiences are recorded, he seems well quali

fied to give an opinion as to the weak points

of the penal system now in force in English

prisons. Let it be understood at the outset

that there is no maudlin sentimentality about

the book, no holding up of the convicts as

much-maligned men who are treated with

undue severity, and who might be reclaimed

to paths of truth and honesty by gentler

means than those adopted at Dartmoor or

Portland. On the contrary, the whole tenour

of his remarks points only in one direction,

and that is that convict life under the present

rfgime is, so far as habitual criminals are con

cerned, by no means such a hard fate as is

popularly imagined. The constituent members

of this class—the " cracksmen," " drummers,"

and " mobsmen"—would seem, like the Artful

Dodger in "Oliver Twist," to have their

" privileges " and to turn them to good account,

In this case they consist in a tacit understand

ing between " second-timers " and the officers

who have charge of them that they shall

guard each other's interest. It would appear

from the author's description of the prison

workshops that they are a veritable pande

monium. He thus refers to the mutual ser

vices which the old thieves and warders

render to each other :—

If the officer is caught in any dereliotion of

doty, he is liable to a fioe; there old thieves

act as hia spies, and take care that he is not

oaught. In return he allows the thieves tofetoh

what they call "an easy lugging," to do as

little work as they please, and tslk as mnoh as

they please—and such talk. The language nsed

by these old criminals is so abominable, that I

was going to say the Zr.lua or the Afghans

wonld recoil from it with shame and horrors

and the more revolting it is to decency the more

it is enjoyed by the ignorant and degraded class

of men who are Belected by the authorities to

superintend the labour, and assist in the refor

mation of oonviotg. In oase of the approach of

the governor or ohief warder, and the possibility

of his having heard what is going on, the officer

in charge will make a report against a oonple of

men for talking or langhing at work. The men

selected to be reported are invariably green

hands, and the most innocent in the gang.

With the knowledge that this amicable

inter-relationship exists between the two

classes, no one will be surprised to learn that

our convict prisons are neither more nor less

than academies of crimes in which the less

guilty are gradually initiated into every kind

of wickedness, until they are able to matricu

late among the ruffians and villains who have

virtually placed themselves outside the pale of

civilisation. The only remedy suggested by

the author for this state of things is classifi

cation and isolation. The merits of such

a system have been frequently canvassed

during the last fifty years and more ; but up

to the present no very decided and salutary

action seems to have been taken in the matter,

and the results of the present rtgime are such

as involve the country in an annual outlay of

thousands of pounds—for what? To train

and perfect an ever-increasing number of

youths and men in all that is contra bonos

mora. And yet the urgent necessity for

some such system of classification as is advo

cated in the book before us was present to the

minds of the Prison Inspectors of forty years

* ConviotLifs; or, Berelationi concerning ConTicta
and Convict Prisons. By a Ticket- of-Leeve Mao.
London : Wymao & 8 joa. lo7».

ago, who in their third report pertinently

observed :—

A prison wonld soon lose its terrors as a

place of punishment if its depraved occupants

were suffered to indulge in the kind of society

within the gaol which they had always pre

ferred when at large ; and, instead of a place

of reformation, the gaol would become the beat

institution that could be devised for instructing

its inmates in all the mysteries of vioe and

crime, if the professors of guilt confined there

were suffered to make disciples of such as

might be comparatively innocent. To remedy

this evil, therefore, we must resort to classifi

cation.

The state of things revealed by the writer of

" Convict Life " is simply a disgrace to any

civilised country, and the picture he draws of

the daily doings within our penal prisons

betrays an atmosphere morally every whit as

foul ns that which startled the world some

twenty years ago, when Captain Chesterton

published his reminiscences of Coldbath Fields

as he found it in 1829. From a perusal of the

recent report of the Penal Servitude Com

missioners it is, moreover, very evident that

most of the crying evils and abuses which now

prevail have either not been brought under

the notice of that body or have been shelved

by them. It is to be hoped that with the

startling facts recited in the present work

before them, the Government will lose no time

in taking such action in the matter as the

urgency of the case certainly requires.

We have thus far only dealt with the general

character of the book ; but let us now turn

to that section which deals with convict labour.

Complaints have often been rife as to the un

fair competition engendered by employing

prisoners upon productive labour. That there

has been little cause for any such outcry will

be the conviction of any one who peruses the

writer's experiences. It may be remembered

that the great art of " How not to do it,''

was the distinguishing characteristic of the

Circumlocution Office, and even the great

functionary who presided over that office, Lord

Barnacle, would have rejoiced had he seen how

the famous traditions of his department still sur

vive at Dartmoor, and the other classic spots

of penal servitude renown. So long as the

appearance of work is kept up, the require

ments of prison discipline seem to be complied

with, " no matter how little is done." Most

of the old gaol-birds profess to a knowledge of

either tailoring or shoemaking, so as to escape

the outdoor labour on the public works ; their

policy being to do as little as possible, and to

live at the expense of the country. The

majority of those engaged in the shoemakers'

shop, we are told, never produce more, on an

average, than three shoes a week—about a

day's work for an industrious shoemaker. The

quality of the articles turned out is very in

ferior, and the whole system seems to be con

ceived rather with a view to make criminals

than with the object of transforming them into

industrious citizens. The following descrip

tion of the interior of the shoemakers' shop

justifies this assertion :—

In the early part of 1879 I myself saw sitting

in this shop nearly two hundred men ; more

than one half of them were re-convicted men ;

many bad done two " laggings," some three,

and a few four. Of the remaining half, about

one-third had been in and ont of prison all their

lives for petty offences, bnt had managed to

escape penal servitude. Sixty or seventy

remain to be accounted for. These were first-

offenders, many of them mere boys, convicted

for drunken assaults, or for some poaohing

affray—youths and youDg men who, had they
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been sentenced to a short term of severe im

prisonment, with coarse food and plenty of

work, supplemented by the meaDs of education,

would very likely haye turned out useful and

honest citizens. Here they are, however, under

the tutelage of old thieves, nominally to learn

how to make a shoe, really and truly to be in

structed in the moat ingenious ways of filching

a watch or a purse. The men are so crowded

in this shop that they have to use very short

threads for stitching their shoes, or their bands

would come in oontaot with the next man's

head ; every facility, therefore, is afforded for

as it should be, remunerative and profitable,

would make no sensible difference to the indus

trial

But the mismanagement which allows con

victs to waste awhole week in earning eighteen-

pence is by no means confined to the indoor
■workshops. It has its full counterpart, so far

as results are concerned, out of doors, where,
■while the convicts are kept at harder work, the

monetary value of their employment is, if

anything, still less. By an ingeniously-devised

system of orders and countermands the -work

ing hours of hundreds of convicts are weekly

wasted. Structures are built one month only

to be demolished the next ; deep excavations

are effected only to be filled up again after a

certain interval ; and hills are levelled at the

instance of one engineer, only to be re-formed

some time after upon the instruction of an

other equally infallible being. And it is to

support such a system as this that the country

is annually called upon to pay something not

far short of £450,000. One involuntarily asks
•whether the staff of inspectors of Convict

Prisons can be anything but a sham and a

delusion when such a rank growth of bribery

and corruption, such an atmosphere of moral

turpitude and viciousness as here exposed, are

permitted to pervade our penal institutions ?

Surely it behoves our Legislature to take early

action in this matter, for, from the picture

presented to us in the work under notice, but

one conclusion can be drawn, and that is, that

the existing convict prisons are, by reason of

their inner organisations, the most successful

hothouses for the development of well-trained

criminals that the ingenuity of man could

devise ; they are, in fact, what Mrs. Balfour

once pertinently termed them, " young crime's

finishing-school."

We have, by reason of limited space, only

been able to dwell upon a few of the abuses

apparently inseparably connected with the

present system of convict administration. In

the work under notice, almost every page

abounds with similar and even more flagrant

instances. From beginning to end the pre

vailing system is faulty, the greatest law

breakers, and those who have grown old in

iniquity, suffer in reality the least punishment,

and have a comparatively easy time of it

during their term of incarceration ; while

those who are novices in wickedness, and

who might be reclaimed to paths of rectitude

and virtue, are dragged down by the men with

whom they are compelled to daily associate

to those deeper depths from which it is almost

hopeless to try and recover them.

We are induced to give one more extract

from this extremely interesting work. The

writer, in refuting the popular delusion that

injury is done to free workmen by allowing

the products of convict labour to come into

competition with those of the former, logically

enough argues as follows :—

It should be remembered that all these

convicts ought to belong to the industrial

classes, and that if they were doing their duty

they would be taking their fair Bhare in the

labour of the country, earning their bread by

the sweat of their brow, and adding to the

wealth and prosperity of the country. Why,

in the name of common sense, should they not

be made to do this in prison ? Again, if all the

oonvic's were earning their subsistence, the

reduction in taxation would far more than com

pensate for the infiniteBimally small difference

which their added labour might make in the

wages paid for the articles they manufactured.

There are between thirty and forty millions of

people in these islands, but, fearfully large as

is the number of convicts, there are of the

latter not fifteen thousand. One-half of them

are too lazy or too impotent to work, and the

labonr of the remainder, even if it were made,

Sound and cogent as the above argument is,

it has, as we have shown, no immediate appli

cation to our convict prisons, where remune

rative productive labour is evidently altogether

ignored. As at present constituted, our penal

institutions might almost claim to be the

realisation of the Sluggard-and-Scoundrel

Protection Society imagined by Carlyle, and

the sooner a radical and effective reform is

brought about, the better for the common

wealth at large.

ART LITERATURE.

EVER since the publication of Harris's

"Lexicon Technicum, or a Universal

English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences," in

1704, there has been a steady succession of

works of reference of an encyclopaedic cha

racter, which have all professed with more or

less justice to initiate their patrons into " those

arts in which the wise excel." Apart from

others of a more general and all-comprehensive

character, there have been not a few such

compilations strictly confined to any one parti

cularised branch of the arts or sciences. It

will not be overstating the truth to say that

there is hardly a field of human knowledge or

industry that has not had some such work

exclusively devoted to its consideration. There

are dictionaries of anatomy, engineering, agri

culture, geography, history, science, mathe

matics, medicine, law, commerce, heraldry,

the fine arts, literature, mythology, naviga

tion ; and even furniture, that otherwise

almost universally-neglected subject, has found

its able chronicler in the person of the late M.

Viollet-le-Duc. As regards architecture and

the allied arts—and furniture may certainly

rank foremost amongst the latter—yet another

competitor has entered the public ranks, and

the new-comer may well challenge comparison

with any of its predecessors. We allude to

Messrs. Audsleys "Popular Dictionary of

Architecture,"* the first volume of which is

now before us in its completed form. The

dangers which beset the compilers and editors

of such works of reference are of a varied

character. There is a natural disposition

to make the more important articles of un

due length, and to curtail others to an

equally unjustifiable extent. This error has

been happily avoided in the present work, and

there is ample evidence that due vigilance has

been exercised to allot to each subject the

amount of consideration which its relative

importance justifies. The determination as to

what is to be admitted into and what excluded

from a work of so essentially a class character

is a task requiring no small tact and dis

crimination. To lay down too rigid a rule

would probably detract from the value and

completeness of such an encyclopaedia, for it

is on out-of-the-way subjects that these works

are occasionally consulted, and while catering

for the many, to whom some of the informa

tion may appear superfluous, the interests of

the few who want special instruction and

guidance should not be overlooked. It is,

therefore, far safer to err on the other side,

and to include among the subjects treated of

everything that even the most exacting critic

or student could require. This, we are

pleased to acknowledge, has been done by

Messrs. Audsley, who have, so far as present

indications justify the assertion, allowed them

selves the widest latitude, consonant with the

character of the work, in the selection and

variety of the topics to be included in their

Dictionary. The scope and range are, indeed,

so comprehensive, and the different disserta

tions withal written in so interesting a style,

free as far as possible from all dull techni

calities, that the work is likely to find favour

with all who are connected with any branch

of art-industry.

To give our readers an idea of the character

* Popular Dictionary of Architecture and the Allied
Arts. By Messrs. William James and George Ashdown
Audsley. Publisbed by the Authors, at 14, Cook-street,
Liverpool.

of the brook we will briefly glance at some of

the contents of the first volume, so far as they

more immediately interest those whom we

address.

The first article of any pretension, that on

" abacus," is one from the study of which

wood-carvers may derive great advantage.

The gradual development of this upper portion

or crown of a capital is traced from the earliest

times up to the present day, and the different

mutations it has undergone in connection with

the rise and progress of the several styles of

architecture are pointed out with precision;

the practical value of the information being

greatly enhanced by a series of excellent wood

cuts.

The ration d'etre and the variety of the

acanthus leaf-forms are ably elucidated, not

only by several pages of text, but also by the

pictorial representation of some of the choicest

examples of past ages. Speaking of accoudoirs,

t>. the partitions which divide the stalls

placed in the choirs of cathedrals, and which

are so formed as to give support to the arms,

the authors say that in early architecture these

were formed simply from a thick plank of

wood, carved and moulded ; but that in later

examples the accoudoirs are fitted on horizon

tal capping, moulded on its edge, and shaped in

curves, which between the divisions fit the

back of the occupant while standing. Under

the head of Almery, or Aumbry, we have an

interesting notice of the cupboards for pre

serving valuable articles of ecclesiastical use,

still to be found in many ancient churches.

The altar and its belongings—forming, a*

they do, the most important items of church

furniture—come naturally in for a large share

of attention. Commencing with the Egyptian

prototype, the transformation of the altar is

traced down to modern times, and the article

on this subject abounds in historical interest,

hile a series of excellent wood-cuts still

further enhances the value of this critical

dissertation.

The use of altar-cloths dates back to the early

days of the Christian Church. The fabric?

employed were either of wool or silk, rich in

texture and colour, and frequently embroidered

with sacred symbols and figures. As regards

their use in modern times, we extract the

following from Messrs. Audsley's remarks on

the subject:—

In the English church at the present day, the

altar is clothed in different ways :—1. With an

oblong piece of velvet or silk, fringed, and

embroidered with a cross or monogram, laid

over the altar, and allowed to fall in full fold*

at the corners. 2. With a cloth, cut and sewn,

at the corners so as to fit the altar closely ; this

form is usually more elaborately ornamented

than the preceding. 3. With a frontal or ante -

pendium, made the exact dimensions of the

front of the altar, and suspended so as to hang

as flat as possible. On the top of the altar i»

laid a covering, to the front edge of which i»

attached a strip of cloth, commonly called the

superfrontal, whioh bangs down over the upper

part of the frontal. Both the frontal and super-

frontal are usually of some rich material, em

broidered with gold and coloured silks. Altar-

oloths are of various colours, according to the

eocleaiastioal seasons during whioh they are

placed on the altar.

The comprehensive character of this Dic

tionary may, in part at least, be gathered from

the fact that in addition to the lengthy article

on altars, to which we have already referred,

there are notices, longer or shorter according

to their importance, on the following sub

jects:—altar-cloth, altar-cross, altar-curtain,

altar-cushion, altar-desk, altar-frontal, altar-

piece, altar-rail, altar-screen, altar-steps, and

altar-tomb.

Much as we should like to linger over many

of the articles, limits of space preclude us from

doing more than dip lightly into one or two

more of the almost numberless subjects so ably

dealt with in the 283 pages which make up the

first volume. Under the head of Angel we

have an elaborate paper, profusely illustrated,

abounding in information invaluable to decora

tive artists of every description, and also to

wood-carvers. The dissertation on

sculpture appeals with equal justice to \

in wood, decorators, designers, &c.
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Both in decorative art and architecture the

superimposition of one material on another is
termed u application,-' the materials applied

being generally of a choicer nature than those

to which they are attached. In enlarging

upon this subject much useful information has

been compressed by the authors within a com

paratively small amount of space. This parti

cular section contains not a little that is of

special interest to cabinet-makers, as will be

evident from the following extract :—

Although application was not resorted to by

the English, French, and German architects for

the purpose of decorating the walls and vaults

of their buildings, it was largely used in the

adornment of their fnrnitnre and fittings.

Their altars, retables, pnlpits, tombs, shrines,

reliquaries, crosses, statnes, candlesticks, book-

covers, and, indeed, almost all the articles of

church furniture were enriched with applied

work in various preoions materials. One of the

finest and earliest examples extant is the ambo

in the choir of the cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle.

This interesting work of the eleventh century is

still in a perfect state of preservation. It is the

front of an ambo, trefoil in plan, constructed of

wood, most elaborately enriohed with overlays

of gold or gilded metal, and applications in the

shape of ivory plaques, most of which are

antique bas-reliefs, enamels, and precious

Btones. This example doubtless represents a

description of chnroh furniture very common at

the period of its mannfactnre, bat which, from

the valuable nature of the enrichments, was

peculiarly liable to be stolen and destroyed

during distnrbed times, when warfare and

revolt gave licence to all kinds of villainy.

France appears to have been extremely rich

during the Middle Ages in objects of church

furniture, tombs, &c, in which applied work

was used in various ways ; and even in the

laBt centnry, prior to the Revolution of 1792,

there remained numerous works of great artistic

interest.

Almost every line of the dissertation from

which the above paragraph is culled is preg

nant with data and hints which will well

repay the attentive study of decorators and

other artists, and which will enable them to

keep their work within the legitimate lines

fixed by the master minds of the past that have

excelled in the different walks of art in

dustry.

We must refrain, however, from going any

further into details ; the temptation certainly

is great, seeing that some 200 different subjects

are dealt with in the volume under notice,

each one of which appeals more or less directly

to the attention of designers, decorators,

cabinet-makers, and all who follow or take

an intelligent interest in the industrial or fine

arts. According to present indications, the

work will, when completed, form an invaluable

and exhaustive digest of all that relates to

art and architecture in their manifold branches.

Every subject that could legitimately claim a

place in the first volume has been included,

and many of the dissertations are singly worth

the money charged for a whole part. Not a

little erudition and profound study has been

brought to their task by the compilers, who

have succeeded in producing a work of rare

merit—one that is as exhaustive as it is trust

worthy, as free from dry technicalities as it

is full of valuable practical information.

It has been well said that every man is a

debtor to his profession, " from the which as

men of course do seek to receive countenance

and profit, so ought they of duty to endeavour

by way of amends to be a help and ornament

thereunto." Their " Popular Dictionary of

Architecture " is ample evidence that Messrs.

Audsley have taken Lord Bacon's advice to

heart, and are acting in accordance with its

teaching. They deserve the warm thanks of all

connected with industrial art for the spirit of

enterprise they have displayed in undertaking

such a comprehensive work. The paper,

printing, and numberless woodcuts are all that

could be desired, and nothing seems to have

been neglected that could have added to the

value of the first volume. The Dictionary is

to be completed in ten volumes, or sixty parts,

and the instalment now before us justifies us

in bespeaking for the work the liberal patro

nage of our readers.

IRISH POPLIN AS A FURNITURE

FABRIC.

ADDITIONAL light has been thrown upon

tha present position of the Irish poplin trade

by the two deputations that waited last week

upon the Duchess of Marlborough. In urging

upon her Grace to popularise that particular

fabric by wearing it herself, and by inducing

those about her to follow suit, the weavers

pointed out that they had not had what they

termed "a Viceregal Design," (i.e., one de

signed or specially selected by the Irish Vice

regal Court) since the year 1835, when Lady

Mulgrove, by choosing one particular pattern,

set forty looms going. It was stated that

whereas three years ago there were 600 poplin

weavers in Dublin, their number had now

dwindled down to 70. The manufacturing firms

devoting themselves to this speciality, it was

pointed out, were equally few in number, there

being only five, i.e., Messrs. Pirn Brothers, Fry

& Co., O'Reilly, Dunne & Co., Atkinson and

Fielding. The two first-named being the only

ones that specially devote their attention to

furniture and curtain fabrics.

It was wisely pointed out by her Grace that

beautiful patterns would of themselves com

mand a market, and as an illustration she

mentioned that some very pleasing and grace

ful designs submitted to her inspection had

induced her to give an order for some poplin

curtains for Blenheim Palace.

Sir Selwin Ibbetson, M.P, who was also

present, dwelt in turn upon the fact that if the

manufacturers could produce a greater variety

of patterns there was no question but that, as in

the case of all other manufactures, a great de

mand would follow. And he thought, as her

Grace had hinted, that a great deal might be

done by a variety of patterns in manufacture,

that would give an additional impetus to the

trade. He believed that the Duchess had the

intention of attempting to encourage the fur

nishing of the Castle in that way. He could

only promise, on the part of the Government,

that if the designs were submitted for the fur

nishing of the Castle, and were approved of,

he would sanction it.

Her Grace remarked that there was one

room that had always been furnished with

poplin, and if the others were also similarly

furnished it would give considerable employ

ment.

Sir Selwin Ibbetson asked how quickly

designs could be prepared, and whether, if an

order were to be given almost immediately,

it could be executed before the Court season in

January, because that of itself would give a

great impetus to trade, since those visiting the

Castle during the season would have an oppor

tunity of seeing what had been done. It was

stated in reply that the orders could be easily

executed within the period named.

Her Grace said she was going to give an

order for some curtains, and she believed that

other ladies were about to give orders, amongst

them being the Marchioness of Londonderry,

the Countess of Meath, Lady Cornelia Guest,

Lady Northcote, Lady Ibbetson, Mrs.Maxwell,

Close, Mrs. G. Clarke (Wales), and others.

She thought she would succeed in getting some

more orders for the weavers, but they must get

the manufacturers to prepare new designs, so

as co compete with the French firms, because

people would buy what they found to be best

and cheapest.

Mr. M'Cormac, on the part of the weavers,

said that in some houses there had been impo

sition practised. In one shop to which he and

another weaver had gone they were shown as

genuine poplin an article which the shopman

said he could sell at 3s. a yard, and that it had

been made specially to the order of the firm.

He (Mr. M'Cormac) told him that an Irish

shilling had never been earned by it. It was

a Lyonnese poplin, only 20 in. in width, and

containing only half the quantity of silk con

tained in the Irish poplins. On being pressed

on the point, the shopman admitted that that

was the case.

Sir S. Ibbetson asked how long ago it was

since there were 500 looms at work P and was

told about three years ago, but that since then

there had been such stagnation of trade that [

they had dwindled down to seventy. At the

former period forty were engaged in furniture

work. The proportion of orders from this side

of the Channel was then about one-eighth.

On the same day on which the weavers had

an audience, her Grace received a deputation

of the manufacturing firms, the following

being represented: Messrs. Pim Brothers,

Messrs. William Fry & Co., Mr. Fielding, and

Messrs. O'Reilly, Dunne & Co. Sir H. S.

Ibbetson, M.P., stated that the object of the

interview was, if possible, to ascertain how

encouragement could be given to the trade

which seemed to he languishing, as he under

stood from the statements made by the depu

tation of operatives that had waited on her

Grace. It appeared that the employment had

dwindled down within the last three years

from about 500 to 70 looms, showing evidently

a great falling-off in the demand for the

article. He should like to ask, first, whether

this was in consequence of a greater influx of

foreign goods, which could be sold at a cheaper

price ; or whether it wasfrom want ofencourage,

ment in those who used formerly to employ this

article for upholstering purposes ? He would

also like to know whether local encourage

ment would meet the difficulty, or whether

it was necessary that the material itself should

be so cheapened as to compete with the

cheaper but less durable poplin which was

taking its place, and, if so, how that was to

be done ? It struck him, however, from what

he had heard, that there was not the energy,

if he might say so, with all respect to the

trade itself, in producing varieties of patterns

and working the materials into new forms,

which would assist the trade in competing

with the production of similar articles abroad.

The representative of Messrs. Pim Brothers

observed that the present fashion in ladies'

dresses was not suitable for poplin. The firm

had had some designed and manufactured of

a lighter material. They were as yet only in

process of manufacture, and none of them had

been offered for sale.

The deputation next submitted a large num

ber of patterns for window-hangings, furni

ture-coverings, and dress materials.

Mr. Sullivan stated that the present fashion

was a great barrier to the revival of the in

dustry, and the imitation article so freely

sold in all parts of the world, even in America,

which was represented by the vendors to be

genuine Irish poplin, was greatly calculated to

destroy that trade. Persons buying the spurious

fabric were disappointed in the results they

anticipated, and, of course, did not continue

their patronage, but any one who had ever

purchased genuine Irish poplin always' found

it lasting and economical in the end.

Her Grace urged the necessity, if possible,

of producing poplin at a cheaper price than

that at present charged for it.

The manufacturers one and all declared that

if they were to lessen the standard of the

beautiful quality of this fabric they would be,

in fact, doing away with Irish poplin alto

gether. The peculiar feature of that fabric

was that nothing but the best silk and the best

finished wool were used in its manufacture.

They could make an inferior article at a lower

price, but it would be found not to give satis

faction.

Mr. Henry Fielding gave it as his opinion

that there was a want of patriotism among

Irish ladies, and that if ladies of high position

from the Queen and her Grace, who represented

the Queen in Ireland, down to the leading

ladies of fashion in the country, were to use

Irish poplin dresses, not only for special balls,

but for garden parties, &c.,tney would greatly

stimulate the trade, and would find poplin

quite as economical, and probably more so,

than any silk or spurious article that could be

imported into the country. The price of poplin

would compare favourably with that of any

dark silk, as it lasted three times as long. Mr.

Fielding next submitted an original heraldic

design for furniture and curtains, which her

Grace admired.

Mr. Thomas Fry explained how largely his

firm was employed in the manufacture of

curtain materials for both home and foreign

consumption, and he submitted some hand
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some manufactured goods which 'were much

admired.

Mr. Short (Messrs. O'Keilly, Dunne, ft Co.)

submitted a lady's mantle of black poplin,

which was also much admired.

The Duchess of Marlborough as well as

several of the ladies present gave in the end

orders for different articles of poplin to some

of the firms represented at the interview.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH WOOD-

CARVERS.'

THAT the carving in the British section,

taken as a whole, is equal in artistic

merit to the French or Italian, I cannot for a

moment contend, and I readily admit tbat

what we have sent is, in the aggregate, a fair

sample of English ordinary work. Exhibition

work, however, is not generally supposed to

be ordinary work, and I altogether repudiate

the notion that what our manufacturers have

sent to Paris is a fair sample of what English

carvers are capable of producing. In the

French and Italian sections the exhibitors are

content with a small space, and appear to have

undertaken only as much work as they could

do without extraneous aid; in fact, they seem

to have recognised the true principal of inter

national exhibitions, and to have striven to

earn distinction by merit. But our manufac

turers seem each to have endeavoured to moke

the greatest show, to have treated the whole

affair quite as a commercial speculation, and

to have looked on the Exhibition Building

itself as a vast bazaar, where they

could exhibit their wares with a view

to proBt. Their aim generally has been

" quantity " rather than " quality," and

they have undertaken such extensive works

that they have had very often to put on the

greatest possible pressure to get them com

pleted in time. In work for public exhibi

tion generally the best workmen are engaged,

and they are not tied to time or cost, but

are expected to do their very best. Upon

this occasion in most cases the usual good

practice has been departed from, and men

have been engaged without regard to their

fitness to do the work, at a price quite in the

ordinary way of trade, the men sometimes

not knowing that it was exhibition work

they were occupied with. I know positively

that in the case of one exhibit of consider

able extent and pretension, the majority of

the carvers engaged were paid at a lower

rate than the average wage paid in the trade

at ordinary times, and the men were kept at

very high pressure, while a good deal of the

work was executed at Iheir own homes, at a

fixed price, and that a very comparatively

low one. Of course the result has been great

discrepancy in the treatment, where, owing

to the repetition in the design, there should

have been uniformity.

The fact that there is very much more

carving in the French than in the English

section is easily accounted for by the circum

stance that in Paris there are probably three

times as many carvers as there are in London,

although London has twice as many inhabitants

as Paris. It is quite clear there is a much

greater demand for carving in France than

with us, although one would think tbat our

country being in reality more wealthy the arts

would be more liberally patronised. Then, as

to the skill of the workmen, in the first place,

the more the field for selection is extended the

more likely it is that excellence will be attained.

If, therefore, we have three or four workmen

who excel, France under the same proportion

should have a dozen, that is, supposing the

conditions are the same in the two countries.

In truth, however, it can be shown tbat the

circumstances of the French art workman are

more conducive to excellence than those which

affect our own men.

If we, as a body, are less skilful than our

neighbours, the causes, for there are several,

are not far to seek. To begin with, it is an

accepted fact tbat supply follows demand, it

* From the Society ofArte ArUWan Beporti on tbe P trie
Unfvei»el Exhibition of 1878. Diviiiou II. Bi W. B

Howard.

[ does not create it, and the circumstance that

there is a greater demand for artistic work in

France indicates that the moneyed classes in

England have not the same refined culture as

their compeers over the water. At one period

of my life I was so placed that I had oppor

tunities of judging of the artistic taste of a

considerable number of the members of our

aristocracy, and I came to the conclusion that

their knowledge of natural history was pretty

extensive. On speaking to them of dogs,

horses, or game, they were found to be quite

at home. But, generally, they seemed to have

about as much knowledge of art as the wealthy

gentleman bad of literature, who ordered a

certain number of books of a certain size and

colour to fill his bookshelves. There is no

doubt there are many individuals of high posi

tion in this country of the most refined taste.

But these are in the minority in their class,

and many of them scour the continent in search

of articles of vertu, and give large sums for

foreign works of art, quite regardless of the

presence of talent at home. Then, again, the

British workmen are reputed to go in for

utility, and to have but small consideration

for the beautiful.

After the patrons or purchasers we come to

the agency of the manufacturers, and it is to

be feared that a large share of the blame for

our national inferiority is due to them. They

are in the habit of complaining that they can

not get men to do the work, but do they make

any effort to encourage excellence in their

workmen P Some of our manufacturers vie

with the large landed proprietors in their style

of living, and I know of several firms where

perhaps three or four partners keep stylish

residences in tbe country, with carnages and

horses, and indulge in various other kinds of

luxury, whether trade is good or bad. They

are not content, as they are said to have been

in former times, with reasonable profits, but

high dividends and luxurious habits are the

order of the day. Various expedients are

resorted to in order to obtain great profits.

In some places foremen are engaged for

their " nigger-driving " qualities. In one

place with which I am acquainted, there

is no foreman, and the vacant berth

is dangled before the eyes of the men

in order to increase their ardour in the

service, and one man is favoured one day and

another the next. In another instance, two

foremen have been appointed, that each may

work against the other to retain bis place. In

some cases again the carving is given out to a

man who takes it at a price, and employs men

to do the work, and they then generally

execute it by the " piece-work " system. That

system would be the fairest if both parties to

the contract were on equal ground, but the

employer has the most experience of the real

value of work, and he also knows exactly how

much he can afford to pay. The man on the

other hand may be inexperienced, and if he

asks too much he will not get it, although if

he asks too little he will get it fast enough.

In fact, the piece-work system is a very good

system to ensure the employer against loss

and to increase his profit, but it is not con

ducive to the welfare of the men, or to the

good quality of the work.

It is said that ancient art work surpasses

the modern productions. Should it be won

dered that such is the case ? In mediaeval

times men were not required to perform a spe

cified quantity of work in a day, or certainly

not if tbe work were of an artistic nature.

Indeed, much of the art work of old is said to

have been produced by monks in the solitude

of the cloister, without a care or responsibility

of any kind to disturb the serenity of their

lives, men who worked for the love of nrt, and

had no taskmaster. Is it so now ? I would

like any one curious on the point to go to some

of the trade working shops to see. There

perhaps the employer has taken the work from

the manufacturer for little or nothing more

than it would cost him, thl first producer, on

his own premises. Then there are commis

sions or presents, or, in plain English, bribes,

to the managers or other people in the employ

of the manufacturer, and then there is tbe

profit on the men's labour, and this last is no

mean item in some cases. I know of nn ■

instance where there are two partners, and

one of them in the absence of the other gave

a workman something to do, and said " We

cannot possibly pay more than £3 for it." The

other one afterwards came in and said to the

man, " You must not spend much time on

that, we only get £2 for it." At another time

they paid the men 30s. each for some panel-,

when it was known in the shop that they were

getting three guineas each for them. The

men are bullied and coaxed by turns, hut

always with the same result, higher profits.

£ s. d. is the guiding principle, but somehow

the men who do the work do nst get very

much of it.

(To he continued.)

THEATRE DECORATION IN

SWITZERLAND.

ANEW theatre has just been completed at

Geneva, at a cost, including the site, of

£200,000. This temple of Thespis is described

as one of the handsomest and largest struc

tures of the kind in Europe. In beauty and

extent it ranks next to the opera-houses of

Paris and Vienna. In external appearance it

greatly resmbles that of Paris, being built in

the same style of architecture, while the deco

ration and arrangement of the interior are as

perfect as lavish expenditure and artistic taste

can make them. The vestibule, which fronts the

Place Neuve, is connected with the first ttagt

by two noble flights of stairs with balustrades

of red marble, and stuccoed, ornamented with

panels, and lighted by splendid candelabra re

presenting a group of children, the work of M.

Carrier-Belleuse. The upper part of the stair

case walls and the ceiling are richly painted ;

one scene, by M. de Beaumont, depicts the

four Seasons; another, by M. Dufaui, the

four Elements ; and M. Leon Gaud has con

tributed several allegorical figures of high

merit. The five doors which give access to

the first gallery are surmounted by busts of

Plautus, Voltaire, Shakespeare, Bicine, and

Sophocles.

The grand foyer (the crush-room), imme

diately over the principal entrance and lighted

by three balconied windows, is one of the most

remarkable parts of the theatre. The floor is

in variegated parquetry. The prevailing tint

of the wainscoting is light chamois. The

pillars supporting the painted ceiling are at

once graceful and solid, and the guding is pro

fuse without being too prominent. But the

chef»-a"ctuiTe of the room are the carved

chimney-piece in the style of Louis XIV.,

bearing in the centre the arms of Geneva and

surmounted by a bust of Apollo; and the

mural paintings by M. Milliet, representing

the comic and the tragic Muses. The audi

torium is in keeping with the rest of the house.

The form of the galleries, the prevailing tint

(light chamois on a red ground), and the style

of ornamentation are in excellent taste. The

three tiers of galleries have an outward incli

nation, the lowest tier being in advance of the

highest. The auditorium is lighted by s

splendid lustre, a veritable work of art, with

400 bronze burners. The seats are upholstered

in red velvet, and the lower parts of the wills

are papered or painted to match.

While every precaution has been taken to

prevent fires the amplest facilities for exit are

provided, and the theatre can be emptied of

its occupants in a few minutes, so numerous

are the doors and so spacious are the stair

cases and corridors. Twenty-eight jets of

water at full pressure are alwajs ready to be

directed on any point of danger, and by means

of iron curtains and doors one part of the

house can be immediately cut off from the

rest.
The new theatre is the property of the city

of Geneva, and for a year at least will he

managed by the municipality, in order that

they may ascertain by actual experience the

extent to which it will be necessary thereafter

to subsidise the lessee. In any case, we believe,

it is intended to continue the system, certainly

peculiar to Geneva, of submitting the claims

of debutants to the direct sufirages of the
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had to apply themselves to other occupations.
There ■were the factories filled with costly

looms, -which it was essential to utilise in some

way, and now the astute owners have hit

upon a plan of doing so which promises to

bring about a new era of prosperity to the

town, giving employment to the artisans and

wealth to the manufacturers.

For a long time we have been accustomed

to hear the cry of wolf in regard to the manu

facturing and mercantile supremacy of Britain,

and, suffering as we unquestionably have been

from a depression of trade, we are told that

he is really at our door, and that Germany,

France, and America are becoming formidable

competitors to Manchester, Leeds, and Glasgow.

For our own part we have never adopted this

pessimist view, but, on the contrary, we feel

convinced that there is a great commercial

future before this country, and that we shall

find outlets for our productions in the rapidly

extending communities of our colonial Empire.

Some thirty years ago, the Germans and the

French invaded our markets with some new

fabrics of wool and silk, of substantial texture,

called tapestries, of which they had a monopoly,

until the manufacturers of Halifax and other

West Riding towns produced a cheaper article

of a similar character, and to a great extent

drove out the intruders. More recently the

Germans introduced the same fabric in in

ferior materials, and at a much lower price,

and these for a long period commanded an

extensive sale. The Paisley manufacturers

regarded these fabrics as well adapted for

production in their idle shawl-looms, and they

set to work accordingly, employing their old

shawl-weavers, who were skilled in the

management of the Jacquard, the mode of

weaving being the same as that employed for

shawls. The result is that they turn out an

article equal in texture and beauty to that of

the Germans, at little more than three-fourths

of the cost.

We have been led into these remarks by

having hud an opportunity of inspecting the

tapestries of Messrs. C. Smith & Co., of

Paisley, at their London depdt (Messrs.

McGregor & Horner), 02, Queen Victoria-

street. We there saw a fine collection of

fabrics specially designed for curtains, table-

covers, and antimacassars. The materials

are silk and wool, cotton alone, and cotton

and vegetable silk, the latter having the

most perfect resemblance to silk. These

fabrics are all coloured in neutral tints, in

accoi dance with the prevalent taste, and great

scientific and technical skill is displayed in the

harmonious blending of colours. The curtains

are made in two widths, i.e. 66 in. and 72 in.,

and they have generally basemental borders, in

which storks and other birds are introduced.

Piece goods matching the body of the curtain

are also made for the covering of furniture.

Some of the table-covers have all-over patterns,

and others have central medallions. The anti

macassars, a perfect novelty, are oblong in

shape, generally with a central figure of a bird

or other object. Tliese Paisley goods are, both

ns regards price and quality, superior to those

imported from Germany.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

Swamp or White gum (Eucalyptus vimmaUi)

Yields an inferior description of timber, and

forms the staple article of split timber

export to the Australian Colonies ; it is very

abundant and thrives in swampy situations.

5. Peppermint gum (Eucalyptus amygdalina),

grows in patches throughout Tasmania. 6.

Huon pine (Dacrydium Franklinii). This is

a light, tough wcod. Very durable in either

fresh or salt water. It is considered superior

to European, American, or Now Zealand pine.

Still abundant on South-west coasts. Its

specific gravity is about '050. 7. Blackwood

(Acacia melanoxylon). A hard and durable

wood which does not shrink. Grows in all

parts of the colony. Its specific gravity is
•885. 8. Myrtle, red and white (Fagus Cu»-

ninghamzi). A beech, similar to New Zealand

" birch," and the only forest tree common to

both colonies. It attains a height of from

50 ft. to 180 ft. The specific gravity is 705.

It is used to some extent for furniture. One

drawback is that it decays very rapidly. It

abounds in Northern Tasmania.

There are other trees of less general utility,

such as the Ironwood, a very bard and close-

grained wood ; Black and Silver Wattle

(Acacias), which yield valuable gum; the wood

is used for staves, and the bark for tanning

purposes ; the Muskwood (Eurybia argophylla) ;

and the Sassafras, Dogwood, and Honeysuckle,

used principally for firewood. He Oak and She

Oak (Casuarina suberosa and C. quadrivalvis)

are used to some extent for boat-knees, but

generally as fuel. As regards the ownership

of the forests, it appears that the Crown estate

preponderates, although a large area of

timbered land is in private hands. Fully

one-half (8,000,000 acres) of Tasmania is

timbered. Of this amount it is computed

that, perhaps, 1,000,000 acres are in private

hands.

The area is diminishing owing to settlement,

exportation, and home consumption. The first

of these causes operates very wastefully, as

the trees are simply destroyed in order to clear

the land. The growth, however, is so rapid,

except in the case of pine, that forests denuded

of marketable timber will recover themselves

in the course of a very few years, and produce

a second growth superior in many respects to

the original timber. Nothing is done in the

way of conserving or of replanting the cleared

areas, but Mr. Moore, the Minister of Lands

and Works, is of opinion that the pine forests

might with advantage be replanted, as where

the tree is once felled the stump perishes.

Bush fires are very destructive to the forests of

Tasmania, and the effect of burning off is to

produce the Acacia (Wattle) where few, if

any, previously existed.

The following is an abstract of the values

of timber exports of all kinds for the years

1865-74 :—

1865 £56,693

1866 45,731

1867 51,747

1868 49,390

1869 42,617

1870 37,267

1871 49.540

1872 46,614

1873 63,246

1874 75,422

playgoers. A book is kept in which regular

frequenters of the theatre may enter their

names, and whenever it becomes a question of

making an addition to the company the

aspirant is required to perform three times,

after which a meeting is called to decide

whether he shall be permanently engaged or

not. Players at Geneva are thus, like pastors

and town councillors, chosen by universal

suffrage. Judged by its results, however,

this system cannot be looked upon as alto

gether satisfactory, for the old theatre, whether

as regards the character of its plays or the

qualifications of its actors, was one of the

least reputable in Switzerland ; but confident

hopes are now expressed that the drama in

Geneva will henceforth be conducted in a

manner befitting its new and beautiful home.

CURTAIN MANUFACTURE AT

PAISLEY.

PAISLEY is a town of considerable anti

quity, seated on the White Cart near its

junction with the Clyde, and eight miles distant

from Glasgow. A Cluniac priory, afterwards

an abbey, was founded there by the Stewart

family, and it was their usual burial-place

previous to their accession to Royal dignity.

The nave and a portion of the transepts still

remain. The former is now made use of as

the parish church, and the latter is in ruins.

The Paisleians appear to have always been

an energetic, industrious race, caring more for

the commercial prosperity than the ornamen

tation of their town, which even now presents

a very dull, dingy appearance as compared

with its neighbour, the city of Glasgow. When

its career as a seat of manufactures com

menced is not known with any degree of

certainty, but at the beginning of the last

century coarse linens and woollen plaids were

made there in large quantities. In the course

of the century there sprang up factories of

muslin, fine linen, carpets, silk-gauze, and

cotton thread, to which were added dye-

works, bleach-grounds, distilleries, breweries,

and tanneries. Towards the end of the

century silk-gauze and thread were the chief

staples, the former employing 5,000 looms and

producing £350,000 worth of goods annually,

and the latter giving employment to 4,000

hands, who turned out annually thread of the

value of half-a-million sterling. At the begin

ning of the present century somo enterprising

weavers of the town set on foot a new and

most important industry—that of shawl manu

facture. From the most remote antiquity

the shawl has been an article of apparel in

Eastern Asia, where it was made in enormous

quantities of fine goat's-hair, sometimes with

an intermingling of gold thread, and in the

sixteenth century there were not less than a

thousand manufacturers in the city of Lahore

alone. After this came a period of depression,

until by-and-by shawls became articles of

export to Europe. The beauty of the texture

and the harmony of the colours recommended

them to the taste of the ladies of Paris,

London, and other European capitals, who

came eventually to look upon their wardrobes

as incomplete if not furnished with one or more

" lovely cashmeres." At the beginning of the

present century the French and English manu

facturers began to imitate them, at first in a

rude fashion, but afterwards, by the applica

tion of the Jacquard loom, they succeeded in

producing shawls equal in texture if not in

material to, and surpassing in beauty of design,

those of the Orient. Previously to this the

importation into England had amounted to

4,000 or 6,000 cashmeres annually, but after

the Paisley and Norwich manufacturers begin

to compete with an equally handsome and

much cheaper article, the foreign trade rapidly

declined. Paisley alone, when the trade was

in the zenith of its prosperity, sent forth from

its looms shawls of the value of £1,000,000

yearly. They had a long run of favour in the

world of fashion, but some five-and-twenty

years ago a fiat went forth against them, and

they were gradually replaced by mantles and

jackets. In consequence of this the looms of

Paisley stood idle, and the masters and workmen

No. XIX.—Tasmania.

HAVD?G an area of 20,215 square miles,

the population of this colony was in

1875, 103,003 persons. The number of indige

nous timber trees is twenty-six, the principal

varieties being the following :—1, Blue gum

(Eucalyptus globulus). This is the most valu

able hardwood timber of Tasmania. It often

attains a height of 250 ft. or 300 ft., and is used

for any description of work where hardness

and strength are specially necessary. Its

principal habitat is Southern Tasmania. The

tree is very abundant, and of exceedingly

rapid growth. It yields gummy and resinous

products of great commercial value. 2. Stringy

bark (Eucalyptus obliqua). A tree very similar

to the Blue gum, but smaller. Very abun

dant. 3. Gum-topped stringy bark (a variety of

Eucalyptus obliqua). Equal in quality to the

Blue gum, and used for same purposes. 4,

Total £518 272

The bulk of the exports consists of stringy

bark sawn into beams, planks, palings, laths,

and shingles sent to Victoria, South Australia,

and New Zealand. The annual exports (in

cluded in the above) to the United Kingdom

were very small indeed, ranging from £35 to

£250; the export trade being almost exclu

sively confined to the Colonies. There is, it is

said, a prejudice against Tasmanian timber in

the European markets, and especially in Eng

land. This is supposed to be due to the fact

that trees are felled in Tasmania without

regard to the proper season for cutting, a

practice which is believed to affect the value

of the timber. The export timber trade of

Tasmania appears to have received a severe

blow by the imposition of protective duties in

Victoria, which is the nearest market for the
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sawn timber of the colony. The discredit

into which Tasmanian timber was falling in

foreign markets owing to the absence of con

trol over and inspection of shipments, as well

as to the want of an official classification of

timbers resembling each other very closely in

external appearance when stripped of the bark,

though differing greatly in durability and

value, induced the House of Assembly to

appoint a select committee to consider the sub

ject and report to the House. The report,

which was very short, was published in Sep

tember, 1875, and was as follows :—

" Your Committee have the honour to report

that, from the evidence of experienced persons,

they are of opinion that to maintain the credit

of our timber cut from the Eucalypti it should,

when exported, be classified and marked as is

done with deals in Europe. And that a most

objectionable practice prevails in suppl

shingles for the export trade, viz., that of

packing them in bundles containing 80 to 90

instead of 100, so that instead of 10 bundles

containing 1,000 they frequently contain not

more than 750. This is a fraudulent mode of

dealing in such articles, which should be put

a stop to by compelling the splitters and all

concerned to supply in fact 100 shingles in

every bundle under a penalty, and to deliver

1,000 shingles for that number sold or

supplied."

The committee examined several witnesses

with reference to the quality of the timber

exported. It appears from the evidence that

a great deal of the timber shipped is of very

inferior quality. One of the witnesses had

seen a gum-tree G ft. in diameter, which had

not more than a foot of timber in it that had

arrived at maturity. This witness added that

all the hardwood of Tasmania, except in the

case of pine, lightwood, and myrtle, forms

from the outside. It is said that a good

deal of swamp gum {Eucalyptus viminalis)

is exported as blue gum, a wood to which

it is very inferior, and that these frauds have

brought the valuable woods of Tasmania into

disrepute.

KIDDERMINSTER EN FETE.

KIDDERMINSTER, or at least a large

section of its population, has lately been

en fete, the occasion being a banquet given to

their workpeople by Messrs. John Brinton &

Co. The festivities were intended to com

memorate the starting of a new steam-engine of

about 1,000 horse-power, concerning which

ceremony we have before reported in these

pages. The present entertainment was taken

advantage of by the workmen to demonstrate

their regard for the senior partner of the firm,

by presenting him with an elaborately-illu

minated address, and Mrs. Brinton with a

diamond bracelet.

The presentation came off in the Town-hall,

Mr. J. Kiteley presiding. In a few well-

chosen words, the chairman drew attention to

the foremost position which the firm of John

Brinton & Co. now occupied, and to the high

character and sterling worth of its principal.

Mr. North, speaking on behalf of the work

men, enumerated the many acts of libe

rality and charity which had made Mr.

Brinton's name a household word in the town.

Mr. Cope, as spokesman for the female ein-

ploySet, expressed similar sentiments, dwelling

at the same time upon the interest taken by

Mrs. Brinton in everything that concerned the

comfort and well-being of the workpeople.

After one or two other speakers had ad

dressed the meeting, Mr. Walker presented the

following address to Mr. John Brinton :—

Dear Sir,—We, the workpeople in the employ

of the firm of which yon are the head, feel that

we have an interest—inferior only to your own

and that of yonr esteemed partners—in the

prosperity and development of the great manu

facturing establishment which bears yonr

name. We desire, therefore, to take advantage

of the position in which we find ourselves

to-day, as the guests of onr employers, to offer

yon onr warm congratulations npon the stage

which the extension of the works have now

reaohed. As those who have to gun their bread

by manual toil, we are not nntniodful of the' dress, and from the speakers who preceded

valne and dignity of labour, and we hope to be

found faithful both in discharging its duties and

in maintaining its just rights. Bat we do not

forget how much labour stands in need of

capital, and how largely dependent it is npon

the energy and capacity of those who direot the

operations of industry, and who open up the

markets of the world to its productions. We,

therefore, look npon those who devote their

time, their resources, and their great and

various powers to business enterprise, as estab

lishing the highest claim to our respeotfnl

regards. By increasing the demand for, and

multiplying the opportunities for disposing of

our labour, they put in our way the

means of maintaining ourselves and families,

thereby conferring npon us a more permanent

benefit, and one of higher value than all the

kind, and at present often necessary efforts of

philanthropy can bestow. We prefer the oppor

tunity of giving a fair day's labour for a fair

day's wage to every advantage that can be

offered to us. Yon, sir, for more than a quarter

of a century have been the means, under the

Divine blessing, of largely extending the trade

of Kidderminster. The growth of your firm has

been an objeot of interest, not only to us but to

the whole community, who regard with pride

the Success of those labours whioh have at

length placed it at the head of the Brussels

manufacture of the world. Your operations

have been so ably condnoted that even in a

season of universal depression their expansion

has soaroely been arrested, and we have con-

tinned to enjoy the advantage of constant em

ployment at a period when in other tradeB there

has been a somewhat diminished demand for

labour. This gives us confidence with regard

t3 the future, and we hope that the intelligence

and courage which have prompted you at such

a time to increase the productive power of tbe

firm will be rewarded with that prosperity it

merits, when the better times, whioh we trust

are now near at hand, shall arrive. While

congratulating yon as a successful employer

of labour, we feel it right also to acknowledge

the great amount of valuable time you give to

the publio affairs of the borough. Nor will

your princely benefactions to yonr native town

ever be forgotten in Kidderminster. Beyond

this imperfect expression of onr appreciation

of yonr character as an employer and as a

fellow citizen, we are not able to offer any

thing of value ; but we hope Mrs. Brinton will

kindly accept the accompanying bracelet as a

souvenir of Monday, July 21, 1879, when her

presence amongst ns and the part she took in

setting in motion a new " Heronles " to assist

in onr labours were bailed as a happy augury

of the future prospects of both employers and

employed. May yon, dear sir, and the partners

who so worthily oo-oporate with you, long be

spared to oarry on, to onr common benefit, the

world-renowned business of John Brinton & Co.,

and may the same measure of success that has

attended your enterprise in the past oontinne to

crown it in the future.—We are, dear sir, on

behalf of the subscribers, yours most respect

fully,

Bichakd Staiker, Chairman.

Feed. W. F. Stainer, Treasurer.

Fred. C. Marston, Secretary.

Kidderminster, Oct. 4, 1879.

Mrs. Brinton having been next presented

with a diamond bracelet, Mr. Brinton made

the following reply :—I tender you my most

heartfelt thanks for this totally unlooked-for

expression of your regard, the value of which

is increased a thousand-fold in my estimation,

because I am assured it is spontaneous in its

character, and is unanimously representative

of the entire employe's, from the oldest to the

youngest on the firm. You have indeed laid

upon me no easy task in making a suitable

reply. No one can look round on such an as

semblage as this—fellow-workers in the same

field with ourselves—without a deep sense of

responsibility in selecting wisely the matter

and manner of a right response to such an

address, presented as it is by all of you

together, under circumstances which have

never arisen before in the annals of our town,

and which, in all human probability, will

never be witnessed again in this generation.

If your kindness will allow me I would

gladly pass over (if I could) your too

generous personal compliments to myself,

both in this beautifully-illuminated ad

its presentation, but from the necessity

I feel of noticing how much pleasure may

incidentally spring from the recognition by

others of public duties performed, or labours

undertaken, or by inducing our various classes

of people to pull together for every purpose

that has " good " for its aim, in this our town

of Kidderminster. Such recognition atones

for much of the discouragement one meets

with in trying to impress or urge one's views

upon others, but it acts as a wonderful stimulus

to efforts for further good. It is, howerer, in

your appreciation of the labours of my part

ners and myself for your past and present

employment, and the earnest of your future

well-being, that the pith and kernel of your

excellently expressed address is manifested.

Rest assured we are alive to what you say on

this head. No one can better understand than

we the value attached by a free man (or

worker) to the unfettered use of the strength,

skill, or handicraft with which it has pleased

God to endow each of you. With these

powers, and the living you seek to gain by

their use, there is—as you justly observe—no

greater dignity than labour on this earth, and

no greater blessing than health—with regular

and constant employment. For our part

we make no secret of the aim set before us in

carrying on the business in which you are so

deepljr interested. Energyand enterprise are the

directing powers of this concern; capacity and

devotion to our instructions we look for from

those placed in the important posts of inter

preting the business details to others ; and as

to the workers themselves, from the highest to

the lowest, we rely on their faithful and

honest service, not in quantity only, but in

quality and attention to whatever that work

may be—convinced that in this way only can

the place be kept together, and our common

interest maintained. Let me add this : Man;

of you, especially the younger portion of the

workers, little know—still less stay to con

sider—that waste and carelessness form a

large percentage of the annual losses of a

concern, like this, and—what is vitally im

portant—sometimes make the difference

between our being able to accept an order to

keep you employed, or to refuse it, as involving

a loss in its execution. We, therefore, with

you, gladly recognise the starting of our new

and magnificent engine, the " Hercules,'' as

meaning both an economical concentration of

our business here as well as a closer drawing

together of our interests, undisturbed, we

trust, by strikes or future misunderstandings.

Yet I would not let thia opportunity go by

without frankly making some allusion to the

severe time of commercial depression which

has overtaken every branch of English in

dustry, and the lessons you and we must take

to heart from it. Longer hours of labour in

every country but our own ; lower wages in

everycountry except the United States—where,

however, higher earnings are neutralised by

extremely dear living—simpler habits of life

and poorer food among the foreign workers, all

tend to the disadvantage of this country, and

shut us out daily in competition from the

markets of the world. Indeed, the total sum

of difficulties [which alike encompass the path

I of employers and employed here, make the

outlook ahead most gloomy. But mutual

forbearance and consideration on wage ques

tions—a desire -to profit by, and encourage,

new inventions and improvements—more thrift

in our factories, and better comprehension of

the principles of supply and demand, and of

the real freedom of trade, might work «

greatly - desired social revolution in this

country ; and bridge over many of the diffi

culties I have alluded to between the capitalist

and the labourer, whose interests are as iden

tical in a commercial sense as, in a domestic

one, the union of man and wife are in tbe

household. Your kind allusions to the long

continuity of my own personal labours among

you awaken recollections which may be as

agreeably received by you as sketched bv

myself. On January 25, 1848—the day I came

of age—my ever-honoured father took hit

elder brother and myself into partnership

From the very limited beginning of the small

quarter of an acre in ray father's occupa-
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tioD, we had been laying down the lines

of extended employment to the people,

which have subsequently developed into

tie six acres of land you now see

nearly covered with our manufacturing build-

in??, but before this result was realised

<liificult times have had to bo steered through

und crises surmounted very trying to our

energies. Our start in 1848 was hardly begun

when the stormiest period of revolution ever

witnessed in Europe swept over the com

munity ; strong firms were wrecked in hun

dreds, and commerce was brought down almost

to the ground. I well remember in those days

standing in the entrance-yard to our works

watching the progress of the first large weav

ing-shed we dared to build, and hearing the

news of the flight of King Louis Phillippe

from France (leaving Tans in the hands

of Kevolutionists), and the further unfold

ing of those calamitous incidents which belong

now to the page of history—when I felt almost

inclined to shrink from the outlay we were

committed to. That, however, was not to be,

and the confidence I then acquired I have

found to be of invaluable service, although

dark and gloomy days since have often oc

curred to us. For further events I may

briefly allude to the death of both my partners

in the same year—father and brother—within

a few months of each other, in the year 1857,

and the accession since then of my present

partners, whose zeal for the interest and

constant employment of our work-people,

together with nil that pertains to their moral

advancement, is as earnest and increasing as

my own. Before closing I must briefly review

a few of the changes which have gone on in

the town around us, affecting you in your

homes and families in a most important sense.

When I first entered upon business—nearly

forty years ago—the average of weekly wages

earned by the industrious working-man—even

when fully employed—was considerably less

(probably 30 per cent.) than what he can now

obtain, while the strain on his physical exer

tions from hand-labour was severe—and the

purchasing power of his wages to maintain his

family and himself in decent comfort was

diminished by the then prevailing system of

Protection for high-priced food and other

necessities—evils which wise legislation and

the progress of a healthy public opinion have

since entirely removed. Employment in the

weaving shops of this town was fraught with

the greatest evils to old and young, not only on

account of the irregularities inseparable from

the then system (no set hours of labour being

recognised), but also because as yetno humane

Factory Act was in existence for the protec

tion of the women and children—the more

helpless section of our working community.

This has all been changed, and changed too

without detriment to the interests of the

capitalist, who, I feel convinced, is never so

well served as by a thriving, contented band

of workers, nor shall I for one desire to see

any recurrence to longer hours of labour, or

indeed any revival of this question beyond a

free expression of the necessity of the workers

applying to their shorter hours of toil in

this country, stricter economy of time

and attention in every department, thus

making their employer's interests their own,

and wisely cheapening the cost of produc

tion.

Mr. Brinton next dwelt upon the many

local educational agencies now within the

reach of the young, which should stimulate

them to increased exertion at self-improve

ment; and wound up his address with the

following words :—As an employer, conscious

of the difficulties which in an unknown future

may attend our best-laid plans for the pros

perity of this concern and the welfare of our

workpeople, I am aware that, even while doing

our very best and with all our efforts, we

may meet with disappointment ; but, backed

with the conviction that all our workpeople

sympathise with those efforts,—nay more,—

that they will, from the chief to the least,

help us, directly and indirectly, by their

faithful service, we shall not be discouraged

at the out-look in the future. Remember

these well-known lines :

'Tib not in mortals to command success ;

But we'll do more, Bempronious,—we'll

deserve it.

I thank you from the depth of my heart for

this magnificent reception—the memory of

which will never be effaced from the minds of

my family nor from my own thoughts. I

venture to think this day a proceedings will be

deeply engraved in the annals of Kiddermin

ster, as affording a strong local proof that,

after all, the ties which bind us together are

those of mutual well-being and inter-depen

dence, and the aim of an employer is perhaps

best expressed in that one short apostolic

utterance in Holy Writ : " We seek not yours,

but you."

Mrs. Brinton also suitably acknowledged the

present made to her, ' and the proceedings at

the Town-hall were brought to a close with

votes of thanks to the committee of manage

ment and the chairman.

The company afterwards adjourned to the

newly-rebuilt wool-warehouse of the firm,

where dinner was served for all the employes

above sixteen years of age ; the younger por

tion being relegated with tea, the total number

of those entertained being about 1,200 persons,

and the following summary of the provisions

consumed, given by the Kxdderminster Shuttle,

shows that the commissariat department was

equal to the occasion : 15 cwt. of beef, mutton,

pork, venl, ham, and lamb ; 6 cwt. of potatoes';

3 cwt. of cheese; 40 loaves; and 1,100 rolls.

EARTHENWARE GLAZES.

A FRENCH process for forming white

enamel, which- answers well for glazing

superior kinds of earthenware and porcelain

i3 as follows. Equal parts of lead and tin are

kept in fusion until completely oxidated. The

powder thus formed is ground with water, all

impurities are removed by repeated washings,

and being dried it is kept for use. The whitest

flints are then chosen, and fused with car

bonate of potash, the latter being in such pro

portion to the flint that the mixture will be

soluble in water. To the solution of flint thus

made, muriatic acid must, from time to time

be added, until no further precipitation occurs.

The precipate thus obtained is pure silex,

which being washed and dried, is also fit for

use. If one part of this silex, and one part of

the metallic oxide, be added to two parts of

carbonate of potash, and the whole fused in a

crucible, the mass need only be reduced to a

fine powder to prepare it for use in glazing.

Mr. John Rose, of the porcelain works at

Coalport in Shropshire, speaks in commenda

tion of a glaze for hard porcelain which he

has used for some time, and which, having

been examined by competent artists, at the

request of the Society of Arts, has been re

ported on very favourably. Mr Rose's glaze

is composed of 27 parts of feldspar, 18 borax,

4 of Lynn sand, 3 of nitre, 3 of soda, and 3 of

the china clay of Cornwall. This mixture is

melted together and ground to a fine powder ;

three parts of calcined borax being added

previously to the grinding.

Glazes for porcelain and the finer kinds of

earthenware, says the Crockery Journal, are

generally made with white lead, ground flints,

ground flint glass, and common salt ; Lynn

sand combined with soda, as a flux, being fre

quently added to the ingredients just men

tioned. Almost every manufacturer uses a

peculiar glaze, the receipt for which is kept

secret by him as much as possible, under the

idea of a superiority compared with that em

ployed by his competitors, so that it is not

possible to state proportions with accuracy.

The French porcelain makers have given the

composition of hard glazes made by them,

which are all said to be formed of flint, ground

porcelain, and crystals of calcined gypsum, in

the following different proportions :—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Calcined flint 8 pta. 17 pta. 11 pts.

Ground porcelain ......15 „ 16 „ 18 „

Oryst'ls oal'd gypsum. . 9 „ 7 „ 12 „

It is necessary to vary the composition of the

glaze, in order to suit the different materials

that form the body of the ware, since what

would be a very fine glaze for one mixture of

earth would be wholly inappropriate to

another, proving deficient in lustre and being

liable to crack. Before adopting any glaze in

conjunction with a particular kind of ware, it

is most prudent to make trial of it upon a

small scale, in order to prove the suitableness

of the bodies to each other. So great is the

competition among potters in the present day

that means injurious to their real quality are

frequently adopted for rendering their wares

less costly. Some makers are hence tempted

to the employment of materials that will

enable them, at a moderate price, to furnish

articles apparently good, but which will

speedily prove defective when brought into

use. The saving which a manufacturer is able

to effect, through the adoption of an inferior

glaze, consists not so much in the actual cost

of its component parts, as in the smaller quan

tity of fuel required for its vitrification, and in

the shorter period of time demanded for its

conversion. The earthenware offered at low

prices by hawkers and pedlars, and at inferior

shops, is mostly composed of clay that will not

bear a proper degree of heat in the oven, and

are covered by a glaze so tender as to crack

after a few cleansings with hot water. If

exposed to a high temperature, or if acids be

applied, the glaze will be dissolved, and the

vessel consequently rendered useless.

The quantity of lead which enters into the

composition of the better kind of glazes is so

small that the deteriorating and pernicious

effects which attend upon the use of raw glaze

need not be apprehended from their employ

ment. As alkaline substances are so power

fully instrumental in promoting the fusion of

intractable bodies, it may be thought that by

increasing their proportion when compared

with feldspar, glazes might be formed that

would fuse at a neat sufficiently moderate for

any description of earthenware, and that con

sequently the use of oxide of lead, which is so

pernicious, might be altogether abandoned ;

but another serious evil which would then be

experienced prevents this substitution. The

glaze, if it contained beyond a certain propor

tion of alkali, would not undergo the same

degree of expansion by heat as the body

whereon it is laid, and would, as a conse

quence, crack to such a degree as, when

brought into use, would allow any greasy

matter to penetrate through to the body of

the ware, and this would speedily destroy its

coherency.

The qualities which it is the object of the

manufacturer to give to porcelain of the finest

description, are density, whiteness, transpa

rency, and fine texture of the glaze. These

properties are estimated in the order in which

they are here enumerated, compactness of

body being the point which it is considered

most desirable to attain. The glaze, as seen in

the finished porcelain, should not h .va a

lustrous appearance, but, while beautifully

smooth to the touch, should present to the

eye rather the softness of velvet than the

gloss of satin. This peculiar semblance

will only be produced with glaze that

melts with difficulty, and when the heat

has been raised precisely to and not beyond

the point that is necessary for its fusion.

The glazing of common red ware is effected

by the decomposition of common salt thrown

into the kiln, at or near the conclusion of the

baking process. Other glazes are likewise

employed for many articles, and, according to

the usual system, the particular components

of these are also veiled in mystery ; ground-

glass is, however, understood to be the basis

of all. The different colours observable on

the outer surface of drinking-jugs and other

articles, are owing to the partial use of a

glaze ; the part to which this is applied be

coming dork in the heat of the kiln, while the

glazing of the light-coloured portion is caused

by the introduction of salt.

French Working-Men's Congress.—The

Workiog-Men'a annual Congress was opened at

Marseilles on Monday. About thirty towns

were represented. It was resolved to adopt the

title of " Socialist Working-Men's Congress."
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE.

DB8IGNS FOB CURTAINS.

rPAPESTRIES have within recent years

come into deserved favour as curtain

materials. On another page we allude to the

particular fahrics of this kind manufactured

by Messrs. C. Smith & Co., of Paisley ; and

on the accompanying Plate we illustrate two

of their designs. No doubt the floral pattern

on the right will be generally voted the hand,

somer of the two, and worked out in bright

tints, it would harmonise well with the style

of wall-decoration so generally affected in the

present day. These curtains are made in all

the popular ground colours, such as black,

dark myrtle, peacock blue, maroon, crimson,

and drab, a beautiful effect being secured by

the blending of the patterns in different tints.

A TURNED HAT-STAND.

THE outside uprights or back legs of the

accompanying design for hat-stand are

intended to be turned out of 2-in. birch ;

they will then finish ]f-in. thick. The two

 

central uprights should be in., the cross-

rails J in., the two front legs 1 j in., and all the

rails of the lower part or umbrella-stand 1J in.

thick when finished. The only framing re

quired will bo the rails which support the

wateivpan, these will be tenoned into the

uprights ; the remaining parts can be put

together by boring, as in chairmaking.

The cloak-hooks are intended to be of brass

spring-wire -/j-in. thick, bent to the form as

shown in Fig. 2, and then sprung into holes

bored for them, as shown by their position in

sketch. The hooks can be turned flat or level

with the turning. If they are too numerous,

and turned outwards again when required.

RUSSIAN, SWEDISH, AND DANISH

POTTERY.

IN 1700, Peter the Great established some

Delft potters at St. Petersburg, and a

private workshop is mentioned as existing at

Revel, hut little is known of either. Peter the

Great was also desirous of founding the porce

lain industry within his dominions, but he does

not appear to have made any further progress

than bringing together f. collection of Chinese

porcelain with Russian decoration. In 1750

Elizabeth established a workshop near the

capital, and some years later it was enlarged

by Catherine II. About sixty years ago a

number of Sevres artists were imported, and

from that time down to the present, a very

superior natural porcelain has been made. In

1756 an establishment, also for making natural

porcelain, was founded near Moscow. The

St. Petersburg porcelain made at the Royal

Works is so high in price that it is said to be

bought only for the Court. The Russian

faience of the present time is decorated in

styles altogether peculiar. It illustrates the

ardent desire manifested for 6ome years past

throughout Russia to rear a distinctively Mus

covite school of art. Natural porcelain has

been made at Korzec, in Poland, since 1723.

The first Swedish faience factory was estab

lished at Rorstrand in 1727, and is still run

ning ; and in 1750 a second enterprise was set

on foot at Marienberg, also in the neighbour

hood of Stockholm. The earlier Rorstrand

ware resembles that of Delft. The decora

tions are in some cases delicate and well

designed. More lately Sweden has produced

a great variety of very beautiful faience.

Many of the tea-sets and vases might easily

be mistaken for porcelain. A peculiar and

very effective ornamentation consists of blue,

gilt, red, and white floral designs, the white

enamel having a charming pearly appearance,

and the blue studa resembling turquoises.

It is not improbable that the Swedish works

may be involved in some such confusion as

that which surrounded the early wares of

Delft. Thus we find, in 1729, Rorstrand in

vested with the monopoly, of making porcelain

of delft, i.e., faience. In 1735 the privilege

included faiencefine etp&te dure; and in 1769

Dr. Ehrenrich was privileged to make por

celain and faience at Marienberg. Some of

the Marienberg ware is in excellent taste,

showing exquisitely modelled flowers and

ruit in relief. It is singular that when, in

1 "SO, the stock at Marienberg was sold off,

s-oine of it was disposed of in London under

the name of delft. The works at Rorstrand

were closed in 1788. A kind of faience

having a resemblance to the Swedish is manu

factured near Christiania, in Norway. It is

used for table services, and the decoration

partakes largely of the classical character so

widely prevalent in the North.

Denmark was first known by the productions

of Kiel, the thin paste being there carefully

prepared, while the paintings are highly com

mendable. The Greek imitations by Madame

Ipsen, of Copenhagen, are specially worthy of

commendation. Greek vases ore imitated at this

establishment writh fidelity and beauty. Both

form and ornamentation are as purely Greek

an those of any pottery unearthed by the anti

quary. The biga, quadriga, scenes from the

Iliad and mythology appear just as they do on

the works of the master potters of antiquity.

What has been said of the Ipsen factory

might be applied with equal truth to the terra

cotta works of Wendrich& Sons, also of Copen

hagen. The Danish imitators, in rivalling each

other, have left most, if not all, of their com

petitors far behind, and this fact leads us to

consider the circumstances which led a people

apparently so distantly removed from the

Greeks in genius, to follow them in this par

ticular branch of art.

First among these was the weighty influence

everywhere felt of the greatest of Danish

artists, the sculptor Thorvaldsen. In him we

have an instance of a single man turning, in a

measure, the current of thought of an entire

people. The tiles of his works 6how the sub

jects which touch his artistic sympathy.

Instead of the Scandinavian Odin, Thor,

Baldur, Sigurd, Freia, Brunhild, or Gudrun,

we have Apollo, Mercury, Venus, Ilebe, Gany

mede, and the heroes of the Iliad. Thor

valdsen was fascinated by the classic art of

Greece, and it obliterated from his memory the

mythology and legend of the North. While

he gave us Hebe, it was reserved for his pupil

and successor, Bissen, to give us the more

truly national Valkyrie.

A second reason may have been the posses

sion of a fine pale-buff clay admirably adapted

for imitating the antiques of Greece. " In

texture," says Boutell, " it is so fine that it

is capable of producing bas-relief medallions

not larger than cameo gems, in which the

figures have the sharpness of the gems them

selves, with a surface of exquisite and silk-like

softness." On the one hand was the material

on the other the Thorvaldsen Museum pre

senting " the noblest models for using it with

the happiest effect." The way to antiquity

having thus been opened up, the Danish

potters widened the range of their art

and found in Etruria and Egypt abundant

models for imitation. Our classification
must be of the ■ most general character.

Forms are reproduced with the most per

fect fidelity, and the natural colour of the

buff -clay changes through tints of warm

brown and red to black, according to the

original. The ornamentation is exceed

ingly varied. On some of the vases are-

subjects taken from the pottery of Greece,

painted in red upon a black ground, or in

black upon buff, as we find them in Greece.

These comprise the first class, and are in the

strictest sense reproductions of the antique.

In others, while the accessory decoration is

Greek, the subjects are taken from the sculp

tures or bas-reliefs of Thorvaldsen or Flai-

man. The " Triumph of Neptune " of the

latter, and the many works of the former,

being purely classical in conception and feel

ing, are in perfect harmony with the motive

animating the artists of Denmark. There is a

third class, in which the leading designs are

essentially modern, and no strict rule is fol

lowed in accessory decoration. Thus, an

amphora after the Greek in form and acces

sories has a central design taken from Thor-

valdsen'a bas-relief, " Autumn." Egyptian

amphora- and other black-glazed vases are

painted with naturally-tinted bouquets of

flowers, and thus in form and ground-colour

alone suggest the antique. At times the

several styles are mingled. The colours most

extensively used are red of several shades,

gold, blue, white, buff, nnd black.

Leaving the southern antique, the Danish

potters have also reproduced the prehistoric

vessels of their native land in several simple

and elegant forms. The originals were found

in the tombs of the ancient Dunes, and supply

their descendants with an opportunity of per

petuating an art essentially Norse. The

national side of Danish art is also seen in

many of the terra-cotta statuettes and medal

lions. We pass over the copies of Thorvald-

sen's classical sculptures in order to reach the

comical figures, full of humour, character, and

feeling, of the elfish Nisser of the old Norse

men. The statuettes of these elves, and

many quaint little figures of peasants, fisher

men, and the like, are very attractive both

intrinsically and as reflections of Danish old-

time superstition and Danish life.

Taking Danish porcelain as a whole, it is

both of good quality and tastefully decorated.

The paste is pure, fine in texture, and carefully

worked. In thin pieces, which approach very

nearly the egg-shell of the East, the body is

extremely translucent, and the glaze is smooth,

hard, and even. This quality appears in fluted

services, decorated under the glaze with

delicate patterns, generally floral, in bluo

camaieu. In thicker pieces greater strength

is gained without any sacrifice of quality.

Styles of decoration more peculiarly European

occur in great variety, and illustrate the Danish

artist's capacity for handling the richer colours

of the porcelain painter's palette. Flowers,

birds, insects, and landscapes are seen m

medallions edged with gold ; and cupids

or Nisser, as grotesque as any in terra

cotta, are represented in every conceivable

attitude. The flower pieces are drawn

with feeling, and the colouring follows that of

nature as closely as the medium will allow.

In the figure pieces the attitudes are, as a rnie,

expressive, and suggestive of life and motion.

Many of Thorvaldsen's works, and some o.

those of Bissen and Jerichau, have been repro

duced in biscuit statuettes and bas-relief

medallions. While lacking the warmth ol

terra-cotta, the porcelain biscuit is sharp ia

outline and soft in colour.
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Porcelain was made at Copenhagen in 1700,

a Frenchman, named Fournier, establishing a

workshop there. In 1772 another establish

ment was founded, or that of Fournier was

revived, by the Minister of Justice, M. Muller,

assisted by a fugitive from Fiirstenberg, named

Von Lang. In 1775 it was taken into the

hands of the Government, and is now called

the lioyal Porcelain Works. Many orna

mental pieces and works in biscuit are pro

duced all of different degrees of merit.

A ROTATORY BOOKCASE.

THE number of those who are in the con

stant habit of using books of reference

is by no means confined to the editorial

sanctum ; there is the author, the lawyer, the

clergyman ; indeed, every professional man

has some special books of reference apper

taining to his calling, and he must, if his time

be of even ordinary value, needs have them

ready to his hand. Half the value of such

books consists in their being within easy

reach at the moment they are required.

Few people when writing have such works

as we refer to so closely at hand that,

to get at them, it does not necessitate rising

from their seat, and this act in itself is

calculated to disturb the current of thought.

A remedy has been found for this in the intro

duction of a revolving bookstand by Messrs.

J. W. & M. Jarvis, of 60, City-road, which

they have termed the " Automatic." It is

two feet square, four feet high, and is capable

of holding from 1 80 to 200 volumes. It con

stitutes an entirely novel piece of furniture,

while the ease with which it may be moved

from place to place, or made to revolve upon

a centre pivot, constitutes its great recom

mendation. The " Automatic " bookcase is

likely to become a favourite necessity ere long

in every gentleman's library.

Correspondent*.

o

It is distinctly to be borne in mind that toe do not by insert
tag letters convey any opinionfavourable to their contents
We open our columns to all, without Itaninij to any ; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of
all thadet.

jVo notice whatever will be taken of anonymous communica
tions. The Name and Address of the writer are required,
not necsswarily for publication, but as a guarantee of
rjenuineness.

TP* cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

MODERN APPRENTICESHIPS AND

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

To the Editor of the Fubmtuhk Gazette.

Sib,—No one but must agree with the

sensible views enunciated by Mr. Pitman

in the last number of your journal, as

to the deficiency of existing agencies to pro

mote the technical training of apprentices and

young workmen. It is beyond question that,

under the present system of hurry and drive,

and with the prevailing subdivision of labour

in cabinet shops, as in all other factories, no

youth can acquire anything but a most super

ficial knowledge of whatever trade he intends

to follow. The fruits of this want of syste

matic training abound on every hand in the

form of workmen who only know one branch

of their craft—be it chair-leg turning, dining-

table making, or whatever may prove their

special pursuit—and shamefully little of that.

Hut methinks that, despite all the modern

agitation upon the subject, and notwithstand

ing the formidable pretensions of this or that

body to have discovered the universal panacea

for a state of things recognised and lamented

on every hand, very little good is likely to be

done by any of the schemes now before the

public. The whole movement has for some

years past been in the " talkee-talkee " stage,

and I lor my part fail to discern as yet even the

least indication of anything more practicable

being attempted for some time to come. Two

organisations have lately made themselves

conspicuous by ventilating their schemes, and

it may, therefore, ho worth while to inquire

whether in either case the right steps have

been, or are likely to be, taken to supply a

solution to the problem which now confronts

the community.

First of all, as regards the Technological

Examinations of the City and Guilds of

London Institute. You have lately pub

lished their programme for the coming session,

and appropriately enough you animadverted

upon the fact that the art of cabinet-making

has been altogether ignored therein. Now,

although there is little to be said in favour

of these examinations, which have ever

been aimless in their scope and lifeless

in the manner in which they have been

carried out, yet it might have been thought

that, having been handed over by the Society

of Arts to the before-mentioned body, some

thing would have been done to popularise

them and make them more efficient. A perusal

of the programme is, however, amply suf

ficient to disabuse any one of such fond an

ticipations. Certainly the new management

have signalised their adventbyadding a few new

subjects—and such subjects. Placed first among

these is, mirabile dictu, the Art of Brew

ing ! Just fancy this, sir, England, which

annually spends about £150,000,000 upon

drink—one of the greatest curses to a large

portion of her population—must go out of her

way and pay a premium to promote the art of

brewing. Other and nobler pursuits, such as

architecture, cabinet-making, engineering,

carpet weaving and designing, &c, are, mean

while, altogether ignored. The very fact of

such a subject as brewing being thus readily

placed upon the programme, makes one curious

to know the constitution of the executive

body who have drawn up the new scheme ; it

is very certain that Sir Wilfrid Lawson is not

of their number—one could almost wish

he were. Now, sir, I ask any unbiassed

person whether this system of technological

examinations is ever likely to materially bene

fit the industrial community ? It is education

in technology that is wanted for our artisans,

not examination. Give them the means of

perfecting themselves in the different branches

of manufacturing industry, and they will

readily enough avail themselves thereof ; but

as regards these paltry examinations, with

their £5 bonuses, you may depend upon it that

workmen as a body will fight shy of tliem in

the future, as it is notorious they have done in

the past.

I have intruded at such length upon your

columns that I must reserve my remarks upon

the other technical education scheme now

before the public until your next issue, pro

vided you are disposed to afford me space for

another letter. Meanwhile I remain, yours

obediently, F.S.A.

Oct. 21, 1870.

[We shall be pleased to afford room for the

further discussion of the subject.—Ed. F. G.~]

Jubictos of ftefo ^oohs.

A Grammar of Japanese Ornament and Design.

By Thomas W. Cutler, F.1U.B.A.

Part II. London : B. T. Batsford.

Excellent as was the first part of this

work, before noticed in our columns, it is

certainly out-distanced by the present instal

ment. The fifteen plates contained in Part II.

reflect the highest credit upon the judicious

discrimination of the compiler. Flowers,

trees, plants, birds, fishes, and insects, as well

as a variety of other ornaments find a place

in the work, and the drawing and colouring

are in each instance simply perfect. To de

signers of paperhangings, curtains, and other

textile fabrics, to panel and tile painters, and

to decorative artists generally, this work will

prove an almost inexhaustible mine of artistic

conceptions. Our decided opinion, indeed, is

that no artist's or art-workman's library is

perfect without a copy of this highly-meri

torious work, got up in a style that does credit

to the choice art-forms represented on its every

page. Wood-carvers and workers in metal

might also derive many happy suggestions from

a study of Mr. Cutler's elegant " Grammar.-'

The Lout Act, being Funeral Rites of Nations

and Individuals. Collated and arranged by

William Tegq, F.R.H.S. London : Wil

liam Tegg & Co., Paucras-lane, Cheapside.

Although this work appeals to all, it has yet

a special interest to undertakers and others in

any way connected with the furnishing of

funerals. Mr. Tegg has collected in the 400

pages of which the volume consists an amount

of information which for variety and authenti

city leaves nothing to be desired. These-

disjecta membra have been gleaned in many

fields, and they are for the most part culled

from sources which are only accessible to

very few persons. Nor is the book by any

means dry reading ; on the contrary, anec

dotal matter abounds throughout, while not a

few humorous whimsicalities and oddities have

found a place therein. There is much to amuse

and instruct in this dissertation on funeral

customs and rites all the world over.

Messrs. Cassell's Publications—The

place of honour among the monthly batch of

serials which reaches us from Messrs. Cassell,

Petter, Galpin, & Co., must be awarded to the

Magazine of Art, which seems, if anything, to

improve with each monthly issue. The editor

has been enabled to gather round him an ex

ceptionally talented staff of writers on the

various phases of art, while no expense seems

to be spared by the publishers to make the

outer garb-—print, paper, and illustrations—

worthy of the literary contents. The many

features of permanent interest which have

more than once been pointed out by us are

severally continued in the October part. The

subject of this month's biographical sketch is

Mrs. Elizabeth Butler (n(e Thompson), Of

" Roll-Call " fame. A section of that well-

known picture forms one of the illustrations,

while another painting by the same artist is

also reproduced. A second paper worthy of

special mention is an illustrated description of

the articles of pottery recently displayed at

the annual exhibition organised by Messrs.

Howell & James. The present number com

pletes the second volume, and we look

with fond anticipation for the first instal

ment of the new volume which is to

usher in several improvements. Now that

the urgent need for technical education is in

everybody's mouth, Messrs. Cassell have wisely

resolved upon the reissue, in monthly parts, of

their Technical Educator, a work which has,,

perhaps, never seen its equal, both for quality

and variety of information. To young artisans

especially the work will prove an invaluable

"guide, philosopher and friend," in all the

varied walks of mechanical pursuits. Tech

nical drawing is a subject that receives special

attention, while the first of a series of articles

on the " Principles of Design," has been con

tributed to Part I. by the able pen of Dr.

Dresser. The work is one of such general

usefulness, that no artisan's library can be

considered complete without it. Great

Industries of Great Britain enters this month

upon its third and last volume. From among

the contributions to the October part we may

particularise a paper on American and British

hardware, in which some of the causes are

traced which have popularised transatlantic

tools, &c, in this and other countries. An

interesting chapter on the Health and Diseases

of Cotton and Silk-workers, is contributed by

Dr. Rabagliati. The current part of Heroes

of Great Britain is largely taken up with a

graphic account of the career of that famous

missionary explorer, David Livingstone—who

certainly occupies a foremost niche among

that long phalanx of modern British Heroes

of Peace. Part XHI. of the Leopold Shake

speare is, like its predecessors, a marvel of

cheapness. The illustrations which grace

almost every page are drawn with no little

spirit, and give additional charm, if that be

possible, to the works of the Immortal Bard.

Everybody's Year-Book ; A Popular Annual

fur 1880. London : Wyman & Sons.

Among the first in the field, this Annual

may_ also take rank as one of the best of

its kind. Alirost every p^e abounds with
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information which, while in daily requisition,

is not easily to be obtained through other

channels. Many new features of interest have

been added this year, which contribute to

make the work a valuable reference-book, both

for counting-house and private use.

Wills of their Oicn : Curious, Eccentric, and

Benevolent. Collated and arranged by

William Tegg, F.RH.S. London :

William Tegg & Co.

Character can, perhaps, nowhere be studied

to greater advantage than in wills. There, if

anywhere, we can trace the natural propen

sities and disposition of different persons.

Whatever part a man may have played in life,

and however great pains he may have taken

to impose upon his fellow-men, his true

character will stand out undisguised in his

will. There we have laid open to us his

crotchets, his foibles, his weaknesses, and his

likes and dislikes, or, on the other hand,

generosity, benevolence, amiability, and high-

mindedness will equally read out from between

the lines of other wills. There is hardly a

phase of human nature, hardly a shade of

character that is not represented in one or other

of the many wills recited in the interesting col

lection before us. As we have recently pointed

out, a great deal may be learned from wills,

and the present work is an instance in point ;

it contains much both to amuse and instruct.

Perhaps the curious and eccentric predominate ;

and,- as a typical example of this kind, we may

instance the following :—" Mr. Fleming, an

upholsterer, of Pimlico, by his will, proved in

1860, left £10 each to the men in his employ—

those who did not wear moustaches; those

who persisted in wearing them to have £6

only. The above is but one illustration out

of a large number of similar wills, and the

whole collection forms a storehouse of curious

and quaint information on the subject.

Arsenic and Arsenical Domestic Poisoning. Bv

Jabez Hogg. London : McGowan's

Steam Printing Company (Limited), 16,

Great Windmill-street.

The present pamphlet is another contribution

on the important subject of wall-paper poison

ing. We recently drew attention to a similar

work from the same able pen, and Mr. Hogg

in this second brochure gives additional in

stances of the direful effects which arsenical

paperhangings have upon the health of those

brought in contact with them. Seeing that more

than one firm of manufacturers have been able

to altogether dispense with arsenious pigments,

we agree with Mr. Hogg that the use of that

poison, whether in wall-paper or any branch of

manufacture, should be made illegal under

heavy penalties. This pamphlet presents

ample food for reflection, and we commend it

to the attentive perusal of our readers.

indicated. The whole compilation reflects the

greatest credit upon the Wolverhampton

Chamber of Commerce, and they deserve the

thanks of the commercial community for

having made accessible a number of statistical

data which throw much light upon our inter

national standing as a manufacturing country.

Under the title of Accurate Book-keeping

made Simple and Easy, Mr. James Best, ac

countant, has published a small pamphlet,

which expounds the theory and practice of

book-keeping, that most important factor in

the successful conduct of a business. Messrs.

liichardson & Best, of !>, Queen's Head-pas

sage, Paternoster-row, are the publishers.

The London Necropolis Company are issu

ing a series of what they term Sanitary

Leaflets, in which the advantages claimed for

the " Earth to Earth " system of burial are

fully set forth. The company's coffins are

constructed on the plan advocated some years

ago by Mr. Seymour Haden.

The Alliance Cabinet-makers' Association,

of 3, Mitre-square, have issued a handy List

of Cabinet Workshops in the metropolitan dis

trict. The information, which is classified

under districts, will prove very serviceable to

members seeking employment, for whose

special use the list has, indeed, been com

piled. A catalogue of the books forming the

libraries of the different branches of the

society is appended. Most of the collections

are characterised by a lamentable deficiency of

technical works on cabinet-making and the

cognate arts. We hope that steps will be

taken to supply this want, and the republica

tion of Cassell s " Technical Educator seems

to offer a good opportunity to secure at least

a copy of that work for the several branches.

The Wolverhampton Chamber of Com

merce has compiled a very useful set of tables

showing at a glance the import duties levied

on different descriptions of hardware in the

several countries of Europe and in America.

Part H. gives an equally succinct summary of

the total exports and imports from and into

Great Britain during a series of years from

1840 down to the present time. Each country

is dealt with seriatim, so that its relative

importance to English commerce is plainly

ftrabe Reports.

[Fbom Ode Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—A

sudden rise in nearly all classes of raw ma

terial has caused great excitement here during

the week, and manufacturers have been

buying largely. The advance in the wool

market has caused spinners to scour the

country in all directions in search of wool, and

generally unsuccessfully so far as purchases

were concerned, unless they would give

advanced prices. This has caused spinners to

close their worsted order-books, and so carpet

manufacturers have not the slightest chance

to-day of buying yarns at the prices of a week

ago, and some spinners will not take orders at

all. What has been said in reference to

worsted applies equally well to cotton and

bump, in which articles an advance of \&. per

lb. is easily obtained, and prices are still rising.

In jute the same rule applies, and orders at

an advance of Jd. per lb. are refused freely

by jute spinners. Cochineals are up 3d. per

lb., and there are those who state that they

will go up another 6d. It appears that Messrs.

John Crossley & Co., of "Halifax, have recently

issued a reduced price list to the trade, having

as a basis 3s. 8d. per yard for best five-frame,

and this action of theirs has excited the

greatest surprise in Kidderminster and cannot

be at all understood, as instead of a reduction

everything distinctly points to an advance.

Trade has been bad so long that the present

crisis has found the manufacturers almost en

tirely unprepared, and therefore they must

have higher prices for carpets, as spinners and

others insist on advances on their goods. Some

large carpet orders have been received here

during the week and plenty more are expected,

as buyers clearly see that if they do not pur

chase now they cannot long have the opportu

nity at present rates.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.— Heck-

mondwike carpet manufacturers are just now

fully employed, and the orders booked within

the last week or two are likely to keep their

looms fully going for some time to come. The

district is again assuming its wonted appear

ance of prosperity, and indications of continued

activity are met with on every hand. In

Dewsbury proper things are also looking up,

though more slowly. Felt carpets are experi

encing a brisk demand, while several large

transactions have taken place in Dutch and

Kidder descriptions. The improvement before

noticed in the state of the heavy woollen trade

has been fully maintained, both as regards the

shipping and the home business, more espe

cially so far as the latter is concerned. Buyers

from London and the large provincial towns

have been round the warehouses, and have

selected pretty freely from stocks of heavy

goods. Although the season is somewhat ad

vanced, the demand for the Continent has im

proved. German buyers have taken large par

cels, in view of the impending imposition of th<?

new tariff, which has alarmed manufacturers in

this neighbourhood. No fewer than five of

the largest firms have taken buildings and are

sending out machinery to Germany, where

they intend to carry on the heavy woollen

trade. French buyers have taken a fair

amount of goods from stock, the demand being

chiefly for light fabrics which are well-finished.

There has been more done with the Austrian

markets, but rates are not so good as could be

desired. A few Canadian buyers have been

round the warehouses, but their operations

have been limited to goods of an assorted

character. In Batley a general improvement

has taken place in all branches of business,

with the exception of the army trade, which

is stationary. Blanket makers continue to be

well employed. Medium wnites and low grays

are mostly in demand. There is nothing new

to report as to the state of the wool markets.

A fair demand has been experienced for carpet

and blanket descriptions.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

There has been no change in the curtain

branch since the date of our last report, nor

do we expect much improvement at this par

ticular season. In window-blinds and anti

macassars, however, a fair amount of business

has been done, and the general tone of the

local market is of a cheering nature. In the

plain net department some improvement is

apparent, although the demand is by no means

brisk. Prices are firm, and in some instances

makers insist upon an advance. A good de

mand is still experienced for quiltings. Most

descriptions of silk goods are quiet. Though

there has been rather more business doing in

lace yarns during the week, the demand is still

comparatively feeble. The market is too strong

for spinners to make offers, and buyers act as

though the present firmness would not be of

long continuance ; there is, therefore, a general

absence of speculative transactions, and busi

ness is sluggish. Manufacturers of curtains,

vitrage-nets, and window-blinds are actively

making their engagements for the next season,

and an extensive trade is looked for with

America. Though the yarn market is higher,

manufacturers nnd it impossible to realise

better prices.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—Trade in the

hardware districts continues to fluctuate to a

considerable extent, and while some branches

are fairly busy, others suffer much from pro

tracted dulness. Cabinet brassfounders are

better off for orders than those engaged on

many other specialities. Firms connected

with the manufacture of season goods, such

as fenders, fireirons, coal-vases, &c, are pretty

well employed. With the approach of winter

there is, as usual in this branch, a decided

increase of activity in the demand for stove

grates and ranges, though not to the extent

that might be looked for in times of fairly

good trade. Building operations have been

so much restricted of late that the autumn

trade in cheap builders' grates, &c, is much

below the average ; but makers who devote

themselves to the better class of work—tiled

grates and patent ranges—have been fairly

well engaged for private residences and country

mansions in the locality of Birmingham.

Some of the leading public institutions, more

over, have been good customers recently for

ranges and heating apparatus, and as the

local street improvement scheme develops,

contracts are placed for the grates and ranges

of the buildings which are springing up in

the new thoroughfares. The Ironmonger

says that the requirements of the new Central

Library and Art Gallery, on the site of the

buildings which were destroyed by fire in

January last, are now occupying attention.

The contract for the grates in the new Council

House—a rather extensive one—is under exe

cution by Messrs. Crichley & Co. Messrs.

Hassall & Singleton, who have just completed

the grates and ranges for the new Hen and

Chicltens Restaurant, have been busy for some

time past upon the heating apparatus for King

Edward's Grammar School, as well as upon

grates, &c, for some of the buildings erecting

in the new Corporation-street. The Griffin
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Foundry Company are occupied largely on

steam-cooking apparatus for asylums and work

houses, and coal grates and ranges for model

cottages, private residences, &c. Among the

grates -which have lately been coming into

favour is a projecting pattern, of which the

ornamental arched casing forms a hot-air box,

for the more effectual radiation of the heat.

This form of grate is found very serviceable in

Jong rooms, which, without some such arrange

ment for economising or diffusing the heat,

would require two grates, one at each end.

The demand for tiled fronts and grates appears

to have slackened for a time, and brass and

bronze ornamented stoves, some with metal

plaques or panels, are coming into favour. In

-chimney-pieces, elaborately-carved wood-work,

oak and walnut, is to some extent superseding

marble and stone where price is no object.

Household Linen, &c.—There has been

Tery little [change in the state of the linen

trade during the week, so that the production

has been kept up to about the average. At

one of the leading Barnsley establishments

there has been a reduction of an hour per

day. There has been a tolerably fair output

of fancy drills, although not equal to what it

has been, whilst there are still very heavy

stocks on hand. Damask table-cloths and

napkins are in but moderate request, the busi

ness done being principally for the home

markets. Broad sheetings are quieter than they

have been during any part of the year, whilst

little is being done in nursery linens, diapers,

mattress stripes, carpetings, imperials, and

unbleached damask. For home account a

tolerably fair business has been done in hucka

backs and narrow linens, including glass and

screw-cloths. Finishers are by no means so

busy as they have been, and the same may be

said with respect to dyers and bleachers.

There has been no change with respect to the

prices of yarns.

The "Wool Trade.—It was decided last

Wednesday that the fourth series of London

sales of Colonial wool should commence on

Tuesday, the 18th November. The following

are the wools held over from last series, and

the fresh arrivals up to date :—

Held over. Arrivals.
Sydney 8,400 Bales againat 13,565 Bales.

Port Phillip 16,000 „ „ 4,614 „
Adelaide 2,600 „ „ 2,930 „
8wan Hirer — „ „ 88 „

A'an D. Land ... 400 „ „ 1,067 „
New Zealand ... 8,000 „ „ 8,911 „

Cape 4,600 „ „ 38,433 „

Total ...40,030 69,608 „

Messrs. Helmuth Schwartze & Co. report

that:—Deducting what is forwarded direct,

the total for disposal will, by November

18, probably amount to 125,000 bales—85,000

Australian and 40,000 bales Cape. Some
•wool of the new clip is expected, but not in

any quantity, say 3,000 to 6,000 bales.

The market has, since the close of last sales

shown increasing firmness, and transactions to

the extent of about 2,500 bales (chiefly Aus

tralian) have taken place at an advance of ^d.

to Id. per lb. on the closing rates of last series.

The impulse for this comes chiefly from

America, the demand of which country

(though as yet confined to low classes and

unimportant as far as colonial wool is con

cerned) has of late begun to be felt again in

several quarters ; while the speculative move

ment and considerable rise in many other

articles have also tended indirectly to impart

firmness to the market. From abroad there

is as yet no response to this better tone, which,
■were the approaching series one of any mag

nitude, would not perhaps produce much

impression. But in a sale of only 125,000

bales prices are not likely to remain unaffected

should the home demand show distinctly in

creased strength. The Australian season began

in Melbourne on the 15th inst. with a small

sale. Prices are reported l^d. to 2d. per lb.

under last year's very high opening rates. In

Sydney the season will be late, and the clip is

said to be in heavy condition and rather

inferior to last year's.

The Leather Trade.—The Leeds leather

fair, last week, attracted a numerous attend

ance of the trade. A large amount of business

has been transacted, at very full prices, and

there is a very buoyant feeling as to the future.

Almost every description of leather has had

its share of demand, and tanners are inclined

to hold out for further advances. There was

scarcely any leather at the fair, but that little

was cleared at once. There are signs of an

active revival in the leather trade. During the

last two or three weeks the market has been

in quite an excited condition, and almost

every description of leather has advanced in

price. Raw goods and tanning materials are

selling at enhanced rates, and there is every

probability that leather has not yet seen its

highest point. America has entered the field

as a large buyer of our home produce, and

this has had a pronounced effect upon the

course of the market, while hemlock leather is

only sold at much higher rates than have

been ruling, and in much smaller quantities.

The continental export trade is quiet, buyers

not being able, as a rule, to afford the prices

now demanded, and only supplying pressing

requirements. Common hides of light average

have met with a large export inquiry, resulting

in an advance of about Id. per lb. ; but shaved

hides still remain quiet. Kips of common

quality have been selling very freely at an

advance of jd. to Id., mainly in consequence

of the absence of competition from E. I.

tanned goods. Better classes are not so much

wanted, and are unchanged in value. Calf

skins of all weights are in active demand, and

the market has been almost cleared of light

averages.

Jrjttkn Jfnrmiun (foprfs.

For the Week ending Saturday, the ISth inst.

Adelaide — Anderson, Anderson & Co. £30

musical instruments

Good, Toms & Co. 685 yds matting

Qoode Bros. £145 rags, 800 yds blankets

Harris, G. P., Soarfe & Co. £137 sewing

machines

Lanyon, J. C. £18 glassware

Mason, It. & Co. £16 glassware, £25 wall

paper

MoEwan, J. & Co. £31 looking-glasses

Milsted, F. £120 billiard table and fittings

Hurray, D. & W. £40 sewing machines, 260

yds blankets, 601 yds blankets

Spicer, G. £206 chinaware

Stanton, J. 4 c leather

Wills, G. & E. & Co. 900 yds oarpets, 620"yds

blankets, 100 yds floorcloth

Alooa Bay—Birdseye, H. & Co. £42]rugs, 2,900

yds blankets

Brister & Fitoh, £39 furniture, 200 yds cpts

Currie, D. & Co. £133 furniture, £14 piano

Davis & Soper, 4 o window-glass, £17 fntr

Dunn, W. & Co. 3,750 yds blankets

Maw, S. Son & Co. £178 furniture

Puzey, W. £75 furniture

Beid & Beid, £20 blankets

Savage & Hill, £5 chinaware, £16 furniture

Webster, Steel & Co. £14 chinaware

Wolff & Co. £10 glassware, £18 crookery,

£105 pianoforte, £214 furniture

Amapala—Lefevre, H. S. & Co. 100 yds carpet-

ing, £12 glassware, £9 paper-hangings

Amsterdam—Meadows, T. & Co. £120 yds crpts

Schwann, F. S. 196 lb. leather

Auckland—Irviog, T. & Co. £6 glassware, £12

ohinaware

Barbadoes—Pitt Bates, T. £54 furniture

Batavia—Martin, B. & Co. £13 glassware

Bilbao—Wimble, J. M. £176 carpet

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. & Co. 1,332 yds leather

cloth, 3J o leather, £25 woollen rags, 256

yds blankets, £9 mnsioal instruments

Davis, W. B. 1 o leather

Eaoombe Bros. & Co. £30 ohinaware, £100

piano, £80 musical instruments, £7 glass

manufactures, 2 o leather

Forbes, Forbes & Co.'l^'o leather, £66 varnish

Wackerbarth, J. H. 175 yds blankets

King, H. S. & Co. £35 ohinaware, £17 glass

ware, £27 crockery, £68 furniture

Sleeman, H. B. & Co. £5 glassware, 860 yds

blankets, 11 o leather

Stuart, A. £14 gas fittings

Union Lighterage Co. £22 rugs, lie leather,

112 yds blankets

Boulogne—Atkins, C. & Co. 11 o leather, 4 o

leather, 276 yds oarpets, 720 yds oarpets

Bilot, F. & Troude, 5i c leather, 420 yds crpts,

150 o leather, 392 yds crpts, 129 c leather,

92 yds carpets

ChiDnery & Johnson, 3 o leather, 3 o leather

MeBsageries Parisiennea, 1,357 yds carpets,

1,605 yds oarpets, 128 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry, & Co. 84i o leather, £6 rugs

Piokford & Co. £800 furnituro

Bremen—Phillipps & Graves, 180 yds oarpets,

10 o leather, £12 glass m an fa

Sootney & Earnshaw, £215 rugs, 180 yds

oarpets

Brisbane—Hargreaves, M. £7 wall-paper

Hopcrafc & Co., 4,175 ydB floorcloth, 8,854 yds

blanketing, £151 woollen rugs

Bkussel8—Darling Bro». 25 o leather

Hopcraft & Co. £100 ohinaware

Williams & Geils, £ 16 glass manufactures

Buenos Ayees—Copeland, W. T. & Sons, £27

chinaware, £11 glassware

Cahiz—Dawson Bros. £40 varnish

Calcutta—Allen Bros. & Co. 3 o leather, 81 lb

leather

Broadwood, J. & Son, £90 piano

Escombe Bros. & Co. £19 glassware

Gellatly & Co. £585 furniture

Henderson, J. £145 furniture

Ironside & Co. £9 lamps

Jonas, J. £20 safe, £9 musical instruments,

508 yds blankets

King, H. S. & Co. £8 glassware, £10 china-

ware, £18 furniture

Leokie, D. £78 billiard slates, £120 glass mnfs

Martin, B. & Co. £15 furnitnre]

Bidgway & Sons, £27 wall paper

Tozar, Hewett & Co. £78 sewiug machines

Watson, J. & Co. £4 glassware

Wesley, Cooper & Co. 2 o leather

Canaries—Bruce, G. C. 500 yds blankets

Linoleum Manufacturing Oo. 779 eq yds

linoleum

Cape or Good Hope—Blaine, Macdonald & Co.

£58 furniture

Bullard, King & Co. £22 furniture

Dawson Bros. £32 piano

Hyam, D. & Co. £22 furnitnre

Isaacs, L. £380 furniture, 1,600 yds hemp

oarpets

Lazarus it Bosenfeld, £20 mnsioal instruments,

£90 furniture

Marshall, A. £14 filters, £15 msol instmnts

Stnttaford & Co. 481 yds woollen oarpets, 254

yds coker-nut matting, £80 sewing-ma

chines, £8 blankets

Townsend <t Spearing, £70 pianos

White & Holmes, 1 o leather

Charlotte Town—Meadows, T. & Co., £12

musical instruments

Pitoairn, J. & Son, £6 ohinaware

Curistiania—Collins, W. A. 200 yds oil, 300 yds

leather, and 192 yds floorcloth

Colombo—Hooper, H. & D. A. 45 yds blankets

Mortens & Co. £50 piano

Short, Short & Co. 192 yds floorcloth

Sleeman, H. B. & Co. 806 yds leather cloth,

220 yds leather cloth

Constantinople—Boussin, L. 2,015 yds {jute

oarpets

Russell, G. & Co. 4,841 yds oarpets

Copenhagen-—Bailey <fc Leetham, 3 o leather,

£45 carpet

Collins, W. A. 420 yds floorcloth

Darling Hros. 3\ o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 270 yds oiloloth

Simonsen, Jonas, & Co. £24 rugs and mats

Danzig—Dawson Bros. £100 varnish

Demeraba—Foley, Aikman, & Co. 8 o leather

Bast London—Birdseye, H. & Co. £800 fnitre

Peel, J. £45 furniture

Freemantle—Meadows, T. & Co. 150 yds blnktg

Galatz—Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 120 eq.

yds linolenm

Genoa—Dawson, Bra. £30 varnish

Ghent—France, W. 30 t old leather

Gibraltar—Beriro & Co. £105 furniture

King, H. S. it Co. £45 ohinaware

Piokford A Co. 7 o leather

Gothenburg—Bott, W. E. & Co. 33 o leather

Harris, B. 13 o leather

Valcon Match Manufacturing Co. 20 o glue

Hambbo—Cheesewright & Co. 40 o leather

Darling Bros. 78 o leather, 61 o leather, 12 o

leather

Dawson Bros. £25 varnish

Kitchin, J. & Co. 68 o leather

Lavy, C. & Co. £71 rugs, £24 glassware

Leather Cloth Co. 9,405 sq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Company, 247 sq yds

linoleum
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Hambro (continued)—

R»hn, G. A Co. £25 china

Sohloeeser Bros. 161 o leather

Bimonsen, J. A Co. £60 ruga

Smith, C. 33 yds carpets, £50 furniture

StahUchmidt, F. A Co. 1 o leather

Wain, C. 133 c leather

Harlingkn—Turnley, J. W. i o lthr, £10 nigs

Hiogo—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £110 glassware

£15 leather

Killiok, Martin A Co. 350 yds blankets

Morley, J. & R. £15 iron safe

Eobabt Town—Jaoob, J. A Co. £30 looking-

glasses
Hono Kong—Grindlay A Co. £8 ohinaware

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £23 fnroitre, £28 rngs

McGregor, Govr A Co. £1,025 rngs, £140 fur.

niture
P. 4 O. C. £121 piano, £125 furniture

Jamaica—Carvelho Bros. A Co. 91 lb. leather

D'Souza, D. H. £5 glassware

Hawthorn, Sbedden A Co. 71 yds blankets

Isaacs, Sons A Co. 321b. leather

Jeddah—Newman, A. E £43 rugs

Jersey and Guernsey—Cneesewright A Co. 18

yds floorcloth, £200 furniture

Kubrachee — Hayter it Sayter, £15 brushes

La Union—Barne", F. 4 Co. £55 glassware

Lisbon—Dawson Bros. 100 g varni-h

Dickinson, Akroyd A Co. 5 o leather

Gibbs, A. & Sons, £29 furniture

Shutter, A. E. 272 sq yds leather oloth

Simonsen, J. A Co. 140 yds floorcloth

Madeira—Forwood, Bros. A Co. £35 piano

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £20 furniture

Hooton, W. A Yatee, 94 yds carpets, 90 yds

floorcloth

Madras—Colley i. Co, £32 glassware

Frith, Sands A Co. £40 iron Bafts

Groy, H. juu. £6 lair.p glasses

King, H. S. & Co. £150 lamps, £31 furniture

Meadows, T. A Co. £8 iron safe

Farren, J. B. £10 brnshware

Short, Short A Co. £34 musical instruments,

316 yds leather clotb, £12 lamps

Wneatley, G. A Co. £16 musical instruments

Malaga—Dawson Bros. £45 Tarnish

Malta—Mans6eld, J. 139 yds carpets

Mauritius—Baker, S. A Co. £40 paper-hangings

Sharpe, A. £47 furniture, 420 yds leather-

oloth, £40 piano, £75 glassware, £7 varnish

Montreal—Meadows, T. <e Co. 1,520 yds oar.

peting, 365 yds matting

New York—Lawrence Son A Co. £26 musical

instruments

Meadows, T. A Co. £10 chinaware, 320 yds

oarpets

Odessa—Brandt, R. £27 matting

fiosaell, G. A Co. 890 yds carpets, 1,551 yds

leather oloth

Warburg, R. D. 169 yds liooleum

Oporto— Kinder, A. £37 varnish

Other entries, 3 c leather

Stavcly, N. £42 rngs

Thompson, J. H. A Co. £22 ohina

Ostend.—Weiner, M. A Co. 16i c leather

Otago—Carter, P. 1,010 yds blankets, 276 yds

carpets
Elstob, C. 743 jds blankets

Lewis, J. A Co. £20 blankets

TJnitn Lighterage Co. £60 musical instru

ments

Wesley, Cooper A Co. £65 glassware

Palermo—Merlons A Co. £48 carpets

Penang—Killiok, Martin & Co. £57 clocks, £11

lamps, 360 yds leuther oloth, £17 furniture,

£21 brushes
PoNdicherry— McGregor, W. G. £99 glass

manufactures, £48 rugs

Port Alfred—BirdEoye, H. A Co. £20 glass

manufactures
White A Holmes, £67 furniture, £56 wall

paper, £44 wood manufactures

Port Natal—Birdseye, H. A Co. £78 furniture

Wood A Parker, £165 rugs

Bullard, King A Co. £371 rugs, £13 lampwore,

21,000 yds cotton blanketing, 13,000 yds

woollen blanketing, £29 crockery, £17

musical instruments, £30 matting

Currie, D. A Co. £211 furniture

Fass, A. £34 carpet

Savage A Hill, £1 10 carpets, £178 rugB

Trinder, Anderson A Co. £36 piano

Port Piullif—Beatb, Schiess A Co. 8,305 yds

blankets

Blytb, J. A Co. £850 furniture

Buick, Lewis A Co. £95 carpet, 320 yds floor

cloth, 298 yds blanketing, 311 yds oilcloth

DodgBhnn, Dickinson & Co. I,0ti6 j da woollen

blanketing

Flint, H. J. 180 oarpet

Port Phillip (continued)—

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 1,951 sq yds fl xjrcloth

L^ne, J. H. £50 wood manufactures

Lazarns A Rosenfeld, £124 looking-glasses,

£45 fnrnitnre

MoArthur, W. A A. 1,870 yds blankets, £70

matting

MacEwan, J. 55 o leather

McLean Bros. A Co. £106 clooks

Meadows, T. A Co. £56 clooks

Peterson, Laing A Co. £846 furniture

Pini, J. A Roncoroni Bros. £85 wood manufs

Piokford A Co. £80 ohina

Purvis, T. £176 oarpet

Rojle A Willan, £346 wall-paper

Russ, A. A Co £ 10 china

Sargood, Son A Co. £51 glassware, £41 obina-

ware, £118 mus'cal instruments

Shaw, A. A Co. £36 brnshware

Sparrow, W. A. £17 glassware

Stanton, J. £70 lamps. 4 o leather

Trinder, Anderson A Co. £182 pianos

Vos«, J. A Co. 8 o leather, 2 c leather

Wesley, Cooper A Co. £65 glassware, 4i o

leather

White, A. F. A Co. £49 furniture

Reval—Schloeaeer Bros. 227 0 leather

Riga—Meadows, T. & Co. £27 oarpet

Rio Janeiro—Lovell, C. 8. £269 rngs

Rottebdam—Darling Bros. 13 c lthr, 46 o lthr.

Harris, R. 10 o leather

Rodkn—Burnett, J. A Sons, £27 carpet

Salo.nica—Other Entries, £12 brushes

Seville—Dawson Bros. £225 varnish

Nicholls A Co. £143 carpet

Other Entries, £74 carpet

Shanghai—Dickeaon A Stewart, £15 msl insts

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £66 rugs

R ihertson A Co. £fi8 oarpet

Whitmore, E. A. £39 msioal instruments, £15

brushes

Singapore—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £4-4 gware

Wniteley, W. £250 furniture

Stockholm—Darling Bros. 53 c leather

St. Vincent—Mertens & Co. £10 mscl instm'a

Swan Rives—Farmaner A Hainsworih, £56

pianos, £32 glassware, £11 concertinas, 196

yds woollen blanketing, £24 rngs

Freeland, J. A A. B. £34 brushware, £16

lamps

Macdonald, J. A Co. 395 yds blanketing

Mertens A Co. £50 musisal instruments

Scales A Rogers, £21 glassware

Vigors, T. £32 wall-paper, £111 furniture,

£45 chinaware, £95 piano

Wills, G. R. & Co. £23 glassware

Stdnet—Dawson, Bros. 240 yds oilcloth

Dnrant, A. A Co. £96 tapestry, 2,819 sq yds

floorcloth

F. x, C. T. H c leather

Henderson, H. J. £65 csrpet

Uopcaft A Broadwater, £40 ronsol inetmnts,

£73 cptg, 1 k o lthr, 2.357 yds woln blnktg,

£295 oarpet, £1.123 furniture

Irving, T. A Co. £36 ohina, £123 furniture,

£97 glassware

Johnson A Alleup, 519 yds leather oloth

King, H. S. A Co. £24 ohina

Nicholson, W. A Co. £17 glass manufactures

Oxen A Graham, 764 yds woollen blanketing'

P,-rry, W. A Co. 2 580 jda blanketing

Ko-s, Morgan A Co 5,215 yds woln blnktg

Saddington A Co. 42i o leather

Young A Lark, 8,503 yds woollen blanketing

Teneuiffe—Hodgkiuson, F. A. 4,800 yds

woollen blanketing

Trifste—Sewell A Crowther, £55 china

Tunis—Weatcctt A Lawrenoe, £90 furniture,

£30 la'nps

Vancouver's Island—Berton, H. C. A Co. 2.200

yds floorcloth, 848 yds linoleum, £354 orpt

Edwards, D. £82 carpet, £38 matting, £11

brushes, £32 wall-paper

Hudson's Bay Co. 6,270 yds woollen blanket-

ina, £436 carpet, £65 matting, £12 looking,

glass

Robertson & Co. £35 horse.hair manufactures

Vanoonver Coal Mining, Ac., Co. £40 wood

manufactures

Wellington—Union Lighteiage, Ao., Co. £60

musical instruments

Yokohama—Ahrens, H 7,736 yds blanketing

Grindlay A Co. £17 china

Killiok, Martin & Co. £520 carpet

Smith, Sanders A Co. £35 clocks

JepI Intelligence.

The India Museum.—We ret/ret to on-

nounce that the India Mnseum will be fioally

closad to the pnblio to-doy (Saturday), at four

o'clock p.m.

Who is Liable—the Contbactob, on

SuB-CoNTBACTon P—Messrs. Mark Patrick &

Sons, builders, Westminster Bridge-road, were

summoned last week before Mr. Barstow, at the

Clerkenwell Police-court, by George Brewis,

carpenter, of Bayham-street, Camden-town, to

show cause why they should not pay him a

week's wage earned of them as a carpenter at a

building being erected at Islington. Mr. Crispe,

barrister, attended for the prosecution, and Mr.

Ricketts defended. This prosecution was taken

up by the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters,

and raised an important question not only to

employers of labour, but to the workmen them

selves. The question to be decided was whether

a master builder, having taken a contract to

erect and complete a building, and being paid

for so doing, could sublet his contract to other

parties, whom he paid, and whether he was then

answerable to those workmen engaged,who had

been taken on by and worked for the sub-con

tractor. In this case it was not denied that

the defendants had taken a contract to erect a

building at Islington, and that they had sublet

the carpentering work to a man named Euston.

The complainant, while out looking for employ

ment, came across the building in question, and

seeing a board which announced the fact that

the defendantswere the ostensible builders, and

knowing that they were in a large way of busi

ness, applied for work. He was at once en

gaged, and was given a ticket that belonged to

the defendants, and his time was taken by the

defendants' foreman. On pay-doy he attended

at the cashier's office on the works, and heard

his name called. When he presented himself

and asked for his wages, he was informed that

he was not one of the defendants' workmen,

but that he was engaged by the sub-con

tractor. Subsequently he applied to the latter

person, and received the sum of 7s., being

informed that was all that could be paid that

week. He again applied at the defendants'

office for payment, believing that he was

employed by them, and that the sub-contractor

was only their foreman, and being refused, he

placed the matter in the hands of the Amal

gamated Society of Carpenters, of which

he is a member, and hence these pro

ceedings. Mr. Crispe contended that the

defendants were liable, for when the com

plainant went to the building in question

he saw a painted board announcing the

fact that they were the builders, and holding

themselves out as liable for all consequences.

The defendants' foreman engaged him, and

took his time, and it was a mere subterfuge

for them when the work was done to put for

ward a man of straw, and pretend that lie

] was the person liable for the wages. If tbey

were not liable, why did their servants take

the workmen's time, give them metal tickets,

showing they were engaged on the building,

and measuro up the work ? Mr. Ricketts

handed to the magistrate the contract signed

by Euston, in which he agreed to do all the

carpentering work at the building in question

to their satisfaction, and at a specified price.

In that contract he undertook to find

men to do the work, and pay them ; all

the defendants having to do was to find

materials and money for him as he got

on with the work. He also produced

receipts showing that the sub-contractor had

received large sums of money from the de

fendants. Mr. Ricketts added that the reason

why the defendants' foreman gave the sub

contractor's men tickets was that he should

know how many men were employed on the

work, so that when the sub-contractor went

to the master for what was known in the

trade as a " draw," he should not receive more

money than was due to him for the work he

and his assistants had done. It was a well-

known rule in the building trade that the>

original contractors sublet their work, and

many of the large contractors now in ex

istence had risen to their present sphere

from having successfully carried out their

works and engagements as sub-contractors.

Mr, Barstow remarked that from his expt
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rience in the different police-courts in which

he had sat, and from other causes, he knew

that some contractors, even in a large way of

business, did sublet their contracts. There

was nothing unreasonable in their so doing.

In this case it was clearly proved to his satis

faction that the defendants had sublet the

carpentering work at the building in question,

and had paid the sub-contractor for the work

he did as it proceeded. It was also clear to

him that the complainant was not engaged by

the defendants, but by the sub-contractor, and

therefore, without any hesitation, he should

dismiss the summons.

Claim fob Piecework.—Kingshott v.

Ivory.—In the Clerkenwell County Court on

the 17th inst. the plaintiff, a pianoforte-maker,

sued the defendant, a pianoforte manufac

turer, of Ilolborn-viaduct and Wood-green,

for £20. 9s. 2d., balance due for work and

labour done on piece-work. Mr. Alsop, soli

citor, appeared for plaintiff, and Mr. S. B.

Abrahams for ihe defendant. The plaintiff

and four other witnesses gave evidence as to

the correctness of the charges, and as to the

custom of the trade of workmen being paid on

account each week, and the balance when the

work is finished. For the defendant three

witnesses gave evidence against the claim.

His Honour gave judgment for the plaintiff

for the amount claimed, with taxed costs, to

be paid within fourteen days.

Obstructing a Tradesman's Shop Win-

bows.—Fritz v. Hobson.—In this case the

plaintiff, who carries on business as a dealer in

curiositiesin Fetter-lane,moved last week foran

injunction to restrain the defendant from block

ing up the former's windows and preventing

access to his shop. The defendant is erecting

buildings in Fleurs-de-Lys-court, and it ap

peared that he was in the habit of depositing

building materials and other articles on the

pavement in front of the plaintiff's door and

windows. Mr. Marten, Q.C., and Mr. Seward

Price appeared for the plaintiff ; Mr. Eddis,

Q.C., and Mr. Griffin, for the defendant, were

not called upon. Mr. Justice Bowen came to

the conclusion on the evidence, that the plaintiff

had not made out that any harm which could

not be adequately met by damages was likely

to be done oetween the present application and

the trial of the action. Speaking without

having heard counsel for the defendant, he

would not say that a certain amount of nuisance

hnd not been committed, but he did not con-

rider that it amounted to what is regarded by

the law as " irreparable " damage. He should

ndjourn the motion until the second motion

•day in next sittings, and reserve the question

of costs.

Embezzlbment by a Manages.—At the

Warrington Police-court on the 17th inst.,

Robert Leach, secretary of the Florence Cot

ton Mill Company (Limited), Warrington, was

brought up on remand, charged with having

embezzled £1,356, the moneys of his em

ployers. The prisoner had been secretary of

the concern for some year3 and was eenerally I

trusted, having under hi3 control the books

and money of the firm without supervision.

He got into difficulties with betting, and

helped himself to the funds of the company

for the purpose of extricating himself. He

pleaded guilty to the charge, and, as the

directors did not wish to press the case

severely, he was dealt with summarily and

.sent to prison for 12 months.

Fowler A Sod, glass merchants A house-deco

rators, 46, Church.road, Hove.

Grovel, John A Son, drapers, York.

L'Hollier, Leon & Constant L'Hollier, perambu

lator manufacturers, 6 & 7, Bath-passage,

Birmingham.

Pearson A Browning, pioture-frame makers, 88,

St. Thomas-st., Melcombe Regis, Dorsetshire,

Boater, Wm. jnn. & Co. silk dressers, Corpora

tion-street, Halifax, Lawton . street Mill,

Congleton.

Spenoe, W. W. A H. Wharf, leather dealers,

White Abbey, Bradford.

Walker, J. A P. glass manufacturers, Heath

Glassworks, near Stonrbridge, as William

Walker A Bon.

White, S. A D. J. B. Clark, lacs and trimming

manufacturers, 92, Watling-street, London.

Liquidations bt Arrangement or

Composition.

Balderson, Joseph, furniture dealer, 96, Old-

street and 147, Sandringham.road, Dalston.

Sept. 29. W. James, solicitor.

Burnett, Henry, undertaker, Wrington, Somerset.

Oot. 7. Benson & Carpenter, solicitors, Corn-

street, Bristol.

Bragg, William Fletofaer and James Neville

Coghlan, brash manufacturers, Oxford-street

and Coventry-street, Birmingham. Oct. 6,

Ryland, Martinean & CarBlake, solicitors,

Cannon-Btreet, Birmingham.

Copper, Walter Frederick and Joseph John

Wbitaker, cabinet-makers, De Beanvoir-road,

Kingsland. Sept. 29. H. W. M. Wether,

field, solioitor, 91, Queen.s'reet, Cheapside.

Corless, James, house-decorator, Wastdale-road,

Forest Hill. Oot. 7. A. Armstrong, solicitor,

24, Chancery-lane.

Fladger, Henry, furniture - dealer, Dandas

terrace, Brook Hill-road and Church-street,

Woolwich. Oot. 6. S. T. Cooper, solioitor,

88, Chancery-lane.

Hill, William, bedding mannfaoturer, Halve,

Trowbridge, Wilts. Oot. 8. H. A. Grey,

solioitor, Bradford-on.Avon.

Hook, Emanoel, trading as Hook A Co., timber

dealer, Viotoria-street, Burton. Oot. 7. G.

Bright, solicitor, Burton. Oct. 3, at 3.

Hyatt, George, fanoy trimming mannfaoturer,

Grove, Mare-street, Hackney. Howard A

Co., solicitors, 17, New Bridge-Btreet.

Mnokley, Cyrus Gaolas, glass-dealer, Cox-street,

Birmingham. Ojt. 7. H. B. Parry, solicitor,

Bennett's-hill, Birmingham.

Oxley, Joseph, timber-merchant, Walmer-road,

Notting-hill. Sept. 25. 0. Basset, solicitor,

395, City-road.

Wright, Henry, timber-merchant, Railway-arch,

Maria-street, Kingsland-road. Oot. 7. At

J. Fnnston's, solioitor, 4, Finsbury.pavement,

Oct. 28, at 3.

Adjudication of Bankruptct.

Moore, Job, trading as J. Moore A Co., timber

merchant, Portland • street, Litchuroh and

Derwent-street, Derby. Oot. 10. At 0. C.

Derby, Oot. 28 at 12. Weller, Registrar.

Compiled xilh epecial reference to the Furniture, Deco-
ration, Upholttery, and Drapery Trade;from Mestre,
Gamble f Harvey't " Weekly Becord."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Body, H. S. A G., drapers, Callington, Cornwall.

DiviB, M. k Son, wholesale drapers, 94, Fore-

street, City.

Dobsoo, W. & Co., drapers, 247, Hi^h-street

West, Bishopwearmonth.

Elcoclcs, T. A T. Bond, brick, tile, pipe, and

general earthenware manufacturers, Dowies,

se*r Bswdley.

Sequestrations.

Campbell A Goodfellow, oabinet and ohair manu

facturers, Glasgow and Maryhill, Oot. 7 with

protection. Claims by Feb. 7. Agents,

Grieve * Wilson, Weat George - street,

Glasgow.

Taylor, David, & Co.. onrriers, Glasgow, Oot. 8,

with protection. Claims by Feb. 8. Agents,

Smillie A Blyth, writers, WeBt George-street,

Glasgow.

BILLS OF SALE.

Allen, John, cabinet-maker, Ac, 2, Wilson. street,

St. Paul's, Briatol, for £43, to Abraham

Collins. Filed Oct. 10.

Banbery, John, furniture dealer, 8, St. Mark's-

street, Wolverhampton, for £l0, to Marous

Gordon. Filed Oct. 7.

Beach, Edwin, and Thomas Harris, cabinet

makers, Ac, 48, Roscommon -street, Liverpool,

for £21, to Philip Stern. Filed Oct. 7.

Birch, John, pianoforte dealer, musio seller, Ac,

62, St. Andrews, Uxbridge and stable at Ao.,

for £280, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed

Oot. 8.

Carder, Joshua, dealer in pottery, Ac, 1, South-

street, Brierley Hill, and Monnt Pleasant,

Bilston, for £72, to Thomas BrauihilL Filed

Oot. 10.

Cobb, Alfred, house-decorator, Ac, 1, Winders-

road, Battersea, for £25, to Imperial Deposit

Bank. Filed Oot. 8.

Coldwell, Frederiok, pianoforte-maker, 53, Prince

of Wales-crescent, Kentish-town, for £8. 10s.,

to Thomas Okey. Filed Oct. 10.

Donaldson, William Wright, ironmonger, 323,

Bardett-road, Limehonae, for £65, to Richard

Hoar. Filed Oot. 6.

Dyson, Edward Benjamin, joiner, Woodbank

Cottage. Heeley, near Sheffield, for £66, to

Henry Wigfull. Filed Oot. 6.

Freokner, Thomas Louis, oabinet.maker, Ac,

72, Benoham.grove, Thornton-heath, for

£8. 10s., to Samuel Betta. Filed Oot. 10.

Galloway, William, gilder and picture-dealer, 58,

Hoxtou • street, Girlington, and 66, New

Market-street, Bradford, for £95, to Edward

Clifton. Filed Oct. 9.

Hargreaves, William Henry, furniture-remover,

69, Brook.street, C horlton.on-Medlook, for

£50, to Union Loan Co. Filed Oct. 10.

Hyde, Thomas, furniture-dealer, 6 A 6, Corn

wall-road, Lambeth, for £27. 10s., to John

Hillier. Filed Oot. 9.

Jones, Owen, joiner, Ac, 3, Nelson.street,

Chorlton.on.Medlook, Manchester, for £56, to

Edward Hobson. Filed Oot. 9.

MoKeever, Patrick Eawrenoe, brassfounder,

Walsall, Staffs., for £148. 15s. Id., to Augustus

A. Fridlauder and another. Filed Oot. 7.

Maginn, Robt., oabinet maker, 76, Ravensoroft-

Btreet, Hackney - road, for £95, to Mary

Mahoney. Filed Oot. 9.

Mason, Chas. Gregory, designer, Green Hill-

cottage, Hurcott-road, Kidderminster, for £71

Ac, to Kidderminster Loan Company. Filed

Oct. 8.

Mellor, William, dealer in China, Ac, 56, Brush,

field.street, Spitalfields, for £572. 15s. Ac, to

Edwd. W. Hollinshead. Filed Oot. 7.

Pooook, Luke, dealer in wood, Long-lane,

Cbieveley, Berks, for £54. 10s., to John A.

Johnston. Filed Oct. 10.

Pykett, Richard, bnilder, undertaker, Ac, 28,

Motherby-lane, Lincoln, for £34, to Midland

Credit, Ac, Bank. Filed Oot. 8.

Remond, Loftns, cabinet maker, 175, Upper

Hanover-street, Sheffield, for £28, Ac, to

Samson Levi and another. Filed Oot. 6.

Smith, William Walter, ivory brush-dealer, Ac,

297, Goswell-road, Clerkenwell, for £20, to

Monetary Advance Company. Filed Oot. 9.

Sparrow, Benjamin Samuel, 14, Richardson-

street, Long-lane, Bermondsey, and Alfred

Brom field,, 32, Wiokham-plaoe, Tabard -street,

Borough, brushmakers, for £21, to Charle*

Levy. Filed Oct. 8.

Stalker, Wilson, cabinet-maker, 12, Pine-street,

Bary, Lancashire, for £7. 10s., to Samuel

Lichtheim and another. Filed Oct. 10.

Swift, John Ephraim, wheel-ohair manufacturer,

40, James.street, Bath, for £14, to Abraham

Collins. Filed Oot. 7.

Wright, John, upholsterer, Batley, Torks, to

Thomas Booth, for £100. Filed Oot. 6.

MEETINGS OF CREDITORS.

In the liquidation of D. B. Johnstone A Co., re-

solations have been passed by the creditors for

the acceptance of a composition of 15s. in the

pound (secured), payable by instalments within

a period of twelve mouths. The debtors were

upholsterers and drapers in a large way of busi

ness in Edgware-road. Their accounts disclosed

liabilities to the amount of £38,669, and asBets

estimated at £27,936.

The first meeting of the creditors of Henry

Brooks, jun., moulding manufacturer, 1, Picca

dilly, was held last week. The bankrupt was in

attendance, but produced no statement of affairs.

Among the proofs put in was one for £1,150, by

the bankrupt's father. The proof was opposed

by Mr. T. C. Russell, on behalf of oreditors. An

examination of some length took place, in

the oourse of whioh the creditor stated that he

might, if he chose, claim several thousand

pounds whioh he had legitimately advanoed,

and Mr. Registrar Hazlitt, without oalling upon

Mr. Abrahams, who supported the proof, alio wed

it for the purpose of votiDg. The meeting was

then proceeded with, and resolutions were

patsed appointing Mr. James Waddell, aoooun-

tant, Queen Viotoria-street, trustee, with a

committee of inspection.

The first meeting of the creditors of Alex

ander MoKinnell, draper, of Briggate, Leeds,

was held last week at the offices or Messrs. Bon d

A Barwick. The statement [of affairs showed
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liabilities to unsecured creditors,'£5,382. 53. 3d.

against available assets amounting to £2,806. 2s.

The creditors, after some discussion, agreed to

accept a composition of 9s. in tbe pound, pay

able in three instalments of 3s. each, in four,

eight, and twelve months respectively, the last

to be 'guaranteed. Mr. John Gordon, jun., ac

countant, of Leeds, was appointed trustee.

Crak Granges, tit.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
as veil at in all parte of the Country unit kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changes, or tend ue
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades tee
represent. £v so doing they will materially kelp to
promote the utility of this Department of the rcaillTCBB

Sum.

The partnership between Messrs. S.

Clifford & Son, cabinet-makers, of Notting7

ham, has been dissolved. Mr. Silas Clifford

continues the business.

The partnership between Messrs. Isher-

wood & Pearson, general furnishers, of Cleck-

heaton, has been dissolved. Mr. William

Isherwood continues the business.

Mn. Henry Bassant continues the parquet-

floor manufacturing business formerly carried

on by Messrs. Lawrence & Bassant, at Little

Windmill-street, Golden-square.

Messes. Sage & Hart, warehousemen,

of Old Change, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. John Hart continues the business.

Messes. Gibbons & Gawler, drapers, of

East-parade, Leeds, have dissolved partner

ship. Mr. Robert Gawler continues the

business.

Messes. Joseph Halstead & Co., drapers,

of Nelson, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Joseph Halstead continues the business.

Mn. David Connabd now carries on the

business of decorator, &c, formerly conducted

under the title of Connard & Fetlow, at

Southport.

The firm of J. & W. Cook, drapers, of

Egremont, Cumberland, has been dissolved.

Mr. Joseph Cook continues the business.

Messes. Allanson & Banks, drapers, of

Tunbridge Wells, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. William Allanson continues the business.

Messrs. Richardson & Howson, drapers,

of Market-square, Penrith, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. James Richardson continues

the business.

The partnership between Messrs. Murrell

& Peake, saw-mill proprietors, of Gloucester,

has been dissolved. Mr. Edward Peake con

tinues the business.

Thk firm of Nixon & Cooper, china-dealers,

of Promenade-villas, Cbelthenham, having

been dissolved, Mr. S. II. Nixon continues the

business.

Messrs. Slade & Challen, auctioneers,

of 8, Kegent-street, Waterloo-place, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. G. T. Challen con

tinues the business.

Mr. C. A. Tarrant continues the auction

eering business formerly carried on under the

title of Tarrant & Collett, at Ladbroke Grove-

road, Notting-hill.

A meeting of the shareholders in the Con

tinental Fine Art Association (Limited) will

be held on Nov. 6, at the office of Messrs.

Lowless & Co., 26, Martin's-lane, Cannon-

street, to have an account of the winding-up

proceedings submitted to them. The company

was formed in March, 1877, for the purpose

of dealing in articles of vertu, &c.

The Homerton Manufacturing Company

(Limited) is being wound-up voluntarily, ft

was formed in August, 1877, for the purpose

of manufacturing miscellaneous articles out of

ivoride, xylonite, &c. The nominal capital

was £10,000, divided into £1 shares, about

half of which were taken up when the com

pany was first floated. Mr. L. P. Merriam

has been appointed liquidator.

Mr. J. A. Andrews has retired from the

Burton Spinning-Mill Company at Burton-

Bradstocks, Dorset.

The Synchronome Clock and Electro-Mag

netic Motor Company (Limited) was registered

on the 10th inst., with a capital of £20,000

divided into 10,000 shares. It has been es

tablished for the purpose of purchasing and

carrying on the inventions of Mr. Henry Post

and Mr. Theophilus Varley ; to make improve

ments in electric and other timepieces and

apparatus connected therewith, and to produce

and convert electric force into motive power ;

also to carry on the business of clock and

timepiece makers and dealers. The first share

holders are the following : — Henry Post,

managing director of the British Work

man's Assurance Company, 227, Coventry-

road, Small-heath, Birmingham ; James Aus

tin, cornfactor, Ash -villa, Mount - street,

Nechells, Birmingham ; John Sketchley,

Manor-villa, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham ;

Henry Horton, boot - dealer, Augusta-villa,

Acock's-green, Birmingham ; William Austin,

chemist and grocer, ]Nechells'-house, Nechells,

Birmingham ; Gray Bate ; and Theophilus

Varley, Walthamstow.

A meeting of shareholders in the Mutual

Supply Association of Scotland (Limited) was

held last week at Glasgow. Mr. Miller read

to the meeting extracts from articles of

agreement between certain persons in Edin

burgh and the Association, and great indig

nation was expressed regarding the conditions

and terms on which the agreement had been

made.

The recently-erected Nickel-Plating Works,

Bishopton-lane, Stockton-on-Tees, owned by

the Plating Company (Limited), are now in

successful working. The company have

this week completed additional plant to the

extent of more than double that which they

had, and have brought from their extensive

London works additional skilled hands. They

now possess at Stockton the largest nickel

bath in Great Britain, it being about 15 ft.

long, 3 ft. wide, and upwards of 4 ft. deep.

Household goods, such as fenders and fire-

irons, form a fair proportion of the company's

present contracts, samples of which were

exhibited at the iron market at Middlesbrough

a fortnight ago.

341,848. Atkinson, John Ferness, and Edward

Atkinson, of Milton Works, Milton-street,

Sheffield. Class IV. Oct. 15.

341,349. Humphries, James, & Sons, of Kidder

minster. Class VI. Oct. 15.

341.399. Nairn, Hobert, and Michael Barker

Nairn, trading nnder the firm of Michael

Nairn A Co., of Kirkcaldy. Class VI. Oct. 15.

341.400. Darrant, Isaac, of 16, Newcastle-street,

Farringdon-street, London. Class II. Oct. 15.

341.401. Dalgliab, It., Falooner, A Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Oct. 15.

341,466. Both, Joseph, of 11, St. Andrew's-

street, Holborn-cirons. Class IV. Oot. 16.

341,470-1. Lee, Daniel, A Co., of Fountain-

street, Manehester. Class XI. Oct. 10.

341,500. Minton, Hollies, A Co., of Stoke-upon-

Trent. Class IV. Oot. 16l

Useful Designs Provisionally Begisteeed.

3.217. Roberta, Nehemiah George, of 72, Alces-

ter-street, Birmingham, for a folding iron

ohair bedstead, and oast-iron legs to fold.

Oot. 14.

3.218. Chappell, William Henry, of 6, Bed Hill,

street, Wolverhampton, for a sofa table.

Oot. 14.

Idlers faient.

In this column will be found ruck inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration^ Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradet ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who-
vill be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Jfttrratow aifo Carpet gesips,

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

tlie Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the Wth inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Beqisteeed.

341.151. Brown-Westhead, T. O, Moore A Co.,

of Cauldon. place, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Oot. 10.

341.152. Thomas, A. B., of Birmingham. Class

IV. Oot. 10.

341,211-15. Dalglish, B., Falconer A Co., of

Manchester and Glasgow. Class XI. Oot. 10.

341,216. Sheldon A Sons, of Corporation-street,

Walsall. Class IV. Oot. 10.

341,224. Humphries, James, A Sons,'of Kidder

minster. Class VI. Oot. 11.

341,225-8. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Severn

Valley Mills, Stourport. Class VI. Oot. 11.

341,229-30. Bodley, Edwin J. D., of Hill Pottery

China Works, Boralem. Class IV. Oct. 11.

341,282. Boden, Terras, A Co., of Manchester.

Class XL Oct. 11.

341,291. Stoddard, A. F. A Co., of Glenpatrick,

near Paisley. Class VI. Oct. 11.

341,296-7. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Severn

Valley Mills, Stourport. Class VI. Ocst. 13.

341,306-8. De La Bue, Thomas, A Co., of 110,

Banhill-row, S.E. Class IV. Oct. 13.

341,309. Cooke, Sons, A Co., of London, and

Liversedge, Yorkshire. Class VI. Oot. 13.

341.346. Williams, W. F. A Co., of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill-street, Golden-square. Class II.

Oot. 14.

341.347. Minton's, of Stoke.upon-Trent. Class

IV. Oct. 15.

Applications for Letters Patent.

4112. Bates, G. L.,of New Basford, Nottingham,

for improvements in the manufacture of

bobbin net or twiBt lace. Oot. 11.

4,114. Bennett, J. T. B., of 60, Anglesea.street,

Lozells, ABton, for improvements in door and

other hinges, and stops or.regulators connected

therewith. Oot. 11.

4,116. Musto, J. J., of Clinton-road, Mile-end,

and A. W. Johnson, engineers, of 22, Great

Winohester-street, in the City of London, for

improvements in filter presses, and in the

manufacture of parts of the same. Oct. 11.

4,120. Tocque, A. M., of 11, Bulstrode-street,

Cavendish-sqnare, W.t for improvements in

lockstitch sewing-maohines with shuttles.

Oot. 11.

4,126. Hamilton, J., designer, of Strathaven,

North Britain, for improvements in weaving

fancy fabrics, and in the looms and mechanism

employed therefor. Oot. 11.

4,128. Haokford, G , of 6, Queen Anne's-gate,

Westminster, for improvements in glaziDg or

covering roofs, windows, Ac, and in fixing

plates or sheets of glass, metal, slate, wood,

and the like. (Complete Specification.)

Oct. 11.

4,135. Potts, W., of Birmingham, for an im

proved moulded rod for suspending pictures,

applicable to other analogous purposes.

Oct. 13.

4.143. Edghill, iW. G., of Birmingham, for an

improvement in the bowls of castors for fur

niture. Oct. 14.

4.144. Hamilton, E. L., of New York, at present

reBidiDg at the Golden Crocs Hotel, Charing

Cross, for improvements in the treatment of

short coarse animal hair. A communication

from G. Hamilton, of Brooklyn. Oct. 14.

4,147. Brown, W. M., of Southampton-buildings,

for improvements in the treatment of leather

for the production of useful and ornamental

articles. A communication from I. S. Hyatt,

of Paris (complete specification). Oct. 14.

4,154. Biisohe, F. E.A., manufacturer, of Schwelm

(Westphalia), Germany, for improvements in

machinery or apparatus for the manufacture

of braids. Oot. 14.

4.160. Codner, W. S., of 10, Qnadrant-road,

Canonbury, for improvements in means for

attaching knobs to their spindles for door

furniture, also applioable for other similar

purposes. Oot. 14.

4.161. Llewellyn, T., of Carmarthen, South

Wales, for improvements in wood moulding or

catting machinery. Oct. 14.

4,164. Bailey, I., wooloomber, of Koighley, and

T. Firth, manager, of Bradford, for improve-

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson A Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holbcrn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

I Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]
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ments in machinery for combing wool and

other fibrous substances. Oot. 14.

4,167. Davies, C. H., of the firm of Clement

Davies & Co., manufacturers, of Birmingham,

for improvements in aaokings for bedsteads,

oots, oouohes, sofas, and other articles. Oot.

15.

4,176. Littlehales, D., japanner, of Birmingham,

for improvements in ornamenting metallic

surfaces. Oct. 15.

4,181. Wyatt, C. W., of Adderbury, for improve

ments in the construction and ornamentation

of mantelpieces. Oct. 15.

4,193. Thomas, E. G. P., of the Star Chemical

Works, Brentford, for improvements in dyeing

a colour similar to indigo. A communication

from A. Leronx-Louvet and B. Lemyre, of

Place St. Eloi, Bonen. Oct. 16.

4,195. Brooksbank, P. W. A H., and W. Birks,

jun., all of Nottingham, for improvements in

the manufacture of lace made on bobbin-net

or twist-lace machinery. Oot. 16.

JUtos, gotes, aitb Comments.

Woollen Manufacturing in Australia. —

A new woollen factory is to be started by the

Government of Victoria at Pentridge. When in

complete working order it will tnrn ont 10,000

blankets annually, as well as the clothing for all

their persons in the colony.',

Reduction of Transatlantic Telegram

Bates.—The announcement on the part of the

Anglo-American Telegraph Company that they

will shortly introduce a reduced tariff will be

hailed with general satisfaction by the com

mercial community. At present, the rate

charged is 3s. per word, and a reduction to one-

sixth of that charge, i.e., to 6d., is now in con

templation.

A New Textile Fibre has lately been

brought to the notice of Berlin houses. Al

though a vegetable fibre it is said to resemble

rabbit wool. Under the microsoope it shows a

different structure from any known, but some

what approaching that of cotton. The surface

is smooth, and is adapted for imitations of silk.

The shortness of the staple is, however, a great

difficulty in the way of spinning.

Arbitration in the Pottery Trade.—

Lord Hatherton, having received a deputation

from the Potteries Board of Arbitration, has

consented to act as arbitrator in the dispute

between the employers and workmen in the

earthenware and china trades with reference to

the proposed reduction of 10 per cent. Lord

Lichfield, the late umpire, has been compelled

to retire from the office, owing to ill-health.

Bedsteads for the London School Board.

—Owing to the narrowness of the bedsteads in

use at Upton Hoobb School, the London School

Board at a recent meeting passed the following

resolution :—" That it be an instruction to the

Industrial Schools Committee to sell thechildren's

bedsteads in Upton House, and replace them

with others of similar construction to those

used by the boys on the ship Shaftesbury." The

bedsteads now in use are only 18 in. wide.

Silversmiths' Work.—The prize of £100

offered by Mr. E. J. Watheraton, through the

Society of Arts, for an " Essay on the Art of

the Silversmith," has been awarded, with the

society's silver medal, to Mr. Herbert Singer.

The essay recommends the abolition of the duty

upon gold and silver plate, and farther, that

ball-marking should be voluntary and not a

compulsory proceeding. It has been left to

Mr. Singer to publish his essay or not, as he

may think fit.

The Sanitary Congress. — The Sanitary

Congress was opened at Croydon on Tuesday.

Mr. Drummond, who presided on the occasion,

pointed out that the object of the institute was

the promotion of a knowledge of sanitary science,

and the appointment of qualified officers as local

inspectors, who were not to obtain such appoint

ments until after an examination. An exhibition

of sanitary manufactures was opened at the

same time. We hope to give a description of

come of the exhibits in our next issue.

Carpet Manufacturers' Association.—The

Kidderminster Carpet Manufacturers' Associa

tion recently held their annual meeting at the

Foley Arms, Malvern. There was a good

attendance. A letter from Mr. John Brinton

was read resigning the office of president, whioh

he has held since the formation of the society

in 1861. Mr. Southwell, of Bridgenorth, was

elected his sucoessor. Mr. H. Dixon and Mr.

H. Toye Woodward were re-elected secretary and

treasurer respectively.

Building Societies.—A Parliamentary re

turn, moved for by Mr. Charles Lewis, shows

that the number of building societies in England

and Wales incorporated under the Building

Societies Aots, 1874 and 1875, up to Dec. 31,

1878, was 987, of which 826 have fnrnished

statements of their annual inoome, and 830 of

their liabilities and assets. The total number

of members of 767 societies was 275,450 ; the

liabilities (of 830 societies) , £28,248,005 ; and

the assets, £28,228,153 ; leaving a balance

deficient in 129 societies of £19,852.

The Price of German Pianos.—The

Germans have'always been active competitors

in the English pianoforte market, and our im

ports of their musical instruments have aver

aged lately in value above £150,000 per annum ;

English pianoforte-makers will consequently be

pleased to learn that the German makers are

raising their prices. A circular issued by a

German house of manufacturers of pianos

says :—" beg to inform the trade that, in

consequence of the higher German import

duties, .... they have been compelled to

make some slight alterations in their price-list."

The new German tariff would thus seem to

work in favour of our own pianoforte manufac

turers.

Art Exhibition at Bristol.—A loan exhi

bition of works of art has just been opened at

the Fine Arts Academy, Bristol. The paintings

represent most of the old masters, and include

many of the modern school. There is also a

choice collection of Italian, Spanish, French,

Belgium, Flanders, English, Irish, Maltese,

Danish, Bohemian, and black lace, in addition

to some interesting specimens of embroideries,

brocades, and ecclesiastical work. Among a

number of other artioles of vertu shown is an

attractive assortment of fans, Nankin blue and

white porcelain, and some elegant specimens of

metal-work, &c. The articles lent are valued at

between £50,000 and £60,000, and are contri

buted by residents in the neighbourhood of

Bristol:

Funeral Simplicity.—Lord Truro, whose

residence is at Falconhurst, on the summit of

Shooter's-hill, has just afforded an example of

funeral simplicity. Last week his wife died,

and his lordship having caused to be made a

plain coffin, lightly constructed, so as not to

arrest the process of natural deoay, had it in

terred in a grave dug in the lawn whioh fronts

the house, at a spot selected for the purpose

by the deceased lady during her lifetime. The

grave is about 4 ft. deep, and a marble monu

ment will mark its position. It is stated that

neither the local authorities, nor any other offi

cials, have any power to prevent or object to

interments of this description, the only legal

conditions being that the ground shall be free

hold, the situation removed some distance from

a dwelling-house, and the depth of the grave

and other circumstances arranged with due

regard to the publio health.

The Size and Age of Trees.—Mr. Vernon

Heath in a recent letter appeals to those who

write upon the Bize of trees to supplement their

information, whenever it can be done, with

whatever may be known concerning their age.

He, thinks that the majority of readers would

be more impressed by the fact that a tree had

lived several centuries than by knowing merely

its girth and height in feet. Alluding to Burn-

ham beeches, ho asks who is there in this tree-

loving ooontry oan tell us something that can

be depended upon as to their age ? I have

Bought long and diligently to discover some

historical account of them, but have found only

that which is vague, legendary, and unsatis

factory. Of their origin there is nothing what

ever to be learnt. Who, then, of those who

have made tree-life their study will volunteer

information upon a subjeot wbiob, from in

quiries I constantly receive, will, I am sure, be

interesting to many.

An Historical Clock.—An entirely new

dock is about to be made for Hampton Court

Palace by Messrs. Gillett, Bland, & Co., of

Croydon, who have also been commissioned by

her Majesty's Government to restore the ancient

astronomioal dial so that it can perform its

original fanotions. The dial has the date 1540

upon its baok, but the aotual manufacturer has

not been ascertained, although the archives of

the British Museum have been searched. About

forty years ago M. Vulliamy, the clockmaker to

the Crown, was instructed to set the dial going,

but he did not succeed, and since that time the

dial, whioh shows the signs of the Zodiac, the

movements of the heavenly bodies, Ac, has been

stoned away in a workshop at the Palace. The

difference between past and present chrono

meter clockmaking is illustrated by the faot

that the Hampton Court olook nsed to be

reckoned a good timekeeper, though it lost

15 minutes in 24 hours.

Rise in Price of Tinned Goods—Several

leading manufacturers of tinned goods in

Wolverhampton and distriot have issued cir

culars to their customers that, in consequence

of a rise in the price of iron and tin, all their

prioe - lists are suspended. Discounts are

reduced 5 per oent., and all new contraots will

be subject to the special circumstances of the

market at the time of the oontraot.

Felt Lamp-wicks.—The invention of spun-

glass lamp-wick, to which we called attention a

few weeks ago, has been followed up by the

discovery of a process for preparing them from

felt, the inventor being Mr. M. Aarkrog, of

Copenhagen. The felt is first freed from all fat

and other impurities by repeated boiling in

water, then hung up until nearly dry, and after

wards steeped in size, completely dried under

heavy smoothing irons, and finally roughened

on the Burfaoe by the application of a very stiff

brush. It is then out up into pieces of the-

desired form and dimensions. Lamps trimmed

with these wicks are said to give a better and

less trying light than is the case where ordinary

wicks are used, while at the same time the con

sumption of petroleum or other oil used is stated

to be less.

The Irish Poplin Weavers.—The Arch

bishop of Dublin received a deputation on the

15th inst. of Irish poplin weavers who desired

to enlist his Grace's sympathy and interest in

promoting a revival of their trade. Tbey were

introduced by the Bev. Mr. M'Mahon, curate of

St. Catharine's parish, in which most of the

weavers live. It was nrged that his Grace

might help the movement by encouraging the

wearing of poplins by thejolergy, and setting an

example. The Archbishop observed that the

clergy were not swimming in money, and could

not afford the expense of wearing poplin. They

only wore two gowns in their lives. The spokes,

man of the deputation stated that if they used

poplin they need only wear one gown, and it

was therefore to be preferred on grounds of

economy. His Grace said he could not interfere

with the olergy in direoting them to wear any

particular artiole of dress, but he would use

poplin himself when he could.

City and Guilds Institute.—The City and

Guilds of London Institute for the Advance

ment of Technical Education announce the

opening of their technical classes at Cowper-

street Sohool, Finsbury. In the section of

applied physics, Mr. W. E. Ayrton will deliver

a course of twelve lectures on " Some of the-

Practical Applications of Electricity and Mag

netism," commencing Monday, Nov. 3, at seven

p.m. In that of applied chemistry, Dr. H.

Armstrong, F.R.8., will deliver a similar course

on " The First Principles of Chemistry," oom.

menoing Wednesday, Nov. 5, at eight p.m. An

inaugural lecture will be delivered by Mr.

Ayrton, on Satnrday, Nov. 1, at eight p.m., on

"The Improvement Scienoe can effect in our

Trades and in the Condition of our Workmen."

A syllabus of eaoh oourse of lectures oan be

obtained at the halls of the Companies of

Mercers, Clothworkers, and Drapers, or at the

schools, Cowper.street, Finsbury. Intending

students should send in their names to the

Demonstrator, Cowper-street Sohools, FinBbury.

The inaugural leoture will be free.

The American Linen Industry.—While

the United States are unquestionably making

more or lees progress in developing cotton,

woollen, and silk manufacturing industries, the

fourth great textile industry, the production of

flax and the manufacture of linen fabrios,

appears to be sinking from the position of one

of the most prominent to that of the least im

portant in the country. The Boston Bulletin-,

in calling attention to this fact, Bays that from

a series of papers written between 1787 and

1791 by the United States Commissioner of

Uevenue, it appears that the production of flax
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6bro and fabrioa was almost co-existent with the

settlement of the country. Id 1810, when the

population was little more than 7,000,000, there

were produced in the States 21,000,000 yards

of linen olotb. At the present time, when the

population is believed to be 50,000,000, the total

annual production of linen fabrics is estimated

not to exceed 5,000,000 yards, and not a yard of

tine linen is now made in the country. The

erode condition of flax culture and the irregnlar

and nn satisfactory way in whioh the fibre is

marketed are cited as the causes of the decay of

the industry.

The Dyeing Department of the York

shire College.—An important step in the

development of the technical side of the Col

lege' has been taken by the appointment of Mr.

J. J. Hummel, of the Nether Coal Dyeworks,

Aaohterarder, to the post of instructor in the

recently-founded school of dyeing. Mr. Hum

mel studied in the Polytechnic School of Zurich,

and subsequently in the chemical laboratory of

the Boyal Institution, Manchester, under the

lata Professor Craoe Calvert. He then took

charge 'of the chemical department of Messrs.

James Black &, Co.'s dyeing and print works at

Glasgow, whioh he retained for seven years.

Here he acquired great experience, not only in

general dyeing processes, but also in the appli

cation of the more modern aniline colours, and

it appears that through his exertions the Ameri

can process of assooiating methyl green with

dyed alizarine reds and other colours was intro

duced in this country. Mr. Hummel snbee-

-qnently became sob-manager to the Foxhill-

bank Printing Company, Lancashire, and then

managing partner at the Allander Print and

Dyeworks, Stirlingshire. We understand that

Mr. Hummel will visit the most important dye

ing-schools of the Continent before entering

upon the work of instructor in the Yorkshire

College.

English and Foreign Workmen.—The

Working-men's College, founded by the late

Key. F. D. Maurice, in 1854, recommenced its

work last week with a publio meeting, when

Sir Charles Bowen delivered the inaugural

address. On Saturday evening Mr. Thomas

Dnnman delivered a lecture on " The Utility of

Scientific Knowledge." The lecturer remarked

that the number of people who appreciated

science was but a very small fraction of the

general public. As regarded the position of the

British artisan of the present day, he was now

suffering from foreign competition ; and, in bis

opinion, there could be no doubt that a large

amount of the success of that competition was

due to the superior knowledge which the foreign

artisan had of the busioess or profession whioh

he pursued. As regarded the ordinary English,

man, whether he worked by the sweat of his

brow or by his brains, the time he had at his dis

posal was not long enongh for him to master such

subjects as Greek, Latin, and other languages,

whioh, though they might prove very interesting

and might add to his culture, yet were not of

very great use to him ; and he thought that the

British workman—by which he meant the man

who bad to earn his living—should have his

attention directed, in the first place, to those

means whioh were likely to prove to him of

most use.

| anoe of steam-boilers to insist on a periodical

and thorough inspection of all boilers and their

fittings under their oare ; and that in all oases

each boiler should have a separate and inde

pendent steam-valve."

Birkenhead School of Art.—The annual

distribution of prizes in connection with the

Birkenhead School of Art took place last week.

Mr. John Bentley, head master, read his report,

from whioh it appeared that the total number

of students attending all classes had decreased

45 as compared with last year. The evening

classes bad been attended by 156, and the

morning classes by 61 students ; total, 220 ;

showing a decrease of 31 in the night classes,

and 14 in the day classes. In the advanced

local art examinations nine were examined, and

five were successful—viz., one in architecture,

two in perspective—one obtaining a Queen's

prize—and two in modelling in clay from the

living model. On April 8tb, 229 students sub

mitted 1,689 models, paintings, and drawings for

inspection in London. Of these, 161 were in

the advanced seotion of study, and comprised

141 drawings, 17 oil paintings, and 3 casts, being

the productions of 32 students. 1,528 were in

the elementary seotion of study, and were

produced by 197 stndents. In the advanced

seotion ten prizes were awarded, and ten works

were selected by the examiners and retained for

national competition, five of whioh were re

warded, obtaining two bronze medals and three

Queen's prizes. In the elementary seotion five

prizes were awarded, making a total award of

17 third, grade prizes for the year, as agiinst

12 in 1878, and 9 in 1877.

Boiler Inspection.—On Tuesday the ad

journed inqnest was held in the Town Hall,

Halifax, on the six persons killed by the boiler

explosion at Messrs. Balme & Pritchard's

finishing works, Lister-lane, on the 9lh inst.,

and reported in our last issue. The verdict

returned was:—"That the deceased came to

their deaths from injuries received by the acci

dental explosion of a steam-boiler, and that the

explosion was due to a defective construction of

the boiler ,- that if the boiler had been thoroughly

and internally examined periodically the defects

and injuries to the boiler would have been dis

covered, and the explosion in all probability

prevented." The jury also found :—"That it is

a matter of extreme regret to the jury that the

repeated nrgency of the insurance company did

not induce Messrs. Bilme & Pritobard to pre

pare their boilers for a thorough examination

lor so long a period as four years and a quarter,

and they also express their regret that the

Fires.—Oa the 15th inst. a fire, caused by the

overheating of drying stoves, was discovered

on the premises of Messrs. Eedaile & Co., timber

merchants and saw-mill proprietors, of Wen lock-

road, City-road. The flames were not got

under until the drying-room, about 18 ft. by

1 0 ft., and contents were nearly burnt out and

part of the roof off. The roof of the saw-mills

was also damaged. The stock was insured

in the North British and Mercantile, Provincial,

Boyal Exohange, and other fire offices. The

building was insured in the Phoenix fire office.

On the 19th inst. a fire broke out at 70,

Kingsland-road, cabinet-makers' workshops, oc

cupied by Mr. S. Morris and Mr. J. Cooper.

On the 21st inst. an extensive fire occurred

at Russell. place, Russell-street, BermondBey. It

broke out in the warehouse of Mr. G. Whiobelow,

leather manufacturer, and a brick and timber

building of three floors and a timber, shed

building of one floor were destroyed. The rest

of the premises was damaged by fire, heat, and

water. The fire spread to the adjoining pre

mises of Mr. J. Stoneham, leather merchant,

where a timber shed, used as a boiler-room, was

damaged. On the premises of Mr. J. B.

Bolcher, fellmonger, three loads of hay were

injured, and damage was also done to the pre

mises of Mr. B. White, leather japanner. On

the 21et inst., the premises of Mr. H. Goldberg,

picture-frame dealer, at 1, Little Pearl-street,

Spitalfields, were in part burnt out. On the

22nd inst. an extensive fire broke out in a

large building of five floors in Rathbone-place,

occupied by Messrs. Witt A Palmer, veneer

merchants. The oause is unknown. A build

ing of five floors, about 50 ft. by 25 ft., used as

veneer stores, was burnt out, and slight damage

was done to several adjoining premises.

The new German Bankruptcy Law

which came into force on the 1st inst., is in its

main features identical with our own, so far

as procedure is concerned. Most of the promi

nent defects of the British law are, however,

avoided. The debtor is more stringently dealt

with, and the administrators have less freedom

of actioD, and have no interest in prolonging

the liquidation. Secured creditors are not

allowed to take any part in the proceedings of

the creditors, except in respect of snoh por

tions of their claims as are not secured. The

liquidation takes place under the supervision

of the local court, whioh, upon the petition of

the debtor, or of a creditor if he can prove

that the debtor is insolvent, appoints an admi

nistrator and fixes the date of the first meeting

of creditors. This must take place not later
insuranoe company, while continuing to insure than a month after the proceedings have been

these boilers, did not insist upon their more " " ~

frequent and thorough examination j that the

jury are of opinion that more effioient action ~ .„

should be taken by the Government to oompel there is an equality in this respeot the

the various oompanies who undertake the insur- majority of creditors decide the point at

begun. Votes of creditors holding more than

one-half the entire amount of claims are

sufficient to carry resolutions, and when

The Court may, however, at the i

of a creditor or administrator refuse its I

to a resolution whioh is proved to be

Bistent with the interests of the creditors l

rally. A dividend must be paid as soon as any

funds are in hand, but at any time before the

final dividend is paid the creditors may accept

a composition if a majority in number of

creditors and of three-fourths in the amount of

claims favour it. The debtor is very strictly

handled. If he has considerably exceeded bis

means, either by speculation or by excessive

personal expenditure, be is liable to imprison

ment for a term not exceediog two years.

Negligent bookkeeping or omittiog to draw up

balance-sheets at certain intervals, is punished

in a similar manner. The Economist, referring

to this measure, points out that its efficiency

will be increased by the thorough competency

and absence from overwork of the German local

courts.

The Interior of a Dining Car.—We

mentioned in our last issue that the Great

Northern Bailway Company intended to attach

a dining-room oarriage to one of the fast trains

that run between London and Leeds. The fol

lowing is a description of the interior of the new

carriage, whioh has been constructed by the

Pullman Palace Car Company at a cost of about

£3,000 :—The platforms at the ends of the two

Pullman oars, ooupled together, are joined by a

short wooden bridge or gangway, with band-

chains for greater safety. At one end of the

dining oar are two doors, one opening directly

into the kitchen or oook's galley, the other being

the entranoe to the dining-room. Going through

a short passage, the traveller passes the door of

the steward's pantry, where, with mnoh inge

nuity, many onpboards have been made in a

little spaoe to hold stores, plates, glasses,

deoanters, Ac. A sliding window lets tbe cook

pass his dishes hot from the fire into the pantry.

In the dining-room are six tables, three on each

side, with a passage-way left through the

middle of the car. The seats, ten in number,

are staffed, velvet-oovered easy-chairs, revolving

on a conical pivot of large diameter, which

gives them perfeot steadiness. Beyond the dining-

room on the left is a ladies' dressing-room, and

opposite to it a stove enolosed in a metal-lined

wooden cupboard. The person occupying tbe

seat next to this would not be aware from any

difference of temperature that he was near a

fire, the car being warmed equably by hot-water

pipes heated from the boiler of this stove.

Another passage on the right of the car gives

access to the smoking-room, where there are

two tables and seats for nine. Beyond and

quite at the further end of the car is the lava

tory for gentlemen. A swing-door in tbe

passage and tbe arrangement of the partitions

and approaches to the smoking-room effectually

prevent any tobaooo-smoke from getting into

the diniDg-room. The buttons of electric bells

are placed conveniently in the sides of the <

beside eaoh table, and the bells ring just <

the steward's room. A light effeot has been

produced in the decoration of the interior by

filling the panels of the ceiling with a veneer of

white oak, on which a few simple flower subjects

have been painted. Tbe aides of the car are of

American black walnut, ornamented with

veneers of French walnut. The length of the oar

inside is about 52 ft., and the width about 8 ft.

Defaulting Trustees.—A return from the

Controller in Bankruptcy on this subject, moved

for by Mr. Morley, has been issued. It shows,

first, the number of trustees of bankrupts'

estates whose misoonduct has been reported by

the Controller to the Court in eaoh year since

the Bankruptcy Aot, 1869, came into operation.

In 1879 the number of reports issued of this

nature was 298. Among tbe defaulters were

one cabinet-maker, one decorator, one leather-

merchant, and three timber-merchants). As to

the next head of inquiry, " the estimated loss

BU9tained by bankrupts' estates since the passing

of tbe Aot through the defalcations of trustees

and the failures of banks in which the moneys

of snoh estates had been deposited by the

trustees," the Controller reports as follows:—

" It is impossible nnder the present bankroptoy

system to furnish an approximate estimate of

the loss sustained by bankrupts' estates through

the defalcations of trustees. There being no

general audit of a trustee's accounts, defalca

tions cannot be discovered till the trustee's

business happens to be suddenly closed by his

death, or other oause. A trustee may continue

an unsuspected defaulter so long as bis receipts
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account of new bntinesa suffice to meet

nog payments on account of old business.

' the purposes of this question bankruptcy

proper cannot be separated from liquidation ; a

trustee acting in both wonld not proclaim

himself a defaulter in a small bankruptcy matter |

for which he was compelled to account while 1

be had funds belonging to liquidations for which

be need only account 1 at suoh time and in such

manner as the creditors,' or some person hold

ing their proxies, often the trustee himself,

* may think fit.' For this reason, probably, a

very t riding deficiency has appeared in the bank-

rnptcy aooonnts of some absconded professional

trustees who have been reputed heavy defaulters

in their general business. The last bankruptcy

accounts of trustees who have absconded, died

insolvent, or have otherwise been discovered de

faulters, sbow an aggregate balance of about

£11,000 unaccounted for, but it cannot be sup

posed that these accounts show the full amount

for which the trustees were accountable, even

in respect of those particular bankruptcies. In

some cases no accounts have been rendered.

Funds belonging to a considerable number of

estates in bankruptcy appear to have been

lodged in banks which have stopped payment,

bat which will probably pay 20s. in the ponnd,

so the creditors of those eBtates will only suffer

from the delay and some expenses. The

amount lodged in other banks at the date of

their stoppage, so far as ascertained, is abont

£17,500, on which dividends averaging about

10s. in the pound have been, or it is hoped

will ultimately be paid, so that the actual loss

in these oases may be estimated at abont

£8,500."

Output of Precious Metal* in the United

States.—The bullion product of the United

States for tbe half-year ending June 30 has

been estimated as follows : — California,

8,415,700 dole.; Nevada, 12,370,300 dols.;

Oregon, 284,200 dols.; Washington Territory,

27,600 dols.; Idaho Territory, 606,600 dole.;

Montana Territory, 2,031,000 dols. ; Utah Ter-

ritory, 2,871,700 dols. ; Colorado, 5,985,000 dols. ;

New Mexico Territory, 526,500 dols. ; Arizona

Territory, 910,000 dols.; Dakotah Territory,

1,050,000 dols. j total, 34,778,800 dols. The

proportion of gold and silver in the above total

may be stated as follows:—Gold, 15,000,000

dols.; silver, 17,000,000 dols. j lead, 2,778,800

dols.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office : 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

Tfts mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Blanks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN 8t CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

and oas fittinq manufactubsrs,

64, Oi.kmknt Street, Birmingham.

ArtiHts in DeoorMire ReponM< and Manufacturers of

Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Bails,
Altar Desks,

Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Rail

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,

Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses;

Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,

Monumental
Brasses,

Alms Dishes,

Sconces,
Communion

Servioes,

And Domeitic Ornamtntal Metal Worl of all dfcriptioiu

THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architect^ desiens,
or prepare special dr-signs for all claret of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artiits, to their
superior Repousse* Work, which ia highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fitting, ot buildings in all styles

of Architecture. Estiblishud 24 Yliia,

 

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAISTUPACTORY _A. T OORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATT0N GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

libeeal t:e:r.:m:s to shhtek-s.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.
 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160.000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

rpjJJJJf PARQUET (Ttjrpin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three doal back laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Ueed for veneering old existing deal floors, and is ouoxwptible of _

removal at , leasure. See Construction.

 

* Ornament a

L Parquet.

Deal Backing.
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Useful pints.

Naphtha Varnish.—This is frequently
•employed instead of spirita-of.wine for making

cheap Tarnishes. It dissolves the resins more

readily than ordinary spirits-of-wine, but the

varnish is less brilliant, and the smell of the

naphtha is very offensive. It should, therefore,

never be employed on good work

Black Lacquer for Wood and Metal.—

Nine parts of shellac are dissolved in SO parts of

methylio alcohol, and set aside for a few days.

Then ten parts of pulverised asphaltnm are die.

solved in 50 parts of coal-tar benzine. Both

Iiqnids being mixed, a sufficient quantity of

lampblack is added to give it the required den

sity. When necessary, it may be dilated with a

mixture of alcohol and benzine.

F.9.A.—We hare complied with toot wish; a farther
letter on the subject will be acceptable.
D. N. (Salford).—We have forentalled your intelligence.

SeeUrt week's Fvriuiokk (»azitti.

P. T. A.—We fail to see the injustice of the action.

Local custom most erer be consulted on question* of : - »;

nature.

PtOTnrcTAL.—To oar thinking the design is insoTtbine
bat the Early English style. To define it is utterly Lapos-

s i We ; it is of too mongrel a character.

J. H. L. (Yarmouth).—The discount would ring* from
about IS to 20 per cent. So far as we are aware there is

no fixed rate.

O. T. (Cambridge).—One or two London firms are alas
competing ; bat nothing has transpired as to the terms of

the different tenders.

L. N. (Warrington).—Whaterer the legal merits of th«
case may be, if yon bare entered upon any such eogsfe-
moot, you are morally bound to abide by iu terms.

FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Indispensable to all Engaged in the

CABINET, UPHOLSTERY, AND DECORATIVE TRADES.

Will be Published early in November, Crown 4>to. in Stiff Boards, Price 2s. 6d. ; Post-free, 3s. ;

THE "FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY & DESK-BOOK for 1880,

AND CLASSIFIED LIST OF THE

CABINET, UPHOLSTERY, AND DECORATIVE TRADES.

WILL be published early in November, a complete and useful Office Diary and Desk-

Book for 1880, adapted to the requirements of the Cabinet, Upholstery, and Decorative

Trades throughout the Country, this being the Fourth Year of publication. The Diary will contain,

m addition to the usual Business information, a carefully-compiled and authentic Directory (so far

as vouchers have been obtained) of the numerous Trades allied to Furnishing. This Diary, which

has been found to be a desideratum, commands a large and influential Circulation, and is a daily

Work of Reference for the Furnishing Trade.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

_ " This ia a well got-np work. Plenty of space and good paper are

given in the diary, the almanack and tabnlar matter are carefully com

piled, and a uaef ul classified list of the farnitare, upholstery, and allied

trades is given."—Building News.

" Ought to be on the desk of every one engaged in any department of

the furniture trade. Besides an excellent diary, with the ordinary

general information of suoh publications, we have a good bibliography of

furniture and decoration, and a pretty full and classified list of the fur

niture, upholstery, and allied trades."—Iron.

" Will be found of service to all engaged in the trade to which it

specially refers. An alphabetical list of works on furniture and decoration,

with the dates and places of publication, and a notification of the libraries

in which the books may be seen, will prove very valuable for reference."—

Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper.

" This is a portly quarto volume, containing a mass of special trade

information, as well as matter of a general character."—City Press.

" It contains a mass of useful matter of the nature likely to be required

by the members of the furniture and allied trades. The diary, which is

capitally arranged with regard to probable commercial requirements,

is interleaved with blotting-paper, and at the end there is a key

to the various works on furniture and decoration— a very valuable

feature."—European Mail.

"This is a well got-up diary, whioh, besides the usual leaves for

writing purposes, oontains a large quantity of useful information on

matters of special interest to the trades for whose use it is issued."—

English Mechanic.

" The informational part of the work is so concise, liberal of facts, well

arranged, and useful ; and the blank, blue blotting-paper interleaved

portion, devoted to scribbling, presents so commendable a surface for the

pen, that we wish the Diary ' many happy returns,' year by year."—

Figaro.

" This is a new and useful addition to the stock of publications of its

sort. The special information given by it is indicated by its title." —

Weekly Dispatch.

" This is a tastefully got-up business diary, interleaved with blottin?

paper."—Draper.

" It is very tastefully got up, and should find favour with the extensive

trades for whioh it is intended."—Timber Trades' Journal.

LONDON: WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C.

T R I PLC**
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PRIZE MEDALS—London, 1851, 1862;

Paris, Three Medals; 1878,

The most brilliant, novel, and economical mode of illumination

adapted to domestic and public use. There is no lamp comparable

to it for brilliancy, giving three vigorous and beautiful flames,

the wicks being in a triangular form ; each wick ia supplied with

a separate thumbsorew.

The illuminating power is equal to 45 candles, and the con

sumption of oil is less in proportion than the Duplex or any other

paraffin lamp.

By the addition of their Patent Extinguisher the following

advantages are obtained :—

First.—The inconvenience of turning down the three wicks

separately is avoided.

Secondly.—The danger of winding them into the oil is abolished.

Thirdly.—No unpleasant odour can arise, as the extinguisher

entirely envelopes the wicks.

Fourthly.—The wicks when not in use are thus free from dust

or dirt, and evaporation is entirely prevented.

JONES &TWILLIS, Mediaeval Art Workers in Metal, Wood, or Stone.

WORKS-260, 262, & 264. EUSTON Road, LONDON.

Show rooms—London and Birmingham,

catalogues, designs, fand estimates sent on application.
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NOTICE.

FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Will n* Published Shortly,

Cnnn ita., in Sltf Poarit, Prict 2». 6i., Pott Free, St.

TBS

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

OrderB for Copies should be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,

81, GEEAT QUEEN STEEET, LINCOLN'S.

INN-FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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CABINET-MAKERS AT HOME

AND ABROAD.

^OME nine years ago a series of

jl« interesting documents on the con

dition of labour in all parts of

the world was compiled by the

English Government through the

agency of our foreign Consuls.

Valuable as the data then collated

unquestionably were, the convulsions of the

labour market which have since taken place

both in Europe and America have rendered

the reports of that day to a large extent un

trustworthy. Hence, more than usual interest

attaches to a similar set of reports contributed

by American Consuls, and covering the labour

question in its varied aspects so far as con

cerns the whole of Europe. We have been

favoured with an early copy of the work,

which contains a mass of the most inter

esting information, alike valuable to the

employer and the employed. Many of the

theories as to the superiority of the English

workman to all his compeers are ruthlessly

dispelled in these reports, and we cannot but

think that a perusal of the volume would ex

ercise a sobering influence upon our own

working-classes. The reports are preceded by

a letter addressed by the American Secretary

of State to the Speaker of the House of Re

presentatives, and this document gives not

only a masterly digest of the information col

lected by the Consuls, but Mr. W. M. Evarts

has also, with consummate skill, deduced not a

few lessons of a pointed character from the

several reports. While taking a rapid glance

at this resume", we shall confine our attention

principally to the cabinet trade, so far, at least,

as wages are concerned.

In Belgium the relationship between em

ployers and employed continues to be of an

harmonious character, and it is largely if not

exclusively due to this fact, that this compara

tively small kingdom, with but few natural

advantages, has made itself felt in recent years

as an important competitor in international

markets. Let it not be supposed, however,

that- the workman's lot there is an enviable

one; far from it, as a rule all his days are

spent in a struggle to make both ends meet.

During the last seven years wages have fallen

off 25 per cent., and the weekly rate of re

muneration for cabinet-makers is now 20s., and

that of carpenters and joiners 22s. 6d. Taking

the wages of most classes of labour, they are

less than half what is paid in the United States.

To help our readers to a due appreciation of

these figures, we may mention that the price

of bread in Belgium is 2d. to 2^d. per .lb., and

that of beef and mutton 8d. to lOd. ; other

necessaries of life being proportionately dear.

The moral character and the habits of the

workpeople are described as most exemplary,

frugality and attention to business being their

chief characteristics.

Wages throughout Denmark have declined

from 10 to 15 per cent, during the last seven

years, while the cost of living has on the other

hand increased. All branches of manufactur

ing industry are at present in a prostrate con

dition, and cabinet-makers' wages average

only about 17s. 8d. per week.

The working-classes of France are notorious

for their orderly and industrious habits, and

their trade societies are largely devoted to

benevolent purposes. Cabinet-makers' wages

vary of course in different parts, but the

approximate general average is about 4s. 2d.

per day. The cost of living may be estimated

from the'fact that bread costs l^d. per lb.,

beef from 8d. to 10d., and mutton only a frac

tion less.

Germany, as we have previously pointed

out, has suffered more from commercial dis

ruptions within recent years than perhaps any

other European country. No wonder that

the artisan is often put to great straits in his

effort to support himself and his family. In

many cases his life is a mere subsistence on

the commoner articles of food, and meat is by

no means an article of daily diet. Cabinet

makers' wages are about 20s. 8d. per week.

There seems to be good reason for Mr.

Evarts's assertion that Socialism and Com

munism, which have taken deep root, in

Germany, have exercised a demoralising effect

upon the working community. On the other

band, the Consul at Chemnitz draws a far

brighter picture of the artisans in Saxony,

and speaks in high terms of their industry,

perseverance, &c. Referring to the latter

report, Mr. Evarts says that these character

istics " under more favourable circumstances

in the United States, have helped so materially

in the development of our vast resources,

which have made the name of German-

American synonymous with industry and good,

citizenship, and which have given to the

agricultural and manufacturing mind of our

country much of its solidity and perseverance."

The Italian workmen come also in for a

fair share of laudation so far as industry,

frugality, and the exercise of patience under

privations are concerned. The wages of

cabinet-makers are about the same as those

paid in Germany, i.e. 20s. 8d. a week. Many

of the articles regarded in this and other coun

tries as necessaries are considered luxuries by

the Italian workman, whose mode of living is

of the simplest and cheapest.

In Spain wages have within the last five

years increased from 10 to 15 per cent., while

the cost of living has during the same period

progressively advanced about 40 per cent.

As a body, Spanish workmen are frugal and

laborious. Cabinet-makers' wages average

about 3s. per day.

We have reserved until last a notice of the

American Consul's opinions concerning the

labouring classes of this country. The Eng

lish workman, we are told, stands out alone,

and has but little in common as regards

temper and habits with his Continental

confrere. " Lacking the finesse of the French

man, the patient industry of the German, the

eternal evenness of the Dutch, the docility and

adaptability of the Belgian, and the spirit

which relies upon the climate for half their

food and clothing, which makes the Italian

and the Spaniard so happy in misfortune, he

possesses attributes which in many respects

make him the superior of all."

The " British pluck " of our artisans is

described as the result of centuries of national

training in a school from which all the softer

attributes were excluded as tending to effemi

nacy. These national traits have to be borne

in mind if we wish to arrive at an approximate

understanding of the unsolved labour problems

which confront us on every hand. The future

bearings of the existing relationship between

employers and employed are fully realised by

Mr. Evarts, and we cannot do better than give

the conclusions he arrives at in his own

words :—

" It is evident," he says, " to those who have

marked the recent Moras of manufacturing and

labour events in England—the decline of manu

facturers and the uncompromising spirit of

labour; a decline caused by foreign competition,

and, in consequence thereof, lees demand for

manufactures, produoing a contraction to whioh

the employer and the employe" might have gra

dually accommodated themselves by a sensible

spirit of concession on the part of the latter, had

the working man been capable of appreciating

the fact that his employer was forced to reduce

his wages in order to sell at a profit, a reduction

whioh the organised stubbornness of trade-

unions have so long and at such fearful coat

resisted,—it is evident to those who have noted

these things of late that the British working-

man has at length brought himself face to faoe

with the inevitable. British manufacturers oan

go no further unless their workmen, by accepting
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less wages, assist them to maintain the foreign

markets already being contested for by other

nations. Thus far the British working-man

would seem to hare believed that the British

manufacturer sought a reduction of his wages

in mere hostility to labour, not being capable, it

would appear, to look beyond the narrow circle

of his own interest to the broader fact that

the manufacturer has eaotifioed muoh already

for British pride, and to his honour be it noted,

for the interest of the workman, in running his

establishment often at a loss rather than cease

manufacturing altogether. The great aim of

the trade unions has been to resist any attempted

reduotion of wages. It may be said that, thus

far, they have been successful, but if it be a

victory which has cost England her manufac

turing supremaoy, it is a victory whioh will

destroy labour also ; for if the factories are

idle, so must labour go idle, and while capital

may find profitable investment in channels not

necessarily oonnected with manufactures, the

labourer can only live by labour. A few years

more of strikes and disorganisation in England,

and it may be doubted whether any compromise

between the employers and the employes will

restore to that country her manufacturing

supremacy."

The picture drawn of the typical English
■workman is in no sense a flattering one. His

habits are voted extravagant, and he is con

sidered reckless in the manner in which he

spends his wages. The Consul at Sheffield

estimates the annual loss in wages to the local

workmen by reason of their wasting one day

a week in drinking, at over £500,000. If this

be a fact—and it has thus far gone uncon

tradicted—can we wonder at the misery and

privation which obtain whenever a season of

quietude prevails in the labour market. Nor

need we be surprised if with a working popu

lation thus unreliable in their habits, and in

dulging, moreover, spasmodically in strikes,

the employers experience no little difficulty in

holding their own in competition with other

countries. Mr. Evarts holds that the several

reports amply prove that " the greater portion

of the evils which afflict the labouring classes

of England to-day, which have disorganised

its manufactures and brought misery to the

working man's home, can be traced direct to

strikes and drink."

Making allowance for some slight exaggera

tions here and there, doubtless begotten by a

spirit of patriotism, there is, nevertheless, in

these reports an abundance of trustworthy

information as to the relative condition of the

labouring classes throughout the whole civil

ised world. Focussing the information thus

brought together, it may be expressed in few

sentences. The rates of wages in the United

States, roughly estimated, are more than twice

those in Belgium ; three times those in Den

mark, France, and Germany; one-and-a-half

those in England and Scotland ; and more than

three times those in Italy and Spain. The

prices of the necessaries of life are lower in

the United States than in any of the foregoing

countries; that is, the labouring people of

Europe cannot purchase the necessaries of life,

which are common to the American working

people, as low as the same can be purchased

in the United States. More misery is caused

by strong drink in many countries in Europe

than by dull times, and more misery is caused

by strikes than even by strong drink, for the

working-men may reform and recover from

drink, but no community of working-men can

ever recover from a " long strike." Some of

the happiest working people in Europe may

be said to be those whose wages are least,

while some of the unhappiest may be classed

among those whose wages are highest. The

former results from temperance and frugality,

the latter from strong drink and strikes. The

average American workman performs from

one-and-a-half to twice as much work, in a

given time, as the average European artisan.

Despite these facts we should hardly advise

working-men to emigrate to the United States

in large numbers, anticipating there a higher

wage than falls to their lot in Europe. Mr.

Evarts himself may be said to sound the note of

warning on this head, for, addressing his own

countrymen, he says :—" The first great truth

to be learned by the manufacturers and work

ing-men is that the days of sudden fortunes

and double wages are gone. We must realise

the fact that ocean steam communication has

annihilated distance and brought the nations

face to face. This drawing together of the

nations means equalisation in trade, profits,

wages, &c.,the'advantage being with those who

soonest accept the situation, and show the

most sensible continuity in the new paths of

success. In the near future, the working-

man of New York cannot expect twice or

thrice the wages of his fellow-worker in

Europe, while all other things—food, rent,

clothing, &c.—are on an equality."

With the following appropriate appeal to

the workmen of America Mr. Evarts con

cludes his extremely interesting letter, and we

should like to echo the sentiments he here

utters and urge them upon our countrymen, for

the commercial prosperity of this or any other

nation depends largely upon the mutual

sympathy and kindly interest which one class

shows towards another. Let but " England "

be substituted for " the United States," and

there is not a word in the following paragraph

that has not an immediate and significant

application to this country :—

" Let the working-man feel, as he should feel,

that the man who employs him, who enables him

to feed and clothe his wife and children, is his

friend as well as his employer, and that all

within and abont the workshop are things to be

protected, even with life if necessary, instead of

being destroyed. Let the employer, cn the

other hand, as in Belgium and in Germany, look

upon his workman as morally one of his family,

to be treated with the dignity and sympathy

whioh are his due, and in ten years we shall be

known and felt in all the markets of the world,

for under such circumstances neither cheap

foreign labour nor the vast capital at its back

oould compete with the inventive genius, mecha

nical skill, and financial audacity of the working-

men and capitalists of the United States."

ARTISTIC MERITS OF MODERN

INDIAN CARPETS.

IN a recent issue we mentioned that Dr.

Birdwood's deprecatory remarks anent

the carpets made in Indian gaols had provoked

some hostile criticism on the part of some of

the officials in India. To give our readers an

idea of what was, in Dr. Kirdwood's opinion,

objectionable in these carpets, we reproduced

at the same time his criticism. In further

elucidation of this controversy which has thus

sprung up, we append Dr. Birdwood's ample

and lucid refutation of the charges levelled

against him by the Lieutenant-Governor of the

Punjab, and his justification of the opinions con

cerning Indian gaolcarpets formerly expressed.

Although I am personally and by name re

peatedly charged with ignorance, misrepresen

tation, falsehood, and libel, says Dr. Birdwood,

there is not a single statement made by me

adverse to the Lahore gaol carpets which is

not confirmed by the letter of the Lieutenant-

Governor of the Punjab. The " Handbook "

says of these carpets:—"The patterns have

no local character, being crude transcripts

from Persian copies, though not copied in

Persian dyes, but in local ones." This is

essentially all that it says of them, and his

Honour now states, not only that they are at

present copied from Cashmere shawls and

Central Asian and Persian carpets, but that

formerly they were made from " worsted-

worked patterns of European design "—a

statement which at length accounts for the

Jleur-de-lis Lahore gaol carpets which have

appeared at international exhibitions, and to

which attention is drawn by a correspondent

in the Bombay Gazette Summary of Aupr. 29

last. The whole indictment of the " Hand

book " against the Lahore gaol carpets is that

they are imitated from Persian carpets, and it

is argued that the mystification of the sources

and corruption of the streams of native art

which is going on under our rule all over

India is thus directly aggravated by the

Government manufacture of carpets, not only

at the Lahore gaol, but elsewhere, as at Agra,

Bangalore, Bareilly, Mirzapore, Mooltan,

Jubbulpore, and Salem.

His Honour has taken literally tie playful

remark in the " Handbook " about the Lahore

gaol carpets being dyed with medical stuffs.

The words of the "Handbook"are, "Dyes. . .

compounded, I could believe, out of the gaol

medical stores." His Honour, in reply, gives

a list of the dyestuffs actually used, which

were perfectly well known to everyone in

terested, in these carpets. I will not insist

how five of them are articles of the officinal

materia tnedica, though none the worse dyes

for that, lest I be again misunderstood, but the

point is that they do not get the Persian tints

with them, and the suspicion is that the Taw,

harsh tints in which the Lahore gaol carpets

are dyed are deliberately preferred by their

fabricators. The deep tints of native Indian

and Oriental dyes generally are at once the

aspiration and despair of artistic European

dyers, but in the Indian gaols flaring colours

are the favourites. Only within the last year

it has been more than once pointed out in the

Indian newspapers that at Agra gaol native

patterns are said to be copied, when, in fact,

the superintendent of the gaol took upon him

self to alter both the proportions and colours

of the designs. Precisely the same thing is

being done at Jubbulpore, and has obviously

been always done at Lahore ; the plain fact

about the Lahore gaol carpets being that they

are the very worst in design and colour of all

Indian gaol carpets. The wool of which they

are made is good, and their contexture is good ;

they are, indeed, the best woven of all Indian

gaol carpets ; but their designs, taken from

tine Persian carpets and finer Cashmere

shawls, are unsuited to the wool of which

they are made, the coarse quality of which

lends itself rather to the large, bold patterns

natural to the Punjab, Beloochistan, and

Scinde. Hence the confused, blurred look of

the Lahore carpet designs.

Their colours also are inharmonious. Some

of them are false colours, and if the aniline

dyes are not used their effect at least is pro

duced. The scale also of the colours is false,

and particularly in the shades of green and

blue. There is a carpet named from Coconado,

the port of the northern Godavery Canal, sold

in London, which is one of the most pleasiDg

of Indian carpets. The ground is white ; a

floral scroll of blue, red, yellow, and brown

divides it into regular geometrical spaces like

a tesselated pavement ; a flowery cone is inlaid

in each wide space, and the rows of cones

thus formed are alternately coloured red,

blue, yellow, and brown. Round all is a border

of yellow and brown, set with wide-opened

flowers in blue and red. The design is Greek

in its simplicity, and its warmth and glow of

colour perfectly Oriental. The gaol copies of

it lose all the effect. The one attracts and

charms the attention,

" Caught by each colour till the next is seen ; "

the other repels and exasperates ; and yet it is

the sum of very minute distinctions, which,

few are able to appreciate separately, that

makes the whole difference. In the gaol imi

tation the wool is generally bleached to a pure

white, instead of being left of its natural

colour, and is woven of a uniform whiteness

instead of in tender shades ; the red, yellow,

and blue colours are immature and inhar

monious ; and the effect of the whole is in

artistic and singularly unpleasing. If in copy

ing so apparently simple a design the gaols

completely fail, how can they expect to pro

duce with success, especially in coarse, loose

Indian wool, the glorious elaboration in colour

and design of the short, even, dense-piled

carpets of Turkomania and Kerman ?

It is no fault of the superintendents of the

Indian gaols that they have necessarily failed

in the attempt. Their fault is in attempting

to execute artistic work at all ; and this is a

grave economic as well as artistic blunder.

The damage which is being done to the re

cently-revived trade in Indian carpets by the

Indian gaols, and particularly the Lahore gaol

carpets, is incalculable. The revival was due

to the Exhibition of 1851, and the Indian

gaols speedily took advantage of it, the result

i of which may be that they will at last ruin

i the new trade in Indian carpets, just as
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owing to the interference of European

designers, the old trade in Cashmere shawls

has been ruined. One Regent-street firm

writes to me : " The rugs in question—i.e.,

the Lahore gaol rugs—are made with aniline

dyed wool, in vulgar, strong, crude con

trasts, in designs which, where they are not

wholly effaced, are often without one trace of

Indian character, while they betray the worst

disfigurements of the European export carpet

manufacturers." A large Bond-street firm

states the same thing in almost identical

words ; and it all comespractically to this, that

the bad name which the Lahore gaol carpets

have given to Indian carpets generally has

largely stimulated the importation of carpets

from Turkey and Persia. Retailers, indeed,

seem unwilling to own to the possession of

Indian gaol carpets. His Honour the Lieu

tenant-Governor urges that because carpets

were never made at Lahore until they were

made in the gaol, therefore they have done no

injury to native art and the native caste

weavers. But every carpet made in an Indian

gaol is at the loss of the honest caste weavers

and an injury to their noble art, and every

gaol carpet exported to Europe is a defama

tion of the historical reputation of Indian

carpets; while sinoe 1351 no gaol carpets

have so much tended to lower the once high

name of India for its hand-loom tapestries as

those of the Lahore gaol, which nave keen

f orced into the market and on public atten

tion with the characteristic energy of Anglo-

Indian officials. In quality the Jubbulpore

.carpets are the worst in India, but they are

not so bad in design and colouring as those of

the Punjab.

His Honour the Lieutenant-Gavernor has

been led into much of his misconception ef

the criticisms of the " Handbook " by applying

what is therein said of Indian gaol carpets

generally to what is said of Lahore gaol car

pets particularly. It is said that at these

Indian gaols the art of carpet-weaving has

been handed over to the Thugs ; and so it has,

at Jubbulpore ; it is said that in consequence

of the competition of the gaols once famous

local caste looms had disappeared, and so they

have, at Mirzapore ; it is said that the suicidal

(Competition of the gaols was debasing and

degrading native art, and so it is everywhere

within the reach of their influence. This is

the testimony of every observer with any

knowledge of, or feeling for, Indian art, and

it is well that the Government of India should

understand how much the growth of a trade

in Oriental sumptuary articles depends on the

opinions of experts and artists. They are

always the first purchasers of wares of this

sort, and they are followed by amateurs who

sincerely desire to learn from them the right

appreciation of whatsoever is good and beau

tiful and true in household use and embel

lishment ; and these in their turn by the golden

multitude, eager to possess what they are

happy in believing is the fashion. It was for

them that the Lahore gaol carpets were first

fabricated, but they are no more to be deceived

by such pretentious counterfeits ; nor should

the gaol authorities in India allow themselves

to be deceived on this point.

The remark in the " Handbook " that the

Indian Government introduced the manufac

ture of carpets into the gaols with a view of

" balancing its budgets , seems to have given

most offence. It is an obvious remark to all

who know the anxiety of Indian officials of all

grades to provide in any manner for the ex

penditure and necessary waste of a vast

empire. The smallest contributions from the

obscurest sources are thankfully received. I

was thinking while I was writing this ob

noxious passage of my own experience when

in charge of two large Indian gaols, but I had

also in mind an official statement to the same

effect, which, unfortunately, I have been

unable to retrace. No cne would dispute the

desirableness of making Indian gaols self-sup

porting, nor the duty of teaching the prisoners

some handiwork. The whole contention of

the "Handbook" is that they should be

taught only to make such things as are manu

factured at Wakefield gaol ; and that they

should not attempt an artistic manufacture

like carpets, in which they can never succeed,

although their competition may deplorably

affect the traditional art of the native caste

weavers, and so derange and at last destroy a

rising and lucrative trade, which, if judi

ciously fed, would grow immeasurably.

Owing to many influences which of late

years have contributed to draw attention to

India, no limit can now be set to the European

demand for the nobler art-wares of that

country, for its pottery, metal-work, enamels,

chintzes, and tapestries—if only exporters

will insist on supplying them of pure and un-

contaminated native design and workmanship,

and the Government schools of art in India

should assist in this. It was simply this pur

pose I sought to serve, to the best of my

ability, in the " Handbook " ; and I certainly

did not think I was rendering other than a

good service thereby to the Government of

ENGLISH AND FRENCH WOOD-

CARVERS.'

(CtUin uedfrom page 234.)

WITH regard to the men themselves, I do

not vent i; i e to say that English workmen

generally, or wood carvers in particular, are

paragons of sobriety and perseverance, or are

the embodiment of the cardinal virtues. On

the contrary, as a rule, we sadly neglect our

opportunities for self-improvement, and do not

contribute to our advancement as we ought.

But I do not think we are worse in that

respect than our neighbours. " All work and

no play makes Jack a dull boy " ; and it is not

many men who can feel in the humour to go

home and study after being at work all day.

What I maintain is that we have not such

opportunities for improving ourselves in our

profession as our brethren over the water

possess. Skill, which is the result in a great

measure of mental attainment and knowledge,

is a superior quality to mere capacity for

manual labour, but it does not appear to be

recognised as such in our case. We see men

every day, who have not brains enough to

enable them to become artistic or skilled

workmen, but who, nevertheless, make money

rapidly at some simple calling, and become

comparatively their own masters. Conse

quently those of our workmen who are suffi

ciently energetic strive to save money, with

which they may enter upon some other voca

tion. I know of numbers of wood carvers

who have left their occupation for something

else, and these not men who have failed at

their work, but who have succeeded in raising

themselves above the average. My impression

is that, as a rule, the mind and the will must

be in the work to make it thoroughly artistic;

and if a man is always on the look out for an

opportunity to leave his business, he is not so

likely to excel as he would be if he were

contented and happy in his calling.

What we want is to imbue our art-workmen

with a love of art, and to provide them oppor

tunities for easily gaining knowledge, so that

their fate shall not be such an up-hill task as

it is under the present conditions. In that

respect " they manage things better in

France."

Let me for a moment compare the circum

stances surrounding the art-workmen, and es-

fecially the wood-carver, in the two countries,

n France, to begin with, the carver is a

sculpteur de bois. A sculptor of wood I He

is associated, in name at least, with the sculp

tor, or, in other words, he is recognised as an

artist. Here there is not much in his profes

sional name to distinguish him from the cook-

shop assistant. There the workman sees art

before him at every turn ; the buildings are

richly decorated with carving of excellent

quality, and owing to the absence of smoke

from the atmosphere, or to the different nature

of their stone, or to both causes, with perhaps

the assistance of a better climate, the struc

tures retain their freshness very much longer

than ours do, and the ornamentation is con-

* From the Society ofArts Artisan Beports on the Ptrii
TJoiTerMl Exhibition of 1879. DWuioa II. By W. F.

Howard.

sequently more easily seen. Then the main

streets in Paris are very wide, and there

are frequently open spaces fronting or sur

rounding their more important buildings, whilst

upon the roads themselves there is not a fourth

part of the traffic which we have in London.

The art workman has a school for study always

before him ; he can stop to look about him at

any time in the day, and he naturally becomes

imbued with a knowledge of art almost with'

out beinfr aware of it. The public gardens

and buildings are decorated witn statuary of a.

very high order of merit, and there are many

beautiful fountains, about some of which no- .

expense has been spared, the result being that

the objects are productions where the human

figure and other high art details can be studied

at any lime without having to ask any special

permission, or having to go a long journey.

Even their ordinary street lamps, although of

a plain description, and apparently inexpensive,

have a simple yet graceful outline, and are of

a thoroughly artistic character. The churches,

which are very numerous, are always open to

the public, and many of them contain rare

specimens of art work.

How, on the other hand, does the case stand

in England ? Our ordinary street architecture

is certainly not generally of an ornate cha

racter. It is true that the monotony of ugly

brick buildings without any embellishment

whatever is broken at times by the interposi

tion of buildings of a more ornamental descrip

tion, some of which show excellent feature*

and are particularly useful as examples to the

carver. But the details of such specimens are

speedily effaced or obliterated by the thick

coating of soot which accumulates ; and the

streets themselves are so narrow and crowded,

that in order to make any use of the oppor

tunities which they afford the students must

visit them early on a summer morning. In

some of our churches, especially about the

City, are some details of a beautiful and

artistic character, but most of these are open

only at service times. St. Paul's Cathedral, it

is true, is rich in studies for the art-work

man, and the main building is generally open

to the public. But the parts containing the

greatest amount of detail, and that nearest the

sight, are shut off from the public gaze. The

choir is very rich in wood-carving, but it

cannot be examined without special permission.

Westminster Abbey, we all know, abounds

in beautiful specimens of the sculptor's art,

which are always available to the public ; but

to the majority of art workmen it is necessary

to take some trouble to get at these oppor

tunities. The Parisian, on the other ha«d,

enjoys the advantage of having instructive

examples always before him.

Here, if a person wishes to study foliage or

flowers, he may go to the parks and look' for

what he wants ; but he must touch nothing,

and if he is seen stooping or loitering about'

he will probably soon have some of tie

keepers about him. If he desires to study/

fruit he must buy it, and in order to get good

specimens he must pay a good price for them,

and even then do without the foliage which

belongs to it.

In Paris, at the Jardin des Plantes, and at

the Luxembourg Gardens, a portion of the

grounds are arranged expressly for the use of

artists and students, with all kinds of fruit

trees, flowering plants, and shrubs, carefully

arranged and labelled. The public may walk

through and see these things at any time, but

a student can, by getting permission, which is

easily obtained, pass between the plants and

carefully examine and copy them.

In Paris all the squares are quite open to

the public, and there are trees growing along

all tho principal thoroughfares. Here we have

trees, shrubs, and flowers in the squares and

crescents, but from these the public are

rigorously excluded.

The French have numerous museums and

art galleries which are always open to the

public absolutely free. The carver may go to

the Musee de Cluny, where there are ancient

chariots richly carved, which are genuine

examples of the style of decoration of earlier

periods. He may go the Louvre, where,

besides the innumerable pictures by the best
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artists, all valuable adjuncts to his art educa

tion, he can see valuable specimens of his own

handicraft. He may go to the Palace of

Versailles, where there are art treasures of

every description, and all these places are open

on Sundays, on which day they are more

extensively patronised than on any other.

We have rich specimens of art workman

ship in our museums, but these are open free

only at certain times, and in some cases, for

instance, the British Museum, only at times

when the workman must be at his business.

We have no schools of this kind open on

Sunday, the only day which the workman has

absolutely at his own disposal. We must

choose here between the church and the

tavern on that day, and the publican gains

most patronage. It is held to be a danger to

public morals to allow art to be studied on the

Sabbath, although the public-houses may dis

seminate vice and poverty unchecked.

I was unfortunately unable to visit any of

the Parisian workshops, but I have heard that

the French carvers work more from models

than we do. It is very seldom here that

models are prepared for the carver, unless for

Tery special work. Here we are expected to

have a general idea of all styles, and, of course,

it is not so easy to excel as it would be if we

were constantly practising the same kind of

thing. The man who distinguishes himself

generally has a speciality. In France the more

mechanical portions of the work are done by

special workmen, who scarcely rank as carvers,

the French carver, by giving his undivided

attention to bond fidt carving, and in conse

quence of his superior technical knowledge and

skill, can earn more money than Englishmen

usually do, although the work at the same

time d"oes not become more costly.

ART CULTURE IN RELATION TO

WORKMANSHIP.

ON Tuesday evening the Earl of Carnarvon

distributed the prizes and certificates

gained by the students in the Winchester

hchool of Art, and he availed himself of the

occasion to deliver a lengthy address on the

influences of art culture in relation to manu

facturing industry. Having alluded to the

effects of art, whether studied as an amuse

ment or pastime, or as evolving artistic tastes

and enabling Englishmen the better to hold

their own against foreign competition, he

pointed to the tendency of the manual labourer

to become scarcer, while the best, the ablest,

and most skilled of the agricultural classes

were drifting to the towns in search of higher

avocations. He thought it probable that in

the future this movement would tend to in

crease rather than decrease, and that manual

labour would become even scarcer than it

now is.

There were two reasons for this—the large

development of machinery was at once the

cause and the result of the scarcity of manual

labour, and next to that the whole character

of the country was changing, the means of

communication being multiplied so greatly as

to form the different parts of the kingdom

almost into one family. These influences, with

the easy means of transport to our colonies,

must tend to make manual labour more and

more scarce. On the other hand, there was

room for skilled workmen, such as the art !

.schools were calculated to create and train. 1

So long as this was the case, so long should

we be able to hold our own against foreign

competition. It was easy to flatter people, as

was the habit of a school growing up in

England, but he regarded those who spoke the

truth, even if it were sometimes disagreeable,

as the better friends to their country.

Whilst he believed, however,in theie schools,

as enabling us to hold our own against this

foreign competition, he still held there were

some points in which the English nature was
■very defective. That the sense of form and

colour, though not natural to us, might be

acquired, he thought wns evident in the pro

ductions of our workmen before these schools

were started. In the latest Exhibition English

workmen, as a matter of fact, had contended

with very great success against their foreign

rivals, and had taken from us the reproach of

foreigners of a monotony and want of variety

in our work. Formerly this was a good deal

corrected by our sound workmanship, but at

present, whether truly or falsely, there was

reported a decline in this very important detail.

If this were true they would all be agreed that

for trade it was very bad, whilst for art it would

be nothing less than ruinous. He therefore

warned them that he who means to excel in

art must also make his work as sound and

complete in workmanship as it could be. They

would remember the story of the Greek

sculptor, who, being asked why he bestowed

as much labour on the back as on the front of

the temple, since it would never be seen by

man, replied, "True; but God sees it." In

this he spoke not only as a great artist, but as

a conscientious workman.

Lord Carnarvon passed on to repudiate the

idea that artistic work and good taste could

not be found in this generation. He referred

to the Victoria Tower in connection with the

Houses of Parliament as an example of what

the present age could accomplish, and to the

preservation of London Bridge, which it

was recently proposed to destroy, as an in

stance of the good taste that was present

among us. He also referred to the post

humous works of Mr. Henry Drummond, to

the examples of Raphael and Michael Angelo,

and to the works of Sir Joshua Reynolds, as

worthy to be taken by the scholars in these

schools as their examples. In his opinion, in

the intimacy between Reynolds and Burke, it

was quite possible that Burke, and even John

son, might have contributed somewhat to the

composition of the lectures of Reynolds.

Passing on to refer to the indirect influences

which art schools were calculated to exercise

upon the students, he pointed out that this

higher form of education, by teaching men

and women to fix their minds upon principles,

would lead them to take higher views of life

than the consideration of mere details, and so

bring their minds to bear not only upon art

but upon things even more important. In

times like these we had gone—nay, were still

passing—through severe trials. It was very

easy to fall into panic, which sometimes, in its

turn, led to the proposal of mischievous

remedies. It was just at such a time that an

education like that afforded in art schools, if it

were what it professed and ought to be, should

be felt, and should lead men to distinguish

between possible and impossible remedies.

This power of distinguishing was one chief

sign of a really enlightened and free commu

nity ; whilst, on the other hand, the education

such schools were calculated to afford would

give them larger and broader views, and enable

them the better to appreciate the condition of

things in which they lived—in one word,

making them better citizens and better in the

discharge of their daily duties. He remem

bered, in connection with the lost Reform Act,

bis friend Mr. Lowe suggested that the first

thing to do was to " teach our masters their

letters." This idiomatically expressed a very

great truth, but he did not think it was correct

to apply it to only one class of the community,

for all classes in a country like ours needed

this reasoning element.

Finally he summed up his address by insist

ing upon the advantages of these schools as

teaching not only technical knowledge but the

means of acquiring knowledge ; and above all,

the habits of self-government and self-discip

line in the students—a man the more he was

trained being the more fit to govern himself

and to assist in governing others.

THE SCHOOL OF WOOD-CARVING.

"VTOT a little unjustifiable animus has been

■1 ^ betrayed in some quarters against the

recently-instituted School of Wood-carving

which is pursuing its successful career under

the able tuition of Signor Bulletti. One cor

respondent of a contemporary, evidently

blinded by prejudice, characterises wood as

" a thankless and intractable material." This

has elicited a pertinent reply in which atten

tion is drawn to some French and Italian

carvings in wood of the human form exhibited

at South Kensington Museum, which for rich

ness of effect in the rendering of the flesh, and in

finish, it would be difficult to equal in any other

material ; and, continues this second correspon

dent, there is every reason in favour of wood

holding its own in high art, because, whereas

in wood the artist executes his own idea from

first to last, it is not so with some more

favourite materials, which are less tractable.

In marble the artist is obliged to intrust his

clay model, first to the hands of the moulder,

and then to the tender mercies of a kind of

automatic machine called a pointer.

In the case of bronze, after casting in the

metal, it is again subjected to another process

—chasing ; otherwise, smoothing down and

destroying all fine surface detail.

Now, although, of course, I do not for one

moment advocate the use of wood in place of

the above-mentioned materials, yet far from

being an " intractable " material it may be

termed most tractable and useful for decora

tive purposes, retaining for centuries the last

life-giving touches of the artist.

Of course, it remains to be proved with

what measure of appreciation the work of

Signor Bulletti and bis pupils will be received

by the public ; but, with regard to the present

demand for fine-art wood-carving, I may state

that, to my certain knowledge, a leading firm

of decorators has within the last month

found it necessary to send to Paris to get an

order executed. Can anything prove more

clearly the deficiencies of our own workmen ?

And why does " Meter" persistently attack a

system which seeks to supply what is neces

sary, if we ever intend to employ Englishmen

on art-works in England, instead of men of

almost every other nation under the sun, as

we have hitherto been obliged to do.

I think that in times like these, when our

great political economists are crying out that

we cannot continue to send so much money

from the country without disastrous results to

the working-classes at home, it is necessary

that those who have the welfare of the nation

at heart should not waste time in prematurely

discussing the particular merits or demerits of

this or that innovation, hut should encourage

anything that appears likely to act as an

incentive to the higher development of any

art or industry among our native Britisn

workmen.

MR. RUSEIN'S MUSEUM.

PRINCELEOPOLD visited last weekthe St.

George's Museum, Walkley, founded by

Mr. John Ruskin, the eminent art critic. The

museum has no outward pretensions ; it is a

plain, substantial dwelling, standing in neatly-

laid grounds, and having from the front exten

sive views of moorland and woodland scenery.

It is intended hereafter to build extensions, in

which will be accommodation for a picture-

gallery, library, and reading-room. Amongt the

most noteworthy contents of the Museum is an

original print of Erasmus, by Albert Diirer, the

study of which seems inexhaustible. The mas

sive clasps of the mammoth tomes at his side,

the arrangement and execution of his ample

robes, full and flowing, void of stiffness and

formality, and the facial expression of the

divine are inimitable. The celebrated " Melen-

colia " bears it goodcompanionship. There are

also gems of art by the founder ; some colour

drawings of feathers and simulated blades of

grass that are perfect. There is a striking

bust of Mr. Ruskin, executed by a Sheffield

grinder, who grinds no longer from the

horsings, but pursues his genius under artistic

auspices. The collection, says the Sheffield

Telegraph, is regarded at present as a nucleus

only ; should it ever become extensive in its

present projection, it would then become the

artists' Mecca. A national purse instead of a

private fortune might be necessary to make it

all the artist-founder comprehends in his laud

able scheme.

In detailing the contents of the museum,

Mr. Ruskin first drew attention to the large

picture of the " Madonna and Child," painted

by Verrocokto, master of Leonardo da Vinci,
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" given to me in Venice by a gracious fortune

to show to the people of Sheffield," to whom,

he explained, it was specially appropriate,

since, besides being an unrivalled painter,

Verrocchio was also a great worker in iron.

Mr. Ruskin dwelt with enthusiasm on the

teachings- and technical merits of this picture

—on its lessons of the reverence that is due

to woman. That picture, he said, was an

answer to the inquiry often addressed to him,

" What do you want to teach us about art ? "

It was perfect in all ways, in drawing, in

colouring ; on every part the artist had worked

with the utmost toil man could give. He

drew especial attention to the beauty and

detail of the Virgin's girdle of embossed gold.

A copy by Mr. Ruskin of Carpaccio's " St.

Ursula " next attracted attention. The power

of that museum would, Mr. Ruskin said,

depend upon its capability of giving pleasure

and by the attractions of beauty ; but, as the

foundation from which all trading must start,

they had their mo9t perfect specimens of the

Bible, the Baskerville, the German Urich

Bible, with plates mostly by Holbein and

Diirer, which are unequalled for perfect illus

tration of the meaning of the Scriptures.

Then there were elaborate specimens of the

English illuminated MSS. of the Vulgate, and

following these the first perfect copy of Hol

bein's " Dance of Death." After that again

came Carpaccio's " Death of St. Jerome," the

translator of the Bible into Latin.

Turning from these illustrative keys to the

teachings of his museum, Mr. Ruskin drew

Prince Leopold's attention to his unique col

lection of minerals and precious stones, to the

specimens of gold and virgin silver, amethyst,

onyx-stone, and many other unrivalled ex

amples of the wonders of mineralogy. " I

want," said he, " to get everything beautiful " ;

and in answer to a question he added : " I am

proud to say that, unlike other collectors, I

never spare cutting my specimens, always

looking to that which will best show texture.

My main aim is to get things to show their

beauty." Proceeding from the upper case of

precious stones and minerals, Mr. Ruskin

showed many of the treasures in the drawer,

beginning with the simple flint pebble, and

passing on in natural succession to jasper and

agates, to specimens of which, showing all the

wondrous laws of their structure, he called

attention. Then he exhibited the quartz and

felspar. " And so we get," said he, " the

constituents of granite ; and getting that, you

go on to the constituents of everything else."

Then there were amethysts, cut so as to show

their stellar form, and opals and crystals, with

their perfectly natural facets, types of a beauty

with which it is Mr. Ruskin's hope to attract

working men to an interest in the structure of

such things.

Turning next to the cabinets in which are

stored his etchings and photographs, Mr.

Ruskin pointed to them as illustrating the way

in which he proposed to get his museum

arranged, a work in which he had been en

gaged for a week past. He showed a photo

graph from that earliest church in Venice on

which is inscribed his favourite legend en

joining on the merchants to be just and to

have their weights true. "That," said Mr.

Ruskin, " was the beginning of the whole

commercial prosperity of Venice. From that

came the pure gold of the Venetian Zecchi."

Mr. Firth would, he thought, be interested to

know that when he was daguerreotyping in

Venice, and wanted absolutely pure gold for

his plates, he could get nothing so pure as

that old Venetian coin, and all the city's pros

perity was the outcome of that honest

thoroughness.

A series of photographs from Venice, show

ing the various forms of the Greek acanthus,

was exhibited, Mr. Ruskin drawing special

attention to the variety introduced by the

play of the workman's hand, no one leaf being

like another. In drawings of his own, which

he producedtMr. Ruskin said his object had

been to show how our English leaves were

adapted to the same treatment—the oak leaf,

for instance. He hoped to show a series of

rude carvings by Sheffield boys and girls from

natural leaves. He was going to have a series

J carved in wood, and the cabbage or kale would

be the first, for that was the vegetable which,

in the North, was the origin of our most beau

tiful sculptures. Mr. Ruskin showed with

pride a cast of one of the vine-leaves from the

Ducal Palace, displaying admirably a fidelity

that nothing could rival, the patient skill of

the workmen of the fourteenth century, and

an edge than which nothing could be finer or

clearer. Then the learned professor drew

attention to a rough block of sandstone, a

specimen showing the pure cleavage of the

sands of England, " which, thanks again to

Furs, I was able to take from Brentwood."

The lesson thereon was characteristic of the

whole teaching of the museum—a leading up

from the simplest thing to those greater things

on which he had been discoursing. Turning

to the Prince, Mr. Ruskin observed : " You,

sir, said in your most excellent address that

England is the mother of great nations. May

we not teach her to remember also that

she has great ancestors."

With reference to his projects in regard to

the entrance, was the General's grand piano,

about two feet high, one of his pastor's

fingers striking three of the keys at once,

and with difficulty covering only one. It

was made in England, and cost £100, being

inlaid with pearl, and richly gilded and

enamelled. But the General was "out of

practice ; " indeed, " had given up playing

altogether." Perhaps the greatest treat was

the inspection of their own apartment. Here?

were the Penates. Admitted into the pene

tralia, we may bo permitted to write that

here everything is adapted to themselves

alone. B»reau, cabinet, dressing-table, sofa,

chairs, and bed were all diminutive ; the last

elaborately carved from ebony, and richly

canopied in damask and lace—a gift from,

the General's father.

IMPROVED TANNING PROCESS.

AFTER ten years' continuous research,

Professor Knapp, of Brunswick, has dis-

the museum, Mr. Ruskin said"he did not want C0Tered a process of replacing tan by certain

to build another room until he got that room : chemical substances in the preparation of

into perfect condition. Then, when that room j leather. By means of a fluid, whose chief

was made the vestibule, and in this way show- . constituents are water and a basic salt of iron,

ing the source of all beauty, as he got power, a leather is obtained which, it is asserted, as

having been quietly acquiring the necessary to flexibility and durability, is at least equal to

land, he hoped to make reading-rooms for the that prepared in the ordinary way, while in

workmen which they could use in connection some respects it is considerably superior. The

with this room. Drawing his Royal High- . chief advantages of the new process consist,

ness's attention to the beautiful view from the according to a communication from Dr. Siorke,

window, then lighted up by gleams of sun- j in a great saving of time and expense, and in

light, Mr. Ruskin continued : " I hope always \ the fact that tanners are put in a position to

to have pretty things for them to see, and

light to read, and fitting everything close as I j

do 60 ; and I hope it may be filled by work

men who will join to scientific teaching this

study of art and nature, and that it will be

felt by the town worth making an effort to fill

the rooms with books. If anything now fails,"

added Mr. Ruskin modestly, " it will be my

fault;" but he was understood to say that the

town authorities would find him in every way

obedient to their desires, as his Royal High

ness would do him the justice of admitting

that he was ever submissive to the powers of

the land, as represented by the Queen and

her Royal children. Prince Leopold mentioned

that he had the day before received from

Coniston a most charming present. This

referred to a request that he would accept a

bust of Mr. Ruskin, by Creswick, a young

Sheffield artisan of much promise, who has

the advantage of Professor Ruskin's teaching

and help. While Mr. Ruskin was modestly

disclaiming any connection with the present

Mr. Swan explained that it had been made

without Mr. Ruskin's knowledge. His Royal

Highness said he thought it a most kind thing

on the part of Mr. Creswick ; and Mr. Ruskin

responded that it was most kind of his Royal

Highness to consider such a work as worthy

of his acceptance.

MINIATURE FURNITURE.

THE Rev. W. H. Adams, of Massachusetts,

has been visiting the Thumb family at

Middleboro, Mass., and gives his impressions

as follows:—We could well appreciate Mrs.

Thumb's assertion that she and the General

had always got along well together. He is

forty years old, and four years her senior. He

now weighs 75 lb., having weighed 60 lb. at

fifteen years of age. " But," said he, " I began

life a good big boy of 6 lb. Going up stairs

we felt inclined to be so unmannerly as to

take two steps at a time, for the stairs of both

flights seemed but four or five inches each in

height ; but we were not so exalted above

measure as thus to indicate our own pedal

superiority. At the head of the first flight,

in the sewing-room, stood the diminutive

Wheeler & Wilson sewing-machine, a wedding

present, fifteen years ago, from that firm, who

at their own expense, caused this exquisitely

pearl-inlaid plaything to precede the little

travellers in every land they visited around

the globe. It is a plaything in size, alone

Mrs. Stratton making it do good service to

the present day. In the front room, over

dispense with tan obtained from the bark of

trees, the home supply of which in Germany

has of late been far below the demand, and

has consequently required to be supplemented

by considerable importation from abroad. Id

Knapp's process, says Design and Work, the ]

action of 9 lb. of his tanning salt, costing less |

than fourpence a pound, is equivalent to that '

of a cwt. of ordinary tan, and by its genera)

adoption in German tanyards a saving of at

least £270,000 might, consequently,be effected.

The question of time, also, is of great import

ance—the usual system occupies from thirty-

two to seventy-two times as long as Knapps.

Thus white heavy skins require about eighteen

months for effectual tanning after the old

method ; the new process will turn them out

equally well finished in seventy-two hours,

while lighter skins are finished in little more

than half that time. The main obstacle to-

the general practical adoption of the iron

system is found in the prejudice of those con

nected with the leather trade, who are so

wedded to their old ways that they cannot be-

induced to look favourably on such an innova

tion.

THE EASEL-PORTFOLIO.

WE drew attention some time 6ince to at

contrivance invented by Messrs. J. B..

Bunyard & Co. for facilitating the use of large

portfolios which are for the most part cum

bersome and inconvenient. Many improve

ments have been made in the mode of folding

and opening them, regard being paid at the?

same time to the protection of the drawings

from dust ; but the difficulty hitherto ha»

been rather in the utilisation of the article

after it has been otherwise perfected than as

regards the actual form of the portfolio itself.

The firm before mentioned have now effected!

a further improvement, the portfolio being sot

arranged that, by means of telescopic legs>

which rest on the floor, it can be mode to

open to any extent, even to an angle of

00 deg., and may thus be used as a table on)

which to place the drawings while they are

being inspected. It can also be used as a

sloping desk on which to copy drawings,

while the original may be placed against the

back. The support upon which the portfolio*

stands is in the form of an easel, hence its

name ; while the height may be regulated

by means of an ordinary ratchet and catch*

When out of use the portfolio may eithe?

occupy the position of an easel or be folded

together into a space an inch or two in thick

ness.
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THE NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF THE

ENGLISH WOOLLEN TRADE.

STATISTICS are generally voted dry and

unpalatable, and yet it cannot be denied

that they are abounding in interest, and preg

nant with facts to him who knows bow to

read them aright. No other source of -infor

mation is equally trustworthy ; and by the

exercise of patience and skill, definite and safe

conclusions can be drawn from many a tabu

lated statement. This remark certainly applies

to the following summary of the numerical

strength of the British woollen trade as it

exists to-day. Interesting as it however un

questionably will prove to most persons to

know exactly the number of factories engaged

in any particular industry, the quantity of

machinery employed, and the aggregate total

of those who depend for their livelihood upon

any one branch of manufacture, such data

become doubly interesting if we have earlier

statistics on the same subject, which enable

us to institute comparisons, and to find out

whether progress or retrogression has been

the feature of a given period. The following

figures will help our readers to a due appre

hension of the facts in this particular. In

1870 the number of wool factories in Eng

land and Wales was 1,550, as compared with

1,412 at the present day ; the total for Scot

land was then 218, and is now 246, and for

Ireland 61 and 74 respectively; the gross

total for the United Kingdom being in 1870,

1,829, and in 1879, 1,732. But if there

has been a decrease in the number of

factories since 1870 there has been a decided

advance in the aggregate of machinery and

workpeople employed. At the former date the

spinning spindles numbered 2,631,768, at the

latter 3,337,607 ; the doubling spindles,

160,993 and 318,154; and the power-looms,

48,140 and 56,944 respectively. The total

number of persons engaged in the woollen in

dustry nine years ago was—males, 63,143,

females, 61,987 ; while the total at the present

time is 64,280 males, 70,064 females, or

together, 134,344, as compared with 125,130

in 1870. The tables of details which we

append call for no further remark, than that

they exclusively refer to the present period.

WOOLLEH FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINQDOM.

COUNTIES.
Number

or
Factories.

Namber of
Spinning
Bpindles.

Number
of

Doubling
Spindles.

Number
of Power
Looms.

Children Working
Half Time.

Kales. Female*.

Number of Persons Employed.

Hales. I Female*.

England and Wales.

Spinning :—

Herts, Buckingham, Oxford, Northampton, Hunting

don, Bedford, and Cambridge

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwick

Leicester, Batland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

Chester

Lancaster

Derby

York

Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and West

moreland

Wales and Monmouth

Total of Woollen Spinning

Weaving :—

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwick

Lancaster

York

Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and West.

moreland

Total of Woollen Weaving

Spinning and Weaving :—

Herts, Buckingham, Oxford, Northampton, Hunting

don, Bedford, and Cambridge

Wilt.', Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok _

Leicester, Butland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

Chester

Lancaster

Derby

York

Durham, 'Northumberland, Cumberland, and West

moreland

Wales and Monmouth

Total of Wool Spinning and Weaving

Unenumerated :—

Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent

Herts, Buckingham, Oxford, Northampton, Hunting

don, Bedford, and Cambridge

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok

Leicester, Butland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

Chester

Lanoaster

York

Wales and Monmouth

Total of Wool Unenumerated

Scotland.

Spinning :—

Shetland, Orkney, Caithness, and Sutherland

Boss, Cromarty, and Inverness

Nairn, Elgin, Banff, Aberdeen, and Kincardine

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bute

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Haddington, Berwick,

Peehles, and Selkirk

Roxburgh, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown

Total of Woollen Spinning

5

10

6

14

8

4

2

166

10

210

420

1

4

62

66

4

44

28

1

6

81

1

671

18

42

786

1.

17

e

3

2

15

80

12

141

2

8

18

26

12

7

10

12

86

1,938

4,433

29,262

2,208

12,536

22,456

355,683

25,778

27,360

742

1,898

1,85G

280

360

27,696

3,191

2,701

'2

12

40

16

68

669

14

7

4

47

4

66

466

14

8

60

301

62

877

13

76

232

4,448

203

661

48

886

61

440

69

253

2,758

126

232

101

686

US

817

IS

145

485

7,206

329

501,952 718 590 6,422 4,316 10,738

291

7

470

1,8

20

19

35

41

55

223

120

5

193

1,323

74

273

4

837

1,427

147

9

530

2,750

221

2,917 106 131 1,715 2,188 3.9C3

14,716

122,983

62,251

968

12,405

370,551

480

1,613,933

13,014

25,129

2,780

8,896

4,684

60

29,954

150

160,841)

2,676

2,337

230

2,751

1,179

4

155

8,286

4

34,001

466

123

56 1

24

923

1

2,472

54

99

10

2

18

989

1,775

14

11

330

2,614

1,501

12

262

4,819

11

31,359

826

492

410

3,745

2,336

12

149

6,437

35,645

856

249

740

6,359

3,840

24

411

10,256

11

66,904

681

741

2,236,429 212,377 47,332 3,679 2,918 41,728 48,239

4'

9

35

64

1

36

42

98

1

124

106

29

68

509

2,255

128

57

68

13

16

2

124

1,482

39

115 77 3,298 1,796

380

1,062

7,084

135,219

30,886

3,619

35,652

24,678

82

60

694

10,934

994

48

1,970

930

10

170

28

5

11

178

16

2

2

1

10

84

86

909

194

106

245

218

2

11

65

826

168

Vt

39

65

238,480 15,612 218 203 1,802 1,233

89,967

150

1

187

119

46

66

633

3,737

167

5.091

12

45

151

1735

368

163

2S4

283

3,035
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WOOLLEN FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (Continued):—

Number Number of
Number

of
Nnrober

Children Working
Half Time.

Number of Persons Employed.

or Spinning
Doubling
Spindles.

of Power
Factories Spindles. Looms.

.Males. Females.
Males. Females.

Males and
Females.

4

8

2

10

—
200

797

32

820

15 25

17

22

177

207

652

83

789

229

829

153

1,180

—

33

70

391

2

6 — —

153

186 6 14

121

139

284

400

405

539

31 — — 2,098 54 66 920 2,415 3,335

2

4

23

IS

8

12

1,674 7

22

399

460

309

179

35

60

656

793

827

199

5

39

807

1,003

1,097

376

40

89

1,463

1,796

1,924

575

2,688

25,814

57.703

36,722

11,555

230

3 862

11,507

5,014

1,476

40 29

44

56

6

73

68

8

28

24

91,384

93,001

12,780

11,532

1,564

1,246

69

46

49

63

2,506

2,025

2,932

2,446

5,438

4,471

116 320,541 46,401 4,186 304 237 7,091 8,705 15,796

1

1

1

— — — — — 1 1

56

25

114

74

68

10

19

134

124

5

6

35

133

208

14 — — — — — 270 231 501

1 450   _ — 19 5 24

19 5 657

4,252

362

370

— — 127

104

75

51

202

15522 1

42 10,359 732 — 1 — 250 131 381

2 1,620 — 9 — — 46 19 66

9

13

1

14,002

14,004

220

2,220

1,990

207

192

3

— 1

1

336

308

7

406

347

3

742

655

10

25 29,846 4,210 411 — 2 697 775 1,472

3 — — — — — 77 33 110

1

3

— — — — — 3

7

2 5

7

7 — — — — — 87; 35 122

I

420

65

786

141

601,952

2,236,429

38,822

212,377

2,917

47,332

718

105

3,679

115

590

131

2,918

77

6,422

1,716

41,728

3,298

4,316

2,188

48 239

1,796

10 738

3,903

89,967

6,094

1,412 2,738,381 251,199 50,249 4,617 3,716 63,163 56,539 109,702

85

81

116

14

238,480

320,541

15,612

46,401

2,098

4,186

218

54

304

205

56

237

1,802

920

1,233

2,415

8,705

231

3,035

3,335

15,796

501

7,091

270

246 559,021 62i013 6,284 676 498 10,083 12,684 22,667

42 10,359

29,846

782

4,210

1 250

697

87

131

775

35

381

1,472

122

25

7

411 2

74 40,205 4,942 411 1 2 1,034 941 1,975

1,732 3,337,607 318,154 56,944 5,194 4,216 64,280 70,064 134,344

COUNTIES

Scotland (continued).

Weaving :—

Nairn, Elgin, Banff, Aberdeen, and Kincardine

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bate

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Haddington, Berwick,

Peebles, and Selkirk

Roxburgh, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown

Total of Woollen Weaving

Spinning and Weaving i—

Shetland, Orkney, Caithness, and Sutherland

Rom, Cromarty, and Inverness

Nairn, Elgin, Banff, Aberdeen, and Kincardine

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bate

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Haddington, Berwick,

Peebles, and Selkirk

Roxburgh, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown

Total of Woollen Spinning and Wearing...

Vnenumeratcd i—

Roes, Cromarty, and Inverness

Roxburgh, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan

StirUop, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bate

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Total of Woollen Unenumerated

IklLAND.

Spinning :—

Donegal, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, Armagh,

Monaghan, Antrim, Cavan, and Tyrone

Lonth, Wioklow, Carlow, King's County, Meath,

Wexford, Kildare, Westmeatb, Dublin, Kilkenny,

Queen's County, and Longford

Waterford, Limerick, Cc k, Tipperary, Kerry, Clare

Total of Woollen Spinning

Spinning and Weaving :

Donegal, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, Armagh,

Monaghan, Antrim, Cavan, and Tyrone

Louth, Wioklow, Carlow, King's County, Meath,

Wexford, Kildare, Westmeatb, Dublin, Kilkenny,

Queen's County, and Longford

Waterford, Limerick, Cork, Tipperary, Kerry, Clare

Gal way, Mayo, Sligo, Leitrim, and Roscommon ...

Total of Woollen Spinning and Weaving...

Unenumerated :—

Donegal, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, Armagh,

Monaghan, Antrim, Cavan, and Tyrone

Louth, Wioklow, Carlow, King's Connty, Meath,

Wexford, Kildare, Westmeath, Dublin, Kilkenny,

Queen's County, and Longford

Waterford, Limerick, Cork, Tipperary, Kerry, Clare

Total of Woollen Unenumerated

SUMMARY OF WOOLLEN FACTORIES.

England and Walks:—

Spinning Factories

Weaving Factories

Spinning and Weaving Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total
*

Scotland :—

Spinning Factories

Weaving Factories

Spinning and Weaving Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total

Iriland :—

Spinning Foctoriss

Spinning and Weaving Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total

Grand Total of Woollen Factories
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE,

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOB A SIDEBOARD.

]\,TORE than ordinary care should be be-

stowed upon the design and construction

of Sideboards, since they form the principal

articles of dining-room furniture. They should

be adapted to common every-day use, and all

over-elaboration in the shape of projecting

carvings ought therefore to be studiously

avoided. Simplicity of form and delicacy of

detail are the two essentials, and these we

think have been fairly realised in the accom

panying sketch. All the ordinary require

ments of cupboards, drawers, shelves, and

recess have been supplied, and the article, as a

whole, is characterised by a pleasingoutline as

well as the absence of thatprofusion ofornament

which detracts, rather than adds, to the beauty

and serviceableness of dining-room furniture.

JAPANESE IDEA OF SYMMETRY.

THE love of variety and novelty which is

common to the human race has been

cultivated and developed among the Japanese,

until it has become almost a passion, giving

shape and character to all their art. Of the

thousands of cheap fans now scattered over

Europe, says Sir Kutherford Akjock, in his

recent work on " Japanese Art," I doubt whe

ther any two would be found exactly alike.

In this distinguishing feature of their artistic

work they have gone to Nature for their in

spiration ; and as it is mainly to these two

sources—their love of nature and their love

of variety—that Japanese art owes much of

its special charm as well as its originality, the

object they proposed to themselves, and the

means they have taken to attain it, seem worthy

of further inquiry.

It has been suggested that a good deal of

this variety so constantly pervading all their

work may be attributed to the absence of

machinery. This again may be due, in some

measure at least, to the low stage of mecha

nical science in Japan,' and the cheapness of

labour—conditions rapidly disappearing there,

as elsewhere, from the progress of European

civilisation, the creation of new wants, and

other causes. For this reason alone, if for no

other, we must anticipate at no distant period

the rapid decadence of the arts in Japan as we

have hitherto known them—with that variety

of design and individuality of expression

which constitute the artistic merit of all

Japanese work. This is something quite, dis

tinct from mere educated and careful crafts

manship, of which there is no lack in England

and elsewhere, in connection with art. With

us there is a preponderance of skilled

work over special art gift. We may

define this as invention, genius, ima

gination, or art insight—it matters little,

perhaps, what we call the gift, for gift it is—

which enables the artist to transfuse his in

dividuality into his work, be it picture or

pottery, and leave the impress of his own

mind, and not another's, upon it. Machinery,

as the foreign demand increases, and with it

the price of labour, will inevitably take the

place of handwork. When a workman—artist

or artisan—can no longer bestow a year's

loving care and labour on a single tea-service

or a lacquered cabinet, because no one will

give the price necessary to supply his wants

for that time, machinery will be brought into

play, and multiply inferior copies at a rapid

and cheaper rate. But man is the only ma

chine that varies, with each touch of the brush

or turn of the hand and tool. Japan will un

doubtedly bo able to supply its machine-made

wares in greater numbers andatacheaper rate;

but they will have lost their peculiar cachet, if

not all that now constitutes their charm to

the artist, and the true lover of work which

bears the impress of individual genius and

eeling as well as skill.

In some things there may be a gain rather

than a loss. Watches, chronometers, and

clocks may be more truly turned by machinery

than by hand, and so of many instruments and

objects of utility for daily use. It would be

too sad, if in return for the loss of so much

that is admirable in variety and individuality,

there were not some counterbalancing advan

tages, though these may prove to be all on the

side of utility, and to the prejudice of beauty

and originality. But to return to our inquiry,

I think it will be seen that the true secret of

the unrivalled success of the Japanese in those

branches of art in which they have most ex

celled, is to be found more especially in their

loving and patient study of all the processes

in nature—in other words, the methods by

which the greatest variety as well as beauty

lire secured. They have gone to the orna

mental parts of Nature's works—to the com

bination of forms and colours observable in

plants, flowers, and leaves, in the painting of

butterflies' wings, the skins of animals, the

plumage of birds, and markings of shells—for

their models. In a word, to all that constitutes

the glory and the beauty of the visible world,

and ministers with unfailing success and

lavish bounty to the sense of beauty and

harmony. Hogarth was quite right in

asserting that the principles are in Nature

by which we are guided in determining

what is truly beautiful or graceful and ex

cellent in art. The Japanese went, therefore,

to the fountain-head in going to Nature, and

there reverently watching and studying the

processes by which such infinite variety and

beauty are unceasingly evolved, they obtained

the power of following in the same lines. It

was natural that in profound sympathy with

Nature and admiration of all her works, in

which beauty and variety are the leading and

characteristic features, they should contract a

corresponding aversion to sameness, and any

appearance of uniformity and regularity,

which was nowhere to be found in Nature.

An exact repetition of equal parts without

variation—or equal division of lines and

spaces—became to them an offence, as a

violation of the principles and order of Nature.

To avoid any such appearance, even when the

symmetry and orderly plan on which plants

and flowers are constructed, and objects of

utility and adaptation to a purpose, enforced

a certain regularity, they followed the subtle

devices and secret processes observable in

nature, by which the regularity of a skeleton

or ground plan is effectually disguised.

The prevalence of order, method, and

design in the constructive processes giving

form to the various products of the

vegetable kingdom, could not long have

escaped such close observers as the Japa

nese. What they first noticed and admired

was, no doubt, the endless variety and con

stant beauty of Nature's works, with the

absence of formality and all appearance of

regularity or monotony. Yet behind this

apparent freedom and wantonness of growth,

they would in time discover that a rigid ad

herence to an orderly plan of a geometrical

character or pattern was one of the condi

tions of this infinite variety of beautiful forms.

Whether they attained to a knowledge

that geometrical and arithmetical proportions

govern the material universe, and are to be

traced as clearly in the graceful flower or

stately tree as in the crystallisation of minerals,

or the orbits of the stars, may be very doubt

ful. Nor was it needful for their purpose. It

was enough for them to discern the existence

of a general plan and a fixed order of develop

ment amidst all the variety they admired, and

to discover how the two could be combined.

This must soon have led them to perceive that,

although Nature builds up plants and animals

each upon a regular plan, she takes infinite

pains to disguise such regularity under an ap

pearance of freedom, and has many devices

for concealing from the eye the skeleton with

all its rigidity of mathematical proportions.

When they had advanced thus far they had an

endless field before them, rich in every kind of

suggestive motives for the perfection of deco

rative art, and we see how they have profited

by such teaching.

AWARDS TO FURNITURE FIRMS, &c ,

AT THE YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION.

THE awards of the judges to the exhibitors

at the Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial

Exhibition, now being held in York, have just

been made. These apply to all the depart

ments except that devoted to the fine arts.

Medals have been awarded to tbe actual pro

ducers or designers of the articles shown.

Certificates have been given to the dealers in

articles where the latter have been deemed

worthy of distinction. The number of medals

is 138, and of certificates 139. Among the suc

cessful exhibitors are the following firms :—

Medals.—J. Appleby A Son, Rotherbam ; H.

Boddy A Co., Bipon; Brows A Broadbent,

Leeds; J.Bradley, Leeds; Brown, M'Leary A

Co., Hall; Beverley & Wylde, Leeds; Henry

Leggott & Co., Bradford ; Cockell A Sons, Liver-

sedge ; G. Cheavin, Boston, Lincolnshire ; Cooke

>fe Sons, York; Camm Brothers, Birmingham;

J. Day, Stafford ; Dunn A Garwood, Newcastle ;

Dixon A Son, Steeton, Leeds; Derby Crown

Porcelain Company ; Ellin A Co., Sheffield ;

J. E. Ellison, Leeds; J. J. Flitch A Son, Leeds ;

T. 0. Fawoett, Leeds; 0. Green, Sheffield;

Gillow A Co., Lancaster; W. Garner, Nun-

eaton ; Gray, Dunn A Co., Glasgow ; E. A.

Holroyd, Harrogate ; Hopkinson Brother?,

Leeds; Hodgson A Stead, Salford, Manobe*.

tor; James Heselwood, Leeds; Horsley A 8«,

York; F. & C. Hancock, Dudley, Worcester

shire ; Hodgson A Si mpson , Wakefield ; T. W.

Hell i well, Brighouse ; T. Hudson, Darlington ;

Mr. llnmblet, West Bromwiob; Messrs. Hummer-

ston Brothers, Leeds ; W. Ingham A Sons, Wort-

ley, Leeds; Jones & Willi*, Birmingham ; Hitching

Brothers, Leeds; J. Lamb, Manchester; Mr.

Lamley, Leeds ; H. J. MnUer, Birmingham ;

H. B. Marsden, Leeds ; M'Kenzie A Holland,

Worcester ; Marab, Jones A Cribb, Leeds ; Mr.

Millaon, Manchester t Minton, Hollins A Co..

S toke-npon.Trent ; North of England School

Furnishing Company, Darlington ; OgdenASon,

Manchester ; Fohlmsnn A Bon, Halifax ; Pooler

A Son, Liverpool ; H. Bymer, Northallerton ;

Bobson A Son, Newcastle; Roodhouse A Son.

Leeds; Bowntree A Co., Scarborough ; Royal

China Company, Worcester; Salmon A Co.,

Ulverston; Stott A Co., Oldham; Southall

Bros. A Barclay, Birmingham ; Shrigley A

Hunt, Lancaster ; W. Snowden, Southport ;

Simpson A Son, Halifax ; T. Stevens, Coventry ;

Stevens and Williams, Stourbridge; J. Walker,

Hall ; Wright, Sntoh'ffe A Co., Halifax j

Wheeler A Wilson ; Wbiteley, Holden A Co. ,

Halifax ; Welob and Lentoo, Coventry ; Mrs.

Wiilonghby, Hall; and Yates A Co., Wilton,

Salisbury.

Certificates.—Bentley A Aokroyd, Brad,

ford ; Blackstone A Co., Hull ; J. Butler, New-

cattle-on-Tyne ; Messrs. 0. A T. C. Bryan,

Whitby; J. K. Binnes, King's Cross, Halifax;

D. CroEsley, Brigghoose; J. Crossley, Middlea-

broigh ; A. M. Cromaok, Soarboroagh ; Eagle

Range Company, Birmingham; J. Gnl-ard,

Selby ; M. E. Holroyd, Harrogate ; Houlgate A

Co., Scarborough ; W. Hanson, Bradford ;

G. Heward, Derby; Harvey, Beynolds A

Co., Leeds; W. Hanson, Leeds; Ingham,

Iliingworth A Co., Leeds; Ingham A Sons,

Thornton, Bradford ; Johnson A Wroe, Leeds ;

Kaye A Co., Kirkstall; Larmuth A Co.,

Salford; Leroy A Co., Manchester; J.

Law, Darlington ; Mackay A Fowler, Harro

gate; F. Mallaby, Masham; Morley A Co.

Stockton-on-Tees ; T. Mawson, Leeds ; T.,

M'Kaig, Darlington ; Mrs. Merrall, Barneston ;

W. Nichols, Leeds; R. Pickering A Co., Be

verley ; J. Parke, Leeds ; Pearce A Co., Leeds ;

Powell Brothers, Leeds ; W. Pape, Leeds ; T. 8.

Powell, Harrogate; B. Ramiden, Leeds; Boley

A Co. Lincoln ; Stephenson Brothers, Bradford ;

Sampson Brothers, Satton-in-Ashfield, Notts;

W. Steel, Leeds; J. Smith, Stockton-on-Tees ; E.

Stephenson, Stockton ; A. Simpson, Leeds ; W.

Thompson, Chester ; Taylor A Parsons, Brad,

ford ; W. Tamer, Salford ; Wood A Brearley,

Manchester ; Wadsworth A Son, Halifax ; Wat

son A Sons, Leeds ; H. A. Watson, Leeds.

An Historical Dish,—Mr. Alderman White-

he.d has presented to the Nottingham Castle

Museum an Early earthenware dish, known

as the Earl of Leicester Dish, having in the

centre a grotesque representation of Queen

El zibeth and the Earl of Leicester.
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It it distinctly to be borne in mind that tre do not by ineert.
imj letter* convey any opinionfavourable to their content*
Jfe open our column* to all, without leaning to any ; and
Hue supply a ckannel for the publication of opinion* of
all thade*.

Xo notice whatever xcill be taken of anonymout communica
tion*. The Name and Addrens of the vriter are required,
mot nece**arily for publication, but a* a guarantee of

'* cannot undertake to return rejected communication*.

THE FURNISHING OF THE

MANCHESTER HOTEL.

To the Editor of the Fcbnituee Gazette.

Snt,—In your issue of the 11th ult. you

published an article headed " Hotel Furniture,"
■which calls attention to the " Manchester

Hotel," in Aldersgate-street, and to its internal

equipment. I quite endorse the sentiment

there expressed that oneness of feeling should

exist between the architect and the cabinet

maker, and I am glad to see that these two

have in this instance co-operated with general

success. I say " general " success, for there

are two particular defects to which I beg to

call attention.

The first concerns the chimney-glasses. I

cannot for a moment think that these could

have been " placed " when the writer of the

article inspected the rooms ; or, if so, he may

have supposed that they were doing but tem

porary duty. The coffee-room, for example,

is a spacious and lofty apartment, and all its

fittings and decorations are massive ; but all

this is marred by the mirror over the fire

place. The incongruity is most apparent

when the eye descends from the heavy lines

of the ceiling to the almost contemptible black-

and-yellow " Oxford " frames, with their

tawdry-painted corner panels. I should also

imagine that some unity ought to exist

between the walnut chimney-piece and its

component part, the glass superstructure.

But such unity has been completely ignored.

These remarks refer to all the larger public

rooms. The glasses seem more the wares of a

fitter-up of middle-class cafit, and ought

forthwith to be condemned by the management.

The eecond " plaint " is the manner in which

the carpets are laid. To begin with, why

should they not be fitted up to the walls

of the room ? Or, if not, why should not a

handsome border be used showing all round

a parquetry floor ? or (if it must be the ordi

nary floor) have it at least painted or stained

and varnished ? Instead of this having been

done we have a carpet without border, and

surrounding that a margin of commonplace

floorcloth. I shall say nothing of the design

and colouring of the carpet, for opinions

might differ on those points.—I am, dear Sir,

yours, &c. A Fbequenter.

Oct. 29, 1879.

F.S.—Since writing the above I am glad to

hear that the cabinet-makers (Messrs. Brew &

Claris) are not responsible for either carpets or

chimney-glasses. I am much pleased to hear

this, as it would have been unfair for the

blame to be placed on the wrong shoulders.

Although a diversity of opinion might obtain

as to whether this suggestion or the endow

ment of provincial scholarships would be the

readier means of effecting the desired object,

one thing is certain, i.e., that either of these

plans, or both combined, would have done

much to encourage technical education and to

disseminate art knowledge. Neither of these

plans has, however, met with the approbation

of the Commissioners, who have a crotchet of

their own on the subject, and who seem to

regard South Kensington as the promised land

in all matters that relate to the promotion of

science and art.

They now intend to follow up their past

traditions by erecting at South Kensington a

Central Science Institution — a project at

present only in embryo, and whose full merits,

or rather demerits, cannot consequently be as

yet realised. It is, however, quite as well to

remember that South Kensington is, so far as

the working population of the metropolis is

concerned, one of the most inaccessible spots of

London, and an institution such as that con

templated, if erected there, will in no sense

benefit, to any appreciable degree, those for

whose special use it is professedly intended.

As is the case with several other institutions

located in that aristocratic region, the fre

quenters of such a Science Museum would,

for the most part, hail from the immediate

locality, while but an infinitesimally small

fraction of the working-classes would, even in

the least degree, be benefited thereby. And

yet it is upon the technological and scientific

efficiency of the latter that the industrial

supremacy and commercial prosperity of this

country largely depend.

From the way in which money has been

wasted upon abortive schemes like the Albert

Hall, it is very evident that the Commissioners

are more intent upon indulging their crotchets

than upon benefiting the artisan population,

and through them the manufacturing in

dustries of this country ; for let it be under

stood that their proposed Science Museum and

Laboratory will only add one more to the

existing lounging-places open to West-end

idlers, without in any practical way advancing

the technical education of the million.—I

remain, yours, &c, F.S.A.

Oct. 29, 1879.

Amongst the plans proposed, one comprises an

arrangement of tanks by means of which the

first supply is stored in a waste receptacle,

and this oeing filled with the washings of the

roof, the water passes directly to the proper

stornge-tank, which may be fitted with a

filter, so that every drop drawn within the

house will be refined to the lost degree. This

affair is entirely self-acting, and needs but to-

be properly started to continue in action for

several generations. A second equally

simple method is also propounded by Mr.

Hibberd, whose pamphlet is well worth

perusal ; while the economical system of rain

water storage which he advocates might with

advantage be put to a practical test.

We have received an advance copy of the-

November part of the Magazine of Art, which

has now been permanently enlarged to forty

pages. The contents are of a most varied and

interesting character. It is difficult to particu

larise where all is so good ; but we may

specially mention an illustrated biographical

sketch of Sir Joseph Noel Paton, accompanied

by some typical examples of his pictures ; a

paper by Mr. Forbes-Robertson on the Inter

national Art Exhibition at Munich; and a

description of the Art Treasures at Lam

beth Palace. The illustrations throughout

are excellent. The opening competition

for prizes is commenced with the present

number ; the judges constituting the tri

bunal of award being Mr. H. S, Marks,

R.A., Mr. Luke Fildes, A.R.A., and Mrs.

Louise Jopling. For the subject of the com

petition and the terms we must refer our

readers to the current number of the work.

The opening part of a new volume of the

Quiver gives promise that this old-established,

and well-edited family magazine has entered

upon a career of increased vigour and success.

The weekly issue will in future be discontinued,

with a view to enable the editor to develop

some new features of special interest, not a

few of which are represented in the November

part, with an early copy of which we have-

been favoured by Messrs. Cassell, Petter,

Galpin & Co.

MODERN APPRENTICESHIPS AND

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

Sib,—Availing myself once more of your

columns, allow me to follow up lost week's

letter by drawing attention to the scheme of

technical education promulgated by the 1851

Exhibition Commissioners, which I am in

clined to think will prove every whit as abor

tive as the Technological Examinations dis

cussed last week.

The property owned by the Commissioners

would, if converted, yield about £1,000,000,

a sum which, if properly laid out, might help

to realise one's fondest hopes in connection

with the promotion of technical education.

More than two years ago a deputation of

municipal representatives urged that the funds

at the command of the Commissioners should

be applied in grants to provincial museums,

both for the purpose of building them and

for acquiring by purchase ' works of art.

$euiefos of |tcfo $ook

Water for Nothing. Bv Shtbley Hibbebd,

F.R.H.S. London: Effingham Wilson.

Undeb this tempting title a useful contribu

tion has been made to that much-vexed

subject, our water supply. The source from

whence " water for nothing" may be had is

the rain, and Mr. Hibberd points out in this

pamphlet the best mode in which this natural

supply may be turned to useful account. He

also demonstrates that the present system of

allowing it to run to waste is inimical to the

ratepayers' interests in more than one respect.

As regards the question, How should rain

water be caught and kept P we are told that

darkness is one of the necessary conditions

for the preservation of small quantities of

water, and that therefore water-tanks should

be always closed in. But the matter of chief

importance occurs at the commencement of

the business. When rain begins to fall upon

a roof it gathers various kinds of impu

rities, which are carried by the stream into

the tank or water-butt. Mr. Hibberd points

out that when the roof is well washed the

further supply, if rain continues, is compara

tively pure, and soon acquires by mere subsi

dence or filtering a brightness and a pleasant

flavour, being then equal in purity to distilled

water. It follows, therefore, that the first

flow of water from a roof, whether in country

or town, should be set apart for rough pur

poses, such as watering the garden and wash

ing-down the yard. And this, it is shown,

can be accomplished without trouble, for by

suitable arrangements of a purely mechanical

nature the bad water may be made to flow in

one direction and the good water in another.

Crabt Reports.

"From Odr Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kiddebminsteb Cabpkt Tbade.—

The prices of raw material having remained

extremely firm, and even advanced in some

cases, the trade of the district has derived

marked benefit from the rise, and many and

large orders have been booked by the various

carpet manufacturers. There are none who

do not now believe that the lowest point in

prices has long been passed, while there are

not wanting those who think that, bearing in

mind the exceeding bareness of stocks of all

kinds throughout the country, we are on the

eve of a really steady and beneficial improve

ment in trade. Travellers this autumn are-

having less difficulty in obtaining orders than

they have experienced for a good many pre

vious journeys, and they are continually send

ing home " good lines " to their principals.

As the price of carpets and rugs must

be governed by the value of raw material, it

will be as well to indicate the outlook of the

various markets affecting the trade. Dealers

in wool seem almost to have gone mad, and

spinners are consequently vainly scouring the

country trying to buy. A genuine advance

of 3d. per lb. in carpet wools has certainly

taken place, and it is stated that as stocks are

so low, wools will go up another 3d. at least.

Spinners have closed their order-books for

worsted, unless a good advance is paid by the

carpet manufacturers, and orders are not

sought by any spinner. Cotton has advanced

and keeps very firm. Jute yarns the same.

Linen yarns are firm, and spinners are not

desirous to sell. Cochineal is very firm, and

will rise further. All markets are buoyant,

and the outlook is decidedly hopeful.

The Dewsbubt Cabpet Tbabe.—The car

pet industry throughout this district continues
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animated, and orders are still coming in.

Carpet looms, both in Dewsbury and Heck-

mondwike, are fully employed, and the

outlook for several months to come is very

promising. The prices of carpet wools and

other descriptions of raw material show a

hardening tendency. At a special meeting of

our local Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Thomas

Wright Fenton proposed the following reso

lution, viz. :—" That this meeting is of opinion

that the expectations of the advocates of Free

Trade in 1860, and previous thereto, have not

been realised ; but, on the contrary, have

been seriously disappointed by many countries

legislating in the direction of increased pro

tection since that period, to the injury of

English trade ; and is further of opinion that

the time has arrived for a revision of the pre

sent fiscal system of the United Kingdom in

the direction of equality and justice towards

British manufacturers and British workmen."

There was considerable discussion, and ulti

mately the motion was withdrawn, and then

put in this form, and carried unanimously—

" That a general meeting of this Chamber be

convened on an early date to consider the

expediency of urging upon her Majesty's

Government that the time has arrived for a

revision of the present fiscal system in the

direction of equality and justice towards

British manufacturers and British workmen,

and of recommending to her Majesty's Govern

ment the desirability of cultivating free-trade

relations between Great Britain and her

colonies." The proposed meeting is anxiously

anticipated by some, who are sanguine as to

its ultimate beneficient effect.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

Although the output of curtain fabrics con

tinues almost at its normal rate, the demand

seems nevertheless to keep pace with the

supply. Buyers of lace yarns, though unwil.

ling purchasers at present rates, are forced into

the market to meet early requirements. Some

moderate sales have consequently been made

at the current prices, which are firmly main

tained. Silks are in very limited request.

There is a steady demand for brown cotton

nets and plain quillings. Spotted nets are

scarce, and prices are high. Orders are con

siderably in arrear. Several American buyers

have been visiting the warehouses. The posi

tive orders already placed, however, are only

partial. In some branches of the trade busi

ness is dull, and there is considerable competi

tion. The wage market is slightly unsettled,

but there is no serious disagreement between

the employers and the general body of frame

work knitters.

Fr/HNisHTNO Ironmongery.—Steady pro

gress is being made in the different branches

of the hardware trade, although business is

evidently influenced more by advancing prices

than by consumptive demand. American

orders are the largest and the most urgent,

though restricted to a small group of articles.

Trade with France is steadv, and the rise in

silver is gradually stimulating business in

India, China, and other Eastern markets.

Australian orders are below the average,

and complaints from that quarter of the in

road of American competition are still very

general, and a large proportion of the mer

chant orders received are for American goods

— japanned iron-ware, planes, carpenters'

tools, electro-plate, locks, cutlery, &c. Orders

from the principal home markets are coming

in more freely. Since the upward movement

in the metal market set in some six weeks ago,

there has been a very decided improvement in

the demand for nickel and German silver,

both for home and export ; but the expansion

of business has not been so marked in finished

goods. It does not appear that English

electro-platers and manufacturers are using

more metal than is customary at this season,

when there is always a certain increase of

demand for table-ware and fancy goods in

anticipation of the requirements of the gift

season, and the general impression is, therefore,

that the run upon German silver is to a great

extent speculative. Exception, however,

must be made in favour of the orders from

the United States, where the electro-plating

branch appears to be participating in the

general improvement of trade, and Japanese

requirements also are probably of a bond fide

character, to meet the demands of the native

manufacturers of cups, hinges, locks, cabinets,

pans, &c.

Household Linen, &c.—There has been

a slight improvement in the demand for some

descriptions of linen goods, and a better feeling

just now prevails as to the future. There has

not been much change with respect to the

business doing on foreign account as regards

drills and other fabrics. Reports from travel

lers in the home markets are rather more

favourable, although the demand is still con

siderably below the production. More has

been done during the week in table damasks,

sheetings, huckabacks, and narrow linens.

Not much is being done in nursery and pina

fore drapery, whilst strainers und screw-cloths

are very little inquired for by the farming

community, who have hitherto been the

largest customers. The business doing in

yarns has been of a moderate character, and

there has been little or no change in prices.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 26th vJt,

Adelaide—Bradley, J. £60 paperhanginga

Dorant, A. A Co. £90 furniture

Green, F. A Co. £10 furniture

Harrold Bros. ± o leather

Miller, J. Anderson A Co. 127 yds carpets,

802 yds linoleum

Murray, D. A W. 4 o leather

Wbeatley, C. W. A Co. £100 muBol instrumnts

Wills, Q. A R. A Go. 2,940 yds oarpetinar, 260

yds blankets, 650 yds carpets, 3,250 yds

leather olotb, £15 rusts

Alexandria—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £10

sewing.maohines, £4 glassware

Aloises—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £400 organ,

£84 piano

Alooa Bat—Arnholz, A. A Co. 1,265 yds car.

pets, £290 farniture

Berry A Co. £24 furniture

Birdseye, H. A Co. £400 cloek

Blagden A Prinoe, 1,200 yds blankets

Briater A Fitoh, £92 furniture, 70 sq yds

floorcloth

Broadwood, J. A Sons, £175 pianos

Carrie, D. * Co. £100 furniture, £16 paper-

hangings, 6 c leather

Darant, A. & Co. 1,600 yds flooroloth, £46

furniture

HaBlehurst, E. A Co. 693 yds matting

Hopcraft A Co. 208 yds carpets, £35 piano,

130 yds blanketing

Mansfield, J. £18 iron bedsteads, £10 furni

ture, 797 yds carpets, 12 o leather, 10 o

paperbangings, 245 yds carpets, 6 o leathr

Niohols, T. A 0. £14 glassware

Openshaw, Unna A Co. £21 farniture, £15

paperhanginga

Ryall A King, 5,313 yds blankets

Sohnlte, W. £93 billiard material

Searight, J. A Co. 107 yds blankets

Amsterdam— Robinson, Roberts A Co. £172

chioaware

Antwerp—Leather Cloth Co. 625 sq ydsoiloloth

Mertens A Co. 1,528 yds carpeting

Salmon, 0. J. 58 sq yds flooroloth, £65 sewing,

machines

Auckland—McArthur, W. A A. £19 ohinaware,

693 yds carpets

MoEwan, J. A Co. £195 lamps

Barbados*—Barron A Gibson, 170 yds blankets

Bevington & Morris, 12 o leather, £25 matB

Irving, T. A Co. 25 o leather

Barcelona—Collins, W; A. 220 yds floorcloth

Moritz, E. £18 furniture

Belize—Jobson, B. £3 glass manufactures

Bermuda—Moss, C. A Co. 71 yds hemp and 60

yds jnte matting, 223 yds hemp carpeting,

6 o leather

Beyrout—Gellatly, Hankey, A Co. £26 gware

Bluff Harbour—Grindlay A Co. £20 ohinaware

Bombay—Ball, W. E. £14 tapestry, £17 carpets

Hickie, Borman A Co. £18 glass manfs

Jones, F. A Sons, £3 glassware

Maynard, Harris A Co. £10 billiard table

Fittis, E. A. £23 glass manufactures, £22 rugs

Towneend A 8pearing, £15 musical instrmnts

and fitting

Bombat—Treacher A Co. £22 ohinaware

Union Lighterage Co. 8 c leather

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £210 msol i

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 37 o leather

Bitot A Troude, 623 yds carpets, 92 o leather,

£23 rugs, 141 o leather, 1,031 yds oaxpeU

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 o leather

Messageries Pariaiennes, 444 yds woollen and

1,331 yds felt carpeting, 3,447 yda carpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. 9 c leather, 24 a paper-

hangings

Salmon, 0. J. £50 musical instruments

Bremen—Linoleum Co. 435 sq yds linoleum

Phillipps A Graves, 98 o leather, 50 c lea '

Brisbane—Parren, J. B. £40 bruahwar*

Buenos Ayres—Negretti A Zambia, £30 mttng

Bushihe—Hiokie, Borman A Co. £15 lamps

Calcutta—Baker, F. W. A Co. 156 sq yds blnkts

Beardwood, Jones A Co. £100 varnish

Braine, E. W. £9 filters

Colley A Co. 1 o leather, £49 dock

Davis, W. B. 1 o leather

Dickinson A Stewart, £5 musical instruments

Escombe Bros. & Co. £7 leather manufac

tures, £10 crockery

Green, F. A Co. £60 furniture

Griesseuch, H. A Co. £10 crockery

Harraden, S. A Co. £36 ohinaware

Head, H. A Co. £92 ohinaware, £52 glass

manufactures

Hickie, Borman A Co. £16 china

Hodgson, F. £68 olooks

Horsley, Palmer A Co. £10 ohinaware

Howden, A. A Co. £18 o leather

Johnston, B. A Co. £17 glassware

Jonas, J. 1,060 yds blankets

Keep, Parsons A Co. 3 o horsehair

King, H. S. A Co. 4 o leather, £5 musical

instruments, £9 furniture

MoDiarmid A Co. £12 olooks

Orteili, J. A Co. £250 farniture, £50 silvered

gh»M i*. ■

Seotney A Earnshaw, £17 olooks

Short, Short A Co. £75 oarpet

Wesley, Cooper A Co. 3 o leather

Canterburt—Hoporaft A Co. 760 yds <

Miles Bros. A Co. £116 farniture

Cape ot Good Hope—Barry A Co. £48 1

Bruce, Morrison A Co. £50 furniture Hrjf>

Carrie, D. A Co. £55 musical instrumenttSE

Davis A Soper, £5 musical instruments.jgsV

Findlay, Durham A Co. 176 yds woollen ba'is

Finlay, A. W. 14 o leather

Godfrey, Myers A Co. £8 furniture

Mertens A Co. £230 musioal instruments

Nioolson, W. A Co. £118 pianos

Williams A Geils, £40 piano

Colombo—Colley A Co. £20 iron safe

Dawson Bros. 66 o varnish

Darby A Butler, 736 yds blankets

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £66 furniture

Hooper, H. A A. D. £97 sewing-machines

Mertens A Co. £60 piano

Piokford A Co. £20 china

Robarts, N. F. A Co. £2 furniture

Constantinople—Baker, G. P. £36 brass bdstds

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £36 rugs

Mertens A Co. £30 musical instruments

Copenhagen—Dawson Bros. £15 varnish

Linoleum Manufotng. Co. 121 sq yds linoleum

Demerara—Chalmers,GuthrieA Co. £14 musical

lostrrments

Corbin, J. F. 0. £86 paperhangings, £21 har

monium

East London—Harvey A Greenaore, 800 yds

blankets

Irvine, J. J. A Co. 2,200 yds blankets, £206

woollen ruga

Stein, A. A Co. £34 paperhanginga

Galatz—Head, H. A Co. £85 iron safes

Genoa—Collins, W. A. 319 yds oiloloth

Ghent—France, W. 40 t old leather

Gothenburg—Harris, B. 45 o leather

Grenada—Alder, H. B. A Co. 6 g varnish

Guayaquil—Mitobell, W. H. £242 piano

Hambro—Darling Bros. 24 o leather

Fisher, N. A Co. 15 o leather
G. S. N. Co. 20 sq yds oiloloth 1 J^NJ

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £100 ohinawara'J*

Kitohin, J. A Co. 20 o leather

Lavy, C. A Co. £4 rugs, £44 rugs

Leather Cloth Co. 6,300 sq yda oiloloth mt,'

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 320 sq yda lino

leum

Nind, B. A Co. £7 rugs

Salmon, C. J. 648 yds blankets, £75 1

Sohloesser Bros. 4 o leather, S o

o leather

Simonsen, J. A Co. 411 yds I

Stahlaohmidt, F. A Co. 93 yds

£8 rugs
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Bambro—Strudwick, H. 28 0 leather

Wain, C. 73 o leather

Wilkinson, Cowley 4 Co. 2 o leather

Hobabt Town—Newoomb 4 Son, £80 piano

Wesley, Cooper 4 Co. £220 gas-fittings

Hoxo Eons—Grey, H. jun. £25 harmonium

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £65 clocks

Walker, A. 2,520 yds blankets

Ibrail—Aiken, W. A. 243 yds linolenm

Sahloesser Bros, 4 Co. 47} o leather

Jamaica—Lindo 4 Co. £30 looking-glasses, li

o leather

Samson, D. N. £5 glassware

Tarnbnll, A 4 Co. £8 glassware

Weeoh, Hanbury 4 Co. £36 glassware

Jibskt and Guernsey—Cheeswright 4 Co.

£85 furnitare

Kim; ichee—Qeliatly, Hankey 4 Co. £30 glass-

Lyon, J. 4 Co. £9 glassware

Lisbon—Corbiere, Son 4 Co. £20 wool rugs

Hall, J. 4 Son, £42 harmonium

Littleton—Storer, D. 4 Sons, £5 Tarnish

Madhas—Colley 4 Co. £26 mnsioal instruments

Kaoombe Bros. 4 Co. 360 yds blankets

Grindlay 4 Co. £40 musical instruments

King, H. S. & Co. £42 furniture, £28 furntre

O.kes Bros. 4 Co. 375 yds carpets

Wood, S. T. 4 A 4j o leather

Malaga—Margetson 4 Co. 355 yds carpets,

£25 fnrniture

Malta—Meadows, T. 4 Co. 900 yds oarpets

King, H. S. & Co. £15 furniture

Potter, W. 4 Co. £20 mnsioal instruments

Smith, Sundius k Co. £30 piano

Marseilles—Collins, W. A. 660 yds oiloloth

Dawson Bros. £70 varnish

Oellatly, Hankey k Co. £260 organ

Mauritius—Barrington & Co. £38 farniture,

£22 Tarnish, 72 yds leather oloth

Carrie, D. k Co. £120 furniture

Freeland, J. & A. B. £20 glassware, 1 o leather,

£38 brnshware, £27 iron safes

Messina—Bilot, F. k Troude, 186 yds oarpets

Mokibeal—Meadows, T. k Co. 1,860 yds oarpets

Mussel Bat—Blagden k Prince, 486 yds leather

cloth

I?APt,Es—Collins, W. A. 1,330 yds floor oloth

Dawson Bros. £26 Tarnish

Xif Yobs—Maw, S. Son k Co. 3 o leather,

£23 glassware

Smith, Sundius k Co. £25 farniture

looker, B. k Co. 64 yds blankets

Wingato, W. & Johnston, 682 yds oarpets

Odessa—Friewell, J. £50 iron safes

Buasell, G. k Co. 1,694 yds floorcloth, 596 yds

carpets, 615 yds leather oloth

I! Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £6 woollen rugs

Oporto—Kinder, A. 2i o leather

Thompson, J. H. k Co. 186 yds oarpeting

Ostend—Mortens k Co. 640 yds oarpets

Salmon, C. J. £40 furniture

Wiener, M. k Co. 16} o leather

Otaco—Findlay, 3. 8. £90 glassware, 155 yds

carpets

Guthrie k Larnach, £40 iron safes

Hayman k Co. £50 glassware

Hoporaft k Co. 5,730 yds carpets, 2,128 yds

blankets. £273 rugs, £18 furniture

Lewis, J. 4 Co. 670 yds blanketing

Natal Mortgaging h Agency Co. New Zea

land, £35 glassware

New Zealand Shipping Co. 271 yds oarpets,

£129 furniture

Sargood, Son k [Co. 20 yds blankets, £25

wool rugs

8haw, SaTill k Co. £30 piano

Sparrow, W. A. £94 fnrniture

Port Elizabeth—Staley, Badford k Co. £22

Tarnish, £29 glass manufactures

Port Natal—Aldridge, J. 7. £18 rugs

Atkins, E. P. 4 Co. £10 ohina

Ballard, King 4 Co. £68 mnsioal instruments,

2,400 yds woollen blanketing, £27 mnsioal

instruments, 1,700 yds cotton blanketing

Carrie, D. £62 musical instruments, £12

carpet, £28 furniture

Fairbairns 4 Son, £80 glassware

Fags, A 16,600 yds ootton, and 2,480 yds

woollen blanketing

Head, H. 4 Co. £55 matting

Henwood, P. £60 farniture, £25 Tarnish

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £75 farniture, £121

blanketing

Meadows, T. 4 Co. £14 oarpetiog

Pigott, A. £13 glass manufactures

Beid 4 Beid, £20 blankets

Savage 4 Hill, £58 rags

Port Phillip—Banks Bros. 4 Co. 2,090 yds

linoleum

Brooks, H. 4 Co. £227 wall-paper

Pout Phillip—Dodgshun, Dickinson 4 Co. £19

skin rugs, 841 yds blankets

Dunkley, 0. £29 ohina

Fenwiok Bros. 237 yds blankets

Fox, 0. T. 49 o leather, 5} o leather

Hoporaft 4 Co. 8,079 yds blankets, 7,476 yds

carpeting, £1,000 furniture

MoArthur, W. 4 A. 1,636 yds oarpets

Morgan, P. B. 4 Co. £5 glassware

Price, 0. 4 Co. £7 woollen rugs

Parvis, T. 170 yds oarpets

Yobs, J. 4 Co. 855 lb leather

Webster, G. 4 Co. 60 yds blanketing

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £135 musical instmts

Betal—Sohloeaser Bros. 36} o leather

Bio Janeiro—Dickinson, Akroyd 4 Co. 36 o lthr

Knowlea 4 Foster, £37 mats

Leite Bosas, M. C. £10 china

Nioholson, W. 4 Co. £61 glassware

Wyman, J. £12 pottery

Rotterdam —G. S. N. Co. 2} o leather

Salmon, C. J. £30 wall-paper

Shanghai—Bruoe, A. 2} o leather

Kaoombe, Bros. 4 Co. £60 piano

Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. 8 o leather

Sinoapori—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £170 ruga

Smyrna—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £16 furniture

Stettin—Darling Bros. 4 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 875 sq yds oil-oloth

St. Helena—Morrison, J. 4 Co. £ 10 wall-paper

Stockholm—Darling Bros. 15 o leather

Harris, B. 15 o leather

St. Petersburg—Grantoff.B. A. 4 Co. £73 carpet

Jonas, Simonsen 4 Co. £109 billiard slates

Other Entries, £145 furniture

Ozenford, E. 4 Co. £300 furniture

St. Vincent—Bankhead, Hill 4 Co. £17 wall,

paper

Dalrymple, W. 0. £149 furniture

Pickford 4 Co. £15 ohina

Sydney—Atkins 4 Co. £71 brnshware

Barren, J. P. £50 brnshware

Collard 4 Collard, £420 pianos

Davis, J. 4 Co. £270 looking-glass

Diokeson 4 Stewart, £100 farniture

Farmer 4 Co. £512 oarpet, £21 rugs, £92

furniture, £50 silvered glass

Feldheim, Jacobs 4 Co. £45 mats

Hamburger Bros. 4 Co. £90 glassware

liargreaves, M. £14 glassware

HeSming, A. 4 Co. £67 wall-papor

Hopcraft & Broadwater, 511 yds blanketing,

£215 furniture, 729 yds floorcloth, 603 yds

woollen blanketing

Houlder Bros. 4 Co. £175 carpet

Irving, T. 4 Co. £42 china, £80 furniture

Jenson 4 Nioholson, £13 Tarnish

Keep 4 Parsons, 596 sq yds floorcloth

MoArthur, W. 4 A. £174 rugs, 4,279 yds

woollen blanketing

McDonald, J. 4 Co. £14 brushes

Mort 4 Co. £68 brnshware

Nioolson, W. 4 Co. £30 musioalHnstruments

Boss, Morgan 4 Co. 4,429 yds woollen blnktg

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, £44 rugs

SnellgroTe, E. K. 1,388 yds oiloloth, 86 yds

blanketing

Tickle, W. W. 4 Co. £98 pianos

Watt, J. B. 4 Co. £100 oak flooring, £32

furniture

Webb, W. H. 1,160 yds wollen blanketing

Stra—Daw, J. 4 Co. £40 ohina

Toronto—Dawson Bros. £70 Tarnish

Trinidad—Colonial Co. £2 10 wood manufactures

Kuhner, HendBChel 4 Co. £19 wood manu

facture*

Shove, A. W. 4 Co. £13 glass manufactures

Wellington—Bruoe, Morison 4 Co. 3} o leather

Haroourt 4 Co. £59 matting

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, 136 sq yds floorcloth,

2,895 yds woollen blanketing, £150 rugs

Lipsoombe 4 Co. £41 filters

MoEwan, J. 4 Co. 2 o leather

Morrison, J. 4 Co. £60 docks

Newoomb 4 Son, £200 pianos

Yokohama—Aldridge, J. F. 4 Co. £21 rugs

We thall esteem it a favour if our reader* will Jeindly
notify to u*, for intertion in thi* column, any contract*
which may be open for competition; and alto advice urn
a* to any fummhiio order*, eye., which mag have been
executed by different firm*.

Tenders are irrvited by the Receiver for

the Metropolitan Police District for the supply

of the following articles for a term of three years,

commencing on Jan. 1 next:—Tables, chairs,

carpets, rugs, cocoa-matting, and ironmongery.

Forms of tender and all particulars can be ob

tained on application to the Receiver, at 4,

Whitehall-place, S.W. Tenders must be

returned by the 13th inst.

The following tenders have been received

from the several firms desirous to supply the

different fixtures for the Asylum for Imbeciles

at Darenth, Kent :—■

Niblett £1,941 0 0

Gloucester Waggon Company 1,284 5 3

Lnacelles 1,253 0 0

Aviss 1,198 0 0

Machey 1,120 0 0

Gumbrell 1,115 0 0

Emery 1,112 0 0

Braid 1,060 0 0

Avard 990 0 0

Adoook 889 0 0

Qainn (accepted) 700 0 0

Mb. Units is executing the carving work

in connection with the restoration of St.

Heath's parish church.

Ma. Phillips, of Northampton, has exe

cuted the carving work in connection with the

new pulpit, reading-desk, and lectern just

placed in Maidford parish church.

The several contracts in connection with the

enlargement, redecoration, &c, of the Royal

Alexandra Theatre, at Liverpool, which has

just been reopened, have been executed by the

undermentioned firms :—The seating and up

holstery work has been creditably executed by

Messrs. Urquhart & Adamson, of Liverpool.

The painted decorations and gilding have been

carried out by Mr. E. Bell, of Lisson-grove,

and the ceiling and box fronts by Messrs.

Jackson & Sons, both of London. Mr. John

Brunton, the scenic artist, has painted a new

act-drop, and a figure-subject to go over the

proscenium to screen the space created by the

deepening of the stage.

Messrs. Freeman & Collier, of Man

chester, have supplied the gas-fittings for the

newly-erected Baptist Chapel, at Burslem, in

Cheshire. The heating apparatus has been

supplied by Mr. John Peake, of Altrincham.

The parish church of West Hackney has

been coloured throughout in two shades of

green ; and the decoration, which is wholly in

gold, is almost confined to the east end, where

there is a sculptured reredos, by Mr. Earp, of

Kennington.

Two additional memorial stained-glass win

dows have been placed in the parish church,

Cheltenham. That on the south side has been

executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, London,

and the subject is taken from Ephesians vi.

14—17. That on the north side is the work

of Messrs. Bell & Son, of Bristol, and the

subjects are the Call of the Disciples and the

Miraculous Draught of Fishes.

The high altar and tabernacle for the new

Roman Catholic church at Ballingarry, county

Limerick, have been supplied by Messrs.

Early & Powell, and the side altars and Com

munion-railing by Messrs. Neil & Fearse, both

Dublin firms.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying shop-fronts and fittings to a

building in Finsbury-park-road, for Mr. R. D.

Sadley :—Messrs. Smith Bros., £550 ; Nicholls

& Co., £496 ; and Shurmur, £496.

legal Intelligence.

Extent of Auctioneers' Liabilities

—Miles v. Robinson & Fisher.—This was an

action brought by the plaintiff to recover from

the defendants, who are auctioneers in Bond-

street, £34 odd, being the value of certain

goods alleged to have been lost when in the

custody of the defendants for sale by auction,

and for extra commission overcharged. The

case was heard in the Westminster County

Court, before Mr. F. Bayley. Plaintiff said in

July last he was residing at Brighton, and

instructed Messrs. Hudson, who carry on busi

ness there as carriers, to remove his furniture

to their pantechnicon at Pimlico, and after a

short time he wished to sell the furniture, asd
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called on defendants. Witness authorised the

carriers to foward the goods to the defendants,

and this was done; an inventory was sent

with them, and witness called at the defen

dants' on a later date, and pointed out a

japanned tinned box containing furs and other

articles, requesting that they might be taken

care of, and sent to an address which he would

give, as he did not wish them to be sold. On

July 18 he wrote for these articles to be sent

to a certain address, but this not having been

done witness called on July 21 to make

inquiries, but nothing could be heard of them.

Mary Mackaysaid that in July last she was in

plaintiff's service as lady's-maid, and remem

bered packing up the furs and some small

articles of value prior to their transmission to

London. Mrs. Miles, the plaintiff's wife, spoke

to the value of the furs and ornaments, and to

seeing them packed as stated by last witness.

For the defence Mr. Thomas contended that

the goods in question had never passed into

defendants' possession, and did not appear in any

inventory or catalogue given by plaintiff. His

Honour, after hearing defendants' witnesses,

said there bad been no proof that the goods in

question had ever been in defendants' posses

sion, and judgment would be in their favour,

with costs.

Obtaining a Piano by False Pretences.

—Henry Ramsay, of no occupation, of 10,

Winsgate-street, Shepherd's-bush, was charged

on the 22nd ult. at the Marlborough-street

Police-court, on a warrant, with unlawfully

obtaining on Aug. 14, by false and fraudulent

pretences, of Mr. Mazello, pianoforte maker,

a piano, value £46. There were other charges

Rgainst the prisoner of obtaining pianos from

several firms. Mr. Longstaff, solicitor, prose

cuted en behalf of the London Association for

the Protection of Trade ; Mr. Douglas Metcalf,

barrister, defended. The prisoner was re

manded, Mr. Mansfield observing that this

case was exactly like one of the " Long Firm "

frauds, of which they had had so many during

the past few years.

Trade Custom as to Giving Notice.—

At Scarborough Police-court, Samuel Pexton,

master joiner, was recently summoned by

Robert Pickering, under the Employers and

Workmens Act, for refusing to pay him 8s.—

viz., 2s. for three hours' work and 6s. in lieu of

nine hours' notice, according to the custom of

the trade in Scarborough. Mr. Hick appeared

for the complainant, and Mr. Crowtherfor the

defendant. Mr. Hick, in opening the case,

quoted from the rules of the Joiners' Society,

but Mr. Crowther objected, saying that Mr.

Hick was at liberty to quote the usages of the

trade, but not the rules framed by the men for

their own guidance. Mr. Hick then stated

that one of the usages of the trade was nine

hours' notice to be given on either side, which,

in the present case, had not been complied

with. The defence was that complainant was

dismissed for neglect of work and idleness;

defendant said he was not a member of the

association, and did not know of the nine

hours' notice usage. After hearing evidence

as to the custom, the magistrates allowed the

claim, 88., with costs, 6s.

A Legal Quibble.—John Shepherd and

William Thomas Williams, brush makers, were

indicted last week at the Surrey Sessions,

before Mr. Hardman, for inciting one William

Watson to steal a quantity of hair, the pro

perty of William Wigfall, and in a second

count they were charged with stealing the

hair, whilst Edward John Henderson, brush

manufacturer, was indicted for feloniously

receiving the property, well knowing it to have

been stolen. It appeared that the prosecutor

was a brush manufacturer at Pontefract, with

a branch establishment at Great Dover-street,

Borough. Shepherd had been in the prose

cutor's employment, but was dismissed, and a

man named Watson appointed in his place.

Shortly after his discharge he met Watson

and introduced him to the prisoner Williams

In the course of a conversation which followed

both prisoners told him he " could make a

Eound or two if be liked," and then they took

im to Henderson's shop in Kent-street, and

said whatever he " brought there would be all

right." On the same evening Watson men

tioned the matter to the prosecutor, and

with his consent he took a quantity of

hair which he sold to the prisoner Hender

son. A few days afterwards he brought

some more parcels, for which he was paid by

Williams. In the meantime the police had

been communicated with, and on August 80

the prisoners were arrested by Detectives

Walsh, Harvey, and Stratton, M. Division. A

search was afterwards made at Henderson's,

and a large quantity of hair was found there,

which was identified by the prosecutor, who

said he had lost some hundred pounds' worth

of property during the past few years. At

the close of the case for the prosecution, Mr.

Lilley, for the defence, submitted that there

was no case to go to the jury, inasmuch as the

prisoners were charged with stealing and

receiving ; and it appeared on the two occa

sions mentioned in the indictment, when it

was proved that they received the hair, that

the property was not stolen, but had been

taken away by Watson with the consent of

the prosecutor, and with a view to detect the

prisoners. He cited authorities in support of

this argument, and the Court agreeing with

him on the law of the case, directed a verdict

of " Not guilty " to be recorded. Mr. Safford,

for the prosecution, asked that the prisoners

might be tried on an indictment for inciting to

steal, but the chairman held that the Court

had no power to do so, and the application

was refused. Williams was then discharged,

but the other two prisoners were detained on

another charge.

Dispute as to Length of Notice.—

Roberts v. the Warehousemen and Clerks'

Supply Association, Limited. — This case

recently heard in the Lord Mayor's

Court, before Sir Thomas Chambers and

special jury. The plaintiff, who had

been General Secretary of the Ware

housemen and Clerks' Supply Association,

Limited, sued for £/>0, being two months'

salary, for want of due notice of dismissal.

Mr. Kemp, Q.C., with whom was Mr. Poulter,

instructed by Mr. Hancock, appeared for the

plaintiff ; and the defendants were represented

by Mr. Day, Q.C., and Mr. Candy, instructed

by Messrs. Saxelby & Faulkner. Mr. Roberts,

the plaintiff, said he had been appointed secre

tary to the company at a salary of £300 a

year. He was appointed on the 13th of

March. At a meeting of directors on April

3, it was proposed that there should be

a week's notice to all the assistants, buyers,

&c. He objected to this, as he said that it

was too short, and it was then agreed that the

buyers and the general manager should be

subject to a month's notice. He had not

signed any agreement, but this had been

ordered to be prepared, and it was owing to

the negligence of the directors that it had not

been drawn up and signed. Nothing what

ever had been said about notice at

the time of his engagement. In cross-

examination, he admitted that he might have

said that a week's notice would not be

sufficient, and that being a married man with

a family he could not turn himself round in

that time, but in saying this he must have

meant it in the interests of the buyers, whose

case was under discussion. It was settled and

entered in the minutes that the secretary,

manager, and buyers sin mid be paid monthly,

and the other assistants weekly. He received a

private letter from Mr. Brock, the chairman,

on June 13, to the effect that the Board meant

to give him a month's notice. Received a

month's notice on June 16. When at the

subsequent meeting in July a vote of thanks

was proposed to him, he objected, saying that

the notice was not sufficient, and he refused to

give up the key of the safe. He came to the

place and tendered his services, but he was

not allowed to enter the office. Mr. G. Brock,

chairman of the company, said that the ques

tion of notice was discussed by the Board on

April 3. Plaintiff was present, and when the

week's notice was proposed, said that he could

not agree to it, being a man with a family. It

was then arranged that a month's notice

should be given to the senior staff and a week's

notice to- the junior staff. After several

witnesses had been examined, and counsel

having addressed the jury, the Recorder

summed up, and the jury, after a long dis

cussion, found for the defendants.

Compiled tcifh special reference to the Turnilttre, Etetr*
ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Tradei,Jrom ileture.

Gamble % Uaroey't " Weekly keeord."

Pabtnkbships Dissolved.

Addyman, T., and W. Clemishaw, curriers,

Knaresborough.

Barlow, A., & H. Barlow, cabinet-makers, as A.

& H. Barlow, Wigan.

Cunningham, M. & T., farniahing ironmonger*,

as Cunningham Brothers, Saltburn.by-tbe-Sea.

Hadley, John, & Sons, lock manufacturers,

Stafford-street, Walfall.

Jacobs, 8., & B. Jaoobs, dealers in fine arts and

articles of virtu, as S. & R. Jacobs, London.

Martindale & Story, drapers, Carlisle.

Moore & Ferrer, furniture dealers, Maiket-street,

Kingswiuford, Staffordshire.

Souter, W., jun., W. Maud, B. Turner, & J. W.

Maud, silk-dressers and preparers, aa Wm.

Souter, jun., & Co., Cocgleton.

Taylor 4 HutchinBon, drapers, Newaik-opon-

Trent.

Thornton, B., and J. E. Schofield, joioerj and

builders, Huddersfield.

Liquidations bt Arrangement ob

Composition.

Bromhead, Henry Ffrenoh, ironmonger, Earls-

town, Lancashire. Oct. 16. A Ellis, solicitor

Burslem. ,

Bryant, Thomas, ohair manufacturer, Curtaic

road, Sboreditch. Oct. 16. W. E. Lane,

solicitor, 56, Gresham-street. Nov. 6, at 2.

Buckle, James, leather-dresser, Mean wood-

road, and at Enfield-row, Leeds. Oct. 15.

T. 0. Jenkinson, solicitor, Albion-etreer.

Leeds.

Coppen, F., trading as John Boston, ironmonger,

Eesex-plsoe, Hackney-road, and Chelmsford*

road, Walthamstow. Oot. 6. J. B. Fenton,

solicitor.

Daglieh, Jamec, upholsterer, Curtain-road, and

Castlewood-road, Stamford-hill. Oct. 18.

Noon & Clarke, solicitors, 16, Blomfield-

street, and 124, Sboreditch High-street.

Ellis, Henry, sen., decorator, 25, Castle-street,

Holborn. Oct. 4. 0. Basset, solicitor, 395»

City-road, Islington.

Foster, James Archibald, upholsterer. Great

Portland-street, and Hanley-road, Holloway.

Oot. 11. Lnmley & Lumley, solicitors, Con

duit-street, Bond-street. Nov. 3, at 3.

Fulcher, Alfred, jun., sewing-machine manu

facturer, St. Matthew-street, Iaswich. Oct.

18. At Pearoe's-rooms, 2, Princes-street,

IpBwich. Nov. 3, at 12. A. H. Alduus,

eoliciior.

Garget, Robert Taylor, cabinet-maker, Darling

ton and Low ConUoliff, near Darlicgton.

Oct. 14. At Trevelyan.hotel, Darlington.

Nov, 5, at 11. Dunn & Watson, solicitors,

Darlington.

Haslam, John WInrow, horse-hair seating manu

facturer, Market Drayton. Oct. 17. At

Royal-hotel, Crewe. Nov. 6, at 11. J. H.

Onions, solicitor, Market Drayton.

Hojle, Ezra, decorator, Westgate and Sedgfield-

terraoe, both Bradford. Oot. 18. At J. J.

Wright's, solicitor, Bradford. Nov. 3, at 11.

Noswortby, Walter John, pianoforte dealer,

Crowkerne. Oct. 10. J. T. Davies, solicitor,

Sherborne.

Fainting, Charles, timber dealer, Great Brook-

strtet, Birmingham, and Bed-hill, Tardley,

Worcestershire. Oot. 11. A. B. East, aoii-

citor, Temple-street, Birmingham.

Phillips, Elias, upholsterer, 174, Old Kent-road.

Oct. 14. Bordman & Co., solicitors, Trinity-

Btreet, Southwark.

Sprague, Henry, cabinet-maker, Heme] Hemp

stead. Oot. 13. At St. Thomas-buildings,

St. Thomas-street, London Bridge, Nov. 4, as

2. P. G. Rashleigb, solicitor.

Trevallion, Jabez, chair and conch manufacturer,

Warner-place, Hackney-road. Oct. 9. W. G.

Morris, solioitor, 29, Carder-lane, Doctor's-

commons.

Valentine, Thomas, broker and chair manufac

turer, trading as William Valentine, Carra-

thers-street and Gan. street, both of J"
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ter and West Gorton. At 35, Cannon-street,

Manchester, Nor. 6, at 3. T. W. Harris,

solioitor, 3, Blue Boar-court, Manchester.

Westman, Hugo, joinery manufacturer, Park-

street, Birmingham. Hawkes A Weekes,

solicitors, Temple-street, Birmingham.

Widdop, Albert Henry, organ builder, trading

as A. H. Widdop A Co., Carlisle-road, Man-

ningham, Bradford. Oct. 16. At W. B. Cross's,

solicitor, Bradford, Nov. 6, at 101.

Wrodin, John, ironmonger, 8ilver.street,Lincoln.

Oct. 17. At Danby A Son's, solicitors, Lincoln,

Not. 4, at 1L

Sequestrations.

Davidson, Thomas, wool merchant, Leith,

Oct. 16. Claims by Feb. 16.

Finnie, W. B. A J., bnisb-makers, Grassmarket,

Edinburgh, Oot. 17. Claimi by Fob. 17.

Agents, Bonald A Bitchie, Hill-street, Edin

burgh.

Dividends undeb Sequestrations.

Hnnter, David, cabinet-maker, Dundee. Second

and final at D. M'Intyre's, 84, Commercial-

court, Dundee, Oct. 27.

^I'Oeaohin, George W., furniture warehouseman.

Maxwell-street, Glasgow, at J. Wilson's 59,

Bt. Vinoent-street, Glasgow.

Trustee and Commissioner Appointed.

Dswson A Horsburgh, joiners, Ac., Balerno.

Trustee, H. Miller, accountant, Edinburgh.

MEETINGS OF CBEDITOES.

A meeting of the creditors of Andrew

M'Canaland, of 9, Balloon-street (late of Factory

"Yard and Church-street), Manchester, show-case

maker and shop, fitter, was held on the 21st ult.,

when it was resolved to accept a composition of

"Is. in the pound.

The second statutory meeting of the oreditors

of John Heyworth A Samuel Law, of Smithy

Bridge, tanners, carriers, Ac., was held at

Boobdale, on the 22nd ult. The debtors'

liabilities amonnted to £6,240, and the assets

£1,636. The resolutions pissed at the pre

vious meeting to accept a composition of

«6s. 6d. in the pound, payable by four instal

ments, at three, six, nine, and twelve mouths,

were confirmed.

At the second statutory meeting of the

creditors of James White, of 48, Miller-street,

Manohester, trading nnder the style or firm of

James White A Co., brushmakers, held last week

at Manohester, the resolutions passed at the

previous meeting, accepting a composition of 5s.

an the pound, payable by instalments, and

appointing Mr. James Marohanton trustee, were

confirmed.

At a meeting of the creditors of William

Thistlewaite, wool and noil merchant, of Mill-

street, Bradford, held last week, a statement of

affairs was presented, showing liabilities £3,770,

and aseets £352. It was resolved to liquidate

the estate, and Mr. James C. Wright was

appointed trustee.

A meeting, whioh lasted till a late hour,

was held on the 24th ult. at the George Hotel,

Huddersfield, in connection with the affairs of

Edward Learoyd, Frank Wilton, and Sydney

Learoyd, carrying on business as wool mer

chants, at 66, Mark-lane, and Paris and else

where, as Learoyd, Wilton A Co. Mr. Crosland

Hirst, of Longwood, was in the ohair. The

■statement of affairs prepared by Mr. W. H.

Armitage, receiver and manager, showed liabili

ties amounting to £10,980, while the assets

were only £1,004. There was a large assembly

of creditors, many of whom were represented

by legal gentlemen. Mr. Sydney Leuroyd had

only recently become a partner, and brought

into the oonoern between £4,000 and £5,000.

Edward Learoyd and Wilton were separately

examined at great length, and stated substan

tially that they had been in business, together

about a year ; that they had made large pur

chases of woollen goods within that time, the

whole of which, immediately after the purchase,

were consigned for advanoesat rates of interest

varying from 60 to 100 per oent. per annum ;

that there were at the present moment under

-consignment goods of the value of about

£10,000, nearly the whole of whioh were unpaid

for, and more represented by debts and existing

liabilities. It was resolved to liquidate by ar

rangement. Mr. W. H. Armitage was appointed

trustee, with a committee of inspection, and it

was resolved to apply to have the proceedings

transferred to the Huddersfield County Court.

Mr. Sheard, Batley, moved, and Mr. S. Jabb

seconded, a resolution to the effect that imme

diate measures be taken for the prosecution of

the debtors. The resolution was passed, and

subsequently the debtors were taken into cus

tody on a warrant.

BILLS OF SALE.

Affleok, James, auctioneer, Burtersett, near

Hawes, Torks, for £61, to James Mason.

Filed Oct. 16.

Atkinson, George Henry, dealer in sewing and

wringing-maobines, 162, Porter-street, Hull,

for £76. 17«. 6d., to Benjamin T. Browne.

Filed Oot. 18.

Booker, Beuber, cabinet-maker, Ac, 12, Bonville-

street, Sheffield, for £7, to Oharles J. Hinch-

liffe. Filed Oot. 11.

Co/fev, B. oarver, Ac, 37, Marsh-lane, Leeds, for

£15, to J. Longbottom. Filed Oot. 11.

Cox, Edwin, ironmonger, 117, High Holborn,

for £972, to William Cox. Filed Oot. 15.

Fawkes, John, and Frederick Brtvington, chair-

makers, Mendy.street and Denmark-street,

High Wyoombe, Baok«, for £14, to Benjamin

Blaiberg. Filed Oat. 15.

Frankland, Henry, jun., Turkey red-yarn dyer,

Chamber Cottage, Bury, for £317, to Henry

Frankland, sen. Filed Oot. 15.

Goodburn, Asa, builder, cabinet-maker, Ac, 14,

Parliament-place, Liverpool, for £34, to Mid

land Credit Ac Co. Filed Oct. 11.

Hoare, Henry Morris, french-oolieher, Ac, 6,

Foster-place, Hendon, for £20, to Charing

Cross Advance Ac. Bank. Filed Oot. 13.

Howell, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 24, Tolmers-

square, Hampstead-road, for £20, to Ambrose

Bradbury. Filed Oct. 16.

Hunt, James,carver and gilder, 10 A 14, Young-

street, and 61, High-street, Kensington, for

£150, to Ambrose Bradbury. Filed Oct. 14.

Lawton, Wm. Stephen, joiner, Alfreton, Derby

shire, for £40, to George Ling. Filed Oot. 16.

Lewansque, Mary Ann, manufacturer of rustic

work, 9, Station-oresosnt, West Croydon, for

£22. 10s., to Consolidated Credit Ao. Co.

Filed Oct. 16.

MaoDonald, Robert, wood-oarver, 99, Charlotte-

street, Fitzroy-sqaare, for £32. 10s., to Henry

Bandall. Filed Oot. 14.

Mara John, cabinet-maker, 6, Bevington-hill,

Scotland-road, Liverpool, for £42, to Isidor

Stern. Filed Oot. 16.

Merrill, Charles, furniture-dealer, 6, St. Mi

ohael's-terraoe. Wood-green, for £ 12, to Charles

Wellington. Filed Oot. 16.

Mitchell, George Edward Ade, house-decorator,

Ac, Berlin Lodge, Catnelford-street, Brigh

ton, for £31, to Mutual Loan Fund Associa

tion. Filed Oot. 10.

Moore, William, ohairmaker, Oat Mead, High

Wyoombe, Bucks, for £14, to Benjamin Blai

berg. Filed Oot. 11.

Pioder, Joseph, general wood-turner, Sirzer.

street, Bibbleton-lane, Preston, for £25, to

John Chapman. Filed Oot. 16.

Syrett, John, cabinet-maker, Ac, 33, Old field-

road, Stoke Newington, for £13, to John B.

Rowland. Filed Oct. 14.

Ullathome, Harris, ironmonger, 16, Wide-street,

Selby, for £400, to James Townend. Filed

Oct. 13.

Webb, Simeon, fender manufacturer, 48, St.

John-street, Dudley, for £15, to Jacob Webb.

Filed Oot. 11.

Western, George, brush manufacturer, Union.

square, Wakefield, for £10, to Thomas H

Wright. Filed Oct. 14.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscribers in London
as well at in all parts of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades we
represent. By eo doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the FuESHOBl

Gazbttj.

Mr. E. R. Dixon has retired from the firm

of John Dixon & Sons & Taylor, tanners and

leather-merchants, of Bermondsey.

Mr. S. N. Straight has retired from the

firm of Stephen Straight & Sons, ivory-cutters

and pianoforte-key manufactures.

Mr. J. E. Hunt, furnishing ironmonger,

has removed to No. CO, London-street, Derby.

Mr. R. T. Hillstead (late manager for

Messrs. Bray Brothers), has commenced busi

ness as a cabinet-maker on his own account in

Norfolk-street, Rotherham.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Thomas Roe, sen., timber-merchant, of

Litchurch, Derby, must he sent in by the loth

inst. to Messrs. W. & A. H. Robotham, St.

Alkmund's, Derby.

Messrs. T. & R. Boote, encaustic tile

manufacturers, of Waterloo Potteries, Burslem,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Richard

Boote will continue the business on his own

account.

The firm of Snow & Littler, earthenware

manufacturers, of Stoke-upon-Trent, having

heen dissolved, Mr. Jonathan Snow will con

tinue the business on his own account.

Mr. John Aylmer announces that he has

succeeded to the business of wire bird-cage,

screen, and flower-stand manufacturer, for

merly carried on by Mr. Dupree, at 53,White-

chapel-road.

Owing to the prosperous state of trade in

America, and the continued dulness here,

Messrs. Baeder, Adamson & Co., of 2 & 3,

White-street, E.C., have decided to discon

tinue their London warehouse, and they

consequently offer their present stock at a

reduction. Messrs. Pfeil, Stedall & Son, of 9,

Broad-stieet, W.C., will in future keep a

stock of glue, curled hair, and glass-paper,

manufactured by the above firm. The trade

in tallow, grease, oils, and fertilisers will be

continued by the manager, Mr. J. B. Cumming,

who after the 15th inst. will remove his office

to 70, Great Tower-street, E.C.

Mr. John Jubb has retired from the joinery

business formerly carried on by him inconjunc-

tion with Messrs. F. G. Tatam & C. Cousens,

at Grace-street, Barnsley.

The partnership between Messrs. William

John Jones, Alfred Shepherd, and William

Winterburn, carrying on business as wood

turners and carvers, at Victoria Mills, Brig-

house, under the style of Jones, Shepherd &

Winterburn, has been dissolved. Messrs.

William John Jones and William Winterburn

will carry on the business of wood-turners at

Victoria Mills, and Mr. Alfred Shepherd will

carry on the business of a wood-carver at the

same place on his own account.

Creditors of the late Mr. J. S. Tann, safe

manufacturer, of 446, Hackney-road, must

forward their claims by the 30th inst. to

Messrs. C. R. Randall & Son, of 9, Token-

house-yard.

The stock-in-trade of Messrs. Whitworth &

Chambers, drapers, of 71, Bold-street, Liver

pool, has been .offered for sale by tender by

Messrs. J. F. Lovering & Co., of 77, Gresham-

street.

Messrs. Ferguson & Wilson, joiners, of

Sanquhar, have dissolved partnership. Mr.

John Ferguson continues the business.

Messrs. George Woollen & Son, deco

rators, gas-fitters, &c, have removed from 40,

Westgate, to Mansfield-road, Rotherham.

Messrs. Whiteley & Pullan, leather-

dressers, of 14, Macaulay-street, Leeds, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. Charles Whiteley

will continue the business on his own account.

The stock-in-trade of the late Mr. R. Evans,

furniture-dealer, trading as Evans & Lewis,

at 57, Argyle-street, Birkenhead, has been

offered for sale by private treaty by Messrs.

Harmood, Banner & Son, of North John-

street, Liverpool.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Charles Lee, decorator, of 36, Cranbourne-

street, Leicester-square, must be sent in by

the loth inst. to Messrs. Fladgate, Smith &

Fladgate, 40, Craven-street, Strand.

Messrs. Tappin & Co. have opened the

premises, 23a, Kingsland High-street, as a

timber-yard.

Messrs. Addtman & Clemishaw, leather-

merchants, of Knaresborough, have dissolved
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partnership. Mr. William Clemiehaw will

continue the business under the old style.

Mb. J. Van Voktstenbebg, fine art dealer

and mirror manufacturer, announces that he
■will open a shop in the new building, 84, New-

Site-street (corner of King Edward-street), in

ecember next.

Mb. G. W. Huett, auctioneer, has removed

from London-wall to 133, Minories.

Messes. Ewabt & Son, of Euston-road,

have opened a branch dep6t for their safety

boilers and " Empress " ventilators at 8,

Moorgate Station-buildings.

Mb. J. H. Long has opened a fine art dep6t

at 37, Walbrook.

The Schofield Foundry Company (Limited)

was registered on the 17th ult. with a capital

of f20,000, in 2,000 shares. Its objects are

to purchase the business heretofore carried on

by the trustees and executors of the late

3 osepli Schofield, Durn Foundry,Littleborough,

Lancaster, and to carry on the business of

brass and iron founders, &c. The first sub

scribers are :—Philip H. Schofield, 27, Slatey-

road, Birkenhead, cotton-broker ; R. Kay,

Harefield, Haywood Lancashire, cotton-

spinner; James Schofield, Littleborough, Lan

cashire, cotton manufacturer ; Frank J. Bright,

Bend-field, Rochdale, cotton-spinner ; Walter

Schofield, Stubley Hall, Littleborough, cotton

manufacturer ; John Hudson, Chapel-hill,

Littleborough, book-keeper; Eliza Schofield,

Stubley Hall, Littleborough, widow.

Jfarmtttre anh Carpi Jesijirs.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which lias been registered by

Urms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 23rd ult. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mUchi.

Class V. it confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Registered.

341.502. Ashworth, George L. and Bros., of

Hanley. Class IV. Oot. 17.

311.503. Wiob, Frederick & Co., of 8, and 10,

Liohfield -street, Oxford-street, W. Class IV.

Oct. 17.

341,612.14. Mitchell Bros., of Waterfoot, near

Manchester. Class VI. Oot. 17.

341,619. Clarkson, ThomaB & Co., of 17,

Coventry-Btreet, Hay market. Class XI. Oct.

17.

341,625. Williams, W. F. 4 Co., of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill-etreet. Class II. Oct. 17.

341,626-7. Clarke and Timmins, of Birmingham.

Class IV. Oot. 18.

341.628. Martin 4 Harris, of 24 to 26, Great

Charles-street, Birmingham. Class IV. Oot.

18.

341.629. Wedgwood, Jotiah 4 Sons, of Etruria,

Stoke.upon-Trent. Class IV. Oct. 18.

341,632. Ravensoroft, E. & Co., of 1, Golden.

square. Class II. Oct. 18.

341,634-41. Mitchell Bros., of Waterfoot, near

Manchester. Class VI. Oot. 18.

341.681. Dalglish, R., Falconer 4 Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Oot. 18.

341.682. Drew, Alexander 4 Sons, of 15,

Nicholas-street, Manchester, and Lower

House, near Burnley. Class XI. Oot. 18.

341,683-6. The Rossendale Printing Company,

of Manchester. Class XI. Oot. 18.

841.743. Williams, W. F. 4 Co. of 3 to 5, Little

Windmill.street, Golden-equare. Class II.

Oot. 18.

241,7 15. Barton, John E., of Kidderminster.

Class VI. Oot. 20.

341,746-63. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Stonr.

port. Class VI. Oot. 20.

341,761. Nishanian, A. & Bros., of Manchester.

Class XI. Oct. 20.

341,781-3. Croesley, John, A Sons (Limited),

of Halifax. Class VI. Oot. 21.

841,806. Firtb, T. F. 4 Son, of Clifton Mills,

Brighouse. Glass VI. Oct. 22.

341,835. Dalglish, B., Falconer 4 Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Oot. 22.

341,847. Widdowson, Sam Weller, of 7, St.

Ann's - hill . road, Nottingham. Class IV.

Oot. 23.

341,848-52. Morton 4 Sons, of Kidderminster.

Class VI. Oct. 23.

341,864. Pillivuyt, Ch. 4 Co., of 15, Hatton-

garden, E.C. Class IV. Oot. 23.

Useful Design Completely Registered.

6,216. Edwards, Samuel, of 4, Pownall-road,

Qneen's-road, Dalston, for [a flap-case dining,

table. Oct. 17.

fetters $dent.

In tXii column tuill be found luch invention* at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, VphoUtery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade*; and Inventore are requested to put
themtelve* in early communication with the "Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their invention*.

Applications for Letters Patent.

4,210. Waddington, W. A., pianoforte manu

facturer, of Stonegate, York, for an improved

aotion for upright pianofortes. Oct. 17.

4.214. Hall, B., machine-maker, of Bury, and

J. Hobson, foreman, for improvements in

looms for weaving. Oot. 17.

4.215. Potts, W., of Birmingham, for oertain

improvements in ventilating of rooms by

means of the windows. Oot. 17,

4,219. Davis, H. J., of Camberwell, for im.

provements in gas-stoves. Oot. 18.

4,224. Seeok, B. M., of Basinghall-street, for

improvements in the construction of argand

burners for oil lamps. A oommnnioation

from C. Kneusel, of Zenlenroda, Germany.

Oot. 18.

4,226. Pass, E. de, of Fleet-street, for a new or

improved description of wrapper, blanket,

sheet, rng, or cushion in which a heating or

cooling fluid may circulate or be retained. A

communication from H. Galante et File, of 17,

Boulevard Saint Martin, Paris. Oot. 18.

4.231. Read, J., of 5, Johnston -street, Leicester,

for improvements in washing, wringing, and

mangling machines. Oot. 18.

4.232. Richards, J., and E. Atkinson, engineers,

of Manchester, for improvements in machinery

for cutting and shaping wood. Oct. 18.

4.237. Henderson, A. C. of Southampton,

buildings, for improvements in silk and satin

polishing or burnishing apparatus. A com

munication from C. Doye, weaver, of Lyons.

Oct. 20.

4.238. Tasker, W. H., of Blackpool, for a new

improved apparatus to be applied to gas-pipes

or gas-burners for cooking and heating pur

poses. Oot. 20.

4,240. Aylett, G. H., of 5, Craven-terraoe, Upper

Holloway, for improvements in the manufac

ture of ornamental window-blinds and guards,

and machinery or apparatus therefor. Oot. 20.

4,246. Theaker, H., engineer, of Sheffield, for

improvements in machinery for toothing-saws

and other similar operations. Oct. 20.

4,248. Wilson, J. G., of Market-Btreet, Manches

ter, for a new or improved machine for

measuring all kinds of woven and other

fabrics or materials made in the length or

piece. A communication from A. Doroer, of

Waldheim, Saxony. Oct. 20.

4,261. Tennent, J., of Glasgow, for improve

ments in rendering incombustible raw or

manufactured or partly manufactured sub

stances. Oct. 21.

4,268. Rawcliffe, J., and J. Beardsell, loom

tuners, both of Longwood, near Huddersfield,

for improvements in looms for weaving.

Oot. 21.

4,283. Pilkington, W. W., glaBS manufacturer, of

St. Helens, for improved appliances or ma

chinery to be employed in the manufacture of

plate glass. Oot. 22.

4.287. Gray, J., reed-maker, of Salford, and J.

Ingham, reed-maker, of Blackley, for improve,

ments in reeds used in looms for weaving.

Oot 22.

4.288. Eaves, M. M., of King's Norton, for im

provements in shaping and ornamenting

metals, and in machinery or apparatus to be

used for those purposes. Oct. 22.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson 4 Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, Bnpply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

4,293. Ecroyd, R ., manufacturer, of Lomeaheye*

near Burnley, for improvements in the method

of and apparatus for sizing silk, wool, or

cotton warps. Oct. 22.

4,313. Spong, J. O., manufacturer, of King-

William-street, for improvements in knife-

oleaning and polishing apparatus. Oct. 23.

4,323. Mather, W., maohine.maker, of the firm

of Mather & Piatt, of Salford, for improve,

ments in machinery or apparatus for printing

textile fabrics. Oot 23.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

1,621. Keighley, C. W., of the firm of Lockwoo*

4 Keighley, of Huddersfield, woollen-cord

manufacturers, and W. Netherwood, cord-

cutter, for improvements in machinery or

apparatus for cutting looped or corded fabric*

of silk, woollen, cotton, or other fibrous sub

stances. April 24.

1,659. Banford, S., decorator, of the College

Precincts, and J. Callowhill, painter, of Lon

don-road, Worcester, for improvements in

treating articles of porcelain and ether

earthenware, glass, and enamel to obtain

various ornamental effects. April 28.

1,677. Cryer, J. H., of Southport, for improve

ments in and relating to the manufacture of

decorative tiles. A oommnnioation from J.

G. Low, C. A. W. and W. C. Barrage, all of

Boston, Mass. April 29.

1,714. Ainsworth, J. 4 H., of Preston, for im

provements in looms for weaving. April 30.

1,745. Hardy, W. jun., farmer, of Thistleton, for

improvements in oases for jewels and other

articles. May 2.

1,803. Pitt, S., of Sutton, for improvements in

lamps. A communication from W. B. Robins^

of East Fifth. street, Covington, Kentucky.

May 7.

2,754. Magill, J., engineer, of Manchester, foe

improvements in sewing-machines. July 7.

Uefos, Botes, aab Comments.

A Professor of Fine Arts is to be added-

to the staff of King's College, London.

The Kirkcaldy Drapers' Association has

been dissolved by reason of the lack of interest

taken in it by its members.

Exhibition of Sanitary Appliances.—

Our report on this Exhibition is unavoidably

postponed until next week.

The Painters' Company. — Mr. John

Gregory Craoe has been elected master of this

company, and Mr. Wilfred Nioholson (Goswell-

road) and Mr. Ernest Zuooani wardens.

The Canadian Timber Trade seems to

be experiencing an active revival. Accord

ing to a well-informed authority 50,000,000 ft

of lumber, purchased by foreign dealers at

Ottawa, are awaiting delivery. Owing to the

increased demand for transport accommodation

the rate of freight has advanced from 25c.

to 50o.

Fire.—We are informed by Messrs. D. WHfc

4 Palmer, of 1a, Upper Rathbone-plaoe, that

our reporter was in error in describing the fire

last week as having taken place on their pre

mises. We are pleased to learn that such was

not the case ; the premises destroyed were

occupied by another firm bearing a similar

title.

" Where Ignorance is Bliss," &c. — (At

the late prize distribution by the Turners'

Company.) First Distinguished Turner (just

honoured with the freedom of the company,

humorously) to Second Distinguished Ditto :

Now, Brother Turner, we must each buy a

lathe. Second Distinguished Turner (in the

dark): A lathe! a lathe! What's a lathe?—

Punch.

The French Parliament House.— The

Palais Bourbon at Paris is now all but ready far

the reception of the Chamber of Deputies. There

are twelve tiers of benches, giving 583 seats

(the Deputies number 533), and the galleries

will accommodate 700 spectators. The tribune

will not be that used under the Empire, bnt the

elaborate tribunal used by the Council of Five

Hundred and designed by Lemot in 1798. The

panelling behind the President's chair was
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occupied under Louis Philippe by a painting]

representing the taking of the oath to the king.

A green certain hid this during the Empire,

and a fine Gobelins tapestry will now screen it

pending the substitution of some picture harmo

nising with Republican institutions. The lighting

will be from the roof.

The Newcastle Joiners.—A meeting of

the joiners of Newoastle and Gateshead was

held last week to consider the notice of redac

tion in wages from the Master Builders' Associa

tion. The redaction demanded by the masters

is lid. per hoar, which is equal to about 5s. 6d.

a week. After a long debate, a deputation of

seven was appointed to wait upon the masters

to disonss the matter with them.

Emigration of Weavers.—During the past

two or three weeks the steamers of the National

Line sailing between Liverpool and New York

have taken out parties of meohanics and factory

operatives who have been tempted to try their

lnck in the United States. The steamer Spain,

which left the Mersey last week for New York,

having on board between 20 and 30 factory

operatives from the district of Bradford, and

nlao a number of Bilk weavers from Maccles

field.

Canadian Art Schools.—Some seven years

ago, the Ontario Society of Artists inaugurated

an annual oollecHon of pictures. The Btimnlus

thus given to the pursuit of art as a profession

led to the establishment of an Art School in

that city a few years ago. Now Ottawa has

followed the example of Toronto, and established

an Art School, in which the Governor. General

and Princes Louise are taking the greatest

interest. The Princess has undertaken to select

a competent instructor for it daring her present

visit to this country.

Failures in the United States.—Ban's

report of United States mercantile failures for

the three months— July, August, and September

—shows 15,275,550 dols. liabilities, compared

with 66,378,363 dols. in t he corresponding period

of 1878. For the first nine months of 1879 the

liabilities amount to 81,051,940 dols., compared

with 197,211,129 dols. in the corresponding

period of 1878. This is regarded as another

indication of the improved state of American

trade. Canada reports 24,424,570 dols. liabilities

for the first nine months of 1879, against

18,138,321 dols. for the same period of last year.

Brighton School of Art.—The annual dig.

tribution of prizes to the students took place

last week. The annual report stated that the

number resorting to the school was greater than

in any former year, the total being 512, as

against 490 last year. In the National Compe

tition, two silver medals, three bronze medals,

and two Queen's prizes—making a total of

seven—had been given for works done in the

school. There were nine awards last year.

In the awards of the third grade, on work

done in school, the decrease shown this year

was considerable, the nnmber of awards being

19, as compared with 32 last year.

Glass Trade.—All the men employed in the

glass-bottle trade in Yorkshire have struck work

againBt a redaction of 6s. per week. The present

rate of wages is 30s. for bottle-makers, 28s. for

blowers, and 23s. for gatherers, for five turns of

five hoars each. A redaction of 3s. per week

was demanded in March last, which the men

said they would submit to, in consequence of

which masters accepted contracts, some of

which have not yet run out, at a reduced rate.

Before it had been in force many days, the men

declined to adhere to their former decision. The

result was that they continued working at the

old rate, thas causing considerable loss to the

masters. The masters state that it is absolutely

necessary to have the above reduction, because

without it they cannot compete with Scotland.

Utilisation of Refuse.—For the manufac

ture of Btnall light artioles, susceptible of a very

high degree of polish, Mr. J. S. Hyate, of Paris,

the discoverer of " celluloid," prepares a con

venient raw material from finely -powdered

refuse of meersohaum, nitro-cellulate, and

camphor. A thick fluid mass is contained

by mixing together five parts by weight of

nitrocellulose, three-fifth parts of camphor, as

much ether as is required to dissolve the nitro

cellulose (usually about three parts) and one

part of alcohol, and adding to this 100 parts of

powdered meerschaum for each part of nitro

cellulose in the mixture. The ingredients

being carefully shared together, the superfluous

solvents are allowed to evaporate, and the

pasty residue is filled with moulds of the re

quired form, and heated up to 100 deg. or

120 deg. C.

Exhibition of Woollen Manufactures.—

At the ninth annual congress of the Central

Association of German Woollen .Manufacturers,

held last week at Griinberg in Silesia, the

principal business was to arrive at a final settle

ment in reference to the great Exhibition of the

German woollen industry whioh is to be held

next year. The delegates from Berlin, Dresden,

Chemnitz, and Leipsio each advocated the

olaims of their respective cities, and after an

animated debate it was resolved that the exhi

bition should be held at Leipsic. The exhibi

tion will include products of every branch of

the woollen manufacturing industry, the raw

materials and machinery of every description

employed in this industry, the prod note of

spinning, weaving, and dyeing ; in fact, every

article, process, and fabric, from sheepshearing

to the production of commodities ready for use,

will be folly represented in the collection.

Death of a Cabinet-maker through

Starvation.—On the 24th ult. Dr. Humphreys

held an inquiry at the Earl of Aberdeen tavern,

Roman-road, Bethnal -green, as to the death of

Noah Samuel Meadows, 66, a cabinet-maker.

Lucy Meadows, of 80, Roman-road, identified

the deceased as her husband. He had for a

long time been out of employment. On Sunday

evening last he said " I think I am dying," and

almost immediately fell dead on the floor. He

had declined to go into the workhouse, saying

that be had hopes of better times. She was

oonvinced that her husband died throngh insuffi

cient nourishment. Dr. Rogerson said that he

had made a •post-mortem examination of the body

of the deoeased. Eaoh organ of the body was

healthy, but there was an absence of fat, and the

appearance generally of the body denoted that

the deceased had for a considerable time past

been deprived of the common necessaries of life.

A verdiot in accordance with the medical testi

mony was returned.

The Berlin Furniture Trade.—An official

report upon the industries of Berlin in the year

1878 states that there were then in active

operation, within the limits of the capital, 2,152

manufactories, giving employment to 59,272

bands, of whom 45,135 were adult males, 12,835

women, 874 boys, and 448 girls. As regards

textile industries, there were 116 factories and

5,899 hands; paper and leather works, 214

factories and 6,850 hands ; woodwork and carv

ing industries, 294 factories and 5,366 hands.

As 'compared [with the returns for the year

1S77, these figures represent an increase in the

number of hands employed, though the number

of factories has somewhat decreased siuco that

date. The fluctuations in certain tradeB within

this short period of twelve months are remark

able. The musical instrument-makers have

inoreased 27'6 per cent. ; those employed in

woodwork and carving industries, by 31 8 per

cent.; and those in the textile industries, by

39 5 per cent. On the other hand, polished

wood-workers have decreased by 15 5 per cent.

The Continental Woollen Trade.—We

hear from France that a considerable number of

woollen factories are partiall closed, and the

number of operatives who are without employ

ment still continues to increa-e. In the South

of France employment is only moderate. No

change is reported in the condition of affairs in

the Italian and Spanish woollen centres, the

industry in both countries continuing very

depressed. It is apparently in the centre of

Europe—in Silesia, Bohemia, Moravia, and

above all in Russian Poland—that the greatest

degree of animation seems to characterise the

manufacture of tissues of carded wool, without,

however, the activity being at all abnormal

even in those places. The manufacturers of

Sweden aro said to have been more favoured in

regard to trade than the woollen manufacturers

of any other part of the world. Nordkuping,

the chief woollen centre of the kingdom, has

been very busy throughout the summer, and

the prices obtained for the tissues produced have

been satisfactory.

The Remedy Worse than the Disease.—

Lord Justice Brum well has written to Mr. Henry

Crompton on the question of diminished produc

tion. His lordship says the wages receivers are

being persuaded to aot on the muohievoas

opinion that diminished production will increase-

wages and profits. The fallacy is that although

the prioe of the article restricted rises, the price

paid for the whole produce is less. Less of

material would be used as the prioe rose, and'

other artioles would be correspondingly enhanoed.

I will, however, suppose, continues his lordship,,

that diminished production is followed by in

oreased gain to the produoers and their numbers

not diminished. But then other produoers

would, for their own interest, do the same thing

—viz., diminish production. Then, suppose we-

had less coal, less iron, less cotton, less wheat,

fewer shoes, hats, and coats—less of everything

—the price of eaoh would rise, unless, indeed,

we had less gold, whioh I think very likely ; but

would the world, or any portion of it, be better

off than before ?

A Lecture on Cremation was delivered'

last week by Mr. A. Bakewell, at the City of

London College, Leadenhall-Btreet. The lecture

opened with an interesting sketch of the re

ligious views and funeral praotioes of Greece,

Gaul, Rome, Sweden, Japan, and other ooun-

trieB, his objeot being to show from the univer.

sality of reverence lor fire that the practice

of burning human remains Bprung from re

ligious motives. There was nothing, he said,,

in the Bible against cremation, and it was a

remarkable fact that when that practice died

out in Europe scienoe and the arts died out

also, giving place to burial and the Dark Ages.

In the course of an argument in favour of ore-

mation the lecturer condemned burial grounds

as sources of disease. Cremation would enable-

the ashes of the dead to be preserved in the

churches, and would thas solve many difficulties,

including those of the burials question. He-

urged that an Aot permitting oremation in this-

country should be passed, or that at least the

Government should appoint a Commission to

inquire into the subject.

Straight Bar Knitting Loom.—During

the last week or two there has been exhibited at

the works of Messrs. Gaunt & Hudson, Grace-

street Mills, Leeds, a new loom, whioh has

caused mnoh interest among manufacturers of

textile fabrics. The prinoiple applied is that of

knitting by an entirely new process. The yarn,

whioh is drawn direot from 432 oops, is arranged

over the whole width required like a warp for

the ordinary power-loom, and by a simple con

trivance the whole of the threads are shifted to

such an angle that the needles are enabled to

catch eaah thread at the same instant, thus

knitting the whole width at one revolution. The

loom, says the Leeds Mercury, oooapies less space,

and requires less than half the power neoessary

for the power-loom now in use, at the same time

produoing an equal quantity of oloth. It makes

from 12 to 15 inches of closely knitted fabrio in

one minute. In two hourB and twenty minutes,

inoluding stoppage, 48fr jards, 72 inohes wide,,

were produced ; whereas the present weaving-

loom would probably require nearly three days

for that length. It is also simple in con

struction, and not liable readily to get out of

order.

The Area of the "City."—That magio dis-

triot of the metropolis, the City, has over and

over again elicited the admiration of natives as

well as foreigners. We believe it was Heine

who said that to watch the streams of passers-by

in Cheapside was like witnessing the pulsation

of the world. Apart from its commercial im

portance, the total area of the City proper iB,

however, smaller than is generally supposed.

The carriageways of that district amount only

to 468,950 square yards, and the footways to

328,608 square yards—total 797,558 yards. The

length of the publio ways under the control of

the Commissioners of Sewers is upwards of

48 miles, of whioh the main streets constitute

13 miles. There are 74 main streets and 340

second and third-class streets in the City;

75 courts having carriageways and not being

thoroughfares ; 189 courts having footways only,

and being thoroughfares, and 151 not thorough

fares. These, with two publio ways in ap.

prooohes to markets, and the thoroughfares not

uuder the oontrol of the Commissioners of

Sewers, viz., London, Sonthwark, and Black-

friars - bridges, and the Victoria Embank

ment, make a total of 835 publio ways in the

City.

The Sketching Clubs.—To five important

metropolitan schools of art—the Gilbert, the-

Lambeth, the West London, the South Kensing

ton Male, and South Kensington Female—there
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are attached sketching club?, and the annual

competition between the members of these clubs

for prizes for work of various subjects and

various methods of artistic expression took plaoe

.at the Dudley Gallery. The judges were Mr.

G. D. Leslie, K. A., Mr. Phil. Morris, and Mr.

Luke Fildes. The award of honour for general

superiority of work in sketching was awarded

to the School of Lambeth. One hundred and

•eighteen works were submitted for competition

by the members of the different sohools, and

among these works four prizes were distributed.

A prize for painted work on the figure subject

given — "Fugitives" — was bestowed on Mrs.

Sparkes, of the Lambeth School. Her design

is a spirited study in Bepia. The landscape

subject was " After Bain," and the prize fell to

a water-colour drawing by Mr. E. E. Tidmarib,

of the West London School. The animal subject

was "A Struggle" and the prize fell to Mr.

Breach, of the West London School. In sculp

ture the subject given was " Viotory," and Mr.

H. Beere, of the Lambeth School, carried off the

prize.

An Arab Interior.—Mr. F. Inlerwiok, Q.C.,

gives the following description of an Arab inte

rior visited by him during a holiday ramble in

Algiers. The house, which was of the true

Moorish construction, with internal courtyard?,

marble halls,and fountains everywhere soattered

about, stood at the end of a grove of vines

trrined over wooden laths, as in Italy, and sur

rounded by hundreds of orange and lemon trees,

the boughs breaking down under the weight of

the fruit. The interior of the dwelling-house,

which bad only one story above the basement,

was profusely carved and decorated with gold

And paint, and had numerous rooms, very low in

pitch, filled with Turkey and Arab carpets, which

communicated with each other in most eooentric

and incomprehensible fashion. The stairs were

like ladders, made of wood, and both steep and

irregular. The principal courtyard, round which

the reoeption.rooms and those of the women

were placed, was occupied in the oentre by a

large marble fountain, while everywhere around

was seen a metal hand, being alike a symbol of

the house of Bou-halem and an emblem of des

tiny intimating to the pious Mussulman to

beware of his doings, as the hand of Fate is

continually impending over him.

Old Ford School of Art.—Professor J

Bryoe, D.C.L., distributed the prizes last week

at the sixth annual meeting of the Old Ford,

road Sohool of Science and Art. During the

present year 44 prizes have been won by the

members, 113 certificates, and two scholarships

of the value of £15 each. In addressing the

meeting the chairman congratulated the in

habitants of the district on the great progress

which the sohool had made within the seven

years that had elapsed since its opening, and

said be understood that the attendance in the

day-school was 128, and in the evening class 75,

€0 men having joined this year. Beferring to

the admission of ladies to the study of art, be

eaid they all knew that one of the greatest

difficulties of the time was the want of renin,

nerative employment for women, employment

by whioh they oould make a respectable living,

and yet at the same time be not too laborious

for their physical strength. Nothing ought to

bave the consideration of right-thinking men

more than the desire for women to earn a liveli

hood in a light, agreeable, and useful way, and

be looked upon the art schools as particularly

valuable in that respect. We had been so much

occupied with making money in this country

tbat we had forgotten the love of beauty, whioh

was one of the truest, deepest, simplest, and

most permanent sources of human happiness.

The Merchant Adventurers' Charities

at York.—Mr. Win. Good, an inspector under

the antbority of the Charity Commissioners,

held an inquiry on the 24th nit, at the Mer

chant Adventurers' Hull, York, into the nature

and condition of the charities held by the com

pany. Mr. H. M. Foster (Governor) and a

number of the officers of the company were

present. The hospital held by tie company was

stated in Drake's " History of York " to have

been founded in 1373 by John de Bowoliff, and

dedicated to Christ and the Blessed Virgin,

under letters patent from King Richard II. A

considerable number of bequests, both in money,

property, and rent-charge, had been left to the

company at various times sinoe 1396. Some of

these, it was stated, had been lost sight of, but

the greater part of the obaritiea were kept in

the common account of the company, and out of

it were distributed yearly sums of money, Ac,

to the indigent indicated in the bequests. The

total liability, the Town Clerk stated, laid upon

the company in respeot of these charges was

about £32, but the average distribution per

annnm for the last twenty years had been

£58. 17s. 6d. It was stated that the company

had in hand a sum of £800, left to them at

various times since 1597 for the purpose of

being lent out on interest to any merchants,

members of the company, to assist them in

starting in business. The last loan was granted

in 1818.

French Trade Union Congress —Among

other subjects discussed at this Congress, which,

as stated last week, is now sitting at Marseilles,

was tbat of female labour. Madame Cbalsar

condemned it, as lessening men's wages.

Madame Grave demanded the complete emanci

pation of women. Several male speakers de

nounced women's labour in factories as un

healthy and perilous to morality, and complained

of the competition of convent labour. A large |

part of the different sittings has been taken up

with revolutionary tall-talk, whioh is not worth

reproducing. Among the resolutions submitted

were the following :—" 1. That the Government

institute a mixed commission of manufacturers

and workmen for the study of associations

from the social point of view. 2. That the

law on productive associations be studied se

parately from that on the political associations.

3. That the Government patronise working,

men's associations by according them remissions

of taxation and giving them any work in the

hands of the State to exeoute." Peaoeful though

this oonolusion looks, it aims at creating a per

fect network of social and federalised associa

tions, and obtaining for them a monopoly to the

prejudice of freedom «of oontraot. The points

insisted on by the delegates are, that wages

should be raised or superseded by some better

arrangement, that the hours of labour should be

shortened, that the State should make advances

to working-men's societies to enable them to

set up factories, and that masters should be

abolished.

" Three Profits instead of One."—It may

not be generally known that the late Baron

Nathan Meyer de Rothschild, founder of the

English branch of that famous house, and

father of the Baron Lionel de Bothschild who

died some time ago, laid the foundation of his

fortune in Manchester. He came from Frank

fort to that city in 1798, and began business

there. After a stay of five years, he moved to

London in 1803. A letter by the late Sir

Thomas Fowell Buxton, Bart., to his daughter,

is interesting as containing a reference to Baron

Bothschild's connection with Manchester:—

" We dined yesterday at Ham House to meet

the Bothsohildg, and very amusing it was. He

(Bothsohild) told us his life and adventures. He

was the third son of the banker at Frankfort.
■TDere was not,' he said, 'room enough for us

all in tbat city. I dealt in Eoglish goods. One

great trader came there who had the market to

himself; he was quite the great man, and did us

a favour if he sold us goods. Somehow I

offended bim, and be refused to show me his

patterns. This was on a Tuesday. I said to

my father, I will go to England. I could speak

nothing but German. On the Thursday I

started ; the nearer I got to England the cheaper

goods were. As soon as I got to Manchester I

laid out all my money, things were so cheap,

and I made good profit. I soon found out that

there were three profits—the raw material, the

dyeing, and the manufacturing. I said to the

manufacturer, ' I will supply you with the ma

terial and dye, and you supply me with manu

factured goods.' So I got three profits instead

of one, and I could sell gcods cheaper than any

body. In a short time 1 made my £20,000 into

£60"000."

The Age of Trees.—In reference to the

paragraph on this subject that appeared in our

last issue, Mr. C. W. Dod writes :—The late Mr.

William Menzies, deputy-ranger and head,

forester of Windsor Park, than whom no one

had studied trees more, has often interested me

by information about the size and age of forest-

trees when with bim among them. Much of

this information will be found in his large illus

trated work on " Forest Trees and Scenery."

It was his opinion that it is impossible to de

termine even approximately the age of oaks

when the trunk is decayed. He thought that

the shell of the tree near Cranbourne, in

Windsor Forest (where there are many similar

shells of huge old trees), which goes by the

name of William the Conqueror's 0»k, night

probably belong to that date. Beeoh-treei, he

said, are not nearly so lasting ; and though I often

asked his opinion as to the age of the largerBurn.

ham beeches, his answer was alwoys "impot.

Bible to say." It may interest Mr. Heath to know

that on Smith's lawn, near the obelisk in Windeor

Park, are the remains of a beech. tree larger

than any of the Burnham trees. An account of

this tree and of many other remarkable trees

will be found in Grigor's " Hietory of Arbori.

culture," published in 1868-a most interesting

little book, and the best I know on the subject.

I may add tbat the age of large elm.trees, being

comparatively abort, is generally definitely

known ; the large elm-trees in Eton plating,

fields are little over 200 years old ; a record of

their planting is in the oollege archives; the

Long Walk in Windsor Park was planted in

16S8. Both these sets of trees are fastpsriehing

from old age. Half the elm.trees in Eton

playing-fields have been replaced by young ones

within my memory. Elms die first at the root,

and are blown down generally before the trunk

has begun to deoay.

Private Traders and Co-operative

Stores. — The annual oonferenoe of etore-

managers in the southern section of the Central

Co-operative Board was held last week st 337,

Strand. Mr. Thomas Hogbes, Q.C., presided,

and there were present fifty-two store- manager!.

The Chairman said it was probably clear to all

of those present that a great revolution wis

taking plaoe in the industrial life of England.

The old system of industry, speaking of it Is i

whole, and which has for its ruling principle the

doctrine of free and unlimited competition, wis

breaking down. Of tbat he thought there

oould be no doubt ; it was obvious on all tides.

That system was breaking down under the

accumulation of radically false principles. It

was founded, as he said, upon unlimited compe

tition, and to carry that out the system of credit,

and exaggerated credit, has been brought

more into the ordinary trade of the country.

But besides tbe weight of the credit system,

there were infinitely greater and worse burdens

which the competitive system baa had to carry

of late years. It has bad to carry abominable

adulteration in all sorts of things. It has hid

to carry the system of false statements about

the quality of goods for disposal, and the sys

tems of commissions, whioh has sapped the

morality, to a great extent, of the whole trade

of tbe country. Of course, he did not put the

subject of commissions upon precisely the same

plane as those unquestionably bad and talis

things of whioh he bad spoken, for no doubt

there were commissions whioh might honourably

and rightly be taken ; but it might be safely

asserted that the practice of taking any com.

mission whatever by persons standiog in im

position of trust for others wss absolutely

vicious, and ought not to be allowed to continne.

Papers were afterwards read by Mr. Lloyd Jones

and Mr. Frank Anderson, on " The Duties and

Advantages of Organised Purchasing to Store

keepers," and " How to make Dividends, and

some Reasons why Dividends differ." The pa

pers were discussed at some length, bat no

resolutions were arrived at.

A French Calculating Machine.—Calcu

lating machines are often supposed to be com

paratively modern inventions. This is, howerer,

by no means the case. More than 200 year!

ago, in 1650, when Pascal was nineteen yean of

age, he invented one whioh has formed the buu

of most of tbe more modern ones. One of the

latter, the arithomemteror calculating machine of

M. Thomas, of Colmar, was invented in 1820.

Since then it has undergone many improvement!

at the hands of the inventor and latterly of his

son, M. Thomas de Bojano, so that it is now

offered in a form which M. Sebert, in a recent

report to the Paris Sooiete d'Encouragement,

pronounces to be thoroughly adapted for prac

tical use. The maohine performs all ordinary

arithmetical operations, comprising the ex

traction of roots. Among the more important

recent improvements is the counter of the

numbers of turns of the motor handle, and

the automatic inscription of suooessive figures-

of results, in divisions and extraotioni of

of roots, and of multipliers in multiplication!,

relieving the mind of the operator greatly. An

idea of the progress of the machine msy be baa

from tbe fact that the product of the number
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99,999,999 by itself, is formed by the new

machine in 24 seconds ; it took nearly a minute

in 1851. The new maohine can also go beyond

the former in giving the prodnot of the number

formed of ten nines by itself, which it does in

2S second b. The prodnot of the number formed

of eight nines by the number formed of eight

fires is now obtained in 17 seoonds as against

about 45 seconds in 1851. Processes of addiiion

alone are not performed much more quickly

than by an expert calculator, but mental fatigue

is at least saved. In construction of tables of

multiplication, ready reckoners, &c, the machine

gives results that are truly marvellous. The

popularization of the machine has been

alow, but (with removal of imperfections)

has considerably improved, as the follow

ing figures show :—In the 44 year?, from 1821

to 1865, only 500 machines were sold : in the

thirteen years from 1865 to 1878, 1000—viz.,

300 in the five years, 1865 to 1870, 400 from

1870 to 1675, and 300 from 1875 to 1878, or 100

a year. Of the latter number about three-

tenths are six-figure machines, six-tenths eight-

figure, and only one-tenth ten-figure. Of 100

machines sold, sixty go abroad and only forty

remain in France. It is estimated that a

maohine will woik daily for ten years before

requiring repair ; and from the nature of the

component parts repair is easy. The price is

rather high, £20 for a six-figure machine ; and

31. Sebert is of opinion, considering how largely

the manufacture involves the easy repetition of

similar pieces, that this might be so organised

as to supply the machines at half the present

price.

%a Cornspnknts.

W. F. k Co. (Dublin).—Th« letter oime to hand too
late for tbe present itsae ; it shall appetr next week.
O. S. (Manchester).—Tbe thing is imprnctioahle ; we

have u'i veil it a trial more than once, and cm speak from
experience.

r. J. & Co.—The patterns are by no means so anti
quated m yoa imagine. The firm you allude to are fully
entitled to the honour of having introduced them within
the last two years.

E. F. (Derby).—The matter shall receive our attention.

R. T. (Yotk),—As you will see your notes have been
otUiped. Many thanks.

8. F. G. (Wrexham).—The idea seems tangible enough,
but we question whether it be to your adv^ntajte to take
out a patent for it. All we can say is, count the cost— in
more senses than oue—betore you do so.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office: 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

and bab fitting manu kactubbbs,

64, Clement Street, Bikminoham.

Artist, in Decorative Repousse and Manufacturer* of
Architec'nrnl Metal WtIc.

Choir Screens,
Altar Hails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Cnoir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Orilles,
Gates and Rail

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,

Coronas,
Cnandeliers,
Standards,

Candelabra,
Urates,

Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Dometlie Ornamental Mttal Work of all dtteriptions

1 HOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Arohitecta' deninnn,
or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attenti
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to th
superior Repousse Work, which is highly decoratire,
suitable for the internal fittings- of buildings in all at

of Architecture. Ennm-ianED 28 Ykies.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND PREE PROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES. OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT CORK.

WAEEHOUSES :—

81, HATT0N GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBERAL TZEIRIMIS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OP THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 Jlt tv.ptr. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOB BOABD8,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TBADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (TlJMni'B Patiht), 5-16 inoh Thiok, prepared on three deal back lamination*, ^/////

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is sueeeptil. le of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

. i Ornamental

Parquet.

MOW ^Beat Backing.
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lints.

How to Get Bid of Moths.—A sort of

trade secret among upholsterers, it is paid, is

this recipe for riddiDg furniture of ninths. It

is oommonioated by a correspondent who says :

—A suite of furniture that seemed to be alive

with the larvsB, and from which hundreds of

these peats had been picked and brushed, was

placed in a room by itself. Using a small

watering-pot, with a fine rose-sprinkler, the

whole upholstery was saturated through and

through with the benzine. The resnlt was

every moth, and all the larva) and eggs were

killed. The benzine dried in a few hours, and

its odour disappeared in three or four days.

Not the slightest harm happened to the varnish,

the upholstering material, the wood, or the hair

stuffing. That was months ago, and not a sign

of a moth has since appeared. The oarpets

also well sprinkled all around the sides of

the room, with equally good effeot. For furs.

flannels, indeed all woollen things containing

moths—benzine is most valuable. Put them in

a box, sprinkle them with benzine, close the box

tightly, and in a day or two the pests will be

exterminated, and the benzine will all evaporate

on opening. In using benzine great oare should

be taken that no fire is near by, as this oil, in

fluid or vapour form, is very inflammable.

Cement for Joining Metals with Non-

Metallic Substances.—To obtain a cement

for joining metals and non.metallic substances,

mix liquid glue with a sufficient quantity of

wood.ashes to form a thick mass. The ashes

should be added in small quantities to the glue

while boiling, and constantly stirred. A sort of

mastic is thus obtained, which, applied hot to

the two surfaces that are to be joined, makes

them adhere firmly together. A similar sub

stance may be prepared by dissolving in boiling

water 2i lb. of glue and 2 oz. of gum ammo

niac, adding, in small quantities, about 2 oz. of

sulphuric acid.

Writing on Glass.—To write letters in

gold on a window, sketch them with soap or

chalk on the onteide of glass ; that done, take a

pinoh of isinglass and dissolve it in a cnpful of

water ; wet the inside of the glass opposite the

sketched letter with this, and apply gold-leaf

with gilder's " tip " immediately ; allow the

inside of window to get thoroughly dry. The

time this takes will depend on the atmospherio

condition. Make a correot " pounce " of the

letters on a pieoe of paper, and hold this

steadily against the gold that has been roughly

laid on the glass, while with some powdered

ohalk in a muslin bag gently beat the paper on

the pounced holes. Remove the paper, and

there will appear the outline of the letter in

ohalk on the gold. Paint them neatly in with

japan, gold size, and white lead ; allow to dry,

then with olean cold water wash off the surplus

gold-leaf.

FOURTH YEAR OIF PUBLICATION*.

INDISPENSABLE TO ALL ENGAGED IN THE

CABINET, UPHOLSTERY, & DECORATIVE TRADES.

Will be Published shortly, Crown 4to., in Stiff Boards, Price 2s. 6d. ; Post-free, 3s. ;

THE " FURNITURE GAZETTE" DIARY AND DESK-BOOK FOR 1880,

And Classified List of the Cabinet, Upholstery, and Decorative Trades.

A COMPLETE and useful OFFICE DIARY AND DESK.BOOK FOR 1880, adapted to the requirements of

the Cabinet, Upholstery, and Decorative Trades throughout the Country, this being the Fourth Year of publication.

The Diary will contain, in addition to the usual Business information, a carefully-compiled and authentic Directory (so far as

vouchers have been obtained) of the numerous Trades allied to Furnishing. The Diary, which has been found to be a

■desideratum, commands a large and influential Circulation, and is a daily Work of Reference for the Furnishing Trade.

LONDON: WTMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C.

BUNYARD'S

PATENT SELF-SUPPORTING

PORTFOLIO,

EASEL PORTFOLIO,

AND

PORTFOLIO STANDS.

 

Illustrated Catalogue on application.

 

OPEN. CLOSED.

J. B. BUNYARD & CO., MANUFACTURERS,

75, COW CROSS STREET, WEST SMITHFIELD, LONDON, E.C.

THE PATENT SILVERING COMPANY, LIMITED,

LOOKING - O-L-A-SSIES, MIRRORS,

AND ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF SILVERED GLASS,

BY THEIR NEW PROCESS, WITH PURE SILVER, UNEQUALLED IN BRILLIANCY.

Not liable to injury from Damp, Heat, or Handling.

10 & 12, LOWER KENNINGTON LANE,

NEAR THE "ELEPHANT & CASTLE," LONDON, S.E.

TIHIIE ABOVE COMPANT SUPPLY

Polished Plate Glass,

For Builders.

Silvered Plate Glass,

ken and Upholsterers.

Silvered Plate Glass,

For all Decorative Purposes.

Silvered Plate Glass,

For Looking - Glasses, with or without

PRICE LISTS AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.
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NOTICE.
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■Cravn -Uo., in Sty Board; Price 2». 6d., Poet Free, 3«.

THE

"FURNITURE GAZETTE-

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Orders for Copies should be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,
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THE FRENCH FURNITURE

TRADE.

«CCORDING to statistics compiled

in 1851, there were in Paris at

that time 1,915 master cabinet

makers, only 178 of whom em.

ployed more than ten workmen

each, 844 employed from two to

•» ten operatives, 448 employed

only one each, and 445 worked single-

handed. The total number of workers was

8,559, of whom 3,686 worked by the piece.

The daily wages averaged in 162 cases

above 5 fr., and 8,390 earned between 3 fr. and

5 fr. The maximum pay was 10 fr., the

minimum l-26 fr. The gross value of the

goods produced was estimated in 1855 at

£3,250,000. With these statements before

them our readers will be able to appreciate

the following data as to the present position

of the French furniture trade, which have

been compiled by Mr. Henry R. Paul, one o^

the artisan reporters sent over to the Paris

Exhibition by the Society of Arts.

Having made appointments, he says, through

the kind influence of the Secretary of the

Commission,' Sir P. Cunliffe Owen, with two

Parisian firms, M. Fourdinois, at my own

request, and MM. Damon, Namur, & Cie., on

the advice of Sir Philip Owen, we started one

morning as a party of four, consisting of

Messrs. Rogers, Baldwin, and myself, for

the Faubourg St. Antoine. Unfortunately,

however, it was during the cab strike, and by

the time we had secured a conveyance, and

found our way with some difficulty (our driver

being a fresh provincial) to the Rue Amelot,

we were considerably behind our appointed

time, and M. Fourdinois, who had been wait

ing, was gone. His principal, in his absence,

kindly did the honours, and showed us all over

the establishment. In the yard, which is

glazed over, we found the fine chimney-piece

that this firm sent to London in 1862 ; and the

first thing we encountered in the ware-rooms

was the complete model in woed and plaster

of that famous work of art which gained the

grand prize in 1867. This illustrates the com

pleteness with which everything is done here.

The model was prepared before the cabinet,

now in the South Kensington Museum, was

commenced. The display in the show-rooms

was small, but extremely good; nothing is

made, in fact, but works of art. The articles in

process of manufacture in the workshops were

of the best class, and the working drawings

were the most perfect things of the sort I

bave ever seen. One of them I noticed was

finished, even to the dovetails on the drawer-

sides. Although there is a fairly complete set

of machines, one man is able to attend to them

all, as in such work as is made here machinery

can be of very little service. Everything

seemed very quiet and comfortable, but per

haps the depression of trade among the best

firms in Paris would partly account for this ;

not only this firm, but Beurdeley's, Gueret's,

and others, are only employing half their

proper complement of workmen. Having spent

a pleasant hour in these comfortable shops, we

went on to MM. Damon, Namur, & Cie., and,

being exactly to our time, we were joined

by Mr. Corbiere, and escorted by M. Da

mon, a fine type of the amiable elderly

Frenchman, over his immense factory. This

is conducted on very different principles.

Cabinet-work is made here in immense quan

tity, in preference to high quality. Ware-room

after ware-room, which seemed to extend for

miles, are filled with the ordinary run of

wardrobes, bookcases, dining-tables, and such

things. We were shown large workshops full

of busy cabinet-makers, smaller ones crammed

with carvers, upholsterers as thickly planted in

their shops, and even the draughtsmen filling

a good-sized workshop. The machinery, too,

forms not a small department ; there are three

band-saws, besides other machines. At the

back is a large timber-yard with workshops all

round, arranged, we were informed, for the

express purpose of making the tools required

at this establishment. French cabinet

makers do not individually possess anything

like the amount of tools that a London man

has. About £3 would cover the value of the

workman's own tools, and the firm find the

rest ; on the other hand, a West-end London

cabinet-maker's stock of tools would average

quite £20. This large firm employed 600 men

and 200 women. They manufacture largely

for exportation ; in fact, they are now furnish

ing a hotel near London. The cabinet

makers' wages averaged from 60 to 75 centimes

per hour throughout the trade ; but on exhibi

tion work as much as two and three francs an

hour had been paid. They work 60 hours a

week, that is, 10 hours every day but Sunday.

Over some refreshment that we were hospit

ably invited to partake of, the conversation

ranged from Messrs. Jackson & Graham's

beautiful work, which M. Damon, who was

one of the jurors, informed us bad taken the

principal prize, to Messrs. Gillow's wonderfully

compact toilet-case.

Not having gained any information as to the

trade unions of Paris, a point which I particu

larly wished to inquire about, we were agree

ably surprised one morning to learn that two

Parisian cabinet-makers, who had been ap

pointed by their society to report on the

cabinet-work, had proposed to confer with us.

Trade unions, as we have them in London,

that is, benefit societies which concern them

selves entirely about the wages earned, the

hours worked by their members, and matters

of that sort, are scarcely known in Paris. The

bronze-workers, whose trade is the largest

industry in Paris (cabinet-making being the

second), the tailors, and possibly some others,

have some association of a similar character ;

but the cabinet trade has none. A society

composed of members from all the different

trades has lately been formed under the name

of LTJnion des Travailleurs, and we gladly

availed ourselves of an invitation to attend a

meeting of the society, held in the school

room, 3, Rue d'Arras. This society has for its

primary object the creation of a newspaper,

Le Prolttaire a republican journal for social

democratic workmen ; and the invitation cir

cular stated the business of the evening to be

the nomination of an editor, and the discussion

of the programme, or line of conduct, of the

journal. The book of rules of L'Union des

Travailleurs which was given us shows that

the society is almost wholly of a political

character.

From a paper provided at the Commission

House the following interesting information

may be gleaned :—The number of workmen

employed in the furniture trade in the whole

of France is estimated at 27,000. Paris alone

counts 4,340 firms, and 14,200 workmen.

Comparing these numbers with the statistics

of 1860, we find that the workmen have

increased since that time by 1,000, and the

firms by 803. The annual value of the furni

ture manufactures is estimated at £3,200,000;

the raw material standing for 33 per cent.,

workmanship for 66 per cent., and general

expenses for 12 per cent. The exports for

1875 amounted to £721,870, being an increase

of £226,000, over those of 1867. The imports

for the same year were respectively £65,000

and £49,000. It should be understood that

there is a 10 per cent, import duty on furniture

manufactures, which is, as these figures show,

virtually prohibitory. In order to help the

professional education of apprentices, a society

was founded in 1866, which, bearing the title
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of " Patronage of Children in the Cabinet-

making Trade," has set on foot professional

examinations, to which all apprentices are

called indiscriminately every year, and at the

same time a school has been opened for the

instruction in drawing applied to furniture

decoration and modelling. This institution

will undoubtedly contribute to sustain the

Parisian cabinet-mating industry in the high

position which it has obtained.

OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XX.—New Zealand.

THIS colony has an area of 105,000 square

miles, and the population was in 1875,

375,856 persons. There are about a dozen

descriptions of indigenous trees which may be

Tanked as of the greatest commercial worth.

They may be classified as follows :—1. Kauri

{Dammara Ausiralis). The waved and

mottled varieties of this wood are used for

cabinet-work. It is the largest and most

-valuable tree in New Zealand, and attains a

height of 120 ft., and a diameter of from

10 ft. to 15 ft. Grows in province of

Auckland only, and exudes large quantities

of resin, known as Kauri gum. Weight,

88 lb. to 41 lb. per cubic foot. The Kauri

grows on clay soils. 2. Totara (Podocarpus

Totara). A species of yew. Very durable in

the ground. It grows 50 ft. to CO ft. high,

4 ft. to 10 ft. in diameter, on gravelly soil.

Weight, 33 lb. and 36 lb. per cubic foot.

3. Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum). Used for

panellings and cabinet-work. It is the most

abundant of the indigenous trees, and grows

to 150 ft. in height, and 3 ft. to 5 ft. in dia

meter. Weight, 35 lb. to 40 lb. per cubic

foot. 4. Matai (Podocarpus spicata). A

large tree, often 80 ft. in height, and 4 ft. in

diameter. Grows on alluvial lands. Weight,

401b. to 491b. per cubic foot. 5. Mirs (Podo

carpusferruginea). Used for interior work.

A lofty tree, 60 ft. to 80 ft. in height, and

3 ft. in diameter. Grows on alluvial lands.

Weight, 351b. to 401b. per cubic foot. 6.

Kahikatea (Podocarpus Lacrydioides) . The

wood of this tree is also used for inside work

and cabinet-making. It is a large gregarious

tree. Grows to 150 ft. in height, and 4 ft. in

diameter. Weight, 28 lb. to 34 lb. per cubic

foot. 7. Puriri ( Vitex Mttoralis). Height about

00 ft.; diameter, 6 ft. Yields valuable heavy

timber. Weight, 54 lb. per cubic foot. 8.

Tawhai (Fagus fusca : F. Menziesii ; F.

Solandri). Large, handsome tree. Height

about 100 ft. Sometimes 12 ft. in diameter.

The other last two species are inferior in

quality. It grows in extensive forests. Weight,

561b. per cubic foot. 9. Rata (Mttrosideros

robusta and M. Lucidd). Abundant in the

northern island. Height, 60 ft. to 80 ft.;

diameter, 6 ft. Other species of this tree are

epiphytic, throwing out aerial roots, which

envelop and finally replace original stem.

These species are often 20 ft. in diameter.

Weight, 701b. per cubic foot. 10. Maire (Oka

Cunninghamii). This wood is used for the

same purposes as ebony and box. Height,

70 ft. to 100ft. Yields strongest timber in

New Zealand. Weight, 701b. per cubic foot.

11. Titoki (Electryon excelsum). Small tree,

resembling ash in character. Weight, 57 lb.

per cubic foot. 12. Manuka (Lq>tospermum

ericoides). Small tree, about 14 in. in diameter.

Weight, CO lb. per cubic foot.

There are other trees the properties and uses

of which have not been ascertained, such as

the Manoas (Podocarpus colensoi) ; Kowhai

(Sophora tetraptera) ; Tawa (Mesodaphne

tawa) ; Rewarewa (Knightia excelsa) ; Towai

( Weinmannia sylvicola) ; Kohekohe (Dyso.xy-

lum spectabile); Mangiao (Tetranthera cali-

caris) • Pukatea (ArUhospenna Nova Zelandia),

the weight of this tree is only 28 lb. to the

cubic foot ; Hinou (Elaocarpus dentatus) ;

Kawka (Librocedrus doniana) ; and two species

of Toatoa (Phyttocladus trichomanoides and

alpinus).

The forests are chiefly Crown lands, or still

in the hands of the native race. Only a small

proportion has been alienated, and this only

for agricultural clearings. Timber is cut for

sale under temporary licence from the Crown,

or lease from the natives. The area of forest

land was estimated, in 1874, at 12,000,000 of

acres. The timber on South Island occupies

a tract parallel to the western seaboard, and

consists of beech and pine, with mixed bush.

Pine is the characterising timber of the forest

area of North Island, associated with consider

able quantities of beech in the southern part,

and of kauri in the northern part of the island.

In Stewart Island beech predominates. The

area of forest land is said to be rapidly

diminishing, six-tenths of the original forest

having disappeared since the first settlement

of the country. The rate of decrease is esti

mated at four per cent, per annum. The rate

at which the denudation of the forest lands of

New Zealand is proceeding is strikingly shown

by the following table compiled by Dr. Hector

of the Colonial Museum, Wellington.

Comparative Statement shorting the percentage

of the Forest Land in Neio Zealand, 1830,

1868, and 1873.

Frorinoe.
Total Area

in
Acres.

Estimate of Forest Land.

In 1830. In 1868. In 1873.

Auckland 16,650,000
2.290,000
7,000,000

3,050,000
6,028,01X1
2,720,000
8,693,000
3,025,000

4,000,000
2,000,000
6,000,000
970,000

3,000,000
800,000
300,000

2,000,000
2,300,000

1,650,000
1,800,000
4,0f 0,000

860,000
2,600,000
700,000
270,000

1,900,000
2,116,000

1,200,000
1,600,000
3,000,000
250,000

2.COO.OO0
500,000
180,000

1,600,000

Taranaki
Wellington ...
Hawke'sHay..

Nelson
Marlborough.
Canterbury...
Westland ,,

18,038,400 i,90o,eoo

Total. ... 68,394,400 20,370,000 16,296,000 12,130,000

Table showing Rate of Destruction,

1868. 1873.

27-27

10- 11-1

20- 25-

Hawke's Bay... 30-5

20-

Marlborough ... 2857

Canterbury . . . 33 3

5- 21-5

12-34 1071

Whole colony, say 20-

The rapid diminution is due to reckless and

wasteful consumption of the best timber with

out regard to the conservation of the young

trees, to agricultural clearing, to casual fires,

to the effects of new roads in draining the

forests in which the trees have surface roots

only, and to the operations of gold-miners.

At the date of the compilation of the returns

an Act to promote forest conservation had

been passed, but had not then come into opera

tion, and more stringent regulations had been

enforced by the various waste-lands boards in

whom the custody of the forests is vested.

Serious floods, followed by droughts, are

attributed to the gradual clearing of the forest

land in the colony.

The following is an abstract of the returns

showing the values of total timber exports for

the twelve years 1864-76 :—

1864. £24,766

1865 12,725

1866 24,304

1867 16,105

1868 15,653

1869 22,378

1870 18,323

1871 20,114

1872 26,501

1873 43,885

1874 47,455

1875 40,161

£312,360

An analysis of the returns shows that of

this amount £192,985 represented the value

of Kauri alone ; the remainder (£31,769) the

value of the red and white pine exported

during the same period.

The following table, also compiled from the

* Thus, of the forest standing in 1830 (in Auckland),
there had been destroyed 58-76 per cent, up to 1868, and
between that date and 1873 there had been destroyed
27'27 per cent, of the remainder.

returns, shows the values of timber exported

to the United Kingdom :—

Exports to United Kingdom.

Tear. Kauri. Bed and White Pine. Vela*.

1868 Sawn, 700 ft. ... £5

1869 Sawn, 5,006 ft. . 33

Logs (No. of) 2 . 10

1870 Sawn, 322,200 ft 1,445

Logs (No. of) 8 120

1871 Sawn, 5,876 ft: 105

Sawn, 22,500 ft. 135

1872 Sawn, 5,200 ft 30

Logs (No. of) 9 5

Sawn, 8.C60 ft 45

1873 Sawn, 500 ft 6

Sawn, 715 ft. ... 7

Span (No. of) 2 25

£1,970

The bulk of the export is to the adjacent

Australian colonies and to the South Sea

Islands.

TOWN-HALL DECORATION, &c.

THE new Town Hall extensions at Oldham

were formally opened by the Mayor on

the 17th ult. The following description has

been furnished by the architects :—The new

building is situated in Greaves-street, at the

rear or the old Town -hall, and connected

therewith by a flight of steps leading from the

present staircase, and opening out into a spa

cious hall in the new structure. The Greaves-

street elevation is built entirely of stone, and

is in the Classic style of architecture, with

square columns and capitals of the Corinthian

order. The main feature of the design consists

first, of a boldly-treated and massive basement,

the upper mouldings of which indicate the

level of the ground floor. Above the base

ment the columns run through two storeys,

and carry the main architrave and cornice,

which is surmounted by an open balustrade,

with solid piers at intervals. Near the centre

of this elevation is the entrance for magis

trates and advocates, which is recessed from

the other part; over this are the windows

which light the main hall, which extends back

to Mill-street. A prominent feature in this

elevation are the two ventilation turrets from

the cells. Between the wall columns are the

ground and first-floor windows, the former with

square heads, the latter with circular arches.

The Mill-street elevation has been designed

with a view to its subsequently forming one

side of an open square ; and to preserve the

light ! as much as possible, it has been faced

with white glazed bricks.

The basement is entirely devoted to police

purposes. The charge-room is entered from

Mill-street, and adjoining there are on the left-

hand side of entrance offices for clerks, detec

tive offices, &c, and strong rooms. There is

also a police dining-room, storerooms, &c. ;

and inrclose proximity, and fronting Greaves-

street, are the offices for the chief constables,

clerks, &c. On the right of the entrance there

is a police parade, 45 ft. by 20 ft. To the right

of the police parade, and occupying the re

maining portion of the site at disposal, (70 ft.

by 42 ft.), are the prisoners' cells, exercise

ground, &c.

There is an entrance from Greaves-street to

the new building, which will be used princi

pally by the magistrates and advocates attend

ing the Borough Court. This floor is con

nected with the old Town - hall by a corridor

8 ft. wide. This corridor opens into the large

hall, 66 ft. by 20 ft. At one end is the stair

case from Greaves-street before referred to,

which is shut off from the hall by a richly-

ornamented and panelled screen. The grand

staircase leading to the upper floors is at the

other end of the hall, and the whole is well lit

by the stained-glass window elsewhere de

scribed. The body of the Borough Police-

court is on this floor, and behind the same, up

to Greaves-street, is the magistrates' retiring-

room, 22 ft. by 19 ft. 6 in., with private lava

tory accommodation, and magistrates' clerk's

room, 13 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft. 6 in. On this floor

there is also a dining-hall, 40 ft. by 27 ft., and

private office for the Chief Constable, conve

niently arranged, with separate staircase to
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police department ; also retiring-room for ad

vocates attending the Borough Court, and a

committee-room, 27 ft. by 16 ft.

The first floor is also connected with the old

part by a corridor 8 ft. -wide, approached by a
■wide night of steps from the staircase in the

old Town Hall. This corridor opens into the

main hall, from which access is gained to the

council chamber, upper part of police-court,

committee-room, &c. The council chamber is

47 ft. by 27 ft., behind which is the Mayor's

parlour, which is formed out of the old council

chamber. Over the magistrates' rooms, and

overlooking Greaves-street, 5s a committee-

room, and also cloak-room and lavatories for

the accommodation of members of the council.

On this floor, and entered from the corridor,

are the office* of the Town Clerk's department.

There is a large private office for the town

clerk and for the deputy town clerk, with

strong safe-room. The clerks' offices are on

the second floor, and are approached by a

separate staircase.

Having thus indicated the main features of |

the plan on each floor, we proceed to give a

more detailed description of some of the more

important parts of the building, commencing

with the Borough police-court, which runs

through two storeys, being accessible to those

officially connected with the court from the

ground floor (by the staircase from Greaves-

street, also from main hall), and to the public

from the first floor (by staircase from Mill-

street). This court is lighted by side windows

and a very fine stained-glass ceiling light.

Opposite the windows are arched recesses

corresponding in appearance with the win

dows. The ceiling is richly panelled and

moulded, and suspended therefrom is a magnifi

cent seven-light chandelier. The magistrates'

seat is on the east side of the court, with an en

riched oak canopy over it; in the wall behind

this a large arched recess is formed, panelled

and decorated with the Royal arms. On the

magistrates' left is the reporters' table, and

underneath the chief magistrates' seat is the

desk of the magistrates' clerk. To the right is the

witness-box, and the advocates' tables are ar

ranged immediately in front of the bench. The

dock is placed as near the bench as is compatible

with the other arrangements, and has direct

communication with the cells. Accommoda

tion for the general public is provided in a

front gallery, curved, and having a bold brass

handrail. There are also two side galleries

for visitors finished in a more ornamental

manner, with brass handrails and rich iron

scroll work. Access is gained to the bench

from the magistrates' retiring-room. The

furniture to the court is of polished oak, up

holstered in maroon leather. The flats of

panels in ceiling are coloured a bright buff,

with a large blue and gold star in the centre,

G in. margin of maroon runs round these

panels, with pateras at equal distances of a

darker shade of maroon, relieved with gold,

the deep recessed mouldings are brought out

in relief with vellum, blue and gold ; the flat

beams next these mouldings are set out in

painted panels, with margin lines of vellum

colour and dull green, the centre of panels

having a conventional laurel running up them

in rich gold colour, and intersecting with a

decorative patera on a square of dark red and

goH. The enriched plaster leaf running round

ceiling light is effectively relieved in gold and

colour. The panels between blocks in cornice

are also brought out in high relief in

maroon, black, and gold, and the surfeit

above the panels is of a greenish-blue tone.

This colour seems to carry the eye round the

room, and gives a fine belt of rich colour. One

of the chief features of the wall decoration is

a rich maroon belt running above the oak

canopy and intersecting at a level with the

front of side galleries. This arrangement has

given an opportunity of painting the top part

of the walls in a full vellum colour, while

below this belt and underneath the galleries

the walls are painted a full cloth green, which

gives a good base to the architecture above

and contrasts well with the polished oak below.

A striking effect is produced in the semi-arched

recesses at each end, especially in the one above

the magistrates' bench, this being set out in

radiating panels with stiles and margins deeply

recessed, the centre receiving the Royal arms,

richly relieved in gold and silver. The large

panels immediately above are painted a rich

gold colour, decorated with a classic design in

black and maroon, with a gold background.

The margins have a low tone of blue, the

surfeit panels are low-toned green, decorated

in vellum and gold, and the outside panels are

painted maroon, with a leaf in darker colour,

relieved with gold running round. The small

square divisional panels in the border are a

dull blue, with gold patera on them.

The Magistrates' Retiring Room overlooks

Greaves-street, and is furnished in walnut,

upholstered in maroon leather. The chimney-

piece is of walnut, enclosing margin of

Egyptian green marble, and having grate

with tiled sides and hearths. The walls are

papered with a dark French paper.

(To'.be continued.)

CHURCH SEATING.

AMONG the subjects considered at the con

ferences of the diocese of Ely was " the

best mode of seating congregations in church."

Mr. Beresford Hope said that many years ago

he had been an active member of a society

that had made some noise in Cambridge, the

Camden Society, which was celebrated for its

" Twenty-three Reasons against Pues." That

handbill at that time struck many excellent

and worthy people as dark and seditious. The

old traitors of the Camden Society were not

content by way of open seats with anything

short of the dignified though somewhat un

wieldy benches of the fifteenth century. They

wanted old models of poppy heads, and he

himself was to this day confronted in them

with the evidence of his reckless juvenile

extravagance. A chair was a cheap thing

compared with a bench. He knew there was

a certain sentimentality about it. People

fancied that a bench meant sleeping through

the sermon, and that a chair meant keeping

awake during prayers.

A little consideration had shown that the

distinction was mainly geographical, and that

chairs mostly flourished in France. He did

not recommend chairs for universal use, but in

transepts and aisles, where the people could

not be always ranged with the general body

of the worshippers, and there they should not

be too close together. He did not approve of

the expedient of placing a wand or similar con

trivance along the backs of the chairs, which

was really turning them into benches and

depriving them of their special merit of

adaptability. Chairs should be left free, to be

turned about to suit the comfort of the

worshippers.

The old bench was the best ; not a square,

heavy one, but a light form of the article. The

first benches after the reformed type were

introduced by that excellent man, the late

Richard Carpenter, in the Church of St. Mary,

Munster-square. The outline of them was

curvilinear. There was a curved back, grace

ful in outline, not sufficiently sloping to make

repose too easy, but not so straight as to make

attention painful, and the whole could be

easily moved. There should always be plenty

of room to kneel between the rows. The part

in front had two uses, one for the kneeler to

lean against, the other to hold the books, and

a single ledge will seldom serve for both. In

Sir Frederick Ouseley's church at Tenbury

there were kneelers specially devised for com

fort in sitting and kneeling, but they were

rather too expensive for general adoption, and

on the whole he inclined to hassocks, which

could be arranged so as to suit each one's

angle. A light material, a graceful form, and

not too much ornamentation, were what he

recommended; and, except where they had

plenty of money to spend, a deal bench was to

be preferred to an oak one. "When the win

dows were all of stained glass, when the

reredos had been erected, and when the curate

and choir were endowed, then they might go

to the expense of oak benches.

As to the separation of the sexes in church,

it was an ancient and a reverent tradition of

the Christian Church. In many churches at

evening service there might be obvious reasons

of decorum which recommended it. On the

other hand, in an old-fashioned country church

it might sometimes cause annoyance and dis

sension: So while he held it as a general rule

to be desirable, he should not press it as a

canonical obligation. As to the great ques

tion of free and unappropriated seats, by all

means let them scout the idea of having any

thing like proprietorship in the church. On

the other hand, he would not ruthlessly dis

turb the churchwardens' custom of letting

people have their accustomed seats in chureh

as of orderly concession, not of right, for he

could not shut his eyes to the widespread

desire of Englishmen, who liked to worship

in the same place where they had always done,

and probably in many cases their fathers before

them. He protested against the practice

adopted at a certain college, chapel, of placing

the Undergraduates' seats across the building

and not lengthways, as the stalls of a religious

corporation : it was a first step to drive reli

gion out of a college to tell the men that they

were not members of a religious body.

Canon Bulstrode said that in Ely Trinity,

when pewed, the congregation averaged three

hundred; since the seats had been free, the

congregation numbered eleven or twelve

hundred. The influence of this free system,

too, was felt in the parish itself. He thought

it was often a mistake to omit galleries in new

churches. Galleries of architectural beauty

and grace might he built, and they had the

advantage of getting a large number of people

within range of an ordinary man's voice.

THE DUBLIN CABINET TRADE.

DID George IV., during his visit to Dublin

in 1821 , sleep on a four-poster with an

old canopied form of roof, with plenty of

drapery and other hangings ? Was this four-

poster of special Irish design and manufacture,

by a Dublin cabinet-maker and upholsterer ?

These queries are thus answered by a writer

in the Irish Builder :—About the year 1846,

we were in a cabinet-maker's work-shop,

situated in an old timber-yard, still existing,

with an old house at the further end of it

in Jervis-street, within two or three doors of

Strand-street, when we heard an old work

man telling a number of other listeners that

the bedstead slept upon by George IV. was

made in the lane or court close by. The en

trance to this lane or court passes under a

house within a door or two on the northern

side of the old timber-yard, but what was

the name of the cabinet or bedstead-maker

who made the Royal bit of furniture we re

member not. In the early part of the present

century the cabinet and chair-trade was a

prosperous one in Dublin, but before the close

of the last century we think the trade wit

nessed its best days. The present century had

advanced by several years before English or

foreign-made furniture was imported to any

great extent. Besides native manufacturers

of old standing and reputation, we had a few

foreigners established as cabinet-makers in

Dublin, and some of these were, we believe,

descendants of the Huguenots. Later again

came to Dublin some French refugees of the

first Revolution, and that of 1830, and the

cabinet-work they turned out was beautifully

finished. During the last half-century in

Dublin, the native cabinet and chair trade has

suffered most severely, and the city has been

flooded with a very large amount of slopwork

furniture of the most fraudulent and flimsy

construction. Worse still, several so-called

cabinet-makers and upholsterers have sold this

imported furniture as their own manufacture,

ana a good amount of it was very tempting to

the eye, but very Dead Sea fruit in usage.

Stafford-street and contiguous streets, even

forty years ago, witnessed a good native cabinet

and chair trade, solid wood and solid work

manship ; but chairs and tables, and chests of

drawers, like " Jerry " houses, are now made

to sell and fall asunder. Furniture is, indeed,

made nowadays for show, and upholstery,

coverings, and trimmings for the same ends.
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There has been certainly some progress made

in the design of furniture, hut none in the con

struction or honesty of make. In our bedroom

furniture there has also been an improvement.

The iron bedstead, with its brass finishings, is

a great advance in a cleanly and healthy direc

tion over the old heavy four-poster, with its

heavy funereal roof.

CROYDON EXHIBITION OF SANITARY

APPLIANCES.

THIS Fxhibition was opened on the 21st ult.,

and although not bearing on matters con

nected with furnit ure in any very marked degree,

yet there are several exhibits which possess a

collateral interest to many of our readers. As

compared with previous exhibitions, the ex

hibitors have nearly doubled in number, and

the objects shown have almost trebled. Messrs.

Gillet, Bland, & Co., and other local exhibitors

occupy large spaces, but London, Manchester,

and Birmingham firms are also well repre

sented.

Messrs. Chorlton & Dugdale, of Manchester,

exhibit their " Excelsior Invalid Camp-bed

for hospital or asylum purposes; and also

the " Matlock " Invalid Couch and Bed-rest

for supporting an invalid when in bed. The

practical usefulness of these several appliances

has been demonstrated.

Mr. W. Hamilton shows an Invalid Couch

called, from its shape, the Grasshopper, to

gether with other couches also suitable for

invalids. Dr. Ancell Ball's Folding Invalid Bed

is likewise among the exhibits. It will be

within the recollection of our readers that we

called attention to this admirable invention

some few years ago.

Messrs. Pocock Brothers exhibit their Uni

versal Tubular Air and Water-bed, and also

another kind described as indestructible. The

other exhibitors of beds include the following:

—Messrs. J. M. Bell & Co., of Oxford-street,

who show an invalid couch ; Messrs. G. M. &

H. J. Story, of Coleman-street, whose goods

are represented by a combination bedstead

and mattress; Mr. W. Hamilton, of Brighton,

who exhibits, in addition to a bed, an invalid-

chair; the Universal Bedstead and Bedding

Company, of West Croydon; Messrs. G. G.

Bussey & Co., of Rye-lane, Peckham ; and Mr.

B. Edgington, of Duke-street, London-bridge,

who shows one of his patent trestle cots.

Wall-papers are only shown by one firm

of Imanufacturers, i.e., Messrs. W. Woollams

& Co., of 110, High-street, Manchester-square.

Seven specimens of their ordinary wall-papers

were exhibited, as well as some of their

" Patent Embossed " Flocks. This firm

guarantee that their manufactures are free

from arsenic, and a certificate from Dr. Dyer,

the well-known analyst, attests that a number

of specimens of green wall-papers recently

submitted to him by Messrs. Woollams, were,

upon analysis, found entirely free from arsenic.

Miscellaneous furniture, of a more or less

sanitary character, is represented by a number

of different firms. Messrs. Gillow & Co., of

Oxford-street, show a useful enclosed lavatory,

and Messrs. Hammond & Hussey, ef Croydon,

folding steps, office step-chairs, a carpet-

sweeper, and nearly a hundred ironmongery

articles. Messrs. H. Lazarus & Son, of Old-

street, display a variety of coffee-tavern fit

tings ; Mr. C. T. Read, of Kensington, shows

a lavatory washstand ; Messrs. Jones & Willis

are represented by one or two of their well-

known " Hesperus " lamps before described

in these columns, while some silver-plated

fire-irons and cutlery are exhibited by Mr. J.

Read, of Birmingham.

School-desks are not strongly represented,

the only exhibitors being Mr. R. Troughton,

of Pentonville, and Messrs. Colman & Glen-

denning, of Norwich. The disposal of the

dead is, of course, an important subject from

a sanitary point of view, and it is, therefore,

somewhat surprising that only three exhibi

tors were induced to show articles relating to

this branch. The Patent Metallic Air-tight

Coffin Company exhibit two coffins of their

special manufacture, while the London Necro

polis Company show two constructed on

the Earth-to-Earth principle. The Folding

Bier, and Car specially adapted to its use, in

vented by Mr. S. Stretton, of Kidderminster,

and before described in these pages, are also

duly represented.

The display of washing-machines is pretty

extensive, and almost every variety of make

has its representative. The largest number

are shown by Mr. J. Wilding, of Poulton-

le-Fylde, Lancashire ; next in numerical force

rank those of J. M. Bell & Co., Messrs. Thomas

Bradford & Co., of High Holborn,who exhibit

some fift ?en examples ; the only other firm

represented in this direction being Messrs.

Donald & Co., of Cornhill.

It is in the nature of things that at an

exhibition of sanitary appliances, gas cooking

and heating-stoves should form a marked

feature, and the display at Croydon certainly

demonstrated, if in an indirect manner, how

largely gas is now replacing the traditional

coal-fires, with their wasteful consumption of

fuel, and the attendant dirt, dust, &c. Messrs.

Billing & Co., of Smart's-buildings, make a

good show with their sun-dial stoves, while

those displayed by Messrs. H. & A. Davis &

Co., of Camberwell-road, John Wright & Co.,

of Birmingham, and by the Hygienic Stove

and Grate Company, also of Birmingham, are

equally worthy of mention. In this connection

we may mention the "Treasure" cooking-

ranges of Mr. T. J. Constantino, of Fleet-

street, and the " Abbotsford " stoves and

kitchener of Messrs. Clark, Hunt & Co., of

Shoreditch, whose several exhibits attracted

also a fair amount of attention.

A good many creditable examples of baths

and filters are shown. We must, however,

content ourselves with merely mentioning the

names of the exhibitors. Articles of the

former class have been contributed by Messrs.

J. Allen & Co., of Marylebone-lane ; George

Jennings, of Stangate ; Ellis & Co., of Hart-

street, Bloomsbury ; Mart & Bradley, of York-

street, London-road; and Ewart & Son, of

Euston-road. Seeing how largely the main

tenance of health depends upon a pure water

supply, it was appropriate enough that filter

manufacturers should bring their specialities

under the notice of those who frequented the

exhibition. Almost every system of filtration

is represented as will be evident from the

list of exhibitors which we append :—The

Silicated Carbon Filter Company ; Messrs. Slack

& Brownlow, of Hulme, Manchester; Matthew

Pratt, of Brigstock House, Thornton Heath ;

George Bartlett, of Rymer-street, Herne-hill ;

V. A. )Maignen, of Great Tower-street ; and

the London and General Water Purifying

Company of the Strand.

The only other exhibits to which we need

allude in these columns are several sanitary

appliances, contributed by Messrs. William

Ramsey (Limited), of Farringdon-street, who

also showed one or two novelties connected

with ventilating apparatus ; some artistic

designs in terra-cotta and faience, displayed by

Messrs. Wilcock & Co., of Burmantoft, Leeds ;

and articles for mural decoration, encaustic

tiles, and similar art objects, the manufacture

of Messrs. H. Doulton & Co., of Lambeth.

In the above rimmi we have confined our

attention to such exhibits as relate more

especially to furniture, but apart from these

there were hundreds of others of a purely

sanitary character. Taken as a whole, the

700 articles displayed illustrated almost every

branch and aspect of sanitary science, and

exhibitions like that at Croydon contribute

in their way not a little to a better understand

ing and a fuller appreciation on the part of

the public of the apparently small issues on

which health or sickness, long life or prema

ture death depends.

ANCIENT COOKING UTENSILS.

THE earliest cooking implements of all

primitive nations seem to have been

much the same. In the East, processes of

cooking were always effected by ceremonious

and religious observances. Esau's mess of

pottage is one of the earliest specified dishes.

It was probably made of vegetables boiled up

with oil or fat, or with a sort of broth made

from bones and gristle. A similar mess is now

common in the East. Amongst the Hebrews

the meat seems to have been most commonly

boiled, either in water or milk, and the meat

and broth to have been served separately ; salt

spices, and other flavouring ingredients were

employed. Roasting on a spit was also a mode

of cooking, but one less common than the

other. The Paschal lamb was roasted whole,

but probably the Hebrews, like the modem

Arabs, roasted their meat in small pieces, on

spits stuck in the ground, and occasionally

turned as the process went on. Birds were

roasted whole, and doubtless a common dish

was formed of locusts roasted on a spit. The

Persians now bake kids and lambs in an oven ;

perhaps the Hebrews did the same. Fish was

generally broiled on the embers or cured. The

hearth was formed of stones, with other atones

to support the cooking pots. As regards the

utensils, we hear of cauldrons, frying-pans,

basins, and flesh-hooks or forks.

Wilkinson gives details of the cooking pro

cesses carried on by the ancient Egyptians.

After the conquest of the country by the

Persians, habits of luxury seem to have been

introduced, and the Egyptians had the charac

ter of being profligate and luxurious, and given

to an immoderate love of the table. From

various representations in the tombs, a tolerably

complete picture of an Egyptian kitchen has

been obtained by the author above-mentioned.

We see the slaughter of the animal, whose

blood was often caught in a vase for purposes

of cookery. The meat was boiled or roasted.

The boiling was effected in a large cauldron,

supported on a tripod, over a fire, the heat of

which was kept up by bellows worked by the

feet. The broth was meantime skimmed with

a spoon, or stirred up with a large fork. These

cauldrons are represented of various sizes, and

were probably used for stewing or boiling.

Sometimes they are supported on stones over

the fire. For roasting, a spit was used, some

times over a fire contained in a grate of special

form. Faggots of wood and charcoal seem to

have been the usual fuel. Round balls,

apparently of some charcoal or other composi

tion, were also employed. For pounding up

various ingredients a mortar was emploved.

Siphons seem to have been commonly used for

drawing off liquids out of the various recep

tacles in which they were contained.

Pastry and bread were made in the kitchen

or in an adjoining room. Both seem to hate

been of very various kinds and shapes. The

forms of animals were not unfrequently

imitated in paste, but the commonest shape

appears to have been a long roll. The dough

was kneaded by the hands and feet. Seeds

were often sprinkled over the roll, as is now

done in modern Egypt. A sort of macaroni

was made of thin paste, stirred with a

wooden-spatula, and drawn out by pointed

sticks. This was baked on a flat pan over

the fire.

Turning to the oldest European civilisation,

that of Greece, we find that the art of cook

ing was carried to a considerable height The

Lacedaemonians, of course, were frugal and

temperate in their habits, and it is said that

the Bseotians were gross and coarse in their

feeding as in all eke. The Athenians, at least

in their palmiest days of the republic, were

noted for their simplicity in matters of

eating, but Corinth was luxurious in her

feasts. However, it was in Sicily that

the cooking art was chiefly cultivated,

and Sicilian cooks were ever in greatest

request. Even the literature of the art was

not wanting. Plato, in his " Gorgias," speaks

of a Sicilian book on cookery, and there were

many others on the subject. Athenseus also

gives abundant particulars about Greek

cookery. The ordinary meal at Athens was

generally cooked by the female slaves, under

the direction of the mistress of the house, but

for special occasions it was usual to have

Erofessional cooks. There were a great num-

sr of these, and the best of them, as above

noticed, were Sicilians. They stood with their

utensils at a particular part of the market

place, and in another part were (looting

vessels and crockery for sale or hire. W
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have not been able to light upon anything

like a list of cooking utensils used in Greece,

but we may perhaps be justified in supposing

that they did not greatly differ from those
in use in Roman houses, ■which we shall

presently describe. The bread was sometimes

made at home, but more generally brought

from the bread-sellers. It was of various

sorts. The two most common were a kind of

frumenty or soft cake, and the ordinary

wheaten or barley bread.

Of the Koman kitchen and its appurtenances

we find an excellent account in one of the

excursus to Professor Becker's " Gallus," a

book which, it is hardly necessary to say,

anticipates any researches into Koman house

hold economy. In earlier years the culina or

coquina (kitchen) was simply the atrium or

principal room of the house. As luxury in

creased, a separate chamber was provided,

and it was placed at the back of the house,

at all events in towns. In the country, kitchen

and hall still continued to be the same. Some

of the city kitchens were large, and instances

are mentioned of their being adorned with

frescoes. A usual ornament over the hearth

was a snake. Paintings of the Lares, the

gods under whose protection was the household

furniture, were also common. The hearth or

fire-place seems to have been a low, flat

platform of brick or stone. It was sometimes

divided by partitions. The flues were short.

Tripods or braziers were also employed, these

latter being portable. In the richer houses

there would frequently be a pistrinum or bake

house close to the kitchen, but the poorer

classes bought their bread from a public baker.

The ovens in this bake-house were round, seven

or eight feet deep and broad, and were heated

by a fire below. The flues were pipes of clay

about ten inches in diameter.

As for the utensils, when we remember the

immense variety of a Roman banquet under

the empire, we can hardly doubt that as many

different cooking vessels were required as in a

modern kitchen. There were kettles, which were

hung over the fire, and bad covers or not, as

required ; seething-pots of earthenware and

metal, sometimes of silver; pans, flat and

shallow ; vessels of special shape, the mili-

arium, shaped like a millstone, a tall, narrow

vessel for heating water rapidly, and the

anthepsa, a vessel with a receptacle below for

holding charcoal. Then there were tripods

for supporting vessels over the fire ; gridirons ;

strainers, some of these of osier; funnels,

sometimes of glass ; sieves ; spoons and ladles ;

knives; mortars; coal-scoops; steel-yards.

Vessels, of course, for holding and carrying

water there were of various sorts, with and

without handles. The urnarium was a square

table on which the water-vessels stood.

In large establishments the work of the

kitchen was divided amongst a whole crowd

of slaves :—Bakers, pastrycooks, cooks, sau

sage-makers, confectioners, and others. The

marvellous results of their labours have often

been remarked upon. We hear of such dishes

as a boar half roasted and half boiled, vege

tables cooked and carved so as to resemble

various sorts of flesh, and other similar devices.

A favourite trick was to prepare all 6orts of

surprises for the guests, and numerous in

stances of such ingenuity are on record. The

curious in such matters may be referred to

Petronius, or to the description of the banquet

in Professor Becker's work above cited.

THE SCHOOL OF WOOD-CARVING.

IN our last issue it was mentioned that a

London firm had recently placed an

order for wood-carvings with a Parisian house.

It is as well to supplement that information

by stating that the firm alluded to acknow

ledge that their only reason for having done

so was the urgency of the work, which could

not have been completed by their own staff

within the time required. However this may

be, a correspondent of a contemporary returns

once more to the charge that the efforts of

the lately-founded School of Wood-carving

will prove futile as regards any improvement

to be effected in connection with that parti

cular craft. The art of wood-carving, he says,

has never died out in this country ; it is only

cribbed, cabined, and confined, because it is

no longer in the same request as of old.

There must, however, still be a demand, a

limited demand, for it in cabinet-work, and

there are many clever carvers in London and

the provinces who could produce fine work if

they were commissioned. There must also

be a considerable School of Wood-carving

somewhere on the banks of the Thames, the

very same school, indeed, from which Gib

bons sprang. I need scarcely say that I refer

to the ship-carvers, the " figure-head " carvers ;

and when I speak of "figure-head" carving,

I do so with no irreverence, for many of these

spirited works are in their way works of art,

and unmistakable evidence that there is a

living talent for wood-carving in England,

were there only an equally great demand for

it in other directions. But figure-heads would

show that wood is an intractable material for

flesh and drapery. Fancy Adam and Eve

done in oak ! they might come out better in

apple or pear-tree, but even then the work

would be labour lost, and the effort would be

excluded from the paradise of high art. If

wood had been the wondrous material your

correspondent erroneously supposes it to be,

the great artists would have discovered the

fact long since, and marble, bronze, and ivory

would not have been preferred. The original

touches of the best wood-carvers have never

been esteemed as worth preserving in the same

enclosure with the finest works in sculpture.

As your correspondent is bent upon asking

questions instead of using argument, I may

inform him that I am firmly opposed to the

system by which it is vainly attempted to

develop art in this country, because it is a

new-fangled plan, a plan which was never

adopted for that purpose in the great art

epochs, and because it leads to a waste of a

vast sum of money, which, if it were properly

and directly applied to the encouragement of

art, and to setting an example to the unpatrio

tic wealthy, would make England in a few

years the greatest school of art in the world.

If there were one purpose more than another

for which the Department was instituted it

was for the promotion of applied art, and if

there were one production more than another

on which the Department's beneficial influence

should have told long ere this, that one should

have been wood-carving. But what are the

facts? After more than a generation has

lapsed, the Department* acknowledges its

inadequacy by establishing a special school

for wood-carving. The Department was

established to render us independent of the

foreigners, and a foreigner has Deen appointed

master of the school. L'Acade'mie Francaise

des Beaux Arts hangs out its title in one of

our most public thoroughfares. And all this,

be it remembered, is in perfect harmony with

the printed opinions of one of the Department's

most practical men. All this shows how little

reliance can be placed upon the report that the

French are envious of our art institutions. If

they were, they would not send coals to New

castle. My opposition is not exceptional,

though it may be more consistent than that of

the statesmen who denounce the " cry " for

State aid to art.

I am not so unpatriotic and servile when

England is writhing under difficulties as to be

put off with empty seemings. The " cry " for

better times is not to be stifled with sweet-

stuff. The nation's interests must not be

jeopardised with dUettcmti playthings.

IMPROVED SASH-FASTENER.

INVENTORS continue to rack their brain

to supply the public with sash-fasteners

which, without being intricate in their action,

shall supply the utmost security. Numerous

and varied as have been the appliances of this

kind which have in turn been noticed in these

columns, it is our duty this week to bring to

the attention of our readers yet another

• There being no connection between the Department

id the School of Wood-carving this assertion falls to theand
ground.

novelty, introduced by Messrs. W. Tonks &

Sons. Their Patent Sash-Opener and Auto

matic Sash-Fastener is especially useful for

sashes where the centre

bar is so high as to place

the ordinary fastener out

of reach. Springs are

altogether dispensed with,

and the action and con

struction, as may be partly

gathered from the accom

panying illustration, are

of a comparatively simple

character.

The sash is opened and

closed by two pairs of

lines terminated with

wooden handles, each

having two rings of vul

canised rubber to protect

the window-frame and

glass. Both the opening

and closing pair attach

directly to the upper sash,

but the second set passes

over pulleys fixed to the

frame of the window. The

right-hand line is passed

between rollers, which are

attached to the frame of a weighted lever

fixed to the bottom sash. A plate is let

flush into the right side of the upper sash, and

has fitted in it two strong fasteners, which

automatically, by gravitation, project over the

lower sash, on the top of which is screwed the

frame of the weighted lever above named, and

to which is fastened one of the cords. By

pressing the line the lever pushes back the

fastener, and the window is opened, remnining

securely fixed. Apart from its simplicity and

apparent efficiency, the sash-fastener under

notice seems specially valuable for the facility

it affords in connection with ventilation, since

the window, whether opened at the top

or bottom, can be equally well secured.

 

NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF THE

WORSTED AND SHODDY TRADES.

FOLLOWING up last week's summary of

the woollen trade, we give in the present

issue a statistical remini of the Worsted and

Shoddy Industries as they exist in this country

at the present time. Por purposes of com

parison we add a few statistics throwing light

upon the numerical strength in 1870 of these

two branches of textile industry. There were

then 120 shoddy factories, as compared with

137 at the present day. At the former date

the spinning spindles numbered 133,211, since

which date they have dwindled down to

83,702 ; as regards doubling spindles the very

reverse holds good, they having increased from

582 to 9,282. Power-looms are in deci

dedly less request now than they were nine

years ago, as wituess the respective totals of

2,690 and 2,110. The number of workpeople

employed in shoddy factories has risen from

3,816 to 6,079, about 4,000 more females being

now employed than was the case in 1870.

A comparison of the number of worsted

factories, and their machinery and employis

at each of the periods in question is, if any

thing, still more instructive. There has, un

doubtedly, been an extension of the trade,

for the number of independent works has

increased from 630 to 693, and the same

remark applies to every kind of machinery,

which compares as follows : — Spinning

spindles in 1870, 1,821,144, and in 1879,

2,006,820; doubling spindles, 310,308 and

466,114; power-looms, 64,059 and 87,393

respectively. As regards the workpeople

depending upon this branch of manufacture,

it is a noteworthy fact that, whereas the

gross total has increased by more than 21,000,

i.e., from 109,567 to 130,925, the number of

male employes has only risen from 43,094

to 49,713, showing an increase of about 6,000,

while the ranks of the female workers have

been swelled by more than double that

number, the total in 1870 being66,463, against

81,212 at the present time. These few pre

liminary remarks will help our readers to a

better appreciation of the fallowing tables :—
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SHODDY FACTOKIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.*

COUNTIES.
Number Number of

Number

of
Number

Children Working
Half Time.

Number of Persons Employed.

of Spinning
Spindles.

Doubling
Spindles.

of Power
Looms.Factories.

Males. Females.
Males. Females.

Males and
Females.

3

4

922

7,616

3,321

300

3,360

246

1 1 21

76

92

11 32

108

1774

— 6 ■

12 4

32

85

11 11,859 3,906 — 18 6 189 128 317

4 — — 199 1 — 105 166 270

4 — — 199 1 — 105 165 270

20

17

51,079

20,764

868

4,508

1,316

595

100

33

Ill

9

528

460

552

556

1,080

1,016

37 71,843 5,376 1,911 133 120 988 1,108 2,096

1

1 z

— — — 6

2

4

4

10
 

6

13

8

59

180 280

28

1,188

460

81
— — 5

1

1 53

63521 1,823

82 — — — 6 22 876 1,504 2,380

1 — — — — — 2

3

2

9

4

2 12

3 — — — — — 5 11 16

11 11,859

71,843

3,906

5,376

18

1

5 189

105

988

876

128 317

270

2,096

2,380

4

37

82

199

1,911 133

6

120

165

1,108

1,50422

134 83,702 9,282 2,110 158 147 2,158 2,905 5,063

3 — — — — 5 11 16

Nil. — — — — — — - —

187 83,702 9,282 2,110 158 - 2,163 2,916 5,079

England and Wales.

Spinning i—

Chester

Lancashire

York

Total of Shoddy Spinning .

Weaving ;-

York ..

Total of Shoddy Weaving .

Spinning and Weaving :—

Lancashire

York

Total of Shoddy Spinning and Weaving ...

Unenumerated :—

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok ,

Lancashire

York

Total of Shoddy Unenumerated

Scotland.

Unenumerated :—

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bate

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan.

Total of Shoddy Unenumerated

SUMMARY OF SHODDY FACTORIES.

England and Wales :—

Spinning Factories

Weaving Factories

Spinning and Weaving Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total

Scotland :—

Factories

Miscellaneous

Grand Total of Shoddy Factories.

* There are no Shoddy Factories in Ireland.

WORSTED FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

COUNTIES.

England and Wales.

Spinning :—

Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwick

Leicester, Rutland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

Lancashire

York

Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and West

moreland

Total of Worsted Spinning..

Weaving i—

Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent

Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

Lancashire

Derby

Chester

York

Total of Worsted Weaving..

Number
of

Factories.

2

3

6

9

3

188

3

214

1

6

27

1

25

1

1

195

257

Number of
Spinning

Si' "

9,976

8,480

31,772

29,910

6,640

1,013,124

14,872

1,114,774

Number
of

Doubling
Spindles.

Number
of Power
Looms.

4,528

1,764

10,640

7,272

39,576

222,615

6,218

292,613

19

593

1,380

31

5,049

86

20

31,844

39,022

Children Working
Half Time.

Males. Females.

13

9

127

5

4,727

20

4,901

45

152

344

541

16

19

148

18

5,579

36

5,816

12

3

113

248

376

Number of Persons Employed.

Males.

45

97

367

421

104

12,821

161

13,516

23

73

2,082

69

1,451

2

15

6,590

206

176

711

1,202

188

19,392

445

22,320

6

407

1,044

28

1,455

70

22

13,736

10,305 16,768

251

273

1,078

1,623

292

31,713

606

35,836

29

480

3,126

97

2,906

72

37

20,326

27,073
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WORSTED FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM (Continued) i

Nnmber Number of
Number

of
Nomber

Children Working

Half' Time.

Number of Persons Employed.

of Spinning
Doubling
Bpindles.

of Power

Factories. Spindles. Looms.
Males. Female*.

Males. Females.
Males and
Females.

2

123

1

19,232

914,162

1,206

7,248

134,296

448

259

36,857

11

139

4,452

4

133

4,722

1

805

21,340

34

729

29,871

31

1,534

51,211

65

126 934,600 141,992 37,127 4,595 4,856 22,179 30,631 52,810

3

1

— — — — — 15 58

1

73

65

1 — — — — — 8 8 16

5

2

6

21

29

10

20

4

279

10

452

33

459

314

731

43

537

741

— — —

63

78

427

39 — — — 39 77 822 1,325 2,147

1

2

1

6

5,804

7,090

1,156

26,196

2,154

3,160

542

12,609

29

246

96 226

74

45

1,217

322

129

56

1,455

—

34

55

11

238

1 — 230 — — 4 — 4

11 40,246 18,695 — 34 275 404 1,562 1,966

37 — — 10,383 — 6 1,916 7,434 9 350

3

1

— — 128 — — 206

18

310

152

516

170203

41 — 10,714 — 6 2,140 7,896 10,036

1 6,912 2,680 530 — 17 170 617 787

1 6,912 2,680 530 — 17 170 617 787

2 — — — 2 5 165 58
223 1

2 — — 2 5 165 58 223

1 288 134 2 11 13

1 288 134 — — — 2 11 13

1 10 24 34

1 — — — — 10 24 13

214

257

126

1,114,774

934,600

292,613

141,992

39,022

37,127

4,901

541

4,595

5,816

376

4,856

77

13,516

10,305

22,179

822

22,320

16,768

30,631

1,325

35,836

27,073

52,810

2,14739 39

636 2,049,374 434,605 ,76,149 10,076 1 ;n,i25 46,822 71,044 117,866

11

41

1

40,246

6,912

18,695

2,680

, 10,714

530

34

2

275

6

17

5

404

2,140

170

165

1,562

7,896

617

58

1,966

10,036

787

2232

55 47,158 21,375 11244' 36 303 2,879 10,133 13,012

288 134 — — 2

10

11 13

34— 24

2 288 134 — — — 12 35 47

693 2,096,820 456,114 87,393 10,112 11.428 49,713 81.212 1 30,921$

COUNTIES.

England and Walks (continued).

Spinning and Weaving :—

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok _

York

Durham, Northumberland, CamberIand,Westmorlnd

Total of Worsted Spinning and Weaving...

Unenumerated :—

Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent

Leicester, Rutland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

Herts, Buckingham, Oxford, Northampton, Hunting

don, Bedford, and Cambridge

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

and Warwiok

Chester

Lancashire

York

Total of Worsted Unenumerated

Scotland.

Spinning :—

Nairn, Elgin, Banff, Aberdeen, and Kincardine

Forfar, Perth, Fife, Kinross, and Clackmannan

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bute

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Linlithgow, Haddington, Edinburgh, Berwiok,

Peebles, and Selkirk

Total of Worsted Spinning..

Weaving :—

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Linlithgow, Haddington, Edinburgh, Berwiok,

Peebles, and Selkirk

Stirling, Dumbarton, Argyle, and Bute

Total of Worsted Weaving

Spinning and Weaving :—

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Total of Worsted Bpiitning'anJ Weaving...

Unenumerated :—

Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark

Total of Worsted Unenumerated

'Ibrland.

Sp inn in j :—

Louth, Meath, Dublin, Wioklow, Wexford, Kilkenny,

Carlow, Kildare, Queen's Connty, King's Connty,

Westmeatb, and Longford

Total of Worsted Spinning..

Unenumerated9 .*—

Louth, Meath, Dublin, Wicklow, Wexford, Kilkenny,

Carlow, Kildare, Queen's Connty, King's County,

Westmeatb, and Longford

Total of Worsted Unenumerated

SUMMARY OF WORSTED FACTORIES.

England and Wales :—

Spinning Factories

Weaving Factories

Spinning and Weaving Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total .

Scotland :—

Spinning Factories

Weaving Factories

Spinning and Weaving Factories ...

Factories not included in the above

Total .

Ibxland :—

Spinning Factories

Factories not included in the above

Total .

* No Weaving or Spinning and Weaving Factories exist in Ireland.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE,

8TYLE AS APPLIED TO FURNITURE.

No. VI.—"Queen Anne."

OUR examples thus far have been selected

from the works of the architects, rather

than from those of the cabinet-makers of the

Queen Anne period ; for the simple reason

that the cabinet-work scarcely caught the

spirit of the style until later in the century,

and then it was interpreted freely by such de

signers as Chambers, Adams, Sheraton, and

others. AVe shall have occasion to deal by-

and-by with the characteristics of these several

exponents of eighteenth - century household

taste, confining ourselves, in the meantime,

strictly to Queen Anne productions.

The absence of any design-books illustrating

the furniture of that period is very remark

able. Whilst from 1750 to 1800 the trade

was well supplied with such volumes, scarcely

anything remains to unravel the mysteries of

the cabinet-maker's art as carried on prior to

the former date. A student of this epoch is

therefore compelled to go in search of " origi

nals " in order to understand the particular treat

ment adopted by the Queen Anne cabinet

maker. Until some such examples were brought

to light, there were many art critics who derided

tected by a moulding, or let into the solid wood,

it is very durable and infinitely preferable to

daubs of painted panels, the beauty of which

is generally feeble and fleeting.

This question of old inlay leads up to the con

sideration of what is technically known as

" Carcase-work," upon which it is placed, and

especial attention must be directed to the

sound construction, delicate mouldings, and

chaste outlines of the specimens of such work

that remain to this day—monuments as they

are to the industry they represent. There can

be no question that these utilitarian features

first directed the attention of aesthetic indi

viduals to this style and helped to revive it,

and such features might with advantage be

copied in the furniture of to-day.

In outline, the old " carcase-work" generally

followed architectural lines, as is indicated by

fig. 34, the interrupted pediment, dentil

 

Fig. 33.

the idea of any peculiar features about such old

work; but when once these old specimens

made their appearance in museums and private

collections, our leading designers seized upon

the simplicity and solidity of the past, and thus

inaugurated " modern Queen Anne."

The fashion being thus set, designer copied

designer, instead of digging again into the

past, and thus a harvest of spindle and beaded

decoration came upon the trade (under the

title of " Queen Anne ") which was somewhat

wanting in fertility of thought, though for

sound workmanship and absence of veneer,

preferable to preceding manufactures. For

instance, fine inlaid work in walnut and holly,

on clock-cases, looking-glasses, tables, &c, was

most common in early eighteenth-century

work, yet how very seldom it is embodied in

modern reproductions. This inlaying was

generally of a scroll character, very light and

delicate, and frequently shaded off with hot

sand. Fig. 32 (being the frieze of a Queen

Anne cabinet) will give some idea of the

application of such marquetry. To make the

design more plain for the inlay cutter we give

an enlarged sketch of the panel only in Fig. 33.

Considering the prominent place this beau

tiful style of decoration takes in the period

we are considering, it is surprising so few

attempts have been made thus to enrich recent

art furniture. Some believers in the Eastlake

theory, determined to eschew all veneer, might

object to it on that ground, but when pro-

 

Fig. 34.

moulding, and miniaturo balustrade occurring

frequently. Another feature worthy of notice

is the practice of dividing the doors and panels

into a number of geometrical shapes, thus

giving n quaint and pleasing effect, in addition

to avoiding the risk of having one large sheet

of glass broken in case of any mishap. Many

of these old doors are beautiful lessons in

moulding and mitring.

In the accompanying Separate Plate the

foregoing features are brought in requisition

to be fastened up with one lock and key as

usual. The advantage of such an arrange

ment is that the whole of a lady's jewellery,

&c, can be instantaneously locked up without

much trouble, the article then forming a

serviceable bedroom-table with ordinary flat

top. Such contrivances as these, surviving

nearly two centuries, command admiration and

encourage reproduction, the prices that some

of the " originals " fetch being truly fabulous.

The Wardrobe is designed to illustrate how

the items of decoration to which we have di

rected attention may be utilised for a bedroom

suite. Marquetry lends itself capitally to such,

a purpose, and the insertion of the four panels

shown would not involve veneering the whole

of the surface. In modern bedroom furniture

the prevalence of painted ornament is to be

regretted; though pretty at first, after a little

wear it gets deplorably shabby, much to the

annoyance of the purchaser. If enrichment is-

desirable, let some such decoration as inlay

or carving be applied that will stand the

test of time. The motif of the inlaying

embodied in the wardrobe is suggested by

fig. 33, and in manufacturing this suite

several pleasing arrangements in various

woods might be effected, viz., mahogany

ground with ebony and satinwood inlay ;

satinwood ground, with rosewood and holly

inlay; ash ground, with walnut and hoily

inlay, or the inlaid panels might be arranged

in coloured woods of quiet tones. Other

combinations will readily suggest themselves-

to our readers. As the style of moulding is

important, we give in fig. 35 some sections

drawn about quarter size. A is the section-

for cornice ; B for pediment ; C spindles and

rail ; D plinth ; E pilaster ; and F shows the

section of dressing-table top. The mouldings

here illustrated may also prove useful for other

" Queen Anne " purposes.
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Fig. 36.

for some modern bedroom furniture. The

ladies' toilet-table is an arrangement suggested

by many similar devices largely in vogue

during the eighteenth century, and some of

the combinations were cleverly devised to save

room and contribute to the comfort of the

ladies.

The idea in the present design is to divide

the top of the table into three parts, the

centre one to lift up and form the glass, and

the two outside flaps (to turn over on two

sliding brackets) revealing drawers and recesses

for toilet requisites. The moulded edge of the

centre part is so halved as to lap over the edge

of the two others, thus permitting the whole

AWARDS TO FURNITURE FIRMS AT

THE YORKSHIRE ART EXHIBITION.

IN addition to those mentioned last week,

awards of medals or certificates have also

been made to the following firms. It is grati

fying to find that so many furniture houses

have earned special marks of distinction, which,

we have little doubt, were fully justified by

the quality of the articles exhibited. "We-

should mention that the judgeswere nominated

by the exhibitors, but the Executive Com

mittee made the provision that no exhibitor

or member of that committee should act as a

judge. As mentioned last week medals have

only been awarded to the actual producers or

the designers of the articles shown ; but certi

ficates nave been given to the dealers in

articles where they were deemed worthy of

distinction. The total number of medals was-

138, and of certificates 139.

Appleyard, J,, & Son, Rotherhom.—Medal, for

oak sideboard, 4o.

Atkinson, J , York.—Certificate, for marble

chimney-pieces.

Baker, J., A Son, York.—Certificate/for silk and

linen goods.

Bellerby, J. W., Petergate, York—Certificate,

for bnrnt wood portraits in the panels of his>

cabinet.

Bellerby, W., Petergate, York.—Medal, for

piotnres in burnt wood.

Bollans, R. E., Petergate, York.—Certificate,

for hot air and vapour bath.

Bonsfield, M., Micklegate, York.—Certificate,

for collection of goods comprising gas.

cooking apparatus, kitohen range, &o. wwtlk

Bradbury & Co.—Medal, for ingenuity of denirn,

novelty of construction, and general useful*

ness of their sewing-maobines.

Brown, Isaac, High Ousegate, York.—Certificate,

for furniture.

Cal»ert, J., York.—Certificate, for

ings.

Campbell & Smith, London.—Certificate, for

stained-glass for domestic nse. i^^^bmJk

Carl ill, G., York.—Certificate, for oak-carvings

and plaster-oast.

Chatwood's Patent Safe and Look Co. (Limited),

London.—Medal, for model of a banker's

BtroDff.room, and "burglar and fire-p

safes."
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Colman A Glendinning, Chalk-hill Works, Nor-

wioh.—Certificate, for Bohool furniture.

Cooke A Sons, York.— Medal, for lathes, Ac

Coulson W. and T., York.—Certificate, for saw

tables, mortising machines, and slate-holing

maohine.

Craven, Dannill A Co., Ironbridge, Shropshire.

—Medal, for design of the pavement of the

entrance-hall of the Exhibition.

Davis, Miss, York.—Certificate, for hand-painted

plate, " Hercules and Cerberns."

Deighton 4 Co., York.—Medal for cork cutting.

Dixon, W. F., London.—Medal, for stained glass.

Doulton A Co., London.—Medal, for " Donlton "

ware and oertifioate, for sanitary ware.

Earle, Miss, Holgate-cretcent, York.—Certifi

cate, for hand-painted d'ojleys, Ao.

Eastwood, G., Walmgate, York.—Medal, for

planes and tools.

Empeon, Miss, Hull.—Certificate, for leather

work.

Gibbs A Howard, Charlotte-street, Fitzroy.

square, London.—Medal, for tile panel of " Sc.

Paul before Festns."

Gibson, J. E., York.—Certificate, for, combined

aquariums and fern.cases.

Gow, Miss, Cambo, Newcastle.—Certificate, for

painted China plates.

Gowlacd, —, Ogleforth, York.—Certificate, for

imitation of grained woods.

Greenwood & Batley, Leeds.—Medal, for

"Keafs" patent lockstitch sewing-machine.

Greenwood, W. F., York.—Certificate, for ool-

leotion of old furniture.

Hall A Son, Clarenoe-street, York.—Medal, for

leathers:

Hartley, T. G. A Son, York. -Certificate, for

decorations.

Hilditch, G. A J. B., Cheapside, London.—Medal,

for English silks and satins, and of black

silks of absolutely pure dye.

Holmes A Son, Newcastle.—Medal, for colours

and the standing power of their pigments.

Knowles, J. W., York.—Certificate, for stained

glass panels, Ao.

Leak A Thorp, Coney-street, York.—Certificate,

for tapestries.

Le Prince, Park-square, Leeds, and the pnpils

of the Leeds Sohool of Art.—Medal, for

display of paintings on china.

Magean, Coney.street, York.—Certificate, for

Irish linens and laces.

Milner, Miss, Bishopthorpe, York.—Medal, for

three-fold painted door-screen.

Northern Educational Trading Company, Low

Ousegate, York.—Certificate, for nseful sohool

apparatus, specially for the Kindergarten

case.

Pew, R. Stonegate, York.—Certificate, for his

system of repairing glass and china.

Eendle, W. E., London.—Medal, for system of

glazing.

Beynolds, F. W. A Co., London.—Medal, for

mortising and other machines.

Richardson, W., Fossgate, York.—Certificate,

for knitting worsted, wools, and yarns.

Scott, H., York.—Certificate, for collection of

ohina, glass, and earthenware.

Sessions, W., York.—Certificate, for artists'

materials.

Smith's American Organ Company, Boston

(U.S.).—Messrs. Hopkinson Brotherp, agents.

—Medal, for the superior quality of tone.

Smith, R., outler, York.—Medal, for articles of

cutlery.

Stephenson, J., York.—Certificate, for hori

zontal sundial.

Taylor, J., Coney.street, York.—Certificate, for

sideboard.

Tinworth, G., Lambeth, London.—Medal, for

design of the Donlton ware fountain.

Varvill A Sons, York.—Medal, for planes.

Waddington, W. A., York.—Medal, for improved

pianoforte action.

Walker, W. Thomlinson, York.—Medal, for

cooking-ranges.

Watkinson, J. R., Bootham-row, York.—Certifi

cate, for carving.

Whitwell, H. G., Blake-street, York.—Certifi.

cate, for wall decorations.

Widdas, A., York.—Certificate, for fret sawing,

maohine.

Worsdall, E., Newbiggin-street, York.—Certifi

cate, for ornamental plant-stand.

Worthington, —, Blake-street, York.—Certifi.

cate, for decorations.

Yorkshire Sohool for the Blind, York.—Certifi

cate, for the work produced by the pupils of

the school.

Yorkshire Varnish Company, Ripon.—Medal,

for quality of varnishes and colours.

York United Gas-Light Company.—Certificate,

for warming stove.

Zimdars, C. E., Gray's Inn-road, London.—

Medal, for pneumatio bells.

Cornsponhittt.

/' is distinctly to be borne in mind that we do not by insert
ing letters convey any opinionfavourable to their contents.
We open our columns to all, without leaning to any ; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of
all thades.

No notice whatever Kill be taken of anonymous communica
tions. The Name and Address of the writer are required,
not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of
genuineness.

e cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

IRISH POPLIN AS A FURNITURE

FABRIC.

To the Editor of the Furniture Gazette.

Sir,—Having been established since the

year 1758, and having received since the year

1851 nineteen medals at various exhibitions

for our productions in Irish poplin, we trust

that you will find room for a few remarks

from us on the very interesting article on Irish

poplin, published in a recent number of the

Furniture Gazette.

For our own part we regard the depression

in the poplin trade as temporary, and attribute

it chiefly to the fashion which has prevailed

for some years of employing twenty to twenty-

five yards of material 24 inches wide to make

a lady's dress. Some ten or fifteen years since,

when the poplin trade was at its best, the

quantities used were fourteen to sixteen yards.

This modern fashion of using such extraor

dinary quantities of material to make a dress

seems doomed, and with a return to reasonable

and moderate quantities will also surely follow

a demand for worthier and better materials for

dressmaking. We, therefore, confidently look

forward to the reinstalment in public favour

of Irish poplin as an article of dress.

The Dublin manufacturers have not varied

the standard excellence of their goods, which

are all produced in hand-looms. Similar goods

have been cheaply manufactured by machinery

in other parts of the kingdom, but with results,

unsatisfactory alike to the manufacturer and

to the public, and they have tended to bring a

really good standard fabric into disrepute.

W hue we do not rely upon any patronage

or fictitious support to procure for poplin per

manent public favour, we feel bound to

acknowledge on our own behalf, and on that

of all manufacturers who have an interest in

this national industry, the great kindness of

her Grace the Duchess of Marlborough, in

calling (as she has done) public attention

during this period of depression to a neglected

but really important and worthy national

industry. Her Grace has thrown herself

heartily into the movement, which indeed she

has originated, for advancing the general in

terests of the trade, solely anxious that the

poor weavers should reap the benefit of her

patronage. The practical stimulus thus given

to trade will do more to restore confidence

and to do away with mischievous political

agitation in Ireland than any other agency

which could be employed.

With regard to your remarks about the

scarcity of coal being an obstacle to the Irish

poplin manufacturer, we can state that al

though we have a number of power looms

employed for other purposes in our factory,

we do not think that any advantage could be

gained by extending this steam-power to our

poplin looms.

In the suitability of poplin and silk

terries for curtain and upholstery purposes

you are, however, no doubt chiefly interested.

Irish poplin or silk-figured terry will, we are

persuaded, never be successful except as a

self-coloured fabric, but we quite believe that

nothing can exceed the beauty of a well-

designed, self-coloured curtain fabric when

sufficiently rich in texture, with a second

or third colour introduced in the trimmings

to harmonise with the surroundings of the

room. We know of no other fabric which

can compete with silk-figured terry either in

beauty or in price when thus employed.

We have produced five different makes of

poplin and silk, some intended for curtain

fabrics, others for upholstery purposes, and we

have during the lost few years brought out

fifty designs, many of these the productions of

the most eminent living representatives of art-

design.—We are, yours very truly,

William Fry & Co.

31 , Westmoreland-street, Dublin,

Oct. 29, 1879.

irate Reports.

[Fbom Ode Own Special Correspondents.]

Liverpool Furniture Wood Market.

—The arrivals of Mahogany since the 14th

ult. have been 341 logs Mexican wood

from Minatitlan, and 37 logs St. Domingo

mahogany from Curacoa. The auction sales

of the 23rd and 24th ult. were well attended

by buyers, and the greater portion of the wood

offered was sold, but there is no change in

value to report. Messrs. Chaloner state

that the imports of St. Domingo have been

very small for a long time past, and the stock

on hand is only about 25 tons. Early ship

ments of suitable logs will meet with ready

sale, especially those of veneer quality which

will command high prices. Well-grown curls,

2 to 6 ft. long, are wanted. Cuba has been in

fair request of late, and the stock is now ex

hausted. There is no Honduras in stock, and

there is a fair demand for panel and machine-

making wood. Fresh and sound logs of Mina

titlan have been in moderate request; of

Tabasco, there has been a steady demand for

straight, well-grown wood, and fair prices

have been obtained. The auction sales during

the past fortnight have been as follow, viz. :—

Cuba lnilogj 13.339 ft.soldatn-om4}d.tolld.

T»b»!CO 378 „ 1161,631 „ „ „ 4d.to2/3
„ 4S8 „ 184,308,, „ „ 4d. to 1/7

Mexican 461 „ 111, 126,, „ „ 4d.to8d.
S2 „ 13,629 4d. to 74d.

, 270 „ 82,140 „ withdrawn.

For Honduras and Mexican Cedar the de

mand has been quiet, but Havana has been in

fair request of late. South American has

been very dull of sale, and the stock is heavy.

The auction sales during the post fortnight

have been as follow, viz. :—

Havana 60 logs, 4,709 ft., sold at from 44. to M.
Honduras 24 „ 11,815,, „ „ 4|d.to6d.
Meiican 9 „ 2,100,, „ „ 4\l.to5d.
Nicifrie 171 „ 22,387 „ sold at 3d.
Stb. American . 25 „ 1,938,, „ 3d.

Rosewood is in demand, and on import of large,

sound and well-grown planks from Bahia

would meet with prompt sale at full prices.

The stock is exhausted. Zebrawood has not

been imported for a long time. Satinwood, from

St. Domingo, is in good demand, and logs of

good sizes would realise high prices. Fresh

Lancewood Spars, of good quality, realise full

prices. Italian Wal7iut is only in moderate

request. There is a very heavy stock of Cir

cassian logs on hand, with a limited demand.

Burrs of choice quality are in fair request, but

other descriptions are neglected. For Ameri

can black walnut there is a better inquiry, and

prices are higher. The auction sales during

the past fortnight have been as follow, viz. :—

American. 23 logs, 775 ft. sold at from 6/ to 6/ per ft.

19 „ 701, „ „ „ „ 4/9 to 8/ „
10 „ MS,,, „ „ „ 1/

Italian B2 pinks, 2,693,, „ „ „ 4d. to 4|d. „

Bird-Eyed Maple is seldom inquired for.

Of Lignumvitee there is no stock, and the

first import of good, sound, fresh wood with

thin sap should meet with ready sale. Cocus-

wood is dull of sale. Tartridgewood is not in

active request. For Snake or Letterwood there

is no demand.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

The business of this district still shows the

marked improvement that has now charac

terised it for the past three weeks, and many

firms here have taken enough orders to keep

them busily employed until next February.

Purchases of raw material have been scarcely

as large in proportion, so that before that time,

should wools and other articles maintain their
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value, manufacturers of carpets will in the

case of new orders have to insist upon a rise

in price. At present, perhaps, the universal

advance in all classes of raw material has

scarcely carried conviction to the mind of the

carpet-buyer to make him fully believe in it,

especially as carpet manufacturers' pur

chases still allow them (though firmer

in their rates than they were) to sell

at old prices, which is, of course, caused

by the very great competition of rival

carpet houses. But whether buyers believe

in the advance or not, it is certainly a fact,

and rates continue remarkably firm ; and be

it worsted, cotton, linen, jute, or any other

material used here, nothing can be bought at

the rates of a few weeks ago. It may, there

fore, be confidently anticipated that as soon

as present raw material contracts are com

pleted, if wool keeps up, a rise in carpets

must be obtained ; nor could manufacturers

make goods, as a matter of fact, without

being paid higher prices for them. The demand

for carpets is now good, and increasing weekly.

Thk Dewsbury Carpet Trade. — The

cheerful tone lately noticed as pervading the

carpet trade of this district still continues, and

a fair amount of orders are being booked.

Dutch and Kidders of medium quality are

mostly in request, and most manufacturers

manage to keep their machinery well em

ployed. The outlook for the winter, both here

and at Heckmondwike is very promising, and

far better than was anticipated a few months

ago. The trade report of the ITeckmondwike

Chamber of Commerce for October corrobo

rates this view. Trade, it is stated, still con

tinues busy, all the machinery being fully em

ployed. Blankets.—Compelled by the higher

Tates demanded for the raw material and

cotton warps, manufacturers are advancing

their prices for goods, a process imperatively

needed. Stocks very light, both in manufac

turers' and merchants' hands. At length we

can report a substantial improvement in the

carpet branch. Manufacturers are in posses

sion of a fair amount of orders, and prospects

for the winter are decidedly more cheering

than they have been for some time past. Felt

carpets also participate in this improvement.

Railway-rugs and sealskins in fair request.

In worsteds there is no change. Cotton warps

are firmer in price. Yarns show a slightly

improved demand, but not of much moment.

Considerable activity has characterised the

wool market during the past month, and large

quantities have changed hands at higher

prices. This has especially been the case in

regard to combing and carding descriptions,

which may be quoted fully l^d. per lb. dearer.

A fair business has also been transacted in

clothing wools.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

Orders for spring delivery continue to flow in

both from home and foreign houses ; but cur

tain manufacturers experience, nevertheless,

some difficulty in keeping their machinery fully

employed. The means of production have

been so largely increased of late years that it

is only in times of brisk trade that supply and

demand can by any possibility keep pace with

each other. Buyers of lace yarns are placing

their orders with much caution, and they are

now under the necessity of paying higher

rates than if they had satisfied their probable

wants more liberally at an earlier date. But

the same timidity still obtains. The aggregate

of sales has slightly increased, because stocks

in the hands of manufacturers are running low,

and must soon require more extensively re

plenishing. Brown cotton nets are in fair

request, and though there is no quotable diffe

rence in prices, they are decidedly firmer, with

an upward tendency. Fine spotted nets are

in strong request, and the supply is inadequate

to meet the demand. There is a fair amount

of activity in the shipping branches, expecta

tions in the American market being very

buoyant. Fancy laces are undergoing a slight

variation from the point cTesprit and detnelle

Bretonne so long predominant, and the change

has been more pronounced during the present

week.

'stimulus to more than one branch of the

| hardware trade, and the present season is no

exception to the rule. The home market con-

, tinues less satisfactory than the export

branches, which .latter have recently shown

increased signs of animation. Cabinet brass-

founders are busier than a few weeks ago.

As usual about this time, a fair demand has

set in for mediaeval and Early English brass-

work, both for ordinary and ecclesiastical use,

I while the inquiry for stoves, fire-irons, &c,

continues also brisk. Reports of business in

the chandelier and gas-fitting trade are some-

j what variable, not to say conflicting, but

almost any change is an improvement upon

j the dull monotony of the reports received

| during the past six or eight months. It can-

! not be said that there is yet any very decided

general revival, but several leading firms are

busy on special orders, and their hands are

making full time and even over hours. On the

other hand, some old-established and well-

known houses are much in want of

orders, and even in making for stock can

only find partial employment for a few

of their workpeople. There can be no doubt

that the ordinary shop trade in lamps and

chandeliers is exceedingly slack. Retailers

are still heavily burdened with last year's

patterns, and decline to look at new ones, and

i the public put off buying as long as possible

| owing to the scarcity of money. Neverthe-

, less a considerable amount of business is stir-

l ring for those who know how to secure it, and

enterprise, taste, and capital, in several in

stances, are reaping very fair harvests. The

demand is chiefly for all-brass tubular work,

in Jacobean, Queen Anne, and Anglo-Gothic

styles, but cheapness as well as good form

and workmanship are necessary to secure

orders. To satisfy this condition of the market

makers have been compelled to simplify and

lighten their patterns as much as possible, and

to content themselves with a much narrower

margin of profit than heretofore, and some of

them have been astonished themselves to find

how much can be done in this way, and how

far a large turnover and quick returns can be

made to atone for the smallness of profit.

Only one difficulty appears insurmountable.

Retailers in many instances refuse to bear their

share of the burden of the times, and the

cheapening of production is thus negatived.

Household Linen, &c.—The linen trade

has undergone no material change, and a good

many looms in the Barnsley district are still

standing, whilst short time prevails, the

weavers at one establishment only working

about four days a week. Only a moderate

business has been done for a considerable time

past in fine plain and fancy drills, large quan

tities of which have been sent to the South

American States, but the war there has mnch

interfered with all business. Transactions with

New York in damasks, sheetings, and other

linens have been of a very moderate character.

The home markets have been slightly better of

late, but the orders given as a rule are for

comparatively small parcels, and are princi

pally for table damasks, sheetings, towellings,

glass-cloths, and crumb-cloths. Hand-made

linens are in moderate request, and the weavers

are not fully employed. Callenderera are not

so busy as they were some time since, whilst

bleachers are kept fairly going, but the number

of hands employed is far below what it was

formerly.

The Wool Market.—Since the close of

the last auction sales the market has wit

nessed a rapidly increasing animation. Ame

rican demand partly, and, to a certain extent,

the example of large upward movements in

almost every other article, have given the

wool trade a strong stimulus, to which it

seems to respond the more readily as, owing

to the exceptional reserve practised by the

English buyers for about a whole year, the

home trade finds itself with greatly reduced

stocks. Messrs. Helmuth Schwartze report

that a considerable quantity of Australian

wool has changed hands both in London and

the provinces. At first full September closing

prices were paid in these transactions, then an

advance of |d. to Id. per lb., while now Id.

to 1 jd. is readily obtainable for most descrip

tions. Of Cape wcols the sales have been

more limited, and the advance in price is less

marked. On the Continent there has been no

parallel movement so far, but the latest ad

vices seem to show that the firmness of this

market is not remaining without its influence.

The following are the wools held over from

last series, and the fresh arrivals up to the

30th ult. :—

Held over. Arrivals.
Bv.lnev 8,100 Bales against 13,543 V
Port Phillip 16,000 „ „ 4,611
Adelaide 2,600 „ „ *,»tO
Swan Hirer — „ „ 88
Van D. Land ... 400 „ ,. 1,0«7

9,279

 

400
... 8,0004,600

39,139 "

Total ...10,000

New ]

Cape

70,881 „

Deducting what is forwarded direct, the

total for disposal will, by Nov. 18, probably

amount to 125,000 bales, 85,000 bales Aus

tralian and 40,000 bales Cape. The whole of

these 125,000 bales might be bought for

home account, and even then the share of

this year's English purchases would not be

brought up to its ordinary proportion.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

ARTICLES.
FKICK8,

30th Oct., 1879.

Mahogany, City St. Dom., per ft. lin. None

Porto Plata and Hayti

Cuba None

Honduras None

Mexican, Tabasco, ko

,, Minatitlan&Tlacotalpam

Surinam, Cispata, ko None

Walnut, Italian k Circassian per ft. 1 in.

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in

Satinwood, St. Domingo. ..per ft. 1 in. None

Bahama, per ton

Cedar, Havana None

Honduras None

Mexican

,, (West Coast) None

Central American, ko

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird -eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Bahia None

Honduras , None

Zebrawood None

Snake or Lettcrwood per ton None

Lignum vine,—

City St. Domingo, good None

Ditto common to medium. ..None

Other ports None

Bahamas None

Cocuswood, per ton

Partridgewood, per ton

" Spars, each

£. 8.

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 0

d.

8 to

7 —

H -

k

7 -

0 —

£. s. d.

0 13

0 0 10

0 10

0

0

0

0
(I

0

1

0

5}

H

5

4

5

7

0

0

>0 0 4J — 0 0 5

0 0

0 0

12 0

13 0

5 0

6 10

15 0

6 0

3 0

3 0

7 0

3 10

4 15

0 0

0 0

0 2

0 5

13 0

18 0

6 0

9 10 0

20 0 0

8 0

5 0

4 15

10 0

5 0

5 5

0

0

0

0

0

2 I

IMPORTED FKOM

.■«Jan.l87S,26th Jan., 1879,

to
30th October, 1879.

•a

Logs

Logs

Piecos

to
,30 Oct, 1978

Lgs. k Pks.

Plunks

Pieces

>Ton»

3,919

1.090 633

1,891 1,559

5,224 6,209

1,467 1,175

58  

20 63

2,149
' "T

2,642 1,762

987 4,212

86 391

58 935

264

684 640

46 6
— ■
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%0iitoit Jknitan Gfoprfs.

for the Week ending Saturday, the 1st inst.o

Adelaide—Donaldson, Andrews A Co. £1,207

rugs, 3,104 sq yds floorolotb, 1,100 sq yds

oilcloth, 899 yds carpets

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £16 furniture

Harris, Soarfe A Co. £152 varnish

McDonald, J. & Co. £31 furniture

Murray, D. A W. 179 yds carpets

Scott, A. £30 glassware

Trinder, Anderson A Co. £100 furniture

Wills, G. A R. A Co. £51 sewing-machines,

£524 rags, 1,150 sq yds floorcloth, 3,080

yds carpets, 5,250 yds blankets

Alooa Bay—Arnholz, A. £28 sewing-machines,

£12 safes, £72 furniture

Anderson, J. A. A Co. £51 mats, 501 yds

blankets, 343 yds carpets

Ashford A Brooks, £177 paperhangings

Beck A Pollitzer, £80 piano

Blaine, Mscdonald A Co. £21 frntr, £22 rugs

Hopcraft & Co. £62 glass manufactures, £19

paperhangings, 160 yds blanketing, 208

yds carpeting

Morley, J. & K. £42 musical instruments

OpenBhaw, Unna A Co. £ 12 musical instmts

Payne, G. H. & Co. £275 furniture

Smith, W. T. £83 bedsteads

Ware, F. W. A Co. £49 rugs

Webster, Steel A Co. £31 musical instruments

Antwerp—Harvey A Hunter, £66 varnish

Weatherley, Mead A Co. £319 varnish

Auckland—Abrahams, M. £19 musicl instmnts

Clark, A. Sons, £24 furniture, £101 rugs,

459 yds woollen carpets, 2,875 yds blankets

Isaacs, H. £54 furniture, £55 mscal instmnts

Murray, D. A W. 225 yds blankets

New Zealand Shipping Co. £33 ohinaware,

350 yds carpets, £30 musical instruments,

£142 furniture, £180 paperhangings

Porter, E. T. 4 Co. 16 o leather

Sinolair, Hamilton A Co. 22 yds carpets, £51

billiard tables

Barcelona—Wimble, J. W. £35 varnish

Belize—Leokie, P. A Co. £8 ohinaware

Bermuda—Morley, J. A B. £6 matting

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 2^ c leather,

288 yds leather cloth, 972 yds oilcloth

Esoombe, Bros. A Co. £5 varnish, £8 musical

instruments

Fracis, M. D. 15 o leather

Orindlay A Co. £30 musical instruments

Harraden, S. A Co. £231 musical instruments

Kinc, H. S. A Co. £25 ohinaware, £70 piano,

£6 lamps

Lyon, J. A Co. £16 glassware

Maynaxd, Harris A Co. £5 glassware

Palmer, H. Stirling A Co. £32 glassware

Warburg, B. D. A Co. £42 mats

Bordeaux—General Steam Ship Navigation Co.

135,240 yds blankets

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 575 yds woollen

carpets

Bi lot, F. A Trends, 2,645 yds woollen carpets,

252 h a leather, 98 o leather

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 o leather, 6 o leather

Messageries Parisiennes, 923 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. £6 furniture, 40 c leather,

£30 musical instruments

Babn, G. A Co. 10 o leather

Bremen—Phillips A Graves, 19 c leather

Brisbane—Brabant A Co. £19 glass manufac

tures, 508 yds blankets

Hopcraft A Co. 1,795 sqr yds floorolotb, £35

musical instruments, £33 furniture, 5,935

yds blanketing

Brussels—Leather Cloth Co. 174 sq yds oilcloth

Morin A Seelig, 25 o leather

Pickford A Co. £40 ohina

Wain, O. 2 o leather

Buenos Atres—Cranwell, W. B. A Co. £50

glass manufactures

Negretti A Zambra, 440 sq yds floorcloth, 200

yds carpets

Calcutta—Allen, Bros. A Co. 25 lb. leather, 2 c

leather

Ball, W. E. £15 furniture

Davidge, F. 117 yds blankets

Elliott, J. 837 yds blankets

Head, H. A Co. £20 glass manufactures

Horsley W. £16 wood manufactures

Howden, A. A Co. £320 lamps

Jonas, J. £13 safe, 10 yds blankets, 180 yds

blankets

King, H. S. A Co. £25 furniture

Lowrie, A. A Co. £19 glass manufactures

Calcutta (continued)—

Lyon, J. A Co. £40 glassware

Maynard, Harris A Co. £18 silvered glass

Pittis, E. A. £8 glass manufactures

Rhodes A Co. £6 ohinaware, £8 glassware

Shaokleton A Co. 1,455 yds oarpeting, £20

rugs

Shaw, Finlayson A Co. £10 safe

Stewart, Gent A Co. £54 glass manufactures

Wilson, Calder A Co. £45 glassware

Cantrrbubt—Komsley A Elkington, £61 frntre

New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency

Co. 210 yds blankets

New Zealand Shipping Co. £40 piano

T. W. A J. Walker £3 varnish

Wesley, Cooper, A Co. £40 glassware

Cape of Good Hope—Ball, W. E. £130 fnrni-

tnre, £9 ohinaware, 71 yds carpet, £2 mats

Balfour A Co. £82 glassware

Bruce, Morison, A Co. £5 iron bedsteads

Busk, C. A Co. 130 yds blankets

Chalmers, Guthrie, A Co. £11 musical inst a

Currie, D. A Co. £105 furniture, £50 musioal

instruments, £32 clocks

Davis A Sloper, £30 glassware, £70 furniture,

£44 furniture

Durant, A. A Co. 1,344 yds blankets

Fisher, H. £262 ohinaware

Groom, H. E. £50 piano

Kemsley A Elkington, £35 musical insts

Lawrence, Son, A Co. £ 120 pianos

Marshall, A. £29 glassware

Parren, J. B. £49 brnshware

Payne, G. H. A Co. £100 forniture

Stuttaford A Co. 1,319 yds felt carpets, 2,314

yds hemp matting, 138 yds cotton damaek

Webster, Steel, A Co. 750 yds oiloloth, 1,422

yds carpet

White A Holmes, 1 c leather

Wilson, R. A Co. £124 furniture

Constantinople—Carnegie, A., £25 clocks, £15

furniture

Copenhagen—Baily A Leetham, i c leather,

£14 glassware

Collins, W. A., 300 ydB floorcloth

Darling Bros., 3 o leather

Linoleum Mannfao. Co., 420 sq yds linoleum

Warburg, R. D. A Co., 196 yds linoleum

Demerara—Blackwood, Conor A Co., £30 bow-

ing-machioes, £11 musical instruments,

£10 porcelain

Conrad, H. A Co., £30 ohinaware

Hopcraft A Broadwater, lie leather

Scrutton, Sons A Co., 62 yds blankets, £10

ohinaware

Stovell A Brown, £79 wood manufactures

Dominica—Dobree, 8. A Son, £73 wood manfs

Scrutton, Sons A Co. 20 yds .blankets, £16

wood manufactures

East London—Carrie, D. A Co. £100 furniture

Howe, J. G. A Co. £45 musioal instruments

Irvine, J. J. A Co. £64 rugs, 4,404 yds

blankets

Morum Bros. £156 rues

Savage A Hill, £178 furniture, 205 yds

oarpeta

Galatz—Other Entries, 77 yds carpets

Ghent—France, W. £450 leather, 40 f old

leather

Gibraltar—Ball, W. E. £20 furniture, 6 yds

linoleum, 12 lb ohinaware

Hall, J. jnn. A Co. £42 piano, £10 musioal

instruments

Gothenburg—Harris, R. 65 o leather

Phillipps A Graves, £60 furniture

Wiltenson, C. A Co. 11 o leather

Grenada—Barkwortb, T. £40 glass" manu

factures, £16 sewing machines, £K3 musical

instruments

Browne, J. A Son, £15 musical instruments,

£10 clocks, £36 furniture, £6 paper-

hangings, £27 musical instruments

Duncan, T. A Son, £10 ohinaware, 2 o leather,

£11 musical instruments ■. -»

Reid, T. £20 ohinaware

Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

4,080 sq yds oiloloth v 'i

Collins, W. A. 1,500 yds leather

Darling Bros. 43} c leather

Dufour Bros. A Co. £25 rugs

E van der Heyden A Co. 88} o leather

General Steam Navigation Co. 6 o leather,

£19 coir mats

Eitohin, J. A Co. 39 o leather, 29 c leather

Lavy, C. A Co. £32 porcelain, £164 leather,

£22 rugs - —-

Leather Cloth Co. 9,495 sq yds oiloloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 2,102 sq yds

linoleum

Other Entries, 19 o leather

Rosenberg, Loewe A Co. £90 rugs

Hambro (continued)—

Simonsen, J. A Co. £30 rues, 1,606 yds flrolth

Stahl schmidt, F. A Co. £120 horsehair, 161

yds cocoa-matting

Strndwiok, H. 8 o leather

Wain, C. 210 c leather

Warburg, R. D. A Co. 906 yds linoleum, £6

rugs

Harlikgen—Dufour Bros. A Co. 2 o ohamois

leather

Hiooo—Pitt A Scott, £90 glass manufactures

Hobart Town—Fysh, P. O. A Co. 372 yds

blankets, 101 yds linen damask

Hawley, H. A A. £12 glasBware

Holworthy, J. M. 750 yds blankets

MoCaul, G. J. A Co., 544 yds cocoa-matting,

1| o horse hair, £11 furniture

Perrott A Perrott, 4,644 yds blankets

Smith, G. H. jun. 1,664 yds blankets

Stanton, J. £55 brushes

Hokitika—Allport A Morgan, £19 brushes

Hong Kong—Esoombe Bros. A Co. 2,346 yds

blankets

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £275 glassware, £70

furniture

Skinner, T. A Co. 300 yds carpet, £25 furni

ture, £520 rags

Ibrail—Carnegie, A. £26 ohinaware

Russell, G. A Co. 9,642 yds oarpeting, £26

carpets

Jamaica—Collard A Collard, £100 piano

Dunn, C. E. A Co. 30 yds blankets

Rogers, H. Sons A Co. £8 glass manufactures

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheesewright A Co.

£73 furniture, £117 furniture

Konigsberg—Cronbaob, F. 61 yds carpet

Simonsen, J. A Co. 127 yds floorcloth

Kowie—Parren, J. B. £50 brnshware

Eurrachee—Allen Bros. A Co. £20 furniture

Leghorn—McCracken, J. A R. £15 ohinaware

Lisbon—BeyrnB, J. A Co. 601b. leather

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £5 ohinaware

Simonsen, J. A Co. £25 woollen rugs, 50 yds

oiloloth

Smith, B. 238 lb. leather

Madras—Short, Short A Co. 70 yds oiloloth

Malaga—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £210 furniture

Malta—Collins, W. A. £70 ooooa-matting, 123

yds oiloloth

Cnly A Co. £60 pianos, £10 brushes

Pitt A Scott, £83 glass manufactures

Westoott A Laurence, £8 woollen rugs

Mauritius—Baker 8. A Co. £84 wall-paper

Montreal—Meadows, T. A Co. £41 glassware,

1,690 yds carpets

Nelson—Jackson, E.£45 woollen rugs

New Yore—Balohin, W. IS o leather

Darling Bros. 5$ o leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 1,730 yds carpets

Smith, Sundius A Co. 160 vds blankets,

1,072 lb leather

Wingate, W. A Johnson, 290 yds carpets

Nicolaieff—Westoott A Laurence, 580 yds

leather oloth

Odessa—Westoott A Laurence, £60 furniture

Ostend—Bilot, F. A Troude, 11} o leather

G. S. N. Co. £27 glass manufactures

Otaqo—Lewis, J. A Co. £10 rugs

Port Alfred—Berry A Co. £10 olooks

Port Elizabeth—Staley, Radford A Co. £40

brushes, £61 furniture

Port Natal—Berry A Co. £95 furniture

Blagden A Prinoe, 888 yds woln blanketing

Broadwood, J. A Sons, £85 piano

Davy, J. H. £34 rugs

Dawson, Bros. £255 furniture ' t ,

Fass, A. 2,800 yds cotton blanketing

Gilliard J. £25 matting

Head, H. A Co. £94 rugs

Henderson A Robertson, £36 rugs

Hick, T. £8 china

Hill, F. £88 rugs

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 1,069 yds woollen

blanketing

Stalsohmidt, F. A Co. £130 furniture

Winkley, 0. A. 1,875 yds woollen blanketing

Port Phillip—Haigb, Bros. £35 rags .

MoNaughton, Love A Co. £17 rugs

Newoomb, W. A Co. £24 rugs, 2,060 yds

carpets, £19 lace onrtains

Paterson, Laing A Co. £899 furniture

Sargood, Butler A Co. £42 matting

Quebec—Temperleys, Carter A Co. 1 o leather,

£415 furniture, £60 piano

Revel—Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £68 carpet

Rio Janeiro—Dawson Bros. £12 rugs, £36 mats

Faria, P. de A Co. £81 glassware

Johnson, C. A Co. £80 glass manufactures

Walter, J. A Co. £24 carpets

j Wyman A Weatwood, £14 glassware, £42

pottery
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Botterdah—Darling, Bros. 128 c leather, 8 o

leather *

Mosenthal, Bonn & Co. £40 furniture

Seville—Cooke A Hernery, £10 carpets

Shanghai—Aid ridge, J. F. & Co. £13 glass manfs

Whittemoro, E. A. 1,283 yds blanketings

Singapore—Harris, Goodwin & Co. H o leather

Little, J. A Co. £47 china, £34 fan. it are

St. Kitts—Clarke, G. £35 wood manufactures

Sorntton, Sons & Co. 3 c leather

St. Lucia—Du Boulav, Maokay & Co. £97 wood

manufactures, £21 ohairs

Gillespie, A. M. & Co. £15 wood manufactures,

£15 furniture

Henokell, du Buisson &, Co. £48 wood mnfs.

Stockholm—Meadows, T. & Co. £19 oarpeta

Phillips &. Graves, £30 carpet*, 19 o leather

Powell, S. J. & T. 62 o leather

St. Petersburg—Bailey & Leetham, 29 o leather

Jonas, Simonsen & Co. £102 carpets

St. Vincent—Bates, F. £30 piano

Clark, G. £60 wood manufactures

Man, F. £30 wood manufactures

Sydney—AdamBon A Bonaldson, £16 lamps

Bullard, King A Co. £150 mnaol insmta

Crowe, W. L. A Co. £52 glass manufactures

Fairbairos, W. A Son, £335 looking-glasses

Hawley, H. A A. £39 brashware

McArthur, W. A A. 3,663 ydB blanketing

Sands, B. A Son, £13 varnish

Terry, J. A Co. £13 glass manufactures

Syra—Morton, J. T. £11 harmoniums

Yokohama.—Dingley, W. £50 lamps

Mansfield, J. £30 oarpets.

Ward, G. W. £90 clocks

Ctnta airt Contracts.

We thall etleem it a favour if our reader) wilt kindly
notify to ut, ftr-intertion in thie column, any contract)
which may be open for competition ; and alto adciee ue
at to any furnishing orders, #c., which may have been
executed by different firms.

Tenders are invited for the supply to the

Thorpe County Asylum, Norfolk, of bedsteads,

mattresses, chairs, tables, blinds, counterpanes,

and blankets. Further particulars can be

obtained of Mr. Girling, the house steward, to
■whom tenders must be sent by the 25th inst.

Mr. Edwin Stringer, general house fur

nisher, of Kidderminster and Stourbridge, has

received the contract for furnishing the Masonic

Hall and Club at Kidderminster.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying new shop-front and fittings at

No. 3, King-street, Hammersmith :—Messrs.

Sage, £795; Trent Bros., £760; G. Colls,

£718; Mark, £718; Priestley, £650; and

Howard, £563.

• The parishioners of Allhallows, Exeter,

feeling an attachment for their old church

(notwithstanding the town council for some

time past has been negotiating for its demo

lition, to make certain very necessary street

improvements), have repainted the interior

and done a little in decoration. The old

paint has been removed from the pews, and

the deal stained and varnished. The beauti

fully-carved oak pulpit and pew doors, which

for generations have been stained and oiled

until they resembled a chimney's back, are

shown to be fine old English oak, of rare

beauty and quality. The work has been

executed by Mr. John Algar, of Gandy-street,

Exeter.

A new organ, erected by Messrs. Brindley

& Foster, of Sheffield, has just been placed in

Eyam Church, Derbyshire.

Northleiqh Church has suffered con

siderable damage from moisture in consequence

of defective gutters, walls, and roofs. These

have been taken in hand and rendered, so far

as possible, secure. The interior has been

painted with Griffith's silicate paint, and

redecorated throughout in rich tones of colour

and gold by Mr. John Algar, of Gandy-street,

Exeter.

Four staiDed-glass windows have been

?laced in the parish church of Sutton, near

'etworth. Each is of two lights, and contains

figures of one of the Evangelists, and one of

the Major Prophets. Messrs. Clayton & Bell

executed the designs, and the fixing was carried

out by Mr. S. Dearlirjg, of Arundel.

Jegal Intelligence.

Charge op Obtaining Goods under

False Pretences.—At Huddersfield Police-

court on the 3rd inst., Edward Learoyd, of

Craven-street, Strand, London, and of Scar

borough, and Frank Wilton, of Provost-road,

Chalk-farm, London, two members of the firm

of Learoyd, Wilton & Co., trading as woollen

merchants at 66, Mark-lane, London, and as

Learoyd & Co. at 8, Rue St. Joseph, Paris,

and at Genoa, were "charged on remand—

Learoyd surrendering to his bail and Wilton

being brought up in custody—under the

Debtors Act, with obtaining goods by false

pretences and with pledging, pawning, or dis

posing of goods otherwise than in the ordi

nary way of trade, such goods being unpaid

for and obtained on credit within four months

preceding the failure of the firm. Thomas

Dunderdale, of Gloucester-road, London, the

buyer for the firm, was brought up in

custody, charged with aiding and abetting

the other defendants, and all three were

further charged with conspiracy to defraud

the creditors of Learoyd & Wilton. Mr.

E. Tindal Atkinson, barrister, prosecuted on

behalf of the Treasury. Walter Charles

Griffiths, of 8, Wetherby-terrace, Earl's-court,

London, the late bookkeeper to the firm ;

Joseph Marks, of 138, Fort-road, Bermondsey,

London ; and Albert Allen, general commis

sion merchant, St. Swithin's-lane, London,

gave evidence which showed that as soon as

goods bought in the North got to London, they

were sent to Southgate & Co., colonial packers,

London-wall ; then the manufacturers' invoices

were taken round by Wilton or Dunderdale

to T. H. Faulkner, of Gresham-street ; Mr.

Dunckley, of Coleman-street ; Albert Allen

and Mr. Cauchi, of Fenchurch-street, to obtain

advances on the goods. When the terms had

been agreed upon -orders transferring the goods

to the parties making the advances were

written and copied into a private copy letter-

book by the office boy. That letter-book had

never been given up to the trustees. The

advances made by Allen to the amount of

several thousand pounds, were at interest at

the rate of about 90 per cent, per annum. Not

a single bond jide sale of goods was made in

England, and all the goods sent to Paris and

Genoa went to the firm's own agents there.

The bookkeeper never saw a cash-book, stock-

book, or pattern-book. The firm had no

salesman or travellers. When Dunderdale

came back to London from his last journey

to Yorkshire six weeks ago he said to the

bookkeeper, "I have had a hard time of it,

as the manufacturers are suspicious of the

firm, and had they known the position of the

firm I should not have been able to get any

goods, but I told them I should not have

gone down there to buy unless the firm had

been able to pay 20s. in the pound." When

ever Allen or Cauchi was in the private office

with Wilton or Dunderdale, which was very

frequently the case, the latter two always told

the book-keeper to tell any odo who might come

that they were out. In cross-examination of the

witnesses, it was attempted to be shown that

Dunderdale merely said to the bookkeeper that

he would not have gone and bought goods if he

had.not thought the firm was worth 20s. in the

pound, and not that he said he had told the

manufacturers so ; but the bookkeeper adhered

to the latter statement. It was elicited that

Dunderdale was away from London during

parts of June, July, and August, and that

Learoyd was away from July 11 to the end of

August : that when he was in London he was

generally at the office, but took no active part

in the business beyond signing letters, and left

nearly everything to Wilton and DuDderdale.

It was stated by counsel for the prosecution

that some of the parties with whom goods

were pledged would not come as witnesses

until they were subpoenaed, and that two

refused to give evidence altogether. The case

was adjourned till Saturday, the magistrates

accepting the same bail as heretofore for

Learoyd, and agreeing to reduce the amount

of the sureties for Dunderdale from two of

£1,000 each to two of £500 each.

Alleged Frauds.—Samuel T. R. Sharp

has been remanded at Bradford on a charge of

embezzling £1,000 and upwards, and falsifying-

documents and accounts. He was cashier in

the employment of Messrs. Gamett & Co-.,

worsted spinners and manufacturers, and it

has, as alleged, been just discovered that the

wages account of the firm has for a long time

past been systematically falsified to an extent

showing felonious appropriations amounting

to £1,200.

Charge of Arson against a Manukao

turer.—Vincent Poole was indicted last week

at the Chester Assizes for feloniously setting

fire to the Henderson-street Silk Finishing

Works, Macclesfield, occupied by himself and

others, with intent to defraud. Mr. Marshall

and Mr. Higgins were counsel for the prose

cution ; and Mr. Swetenham and Mr. Dunn

were for the defence. The prisoner was a

partner in the firm of Messrs. Poole & Brooks,

silk finishers, who occupied a two-storeyed

mill situated in Henderson-street, Macclesfield.

On Sept. 20 five persons were employed at the

mill—the prisoner, his son, his- partner, and

two employis—and on that day, being Satur

day, the latter left at one o'clock. About seven

o'clock in the evening a woman residing near

the mill saw a man, much resembling the

prisoner, put down a blind in the mill, and

about an hour later the figure of a man,

with a lighted candle, was again noticed. The

fire broke out at a quarter or twenty minutes

past eight o'clock, and an alarm was imme

diately raised. An examination of the pre

mises conclusively showed that the fire was

the work of an incendiary. With regard to the

perpetrator, evidence was offered to the effect

that the prisoner and his son (against the latter

no allegation was made) were the only persons

who had possession of the keys of the premises,

which had not been broken into prior to the

fire, and that the prisoner returned to bis

house about twenty minutes past eight o'clock,

although it was alleged that he stated, when

called to the fire, that he had been unwell that

afternoon and had not been out of the house.

On the fire being subdued, the prisoner's

attention was called to the bundles of sticks,

&c, that had been placed in various parts of

the premises, and he admitted that the work

must have been wilfully done. The insnrance

amounted to £2,3000, and after the fire the

prisoner sent in a claim for £500. The defence

was that the prisoner left his house at seven

o'clock in the evening of the day in question,

that he was seen in the Free Library at a

quarter-post seven, that he was in Mill-street

at half-past, and in Mill Green, about a mile

distant from the mill, at eight, and that

therefore he could not have perpetrated the

crime. A large number of witnesses having-

been called on each side, the Judge summed

up, and the jury retired. After an absence

of 30 minutes they returned into Court with

a verdict of not guilty, and the prisoner was

discharged.

Defrauding a Furniture Dealer.—

Charles Edwin Alhridge was charged f>n

remand at the Lambeth Police-court, on the

31st ult., with embezzling several sums of

money belonging to his employer, Mr. Searle,

furniture dealer, of the Old Kent-road. Evi

dence was given in support of the charge, and

when taken into custody by Detective-sergeant

Reid, of the P division, the prisoner admitted

the robbery. He had previously written to-

prosecutor asking his forgiveness. The prose

cutor now said he had no desire to press the

charge severely against the prisoner, but, on

public grounds, he felt bound to bring the-

matter forward. He had had other servants

in his employ who had [also defrauded him.

Mr. Ellison, taking the recommendation of

prosecutor into consideration, sentenced the

prisoner to three weeks' hard labour.

A Dishonest Employe.—At Marlborough-

street Police-court, on the 30th ult., Henry

William Batson, Elaine-grove, Kentish-town,

warehouseman in the employment of Messrs.

Walton & Co., japan goods manufacturer.

Wolverhampton and Whitfield-street, Totten

ham-court-road, was charged before Mr.
Mansfield with embezzlement Mr. Yreates
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stated that it was the prisoner's duty to

receive money in his absence and to account

to him afterwards. George Bower, in the

prosecutor's employment, saw the prisoner

receive a cheque for £9. 10s., from Mr.

Covell, of Croydop, in payment of (roods, and

give a receipt. Mr. Yeates said the prisoner

had never accounted to him for the cheque.

Mr. Payne, landlord of the Valiant Trooper,

Goodge-street, said on the 18th of September

the prisoner asked him to cash a cheque which

he endorsed. The cheque was returned

marked "irregularly endorsed." When the

witness applied to Messrs. Walton & Co. he

was informed that the prisoner had absconded.

The prisoner pleaded " Guilty." Mr. Yates

said the prisoner had been in the service of the

firm thirteen or fourteen years. Mr. Mansfield

said the prisoner had by his misconduct in

flicted more punishment on himself than he

could inflict, as he had lost his character. He

must go to prison for fourteen days, with hard

labour.

&jje § alette.

Compiled with tpeeial reference to the Furniture, Deeo-
ration, UphuUtery, and Drapery Tradei,from Meesr*.
Gamble S[ Hareey't " Weekly JSecord."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Hastier. W., A C. Fenton, deoorators, Leeda.

Lewis, F., A J. Lewie, drapers, Stroud.

Liudley, J., A J. Sheard, joiners, Ac, Mirfield.

Taylor, A. E., A J. Bradford, linoleum carpet

and matting warehousemen, Strand, London.

Whitterance, S., A F. H. Walker, auctioneers,

Uttoxeter.

Liquidations by Arrangement or

Composition.

AikeU, Alexander, ironmonger, Oxford-street,

and Fernhead-road, St. Peter's.park, Padding,

ton. Oct. 18. Andrews & Mason, solicitors,

8, Ironmonger- lane.

Bnlmer, Ralph, ironmonger, Claypath, Durham

Oct. 24. At Marshall & Oliver's, solicitors,

Durham, Nov. 11, at 11.

Collios, Henry, steam-sawyer, Warner-place,

Hackney-road. Oct. 20. J. M. Dobson, soli

citor, 1, Coborn-road, Bow.

Fazakerley, James, carver, gilder, and pioture-

dealer, Bodfor- street, Bbyl. Oct. 18. W. K.

Williams, solicitor, Bbyl.

Grccjtt, John, furniture-dealer, Ac, Newcastle-

street, Dalehell, Bnrs'em. Oct. 16. F. C.

Mayer, solicitor, Barslem.

Howe, Joseph, undertaker and funeral far-

nn':er, Westgate-road, Newcastle. Oot. 20.

H ry le, Shipley, A Hoyle, solicitors, Newcastle.

Langton, Joseph, upholsterer, 17 A 42, Ball's

Pund-road. Oct. 15. At Heathfield A Son's,

solicitors, 44, Linooln's-inu.fields, Nov. 12, at 3.

J.-j.: iru», Solomon, furniture-dealer, 379, Oxford-

street, late Wardour-street. Oot. 16. Haigh

A Agar, solicitors, 62, Gresham-street.

Lewin, Wolfe, dealer in works of art and anti

quities, Leeds. Oct. 21. Bond A Barwick,

solicitors, Albion-place, Leeds.

Longataff, John, upholsterer, Groves-lane/.York.

Nov. 22. O. Crumble, solicitor, York.

Lott, Thomas, upholsterer, 88, Green-street,

Botbnal green. Oct. 25. At Brighten, Parker,

A Normau's, solicitors, 4, Bishopsgate-street

Without, Nov. 12, at 2.

McCallnm, John, joiner, Caldewgate, Carlisle.

Oct. 20. S. Cartmell, solicitor, Carlisle.

Mile*, William Charles, lamp niBunfaoturer,

Shoreditch High-street and Southwold-road,

Backney. Oct. 21. At Digby A Liddle's,

solicitors, 1, Circus-place, Finsbury-oircas,

Nov. 14, at 2.

Nield, John, general undertaker. Jermyn-street,

Boohdale. Oct. 21. J. Heap, solicitor,

Rochdale.

Riohardeon, Joseph, ironmonger. Wig ton. Oot.

20. R. Benson, solicitor, Wigton.

Ryan, Win. Creswiok, carver and gilder, Ebury-

street. Pimlico, and Manor-street, Clapham.

Oc. 20. At W. J. Foeter's, solicitor, 21,

Birohin-lane, Nov. 11, at 11.

Small, John, and John Cowdrill, bedstead manu

facturers, Gibb-street, Birmingham. Oct. 20.

G. F. James, solicitor, Temple-street, Bir

mingham.

Thornton, Mortimer, cabinet-maker, Bolton-

road, Bradford. Oct 25. At A. Singleton's,

solicitor, Bradford, Nov. 10, at 11.

Turner, Heaswell Joseph, dealer in china and

glass, Praed.street, and Market-street, Pad-

rlington. Oot. 21. At Inns of Court Hotel,

Lincoln's Inn-fields, Nov. 8, at 12. W.J.Foster,

solicitor, 21, Bircbin-lane.

Valentine, Lorenzo, organ-bnilder, Melton Mow.

bray. Oot. 21. At W. E. Buddie's, solicitor,

303, High Holborn, Nov. 10, at 4.

Dividend.

Turner, Frank (Liq.), cabinet-maker, Northow.

ram, Halifax. First and final div. of 9d. At

C. T. Rhodes, Ward's End, Halifax.

Sequestrations.

Love, William, joiner, Govan, Oot. 22, with pro

tection. Claims by Feb. 21. Agents,

Downie A Aiton, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

Wood, James, cabinet-maker, Fraserburgh,

Aberdeen, Oot. 23. Claims! by Feb. 23.

Asent, A. F. Wright, 11, Union.buildings,

Aberdeen.

Dividend under Sequestration.

Buchanan, John, joiner, Baocleugh . street.

First and final dividend, at T. A G. B.

M'Kim's, Buchanan-street, Glasgow.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Allison, Thomas, carver, Ac, Sauchiehall-street,

Glasgow. New Commissioner, R. C. Lyness,

cement-merchant, and J. M'Leaii, partner,

both Glasgow.

Campbell A Goodfellow, cabinet manufacturers,

Glasgow and Maryhill. Trustee, D. Rattray,

54, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. Commis

sioners, R. H. Agnew, Brown-street, F.

M'Innes, commission agent, and A. B.

Stewart, Kelvinhangb-street, all Glasgow.

Hurley, James M. A Co., hardware, Ac., dealers,

Howard -street, Glasgow. Trustee, J. Gait,

217, West George-street, Glasgow. Com.

ruiss'oner, J. Bamber, Sauchiehall-street, and

R. Whyte, Canal-street, both Glasgow.

Taylor, David A Co., curriers, Glasgow. Trustee,

T. Spears, 150, Hope-street, Glasgow. Com

missioners, M. Inglis A J. Whiteside, both

Glasgow, leather merchants,

MEETING3 OF CREDITORS.

The creditors of Messrs. Turner A Moore,

stuff. merchants, Booth-street, Bradford, met last

week, when it was decided to liquidate, and Mr.

J. C. Wright, accountant, Bradford, was ap.

pointed trustee, with a committee of inspection.

A meeting of the creditors of John Frederick

Kenworthy A Charles Kenworthy, trading as

J. F. A C. Kenworthy, woollen manufacturers,

Uppermill, Saddlewortb, was held at Oldbam on

the 30th ult. The statement of accounts showed

liabilities as follow : — Unsecured creditors,

£2,182; creditors fully secured, £1,574; esti

mated value of securities, £2,147 ; general

assets, £1,281. It was resolved that a compo

sition of 7s. 6d. in the pound, payable in three,

six, and nine months, be accepted.

BILLS OF SALE.

Bartlett, Charles, sewing-machine, Ac, manu

facturer, 10J, Regent-etreet, Clifton, and 72,

Castle-street, Bristol, for £29, to George

Scammell. Filed Oct. 23.

Bates, John William, jewel case, Ac, manufac

turer, 56, Merohant-street, Bow-road, for £16,

to Thomas Fairhead. Filed Oot. 22.

Clark, Donald John Robson, lace and trimming

manufacturer, Stefano Honse, Burnt Ash Hill,

Lee, Kent, and City, for £250, for Jane Clark.

Filed Oot. 17.

Darby, George, oabinet-maker, 9, St. Paul.street,

Biiatol, for £26, to Joseph Freedman. Filed

Oot. 18.

Downing, Fawcett James, pianoforte-maker, 69,

Hampden-road, Upper Holloway, for £13, to

Ambrose Bradbury. Filed Oct. 21.

Felton, John Charles, sewing-machine mannfao-

turer, 1, City Garden-row, City-road-bridge,

for £200, to William Felton. Filed Oct. 20.

Gove, Joseph Lonton Dare, cabinet-maker, Ac,

' Blue Boy Inn, West Quarter, Exeter, for £130,

to William H. Harris. Filed Oct. 20.

Green, George, funeral undertaker, Leicester,

for £400, to Caroline Clark and another. Filed

Oot. 23.

Harvey, Thomas, cabinet-maker, 18, Albert-

terrace, Catball - road, Ley tonstonn, for

£13. 10s., to Essex Loan Office. Filed Oct. 20. j

Hodgson, Walter, picture-frame maker, Ac,

Gothio House, Market-place, Kingston, for

£180, to George Woodbem. Oot. 22.

Jolley, Robert, oabinet-maker, Ao., 82, Gardiner-

street, New Brompton, for £50, to Philip

Hymsn. Filed Oct. 17.

Jordan, Thomas, ironmonger, 69, High-street,

Dudley, Worcester, for £120, to Joseph

Jordan. Filed Oot. 23.

Laropard, Charles, joiner, 1 and 2, Thorn-bank,

Manohester-road, Bnxton, Derbyshire, for

£100, to John B. Boycott and another. Filed

Oct. 22.

Mallin, Samnel, wholesale ironmonger, Birkdale,

Lancashire, for £77. 12s. 10d., to Frederiok

Wood and another. Filed Oot. 18.

Matthews, Frederiok, cabinet-maker, 31, Her

bert-road, Small - heath, Birmingham, for

£7. 10«, to Hyman Lyons. Filed Oct. 21.

Moody, Charles, blind.maker, 26, Woodstock-

road, Shepherd's-bush, for £23. 5s., to Alex

andra Investment and Advance Co. Filed

Oot. 17.

Pattinson, William, builder, cabinet-maker, Ac,

421, Scotland-road, and 275, Burlington-street,

Liverpool, for £13. Es., to David Lamb. Filed

Oot. 21.

Perry, Richard, joiner, Morris-green, Middle

Holme, Lanoashire, for £60, to Charles

Shone. Filed Oot. 18.

PittB, John, gasfitter, 6, Albert-road, Plymouth,

for £36. 12s., to Walter T. Walter. FUed

Ootw 18.

Stevenson, George, wood-turner, Harvey Clongh-

road, Norton, Woodaeats, Derbyshire, for £13,

to JameB Harrison. Filed Oot. 20.

Btott, Edwin, ironmonger, H'gh-street, New.

market, Cambs, for £438. 18s. 6d., to Henry

W. Edmunds and another. Filed Oot. 22.

Syddall, Samuel, furniture-dealer, 68 and 70,

High-street, Little Lever, Lancashire, for

£300, to Riohard Slater. Filed Oot 21.

Weedon, Riohard, chair-maker, Oatmead, High

Wycombe, Bucks, for £7, to Benjamin Blai-

berg. Filed Oot. 22.

Wood, John, wood.turner, 36, Charlotte-street,

Hall, for £90, to John T. Russell. Filed

Oot. 22.

®rato Conges, fa.

We ehalX feel greatly obliged if our Sitbteriber* in London
a* well at in all part* of the Country will kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Change*, or tend ut
any Jotting* of general mtereet to the Trade* we
repretent. By to doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thu Department of the Fubxitvbi

Saxstti.

A sale by auction took place during five

days in last week of the cabinet and upholstery

stock of Messrs. W. & J. R. Hunter, f>7,

Moorgate-street, and the goods realised on the

whole satisfactory prices, showing that their

well-known quality of manufacture was appre

ciated by the purchasers. Their Paris Exhi

bition (1867) wardrobe and dressing-table

fetched 185 guineas, and were bought by a

private customer. Of the numerous staff

employed by the firm, only one member has,

we believe, commenced business for himself,

viz. : their manager, Mr. John Finch, who, as

previously announced, has opened premises at

45, City-road.

The joinery business formerly carried on

under the title of Heron, Watt & Coat, Edin

burgh, will in future be continued by Mr. R.

Kinnear on his own account.

Mr. Meller has opened a new pianoforte

warehouse at 57, Cross-street, Albert-square,

Manchester.

Creditors of the late Mr. G. C. Williams,

lamp-manufacturer, of 92, New Bond-street,

must forward their claims by the 29th instant,

to Messrs. Kennedy, Hughes & Kennedy, 1,

Clement's-inn, Strand.

Messrs. Elworthy Bros. & Co. (Limited),

woollen manufacturers, have taken premises

at 42, Noble-street, Gresham-street.

Messrs. John Cox & Co. (late Sarah

Druke), gum and colour-merchants, 6, Cloak-

lane, announce that, owing to the expiration

of the lease of these premises, they have re

moved to 14a, Sherborne-lane.

Mr. G. Richmond has entered into part

nership with Mr. C. Nichols, of 808, Mile
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End-road, and the firm will be carried on

under the title of Nichols, Richmond & Co.,

pianoforte manufacturers, 7, Queen Victoria-

street.

Messrs. Davies & Jones have removed

from Wood-street to 0 and 10, Goldsmith-

street.

The Kent and Sussex Co-operative Asso

ciation (Limited) was registered on the 28th

ult., with a capital of £50,000, in 12,500 shares

of £4 each. The objects for which it was

established are to carry on a co-operative

association in all its branches, as follows:—To

manufacture, purchase, make up, supply, and

sell materials and articles of every description.

The first subscribers are Henry G. Booth,

Warbeck-road, Shepherd's-bush, Middlesex ;

William Leader, 39, Euston-square, London,

N.W., solicitor; Joseph H.Walton, Avenue-

road, Shepherd's-bush, Middlesex ; D. Sarsfield

Greene, Raleigh Club, Waterloo-place, Mid

dlesex, colonel in H.M.'s service; John B.

Chalmers, The Elms, Highgate-road, Middle

sex; and William H. Chichester, Audley

House, Croydon.

Messrs. Netjmeyeb & Co., pianoforte

manufacturers, have removed from Queen Vic

toria-street to Neumeyer-hall, Bloomsbury

Mansion, Hart-street, W.C.

Mr. Francis Craggs, carpet warehouse

man, of Lower Kennington-lane, has filed a

petition for liquidation, and application was

made last week before Mr. Registrar Murray

for the appointment of a receiver. It was

stated that the debtor had entered into certain

contracts which it was necessary to fulfil, but

he was desirous of acting under the direction

of the Court. His Honour said that the

circumstances were not sufficiently disclosed

in the affidavit. No proceedings were pend

ing, and it appeared that the debtor was

distrusting himself in asking that a receiver

should be appointed. The application might

be renewed upon a further affidavit.

George Griffin, of Shudehill, Manchester,

carrying on business of an ivory and

fancy-wood turner and walking-stick manu

facturer has filed a petition for liquidation.

The liabilities are £400.

A petition for liquidation has been filed in

the Bradford Bankruptcy Court on behalf of

John Wilkinson Rhodes, of Belleisle, Howarth,

cabinet-maker, who estimates his liabilities at

£1,300.

Mr. Rodert John Midgley, worsted-

spinner, Halifax, has filed a petition for liqui

dation in the Halifax Bankruptcy Court. The

liabilities are estimated at £45,000, principally

secured. The Yorkshire Post understands

that the proceedings have become necessary

chiefly on account of the complications which

have arisen in consequence of the death of

Mr. Midgley's partners, and some hopes are

entertained that an arrangement may be

effected for the continuance of the business.

A petition has been presented to the

County Court, at Newcastle, by William

White and William Sproat, both of Cowpen

Quay, Blyth, timber-merchants, trading as

"White & Sproat," with liabilities £8,000,

and assets upwards of £5,000. The Registrar

has appointed Mr. Thomas Gillespie, of New

castle, accountant, receiver and manager.

Jeita faitnf.

In thit column will be found such invention! as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade*; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions,

Applications fob Litters Patent.

4,343. Box, W. W., of Crayford, for improve

merits in seonring glass and other surfaces

in frames for lamps, lanterns, and other artiolea

and structures. Oct. 24.

4,344. Goundry, J. W., of Darlington, for means

for improving the intonation of musical instru

ments having the ordinary pianoforte key

board. Oct. 24.

4,348. Smith, J. ¥., engineer, of Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, now of 8, Southampton-build-

ings, for improvements in and relating to

organs, harmoniums, pianofortes, and other

musical instruments, and apparatus connected

therewith, for mechanically playing or operat

ing the same. Oct. 24.

4,359. Jensen, P., of Chanoery-lane, for im.

provementa in wash-boards. A communication

from J. H. Davies, machinist, of Hamilton,

Ontaria, Canada. Oct. 25.

4,366. Luoke, W., of Mnelheim-on.the-Rhine,

for improvements in lamps. Oct. 27.

4,406. Townsend, E., of uldbury, for an im

provement in stoves. Oct, 29.

4,408. Hill, C. T., of Heywood, for improve

ments in the method of and apparatus for

seonring stair or other rods. Oct. 29.

4.413. Kmmott, T., manufacturer, of Oldham,

for improvements in the manufacture of

velvets and velveteens. Oot. 29.

4.414. Heron, T., of Manchester, for improve

ments in gas-burners. Oct. 29.

4,419. Fisher, J,, of Sonthampton-buildings, for

improvements in the ventilation and supply

of air to houses, rooms, and other places, and

in [apparatus for producing and regulating

such ventilation and supply of air. Oot. 29.

4,435. Smith, O, of Muswell-hill, for improve

ments in coverings for walls, ceilings, and

other surfaces, which improvements are also

applicable to soreens or partitions. Oct..30.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

1,520. Adams, R., of 7 and 216, Great Dover,

street, Southwark, for improvement in sash-

fasteners for windows and other objects open

ing and dosing with a sliding movement,

vertically or otherwise opened. April 18.

1,709. Holden, I., of the firm of Isaac Holden &

Sons, machine wool combers, of Bradford, for

improvements in apparatus employed in card

ing wool and other fibres. April 30.

1,772. Mewbnrn, J. C, of Fleet-street, for mi.

provements in pianofortes. A communication

from E. Saps, of Dresden, Saxony. May 5.

2,986. Osborne, J. H., painter and glazier, of

Plymouth, for improvements in the method of

securing panes of glass in window-sashes,

sky lights, and other frames. July 23.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord- street, Liverpool, snpply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

Ucfos, ||totest sitii Comments.

The Germ of a Museum for Stafford.—

Mr. 0. L. Wragge, F.B.G.S., of Cheadle, has

presented to the town of Stafford an excellent

collection of miscellaneous articles obtained by

him in his travels in various parts of the world.

An Intercolonial Trades' Union Con

gress is sitting at Sydney for the discussion of

immigration, the eight hoars' labour system,

the legalisation of trade unions, Protection, and

other subjects. The Congress haB passed: resolu

tions against assisted immigration.

The Dispute in the Yorkshire Glass

Trade.—The men who were locked ont in the

glass-bottle trade in the Barns]ey district a

fortnight ago, are still out, and receiving union

pay. In several places the masters are taking

on non-sooiety men for the purpose of completing

contracts on hand.

Domestic Use for Fine-Cones.—On the

Continent dry pine-cones are largely used for

kindling fires. They are readily ignited with a

match, and are free from dust, &o. In Paris,

and other large cities on the Continent, scarcely

anything else than pine-cones are used for

kindling purposes in the hotels.

Anglo-French Treaties of Commerce.—

The declaration between the British and French

Governments prolonging for a period of six

months the dnration of the existing treaties of

commerce and navigation between Great Britain

and France, which wonld otherwise have

expired on December 31, has been officially

published.

Royal Expenses.—A curious calculation has

been pmade by a Continental statistician as to

the amount drawn by various Sovereigns from

the Civil List. According to this it appears

that the Czar has 125,000 f. per day, the Sultan

90,000 f., the Emperor of Austria 50,000 f the

Emperor of Germany 41,000f., the Kin? „f

Italy 82,000 ft, and the King of the Belgian*

The " Princess " Cabinet—This cabinet

made of rosewood, and exhibited at the Parii

Exhibition by Messrs. H. & J. Cooper, cabinet-

makers, of 8 and 9, Great Pulteney.street

Golden-eqoare, has been purchased by Henry J.

Aokrojd, Esq. It may be remembered that a

fnll-paged drawing and a detailed description

of the cabinet appeared in tbese columns about

a twelvemonth ago. Its artistic merits were

also reoognised by the Paris jnrors, who awarded

to it " Honourable Mention."

Art Education.—Mr. Thomas Ktohelle, of

Huddersfield, lectured last week in the hall of

the Meobanios' Institute, Bradford, under the

auspices of the Technical Sohool, on " Art Edn.

oation in relation to design in textile fabrics."

He was of opinion that our designers had paid

more attention to money-making in the past

than to art, but our future prosperity, he held,

would have to be rebuilt upon trne and beanti.

ful work, and honest commercial dealing, a pore

hand, pure head, and pure heart.

Undertakers' Stools.—Mr. Henry Smith,

of Charlotteville, New York, has patented an

improvement in the construction of the stools

used by undertakers as a support for coffins,

&o. It consists in pivoting the upper ends of

the legs on one side to those on the opposite

side, just below the top bar of the stool, and

connecting the legs midway of the length of the

stool by a jointed rod having its ends pivoted

to opposite side bars, whereby the legs are

capable of being folded together.

New Method of Cremation.—The neces

sity of employing very intense temperatures is

oremation, so as to convert the body into ashes,

appears likely to be done away with by the ex

periments of M. Lissagarry. The difficulty in

oremation is to decompose and reduce to ashes

tissues containing 75 per cent, of water; but

M. Lissagarry overcomes this by exposing the

body, first of all, to the action of superheated

steam, whioh chars the tissues and enables them

to burn easily in an ordinary Bimple furnace, at

a very muoh less cost of fuel and without the

least unpleasantness.

Early Closing.—A meeting of employers

and assistants was held on the 30th ult. at tbe

Walworth Lecture Hall, Carter.street, to devise

means for curtailing the hours of business in

the retail trades of the district. The chair was

occupied by Mr. W. R. Selway (Metropolitan

Board of Works). Mr. E. Kennedy, Secretary

of the Early Closing Aseooiation, made a state

ment, from which it appeared that many of the

shops in the neighbourhood are open till nine

and ten o'clock on ordinary nights and till

midnight on Saturdays. In the end, a com

mittee was appointed to remedy the evils

complained of.

The Working Population of Paris.—An

inquiry, instituted by the Paris Chamber of

Commeroe, has resulted in the tabulation of

some very interesting statistics concerning the

working population^ the French capital. The

population comprises 285,861 workmen, 105,410

workwomen, 19,059 boyB, and 6,481 girls under

16 years of age. To these must be added 62,190

working masters, that is to say, men who work

at home on their own account; 26,242 small

working contractors ( and 45,028 workmen em

ployed in the various publio establishments. The

total working population of Paris, therefore, is

about 550,000, or more than a quarter of the

general population.

Female Employees in the French

Woollen Trade.—Some statements made by

one of the delegates at the Workmen's Congress

at Marseilles respecting the condition of the

operatives engaged in the woollen and cotton

industries of Roubaix and Turcoing are quoted

by the RipibUque Fremfaise. It appears from

these that women are employed in the combing

mills for 12 hours per day in an atmosphere of

from 40 deg. to 45 deg., and earn from if.to

2 f. 75 o. (say Is. 7d. to 2s. 3d.) per day.

Weavers earn about 15 f. (12s.) per week.

Dyers and finishers are paid 22 c. to 25 c. (say

2Jd.) per hour, and they are sometimes obliged

to work 15, 16, and even 18 hours per day. Jm

average earnings of 80 per cent, of tbe auolc

male operatives do not exceed 14 f. (say 111- 3d.)

per week. The Roubaix delegate calculated the

expenses of keeping a family
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father, mother, and three children, the eldest

being 6 years old, and showed that there was a

weekly deficit of 2 f. 74 c. (say 2s. 3d.), without

any provision being made for olothes or

medicine.

Nickel Bronze.—One of the most striking

exhibits at the Exhibition of Applied Sciences

now open in Paris has been contributed by the

company which owns M. Garnier's patents for

the preparation of niokel bronze (white bronze).

This alloy, when manipnlated according to M.

Garnier's processes, is found to be as capable of

as diverse application in the arts as copper

itself. The articles exhibited comprise oast,

drawn, hammered, and engraved goods. For

cabinet-makers' fittings, art metal-work, Ac,

the new alloy seems to be of particular value.

It does not rust, takes a brilliant polish, and

is not dearer than plated copper, while the sub

stance is uniform throughout its whole thick-

ness. Messrs. Charles Watson & Co., of Great

St. Helens, are the English agents,

Irish Poplin as a Furniture Fabric. —

A deputation of silk and poplin weavers had an

interview on the 3rd inst. with the Dublin Cor

poration, and explained to the members the pre

sent distressed condition of the trade. After a

long discus-ion a resolution was passed to the

effect that the Mansion House fhonld be refur.

niehed in Irish poplin, and the manufacturers

are to be invited to send in designs. A confer

ence on the state of the silk and poplin trades

was also held last week in the Mansion House

at Dablin between the operatives, representa

tives of the principal mercantile houses, and

Court tailors. Various suggestions were made

to give an impetus to the manufacture, the

principal being that the Court tailors should

induce their customers to adopt poplin for dress

waistcoats and for the lining of Castle coats, and

that gentlemen should be induced as much as

possible to adopt poplin for their scarves. It

was also recommended that poplin Bhonld be

used for furniture, upholstery, hangings, &o.

A Century of Law.— Even the famous

Chancery suit of " Jarndyoe and Jarndyce " has

found its parallel in a case that has just been

settled in Hungary. The Pester Lloyd states

that on Oct. 28 a division of the Senate of the

" Royal Table " (the Hungarian Supreme Court)

pave final judgment in a suit commenced in

1768, and which has since passed through all the

possible phases of Hungarian litigation. The

object of the original suit was the same as would

be aimed at by an ejectment suit with ns—to

get rid of an alleged wrongful occupier of a

large family estate. After 111 years of litigation,

the Court placed the representatives of the

original plaintiffs in possession of a portion only

of the property. It is stated that a large por

tion has been swallowed up by expenses ; a

feature which this suit has in common with the

one of Dickens's creation, which in its later

stages turned upon nothing but costs, the whole

estate having been shared by the lawyers.

Fluctuations In the Prices of Pictures.

Considerably less than a century has elapsed

since Horace Walpole said that Sir Joshua

Reynolds in his old age had become avaricious,

because he asked 1,000 guineas for the picture

of the three Ladies Waldegrave ! Formerly his

prices had been muoh lower—only 200 guineas

for a whole-length portrait, 100 for a half-length,

and 70 for a " kit-oat." It is needless to say

that no one would part with the portraits for

such a figure now. In 1774, for instanoe, Lord

Carysfort gave Sir Joshua 50 guineas for the

" Strawberry Girl," whioh Lord Hertford paid

£2,205 for at Samuel Sogers' sale in 1856. The

great name of Gainsborough reminds us of a

still more conspicuous instance of the same kind.

The celebrated " Duchess of Devonshire " was

bought by Wynn Ellis for £65, and was resold,

as is well known, to Messrs. Agnew for 10,000

guineas. Its subsequent mysterious disappear

ance will be equally within the recollection of

onr readers.

Newly.Fainted Booms.—The danger of

inhaling the vapour of turpentine has been long

known, and its pernicious influence on the health

is beyond all doubt, as has been verified in

several oases occurring where persons slept in

newly-painted rooms, some of whioh have even

proved fatal. Several theories, more or less

plausible, have been propounded to explain the

prejudicial effects of the inhalation of these

vapours ; but, whatever be the correct explana

tion, says the British Medical Journal, there is

so doubt of the danger of occupying a room

recently painted in whioh turpentine has been

employed, before oomplete desiccation has taken

p'aoe. It was pointed out by the Council of

Hygiene that a sudden death that recently took

place in Paris was attributable to this cause, it

being shown that it oonld not be ascribed to the

lead which entered into the composition of the

paint of the room in which the deceased slept.

The lead being fixed and non.volatile, oannot in

these cases be accused of being the offending

element.

The Buskin Society of Glasgow.—The

Buskin Society of Glasgow—whioh was reoently

established in connection with a kindred

organisation in Manchester — opened their

winter session last week. It is stated that the

objects of the society are—" (1) to promote the

study and circulation of Mr. Buskin's writings ;

(2) to form a centre of union for friends ; and

(3) to promote such life and learning as may

fitly abide in this oonntry." The meeting was

held in the Accountants' Hall, which was

crowded, a considerable proportion of those

present being ladies. On the platform were

Mr. William Smart, the president of the society j

the Rev. Fergus Ferguson, the Rev. Mr.

M'Lean, Mr. J. Currie, vice-president, Mr. J.

Downie, hon. secretary, &o. It was inti

mated that letters of^apology had been received

from Professor Niobol, Professor Veitoh, the

Rev. Dr. Jeffrey, Preceptor Mathieson, Ac

The chairman delivered an address upon Ruskin,

whom he characterised as the noblest thinker

and the truest man of this century.

Children's Work.—Early in the present

year the proprietors of Little Folks Magazine in

stituted a prize competition for coloured copies

of the " Little Folks' Painting Book," the pro

minent feature of the soheme being that all the

books were eventually to be distributed among

the children's hospitals, as a Christmas present

from the young artists. In response to the

invitation thus offered hands and brains have

been very busy for six months past, and during

the dosing days of the competition the number

of books received by the editor has averaged

as many as 500 copies a day, thus bringing up

to many thousands the total number of paint

ing books received. As a result, then, thousands

of beautifully coloured books—more interesting

than sorap-books, as the piotures are accom

panied by amusing letterpress—will be available

for distribution among the children's hospitals.

Notwithstanding that[numerons prizes will be

awarded to the competitors, only a small pro

portion can of course expect to be rewarded for

their trouble, and it is satisfactory to think that

so many ohildren should .have been content to

devote many and many an hour throughout the

year in the endeavour to provide amusement for

their less fortunately situated brothers and

sisters.

The Influence of Art.—On Saturday even

ing the Earl of Dartmouth, in presiding over a

meeting of students of Free Library Classes in

Wolverhampton Town-hall, to liBten to a lec

ture on " Art," said he had long regarded art

as one of those subjects on which all classes

might agree. It was both aristocratio and

democratic. It was none the less democratic

because there was nothing to prevent members

of any class from taking an equal and refined

interest in it. He had always thought, too,

that they oould not have too many gentlemen

in any class, and he knew of nothing that bad

so refining an influence, and taught them better

how to become gentlemen in the true sense of

the word, than the study of art. He suggested

to the young students that they should form

themselves into a sort of combination, and sub

scribe sufficient money annually to enable two

or three of their number, selected by ballot, to

spend a portion of their summer holidays on

the Continent, where they might study the

many beautiful productions of art there to be

fonnd—art in its most perfect form—and so

bring back with them that increased know

ledge of the snbject whioh would prove use

ful both to themselves and other members of

the classes in the studies they were pursuing.

Proposed Federation of Trade Unions.—

The Parliamentary Committee of the Trade

Union Congress has issued a oode of rules for

tbe federation of trade unions. The circular

proposes that the name shall be the " Federa

tion of Organised Trade Societies." The object

is to maintain the nine hours' system as a

reoognised day's work. The annual contribu

tion to be 2s. per member. Should a sufficient

number of unions agree to the proposal to

constitute a federation of 100,000 members, the

Parliamentary Committee will convene a con

ference to elect officers and decide upon definite

rules. The replies to the circulars are to be

delivered by Jan. 30, 1880. After explaining

the plans and purposes of the proposed federa

tion, the Committee says:—"The matter now

rests with the trades. The word federation has

been on the lips of most of the trades for a

considerable number of years. Muoh valuable

time has been occupied and money spent in

preparing the various schemes whioh have pre

viously been before the unions. You now have

a practical proposal before you. Let your

decision, whatever it may be, settle the question

for a time at least, and allow ns to turn our

attention to other important matters upon which

we can agree. We have only to reiterate this

advice—do not think you can ever have a

federation worthy of the name, except it is

based upon sound financial principles."

Society of Arts.—The programme of this-

Sooiety for its 126th Session has been issued.

It gives a list of the papers and lectures for

the session, so far as they have been arranged.

The following are some of the papers to be read

at the evening meetings previous to Christmas r

—December 3—" Apprenticeship : Scientific and

Unsoientific," by Sylvanus P. Thompson, D.Sc.r

Professor of Applied Physios at University

College, Bristol. December 10—" Art Vestiges

in Afghanistan ; the Results of Some Recent

Explorations in the Jellalabad Valley," by

William Simpson. The dates of tbe Papers

after Christmas are not announced, but tbe fol

lowing are among the subjeots to be treated :—

" Domestic Poisons," by Henry Carr ; " Gas Fur

naces and Kilns for Burning Pottery," by Herbert

Guthrie, C.E. j " The Utilisation of Slag," by

Charles Wood ; " Art in Japan," by C. Pfoundes j

" Trade and Commercepf the Yenisei," by Henry

Seebohm ; " Art Ironwork," by J. W. Singer ;

"The History of Musical Pitch," by A. J. Ellis,

F.RS. Three oourses of " Cantor Lectures "

are to be given. The first course is by Dr.

Charles Graham, F.C.S., F.I.O., Professor of

Chemical Technology at University College,

London, on " The Chemistry of Bread and Bread-

making." The second on the " Manufacture

of India-rubber and Gutta-percha," by Thomas

Bolas, F.C.S. The third by R. W. Edis, F.S.A.,

on " Art Decoration and Furniture." The first

meeting of the Session will be held on the 19th

inst., when the opening address will be delivered

by Lord Alfred S. Churchill, Chairman of the

Council.

Ancient Goldsmiths, &c.—At the last

meeting of the Institute of Bankers, a paper

was read by Mr. F. G. Hilton Price, entitled

"Notes on Ancient Bankers and Early Gold

smiths to the oloseof the Seventeenth Century."'

The lecturer remarked that for the earliest

records of bankers and goldsmiths we must

search amonst the archives of the Hindoo and

Chinese. A recent French writer asserted that

all the principles of oredit whioh were ex

plained in Roman law were in use in Hindostan

from the remotest antiquity; therefore we

might possibly have to look to India as the cra

dle of monetary transactions, as it probably was

of religion and civilisation. As long ago as

2,250 B.C., the Chinese were said to have had a

currency, therefore we might presume that there

were bankers in China at that period. The

lecturer then entered on an account of the pro

gress made by the goldsmiths and money-dealers.

The first English goldsmith of whom there was

any record in the Doomsday Book was Otto, who

held lands in Essex and Suffolk, and there ap

peared to have been several successors to the

office of Engravers to the Mint of the same

name. The business of only four of those ap

pearing in the London Directory of 1677 can

be identified as being in existence at the present

day—Messrs. Blanohard A Child (now Messrs.

Child A Co.) ; Charles Duncombe and Riohard

Kent, of Ye Grasshopper, in Lombard-street

(now Messrs. Martin A Co.) ; James Hoare, of the

Golden Bottle, in Cheapside (now Messrs. Hoare,

Fleet-street) ; Humphrey Stocks, Black Horse,

Lombard-street) now Messrs. Barnett, Hoare A

Co.). From 1694 downwards the goldsmiths

had encountered a powerful rival in the Bank

of England.

Poisonous Colours.—Dr. Hardwioke opened

an inquiry on the 29th ult. at Clerkenwel), con.

cerning the death of Sarah Sophia Middleton,

aged 16, who is alleged to have met her death
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by poisoning whilst employed at the Anglo-

Russian Iron and Tinplate Company, Tornmill-

street, Clerkenwell. Emma Middleton, mother

of the deceased, stated that the deceased re

turned home on Thursday mcrning from work

and complained of being very ill, and she vomited

very much. On Friday, as the deceased got

much worse, she called in Dr. R. Taylor, but

death occurred on Saturday moraing. Mary

M'Cullham, a girl about 16 years of age, said

that she for six months worked at the Anglo-

Russian Iron and Tinplate Works, and she knew

the deceased as working there also. During the

time she was there they used to work with white

lead, red and blue colours, bronze, aud silvering,

and twopence per day used to be allowed to

them so that they could have milk to drink.

She suffered very much from herohest whilst at

the work. Mr.Newsbarge, manager to the Anglo-

Russian Iron aud Tinplate Company, stated that

he did not kuow what the colours were composed

of, but be knew that they would not iDjure any

one. The colours that were used were red,

blue, and bronze and sometimes green. On

Thursday last the deceased came to him aud

complained of being sick, and asked to be

allowed to go home, which request he granted,

and on Monday he was told of her death. He

had a notice posted up to t he following effect :—

" Eating is striotly prohibited on these premises,

especially by those employes, male or female,

working with colours or dusting off, this being

very injurious to health. We do not take any

responsibility in case of sickness." The Coroner

said that he thought each a notice an important

one, and he should impound the document. A

juror said he knew from experience that in

printing offices colours whioh were poisonous

were used, and girls and young boys were

employed to do the work, and be had often seen

bojB come out of printing offices and vomit after

having been at work in colouring or bronzing.

The Coroner said there must be some reason

why the milk was given to those employed at

colouring and bronzing, and why they were not

allowed to eat, and that reason was presumedly

because the work on which they were engaged

was injurious. He was of opinion that such an

important question should not be harried over,

and he should adjourn the case for further

inquiries to be made.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office : 120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry atid fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal workeri,
and oas fitrino manofactueses.

64, Clement Street, Bibminohak.

Artists in Decorative Repousse and Manufsct irerq of
Architeornr«l M»'«l Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Bails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Bailings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail-

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Fulpit Lights,
CoronsB,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire irons.
Fire Does,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,

Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Domestic OrnamenUii Metal Worn vj ait liucnptiov
THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' dtsign,

or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
saperior Repousse Work, which is highly deoorsUre, wa
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in ill styles
ot Architecture. Establish kd 28 Ybau.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHA1TTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOBOUGHLT PTTBIFIED AND PBEB PBOM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES^OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

AT CO^K.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTEB;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TIEZRIM: S TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

 

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

350,000 ft. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

BIQA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 
WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tobfin's Patent), 5-lG inoh Thiok, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inoh solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornament^

Parqnet-

rZtod Backins.
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OUR FOREIGN TIMBER SUPPLY.

No. XXI.—Ceylon.

HE total area of this colony is

; 24,702 square miles, and the popu

lation numbers about 2,500,000

souls. A large Tariety of timber

trees are grown in the colony,

and the lending varieties adapted

for cabinet-maker's purposes in-

following : — Michdia Nilagirica,

CMoroxlyon swietenia (satinwood), Pericopsit

mooniana, Tamarindvt ojficinalit, several species

of Diospyros, CaralHa calydna, and Vitex

irifolia.

The timber lands of the western and cen

tral provinces are owned chiefly by the

Government, those of the northern province

entirely, and those of the southern, the

eastern, the north-western, and the north-

 

elude

central almost exclusively. There is, however,

a good deal of valuable timber, chiefly Jack,

on private lands. The quantity of forest and

timber land in Ceylon appears to be very

large, but in all the provinces, except the

north central, the area under timber is dimi

nishing. In the latter province there is an

increase in the breadth of timber land, owing

to the stricter limitation of h4n cultivation.

The alleged causes of diminution in the other

provinces are various—the extension of coffee,

tea, and cinchona plantations, the felling of

timber on Government licences, and the illegal

felling of timber in Crown forests. Steps ap

pear to have been taken in the central pro

vince to stop the latter class of depredations.

In the last nam;d province the diminution is

said to be chiefly due to the illicit clearing of

forest lands by a migratory population who

move about almost yearly to fresh ranges of

land, abandoning those cleared and cultivated

previously. It is said that in the southern

province much damage has been done by in

judicious felling both on licence and without.

In the north-western province the diminution

is said to be caused by encroachments and

clearings for " chena " or dry grain cultiva

tion, also by over-felling and waste by timber-

dealers in former years. Nothing has ap-

j parently been attempted in the way of re

planting, except in the southern province,

where a beginning has been made by establish

ing a nursery and an experimental teak plan-

I tation near some irrigation works. In the

j eastern province a forest department has been

established, and it is contemplated to replant,

j if possible, the cleared or partly denuded

| lands. In all the provinces the terms of the

'< licences are now strictly enforced, and chena

1 cultivation has been much restricted.

| It is calculated that in the central province

2 per cent, of the timber might be cut each

I year without injury to the forests. The quan-

! tity given for the western province is from 6

j to 10 trees per acre, for the northern 3,000

j logs, for the southern one-fortieth of the area

I under timber, in the eastern 600 logs, and in

the north-western 4,000 cubic feet.

Frcm statistics supplied by the Custom

House, it appears that dyewoods -are exported

in small quantities to the United Kingdom

and to British and French India, and tanners'

bark, mainly to the latter. A considerable

quantity of ebony is exported to the United

Kingdom, France, China, India, and Australia.

The value of miscellaneous woods exported

to the United Kingdom in 1873 was 37,885 Rs.

The first substantial legislative act with

reference to the timber appears to have been

an ordinance enacted by the Governor in

Council in 1843 for the preservation of the

Crown lands, the protection of the timber

revenue, &c. The Act declared that no person

should in future cut timber on Crown lands

without a licence, or remove it when cut with,

out a permit,and imposed penalties for evasion

or infringement. A common fraud appears

to have been the cutting of timber on Crown

lands and removing it without a permit, under

the pretence that it was cut on private lands.

To prevent this the ordinance enacts that

timber cut upon private lands shall be subject

to the same regulations as to permits as that

cut upon Crown lands. The Governor has,

however, a dispensing p.nver as to the latter

provision. Cocoa-nut and firewood trees are

exempted from the ordinance.

In 1871 a report on the timber revenue of

Ceylon was prepared by the Auditor-General.

From this report it appears that the total

revenue derived from the royalties amounted

in the five years, 1866-70, to £25,992, of which

no inconsiderable portion was derived from the

seizure and sale of trees illegally felled.

Owing to the remoteness of the districts in

which felling is now carried on, official super

vision is declared to be impossible. The Audi

tor-General calls attention in his report to the

evils of chena cultivation, to the destruction

of young growing timber for fence sticks, and

to the alienation of forest land required merely

for the purpose of clearing it, the purchasers

making their sole profit out of that operation.

He points out that such sales in reality amount

to an unwarrantable appropriation of capital

to revenue. No persistent attempt has been

made to replant or even to protect the young

saplings, and as a consequence there is practi

cally no valuable timber remaining in the

western province, and in the north-western

and southern little, if any. In other provinces

coffee plantations are rapidly taking the place

of the forests. The northern province, how

ever, still possesses extensive and valuable

tracts of forest. The Auditor-General consi

ders that the present system is a sacrifice of

the future to the present, and must soon come

to an end. He believes that the forests should

not he looked upon as mere sources of revenue ;

that they have other uses besides being the

contributors of a fleeting and terminable

income. Various remedial measures are sug

gested ; that the felling should, as formerly,

be done wholly by the Government; that

replanting should be commenced; that an

inspector of woods and forests should bo

appointed in each district; that nurseries

should be established, and that a special forest

department should be instituted. The Audi

tor-General puts the probable annual expense

of a Provincial Forest Establishment at £572.

Governor Gregory seems to have taken up

the question of timber conservation soon after

the issue of the foregoing report, for in 1873

a despatch was addressed to him by Lord

Kimberley expressing approval of his action

with reference to the timber question, and

transmitting a copy of a very important letter

addressed to him on the subject by Dr. Hooker,

of Kew. In this letter attention is called to

the mischief which will ensue should nothing

be done to guard against the threatened ex

termination of the native forests of Ceylon.

The climatic effects are those on which Dr.

Hooker mainly dwells, quoting the words of

a correspondent describing the calamitous

changes which have followed the denudation

of the forests of Mauritius and some of the

Leeward Islands. The quotation is very

pertinent, and is as follows :—" The contrast

between neighbouring islands similarly situ

ated is most striking. The sad change which

has befallen the smaller ones is, without any

doubt, to be ascribed to human agency alone.

It is recorded of these that in former times

they were clothed with dense forests, and

their oldest inhabitants remember when the

rains were abundant, and the hills and all un

cultivated places were shaded by extensive

groves. The removal of the trees was cer

tainly the cause of the present evil. The

opening of the soil to the vertical sun rapidly

dries up the moisture, and prevents the rain

from sinking to the roots of plants. The rainy
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seasons in these climates are not continuous

cloudy days,but successions of sudden showers,
■with the sun shining hot in the intervals.

"Without shade upon the surface the water is

rapidly exhaled, and Bprings and streams

diminish."

Governor Gregory, in reply, enumerates the

causes to which, in his opinion, the diminution

of timber is to be attributed :—1st, and chiefly,

chena cultivation; 2nd, absence of system in

cutting and replanting; 3rd, selling of valu

able forests at inadequate value ; and 4th,

want of proper reserves in the coffee districts.

Chena cultivation is rather happily described

as a rotation of soil rather than of crop. No

thing more miserable or more wasteful can be

conceived than the chena system, and the

most valuable forest-land is sacrificed for it

in enormous quantities. The system is, it ap

pears, to some extent, a necessity; but there

is reason to believe that proper irrigation

works would make it possible to wholly su

persede it, by introducing other crops than

kurakkan. The absence of all system in

cutting is productive of most injurious results,

while the frauds of timber-cutters, before

alluded to, have most seriously affected the

forests. Governor Gregory observes that " a

country pre-eminently fitted like Ceylon for

the growth of every kind of valuable tropical

timber, teak included, has been reduced to the

condition of having to import the very article

which it is most fitted to produce." He adds

that he has made arrangements for a strict

supervision of the forests, has constituted a

forestal establishment, and purposes to lay

out a large number of small nurseries in

connection with the tanks under irrigation

guardians. Governor Gregory does not share

Dr. Hooker's apprehensions as to the climatic

effects of the clearings for coffee planting ;

but he attaches considerable importance, for

climatic and other reasons, to the preservation

of the timber covering the crests of hills,

which hold the moisture, and shelter the sur

rounding lands. The total area of forest and

heavy jungle is estimated at 0,192,889 acres,

while chenas, waste lands, lakes, and rivers

are computed at 7,513,855 acres.

In pursuance of the policy announced by

Governor Gregory, a series of rules for the

guidance of conservators of forests were issued

in July, 1873, and contain very precise direc

tions with reference to the treatment and

protection of seedlings. In October, 1874,

certain " Kules for Foresters" were rescinded

and others substituted. The new rules pro

vide for the proclaiming of certain forests in

each province as reserved Government forests ;

declare that no timber shall be cut in these

forests except by persons employed by the

forester, and that nil timber so cut shall be

conveyed to a Government depot and pub

licly sold. Re-planting is to be discontinued,

except where plantations can be established

without expense. A tract of forest land is

to be set aside each year, the saplings are to

be relieved, where necessary, of the pressure

of surrounding vegetation, and seeds are to

be sown in suitable places. The chenas are

put under the forest inspector by the new

rules. A report by Mr. A. M. Walker on

the Government forests in Batticaloa and

Trincomalee districts gives an account of the

frauds perpetrated by timber-cutters, and

exhibits the difficulty of devising effective

measures to repress these dishonest practices.

A NOVELTY IN ART POTTERY.

ONE of the chief missions of manufacturing

industry is to find uses for waste pro-

ducts,and extended application for undeveloped

substances. Both these processes can be traced

through the whole economy of Nature; nothing

is ever destroyed or lost ; but what appears so

to human sense and sight is in reality but a

course of change, which metamorphoses what

is mean, unproductive, and unsightly, into

what is serviceable and even beautiful. We

have of late years profited by these lessons

from Nature, and a cabinet-maker's shop will

supply the necessary demonstration. It is 1

BOt so very long ago since sawdust was almost ,

exclusively employed for sprinkling upon tap

room and circus floors, or for smoking fish,

&c. Now, however, it is turned to good

account in a variety of other ways : not only do

we hear of wood itself being made of sawdust,

but moulded ornaments, scent, charcoal, pot

ash, spirit, oil, &c, are all made of this once

despised material, while a Continental pro

fessor has even succeeded in producing from

sawdust what he terms " nutritious and whole

some food," in the shape of flour. Again,

of what does floorcloth consist to a large ex

tent, but cork refuse, while the waste from

carpet looms, in its turn, is used for stuffing

furniture, &c. Similar instances of economical

application of this or that product meet us on

every hand in our general surroundings.

The above few instances of the utilisation of

waste and other common products—which

might have been multiplied ad libitum—have

been recalled to us by having brought under our

notice a new kind of pottery made of common

red brick clay, a material by no means sugges

tive of chaste art productions. And yet the

selection of wares we had the pleasure of

inspecting last Tuesday—although but, as it

were, the first fruits of a coming harvest—

may challenge comparison with any kind of

artistic pottery at present in the market.

As is usual with most descriptions of

Pottery, the new ware is indebted for

its name to its local habitation. Linthorpe

is the name of a suburb of Middlesbrough,

and here a pottery has been established for the

production of decorative art wares of a

purely English character. The first display of

this Linthorpe ware took place this week at

the warehouses of Messrs. Dresser & Holme,

in the Farringdon-road.

It has often been observed that great events

from little causes spring, and the origin of the

Linthorpe pottery works affords an apt illus

tration of this truth. W hen Dr. Dresser was

giving a lecture on art in the district of Mid

dlesbrough about twelve months since, he

was pained to see the misery which prevailed

in the district through the failure of the iron

trade. Finding that clay—though of a com

mon character—existed in the neighbourhood,

he proposed to Mr. John Harrison, of Dar

lington, that a pottery be started near Middles

brough on certain ground, which was the pro

perty of this gentleman. Mr. Harrison at

once acted upon the proposition, and an agree

ment was accordingly entered into between

that gentleman and Dr. Dresser. The pottery—

of which Dr. Dresser is the art director—was

built under the superintendence of a gentle

man who is now the master-potter at Lin

thorpe—a Mr. Tooth, and to his indefatigable

energy and masterly skill the success of the new

Linthorpe Vare is in part due. Curiously

enough, while some of the features of

this new pottery have been regarded by

the trade as most difficult of production,

Mr. Tooth, the chief agent in its fabrica

tion, was a stranger to the potter's art, and

has produced this new ware rather by the

promptings of genius than through any know

ledge of either chemistry or the manipulatory

processes of potting.

The pottery made at Linthorpe is at present

of three kinds. First, there is an undecorated

ware, which pretends to pleasant forms and

welcome colours. Of plain vases about 150

shapes were exhibited last Tuesday, most of

them in several colours. Thus, a vase of the

double gourd or pilgrim shape might be seen

in a glorious orange-red colour, in a low-

toned yellow, in a red-brown, and in the

richest of yellow, green, and brown mottles,

the colours having in some cases a striking

resemblance to onyx or agate. Secondly,

there were on view articles enriched with

boldly incised ornament, while in some

examples the artistic .effect was still further

enhanced by the aid of perforation. In this

description of ware, the objects are covered

with parti-coloured glazes of a rich and glowing

character. Some specimens we noticed are

decorated with conventionally-treated flowers

and leafage, the outline of which is scratched

in the clay, while the ornament itself is

1 coloured in subdued tones. Of this beautiful

, ware there were many fine examples, most of

them being eminently appropriate as ornaments

to bei displayed on chimney-pieces, cabinet*

and sideboards. The third kind of ware con

sists of pieces enriched with bold paintings of

flowers and birds in enamel colours, but of this

ware only few specimens were shown, although

many more, we learn, are now in process of

manufacture.

The introduction of this Linthorpe -wars

certainly marks an era in the annals of English

pottery manufacture. A new and hitherto

untrodden path has been struck out by Dr.

Dresser ana his coadjutors, and the results

already achieved are certainly full of promise.

The shapes—although multiform in character

—partake uniformly of true art feeling, and

their graceful outlines render the various

articles eminently suitable for decorative pur

poses. As regards the glazes, most of which

are made on the spot out of local materials,

it is impossible by mere description to convey

an approximate idea of the wealth of colour

they impart. Many of the larger vases and

jars are resplendent in all the radiance of the

chromatic scale, and the different tints are so

well blended that they seem actually to melt

in each other, all jarring contrasts and incon

sistencies being thus happily avoided. The

styles of ornament adopted, whether incised,

relieved, or fretwork, contribute nbo not a

little to the general effect ; in the majority of

cases the flowers and other decorative forms

are conventional in style, while in some few

instances whimsical and grotesque shapes

impart to them a Japanesque character.

That the new ware (which, as regards

appearance, in many respects resembles that

manufactured by Messrs. Doulton) just intro

duced to the trade by Messrs. Dresser k Holme

will command public attention and find a ready

market, admits hardly of a doubt ; for, in addi

tion to the many other recommendations to

which we have referred, it has also lowness of

price in its favour, and, taking this into con

sideration, we were not surprised to learn that

almost everyone of the hundreds of articles

on view last Tuesday had been ordered several

times over by those who had the privilege of

inspecting them.

It has been well observed by Swift, that he

who makes two blades of grass to grow where

only one grew before is a greater benefactor

to mankind than the whole race of politicians

put together, and this credit we think is due

to Dr. Dresser for having given the impetus to

a new industry ; for having pressed into the

service of the industrial arts a coarse material

hitherto held in but little esteem ; and for

having opened up a channel for employment

to many of his countrymen, in a district where

want and misery were gradually asserting

their sway.

TOWN-HALL DECORATION AND

FURNISHING.

(Continuedfrom page 319.)

THE Council-chamber is 47 ft. long, 27 ft.

wide, and 23 ft. high, and is a well-fur

nished and commanding apartment On the

side next Greaves-street are three arched and

deeply-recessed windows, having moulded and

enriched archivolts; and the wall opposite and

also the two ends are diversified t>y shallow

arched recesses corresponding with the win

dows. Three five-light chandeliers are sus

pended from the ceiling. The seats are ar

ranged round the room in two tiers, the ends

being rounded. The aldermen will occupy the

inner seats, and the councillors will have setts

behind the aldermen, which are elevated a step.

A reporters' table occupies the centre of the

room. The mayor's seat is on a raised dais

at the north end next to the mayor's parlour,

with the ex-mayor to the left and the town-

clerk to the right. The ceiling is bracketed out,

coved, and divided into fifteen deeply-recessed

panels, enriched with mouldings. The panels

are painted alternately blue and amber, richly

diapered in gold and colour. Nine of these

panels contain modelled centre flowers,

gilt and silvered. The remaining a* j

panels have plain surface, four of which I

arc decorated with a classic octagonal I
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design; the two centre ones have the

Oldham arms standing upon a tablet on a

maroon ground, also gilt and silvered. The

panel margins are in a low tone of black,

relieved with gold; the large mouldings are

gilt solid, with a classic decorative leaf in red.

The beams are simply treated, being inter

sected with plaster bosses, gilt solid. The

plain portions between these are divided in

panels, with gold lines, and relieved with

classic ornament. The margin between ceiling

and cove is relieved with a richly-moulded

acorn-leaf painted a dull green, and picked

out with gold and silver. The cove is 3 ft. 9 in.

deep, and one-half is gilt solid, with a chaste

lace pattern in dull blue, and the lower half is

decorated with a fluted ornament of bold

design in maroon, gold and silver ; the cornice

and frieze being also suitably treated.

The two end and one side-wall are divided

into arched recesses. The spandrels of semi-

arches are to be filled in with figure subjects.

Only two of these (viz., those over the doors

opposite the mayor's chair) are completed.

The first represents " Science." This subject

is illustrated by the figure of a woman, seated

in an attitude of study, holding compasses in

her right hand. On either side of her are

different scientific instruments. On one side

is the Davy safety-lamp, typical of science as

applied to mining ; on the other, chemical and

electrical apparatus, including one of the latest

invention—the phonograph. She is dressed in

dark red, and has for her motto, "Science

has no enemy but ignorance." The next

picture is a representation of the arts of music,

sculpture, architecture, and painting. The

figure is seated, and holds in her right hand

brushes and sculptors' tools. On the left is a

small harp and an antique torso. On the

other side is a plan—a picture resting against

an hour-glass, the sand of which is running

down. This picture has for its motto, " Art

is long, and time is fleeting." The recesses in

the wall at the mayor's end are intended to

have the following figures represented in

them :—" Mechanics " and " Cotton Spinning,"

while those in the side wall are to have

the following :—" Industry," " Progress," and

" Invention." The panels below these figures

are painted a chocolate colour, and will be

rilled in with a tapestry design. The two

recesses at each end of the room are to receive

the massive doors, painted in rich, low tone

colours, the panels being of a peacock colour,

the stiles a dark citron colour ; and the

mouldings are relieved in gold and colour.

The mayor's parlour is formed out of the

old council-chamber, and is furnished in

polished oak, upholstered in maroon leather.

The walls are papered with a dark French

paper. It is lit with a five-light chandelier.

The chimney-piece is of St. Ann's marble, with

tiled hearth.

The dining-room is 40 ft. by 27 ft., and has

four windows overlooking Mill-street. The

walls are wainscoted to a neight of 4 ft. 6 in.,

with panelled and moulded framing. There

are three five-light chandeliers suspended from

the ceiling. The ceiling is divided into three

centre bays, the two end ones being decorated

with a conventional apple design, and the

centre one with a conventional vine-leaf. The

outer panels are relieved with decorations of

a similar design. The cornice is picked out

with suitable colours and gold ; ana the walls

above the wainscoting are painted a dull sage

colour.

The hall, which is 56 ft. long by 20 ft. wide,

is approached from the corridor and also by a

flight of stone steps from Greaves-street,

having oak handrail and ornamental iron

balusters. The lower hall has one and the

upper hall two six-light chandeliers. The

ceiling is divided in panels, and relieved with

suitable decoration of a bold description. The

walls are painted a Fompeian yellow tone,

with dado, surmounted by decoration of a

bold description.

The new committee-rooms, town-clerk's

private office, magistrates' clerk's room, advo

cate's room, and chief-constable's private office

are furnished in oak, upholstered in maroon

leather, and have every requisite. The chim

ney-pieces are of St. Ann's marble, and have

tiled hearths. The chandeliers are three and

five-light, corresponding in design with the

other portions of the building. The council-

chamber, dining-hall, magistrates' room, and

town-clerk's office are each provided with

separate lavatory accommodation contiguous

to their respective apartments, all of which

are fitted up in the most complete manner, the

walls and floors being tiled.

The upper and lower halls and corridors,

&c, have been laid with encaustic tiles by

Messrs. Minton, Hollins & Co., of Stoke-

upon-Trent; and the floor space being large

and unbroken, a very fine effect is produced,

the colours harmonising well with the general

work.

The grand staircase window, having the

extensive area of 180 superficial feet, is divided

by two deep mullions, intersected by three

horizontally arranged, which again are subdi

vided in such form that gives a semblance of

couplet windows, with their respective fan

lights. The window thus contains eighteen

openings in all, and has been filled in with rich

stained glass, the lower part containing six

allegorical figures, intended to represent Art,

Science, Industry, Commerce, Spinning, and

Mechanism. Above these are shields bearing

the arms of the principal manufacturing towns

of Lancashire. Above the central division

lime of openings the scheme of subject matter

is essentially historical in its connection with

the town and suburbs of Oldham. Arranged

in chronological order are the figures of Hugh

de Oldham, Bishop of Exeter, and founder of

Manchester Grammar School; B. Langley,

connected with the rebuilding of the parish

church of Oldham, 1476 ; Chadderton, first

master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge;

J. Assheton, of Chadderton, founder of the

Grammar School in Oldham; J. Cudworth,

Werneth Hall, Lord of the Manor; Sir W.

Horton, High Sheriff, 1775. Surmounting

these, and corresponding in number with tbe

lower lights, are the heraldic emblazonment

of each of these local celebrities, having the

arms of the Duchy of Lancaster as a central

feature. The treatment of the window through

out brings out the figures and other devices in

forcible contrast by the introduction of the

silvery gray tones of glass employed as a back

ground. Immediately confronting the main

staircase window are a series of heraldic win

dows, bearing shields, with the arms and

names of the Mayors of Oldham, arranged in

their respective succession from the date of

incorporation down to the present occupant of

that honour. To complete this most interesting

series of windows it is proposed to insert the

arms of the town as a central feature, with

the various wards of the borough in the semi-

headed openings of each window. The ceiling

light of the spacious hall leading to the various

corridors and court is also of stained glass,

bearing the arms, motto, and other devices of

the corporate seal of the borough. Tinted and

stained glass has also been introduced in the

ceiling lights of the court room and corridors,

&c. The various screens in the several de

partments are filled in with embossed glass,

that of the magistrates' being elaborate in

design.

The heating and ventilating have been carried

out by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Manchester

and Trowbridge, the warming being upon the

hot water low-pressure principle. In the sub-

basement a boiler has been erected of the

tubular type, with hollow waterway cross-

bridge at the back of the fire, and cross tubes

intersecting immediately behind the bridge.

Pipes from this boiler have been taken in the

ordinary way for heating the cells in the base

ment, which are supplied with a large volume

of fresh air, provision being also made for the

withdrawal of the vitiated air from each cell.

Pipes have also been carried up to the several

rooms, corridors, &c, and connected to clusters

of patent Gill pipes, which have been placed,

where practicable, against the outer walls im

mediately below and in the window recesses,

so as to counteract, as much as possible, the

cold draught usually experienced by those

sitting near windows, and also to get a direct

supply of fresh air, the warm air in winter

and the cold in summer being admitted through

the panels and risers of the fittings. The

ventilation for the borough court, council

chamber, cells, &c, is effected by openings

from the respective rooms connected with two

shafts in the roof,

THE INDIAN MUSEUM.

THIS museum has now become, so to

speak, a thing of the past, a fact which

is to be regretted for many reasons, and

more especially because nowhere else could

so good an insight he obtained into the

arts and industries of our Indian Empire.

Nor will the collection, if once dispersed,

ever again afford so ready a means of

instruction as when it is now located in

the Exhibition-road at South Kensington.

Before the collection is finally broken up, it

may be interesting to briefly trace the early

history of the museum, and to direct attention

to some of its chief treasures. We may pre

mise, however, that within the last few days

the ultimate destination of the several constitu

ent collections has been decided upon. The

botanical collection will go the gardens at

Kew, and a sum of £2,000 is to be granted

for extending their museum. The ancient sculp

tures will be transferred to the British

Museum. The South Kensington Museum

will have casts of the same in order to com

plete their collection in illustration of Indian

architecture. The South Kensington authori

ties will also receive the remainiag portion of

the collection on their undertaking to maintain

them in their present galleries as a separate

Indian Museum, and adding to the same their

own collection and any private loan collec

tions that maybe placed on view. The South

Kensington and the Kew authorities undertake

to circulate among local museums any dupli

cate specimens of which they may be pos

sessed.

In 1708 (or about two centuries from the

time when " a few ironmongers, clothiers, and

other substantial people of that kind," were

presented to and obtained from Queen Eliza

beth a charter to trade with Hindustan), the

Court of Directors of the Hon. East India

Company passed a resolution to devote a

portion of their house in Leadenhall-street

for the 'establishment of a museum, and Mr.

(afterwards Sir Charles) Wilkins thereupon

submitted a plan for its organisation.

The object of this museum was stated to be

the exhibition, for public information and

benefit, of a collection of the natural products

of India. "Such animals, parts of animals,

or produce of animals as were used in com

merce," were also to be admitted, while objects

of general interest, as specimens of Indian

manufacture, were not to be refused, if offered

as presents.

In connection with the museum a library

was also founded. This was to include

Oriental manuscripts, coins, medals, Sec., &c,

and such publications on Asiatic subjects as

should be deemed useful for reference, includ

ing all works and maps published under the

auspices of the Company. In 1800, Mr.

Wilkins was appointed librarian, and charged

with the foundation of the museum.

For many years after the museum was

opened to the public, it was usually regarded

as an exhibition of interesting curiosities,

either collected by civil servants of the Com

pany during their official relations with

friendly native courts, or obtained as trophies

in warfare. Subsequently, Dr. Horsfieid, a

zealous naturalist, as curator of the museum,

commenced the formation of an extensive

Natural History Collection, which included

the results of his own labours while resident

in Java, and the specimens collected elsewhere

by officers who, in tbe midst of their

official labours, lost no opportunity of

adding to the general knowledge of the

zoology of Asia, and especially of India.

Several large and important groups in this

portion of the museum were the contributions

of well-known members of the Indian

service, of Anderson and Finlayson, Drs.

Buchanan and Wallich, Sir T. Baffles, Sir

Froby Cautley, Colonel Sykes, and others.
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The earliest collection of raw products seems

to have consisted of samples selected from the

stores of lac, ivory, saltpetre, indigo, tea,

apices, &c, imported in the Company's ships,

and bonded in its immense warehouses in the

eastern districts of the City of London. These

buildings, situated in Jewry-street, Cutler-

street, Billiter-street, Fenchurch-street, and

other places, are now 'principally occupied by

one or other of the Dock Companies, and may

be regarded as vast relics of a defunct

monopoly.

Other additions to the then meagre collec

tion of raw products were principally con

tributions by Drs. Roxburgh and Wallich.Mr.

Claude Russell, and others (generally officers

in the Indian Army Medical Service), whose

scientificresearches, encouraged and supported

by the liberality of the Court of Directors,

have done so much to extend our knowledge

of the resources of India.

In 1851 a new era opened for the museum. 1

Most persons will remember that in the Indian

Court of the Great Exhibition, the munificence

of native princes and merchants vied with the

liberality of the East India Company in fur

nishing the magni6cent collection exhibited on

that memorable occasion, and that not the

least important portion of the display consisted

of the densely-packed stands of Indian produce.

Although at the close of the Exhibition various

articles of great interest, and most of the

donations of the native princes, were unfortu

nately sold, many admirable specimens of

Indian manufactures and products were

removed to the India House, and it then

became the object of Dr. Royle to rearrange

the museum, in order, as far as space would

allow,- to admit of their introduction, so as to

render the whole collection of important

utility in not merely a scientific but n com

mercial point of view. The cost of the 1851

collection amounted, it is said, to £100,000,

whilst that of the Indian Department of the

Paris Exhibition, in 1855, reached upwards of

£60,000—andof this last the greaterportion be

came the property of the museum. By 1857, the

extension and reorganisation of the museum

had made great progress, when, unhappily,

the completion of this task was interrupted by

the decease of Dr. Royle, " to whose eminent

talents and vast acquirements " the Court of

Directors paid a well-merited tribute by order

ing the execution of the bust which occupied

a prominent place in the museum—" an appro

priate and enduring mark of the high sense

which the Court entertained of the value

of Dr. Royle's services to India and the

country."

In the end of 1858, after a period of some

anxiety on the part of the public as to the in

tention of the authorities with respect to the

museum, Dr. Forbes Watson was appointed

by the then Secretary of State to succeed Dr.

Royle, under the somewhat ineuphonious but

sufficiently indicative title of the " Reporter

on the Products of India."

Returning to the history of the museum.

In 1800, the legislature having placed the

administration of the affairs of India in charge

of a Secretary of State, aided by a Council, the

well-known old East India House was vacated

by the authorities for more convenient prox

imity to the head-quarters of the ministry.

The voluminous records and dusty bonds

followed the executive to its temporary offices

in Victoria-street ; and the library and museum,

hitherto deemed coexistent and inseparable,

dissolved partnership, the former removing its

habitat to the offices of the late Board of Con

trol, in Cannon-row, and the latter succeeding

Lord Liverpool in the occupation of Fife

House, at the rear of the Chapel Royal,

Whitehall, and adjoining the United Service

Museum. Although constructed specinllyfor

a private residence by " Old Earl James " of

Fife, the capacity of the building was well

utilised for the purposes of the museum, and

the difficulties which otherwise might have

arisen from the distribution of the collection

into various apartments were, so far as pos

sible, obviated.

By a considerable expenditure of time and

labour, a tolerably systematis arrangement

was produced. Although it is true that certain '

objects in this museum were remarkably inte

resting from their association with prominent

incidents in the history of British India, the

legitimate purpose of the collection, as attached

to the Department of the Reporter on the

Products of India, was not only to afford

evidence of the productions of the country, but

to aid in exhibiting in an intelligible form

what products and manufactures were avail

able for export, or capable of improvement ; to

suggestively illustrate what kind of material

the inhabitants wear, or otherwise consume ;

and, in short, to assist in extending the com

mercial relations of the two countries.

While the museum was admirably calculated

to fulfil these important objects, it also im

parted to the visitor an excellent general idea

of India, affording, so to speak, an epitome of

the country as a whole. It illustrated its

history and topography, its people and their

costumes, manners, trades, and religions; its

antiquities, agriculture, manufactures, mineral

resources, and natural history. In the following

brief notice of this valuable collection, now a

thing of the past, we shall glance at some of

the more interesting ef its contents.

Throughout the museum were to be found

various objects, interesting from their associa

tions with the History of India. The series of

statues which formerly occupied places of

honour in the coHrt-room of the India House,

were deposited here. They included Flax-

man's Warren Hastings; Lord Clive, by

Schleemakers ; Lord Cornwallis, by Bacon ;

the Marquis Wellesley, by Weeks ; Sir Eyre

Coote, by Banks ; Sir George Pocoek; General

Stringer Lawrence ; and a statue by Noble,

and Dust by Turnerelli, of the Duke of

Wellington. In the large saloon were sus

pended portraits of Hastings, Cornwallis, arid

of Generals Notts and Pollock, the heroes of

Ghuznee and Cabul.

At the siege and fall of Seringapatam, and

the death of Tippoo Sultan, the treasures of

that prince's court fell into the hands of the

victors. The tiger, so well known in days

gone by to all visitors to the museum and

library in the old India Hou9e, is said to have

been formerly a favourite toy of this (as he is

thought, and doubtless was) savage chief. The

figure is so constructed that by turning a

handle the animal's growl mingles—or is sup

posed to mingle—with the dying groans of the

victim it is in the act of destroying. Portions

of Tippoo's wardrobe were also forwarded to

the Court of Directors, and here are now to be

seen the coat of mail and helmets used by him

when on horseback in the field.

Another barbarous relic, in the shape of a

weapon, was to be found among the arms.

This was the steel " bagh nakh," or tiger's

claw, with which the treacherous Sivaji mur

dered Afzal Khan, the Bijapore general, at

Pratapgarh, in Oct., 1569, and then destroyed

his army. From this occurrence may be dated

the rise of the Mahratta and the decline of

the Mahommedan power in India.

The series of plastic models illustrated the

customs and trades pursued in the East. Of

these the figures from Kishnagur, Poona, Bel-

gaum, and Lucknow were the best. Many of

them are considered to be faithful copies from

life. In certain instances, groups have been

found to represent some ceremony or scene of

interest. The Nautch dance, with its accom

panying Rajah, tent, and dresses richly em

broidered in gold. Another, the busy market

place or bazaar, with the sellers of grain, fruit,

cloth, with the all but speaking evidence of

the " bobbery " or noise which accompanies

such a scene.

The collection of the weights and measures

used in India was very complete, and afforded

good evidence that other places besides Eng

land suffer from variety in a matter which

requires uniformity in system between, not

alone the divisions of the same country, but,

as far and as speedily as possible, the civilised

nations of the earth.

The monotonous music of the Hindus, and

the eternal tom-toming of itinerant minstrels

are discordant and wearisome to the ear of the

uninitiated. The drum is not, however, the

only native medium for harmony. Some of

the stringed instruments in the museum, such

as the sitaTab, sarungee, chikorah, &c, in

skilful hands, are capable of " discoursing

most excellent music." Clarionets and trum

pets, with other wind instruments of various

sizes and peculiarities—cymbals, gongs, and,

in short, the whole apparatus of an orchestral

band—were also in the collection.

(To be continued.)

A WORKMAN'S OPINION ON FRENCH

FURNITURE.

SPEAKING of some of the French furniture

exhibited last year at Paris, Mr. Paul, an

artisan reporter sent over by the Society

of Art, says that France has put such

an immense collection of cabinet-work into

her courts, and it is throughout so much

alike in style, that the vastness of it is almost

bewildering. The amount of highly-polished

carving displayed upon it is certainly dazzling.

The workmanship generally is up to a very

good average ; in no case is it positively bad,

and in the exhibits of the best firms it is as

perfect as it could possibly be. The construc

tion of the French work, however, although

better than that of the majority of the conti

nental countries, is certainly not so correct as

that of the English, and for this reason: it is

so crowded with carving, as a rule, that the

construction is kept in subordination to the

ornament. For instance, in several of the

best cabinets, the door, for the sake of the

carving, is made of one piece of wood, instead

of having the proper frame. Many of the

tables, too, have an uncomfortable appearance

of weakness ; and not only an appearance, for

in some few instances the carver has cut into

the framing so much that the tables are really

too weak to be of service. In fact, the idea of

the usefulness of any article is quite secondary

to that of its beauty, and in the matter of

beauty France without doubt is the first of

all countries. The superb carving, the finely-

worked mouldings, the great finish and the

rich polish certainly give the French the palm

for art furniture throughout the world. The

Italians arrive at a splendid outside appear

ance, but the construction is so very poor aa

to diminish the value of the work to a great

extent. The English, on the other hand, build

their furniture on thoroughly correct principles

as a rule ; but beauty, although there 19 a

great striving after it, is always a secondary

consideration. It should be mentioned that

there is no one grand effort this time among

the French cabinet manufacturers which

stands boldly out from among the mass like

the grand cabinet of the Exhibition of 1867.

However, the following are the most notable

names.

M. Henri Fourdinois exhibits, besides the

walnut cabinet in the Renaissance style which

he had in the 1867 Exhibition, a cabinet enffre

in mahogany of Greek design, which is beauti

fully fitted inside with satinwood drawer? ;

an ebony cabinet with silver and brass inlay

of Greek design, which has light steel door

frames, and which, while it is simple in

design, is a perfect piece of work ; a mahogany

bookcase ; a writing-table, the secretary

drawer of which, when drawn out, shows a

satinwood spindle gallery for drawer sides,

and two pairs of drawers of different design.

The one designed by M. Paul Se'dille is the

handsomest. The colours of the marqueterie

around the architrave are very fine, being

black and purple on a walnut ground. The

other pair of doors have carving in boxwood

and pear-tree, inlaid in the style made famous

by the cabinet which gained for this house the

grand prize of 1867, and which is now in the

South Kensington Museum. The workman

ship in everything shown here is of the very

best description.

MM. Gueret Freres exhibit, perhaps, the

gem of the French cabinet-work, in the ship

of a secretary-cabinet in boxwood in the

renaissance style, which is one mass of carviag

outside, and pretty cabinet-work inside. It baa

a mechanical arrangement through which when

the fall is lifted the shelf for writing slides oat,

and another peculiar contrivance above, so that j

when the boxwood door is opened another
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door in gray maple appears inside, -which has

no lock, and 'which can only he opened by

pressing down the key of the outside one, upon

doing which a beautifully-fitted nest of drawers

is disclosed. This splendid piece of work has

the fault to which I have already alluded, the

design prevents a framed door from being used,

unless the carving is attached to it afterwards,

which would be quite inadmissible ; so the door

has to be solid. This is bad for several tech-

nicnl reasons, among which the shrinking and

twisting of a closely-grained wood,such as box,

stands prominently first. There is a hand

some l>ook"jise, in rosewood, in the style of

Louis XIII., which is of perfect construction ;

the carving in this case being kept well within

the limits which this wood demands. In a

walnut renaissance cabinet, which is another

grand piece of carving, the construction is not

interfered with in any way. This seemingly

small matter is worthy of notice. Carving

and other ornamentation is often applied in

such a manner as to spoil the appearance of a

pieee of furniture. The difficulty with masses

of ornament such as this house adopts, is to

apply it so that there is no appearance of its

being superadded. This cabinet is a good

specimen of the way in which this can be done.

Altogether I am inclined to think this exhibit

is the most artistic object in the French

section.

MM. Mercier Freres exhibit a Coromandel

wardrobe in the style of Louis XVI., to which

they give the name of the Duchess wardrobe,

and which has a patented action called pan-

neau.v pioants. It is about !5 ft. wide, with a

silvered plate on the door. The ends appear

to be solid ordinary ones, but they work on

centre hinges, let into the front columns, and

turn forwards ; as they turn, this patent action

swings the panels in the ends completely round,

the reverse side being of glass. There are

thus three glasses at right angles, the front

door panel, and the two ends with pivoting

panels. The mechanism is perfect, and the

convenience and usefulness of the ideo cannot

be doubted. It is a clever invention, and cer

tainly ought to be appreciated by the public.

This firm also exhibits a heavily-carved walnut

cabinet in the Renaissance style, and a

Louis XVI. bedstead to match the wardrobe.

M. Beuraeley gives up everything to the

carver. This seems to be the speciality of the

firm, and unfortunately the construction of

their work is sacrificed to it. The beautiful

boxwood table, with the lower rails in the

shape of a lyre, which they exhibit, is pain

fully weak, because the rails are cut through

within half an inch of the tenon. The thing

is such a gem as regards carving that it seems

an ungrateful thing to find fault with it ; but

surely, when one puts £1,000 worth of work

into a single table, it would be worth while to

study strength a little more than has been done

here. The walnut cabinet, again, has a pillar

at each corner supporting the frieze, carved in

the shape of a dog's hind leg. Anyone may

see that that form has hardly the character of

strength, although the cabinet is really strong

enough.

IMPROVED GAS-BURNERS.

THE electric light scare has once more

subsided, and most persons are now well

reconciled to the fact that gas will continue

to be the illuminating agent for many more

years to come. All the commotion as to the

relative merits of gas and electricity has,

nevertheless, done good, if only by drawing

attention to the insufficient, smoky, and un

steady light which is too often all a house

holder gets in return for a heavy quarterly

gas-bill. Apart from the mode of manu

facture, in which there is, according to all

authorities, ample room for improvement, the

extent to which gas can he best utilised for

lighting purposes depends upon the quality of

the burner employed. Ample demonstration

of this fact has been afforded at different

times, as for example when the 12-candle gas

of the primitive Arpand, became 14-candle

gas by the use of the Sugg-Letheby burner.

How to obtain the largest illuminating

power from a given quantity of gas consumed

has been a problem which many inventors '

have set themselves to solve, for the most part

without much success. An improvement in

this direction is not only desirable by reason of

the saving which a decreased consumption

would effect, but also from sanitary considera

tions, since deficient combustion of gas poisons

the atmosphere of our dwelling-houses to an

extent realised by few persons. The sulphuric

acid engendered is fvery injurious to wall

papers, furniture, leather, &c, and the subject

under consideration is consequently one of

special importance to our readers.

We have, therefore, great pleasure in direct

ing attention to a recent invention of Mr.

William Sugg's, of Westminster, by which

many of the drawbacks that attach to ordinary

fish-tail burners have been overcome. Insuf

ficient light, smoke, or noise, and general

unsteadiness are the characteristics of this

kind of burner, which, however, probably on

account of its cheapness, has more largely

been made use of than any other. It is gene

rally unsuited for burning gas for lighting

purposes because it not only fails to develop

the latent luminosity of gas, but, in addition,

is subject to serious alteration of form, ac

companied with a singing noise, upon a very

slight alteration of pressure, both faults being

capable of exaggeration upon further in

crease of pressure. Despite all efforts

made to effect an improvement, fishtail

burners continue to give the most unsatis

factory results. Mr. Sugg, whose name

is well known in connection with gas-light

improvements, has, after a long series of ex

periments, succeeded in perfecting a burner in

which the above defects have been obviated.

He claims that his "Christiania" flat flame

governor burner is the best of its kind, and

that it is possible by its use to obtain a brilliant,

white, noiseless light, as steady as that from

an Argand. It is alleged that with like quan

tities of gas, the light from the " Christiania "

burner is 40 per cent, superior to that obtained

from the general run of iron-top Argand

burners, and 100 per cent, to that obtained

from ordinary fish-tails. Thus, while a con

sumption of o cubic feet of gas, gives a light

equal to 14-3 sperm candles when tested by

the Sugg-Letheby Standard Burner, Mr.

Sugg's latest " Christiania " burner produces a

light equal to sixteen candles, and his newest

Argands are equal to nearly eighteen- candles.

These results nave not been ^approached by

any other burner.

The shades suitable for this burner are made

of a mixture of white glass called " Albatrine,"

and they interfere with the transmission of

direct rays of light less than others made of

ground glass, while the reflecting surface of

the interior more than compensates for the

loss of the direct rays by throwing a brilliant

white light all round it, which is most agree

able to the eyes and well suitable for every

kind of work.

Another drawback, wxieh was until re

cently regarded as inseparably attached to

gas-lighting, was the varying degree of pres

sure, resulting atone moment in a flaring flame

and hissing sound, and at another in a sudden

falling-off of light—both evils of an extremely

irritating character. The only cure for these

annoyances are governors or regulators, the

manufacture of which is also a speciality with

Mr. Sugg. Indeed we remember having

heard Dr. Wallace express a deliberate opinion

that those of Mr. Sugg's make are the best and

most effective.

With winter at our doors, wo have thought

it well to indicate to our readers one or two

ways by which the consumption of (jas may

be reduced, a brilliant and steady light ob

tained, and, what is not a whit less important,

a considerable saving effected in the amount of

the quarterly gas-bill.

IMPROVED INVALID BED.

AN improved invalid bed has been invented

by Mr. Wm. S. Groff, of Frederick,

Md. (U.S.A.) It is intended for hospitals

and private families, and has been recom

mended by some American physicians. It

seems especially adapted to cases of paralyslS>

fractures of the lower limbs, and to persons

who are obliged to keep a recumbent position.

The bed bottom is made in several sections.

The head section may be raised or lowered,

and it is held in any desired position by the

curved ratchet bar, which engages a pin pro

jecting from the inner side of the bed-rail.

The middle part of the head section is made

in two pieces, which may be drawn out

laterally to admit of ventilation. The middle

section of the bed is made in two parts, which

are removable to admit of the use of an ad

justable bed-pan without changing the position

of the patient. The foot section of the bed

is divided longitudinally to give a separate

support for each leg, which can be raised or

lowered at pleasure, being held in position by

folding legs.

Above the foot section a bar is supported

by two bent rods, and is itself provided with

a track or ways for the rollers that support a

stirrup intended to receive a strap for support

ing one or both of the legs.

The inventor also provides a pulley to be

attached to the footboard of the bed to sus

pend tiie leg by means of a cord and counter

weight. The pulley has a locking device for

retaining the leg in any desired position. A

table is attached to the bed for supporting

food, and for holding books, papers, and

writing materials. This table is adjustable,

and may be readily attached to the bed or

removed. Further particulars may ho ob

tained from Mr. Wm. Bouldin, jan., of

Frederick, Md. (U.S.A.).

BANNER SCREENS.

SO much depends upon the way in which

embroidered panels for screens and ban

ners are prepared for mounting, that we

think it advisable to give a few directions.

First,—Spread a blanket on a board or table :

place the piece of work on the blanket, with

the right side down, stretching and nailing it

evenly on the four sides, putting the tacks

about an inch apart. If the embroidery is on

silk, satin, sateen, velvet or plush, it is neces

sary to p:iste it, being careful to put the paste

only on the back of the embroidery. Book

binders' paste is the best kind to use, with a

flat bristle brush about one inch in width.

Leave the work stretched on the table over

night, it is better to leave it 24 hours. Then

take the nails out carefully, put a soft cloth

or tissue-paper over the embroidery and keep

the work straight ; rolling it round a 6tick, if

possible, is better than folding. It is then

ready for the upholsterer.

As work that has been done in a frame is

already stretched, it is only necessary to paste

it before taking it out of the frame. If the

embroidery is not stretched, baste it on a

piece of thin canton flannel, the exact size of

the work. If you finish it with a hand of

plush or velvet, sew that on next, first putting

a thread exactly where the plush or velvet is

to come ; lay the edges next to the basting

thread, and sew it down on the wrong side of

the plush and turn it over. If the plush is to

be on the four sides of the banner, the corners

must meet. Turn the edges down on the four

sides, basting them on the canton flannel;

then have a piece of cloth or linen prepared in

the same way, with the exception of the

paste. Instead of pasting, damp the cloth or

linen with a sponge, and while wet press with

a hot iron, being careful not to damp the work

too much nor to have too hot on iron. If

the material is very delicate, put a thin cloth

between the work and the iron ; press quickly,

but firmly.

Banner-screens are hung upon brass rods or

wooden sticks, and fringed so as to match the

material.—Art Interchange.

Royal Scottish Academy.—At the annual

meeting of the Royal Scottish Aoademy, held

on Wednesday in Edinburgh, Sir Daniel Maonee,

president, in thecha'r. Messrs. Robert Anderson,

J. Z Winga^, and J. C. Noblo were elected

a«sociates in room of Mr. Gavin, Mr. Ca^sie, and

Mr. Docherty.
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SILK FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Number
of

Number of
Spinning

Number
of

Children Working

Helf Time.
Number of Persons Employed.

Spindles or

Throwing
Number
of Power
Looms.

COUNTIES.
Factories. Spindles in

Doubling
Bpindles.

England and Wales.

Spinning only —

Silk
Factories. Males. Females. Males. Tf^.l— !«•!*• and

F"n'llM- j Females.

Herts, Backs, Oxford, Northampton, Huntingdon,

2 834 21 133 154

3

3

11

12,190

44,664

52,035

2,056

1990

3,146

— 67

15

89

67

119

234

188

255

468 702

821

1,133Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset 70

636

883
Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

47

9

35,689

58,808

11.656

2.786

147

39

347

93

968

221

2,185

9*5

3,153

1,166

6,619

1,001

1,037

2,550

Leicester, Rutland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

69

4

125,810

39,191

39,620

28.214 439

93

17

629 1.&35

352

192

4,784

649

84511

10,803

3,866

235

18

24 122,984 49,210 136 275 1,023 1,527

Weaving only :—

183 531,828 113,727 — 1,023 1,872 5,289 13,055 18,344

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

1

3

1

—

—

52

371

55 4

13

146

63

331

72

76

477

72
Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Woroester,

350

23

29

1

1,914

788

3,313

74

12

14

10 973

386

790

93

1,669

436

2,484

85

2,642

8225

75 258 3,274

178

Spinning and Weaving :—

408 — — 6,567 101 277 2,401 5,140 7,541

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

5

4

143,494

30,868

9,522

1,081

1,627

364 17

58

28

322

98

3,031

507

3,353

605
Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

8

15

7

6,164

10,500

44,642

47,536

17,716

4,972

6,208

13,998

15,548

1,230

194 46

34

65

82

18

34

50

208

90

2

458

717

641

874

216

694

1,112

1,496

1,441

1,152

1,829

2,137

2,315

581

4

5

1,122

1,591

748

122 365

48 300,920 52,562 5,768 262 470 3,326 8,646 11,972

Unenumerated :—

6

*

41 196 237
Herts, Buoks, Oxford, Northampton, Hants, Beds,

1 13 9

41

81

227

465

90

268

496
Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

5

4 — — 1 122 31
Glouoester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

Leicester, Rutland, Lincoln, and Nottingham

11

5

1

— 24

21

12

41

1

2

10

56

31

3

150

119

31

289

115

206

150

31

705

169

4

23

4

1

4

4

416

54

4

Scotland.

61 — — — 54 201 686 1,673 2,359

1 480 140 — — — 5 56 61

Spinning and Weaving .-—Renfrew, Ayr, and Lanark...

Ireland.

3 9,310 9,972 211 — — 62 477 539

Unenumerated:—Louth, Meath, Dublin, Wioklow, Wex-

ford, Kilkenny, Carlow, Eildare, Queen's County,

1 — — — — 2 15 17

SUMMARY OF SILE FACTORIES.

England and Wales :—

1 — . — — — 102 50 152

183

408

48

61

631,828

800,920

113,727

52,562

6,567

5,768

1,023

101

1,872

277

470

201

5,289

2,401

'3,326

686

13,055

5,140

8,646

1,673

18,344

7,541

262

51

11,972

2,359

Scotland :—

Ireland :—

700 , 832,748 166,289 12,335 1,440 2,820 11,702 28,514 40,216

1 480

9,310

140

9,972

5

62

2

56

477

15

61

539

17

3

1

211 — —

5 9,790 10,112 211 — — 69 648 617

1 — — — — — 102 50 162

706 842,538 176,401 12,546 1,440 2,820 11,873 29,112 40.9S5
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FURNITURE TRADE IMPORTS DURING OCTOBER AND THE FIRST TEN MONTHS OF 1879.

Babe, for Tanners' nae Cwls.

Bristles lb.

Cloces Number

Hides—

Not tanned, ourried, 4o.—Dry Cwts.

Wet ,,

Tanned, carried, &o lb.

Plate-Glass, silvered or not ... Cwts.

Sile Broad Stuffs, imported from —

France

Other Countries

Total

Wood and Timber :—

Mahogany Tons

Hewn, imported from—

Russia Loads

Sweden and Norway

Germany ,i

British North America „

Other Countries

Total

Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

Russia Loads

Sweden and Norway „

British North America

Other Countries „

Total

Wool, Sheeo aud Lambs' lb.

IWoollen Yarn for Weaving ,,

Month
ended 31st October.

QUANTITIES.

Ten Monthi
ended 31st October.

Month
ended 31st October.

VALUE.

Ten Months,
ended 31»t October.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

78,919

277,818

59,363

35,494

113,047

69,485

538,063

2,217,758

581,636

364,232

1,223,325

667,677

£32,320

42,328

53,276

£11,759

15,565

46,818

£245,232

351,851

442,128

£144,894

185,187

428,278

53,365

37,511

4,270,623

7,355

31,182

83,817

3,000,838

5,360

482,770

544,898

44,331,725

72,467

465,362

360,943

29,259,814

56,124

114,149

105,528

210,018

20,007

102,657

239,790

184,483

14,353

1,496,046

1,525,476

2,516,577

190,548

1,379,975

978,657

1,795,807

141,155

344,885

323,148

425,082

144,911

4,610,721

2,251,062

4,980,478

1,753,723

£668,033 £569,993 £6,861,783 £3,731,201

6,556 11,230 37,411 38,361 54,401 96,251 314,813 311,757

17,321

46,799

24,661

45,410

32,164

30,561

45,738

25,643

31,685

26,908

298.674

427,946

186,524

228,401

341,093

150,080

371,447

173,473

155,608

316,351

42,106

78,699

63,167

162,811

52,766

56,282

70,345

61,541

115,628

32,018

623,525

723,135

518,557

823,343

967,805

291,835

531,134

444,996

555,456

639,236

166,355 160,535 1,485,638 1,166,959 .£399,549 £335,844 £3,656,365 £2,462,657

147,106

195,847

180,950

17,526

176,603

242,424

157,989

10,323

817,276

1,291,294

871,518

2157,412

620,590

1,227,772

799,455

193,042

376,848

475,424

422,537

51,047

380,242

469,315

352,297

30,686

2,023,887

3,103,623

2,138,380

846,028

1,313,207

2,460,317

1,795,756

568,428

541,429 587,339 3,247,500 2,840,859 .£1,325,856 £1,232,440 £8,111,918 £6,137,708

22,518,080

1,118,580

17,630,948

582,709

367,939 848

10,086,135

368,240,984

8,225,184

1,195,571

132,921

891,065

72,926

21,341,039

1,203,293

21,142,698

1,015,215

OF CARPETS AND OTHER FURNISHING MATERIALS EXPORTED DURING OCTOBER AND

THE FIRST TEN MONTHS OF 1879.

Month
ended 31st October.

QUANTITIES.

Ten Months
ended 31st October.

Month
ended 31st October.

VALUE.

Ton Months
ended 31st October.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

Blaneets and Blaneeting... ^f"^8

Carpets, not being Bugs, exported to—

563,600

657,600

597,200

743,200

5,120,000

5,312,900

4,363,500

4,849,500
| £60,179 £58,987 £506,017 £397,123

58,500

12,500

92,700

79,600

30,100

7,200

29,000

91,800

216,800

49,300

25,700

351,600

299,300

840,500

292,600

501,000

59,300

933,200

1,110,500

1,341,800

400,500

397,100

816,900

339,300

390,800

88,100

802,000

880,000

1,555,100

£9,042

2,021

11,738

8,212

5,145

730

3,952

10,802

25,964

£7,682

3,939

11.743

4,663

11,657

55

3,366

8,239

25,685

£56,058

42,850

101,021

32,338

75,952

8,089

111,450

134,133

167,800

£61,241

53,874

89,916

33,513

53,247

10,521

87,729

105,634

188,453

108,700

43,000

82,400

600

31,000

71,800

214,800

Earthen A China Ware, exported to—

621,200

945,800

627,300

1,014,800

5,729,800

8,773,300

5,669,800

8,895,800
| £77,606 £77,029 £729,694 £684,128

 £3,411

8,722

£4,001

9,681

£38,210

77,637

£33,715

68,637

TT—Jf-jJ Qfntpa 67,292

5,340

72,795

8,348

9,139

6,655

481,696

91,306

79.253

86,435

566,619

89,598

55.979

71,993

10,446

8,135

17,292 18,067 160,959 196,052

54,295 48,068 420,027 386,546

£174,933 £168,754 £1,435,523 £1,469,139

£313,949

70,918

£268,210 £2,728,793 £2,509,524

1,191,328

1,181,560

107,148

882,989
Loosing Glasses, framed or not...sq. ft.

Sile Broad Stuffs, exported to—

16,109

120,465

19,319

174,330

125,220

868,121

172,696

1,300,430

120,574

11,933

101,997

126,654

14,380

87,667

998,018

933,017

83,052

986,018102,736

82,880

47,572

3,964

66,059

26,766

17,719

108,337

17,404

4,678

41,358

29,680

15,978

555,656

270,321

320,253

654,878

758,803

143,359

848,572

279,711

255,364

380,564

681,713

174,353

£20,799

8,352

725

9,341

5,586

2,631

£23,801

3,239

659

6,063

4,693

3,097

£134,372

44,474

59,544

91,336

133,251

24,811

£203,197

43,823

51,539

55,578

114,837

31,363

244,690 217,435 2,703,270 2,620,277 £47,434 £11,552 £187,788 £500,337
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OUR SEPARATE PLATE,

DESIGN FOR FURNITURE SILK.

TT is a generally-received opinion that in

silks the richest as well as the most sober

effects are produced by the mere processes of

weaving, as, for example, of satin figures on a

tabby ground in self-colour; and ornament

thus displayed shows generally off to great

advantage. A pattern of the style of furni

ture silks now in large demand, is illustrated

this week. Our sketch shows a half-scale

design of a silk fabric manufactured by Messrs.

William Fry & Co., of Dublin—a firm that

has acquired no mean reputation in the

production of these goods.

CARVING FRETWORK.

FRETWORK, however simple, is capable,

with proper treatment and proper tools,

of receiving much improvement. Even

elaborate and well-attached patterns are sus

ceptible of receiving some of the most beau

tiful and life-like touches of the carver's art,

especially in the case of bas-reliefs in hard

wood. A few remarks from my own experi

ence, writes Mr. T. Stopher in the American

Cabinet-maker, may throw a little more light

and information upon the art. Many persons

have not the slightest knowledge of how the

work is performed, believing, as I have often

been told, that it is all done with different

kinds of knives. They call fretwork carving ; in

fact, almost any kind of scroll work, curved

moldings, moulded panel work, composition

castings, papier-mdchd, Sec, passes with most

people for carving. Some years ago a Burnt-

wood Carving Company set up and succeeded

in a method of using iron moulds, heated

sufficiently to burn away the wood to certain

shapes, by this means reproducing a great

variety of good examples of wood-carving.

The work required a little cleaning up, and

great quantities were used up in cabinets,

mantel-pieces, &c, as genuine carving. The

deception soon became exposed, and I believe

the company burnt their fingers and collapsed.

A gentleman lecturing a short time ago upon

art furniture, observed that " the country was

literally flooded with tons of rubbish, a libel

upon the very name of carved furniture.

Perhaps allowance ought to be made for a lack

of knowledge in this respect. We have just

passed a period of very excellently constructed

furniture. We cannot blame the manufac

turer or the purchaser so very much for the

very reason of its cheapness. To see rooms

grandly furnished at half the cost of good

work, and yet have all the appearance of

genuine, is a tempting and powerful induce

ment to purchase, but there is very little

doubt the time will come when this false eco

nomy will betray its own worthlessness."

Imitation of old work, especially carving, has

been and is carried on to almost a faultless

pitch, and as an extensive desire exists to

possess real old work, a few practical rules will

assist to guide the puchaser. If the hand is

carefully passed over old work no unpleasant

or sharp edges can be felt, but if the work is

imitation, staining must be resorted to to

match the colour ; the edges with their recent

sharp cut of the tool can be easily detected,

for all the most careful sandpapering can

not entirely remove them. Burnt-wood

carving and composition have no edges at

all, and there is almost entire absence

of undercutting. There is no reason why

old material should not be judiciously

made up, guarding against blending together

the extremes of different styles of

framing, moulding, and ornament. The

success of tho undertaking depends en

tirely upon the knowledge possessed by the

manufacturer of different styles. The pur

chaser ought also to make this latter a question

of study. We are sometimes at fault with

xegard to the age of buildings, furniture, &c,

owing to tastes for styles of work receding,

just as we now occasionally see highly-orna

mented buildings designed and carved out by

architects in fifteenth, sixteenth, and seven

teenth century work. Fashion has played a

considerable part in the development of a love

for wood-carving, and scarcely any house of

well-to-do persons would be considered fur

nished without its little bits of Swiss or Ger

man carving, and very often these are quite the

lions of the drawing-room, and visitors are

most profoundly informed they were purchased

by their informant himself on a Continental

tour, with the additional stereotyped informa

tion, as I have often heard, that all this kind

of work is performed by shepherds and boys

and girls, during the long winter evenings,

with pocket-knives.

Carvers are divided into various classes in

the trade, and are recognised as ship-carvers,

chair-carvers, cabinet-carvers, architectural

carvers, carvers and gilders, and stone-carvers.

The appellation of carver and gilder is

a misnomer, as most of the gilders of the

present time know little or nothing of carving,

nor is it necessary for them, as nearly the

whole branch of their ornamental art consists

of prepared composition ; by this means the

costly and elaborately-carved picture frames

of half a century ago are superseded. I am

afraid this once busy and beautiful branch of

the carver's trade can never return ; tho present

excellent designs and construction carry with

them the great Herculean lever of this age—

cheapness. An impression exists in some

parts that most of our old wood carvings

in our churches, old-timbered houses, furni

ture, Szc, was imported from Belgium. It is

probable the carvers themselves migrated here

from that country and practised the art, and

no doubt a good staff of native carvers soon

began to ply the calling, and local influences

to have their effect upon the nature of their

productions. The introduction of specimens

of foliage peculiar to tho neighbourhood is a

well-known fact, and sea-weed and common

ferns in carvings in our churches along the

coast are especially to be noticed, whilst inland

the foliage of forest trees was introduced.

Carvers, as a rule, stick to the effect of train

ing. I think I may assume the rule has

always held good, and that we very early

possessed a great deal of carved ornament

purely English, and executed by English

carvers. The repetition of certain kinds of

ornament in different parts leads me to

imagine carvers travelled from place to place

to execute the work required to be done, as

they do now, and after the manner of masons,

who have been distinctly traced from building

to building by their trade marks. We find all

our tools of the present time exactly fitting

the old ornaments of bygone times.

I will now endeavour to give some account

of the difficulties the accomplished wood-

carver has to surmount. Like all other

artistic pursuits the art must be practised with

method. The experience that has been brought

to bear upon it to bring; it to its present state

of perfection has been handed down from time

immemorial It takes a carver's lifetime to

become acquainted with all the trickery

adopted by the trade, and to attain a know

ledge of all the various styles of ornament is

simply impossible during the lifetime of a

carver. Men become acquainted with a cer

tain style, become attached to it ; the result is

comparative perfection, probably, in that

style, with a very limited or imperfect know

ledge of any other, and so the carver ends his

days. Grecian, Composite, Italian, Renais

sance, French, Jacobean, Rococco, Gothic,

Elizabethan, Queen Anne, and Victorian,

comprehend no small field of study. Some

men delight in the slow, tedious execution of

miniature works ; others in the bolder flights

of sculptured figures—historical, scriptural,

poetical, or otherwise ; others in the graceful

flow of foliage, animals, birds, &c, combining,

probably, portions of the whole range of the

wood-carver's art, A comparison between

this, the highest walk of the artist wood-

carver, and the lowly efforts of the amateur

fretwork-carver, is not intended to discourage

the latter, but simply to remind him what a

vast and endless field of variety is spread

before him, and that to achieve success at all

correct application and method must be the

starting point.

The tools used by wood-carvers consist of

square firmer chisels, corner firmers, flat and

quick gouges, parting tools, veiners, grounders,

bent-backs, chaser, picker and point ; nearly

all kinds are both straight or crooked, and the

number varies from sixteen to twenty dozen.

My own stock consists of quite the latter num

ber, varying in size from the 64th part of an

inch to 11 in., and not one but is occasionally-

used, besides a variety of stamps for ground

work, borders, &c. For sharpening the tools-

an oil-stone and a quantity of Turkey arcansa,

Charnley Forest blue stone, and thin slips of

slate, to fit the various shapes and sweeps, be

sides the use of flour of emery and oil for all

the very finest tools, and a prepared strop for

producing a'iine edge. It is rare that an appren

tice can properly sharpen his tools at the expi

ration of his term, and some men never have the

patience to put their tools in proper order.

Perfectly shaped tools (with the exception of

chisels and grounders) should have a slight

curve from right to left, and should be rubbed

out from the inside, as well as ground from

the outside ; the latter is done by getting

different thicknesses of quick cutting York

sandstone, and shaping to the curve of the tool

before rubbing out, to make thin on the edge

and wedge shaped. The crooked tools must

be done on small wheels, on a spindle attached

to a lathe, with emery and oil. For soft wood,

tools require to be very thin (for clean cutting),

and for hard 'wood vice versa. The various

forms of delicate tools to be found in a carver's

perfect outfit are invaluable, and cannot often

get into the hands of amateurs ; and if they

did they would soon become useless, on

account of the skill required to keep them in-

proper order.

As soon as any piece of work is put into-

the carver's hands, his first question is how to

hold and execute it without injurv or soiling.

The methods are very numerous, but the use

of the carver's screw and holdfast are the

principal. For carving fretwork one method

will be sufficient. A bench or plank 3 in.

thick, of any size, faced up true, that the

work may lie firm and even upon the surface,

and a few small screws, alter the manner of

carvers' screws, placed round the edges, or in

the strongest part of the centre of the work,

is the best method. The wood selected for

fretwork and carving ought to be free from

shakes and knots, not too hard and steely, and1

yet not too soft and dead—a medium between

the two extremes. The latter exists

more or less in all kinds of wood. If the

wood is too hard it turns the edge of the

tool, and if too soft or woolly it puzzles the

omateur, because even the sharpest of his tools

refuse to cut it kindly. It generally happens-

that flne-grained soft wood is best, and hard

wood should be light in proportion to its bulk.

It should be well seasoned to prevent curling.

As I have said before, the best quality is not

the most abundant. Experience will best

teach what is best to use. The workman

having selected the wood, and fretworkec?

some simple pattern (one that has been pre

pared and outlined for carving), and secured

it to his bench by the method above-named,

will find nothing more puzzling than the

mastery of the grain. Tearing, splitting,

and breaking off, are the firstfruits of his

labour. One general rule must be observed,

viz. : commence working at all the parts to be

cut deepest, and to use our term, roughed or

bolstered out. Then take most tender parts,

working from the weakest to the strongest

parts, such as the points of leaves towards

tho centre. All that can be should be done

without turning the work about, but rather

than risk injury turn it sufficiently. Try to

use both hands as soon as possible, and,

whether the tool be in right or left hand, use

one as a guide and defence to govern the tool

from blundering forward. The wrist or arm

should be pressed upon the bench to assist in

government of the tool. Let the tool cut

away all the wood it can fairly, but better

under than over the mark. Be careful not to
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force tbe work. The shapes of tools should

lit tbe work to be executed, and the tools

should be changed as the form of the work

changes. In cutting' diagonally across the grain

guard ngainst tearing, using a flat tool at light

angles from the direction you are working, and

pare it down carefully to the shape required ;

draw the edge of the tool lightly over difficult

parts, like a scraper, but avoid it if possible, as

it blunts the tool, and it is unwise to blunt it

unless you are prepared and competent to

sharpen it. Go on with regular method;

avoid rambling from one part of the work to

another. Guard against the childish desire to

see the work finished before it is fairly begun ;

this weakness frequently spoils the whole

undertaking. In finishing work, work away

from the parts you are executing ; by this

means you avoid injury, breaking, or soiling.

A hard-short hog's-hair brush is used with

advantage and good effect when the carving is

finished ; a stiff piece of brown paper may be

laid upon the completed part, to keep it clean

while the rest is being executed. Tools

properly prepared for such light work as fret

work, ought, with the application of a properly

prepared strop, to be sharp enough to work for

months.

The form of leaves is executed in an endless

variety of ways regardless of thickness. Al

though the generality of nature's forms are

flat, we take unbounded liberty with them;

we treat them either naturally or conven

tionally, terms we understand in all branches

of the trade. The correct outline of most

foliage should be and is most generally fol

lowed. Leaves are formed quite flat, convex,

concave, wavy, high in the middle, low or

hollow on the edges, half turned right or left,

turned over or lapped over ; the veins of leaves

are raised, or sunk, or lined out ; the edges

are round, saw-toothed, or ragged, and often

for correct and good appearance have a small

square taken off their entire edges. Flowers of

three, four, five leaves or more are treated

similarly to leaves in many respects. Fruit,

such as berries, pods, petals, or cups, are

either rough or smooth. Stems are either

round, square, or octagon, straight, or in short

lengths, from knot to knot, or twisting. The

tooling of the stems consists of straight lines,

alternate straight lines, twisted lines, in haz-

zled zig-zag fashion, using the tool from right

to left with a rocking motion. Sometimes

the whole of these methods are used at once

with stamps to give the appearance of the

roughest bark. The form of corn is generally

bold and prominent, following its ripe ap

pearance. Tho grass of wheat and barley has

an endless variety of twists, with fine lines

running through on either side. Natural

specimens are of course always the best guide,

but when not attainable the beautiful and

careful construction of artificial flowers can

always be obtained.

Crabe Reports.

r Fbom Ouk Own Special Cobrespomdents.]

The Kidderminster. Carpet Trade.—

Although there has necessarily been a lull in

the purchase of raw material during the past

week because the manufacturers have bought

well ahead in view of the range of higher

prices which are being maintained, there has

been no diminution in the number of carpet

orders received. Every carpet manufacturer

in the district has now his order-book well

filled, and the only complaints that are made

bear reference to the unremunerative rates at

which these orders are booked. It is clearly

understood that when the present carpet

orders have run out a better price will be

secured, but the carpet firms say that it is

equally clear that they will then have to pay

a much higher price for their yarns and other

materials, so that their profit will remain ex

ceedingly infinitesimal. Still, it is a great

step to get looms steadily at work, and

where a firm can manage this their

trade is usually healthy, and that

dread of manufacturers, loss by the

standing of machinery is avoided. The various

markets continue much as reported recently ;

it is true that wool is a little easier to buy,

but this is clearly the case because spinners

have repleted their stocks, and are therefore

not eager purchasers for a few weeks, but the

effect of this slightly softening tendency is

absolutely nil upon the worsted market, which

is firmer than ever, and, indeed, scarcely a

spinner can be found who will accept a yarn

contract, and the advance here is now fully

l^d. to 2d. per lb. Linen yarn has advanced

another jd. per lb. this week, and the cotton

market is very excited. Cochineal and other

dyes are still firm, and there is no raw material

used by carpet manufacturers that has not

materially advanced during the past month.

Mr. Alderman Joseph Naylor, a partner in the

firm of Watson & Naylor, of the Pike Mills,

Kidderminster, manufacturers of Kidderminster

power-loom carpets, has been elected Mayor

of Kidderminster, and as he is a gentleman of

great business abilities, it is expected that he

will fill the office with credit to himself and

honour to the town.

The Dewsbury Cabpet Trade.—There

is still a considerable amount of business being

done in the heavy woollen trade of Dewsbury

and Batley, the majority of it being for home

houses, who are at present purchasing more

freely than they have been for some months

past. The season for ordering goods for the

Continent is nearly over, and beyond a few

orders for Germany not much more business

is expected to be done until the new patterns

have been got out. There is but little demand

for goods for Canada, but more has been done

on Colonial account. There is considerable

demand noticeable for Dutch and Kidder

carpets, and manufacturers have found it

necessary to increase the price so as to meet

the cost which the higher rates sought for raw

material of all classes necessitate. There is

also more doing in the tapestry departments.

Railway rugs are in greater demand, and

there is now a better feeling experienced in

the worsted trade. Blanket-makers continue

to have plenty of work on hand, as some large

orders have been given out on account of the

home as well as foreign Governments. There

is also a considerable amount of goods being

turned out for the general trade at home.

Rates have improved. Dyers and finishers

have more work on hand. Both English and

Colonial wools are dearer by from id. to Id.

per lb., and English brokes and noils have in

creased in proportion. Oils are firm. Good

shoddy sells well at slightly increased rates.

Mungo is steady. Cotton warps are a trifle

dearer.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

Inquiries for lace yarns have been more nume

rous, and with moderate concessions from

current quotations considerable business might

be induced. Brown cotton nets are firm in

price, with an upward tendency, quotations in

some cases being advanced. Curtain nets are

unaltered in value. Some of the best manu

facturers are well engaged with orders in

advance, but there is still a considerable

amount of machinery working short time. In

the fancy lace trade reports are contradictory,

but there are buoyant anticipations of a good

season. Spotted nets are still in strong request ;

quillings not so brisk. Common Valenciennes

of suitable widths and prices are readily sold

for the American market, the supply being

inadequate. Bretonne laces are likely to be

superseded by Point, cCAlen<;on. or Point de

Languedoc as the leading favourite for the next

season.

Furnishing Ironmongery. — Business

progresses slowly but steadily in the hardware

branches, tho demand being still to a great

extent traceable to advancing prices and specu

lative considerations. The orders run princi

pally upon furnishing ironmongery and rough

and heavy goods, which are the first to be

affected by tho rise iu metal. The cabinet

brassfoundry branch continues languid, and

the demand for gas heating and lighting

apparatus is not up to the average of the

season. The United States markets are taking

now many classes of goods which were till

lately excluded by the operation of the high

protective tariff and the activity of American

manufacturing enterprise ; but in other respects

our export trade must be reported dull, mainly

owing to tho depression of the Australian

markets. The demand for season goods is

decidedly improving. As regards fenders,,

although high-class goods in Early English

I and other fashionable styles have never been

in such great request as during the past two

or three years, the fender trade proper has by

no means shared in the activity, and both in

Birmingham and the Worcestershire black

country, which is the chief seat of the trade,

employment has been exceedingly scarce and

failures numerous. To meet the pressure of

the times Birmingham makers have been

gradually drifting out of common work into

ornamental patterns, and relegating the trade

in common cast fenders at a shilling or so

apiece to their Dudley competitors. In taking

this course, says the Ironmonger, they have

necessarily surrendered a portion of their ex

port trade which is dependent upon cheapness,

but they have found ample compensation in

the improved demand from retailers at home,,

more especially in London, Manchester, Liver

pool, and other large towns where some at

tention is paid to harmony of style and archi

tectural requirements in fireplace fittings.

Steel and brass have to a great extent

superseded iron, whether plain or bronzed, in

the ornamental parts of fenders, and nickel-

plating and even wood is now freely em

ployed for these purposes. The cabinet brass-

founders, who still monopolise the trade in

fire-dogs and rests, &c, have not been able

to hold their ground in fenders against the

fender-mnkers proper since the latter turned

their attention to the production of artistic

designs in brass and iron, and the branch is

now in a more healthy state than it has

been for a year or two past.

Household Linen, &c.—During the week

trade has in no way improved, whilst some of

the manufacturers have done less than they

did a few weeks since. The result is that

short time continues, although it was generally

expected that there would be a change for

the better as the year drew to a close. The

export of drills, table damasks, napkins, and

other linens has been but moderate for some

time, the American demand in particular

being very dull. Business in the home

markets is less active, the orders sent in as a

rule being for small parcels of table-cloths,

huckabacks, glass-cloths, and narrow linens.

Makers of hand-made linens still complain of

the little business doing, so that they are unable

to fully employ the comparatively few hand-

loom weavers that nre left. Finishers are

worse off than they have been for some time,

whilst bleachers are kept tolerably well going.

Transactions in yarns are still light, and prices

have undergone no quotable change.

fflttboit Jfurniinn dfoprls.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 8th inst.

Adelaide—Donaldson, Andrews & Co. 7-0 sq jdB

floorcloth

Dutant, A. & Co. £70 pianos

Goodo Bros. £20 tugs

Harris, Scarfs & Co. £30 brash ware

Murray, D. & W. £11 ruge, 1,410 vds lothr clth,

£97 rugs, 2,120 jda blukete, 333 yds btriog

matticg

Price, C. & Co. £24 iron bedsteads

Spicer, O. £170 bedsteads, £13 wood mnfotrg

Btaiitoo, J. 2 o leather

Taylor, D. & Sods, £5 chinaware

Terry, J. & Co. £17 looking-glasses

Aden—Lyan, J. & Co. £8 sewiDg-machine

Akyab—Watson, J. P. £28 glass manufactures,

£18 lamps, £17 forijitiire, 53 yds oarpets

Alexandria—VVaterlow & Sons, £!IO furniture

Algiers—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £7 furniture

Huton, A. £000 furniture

Alcoa Bay—Aruholz, A. £25 furniture, £)S

clocks

Brist.r & Fitch, £57 furniture
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Alooa Bat (continued)—

Dnrant, A. 4 Co. 1,200 yds blankets, £6 wood

mannfaotures

| Foulger, J. 4 Sons, 20 g varnish

Filby A Kemp, 130 sq yds leather oloth

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. 721 yds carpets

Tozer, Hewitt 4 Co. £3 glassware

Amoy—Meadows, T. 4 Co. 460 yds flooroloth

Amsterdam—Gaubert 4 Metcalfe, 1 o leather

Antwerp—Chinnery & Johnson, 24 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 1,245 sq yds oilcloth

Ohleoschlager Bros. 56 c leather

Auckland—Ashby, W. & Co. £393 furniture,

£80 piano

Clark, A. 4 Son. £184 rags

Crnickshank 4 Co. 410 yds carpets, £59

sewing-machines, £52 glassware

Hart, H. 4 J. £134 furniture, £102 iron

bedsteads

McArthur, W. 4 A. 642 yds carpets, £449

rugs, £31 furniture, 4,535 yds blankets)

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 40 yds carpets

Murray, D. 4 W. £27 rugs, 425 yds blankets

Owen * Graham, £78 rugs, 5,235 yds blnkts,

25 yds carpets

Shaw, Sayill * Co. £8 furniture, £33 china

Bagdad —Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £50 pianos, £5

furniture

Bahia—Clark, J. 4 Co. £6 safe

Bermuda—Gray, C. & W. £10 looking-glasses,

£17 furniture, £46 glassware

Beypobe—Brooker, Dore 4 Co. £18 iron safes

Stanes, WatBon & Co. £18 iron safes

Bilboa—Dawson Bros. £50 varnish

Thompson, J. H. £42 glassware

Wimble, J. M., 396 yds carpeting

Black River—Jeffrye, C. 118 yds blankets

Bombay—Buttain, H. jun. £27 glass mnfs.

Elliott, J. 700 yds blankets

Fastnedge, R. B. £10 glassware

Fisher, H. D. 4 Co. 27 o paperhangings

Grindlay 4 Co. £4 chinaware, £50 musical

instrmnts, £4 chinaware, £30 billiard-table

Hartley 4 Talbot, £25 chinaware

Haviside, T. 4 Co. £57 lampB

Johnson, W. J. £16 wood manufactures

Lyon, J. 4 Co. £80 ulassware

Nixon 4 Howard, £7 musioal instruments

Piokford & Co. £16 china, £20 musicle instru

ments

Tittie, E. A. £22 rugs

Bemfry, Brookes 4 Co. £88 clocks

Boss, Morgan 4 Robertson, 225 yds blankets

Sewell 4 Crother, £25 furniture

Townsend 4 Spearing, £48 msol instruments

Tozer, Hewitt 4 Co. 80 lb. leather

Wackerbarth, J. H. £21 glassware

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £386 msol instrmnts

Bordeaux—G. S. N. Co. 133 yds carpets

Piokford 4 Co. £40 china

Boulogne—Atkins, 0. 4 Co. 108 yds carpets

Bilot 4 Froude, 14 o leather, 230fc o leather,

418 yds carpets

Chinnery 4 Johnson, £30 piano, 3 o leather,

£30 piano, 8 o paperhangings

Flageollet Frs. 4 Co. £144 varnish

Messageries Parisiennes, 875 yds carpets,

£32 glass manufactures, 110 yds carpets

Nollen, Nollen 4 Co. £14 rugs, 8 o paperhang-

ins, £49 olooks, £40 olooks, £11 chinaware,

£6 furniture, 28 o paperhangings

Kahn, G.4 Co. fill rugs, 49 o paperhangings

Bremen—Corbiere, Son 4 Brindle, 462 yds

woollen carpet

Phillips 4 Graves, £35 mats, £3 rugs, 489 yds

carpets

Scotney & Earnshaw, 320 yds carpets

Bremerhaven—Jenkinson, W. 4 Co. £13 rugs

Brisbane—Collins, W. A. £15 piano

Green, F. 4 Co. £118 rugs, 2,177 yds blankets

Irving, T. 4 Co. £48 iron bedsteads, 3,743 yds

blankets

Williams, J. £275 furniture

Brussels—Williams 4 Geils, £25 ohinaware

Calcutta—Allen Bros. 4 Co. H o leather, £19

clocks, £12 glass manfs, £14 glassware

Davis, W. B. 8J o leather

Darant, A. 4 Co. 3f paperhangings

Filby 4 Kemp, £20 iron bedsteads

Harraden, S. 4 Co. £34 musioal instruments,

£238 mnsioal instruments, £9 furniture

Jepps, J. W. 4 Co £14 lampware

Langdale, E. F. £75 brushware

Lyon, J. 4 Co. £5 glassware

Maynard, Harris 4 Co. £21 chinaware

Bhaokleton 4 Co. £86 sewing-machines

Sinclair, Hamilton 4 Co. 3 c leather

Stembridge, B. 6i c leather

Stewart, Gent 4 Co. £42 carpet

Stone 4 Son, 139 yds oiloloth

WeBley, Cooper & Co. 8\ o leather

Calcutta (continued)—

Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £60 mnsioal instrn.

ments, £12 docks, £20 chinaware, £40

sewing-maohines

Canterbury—Bennett, E. 4 Co. £65 rugs, 7,867

yds blankets

Forge, J. H. £80 piano

Hoporaft 4 Co. 3,681 yds blanketing, 1,181

yds woollen carpeting

Howe, J. C. £95 paperhangings

Sogers, H. Sons 4 Co. £51 varnish, £27 rugs,

£64 curtains

Solanders, A. 4 Co. 750 yds blankets

Cape op Good Hope—Findlay, Durham 4 Co.

£75 brushware, 35 g varnish, 192 yds ololth

Kemsley 4 Elkington, 13i o leather

Lawrenoe, Son 4 Co. £120 musioal instrmts

Skeel, W. 8 o tanned leather

White 4 Holmes, 3 o leather

Colombo—Haslehurst, E. 4 Co. £60 furniture

Hooper, H. 4 A. D. £46 harmoniums

Monteith, B. 4 Co. 47 yds carpet

Walker Bros. £30 olooks

Constantinople—Baker, G. P. 300 yds tapestry

King, H. S. 4 Co. £15 ohinaware

KouSBin, L. 2 000 yds jute carpeting

Copenhagen—Collins, W. A. 120 yds flooroloth

Dawsou Bros. £10 varnish

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 91 sq yds

linoleum

Simonsen, J. 4 Co. 204 yds flooroloth

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. 230 yds linoleum

Dantzic—Nixon 4 King, £10 furniture

Demerara—Browne, J. 4 Son £80 musical

instruments

Price Bros. £12 brushes

Dunedin—Dawson Bros. £16 musioal instmnts

East London—Peacock BroR. 4 Co. £99 mat'ng

Galatz—Head, H. 4 Co. 2,530 yds felt, and 200

yds woollen carpets

Sohloesser Bros. 31 c tanned leather

Genoa—Dawson Bros. £100 varnish

Gibraltar—Collins, W. A. 180 yds leather clth

Crnsoe, G. 384 yds blankets

Thornton, T. 65 yds oarpeting

Gothenburg—Bott, W. E. 4 Co. 325 yds felt

carpets, 13 o tanned leather, 239 yds oilolth

Collinson4 Co. 11 o leather

Harris, B. 21 o leather

Grenada—Browne, J. 4 Son, 248 yds linen

damask, £223 furniture

Guayaquil—Sohwarz, F. M. 8,770 yds woollen

baize

Hambro — Anglo-Amerioan Leather Cloth Co

1,280 sq yds oiloloth

Collins, W. A. 800 yds leather oloth

Darling Bros. 46 o tanned leather

Elkan 4 Co. 28 o leather, 1 c leather

Esoombe Bros. 4 Co. 5 0 leather

Goldsohmidt BroB. 567 lb leather

G. S. N. Co. 65 lb. leather,_£15 rugs

Harris, B. 7 c leather

Heyden, E. van der, 4 Co. 290 o leather

Lavy, C. 4 Co. £18 ohinaware, £18 rugs,

£3 rugs

Leather Cloth Co. 11,265 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 27 sq yds linolm

Mortens 4 Co. 304 yds wool and hemp crpting

Morrison, J. 4 Co. £70 glassware

Rosenberg, Loewe & Co., 260 yds carpets, 23

o leather, 3,180 yds leather cloth

Salmon, C. J. £24 paperhangings, £7 paper-

hangings

Sohloesser Bros. 1 o leather

Simonsen, J. 618 yds floorcloth

Smith, C. £20 furniture

Stalsohmidt, F. 380 yds oarpeting,*170 lb lethr

Strudwick, H. 35 o leather

Wain, C. 67 o leather

Warburg, B. D. 113 yds linoleum

Hong-Kong—Harris, Goodwin 4 Co. £160

glassware

MoGregor, Gow 4 Co. £842 rugs, 3,280 yds

blankets, 750 sq yds floorcloth

Walker, A. G. 1,344yds blnkts, 504 yds blnkts

Ibrail—Daviee, Turner 4 Co. £175 iron safes

Jamaica—Abraham, F. A. 4 Co. £11 glassware

Bartrum, Pretyman 4 Co. 14 lb leather

D'Sonza, D. H. 83 lb leather, £28 glassware

Isaacs, Son 4 Co. 423 lb leather

Lindo, D. 181 lb leather

Tarnbull, A. 4 Co. 72 yds blankets, £41 wood

mannfaotures

Jersey—Arnold, G. E. 4 Co. £9 glassware

Jersey and Guernsey— Cheesewright 4 Co.

£246 furniture

Koniosberg—Woodward, Haydon 4 Co. 5 o

leather, £5 ohinaware

Kowie—Brister 4 Fitoh, 90 sq yd* flooroloth

Kurrachek—Allen Bros. 4 Co. 36 ydB carpets

Grindlay 4 Co. £6 chinaware

1 Kurrachee (continued)—

Kiog, H. S. & Co. £10 glasswar?, £7 china-

ware

Malcolm, Brunker 4 Co. £174 iron safes

Leghorn—Bae, A. C. £25 glassware

Le Treport—Arnati 4 Harrison, £18 glass

manufactores

Lisbon—Bishop 4 Co. 56 lb leather

Collins, W. A. 240 yds floorcloth, 150 yds

leather oloth

Danlop, G. 4 Co. £24 glassware

Kinder, A. £34 matting

Lyttleton—Wheeler, E. J. £42 glassware

Madras—Aldridge, F. C. £10 chinaware

Alpe, J. P. 4 Co. £71 chinaware

Frith, Sands 4 Co. £28 glaes manufactures,

10 yds blankets

Short, Short 4 Co. £21 musioal instruments

Johnson 4 Allsup, £36 lamps

Walker, G. 4 Co. £24 glassware

Wood, S. T. 4 A. 182 lb leather

Wood, W. C. £35 porcelain

Mahe—Gellatly, Hankey 4 Co. £50 piano

Malaga—Margetson 4 Co. 138 yds c.irpeta

Malta—King, H. 8. 4 Co. £5 furniture

Levy, M. de J. 456 yds oarpets

Sparrow, W. A. £8 furniture, 32 yds floorcloth

Mangalore—Werner, J. P. £12 chinaware

Marseilles—Wheatley, G. W. 4 Co. £4 glass

manufactures

Mauritius—Baker, S. 4 Co. li c leather

Martin, B. 4 Co. £4 glassware

Monte Video—Linley A Co. £28 varnish

Naples—Collins, W. A. 300 yds leather and 276

yds flooroloth

Newcastle, N.S.W.—Morley, J. 4 B. 1,000 jd»

blankets

New York—Henderson Bros. 10 o leather

Montgomerie, B. 4 Co. 7J o leather

Moss, C. 4 Co. £10 glassware

Wingate, W. 4 Johnston, 482 yds carpets

Odessa—Brandt, B. 168 yds oiloloth

Meadows, T. 4 Co. 1,150 yds flooro'oth

Richards, Tweedy 4 Co. 491 yds carpets

Bnssell, G. 4 Co. £20 farnitore

Bus-ian Steam Navigation and Trading Co.

£70 varnish

Warburg, B. D. 4 Co. £9 woollen rugs, 309

yds carpets

Oporto—Dawson Bros. £98 varnish

Ostend—Wiener, M. 4 Co. 10li o leather

Otago—Findlay, J. S. £35 glassware

Guthrie 4 Larnacb, £372 furniture

Penang—Fox, J. H. 4 Co. £155 furniture

Padday, £22 fnrniture

Port. Arenas—Nollen, Henry 4 Co. £25 glass

manufactures

Port Elizabeth—Jepps, J.W. 4 Co. £10 lamps

Port Natal— Adler, Escombe 4 Co. £41

carpet, £146 furniture

Blagden & Prince, £35 rngs, £16 blankets,

650 yds cotton blanketing, £16 harmoniums

Davy, J. H. £47 matting

Dawson Bros. 9,657 yds blanktg, £135 rugs

Esoombe Bros. 4 Co. 1,785 yds blanketing

Harvey 4 Greenacre, £57 carpet, £56 rngs,

£23 furniture, £36 wall-paper, £17 furni

ture, £12 tapestry, £20 wood manufactures

Hoporaft & Broadwater, £100 piano

Horsley, Palmer 4 Co. £653 fntnre, £43 piano

Howe, J. C. 4 Co. £52 blankets, £11 frnture

Mertens 4 Co. £90 musical instruments

Moritz, E. £50 looking-glasses

Payne Bros. 2,100 yds blanketing

Peel, J. £46 piano

Bennie, J. T. Son 4 Co. £24 glass manafctrs

Thomson, J. 4 Co. £50 furniture

Tozer, Hewitt 4 Co. 6 o leather

Yates, G. B. 4 Son, £38 carpet

Port Phillip—AndersoD, Anderson & Co. £100

• furniture

Beath, Schiess 4 Co. 6,938 yds carpet

Blytb, J. 4 Co. £9 furniture

Bniok, Lewis 4 Co. £11 woollen rugs

Connell, J. 4 Co. £60 horsehair

Cramond 4 Dixon, 402 yds oarpets

Fish, P. 0. 4 Co. £17 rugs, 930 yds blankets

Fox, C. T. 9i o leather

Gibb 4 Molntyre, £30 looking-glasses

Keep, Parsons 4 Co. 93 yds linen damask

Lazarus 4 Bosenfeld, £12 furniture

McArtbur, W. 4 A. 2,250 yds blankets, 4,004

yds oarpets, £45 wool rugs

Michaelis, Hallenstein 4 Co. 350 lb leather

PaterBOn, Laing 4 Co. £176 fnrniture

Boyle 4 Willan, £42 paperhangings

Sadler, J. C. 4 Co. 70 yds blanket*

Sargood, Bailer 4 Co. 260 yds floorcloth, £15

velvet rugs

Sewell 4 Crowther, £35 furniture

Staley, Badford 4 Co. 1,100 yds blankets
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Poet Phillip (continued)—

Tallerman, L. D. & L. A. 161b leather

Voss, J. & Co. 168 lb leather

Webster, C. & Co. 84 yds blankets

Beval—Sohloesser Bros. 99 o leather

Botterdam—G. S. N. Co. £13 leather

Phillips & Graves, 4 o Tarnish, £12 wall-paper

San Sebastian—Dawson Bros. 50 g varnish

Santander—Bishop & Co. £62 rugs

Dawson Bros. 40 g varnish

Wood, Quint ana & Co. £12 carpet

8rville—Nollen, H. 4 Co. 2,265 sqyds oiloloth

Wimble, J. M. £51 tapestry

Shanghai—Harris, Goodwin & Co. 9 o leather,

£110 rugs

Wallace, J. T. £63 rugs

Singapore—Dennis, S. Bock & Co. 1 o leather

Harris, Goodwin & Co. 900 yds leather oloth

Hodgkinscn, F. A. & Co. £120 rngs

McGregor, Gow & Co. 750 sq yds floorcloth

Neave, £. C. 220 yds linen damask, 8 yds

billiard oloth

Thurston & Co. £165 billiard-table

SiAit—Mason, D. K. £39 ohinaware

St. Kitts—Linnington, A. H. £31 wood manfs

Sorutton, Sons & Co. £65 wood manufactures

St. Petersburg—Jonas, Simonsen & Co. £148

billiard slates

St. Vincent—Farqnharson, J. £36 glassware,

£10 porcelain

Swan Biver—Mookford, W. G. S. £70 fnrnitnre

Sidney—Anderson, Anderson & Co. £25 mu

sical instruments

Alexander Bros. £62 horsehair, £22 rugs

Ashford & Brnoks, £114 wall-paper

Dawson Bros. 448 sq yds oiloloth, £80 carpets

Do Putron & Booth, £13 glassware

Dods, A. C. 74 o varnish

Durant, A. & Co. £44 furniture

Farmer & Co. £185 furniture

Gibb & Motntyre, £102 clocks

Irving, T. & Co. £29 china

Johnson & Allsup, £121 rugs, £39 lamps

MoArthnr, W. & A. £32 carpet

Moore & Co. 1,250 yds blanketing

Newcomb, J. £120 furniture, £50 olooks

Peterson, Bonsen & Co. 1,000 yds oilcloth

Potter, J. & Co. 950 yds blanketing

Snellgrove, A. B. £35 carpet, 220 yds blan

keting

Staley, Badford & Co. 600 yds blanketing

Walker, T. W. & J. £30 braBhware

Trinidad—Clark, G. £105 wood manufactures

Valpabaiso—Nanson, Max A Co. 600 yds blnktg

Venice—Piokford & Co. £110 china

Wellington—Clarkson, D. £27 carpet

Findlay, Dnrham & Co. 2,425 yds woollen

blanketing

Harcourt & Co. £16 rngs, 1,963 yds blnktg

Nathan, J. A Co. £10 glass manfs, £75 rngs

Yokohama—Ahrens, H. & Co. 2,820 yds woollen

blanketing

Marcus & Co. £30 chins, 800 yds woln blnktg

Zanzibae—Hardwiok & Co. £55 carpet

McLean, Maris & Co. £18 brushes

fabers null Contracts.

We shall esteem it a favour if our reader* Kill kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts

scfiich may be open for competition ; and also adcise us
us to any furnishing orders, Sfc, which may have been
executed by different firms.

After a keen competition the entire fur

nishing of the Midland Railway Hotel at

Sheffield has been entrusted to Messrs.

Johnson & Appleyards, of Fargate, Sheffield.

The following firms have executed the

different contracts in connection -with the new

town-hall at Oldham, described on another

page:—Furniture to borough-court, council-

chamber, Mayor's parlour, magistrates' and.

town-clerk's rooms, and other offices, &c, Mr.

James Lamb, Manchester ; fittings to police-

department, &c, Mr. W. A. Peters, Rochdale ;

lavatory and w.c. fittings, &c, Mr. John

Kershaw, Heywood ; grates, chimneypieces,

and tiled hearths, Messrs. Scott Bros. & Co.,

Oldham ; carpets, painting, and decorating,

Mr. James Lamb, Manchester ; floorcloth, the

Boulinikon Floorcloth and Manufacturing

Company (Limited); hinges, window-fasteners,

&c, Mr. John Petrie, Rochdale ; stained-glass

windows, Messrs. R. B. Edmundson & Son,

Manchester; cooking ranges, &c, Messrs.

Wilson & Son, Manchester : gas-fittings,

Messrs. Winfield & Co., Birmingham ; tiles

and pavements, Messrs. Minton, Hollins & Co.,

Burslem; heating and warming apparatus,

Messrs. Haden & Son, Trowbridge ; strong

room doors, Messrs. Samuel Chatwood & Co.

(Limited), Bolton. The whole of the works

have been carried out from the plans and under

the superintendence of Mr. George Wood-

bouse, architect, Bolton, and Mr. Edward

Potts, architect, Oldham.

A window has lately been erected at Til

bury church, in memory of Mr. William

Brookes, J.P., Major Royal North Gloucester

shire Militia, introducing the subjects—The

Talents, and the Five Wise and Five Foolish

Virgins, executed by Messrs. Heaton Butler &

Bayre, Garrick-street,Covent-garden, London.

Messrs. Colman & Glendenning, of

Norwich, have supplied the fittings for the

new Board Schools recently completed in

Ellen-street, Hove.

Jtpl Intelligence.

Obtaining Pianofortes by False Pre

tences.—At the Middlesex Sessions on the

11th inst. Henry Ramsay, 19, clerk, pleaded

" Guilty " to an indictment charging him with

having stolen a pianoforte, value £25, the

property of Frederick John Rogers and

another. He also pleaded " Guilty " to

another indictment charging him with having

stolen a pianoforte, value £40, the property of

Thomas Ebenezer Davies. There -was also

another indictment against him, alleging that

he had obtained a pianoforte, value £45, from

Frederick Lewis Dy false pretences. Mr.

Montagu Williams and Mr. Grain prosecuted ;

Mr. ThomeCole appeared for the prisoner. 1Tie

prosecutor in the first indictment is a music-

seller in Circus-road, St. John's-wood, and in

last May the prisoner called at his shop and

entered into a verbal arrangement to hire a

piano at 10s. a month. He gave his name as

Lindsay and an address in St. Paul's-road,

Camden-square. Mr. Rogers asked for a

reference, and the prisoner referred him

to a Mr. Ramsay, living in Jackson's-

road, Holloway. Mr. Rogers wrote there,

and receiving a satisfactory reply (written by

the prisoner himself), sent the piano by his

carman to the address which the prisoner had

given in St. Paul's-road. It appeared that the

prisoner had taken lodgings there a few days

before his visit to Mr. Rogers's shop, but

had never slept nor taken any of his meals

there. Soon after the piano arrived he re

moved it, telling his landlady he was going to

change it, as he preferred rosewood to walnut-

wood. All attempts to discover how or where

he had disposed of it proved unsuccessful. In

the other cases the modus operandi adopted by

the prisoner was the same. He took apart

ments for a short time in different localities,

hired pianos from different people, giving an

assumed name, wrote in his own name as refe

rence, and when he had obtained the piano

immediately disposed of it. In one instance

he had given his father's name as a reference.

The father had been secretary at St. Mary's

Hospital, City-road, but had been convicted

of forgery at the Central Criminal Court, and

was now undergoing a sentence of eight

months' imprisonment. Mr. Cole, in mitigation

of punishment, urged the youth of the prisoner

and his previous good character. He had lately

married and had one child depending upon him.

The Assistant-Judge remarked that it was

clear that the prisoner, though young, was an

expert and systematic swindler of the most

mischievous type. Criminals of his stamp

were far more dangerous to society than the

common thief whd stole whatever he could

lay his hands upon. He sentenced him to 14

months' imprisonment, with hard labour.

Alleged Fraud by Woollen - Mer

chants.—At the Borough Police-court, Hud-

dersfield, on Saturday, Edward Learoyd, of

Craven-street, Strand, London, and of" Scar

borough, and Frank Wilton, of 2, Provost-

road, Chalk-farm, London (two members of

the late firm of Learoyd, Wilton & Co.,

trading as woollen-merchants at 66, Mark-lane'

London, and as Learoyd & Co. at 8, Rue St.

Joseph, Paris), appeared— the former sur

rendering to his Dail and the latter being

brought up in custody—to answer a number

of charges preferred against them under the

Debtors' Act. They were also charged with

conspiring to defraud. Thomas Dunderdale,

the buyer to the firm, of Glocester-road, sur

rendered to his bail, charged with aiding and

abetting Learoyd and Wilton, and with con

spiring to defraud the creditors of Learoyd,

Wilton & Co. The same counsel and solicitors

appeared as on the previous hearing. It will

be remembered from last week's report that

Mr. Allen, general commission merchant, was

the last witness examined on the previous

occasion, and he gave a number of particulars

as to the loan transactions the firm of Learoyd

& Co. had with him, though under great pres

sure. Mr. E. Tindal Atkinson, barrister, who

prosecuted on behalf of the Treasury,now stated

that Mr. Allen had since the last hearing given

them every information, and Mr. Cauchi, of

Fenchurch-street, London, who had made

advances to the firm, had done the same. Mr.

Allen was recalled, and he entered at some

length into the transactions he had with the

firm. It appeared to be the general plan for

one of the firm—usually Wilton—to obtain

advances from Mr. Allen, then give a cheque

for the principal and interest, with security in

the shape of the transfer notes or bills of

lading, the manufacturers' invoices of the

goods in the hands of the packers, with some

times other "securities.'' On July 16, £300

was lent for fifteen days, the interest on which

was £12. On July 25 another £300 was lent,

and an old loan of £400 was renewed for a

fortnight. The interest on the two totals was

£27. From May 6 to June 16 the profit on

the transactions in the shape of commission

amounted to £117, and there was a balance

due to him of £1,000, for which he held se

curity. Mr. Wilton gave him two bills for

£225 each, payable in seven days, on account

of goods pledged with him on July 25, and he

had a further security in the shape of foreign

bills amounting to 11,354 f . 35 c. One of these

was renewed and three were dishonoured.

On one occasion Wilton wrote that he wished

to have some serious conversation with witness

as to the settlement of pending matters and

the arrangements for future transactions, to

convince him that in all his dealings with them

he was perfectly safe and absolutely secure,

and urging that " what is of more importance

to us, however, is that an arrangement should

be made to increase the capital you at present

hold at our disposal to £3,000, which sum

would not only place us in a comfortable

position, and avoid all kinds of contretemps,

but enable us to secure you before you part

with any of the capital. We have at present

£5,000 worth of stock well bought, and for

which manufacturers' invoices would be placed

in your hands, and which would be dealt with

as arranged. If you consent to assist us really

in this way we could afford to pay you a good

commission and keep our engagement to the

day." On Aug. 28 £200 was lent on the

security of goods lying at the packers, as in

the other cases, which goods had only recently

been bought, and on Sept. 1 a further loan of

£504 was made in a similar way. Again, on

Sept. 6 a further loan of £590 was negotiated

on similar terms, and in some of these cases

the invoices bore date the day previous to that

on which the loan was made. At this point

the hearing was adjourned for a fortnight, the

same bail being allowed as before.

Alleged Theft of Skwing-Machines.

—At the Southwark Police-court George

James Taber, carman, was recently brought

before Mr. Slade, charged with stealing a

number of sewing-machines, the property of

his employers, Messrs. George Ross McKenzie

and others, carrying on business as the Singer

Sewing-Machine Company, at 39, Foster-lane.

The prisoner was in the service of the pro

secutors as carman, and it was his duty to

deliver sewing-machines as ordered by the

various customers of the firm. In consequence

of information which reached the police the

prisoner was arrested and charged with being
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in unlawful possession of two sewing-machines

belonging to the prosecutors. On searching

his house at Bermondsey, Detective-sergeants

Walsh and Harvey found there two sewing-

machines, and four walnut covers for the

same ; also pawn-tickets for two others, which

had been pledged by prisoner at Atten-

borough's, in the Borough, and were identified

as the property of prosecutors, whose ma

nager stated that prisoner had no right to pledge

them or to have them in his possession. A

boy in the employ of the Singer Company

deposed to having assisted the prisoner to

remove a sewing-machine from the van to his

house ; and Sergeant Walsh stated that a

great many more cases could be proved if a

remand were granted. Mr. Slade accordingly

remanded the prisoner.

Alleged Wholesale Robberies by

Woukmen.—At the Middleton Police-court,

Francis Thomand, labourer, of Oross-

street, Rhodes, was recently brought up on

a charge of stealing about forty pieces of

print and white cloth, three pieces of machine

blanket, and two bed-quilts ; Thomas Taylor,

fireman, Top Schwabe-street, Rhodes, on a

charge of stealing seventeen pieces of cloth

and print ; and John Rheel, Yates-street,

Rhodes, was charged with stealing two parcels

of copper turnings, four brushes, and twelve

pieces of print, cloth, and blankets, the pro

perty of their employers, Messrs. Salis

Schwabe St Co., Rhodes Print-works. The

robberies, it was stated, had been going

on for nearly three years, and the prisoners

being suspected, they were watched. As they

were leaving the premises on the previous

Wednesday they were detained by Mr. George

Harris and given into custody. On their re

spective houses being searched the remainder

of the stolen property was discovered, some of

it having been made up into] bed-quilts, petti

coats, &c. All the prisoners had been iu the

employ of Messrs. Schwabe for a long time.

As the prosecutors could not fix a date when

the goods Taylor and Thomand were charged

with stealing were missed, and as it was not

proved whether they had been stolen or sold,

these two prisoners were discharged. Rheel

was committed to prison for one month.

C|e (Palette.

Compiled Kith epecial reference to the Furniture, Deco

ration, Upholitery. and Drapery Trade*,from Meier*.
QambU $ Harvey'* ** Weekly Record,"

Pautnersbips Dissolved.

Anderson Bios., timber-merohants, Queen's

Dock, Kingnton-upon-Hal), and Manchester.

Brardell & Yates, drapers, 62 and 63, High-

street WeBt, Sunderland.

Boulton, 8. J. & J. R:gby, earthenware

manufacturer?, Milton, Staffordshire.

Brirismead, H. & Co., pianoforte manufacturers,

12, Rathbone-plsoe, Oxford-street.

Clarkson & Gore, furniture -printers, drapers,

and uphotstereis' warehousemen, 116, Queen

Victoria-street, City.

Cox & Co., gum and oolonr.merohanta, 5, Cloak-

lane, Canconstrset, City.

Gilbert, W. J., M. Gilbert, S. A. Gilbert, &

H. Gilbert, cabinet-makers, 17, Great Daoie-

street, Manchester.

Haskell & Co., dealers in lamps, 280, Oxford -

street.

Layton A Brittan, upholsterers, Eldon-atreet,

Finabury, City.

Mallineon & Maraden, woollen-scribblers and

spinnera, Albert Mills, HuddeiBfield.

Sadler & Kraushaar, timber-merchants, 18,

Poultry, City.

West, C. G., 4 K. Chandler, wood-turners, Bollo

Bridge-road, Aoton.

Liquidations by Arrangement ob

Composition.

Bates, Charlea Bromley, and Robert Griffin

Sbeppereon, ironmoogera, March, Cambs.

Oct 29. A. B. Wallingford solicitor, St.

Ivea.

Broadley, Riohnrd, Cabinet-maker, Nioholaa-

street, New North-road, Hoxton. Oot. 27.

H. Stani!and, solicitor, 4t, Ladg&te-Lill.

Child, Wm. Henry, brnshmaker, trading as W.

Child & Co., Worahip-atreet, St. Luke's, Ae.

too.street, KingBland, and Green Lanes, Stoke

Newington. Oct. 30. At Guildhall Coffee

house, Gresham.gtreet, Nov. 28, at 3. C.

Smith, solicitor, 22, Great St. Helen's.

Crofrgn, Franois, carpet warehouseman, L">wer

Kennington-lane. Oot 28. At Crosse. Sons,

& Riley's, solicitors, 7, Lancaster-place, Strand,

Nov. 25, at 3.

Dixon, Charles, china and glass-dealer, Cleo-

patra-terraoe, Sultan-road, late Lake-road,

Laodport, Hants. Oct. 30. At G. White-

hall'a, solicitor, Port*ea,'Nov. 17, at 3.

Gittlesohn, Isaac, pictnre-frame manufacturer,

Bristol, late trading as Isaao Nudlo, Neath.

Oot. 29. H. H. Buckingham, solicitor, Bristol,

Griffin, George, wood-turner, Shudehill, Man

chester, and Lord-etreet, Cheethsm. Oct. 30.

At Bond & Son's, solicitors, Dickinson-street,

Manchester, Nov. 17, at 3.

Hipkiss, John Frederick, mahogany and timber,

merchant, trading ax J. F. Hipkial & Co.,

Worcester Wharf, Birmingham. Oct. 27.

Tyodall, Tyndall & Deakiu, solicitors, 34,

Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

Masenrd, Amond, cabinet-maker, 12, Jackson-

road, Upper Holloway, late 68, Charlotte-

street, Fitzrov -square. Oot. 30. At Mor-

phett & Hanson's, accountants, 15, King-street,

Cbeapside, Nov. 21, at 2. J. Terry, solicitor,

14, Eiog.atreet, Cheapside.

Nettleton, John George, paperhanger and de

corator, Harrogate. Oct. 29. T. Hajea,

Britannia-buildings, Oxford-place, Leeds.

Owen, Edwin, cabinet-maker, Town-hill, Wrex.

ham. Oot. 27. W. Sherratt, solicitor, Wrex

ham.

Rouse, George, upholsterer, High-street, East

Griostead. Oot. 27. T. P. Wy mood, solicitor,

272, Camberwell New-road.

Tiffen, Thomas, cabinet-maker. Wigton, Cum

berland. Oct. 28. ' J. McKeever, solioitor,

Wigton.

Winatauley, Thomas, art-metal worker, New

Compton-street, Soho, and Cr.<raptou-roai),

Penge. Oot. 30. At Pluukett & Leader's,

solicitors, 60, St. Paul's Churchyard, Nov. 24,

at 12.

Worxall, Henry Thomas, rope and matting

manufacturer, trading as the London Cocoa-

nut Fibre Manufacturing Co., Devonshire-

chambers, Bishnpjgate-street, and Ponder's

End, late Burdett-road, Bow. Oot. 30. At J.

Mote's, solicitor, 1, Walbrook, Nov. 17, at 12.

Adjudication op BANKUi'PTcr.

Carli'e, John, dealer in worka of art, Braith-

waice Marine Promenade, Scarborough.

Oot. 27.

Dividends.

Rider, Frederiok W. (Liq.), pianoforte-doaler>

Guildford-Btrect, Leeds. Second dividend of

3d. on old proofs, and of 4s. 3d. on new

proofs, any Thursday between 11 and 3, at

F. Lucas's, 20, Great Marlborough-Btreet,

London.

Sword, John (Bkt.)f glass manufacturer, Leeds.

First dividend of 4s. 6d., at R. M. Burgess's,

Albion- street, Lseda.

Tolkein, John B. (Liq.), pianoforte-seller, High-

street. Birmingham. Second dividend of 9d.

on old proofs, and of 2s. on new proofs, any

Thursday between 11 and 8, at F. Lucas's,

20, Great Marlborongh-street, London.

Webster, William G. (Bkt.), trimming manu

facturer, Seymour place, Bryansron.square.

First dividend of lid., at E. C. Foreman's,

32, GreBham-street.

Bankruptcy Annulled.

Miller, Samuel, cabinet-maker (July 10), Kenil.

worth-road, Roman-road, Old |Ford, late Old

Brthnal-green.road and Victoria-park-road.

Oot. 9.

BILLS OF SALE.

Barfoot, Charles, cabinet-maker, 16, Wild-street,

Turner-lone, Aahton- under- Lyne, for £6, to

Meyer Mindelsohn. Filed Oot. 30.

Bayer, Francis, cabinet-maker, 16, Walnut-

sr.reet, Leeds-road. Bradford, for £10, to

County Loan Co. Filed Oct. 27.

Bennett, Charles, cabinet-maker, 11, Queen-

street, Bath, for £7, to Aaron J. Jacobs and

another. Filed Oot. 27.

Biggs, Gilbert, furriiture-sa-esman, 28, Stock

Orobard-creacen', Caledouiau-road, Holiday,

for £120, to William B. Hallelt. Filed

Oot. 24.

Brinokman, Detlef Franz, cabinet-maker, &c,

63, Truman-Btreet, Great Alfred-street, arU

Back of Great Freeman-street, Nottingham,

for £13. 5s., to Robert W. Bailey and another.

Filed Oot. 26.

Lewry, James, timber - merchant, 79, Park

Crescent-road, Brighton, for £54, to Moses

Phillips. Filed Oct. 27.

Mn earthy, Dam's, cabinet and basket-mak'r,

29, Hendoline-Btrot t, Newtown, Glams, for

£9, to Simon Harris. Filed Oot. 29.

Morris, Thomas, coal-merohant, 2, Alma-street,

Derby, for £14, to Harris M. Bernstein. Filed

Oot. 27.

Perkins, William, cabinet-maker, Sherbard-

street, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, for

£10, to Solomon Burnett. Filed Oot. 25.

Richards, John Boswell, cabinet manufacturer,

Curtain-road, Shoredltch, and Eugenia-villas,

Forest Gate, to George R. Jaquet. Filed

Oot. 27.

Bowley, Henrv, oabicet-maker, Bel'stone,

Shrewsbury, for £490, to Francis H. Newell.

Filed Oot. 25.

Thompson, Samuel, upholsterer, 5, Dickens-

Btreet, and 20, Southampton-Street, Liver

pool, for £14, to Nathan Cohen. Filed

Oot. 29.

Turner, William, oabinet- maker, 127, OasuUton.

Btreet, Somers Town, for £14. 10j., to Loaia

A. A. Loui'b. Filed Oot. 23.

Walmsley, Thomas, iron-moulder and cabinet

maker, Collinga Fold, Rawtenatall, Lancashire,

for £26, to Woolf Levy. Filed Oct. 27.

WejergaDg, Frederiok Herman, timber-mer

chant, 11, Beverley-terrace, Cullercoats,

Northumberland, for £300, to George Curry

and auother. Filed Oct. 28.

Crabe Changes, #r.

We thall feel greatly obliged if our Suberriber* in Tjjnjon
at veil ae in all parte of the Country trill kindlyforvini
to He early intimation of any Trade Change*, or tend w
any Jotting* of general tntereet to the Trade* fee
repreeent. My *o doing they trill materially help to
promote the utility of thi* Department of the ivamtu

Gazxttx.

Mr. Chaiiles Taylor Bryan has retired

from the firm of Heaps & Harrison, cabinet

makers, of Manchester.

Mr. Thomas Bell Lightfoot has retired

from the firm of Bells, Lightfoot & Co., braSi-

founders, of Walker, Northumberland.

Mr. Herbert Slater has retired from

the firm of John Chadhorn & Co., timber-

merchants, of Gloucester and West Hartlepool.

Mr. Joseph Turner has retired from the

firm of Turner, Naylor & Mtirples, edjre-tool

manufacturers, of Northern Tool Works,

Sheffield.

Mr. Alfred Smith, ironmonger, Sec, ha*

taken into partnership Mr. George F. Hodges,

nnd the business, which has been removed

from 14, Billiter-street, to Crosby-buildings.

Crosby-square, will in future be carried o;>

under the style of "Smith & Hodges."

Mr. W. N. Evans, Into of the firm of

Perry & Evans, Bristol, has succeeded to the

business lately carried on by Mr. II. Essery.

Brook-street Tannery, Chester.

Mr. Benjamin Hooper has commenced

business with his eon, B. Herbert Hooper, as

leather, hide, and bark factors, at 89, Westcn-

street, Bermondsey, under the styio of

Benjamin Hooper & Son.

Messrs. Ellis Brothers have optned an

extensive furnishing ironmongery depot at 'J,

New-street, Birmingham.

Mb. E.Siiepherd, ornamental wire-worker,

has opened premises at 7.5, Broad-street, Bir

mingham.

Messrs. P. M'Iktosh & Son, tanners atd

curriers, 120, Stockwell-street, Glasgow, inti

mate that, notwithstanding the extensive fire

which took place on their premises, they have

made arrangements whereby no interruptinu

will take place in the conduct of their business.

Mas. Charles Green, designer, modeller,

maker of art furniture, bronze and brass

■
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■decoration?, has removed from No. 2, Bank-

street, to Xo. 5, Howard-street, Sheffield.

A meeting of the shareholders in the Parry

Cabinet-making', Upholstering and Furnishing

Company (Limited) will be held on the 25th

inst. at the City Hotel, Long Mill-gate, Man

chester, to have an account of the winding-up

proceedings submitted to them.

A petition has been presented for the

winding up of the Stansfield Printing Company

(Limited). The venture was started in January,

1877, for the purpose of carrying on the busi

ness of calico-printers, dyers, &c.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. R. Ward, japanner, of Thomas-street,

Manchester, must De sent in by Dec. 1, to

Messrs. Weston, Glover & Lees, of 20, Norfolk-

street, Manchester.

Mr. Isaac Skeli.orn, carpet-planner, &c,

has taken offices at 1a, Staining-lane.

Mr. W. Shutt, manufacturers' agent, has

"taken offices at 43, Noble-street.

Messrs. Ticktin & Rosenberg, trimming

and button warehouse, have commenced busi

ness at 4j, Lawrence-lane, Cheapside.

The business of thelate Alexander Williams,

gasfitter, tie., has been removed from Seething-

lane, to Messrs. Farrow & Jackson, 18, Great

Tower-street.

Mr. A. Swabacher, leather merchant, has

taken a warehouse at 24, Little Moorfields.

Mr. Douglass, of Piccadilly, has opened

<in artistic pottery depot at 03, Cheapside.

Messrs. John* Manger & Co., musical-box

manufacturers, have removed from 0, to more

extensive premises, situate at 20 and 27,

Bartlett's-buildings, Holborn-circus.

The Bank and Mercantile Supply Associa

tion have taken offices at 43, Finsbury-circus,

in addition1 to their premises at Albion-place,

London-wall.

Setters f atent.

2% thU column will be found each inveniiont at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and

Drapery Trades ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the JSdii<tr, who
•till be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications for Litters Patent.

4,447. Richards, J., of Manchester, for improve,

mentsin machinery for Miring wood. Oct. 31.

4,452. Kaullmaun, E., of Bed Lion-equate, for

improvements in lamps. Oot. 31.

4,475. Barnes, J., & J. Willis, both of Ashton-

under-Lyne, for improvement* io the con

st ruction of kitchen ranges. Nov. 3.

4,477. MasoD, S , jun , engineer, of Manchester,

and J. Conlong, engineer, of Bury, for im

provements in machinery or apparatus em

ployed in the dyeing, sizing, and wringing of

hanks, partly applicable for use in similar

operations. Nov. 3.

4,480. Nawrooki, G. W. von, of 124, Leipzlger-

etrasse, Berlin, for improvements in the turn

ing of three or more sided objects, and in

apparatus therefor. A communication from

J. Fangel and L. Weisse, both of Berlin.

Nov. 3.

4.527. Greenwood, T., of Kidderminster, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Nov. 6.

4.528. Elwell, P. B., engineer, of Ryton, for

improvements in apparatus for risiug, lower

ing, and arresting Venetian blinds. Nov. 6.

1,287. Dugmore, G., lock manufacturer, of Wol.

verhampton, for improvements in padlocks,

and in rim and mortice locks and latohes.

April 1.

1,310. Bonneville, H. A., of 5, Pioeadilly, for

improvements in weaving looms. A oommn-

nication from S. Piatt, manufacturer, and T.

Burrows, commercial agent, two persons

resident, the first at Roubaix, and the second

at Lille. April 2.

1,318. MoNanght, J. & W., jun., engineers,

of St. George's Foundry, Rochdale, for im.

provement* in or applicable to machines for

washing wool, and in the construction of

wringing or squeezing rollers used in connec

tion therewith, and for other Bimilar purposes.

April 3.

1,547. Hunt, E., of Glasgow, for improvements

in automatically.playing wind musical^ in.

etruments. A communication from M. J.

Matthews, residing at Boston, Mass. April 9.

1,832. Followed, H. D., of Bayswater, for im

provements in gas'and lamp burners. May 8.

1.866. Parkea, H., of Tamworth-road. Gravelly-

hill, near Birmingham, for improvements in

solntions or varnishes for coating and em

bellishing the surfaces of metal, paper, glass,

textile fabrics, and other substances. May 10.

1.867. Henderson, A. C, of Southampton-

buildings, for improvements in the frames of

windows, doors, and casements, and in pads

for making hermetical joints for exoluding

draughts. A communication from L. V.

Hennin, of Maisons-LaStte, France. May 10

2,251. Hartig, G., of Brixton, for improvements

in window-sashes. June 7.

2,fi9l. King, R. A., of 22, Compton-terraoe,

Highbury, for improvements in circular saws.

A communication from W. F. Hathaway, of

New Bedford, Mass. July 2.

3,029. Htibner, K., manufacturer, of Rue Laffitte,

Paris, for improvements in maohines for clean,

ing wool and other textile materials. July 25.

3,163. Cathbertson, J., fitter, of Ancrum.street,

Newoastle-npon-Tyne, and Joseph Armstrong,

horse keeper, of the same plane, for an im

proved table for dining and other purposes.

Aug. 6.

3,080. Lake, W. R., Southampton.buildings, for

an improved method or procees of and com

position for treating sponire, hair, moss,

asbestos, and other fibrous or cellular mate

rials for staffing beds, lining carpets, and for

similar purposes. A communication from

W. N. Blakeman, jun., of New York, U.8.A.

July 29.

Patents wmcn have recently passed the

Great Seal.

1,198. Cox, S. D., analytical chemist, of Lower-

road, Woolwich, for improved means of

cleansing and purifying wool and other sub-

stances from grease aud other deleterious

substances. Mar. 26.

1,213. Nawrooki, G. W. von, of Leipzigerstrasse,

Berlin, for improvements in swinging cradles

or cots. A communication from J. W. Mucks,

of Lippehne. March 27.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord- btreet, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

Hefos, Botes, glib Comments.

The Upholsterers' Company.—The mem.

bers of this oompany dined together last week

at the Albion.

Hippopotamus Leather. — The silver,

mounted box in which the freedom of the Com.

pauy of Leathersellers was presented to Pro

fessor Owen was made of hippopotamus leather,

whioh bad taken three Years in tanning.

Prise Award to a Furniture Firm.—In

the list of awards of medals at the Yorkshire Art

Exhibition, which appeared in these columns a

fortnight ago, the name of Appleby was in

serted by mistake. The firm thus distinguished

was that of J. Appleyard & Sons, at Rotherham,

aud trading at Sheffield as Johnson & Apple-

yards (Bucoessors to W. Johnson & Son).

The Age of Trees.—In connection with this

subject it may interest our readers to know that

at Karl Spencer's park, Althorpe, near North

ampton, a stone with the date of their planting

has been placed in the various plantations from

Queen Elizabeth's t ime down wards. This custom

was begun by Sir John Spencer, and has been

continued ever since. The Rev. R. Baker, in

mentioning this, adds that the 300 years old

oaks on that estate are fine, tail-growing trees,

with no appearance of age or decay about them.

Diminished Production.—At the request

of the Trades Union Congress Parliamentary

Committee, Mr. Frederio Harrison has written

a note on the recent letter of Lord Justice

Bramwell on the question of " Diminished Pro

duction," an abstract of whioh appeared in these

pages a few weeks ago. His lordship had

argued strongly against the proposition that the

proper method of improving the position and

wages of workmen was to diminish production,

but Mr. Harrison urges that no snoh proposi.

tion has beep laid down by any responsible

body of workmen. Io the discussion which had

taken place on the suhjec*, however, it bad

been agreed, especially with refereuoe t) the

cotton, coal, and iron trades, that where pro

duction bad been vastly in exoees of demand,

profit must coniinue to decrease whilst they

kept on increasing the excess.

The Will of a Musical Instrument

Dealer.—The will of Mr. George Tbomas

Metzler, late of 35, 37, and 38, Great Marl-

borough-Btreet, Regent-street, and of 83, Avenue-

road, St. John's Wood, mnsical instrument

dealer, who died Sept. 1, at Arrochar, Dumbar

tonshire, was proved on the 11th ult. by Mrs.

Elizabeth Hannah Sands Metzler, the widow,

Mr. William White Sprague, and Mr. Charles

William Smith, the executors, the personal

estate being sworn under £50,000. The testator

bequeaths £100 each to bis executors, and to

his partner, Mr. Chappel ; to his wife £300, and

all his household furniture, wines, and effects,

except bis plate and pictures, whioh she is to

have for life only. He also gives her £1,000 per

annum for life, to be reduced to £600 per annum

in the event of her marriage again ; and the

residue of his property to all his children.

Cost of Theatres.—A German return which

has been lately published gives the following

interesting particulars of the cost of building

some of the leadiug Continental theatres. The

Stadt Theatre, at Leiprio, built in 1863, cost

altogether £83,822. The Court Theatre, at

Dresden, which was burnt down and whioh was

built between 1838 and 1841, cost £61,194; and

the present theatre, which took from 1871 to

1878 to build, cost £215,000. The Theatre du

Chatelet, in Pari*, built between 1860 aud 1862,

coat £137,500. Tbe Comio Opera-house, in

Vienna, built between 1872 and 1874, cost

£83,700. The Theatre Lyrique, in Paris, built

between 1860 and 1862, cost £89,912. The

Imperial Opera-house, in Vienna, whioh took

from 1861 to 1868 to build, cost altogether

£o 10,000. Finally, the Grande Opera, in Paris,

the building of whioh occupied from 1861 to

1875, cost £1,600,000.

Prevention of Wool-sorters' Disease.—

Dr. John Hay, of Leeds, writing on this subject,

sajs:—When engaged in wool-cleaning a few

years ago, the method I adopted was to pnt the

contents of a bale of wool, when opened out,

into a small compartment (the one used being

of wood) into whioh was introduced a small jet

of steam. With fallen wools a small quantity

of sulphur was put into a red-hot iron dish and

placed in the chamber ; the vapour at once

becomes saturated with the sulphurous acid,

and completely disinfects and destroys all ob

noxious smells. But the process I have before

advocated is to be preferred — it costs less,

requires no extra time or labour, and is more

effectual. It is this. Each sorter's table is

constructed so as to form an air-tight compart

ment, excepting the wire grating on which be

manipulates his wool. A very small fan is fixed

near to the floor, with a flue attached by which

the dust, Ac, is carried away. By this fan tbe

air from the interior of the compartment is

exhausted, and must of necessity be replaced by

air drawn through the wire grating, carrying

ith it all smells, dust, short hairs, Ac, the

sorter doing his work in comfort, and without

fear or danger of any ill efleots whatever.

An Extensive Larch Forest.—The far.

famed Athole Forests owe their celebrity to the

remarkable enterprise of John, the fourth Duke,

now known in the district as the " Plantio'

Duke," and whose work is ever an interesting

subject for arboriculturists. On succeeding to

the estate in 1774, Duke John, it is stated, found

little more than 1,100 acres of ground planted,

while before his death, in 1830, the plantations

extended over 16,500 acres, there having been

planted in this period between 27,000,000 and

28,000,000 trees. In the early cultivation

Scotch fir and oak were mostly used ; but suc

cessful experiments having been made in the

introduction of larch, of which sixteen plants

were obtained in 1738, by tbe then possessor of

the ducal estates, from Mr. Menzies, of Out

dares, who had brought a lot of plants from

the Tyrol, the " Plantin* Duke " was induced in

1786 to cover the rocky heights of Craigiebarcs,

to the extent of 35 acres, entirely with this

species of tree. So satisfactory did this planta

tion in turn prove, that before his death the

Dnke had pnt 10,000 acres under larch, using

for this purpose nearly 13,000,000 of plants,
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besides 1,250,000 other trees. The present

Dake has planted fully 3,000 acres, principally

Scotch fir, mixed with laroh and spruce.

Variegated Yarns.—The opening lecture of

the session in the textile industry department

of the Yorkshire College was delivered on

Tuesday evening by the instructor, Mr. Beau

mont, the chair being taken by Mr. E. Baines.

Mr. Beaumont chose for his subject, " Variegated

Yarns, as applied in the Woollen and other Tex

tile Industries." He traced the history of these

yams from their first uBe as " clouded " yarns

in cotton manufactures Borne thirty years ago,

through the stages of "twitched" and "printed"

and then of " variegated " yarns, more especially

in woollen manufactures, down to the present

time, describing the various processes of colour

ing, carding, and spinning, and the methods of

weaving they severally required. Mr. Beaumont

argued from the ever-recurring demand for

goods made from these classes of yarns since

before 1850, and from the attention they were

still receiving, the importance of aiming steadily

at the improvements for which there was still

ample room. Both the lecturer and the chair

man expressed their satisfaction at the appoint

ment of Mr. Hummel as instructor in dyeing,

and their belief that great advantage to the

students in the textile department and to our

commerce would be obtained if those attending

would add the study of dyeing to their present

course in designing and weaving ; and they en

forced the importance of these attainments in

view of the strong and intelligent competition

now being met with both on the Continent and

in the United States.

Zola Cariosities.—A small but interesting

collection of specimens of Zulu and South

African workmanship may now be seen at

Messrs. Rowland Ward & Co.'s, No. 166, Pioca-

dilly. The first thing to attract the attention

of the visit jr will probably be the armoury of

weapons, inol tiding throwing, stabbing, and

skinning assegais brought from the battle-fields

of Ulnudi and Ginghilova, a musket, and a rifle

recovered from the Inyazane River ; but the

articles in domestic use among the Zulus will be

found not less interesting. The beadwork, the

carved spoons, the bowl simply but tastefully

ornamented with charred decorations, the

double pipes, the snuff-boxes made from the

little nest of the trap-door spider, the bangles

and bracelets curiously wrought out of odd

materials, the gourds containing buok's marrow

(an invaluable salve for wounds in the estimation

of the Zulus), the small carved headrests which

serve for pillows, and many things either orna

mental or useful produced by native ingenuity

from castaway European materials, all show a

Ligher feeling for form and finish, and even for

colour, than could be expeoted from so rude a

people. There are besides so many beautiful

trophies of tha chase—horns of the hartebeeat,

buffalo, waterbock, steenbock, bontebook, spring-

book, &o., and some liou skins. In the collection

are ouriosites brought home by Mr. R. D. Thom-

burgh Cropper, extra aide-de-camp to General

Sir Evelyn Wood; by Visoount Downe; and by

Mr. N. Newnham Davis, of the Buffs.

Italian Factory Legislation.—A corre

spondent of a Paris contemporary supplies some

particulars concerning the Factory Bill which

Signor Cairoli proposes to introduce to the Italian

Chamber of Deputies this month. Italy, almost

alone amongst European nations, has not yet

legislated for the regulation of the employment

of women and children, though attention has

from time to time been called to the subject.

Official statistics published in 1877 revealed the

fact that a very large number of children below

15 years of age are employed in Italy under

conditions of great hardship. Signor Cairoli

has made the French law of 1811 the model of

the Bill which he is about to introduce. The

operation of the Act is restricted to large estab

lishments and, as regards children, to those below

the age of fifteen. The age of nine is fixed as the

minimum at which work can be permitted, and

employment between this age and that of fifteen

is conditional on the provisions of the Com

pulsory Education Act being fulfilled. The

minimum age is, therefore, practically raised

considerably above nine years, as it is unlikely

that the educational requirements will in any

case be fulfilled at that age. No child under

eleven is to be allowed to work in mines, or at

night, or to be engaged infany occupation of an

insalubrious nature. Children from eight to

eleven may work eight hours per day with an

interval of one hour, or six hours continuously ;

ohildren over eleven for twelve hours per day,

with two intervals of rest, amounting to one

hour and a half together. If the work is wholly,

or partially, nocturnal, then the hours of labour

for ohildren over eleven are limited to eight,

with an interval of one honr. No ohildren are

to work on Sundays or public holidays.

A Belie of Old London.—Within the last

week or two there has passed away another relic

of the London of the days of Elizabeth, the

residence on the western side of Aldersgate,

commonly known as " Shakespeare's house."

The local tradition goes that William Shake

speare lived in it when he was proprietor of the

theatre in Golden- lane, towards the close of the

15th century. In Shakespeare's time the house

bore the Bign of the " Half Moon," to which

sundry inscriptions and hieroglyphics in the old

wood-work referred. A writer in the City Press

in 1866 describes the house as well able to " vie

with any other houBe in the City for its elabo

rate carvings in wood and primitive panelling,

well worthy of the attention of those curious in

such matters." As a proof of its age he men

tions that during some recent repairs there was

found under the wood-work a coin of the date

of 1506. It is recorded in Ben Johnson's Life

t hat on one occasion the " rare " old poet,

feeling an inward craving for " saok," went to

the " Half Moon," in Aldersgate-street, but,

finding it closed, took himself off to the " Sun,"

in Long-acre, where he immediately sat down

and wrote the following epigram :—

" Since the Half Moon is so nnkind

To make me go about,

The Sun my money now shall buve,

The Moon shall go without."

Half a century or more later the aristocratic

and literary wits of the "Merry Monarch's"

Court were accustomed, we are told, to assemble

at the " Half Moon " Tavern, opposite to Lau

derdale House, which, as is well-known, stood

on the east side of the street. " Shakespeare's

house," however, with its heavy projecting

gables and quaint oriels and jbow windows, is

now a thing of the past, and a large pile of

modern buildings is about to be ereoted on its

site.

American Tariff Complications.—We

read in a New York contemporary that a certain

well-known Treasury agent, who is understood

to be the principal of the coterie of private de

tectives employed by the Secretary of the

Treasury to do his discreditable work in the

New York Custom-HouBe, has recently visited

several dry goods jobbers and retailers and

made to them a proposal, of which the sub

stance is as follows :—These jobbers and re

tailers are to instruct their buyers to make, on

their ensuing visits abroad, certain purohases

of goods suoh as are dealt in by the large im

porting houses of this city. From the purchases

thus to be made the special agent proposes to

provide himself with " information" as to duti

able values of dry goods, and he offers to

guarantee to said retailers and jobbers, as a

reward for their complaisance, that no other

house shall be allowed to pay duties on

a lower valuation than that indicated by the

prioes of the proposed purchases. This pro

ceeding is moreover understood to form part of a

programme of vigorous persecution to be

directed against dry goods' importers next

season. The law provides that each importa

tion shall be valued on its special merits, the

wholesale price at the time of exportation being

the particular basis of appraisal in each case ;

but apparently the Secretary of the Treasury is

prepared to override this plain provision, and to

make the prioes obtained from a retailer's or

jobber's buyer during his three or four days'

sojourn in London, Manchester, Paris, or Lyons,

the invariable criterion of value for every im

portation of similar goods made next season,

regardless of aotnal market value, quantity,

assortment, or any of the conditions environing

the transaction. Let us hope that all these

petty and tyrannical measures will contribute

to an early revision of the present tariff—

oppressive alike to foreign manufacturers and

native importers.

Dnsseldorf Exhibition of Art and In.

dnstry.—The erection of the extensive strnc

ture for the exhibition of art and industry next

year at Diisseldorf is making progress. The

applications for spaoe from intending exhibitors

have far exceeded the anticipations of the com

mittee. It was originally calculated that a

ground area of 25,000 square metres would be

ample for all purposes ; but it has already been

fonnd necessary to enlarge the plan of the main

building to such an extent that it alone will

cover 32,000 square metres, without reckoning

the refreshment department and other annexes.

It may be mentioned that the Berlin Exhibition,

which was such a great success during the past

summer, only covered 18,000 square metres in

all; so that the Diisseldorf building, with

annexes, will be more than twice that size.

Like the Berlin Exhibition building, that at

Diisseldorf is being built cf wood, and

of the quantity required for the purpose

some idea may be gathered from the fact

that the value of the first 350 railway wag.

gon-Ioads which have been delivered by the

Rhenish Railway Company on the exhibition

grounds exceeds the sum of £10,000. A number

of the most important exhibitors have united

together for the purpose of securing more space

than is to be allotted to them in the building,

and they have resolved, as the best way to

achieve their purpose, to construct several

annexes of their own, which are to be erected in

a tasteful style of architecture. It is calculated

that the space covered by the annexes will be

upwards of 10,000 square metres. This is in

addition to the area covered by the main build

ing. The main building is to be completed by

the end of November, with the help of 150 car

penters, who have been brought chiefly from the

province of Hanover. The opening ceremony

will take place at the commencement of May

instead of Jane 1, and the Exhibition is to

olose at the end, instead of the middle, of

September.

The China and Earthenware Trades.—

The yearly hiringB in the obina and earthenware

trades olosed on Saturday, and the new "year"

will not be commenced at most of the manufac

tories till next week. The exports from Jan. 1

to the end of October amounted to 62,362

packages, whioh is 6,182 more than duriog tbe

corresponding period of last year, but 2,099 lets

than in 1877. The only other period during

whioh the export has been lees was in 18*6,

when only 60,193 packages were sent, against

66,209 in 1875, 65,164 in 1874, 77,528 in 1873,

104,182 in 1872, and 103,669 in 1871. The steady

decrease is chiefly attributed to the increased

amount of potting in the United States, and the

very prohibitive duties, which render it almost

impossible for English manufacturers to compete

with those at Trenton. The American trade has

considerably improved daring the last few

weeks, or the returns would have been much

worse. Prices are exceedingly low, and tbe

official price lists are but of little use, seeing

that discounts are allowed off the current

prices to the ridiculous extent of 50, 60,

and often 75 per cent., in addition to 5 per

cent, for ready cash. Manufacturers have

had a bad time of it during the year, the disturb

ances abroad having resulted in closing several

good markets. The heme trade is in a very

depressed state, the china sections particularly,

a fact that oan be but little wondered at, when

the enormouB competition and minims prioes are

considered. Firms vie with one anotherastotheir

power of Belling at a loss, and seldom lose an

order on the score of price. Tbe result is that

goods oan be purchased retail in London at rates

quite as low as those nominally in fores for

wholesale orders in the Potteries. The sales

have been remarkably small, judgiog by tbe

work done and the railway returns. Notwith

standing the great dulness of trade, four cr five

manufactories have been built or rebuilt dnnng

the year, and all are in working order now.

The failures have not been numerous, despite

the fact that many of the firms have had but s

hand-to-mouth existence, and have been much

shaken by outside stoppages. One of the largest

was that of Messrs. Hope & Carter, Burilem,

and in this instance there is likely to be a good

dividend if trade looks up at all, as there sre

very large stocks on band.

Giant Oaks.—The Rev. Basil Edwards io

reply to an inquiry as to the largest existing

oak in Great Britain, has received notices and

descriptions of several very fine oaks. Of these,

the Cowthorpe oak, Yorkshire, seems to be re

garded by many of his correspondents as the

largest oak in Britain. Its measurements, as

furnished by the Rector of Cowthorpe, are—«

the ground, 65 ft. 6 in. ; 5 ft. above the ground,

38 ft. 4i in. Those of the Newland oak are-

at the ground, 46 ft., and 5 ft. from the ground

its girth is 47 ft. 6 in. Opinions may differ as

to which of these fine trees is the larger, bnt be
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Bibmita that a tree which measures 47 ft. 6 in.

at a height of 5 ft. from the ground is a larger

tree than one which measures even 56 ft. close

to the ground, where it is unavoidable to take

the roots or some part of them into the measure

ment. The Newland oat, which from the above

measurement seems to be the largest in the

country, is mentioned in Domesday Book as a

large tree in the new lands at that time

cleared. This, allowing for the slow growth

of oaks, will give it an age probably not in

ferior to its Yorkshire or any other competitor.

A correspondent of the Buildivg News draws

attention to the following large specimens, past

and present :—" Great Salcey Oak " : circnm.

ferenoe at ground, 46 ft. 10 in. ; at one yard

high, 39 ft. 10 in. ; reputed age, 1,500 years.

An oak was felled in 1810 in Newport, Mon

mouthshire, 28 ft. 6 in. circumference, 400 years

old. The timber Bold for £670; the bark for

£200. " The Parliament Oak," Clipstone-park,

supposed to be 1,500 years old. Welbeck Abbey,

"The Dnke's Walking-Stick," 112 ft. high, covers

700 square yards, and has a coach-road out

through it. "The Two Posters" are 100ft.

high. "The Seven Sisters" has seven stems

90 ft. high. The largest oak in England is in

Calthorpe, Yorkshire : it measures 78 ft. in

circumference where it meets the ground. The

largest oak tree seen personally by the writer

is in the distriot of Chirk, North Wales, near a

small village called Col-ke-Hoy (spelt phoneti

cally) : it measured 51 ft. in circumference at

3 ft. 6 in. from ground. Is is fair to state that,

although the writer believes the measurement

to be correct, it was not measured with a tape

or line.

Discovery of Gold Ornaments. — The

Daily News St. Petersburg correspondent

writes : " The Chersonesus appears still to be

rich in antiquities, notwithstanding the explora

tions and plunderings that have taken place by

HonB, Tarters, and Cossacks during hundreds of

years. In this city the Hermitage contains

a very interesting and valuable collection or

costly relics, many of tbem in gold, beautiful

specimens of Greek art found in some of the

tombs in the neighbourhood of Kertch. Among

the choicest are the laurel leaves of the finest

gold which adorned the viotor's brow, with other

objects carrying the observer back to the every

day life of the period. In the tomb of a woman

were found the very box of vermillion and the

stencil with whioh the owner added to her

charms some 2,000 years ago, her " household

gods " buried with her, and now nnburied,

showing that the customs of the fair sex of

twenty centuries past were identical with

modern times in the matter of outward adorn

ments. From an account in the Journal de

St. Pe"tersbourg, it appears that valuable

treasures are yet to be obtained in this rich

field of antiquities, as will be seen from the

details of very costly gold ornaments that have

just been discovered by the fortunate director

of the Kertch Museum. He found, in the early

part of September, neartheroad between Temrok

and the station of Sennaia, a tomb of the third

century before the Christian era, in the reign of

Persidna II. (?), King of the Bosphorus. The

tomb must have been that of a highly-born

damsel. It was found to contain a gold collar

of the thiokness of an ordinary lead-pencil in

one piece, ornamented with a lion's head ateaoh

our leading makers a quantity of table cutlery, '

with whioh he was not satisfied, and which, to

use his own words, ' was simply very bad—far

worse than that supplied by any ordinary finish

ing-shop in London.' Now, why table cutlery

purchased at 'an ordinary finishing.shop in

London ' (nine-tenths of whioh is made in

Sheffield) should be superior to that pur

chased direct from the manufacturer, I do not

know, unless it be by the judicious appli

cation of a little 'palm oil,' in the use

of which the London trader is ver skilful.

From my own experience, extending over 30

years, I can truly say that at no previous time

were such excellent goods, both as regards

quality and finish, made in Sheffield as at the

present time. The leading houses still continue

to use the seme fine brands of steel as those by

whioh their reputation was originally founded,

and the care and skill used in manipulation were

never so great as at present. This is imperative

upon us if we are to keep our position as the

most skilful cutlers in the world. At the great

cutlery Exhibition held in the London Cutlers'

Hall last year, my townsmen carried off the first

prize. At Paris, in 1878, and at all previous

Exhibitions it has been the same, and I am

proud to be able to state fearlessly, that

the same lendable ambition to excel still

animates the breasts of our cutlery manufac

turers of the present generation. As to the

Trade Union movement of which Sir Edmund

makes mention, while admitting that in the

past this element has done much towards

blackening the fair fame of the town, and pre

venting such an expansion of manufacturing

enterprise as would otherwise have developed, I

am sanguine that we have already commenced a

more favourable era, and so far as the cutlery

trade is concerned, I can affirm that the

artisans work hard and make long hours, and

only receive a very fair remuneration for their

labour."

Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial

Exhibition.—This exhibition, whioh has been

open since May 7 last, was finally olosed at 10

on Saturday evening, though the closing cere

mony was performed on the previous day. It

sprang out of a similar exhibition whioh was

held in York in 1866, and whioh, after the pay

ment of all expenses, left a surplus of £1,866.

The consideration as to the disposal of this sur

plus led to the suggestion that it would be best

employed in providing some permanent building

devoted to the encouragement of art and

industry. It was thought that the possession of

a building of that description, and frequently-

recurring exhibitions of works of art and

industry, would be a great boon, and tend to

give permanence to the impulse whioh that

exhibition had given to the trade and prospects

of the city. It was in 1874 that the executive

met again for the purpose of further maturing

this suggestion, when a sub-committee was

appointed to report generally upon the subject.

After they had done so the site of the proposed

exhibition was obtained at a cost of £4,000 from

the Commissioners of her Majesty's Woods and

Forests, and, a loan fund of between £12,000 and

£13,000 having been subscribed, the foundation

stone of the building, which it was estimated

would cost about £24,000, was laid on April 22,

1878. The building was completed and opened,

as before stated, on May 7 last, the formal oere-
end j a gold crown, an inch wide, the outer part mony being performed by the Archbishop of

formed of rings licked together and ornamented

with fine stones, in the centre is a swan, with

Cupid on its wings; gold earrings, with two

pomegranates of oval form, and a small piece

uf malachite in the centre ; a gold chain, with

figures of a sheep's head at the ends; gold ear

rings with pomegranates; a very heavy chain ;

earrings of very fine workmanship; two brace

lets of heavy work ; a round gold brooch and

York. The actual number of admissions up to

the night before the dosing ceremony was

531,294, and the total amount received for ad

missions was £14,170. 4s. 5d. From other

sources of income £4,303. 15s. 2d. had been re

ceived, and when to these has been added the

amount of the loan and donation fund, whioh is

£12,718, and the surplus of the exhibition of

1866, whioh (with accumulated interest) was
pin, representing Venus holding Cnpid in her \£2 3[5 the total noeiptB o( the exhibition just

arms; four gold leaves; a pearl collar with ologed amount to £33507. 9g. 7d. The 80taal

clasp ; amulets ; three very small gold rings ; 1

a silver flagon ; a silver lachrymatory ; a Bilver

vaae ; cup ; silver spoon ; remains of silver

artioles ; and a tooth of_ the youngjgirl.

The Quality of Sheffield Cutlery.—On

September 25, Sir Edmnnd Beckett wrote a

letter on this subject, whioh has caused con

siderable excitement in Sheffield, and has led

to much correspondence in the various hardware

organs. The whole of this correspondence has

been placed before Mr. J. B. Jackson, the Master

Cutler of Sheffield, and has elicited from him the

following remarks:—"I gather that some little

time ago Bir Edmund purchased from one of

expenditure cannot as yet be ascertained, but it

is expected, after the payment of all olaims,

there will remain in the hands of the trustees

permanent property to the amount of £26,353,

and a cash surplus about equal to that of the

last exhibition, with responsibilities (the loan

find) to the amount of £12,718. In other

words, the York Exhibitions of 1866 and 1879

have realised a profit of above £16,000. The

subjeot of the future organisation of the under

taking, and the best means of carrying out the

views of the promoters of the two exhibitions,

will now be considered and reported upon at

some future time.

American Velvet Importations. — The

American papers report yet another decision by

the New York Customs officials, in which the

report of the merobant appraiser (appointed as

a protection to the importer) has been over,

ruled. The dispute had reference to an invoice

of seventy oases of Orefeld velvets, imported by

Messrs. Passavant & Co., and valued at about

50,000 francs. The examiners at the Custom-

House advanced the invoice prioe 23 i per cent.

A re-appraisement being called for, Mr. Buckley,

of the firm of Dunham, Buckley, & Co., was

appointed merchant-appraiser. He rendered a

report sustaining the original invoice as being,

in his opinion, the correct market value ;

General Appraiser Ketchum, however, reported

in favour of the advance of 23J per oent. made

by the examiners, and this decision has been

sustained by the Collector. The result is that,

in order to obtain their goods, the importing

firm have been compelled to pay duties amount,

ing to 60 per cent, on the advanced cost, and a

penalty of 20 per cent. beBides. Repeated in

cidents like the above will doubtless contribute

to bring the question of the tariff prominently

to the attention of the next Congress.

The Science and Art Department.—The

twenty-sixth Report of the .Science and Art

Department of the Committee of Council on

Education gives the following summary of

results :—The number of persons who have

during the year 1878 attended the schools and

classes of science and art in oocneotion with the

department are as follows, viz. :—57,230 attend

ing science schools and classes in 1878, as against

55,927 in 1877, and 727,874 receiving instruc

tion in art, showing an increase upon the pre

vious year of 117,254, or more than 19 per cent.

At the Royal School of Mines there were 36

regular and 189 occasional students; at the

Royal College of Chemistry 303 students ; at

the Metallurgical Laboratory 74. At the Royal

College of Science for Ireland there were 22 asso

ciate or regular students and 53 occasional

students. The lectures delivered in the Lecture

Theatre of the South Kensington Museum were

attended by 5,491 persons. Theevening lectures to

working-men at the Royal School of Mines were

attended by 1,685 persons, being 458 more than

last year ; and 169 scienoe teachers attended

the special courses of lectures provided for their

instruction in the new soience schools at South

Kensington. The various courses of lectures

delivered in connection with the department in

Dublin were attended by about 1,421 persons.

The total number of persons, therefore, who

received direct instruction as students, or by

means of lectures, in connection with the

Science and Art Department in 1878 is 794,547,

showing an increase as compared with the

number in the previous year of 113,180,

or more than 16 per oent. The attendance

at the Art and Educational Libraries at

South Kensington and at the National

Library of Ireland in 1878 has been 76,064, or

an increase of 1,731 over that of last year. The

museums and collections under the superinten

dence of the Department in London, Dublin,

and Edinburgh were last year visited by

2,329,877 persons, showing a deorease of 218,889'

on the number in 1877. The returns received

of the number of visitors at the local art and

industrial exhibitions to which objects were

contributed from the South Kensington Museum

show an attendance of 513,986. The total

number of persons who during the year 1878

attended the different institutions and exhibi

tions in connection with the Department has

been upwards of 3,589,487. This total, com

pared with that of the previous year, presents

a decrease of 672,152. The expenditure of the

Department during the financial year 1878-79,

exclusive of the vote for the Geological Survey,

amounted to £282,553. lis. 5d.

Co Cornsponknts.

J. G.—We have complied with your request.
W. F.—We shall wait your pleasure, but hope that 70a

may soou find it convenient to favour qs as promised,
AifDBBSTOir.—Bass-wood can be obtained from Messrs.

Dexheimer Bros., 87, Charlotte-street, Fiteroy-square.
J. & A. (Sheffield).—The matter has been attended to.

1). van a.\ (New York.)—We are in receipt of your
note ; but, up to the present, nothing further has come to

hand.
L. W. k 8. (Norwich).—A similar patent was brought

out two or three years ago ; but it never proved a succe&i.
R. T. W.—Such an arrangement would certainly imply

a contract ; but whether it would be binding at law is a
different question, upon whioh we hesitate to giro an

opinion. r , _ ^ , t
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(Dur " Sjjort-Cnfcs " Comer.

Thb "Short Evns " Cohver.—This column contain* com*
munications, such as Hint», Suggestions, Questions, and
Replies from inquiring Workmen \ it in a Repository of
Practical Experience on all subjects. Every Cabinet
maker know the value of the short-end corner in the
workshop. It will not do to cut a 12-ft. plankfor a piece
12 in long a >nl I in. square, neither can a workman be ex
pected to purchase an expensive volume far the sake of
two or three items of information ; this is a just reason
why the Short-End* Corner should be widely appreciated
amongst the elasset for whote benefit it has been opened.
Sy helping each other workmen will help themselves.

QUERIES.

352. Bronzing a Chalk Figure.—Can any

render oblige me, through yonr valuable paper,

with a hint as to how to bronze a chalk Sga re

and make it a nice deep shade, and how to finish

it off with a polish? By so doing they will

greatly oblige A Constant Beadek.

353. Opening and Carding1 Curled Hair.

—Can auy reader inform me as to the best

method of opening curled hair ? Also, how to

curd old hair, and whether there is a good

machine for suoh purposes in the market ?

a. & a.

354. " Cold Fig;."—Could any one inform

me how this term oame to be applied to re

turned goods? G. H.

JforijwiMug Jwrafon Sales.

Nov. 19.—Messrs. Bushworth, Abbott k Stevens,

at 2, Parade, West Worthing.

Nov. 19.—Mr. William Whiteley, at 134

Queen's-road, Bayswater.—At 12 for 1 o'olock.

Nov. 21.—Mr. William Whiteley, at 70, Queen's,

road, Bayswater.—At 12 for 1 o'clock.

Nov. 26.—Messrs. Chesterton & Sons, at 15,

Phillimore • gardens, Campdeu • hill.—At 2

o'clock.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office : 120, BTJNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHABF,

35, WHABP BOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BEITANNIA WHABF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every Ttind of Wood

in. Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

and oas fitting hanufactubkes.

64, Clement Street, Birmingham-.

Artists in DecorsiiTe Repon**£ .mi Mannractaren of
Archilerirnw*! M»*al Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Bail
ings,

Hinges,
Latche s and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,

Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,

Pulpit Lights,
Corona?,

Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,

Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Dameitic Ornamental Metal Work qf all deieriptiorj
THOS. BKAWN s,od CO. work from Architects' d«ipj«.

or prepare special designs Tor all classes ot Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the site
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to 1
superior Bepousse Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fitting* ot buildings io ail atviae
of Architecture. Bstabmshbd 29 Ykaes.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant aU their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST. ,

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA]STUFAGTOE;Y' _A.T CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAI TEEMS TO SIHTIIrPIFIERS-

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft. taper, in Stock ready for Isiyinrj.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongue J).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Slrilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Ttjjipin's Patent), 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. TJted for reneering old existing deal floors, and is snsceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

Deal Backing
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FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

' FURNrTl^r 'G&ZSTTE"

CVowa in

DIARY AW^-Mk-BOOK

FOR 1880,

And Classified Directory of the Cabinet,

Upholstery, & Decorative Trades.

Orders for Copies should be forwarded at once to

the Publishers,

81, GBEA.T QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S-

INN-FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.
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SPANISH TAPESTRIES AND

EMBROIDERIES.

TASTE for pictorial fabrics and

•wall-hangings can be traced

back to very remote times. The

Assyrians, Medes, Persians, and

Phoenicians, were all famous in

their time for the production of

tissues of rich design and bril

liant colours. Gradually, tapes

try—as we now understand the term—came

to replace the older style of fabrics, and we

know that as early as the year 085 a veritable

manufactory of tapestries and of various other

stuffs was established in a French monastery.

France and Flanders did not, however,

monopolise the art, for English weavers among

others were considered inferior to none in

point of skill and taste. By degrees, the use

of tapestry extended from churches—to which

it had been at first confined—to halls and

castles, and in the twelfth century even beds

were hung with tbis much-admired fabric.

About this period the manufacture seems

to have been introduced into Spain by the

Arabs. At the • Cathedral of Gerona a

piece of tapestry may be seen which is believed

to have been thus early made in that locality.

In his interesting work on the Industrial Arts

in Spain,* which has suggested the present

article, Seiior Riafio snys that he finds no in

formation of a later date which suggests the

existence of the manufacture of tapestries in

Spain during the Middle Ages. There are,

however, frequent allusions to the splendid

specimens which were brought from Flanders.

The earliest mention is in a memorial without

date, in which Pedro Gutierrez, tapestry-maker

of Salamanca, petitions Philip II. to protect

this industry. His object seems to have been

gained, for in 1578, Queen Dona ASaappointed

him to make certain.hangings for her, which

appointment was confirmed by the King a few

years later. Gutierrez was succeeded in 1025

by Antonio Ceron, who established the industry

on a more extensive scale at Madrid, and to

this time can be traced a fine picture, by

Velasquez, still preserved at the Madrid

Gallery, which represents the interior of the

tapestry manufactory.

The decline of the Santa Isabel factory

dates from about this period. A Belgian

named Juan Metier tried to 'revive it, but

without success, and the efforts of Nicolas

Hernandez, a tapestry-weaver of Salamanca,

some eleven years later, proved equally abor

tive. Not long after the tapestry manufactory

of Santa Barbara at Madrid was founded, and

it has continued in successful working down

to the present day. In 1730 a tapestry manu

factory was established at Seville, but its

career was short-lived, and after a precarious

existence of three years its doors were per

manently closed.

The Santa Barbara works, on the contrary,

continued to flourish, some of the leading

Spanish painters supplying the designs for the

fabrics produced in its looms. With the close

of the last century, however, the turn of the

tide set in, and the decay of this branch of

manufacture dates from about 1780. During

the wars of the first decade of the present cen.

tury the building itself was destroyed by the

French, and until seven years later, in 1815,

no effort was made to rehabilitate it. A

member of the same family that previously

presided over the fortunes of the establish

ment was again placed at its head, and ever

since the direction has remained in the hands

of the descendants of Stuck. Many of the

tapestries produced at Santa Barbara were of

great excellence, the cartoons having in some

instances been supplied by eminent artists,

while occasionally French masterpieces were

adopted as patterns. In one or other of the

existing Spanish collections may be seen pieces

representing pastoral subjects after Teniers.

Elaborate specimens illustrating the conquest

of Tunis, after cartoons by William Panne-

maker, were made partly at Seville, and partly

at Madrid ; while those representingscenes from

the life of Don Quixote, designed by the

painter Brocaccini, were produced at Santa

Barbara.

Fine carpets in the Turkish style, says Senor

• "The Industrial Arts in Spain." By Juan F. Eisfio.

1 4 Hall.

Riano, were made at the same establishment

under the superintendence of Cornelius Van-

dercoten, who excelled in this special in

dustry ; but others, after the French style of

the Gobelin, were also produced. The best

existing specimens of Spanish tapestries and

carpets are preserved in the palaces of the

Escurial, the Pardo, and Madrid. The last-

named collection consists of more than six

hundred pieces, and is considered one of the

finest that has survived to the present day ; it

is especially rich in Flemish tapestries of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

In the production of other textiles than tapes

tries and carpets, Spain also enjoyed no mean

reputation from an early date. Almeria, Seville>

Toledo, Mureia, and Valencia became severally

renowned for the manufacture of certain classes

of fabrics, mostly silks. Embroidery work

was carried on in great perfection, and as

early ns the middle of the fifteenth century

various sumptuaiy laws were passed to prevent

the use of materials thus ornamented, except

by certain sections of the community. Many

of the Spanish cathedrals, especially in the

towns named, possess rich collections of em

broidered work. About forty sets of elabo

rately-worked vestments are preserved in the

Cathedral of Toledo. The most remarkable

specimen, however, of elaborate workman

ship existing in Spain is the mantle of

the Virgin del Sagrario at Toledo. It is

completely covered with pearls and jewels,

forming a most effective ornamentation, and

dates from the beginning of the seventeenth

century. Embroideries specially made to cover

furniture were also produced in Spain, and

sedan-chairs and coffers were similarly orna

mented. Madrid was the principal centre of

the industry, although the designs copied

were mostly of French origin. The splendid

curtains and embroidered hangings preserved

in the Royal Palaces of Madrid, the Escurial,

and Aranjuez are admirable specimens of this

class of goods.

We have in the above given a brief rlmmt

of one section out of the ten dealt with in Senor

Riafio's interesting work on the Spanish indus

trial arts. His remarks on furniture engaged

our attention some months ago, and to some

of the other subjects dealt with by him,

which include gold and silver work, iron

work, bronzes, arms, ivories, pottery, glass,

and lace, we may return on a future

occasion. Meanwhile, we may say that this

latest of South Kensington Art Handbooks is

in no way inferior to any of its predecessors ;

it is both interesting and instructive, and the

many woodcuts are all executed in the superior

style which has become characteristic of this

eminently useful series of works. Their mis

sion of enlightening the public, and especially

handicraftsmen, on matters of industrial art,

has been well kept in view and fully realised

in Senor Riano's readable pages, which we can

confidently commend to the attention of our

readers.

TRADE REPORTS FROM ABROAD.

I.

A RECENT batch of Consular Reports con-

x *■ tains not a few items on trade matters

of interest to those connected with the furni

ture and subordinate industries, and our

present purpose is to place these before our

readers.
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Writing on the trade of Havre, Consul

Bernnl says that cabinet and dyewoodfl form

an important item of freight for Havre. The

mills established there consume large quan

tities of logwood every year. As a rule,

Domingo is preferred to that of Jamaica,

which latter is generally too small, and is not

considered to yield as much as the other.

Many cargoes of fustic from the Nicaraguan

(Pacific) coast were imported during the year

1878, but Lima and Brazil woods were dull of

sale. Good imports of mahogany, rosewoSd,

&c, were made for the Paris cabinet trade.

27,000 standards of deals and timber were

imported from Russia, Sweden, and Norway,

against 28,160 in 1877, and 24,474 in 1876.

4,500 steres of oak timber were also imported

from North Germany, against 8,300 steres in

1877. The cotton manufacturing trade con

tinues depressed, and the mills are working

short time. The cry for prohibitory tariffs on

foreign goods is vehemently put forth, and in

the recently-elected Chamber of Commerce all

the members chosen profess Protectionist

principles. Mr. Vice-Consul Leger writes that

the Chamber of Commerce of Fecamp state in

their report that the various cotton manu

factories have been in a very depressed

condition, and unable to get rid of their

stocks.

It were to be wished that the following bit

of advice penned by Consul Bernal would be

taken to heart by our industrial classes.

The result of the commercial controversy

now being waged in France and other coun

tries, he says, is fraught with very important

consequences to us. We have been accus

tomed to wrap ourselves up in the pleasant

conviction that the superior quality and lower

cost of our manufactures, and the greater skill

and strength of our workmen, place us out of

the reach of any dangerous competition from

other countries, and we have suddenly woke

to find our pleasant dream rudely dispelled.

Other nations, by the exercise of energy

and the genius of invention, have improved

their various manufactures ; while in some

cases we, in our over-eagerness to produce

cheaply, have deviated from our former high

standard. And the exigencies of our work

men, and the arbitrary rules and restrictions

of some of the trade unions, have more than

neutralised the advantages of their skill and

supposed greater strength. The latter, is no

doubt, a fact in all kinds of work requiring

severe, sustained muscular effort ; but it is

very doubtful whether the sober French

factory-hand or ordinary artisan, working 72

hours a week, does not do quite as much work

as the Englishman in his 64 hours. If this be

so, then the 20 to 25 per cent, lower wages of

the Frenchman give to his employer an advan

tage. The comparative freedom from strikes

which France enjoys (there were 21 in 1878,

as against, I believe, 277 in England) is also

in favour of the French, whilst any attempt

at intimidation or " rattening " would be

quickly stamped out. AH these circumstances

combined give industrial France a very large

sum of advantages, and any want of success

that occurs would, I believe, be very often

found to result from a neglect to make use of

the most recent improved methods and ap

pliances of manufacture. We appear not un

likely to be confronted by a return to a system

of more or less Protection on the part of

nations who, trading on the belief that we will

never retaliate, refuse to be convinced by our

teaching and example that it is better to make

5 per cent, profit on ten transactions, than 7j

on five of equal amount, and who propose to

shut our manufactures entirely out by in

creased duties. That Free Trade in its fullest

and widest extent would be the greatest of

benefits to the whole world, does not, to my

mind, admit of a doubt, and every effort

should be made to bring it about. Were the

day to arrive when custom-houses should be

everywhere abolished, that day would be the

dawn of an era of universal peace. While a

return to the full commercial activity of former

years is very problematical, that we shall have

in future to encounter a fierce rivalry every

where from old and new competitors is certain ;

and the different questions of improved pro

cesses of manufacture, cost, and duration of

hours of labour, trade restrictions, and perhaps

even reciprocity must become the subject of

earnest discussion and inquiry.

Consul Ward, reporting on the trade of

Bremen, says that a slight increase is percep

tible in the value of the imports from the

United Kingdom in 1878, as compared with

the preceding year. The subjoined tabular

statement will, however, render it evident

that there is still a very considerable difference

between the former and the figures for the

year 1873, since which period a marked

decline has taken place in the extent and value

of the British direct trade with Bremen-

Bremerhaveri.

Value of Import! Value of Export!
Year. from the to the

United Kingdom. United Kingdom.

1873 £4,196,700 £1,062,410

1874 3,888,000 1,060,071

1875 3,837,450 1,250,177

1876 3,249,165 1,118,816

1877 2,735446 923,784

1878 2,745,725 Not yet known.

The imports from Great Britain_include the

following items :—

Wool, viz. :—

Raw £438,393

Yarn 228,949

Piece goods 33,603

Lace 7,011

Bilk, viz. :—

Eaw 3,780

Manufactures 3,812

Other kinds of textile manu-

factores not enumerated . . 51,102

Coohineal 5,618

Indigo 79,882

Fare and skins 3,080

Hides 19,635

Oils 40,853

Fanoy articles and cutlery... 9,649

If to these items we add the value of other

imports not enumerated here, we arrive at a

grand total of £2,735,440.

The exports from Bremen to the United

Kingdom include the following items :—

Wool, viz. :—

Haw £33,891

Yarn 5,364

Piece goods 7,315

Shoddy wool 14,507

Dye woods 673

Dyeing materials 48,956

Hair 2,641

Fanoy articles 7,486

Glass 18,111

Toys 28,543

Musical and other instru

ments 10,182

Porcelain 26,323

Adding to these the value of articles not

enumerated, we have a total of-£923,784.

The ; expectations of a recovery in the

various branches of wool industry entertained

at the close of 1877 were not destined to be

fulfilled throughout the past twelve months.

Under these circumstances it was naturally

almost impossible that last year's wool business

at Bremen could yield any profit to importers,

and all that can be said is, that this branch qf

trade appears at present to be at least in a

more healthy condition than at the beginning

of the year, in consequence of the clearing off

of the enormous stock of manufactured goods

produced in late years, and of transactions in

the same being now limited to what is re

quired for actual demand. In addition to the

prejudicial effects of the unsatisfactory con

dition of the manufacturing districts (the

return of confidence in a better future state

of trade after conclusion of the Berlin nego

tiations was speedily dispelled again by re

newed political complications, and Dy financial

disasters in England), many other causes,

particularly the unsettled state of the political

world, had a most depressing influence upon

this branch of trade. Prices during the first

six months stood very low, and after some

very slight fluctuations in June declined again

until August; from this time forward a

favourable turn took place, owing to the

satisfactory reports regarding the results of

the large wool sales, as well as of the new

crop. More sanguine hopes, however, u to s

complete return to animated business were

as above-mentioned, not destined to be realised

and the year closed under a very limited de

mand from inland buyers, and under declining

quotations for the various sorts of wool.

The several kinds of colonial wood chiefly

appearing in the Bremen market are American

walnut, mahogany, and cedar; the latter being

used for the manufacture of cigar-boxes (an

important branch of local trade), and the two

former for making articles of furniture. With

regard to business in cedar-wood during the

past year, it may be conceived that the excite

ment and uncertainty prevailing in the cigar

and tobacco trade naturally affected the sane

in an equal degree, and caused prices of cedar

to maintain themselves at a high figure, whilst

transactions were very extensive and exceeded

those during 1877 by about 50 per cent Busi

ness, moreover, in mahogany was likewise

animated from similar causes, inasmuch as

considerable quantities of this wood were

purchased here by the cigar-bex factories as a

substitute for the inferior kinds of cedar, the

price of which, as above-mentioned, was

comparatively high.

The demand for American walnut wood

was unusually great, and exceeded the supply;

it seems that furniture made of this wood still

maintains its popularity here and in other parts

of Germany,though it has now been in fashion

for many years. The quantities of these three

varieties of wood imported here during the last

two years is as follows .—

Cedar. Mahogany, Walnt.
Blocka. Block). Blocki.

1877 13,214 2,377 HI

1878 19,843 4,949 545

The course of trade in hides was of a regular

and steady character, prices fluctuating only

very slightly, and importations being equal to

the demand, but rather less extensive than

during the preceding year. It is hoped that

in the course of the current year an improve

ment will take place in this and other parts

of Germany in all branches of business, in

asmuch as the great depression in the leather

trade and industry which naturally influences

business in hides will otherwise be hardly

likely to recover from its present stagnation.

An exhibition of articles of Bremen artistic

industry was held here for the second time

last year, the first show of the same kind in

the preceding year having met with a fair suc

cess. Although, of course, owing to the

limited size of the town, and the disadvan

tages under which all branches of industry, as

above observed, necessarily suffer, the number

and variety of objects exhibited was very

limited, the undertaking paid its expenses,,

and will, it seems, be repeated again neit

year. The importance of such shows lies

less in their profitable results as regards the

amount of money received from visitors, than

in the impulse and encouragement given

thereby to artisans in the production of

artistically-designed objects. In Bremen the

branches of industry in which workmen of a

superior class seem more particularly to excel

are the manufacture of furniture and of gold

and silver plate.

An exhibition on a very much larger scale,

comprising objects of all kinds produced in the

Prussian province of Hanover, was held in

the town of that name last summer, and at

tracted a very numerous concourse of visitors.

The success of this undertaking has induced

the same executive committee which directed

the former show to decide upon holding »n

International Horticultural Exhibition at

Hanover in the year 1880, in which, it is

hoped, British exhibitors will take an impor

tant part.

BEDS AND THEIR RELATION TO

HEALTH.

IT is a point of the greatest importance in a

healthy home to let every person in the

house have a separate bed. It is a most un

healthy practice for two persons of any age to

sleep in the same bed. Every person, said

Dr. Richardson in a recent lecture, requires

some different condition from everyone else

Talae of Imports Valae of Kxporti
from the to the

United Kingdom. United Kingdom.

. £4,196,700 £1,062,410

3,888,000 1,060,071

. 3,837,450 1,250,177

. 3,249,165 1,118,816

. 2,735.446 923,784

, 2,745,725 Not yet known.
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in order to secure perfectly good repose. Take

children as an example. One child requires

more bedclothes than another, or a different

kind of bed, or a different position, before

sound sleep can be secured ; and this can only

be obtained by giving a separate bed to each

child. Then, again, when two children sleep

together, they are subject to the breath of

the one or the other, and if both be quite

natural, it is bad ; bat if one be unnatural, it

is very bad ; and if both be unnatural, it is

seriously bad. At the schools at Anerley,

for example every scholar has his or her

own bed ; and the wise authorities there,

who have improved the health of the children

under their charge until the mortality is

reduced to three in the thousand annually—

hold that few things hnve contributed so

much to the grand results they have achieved

as this one practice of having a separate bed

for every child. It is important to have

always a well-made bed, and everybody should

learn to make a bed. A very soft or very hard

bed is a bad bed. The bed should be suffi

ciently soft to allow all parts of the body to

feel equal pressure, and yet not so soft as to

envelop the body. The clothes should be laid

on lightly, not be closely tucked in. The

clothes should be light as well as warm.

Dense blankets and coverlets are always

unwholesome. Every portion of the bed

clothes should every day be spread out for

a short time to the air. I do not object to

light bed-curtains at the head of the bed ;

they keep off draught, they keep the light

from the face of the sleeper, but they should

prevent the entrance neither of air nor of light.

It should always be remembered that the

bedroom is the apartment in which one-third

at least of the whole life is passed, and this

fact should suggest that the bed -room

ought to be the room on which most trouble

to secure health should be bestowed. The

rule that is followed is, with few exceptions,

the reverse of this. The sitting-room and the

drawing-room are made subjects of the

greatest attention ; but the bedroom may be

small, close, at back of the house, at front of

the house, anywhere, if it be but convenient

to get at. It may not even have a fireplace ;

it may have the smallest window. It is often

half a lumber-room, a place in which things

which have to be concealed—old boots and

shoes, old clothes, old boxes—are put away.

Its walls, covered with several layers of paper,

maybe furnished with pegs, on which to sus

pend a wardrobe of garments ; and it is con

stantly decorated, for snugness' sake, with

heavy curtains and blinds at the windows,

and carpets all over the floor. These errors are

unpardonable, and health at home is impossible

where they are committed. The bedroom

should be so planned that never less than 400

cubic ft. of space should be given to each occu

pant, however good the ventilation may be.

The walls should be coloured with distemper

or with paint that, like the silicate paint, can

be washed three or four times a year. The

windows should have nothing more than a

blind and a half muslin curtain. The floors

should have carpets only round the bed, with

out valances surrounding the bed. The furni

ture should be as simple and scanty as possible ;

the chairs free of all stuffing or covers that

can hold dust. Of all things, again, the room

should be kept clear of vestments that are not

in use_. From time to time a fire should be

made in every bedroom, that a free current of

atmospheric air may sweep through it from

open doors and windows. I need not say that

the floors should be kept scrupulously clean ;

but I would recommend dry scrubbing as by

far best adapted for this purpose.

PICTURES AND THEIR PURCHASERS.

THE third and last of a series of lectures

on " Pictures " was delivered last week

by Mr. J. Thackeray Bunce, at the rooms of

the Royal .Society of Artists, Birmingham.

The lecturer said that when it was asked,

" Who bought pictures ? " it might fairly be

answered, ''Everybody.'' The army of pur

chasers, if not as noble as the army of martyrs,

was about as large, and was pretty nearly as

long-suffering. Purchasers were animated

by widely different motives. Some bought

pictures because their friends and neighbours

did so ; some sought for specimens of the old

masters, and were systematically deceived ;

while others who chose the modern school,

bought cheap and gaudy pictures that were

turned out by the score and the hundred

as regular articles of manufacture. Many

paintings were bought merely as "furniture

pictures," used to relieve the nakedness of

blank walls, their owners neither know ing nor

caring what might be their claims to quality

or to genuineness.

Another class of purchasers was composed

of those who bought out of ostentation.

These were the people who, like Dogberry,

must have "everything handsome" about

them. But there was something indescribably

hateful and repulsive in the laying-in, so to

speak, of a stock of works of art—like the

laying down of so much wine — out of

mere ostentation of wealth, the vulgar deter

mination not to be beaten in anything that

money can procure. It wa3 hardly possible

that any feeling for art could co-exist with

such a motive, or could arise from the posses

sion of works so acquired. To such a man

these pictures brought no enjoyment of

beauty, no refinement of character, no insight

in any form of spiritual life. They were

costly ornaments which he could have because

he could afford them, and which he desired

to have, so that he might boast of possessing

something his friends and companions could

not afford. It was not the love of art ; it was

the mere lust of possession. Still he did not

buy for the mere sake of making a profit. He

derived a certain satisfaction at hearing his

"collection" spoken of with admiration or

with envy ; he was not displeased when

visitors asked leave to see them, audi the

chances were that he would lend some of them

on occasion for a public purpose.

Then there was the speculative class, who

bought pictures just as they would buy any

kind of merchandise, with no idea but that of

the market. Of course, if a man chose to make

this his business he had a right to do so, but

then he must be honest, and call himself a

dealer. Besides these, there were the minor

classes of purchasers, with types of which all

were familiar. There was the dilettante pur

chaser, who had his own canons of art, and

affected only those painters who were obse

quious enough to receive his advice or to be

thankful for his hints ; there were purchasers

whobought,not because they cared for pictures,

but out of a kindly disposition to give a young

man a lift ; and there were others who bought

because they could not resist the importunities

of the artist.

There were, again, others who bought a

picture because it was pretty, or from some

fancy of association, or who could not resist

bargains (especially if the canvas was a big

one and the frame massive and well gilt)

—or who were tempted to buy something to

fill up a vacant place ; or, not to dwell upon

too many varieties, those who bought because

they liked to spend money and to buy some

thing. The lecturer then proceeded to speak

of the true picture buyers, those who bought

Eictures because they loved them. That class,

appily for art, was a large and an increasing

one. They were not the people who enter

tained you with notes of prices or estimates

of enhanced value. They were not the men

who bought only for a name, and never bought

until the name was made. Speaking of the

picture-dealers, Mr. Bunce pointed out that

among them were to be found many men of

taste and honesty who were friends alike of

painter and purchaser, but there were others

who engaged in transactions anything but

reputable.

The Musical Fitch.—We learn that the

pitch at the Royal Italian Opera is to be lowered

next season to the diapason normal. This altera

tion, which will involve an outlay of more than

£1,000 for new wind instruments, has been

decided upon mainly at the instance of Madame

Adelina Patti.

CARVED WOODWORK—ENGLISH AND

FOREIGN.*

WHILE examining the carved woodwork

at the Paris Exhibition, I was particu

larly struck by the frequency with which

copies of well-known examples of figure-work

in other materials are to be met with in the

wood-carving furnished by France and Italy.

The same thing occurs once in reference to the

woodwork from Austria, but with a difference

that offers an excuse for it, and makes the

matter one of some importance to us. One

of the most interesting groups in the Austrian

section was one which comprised pottery,

tapestries, metal-work, and furniture, and

which was marked " Exposition de l'ficole des

Arts Industriels." The wood-carving con

tained in this certainly surpassed much sent

by the private exhibitors in that country,

and compared well with the productions of

most other lands. The particular object,

however, that caught my attention before

all else in this was a large panel in

lime-tree wood, .'a clever combination of two

well-known ivories by Fiamingo, exceedingly

well carved by a student, Hermann Klotz. I

was told that this ficole des Arts Industriels

has branches in various parts of the country,

that it is subsidised by the Government to the

annual amount of 60,000 florins, and that all

which I saw in this collection was work actu

ally done in the schools. Some of the metal-

work shown had been purchased by the

Pennsylvania Museum and the Philadelphia

School of Industrial Art.

It is to be hoped that our educational au

thorities are alive to the bearing of this matter,

and also to the action of the French Union

Centrale ; for if technical schools can work

successfully, no nation needs the instruction

which they can afford more than our own, and

the example of the Austrian Government

should be followed. Then at some future

exhibition, we also may show reproductions in

wood of old work ; which, if done as study

in such schools, would be unobjectionable,

and, as leading men on to original work,

commendable in a high degree. The small

quantity of figure-work in the wood-carving

from England often betrays the lack of school

knowledge, and suggests that the formation of

schools in which they could copy in their own

material masterpieces originally produced in

another branch of art, might prove attractive

to wood-carvers, who find little interest or

practical value in such training institutions as

we now have. The work produced in such

would be not only good as study, but might

be turned commercially to account such as is

instanced in the exhibits from France and

Italy.

One cannot, however, be altogether satisfied

with this class of production from these two

countries, which does not profess to be school

work, and which bears too large a proportion

to the figure-work of original design that is

shown, when the advanced state of their art

instruction, and the technical power which

they already possess, are taken into considera

tion. A flagrant example of this repetition

work occurs in the small show from

Belgium. A cabinet of good enough design,

spoilt by coarse smooth-surfaced carving, has

two doors side by side, with the panels of both

carved precisely alike from a well-known origi

nal in the screen of the Hotel de Ville at

Oudenarde. This is a sad falling-off from the

spirit of the original, so much of the beauty

of which lies in its variety.

In the Exhibition by far the greatest quan

tity of carving shown \ is French. But Italy

also sends a large amount ; and the surface

treatment of carved wood from these two

countries is as entirely different as we are

accustomed to find it. In the carving from

Italy smoothness of surface is kept almost

entirely for the figure ; foliage, flowers, and

ornament being treated quite differently, with

tool-marks in them distinctly shown and

emphasised. This characterises the work of

both Venetian and Florentine carvers. In the

French wood-carving, on the other hand,

* Condensed from Mr. Hark Rogers', jan., " Report on
the Puis Exhibition," Published by Sampson Low & Co.
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figures, and all else, are finished with a

monotonous smoothness, which proves great

manual skill, but which destroys most of the

charm of hand labour, and if the work shines

at all, as it usually does, soon makes it tire

some. The carver effaces himself, and his

power over his tools is such that you can

scarcely trace them in his work.

Wood is wood, and I think sculpture in that

material should not have a surface resembling

that of brass. The carver should treat his

wood in a special way, and not copy the treat

ment proper to any other material, and this is

just what the Italians show us how to do.

In figure-work, speaking generally, there is

much more skill and knowledge amongst the

French than in the exhibits of any other

nation, thanks to the frequency of their use of

it in all kinds of decoration, to their schools,

and to the freedom with which the national

pictures and art treasures are shown, even to

the drawings by the great masters, such

as we in our British Museum so

fully hide from the people. Still,

lions have the same vigour, but less knowledge,

and the terminal boys at the angles are very

badly placed.

Besides the work spoken of at the beginning

of this report, Austria shows a good Gothic

reredos by J. Leimer, of Vienna, with three

life-size figures of saints, which is much above

the same class of work in England. The

" Institute Artistique subventionne par le

Ministere du Commerce" at Groden, Tyrol,

shows three carved panels of figures with

ornament; the figures pretty good, but the

ornament as hard as if in cast-iron, and not at

all like the other school work already men

tioned. In utter contrast to this is a small

marble chimney-piece, with a walnut panel

closing the grate, by Carlo Vanni, of Vienna.

Natural flowers and fruit are carved in both

materials with a softsketchiness which is very

charming. There is also a small cabinet by

Volkel Keinhold, which is good ; and lastly a

noticeable bedroom suite by J. Baar, of Vienna,

care- j in which the carving is quite simple, yet most

great i excellent in effect, very low in relief, flat in

sameness is to be found" in this French , the treatment of surface, and with the ground

work sometimes. For instance, a cabinet had ! stamped and ebonised.

two figures in the pediment, each looking with I China sends a large amount of carved wood,

down-turned eyes. The same faces and eyes .mostly painted red and gold, which is only

were used with ornament as masks just under

them ; and upon turning away to furniture by

another exhibitor, another couple of masks

might be encountered, which looked very

much as if they had been copied from the

same model. These were all well done, but

the down-turned eve is too often seen to re

tain its interest. The carving of ornament is

mostly good, never with any want of skill in

the handiwork, but generally finished too

highly, so far as smoothness goes, noisy in

relief, and wanting breadth. Beurdeley's ex

hibit of carved boxwood, left as the carver

finished it, with no shine whatever, might

serve to show them the softness and value of

such a treatment, as compared with the shiny

smoothness so generally affected. The fact of

almost all their work being designed in the

styles of Louis XVI. or French Renaissance,

effectually completes the monotony of their

enormous exhibit.

In this respect of style, our English work is

better than any other, for we have in it an

infinite variety. Almost every exhibit has its

own characteristics. Our designers of furni

ture seem to think for themselves. The treat

ment of carved wood also differs more, though

generally it is much below the French stan

dard in skill, and especially so in figure-work.

The English department supplies examples

of the Gothic style ; one, a great chest covered

with heavy perpendicular panels from art

works in Exeter, possesses the recommendation

of being carved in old wood from the cathe

dral of that city ! Another, " A specimen of

artistic woodwork in oak, a reredos," is made

up of neat bosses, bratticing, tracery, diaper,

two bad little figures, and some rather pretty

pinnacles. In a chimney-piece and glass frame

by Bertram, Soho, well enough carved, we

have a sample of that rococo style in which

there is no nature and no knowledge of nature,

and to which it is to be hoped ever-changing

fashion will never lead us again.

There is nothing worth notice in the nume

rous badly-carved organ and harmonium cases

sent from America. Marcotte, of Paris and

New .York, exhibits an ebony cabinet which is

better, but even that compares unsatisfactorily

with Paris work.

The contribution from Belgium is also ex

ceedingly poor ; in a cabinet by Snyers Rang,

the only piece of carving worth looking at, is

some figure-work of rather French style of

treatment. There is a large oak pulpit with

canopy by J. Goyers, for St. Joseph's Church,

Louvain, which has a fine general effect, the

composition of the groups" in panels being

good ; but on closer examination the ornament

proves to be entirely without merit, smooth

and mechanical; the figures, although very

well posed, suffer much from poor carving.

The only work from Spain of any note is on

a billiard-table by Laorga, of Madrid, which

is quite ItaLan in character. In its treatment

there is great breadth, the foliage being vigor

ous and well-designed ; the portraits in medal-'

likely to find a sale in the European market

as a curiosity. A few cane-bottomed bed

steads with silk panels in the canopies have a

very strange appearance to English eyes ; one,

the most gorgeous of the group, being of such

a dreadful character as would certainly serve

to banish sleep from any Christian. At the

corners of the canopy savage monsters hold

swords in their clenched teeth, and from the

handles of these, ornaments hang by wires,

like rattles; dragons twine round the four

posts, and group of Chinamen grin at the

base. A French lady has ventured to pur

chase the least diabolical of these bedsteads.

Some fire-screens and sandal-wood frames are

less terrible, but the Chinese always make the

most of a dragon when they carve one. I was

told that Chinese carvers are boarded by their

employers, and'eam from 2d. to 2s. per day.

The work from Japan is much less bar

barous, and more refined in detail. There is a

very curious screen with encrusted ivory and

bronze decoration, the wood ground being

carved into a pattern got from its grain, and

looking like graining in relief. There is also

a framed) panel in woodjon which is repre

sented an old Japanese story of the humiliation

of a Chinaman. Three men laugh and make

the Chinaman crawl under their legs, which

he does, laughing too ; a bystander with a

conglomeration of fingers, holding a fan,

laughs also ; somebody has caught some fish,

and there are trees and solid clouds ; all this

is executed with a comical quaintness and

lopsided attention to perspective, for 140 fr.

It would cost about £8 to copy in England.

There is other work quaint enough, but

without much knowledge in it. A dressing-

table, with groups of foliage round the glass,

was, according to the attendant's account, in

a new style in Japan. It looks like a coarse

imitation of European work. The best carvers

earn 5 fr. per day in Japan.

There is a tolerable quantity of work from

Italy, nearly all of it possessing the charac

teristic merit of good surface treatment. One

notable exception to this is a panel for a

weather-glass, of heavy and tasteless design,

and carved with French monotony of finish ;

the work of an Italian resident in Paris. No

better contrast could be needed to justify my

preference for the Italian method. Furniture

is generally poor in design, and much over

loaded with ornament, the quality of the carv

ing often making one regret its bad application,

as well instanced in a small cabinet by Frul-

lini. Other examples by him have been

bought by the Museums of Bavaria, Buda-

Pesth, I inland, Pennsylvania, and South Ken

sington, and it is very gratifying to see such

universal appreciation of his beautiful work.

All this has the same character of delicate

design and workmanship, broad treatment

of foliage, spirit in the animal carving, and a

surface showing complete mastery of material.

Boy-panels, of which he shows several, are

not so good, and amongst them there is one

copy of Flamingo. Morini has a large cabinet

overloaded with ornament, and not good in

design, but much of the detail possesses all the

fine quality of Frullini, and in some instances

the figure-work is better. Nuremberg and

Budn-Pesth have made purchases from the*

productions for their museums. A Prie-Dieu

of Barbetti's is most excellent in design, the

carving being thoroughly good and of appro

priate character. The low relief ornament in

the desk is very well managed; and the

figures, better than we often see in Italian

work, have a beautiful devotional character.

This is the most evenly excellent work here,

and the careful thought with which the deco

ration is suited to its purpose is unusual, aid

mdst commendable. Carlo Pucci has a cabinet

of very good design, the principal decoration

of which is a copy of Delia Robbia's singing

boys. These come charmingly in the doors,

and the rest of the work is of high character.

Many beautiful little frames are in this court,

and amongst them Gajani has some good

examples. In frames, too, there are many

copies from well-known works by DonateUo

and Raphael. J. B. de Lotto, of Venice, shows

several brackets ; in some of which a rather

good effect is got by staining in two different

colours. Boys are very frequently used of

bold decorative character, answering their

purpose well, though inferior in detail to

French work of the same kind.

PRIZE AWARDS AT 1TIE SANITARY

EXHIBITION.

THE jurors in connection with the late

Sanitary Exhibition at Croydon have

made their awards. They enumerate a large

number of articles concerning which they are

unable to express an opinion without testing,

and they recommend that this should be done

at the expense of the exhibitors, should they

fall in with the suggestion. Until these

deferred trials have been carried out, they

express themselves unable to award the Gold

Medal. They recommend that Certificates of

Merit be awarded to the undermentioned

among many other exhibitors :—

U. Knell, 77, Fore-street, London, E.C., for

his "Imperial" ventilating windo*. Dr. Anoell

I Ball, Spalding, Linoolnshire, for patented fold-

' ir<g invalid bad. *Chorlton & Dngdale, 19,

Blackfriars ■ street, Manchester, for "Excel-

sior" spring.mattress hospital beds. •Pooock

Bros., 235, Soutbwark Bridge-road, London, for

universal tnbnlar air and water bed. George G.

Buesey & Co., Museum Works, Eye-lane, Peok.

bam, London, for patent spring mattress.

George Bray & Co., Blackman-lane, Leeds, for

improved gas-bDrners. H. Donlton & Co., for

decorative tiles for covering walls and floors.

Billing & Co., Hatton-garden, London, for the

workman's cooking.etove, and other improve

ments in gas-cooking stoves. *Moale's Patent

Earth Closet Co. (Limited), 5a, Garriok.street,

London, W.C., for patent earth closet. 'Sanitary

Appliance Company, Faotory-lane, Salford, for

Morrell's patent cinder-sifting ash closet. John

C. Onions (Limited), Birmingham, for Moser's

patent self-acting dry oloset. Thomas Waller,

47, Fish-street-hill, London, E.C., for cooking

stove with wsrm-air ohamber. Samnel Stretton,

M.KC.S., Kidderminster, for a folding-bier and

oar, for simplifying fnnerals. "G. E. Pritchett,

F.8.A., Bishops Stortford, for improvements in

hollow-tile flooring.

There are two classes of exhibits which the

judges recommend should be excluded from

awards of medals—namely, those which were

exhibited at Leamington or Stafford and to

which a medal was then awarded; some of

which they recommend should receive certifi

cates, and these we have distinguished in the

foregoing lists by asterisks; and secondl.v,

objects exhibited or invented by any of the

judges themselves.
They append the following complaint to their

report :—We have found that alterations have

been made in certain exhibits to which medals

and certificates were given, by which altera

tions some of the essential merits for which

medals or certificates were awarded have been

destroyed. Notwithstanding such alteration!,
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the exhibits are advertised and stamped as

having received the medals or certificates.

We, therefore, recommend that notice of this

should be taken by the Council ; and that in

future each person receiving medals or certi

ficates should be warned against using the

name of the Sanitary Institute in connection

with any article which has been altered since

the award was made. We also advise that in

future the exhibitors should give full particu

lars of each exhibit, in order that a proper

number may be fixed to it in the catalogue.

ART TEACHING IN DUBLIN.

THEfollowing memorial has been addressed

to the Committee of Council on Edu

cation by some of the working-men of

Dublin :—

May it please your Lordships,—We, the

working-men, artisans, and mechanics of the

city of Dublin, humbly approach your lord

ships, praying your assistance in promoting the

art training of our class, and our improvement

by access to general information which, by the

promise of founding museum, library, and art

schools in Dublin, we humbly hope will be

open to us by your lordships with as little

delay as possible. Some of our number were

selected to proceed to Paris to report on the

Exhibition, and to examine the manufactures

connected with our respective trades. We are

forced to confess that our previous training

had not included the various forms of drawing

which we now perceive has made continental

industry so beautiful in its application to

mechanical and hand industries. We found

other nations had museums, libraries, art

schools, opened freely to artisans. We com

plain that Dublin has no museum of art indus

tries, but only one of natural history and

geology, one of Celtic art, which is practically

inaccessible to the working classes, though

intended to be of benefit to them. The

library now supposed to be public is not a

place where the working classes are welcome,

and the seats and books are in the use of the

middle and upper classes, and the books are

lent out to them, and thus are not accessible

when wanted.

Some of us have attended the schools of art,

but were discouraged, as we found we could

obtain but little useful teaching, and there is no

modelling school of any use to our class. We

hear that 200 supposed " artisans " attend the

evening drawing classes. Mylords, the numbers

should be 2,000 if proper provision were made,

and instruction provided. My lords, our

employers should be urged by your lordships

to encourage this good teaching for our wants,

and the art schools should be made truly those

of design. My. lords, the Dublin working-men
•would like to have access to the library which

contains so many valuable books, but they find

as the school of art is chiefly for amateurs, so

the library is for the same sort of readers. We

lay before your lordships with our humble

petition a list of the trades existing in the city

of Dublin, into which art training should enter,

and for which we fear the extinction which has

banished so many trades from Ireland, if our

working artisans are not encouraged to bring

themselves to a level with continental taste

and execution. My lords, we humbly urge

the College of Science shall be caused to insti

tute evening courses for the working classes,

and that instead of being almost a useless

institution, it should be rendered a college of

mechanical science to which we should have

access. And your petitioners will ever

pray-

In reply, the secretary was informed that

the school of art formerly held under the

auspices of the Royal Dublin Society has been

transformed into a metropolitan school under

the direct control of the State, and sums of

money are annually voted for its support by

Parliament. Furthermore, courses of evening

science lectures are now being organised in the

Royal College of Science, at reduced fees, to

meet the requirements of those persons whose

employment prevents them from availing them

selves of the advantages offered by the day

classes of the college.

THE FURNITURE HIRE SYSTEM.

THE modern method of letting on hire such

things as pianos, sewing-machines, and

the like, which are at the end of a certain time

to become the property of the hirer, provided

the agreed amounts are punctually paid, has,

of course, given a new start to swindlers who

are always ready to take advantage of every

novelty. It has also placed some honest

people in an unpleasant position, and opened

their eyes to the existence of legal pitfalls

where such would least have been expected.

A good specimen of the swindler who trades

upon that competition for custom which is the

foundation of all business activity may be found

in the case of Henry Ramsey , whose trial and

conviction we reported last week. The Daily

Chronicle, in commenting upon this case, says :

—This young man of nineteen, with no occu

pation, various addresses, and many aliasses,

but doubtless with taking ways and an open

style of speaking, was successful in obtaining

no fewer than five pianofortes from as many

dealers in a short space of time. His plan

was simplicity itself. Having hired two fur

nished rooms, he called at a piano-maker's, in

spected his stock, chose an instrument, gave

references, and then clinched the point by pay

ing down the amount of the first instalment.

The confiding dealer, ;thus thrown off the

scent of suspicion, sent home the piano so

hired, which was forthwith removed to some

convenient auction rooms and sold for what it

would fetch, while the owner was perhaps

formally writing to the reference, only to find

that this, as well as the rest of the transaction,

was wholly fraudulent. But the discovery

was made too late. The ingenious youth had

moved no one knew where ; the piano was

gone ; and to find either it or its purchaser in

the wide world of London was an improba

bility. After much trouble Henry Ramsey

was at last traced and tracked down by the

police, and he is now working out his lenient

sentence of fourteen months' hard labour. His

career is therefore at an end, at all events for

some little time ; but his beginning is so full

of promise that we shall doubtless hear more

of this young man in the way of clever com

mercial swindling.

It was remarked upon at the trial as being

very strange that respectable auctioneers

should take in pianos for sale from a total

stranger, when the same were brand-new, and

bore upon them the names of well-known

manufacturers. Still more strange does this

conduct seem when we find a piano priced at

forty-five pounds is knocked down for seven

teen with the consent of the apparent owner.

Nor is this singular laxity in doing business

rendered less remarkable when we reflect that

it is now so notorious as to have become the

common knowledge of every one that pianos

are daily let upon the hire system. Surely

auctioneers of all people in the world must

know these things, and they can hardly have

sold new pianos for a stranger without having

some suspicion of the facts, even though they

chose to make no inquiry. But upon the law

applicable to these cases of hiring there seems

to be a general misconception. The hirer of

a piano or a sewing-machine acquires no right

of property in it until he has paid up all the

instalments that amount to the purchase-

money. He cannot sell it legally, and if he

does the owner can recover it back again

from the purchaser, even though the latter

paid full value for it, and did not know that it

had only been let on the hire system. For

the hirer, haviDg no property in it himself, can

give none to any one else, and so the real owner

may, after demand, obtain its delivery to him

in an ordinary action. A purchaser by public

auction would be in the same position ; and

therefore it would be as well if people were

always awake to the fact that amongst the

modern blessings of progress and civilisation

is to be reckoned the hire system, with all its

bidden traps and uncertainties. Until articles

so let out are fully paid for there is no pur

chase, and the property therein remains with

the original owner. A man may thus have a

houseful of furniture which his creditors can

not touch, as all he enjoys is its possession,

and though when all instalments are paid it

will become his property, until this is fully

done he has no more right to sell it than have

his creditors themselves. All these points, and

many others, in our modern methods of life

and business seem to show that in the future

every encouragement is in the way of cash

payments as the soundest system between

debtor and creditor.

THE SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL

EXHIBITION.

THIS Exhibition, like many of its European

predecessors, was far from being complete

at the time of the opening. The British Court

was well advanced, and the colonies of

Queensland, Victoria, New Zealand, and Tas

mania almost ready ; but New South Wales

was only half-stocked, and the vast proportion

of the packages imported by France, Ger

many, Austria, Italy, and America remained

still unopened. Even then, however, the

display was effective. In the British Section,

writes the special correspondent of the Daily

News, all the main industries of the mother

land were represented—the steel forgings and

cutlery of Sheffield, the miscellaneous ware

of Birmingham, thewrought-iron of Stafford

shire, the woollen goods of Yorkshire, and

cloths of the West of England ; pottery from

Staffordshire, glassware from Stourbridge

and Edinburgh, carpets from Kidderminster

and Durham, cotton goods from Manchester,

railway locking apparatus from Worcester,

boots from Northampton, furniture from

Bond-street, silver-plated and silver -ware

from London and Sheffield, cotton and

threads from Paisley, saddlery from

Walsall, &c. The leading exhibits in point

of beauty, and also in novelty as far as the

colonies are concerned, are the higher de

scriptions of porcelain ware of Messrs. Moore

Brothers, of Longton, Staffordshire, and the

crystal ware of Messrs. Thomas Webb & Son,

of Stourbridge. " Faiencerie de Gien " is

shown in the French Court, but the choicest

exhibit is the electro-plated collection of Chris-

tofle & Co., of Pans, which contains maDy

interesting objects. In the American and

English Courts electroplate ware of fine design

is plentiful, and a New York firm (the Gor-

ham Co.) surpassed everybody with an ex

hibit of sterling silver. Nearly all these spe

cialised collections were shown in the nave

and transept, which were occupied almost

from end to end with lofty trophies or palaces

of glass. Under the dome was a place

reserved for electrotypes of the Royal plate-

at Windsor, sent by the South Kensington

authorities, with the permission of her

Majesty, containing copies of silver tables,

fonts, vases, salvers, cups, &c, illustrative of

English designing in metal in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, with two shapely

cups, executed in repoussi work from patterns

furnished by Flaxmsn.

America, though less fully represented than

was to have been expected, has sent many of

the wares for whicn the factories of the

United States are celebrated in Australia—

Waltham watches, tools and cutlery, organs,

locks and Keys, silver goods, lamp-ware, ma

chinery, &c. ; and has even ventured to com

pete with the colonies in their own special

department, by exhibiting samples of Vermont

merino wool. Italy shows two fine bronzes

and marble busts by Pietro Calvi, of Milan ;

also furniture, mosaics, jewellery, and a good

deal of poor sculpture. Belgium has carried

all before her with some excellent iron cast

ings and steel, from the Cockerill factory at

Seraing. The French Court wears a miscel

laneous look, having silver and gold plated

goods and faiencerie of good and fair quality,

pianos, glassware, and bronzes, as well as

paperhangings and carpets, which not only

fail to do justice to French factories, but show

on the part of the exhibitors little know

ledge of colonial tastes and requirements.

Even up to the present (Oct. 1) Germany and

Austria are not ready, and it is only possible

to remark that the latter is a great exhibitor

of glassware, and the former strong in pianos
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and fancy feathers. Holland has limited her

self to spirits and liqueurs, and Switzerland

to a modest display of watches and fancy

goods. The French Commission, at the head

of which is Captain Mathieu, of the Rhin,

has presented a handsome Sevres vase to the

New South Wales Exhibition.

The courts of the Australian colonies are

rich in raw produce, (Trains, merino, and long-

wools, metals and minerals, including tin and

silver, now becoming rather important articles

of export, sugar from the eastern and northern

seaboard, (coffee and tea (in small quantities)

from districts within the Tropics, and a super

abundance of useful and ornamental woods.

Satisfactory progress is shown in certain lines

of manufactures, particularly by Victoria and

NewSouth Wales, viz. , in furniture, the rougher

kinds of glassware, saddlery and boots, heavy

and light tweeds, ropes and cordage, fruit,

meat, and vegetable preserving, and in all

classes of agricultural implements.

The attendance of visitors in Sydney has up

to the present been rather smaller than was

counted on. It was known far and wide over

the Continent, however, that the Exhibition

would not be complete in September, and

therefore people at a distance have put off

coming until October and November. On the

first of the shilling days the attendance num

bered 20,000.

DESIGN FOR AN ARMCHAIR.

THE accompanying sketch is a sugges

tion for a strong and comfortable

armchair, the details of the design being,

of course, matter of individual taste. The
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back legs are secured by tenons cut in

the chair bottom at the back corners ;

the seat beinjf If in. thick will be strong

enough to frame firmly into the back legs.

The front legs are turned out of 3-in. wood,

the stretchers cut of 2^-in., the stumps

out of 2£-in., and the spindles out of 1-in.

wood. The top-rail should be at least 1J in.

thick, and the carving kept as flat as possible

■o as inot to be uncomfortable to the head.

The stumps are placed well back on the seat,

so that the knees may be at liberty to move

under the arm of the chair. The top ends of

the back legs project so that the person using

the chair may rest his head against them.

The front legs, the stretchers, the stumps and

spindles are tenoned and bored as in Windsor

chairs, while the top-rail, the slat-rail, and

the seat are tenoned into the back legs.

English oak is a suitable material for

such a chair, and, if without curving, the

article might be produced at a cheap rate,

certainly much cheaper than an easy-chair,

it would also last much longer, and would be

superior to the latter from a sanitary point of

view.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.

COAL-GAS, such as is employed to light

our streets, is not combustible simply by

itself, but only when mixed with the oxygen

of the air, &c. Hence only that part of it

which comes in contact with the air is in

flamed, and the flame does not run along the

interior of the pipes which convey it.

Mr. Mitchell gives many interesting accounts

of spontaneous combustion. Many vegetable

substances, he states, highly dried and neaped

together, will heat, scorch, and at last burst

into a flame. Of these, the most remarkable

is a mixture of the expressed oil of the

farinaceous seeds, as rape or linseed

oil, with almost any dry vegetable fibre,

such as hemp, cotton, matting, &c, and

still more so if also united with lamp

black or any other carbonaceous substance.

These mixtures, if kept for a time undisturbed,

in close bundles, and in a warm temperature,

even in small quantities, will often heat and

burn for somenouTs; and if air be admitted

freely, will then burst into flame. To this

may be attributed serious accidental conflagra

tions in storehouses and places where these

substances are kept. A writer in Design and

Work says that an accident happened at

Gainsborough with a bale of yarn, accidentally

soaked in rape oil, which, after remaining in a

warehouse for several days, began to smoke,

to emit a most nauseous smell, and finally

burst out into a most violent flame. The pre

sence of lamp-black, or any other dry carbon

aceous matter is not therefore necessary to

produce spontaneous combustion with such

substances. Similar to this is the spontaneous

combustion of wool or woollen yarn, which

has occasionally happened when large quanti

ties have been heaped up in rooms without

proper ventilation, and in warm weather. The

oil with which wool is dressed, which is gene

rally rape oil, appears to be the chief agent in

this combustion. Rye flour, roasted till half-

parched, and wrapped up in a linen cloth, has

been found to heat violently, and to destroy

the cloth. Wheat flour, which has become

overheated, on being packed in large quantities,

and highly-dried, has been known to take fire

in hot weather, causing accidents in granaries.

Charcoal alone also has been known to take fire

in powder mills, when quantities of it in powder

have been kept for some time closely packed.

Another extraordinary and totally different

species of spontaneous combustion is recorded,

although of very rare occurrence. In the

works called " Philosophical Transactions "

accounts are given, and well authenticated of

the spontaneous combustion of the human

body in several instances ; it does not appear

certain whether the first inflammation was

quite spontaneous, or caused by the approach

of a lighted substance, such as a fire or lamp ;

but in the cases given the bodies were con

sumed.

There are some substances which will not

undergo the action of combustion to whatever

heat they may be exposed, but there are many

substances of vegetable origin, of common

domestic use, which it would be of the utmost

importance to render less liable to combustion,

or in other words less likely to be set on fire.

Many suggestions have at various times been

made to attain this object. Some of the

most simple are the following:—If muslins

and other cotton goods be dipped in a weak

solution of potash they will be less likely to

burn ; but the objection is they will attract

moisture from the atmosphere. Solutions of

muriate, sulphate, phosphate, and borate of

ammonia, with borax, render cloth incom

bustible. Acidulous phosphate of lime has

the same effect. Linen, muslin, paper, or the

like, dipped in a solution of this salt, of the

specific gravity of about 1*30, are rendered

completely incombustible, and may be charred

by intense heat, but will not burn.

The Board of Ordinance at Woolwich

appointed a committee to inspect a machine

invented by Captain Manby for extinction of

I fire by an anti-phlogistic fluid. He showed

: that it could be readily applied, and was

especially valuable in cases where fires occurred

I in situations that a common fire-engine would

be of no service—for instance, in the hack

apartments of a house, or under the deck of

vessels.

The fluid used was said to consist of lime,

potash, and water, which might he prepared

in a few minutes or kept ready for use. To

exhibit the extraordinary effects of big

ingredients, Captain Manby immersed in it a

quantity of hemp canvas and deal wood,

which are considered the most inflammable

materials used in a dockyard ; he also immersed

the like materials in common water, and

applied a certain heat to each ; those which

had been dipped in the anti-phlogistic fluid

would not burn at all, but those dipped in

common water blazed and were consumed.

By many other experiments he proved the

power and efficacy of this fluid. Since

Captain Manby's experiments at Woolwich

other inventors have brought before the public

notice various compositions to the same end

which have proved more or less successful;

but how is it that none of these anti-phlogistic

fluids or other compositions are as yet in

practicable use with our fire brigades ?

THE NUMERICAL STRENGTH OF THE

TEXTILE TRADE.

CONTINUING our series of statistical

abstracts concerning different branches

of textile industries, the set of tables given

on the next page is more than ordinarily in

structive. Commencing with Hair factories,

we find that their number stood in 1870 at 36,

so that their present total shows only an in

crease of one. In England there are now fire

less than there were in the former year; in

Scotland, on the other hand, there has been

au increase of three, and in Ireland of one ;

the respective totals for each country being at

the present time, 26, 8, and 2. The number

of workpeople employed in this branch is

considerably less than it was nine years sgo,

being only 1,731, as compared with 2,339 in

1870. At the latter period the males num

bered 745, the females 1,594; to-day they

have dwindled down to 690 and 1,041 respec

tively. Whether this decline is due to lessened

demand or to improved machinery, is difficult

to say, since no statistics as to the number of

carding and combing-machines now in use are

available.

The advance the Lace trade has made during

the present decade is demonstrated by the

fact that the factories have increased from

224 to 283, and the number of workers from

8,370 to 10,209. About 4,000 females find

employment in this branch of manufacture, as

compared with 2,372 in 1870. The male

operatives, on the other band, are now only

285 more in number than at the former date.

In the Flax branch, again, there has been a

decrease as regards factories from 500 to 400.

The same diminution is noticeable in the

quantity of the machinery employed ; the

spinning spindles numbered in 1870, 1,653,335,

and at present 1,264,766 ; the respective totals

of doubling spindles compare as follows:—

67,212, against 64,982. Power-looms, on the

contrary, are in greater requisition now than

nine years ago ; the number in use being

40,448, as compared with 35,301 in 1870.

There are about 16,000 less employi$ to-day

than formerly ; among the female workers

alone there has been a falling-off of about

10,000.

There ore more Elastic factories to-day than

there were in 1870 ; the respective totals being

83 against 61 ; but there has nevertheless been

a falling-off in the operatives employed ; thej

number now 4,438, as compared with 4,623

at the earlier period. This decrease is, how

ever, confined to the male workers, the females

having actually increased by nearly 300.

The Hosiery trade would seem to have en

joyed a prosperous career during the present

decade, its numerical strength to-day, as com

pared with the past, seems at least to justify

that assertion. The factories have increased

from 129 to 186, and the operatives from

9,692 to 14,992. The female workers number

now 3,200 more than in 1870, and the males

2,100.
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HAIR FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Number
of

Number of
Spinning
Spindles.

Number
of

Number
of Power
Looms.

Children Working
Half Time.

Number of Persons Employed.

COUNTIES.
Factories.

Doubling
Spindles.

Males. Females.
Males. Females.

Blaise and
Females.

Enoland and Walks:—

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset

13

2

4

— —

7

11 9

374

45

57
74 ■

54

48

53

77

147

160

422

98

134

221

214

5

2

Scotland :—

Ireland :—

26 — — — 18 9 604 485 1,089

Loath, Meath, Dublin, Wioklow, Wexford, Kilkenny,

Carlow, Kildare, Queen's County, King's County,

8 — — — — 5 64 540 604

SUMMARY OF HAIR FACTORIES.

2 — — — — 22 16 38

26

8

2

— 18 9

6

604

64

22

485

540

16

1,089
— — 604

38

LACE FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

36 — — — 18 14 690 1,041 1,731

England and Wales.

Wilts, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset 4 — — — 117 115

176

16

693

4,757

743

905

2,234

616

1,598

Leioester, Rutland, Lincoln, and Nottingham 237

37

225

46

6,991

1,359

Gloucester, Hereford, Salop, Stafford, Worcester,

4 72 144 216

Scotland :—

282 — — — 388 307 6,265 3,899 10,164

SUMMARY OF LACE FACTORIES.

1 — — — 5 — 18 27 45

282

1

— —

—
388

5

307 6,265

18

3,899

27

10,164

45

SUMMARY OF FLAX FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

283 — — — 393 307 6,283 3,926 10,209

Bkoland and Walks:—

Scotland :—

Iskland :—

46 152,894

37,914

17,573

10,866

410 463

22

214

4

2,598

669

5,280

1,805

2,967

124

7,878

2,474

4,278

358

24

22

9

2,697

1,384

22

130 1,311

234

101 190,808 28,439 4,081 562 703 4,812 10,176 14,988

67

70

14

4

194,299

70,964

16,368

2,127

13,233

3,523

857

15

1,259

157

297

10

4,568

2,726

2,314

379

9,758

10,547

7,054

130

14,326

13,273

9,368

509

148

60

155 265,263 18,495 16,756 1,070 1,723 9,987 27,489 37,476

48

60

21

15

524,176

284,520

17,384

664

13,048

6,563

1,007

20

650

1,339

32

1,026

8,684

2,655

5,407

290

16,095

9,699

13,261

351

24,779

12 254

18,668

641

144 808,695 18,048 19,611 1,577 2,397 17,036 39,306 56,342

SUMMARY OF ELASTIC FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

400 1,264,766 64,982 40,448 3,209 4,823 31,835 76,971 108,806

82

1

— — — 62 45 2,293

16

2,121

8

4,414

24

SUMMARY OF nOSIERY FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN TnE UNITED KINGDOM.

83 — — 62 45 2,309 2,129 4,438

175

10

1  

—

E

147

16

7

222

14

5,928

646

109

7,843

456

10

13.771

1,102

119

186 — — — 170 236 6,683 8,309 14,992
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR BEDROOM

FURNITURE.

A CCORDING to Dr. Richardson, furniture,

and more especially that for bedroom

use, plays no mean part in the Gospel of

Health. Simplicity, -we are told, is the great

desideratum to be aimed at in the surround

ings of our sleeping apartments, and this can

certainly be done without in any way sacri

ficing either the usefulness or pleasant appear

ance of the several articles of furniture

brought into requisition. If by simplicity,

however, be meant the absence of everything

that can relieve the monotony of a large

surface of wood, &c, or, if it is intended

to imply that the commonest materials will

answer for bedroom furniture, we must

altogether dissent from that opinion. There

is a happy medium in this, as in everything

else, and we think that the designer has

happily hit off that golden mean in the accom

panying Sketches for a Wardrobe, Chair, &c.

Solid, without being ponderous, graceful in

outline, and not over-elaborate in its orna

mentation, the Suite illustrated seems to

supply the legitimate demand for moderate-

priced Bedroom Furniture.

ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A CHIMNEY

MIRROR.

The ornamental frame of the Mirror figured

on our Second Plate is a decided improvement

upon the more or less elaborate moulding of

past days. In filling in the different panels,

&c, or even in modifying the present design,

the decorative artist has ample scope to dis

play both his ingenuity and the versatility of

his art powers.

FOREIGN MARKETS FOR ENGLISH

FURNITURE.

IT has more than once been matter of com

plaint in these pages that English furni

ture manufacturers, as a body, are not suffi

ciently mindful of foreign markets. Without

being at all disposed to under-estimate what

has been done in this direction, it yet admits

of no doubt that greater things might be

accomplished if producers would give more

attentionto the cultivation of foreign customers.

In this connection, we might with advantage

take a leaf out of the book of our American

competitors, who, by means of advertisements,

&c, know how to push their furniture—how

ever inferior to English goods — in every

quarter of the globe. Among other countries

which have been markedly neglected by Eng

lish manufacturers are South America and

Brazil. The exports to the latter country, for

example, of all classes of English goods, fall

short of £6,600,000. Among the articles we

import from there are rose, cedar, and brazil

wood ; and who can doubt that in a country

where the industrial arts have not advanced

beyond the most primitive sta^e, ready cus

tomers might be found for English furniture ?

Some such thought seems to have come

home to Mr. W. C. Wigg, of 25, St. Bar

tholomew-square, Old-street, who, with a

view of cultivating foreign markets to

which we have referred, has recently pub

lished trade circulars and price currents

in the Portuguese language. This is a

step in the right direction, and far more

judicious than relying exclusively upon the

spasmodic efforts of exporters and snipping

merchants, who can hardly be expected to

devote special care and attention to one

particular branch of manufacture, and that a

branch probably considered by them of

secondary importance. Mr. Wigg has cer

tainly set about the right way to extend his

business connection in out-of-the-way places,

and he has shown a spirit of enterprise

which is worthy of the widest emulation.

The old jog-trot way of relying upon

past successes will not do for these

competitive days ; the struggle for business is

too keen ; and the manufacturer who holds

that he, like his ancestors, may with impunity

hide his light under a bushel, will go to the

wall. Provided one has a good article for

sale—be it a cabinet or merelya curtain-hook—

the only chance of securing its sale is to pro

claim its merits from the very housetops.

Publicity is the great motor that propels the

machinery of commerce ; it is the life-giving

power which animates buyer and seller alike,

and in drawing attention to Mr. Wigg's

spirited policy of pushing English furniture in

foreign markets, we would, therefore, express

a wish that many other firms may go and do

likewise in some other quarter of the globe,

so that in years to come furniture may occupy

a more prominent place among native indus

tries, and rank higher in the scale of English

exports.

TERMS USEB IN THE YORKSHIRE

WOOLLEN TRADE.

THE following is a list of the terms used at

one time or other in the woollen cloth

trade of the Yorkshire district. Many of them

have become obsolete, partly from the intro

duction of new machinery and implements of

the trade, and nlso from the invention of new

patronymics. The names or terms are mostly

confined to Yorkshire, not being common in

other parts of the country where the woollen

manufacture is carried on. The list is not put

forth as complete, nor is any attempt made to

settle the derivations of the words, but the

explanation of its meaning is in each case

attached :—
i

Addle, to earn by labour. " Sarin's goodaddlin.'

" Hah mioh oan ta addle, lass ? "

Bribe, a short length of clut.li, cat from the piece

on account of beiDg damaged. In other

districts it is'called a fent or remnant.

Burl, to pick ont knots or other itnperfeojions

from the cloth, after it has left the loom.

Bartreet, a warping frame, on which the threads

of warp are made into the web. Probably a

corruption of bier-trees, a supporting frame.

Beer, a number of threads forming divisions by

which the web is made up to the required

width or weight.

Cotter, knotted or entangled. When locks of

wool are matted fast, or any entanglement of

the web takes place, they are said to be

" oottered together." Undamped cloth after

exposure to rain.

Cold Pig, bales of cloth which have been re

turned by the merchant as being off shade,

late delivery, too narrow or too wide, all

meaning one thing, not wanted.

Cuttle, the layers of oloth in the finished piece.

The width of the cattle varies according to

the requirements of the market for which

the cloth is intended, but it is generally

20 in.

Creel, a frame in which the warp oops are

placed, and from which the threads are

drawn to form the web. It is also known as

cratch. Old Norse, Krila, to plait, to weave

together.

Cop and Coppin, the warp from the mule, ready

for making into the web. A.-S. copp, the

head, the top.

Cockles, imperfections in cloth. A "cookley"

place is either because of another quality of

weft being inadvertently pat in, or it is

owing to the warp not being properly ar

ranged on the " beam " ; in both oases an un

even place is the consequence.

Dead-Horse, to pay for work done beforehand,

is to cause the workman to be working npon

the " dead-horse."

Doffing, the act of stripping the bobbins or warp

cops from the mule.

Fettle, to clean the cards on the scribbling and

condensing machinery ; an operation requiring

great manual dexterity. From Snio-Gotb,

fett, handy, ekilful. 1 Old Norse, fitla, to move

the fingers lightly.

Felted, to finish a web or pieoe of work. " I've

just fell'd my warp."

Flcyck, a defect in weaving. Is also a mining

term, and is applied to fissures in the straight

beds. Probably a variation of the common

word " flaw." German, fleck, a spot.

Fudd, the waste from all-wool cloths, being the

' refnBe taken from under the scribbling and

condensing machinery.

Hocks, the waste from the milling and finishing

machinery, extensively used in the making of

paperhangings, and also in the manufacture

of union cloths.

Fancy, a part of the scribbling machine. It is

oovered with cards, and is employed in open

ing the fibres of wool.

Galley-Bank, a cross beam, forming part of a

hand-loom.

dig, a machine u«ed in the process of oloth-

dressing. One wishful to know the state of

trade with any cloth-dressing firm, asks how

many " gigs " they run.

Gear, a number of wooden shafts on which

worsted or ootton healds are plaord, eaoh of

the latter having one of the threads of warp

passed through the eye of the heald.

Kemps, hair among wool. When finished or

"dressed," an end of oloth, if "kempy,"

displays them to perfeotioD, or rather, tn

imperfeotion, for eaoh an end is generally

returned as " imperfeot."

Kerf, an end of cloth, after being " raised " in

the finishing ; the wool being left long on the-

snrface of the cloth.

Leyse, the process of interlacing the threads of

warp. In Sootland the word is applied to

cloth when thrown into proper laps.

Laps, the layers of cloth, when " cnttled "ready

for the market.

Listing, a ooarse quality of spun yarn or cotton,

used for protecting the outer edge of tha

cloth in weaving and finishing.

Lake, to play, when the mill is standing. N.

leika. A.-S. Idcan, to play. N. leikari,

player.

Mungo, ground rags. Derived from Yorkshire

" mun " for mast, and " go," the inventor

when testing its properties saying that, though

it might fail at first, in the end it " mun go."

Milling, the prooess by which the cloth is failed

or beaten up to the required width.

Moiting, a process by which the wool before

passing through the "willey" is cleansed

from " moits " or shivs—minute particles of

wood and other foreign substances.

Nap, to raise the wool of the oloth and twist it

into knots ; the smaller the knots and the

finer the nap. Witnejs and pibts are treated

with this process.

I Peak, or Peroh ; to "peak" cloth is to pall it

over rollers, examining it for damages and

imperfections. " It we'ant stand peak."

Red-Rud, red ochre, formerly used for marking

the divisions of the web into " strings."

Rig, is when oloth is folded or doubled np and

outtled, then the two extremities are called

respectively the " rig" and the " list."

Row, in an end of cloth, is a bar running the

breadth of it of a different shade—a different

coloured or different quality of weft.

Raddle, a wooden comb, to divide the warp for

drying purposes.

Rags, tailors' clippings, and old olothes seamed

and prepared for grinding into " mungo."

Raising, a process in oloth finishing, by which

the nap of the cloth is raised in the " gig " by

means of *' teazleB."

Scribbling, the first process after the wool has

passed through the willey, reducing the mate

rial to a filmy Btate.

Stubbing, the process by whioh the material ia

made into cops ready for the " spinner."

Spinning, the prooess by which the material is

drawn to the required length and wonnd on

to bobbins, ready for weaving.

Sizing, the preparing of the woollen warp, by

stiffening, for withstanding the weaving pro-

oess.

Skein, a measure for determining the length to

whioh the material is span.

Scouring, by means of ley or chemicals, of the

cloth after it has left the loom, to remove the

grease or other impurities.

Shivs, particles of busk or small refuse in the

wool of the sheep.

SMvvy-dan, the waste from under the machines,

formerly used as manure, now used by

extractors to obtain from it the oil or grease.

Snick-snarls, in a state of entanglement. N.

snara, to twist. A. S. snedre, a noose.

Swape, the handle of the " jinney " or "billey."

A loose wooden handle, having an iron ore

within, bo as to prevent soreness by friction.

Scray, a table of very low level, upon which

goods are piled in warehouses.
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Slay, or eley, a small instrument by which a

weaver passes the threads of the warp

through the reed. B. slcegan. G. schlagen,

to strike.

Stocks, ponderous wooden hammers used for

falling or milling the oloth.

Tenters, wooden frames erected for the purpose

of stretohiog and drying cloth during the

finishing process. The process is cow done

principally by tentering maohines within the

mills.

Thrums, the end of the woollen warp, cnt off

after the web is woven.

Teasing, the process by which the matted por

tions of the materials are torn open and sepa

rated into small tnfts.

Teazle, the ripe head of a thistle plant, nsed to

raise the points from the fibres of oloth.

Types and Treddles, parts of a loom, the deri

vations of the names being very obscure.

];'( .', the covering of the sheep, nsed on

account of its staple, to blend with shorter

material.

Willey, a coarse-toothed machine to open and

disentangle the looks of wool and other

materials.

Weaving, one of the prinoipal prooesses in the

manufacture of cloth, by whioh the warp and

weft are made into the piece.

Whartrun, a weight of six pounds, used in

weighing and calculating woollen material.

Many other names, says the correspondent

of the Leeds Mercury who supplies this list,

might be added of a local character, or as

applied to the woollen manufacture generally,

such as bobbins, mule, jenny, porty, blend,

wands, Ac, &c. ; but the above is a fair

representation of the numerous terms by

which the manufacture is carried on.

Crabe Reports.

[Fbom Odb Own Special Cobrespondents.]

The London Furniture Wood Market.

—Of East India Teak there has been no fresh

arrival, and the stock is therefore reduced by

the month's moderate consumption ; prices are

firmer for stock on the spot, and some advance

has been obtained in sales for forward

delivery. There is no advance in the prices of

Mahogany, and the somewhat heavy imports

duriDg the past month have produced dulness

at the late auctions. Honduras is asked for,

especially straight, sound logs of good sizes and

shipbuilding lengths, which are scarce. Tabasco

is quiet, the large arrivals causing buyers to

hold off at present. Minatitlan is unusually

light in stock, but prices rule low. Messrs.

Churchill report that there is a good demand

for all descriptions of St. Domingo ; logs of

large sizes, sound and figury, are especially

wanted ; the stock is very limited. Curls have

been in better demand, well-grown pieces from

A\ to 6 ft. long are very scarce. The auctions

of Cuba have been well attended, and the com-

Stition was good ; large-sized straight, sound

trs sold well, and fine veneer wood realised

high prices. Importers' stock is limited to the

parcels now landing. The arrivals during the

past month have been 072 logs Honduras,

4,384 logs Tabasco, 138 logs St. Domingo, and

612 logs Cuba. The sales reported have been

652 logs Honduras, 208 logs Tabasco, 458

curls and logs St. Domingo, and 703

logs Cuba. The landed stocks on 31st

ult. were 3,140 Honduras, 2,110 logs

Tabasco and Mexican, 536 curls and logs St.

Domingo, and 011 logs Cuba. Prices of Cedar

are easier; Surinam is not asked for, but

Honduras, Mexican, and Cuba sell readily at

current quotations. Old stock of Pencil-wood

is neglected, but a parcel of fresh logs, sound,

well squared, and of good quality, would com

mand an improved price. The arrivals have

been 40 planks Punta Arenas, and 45 logs

Pencil-wood; the pales have been 182 logs

Honduras, 13 logs Mexican, 138 logs Cuba, 154

planks Punta Arenas, and 210 logs Pencil-

wood; and the landed stock is 1,323 logs

Surinam, &c, and 880 logs Pencil-wood.

Italian Walnutwood is very quiet, and the

already heavy stock has been considerably in

creased by recent arrivals. The existing stock

of Burrs being chiefly of an ordinary character,

is neglected, the only demand being for well-

figured pieces of good shape and sound. The

recent arrivals of Black Sea, have not yet

been brought to auction. For American Black

there is more inquiry; arrivals are not so

heavy, sales are upon an improved scale, and

consequently firmer prices may be expected.

The arrivals have been 8,086 planks Italian,

131 Burrs, and 141 logs American black; the

sales 1,543 planks Italian, and 392 logs

American black ; and the landed stock is

19,531 planks Italian, 438 Burrs, 385 logs

Black Sea, and 1,173 logs American black.

There is a good demand for all descriptions of

Rosewood, tne stock being unusually light. The

arrivals consist of 66 planks vid Havre

and 100 pieces from Belize. Tulip and

Zebra woods are rarely inquired for. The

small parcels of Satinwood arriving are

readily disposed of at good prices. Fine

veneer wood is much wanted ; sound, sizeable

logs are also sought for. The arrivals have

been 30 logs Porto Rico.1 and 2,573 pieces

Bahama, and the sales 169 logs St. Domingo

and 12 logs Porto Rico. Fresh, sound logs of

good colour and well-marked Maple with

birds -eye figure are much wanted, as there is

no stock. Ceylon Ebony, of large sizes, good

colour, and sound, is scarce and wanted;

lower qualities are not in demand. The stock

of Bombay is large, and there is but little

inquiry. The heavy stock of Mauritius re

mains almost intact. There is but little Cocus-

wood on hand, and imports are needed. "Wood

of large diameter, sound, straight, and free

from knots would sell readily at a full price.

LignumvittB is scarce, and Citywood, sound,

round, with thin sap, and from 5 in. upwards

in diameter, would now realise a good price.

A well-selected parcel of Abasia or Persian

Boxwood would come to a good market, pro

vided the quantity was not too large. The

recent arrivals of Lancewood Spars are gra

dually going into consumption, hut the manu

facturers are well stocked, and only small

parcels of fresh spars of large diameter are really

wanted. The arrivals have been 1,627 pieces,

and the sales 1,943 pieces, and the landed

stock is 5,419 pieces.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Several large carpet buyers have visited the

district since the date of our last report,

and have placed some good orders ;

nearly every carpet manufacturer of any

note is now supplied with orders, and some

of them so far forward as next May. The

advance in the prices of worsted,- linen, jute,

and cotton yarns, has been fully maintained,

and spinners will scarcely take orders for

worsted even at 2d. per lb. higher prices

than those ruling two months since, there

being so much difficulty in obtaining wool.

The rug manufacturers have been again

obliged to raise their price-lists ; former low

rates did not leave them a working profit, and,

therefore, no one is surprised at the advance,

which may be expected to go yet higher.

Whether, as some portion of the daily press

thinks, the present better trade is only tempo

rary or not, the fact remains that the revival is

certainly genuine in the carpet trade ; for, as is

stated above, orders are now on band for a long

time to come, and manufacturers of every grade

are very busy, and, were it not for some unfor

tunate trade jealousies amongst them, prices

of Brussels and tapestry would ere this have

been raised ; but should the present demand

for carpet continue, and the materials of

which they are made remain firm—and there

is every reason to suppose that they will—

nothing can prevent an advanced price-list

being issued shortly. There is some proba

bility of a dispute with the weavers as to the

price paid for weaving tapestries.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—Looms

here continue well employed, and, with hardly

a single exception, manufacturers have enough

orders on hand to keep their weavers going

for the remainder of the year. While all this

is satisfactory, the sore point with producers

is still the lowness of prices, aad this is making

itself more keenly felt now that raw material

of every kind is showing a hardening tendency.

The foreign demand is gradually reviving, and)

the English market is also showing morehuoy-

ancy. The quantity of English carpets thus

far exported during the present year shows

some advance as compared with the same

period last year, but the value is, nevertheless,

about £45,000 less. This fact affords sorry

corroboration of the manufacturers' universal

complaint of no profits. Should the present

trade revival prove permanent—andindicationa

to that effect are not wanting, prices of carpet

fabrics must of necessity follow the general

tenour of the market, and advance corre

spondingly. The blanket branch is fairly

active on home account, but there is less-

shipping demand, and such has been the

feature of the foreign market now for some

time ; and the trade of the present year com

pares disndvantageously with that of the pre

vious twelve months. The general woollen,

trade of the district is in a healthy state, and

the operatives in almost every branch continue

well employed.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

Trade in Nottingham continues satisfactory,

and the curtain branch is especially charac

terised by activity. Several good orders have

been placed lately, and manufacturers are

very sanguine as to the coming season's trade.

Although the lace trade was more active last

month than usual at this season, this was solely

due to export orders, which continue to come

in to a fair extent, both from the Continent

and the United States but in the home branch

there is no new feature of importance to notice,

machinery, on the whole, being satisfactorily

employed. Prices of all goods are very firm,

and some of the plain-net makers hold out for

an advance owing to the better demand which

prevails. Quillings and ruchings, as well as all

the ordinary classes of tattings, edgings, and

crochet goods, are still selling freely, and the

finer qualities of cotton laces continue to meet

with a good inquiry. No improvement has

occurred in the silk branches. There is a good

demand for lace yarns, prices of which have

been slightly advanced.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The recent

improvement noticed in the hardware trades

has been well maintained, most manufacturers

being fairly supplied with orders. Stoves and

heating apparatus are in brisk request, many

of the manufacturers being very busy. In

creased activity characterises the chandelier

trade, but the improvement is scarcely so good

as in some of the other winter trades. The

cabinet department of the brassfoundry trade

has benefited but very slightly from the re

vival in trade—attributable to the general

slackness of the building trade. The consent

of the masters to pay the required increase of

the operative nailers is expected to cause the

immediate return to work of between 20,000

and 30,000 workpeople, all of whom have

been on strike for the past few weeks. From

the beginning of the strike the leading em

ployers were in favour of the advance, but the

demand not being sufficient to keep all the

operatives at work, they were afraid that some

of the dealers would not agree to combine, the

last list not having been in all coses conformed

to, the result being not only detrimental to

the men, but also to those employers who

paid according to the agreed price-list.

French Imports and Exports.—French

imports for the ten months ending Oct. 31

amounted to 3,384,338,000 f., and exports

to 2,563,011,000 f., as compared with

3,449,020,000 f. and 2,608,313,000 f. in 1878.

In imports the main increase is in food—viz.,

1,488,475,000 f. against 1,157,335,0001 ; pro

duce and raw materials also increasing from

1,756,587,000 f. to 1,804,124,000 f. ; while

manufactured goods fell from 367,498,000 f.

to 360,095,000 f., and sundries increased from

167,600,000f.to 181,644,000f. Inexports manu

factured goods declined from 1,445,624,000 f.

to 1,436,904,000 f., produce, food, and raw

material from l,011,639,000f. to 983,518,000 f.,

andsundries from 181,160,000f. to 143,589,000f.

This return indicates an improvement in manu

facturing activity, but not in the foreign

demand.
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York Wool Market.—At the ndvanced

rates of the last market all the new and old

■wool on offer was cleared out. There was a

fair attendance of buyers, and most on offer

was sold, the rates of the last market in all

instances being fully maintained. In fact,

generally there was a healthier tone in the

market, and in this evidence was given of the

improvement of the woollen trade in the West

Riding.

Wool Imports.—The imports of wool into

London last week comprised 3,000 hales from

Melbourne, 1,336 Adelaide, Oil Sydney, 1,336

Adelaide, 1,098 Natal, 801 Algoa Bay, and

1,068 from various Continental ports.

Jonton Jfnrnilnn (S&porfs.

For the Week ending Saturday, the 15<A inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson A Co. 410 lb.

leather, £92 furniture, £260 furniture

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. £137 rugs, 3,276

yds carpets

Fowler, D. A J. 266 yds floorcloth

Goods Bros. £20 matting

Ooode, Toms A Co. 176 yds blankets, 388 yds

carpeting, 252 yds leather cloth, 200 yds

floorcloth

Murray, D. & W. 477 yds' oarpets,'£10 cocoa-

matting

Spioer, G. £18 ohica

Terry, J. A Co. £24 lampware

Wills, 6. H. A Co. £209 rugs, 370 yds carpets

Woodman, J. £170 pianos

Alcoa Bay—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £27

piano.
Brook Bros. £250 furniture

Budden. Ficber A Co £45 piano

Carrie, D. A Co. £40 masioal instruments

Payne, G. H. £450 furniture

Byall A Kins, 3,000 yds blankets

Savage A Hill, £42 furniture

Sohntte, W. £91 safes, £388 furniture

Sinclair, Hamilton A Co. £17 paperhangings,

£222 furniture

A lmehi a—Trvin, A. H. 143 yds carpets £20 rogs

Antigua—Gray, G. W. A W. £128 pianos

Antwerp—Nicholson, J. £250 varnish

Auckland—Hoporaft A Co, 156 yds blanketing,

228 yds carpeting

Bombay—Aldridge, F. A Co. 975 yds orpts, £25

rugs, 672 yds leathercloth, 432 yds oilcloth,

260 yds blankets, 141 lb leather

Dadabbai A Co. £214 carpets

Escombe Bros. 2 o leather, £14 safe

Johnston, R. A Co. 400 g varnish, 5 o]leather

Lanynn A Co. £22 lamps, £24 curtains

Lyon J. A Co. £31 lamps

Sleeman, H. B. A Co. 4 o leather

Bordeaux—Dawson Bros. £73 varnish

Nixon A King, 48 yds carpets

Boston—Adamson A Ronaldsnn, 21 t 4 c leathr

Best, Byley A Co. 582 o leather

Harris, K. 142 o leather

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 45 0 leather

Bitot A Troude, 796 yds orpts, 255 o' leather,

153 c leather, 32 o leather, 74 o leather

Chinnery A Johnson, 15 o leather

Hartley, J. A Co. £100 piano

Messngeries Parisiennee, 3,038 yds oarpets,

1,017 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. £66 hanging paper, 2}

o leather, 82 o leather

Bahn, G. A Co. £22 paperhangings, £35

piano, £265 carpets

Simonaen, J. 170 yds floorcloth

Wood, Qnintana, A Co. 61 yds carpeting

Bremen—Eiohholz Bros. A Co. 225 yds felt car

peting, £16 floorcloth, £16 mats

Jones, H. A Son, £73 bed feathers

Pbillipps A Graves, 33 yds woollen carpets,

132 o leather

Brisbane—Hopcraft A Co. 2,613 yds blcktng

Irving, T. A Co. £28 safes

Price, A. £225 blankets

Triuder, Anderson A Co. 469 yds oarpets, 510

sq yds oilcloth

Brussels—Bevington A Sons, 207 lb leather

Darling Bros. 7 o leather

Kirkwood, B., 400 sq yds floorcloth

Buenos Ayrf.s—Holland, A. A Co. 87 yds oil

cloth

Nanson, Has A Co. £77 rngs, £128 yds crpts

Negretti A Zambra, £290 leather, 9 o

leather, 80 yds woollen oarpet

Bcrntton, G. C. A Co. £50 mscaA instmts

Cadiz—Ball, W. G. £398 furniture

Hall, J. jnn. A Co. £48 furniture

Calcutta—Baker, F. W. A Co. £258 hbdahry,

867 yds carpet

Braine, S. W. £21 furniture

Broadwood, J. A Sons, £65 piano

Holloway A Co. £145 clocks

Jonas, J. £42 furniture

King, H. 8. A Co. £500 furniture

Lyon, J. A Co. £79 piano

Ortelli, J. A Co. £400 fnrnitnre

Canaries—Brnce, G. C. 62 yds woollen blankets,

607 yds blankets

Cape or Good Hope—Blagden A Prince, 312

yds floorcloth

Freeland, J. A A. B. £12 maol inst, £39 brshw

Perrott, Barnes A Co. £173 hanginspaper

Colombo—Hodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £15 fntnre

McDiarrnid, Greenabields A Co. £59 furniture ,

Price, C. & Co. 45 5 da woollen oarpets

Constantinople—Roussin, L. 2,136 yds woollen

carpeting

Copenhagen — Linoleum Manufacturing Co.

216 tq yds linoleum

Morgan, E. A Co. £590 fnrnitnre

East London-—Birdseye, H. A Co. 430 ydB

oocoa-matting

Borrodaile A Bell, .IS c leather

Galatz—Rosenberg, Lowe A Co. 9 o leather

Ruseell, G. A Co. 120 yds oarpets

Gibraltar—Crusoe, G. 62 sq yds oilcloth

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £115 furniture, £50 frntre

Sewell A Crowther, 66 yds woollen carpet

Gothenberg—Harris, R. 28 o leather

Phillipps A Graves, 134 yds woollen oarpets

Hambro—Anglo- American Leather Cloth Co.

800 sq yds cotton oiloloth

Darling Bros. 63 o leather, 64 0 leather

Goldschmidt Bros. 4£ o leather

Heyden, E. van der, A Co. 43 o leather

Kitohin, J. A Co. 59J o leather

Leather Cloth Co 24,630 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 1,057 sq yds

linoleum

Mayer, L. A Co. £24 furniture

Nixon A King, 1 e leather

Other Entries 25 o leather

Rosenberg, Lowe, A Co. 18 o leather

Salmon, C. J. 8 c leather

Stahleohmidt, F. A Co. 20 yds carpeting

Strudwiok, H. 5 o leather

Hiooo—Harris, Goodwin A Co. £33 furniture

Hill, H. £140 furniture, 205 yds oarpets

Malcolm, Brunker A Co. £151 gas-fittings

Hobart Town—Hoporaft A Broadwater, £45

carpet

McCaul, C. J. A Co. 123 yds carpets

Hong Kong—Freeland, J. AJA. B. £18 brush-

ware

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £195gware

Robertson A Co. 170 furniture

Townsend & Spearing, £20 harmonium

Huelva—Anderson A Co. £24 varnish

Ibrail—Carnegie, A. £363 iron safe

Daw, J. A Co. £25 oarpeting

Russell, G. A Co. 4,416 yds oarpets, £10 rugs

Westoott A Lauranoe, 840 yds carpets

Jamaica—Carvalho Bros. A Co. 200 lb leather

Dobree, S. A Son, 1 o leather

Thomson, Hankey A Co. £222 wood raanufs

Jersey and Guernsey—Uheeswright A Co.

£189 furniture

Launceston—Sadler, L. C. A Co. 620 yds oar-

pets, £31 rugs, 490 yds oiloloth

Til brook, Upton A Co. £55 piano

Lisbon—Bishop A Co. If o leather

Broadwood, J. A Sons, £45 piano

Darling, W. A Co. 6? o leather

Irving, T. A Co. £50 furniture

Morin A Selig, 241b leather

Newoomb A Son, £47 piano

Williams A Geils,£21 ohinaware

Wimble, J. M. £4 carpeting

Madeira—Budden, Fisher A Co. 16 yds carpet

Murdochs A Nephews, 419 yds oarpets

Madras—Allen, J. A Sons, £93 lamps

Colley A Co. £10 musical inBtrumects

Frith, Sands A Co. £7 musical instruments,

£41 iron safes

King, H. S. A Co. £48 furniture

8hort, Short A Co. £10 varnish

Wood, S. T. A A. 1 o leather

Malaga—Hall, J. jun. A Co. £60 furniture

Malta—Clarke, J. £1 varnish

Mauritius—Baker, S. A Co. 3£ o leather, 96 yds

oiloloth

Currie, D. A Co. £39 fnrnitnre

Freeland, J. A A. B. £7 glassware, £80

varnish

Jacobi, J. A Co. £39 looking-glasses

Sharpe, A. £37 furniture, £i

Monte Video—Max Nanson A Co. £30 rug*

Mossel Bay—Blagden A Prince, 150 yds carpet

New York—Meadows, T. A Co. 1,690 yds

linolenm

Morin A Selig, 1,0581b leather

Winga'e, W. A Johnson, 410 yds oarpets.

Odessa—Piokford A Co. £35 brusbware

Ostend—Bilot, F. A Troude, 11 c leather

Wiener, M. 16 o leather

Otago — Bruoe, Morrison A Co. 6} o leather

Carter, P. 650 yds carpeting

Hopcraft A Co. £223 wool rugs, £830 furntre

Irving, T. A Co. £110 iron safes

Lewis, J. A Co. 1,771 yds oarpets, £22 cocoa-

nut matting

Sargood, Son A Co. 3,616 yds blankets, £24

rags

Shaw, Savill A Co. £36 piano, £11S paper-

hangings

Sparrow, W. A. £14 lamps

Voss, J. A Co. £20 looking glasses, £20

musical instruments

Paris—Newoomb A Son, £61 carpet

Penang—Buttery, J. A Co. 88 yds floorcloth

Pibceus—Aoatos, P. 360 yds leather cloth

Pout Elizabeth—Stiley, Radford A Co. 860 yds

blanketing

Port Natal—Adler, Esoombe A Co. £30 brshes,

£83 forniiure

Bruoe, Morison A Co. £15 filters

Bultard, King A Co. 5,000 yds wolln blnkting,

4,200 yds cotton, 3,900 yds woolln binkting

Carrie, D. A Co. £354 furniture, 1,000 yds

woollen blanketing, £38 mnsicl instruments

Dawson Bros. £385 rugs, 12,019 yds blanket

ing, £24 furniture, £13 matting

Dnrant, A. A Co. £43 furniture

Fass, A. 16.500 yds cotton blanketing

Henwood, P. £16 wallpaper

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £148 furniture

Ronnie, J. T. Son A Co £17 wood inannfotres

Porto Alegre—Grey, H. jun. £25 wood manu

factures

Fort Phillip—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £170

furniture

Ballard, King A Co. 200 yds oiloloth

Clarksnn, D. 1,575 yds blankets, £18 cocoa-

matting, 100 sq yds oilcloth

Harvey A Greenaore, £862 blankets, £54 fur

niture, £46 horsehair, £24 matting, £19

lamps

Hopcraft A Co. 6,875 yds blankets, 2,983 yds

floorcloth, 563 sq yds floorcloth, 4,118 yds

carpets

MoArthur, W. A A. £43 rugs, 5,195 yds

blankets

Morley, J. A R. 405 yds woollen blanketing

Parker, G. G. £43 fnrnitnre, 900 yds linen

damask

Paterson, Laing A Co. 17,329 yds blankets

Price, C. A Co. £6 woollen rugs, 1,453 yds

carpets, £6 woollen rugs

Rosenthal, Aronsen A Co. £20 masioal instru

ments

Sargood, Butler A Co. £24 furniture

Sargood, Son A Co. 45 lb 1

Scott, A. £70 piano

Wesley, Cooper A Co. £60 gla

Reval—Jonas, 8imonsen A Co. £1,056 oarpets

Sohloesser, Bros. 632 o leather

Rio Grande—Adams, J. A Co. £44 rugs

Rio Janeiro—Lovell, C. S. 5,940 yds woollen

baize

Rotterdam—Darling A Co. 158 o leather

Hempleman, A. W. £15 brushes

Turnley, J. W. £34 glue

Rouen—Burnett, J. A Sons, 96 o varnish

Salonica—Carnegie, A. £28 oarpet

SantanDer—Wimble, J. M. £70 carpet

Seville—Mitchell, W. H. £88 carpet, £33 mats,

£30 furniture

Nollen, Henry A Co. 107 sq yds floorcloth

Singapore—Cama, D. P. A Co. £16 docks

Ford, H. £82 looking-glasses

Other Entries, £42 rogs

Robertson A Co. £249 furniture

St. Kitts—Boddington A Co. £296 wood mnfs

Clark, G. £223 wood manufactures

Gray, C. W. A W. £99 wood manufactures

Stockholm—Bott, W. E. A Co. £20 brushes

Darling Bros. 15 o leather

Eouius, E. A Co. 70 sq yds linen damask

Harris, R. 15 o leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 490 sq yds floorcloth

Phillipps A Graves, 5 c leather, £20 brushes

St. Petersburg—Bavin, G. £17 furniture

Sydney—Alexander, O. H. £154 billiard tables

Ashford A Brooks, 4,190 yds woo11 on bltmktg

Divia A Son, J. £25 fnrnitnre

Davies, Tomer A Co. £185 ftre, £100 mscl inst

Hawley, H. A A. 8<
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SYDNEY (continued)—

Hoffnung, A. A Co. £19 brashes

Hogg, Selby & Co. £170 farnitnre

Hoporaft <fc Broadwater, 1,493 yds blankets,

4,282 yds floorcloth, £286 carpet, £121

farnitnre, £26 glae, 1,974 yds] woollen

blanketing, £58 carpet, 6,373 yds woollen

blanketing

Jones, D. & Co. 240 yds linen damask

Moore, R. & Co. 845 yds woollen blanketing

Hurray, D. & W. 71 yds blanketing

Newoomb St, Son, £140 pianos

Nicholson, W. & Co. £45 piano

Watt, J. B. & Co. £12 furniture

Young & Lark, 3,985 yds woollen blanketing

Toronto—Meadows, T. & Co. £195 carpet, 270

yds linoleum

Trinidad—Boss & A«h, £39 silvered glass

Tennant, 0. Sons & Co. £20 farnitnre

Valparaiso—Mosses & Mitchell, £67 farnitnre,

£455 carpet

Wellington—Lewis, J. & Co. £48 carpets

Yokohama—Abrens, H. 4 Co. 9,734 yds blnktg

Anderson, Bros. £60 rugs, £210 oarpet

Baird, D. £12 brashes

Dickejon & Stewart, £19 farnitnre

Btwtern Asrenoy, 780 yds woollen blanketing

Maloolm, Brnnker k Co. 285 g varnish

Norria & Joyner, £22 brashes, £200 docks,

£29 varnish, £48 furniture

Smith, T. £16 rags

Whittemore, E. A. 1,283 ydsblktg, £253 crpt.

Ccnbers anir Contorts.

We shall esfrem it a favour if our readers mill Icindly
notify to us, for insertion in thi$ column, any contracts
Schick may bs Ofen for competition ; and also advise us
as to any furnishing orders, Sfc,t which may hats been

executed by different firms.

The Corporation of the City of London

nave entrusted the contract for the upholstery

■work to be done at the Mansion House for

the new Lord Mayor, to Messrs. Brew &

Claris, of 20, Finabury-place.

The following tenders have been received

for supplying gas-fittings at the " Railway

Tavern, Mare-street, Hackney, for Mr. B.

Hyams. Mr. Edward Brown, architect :—

Mr. Stedman, £430 ; Messrs. Vtiughan &

Brown, £425; and Mr. W. Winne (accepted),

£405. 10s.

The Hotel Continental, erected on a site at

the corner of Charles-street, Regent-street,

formerly occupied by Meurice's Hotel, has been

built at a cost of between £60,000 and

£70,000. The decorations, which have been

superintended by Signor Maroloda and Signor

Codina, are chiefly in the Japanese style.

The decoration and furnishing of the new

Connaught Theatre, Holborn, have been car

ried out by Mr. J. Lyons, of High Holborn.

The whole of the gaafittings have been supplied

by Messrs. Defries & Co., of Houndsditcn.

fepl Intelligence.

"Wrongful Detention of a Hired Piano.

—At the Leeds County Court last week, before

Serjeant Tindal Atkinson, the Judge, Mr.

Charles Voase, pianoforte-dealer, Woodhouse-

lane, Leeds, sued Joseph Waring, dyer, 2,

Water-court, Water-lane, for the return of a

pianoforte worth £18. 18s., which he had lent

on hire to Darius Wainwright, moulder, the

defendant's stepson. The claim also included

£2. 2s., for illegal detention of the instrument.

Mr. Dunn, solicitor, appeared for the plaintiff;

Mr. P. Middleton, barrister, for the defendant.

On April 4 last Mr. Voase let the piano to

the defendant's step-on , at the rate of monthly

-payments of 21s.,with the option that he might

purchase the piano at any time for £18. 18s.,

^vhen the money which had been paid in in

stalments would be placed to the credit of the

purchaser. In September the plaintiff sent a

young man named Brook to Wainwright's

house in Plevna-place, Himslet, but finding it

shut up, he made inquiries, and ascertained

that he had gone to reside with his father-in-

law, the present defendant. Subsequently

Brook went to the defendant's, and seeing the

piano, demanded it, whereupon the defendant

said Wainwright owed him £7, and he should

not part with the piano until he was paid, .and

he added that he had lent the money in the

belief that the piano was Wainwright's own

property, and that by detaining it he had

sufficient security. For the defence, Mr. Percy

Middleton called the defendant, who said

Wainwright had owed him £2. 10s. for

board and lodgings, and 10s. for money lent,

which was all the claim he had against Wain

wright, and he denied that he had ever told

Brook, the plaintiff's messenger, that Wain

wright owed him £7. The iron trade being

bad, Wainwright now earned money by acting

as a pianist at public-houses. Wainwright

lodged with him on condition that when he

fot into work he was to pay defendant. Mr.

[iddleton having argued that the defendant

had a constructive right of distraint upon his

lodger's goods, and having further contended

that a landlord had a lien upon a lodger's hired

goods to the amount to which the lodger was

in debt, notwithstanding any claim by the real

owner of the goods, his Honour decided

against the learned counsel, because there was

not established any relation of landlord and

tenant in this case. He ordered a verdict for

the plaintiff for £18. 18s. and costs, but dis

allowed the claim of £2. 2s. for illegal deten

tion. It was stated by Mr. Dunn that the

plaintiff would be satisfied if the piano were

immediately returned.

The Debts of Bankrupts.—The Judge

of the Birmingham Bankruptcy Court (Mr.

Motteram, Q.C.) gave judgment on the 13th

inst. in the case of " Barnett v. Edwards,"

wherein the defendant resisted payment of a

debt contracted between the filing of his peti

tion and the appointment of a trustee, on the

ground that it was barred by his subsequent

order of discharge. The Judge remarked that

the 269th general rule, 1870, provided that in

cases of liquidation by arrangement "creditors"

may prove their debts and appoint proxies as in

bankruptcy ; also that all debts, which would

have been provable in bankruptcy had the

debtor been adjudicated bankrupt at the date

of the institution of the proceedings in liquida

tion, shall be provable under any such pro

ceedings. The question then arose, what was

to be considered the date of the institution of

the proceedings in liquidation. He thought

the provision in the Act, " That the liquidation

by arrangement shall commence from the date

of the trustee's appointment," meant only that

the active prosecution of it should henceforth

ensue, and did not in any way affect the 252nd

general rule. He had come to the conclusion

that the proceedings in liquidation were insti

tuted at the date of the filing of the petition,

and, thU portion of the debt having been

contracted after that date, before the appoint

ment of the trustee, he held that it was not

provable under the petition.

Action for Wrongful Dismissal.—In

the Lord Mayor's Court on the 14th inst.,

before the Assistant-Judge (Mr. Woodthorpe

Brandon) and a common jury, the case of

Bakewell v. Metz was tried. Mr. Cock (who

appeared for the plaintiff, instructed by Mr. R.

Chapman, London-wall) stated that this was

an action for £100 for wrongful dismissal.

Plaintiff was a gentleman who had a long and

large experience in the sale of nails. In the

early part of this year defendant, Mr. Paul

Metz, who was a dealer in such goods in the

City, advertised for a traveller, and plaintiff

was engaged at a salary of £2 per week and

commission. Shortly afterwards the terms

were altered so that plaintiff should receive

one-half the profits on his orders. He took a

number of orders, which defendant professed

to decline to execute ; but the latter went to

several of the firms and offered the same

goods at a lower price. Other orders were

subsequently refused, and the engagement

came to an abrupt end. The plaintiff gave

evidence in support of the learned counsel's

opening statement. He added that he got

one firstclass firm, Messrs. Corbiere & Co.,

of Cannon-street, to transfer their account to

defendant, and yet the order was refused,

though defendant executed it himself at a

different price, and thus saved the stipulated

one-half share of profit. Had he remained in

defendant's employment he would have been

earning £4 per week. In answer to Mr. Glyn,

who represented the defendant (instructed by

Mr. Lumley), witness said this was not the

first action he had brought against his em

ployers. He was at one time in the service

of Messrs. Gwynne & Co., and was by mis

take accused of embezzlement, but the charge

was dismissed, and he received £175 da

mages. They were the best masters he ever

had. He was also in the service of

Messrs. Stansfield, of Manchester, but he

was not charged with retaining their money.

Mr. G. R. Chapman, manager to Messrs.

Corbiere & Co., stated that within half-an-hou

after plaintiff got the order from his firm a

clerk called and said defendant did not like to

have anything to do with Mr. Bakewell, as he

owed him money. A new order was then

written out in Mr. Metz's own name. The

same clerk called again and said he had been

excited, and perhaps had said too much about

plaintiff. This was the first order defendant

had obtained from Messrs. Corbiere & Co.

Mr. Glyn said the case for the defence was

that defendant never employed plaintiff on the

second occasion except to work off some 10s.

which had been paid in advance. He called

Mr. Metz, who said he carried on business in

Upper Thames-street and Hamsell-etreet. He

had a speciality in nails, but he found that

plaintiff was not successful as a traveller, and

hence the engagement was broken off. He

called afterwards and uttered threats, and was

consequently forbidden to come into the ware

house again. The reason he sent a clerk to

Messrs. Corbiere & Co.'s was because he was

afraid they might misunderstand the circum

stances. There was an express stipulation

that plaintiff could be dismissed at a moment's

notice. Mr. F. May and Mr. C. W. Wright,

servants of defendant, were called in corrobo

ration. Mr. G. F. Luttick deposed that on

June 30 he paid plaintiff 10s. commission,

which he believed was for an order obtained

while he was travelling for defendant. The

learned Judge, in summing up, expressed his

regret that aspersions had been thrown on

plaintiff when the charges had not been

proved in anyway. After a brief consultation

the jury returned a verdict for the defendant.

Embezzlement by a Cashier.—At the

Bradford Borough Court on Saturday Samuel

Thomas Kittlewell Sharp, 32, cashier, was

charged, on remand, with having embezzled

the sum of £1,000 and upwards, the property

of his employers, Messrs. Garnett & Co.,

worsted spinners and manufacturers, Barker-

end-road, Bradford, and also with having

falsified certain documents and accounts. The

prisoner had been in the employment of the

prosecutors for six or seven years. In conse

quence, as was stated, of suspicion being

aroused, inquiries were made on the 11th ult.,

with the result of discovering that the prisoner

during the time that he had been cashier had

abstracted sums of money amounting to more

than £1,000. In order to conceal these defal

cations false entries had been mode in the

books for two or three years past. When

these were detected, the prisoner at once ad

mitted his guilt and offered to make some sort

of restitution by giving up something he

possessed. The offence was, however, regarded

as of too serious a character to allow of any

sort of compromise, and the prosecutors felt

bound to bring the cose before the Court,

although they had no wish to press the charge

vindictively against the prisoner. Evidence of

defalcations amounting to more than £1,000

was then given. The prisoner pleaded guilty

to the charge, and, in order to the Court

dealing summarily with him, a statement was

made in extenuation of the prisoner's conduct.

The prisoner was sentenced to six months'

imprisonment, with hard labour.

The Rhea Fibre Competition. — Two

English, two American, two French, one Javan,

and three Indian competitors have entered the

lists with rhea fibre machines for the Indian

Government prize of £5,000.
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PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Almond Bros., ironmongers, 129, Stretford.

road, Manchester.

Bailey, Fry A Wyer, auctioneers, 27, Chiswell-

atreet, City.

Baratow A Barrett, brass-founders and finishers,

Glaremont, Halifax.

Cnnnah A Watson, auctioneers, Chester.

Holme A Longhorat, joinera, Ac, Altrinoham,

Cheater.

Parker, W. A Sona, oarvers, gild era, and picture.

frame manufacturers, Preston, Lancashire.

Parobaae A Dray, auctioneers, Heathfield,

Suaaex.

Rodman, Mathiaa, and Clifton, tannera, Horaeley

Woodbonse, Derbyshire.

Smith, Robert, A Alfred Fuller, timber-mer-

chants, Tunbridge-wharf, King'a-road, Cam.

den.toirn.

Liquidations by Arrangement ob

Composition.

Aldridge, Biobard William, flooroloth mannfao-

tnrer. Great Dover-atreet, Newiogton. Nov. 6.

At 18, Great Dover-street, Nor. 21, at 3.

0. G. Woodroffe, solicitor.

Anderson, James, mattress-maker, Middles.

broagh. Nov. 3. At Jackson A Jackson's,

solicitors, Middlesbrough, Nov. 24, at 11.

Archer, Samuel Henry, cabinet-maker, Wood.

man's-terraoe, Weatow-hill, Upper Norwood.

Nov. 1. At Guildhall Tavern, Greaham-atreet,

Nov. 24, at 1. G. W. J. King, solicitor, 26,

Martin's-lane, Cannon-street.

Cirlile, John Braithwaite, dealer in pictnrea and

works of art, Faloooer's-square, late Marine.

parade, Soarborongh. Oct. 31. G. O. Crow-

ther, solicitor, Soarborongh.

Cadd, William, fnrnitnre-dealer, Clarendon.

road, Notting-hill. Oot. 30. H. J. Liggiu,

solioitor, 173, Marylebone-road.

Calliford, Edward John, cabinet-maker, 4c,

High-street, Bridgwater. Nov. 1. S. Chap

man, solioitor, Bridgwater.

Dawson, Joseph, furniture-dealer, Church-street,

Dewsbury. Nov. 1. Walker A Son, solicitors,

D.-iwabury.

Dickinson, Harris Drowrv, ironroonger.Lowther-

street, Whitehaven. Njv. 5. J. Mason, soli.

citor, Whitehaven.

Elz is, Abraham, fnrnitnre-dealer. College-street,

Beverley -road, Hull. Oct 31. Spurr A Mayne,

solicitors, Hall.

Uastwell, John, auctioneer and cabinet maker,

Burnley. Nov. 6. New Red Lion Hotel,

Burnley, Nov. 25, at 3. J. Hodgson, aolicitor,

Burnley.

Line, George, bed and bedding-raannlaotnrer,

Digbeth, and Bavenhnrat.atreet, both Bir-

mingham. Nov. 4. J. A. W. Brown, soli-

citors, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

MoDermid, Richard Wright, trading as R. W.

McDermid A Co., window.blind manufacturer,

Sidney-street and Francis-street, both Chorl-

ton-on.Medlock. Nov. 3. C. Walmaley, soli

citor, 2, Cooper-street, Manchester.

Middleton, Robert William, cabinet-maker, Ac,

Peterborough. Nov. 6. Deacon A Wilkins,

solicitors, Peterborough.

Nicholson, John Thomas, joiner, West Hartle

pool. Nov. 5. E. J. Thomas, solioitor, WeBt

Hartlepool.

Follitt, Robert, deoorative artist, High Bank,

villas, Urmston. Nov. 4. F. J. Marlow,

solioitor, Cross-street, Manchester.

Rhodes, John Wilkinson, cabinet-maker, Ha.

worth, near Keighley. Nov. 3. Morgan A

Morgan, solicitors, Shipley.

Richards, John Boswell, cabinet manufacturer,

Curtain-road, Shoreditoh. Oot. 28. Boyce A

Ridley, solicitors, 28, Brook.atreet, W.

Taylor, John, sawyer and dealer in wood, Great

Driffield. Nov. 6. Foster, Tonge A Son,

aolicitora, Great Driffield.

Vanse, William, trading aa William Vanse A Co.,

flook and mango manufacturer, Dorrington-

road Mills, and Grove-terrace, both Leeda.

Nov. 3. Middleton A Son, Bolicitora, Vic-

toria-square, Leeds.

Wilson, Charles Albert, pianoforte - dealer,

Albion. street, Leeds. Nov. 8. At Law In

stitution, Albion-place, Leeds, Nov. 25, at 12.

C. Waddington, aolioitor, York.

Adjudications op Bankruptcy

Andrews, Joseph, and Wilkinson Andrews,

trading as Joseph Andrewa A Son, cabinet

makers, Clayton, near Bradford. Nov. 4.

Garget, Robert Taylor, oabinet.maker, Darling

ton, and Low Coniscliffe, Durham. Nov. 6.

At C.C. Stookton, Nov. 24, at 1L Crosby,

Registrar.

Hunt, Thomaa, chair-turner, Ac, Turville, Bucka.

Nov. 6. At C.C. Ayleabnry.l Nov. 26, at 11.

Watson, Registrar.

Tbustees Appointed.

Anidjah, Lewis (Llq.), cabinet mannfaoturer,

Scrntton-atreet, late Chapel.street, Curtain-

road. Trustee, C. Woodley, 1, Guildhall-

cbambers, Baainghall-street, accountant.

Arthur, Robert John (Liq.), ironmonger, Burry

Port, Pembrey, Carmarthenshire. Trustee,

E. T. Collins, accountant, Bristol.

BroadbeDt, James, B. (Liq.), leather merchant,

Great Duoie.street, Manchester. Trustee, E.

Lawton, accountant, 14, Brown-street, Man

chester.

Brooks, Henry, jun. (Bkt.), moulding manufac

turer, Piccadilly. Trustee, J. Waddell, 11,

Queen Viotoria-atreet, aocoantsnt.

Dale, John (Liq.), ourrier, Worthing. Trustee,

G. L. Fenner, aoconDtant, Brighton.

Davis, Isaac (Liq.), furniture-dealer, Oxford-

street, and Dyott • street, Oxford - atreet,

Bloomabory. Trustee, T. H. Cooper,

accountant, Featherstone-buildings, Holborn.

Dorey, Thomas (Liq.), upholsterer, South-road,

Waterloo, Lancashire. Trustee, E. C. Fore

man, accountant, 32, Gresham-atreet, London,

Ede, Richard (L;q.), upholsterer, Worthing.

Trustee, G. L. Fennor, 12, Bond-street.

Brighton.

Every, William (Liq.), warehouseman, Old

Change, and Colville.square, Bayswater.

Trustee, J. F. Lovering, accountant, 77,

Greaham-atreet.

Field, Benjamin (Liq.), manufacturer of funeral

trimminga, De Beanvoir-road, Eingsland.

Trustee, J. F. Lovering, 77, Greaham-streot,

accountant.

Foster, Thomas (Liq.), carver, North Shielda.

Truatee, H. Chapman, South Shielda, ac

countant.

Grunwell, John M. (Liq.), organ manufacturer,

Derby. Truatee, T. H. Harrison, Derby,

accountant.

Healing, Edward (Liq.), ironmonger, Nuneaton.

Truatee, H. Suffolk, accountant, Coventry.

Holland, Joel A. (Liq.), timber merchant, Lei

cester. Truatee, j. H. Baker, Leicester,

accountant.

Hyatt, George (Liq.), trimming manufacturer,

The Grove, Hackney. Truatee, J.J. Garrard,

accountant, 85, Gracechurch.street.

Kent, William (Liq.), silk merchant, Middleton,

Lancashire. Trustee, A. H. Lamb, Princess-

street, Manchester, aooountant.

Kidd, Arthur, trading as A. Wood & Co. (Liq.),

floor-cloth manufacturer, Kieg-Btreet West,

Manchester, and Heaton Norria, upholsterer,

and trading aa the FairSeld Floor Cloth Co.

at Gorton, near Manchester. Truatee, T. W.

Gillibrand, George-street, Mancheater, ac

countant.

Lewis, Charles A. (Liq.), upholsterer, North,

ampton. Trustee, W. C. Harvey, accountant,

1, Gresham.buildings, London.

Lnpton, Peter J. (Liq.), trimming mannfaoturer,

Aldersgate -street and Charterhouse-square,

late Ealing. Trustees, E. Smith, 105, Cheap-

aide, [accountant, and E. C. Cnatterly,

accountant, 5, Queen-street, Cheapside.

Masaheda, Luke (Liq.), joiner, Scarborough.

Trustee, W. Keld, timber-merchant, Brook-

street, Scarborough.

Moore, Job (Bkt.), timber.merchant, trading as

J. Moore A Co , Derby. Trnsteea, J. Keys,

Derby, hop-merchant, and T. H. Harriaou

accountant, Derby.

Norton, Charlea (Bkt.), blind-maker, Ball-

street, Kensington. Trustee, W. Hazlitt,

Bankruptoy Court, Lincoln'a-inn-fields, regis

trar.

Perka, William G. (Liq.), timber.merohant,

Princess-street, Manchester, and Urmston.

Trustee, J. F. K. Johnstone, Peter-street, and

H. G. Nioholson, King-street, both Man

chester, accountants.

Riddel, Robert (Liq.), ironmonger, Shudehill,

Manchester. Trustee, W. L. Harrison,

Temple-atreet, Birmingham, and E. B. Hord

ing, Cooper.Btrect, Manchester, acconntatt.

Ridyard, James (Liq.), joiner, Hyde, Cheshire.

Trustee, W. Jones, New Bailey-street, Salford,

and E. B. Harding, accountant, Cooper-street,

Manchester.

Summers, William H. (Liq ), upholsterer,

Shanklin. Trustee, W. C. Harvey, 1,

Greaham-bnildings, Bjsinghall - street, ac

countant.

Torkington, Alfred, (Liq.), ironmonger, South.

port. Trustee, J. Morris, Sonthport, aeoouol.

ant, and H. Holland, Liverpool, accountant.

Wilson, Barkly O, trading as B. C. Wilson A Co.

(L;q.), lace manufacturer, Fceter.lane, Chir.

terhouse-pqoare, and Rothbary-villaa, Fins.

bury.park. Trustees, W. 0. Tibbetta, 14,

Moorgate- street, accountant, and F. Ballen,

Wool Exchange, Coleman. street, accountant.

Barrow, John (Liq.), cabinet-maker, Stoke

Newington.road. Trustee, H. A Duboii,

accountant, 115, Chancery-lane.

Biahop, Charlea A., A Charles K. K. Bishop,

trading aa Biahop A Son (Liq.), organ.

builder, Marylebone-road. Truatee, J. Jul-

lingworth, accountant, 9, Gracechurch. Btreet.

Fiaber, Thomaa W., A Newmarch T. Lea,

leather merchants, Hull. Truatee, B. M.

Burgess, accountant, Leeda.

Gledhill, James T. (Liq.), warehouseman,

Rushmore-road, Clapton. Trnatee, W. G.

Carpenter, 1, Sidney -plaoe, Sidney. Btreet,

City-road.

Mells, George S., trading as G. S. Mells & Co.

(Bkt.), ironmonger, Borough High-street,

Snuthwark. Truatee, H. W. Banks, account.

ant, 22, Coleman-atreet.

Millen, Frederick G. (Liq.), ironmonger, Croy.

don. Trustee, H. Bourne, valuer, 8, Pater.

noaterrow.

Terry, Edwin H. (Liq.), undertaker, Great Col

lege-street, Camden Town. Trustee, J. H.

Kenyon, manufacturer, 183, Tottenham-court,

read.

Wray, Robert (Bkt.), joiner, Abrm, Linciahire.

Trustee, G. j. Healy, accountant, Wigau.

Wright, Alfred, and George Dixon (Bkt ), lamp

manufacturers, White Lion. street, Biehopi.

gate. Trustee, A. W. Stead, aooountaDt, H,

Chancery. lane.

Dividends.

Falding, James B., trading as J. B. Falling &

Co. (Liq.), leather merohant, Leicester.

Second and final div. of 6d. At B. Nichol

son's (F. A. Rawling'a), Railway-approach,

London.bridge.

Yewdall, Alfred, Samuel Appleyard, Jobn

Applepard, and Henry Appleyard, trading »s

Yewdall A Co. (Bkt.), tannera, Knostrop,

near Leeda. First and final div. of 5d. At

W. H. Burrell's, Albion.street, Leeds.

SEQUESTRATION.

Grant, Peter, trading as Grant A M'Farlane,

Johnstone, engineer, eawmiller, Ac. Sept. 24,

with protection. Claims by Jan. 24. Agent,

W. Holmes, Johnstone, writer.

Dividends vndeb Sequestration.

Donaldson, James A Co, timber merohant, Perth

and London. Equalising and second and final,

at W. Mackinnon's, 115, St. Vincent-street,

Glasgow, Oct. 20.

Morton, Alexander, jun., timber-merohant, In-

verkeithing. Equalising seond and final at

Mitchell, Watson A Wanks, Glasgow.

Tbustees and Commissioners Appointed

Duncan, Andrew T., brush manufacturer,

Waterloo-place, Edinburgh. Trnatee, P.

Dickson, 38, Hanover - street, Edinburgh.

Commissioners, D. Copland, manager of

Scottish Vulcanite Company, Edinburgh, and

R. Haydon, perfumer, and W. H. Child,

Worship-street, both LondoD.

M'Rae, William, joiner, Halfway, Irvine.

Trnstee, J. Kier, slater, Irvine. Commissioner,

J. Wright and C. Sampson, timber merobants,

both Irvine, and R. A. Doura, fire olay works,

near Irvine.

Discharges Granted and Bankrcptcus

Closed.

Bourne, John, ourrier, Bank street, Worcfster.

A dividend of Is. 4d. has been paid. Bank,

ruptcy closed Sept. 6.

Garrison, Samue], chinaman, High-street, Chel

tenham. The whole of the property has been

realised. Bankruptcy olosed Sept. 9.
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Molteni, Alexander (Bkt.), furniture dealer,

Newcastle. A dividend of 4s. 10id. baa been

paid. Bankruptcy closed Sept. 1.

Speight, Alfred, wool and waste dealer, Bradford,

Yorks. A dividend of 2s. baa been paid.

Bankruptcy closed Sept. 19.

Trust Deed Granted.

Gibaon, Jas. Carluke, cabinet-maker. To A.

Marshall, Hamilton-street, Carluke, with

whom claims immediately.

M'Dougall & Spinka, wood-turners, Bangor-road

Leith. Claims with J. & W. Pollard, Princes'-

Btroet, Edinburgh.

Application pob Cessio-Bonorcm.

Cowan, William, furniture dealer, 45, Main,

street, Gorbals, Glasgow, presently in Glasgow

prison. Sheriff-Substitute's chambers, Glas

gow, Nov. 6, at

MEETING OP CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of James Jackson,

obioa and glass merchant, of Birmingham,

Leamington, and Liverpool, was held on Tues

day at Birmingham. The liabilities were stated

at £8,900, and the assets at £2,860. An offer

of 8*. in the pound, payable in instalments ex

tending over 13 mouths was accepted.

BILLS OP SALE.

Barrett, George, ohairmaker, Water-lane, High

Wycombe, Bucks, for £9, to Benjamin Blai-

berg. Piled Oot. 31.

Boot, John, joiner, 56, Truman.street, Great

Alfred-street, Nottingham, for £30, to

John Ncrweb and others. Filed Nov. 4.

Goe, Charles Goldworthy, & wife, decorator,

27, Bellefield-road, Stockwell, for £30, to

Tboroas Fairhall. Filed Nov. 5.

Conquer, Charles James Bannerman, dealer in

glaaa, china, and milk, 15, Brighton-ttreet,

Seaoombe, Cheshire, for .£50, to Wm. P.

Wilaon. Filed Oot. 31.

Cooper, Edwin, cabinet-maker, 175, Queen's-

road, Dalaton, for £16 10s., to Benjamin Blai-

berg. Filed Nov. 3.

Cotton, George Henry, cabinet-maker, Gate

Head, Marsden, Almondbury, Yorkshire, for

£70, to John Garside. Filed Nov. 6.

Crompton, James George, leather manufacturer,

Wrexham, Denbighshire, for £150, to John M.

Jones A auotber. Filed Nov. 3.

Crosbie, Charles, joiner and undertaker, 165,

East-street, and Wheat Sheaf-yard, Briggate,

Leeds, for £26. 8a., to Yorkshire Discount Co.

Filed Nov. 1.

Davis, Thomas, cabinet-maker, &c , 3, Pryoe.

street, Mountain Asb, Glams, for £37. 10s., to

Solomon Blaiberg. Filed Nov. 6.

Ellis, Henry, sen., decorator, 25, Castle-street,

Holborn, for £15. 5s., to Thomas Ager. Filed

Nov. 3.

Fisher, Henry, cabinet-maker, 47, Clifton-street,

Wolverhampton, Staffs, for £7. 5s., to Marcus

Gordon ai d others. Filed Oot. 31.

Frost, Robert, oarver, 35, Upper High.Btreet,

and High-street, Taunton, Somerset, for

£11. 4s., to Michael Zeffert. Filed Oot. 31.

Gibson, William, surgical instrument-maker, 75,

Mortimer-road, Eingsland, for £51, to Louis

A. Dyson. Filed Nov. 4.

Golden, Edward, ironmonger, Northgate, Dews-

bury, for £500, to Henry B. Golden and aur.

Filed Oct. 31.

Greaves, Thomas, obandelier-maker, Walsiog-

ham street, Walsall, for £17, to Marcus

Gordon and others. Filed Nov. 5.

Jukes, William, cut glass-maker, 31, Moland-

street, _»nd Elmley-plaoe, Clifton-road, AstoD,

Warwickshire, for £21, to William Weir. Filed

Nov. 5.

Leaiter, John, glass-cutter, 3, Stoke Newington-

gardena, and 57, Wall-street, Balls Pond, for

£76, to Henry Tyler. Filed Nov. 1.

Macbin, Joseph Hodgson, cabinet case-maker,

2, Heathfield-road, Handswortb, Staffordshire,

for £35, to Clara Taylor. Filed Nov. 3.

Moore, Duking Ireland, furniture dealer, 56,

High.Btreet, Deptford, for £88. 16a. 9J., to

Henry Wilson. Filed Nov. 4.

Morris, David John, oabinet-maker, Ac, 32,

Market-street, Rugeley, Staffordshire, for

£38. 17a., to Charles H. Twynam. Filed

Oct. SI.

Samaon, Edward, oabinet-maker, 95, Bolster,

street, Betbnal-green, for £100, to Thomas

Jobneou Oct. 31 I

Soale, Bernard, cabinet-maker, upholsterer, and

furniture remover, 5, Gordon-terrace, and

Showroom, Upper Riohmond-road, Putney,

and 32, Effingham.street, Ramsgate, for £125,

to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Oot. 31.

Smith, Elizabeth Ann, fnrniture broker, 81,

West-street, Leeds, for £27, to George Noble.

Filed Nov. 1.

Smith, William, ironmonger, Ac, 15, Middle,

street, Brighton, for £80, to Moses PhillipB.

Filed Nov. 8.

Ullmann, Wm., furniture broker. 17, Rnssell-

street, Plymouth, for £200, to William Powell.

Filed Nov. 3.

Weedon, William, ohair-maler, 4, Dashwood-

terrace, Oat Mead, Hieh Wycombe, for £7, to

Benjamin Blaiberg. Filed Oot. 30.

Zumbnhl, Sebastian, cabinet-maker, 37, Fitzroy.

street, Fitzroy-square, for £22, to Henry

Jaoobs. Oot. 29.

Crabe Changes, fc.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
a* tcell at in all parts of the Country Kill kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send us
any Jotting* of general interest to the Trades we
represent. By so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department ofthe ruRSlxvun

GxzITTS.

Owing to the increase of his export trade

Mr. W. 0. Wigg will remove after Christmas

to larger premises, 97 and 99, Curtain-road,

having factories adjoining in the rear.

Mb. Charles Gbeen, designer, modeller,

maker of art furniture, bronze and brass

decorations, has removed from No. 2, Bank-

street, to No. 5, Howard-street, Sheffield.

Messrs. Allen & Harris, ironmongers, of

Russell-street, Southsea, have dissolved part

nership. Mr. Thomas Allen continues the

business.

Mr. E. R. Dixon has retired from the firm

of Dixon, Sons & Taylor, leather-merchants, of

Bermondsey.

Messbs. J. G. Bisbell & Co., hardware-

factors, of Wolverhampton, having dissolved

partnership, Mr. J. G. Bissell continues the

business.

The firm of A. & H. Barlow, cabinet

makers, of Wigan, having been dissolved, Mr.

A. Barlow continues the business.

Messbs. Bbiggs & Millar, brushmakers,

of Great Portland - street, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. J. M. Briggs continues the

business.

Mb. Thomas Cunningham continues the

furnishing ironmongery business formerly

carried on under the title of Cunningham

Bros, at Saltburn-by-the-Sea.

Messes. M. Davis & Son, drapers, of

Fore-street, Cripplegate, have dissolved part

nership. Mr. David Davis continues the

business.

Mb. William ILabpeb has retired from

Harper & Oakman, drapers, &c, 237, Cale

donian-road, Islington.

Mr. H. Villab has retired from the firm

of James Villar & Sons, auctioneers, Chel

tenham.

Mb. G. Richmond has entered into part

nership with Mr. C. Nichols, of 308, Mile

End-road. The firm will be carried on under

the title of Nichols, Richmond & Co.,

pianoforte manufacturers, Queen Victoria-

street.

Mb. W. H. Gbove, ironmonger, Halesowen,

has, through the agency of Mr. S. S. Brom-

head, disposed of his business to Mr. John

Booth, of Prescott.

A meeting of the shareholders in the

British Patent Hardware Company (Limited)

will be held on Dec. 2, at the offices of J.

Dodge & Co., Grimshaw-lane, Newton-heath,

Manchester, to have an account of the liqui

dation proceedings submitted to them.

Mb. C. A. Sennett has retired from the

firm of Sennett Bros., skinners, Castle-yard

Factory, Holland-street, Blackfriars.

The Coventry Art Metal Company have

opened a show-room at 60, Queen Victoria-

street.

Mb. Edwabd Mallett, floorcloth manu

facturer, &c, of Little Britain and Leadenhall-

market, has presented a petition for liquida

tion. The debts are estimated at about

£1,200, and assets £300. Mr. Prickett,

accountant, 40, Cheapside, has been appointed

receiver.

The Tbadebs' Wholesale Stores (Li

mited).—This company was registered on the

20th ult., with a capital of £100,000, in

25,000 preference shares of £1 each, 74,990

ordinary shares of £1 each, and 10 original

shares of £1 each. Its objects are to carry

on a business, either wholesale or retailor both,

in all branches of trade, British and foreign,

as merchants, factors, or agents upon commis

sion or otherwise ; to open branches in all or

any departments of trade carried on by the

company, and to grow, import, export, or pro

duce all kinds of goods manufactured or raw ;

to organise and carry on a political association

for furthering the interests and protecting the

rights of traders ; to print and publish a news

paper, magazine, or other serial, and generally

to carry on the business of printers and pub

lishers. The first subscribers are—Septimus

Francis Porter, Gresham House, Old Broad-

street ; Michael Macmillan Bruce, Honor Oak,

late Australian merchant ; George Clark Medd,

29, Cowlej-road, Victoria Park, E., late

wholesale tea-merchant; A. Money, 49,King's-

square, E.C., watchmaker; W. W. Head,

Fleet-lane, Old Bailey, printer ; Arthur Talbot,

179, Regent-street, London, W., manager

Lyons silk warehouse ; William Kent, 9,

Wormwood-street, wine-merchant.

The Richmond Co-operative Stores

(Limited).—This company was registered on

the 30th ult., with a capital of £12,000, in

0,000 shares of £2 each. Its objects are the

carrying on the business of a co-operative

society in all its branches ; to buy and sell

goods of all kinds, both wholesale and retail.

The first subscribers are :—Percy S. N. Oxen-

den, J.P. for Kent, 7, Elm Park-gardens ;

Harrington O'Reilly, 15, Maida-vale, London ;

Sydney Phipson, barrister, 7, King's Bench-

walk ; Thomas Samways, Chief Inspector of

Metropolitan Railways, 10, Devonshire-terrace,

Kensington ; Campbell Draper, 1 , Devonshire-

terrace, Kensington ; Thomas W. Lewis, har-

rister, 12, King s Bench-walk ; Granville W.

Hervey, 3, Duke-street, St. James's.

Hemingway's "London Pcbple" Com

pany (Limited) was registered on the 29th

ult., with a capital of £30,000, in 300 shares

of £100 each. Its objects are the purchase

of the business, inventions, contracts, trade,

works, hook dehts, stock, and goodwill of

Messrs. Hemingway & Company's new in

secticide " London Purple," and to carry on

the trade or business of mineral and colour

merchants. The first subscribers are:—Ed

ward H. Draper, 14, Pembroke-gardens, Ken

sington; William F. Thomson, 44, Russell-

road, Kensington ; Henry William Heming

way, 60, Mark-lane, merchant ; Arthur

Cordery, 33, Chancery-lane, barrister ; Stephen

A. Barnett, 57, Elgin-crescent, Notting-hill,

barrister ; George Farwell, 8, Old-square,

Lincoln's-inn, barrister; Edward S. Laxton,

10, New-square, Lincoln's-inn, barrister.

The Philadelphia Furniture Trade.—

The aggregate value of all manufactures as

reported in the census for Philadelphia alone

in 1870 was 338,168,466 dole., while for 1878-9

it amounted to nearly 450,000,000 dole. In

house-furnishing goods, pottery, glass, Ac, the

following approximate values are given :—

Brass foundera and braaa work 1,500,000

Bricks 3,250,000

Cutlery and steel toola 1,500,000

Earthenwares and pottery 800,000

Gaa fixtures and gas meters ... 2,250,000

Gaa, illuminating (gaa works) ., . 4,250,000

Gilt frames and mirrors 2,500,000

Glaea manufactures 1,500,000

House furnishing goods 600,000
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Jfurnitore aifo Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

thefor1nightendingthel2th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier-mache".

Class V. is confined to paperhangingt ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Registered.

341,882-3. The Campbell Brick and Tile Com-

puny, of Encaustic Tile Works, Stoke-upon-

Trent. Class IV. Oot. 24.

341,884. Benjamin Woodward A Co., of Kidder.

minster. Class IV. Oot. 24.

341,885-6. John Dixon & Sons, of Steeton, vii

Leeds. Class II. Oot. 24.

341,926-8. Daniel Lee & Co., of Fountain. street,

Manchester. Class XI. Oct. 24.

341,933. Walter Thornbill & Co., of 144, New

Bond-street. Class II. Oot. 24.

341,992. Jeffrey k Co., of 64, Essex-road, Isling

ton. Class V. Oot. 27.

311,993-6. James Brown & Co., of 2, Broad.

street-buildings. Class V. Oot. 27.

341,997. Edward F. Bodley & Co., of Sootia

Pottery, Buralem, Staffordshire. Class IV.

Oot. 27.

342.098. Mintons, of Stoke-apon-Trent. Class

IV. Oot. 29.

342.099. Goodman, George, of 82, Caroline-

street, Birmingham. Class IV. Oot. 29.

342.100. Clementson Brothers, of Phoenix Works,

Hanley. Class IV. Oct. 29.

342,162. Bradley, F. D., of Longton, Stafford.

shire. Class IV. Oot. 29.

342,153. Maomiohael, James, of 42, South

Andley-street, W. Class II. Oct. 29.

342,164. Stoddard, A. F. & Co., of Glenpatriok,

near Paisley. Class VI. Oot. 29.

342,158. Mintons, of Stoke-npon.Trent. Class

IV. Oct. 30.

342.198. Terras, Boden, & Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. Oot. 30.

342.199. Lee, Daniel, A Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Oot. 30.

342,207. Winoer, Charles, of 68, Stafford-street,

Walsall. Class IV. Oct. 30.

342,220. F. Wiob, & Co., of 8 and 10, Great

Titohfield-etreet, Oxford-street. Class II.

Oot. 31.

342,221-2. Cresswell & Caksford, ofPiloher-gate,

Nottingham. Class V. Oot. 31.

342,223-4. George Andrew Stnbbs, of Coten-

end, Warwick. Class IV. Oot. 31.

342,262. Thomas G. Hill & Co., of 113, Princes-

street, Manchester. Class XI. Oot. 31.

842,288. John Mair, Son 4 Co., of 59, Friday-

street, Cheapside. Class V. Oot. 31.

342,325-9. T. F. Firth & Son, of Clifton-mills,

Brighouse. Class VI. Not. 3.

342,387-91. Daniel Lee A Co., of Fountain-

street, Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 3.

342.392. Asprey 3s Sons, of 166, New Bond

street. Class IV. Nov. 3.

842.393. Seligsen A Sommerfeld, of 7, Sri.wo

hill. Class II. Nov. 3.

342.395. T. W. Wadham & Co., of 202, Old-

street, St. Luke's, Middlesex. Class IV.

Nov. 3.

342.396. Minton, Hollins A Co., of Stoke-npon-

Trent. Class IV. Nov. 3.

342,398. Tundley, Rhodes A Proctor, of Buralem.

Class IV. Nov. 3.

342,400. Marons Ward A Co., of 67, Chandos-

street. Class IV. Nov. 3.

communication from K. H. E. Hdybye, resi

dent at Odense, Denmark. Nov. 8.

4.551. Kohlhofer, A., of Munich, but at present

of 28, Southampton-buildings, for improve

ments in hot-air stoves, Nov. 8.

4.552. Illingworth, H., worsted-spioner, of

Bradford, for improvements in apparatus

employed in washing wool and other fibres.

Nov. 8.

4,554. Bywater, J., W. Spurr, T. Spivey, and B.

Smith, all of Bristol, near Leeds, for improve

ments in looms for weaving. Nov. 8.

4.559. Crowley, J. 8., engineer, of Manchester,

for improvements in castors for furniture, and

in the method of attaching the same to the

legs of chairs and other articles. Nov. 8.

4.560. Portway, H., of Bradford, for improve

ments in looms for weaving. Nov. 8.

4,565. Tyndall, F. T., brassfounder, of Edin.

burgh, for improvements in lamps. Nov. 10.

4,568. Orr, R., pattern-maker, of Belfast, for

improvements in shutters, covers, or poreens

and other similar partitions or enclosures

Nov. 10.

4,570. Bedford, C, of Bristol, and J. Piokering,

of Batley, for improvements in looms for

weaving. Nov. 10.

4,675. Benshaw, W. R., mechanical engineer, of

Tuntstall, for improvements in apparatus

employed in the preparation of plastio material

need in the manufacture of china and other

wares. Nov. 10.

4,578. Harvey, C„ of Preston, for improvements

in washing and nringing-machines. Nov. 11.

4,587. Watts, J., of Manchester, for improve

ments in the construction of fittiDgs for towel-

rollers, blind. roller?, stair-rods, and other

similar articles. Nov. 11.

4,597. Boyd, D. 0., of Conduit-street, for im-

provements in stoves and fire-grates. Nov. 12.

4.599. Hall, J. W., of Manchester, for improve

ments in weaving fanoy fabrics. Nov. 12.

4.600. Parry, J., of Sale, for improvements in

the construction of wheels for furniture,

castors. Nov. 12.

4.601. Sanders, J. F. W., of Torquay, for im

provements in berceannettes. Nov. 12.

4,616. Harrison, T. A., mechanic, of Lanoaster,

for improvements in looms for weaving.

Nov. 13.

4,621. Beok, W. H., of Cannon-street, for new

or improved stuffs or fabrics, produoed by

spinning and weaving the hair or for of hares

and rabbits, and other similar hair or fur, and

means for producing suoh stuffs or fabrics.

A communication from Madame Gaillard and

J. E. Arnonld, manufacturers, both of Sedan,

France. Nov. 13.

4,628. Lake, W. R., of Southampton-buildings,

for improvements in automatic sewing-

machines. A communication from T. Car-

magnolle, of Franoe. Nov. 13.

4,630. Warman, W. H., commercial traveller, of

Bristol, and J. S. Bremner, commercial tra

veller, of Coalbrookdale, for improvements in

fire-grates. Nov. 13.

4,635. Clark, A. M., of Chanoery.lane, for im-

provements in rooking-ohairs and cradles.

A communication from the Walter Heywood

Chair Company (Incorporated) of Fitohburgb,

(U.S.). Nov. 13.

letters fatent.

In this column will be found tuch invention* at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradee ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, seho

will behappy to afford them publicity for their inventions.o

Applications fob Letters Patent.

4545. Little, G ., mechanical engineer, of Oldham,

and T. C. Eastwood, machine wool- comber, of

Bradford, for improvements in machinery for

combing fibres. Nov. 7.

4,547. Wolff, F., of 5, Raadhusstraede, Copen

hagen, Denmark, for improvements in lamps

for burning mineral and vegetable oils. A

Patents which have becentlt passed the

Gkzat Seal.

1,873. Wessel, F. W., lamp manufacturer, of

Berlin, for improvements in petroleum lamps.

May 12.

1,898. Trobaoh, E., and F. Rosenzweig, engi

neers, of Berlin, for improvements in

machines for turning over leaves. May 13.

1,972. English, J. L., of Epping, for improve

ments in lamps. May 16.

2,309. Ellis, W. L., and S. A. Ellis, spinners

and manufacturers, of Dudley-hill, near Brad

ford, for improvements in weaving and in

apparatus connected therewith. June 11.

3,685. Boult, A. J., of the firm of Wm. P.

Thompson A Co., patent agents, 323, High

Holborn, for improvements in the process for

ornamenting glassware, in the moulds there,

for, and in the means for etching them.

A communication from H. Feurbake and W.

Beck, residents of Pittsburgh, in Pennsyl

vania, U.S. Sept. 15.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

fjtefos, Hofes, snb (famints.

The Yorkshire Glass Bottle Trade.—it

a meeting of masters and men it has been

decided to agree to a 3s. per week reduction

instead of 6a., as at first proposed. A twelve

month's agreement was entered into, and three

months' notice in to be given on either side

before any alteration can be made.

Improved Reciprocating Saw. — Mr.

Isham M. Rosier, of Jonesville, Va. (U.S.A.),

has patented an improved reciprocating si*,

whioh is so constructed as to saw logs from end

to end ; the motion of the carriage is reversed

automatically at the proper time, and tbe log

sawn in tbe other direction, thus saving timber

time, and labour.

Presentation to a Designer.—Mr. Thomas

Onslow, designer at Messrs. Tomkinson &

Adam's rug manufactory, Eidderminster, was

last week presented with a handsomely.illu.

minated album by the foremen and others

engaged by the firm, on the occasion of his

leaving Kidderminster. Mr. Onslow has re

ceived a lucrative appointment as designer at

Messrs. A. T. Stewart's, of America.

A Piece of Tapestry in Manchester Cathe

dral, which formed the altar-piece previous to

the erection of the present reredos, aod which

was fixed there at the ooet of one Samuel

Brooke in 1770, is now undergoing restoration,

and will be placed in some part of the chancel.

The tapestry, although somewhat faded, is still

effeotive, the subject represented being tbe

judgment on Ananias and Sapphire.

Society of Arts.—Lord Alfred S. Churchill

delivered on Wednesday night the inaugural

address of the session, at tbe society's rooms,

John-street, Adelphi, giving an historical retro

spect of the society's operation from its com

mencement. At the close of the address his

lordship distributed a number of medals and

prizes to the successful competitors. We reserve

a fuller report of the proceedings until oar next

issue.

Maidstone School of Art.—Theannnal dis

tribution of prizes to the successful students

attending the Maidstone School of Art took

place on the 14th inst. at the Concert Hall, the

Mayor (Mr. W. Day) presiding. Dunne the

evening the Rev. H. Collie, vicar of St. Philip's

Church, read an interesting paper on "The

Study of Art considered in its aspect of a training

in mental discipline." Tbe students' drawings

were publicly exhibited in the Concert Sail

during the afternoon.

Prise Designs for Bronze Castings —The

Administration charged with the construction

of the dome of the Cathedral at Cologne hare

deoided to offer a first prize of £250, and two

second prizes of £100 each, for the best designs

and models of bas-relief in bronze, to ornament

the bronze gates of the western entrance to the

Cathedral. These reliefs are to represent

Soriptural scenes. All German statuaries are

invited to compete, and their designsand models

must be lodged with the Administration before

March 6, 1880.

Pires.—On the 12th inst. a fire broke out on

the premises of Mr. E. Hatch, looking-glass

manufacturer, 18, Orange-street, Bethnal-green.

Atimber-shed building, about 30ft. by 10ft.,

used as workshop and stables, was destroyed.

On the 15th a destructive fire broke ont at

a sewing-machine manufactory, in Old.street,

Shoreditch. The fire was not extinguished until

the back shop was nearly burnt out, and rest ot

the house severely damaged by heat and smoke.

Tbe property belonged to Mr. T. Maggs. The

stock was insured in the London Fire Office.

The Paris Exhibition Medals.-In reply

to an inquiry as to the delay in the distribution

of certain of the Exhibition medals, it has been

officially stated that all the gold and silver

medals awarded to English firms have been

distributed. Tbe bronze medals are now being

transmitted to this country. The " honourable

mentions" will be sent in in the first hair oi

December. As regards the commemoratire

medals, whioh are in course of being struct a

the French Mint, they cannot be forwarded w

those entitled to them till the months of Jsnoary

or February.

Population Statistics of ths wWjr'r

population of the globe may be T°"KJ
sumed at 1,421,000,000, divided tnos.
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Europe, 309,000,000 j Asia, 824,000,000 j Africa,

199,000.000 j Oceania, 4,000,000 j Amerioa,

85,000,000. It has been calculated from the

mortality tables of known countries tbat the

annual number of deaths throughout the world

is 35,693,360, or that, in other words, 97,790

persons die each day. On the other hand, the

balance of population is more than kept up by

births at the rate of 104,800 per day. Seventy

new lives are ushered in every minute of the

twenty-four hours.

A Unique Collection of China.—The

Russian Chancellor's eldest son, Prince Michaelo-

vich Gortchakoff, is reputed to possess one of

the most extensive and curious collection of

china, majolica, and hardware in Europe.

Nothing will induce him to separate himself

from his collection, the fragility of which is a

constant source of anxiety and apprehension to

him. One of its most interesting features is an

assortment of barbers' basins, numbering over

aix hundred of these articles, gathered together

from every part of the world, and containing

specimens in each known description of porce.

lain, Asiatic and European, ancient and modern.

National Exhibitions. — The years 1880

and 1881 will both be marked by two national

exhibitions—the one at Brussels, the other at

St. Petersburg. The preparations for the Brus<

■els Exhibition, whioh will be opened next May,

are in a very forward state, and the building

will be handed over by the contractors before

the end of December. The total space at dis

posal is 66,000 square metres, one-half of which

will be devoted to the arts and industries of the

pest, the other half to modern industrial arts

and sciences. All the Belgian industries will be

fully represented. The Exhibition will be four,

teen times as large as the one of 1874 held in

the Hallea Centrales. The Russian Exhibition

is also proceeding rapidly, as far as the bnilding

is concerned, and the ironwork is being made at

the St. Petersburg foundry.

The Woollen Trade in France.—Great

complaints come from all the woollen centres in

France as to the unremunerative character of

the trade and the general stagnation. The

number of artisans on short time or altogether

idle at Elbcenf increases every week, while the

travellers for the various houses oan scarcely

cover their expenses. The import of manufac

tured woollen goods continues to increase, while

the export shows an opposite tendency. During

the first nine months of the present year the

exportations of woollen oloth amounted to

228,690,000 f., while in the corresponding period

of the previous year they were 239,098,000 f.,

the importation of the same class of goods

being 54,234,000 f., against 53,163,000 f. in 1878.

On the other hand, woollen yarns have taken

an opposite direction, the exports in the nine

months of last year being 25,387,000 f., while

this year they are 31,989,000 f. ; the imports

being 11,185,000 f, against 14,823,000 f. in

1878.

Tonbridge School of Art.— The sixth

annual distribution of prizes and certificates to

the Science and Art classes took place at the

Old Town-hall on the 6th inst. The report of

the art classes showed that they continue to be

self-supporting. The number of students in

the morning classes has somewhat decreased,

and that of the evening class has remained

stationary. The total number of students was

84, of whom 41 belonged to the industrial class,

and the number in regular attendance was 55.

At the May examinations 34 students presented

themselves, of whom 11 Btudents paseed, two

of these in four subjects. Four hundred and

ti f ty. eight works were sent to South Kensington,

and for meritorious work sent up two third-grade

and six second-grade prizes were awarded. The

committee urge the necessity for providing a

more suitable room for the classes, and it was

stated that the science classes were in a state of

suspended animation from the want of a proper

and oentral room.

The Value of the Art of Drawing1.—One

of the volumes of the interesting series of bio

graphies of great artists now being published,

deals with Tintoretto, and contains the follow

ing :—Being asked which were the most beau

tiful colours, he replied, " Black and white, for

the one gives strength to form by modelling its

shade, and the other relieves it, in light." Per

haps the deep tones of Tintoretto's works ap

pealed gratefully to one whose youth had been

passed in contact with the brilliant and ofton

gaudy dyer's art. However, when Tintoretto

chose to minister to the love of rich colour, as,

for example, in the "Three Graces" of the

Ducal Palace, he well knew how to come up to

his ever-present standard—Titianeeque suavity

and depth. The prevailing hue of his " Para

dise," together with black and blue, is a peculiar

deep crimson, between scarlet and purple, and

probably somewhat of the tone of the Tyrian

purple dye. A favourite maxim with Tintoretto

was that drawing was the foundation of a

painter's work. He was always pressing this

upon those who came to ask his advice, and

was aware how the whole field of art suddenly

extends to one who has acquired the method of

true design, a method of particular and definite

nature.

Hidden Treasures at the British Mu

seum.—On Saturday evening, at the College

for Men and Women, Queen-square, Bloomsbury,

Mr. C. T. Newton, C.B., of the British MuBeum,

lectured on " Greek Art." At the close of bis

address he said that he could not ask his hearers

to inspect for themselves some of the beautiful

original works of Grecian art, as they were

hidden away in dark cellars at the British

Museum. This was especially the case in con

nection with the famous Townley col lection, for

which the British nation paid £20,000 at the

beginning of this century, a part of the collection

having remained in the basement of the museum

for more than twenty-five years in a place so

dark that the interesting specimens could only

be seen by the aid of a lantern. There they

would remain unless the public, whose property

they were, urged upon the House of Commons,

the authorities at the British Museum, or who

ever was responsible, the neoessity of having a

proper place assigned to them. Mr. R. S.

Poole, keeper of the coins and medals at the

Museum, in proposing a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, said that the question referred to by

Mr. Newton was one the public only could

determine. He nrged upon them the necessity

of demanding that these unique specimens of

the work of the Greek sculptors should be taken

from dark cellars and properly exhibited.

The Height ofDifferent Cathedrals, &c.—

The Cologne Oazttte says :—The two towers of

onr cathedral are now the highest buildings on

the earth ; they exceed by 1°50 metre the tower

of St. Nioholas Church in Hamburg, which is

1 1 i 20 metres high. When completed they will

measure 160 metres, reckoning from the pave

ment of the cathedral cloisters, or 157 metres

reckoning from the floor of the church itself.

The following are the heights of the most re

markable high bnildings in the world :—Towers

of Cologne Cathedral, 160 m. or 157 m. (524 ft.

11 in., or 515 ft. 1 in.) ; tower of St. Nioholas at

Hamburg, 124-20 m. (473 ft. 1 in.) ; cupola of

St. Peter's, Borne, 143 m. (469 ft. 2 in.) ; oathe-

dral spire at Strasburg, 142 m. (465 ft. 11 in.) ;

Pyramid of Cheops, 137 m. (449 ft. 5 in.) ; tower

of St. Stephen's, in Vienna, 135-30 m. (443 ft.

10 in.) ; tower of St. Martin's, at Land « hut,

132-50 m. (434 ft. 8 in.) ; cathedral spire at

Freiburg, 125 m. (410 ft. 1 in.) ; cathedral of

Antwerp, 123-40 m. (404ft. 10 in.) ; cathedral of

Florenoe, 119 m. (390 ft. 5 in.); St. Paul's,

London, 111-30 m. (365 ft. 1 in.) ; ridge tiles of

Cologne Cathedral, 109 80 m. (360 ft. 3 in.) ;

cathedral tower at Magdeburg, 103 60 m. (339 ft.

11 in.) ; tower of the new Votive Church at

Vienna, 96 m. (314 ft. 11 in.) ; tower of the

Bathhaus at Berlin, 88 m. (288 ft. 8 in.) ; towers

of Notre Dame at Paris, 71 m. (232 ft. 11 in.).

Private Traders and Co-operation.—A

public meeting oonvened by the Central Traders'

Parliamentary Association was held last Mon

day in the Vestry-hall, Eing's-road, Chel

sea. Major Charles Mercier presided. The

Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said

that it was not to be supposed that the meeting

they were then holding was antagonistio to

legitimate co-operation. What they objected

to was Crown servants carrying on trading

operations. He thought they ought to be con

tent with doing honestly the work for which

they were paid. It was thought that if their

hours were short and they did not find suffi

cient to do to tire out their minds and bodies,

they might at any rate leave trade alone, and

let legitimate traders carry out those fnnotions

for which they had been specially educated.

For his own part, he thought that everyone who

paid taxes had a right to say that Crown ser

vants should be prevented from engaging in

trade, and not be allowed to waste their

energies and fritter away their health by going

into such pursuits after their office hours. Dr.

John Mill, the hon. secretary, then moved a

resolution, by which the meeting pledged itself

not to vote for any candidate in the forthcoming

general election who would not promise to Bup-

port the abolition of Civil Service stores and

the uae of Royal or State titles unless by her

Majesty's special sanction. Mr. J. W. Clifford

seconded, and the motion having been car

ried, it was further resolved : " Tbat it was

desirable tbat the traders as a body should take

measures, by co-operating among themselves,

so as to reduce the costs and risks of trade, and

thus enable them to compete successfully with

the co-operative and other stores.

Our Progress in Art Matters. — The

prizes gained by the students of the art classes

m connection with the Lower Wortley Working

Men's Institute, were distributed last week.

Professor Marshall, in the course of his address,

referred to a statement of Mr. Barran, 11. P.,

that the present was a time of progress. How

ever trne this might be in some departments in

art, argued the Professor, we had not yet

progressed beyond onr predecessors. On tho

oontrary, we were only feeding ourselves on the

remnants of the work which had been done.

There was not a single drawing around the

walls of that Institute which was more than a

faint copy of the work left them by the great

people who lived hundreds and thousands of

years ago. He did not know, however, of any

thing whioh was to prevent them, in time, from

reaching the qnality of the work which had

been done before them, and even of surpassing

it, especially if there were spread abroad the

notion amongst the people of the possibility ol

doing some great work for its own sake. There

was amongst the people a great deal of practi

cability whioh was very good in its way, but with

which ought to be associated a devotion to

beauty because it was beauty, and without

which a man, however persevering and devoted,

and however great his capacities might other

wise be, wonld never attain to the highest

quality. In these days of progress and educa

tion there was danger lest they should become

too devoted to books. There were other

faculties, besides that of reading, whioh ought

to be brought more into exeroise. There was

the faculty of exact observation—the observa

tion of their eyes in the practioe of art, and

the faculty of the exact management of their

hands—a most valuable exercise. He had no-

hesitation in saying tbat np to the last few

years, in spite of the greatness and wealth of

the country and the immense extension of

facilities of travel, and the amount of work

they could turn out in every department, the

results, from an art point of view, had been

absolutely detestable.

The Unity Cricket Club.—The annual

meeting of the members and friends of this club

(Messrs. W. Tarn & Co.'s) took place on

Saturday last at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

The chair was occupied by W. Tarn, Esq., who

came up from the country expressly for the

purpose of giving his personal support to the

gathering. Mr. Coffee (a member of the firm)

was to have filled the post of vice-chairman, but,

owing to illness, was prevented from doing so.

Mr. Wass, however, proved an able substitute-

Mr. Hannington, another partner, acted as

deputy-chairman during the latter portion of the

evening. Over one hundred persons sat down

to dinner, nearly one-half of this number being

visitors, which speaks volumes for the growing

popularity of the D. C. C. The programme was

a lengthy one, but it was carried out in its

entirety, and to the satisfaction of those present.

The musical portion of the entertainment was of

a superior character, and elicited deserved ap

plause. Mr. F. Cozens, Mr. Paley, Mr. Speight,

Mr. White, and Mr. Clark being the principal

vocalists. Mr. Tarn was a genial chairman,

his remarks in relation to each toast being brief,

pithy, and appropriate. From the remarks of

some of the speakers, it appeared tbat Mr. Tarn

had subscribed several hundred pounds towards

defraying the expense of establishing the

cricket-ground, whioh is now the sole property

of the Club. During the evening, the prizes

gained last season were presented to the

winners by the chairman, who had words of

laudation and kindly encouragement for each

recipient. An interesting feature of this part

of the programme was the presentation to

Mr. Knight (secretary of the Club) of a piece

of jewellery subscribed for by the members.

The toast of "The Firm" was suitably proposed

by Mr. 0. Bowen, and that of " The Ch-urman "
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by Mr. Wass, and the " Vicp-Chairman " by Mr.

Ball. " The Ladies' " toast fell to the share

of Mr. J. T. Davien; while that of "The

Visitors " was done fall justice to by Mr. J.

Smith. This latter toast was acknowledged in

tarn by Mr. John Harper, Mr. Jones, and Mr.

8hipberd. The proceedings terminated with

the singing of the National Anthem.

&o Cornspottbenfs.

Axtipodkb (Warrington).—The following Hit of cabinet
•makeri and upholsterer* in New Zealand mar answer

your purpose:—At Wellington: F. Brown, J. Brown,
Hvrne & Kerr, J. Drake, J. DofT. F Ellison, H. Oallien,

W. Junes, W. Nicholson. F. J. PaROn, J. Back, and F.
Webbe. At Christchnrch (Canter&nr?) : T. Bates, II.
Fubrman, H. H. Hind, H. Kent, A. Osborn, H. Bcrim-
•haw, R. W. Walters. A. J. White, and R. Whitclaw.
At Dunedin (Otago) : F. Bower, Cra:g k Gillies, Cnl!on &
Key, T. Dickson, North & Sooalar, and T. Rendle.

8. G. & Co. —We hare complied with your wish.

J. H.—The matter baa been attended to.
E. L. 3. (Hackney). —There bare been many. snob,

bequests, and if able to comply with the necessary con
ditions, we see no reason why \«u ehonld not be accom
modated with some such loan. We append a list of those
loans thit are available :— Wilion'a Gift.—Loans are ad.
vanced to yonng men for a period of lire years, at £1 per
cent, interest for first year, £t per cent, per annum for
subsequent yearn, in sums of from JE1C0 to £300, upon
noquestionable personal security being provided. The
trustees are the Right Hon. Lord Mayor, the senior
Aldermen, the Recorder, and the Chamberlain. Forms
of application mar he had of Mr. W. Favne, clerk of the
Trust , Chamber of London. Guildhall. Mr. Thoma* Car
penter's Chanties to the Ward of Bread-Ureet.—Loans
from £30 to £400, without interest, are made to young
men not exceeding forty years of »ge, upon security of
three responsible persons, or of a mortgage of property,
-to be approved by the trustees. Applications must be made

to the trustees, wbo me**t regularly on the last Mondays ofj

January, March, Mar, July, September, and November ;
and also on the last Mondays of the other months, when
there is business to transact. Forms of application
may be had of the Secretary, or of Mr. J. Maokrell, 21,
Cannon-street. Livery Companies' Loant.—The Clock-
makers, Drapers,f Fishmongers,t GirdJew, Grocers,

Haberdashers,t Ironmongers.! Leathersellers, Mercere,^
Merchant Taylor?, + Salters.t Skinners, Stationers, and
Vintners' Livery Companies have had various sums be
queathed to them to lend to young beginners m trade ;
but, as most of these have either been diverted, or about
to be diverted for Middle Class 8chools and other pur
poses, the list haa not been republished, but it may be
observed that those companies marked thus (t) still re
tain sums of money in hand to lend to citizens according
to the spirit of the wills of the donors.
O. F. (Birmingham).—The rumour seems devoid of

foundation. We are inclined to think that the similarity
of names led to the misapprehension.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe : 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BBIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF BOAD, CITT BOAD, N.,

And BEITANNIA WHABF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers

AND OAS Fin IMi HAMUPACTUKKES.

G4, Clement Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decoratire Bepoass^ rtiH Manufacturers of
Architectural Metal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail

ings,
Hinges,
Lntchos and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,
Casements,

Altar Candle
sticks,

Altar Crosse*,

Pulpit Lights,
Coronse,
Chandeliers,
Standards,

Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Jrons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,

Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Donewtic Ornamental Metal Work 0/ all description*.
TH03. BHAWN and CO. work from Arohitecta' designs,

or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Bepousse Work, whiob is highly deoorati.s), and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles
of Architecture. Established 28 Years.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HORSEHAIR MEBCHA1TT

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOBOUGHLY PURIFIED AND FBEE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAlsTUFACTORY AT COIR/IKI.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATT0N GARDEN, LONDON; HARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. super, in Stock ready for Laying

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS

la. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

THIN PARQUET (Tuhpin's Patent), S-16 inch Thick, prepared on three doal back lamination", V>/

eqnal in wear to inch eolid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

Ornamental

Parquet.

^ Deal Backing
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FOURTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

NOW BEADY,

Crow* Ua., in 8t\f Board), Priet It. 6d., Poit Frel, 3».

TEK

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,
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INTERNATIONAL STANDING OF

ENGLISH CABINET-MAKERS.

- OLLOWINGthe precedentof 1867,

the Society of Arts availed

themselves of last year's Paris

Exhibition to send again a num

ber of selected workmen to

report on the different branches

of industry which were there

represented. Directly and indirectly, through

the Society's instrumentality, no less than

204 artisans were enabled to visit the Exhibi

tion. All of them were not required, however,

to furnish reports ; but no less than 168 such

documents were nevertheless sent in, some of

which have already been printed at the ex

pense of several provincial municipalities. The

large remaining portion were sifted, and a

 

[selection made of those that gave the

greatest promise of being of practical use

to the masters and men connected

with each craft. No less than twenty-nine

reports were considered entitled to the dis

tinction of print, and these having been ably

edited and revised by Mr. H. Trueman Wood,

the accomplished secretary of the Society of

Arts, assisted by Dr. R. J. Mann, lie now

before us in the form of a goodly volume of

nearly 700 pages.* The subjects dealt with

include nearly every leading branch of handi

craft, and among those of special interest to

our readers are the following;—Cabinet-

making (three reports), wood-carving (two

reports), pottery and porcelain (three re

ports), china-painting, terra-cotta, table and

fancy glass, stained Vtnd painted glass, joinery,

woollen and cotton-weaving machinery, and

poplin manufacture. A perusal of the

several reports amply attests the wise dis

crimination exercised by the Society in their

selection of artisans. The comments and

criticisms here embodied speak well for the

intelligence and clearsightedness of the re

porters. There is ample evidence that they

were not imposed upon by the mere showy

and glittering outside appearance of the ex

hibits ; in more than one case they would

seem to have taken special pains to probe dis

puted points to the bottom, and exhibitors

lauding their own wares appear to have had

but little chance of carrying conviction to

the unbiassed minds of these reporters, unless

there were intrinsic merits in the article itself

to corroborate the manufacturer's assertions

Emanating from forty different pens, the reports

are, of course, of unequal merit ; but yet there

is not one in the whole collection hut attests

| the thoughtful consideration of him who wrote

it, and a wish to be critically accurate, and to

' deal out even-handed justice to all, is no less

' discernible. Nor are any opinions advanced,

whether favourable or otherwise, without

chapter and verse being adduced in support of

such criticism ; and if these reports prove

nothing else, they establish beyond doubt that

there is large amount of latent talent in

many of our working-men, which needs only

a suitable opportunity to be called forth into

activity, and the Society of Arts deserve credit

for having, so to speak, created this oppor

tunity on the present occasion.

Passing on to the subject-matter of the

reports, we turn first to that on furniture

drawn up by Mr. Thomas Paterson. The

great advance made by English cabinet

makers is fully conceded, and he regards this

very fact as one of the most noteworthy

features of the Exhibition. He laments,

however, that no new materials or method*

of treatment in connection with furniture

have been introduced of late years. This

complaint seems but to echo the words of the

late Sir Digby Wyatt when reporting on the

1856 Exhibition. There was certainly ample

ground for such an observation at that time,

when all the more elaborate technical pro

cesses were ignored by English furniture-

makers; now, however, when fine carving,

marquetry, buhlwork, decorative tiles, painted

work, engraved ivory, &c, are all in

frequent use, it is perhaps somewhat

hypercritical to expect every few years an

* The Sooiets1 of Arts Artisan Reports on the Paris
UniTersal Exhibition of 1878. London; Sampson, Low,
Marston, Searle 4 Kivington. 1879.

addition to the long list of decorative treat

ments at present within the reach of the

artist cabinet-maker. Another matter to

which Mr. Paterson takes exception is that no

furniture was exhibited which, while well-

designed and soundly constructed, should be

so moderate in price as to be suited to the

wants of the million. " I cannot help think

ing," says he, " that an Exhibition such as the

present would be much more useful if the

rewards were more persistently turned in this

direction." Surely the spirit that prompts

International Exhibitions has been altogether

misconceived when it is argued that furniture

of the kind indicated should be more largely

represented than such chefs - d'eeuvre of

cabinet-work as had been actually con

tributed. It is certainly easier and safer to

argue from the greater to the less than to

reverse the process ; if our cabinet-makers are

able to turn out such work as elicited at Paris

the admiration of all beholders, it needs but

little reasoning power to infer that they are

equally capable to produce work of a simpler

and cheaper kind. But goods of the latter

class—however creditable and commendatory

—can at best only be ranked among the

commonplace, and we have yet to learn that

exhibitions like that at Paris are organised for

the display of mediocrity, or for parading

articles whose utmost claim might be that

they are passable in make as well as design.

Mr. Henry R. Paul in his review of the ex

hibits, is, with a few exceptions, not over-

lavish in the praise he awards to English firms.

In a great many cases he more than hints a

fault, and we cannot but think that he did set

about his task in a somewhat censorious

spirit. While saying this, the general tenour

of his remarks nevertheless convinces us that

he has acted throughout conscientiously, and

that he only resorts to hard words where he

honestly believes, rightly or wrongly, that

they are well deserved. However, from his

own particular point of view, he has dealt out

equal justice to other nations as well as to his

own countrymen. Of the French furniture, for

example, he says that its construction is not so

correct as that of the English, being so crowded

with carving as to altogether obliterate the

constructive element. This, by the bye, is a

failing of old standing in French cabinet

work, the better features of which are

often marred by the superabundant display

of ornament. The Italians also give too much

attention to the outside of their goods, and

sacrifice solidity and that sine qud non of all

furniture—usefulness. If Mr. Paul, on the one

hand, finds much to condemn in the English

section, he is none the less alive to the general

merits of native cabinet-work. He acknow

ledges that his countrymen, as a rule, build

their furniture " on thoroughly correct princi

ples ; but beauty, although there is a great

striving after it, is always a secondary con

sideration." A wish expressed by us a twelve

month ago in our Special Exhibition Report

that Continental nations would desist in future

from slavishly copying French designs in their

furniture, and strike out for themselves a

national style, is echoed in this report.

Mr. John Fraser, to whose criticism we next

turn, is certainly more enthusiastic as regards

the merits of native cabinet-work than either

of the other two reporters. " The English fur

niture in the Exhibition,'' he says, " stands

before that of any other country ; it has every
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qualification that constitutes good workman

ship." There is greater diversity in the styles

of our cabinetware than in those of France or

perhaps any other nation. Apart from in

ferior workmanship (to which pointed refer

ence is also made in this report) there is a

sameness about French furniture which can

not fail to impress any attentive observer, and

this is carried to such an extent that one

article of French workmanship seems often

but a replica of some similar piece, though

perhaps produced in another establishment.

Attention is drawn to the fact that the English

and French differ in the manner of construct

ing their work, and in the class of materials

used for different parts. The latter veneer

all their good work on oak, and allow the

latter to be seen on the inside, although walnut

or satinwood veneer may have been used for

the outside. Mr. Paul expresses himself in

favour of the English style of imparting to

the work a uniform appearance throughout.

On the matter of prices, we are told that

Italian work is much cheaper than either

English or French. " The wage rate is much

better in France than in England, and far

above that of Ireland." Mr. Paul brings his

interesting report to a close by urging Irish

cabinet manufacturers to follow the example

of their English confreres, and to avail them

selves more largely of machinery in manu

facturing, and of superior talent in designing,

their goods. This advice is certainly much

needed, for the Irish cabinet-trade has during

recent years fallen upon evil times. All its

past glories would seem to have departed, and

nothing survives but the traditions. Let us

hope that Mr. Paul's appeal may prove a word

in season, and that Ireland, and especially

Dublin, may again at some future period enjoy

that reputation for good furniture, only the

faint echo of which has come down to the

present day.

We had intended to include in this article

a review of the two able reports on wood-

carving, drawn up by Mr. Mark Rogers, juu.,

and Mr. W. H. Howard, respectively; but our

remarks on the furniture section have carried

us too far. We are, consequently, compelled

to hold them over, and hope to make them,

as well as the remarks on pottery and glass,

subjects of a future article. Suffice it to say

for the present that each of the reports will
■well repay attentive perusal; and to bring

them severally within the compass of every

one's means the Society of Arts has consider

ately published them, in addition to the volume

form, in sectional parts at the nominal price of

sixpence each.

Our Government has lately been so intetit

upon the victories of war, that those of peace

have had to pass into the background ; and

the same parsimony which has cut down the

British Museum supplies has also ordained—

at least, so it is affirmed—that no official re

ports on the past Exhibition are to be pub

lished. Sectional reports on some special

industries (such as our own on Furniture,

issued in September, 1878) have from time to

time appeared; but it was nevertheless de

sirable that something more comprehensive

should be attempted. It was here that the

Society of Arts stepped in, and neutralised

by its own liberal enterprise the step

motherly conduct of the powers that be.

Workmen's opinions, as embodied in this
■volume of reports, would in either case have

been of great value and interest because they

emanate from workmen ; but they become

doubly so when, as seems but too probable,

they represent all that we are likely to learn

concerning the merits of different classes of

manufacture as represented at Paris. The

credit for the accomplishment of this enter

prise may be divided between the Society of

Arts and the Royal Exhibition Commission,

and both bodies may be alike congratulated

that in this particular instance most truly,

JFitlit coronat opus.

Belgian Glass Trade.—According to the

Monitew des InteWlts Matiriels there has been a

marked accession of activity in the Belgian

glass trade, consequent npon a greater move

ment in the English and German markets.

ART IN ITS RELATION TO STYLES.

THE prizes in connection with the Reading

Art Schools were recently distributed to

the successful students by Mr. Alfred Water-

house, A.R.A. Previous to the distribution

Mr. Waterhouse delivered an address, from

which we condense the following :—

They had been told again and again of the

importance of studying the principles of

beauty, so that whatever they designed should

have about it that elegance and grace of form

and proportion, that subtlety of colour, which

should bear evidence of its having been created

by an artist for art-loving people. There was,

therefore, little need that he should insist upon

that, nor upon the commercial advantage of

keeping abreast (if not ahead) of neighbour

ing countries in that important respect. Often

as the commercial aspect of the art question

had been insisted upon, it did not appear as yet

to have borne adequate fruit ; and though in

some branches of art manufacture—notably in

pottery and stained glass—we might be hold

ing our own, and more than that, yet in others

we were behind in the race. His impression

was that the commercial aspect of the question

had been toomuch insisted upon. Mr.Gladstone,

addressing the hoys at Wellington College

about a week ago, pointed out the dangerous

tendency there was in modern education to

diminish the disinterested, ardent, enthusiastic

love of knowledge for its own sake, and to

regard professional success as the real success.

He urged his audience to pursue knowledge

for its own sake, not for the purpose of making

it a mere commodity. Now, what Mr. Glad

stone said of knowledge might with even more

truth and urgency be said of art, for individual

and national success in art was impossible so

long as it was looked upon as merely a means

of livelihood. The dread of foreign competi

tion could not make great artists or art work

men, though it and a desire for the maintenance

of commercial pre-eminence might legitimately

work on the minds and pockets of those who

generously supported those schools. Nor was

it difficult for even the humblest art student,

if made of the right stuff, neither working

from love of reward, nor from that of appro

bation, to feel a glow of intense and honest

satisfaction in his work. He would find in

the pursuit of his art the choicest companion

ship, idleness or dissipation would be unknown

to him, dulness impossible, so long as he held

fast his aim and devoted himself to it with all

his energy. He might be painter, sculptor,

architect, cabinet-maker, paper-stainer, potter,

glass-blower, or smith. It was all one, so that

he had a soul capable of art feeling, a hand

capable of art expression, and a head well

stored to guide the cunning hand. Of course

the less he had to depend on others in the

execution of his work the greater would be

his satisfaction in it.

The more the art student had to refer to the

great exemplar of art—to Nature herself—

the more he was to be envied. In that respect

the painter and sculptor held pre-eminence

among artists, though in another way they

were at the present time to be commiserated,

as for the most part they laboured on in igno

rance of the destination of their works. The

painter might produce a cabinet picture deli

cate as a Meissonier, and find it in the exhibi

tion to which he had sent it hung among the

clouds. The sculptor might design some ideal

subject best seen in a certain light and at a

certain distance from the eye, and find its final

resting-place involved exactly opposite con

ditions of light and place. It was a real

misfortune that sculpture should be looked

upon in the present day as so much glorified

furniture. If possible, no work, in his opinion,

should be executed in marble, or even in stone,

before the model had been " offered up " (as

the British workman has it) in the position it

was permanently to occupy. And that rule

would apply to almost everything connected

with architecture, even to the most subordi

nate ornament. To the painter also it was

important that he should paint up to the

amount of light at his disposal, to the space

which was to intervene between the spectator

and his picture.

Architecture, the art to which his life had

been devoted, had, unhappily for itself, of late

years been the shuttlecock of fashion. The

painter or sculptor could complete his work

before submitting it to the public or his patron,

but with the architect things went differently.

He had to carry out his work on another man's

land, with another's money, for another's use

and convenience. He could not, therefore,

absolutely dictate to his employer either his

arrangements or his style, or the amount and

character of the decorations of his house. He

who paid should in common fairness have a

say in those matters. So it came about that

the architect was not quite free in the exercise

of his art ; that he was often shackled by the

preconceived ideas of his' employer, or it might

be of his employer's wife. That was one of

the difficulties under which architects had

always laboured, and which had of late years

wonderfully increased, owing to the rage

which had possessed the architect to revive

defunct styles. The excuse for that of course

was that architects had no style of their own.

The reply to thatwasthey never wouldhave any

so long as the public demanded an exhibition

of archaeological knowledge on the part of its

architects,rather than the production of beauti

ful, well proportioned, and artistic work.

Since he had been in practice as an architect

there had been seven distinct styles popular in

this country—namely, Greek, though it was

dying out ; Italian Renaissance ; Elizabethan ;

late Gothic or Perpendicular, brought into

fashion by Pugin ; tenth century Gothic, re

sorted to a little later ; the Italian Gothic, for

which the enthusiasm awakened by Mr.

Ruskin's writings was responsible ; and, lastly,

the now fashionable Queen Anne style, as it

was called, but which differed in many respects

from the architecture practised in this country

during that sovereign's reign ; not to mention

several other styles which had received more

or less recognition by the architect-archaeologist.

During that period, however, a certain number

of smaller works, principally bouses, had been

designed without any great anxiety for

archaeological correctness, but, in his opinion,

with encouraging result. Entirely independent

of style were certain rules of universal appli

cability, binding on all architects and decora

tive artists. For instance, the greater the

repetition the more abstract and conventional

must be the ornamentation. The further from

the eye, the same. The meaner the use (and

even where the use was not mean, but where

the pattern of the design only partially dis

played itself, as in the folds of a dress), the

same rule would apply. They should reverence

Nature—put her directly only to the highest

uses, and never repeat her representations

without mental effort. At the same time, the

more they went to her for instruction, the more

they studied her form and her colour, the

better they would design their ornamentation,

however conventionally from the necessities

of the case they might feel bound to treat it.

The wise artist as often showed his artistic

sense in his selection of subject for bis work—

picture, wall-pattern, capital of column, &c.—

as in his execution of it. Many houses had

been lately erected in that locality which

seemed to fulfil some of the conditions he had

been endeavouring to describe. They looked

as if designed for people of cultivated tastes

and refined ideas. There was no slavish

copvism of bygone style about them. The

designer seemed to have said to himself:

" Utility first, then afterwards such ornament

only as will give me more pleasure than its

absence would do." Reading was to be con

gratulated on the character of some of its

domestic architecture, and the School of Art

in particular in numbering among its past

students one at least of the most successful of

Reading architects.

If in carrying on our business and extend

ing our towns w'e did not care to prevent the

world being made hideous by our operations,

it was in vain to pretend we cared about art.

Art must begin and end with a passionate

appreciation of Nature. Beautiful art could

only be invented by people who had beautiful

things around them, and leisure to look at

them. In conclusion, let them remember that
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if we cultivated art as a means of commercial

success merely, we should not get it. An art

student, whatever be his special line, must be

an enthusiastic student of Nature. Above all,

they must take every opportunity of drawing

the human figure, not from casts only, but

from life. All good art and ornament coming

in their way must be closely observed, its

sources of attraction analysed and detected.

While treasuring all ancient art which had

been spared to them with greatest reverence,

and appreciating it at its full value as a

teacher, let them remember that their mission

was not to give people new impressions of

things that were past, but, by a frank sym

pathy with what surrounded them, to make

their art an illustrated history of their own

time, embodying its wants and its aspirations.

If they did that, he believed we should once

again have a school of art worthy of our age.

REDUCTION OF WAGES IN THE

POTTERY TRADE.

AFTER a hearing extending over a whole

week, Lord Hatherton, acting as arbi

trator between the manufacturers and opera

tives in the pottery trade, has given his award.

It may be remembered that the manufacturers

sought for a reduction of 10 per cent, in the

current rate of wages, which was altogether

resisted by the men. In giving his award on

the 21st inst., his lordship, after reciting at

some length the cause of the late arbitration

and the mode of procedure, says : It has been

urged that the award of 1876 ought not now

to be disturbed, as the circumstances of the

trade are scarcely altered since that time ; but

I cannot agree with this view of the case.

The very fact that trade remains much as it

was, and that selling prices have decreased

since that time, proves to my mind that the

appellants are justified in again bringing for

ward their case for arbitration.

In 1876 the award was given in favour of

the workmen ; that is to say the umpire con

sidered it inexpedient to make any alteration

in wages, but no one can read that award

without feeling convinced that the umpire

considered that the employers had made out a

very strong case, and that it was also in his

mind that every arbitration he made was only

to be considered binding for a twelvemonth.

It is not my intention to beat out afresh the

arguments upon which I am called to come to

a decision, as I have not to sum up tie case for

the judgment of others. It may be sufficient

for me to say that, after the most mature con

sideration, I consider the trade of the staple

manufacture of the potteries is depressed to

such an extent as to require some reduction in

the cost of production ; and that it was proved

to me that there were no means of obtaining

this result by more economical management,

or by obtaining the raw material at a less cost

than at present, nor was it possible to increase

the selling price while the trade (whether

American, Home, or Foreign) was in its

present state. I deeply regret that my award

must be against the workmen.

The only question on which I have had a

doubt is that of the equitable amount to be

claimed as a reduction from the present rate.

I consider the justice of the case will be met

by my making an award of a reduction in

wages of Is. 8d. instead of 2s. in the pound,

or, in other words, that the reduction shall be

estimated at one-twelfth instead of one-tenth.

This must be taken as my decision, and that

it applies equally to the workmen in all

branches of the pottery manufacture. As

there has been some reduction of wages by

mutual consent between masters and men since

last Martinmas, my intention is that the reduc

tion I have named should be applied to the scale

of wages ruling immediately before Martinmas.

I can have no doubt that if the matter had

not been the subject of arbitration, the manu

facturers would equally have given the notice

for a reduction of wages, in which case the

men would probably have gone out on strike,

rather than accept it without a struggle. Such

a strike might have lasted for some six weeks;

and let the strike terminate as it might,

whether by a compromise of 5 per cent, reduc

tion or even of a retention of the present scale

of wages I would ask the men how long it

would have taken them to recoup themselves

for the loss of six weeks' work ? In any case

they must have been more serious losers by

the contest than they are by my award. It

is some satisfaction to me to feel that although

wages may return to a scale approaching that

of 1871, there is this much in favour of the

workmen, that the cost of the necessaries of

life have been reduced since that time.

In conclusion his lordship says : I trust the

workmen will accept the decision I have given

in the same spirit as shown by the masters in

1876, and I am satisfied that when trade again

revives^at remunerative prices, manufacturers

will not be backward in dealing fairly and

liberally with those in their employment.

The award has been received with great

dissatisfaction, and the female assistants at

several factories have already struck work

against being included in the award, which

they say only applies to men. A conference

of employers and representatives of workpeople

I has consequently been held, when it was

i agreed to make a concession in the case of the

[ female employes in one branch of the trade.

In Tunstall two or three branches decline to

accept the award. The bulk of the men,

however, have yielded to the result of the

arbitration, and the malcontents are expected

to follow suit before long.

To manufacture the pearl ready for inlay

ing, the workman cuts the rough shells in

pieces with saws, and then grinds the pieces

on both sides upon a common grindstone

until they are of the requisite thinness. Out

of these pieces the artist cuts the forms of

leaves, flowers, &c, with a pair of common

scissors preparatory to placing them in the

varnished surface. The necessary forms may

be cut from the thin pieces of pearl by means

of a punch and dies, with power applied by

the foot of the operator. When a number of

pieces are required of the same size, the pieces

may be fastened together with glue as one

solid plate, and then the required form marked

upon the outside one ; then these being held

in u vice, the form can be carefully sawed out

with a fine saw. By placing the cemented

pieces in warm water, the glue softens, and

the shells are easily separated, and the glue

washed off.

This art of inlaying is not confined to the

representation of flowers alone ; landscapes

with houses, castles, trees, churches, and

bridges are very easily made, and when

represented as being seen by moonlight are

very beautiful. The rising moon can be

represented surrounded by clouds of gold and

silver bronze ; and when pieces of pearl are

placed in certain positions to reflect their

colours, the moonbeams are represented as

glancing over the landscape in alternate light

and shadow.

PEARL INLAYING.

GAST and sheet-iron and papier-mache' are

the materials upon which pearl is gene

rally inlaid. If the article be of cast-iron it is

well cleaned from the sand which usually ad

heres to the casting, and is blackened with a

coat of varnish and lamp-black. When this

is thoroughly dried a coat of japan or black

varnish is spread evenly upon It. Before the

varnish becomes too dry pieces of pearl cut

in the form of leaves, roses, or such flowers

as the fancy of the artist may dictate, or

the character of the article may require, are

laid upon the varnish and pressed down with

the finger, and they immediately adhere to

the varnished surface. The work is then

placed in a heated oven, and kept there for

several hours, or until the varnish is perfectly

dried. It is then taken from the oven, and

another coat of varnish applied indiscrimi

nately on the surface of the pearl and the

previous coating, and again placed in the oven

till dry. This process is repeated several

times. The varnish is then scraped off the

pearl with a knife, and the surface of pearl

and the varnish around it are found to be

quite even. The pearl is then polished with a

piece of pumice-stone and water, and the sur

face of the varnish is rubbed smooth with

powdered pumice-stone, moistened with water.

It is in this unfinished state that the

pearl has the appearance of being inlaid,

and hence it derives its name. Its final beauty

and finish depends altogether on the skill of

the artist under whose hands the shapeless and

almost unmeaning pieces of pearl are made to

assume the form of beautiful flowers, leaves,

&c. The artist traces the stems and leaves of

the flowers with a camel's-hair pencil dipped

in a size made of varnish and turpentine ; upon

this he lays gold leaf, which adheres where

there is size, and the superfluous gold is care

fully brushed off with a piece of silk. The

flowers and leaves are then painted in colours,

and when dry the picture and surface of the

article are covered with a coat of refined white

varnish.

The kinds of pearl used are three—mother-

of-pearl, in the pearl oyster, or white pearl, as

it is called by the artist, which is known by its

clear white surface ; aurora shell, which can

readily be told by its wrinkled appearance and

its various prismatic colours, and is made from

the shell of the genus of mollusca known as

the sear-ear or ear-shell, and known to the con-

chologist as haliotis ; the green snail shell,

which can be told by its glistening colours of

light and dark green, or soft yellow and a bright

and beautiful pink, blended together.

NEW PEWS IN CANTERBURY

CATHEDRAL.

AFTER being closed to the public for about

two months, for the purpose of re-

pewing, the choir of Canterbury Cathedral

was reopened last week. For many years dis

satisfaction had been expressed by regular

worshippers in the cathedral at the inconve

nient construction of the pews. There was

neither necessary standing nor sitting room,

and the operation of kneeling produced a

painful contraction of the limbs. In 1876 the

Dean and Chapter determined to use every

possible means to effect the desired improve

ment. To this end an appeal was made to

the public for funds to repew the whole of the

choir, it having been determined that the new

work should assimilate in style to the screen

constructed by Prior Henry D'Estria in 1304.

These beautiful open screens of stone were

raised upon the walls, and continued across

the west end of the choir, no canopies of any

sort being used except above the two principal

seats on either side of the western entrance.

These were of stone, and formed a part of the

general design. This western portion of

D'Estria's work has been concealed since the

time of Archbishop Theldon by elaborate

canopy work of the Caroline period.

The authorities engaged the services of the

late Sir Gilbert Scott to act in conjunction

with their architect in devising plans for

re-pewing the choir in accordance with the

style referred to, and for other proposed works.

This was almost the last important public

undertaking designed by the eminent architect

named. Ultimately the designs thus submitted

were adopted, and ordered to be carried into

execution under the direction of Mr. J. O.

Scott, son of the designer. The carving was

forthwith entrusted to Messrs. Brindley &

Farmer, of Westminster-road, London, who

immediately commenced operations. _ The

choir, however, was not disturbed until last

September. The frequenters of the Cathedral

have therefore only been deprived of their

accustomed seats there since that time, and

have for the most part occupied them in the

Chapter House, where they were removed,

and where services have been conducted twice

daily as usual.

The old pews, it may be here mentioned,

were simple panellings of the classical order of

the latter end of the seventeenth century.

Uniformity, therefore, is the result of the re-

pewing, the alteration being a furtherance of

the desire to substitute Gothic for classical

work, as commenced by Archbishop Howley

in 1846, who caused the old archiepiscopal
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throne to be removed in favour of the existing

one of Gothic architecture. This important

undertaking was carried out under the direc

tion of the then Cathedral architect, Mr. George

Austen. The new pews are of excellent work

manship, and of the style of the stone screens

as already indicated. They have been in a

measure founded on the designs of the ancient

stall-work of this period remaining at Wells,

Ely, and elsewhere. There are three rows of

these on either side of the choir, the more

dignified of which is divided into stalls by

elbows which correspond exactly with the

divisions of the stone-work above. The level

of these stalls is exactly as it was originally,

and it leaves a space of some 4 ft. between

the top of the elbows and the beginning of the

open work in screens behind. The cost of the

renewing, exclusive of alterations to (jas-

fittings, hot-water apparatus, and new flooring,

4c, amounts to £0,000, but the whole cost

will probably total up to £10,000.

TRA.DE reports from abroad.

No. II.—Gebmany

REPORTING on the trade of DUsseldorf,

Consul General Crowe says that the

Tear 1878 was a period of struggle for most

branches of production and manufacture in

the Rhenish provinces ; wages were low, and

labour superabundant. In cotton and woollen

manufactures the Rhenish provinces are said

not to have fured particularly well in 1878,

yet there was an increased import of yarns and

an increased export of stuffs, which, if we set

aside the question of value, proves at least an

increase of production. The following table

shows the imports and exports of some de

scriptions of textiles for all Germany dur

ing the first eleven months of 1878 and

1877:—

although low prices generally prevailed, but

there was a good business done in cochineal

and tanning materials.

The transactions both in German and im

ported hides were limited and unprofitable, aid

prices fluctuated, although showing in general

a falling tendency. The imports from South

America were rather Ifrger than in the pre

vious five years, but there was a great reduc

tion as compared with those of 1873. As stocks

in the European markets were only half as large

as at the commencement of last season, the

prospects for the present year were considered

favourable. The receipts of horns were smaller

than of late years, but the trade was brisk at

rather lower prices.

The uncertain and disturbed political situa

tion, accompanied by financial complications,

exercised a very depressing influence upon

trade in woollen goods, and checked all ten

dency to buy on speculation. As manufac

turers were unable to dispose of their goods at

a satisfactory profit, even after reducing their

production, business was in general limited, as

in the previous year, to the supply of actual

requirements. In the spring there was a

gradual fall in prices amounting to about 5

per cent., followed by a brisk reaction in

July and August, during which prices rose to

the original level. The improvement was,

however, only brief, and the closing quota

tions were 5 per cent, below those of Decem

ber, 1877. The principal imports were from

England, as the efforts that have been made

to open direct trade with Australia and the

Cape have not been successful.

The occupations of the people at Hamburg

are almost entirely of a mercantile character;

and the discharge, shipment, and forwarding

of the large quantity of goods that arrive at

this port by sea and from the interior give

employment to a considerable number of per

sons. The manufactures carried on are limited

both in number and value, and consist chiefly

Ar'ioles.

Imports. Exports.

1878. 1877. 1878. 1877.

Centner*. Centners. Centners. Centners.

Wool 1,292,070 1,302,086 403,579 426,481

Woollen yum, single, double, and

Woollen yam, dyed, double, and treble

257.672

42,633

225,305

43,052
] 105,878 84,610

Woollens—

1,332 1,274

16,086 21,776 )■ 265,174 251,693

milled 68.438 77,414 J
388 369 7.610 10,819

4,108 5,056 5,792 5.4C3

Speaking of the trade of Hamburg, Consul

Annesley says that the general condition of

mercantile affairs during 1878 did not differ

in any important decree from that which had

unfortunately prevailed during the previous

four years. Stagnation in trade, reduction of

wages, a still further fall in prices, and an

increased lack of employment ruled in every

branch of enterprise with scarcely any excep

tion, and produced a general feeling of gloom

and despondency which had never Deen expe

rienced before. The unsettled state of affairs

in the East, and the fear that generally pre

vailed of such an extension of the conflict

between Russia and Turkey as would involve

EnglandjCombined with numerous other causes

that had been longer in existence, and pre

vented any return of confidence. The failures

of small traders were very numerous, but with

few exceptions towards the close of the year,

there were no bankruptcies of any importance

in Hamburg.

Business in dyeing materials offered little

encouragement either to importers or dealers.

Prices showed a falling tendency throughout

the greater part of the year, but improved

towards autumn. The imports of logwood

were much smaller than during the previous

three years, especially from St. Domingo and

Jamaica, where the supply is subject to great

fluctuations. The sales of indigo were limited,

of ship and engine-building, the making of

pianofortes, furniture, and cigars, and the

curing of beef and pork.

As has been expected, says Consul Hertslet,

the trade in general at Konigsberg has been

very extensive, particularly in the first half

of the year 1878, but in the latter half year,

as soon as the Black Sea ports were open, a

falling-off took place. The political state of

Europe and the financial and military state

of the great neighbour-country have made it

a year of very extraordinary commercial cha

racter ;—want of confidence, uncertainty as to

the arrival of supplies from Russia, the rate

of exchange for Russian roubles, payment of

custom duties in Russia in gold, the railway

tariff, and various other causes have pre

vented the year from proving a very profit

able one, and yet no failures have taken place,

although the prices of all export articles, par

ticularly wheat, flax, &c, have been constantly

falling—and British coals have beeu and are

unsaleable in retail at 10a. per ton.

From Liibeck Vice-Consul Behncke reports

that trade in timber was limited during the

year, and that the business transacted, which

was on the whole considerable, was only

effected by great reduction of prices. Mean

while the prices of all sorts of timber having

fallen, in addition to the low rates of freight,

the imports were very considerable.

ART INDUSTRIES OF JAPAN.

ONE custom of Old Japan, which appears

to be both interesting and suggestive to

ourselves, is that which leads the workman in

so many cases—say the wood-carver—to de

vote his spare time to the adornment of the

shrines of divine worship. Whether these are

consecrated to the gods of the nation in

general, or to his own respected ancestors in

particular, the result is the same. The crafts

man (says the Architect), rejoicing greatly in

his labour of pure love, puts forth all his

powers ; his performance, dedicated to a pur

pose so refined, is his absolute best. That

which in prosaic construction was but a rough

timber pile, becomes under this exquisite

enthusiasm overlaid, not merely with the

beauty of handiwork, but with the homage of

the soul. It was thus, it is often alleged, that

many of the mediaeval art-workers did their

work so wondrously— wondrously, if not

always as regards manipulative merit, as

regards the still higher merit of intense devo

tional feeling. How far this may have been

actually the case in the Middle Ages we need

not pause to inquire, but whether in more

modern times we can discover enough of it

to leaven in any appreciable degree the lump

of dull duty under contract enforcible by

county courts and police magistrates, is not an

idle question. Certainly there is something in

artisanship, just as there is in the work that is

done at the easel of the Royal Academician,

which, without this unselfish outgoing of the

soul, is as dead as dust.

Another very charming characteristic in the

decorative design of Old Japan seems to have

been almost universally this—that there is a

certain troubadour-language in the work of

ornamentation, which turns everything into

legend and poem. It is not that the -Esop's

Fables of the land are merely illustrated in

pictures for the entertainment of juvenile

Nip m ; it is a reminder of this and that

grave mythological tradition, shrewd proverb,

or sweet love-story, that the artisan is con

stantly dealing with, not for mere fun or

prettiness, but with a mystic purpose that is

almost identical with the mystery tales of our

own old days. Young Japan, will, of course,

give up all this, as young England has done

long ago. The devil himself in Old Japan was

not a devil at all, but a sly and amusing fox,

whose ingenious devices, frequent successes,

and occasional failures, become not only edi

fying to all who hear of his adventures in

song, but readily adaptable to the presentments

of pictorial art. The evil spirit in England,

it is to be feared, plays a far subtler part in

the national drama, and affords far less

amusement, not to say instruction, to spectators

at large.

But be this as it may, when we are told

that such a simple ornament as the bird upon

the bough, so constantly used in even the com

monplace productions of Japanese art, is in

reality not a mere quaint ornament alone, but

the symbol of a charming poem universally

understood, we are led to ask why in modem

civilisation there should be nothing at all of

this sort above the level of a likeness of the

winner of the Derby upon a coarse pocket-

handkerchief, or of the Apollo Belvedere upon

a tin coal-scuttle. It is said that the ways of

thought of Old Japan arewhat they are because

they have never been modified by foreign con

quest, or changed even by a change of imperial

dynasty for two thousand years at least of re

corded history. And if so, we are constrained

to suppose that it is only in primitive Egvpt

that a corresponding condition of repose Las

ever been enjoyed by man ; while in some parts

of modern Europe it is a wonder if a gTeat

dynasty sees twenty years of existence, and in

others it is at the best but doubtful whether

the Minister who makes his speech at a

Lord Mayor's feast will do the same next

year. Looking, then, at the indestructible

monuments that dominate the venerable Nile,

and even the slight ephemeral works of

fashionable art which lend such grace as they

can to the Thames, it seems all the more a pity

that Old Japan should have only worked in

wood, and thus produced so little that can
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claim the honours of hoary antiquity. But, as

we hare ventured to say already, the explorers

who before long will doubtless find their way

through those islands of the farthest East may

not go unrewarded after all. "What with the

scarcity of stone or the abundance of timber,

the inefficiency of tools, the want of mechani

cal knowledge, the unexacting climate, the

national frugality and easy-going good-nature,

and the prevalence of such ideas of simple if

harmless credulity as induce the labourers who

prepare the foundation of a house to tread the

soil solemnly with sweats and shrieks in order

that the evil spirits underneath may be pressed

out and driven away from the domicile, archi

tecture has certainly not had the advantages

in Japan which attach to the works of many

other lands; but that it has an archaeology

of its own in spite of this, we cannot but

repeat.

It is a particularly pretty incident of arti-

sanship that the charming nicknacks of the

very best quality, which we admire so much

as the most characteristic of Japanese works,

are said to be in many cases not articles made

for sale at all, but family presents, produced

in this pleasing way. While the daughter of

an ancient house is growing up, the affec

tionate craftsmen of the clan will occupy

themselves—or used to do so—in preparing

with their own hands for the bridal of the

little noblewoman gifts upon which no pains

are spared ; and the " curios " in question,

although they have by chance come into the

market in course of time, are in reality such

works as those, consecrated no less by their

purpose than by their merit. It is true that

we in England none the less bestow costly

presents upon various interesting orders of

persons ; but assuredly not even a Turnerelli

wreath is worked in this way in laborious love

by the veritable hands of the Turnerelli, being

rather the purchase of his collection of pennies,

and made by no one cares whom ; while the

very diamonds of a Princess of the Blood are

prepared by contract sanctified by a sixpenny

stamp, and under the strictest application of

the laws of Adam Smith to the economy of

both material and labour. They manage such

things better, therefore, as they do many

others, in Old Japan.

COUNTEKPANES.

EVER since beds were used to sleep upon,

some sort of coverlet has been employed

as a protection to the body from the cold of

the night air. In the luxurious East these

articles have from a very remote time been of

gorgeous texture, thus in Prov. vii. 16, we read,

*' I have decked my bed with covering of

tapestry." In the Middle Ages, the cloak was

the garment by day, and the coverlet by night.

Charlemagne, deriding the new-fashioned short

cloaks, said : " We cannot be covered by them

in bed." The bed of our Anglo-Saxon fore

fathers was a sack of straw, upon which they

lay, entirely divested of clothing, and covered

by a goat or bearskin, or u thick textile

material called a bed-felt. About the four

teenth or fifteenth century a new description of

coverlet was introduced, called \" counter

points," afterwards corrupted into counter

pane. For the origin of this name we

have not far to seek. These coverlets

were made of two pieces of cloth and

stuffed with wool or down, for the pur

pose of affording warmth ; and in order to

keep the stuffing properly in its place it was

stitched through and through in diagonal and

crossing lines, a method now called quilting,

whence our modern term quilts. The French

termed it eontre-point, or point-contre-point,

stitch against stitch, or on both sides, and

hence the name. The corruption from point

to pane may have arisen from the fact that, by

the diagonal lines of stitching, the divisions

became lozenge-shaped, like the panes of

a latticed window. Shoes at the same

period were ornamented with stitching in

a similar fashion, and Chaucer refers to
them '• as if Paul's windows were carved on

them."

In the romance of " Arthur of Little

Britain," written in the fourteenth century

we have a description of a magnificent bed,

with "sheets of silk, &c, rich coverlet of

ermine, and cloth of gold," and in the same

romance we read of : "a rich quilt, wrought

with cotton, covered with crimson sendal

(silk), and stitched with thread of gold, with

sheets of white silk, and, above all, a rich fur

of ermines."

The ladies of England, both Saxon and

Norman, were deft workers at the embroidery

will of Joan, Lady Bergavenny, dated 1464,

occurs a bequest of—" My bed of silk, black

and red, embroidered with woodbined flowers

of silver, and all the costers and apparel that

belongeth thereto, twelve pair of sheets of the

best cloth I have, save Keynes (Rennes), six

pair of blankets, and a pane of miniver."

Although it would appear that thus early the

corruption of pane for point had crept in, in

the following century the old designation was

used. Shakespeare makes Gremio, in " The

 

frame, and many specimens of their skill are

still extant, most notable of which is the

famous Bayeaux tapestry, representing the

Norman conquest of England, the product of

the needles of Queen Matilda and her bower-

maidens. Altar-cloths, priests' vestments,

wall-hangings, window draperies, and chair-

covers, and with them bed-coverlets, were the

usual articles thus ornamented by them. In

an illuminated MS. of the time of Henry VI.,

we have a representation of a bed-room in

which the bed-cover appears to be embroidered

in detached leaves, all of different shapes, and

without a border or central group. In the

Taming of the Shrew," say, when describing

his house.

In ivory coffers I have BtnBVd my crowns ;

In cyp-ees oheets my arras, counterpoints,

Cosily apparel, &o.

And in the inventory of;Skipton Castle, York

shire, taken in 1572, we find in " Le Strang'

chamber " (the guest chamber) " a counter-

poynt 63s. 4d.," and in the servants' rooms

bed-covers described simply as " 4 coverlids."

At this time they were frequently, indeed

generally, made of variegated colours, in alter

nating counterpoint spaces.
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In the wardrobe accounts of James I., on

occasion of the marriage of the Princess

Elizabeth -with the Elector Palatine, we find

the following entry: — "Item. To John

Baker, our upholsterer, for 3 quilts of fustian,

lined with taffeta, filled, with wool, and sewed

with silk, and for 2 counterpoynts of plush,

both sides alike, sewed with silk."

The old counterpoint has maintained its

place, with certain modifications, to the pre

sent time. It has now been long produced by

machinery, and instead of being stuffed,

has been made of two layers of cotton

cloth, the under piece very thick, for the

purpose of warmth, the thinner upper one

being quilted down to the base, so as to give

a floral or other pattern in relief. These were

called Marseilles quilts, but have been super

seded by a lighter and much neater article,

called toilet quilts, which are made in the

loom without any counterpoising, and fre

quently with the introduction of threads of

pink or other colours. This has a pretty

effect. Another popular, because cheap and

durable, coverlet of modern times is what is

termed emphatically " counterpane," to distin

guish it from the Marseilles quilt. It is

woven in the loom, and the patterns, always

of the same set, conventional type, are pro

duced by throwing up loops on the surface,

which are cut in the same way as velvets, and

present a symmetrical arrangement of vel

vety bosses. These, however, are now rele-

Sted to inferior rooms ; but a still cheaper

nd of counterpane is made with the intro

duction of blue, yellow, and other colours.

Making patchwork quilts of clippings of

chintz and other prints has long been a

favourite female employment, in which some

taste is occasionally displayed in the arrange

ment of the patches. They are sometimes

stuffed wih cotton-wool to give warmth, and

are handed down as heirlooms from one

generation to another.

The eider-down, Arctic goose, and silk-

down quilts, now so much in vogue, are nothing

more than a gTeatly improved modification of

the old counterpoints of the fifteenth century.

A remarkable crochet counterpane, note

worthy for design and workmanship as well as

for industry, was shown in the Hyde-park

Exhibition in 18G2. It was the unassisted

production of a London sempstress (Jane

Borwick), and had been completed in three

months. The pattern was a combination of

roses and other flowers, grapes, leaves, and

stars, and contained a grand total of 2,921,821

stitches.

We have been led into these remarks on the

past history of counterpanes by having had

some new designs brought under our notice.

They are the production of Messrs. W. O'llan-

lon & Co., of 39, York-street, Manchester, a

leading firm in this description of manufac

ture. There is nothing new in the fabric

itself, being only the ordinary toilet quilt, but

of fine quality ; the novelty is in the designs,

which are a great improvement on the old

stereotyped patterns hitherto in use. It has

been the custom hitherto for the workmen of

the mills, without any art-culture, to alter and

slightly modify the old patterns, generally

resulting in something characteristic of bad

taste. Messrs. O'Hanlon determined upon

remedying this state of things, and they em

ployed educated artists to make dosigns of a

new character, and these are very superior to

the old styles, being really works of art. We

give an illustration of one of these quilts,

called " The Oriental;' as an example of the

superiority of these patterns over those of the

past.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS—PAST AND

PRESENT.

AT the opening meeting of the present

session of the Society of Arts, held on

the 19th inst., Lord Alfred S. Churchill

delivered an address in which he gave an

interesting resume of the past operations of the

Society and of its future work. We condense

the following from his remarks :—

The objects of the Society are generally

known io all of you, and need no explanation

from me. I need only remark that of recent'

years it has always seemed the wisest course

to make those objects as large and inclusive as

possible. When the Society was founded,

nearly a century and a-half ago, it was with

the object chiefly of encouraging meritorious

inventions by rewards, and of directing the

attention of inventors to the needs of industry

and commerce, in the hope that some inge

nious person might come forward to supply

the want as soon as a want had been made

known. It was soon found that there was

abundant room for a thoroughly practical

Society on a somewhat wider basis than this.

At this time the labours of the Society were

directed mainly towards the extension of

commerce with the Colonies; the improve

ment of agriculture ; the development of

mechanical inventions ; and the cultivation of

the fine arts; though, in what I may call the

first period of the Society's life, this last-

named department seems to have received

less attention than it afterwards attracted.

In the second period, from the beginning

of the century, the department of fine

art extended itself, and seems to have

taken the first place. From being one

of the smaller departments of the work, it

developed to the most important. Not, in

deed, that the fine arts had ever been neglect

ed. Amongst the prizes offered at the

formation of the Society were some for

drawings by students. The first prize was

taken by Kichard Cosway, afterwards the

fashionable miniature painter, whose genius

or eccentricities gained the friendship and

patronage of the Prince of Wales, afterwards

George the Fourth ; the second was won by

Smart, also a miniature painter of repute in

after years. Cosway was but the first of a

long list of artists whose early efforts were

aided by the Society, while their maturer

! works have added lustre to its name. Amongst

them are Nollekens and Flaxman, two of the

greatest names in the short list of English

sculptors, J. M. W. Turner, Edwin Landseer,

i Mulready, and our great popular living master,

! the foremost of his time, John Millais. At the

early part of the present century there was

hardly any young artist of promise who did

not compete for a Society of Arts Medal ; but

as the Royal Academy grew and prospered,

this portion of the Society's work naturally

fell into its hands, and the Society of Arts

again turned to the more practical and scien

tific portions of its labours.

But the time for such action as had been

promoted by the founders of the Society had

passed away, and there came a period of de

pression, during which the transactions became

less and less valuable, till at last they ceased

to be published. The time of evil days did

not, however, last for long. By the exertions

of an earnest and active-minded body of men,

a charter was obtained (1847), and the Society

began a new era of its life, under the direction

of the wise Prince to whose influence our arts

and our industries owe so much. The results

of renewed activity were soon seen in the

Exhibition of 1851, which, as is well known,

was but the development of a series of minor

exhibitions held in these rooms. The work of

the Society since then it is not now my object

to recapitulate. Suffice it to say that its

ruling body has always held it might legiti

mately take up any subject dealing with the

industries or the welfare of the people, pro

vided that such subject was not adequately

treated by other means. It has been our

constant practice, as special societies have

grown up, to relinquish work which we had

previously carried on, and to find for ourselves

fresh fields of labour, and this is, I think, the

reason of the great hold which the Society of

Arts has upon the public.

Ready, however, as we are to act as the

pioneers only in many fields of labour, we have

yet one special field of our own—one which I

trust we shall never relinquish to any other

association or body of any kind, and this lies

in the applications of science, and the applica

tions of art, to practical purposes. It is a little

too much the fashion nowadays to talk about

the dignity of science, and the necessity of fol

lowing science, not for its results, but for

itself. For my own part, I have little sym

pathy with this feeling. It is for what science

has done for humanity that we value science

and knowledge itself, apart from its results!

would be, I fancy, but a barren possession.

The real truth is, that, as we cannot foretell

what the result of any scientific work may be,

so it is our bounden duty to encourage such

work in every direction ; not looking for im

mediate results, but feeling sure that results

will follow—it may be years, it may even be

generations—after any genuine effort to in

crease man's knowledge of nature and nature's

laws. Whether we think of Newton spending

hours measuring the thickness of a soap-

bubble film, or Oersted measuring the vibra

tions of a magnetic needle ; or Rumford,

boiling water by the heat produced by fric

tion ; or the discoverers of electro-metallurgy,

taking copper-casts from medals, or any other

apparently small beginnings of the greatest

results of science, we see some wise man oc

cupied in a trivial task, the pursuit of which

was laughed at by his contemporaries, while

its results were not known even to himself.

I, therefore, am heartily at one with those

who tell us that we must pursue science

without looking for an immediate reward;

but that is because I know that the reward

will come sooner or later, not because I cas

admit that the acquisition of knowledge is

sufficient reward in itself.

We are now in a period, or rather, let us hope,

at the end of a period, of great depression of

trade. And perhaps this is the proper time for

us to attend to certain important considerations,

about which, in time of our prosperity, we

were too busy to think. We are subjected to

the competition of other nations who are

better educated than ourselves, and who have

many, if not all, of the natural advantages

which for so long we considered our own. We

have rested too long content with our supre

macy, and have neglected to make the efforts

which have been forced upon other nations

less fortunately situated than ourselves.

Happily, I believe, our manufacturers are

awakening to a sense of this truth. They

have realised the fact that we must have a

closer application of science to our industries,

a more highly educated class of workmen, if

they are not to be outstripped in the race.

So long as England could keep ahead we might

well be content to overlook many opportuni

ties which other nations, anxious to overtake

us, eagerly availed themselves of. But now

that our rivals are closing upon us it behoves

us to train and perfect ourselves as they have

done, instead of relying on our natural un

trained powers to win success in the great

race. We must avail ourselves of every pos

sible economy in our processes of production ;

every possible improvement in our methods of

manufacture. Such economies and such im

provements it is the duty of the Society of

Arts to watch for, to try and bring forward,

and to foster by every means in its power.

This we have done in the past, and you may

be sure we shall continue to do in the

future ; and, I trust, with no less success

than we have been hitherto fortunate enough

to enjoy.

But besides this constant duty of bringing

forward and encouraging new discoveries and

inventions in science and the arts, there are

many special and occasional objects towards

which the energies of the Society are devoted.

I need not remind you that, since its founda

tion, the Society has never been content with

the work it could carry on within these rooms.

The first act of the committee which established

the Society was to offer premiums for the

growth of madder and the finding of cobalt

in England. For long, the chief action of this

sort consisted mainly in putting forth, at

intervals, a premium list, offering rewards for

various meritorious inventions and discoveries.

The last list of this sort was published in 1878,

but the results for some years previous to this

had not been so satisfactory as to induce the

Council to continue the offers. It might,

indeed, possibly be worth trying the experi

ment once more ; but, on the whole, it appears

tolerably certain that the time for this line of

work has passed by. Of late years, our l
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has been to take up one subject after another,

as opportunity served, and when the object

sought had been attained, or -when the matter

had been proved to be of such importance as

to deserve the attention and ensure the forma

tion of a special organisation, to turn to fresh

pursuits. In this fashion, we have treated,

from time to time, such subjects as the supply

of food, and especially that of fish, the law of

patents and of art copyright, art workmanship

in its various departments, the cheap produc

tion of scientific apparatus, the general and

technical education of the people, and many

other topics. Our greatest achievements have

been in connection with the two' great Exhi

bitions, to the first of which I have before

referred.

And now a few words as to the arrange

ments for the coming session. The subject of

technical education, which is year by year

exacting more attention, will be dealt with in

a paper on " Apprenticeship : Scientific and

Unscientific," by Mr. Silvanus Thompson, the

Professor of Experimental Physics at Uni-

Tersity College, Bristol, and on this occasion

we shall have the further advantage of the

presence of Professor Huxley in the chair.

Mr. William Simpson, who was out in

Afghanistan as the special correspondent of

the Illustrated London News, has made some
■very interesting discoveries on the civilisation

-of the races who inhabited that country in

very early periods, and these he will bring

before the Society in his promised paper on

"" Art Vestiges in Afghanistan."

The third course of Cantor Lectures deals

with a portion of the Society's proper work,

which has not, I think, received, of recent

years, the amount of attention it ought to have

received—I mean the subject of art industries.

Mr. R. W. Edis, who is known both as a

writer and as a practical architect, has under

taken a series on " Art Decoration and Furni

ture," which will be given in the latter part of

the session.

HOW TO SECURE HEALTHY HOMES*

TXTHETHER your home be large or small,

» » give it light. There is no house so

likely to be unhealthy as a dark and gloomy

house. In a dark and gloomy house you can

never see the dirt that pollutes it. Dirt accu

mulates on dirt, and the mind soon learns to

apologise for this condition because the gloom

conceals it. " It is no credit to be clean in this

hole of a place " is soon the sort of idea that

the housewife gets into her mind ; " the place

is always dingy do what you may," is another

similar and common idea ; and so in a dark

house unwholesome things get stowed away

and forgotten, and the air becomes impure,

and when the air becomes impure the digestive

organs become imperfect in action, and soon

there is some shade of bad health engen

dered in those persons who live in that dark

house. Flowers would not healthily bloom in

such a house, and flowers are, as a rule,

good indexes. You put the flowers in your

windows that they may see the light. Are

not your children worth many flowers ? They

are the choicest of flowers. Then, again, light

is necessary in order that the animal spirits

may be kept refreshed and invigorated. No

one is truly happy who in waking hours is in

a gloomy house or room. The gloom of the

prison has been ever considered as a part of

the punishment of the prison, and it is so. The

mind is saddened in a home that is not flushed

with light, and when the mind is saddened the

whole physical powers soon suffer : the heart

beats languidly, the blood flows slowly, the

breathing is imperfect, the oxidation of the

blood is reduced, and the conditions are laid

for the development of many wearisome

and unnecessary constitutional failures and

sufferings.

Once again, light itself, sunlight I mean, is

of itself useful to health in a direct manner.

Sunlight favours nutrition ; sunlight favours

nervous function ; sunlight sustains, chemically

or physically, the healthy state of the blood

F.B.8., attho

>ad by Dr.
itary Congress.

Children and older persons living in darkened

places become blanched or pale ; they have

none of the ruddy healthy bloom of those who

live in light. You send a child that has lived

in a dark court in London for a few days only

into the sunlight, and how marked is the

change ! You hardly know the face again.

Keep, then, this word in your minds, light,

light, light ; sun-light which feeds* you with

its influence, and leaves no poisonous vapours

in its train.

Before I leave this subject, I want to say a

word about light in relation to the sick. A few

hundred years ago it became a fashion, for

reasons it is very hard to divine, to place sick

people in dark and closely-curtained bedrooms.

The practice to some extent is continued to this

day. When a person goes to bed with sick

ness, very often the first thing is to pull down

the blinds, if there be Venetian blinds, to close

them. On body and spirit alike this practice

is simply pernicious. It may be well, if light

is painful to the eyes of the sufferer, to shield

the eyes from the light, or even shut the light

off them altogether ; but for the sake of this

to shut it out of all the room, to cut off whole

sale its precious ^influence, to make the sick

room a dark cell in which all kinds of impurities

may be concealed day after day, is an offence

to nature which she ever rebukes in the

sternest manner.

This remark presses with a special force in

cases where epidemic and contagious diseases

are the affections from which the sufferers are

suffering, for these affections, as they live on

uncleanhness, require for their suppression the

broadest light of day. Moreover, I once

found by experience that certain organic

poisons, analogous to the poisons which propo-

gate these diseases, are rendered innocuous by

exposure to light. Thus, in every point of

view, light stands forward as the agent of

health. In sickness and in health, in infancy,

youth, middle age, old age, in all seasons, for

the benefit of the mind and the welfare of the

body, sunlight is a bearer and sustainer of

health.

I have been speaking about sunlight, and

am led by this to refer to another and allied

topic,—I mean night and hours of sleep. If

it be good to make all possible use of sunlight,

it is good equally to make as little use as

possible of artificial light. Artificial lights, so

far, have been sources of waste, not only of

the material out of which they are made, but

of the air on which they burn. In the air of

the closed room the present commonly used

lamps, candles, and gaslights, rob the air of a

part of its vital constituent, and supply in

return products which are really injurious to

life. Gaslight is in this respect most hurtful,

but the others are bad when they are long

kept burning in one confined space. The

fewer hours after dark that are spent in

artificial light the better, and this suggests, of

itself, that within reasonable limits the sooner

we go to rest after dark the better. We

require in the cold season of winter, when the

nights are long, much more of sleep than we

do in the summer. On the longest day in the

year, seven hours of sleep is sufficient for most

men and women in the prime of life ; on

the shortest day, nine hours is not over much,

and for those who are weakly, ten or even

twelve hours may be taken with real advan

tage. In winter, children should always have

ten to twelve hours of sleep. It is not idleness

to indulge to that extent, but an actual

saving, a storing-up of invigorated existence

for the future. Such, rest can only be obtained

by going to bed very early, say at half-past

eight or nine o'clock.

It is really all wrong at the present season

that we should be here robbing ourselves of

sleep. It is as wrong as ever it can be that

our legislators should often be sitting up, as

we know they do, time after time, in the dead

of night, trying against life to legislate for life.

It is most foolish that public writers, who

hold so many responsibilities in their hands,

should be culled upon to exercise their craft

at a time when all their nature is calling out

to them rest, rest, rest. It is said I am foolish

for declaring these things. Is it so ? I am

standing by Nature, speaking under her direc

tion, and, without a thought of dogmatism, I

am driven to ask, May it not be the world that

is foolish?—the world, I mean, of fashion

and habit, which could, if it would, change

the present systems as easily as it criticises the

view that it ought to make the change. Any

way, this I know, and it is the truth I would

here express, that in every man, woman,

and child there is, at or about the

early time I have named, a persistent

periodical desire for sleep which steals on

determinately, which, taken at the flood, leads

to a good sound night's rest, and which, re

sisted, never duly returns, but is replaced by

a surreptitious sleep, broken by wearing

dreams, restless limbs, and but partial restor

ation of vital power. Make the sun your

fellow-workman. I do not say, go to bed at

all seasons with the 6un, and rise with it,

because in this climate that would not be at

all seasons possible ; but I say, as a general

principle, as closely as you can, make the sun

your fellow-workman ; follow him as soon as

you are able to rest, and do not let him stare

at you in bed many hours after he has com

menced his daily course. Teach your children,

moreover, this same lesson, and the practice

of it, whereupon there will be, in a genera

tion or two, even in this land of fogs and

dulness, a race of children of the sun who

will stand, in matter of health, a head and

shoulders above the children of this present

generation.

To secure health at home some simple pro

vision should be made by which the body of

every person who lives at home may be sub

jected to the bath daily. This wholesome pro

cess is frequently neglected from the excuse

that there is no convenience for a bath. The

excuse is more plausible than real. A formal

bath is not at all necessary. A shallow tub

or shallow metal bath, in which the bather can

stand in front of the washhand-basin ; a good

sponge ; a piece of soap ; two gallons of water

and a good large towel, are quite sufficient

for every purpose of health. To stand in the

shallow bath, and from the washhand-basin

to sponge the body rapidly over from head to

foot, and afterwards to dry quickly, is every

thing that is wanted if it be carried out

daily; and this may be so easily done, after a

little practice, that it becomes no more trouble

than the washing of the face, neck, and hands,

which so many people are content to consider

a perfected ablution. In winter time the water

should be tepid, in summer cold : and once a

week there should be dissolved in the two

gallons of water a quarter of a pound of

fresh washing soda. This addition cleanses

the skin effectually, and removes acidity.

In order to secure health at home it is neces

sary to maintain, as far as can be, an equable

temperature in the different rooms—a tempe

rature of 60 deg. Fahr. is nearest to the best—

a free access of air without draughts, and

above all things, an air that is dry. Washing-

days at home amongst the poor are the days

of most danger to the young. In the damp

atmosphere thus caused colds, sore throat, ana

croup find easy development ; and in a house

persistently damp from any cause, consumption

of the lungs is induced as if under an experi

ment devised for the express pnrpose of pro

duction.

Mistaking' Modern Work for Old.—A

correspondent in the Irish Builder tella an odd

story on this Bobjeot. He says :—In the ancient

collegiate church of St. Mary, at Yooghal, is a

very fine pulpit, carved, and bearing consider

able appearance of antiquity, but the man who

made it was living a fe«r years ago, and may,

perhaps, be living still. He was working at

some repair inside the pulpit when it bo hap

pened that, in 1860, a certain nobleman, looking

at the interesting restorations made in the

chnroh by the Eev. Samuel Haymsn, and ob

serving to a friend, " The head doea not ache

that designed that pulpit," was considerably

startled by the head in qaeBtion appearing over

the desk and saying, " Why, then, my lord, my

bead does ache ; and I would like a something

to drink yonr lordship's health this morniDg,"

a request that, after a hearty laugh, was com

plied with.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

STYLE AS APPLIED TO FUBNITUBE.

No. VII.—"Queen Ann."

REVERTING again to the cabinet-work of

the above epoch, we this week endeavour

to show its applicability to the wall-whatnots

and china corner cabinets so much in demand

since the revival of the " china mania."

Strictly speaking, the Queen Anne period was

not rich in such specimens of cabinet-work.

It was later in the century, under the fostering

care of the Chippendale school, that whatnots

for walls andcorners largely came into use, and

it is curious to notice how in the recent

history of the furniture trade one revival has

involved the other.

But a few years ago Society looked upon

the Dutch fashion of collecting " hideous

images " with but little favour. It was men

tioned in history as a " great weakness " of

Queen Mary's, too slavishly followed by her

adulatory courtiers. Even Macaulay styled

those rare old collections " a profusion of gew

gaws," and not long ago our facetious contem

porary, Punch, made capital out of the

(esthetic couple who nursed the " old blue

teapot "in turns. " Cups and Saucers" have

served for many a good Jaugh in our theatres,

disclosing the fact that ofttimes the precious

bit of " bric-a-brac " is a " General Deelah's "

" own mAke."

Notwithstanding such cynical remarks re

specting the " teapot and dragon collectors,"

they again sailed into favour upon the flood-

tide of modern Queen Anne ; and whether the

china preceded the cabinet-work, or vice vend,

matters little. One thing is certain, that

any cabinet-maker who fails to recognise the

necessity for both in a modern household is

blind to his own interests.

Without overstepping the first quarter of

the eighteenth century, we shall find some

charming details well adapted to such articles

as are required for the reception of crockery-

ware. Many old examples might be introduced

if we included Chippendale work under our

title, but it is necessary to draw a hard-and-

fast line between the simplicity of " Queen

Anne " and the extravagance of Chippendale.

It has been the custom to muddle up both

under one heading, to the confusion of casual

students. Even our contemporary, the Builder,

in speaking of Queen Anne, not long since,

remarked :—" We are now offered the revival

of the furniture of the Queen Anne and

Georgian period, of which Chippendale and

Sheraton were the leading workers." Seeing

that both these workers flourished some 50years

after Queen Anne was dead, it is somewhat

misleading to describe them as belonging to

the "Queen Anne" period. This, however,

is only one example of the loose art history

which has found currency, and as a conse

quence many persons who reasonably object

to Chippendale furniture have condemned

Queen Anne goods indiscriminately, because

both have been thus erroneously classified.

There is such a marked difference between the

classically straight mouldings of the earlier

style, as compared with the caprices of the

latter, that it becomes necessary to draw

attention thereto.

Fig. 36 will serve admirably as an illustra

tion of this classical treatment. It represents

the upper part of a clock-case in the South

Kensington Museum, and as a lesson in chaste

design and cabinet-work is well worth the in

spection of a trade student. We insert it here

because it embodies sufficient detail and sugges

tion for the various articles which make up our

Separate Plate, and although " the old clock on

the stairs " is a thing of the past, the mouldings

and decorations will answer equally well for

the modern miniature mantelpiece-clock, or

for many other purposes, as illustrated here

with. In our example, panelled inlay is again

relied upon for decorative effect, and in this

instance it has stood the test of time perfectly.

With some quaint brass repousse work round

the spandrils of the face, the clock altogether

is a gem of its kind.

We bring into service the inlay in each

of the accompanying illustrations of china

cabinets, and if well executed the success of

such work is certain. The semi dome-shaped

top is utilised both for tbe hanging and wall-

whatnots ; it serves to set off the inlay, and

forms a shelf for something choice in china.

The manner of adapting the other items is

so evident that further explanation is unneces

sary. In the hanging whatnot a beaded or

leaded transparent door is shown, which would

repay, as regards appearance, the trouble of

making, and in the centre door of the wall-

whatnot the enrichment in the squares is

intended to he painted and burnt on the glass

after the style of stained-glass windows.

The fashion of painting on glass (though

not in this manner) was very prevalent during

the reign of Queen Anne, and the idea (if

rendered in a durable form), is worth repro

duction. Whilst painted tiles or porcelain in

such a case would be too obtrusive, a little
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colouring in low tones on the glass would give

a charm to the cabinetwork.

In the centre door of the corner-cabinet a

circular-bevelled and silver plate is shown,

surrounded by carving of natural foliage in

low relief, whilst the frieze and corners are

filled up with marquetry. Rosewood, with

satinwood and ebony inlay, might be employed

for either design, and other combinations

equally good will readily suggest themselves.

We mention rosewood because it is again

becoming the favourite wood for drawing-

room purposes.

DESIGNS FOE MUSIC SEATS.

Some novelties in Music Seats are illus

trated on our second Plate. No. 1 shows

an oval seat about 2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 6 in. ; in

one instance the seat is figured in its normal

state, in the other it shows how the centre

may be raised. In Seat No. 3 the sides are

panelled in wood, and No. 4 is intended to

show their appearance if covered with leather

or some other upholstering material. In both

cases the seat is enclosed by a hinged lid, and

fitted with partitions to contain music. When

not in use these Music Seats have the appear

ance of box ottomans. The several designs

shown have been patented by the manufac

turer, Mr. Richard Dunworth, of Torrington-

Mews, Edgware-road.

POISONOUS PIGMENTS.

EVIDENCE is daily accumulating of the

urgent need that exists for legislative

interference, so far as the use of poisonous

pigments, &c, in different manufacturing pro

cesses is concerned. It is no longer a question

of " death in the pot " ; the ghastly spectre

now stares at us from our general sur

roundings, from our wall-papers, Venetian-

blinds, lamp-shades, &c, while many articles

of dress are not a whit less pregnant with

the seeds of death. All past efforts to arouse

Parliament to a realisation of its responsibili

ties in the matter have thus far failed of suc

cess, and, as a consequence, one victim after

another is sacrificed to the slow process of

death by poisoning.

Attention has once more been drawn to the

subject by the recently-concluded inquest on a

girl of sixteen, whose death was believed to

have been caused by handling poisonous

colours, and by inhaling some of the "dust. '

The inquiry was opened on the 29th ult., and

related to tbe death of Sarah Sophia Middle-

ton, who died on the 25th ult., at 3, Crawford-

passage, Farringdon - road. The evidence

showed that the deceased, who worked at the

Anglo-Bussian Iron and Tinplate Company's

manufactory in Turnmill-street, was taken ill

only two days before her death, which the

medical officer stated to have been immedi

ately caused by exhaustion from excessive

diarrhoea and vomiting. It appeared that the

business in which the girl was engaged wis

principally " dusting " colour on to tin, and at

the I a- 1 sitting of the court an adjournment was

decided upon for the purpose of having further

scientific evidence as to the nature of the

materials used.

The inquiry was resumed a few days ago,

when Mr. J. B. Lakeman, one of her Majesty's

Inspectors of Factories, watched the case on

behalf of the Home Office, and Mr. Harms-

worth appeared for the Tinplate Company.

Dr. Bartlett, who had been examined on tbe

revious occasion, was recalled, and deposed :

have had some colours to examine from the

factory since the last sitting. There were

nine small boxes. I found a variety of poisonous

and dangerous substances in them. In the

white there were arsenic, carbonate of lead,

acetate of lead, and bismuth. Of these, the

latter is not a poison, but the others are. I

analysed two bronzes (gold and silver), in

which I found sulphate of tin, metallic copper,

and small quantities cf antimony. In a com

posite green there were arsenite of copper and

chromic acid, a highly dangerous poison,

in great quantities. I had two blues to

examine. The first was ordinary ultramarine,

in which there was nothing injurious, but a

darker blue contained more than traces of

arsenic. A vermilion was composed mainly

of sulphide of mercury, an injurious but not a

virulent poison. I examined the apron that

belonged to the deceased, on which I traced a

considerable amount of arsenic, chromic acid,

antimony, and in fact a combination of all the

substances I have mentioned. I think, pro

bably, that the girl was in the habit of wiping

her hands upon it. I am of opinion that tbe

order prohibiting eating upon the factory

premises in operation in Turnmill-street is an

excellent one, and I think it should be supple

mented by one compelling all the girls to wash

their hands before leaving the factory, and

inspecting them to see that they do so. When

I first visited the factory I found a great deal

of white lead in powder, which has to be after

wards mixed in varnish. A danger exists in

that perhaps, being blown about, it not being

protected, and there is another damrer of

poison being absorbed through the skin in

wiping the plates after their completion. In

dusting the colours the girls are living in an

P
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atmosphere impregnated with colour. I do

not think that any large quantity of arsenic
■was used in the factory, or the effects would

have been felt, as I have known many serious

snd often fatal cases in lithographic establish

ments where greens are dusted.

Mr. Harmsworth on behalf of the company,

said they had now ceased using dry colours

altogether.

Dr. Bartlett said that would do away with

nil the danger, with the exception of the white

lead. Of late years white lead had been

greatly superseded by zinc. In reply to a ques

tion by Mr. Lakeman as to whether he con

sidered the present system of dusting minerals

should be stopped, the witness said that if he

had the regulation of factories he would stop

dusting as much as possible. Bronzes could

not be applied in any other way, and were

not excessively injurious, and ordinary ultra

marine was in itself almost innocuous. The

process of dusting was, however, injurious to

n certain extent, as it filled the lungs with dust.

No amount of ventilation would prevent the

air being filled with particles of colour when

the dusting process was in operation.

The Coroner having summed up, the jury,

after a short deliberation, returned a verdict

to the effect that the deceased died from

diarrhoea and vomiting, but how this was

caused there was not sufficient evidence to

show. The jury further added a rider to the

effect that certain of the colours used in the

Anglo-Russian Iron and Tinplate Company's

Factory, Turnmill-street, prior to deceased's

death, were of a highly dangerous nature,

and should, when practicable, be mixed with

varnish or some other liquid that would render

them almost innocuous.

Let us hope that this, and similar cases that

are constantly recurring, may yet bring about

that wholesome check upon the use of poison

ous pigments in manufacturing processes, which

can only be effected by legislative interference.

As Dr. Taylor once observed before a com

mittee of the House of Lords, poisonous

colours should not be used except to represent

patterns of a skull and cross-bones, accom

panied by the suitable motto, Memento mori.

Crabe Reports.

£Feoji Oua Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Tlio influx of carpet orders during the week

has not been quite so large, simply for the

reason that most of the large carpet firms have

now supplied their immediate wants ; still

some few buyers have visited the district,

examined patterns, and purchased, in antici

pation of the spring trade. The carpet manu

facturers are now one and all very busy, and

expect to be so until after Christmas. Every

firm is running full time, and spinners have

really hard work to keep pace with the de

mands made upon them for worsted.

Several firms are complaining that they

have not now sufficient looms to produce their

goods fast enough, and customers will ere

long simply have to take their turn in the order

of precedence for the execution of their orders.

The prices of raw material have not yet

ceased to advance. During the week, linen

yarns have made a further rise, and in order

that carpet buyers may understand the great

advance that has taken place in this one

branch, it may be mentioned that this yarn,

largely used in the carpet trade, which could,

last April, be bought at GJd. per lb., cannot

now be obtained under 7\i. per lb., and spin

ners do not care for contracts even at that

figure. Wool, after a slight relapse, has be

come firm again, and some of the sorts used

largely here can hardly be obtained for money.

Like worsteds, some varieties are very difficult

to be obtained, and orders are being refused

daily, even at a good advance, spinners being

so full of work. The moment present con

tracts are out still further advanced rates

■will bo demanded, and will have to be paid.

The outlook in all branches of the carpet trade

is just now very promising.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—Unusual

—not to say unprecedented—activity prevails

in the carpet trade of this district. Looms are

everywhere fully employed, and in many cases

the orders already on manufacturers' books

will provide work for many months to come.

Blanket-makers are well employed on both

home and foreign orders ; besides, they have

on their books some fair orders for army goods.

Low greys and medium whites are in favour.

The local wool markets have been exhibiting

an upward tendency for some weeks; and

rates have had the effect of increasing the

prices of low and medium shoddy. There is

plenty of animation in the heavy woollen

trade, and several considerable orders have

been lodged for home houses who require the

goods for immediate wants to supply the extra

demand consequent on the cold weather which

has set in during the week. Both London and

provincial houses have taken low and medium

pilots in bulk, and in some cases good parcels

of better-class goods have been selected. Naps

and witneys, too, are in better demand ; and

sealskins have been inquired for. The inquiries

for the Continent have fallen off, as is generally

the case about this time of the year, when the

season is virtually over. There is, however,

some work still doing with the German mar

kets. A few buyers have been over from the

Dominion, but their purchases have not been

so large as usual.

The Durham Carpet Trade.—The com

mencement of the present week has witnessed

a marked improvement in the Durham carpet

trade. For many months work has been very

slack at Messrs. Henderson & Co.'s extensive

works, and a large majority of the hands have

been on short time. The periodical orders,

chiefly from America, to hand this week, are

on a larger scale than has been experienced for

some years. The men have all been put upon

full time, and the orders now booked are suffi

cient to keep all departments in full swing,

at least till the close of the present year, by

which time it is confidently anticipated that

there will be a further increase in orders.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—The

demand in curtains is momentarily principally

for low-priced descriptions, but the trade on

the whole is in a fairly satisfactory condition.

The lace trade continues much as before. No

important orders have been received, and

although for some descriptions of goods the

demand is remarkably brisk, the trade as a

whole cannot be said to be active. This, how

ever, is not unusual at the present period of

the year, when business is generally quiet, and

prospects of the future are regarded as

encouraging. The improvement lately noticed

in the plain net branch is maintained, and

makers of these goods are decidedly better

employed than they were a few weeks ago,

and quotations are very firm. More rice or

Paisley nets are being finished, and other stiff

goods sell steadily, while a fair demand is

experienced for Brussels and mosquito nets,

and there is a good sale for spotted and point

d'esprit nets. Prices are firm, and the

tendency is upward. Purls are in request, but

there is not much inquiry for braids. In the

fancy cotton department there is very little

change. Manufacturers of common goods are

very busily engaged, and can scarcely make

deliveries with sufficient rapidity, there being

a great run upon the cheaper kinds of Valen

ciennes and torchons. There was the ordinary

attendance at the Exchange, and. inquiries for

lace yarns have reached a fair amount, though

orders are placed cautiously. Quotations

remain unaltered, but terms are not easier for

buyers. There has been a restricted demand

for silks, without any symptoms of a revival to

former activity, either as regards fine Italian

qualities or common spun silks.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The improve

ment in the cabinet brassfoundry trade is only

proceeding by slow J steps, but things are

moving, and this gives promise of a brighter

future. Both directly and indirectly the brass-

foundry branch now gives employment to a

larger number of hands than any other of the

finished-hardware branches, not excepting the

gun, button, and jewellery trades, and to it

minister not only the coal and metal, but the

metal-rolling, tube, wire, spring, hinge, screw ,

stamping, pottery, electroplating, and other

industries. It is satisfactory, therefore to find

that the depression which weighed upon this

branch more or less throughout the summer

and autumn is giving place to renewed activity,

and that, notwithstanding the recent reduction

in prices, the leading houses are able to report

larger weekly returns than at the corresponding

period of the prosperous year 1878. The im

provement, according to the Ironmonger, does

not yet extend to all departments, or even all

firms. It is confined to domestic and

naval brassfoundry, cornice - poles, fire-

brasses, curtain and picture rods, cabin-

fittings, window - quadrants, door - chains,

valves, and such • like articles, and is

almost entirely due to a home demand. In

builders' brass-foundry business is quiet, as

usual at this season, but stocks are reported

low, and, with the revival of the building

branch in the spring, brass-founders count

upon a good trade. The late reduction iu

wages and prices, being coincident with a rise

in the value of metal, has had the effect of

steadying the trade and putting an end to the

underselling, which was extending among the

smaller makers, and, as it has resulted in more

regular employment for the workpeople, they

are really gainers by the concession. The

masters, on the other hand, having to pay

more for their metal, find the lower prices

seriously telling upon their profits, and this

fact affords probably the best guarantee the

workpeople could desire that wages and prices

will not be kept at their present low level

any longer than can be helped. At present

it would be premature to speak of advances,

because the improvement of trade is too

new and partial to allow of any opinion with

regard to its probable extent or permanence.

Much will depend on the course of the

metal market, and more on the future of the

building trade, respecting which very contrary

views prevail, though there can be no question

that building contracts to a very large amount

have lately been concluded iu London/Birming

ham, Manchester, Liverpool, and other large

towns, Apart from the growth of the building

trade, however, the brassfoundry branch

seems destined to grow with the constantly-

increasing demand for metalwork fittings and

furniture for old tenements, numbers of which

both in town and country are being completely

metamorphosed by the substitution of new

and artistic locks and door furniture, sash-

fasteners, bell-pulls, fire-brasses, cornice-poles,

&c. Many of the goods provided to meet this

want are no less remarkable for cheapness than

for elegance, and some of the fittings and

appointments intended for houses letting at

£40 or £50 a year would have been considered

exceptionally good a few years ago in houses

of double that annual value. The Queen

Anne and Early English styles are still in great

request, though the reaction in favour of

mediceval patterns is becoming daily more

manifest.

Household Linen, &c.—No improvement

whatever has taken place in the state of the

linen trade, so that the limited production,

resulting from short time and the entire

stoppage of many looms, is in excess of the

home and foreign demands. In plain and

fancy drills, which are largely used in the

tropics and the south of Europe, not much ha*

been done of late, so that stocks do not get

less ; whilst the business doing with America

in damasks, sheetings, and ordinary linens is

very moderate indeed. Orders on home

account have come in but sparingly, and as a

rule for comparatively small parcels of table

linens, huckabacks, sheetings, and narrow

goods. Not much has been done in crumb-

cloths, screw-cloths, strainers, and nursery

diapers. Hand-made linens are not much

inquired for, so that the weavers are still but

moderately employed. Finishers have been

scarcely so well oft as they were a short time

since, either as regards home-made linens or

those from other districts.
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Thk Colonial Wool Sales.—After a

seven weeks' interval—marked during its latter

part by a strong revival of trade in this

country, but by comparative apathy abroad—

the fourth series of London sales of Colonial

wool commenced on the 18th inst. The home

buyers muster in very large numbers, while

the foreign trade is but moderately repre-

resented. There is brisk competition, and a

feneral, though not uniform, rise in prices.

Lessrs. Helmuth Schwartze & Co. report

that the greatest advance is on crossbreds,

and on the medium and faulty Australian

scoured wools, which were exceptionally de

pressed last sales, and must now be quoted

~\tl. to •'! \d. dearer. Shafty fleece and scoured,

such as are bought in preference by the home

trade, rule fully l^d. to 2d. higher, while the

shorter classes of foreign fleece show a less

marked advance. Of greasy wools compara

tively little has been sold, but, as far as can be

judged, they rule about Id. per lb. higher.

Among Capes, only fleece wools show a well-

marked improvement, having risen Id. to I'd.

per lb. ; snow whites are only 3d., occasionally

Id., dearer ; while greasy shows scarcely any

change. This unequal advance reflects two

Eoints in the present situation; on the one

and, the more favoured position of comb

ing, and especially of coarse wools, as com

pared with clothing descriptions ; and, on

the other, the predominant influence of the

revived home demand, and the comparative

absence of foreign competition. The arrivals

for these sales, which are to last till Dec. 8,

comprise 44,828 bales Australian, and 48,358

bales Cape. Deducting what has gone for

ward, but adding the old stock, there are

about 120,000 bales for disposal in this series,

viz. :

Bales.

Sydney 23,700

Port Phillip 23,500

; Van Diemen's Land 2,000

Adelaide 9,700

Swan Eiver 100

New Zealand 18,000

Cape 43,000

Total 120,000

The sixth series of Liverpool sales of East

India wool opened on the 18th inst. with very

animated competition, and an advance on Sep

tember prices of between 15 and 20 per cent.,

the rise being still more marked in the case of

the best and of inferior descriptions. The

sales were to comprise 16,400 bales, and were

to be followed by sales of miscellaneous wools,

for which 19,130 bales have been declared.

Next year's Liverpool sales have been fixed to

commence on the following dates :—Jan. 20,

March 1G, May 25, July 20, Sept. 21, and

Nov. 23.

For the Week ended Saturday, the 22nd inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £44 piano,

£16 music il instruments

Ashford A Brooks, 35 c paperhangings

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. £667 rags, 269

sq yds floorcloth

Goode Bros. A Co. 750 yds blankets, 1,130 sq

yds oilcloth

Green, F. A Co. £263 furniture, 110 yds opts

McDonald, J. A Co. £50 pianos

Miller, Anderson A Co. 515 sq yds floorcloth

Marray, D. A W. £42 rags, £60 sewing.

machine'. 861 yds carpet, 458 yds jnte

matg, 1,225 yds cocoa matg, 1,275 yds blks

Price, C. A Co. £21 rugs, 1,962 yds oarpets

Wills, G. 4 R. 4 Co. 4,540 yds carpets, 6,000

yds blankets, £34 mats, £55 sewing-

machines, £17 rugs

Alooa Bay—Aruholz, A. 385 yds oarpets, £93

looking-glasses, £40 furniture

Brister A Pitoh, 480 sq yds floorcloth, £48

looking-glasses, £59 furniture

Budrien, FiBher 4 Co. £3 glue

Davis 4 Soper, £5 furniture

Deare, F. D. A Co. £92 table

Dunn, W. 4 Co. 1,200 yds blankets

Dorant, A. 4 Co. 100 sq yds

] Alooa Bat (continued)—

Filby A Kemp, 100 sq yds floorcloth

Beid A Beid, £64 rugs

Budd A Co. 692 yds woollen oarpets

Savage A Hill, 1,400 yds blankets, £51 musical

instruments, £64 furniture, 198 yds woollen

oarpets

Smith, W. T. £23 mirrors

TippRr, L. 196 yds ooooa-matting

Amsterdam—General Steam Navigation Co. 12 o

leather

Aktioua—Penney, G. H. A Co. £21 furniture

Sorutton, Sons A Co. £10 harmonium, £9

furniture

Auckland—Mertens A Co. £100 musical insts

Baebadoes—Daniel, S. A Co. 6} o leather

Bamsey, Elder A Co. £19 looking-glasses

Whitfield, G. A Co. £40 wood manufactures

Bombay—Harraden, 8. A Co. £6 furniture, £69

musical instruments

Short, Short A Co. 771 yds oarpets

Wackerbarth, J. H. £46 brushes

Bordeaux—Jonas, Simonson 4 Co. 347 yds.

floorcloth

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 272 yds oarpets

Bitot, F. A Troude, 1,783 yds oarpets, 56 o

leather, 110 yds oarpets, 182 o leather

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 c leather

Flageollet frs A Co. 2,600 lb leather, £129

varnish

Messageries Parisiennes, £62 rugs, 53 yds

oarpets, 270 yds oarpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. 70 o leather, 9 o leather,

11 c leather, 4 c leather

Sootney 4 Earnshaw, 4 o leather

Bremen—Phillipps A Graves, 15 c leather

Calcutta—Bartrnm, Prettyman A Co. 10 o lthr

Frey, A. A Co. 13 o leather

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £87 musical instru

ments, £10 sewing-machines

Harraden, 8. A Co. £16 mnsioal instruments

Holloway A Co., £120 docks

Lyon, J. A Co. 2 o leather

Monteith, B. A Co. £12 olooks

Stewart, Gent A Co. £19 carpets

Wortley, A. £12 furniture

Canaries—Swanston A Co. £200 pianos

Canterbury—Jaokaon, E. 1,193 lb tanned lthr

Cape or Good Hope—Blaine, Maodouald A Co.

£200 furniture, £63 musioal instruments

Currie, D. A Co. £420 furniture, £390 safes

Fletcher, A. W. A W. H. 563 yds carpeting,

£125 sewing-maohines

Grindlay A Co. £40 billiard materials

Kemsley A Elkington, £28 paperhangings

Whyte, B. A Co. £126 sewing-maohines

Colombo—Davis, W. B. 37 yds blankets, 106 yds

flannels

Forbes, Forbes A Co. £112 pianos

Freeland, J. A A. B. £17 lamp

Gellatly A Go. £5 mnsioal instruments

Bodgkinson, F. A. A Co. £12 lamps

King, H. 8. A Co. £40 piano

Tozer, Hewett A Co. 44 yds woollen oarpeting

Walker Bros. £8 blankets

Copenhagen—Bailey A Leetham, 303 sq yds

floorcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Company, 707 sq yds

linoleum

Warburg, B. D. A Co. 39 lb chamois leather

Demerara—Browne J. A Son, £51 musical

instruments

Conrad, H. A Co. £43]wallpaper, £35 furni

ture, 238 lb leather

Freeland, J. A A. B. £6 varnish, 60 yds floor

cloth, £59 brushware

Penney, G. H. A Co. £105 paperhangings

East London—Collard A Collard, £60 piano

Durant, A. A Co. £24 furniture

Freeland, J. A A. B. £25 varnish

Harvey A Greenacre, £72 wool rugs

Howe, J. C. A Co. £45 furniture

Irving, J. J. A Co. 3,165 yds blankets

Galle—Sinclair, Hamilton A Co. £24 furniture

Genoa—Collins, W. A. 318 yds floorcloth

Ghent—Bailey A Leetham, 530 sq yds leather

cloth

Franoe, W. 39 t old leather

Stahlsohmidt, F. A Co. 229 yds carpeting

Gibraltar—Beriro, J. £22 furniture

Cuby A Co. £150 furniture

Hall, J. jun. A Co. £160 furniture

Other Entries, 52 sq yds floorolth, 7 yds oarpt

Thornton, T. 98 yds oarpets

Gothenburg—Collinson A Co. 3J o leather

Harris, B. 64} c leather

Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

9,280 sq yds cotton oiloloth, 2,200 sq j ds ("Rotterdam—Carey,

cotton oilcloth

Collins, W. A. 1,450 yds leather, 230 yds

yd,

Hambro (continued)—

DarliDg Bros. 175f c leather

Caubert A Metcalfe, 105 o leather

Grautoff, B. A. 93 yds oarpets

Harris, B. 19 o leather

Heyden, E. van der A Co. 21} o leather

Kitohin, J. A Co. 51 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 17,635 sq yds oilcloth

Linolenm Manufacturing Co. 234 sq

linoleum

Simonsen, J. A Co. 283 yds floorcloth

Strudwiok. H. 72 o leather

Wain, C. 2 o leather

White, Chad A Co. li o leather

Harlingen—Tnrnley, J. W. If o leather

Hobart Town—Jepps, J. A Co. £500 organ and

fittings

Hong Kong—Jonas, J. £78 clocks

Walker, A. G. 1,344 yds blanket*

Jersey A Guernsey—Cheeswright & Co. £28

furniture, £17 furniture

Launceston—Buiok, Lewis A Co. 72 ydi cilelth,

£34 paperhangings

Fysb, P. O. A Co. £29 mnsioal instruments,

1,080 yds blankets, 474 yds matting, £89

paperhangings, 192 yds leather cloth

Stanton, J. £49 wood manufactures

Terry, J. A Co. £40 lamp

Lisbon—Ball, W. E. £8 furniture

Madras—Diokeson A Stewart, £73 musol insts

King, H. S. A Co. £6 furniture

Oakes Bros. A Co. £93 pianos, £30 lamps

Sargood, Son A Co. £99 pianos

Malta—Ledger, Smith A Co. £8 olooks

Naples—Chinnery A Johnson, £7 varnish, 8 lb

leather

Newcastle, N.S.W.—Green, F. A Co. £28 wood

manufaotnres

Meadows, T. A Co. 330 yds carpets

Stanton, J. £8 lamps

Wesley, Cooper A Co. 3} o leather

New York—Darling Bros. 493 c leather

Davies A Turner, 10 o leather

Harris, L. A Son, 8 c leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 2,050 yds carpets

Smith, Sand A Co. 4 c leather

Tuoker, B. A Co. £7 musioal instruments,

50 yds blankets

Wingate 4 Johnston, 285 yds carpets, 696

yds linoleum

Oporto—Beed, Truman A Co. 52 lb. leather

Ostend—Weiner, M. A Co. 9i c leather

Otago—Carter, P. 255 yds blankets

Carter, 8. 135 yds floorcloth, 630 yds American

leather, 275 yds blankets

Clarkson, D. 2,718 yds blankets

Heymanson, Low A Co. 30i o leather

North, W. £850 furniture

Pernambuco—Clark, J. A Co. £24 musical instrs

PiR.ti's—Ralli Bros, £60 piano

Port Elizabeth—Jepps, J. W. A Co. £25 piano

Wyllie, J. A Co. £130 wood manufactures

Port Natal—Blugden A Prince, £143 rugs

Davy, J. H. £52 rngs, £18 blankets

Harvey A Greenacre, £358 rugs, £55 blanket!,

£16 brushes, 2,652 yds blankets

Henwood, P. £38 wood manufactures

Meadows, T. A Co. £58 matting

Morley, J. A B.216 yds woollen blankets

Moritz, E. 50 yds carpet

Pigott, A. £34 brushware

Bennie, J. T. Son A Co. £75 furniture

Beid A Beid, 6i o wallpaper

Penney, G. H. A Co. 1,121 yds blankets

Port Phillip—Allport A Morgan, £42 farni.

ture, £32 organ

Beath, Sohiess A Co. 935 yds oarpets, £70

woollen rugs

Brooks, H. A Co. £85 wallpaper

Dodgshun, Dickinson A Co. 1,330 yds blaokta

Fox, C. T. 32i o leather, li o leather

Mertens A Co. £40 musioal instruments

McEwan, J. A Co. £65 iron safes

Newoomb, W. A Co. 752 yds oarpets

Paterson, Laing A Co. £113 furniture

Prioe, C. A Co. £19 woollen rugs

Sargood, Son A E *an, 50 yds blankets

Smith, L. A Co. 65 o leather

Sparrow, W. A. £ 45 brushware

Staley, Badford A Co. 1,050 yds blankets,

3,090 yds floorcloth, 1,380 yds oarpets,

£41 rngs

Tolhurst 4 Sons, £51 varnish

Voss, J. A Co. 344 lb leather

Quiloa—Brooker, Dore A Co. £65 iron safes

Rio Janeiro—Dawson Bros. £35 carpet

Diokinson, Akroyd A Co. 14 o leather

W. H. A Sons, 60 ydi

Darling Bros. 188 o leather

Salonica—Head, H. A Co. £15
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Shanghai—Hunt, J. 4 Son, £42 organ

Singapore—Borneo Co. £14 leather

Grindlay 4 Co. £350 billiard tables

Short, Short 4 Co. £63 furniture, £844 iron

safes

St. Kitts—Gray, 0. W. 4 W. £10 wood manufa

Penny, G. H. 4 Co. £60 piano

Sharpe, A. £64 wood manufactures

Stockholm — Warburg, B. B. 4 Co. 296 yds

linoleum, £65

8t. Vincent—Chapman, L. £10 wood manfs

Grant, J. 4 B. £10 wood manfaotares

Gray, C. W. 4 W. Gray, 4i o leather, £280

wood manfaotares

Hand 4 Co. £ 18 wood manufactures

j, Neilson, C. 4 Son, £44 wood manfs, 2 c lethr

Parkinson, J. £22 furniture

Panoh, J. 4 Son, £42 furniture

Stdnet—Alexander Bros. 30 g varnish

Davie* & Turner, £50 msol insts, £30 frntre

Don, P. C. 4 Co. 180 yds blanketing

Darant, A. 4 Co. £68 furniture, 3,109 yds

floorcloth

Hawley, H. 4 A. £64 rjrushware

Houlder, Bros. 4 Co. 3,115 yds woollen

blanketing, £25 furniture, £49 rugs

Jepps, J. W. 4 Co. £18 furniture

Jones, D. 4 Co. 1,000 yds floorcloth, £56 orpt

Keep, Parsons, 4 Co. £19 wood manufactures

Mason, B. 4 Co. 60 g. varnish

MoArthur, W. 4 A. £16 oarpet

Sogers, H. Sons 4 Co. £13 lamps

Bom, Morgan, 4 Co. £67 rugs

Stanton, J. 1 o leather

Tsxekiffb—Sinclair, Hamilton, 4 Co. 54 yds

carpets -

Trinidad—Fox, C. T. 69 d leather

Yokohama—Ahrens, H. 4 Co. £62 carpet, 9,562

yds blanketing

Mansfield, J. £10 piano

Lewis, J. 4 Co. £214 carpet

Staley, Badford 4 Co. £312 oarpet

Jfnrratow Imports

Into London during the Week ended Saturday,

the 22nd iwtt.

Bid Feathers.—Bong 4 Jordan, 1 pkge from

Hambro' ; Heymans Bros. 24 brls from

Hambro' ; Heymans Bros. 9 brls from

Hambro'.

Carpets.—S. Kennard 4 Co. 4 pkges from E.

Indies; W. Millar 4 Co. 5 pkges from

Smyrna.

Furniture.—Eives & Allen, 4 pksres from the

United States; M. Lack, £2,000 from

Holland ; F. Pearse, 1 pkge (from France ;

Cheeswright 4 Co., 22 pkges from Guernsey.

Furniture Wood—E. 4 W. I. D. ; Co. [10 tons

mahogany from Mexico'; E. 4 W. I. D. Co. 1

ton mahogany from Central Amerioa ; J.

Gardner 4 Son, 15 tons hard from United

States; Skelton 4 Sohofield, 170 tons ma

hogany from United States ; Skelton & Soho

field, 40 tons cedar from the W. Indies ; Beok

4 Pollitzer, 1,169 bdls mouldings] from the

United States; W. France, 2 pkges mould

ings from Belgium; G. S. N. Co. 8 pkges

mouldings from Holland ; H. Brewer, Son 4

Co. 3 tons hard from Hambro' ; C. W. Deisel-

dorff, 2\ tons cedar from the W. Indies ; C.

W. Deiseldorff, 120 tons mahogany from ^he

W. Indies ; Haokett, Ausender & Co. Z\ tons

mahogany from France; Rosenberg, Loewe

4 Co. 1 pkge mouldings; Steel Bros. 4 Co.

7 loads teak from Denmark ; Tamvaoo 4 Co.

12 tons walnut from France; Belize Estate

Co. 5 tons cedar from the W. Indies; Belize

Estate Co., 325 tons mahogany from the W.

Indies ; E. 4 W. I. D. Co., 3 tons mahogany

from Santa Ann ; E. 4 W. I. D. Co., 19 tons

sandal from the E. Indies ; Skelton 4 Soho

field, 100 tons mahogany from Santa Ann ;

Piokford 4 Co. 306 bdls mouldings from the

United States.

Horsehair.—Levisohn 4 Co., 6 cs from the

United States ; Levisohn 4 Co., 3 brls from

France; Millwall Dock Co., 7 brls from

Egypt; Levisohn 4 Co., 70 brls from Ger

many.

Matting.—Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, 10 pkgs

from China.

Musical Instruments.—Flageollet Bros., 3 pkgs

from France; Haokett, Ausender 4 Co., 1 pkg

from Holland ; Bung 4 Jordan, 1 pkg from

Hambro' ; Beck & Pollitzer 1 pkg from Bre-

men ; H. Lange, 11 pkgs from Hambro' ;

General Steam Navigation Co. 4 pkgs from

Hambro' ; Page, Son 4 EaBt, 1 pkg from Bre

men ; Mertens 4 Co. 16 pkgs from the United

States ; 0. Atkins 4 Co. 6 pkgs from France ;

General Steam Navigation Co. 11 pkgs from

Holland ; J. Sohwig, 1 pkg from Hambro' ; C.

Atkins 4 Co. 6 pkgs from France ; General

Steam Navigation Co. 18 pkgs from Holland ;

London 4 Katharine Dock Co. 1 pkg from the

United States; C. S. Lovell, 2 pkgs from

Hambro*.

Sewing Machines—Wanzer 8. M. Co. £1,091

from the United States ; G. S. N. Co.' £24

from Hambro' ; Wilcox 4 Gibbs, 61 (pkges

from the United States.

Miscellaneous—G. S. N. Co. 1 "pkge window-

blinds from Hambro' ; Hopton 4 Son, 35 cases

joinery from the United States; J. Sandell

4 Co. 773J pkges joiners' work ; B. Dressel 4

Co., 12 brls alva from Germany ; 0. Churohill

4 Co. 41 pkges wood manfs from'the United

States.

fabers antr €tm\mds.

We thall etteem it a favour \f our reader* will kindly
notify to ut, for ineertion in thin column, any contract*
which may be ofen for competition ; and alto advite ue
a* to any furnishing order*, %c, which may have been
executed by different firm*.

Tenders are invited by the Skelmersdale

School Board for the supply of 100 universal

desks, 100 dual desks, and 40 dual desks for

infants. Tenders, accompanied by a sample

desk, must be sent in by Dec. 2, to Mr. William

Parr, at 2, Railway-road, Ormskirk.

Tenders are invited by the managers of the

Metropolitan Asylum District for the supply

of a steam cooking apparatus and other

fittings for the Asylum for Imbeciles at

Darenth, near Dartford, Kent. Copies of

plans and specifications, prepared by the

architects, Messrs. A. & C. Harston, of 15,

Leadenhall-street, may be obtained at the

offices of the Managers, No. 37, Norfolk-street,

Strand. Tenders must be sent in by

Dec. 10.

The Guardians of Carlisle Union require

tenders for a steam cooking apparatus for 400

inmates, and for hot-water supply service to

baths and washhouses at the Union. Tenders

must be sent in by Dec. 3, to the Master of

the Carlisle Union.

Messrs. B. Hembby & Co., of 91, New

gate-street, have just completed covering the

whole of the floors, aisles, platforms, and

vestries of the new Shoreditch Tabernacle

with their Staines linoleum, surrounded by a

brown ivy-leaf border.

The furniture and interior fittings for the

newly-opened premises of the City Carlton

Club in St.Switbin's-lane,King William-street,

have been supplied by Messrs. Jackson &

Graham, of Oxford-street.

A new organ-case is being erected in St.

Peter's Church, Folkestone, by Mr. Harry

Hems, of Exeter, from the designs of Messrs.

Morris & Stallwood, architects, of Friar-street,

Reading. The case is composed wholly of

well-seasoned wainscot oak, and is Early

English in style.

Messrs. Richardson, Ellson & Co., of

Coventry, have supplied the gas-fittings for

the new Centenary Congregational Chapel at

Lancaster.

The following tenders have been sent in for

executing the alterations, painting, and decora

tion at the National Provident Institution,

Gracechurch-street, Mr. T. E. Knightley,

architect :—Messrs. Mansfield & Sons, £1,200 ;

Messrs. Kiddle & Son, £1,195 ; Messrs. Green

& King, £1,166; Messrs. Pitman & Son,

£1,145 ; and Messrs. Colls & Son (accepted),

£975.

A new reredos has been erected in St.

Saviour's Church, Walthamstow. It follows

the outline of the apse, and has three panels,

filled with glass mosaic by Messrs. Powell,

illustrating the Nativity, the Crucifixion, and

the Ascension.

Jegal Intelligence.

A Question as to Trade Custom: m

the Furniture Trade.—Fawcett v. Collin-

son.—This case was heard in the Lord Mayor's

Court on the 20th inst Mr. Gill, instructed

by Mr. Lane, appeared for the plaintiff, and

Mr. Scott, instructed by Mr. Richards, for the

defendants, Messrs. Colunson & Lock, furniture

manufacturers and upholsterers, of Fleet-street

and St. Bride-street. Plaintiff was a painter

and designer of decorative tiles, and had left

47 pattern tiles at the defendants' place of

business. He had also sent them six dozen of

tiles, for the value of which he now sued, at

£1 a dozen, and for the 47 tiles which the

defendants had refused to return, the value

of which was £3. 16s. 6d. The plaintiff, who

is deaf and dumb, was sworn and examined

through his wife,who was sworn as interpreter.

He said that he left 47 sample tiles of his own

design. He afterwards sent in 18 dozen to

order, and six dozen of these having been

returned as defective, he replaced them

by others. Subsequently, defendants asked

him not to sell tiles of a certain pattern to

any other house, and he wrote offering to let

them have the defective tiles at 15s. a dozen,

which offer they agreed to. Mrs. Lizzie

Fawcett said she had called at the defendants'

and asked for the tiles. They said they would

have the six dozen tiles packed up and returned,

but not the 47 sample tiles, which they alleged

were their own property. The Judge (Mr.

W. Brandon) said that on this evidence there

was no case for the six dozen tiles, and the

only question now was as to the custom which

was alleged as regarded the samples. Mr.

Browne, who had been cashier to the de

fendants for 18 months, said that they had

never before been asked to return samples,

and another clerk gave similar evidence. Mr.

Gibbs, of Gibbs & Howard, of Charlotte-

street, Fitzroy-square, said that he had fre

quently sent in samples, and never thought

of asking for them again. The Judge said

that as to custom none had been proved, and

the case as to the 47 tiles was undefended.

Mr. Scott addressed the jury on the point

that the samples had been given to the de

fendants. The jury found for £3. 16s. 6d.,

the value of the 47 tiles, the six dozen tiles to

be given up, and the Judge certified for costs

on the larger scale. On the application of

Mr. Scott, it was ordered that the verdict

should be changed to Is. if the 47 tiles were

returned.

Quality of Workmanship. — Tozer v.

Snelling.—This was a claim heard in the

Lambeth County Court on the 19th inst. to

recover £10. 19s. Id., being balance of ac

count for work done. Plaintiff carries on the

business of a house-decorator at 30, Herne-

hill-road, Camberwell ; and defendant is a

builder, of South Lambeth-road. Defendant

brought a counter-claim for damages, on ac

count of the work having been improperly

done. It appeared that on May 12 the de

fendant saw the plaintiff in respect of some

houses he was building at Northcote-road,

Battersea-rise. The result of this interview

was, that a contract was entered into between

the plaintiff and the defendant, the former to

decorate some houses at Battersea-rise, the

agreed price on the completion of the contract

to be £88. 10s., but of this sum £70 odd only

had been paid by the defendant. Plaintiff

also alleged that a balance of £2 was due to

him for work done in connection with some

houses at Loughborough-road. By mutual

consent, this claim was reduced to 30s. Plain

tiff asserted that he had carried out the work

in accordance with the specification, and

therefore he was entitled to the sum agreed

upon by defendant. The latter said that the

work was so badly done that, so far from

paying the plaintiff any more, he ought never

to have paid him so much. His Honour (Mr.

J. H. Pitt-Taylor) gave judgment for the

plaintiff for £5, with costs.

Disputed Liability/.—Turner & Co. v.

Davis.—This case was heard in the Lord

Mayor's Court on the 18th inst. Mr. BPAll,
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instructed by Mr. Layton, appeared for the

plaintiffs, and Mr. Jarvis, instructed bv Mr.

Jarvis, for the defendant, Mr. J. C. Davis.

The plaintiffs are file manufacturers in Shef

field, and the action was for some files ordered

of the plaintiffs, amounting to £18. 10s. lid.

The defence was that the goods had been

ordered by and supplied to the Excelsior Knife-

Cleaning Machine Company, and not to the de

fendant. The company had sent a cheque for

the amount, which after some days the plain

tiffs returned. Mr. Domage, traveller for

plaintiffs, said that he had received the order

for the first portion of the account from the

son of Mr. Davis, whose business was at 69,

Leadenhall-street. The defendant was a cutler

and electro-plater. The goods were files

of various kinds, and he supposed they

were for sale in the shop. He had never

previously heard of Daviss Excelsior Knife-

Cleaning Machine Company (Limited). The

second order was sent direct to Sheffield. He

afterwards called for the account several times,

but could not get the money. The second

order, headed J. C. Davis & Co., was put in, as

well as a letter promising to send the money

for the account. Evidence was given of the

registry of the limited liability company

referred to in February, 1877, and the cheque

was produced endorsed " Messrs. Turner " and

" Turner & Co." The action was commenced

on June 22, 1878, and it appeared that the

cheque had been sent afterwards. Mr. Jarvis,

for the defendant, said that Mr. Davis had

been a successful man, but had got into some

difficulties, and had then sold his knife-cleaning

machine to a limited liability company, which

had bought these goods, and they were now

quite willing to p8y for them, though not to

pay the costs wnich had been incurred by

suing Mr. Davis. Mr. J. C. Davis said he

had never traded as J . C. Davis & Co. He

had disposed of the Excelsior Knife-Cleaning

Machine, which was his invention, to a

limited liability company. He hod never

ordered these tiles, which were of no use in

his own business. His son, who was secretary

to the company, had ordered them. They

were required in the manufacture of the knife-

cleaning machine. The company had always

been solvent, and was ready and willing to

pay its debts. He was a director of the com

pany, and remembered the board meeting at

which the cheque in payment for these goods

had been signed. Cross-examined: He held

some 400 shares in the company. Their office

was at the back of bis shop, and they had a

plate at the side of the door. He was not him

self in business now. Charles H. Davis said

he was secretary to the company, and had

written the order for these goods on paper

headed J. C. Davis, to which he had added

" and Co.," as a sign that they were not for

his father's private account. They were for

the company, and he believed they had been

delivered at their works. He did not receive

back the cheque from Sheffield till July 7.

It appeared that the writ was served on

July 2. The jury found a verdict for the

defendant.

The Charges op Conspiracy against

London Merchants.—At the Huddersfield

Borough Police-court, on Saturday, the charge

of conspiring to defraud their creditors was

resumed against Edward Learoyd and Frank

Wilton, the two principal members of the

liquidating firm of Learoyd, "Wilton & Co.,

woollen-merchants, of Mark-lane, London, and

of aiding and abetting against their buyer,

Thomas Dunderdale. The examination of

Albert Allen, general commission merchant, of

St Swithin's-lane, was concluded. He said that

between May 6 and Sept. 10 he made advances

to the firm amounting to between £4,000 and

£5,000. His commission varied between 3 per

cent, for an advance for a fortnight and 74, per

cent, for a month. The invoiced value of the

security he had held was £6,391. The ad-

vonces were negotiated principally by Wilton,

but Learoyd was present on one or two occa

sions. In cross-examination the witness said

that men of undoubted position were fre

quently in need of similar advances, and that

the marketable value of the goods handed to

him as security was in more than one instance

considerably less than the invoiced price.

Michael Cauchi, commission-merchant, of Fen-

church-street, said that the first advance made

by him to the firm was on July 19, and that

between that date and Oct. 7 he advanced

the firm £2,110. The invoiced value of

the goods he received as security was

£2,672, and his profits on advances gene

rally made for a month would have been

£170. 17s. 6d. had not the securities fetched

less than their invoiced price. The balance of

goods unredeemed by Oct. 1 he sold to a Man

chester firm before the time that the advance

was repaid, but they wore sold conditionally

on the firms failing to pay up. As it turned

out, witness would get no profit, and would

lose £30 of the capital he had lent. The

further hearing of the case was again ad

journed.

Compiled vith epecial reference to the Furniture, Deco
ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Trade;front Mettra.
Qamble 4* Jlamey't 11 Weekly Secord"

Pabtnerships Dissolved.

Baldwin A Co., worsted-spinners, Square-road

Mills, Halifax.

Castledioe A Nann, ironmongers, Bury St.

Edmunds.

Eirris, J. A G. If., dyers, 2, Hunter's-lane,

Hockley, Birmingham.

Hamip, B. A J., joiners, Ac., Alford, Well, and

Farlsthorpe, Lincolnshire, .and at Maidwell,

Northamptonshire.

Leak & Edwards, manufacturers and vendors of

certain patented improved apparatus for

supporting pottery-ware in kilns and ovens,

KiDg-street, Fenton, Staffordshire.

Lonsdale, D. A Co., drapers, 28 and 29, Aldgate,

City.

Roberts, Cooper A Newton, timber-merchants,

Brierley.hill, Staffordshire.

R. & J. Sharp, joiners, Gildart-street, Liverpool.

Stone, W. F. A A., glass-tablet manufacturers,

Bartholomew-row, Birmingham.

Wolstenholme & Biggin, electro silver-platers

and Britannia metal manufacturers, Matilda-

street, Sheffield.

Liquidations by Arrangement or

CoJirosmoN.

Abbott, Horaoe Wood, timber-dealer and brush.

tnruer, Calne, Wilts. Nov. 8. A. Q. Smith,

solicitor, MeJksbam.

Adams, Charles, cabinet-maker, Convent- va!k,

Sheffield. Nov. 13. D. H. Forreit, solicitor,

Sheffield.

Barker, Henry Monncy, furniture - dealer,

Pilgrim-street, Newoaatle, and Leitb. Nov.

12. At Inzledew A Daggett's, solicitors,

Newcastle, Dec. 8, at 11. J. H. Ingledew,

solicitor.

Drnrey, Jonathan, cabinet-maker, Hunslet, near

Leeds, Nov. 14. At Law Institute, Leeds,

Dec. 1, at 11.

Fifield, Arthur, ironmonger, ' Rothwell, North-

amptonahire. Nov. 13. S. B. Preedy, soli

citor, Kettering.

Foreman, Charles, timber-merchant, Bath-

street, and Tyler-street, Ipswich. Nov. 13.

At J. M. Pollard's, solicitor, Ipswich, Deo. 8,

at 3.

Gabrielson, Morris, pioture.dealer, Union-street,

Dymonth. Nov. 7. C. V. Bridgman, soli

citor, Plymouth.

Hirlow, Percy Jonathan Surges, and Robert

Cook, trading as Harlow A Co., metallic bed

stead manufacturers, Wiggio.street, Birmin-

htm. Nov. 11. Stokes A Harper, solicitors

Dudley.

Moore, Ann, brush manufacturer, Colesbill-

street, Birmingham. Nov. 14. At R. Duke's,

solicitor, Temple-row, Birmingham, Deo. 1, at

12.

Noon, William, cabinet-maker, Great Anooata-

street, Manchester. Nov. 14. At Cobbett,

Wheeler & Cobbett'e, solicitors, Brown-street,

Manchester, Dec. 4, at 3.

Owens, Owen, fnrnicure-dealer, Ac, Maririe-

terrace, Barmouth, Met ionethshire. Nov. 10.

At Albion Hotel, Chester, Dec. 3, at 3. W. R.

Davies, solioitor, Dolgelly.

Pierce, Elom, decorator, 4c, Peven Bey.road,

Eastbourne. Nov. 13. At J. Hayward's,

solicitor, 27, Kiug-atreet, London, Deo. 1,

at 3.

Shaw, William, trading as William 8haw A Co.,

ironmonger, Weatgate-road, Newcastle and

Tynemouth. Nov. 11. J. G. A J. B. Joel,

solioitors, Newoaatle.

Sweetman, Thomas, cabinetmaker, Kden-

atreet, Hampstead-road, Little Gower-plaoe,

Easton-square, and Leighton-road, Kentiab-

town. Nov. 10. G. Walker, solicitor, 52,

Fitzroy-street.

Tattle, George John, picture-dealer, Alexandra-

road, Moss-side, Manchester. Nov. 11. At

York Hotel, York- street, Manchester, Nov. 29,

at 3.

Truman, William, upholsterer, Tennyson-street

and Derby-road, late Lenton-aaodg, all Not

tingham. Nov. 10. Maples A MoCraitb, soli

oitors, Nottingham.

Whatmough, James Edward, cabinet-maker,

Dean-street, late Lever-Btreet, Manobeeter.

Nov. 14. At W. K. Whitehead's, solicitor,

7, Ridgefield, Manchester, Nov. 29, at 11.

Willis, James Joseph, cabinet-maker, Dalston-

lane, Daleton, and Squarries-street, Bethnal.

green-road. Nov. 6. S. T. Cooper.'aoUcitor, 8S>

Chancery-lane.

Adjudication of Bankeuptc t.

Harrison, Wordsworth, esquire, bedstead

manufacturer, Ulverston, Lancashire. Nov.

13. At C. C. TJIverston, Dec. 3, at 12.

Postlethwaite, Reg.

MEETINGS OF CBEDITOB3.

The first meeting of the creditors of John

Wilkinson Rhodes, cabinet-maker, of Haworth,

was held on Saturday at the offices of Messrs,

Morgan A Morgan, solioitors, Shipley. The

statement of the debtor's affairs showed that

his net liabilities amounted to £1,400, and his

assets to £300. It was resolved to aooept a

composition of 10s. in the pound, payable in

fonr, eight, and twelve monthB. Mr. Benjamin

Parker, of Shipley, was appointed trustee.

At a meeting of the creditors of Messrs.

Harlow A Co., metallio bedstead manufacturers,

of Calcutta Works, Birmingham, held on Wed

nesday, Mr. T. Keen in the chair, it was resolved,

in the absence of any offer from tbe debtor*,

who had given[np all they possessed, to wind np

the estate in liquidation.

BILLS Oh" SALE.

Allen, Robert, house deoorator, 7, Queen.street,

Edgware-road, for £450, to James Sanders.

Filtd Nov. 12.

Battam, Charles, cabinet Ac. manufacturer,

Pool Dam, Newcaetlo.under-Ljmo, for £100,

to Thomas Turner. Filed Nov. 11.

Baxter, Robert Matthew, dyer, Skinner-lane,

Leeds, for £348, to Horatio Stead and another.

Filed Nov. 12.

Beevor, Walter Howard, glass-painter and

deoorator, 10, Kirkwood-road, Crogsland-r.-tul,

Kentish Town, for £14, to Thomas Okey.

Filed Nov. 7.

Bosnstow, Henry, upholstery trimming maim,

faotorer, 7, Cresswell-grove, Didsbury, and 45,

Bootle-street, Manchester, for £36, to James

Townend. Filed Nov. 8.

Broomhead, Ann Elizabeth, and William, jun.,

glass and ohinn. dealers, 135 and 136, Moor-

street, Birmingham, for £55, to National

Mercantile Bank. Filed Nov. 7.

Cain, John, joiner, 43, North Brook-street,

Prinots-road, Liverpool, for £13. 10s., to

Solomon Anerbach. Filed Nov. 13.

Chadwiok, John, grocer, leather dealer, Ac, 38,

B*th-street, Ilkeston, Derbyshire, for £291.

lis., to Geo-ge Smith. Filed Nov. 10.

Oookson, Thomas, brush manufacturer, 47,

Goulden- street, Manchester, and 4, Hampton-

terrace, Stretford, for £200, to Henry Hyde

and another (trustees for creditors). Filed

Nov. 13.

Dartnell, Will'am Henry, npholsterer, 2",

Lansley.road, Eastbourne, for £28, to John W.

Sibley. Filed Nov. 13.

Dawson, James Robert, oabinet-maker, Ac, 3,

Victoria-terrace and West Mount ir e we, Soar-

borough, Yorkshire, for £28, to John A. Clark-

son. Filed Nov. 10.

Drew, Edvard Arthur, leather-seller, 24, Heiron-

street, Walworth, for £22. Is. 8d., to L. A W.

Loan Co. Filed Nov. 13.

Fildes, Frederick, cabinet-maker, Hilhide-hocpe-,

Rarigway, Fishponds, Gloucestershire, fur

£25, to Alfred King. Filed Nov. 13.

Green, Thomas, joiner, 4, St. Oatherincterrace,
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Lincoln, for £24, to Mary Clarke. Filed

Nov. 12.

Harman, Charles, Venetian blind-maker, 3,

AoBneta-plaoe, Albert-road, Peokbam, for

£17, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Nov. 6.

H«atb, Joshua, fnrniture-broker, 81, Lower

Union-street, Torquay, for £350, to Charlotte

Soott. Filed Nov. 6.

Hocken, John, upholsterer, 17, Kinterbnry-

Btreet, Plymouth, for £7, to Leon Fisher.

Filed Nov. 12.

HoHgkinson, James, cabinet-maker, undertaker,

Ac, 6. Newlnnd-street, Derby, for £25, to

Eliza Hodgkiuson. Filed Nov. 10.

Jones, John Rowland," joiner, 2, Mosytn-erescent,

Llnndndno, Carnarvonshire, for £120, to

Simon Hnghea. Filed Nov. 7.

Ke«dwell, Jabez, coach-maker, timber-dealer,

Ac, Hanham, Gloncestersbire, for £65, to

Abraham Colling. Filed Nov. 4.

Liresley, Elizabeth, ironmonger, 22, Downing,

street, Manchester, for £100, to Philip Stern.

Filed Nov. 13.

Lnmsden, Archibald, blind manufacturer, 11,

Sand.street, Sunderland, and 16. Pensher-

atreet, Bisbopwearmoutb, for £10. 10i. to

North EaBtern Loan Office. Filed Nov. 11.

Medland, George, frenoh-polisher and chair-

maker, 23, Baleigh.Btreet, Plymouth, for

£8. 15s, to Leon Fi»her. Filed Nov. 10.

Morris, Henry, joiner, Bron Turner, Llanllyfni,

Carnarvonshire, for £30, to William H. Jones.

Filed Nov. 10.

Mover, Charles, timber-dealer, Ac, Greyhound

Opening, Sinclair's-inn, Norwich, for £-5, to

Joseph Goodwin. Filed Ncv. 12.

Parker, William, furniture-painter, 13, Milk-

street, Bristol, for £16, to William Veale.

Filed Nov. 10.

R'gby, James, earthenware manufacturer, Hol-

ton Pottery, Milton, Staffs, for £500, to

Srephen J. Boulton, retiring partner. Filed

Nov. 7.

Smith, James Henry, and Wright, Henry

French dyers, 61, Everton-road, Liverpool,

for £67. 10s., to Michael Sagar. Filed

Nov. 7.

Whittaker, Thomas, upholsterer, An., 6, Birr-

street, Hall-lane, Shipley, for £26. 8s., to

Connty Loan Company. Filed Nov. 10.

Williams, Andrew Nichols, glass, Ac, dealer,

12, Saville-street. North Shields, for £85, to

David Joseph. Filed Nov. 10.

Yoxall, Robert, glare, Ac, dea'er, 24, Eve-

sham-ttreet, Redditch, Worcestershire, for

£84. 7s. 6d., to Walter James. Filed Nov. 10

fabe C|angw, tit.

We shall feel greatly obliged if our Subscribers in London
at veil ae in all parte of tie Country will kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changee, or eend ue
any Jottings of general \ntereet to tie Trades tee
represent. Jl'j so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department ofthe Fuuuiuai

Gjlzktti.

Mr. Joseph Smith, cabinet-maker, carpet-

warehouseman, &c, trading as Joseph Smith

& Co., at 114, High-street, Stockton, has retired

from business in favour of his son, Mr. Joseph

Smith, iun., who will continue the business

under the style of Joseph Smith, jun., & Co.

Ma. Herbert Slater has retired from the

firm of John Chadborn & Co., timber-mer

chants, of Gloucester and West Hartlepool.

Mr. James Clarkson continues the busi

ness of furniture-printer formerly carried on

by Messrs. Clarkson & Gore, of 116, Queen

Victoria-street.

Messh8. W. J. Gilbert & Co., cabinet

makers, of Great Ducie-street, Manchester,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. YV. J. Gil

bert continues the business.

The partnership between Messrs. Beardall

& Yates, drapers, of Sunderland, having been

dissolved, Mr. Thomas Beardall continues the

business.

Mr. T. B. Lightfoot has retired from the

firm of Bells, Lightfoot & Co., brassfounders,

of Newcastle.

Messrs. White & Stringer, decorators,

of Halifax, having dissolved partnership, Mr.

S. White will continue the business.

Mr. James Smith has retired from the

firm of F. Terris & J. Smith, cabinet-makers,

.Smith-street, Clerkenwell.

Mr. R. Thorowgood has retired from the '

firm of Mason & Co., auctioneers, New

Windsor, Berkshire.

Mr. H. Barron has retired from the firm

of Lowe, Barron, & Lowe, Bull-green Glass

Works, Mexborough.

Messrs. White & Clark, trimming

manufacturers, of Watling-street, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. Sampson White

continues the business.

The partnership between Messrs. Shaw &

Cotton, cabinet-makers, of Waterside, Slaith-

waite, near Huddersfield, having been dis

solved, Mr. G. H. Cotton will continue the.

business.

Messrs. Spence & Wharf, leather-dealers

of White Abbey, Bradford, have dissolved

partnership. Mr. H. Wharf continues the

business.

The partnership between Messrs. Smith &

Cawley, dyers, of Blackley, having been dis

solved, Mr. F. Cawley will continue the

business.

Messrs. J. & H. Beck have retired from

the firm of Beck, Blair & Co., china manufac

turers, of Anchor-road, Longton.

The business of the late Alexander

Williams, gasfitter. &c, has been removed

from Seetning-lane to Messrs. Farrow &

Jackson, 18, Great Tower-street.

Messrs. Jennings & Co., ironmongers, &c,

Lombard-street, Belfast, have established a

branch house at 44, Deansgate-street, Man

chester.

Mr. C. Carr, of Grove-lane, Smethwick,

bell and brass founder, has opened retail pre

mises for the supply of general brassware at

60, Broad-street, Birmingham.

The Ossein Tanning Company (Limited)

was registered on the 14th inst. with a capital

of £150,000, in 30,000 shares of £5 each. It

has been established to purchase patents for

improvements in the process of converting

hides and skins into leather, granted to James

Dayer, and all Tights and privileges there

under, on the terms and conditions of the con

tract between J. Dayer, H. Wickens,C. Court,

A. Grant, and J. Davies, to carry on the busi

ness of tanners and curriers in all their

branches, and that of leather, hide, or skin

dealers. The first subscribers are :—J. Davies,

21, Finsbury-park-road, accountant ; J. F.

Copeland, 15, Beckenham-road, Penge, [short

hand writer; J. Andrew, 15, Marriott-road,

Tollington-park, accountant; H. Wickens,

145 and 146, Palmerston-buildings, Old Broad-

street; J. Dayer, Upper Russell-street, Ber-

mondsey, tanner ; C. Court, 243, Long-lane,

Bermondsey, sadler ; and A. Grant, Lothbury,

banker.

The Chromo-enamelled Glass Company

(Limited) was registered on the 18th ult. with

a capital of £3,000 in 300 shares of £10 each.

Its objects are to carry on Jthe business of

glass-merchants and dealers, writers, and deco-

ratois on glass, iron, wood, and stone, and to

acquire the patents granted to A. H. Hely and

A. Yf. Wilmot-Smith, and manufacture under

them. The first subscribers are :—L. L. Shad-

well, New-square, Lincoln's-inn, barrister; H.

W. Hume, 1, New-square, Lincoln's-inn,

barrister ; A. Pollock, 63, Lincoln's-inn-fields,

London, solicitor; J. G. Home, 19, Billiter-

street, merchant ; C. A. Jackson, 10, Drapers-

gardens, gentleman ; D. Bailey, 10, Drapers-

gardens, stockbroker; and F. Day, 1 and 2,

Fenchurch-street, clerk.

TheWorking-Men's Co-operative Stores

Company (Limited) was registered on the 4th

inst., with a capital of £1,000, in 2,000 shares

of 10s. each. It has been established to buy

and sell, both wholesale and retail, provisions,

groceries, drapery, and all other marketable

goods, and to purchase orient such buildings

as are suitable for the above purposes. The

first subscribers are :—G. T. Nattan, 14, Clay

ton-square, Liverpool, commission and shipping

agent ; Thos. Watson, 14, Clayton-square,

Liverpool, commission and shipping agent ; A.

H. Ware, 2, Wood-etreet, Liverpool, secretary

to insurance company ; J. H. Mills, 1, Kirk-

dale-street, Liverpool, commission merchant ;

R. Hargreaves, 92, Newby-street, Liverpool,

coal-merchant; W. |F. Ross, 4, Dell-street,

Liverpool, upholsterer ; and G. Wilkinson, 60,

Salop-street, Kirkdale, upholsterer.

Jfurmfure anb Carpet $esi(jns.

Tht following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 20th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.mdche'.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

COSTPLKTELT ReOISTERED.

342.828-42. Jules Deefosse, of 223, Fanbonrg

8t. Antoine, Paris, and 2, Oinabiuyh-terrare,

Regent's-park, London. Class V. Nov. 14.

312,845. Thomas Bond Worth, of Severn Valley

Mills, Stonrport. Class VI. Nov. 14.

342,867. T. F. Firth A Son, of Clifton MiHe,

Brighouse. Class VI. Nov. 14.

342,868-9. R. Dalglish, Falconer A Co., of Man-

cheater and Glapgow. Class XI. Nov. 14.

342,921. Charles Ford, of Cannon-street, Hanley,

Staffordshire. Class IV. Nov. 15.

342,923. R. Dalglish, Falconer A Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Nov. 15.

342,925-7. W. T. Copeland A Sons, of 160, New

Bond-street, and Stoke-upon.Trent. Class IV.

Nov. 15.

342 929. Powell, Bishop A Stonier, of Hanley,

Staffordshire. Class IV. No». 17.

342,936. Thomas Jacob, of 42, Kentish.town-

road. Class II. Nov. 17.

342 941. H. W. A L. Dee, of 8, Sherwood-

street. Class lit. Nov. 17.

342.948. Edward James 8ilverton, of Albert

House, Nottingham. Class II. Nov. 18.

342.949. Turner, Norris A Turner, of 99, Port

land-street, Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 18.

342,950-3. Daniel, Lee A Co., of Fountain.

street, Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 18.

343.010. Cooke, Sons A Co., of London, and

Liversedge, Yorkshire. Class VI. Nov. 18.

343.016. George Turton Greaves, of Exchange

Works, Shorebam-street, Sheffield. Class it.

Nov. 19.

343.017. Powell, Bishop A Stonier, of Hanley,

Staffordshire. Class IV. Nov. 19.

343,050. R. Dalglish, Falooner A Co., of Man-

oheBter and Glasgow. Class XI. Nov. 19.

343,070-1. Elsmore A Son, of Clay Hills Pottery,

Tunstall. Clan IV. Nov. 20.

343,072-4. Daniel Lee A Co., of Fonntain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 20.

343,080-1. T. F. Firth A Son, of Clifton Mills,

Brighouse. Class VI. Nov. 20. J

letters f ateni.

In this column Kill be found such inventions as relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trades ; and Inventors are requested to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor theirinventione.

Applications for Letters Patent.

4,636. Yeomans, D. M., of Qneen Viotoria-street,

for improvements in lamps. A communica

tion from C. Brioogne, of Paris. Nov. 14.

4,638. Dufren£, H. A., of 4, South-street, Fins-

bury, for improvements in sewing-raaohines.

A communication from J. R. V. de Castro, of

Porto, Portugal. Nov. 14.

4,657. Walker, J., of Clayton-le-Moors, for an

improved compound for waterproofing and

rendering semi-transparent [plain, dyed, and

printed fabrics. Nov. 15.

4,667. Strahan, T., of Auetin.street, for an im

provement in the manufacture or ornamenta

tion of knitted, crochet, and other looped

fabrios. Nov. 15.

4,675. Simpson, W. S., of Battereea Park-road,

for improvements in apparatus for securing

windows. Nov. 17.

Note.—Mesers. W. P. Thompson A Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]
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4.678. Worral, J., dyer, of Manoheater, for im-

provements in the mode of manufacturing

pile fabrics, and in the machinery to be used

in euoh manufacture. Nor. 17.

4.679. Biohard, J., meohanioal engineer, of(Pul-

ford-street, Pimlioo, for improvements in

adjustable beds, conches, and chairs for

invalids and others. Nov. 17.

4,686. Various, L., of 2, Montague-place, Russell-

square, for improvements in looking meoha-

nism for safes and other secure receptacles.

A communication from A. Dalton, of Cincin

nati, Ohio, U.S.A. (Complete Specification.)

Nov. 18.

4.692. Browne, A., of Southampton-buildings,

for an improved construction of lamp. A

communication from J. Gallinger, of New

York. Nov. 18.

4.693. Lake,W.B.,of Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in stop-hinges for desks, tables,

and similar artiolea. A communication from

J. M. Dodge, of New York. Nov. 18.

4.694. Longfield, T., J. Simms, T. Simms, and

W. H. Sladdin, eilk manufacturers, all of Brig-

house, for improvements in machinery or

apparatus for combing silk, wool, and other

fibres. Nov. 18.

4,699. Imray, J., of Southampton-buildings,

Chancery-lane, for improvements in billiard

tables. A communication from M. Hess, of

Berlin. Nov. 19.

4,703. Kitohin, W. 4 T., both of Stanningley,

near Leeds, machine-makers, for improvements

in machinery for carding fibres. Nov. 19.

4,705. Bollinson, T., shuttle-maker, of Paddock,

near Huddersfield, for improvements in the

construction of wheels emplcyed^in shuttles

for weaving. Nov. 19.

4,712. Pranks, M., of Blenavon,'Sooth Wales,

for an improved reflector or, distributor of

light for lamps or other similar lighting appa

ratus. Nov. 19.

4,716. Laobam, B.,'of Fleet-street, forjmprove-

ments in lamps. Nov. 20.

4,723. Langwell, W., of Atteroliffe, Sheffield,

for improvements in treating and beautifying

china, porcelain, and earthenware or pottery-

ware, and in apparatus to be used therefor.

Nov. 20.

Patents which hive recently passed the

Great Seal.

1,993. Simpson, W. S., of Batter-sea, for improve

ments in wiudow-sasbea. May 20.

2,034. Savage, A., of Great Dover-street, for a

new or improved combination drawing-square.

May 21.

2,048. Broadbridge, J. J., manufacturer,^ 266,

Walworth-road, for improvements,, in tables.

May 22.

2,067. Triokett, J. cutler, of INewark - upon-

Trent, for an improved apparatus for setting

saw-teeth to their proper angle. May 23.

2,079. Nawrooki, G. W. Von, of 124, Leipziger-

strasse, Berlin, for improvements in cover

ings for carriages and waggons, especially

applicable for children's perambulators. A

commuoioation from L. Scbmetzer, in Rothen-

burg-on-the-Tauber, Germany. May 24.

2,099. Barter, W. B., engineer, of Manchester,

for improvements iu window or sash-fasteners.

May 27.

2,172. Knox. A., and A.jE. Knox, machine-makers,

both of Glasgow, for improvements in surface-

wood planing machines. May 31.

2,217. Walton, P., of Heatham House, Twicken

ham, for improvements in the manufacture of

flooroloth. June 4.

3,518. Andrew, M., of Victoria, Australia, now

of 8, Southampton-buildings, for improved

apparatus for looking and preventing the

rattling of window-eaBhes. Sept. 2.

2,679. Sugar, T., machine-maker, of Burnley,

for improvements in looms for weaving.

July 2.

Discovery of an old Fresco.—A corre

spondent of a daily contemporary says that a

fine Norman fresco has just been discovered on

the wall of Pateham Church, three miles from

Brighton. The subject of the painting is the

release of souls from purgatory through the

intercession of the Virgin Mary. The fresco is

over the ohancel arch, and measures 18 ft. by

9 ft. It is enclosed in an ornamental border,

and is divided into three portions. Ti n figures

are very numerous, the central panel alone con-

taining 18. The drawing is said to be good, and

the colouring well preserved in all the most

important parts of the design.

Uefos, 'Bolts, anb Comments.

Fire.—A fire broke out on Saturday morning

at 27, Craven-street, East-road, City-road,

occupied by Mr. 0. Harrison, buhl ontter. The

fire originated in one of the third-floor rooms,

and was oaused by a defect in the chimney.

Fine Art Professorship in King's Col

lege.—The City Guilds Institute having recently

endowed a ohair of Praotioal Fine Art at King's

College, the Council have appointed Profetsor

Philip H. Delamotto to fill the post. The new

school of art is to be opened early in January

next.

Mosaic Pictures.—On the occasion of King

Alfonso's marriage, Leo XIII. will present the

Royal oonple with two pictures of the finest

mosaic made in the studio of the Vatican, one

representing the Piazza of St. Peter's, the other

an elegant vase of flowers to be presented to

the Royal couple in hie name.

Commercial Treaty with Italy.—A de

claration has been signed by the English Am

bassador at Rome with the Italian Government ,

providing for the prolongation, subject to the

approval of the Italian Parliament, of the

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between

Great Britain and Italy of August 6, 1863, until

December 31, 1880.

Proposed French Duties on Wool.—The

French Customs Committee has adopted the

proposals relative to the distinction between

clothing wool and combing wool, the suppression

of three olasses for numbers below 30,500 metreB,

and] an increase of 30 per cent, in the duties

upon simple thread. The duties upon carded

wool and thread are to be maintained.

The Labour" Market in Victoria. —

Matters have not improved in the Australian

labour market. In the building trades there is

a slight improvement. In most of the other

trades the state of affairs is described as being

worse than ever. Cabinet-makers are doing

very little, and in most trades complaints are

made that there are no orders coming in.

The Prince of Wales's Indian Collection.

—The fine collection of Indian artiolestbelong.

ing to the Prinoe of Wales will shortly be exhi

bited in Aberdeen. It is about to be removed

from Edinburgh to Glasgow for exhibition in the

latter city, and it was intended that it should

be transferred from Glasgow to Nottingham.

At the request of the Aberdeen Town Conncil,

however, the Prince has been pleased to allow

the collection to be shown at Aberdeen for three

months after it leaves Glasgow.

Iiongsight School of Art.—The first annual

meeting of the Longsight Sohool of Art was

held last week in the Meohanios' Institute, Long-

sight, the Bey. J. A. Atkinson presiding. The

report stated that the school was opened in

October, 1878, and that the number of students

at present in attendance was thirty, five at the

evening olasses and eleven day students. An

address on Art was afterwards given by Mr. J.

Plant, curator of the Museum at Peel Park, and

the prizes gained by the students were then

distributed.

Cabinet-makers in New Zealand.—A

correspondent points out to us that in the list of

some of the furniture firms in New Zealand,

given in our last issue, that of Guthrie &

Larnaoh's New Zealand Timber and Woodware

Factories (Limited) had been omitted. Their

bead office is at Ducedin, and they have branch

establishments all over New Zealand, as well as

a London office in Cannon-Btreet. Our corre

spondent assures us that this is the largest

furniture-making and timber-dealing concern in

that colony.

The Civic Collection of Art Works—At

the meeting of the Court of Common Counoil on

the 20th inst., the City Lands Committee,

reporting on a petition of Mr. John Robert

Dicbee, recommended the appointment of a

curator of the works of art belonging to the

Corporation of London, and that an honora

rium of 100 guineas per annum should be pre

sented to the officer who may be appointed to

discharge the duties of such office. The report

was adopted, the filling up of the appointment

being, however, deferred until a future meeting.

Advertising.—The most judicious invest

ment of money for a business man is to tell

people through the medium of a standard paper

that he is ready to do business. In dull times,

an advertisement is a reminder to the buyer of

wants whioh he will supply as early as he can ; it

serves to attract trade, whioh is always floating

around, even in tbe hardest of times, and gives

the advertiser a chance to bid as low as any on e

else. In flush times, when business is active,

advertising makes goods go off, and the pur

chaser is not at a loss to know where to pick up

his supplies. Iu short, advertising at all times

is putting money where it will do the most

good. Disbelievers in this theory will have

faith in its practice after one experience, pro

viding tbey advertise judiciously.—American

Journal of Industry.

Presentation to Carpet Manufacturers.

—On the occasion of their retiring from the

firms of Messrs. James Templeton it Co. and

Messrs. J. & J. S. Templeton, Glasgow and

London, the two senior partners, Mr. James

Templeton, formerly of Paisley, and his brother,

Mr. Archibald Templeton, were entertained at a

social meeting in the Bedford Hotel, Glasgow,

by their principal employis, and both presented

with an illuminated address. The ohair was oc

cupied by Mr. Alex. Brownlie. John Pirie, Esq-,

M.D., Glasgow ; Alex. Stephen, Esq., Govan ;

John Tod, Eeq.,|Lasswade ; Nathan Templeton,

Esq , along with the junior partners, honoured

the met ting with their presence. The address

was in highly complimentary terms, and re

ferred to tbe amicable relationship whioh had

for so many yeara existed between the two-

retiring partners and the staff under them.

Death from Wool-sorters' Disease.—Mr.

Hutchinson, Coroner for Bradford, held an in

quiry on the 19th inst. relative to the death of

Jesse Farnell, wool-sorter. The deceased, who

was forty-four years of age, had been employed

during the past five or Bix weeks in sorting Van

mohair. On the previous Saturday he com.

plained of illness, and on tbe following day he

consnlted Dr. McKenzie. He died on Tuesday,

and the medical evidence was to tbe effect that

his death resulted from blood poisoning, caused

by following his occupation of a wool-sorter. It

was stated at tbe inquest that a man had died

about a fortnight previous who had been en

gaged in sorting Van mohair at the same place

as the deoeased. The j ury returned a verdiot

in accordance with the medical evidenoe. It

was mentioned that the deceased's employers

had since given orders that no more Van mohair-

be sorted until it has been disinfected, washed,

or steamed.

Pencils to Write on Glass, Porcelain,

Metal, &c.— Such pencils are produced at

Faber's German factory in the following man.

ner :—Black pencils—10 parts of the finest lamp

black, 40 parts of white wax, and 10 parts of

tallow. White pencils—40 parts of Kremser-

white, 20 parts of white wax, and 10 parts of

tallow. Light-blue pencils—10 parts of Prussian

blue, 20 parts of white wax, and 10 parts of

tallow. Dark.blue pencils—15 parts of Prussian

bine, 5 parts of white wax, and 10 parts of

tallow. Yellow penoils—10 parts of chrome

yellow, 20 parts of white wax, and 10 parts of

tallow. The colour is mixed with the body of

wax and tallow warm, triturated, exposed to

air for drying, so that the mass can be pressed

by means of an hydraulic press into round

penoils in the same way as lead-pencils are

formed. The pencils are dried after pressing by

exposing them to the air until they have tbe

proper oonsistence, and are then glued into-

wood.

The Premium and Gift Systems.—Many

are tbe wiles resorted to by a certain olass of

traders with a view to find customers for their

goods. In order to dispose of their wares—pre

sumably otherwise unsaleable—they have to

fall back upon the premium system, holding out

a tempting bait in the shape of what is mis

named a " gift," to every buyer of a certain

quantity of a given article. Grocers are perhaps

more frequently guilty of this system of cozen

age than any other olass of tradesmen. Sugar-

bowls, tea-caddies, onps and sauoers, form only

a few of the miscellaneous articles dangled as

gifts before the unwary purchaser's eye. In

New York the system has assumed euoh pro

portions that the retail pottery-dealers have

resolved, in self-defenoe, upon stamping out the

practice, if possible. With that object in view,

tbey have formed a Crockery-dealers' Protective

Association, the members of which deal in tea

as well as in crockery. In thus turning the
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tables upon the grocers, they hope to induce the 1 in the Clogan

latter to confine themselves to their legitimate

oalliog. Bearing in mind the very similar feud

which took place a few years ago in this conntry

between grocers and publicans, there is reason
■to fear that the New York china-dealers will

fail to attain their objeot, more especially since

there is always a large section of the publio only

too ready and willing to be gulled.

Rise in Prices for American Furniture.

—The general revival of activity in Amerioa

has already reacted upon the furniture trade.

The Chicago manufacturers have increased

their prioes, and the tendency all over the

States is in the same direction. The Boston

furniture manufacturers reoently held a meeting,

at which the following resolutions were passed :—

" That in consideration of the advance in raw

materials, freights, and labour, it becomes a

necessity to advance the price of our manufac

tured goods. That we, as firms and individuals,

will do all in our power to advance and maintain

the price of our productions, and that we will

co-operate with others in our line to that end.

That, in consideration of the present prioes of

raw materials, the advance should not be less

than 15 per oent. to oover the increased oost."

In some parts of Amerioa cabinet-makers' wages

have already been raised 10 per cent. ; and it is

believed that before loDg a similar move will

become universal throughout the States.

Strike in the French Joinery Trade.—

Considerable restlessness characterises the

labour market at present, and the agitation

shows a tendency to spread to the provinces.

In Paris, the trades now on strike are the

joiners, masons, bakers, and bronze-workers.

The joiners have held a large meeting in the

Tivoli Hall, at whioh 3,000 were present, when

it was resolved that the strike should be con

tinued until a favourable reply was given to

their demands of an increase of wage up to 70

centimes an hour, a day's work of ten hours,

and extra labonr to be paid double. In conse

quence, however, of the efforts of M. Alphand,

Director of Publio Works, who has interested

himself in trying to arrange matters, it is hoped

that the dispute will soon terminate. The

bronze-workers on strike number 1,250, but it

is worthy of remark that out of this body there

are but seventy-one who have olaimed the strike

allowance of 3 f. a day, these consisting of new

hands and men on the sick .list. One of the

large textile mills at Tarare is closed for th e

present, owing to all the hands having gone on

Btrike. Trade disputes are also pending in

many other branches of industry.

Joiners' Wages.—At a meeting of non-

society men at Liverpcjol, the following resolu

tion was unanimously passed :—" That the non-

society house.carpenters and joiners hereby

resolve, in the face of a threatened further

reduction of wages, to take such action in the

matter as will give the united committee of

house-carpenters and joiners the necessary

moral, pecuniary, and personal support when

practicable ; and the; further resolve that they

will empower the non - society committee,

working in conjunction with the united

committee, to impose and levy fid. per week

npon the non-society men ; in the event of the

money not being required, a meeting of the

subscribers will be held to dispose of it as they

think fit." The masters have intimated to the

joiners that from March 31 next the wages will

be reduced from 7id. to 6}d. an hour, which the

men think is not warranted by the present state

of trade, especially considering that in May last

they had to submit to a reduction of id.—The

members of the Joiners' Society of Birkenhead,

and a number of non-unionists, held a meeting

on the 14th iost., and deoided not to accept the

redaction of Id. per hoar of whioh the

employers have given notice.—The master

joiners at Crieff have intimated to the opera

tives that their wages will be reduced from

old. to 5d. per hour.

Native British Silver and Gold.—The

quantity of silver obtained in 1878 from British

mines was 397,471 oz., and most of the precious

metal was found in combination with lead. The

total value of the silver thus obtained in the year

in question was estimated at £88,296. 19s. 6d.

In the same year the gold found in British mines

weighed 702 oz. 16dwts. 8grs., and was esti

mated to be of the value of £2,848. 15s. 2d.

Nearly the whole of this British gold—namely,

a fraction over 697 oz.—was procured in Wales,

mine in Merionethshire. The

balanoe of 5 oz. and a fraction was found near

Wioklow, in Ireland, in 86fc lb. of ore. Of silver

ore, about 94£ tons were fonnd in Cornwall, in

the Huel, Prince of Wales, and Bedmoor Mines,

whioh yielded silver to the value of £5,994.

lis. lOd. The richest argentiferous lead ores

are found in the Isle of Man, where the 3,920

tons of lead ore procured from the nine Manx

mines yielded in 1878 as much as 110,496 oz. of

pare silver. In Wales, whioh possessed 97 lead

mines in eleven counties, the silver won in 1878

weighed 148,376 oz. England, with 266 lead

mines in ten counties, produced 118,629 oz. of

pure silver in the same year, while 14,320 oz.

were got from the lead ores produced in Soot-

land, and 5,650 oz. from those of Ireland. The

total quantity of British silver produced in the

year was rather more than 11 tons, and the

value was nearly £8,000 a ton.

Growth of European Cities.—The Regis-

traitde of the Prussian Etat-Major has brought

together some interesting statistics as to the

growth of European cities. London, of course,

comes first, with its 958,892 inhabitants in

1801, grown to about four millions at the pre

sent day. Paris, in 1817, had 714,000 inhabi.

tants, and in 1876, 1,988,000, not counting the

numerous faubourg.*. Berlin has greatly in

creased since 1810, when it had a population of

163,000 ; now it has about a million. The city

whioh has made the greatest proportional pro

gress in recent years is Hanover, whioh between

1867 and 1875 grew from a population of

74,000 to one of 107,000, or 44 per cent, of

increase. In the same time Stuttgart gained

41i per cent. ; Leipsic, 40 per cent. ; Bremen

and Berlin, 38 per cent. ; Odessa, 34 per oent. ;

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 31 per oent. ; St.

Etienne-en-Forez, 30 per cent.; Breslau, 28

per oent. ; Dresden, 26 per oent. ; Hull, 25 per

oent. ; Antwerp, 24 per cent. ; Leeds, 22 per

oent. ; Glasgow, 21 per oent. ; Edinburgh and

Hamburg, 20 per cent. ; Sheffield, 19 per oent. ;

Bristol, 18 per oent. ; Copenhagen, Liege, and

Vienna, 16 per oent. ; Konigaberg, 15 per cent ;

Palermo, 14 per oent. ; Munich, Rotterdam, and

the Hague, 13 per oent. ; London and Brussels,

12 per cent. ; Bordeaux and Ghent, 1 1 per oent. ;

Paris, Nantes, and Stockholm, 9 per cent.; Am

sterdam and Cologne, 8 per oent. j Venice and

Birmingham, 7 per cent. ; Prague and Lyons, 6

per oent. No account is taken of the towns of ;

Bussia, Spain, Portugal, and Turkey, concern

ing which no accurate information could be

obtained.

Glasgow Technical College.—Last week

the prizes were distributed to the successful

students in the weaving branch of the Teohnical

College, Well-street, Calton. Mr. David Sande-

man presided. In the course of some remarks,

the ohairman said it was a curious fact that the

lower they went down in the scale of education,

the more they oould depend upon the resources

of the students for support, and the higher they

went they had to be more indebted to others.

For instance, at the University the fees derived

from the students were utterly insufficient to

maintain the University ; and it was the same

thing in regard to technical education. The

teohnioal schools would never be supported by

the fees of the students; they would always

have to depend very largely on the support of

the outside public. He expected that the guilds

of the oity would follow the example of the

guilds in London, and contribute materially to

the promotion of this movement. Their objeot

was to give the young men of Glasgow and of

Sootland an opportunity of acquiring a system

of teohnical knowledge—knowledge they would

not be able to get in the manufaotories. Mr.

Sandeman next presented the prizes to the suc

cessful students—Mr. Richmond J. Coohrane,

Mr. James Bowie, jun., Mr. Thomas Ingram, and

Mr. Samuel Moran. Mr. Templeton afterwards

made some remarks. He spoke of the difficul

ties of learning an industry when he started as a

manufacturer in Glasgow, in 1828, and said that

Glasgow, in regard to its textile manufactures,

was much indebted to Paisley. The genius and

capabilities of the Paisley weaver were great—

greater, possibly, than those of similar workmen

anywhere in the United Kingdom. Mr. Moir,

Mr. Ingram, and Councillor Wilson afterwards

addressed the meeting.

A Female Cabinet-maker.— " Women's

Bights" is in America at least more than an

empty-sounding! expression ; there the fair sex

has invaded one profession after another, and

even the oabinet-maker's craft ha« not escaped'

A Mrs. Christine OlenBon, in Chicago, has tb

distinguished merit of having made nearly all

the furniture, in the house which she and her

husband inhabit with her own bands. A re

porter of a transatlantic contemporary recently

visited their home, and thus describes what he

saw :—" Mrs. Olenson has completely furnished

the house, and it is magnificently done. The

husband first esoorted the soribe to the little

parlour, where nearly everything in the shape

of furniture is from the hands of his helpmate.

Standing opposite the door is a handsome organ,

the case of which is finely finished in a variety

of hard- woods. On a front panel is an East

Indiaman, full-rigged ship, under full sail. The

water, whioh is excellently represented, is

formed of a piece of dark wood whose grain is

wavy, and this is neatly joined to produce the

d esired effect. A secretaire ocoupies the other

side of the room, and is constructed of three

thousand pieces of wood. The design is unique,

and the manner in which a number of seoret

drawers are stowed away is not easily described.

The centre table is also of her construction, and

is very handsome. The oornioes, picture-

frames, stools and chairs, are all from the deft

Sogers of Mrs. Olenson. A carved bedstead

graces their sleeping apartment, and other

articles of minor importance are scattered about

the rooms. Mrs. Olenson has manufactured

nearly all her wooden tools and a greater part

of her steel ones." It is, perhaps, quite as well

that women of Mrs. Olenson's type are few and

far between, else the poor oabinet-maker would

have to exclaim with Othello, " My occupation 's

gone ! "

Leeds School of Art.—The annual exhibit

tion of students' drawings in connection with

the Leeds School of Art was opened on Monday

morning, in the picture gallery of the Mechanios'

Institution. The exhibition oonsists of 342

speoimens, selected from a total of 3,139 whioh

have been executed by the students of the day

and evening classes daring the year, and which

have been sent for examination to South Ken

sington. The works are arranged for view

according to Btages, works of the same kind

being shown together. The following is the

result of the competition for local prizes during

the year:—The Mayoress's (Mrs. Addyman}

Prize for taking Queen's Prize in national com

petition, A. D. Candler and G. F. Charnock.

The President's Prize, for shading from antique

figure, W. T. Kingston. Messrs. Hummerston's

Prizes, for design for wall-paper, H. Wbitaker ;

2, A. D. Candler; 3, G. Horsman; 4, B. Short-

land. The Hunslet Engine Company's Prizes,

for machine drawing from measurement, G. F.

Charnock; 2, F. W. Armitage; 3, J.C. Harding.

Mr. W. Howgate's Prize, for group of winter

flowers, Miss T. Galli. Mr. GoodaU's Prize, for

design for book-cover, W. L. Bawlinson. Mr.

J. B. Booth's Prize, for painting of flower from

copy, A. Jones. Mr. England's Prize, for best

monochrome from antique, J. W. Benton. Mr.

Chatwiu's Prize, for shading ornament from cast,

B. Paley. Head Master's Prizes—For design for

folding screen, F. Horsman; for design to fill

given space, G. H. Dodgson ; for pictorial design,

A. 0. C. Sohmitz. Committee's Prizes—For

shading from copy, C. Lambert; for shading

ornament from cast, Miss F. Bussum ; for shading

head from antique, Miss M. Wood ; for painting

ornament from oast, B. Lumley ; for painting

figure from oast, C. E. Spencer ; for painting

flower from oopy, W. F. White and Miss F.

Bussum; for painting drapery from model, K.

Harvey ; for painting still life from nature, Miss

A. H. Briggs ; for painting group of fruit from

nature, Miss Holroyd ; for painting group of still

life from nature, Miss C. Bussum, Miss E. Spink,

Miss E. B. Heeles, and B. Pratt.

Dating Forward.—At the last meeting of

the Bradford Chamber of Commerce, Mr.

Heary Mitchell, the president, said it had been

suggested to him that an effort should be made

to secure greater uniformity of terms in the

trade. There had been a great deal of dating

forward for some time past, and buyers in many

oases had praotioally diotated their own terms

for the purchase of goods. This had been

owing in a great measure to the practice whioh

had prevailed in Manchester, and also in

London, for some time past. There were some

merchants in Bradford who thought the present

was a favourable time for putting a stop to it,

and he was sure they would all be glad if a

method oould be suggested by whioh it oould be

done ; but it seemed to him that if they passed
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n resolution on the subject, as they had no

power to enforce it, they would have to leave

people before as after to manage their business

in their own way, aa they generally wished

to do. There was no donbt that with an

improvement in business they would all be

in a better position to insist upon their

own terms, and resist dating forward as

much as practicable. lie wonld be glad

to ohII a meeting to consider the subject if tbey

thought it desirable he should do so, bnt he was

afraid they wonld not be able to take such

unite 1 action as could be praotioally carried out.

Mr. Wade asked a question, in replying to which

the President said dating forward was practised

more in manufactured goods than anything else,

but it was carried on both by manufacturers and

merchants. Mr. McLaren said he did not think

the Chamber ought to pass resolutions which it

had no power to enforce. Mr. Briggs Priestley

said Bradford was not the only town dealing in

staff goods, and if they had united action against

the practice of datiog forward it might cause

Bradford to suffer by throwing more trade into

the bands of traders in other towns. He thought

this was a practioe whioh wonld have to be regu

lated by the law of supply and demand. Mr.

Ripley, M.P., thought it was no part of the busi

ness of the Chamber of Commerce to take the

initiative in a matter of this kind. The subjeot

was then allowed to drop. For our own part we

wonder whose business it is to take the initiative

in such a matter if not that of onr Chambers of

Commerce. The grievance is one of old standing,

and calls all the more loudly for a speedy

»emedy.

Do Cornspnbtnts.

B. H. & Co.—The matter fau been attend*! to.
J. 8. k Co. (Stockton- on-Tee*).—Aa y. u will see, we

have complied with jour with.
A. T. (Glafgow).—If you will Bapply particulars, 89

promised, the matter ahmll reoeire atteation in doe
course.
G. k L. — The omuiion wai an oversight, and hai since

been supplied.
i |J. N. 8.—Many thanks foryoar favour.
G. & T.—There is no uniform rnle ; bnt we believe that

5 per cent, is the average rate of commission charged ; for
large amounts the rate is, of oonrse, considerably lower.

L. H.—Our inquiries have not tbua fir elicited any new
feet bearing upon the subjeot. We intend, however, to

make another effort.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe i 120, BUNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

85, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every Mud of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Worker.
and gas fitting manupactcribs,

64, Clement Street, Birmingham.
Artists in Decoratire Reponss£ fcnd Huuhctarer. ,

Arcbiteprnrnl M*t*l Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail

ings,
Hinges,
Latches and

Handles,
Finials,
Vanes,

Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Orates,

Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Domestic Ornamental Metal Work of all dt
TH08. BRAWN .Dd CO. work from Architects'

or prepare special desitus for all claises of Metal
to order. Thej particularly desire to draw the etfa
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to t
superior Bepousse Work, which ie nighW deooraure, asa
suitable for the internal fittings ot buildings in all stylet
of Architecture. Established 28 Yiau.

 

BOOTH & POX,

HOBSEHAIB IMHEZR/CZHIJLItTTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D- F E A T H E R S,

AKD

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOBOUGHLY PURIFIED AND PEEE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS ANDTDOWN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MANUFACTORY AT CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 ft, super. in Stock read) for Laying.

EI3A INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tubpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations, T

equal in woar to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of ^iMggWWMMBWWMgWm^BB T

removal at pleasure. See Construction. "

Ornamental

Deal Backing
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FURNITURE-MANUFACTURE IN

PRISON.

CLAUSE in the Priaon Act of

1877 provides "that the ex

penae of maintaining in prison

prisoners who have been con

victed of crime shall in part

be defrayed by their labour

during the period of their im

prisonment, and that, with a view to defray

ing such expenses, and also of teaching pri

soners modes of gaining honest livelihoods,

means shall be taken for promoting in

prison the exercise of and instruction in use

ful trades and manufactures, so far as may

be consistent with a due regard, on the one

hand, to the maintenance of the penal cha

racter of prison discipline ; and, on the other,

to the avoidance of undue pressure on or com

petition with any particular trade or in

dustry." The second annual report of the

Prison Commissioners enables us to form'

some idea as to the manner in which the

above provision is being carried out. The

efforts of the Commissioners seem to have

been directed to make the prison population

supply its own wants whenever possible. In

this connection the advantages of having one

central management are obvious, for it would

of course be impossible to set up in each

prison, factories to supply every requisite.

What is aimed at is that the manufacture of

any given article shall be localised in certain

prisons, and that by a system of interchange

the wants of each penal institution shall thus

be supplied.

As soon as the above object shall have been

realised, the Commissioners intend to extend

their operations, and to supply similar prison-

made articles to other branches of the Govern

ment service, and by so doing they hope to

remove all grounds for dissatisfaction on the

score of prison competition with a limited

number of trades. A step in this direction

has already been taken by considerably re

ducing the number of prisoners employed in

mat-making. Taking the prison population at

an average of 20,000, it is computed that

employment other than that of supplying the

prison department has to be found for nearly

12,000 of that number. To do this is evidently

a task that taxes the utmost sagacity of the

Commissioners, and they are fain to acknow

ledge that in times like the period over

which their report extends, when trade

is depressed, and many free labourers find

a difficulty in getting work, it is far from

easy to dispose profitably of such an

amount of labour, a large proportion of

which is, moreover, unskilled ; or, if skilled,

in such a branch perhaps as cannot be

followed in prison, or under the conditions of

priaon life. In looking for profits, therefore,

from such labour, it must be remembered that

in these and other respects prisons are placed

at a great disadvantage as compared with

outside manufacturing establishments, which,

when trade is slack, can either go on short

time or discontinue operations altogether. An

experiment in connection with industrial

employment is now being made at Kirkdale

Prison, near Liverpool, where in future only

prisoners under long sentences are to be con

fined. By the alterations which have been

['effected in the different prisons during the

year ending last March, the trading operations

have been altogether disorganised, and for this

reason the Commissioners refrain from sub

mitting any balance-sheet, since the receipts

during the year would not, in their opinion,

represent the actual earnings of twelve

months.

Since the prisons have passed into the pos

session of the Government, many abuses have

already been remedied. Interference with

retail trade seems to have been but too com

mon under the old rtgime, as may be gathered

from the fact that at one prison out of 650

Bales effected during one month no less than

555 were for sums under ten shillings. All

this has been discontinued, and henceforth no

retail sales will be countenanced. In making

contracts for the supplies required for prisons,

the practice which prevails in other Govern

ment departments is, in future, to be followed.

Tenders will be invited, and those accepted

which offer to supply the different goods at

the lowest rate.

It would thus appear from the report to

which we have alluded, that net only the

prison furniture, but also similar articles for

other departments of the Government, are in

future to be made by prisoners. We believe

that this is the first experiment of the kind in

this country, and our readers are likely to

watch its working with interest. There is

no reason to believe that anything in the

shape of furniture will be attempted in our

prisons except the very roughest kind of work,

and our cabinet-makers can, therefore, well

afford to look with indifference upon this new

departure, since their private business interests

are not likely to be in any way affected

thereby. The total outlay for furniture,

bedding, &c, on account of county prisons,

amounted last year to about £8,000, or, in

cluding the requirements of convict establish

ments, the' gross cost was about £13,000.

Now, this sum bears no proportion whatever

to the value of the annual production of

English furniture, and the trade at large

need, therefore, have no misgivings on the

score of prison competition.

We hope, however, that our prison authori

ties will not follow the example of America,

where furniture manufacture was at one time

largely carried on in one or other of the gaols.

We believe that the practice has now, how

ever, been almost universally discontinued, and

that prison competition in the United States

is now confined, so far as the furniture trade

is concerned, to the manufacture of gilt

mouldings and to the cane-seating of chairs.

In German prisons, too, cabinet-making is,

to a certain extent, practised ; and over a

thousand persons were thus employed during

the year 1877 in Prussia alone. There is

thus ample precedent, both on the Continent

and in the New World, for the step decided

upon by our own Prison Commissioners ;

and while they confine themselves to supply

ing the wants of gaols and different Govern

ment departments, they need not anticipate

any opposition either from the masters or

operatives connected with the cabinet trade.

ENGLISH DECORATIVE ART*

AT the present time there are no sesthetical

principles more earnestly discussed and

brought more prominently before the public

than those relating to the decorative arts. No

doubt the higher branches of these arts have

had their seasons of ebb and flow in public

estimation, but even when fallen to their

lowest ebb there remain traces of a former

power—the consequence of their relationship

to, and sympathy with, the motives of human

thought and action. Decorative art, from its

representation being materialistic in character,

renders its decadence less apparent, and from

this cause it gradually ceased to obtain recog

nition aa the medium of the expression of

active social life and thought, or to be looked

upon as a means of enhancing and bestowing

refinement on the varying phases of the every

day life of the domestic circle. These func

tions it unquestionably accomplished previous

to its decline. And it still continues to per

form them in those countries where it is

cherished and esteemed. But with us it may

without exaggeration be said to have died out

* An address delivered by Mr. T. Bonnar at the opening
meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural Association.
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as the experiences of the last fifty years gra- 1 'with, admiration, while strongly biased with

phicaUy "testify. Indeed, the larger portion

of the productions of that period are barely

creditable to a people with far fewer preten

sions to the high state of civilisation than

those to which we in this country lay claim.

If, for instance, we glance at the adapta

tions employed in the production of articles

for utilitarian purposes, what do we find?

Why, the forms which originally invested

them with grace of outline, and distinctiveness

of character, which have distinguished them

as they have been handed down from one

generation to another, and with all that com

pleteness which is invariably present in works

that have been made a speciality of craft,

have become so distorted as to be rendered

almost impossible for practical and ornamental

purposes; that over-lavish introduction of

ornamentation which is the prevailing feature

of deficient workmanship and general incom

petence being painfully apparent. Need I

specially allude in illustration of this statement

to those articles which are so familiar to us all

under the comprehensive title of " Brumma

gem," as being fair examples of the objects

indicated. It is, however, somewhat consola

tory to bear in mind that this term embraces

the whole range of objects which are looked

upon as shams, and are contemptuously

referred to under this generic phrase. This

is undoubtedly gratifying as evincing a move

ment in the right direction, although, after all,

it is only a very limited number who are

capable of resisting the influence notoriously

possessed by that tawdry display of hideous

form and imperfect workmanship which is to

be witnessed in many of the productions that

are even now being put forth. And they have

also the additional objection of being defective

in construction and entirely wanting in origi

nality of design. As a contrast to these, the

chaste and real display a modesty and unobtru-

siveness which renders their merits apparent

only to those who can recognise the genuine

ness of purpose and sincerity of thought—

these being the invariable characteristics of

the truly beautiful

I single out this example of " Brummagem "

because it appears to me to illustrate pretty

accurately the position which the decorative

arts at present hold with the public. And it

may, I think, with propriety be attributed to

the late—and, I trust, returning—prosperity

of the country, and the consequent demands

for mediums of display by the many who, in

the absorbing pursuit of wealth,eitherneglected

or lacked the opportunity of acquiring a

knowledgo or taste for such matters. More

over, owing to the almost entire disregard of

these studies by native artists, our manufac

turers were driven to the necessity of securing

the assistance of foreign artists to meet the

growing demand,thus tending to make matters,

if possible, worse, by thoroughly denuding

their productions of all national impress and

association,

Until quite recently in Edinburgh, and still | controlled

to a large extent in the south, it has been and

is received as a matter beyond cavil, that all

the higher class of mural art could only be

competently and efficiently executed by

foreigners. It is with no intention of

disparaging the ability of these men that

I remark, that however clever and artistic

their work may be, it can never be looked

upon or received as acting in harmony with

our native instincts, nor is it suitable and

appropriate to the wants of our country.

Their treatment and colouring, even to the

details of the theory of ornamentation, ac

quired in their own schools of art, can never

strike a truly responsive chord, but must

always remain a thing apart, and unsympa

thetic with our requirements and wishe

the idea that it was an impossibility for their

own countrymen to compete, with the re

motest chance of success, against the foreigners

in this class of work. One of the causes

which led to this neglect of decorative art

was of somewhat singular origin, when

viewed from the standpoint of our continental

neighbours. It arose from the circumstance

of there being very little encouragement held

out to the student of ornamental art to in

duce him to devote himself to its study and

practice. And, however eager and ardent

his proclivities might be in that direction,

this drawback exercised a very disheartening

and deterrent influence. There were, indeed,

very few attractions and inducements to bind

him to its steady and earnest pursuit. This

clearly points to at least one of the sources to

which may be traced the neglected position

to which this art ultimately fell.

It must be borne in mind that the presence

of such an institution as the School of the

Board of Manufactures, which was esta

blished for the promotion of the Useful

and decorative arts in the latter part of last

century, had in few cases been taken advan

tage of in the spirit in which it was insti

tuted. Instead of devoting attention to the

study of the decorative principles taught, the

students of this school applied their energies

to the more attractive pursuit of pictorial art,

and in many instances, doubtless, with great

success, as the brilliant career of David Allan,

William Allan, and Kunciman conclusively

testify. Although it must at the same time

be remembered that the unsuccessful aspirants

in this branch of art were in number legion.

Had those unlucky enthusiasts only followed

out the training bestowed by the decorative

department of the school, and been assured of

obtaining public sympathy and encouragement,

in all probability we would not now be re

gretting the presence of the many crudities and

absurdities which daily produce unrest and

disappointment to all lovers of the beautiful

and true in decorative art.

Having thus briefly alluded to the position

maintained 'by the useful arts during the first

half of the present century, and also indicated

a few of the causes of their backward state, I

shall now attempt to show that the gulf which

had so long existed, and kept apart the decora

tive arts from those of architecture, is now

rapidly disappearing. When the latter art

was in the zenith of its power during the best

periods of the Greek and Roman epochs, and

also in later times in France, the decorative

arts blended with it in congenial harmonious

action, for the perfect embodiment of the grand

and beautiful. The examples of these periods

being all more or less distinguished for their

power and originality of conception and design,

and vigour and grace of execution, they

strikingly exemplify the influence which the

arts exercise on one another, by the charming

results they produce in combination when

by cultured and true artistic

instincts

As exhibiting the revival of this spirit, we

may point to sculpture, and the place it now

holds in connection with ornamental details,

as coming more under our immediate obser

vation. It will be acknowledged beyond dis

pute that it begins to show a steady advance

towards realising freedom in thought and

execution, approaching in some degree the

works of those earlier times when the decora

tive arts were the intimate though humble

handmaidens, employed in the embellishment

of those noble fabrics which are at once the

object of our admiration, and the sources of

our embarrassment. For they reveal to us the

triumphs achieved by independent thought

when united in action, and directed towards

Unfortunately this state of matters, as I have | the production of objects having for their aim

already said, forms a serious, although not in- the typical illustration of the highest form of

surmountable barrier to rapid progress in the | ideal motion. Indeed, it may be truly inferred

various departments of national decorative

art, as it places in our way the serious task

of having first of all to unlearn a very great

deal of what has hitherto been looked upon

as strictly proper, making it also necessary to

create a confidence in the mind of the same

public which hailed the stranger and his art

that this disregard of the independent study

and practice of architecture in later times

operated prejudicially on the minor arts,

which together constituted the complete embo

diment by which its growth could only be

successfully nourished and maintained.

(To be continued.)

TRADE REPORTS FROM ABROAD.

No. HI.—Gbeece, Italy, Persia, &c.

IN his Report on the trade of Patras (Greece)

Consul Wood says that the import trade

under the British flag has again declined. In

the first instance, the value of manufactures

has fallen about 10 to 12 per cent., and se

condly, the value of iron and other goods has

decreased considerably. The imports for the

last five years have been :—

1874 £333,645

1875 183,510

1876 226,150

1877 179,390

1878 158,120

The industries of the town are on the in

crease ; whilst additional steam-power is made

use of. There are now working among other

factories four cotton spinning-mills, of these

three are worked by steam ; two steam saw

mills ; and three match manufactories.

WritingfromGenoa, Consul Brown says, that

the new General Tariff of Customs, voted by

the Italian Chambers in 1878, received the

royal assent on May 30, and was put in force

on July 1, 1878. This tariff, besides altering

the duties on various goods, has altered their

classification, dividing them into sixteen instead

of twenty categories, and subdividing these

categories differently, so that but few articles

appear in the same category in which they

were placed under the old tariff. The imports

of raw wool have increased from 8,870 bales

in 1877 to 11,740 bales in 1878, and of sheep

skins from 3,990 in 1877 to 4,800 in 1878. Li

the latter year two parcels of wool, 1,878

bales, have been imported from the Cape of

Good Hope. The import of woollen yarns has

been, according to the custom-house returns,

1,444,223 kilos, in 1878, against 2,270,150

kilos, in 1877 ; and of manufactures of wool,

value 4,436,400 lire in 1878, against 4,713,928

lire in 1877 ; but as articles of this description,

come by land as well as by sea, the quantities,

here stated do not represent the actual imports

What is certain is that in this district the

native manufacturers are beginning to improve

their make very considerably in the finer sorts

as well as in the common stuffs, and they are

thus making the sale of our produce every

year more difficult. With regard to the

heavy goods, such as pilots, &c, if the proposed

tariff of 155 lire per 100 kilos., or anything

like it, comes into force it will simply exclude

them entirely. These goods were imported

to a considerable amount at the close of 1877

and in the beginning of 1 878 ; importers fear

ing that the new rate of duty would be im

posed then, but up to the present the old rate

of 10 per cent ad valorem has been continued.

Importers complain loudly of the state of

utter uncertainty in which they are kept, and

in fact nothing can be worse for trade than

these panics with regard to heavy changes in

duties.
As regards silk, the imports of cocoons,

which in 1877 only figured in the custom

house returns at Genoa for a value of 5,000,000

lire, have increased to 9,000,000 lire in 1878;

spun silks in 1877 for 2,500,000 lire have in

creased to 5,000,000 lire ; and manufactured

silks have remained in both years at about the

same value, namely 2,000,000 lire. _ One

cannot really judge of what is doing in silk by

what passes this custom house, because both

as to imports and exports most of the silk of

all sorts passes now by way of land, but it is

nevertheless [surprising that the quantity of

cocoons and of spun silks should have increased

largely, as the produce of this part of Italy in

1878 was far above the average, and prices

were moreover very low. This would seem

to point to increased work on the part of tho

weavers in Upper Italy, and their production

is believed to have been large, though the

year has been very unremunerative, and

would have been still worse had it not been

that the produce of France was comparatively

small in 1878, owing to short supply of

cocoons.
The velvet and damask makers have had a

bad year, and though the few who have

manufactories have kept their hands employed,
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the majority, 'who only give out work to

people who have looms at home, have limited

their production to the immediate wants of the

local retail dealers, and await better times.

Fortunately for all the small people, they

are by nature and habit hardworking and

economical, and not speculative, so that hard

times, such as the last few years, do not

bring such distress upon them as with us.

Speaking of Venice, Consular Agent de

Zuccato points out that the general depressed

state of trade was of course much felt there,

and the causes must principally be sought for

in the uncertain political situation, in the over

stocking of the European markets, and in the

financial disasters which took place in many

commercial centres during the past year. A

gTeat quantity of English earthenware is im

ported into Venice, it being cheap and suitable

to the market. British exporters, however,

complain that besides the freight and other ex

penses connected with the transit of the ware,

which amount to from 31 to 46 per cent, on

its value, the duty is levied on the gross

weight of the- packages without any tare

being allowed—the weight of the package

without the ware being on an average one-

third of the g^ross weight. Continental com

petitors enjoying railway communications pay

little more duty than on the net weight of the

ware, owing to the fact that they can pack

their goods m trucks.

In his report on the trade of Eesht (Persia)

Consul Churchill mentions that silk, which has

kitherto formed the most important article of

commerce in that particular province, has

this year fared scarcely better than in the

preceding year. The Japanese breed was the

only one that was remunerative. The eggs

imported from Khorassan proved a complete

failure, while those introduced from Khana-

keen (in the neighbourhood of Bagdad) were

scarcely better. The Japanese breed gave two

average crops, but the silk produced therefrom

was of an inferior quality. The value of the

silk produced was consequently low. It is

calculated that last year the produce was

271,750 lb. of silk, 293,251 lb. of husks and

refuse, and 139,710 lb. of cocoons, giving an

aggregate value of £135,384 for the whole

crop. The value of the previous year's

produce was £123,861, showing an improve

ment by upwards of £11,000. Of this crop,

about GoO bales, representing 11,600 lb. of

husks and refuse, have been exported, via

Bagdad, to the United Kingdom. The greater

part of the silk has found its way into Russia

and to the interior of the country for local

consumption. It was deemed too dear at

7s 8d. per lb. for the English market. Could

it be transported vid the Caucasus it might

possibly be worth while exporting, but under

present circumstances the impediments thrown

in the way by the Russian customs-house on

all goods passing in transit through the

Caucasus render it next to impossible to export

silk to Europe by that route. The prices of

the various articles of local produce have

varied little since last year ; they are all, more

or less, a little dearer.

The report of Consul Campbell on the trade

of Finland does not come down later in point

of date than the year 1877. He says :—In

the gloomy aspect of affairs and the general

depressed state of the country, it would almost

appear a paradox to say that the export and

import value of the staple articles of our com

merce increased rather than diminished during

the year 1877 ; for instance, we find that be

tween Jan. 1 and Sept. 1 of that year no less

than 59,689,903 cubic feet of sawn timber

were exported more from the Grand Duchy

than in the preceding year, or rather in the

corresponding months of the preceding year ;

the same may be said of iron and steel, woven

goods, paper, &c. We also find the same re

mark applicable to imports, particularly as

regards sugar, oils of all descriptions, salt, and

woollen goods.

The above-mentioned circumstance, as far as

the excess of the export of sawn timber is

concerned, may be partially explained by

stating that during the prosperous years

1872-74_, some forty new steam and water

saw mills, of more or less importance,

suddenly sprang up throughout the country.

The greater part of the money required for the

erection of these buildings, as well as for the

stock of rough timber required to work them,

was obtained from Finland's Bank, and other

like institutions, on mortgage ; or in other

words, they were set on foot with a very

limited capital in the hands of the proprietors.

This went well enough so long as there was a

good demand for deals, battens, and boards

from abroad, and high prices paid by the

foreign consumer ; but when the timber trade

became stagnant and prices fell, the owners of

these mills were compelled for want of capital

to sell their stocks at any price in order to

meet their current bills and the claims of the

mortgagees. The export of sawn timber may

therefore.have been greater than in 1876, but

certainly not of any benefit to the commercial

interests of the country.

The excess of the import value in 1877 over

that of 1876, can only be accounted for by the

probability that our largest consumers fearing

the probability that the ports might be

blockaded in the ensuing year, made their

arrangements accordingly.

The furniture exported from Helsingfors

(Finland) during the year 1870 is valued at

£2,650. Among other articles of export were

the following: — Paperhangings, £71,253;

joineryware, £5,788 ; and glass, £1,519.

Consul Mackenzie, writing from Manila,

draws attention to the new Stamp Act which

came into force on the 27th of last July.

By it all merchants and traders are obliged to

have the first and last pages of their journal

or day book stamped with a stamp costing

lj dol. each, and the remaining pages with a

stamp costing 50 c. each. Bills of exchange,

promissory notes, deposit notes, &c, have to

bear stamps as follow :—

Dol.

Any amount ...

250

625

1,250

2,500

3,750

5,000

7,500

8,750

10,000

11,250

up to

Dol. Dol. o.

250 pays 0 18J

625

1.250

2,500

3,750

5,000

6,250

8,750

10,000

11,250

12,000

0 37J

0 76

1 50

2 25

3 00

3 75

4 50

5 25

6 00

7 50

was 6,019 tons, of which 5,167 tons went to

Hong Kong and 545 tons to Great Britain.

The cost per ton on the spot is £5, while it

sells in this country at about £9.

The exports of indigo show a decrease in

value of £17,045 as compared with 1877. The

crop was an unusually small one, but the cul

tivation of the plant is again being stimulated,

and the growing crop promises to be a good

At first this Act was very greatly objected

to, and strenuous efforts were made by

Spaniards and foreigners alike to have it re

pealed, or at all events modified. It was felt

that the Act was vague in its meaning and

difficult to interpret, in addition to which

domiciliary visits were threatened, and, worse

than all, back payments for its non-compliance

were to be exacted from January, 1858. Not

withstanding the efforts that were made, the

Act has never been officially modified, and,

indeed, it has been confirmed from Madrid ;

but it is now understood that the attempt to

exact back payments has very properly been

abandoned, and that the Government will

trust to the honour of the mercantile classes

to comply with it in a conscientious manner.

In practice it is found to be less harsh than

was expected. The stamping of a journal

costs about 60 dol. a year, and the stamps on

bills of exchange, &c. from 100 dol. up to

5,000 dol. a year, according to the amount of

business done, but the merchants recoup them

selves for this by a charge of per cent, in

their invoices and account sales.^ Up till lately

the Spaniards have made it a boast that the

foreign merchants who came here and traded,

enjoyed much greater immunity from taxation

than they did in their own countries ; but this

cannot be said any longer, as the new taxes

fall most heavily on the foreign merchants,

who now contribute to the Spanish Govern

ment very much more in proportion than the

Spaniards themselves. But so long as fresh

imposts are not established, the British mer

chant has little reason to complain. We may

add that Spanish officials, civil and military,

are now having 10 per cent, deducted from

their income.

The exports of sapanwood from Manilla

show an increase in value of £10,144 as com

pared with 1877. The total quantity shipped

MR. VAL PRINSEP ON ART-

WORKMANSHIP.

THE distribution of prizes in connection

with the City School of Art took place

on the 28th ult. at the Schools, Primrose-

street, Bishopsgate. The Rev. William Rogers

occupied the chair, and among those present

were Mr. Val Prinsep, A.R.A., Mr. Lake Fildes,.

A.R.A., Mr. H. Shield, Q.C., the Rev. T.

Bishop, Mr. F. Maitland, Mr. E. B. Nicholson,

and Mr. D. Neave Hill.

Mr. J. Lv Ogle (hon. secretary) read the

report of the committee, in which they con

gratulated the subscribers and friends of the

School upon the fact that it starts this session

free and unencumbered. This condition of

finance affairs was due to the courtesy of the

trustees of a fund which was raised several

years ago for the benefit of this School. In a

building not specially built for the purposes of

art-instruction it was impossible to attain

complete adjustment of details, but every en

deavour would be made to improve and perfect

arrangements for students using the School.

The Society of Painters in Water Colours, and

the managers of the Black and White Exhibi

tion, had again kindly allowed gratuitous en

trance to the students of the School; while

the several Companies who had before assisted

the School still continued their support and

afforded the students opportunities of obtain

ing distinction and valuable prizes. The worth

of the year's work had been acknowledged by

the Department of Science and Art. The

prizes consisted of a bronze medal, obtained in

the national competition, three third-grade

prizes, and nineteen of the second grade.

After the report had been read, a vote of

thanks was passed to the head-master.

Mr. Val Prinsep, before distributing the

prizes, delivered an address. He said that

although the world in general had progressed,

in matters of art they had made no progress at

all. He was not talking of geniuses that

arose perhaps once in a century, nor even of

eminent artists whose works they saw every

year in the exhibitions, but he was talking of

the mere artistic level of work in England,

and he thought everybody of education would

agree with him that it was not up to the old

mark. If he wanted a piece of ironwork,

with a scroll of fruit, flowers, or other orna

mentation, he found it very difficult to get it

nowadays, whereas, if he went into any town

on the Continent, or into many a museum, he

should find example after example of the work

he wanted. Again, give a few pieces of co

loured rags to a savage, and he would turn out

something that would be quaint and grotesque,

yet still harmonious ; but with all the advan

tages the modern workmen enjoyed, they often

produced work that was neither harmo

nious nor beautiful, and was certainly gro

tesque. The workmen of this country were

as skilled as ever. Metal-workers could

make a machine, and fit it together with

absolute mechanical exactness—in fact there

was more skill than of old. How was

it, then, that the work turned out was

not so good ? It was because their perfection

had killed them ; it was science that had

ruined art; it was the march of civilisation

that had trodden out sentiment. They all

knew what sentiment was. They knew how

a great singer stirred their hearts by a song,

which, sung by another, though in time, tune,

and rhythm, did not move them at all. A

painter might paint a perfect picture, appa

rently perfect in line and in every other

detail, and yet that picture would not be a

popular picture or successful. Another, again,

would paint a picture full of glaring faults,

and that picture with a sentiment would bo
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popular and agreeable. Thus he came to ask

now it was that good workmen nowadays had

not the sentiment of the past. It was because

the workman of the past got his sentiment,

partly from education—though he had little

of that compared with the present—but

mostly from his surroundings. The London

of that day was a picturesque gathering

of houses round the Gothic fabric of

St. Paul's. Every house was rich in shape

and features, and in the streets, bustling and

busy enough, were the bright robes of many a

lady. In close vicinity were the fields, with

flowers and birds, for the lark yet sung in

Lincoln's-inn-fields, and the nightingale lingered

in the gardens of the Temple, by the side of

the unpolluted Thames. Besides this, the

master worked among his men, whom he in

structed with his experience and his know

ledge, so that each workshop became a school

of art, in which traditions of the handicraft

were preserved with the greatest jealousy.

And beyond this, the master workman, and

frequently the workmen themselves, were

brought into immediate connection with the

great and mighty of the land, in the time

when the City held kings and princes. What

wonder, then, if the workmen derived their

reward from the fountain-head of honours, if

they did their best, and had a sentiment which

the present workmen were without. He was

not one of those who thought that the world

had not progressed. They had progressed

enormously. People were better fed, better

clad, better educated, and health was infinitely

better looked after than in the old time. But

it was an undoubted fact that civilisation

had rubbed the edges of men until it had

made them almost of the same mould. He

might walk from the Tower to Tyburn and

never see anything on men but sombre-

coloured garments, while the ladies seemed

to imitate the men's garments as much as was

consistent with the garment inherited from

Eve. The streets were larger and more con

venient, but the houses, like the men, seemed

made of the same pattern ; there were the

snme doors, and the same windows and roofs.

The masters, too, had become grand men,

dealing wholesale, and left the public to be

handled by middle-men,who retailed only that

kind of art-work that Jthey thought sold best.

No wonder that sentiment was crushed out of

work. Science was different from art in this

—that science had no sentiment, whereas art

could not exist without sentiment. Referring

to foreign competition with England having

increased, he said, he had little hesitation in

recommending under the circumstances that

workmen should be given an appreciation for

art—that was to say, give them a power of

enjoyment, which was independent of the

mere sensual enjoyment that all shared with

other animals. He was somewhat afraid this

degeneracy to which he had referred might be

attributed to the English race being t^o self-

satisfied, as the falling off in other depart

ments of arts would prove. While wishing to

give the students present every encouragement,

he held it would be useless for any of them to

attempt to be true artists unless they were

imbued with the spirit of sentiment. It might

be possible that among the students of that

school there was a Raphael or a Michael

Angelo, and if such were the case to those he

would wish |success, and his assistance or

advice would be readily accorded to any who

felt they had the necessary spirit in them to

become true artists. In conclusion, he said to

draw a leaf, a flower, or the human face

seemed an easy thing, but it was not so to draw

it with sentiment, which was derived from

a thorough appreciation of what was drawn.

The Rev.W.Rogers said it was usual for the

chairman to present the prizes, but as some of

the students might desire to receive them from

the hands of probably a future president of

the Royal Academy, he had asked Mr. Val

Prinsep to distribute them. Mr. Val Prinsep

then distributed the prizes as follows :—

The following were awarded by the Science

and Art Department : Second grade prizes :—

For perspective—Elizabeth M. Brown, Helena

S. Brown, Hannah E. Hull, Agnes Jones,

S. W. Proverbs, and A. Woolf. Geometry—

Helena S. Brown. Model—Francis Dugon,

Emma Hoskins, J. Martin, and W. E. Wright.

Freehand—Reuben E. A. Farrow, W. Harvey,

Emma Hoskins, Hannah E. Hull, J. Martin,

A. Taylor, H. W. Tuck, and W. E. Wright.

Third grade prizes.—Mary James, Sarah M.

Smith, M. W. Vardy. National competition—

Bronze medal—Sarah M. Smith. The Cloth-

workers' Company's prizes—S. W. Proverbs

(1), H. Winney (2), Marie J. Naylor. The

Painters' Company's prizes, a silver and

bronze medal for designs for wall decoration

were not awarded. The Joiners' Com

pany's prize, for design for ornamental newel

to staircase : A. Shorman, and F. W. Foster.

Prizes by the Baroness Rothschild : No award

for first prize ; hearth tiles, G. C. Banks.

Prize by Mr. W. Neave Hill : Design for alms

dish, A. Shorman. Prizes awarded by the

committee : A. Holden, W. Swain, Marie J.

Naylor, Elizabeth Siffkin, W. Neave Hill,

Helena S. Brown, Cecilia Hill, Sarah M.

Smith, J. A. Lake, T. D. Dewdnev, Mary

Young (2), Alfred Foot (1), Elizabeth M.

Brown, Hannah E. Hull. Schools of the

ward of Bishopsgate.—Science prizes : Physio

graphy—C. Clark, W. Rea, and J. Rose.

Chemistry — E. Ellis. Mathematics — E.

Haslip. Magnetism and Electricity — F.

Spurway. Drawing Prizes,—First grade : A.

Bates, A. Brooke, W. Budd, A. Dixon, S.

England, C. Green, E. Haslip, E. Hawkes, J.

Michie (and model), W. Montford, H. Nicker-

son, J. Okey, S. Parkin, A. Porter, E. Price,

A, Robinson, F. Scott, G. Thomson, J. West-

cott (and model), H. Woollard, Carrie Gree-

tham, Louie Hess, Julia Liddall, Carrie Ogilvie.

Second Grade : Model — Alice Emanuel.

Freehand—Julia Keizer. Freehand—J. Dick

son, T.Disher, Florence Cook, Eleanor Hadlow,

Elizabeth Hastilow. Model—J. Wyman and

Miriam Sions.

After the distribution of the prizes Mr.

Shield, Q.C., proposed a vote of thanks in

eulogistic terms to Mr. Val Prinsep for his

address ; this was seconded by Mr. Howden,

and unanimously adopted. Mr. Val Prinsep

responded, and a vote of thanks to the rev.

chairman closed the proceedings.

THE LEGAL DEFINITION OF THE

TERM "FIXTURES."*

WHATEVER is affixed to the soil becomes,

in contemplation of law, a part of it,

and is consequently subjected to the same

rights of property as the soil itself—qukquid

fixatur solo, solo cedit. This fundamental

principle of the law of fixtures is sufficiently

well established ; the difficulty is to deter

mine what is meant by it ; in other words, to

say with precision what constitutes annexation

sufficient for this purpose. There can be no

doubt that this ancient maxim, whatever may

be its present value as a guiding principle, was

originally applied in all its strictness. It is, in

fact, a relic of that ancient feudal principle

which rendered every other description of

property subservient to the interests of the

owner of the realty.

In this, however, as in other branches of the

law, the necessities of society, and the quicken

ing influences of trade and commerce, have

compelled the courts gradually to relax the

strictness of the old rule. Accordingly, we

find that the earliest exceptions to the ancient

principle were made by the Judges in favour of

trade, and in relation to those articles neces

sarily affixed to the freehold for the purposes

of trade and manufacture. As the commercial

classes increased in wealth and power, personal

property, or that description of articles called

"movables," became of increased value and

importance, and exercised a commensurate

influence upon the law, and the inadequacy of

the old rule to meet the requirements of society

was next acknowledged by excepting such

articles from its operation as had been

annexed to the freehold for ornament or for

domestic use.

Notwithstanding, however, the rapid increase

* From a paper by Mr. J. Smalman Smith, Barrister.at.
Law, read at the ordinary general meeting of the Institu
tion of Sorreyora on the 24th nit.

in the value of personal property, and the

corresponding necessity for some modification

of the ancient feudal principles, it was not

until the time of Queen Anne that the courts

assumed any extensive powers in restraining

the dominant influence of realty. And the

law of fixtures, so far as the decisions of the

Judges have created it, consists Bt the present

time almost entirely of those exceptions and

qualifications which have, from time to time,

been engrafted upon the ancient maxim

which allowed the property in a movable, to

be changed by annexation to the soiL It is

proposed in the following paper to indicate

such an arrangement of this difficult subject

as will, at any rate, render it more easy of

comprehension.

The term " fixtures " has been used by the

courts as applicable both to chattels annexed

to the freehold, and thus becoming irremova

ble against the will of the owner of the free

hold, as also to chattels annexed to the freehold,

but, nevertheless, removable at the will of the

party annexing the same. This use of the

term, in its double and general sense, is ap

proved by Chief Baron Kelly, in his judgment

m Climie v. Wood.f The term " fixtures "

is an ambiguous one. It has been defined to

be such an annexation as can be removed from

land by the party annexing it adversely to the

owner, but, in its more general sense, it means

any annexation or addition which has been

affixed to or planted in the soil of the land.

The term " fixtures " mav, therefore, with

authority, be taken to include all those articles

which are actually or constructively annexed to

the freehold. It is proposed to retain the word

in the generic sense thus indicated, and to dis

tinguish merely temporary annexations from

such articles as have become by permanent

annexation a part of the freehold, by classing

them respectively as " movable " and " irre

movable fixtures.

Annexation to the soil, either actual or

constructive, being therefore in all cases neces

sary to constitute a fixture, it will be im

portant to define the degree of annexation

necessary in law for this purpose, or rather

to define the meaning applied to the word

" annexation " by the more recent judicial

authorities, in which sense it is intended to be

used in this paper. An article is considered

to be actually annexed to the freehold when

it is united thereto by means of bolts, screws,

nails, &c, or when by any other and artificial

means it becomes actually incorporated with

the freehold. An article is considered to be

constructively annexed to the freehold when,

although not actually annexed, it forms a

necessary and integral portion of " or belongs

to " that which is already a fixture, but is in

itself separate or capable of easy separation.*

It will be found, with regard to that de

scription of annexation termed constructive,

that it is possible for a chattel to become a

fixture, not only where there is no actual

affixture to the freehold, but where the chat

tel is separate and removed from the freehold,

and where, nevertheless, for certain purposes

and in a limited sense, such chattel is to be

considered as annexed to the freehold ; as, for

example, the doors, windows, locks, keys, and

rings of a house may be distinct and separate

things, and yet they are considered construc

tively annexed to the freehold, and therefore

a part of it. And so of any otber matter that

forms an integral and essential portion of or

belongs to " a fixture," although it may be

distinct from it.

By the grant of a mill the mill-stone will

pass, albeit at the time of the grant it be ac

tually severed from the mill.t So with regard

to machinery. If the corpus of the machinery

is a fixture, all that belongs to that machinery,

though more or less capable of being used in a

detached state from it, follows the same prin

ciple, and remains attached to the freehold. J

The question of the intention of annexation

will be found, more especially in the later

authorities, to depend upon those circum

stances attendant upon the annexation which

t Climiee. Wood, 3 L. H., Bx„ 260.
• Ex parte Aatbury, 4 L. B., Co. app., 636.

t Sneppard'a Touchitone, 19.
t Fiaher v. Dixon, 12 CI. 4 Fin., 330.
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serve to indicate the intention of the party

annexing the chattel to the freehold. The

operation of the ancient principle is, in modern

law, subordinate to the consideration of the

intention with which a man must be presumed

to have annexed an article to the freehold,

and the mere circumstance of annexation is

not in itself sufficient to determine the ques

tion whether that intention is or is not for

permanent benefit of the freehold perpetui

urns causa. There is abundant authority for

the principle to which it is now sought to

refer all questions concerning annexation to

the soil. The great difficulty lies in defining

the circumstances from which the law may

presume an intention to permanently benefit

the freehold. These being ascertained, the

intention of the party annexing an article to

the soil, by so doing to permanently benefit

the freehold, will be a question of evidence.

If the evidence of the circumstances at

tendant upon annexation be strong enough to

raise the legal presumption of an intention to

permanently benefit the freehold, the " fixture"

will be " irremovable " by the party annexing

the same against the will of the owner of the

freehold, If, on the other hand, no such in

tention can be presumed in law from the cir

cumstances, the fixture will be " movable" at

the will of the party annexing the same. It

is diffioult to reconcile some of the earlier

cases with the principles which now obtain ;

but this is of little importance, and it is not

proposed to consider these cases at any greater

length than may be found necessary for the

purpose of illustrating modern law.

A right of property in a " movable fixture"

is of a composite character, being neither ex

clusively a chattel interest nor an interest in

the realty, properly so called, but partaking of

the character of both, and possessing incidents

peculiar to itself. The term fixtures has been

already defined, and may be taken to include

all those articles which are either actually or

constructively annexed to the freehold.

The right to sever and remove a fixture

relates, therefore, to the realty, so long as the

fixture remains annexed to the freehold ; but

upon the exercise of the right of severance,

the fixture at once assumes the character of a

chattel, and becomes subject to the law of

personal property. A transfer of an interest

in land—for example, the mortgage of a term

by a tenant for years—will pass the "movable

fixtures " without their being expressly in

cluded in the mortgage. But, on the other

hand, it is competent to the tenant to transfer

his right of severance, and this would be a

transfer of his chattel interest in the fixtures ;

for upon the 6xercise of that right the fixtures

cease to be part of the land, and become

chattels. The right of property in fixtures is

not, therefore, an " interest in land " within

the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds, nor

yet " goods, wares, and merchandise," within

the terms of the 17th section of the same

statute ; and agreements relating to the transfer

of property in fixtures, not being affected by

that statute, need not necessarily be in writing.

Under certain circumstances, however, writing

is indispensable.

SCIENCE AND HANDICRAFT.*

OUR disappointment in witnessing the

gradual disappearance of the foreign

market for our manufactures may possibly be

alleviated by our belief that the example we

are setting of perfect freedom in trade will be

ultimately for the world's good. But no ray

of consolation can cheer the remembrance

that our Coventry ribbon trade, that once

famous industry created by ourselves, has well-

nigh departed to Switzerland, in company
■with the silk-weaving industry of Lyons and

Spitalfields. The Clerkenwell mechanic sees

with no feeling of national pride the American

machine-made watches pressing on his heels

in the march of time. Even our trade in the

bending of umbrella and stick handles is rapidly

crossing the Atlantic, and several of our

* Condensed from the inaugural lecture delirered by
Frofeeaor W. R. Ayrton in connection ifitb the City and

Ghoilde of London Institute.

chemical industries are being absorbed by the

continent. And what about those devices,

those Yankee notions, as we call them, in

which machinery replaces the old cumbersome

and uneconomical hand labour,—the sewing-

machine, the type-writer, for clear and rapid

correspondence; the electric pen, for super

seding lithograph ; and duplex quadruplex

systems of telegraphy, for multiplying the

carrying capacity of a telegraph line, and that

instrument for dispensing even with messen

gers, the telephone ? Why, not only do these

cometousnow.from America, but it wasinthat

country that they all sprang into existence,

with many brothers and sisters like themselves.

I shall, no doubt, be answered that it was to

that country that they all owed their birth

because American labour is so dear, and,

consequently, some means must be found to

economise it. You might imagine from this

there was in America a national evil—dear

labour—and that machinery had to be devised

to overcome its ill effects. But do high wages

necessarily mean large selling price of manu

factured goods ? What foreman in this room,

wishing to turn out] articles well and cheaply,

would prefer employing an ignorant Indian

labourer at, say, 2d. a day wages, instead of an

English mechanic, with his knowledge of tools,

at 6s. a day ? So, in the same way, a highly-

paid American workman may, with his most

ingenious labour-saving machinery, undersell

the English in their own market. One of the

things, therefore, which England requires, in

order to regain her old commercial supremacy,

is smaller cost of production of manufactured

articles, a condition of things which, I think

you see, is not at all incompatible with higher

wages.

It must sometimes have puzzled you why a

successful professional man, one who has no

natural skill, no strength of limb, earns by his

work so much money, and, what is higher, so

much fame. It must sometimes have struck

you as, at the very least, rather hard that

while you are toiling from morning to night,

day after day, to gain only enough to live on,

another, by the mere efforts of his thoughts,

amasses a fortune. But you, no doubt, regard

it as quite fair that a skilled mechanic should

receive higher wages than a navvy. For you

say that, although he has eyes and arms like

yourself, and is, perhaps, the stronger of the

two, still you can use your powers with a skill

of which he knows nothing. Now, just as he

has muscular strength, which, when cultivated,

means wealth to himself and his country, so

you have brain-power, which only requires

education to fit it to do useful work. But you

will say, am I not forgetting that you have

all been to school, and have received an

education at least as good as is given in the

Board schools? Consider, however, what is

taught in these schools, where masses have

to oe educated. Is there time to teach

reflection, to foster the reasoning power ? Is

there that training given you which should

make you unwilling to follow any special

routine method in your trade, unless you are

convinced it cannot be improved on ? And

can you expect it to be otherwise, when the

boys and girls leave at twelve or thirteen years

old,—when the main object of the teacher,

who is paid by results, is to cram the young

until they aTe heavy enough to drop through

the examining machine,—when occasionally

the teaching is necessarily confined to the

three R's solely because the Government in

spector finds that other subjects are,—well, a

little beyond his limited attainments ? Again,

what is the feeling boys and girls have at the

National schools? If they succeed in their

lessons, they look forward to becoming pupil

teachers; but if prizes do not fall to their

share, they feel that teaching is not for them,

and fall back on a trade ; but how very few,

if any, ever look to their studies as a means of

making them educated workmen, instead of

mere copying-machines ! The consequence is

that, when a lad is first apprenticed, he is

merely an errand boy, or fag, being fit, in fact,

for little else. Subsequently, he is posted in

one of the departments of the manufactory,

his instructor being a man under whom he

works. But this man, having his own work

to attend to, has not time to teach, and,

even were it not so, he could only show

the boy the manual operations. When the

Eiece of work on which the apprentice has

een engaged is finished, it has to pass the

foreman of the department,— generally a

man who, through honesty, sobriety, and

manipulative skill, has risen from the ranks of

the workmen, and whose education has been

of a character similar to that of those around

him. The foreman's duties, of course, leave-

him no time, even if he were competent, to

give instruction ; and thus the lad goes on,

probably working, quite mechanically, at only

one small branch of his trade. In time he

becomes a journeyman ; he may become a-

foreman, to govern others. Thus, the " rule

of thumb"—i.e., each man working as his

shopmates do, proceeds, and thus ignorance

of principle has been carried on from one

generation to another. And things go on re

maining much as they are, merely because

we have never seen them otherwise. The-

man or woman, then, instead of becoming an-

agent far above any machine, in that there

should be the possession of the reasoning -

power, which is a quality of no machine,

frequently finds him or herself, mentally, infi

nitely, inferior to Babbage's calculating

engine ; bodily, quite unable to work with

the accuracy and speed of, say, an automatic

lathe for turning gun-stocks ; and, from having

a knowledge of only one narrow department

of one restricted industry, is quite at the

mercy of the fluctuation of trade for the

means of subsistence.

But do not let it for a moment be thought

that I am regretting the Education Act of

1870, or am, in the least, blaming the neces

sary course taken by the School Boards, since

nobody is more alive than they are themselves

to the incompleteness of the present education

of the English artisan. Tb,at may be seen from

this year's report of the Educational Endow

ments Committee, in which it is recommended

that the City parochial charities shall be

employed for the establishment of technical

schools, to be attended by boys and girls for

the two years after leaving the existing

schools; that is, during their fifteenth and'

sixteenth years. It is not necessary on the

present occasion to refer to the suggested

curriculum of such technical schools, beyond

saying that it appears to be complete. It

ought to be tolerably clear to every man that

it is important for him to have a good know

ledge of the fundamental principles that

govern the processes employed in his own

trade. Something more than mere special

knowledge is of importance to each man, for

the object of education is to develop the

mental powers ; the acquisition of knowledge

I regard as of but quite a secondary import

ance. Let a man but acquire the art of

learning one subject properly, and the ground

work of his education is to a great extent

completed, since he will naturally afterwards-

be always seeking for knowledge from books,

from teachers, from nature, in all those

branches which, at any time, may be of

importance to him.

England being so lamentably deficient in

technical education, how comes it, neverthe

less, that English engineers, English workmen,

have hitherto been considered first in the

world? Because we started earliest in the

race ; because we had an abundant supply of

coal and iron ; and, lastly, because we had

indomitable energy. But Dr. Lyon Playfair,

some years ago, asked this question, and the

present depression in trade leads me to ask it

again now :—" Do you sincerely think that the

country can continue in a career of prosperity,

when she is the only leading State in Europe

that is neglecting the higher education of the

working classes, and of those men above them

whose duty it is to superintend their labour P

It is a truth incapable of being gainsaid that

science must be joined to practice in the ad

vancing competition of the world, in order that

a nation may retain the strength and energy

of manhood ; for States, like individuals, fafi

into decrepitude and decay." Dr. Lyon Play-

fair has been answered—answered sooner, and

in a more decided manner, then even he could
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have feared ; and that reply is, _ No ! our

country has, indeed, not continued in its for

mer state of prosperity. Years ago France,

Germany, and above all, Switzerland, set

themselves the same question, but instead of

■waiting, like ourselves, for time to give the

sad response, they foresaw it, and, by foster

ing technical education, have absorbed into

their countries some of the industries of the

world. The city and canton of Zurich, having

once grasped that their system of national

education was defective in modern practical

science, vied with each other in providing

funds for the complete equipment and support

of a technical university. They did not, as

Mr. Scott Russell tells us, ask themselves

" What is the smallest and least costly scale

on which we can begin to make good a few

technical deficiencies ? " but they asked them

selves that other question : " What is there in

the science, the philosophy, the learning, the

art, and the practical skill of modern times,

which can be learned and taught, but for

which there is no adequate provision already

made for teaching to our students in the uni

versities of our land ? "

And yet another nation, small and apart

from the world, a people, like the Swiss,

dwelling in a mountainous country, and like

them, too, dearly loving their pine-clad hills—

the Japanese—have set us an example that

our ambition should lead us to emulate. Much

have we heard of Japanese art, much have we

seen of Japanese lacquer, Japanese fans ; but

only a few of us are acquainted with the Japa

nese modern technical education. Ten years

ago a feudal country, tyrannised over by

barons, with power of life and death in their

hands, distracted by the conflict between the

rightful sovereign and their hereditary military

usurper, that nation whom we regarded as bar

barous, that nation of whose manners we were

comparatively ignorant, whose very modes of

thought are so different from our own that

we can hardly be said to understand them

now—that people had but three years emerged

from a state almost of slavery, when up grew,

in its very midst, a technical college, with a

staff of carefully-chosen English professors,

with its laboratories, its class-rooms, museums,

libraries, and workshops, costingJapan—a poor

country, be it remembered^—at least £12,000

a year to support, and many thousands to

build. And to enter and study at this college,

neither money, nor position, nor any qualifica

tion is necessary, but ability and desire to

study; so that working at the lathe, or

conning over their books in the class-room,

or experimenting in the laboratory, may now

be seen, side by side the young noble and the

young artisan.

An example to emulate, did I say ? The

City companies have given us the opportunity ;

let us show that we appreciate it. They do

not propose merely to teach each man his

trade or business, for that he can best learn in

the workshop or counting-house ; nor have

they any idea of merely grounding you in

elementary arithmetic, since that you can

learn at school ; they do not start by building

handsome edifices, although they have already

subscribed many thousands for erecting in

London a large central technical college ; but

what they have done is henceforth to put on

one side more than £15,000 a year of their

own money to give you from now that educa

tion which will enable you to commence doing

what George Stephenson, in these words, half

a century ago, urged on you:—"Learn for

yourselves, think for yourselves, make your

selves masters of principles, persevere, be

industrious, and then there will be no fear for

you."

THE INDIAN MUSEUM.

[Continued from page 336).

TH E peculiar forms of Hindu worship were

amply illustrated by variou objects in the

museum, including a collection of idols, large

and small, plain and ornamented, in silver,

brass, copper, zinc, marble, stone, wood, and

ivory. These came from all parts of India,

and had been contributed at various times by

Sir Joseph Banks, Colonels Mackenzie, Tett- .

ley, and Ogg ; Drs. Wilkins and Horsfield ; by

Davis, Taylor, Finlayson, Moor, and others

well known for their researches into the anti

quities and religion of the Hindus. The figures

represented almost every Avatara or form of

Incarnation in which the favourite deities of

the Hindu, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, and their

wives Sereswati, Lakshmi, and Durga, and

Hanuman the monkey-god, are worshipped.

Buddha was also represented in various posi

tions, the ornamentation of the figures being

in some instances remarkable examples of ela

borate casting in metal, and of sculpture in

black marble. The Faqueer, or religious ascetic

—a compound of fanaticism and sloth—was

represented among the plastic models ; and

the use of machinery to facilitate devotional

exercises was illustratEd by the revolving

praver cylinder of the Lamas or Buddhists of

Thibet.

The temples, tombs, and rock-cut caverns of

India have always been regarded as of re

markable interest by the traveller. The

Ajunta, Ellora, and Elephanta cave temples,

and the mausoleums and other edifices in

various places throughout the country, were

well illustrated.

In various parts of the museum might have

been noted the marble slabs of different shapes

and sizes, covered with representations in relief

of Buddhistic ceremonies and historical sub

jects. These belong to the sculptures known

as the Elliot marbles. They were discovered

about 1801 by Colonel Mackenzie, who pre

sented one or two of the more elaborate slabs

to the museum ; but the extrication and pre

servation of the bulk of the collection is due

to Mr. Walter Elliot. These remarkable

sculptures are supposed to have been executed

about a.d. 1400. They are from the ruined

temples of Amravati, near Guntoor, Madras.

The specimens of gums and resins were

numerous, and included some not yet intro

duced into commerce, but plentiful in the

jungles. Several balsamic and medicinal gums

found in the native bazaars were also worthy

of notice. Of elastic and plastic gums there

were numerous examples, such as caoutchoucs

from Assam, Singapore, and Southern India ;

guttaperchas from the Malayan Peninsula, as

well as gutta-like substances from other parts

within British territory. Oils and oil-seeds

are staple articles of export from India ; and

the consumption in the country being general

among a population of above 180,000,000 of

human beings, for medicinal, culinary, and

manufacturing purposes, it may be imagined

how vast are the resources of India in this

respect, and how extensive must be the area

of land under cultivation. To name the

localities whence the samples of oil-seeds ex

hibited in the museum have been received,

would necessitate reference to almost every

province on the continent of India and the

Malayan Peninsula. Besides the oils and oil

seeds of commerce, there are many interesting

specimens of vegetable solid fats and butters,

and several vegetable tallows, believed to be

at present unknown in Europe.

The capability of India to furnish a product

of much greater importance to British com

merce than any of the foregoing was amply

exemplified by upwards of 250 samples of

indigenous cottons, forwarded from every part

of India, and by many examples of fibre from

exotic seed, equal in quolity to that which, up

to the outbreak of the American Civil War,

controlled the markets of Europe. Although

the indigenous article is somewhat inferior to

the New Orleans varieties, it is doubtful

whether the inferiority is so great as is

generally imagined.

The products of the other fibre-yielding

plants of India were largely represented.

This important section was classified in

accordance with the capability of the dif-

ferentfibres to fulfil certain functions. Amongst

fibres suited for spinning and manufacturing

urposes, we have most promising examples of

ax from the Punjab ; of rheea from Assam ;

of the Neilgherry nettle, &c. Whilst jute and

a variety of others occupy a place in the

group, but are of inferior durability. Next

comes fibres chiefly suited for the manufacture

. of [cordage and twine ; then those not only

adapted for purposes similar to the last-

named, but in addition capable of being ma

nufactured into dresses, imitation horse-hair

cloth, &c. The last group comprehended those

fitted for the manufacture of mats, brushes,

coarse cordage, &c.

Intimately connected with the adornment of

textiles are the dyes and vegetable colouring

materials, which under the influence of the

brilliant sun of India are so copiously elabo

rated. In addition to these there were nume

rous examples of astringent barks, galls, and

other products of similar utility from all parts

of India.

Woods and Timbebs.— This portion of

the collection originally consisted of specimens

contributed by Drs. Wallich and Roxburgh.

The most important additions to the series were

received among the consignments to the Exhi

bitions of 1851 and 1802. The number of

specimens stored in the museum exceeded

2,000. In this necessarily brief reference to the

soil-products of a continent like India, it has

been impossible to give more than a passing

glance at the collections in the museum.

Of the value of the whole series there can,

however, be no question ; affording, as they

did suggestions to the capitalist, the means for

useful comparison to the merchant, and to

the general public an epitome of the all but

illimitable resources of our Indian Empire.

An apartment adjoining the Natural His

tory collection in the museum was exclusively

appropriated to the exhibition of animal

products.

A large number of the raw silks produced

in India, with illustrations of the produc

ing insects, their cocoons, &c, were there

on view. The specimens comprised Eria

silks from Assam, Oude, and Singapore;

Tussurs from Cuttack, Bhagulpore, Raepore,

Assam, &c. ; and Pat and Moonga silks,

principally from Assam. Manufactures from

the several filatures also accompanied the

examples of the raw material.

Among other raw silks in various stages of

preparation for manufacturing purposes, may

be noticed specimens from Surdah, Commer-

colly, Berhampore, Oude, the Punjab, Cash

mere, Khorassan, Bokhara, Bombay, Mysore,

Madras, Arracan, Tegu, Singapore, &c. A

very complete series of dyed floss silks was

exhibited from Cachar, Assam, Cashmere,

Umritsur (the greatest silk depot of the north

west), Peshawur, Shikarpore, Tatta, Bombay,

Madras, Moulmein, Burmah, &c.

Wools.—The collection of wools was also

extensive, and included the products of Thibet,

Cashmere, Cabul, Sind, and other localities in

Northern and Western India and the adjacent

territories.

Camel's Hair, of which specimens were

exhibited, from Hyderabad, Smd, is used for

"chogas," or coats, and for blankets, ifcc, of

a coarse texture. A specimen of rope of this

substance was also shown.

The use of feathers for ornament and

apparel was represented by fans decorated

with peacock's feathers, and victorines boas,

muffs, &c, from Calcutta. A kind of cloth

woven with birds' feathers, from North

western India, is peculiar.

The local consumption of horns and ivory

in manufacture is chiefly carried on in the

northern districts of Madras, and, with porcu

pines' quills and tortoiseshell, are employed

in the production of work-boxes, desks, and

other articles of a similar character.

The examples of dyed and tanned leather

came from Nepal, the Punjab, Sind, Hoonsoor,

Madras, &c. The principal seats of the leather

trade are Meerut and Cawnpore. At the

latter place there are about fifty tanneries,

turning out about 60,000 hides per annum,

and extensive manufactures of saddlery and

other leathern goods.

Lac is an important item in the trade returns

of India, and was exhibited in all its varieties

of stick, shell, reed, and cake lac and lac dye,

from all parts of the continent and the Ma

layan peninsula. Its use in manufacture was

illustrated by samples of sealing-wax, dyed

cloth, and bangles, chains, and other articles of

personal ornament. This division also included
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numerous samples of other animal products

useful in the arts and manufactures ; such as

galls from Bombay and the Himalayas ; glue

from Darjeeling, Ahmedabad, Tenasserim ;

cowries, mother-o'-pearl and chank shells,
■with manufactures therefrom, from the Archi

pelago ; blistering beetles and beetle-wings from

Assam and Madras ; and samples of beeswax

from Sylhet, Chota Nagpore, Coorg, Mysore,

Travancore, Pegu, Moulmein, &c.

{To be continued.)

IMPROVED BARBER'S CHAIR.

THE accompanying illustration represents

an improved barber's chair recently

patented by Mr. Ludwig Marx, of West

Chester, Pa. (U.S.A.) The inventor claims

that it can be easily and quickly adjusted to

suit the comfort of the occupant, and that it

is both simple and substantial. The seat is

supported by a frame that rests upon rollers,

and the back is hinged at its lower edge to

the seat-frame, and is provided with a slot for

 

the rod, A, upon which the back both turns

and slides as the seat is moved out or in.

A screw, B, journalled in the chair-frame,

engages a nut, C, attached to the bottom. By

turning the screw-shaft in one direction the

seat is moved forward and the lower part of

the back with it. The back turns on its

fivot, and is thus inclined more or less as may

e desired. By reversing the movement of

the screw the seat is drawn back and the back

is turned up more or less. In this way the

chair can be adjusted in various positions, the

movement being limited only by the length of

the screw.

EXHIBITION OF GAS APPLIANCES.

AN exhibition of gas apparatus of every

kind was opened last week at Notting

ham, and proved a great success. The exhi

bits included examples of every branch of

gas appliances from gas-engines to burners,

and from cooking-stoves to chandeliers. The

heavier classes of goods occupy the floor of

the hall, and the gallery is set apart for ex

hibitors who display the lighter and more

ornamental articles. The exhibitors are about

a hundred in number, and their exhibits are

arranged in something like a thousand

gTOups. Commencing at the entrance, the

first exhibitor coming into notice is Mr. G.

Wilson, of Leeds, who, among a numerous

collection of articles, exhibits a gas fire-grate,

with a terra-cotta plate at the back for radiat

ing the heat. Another article deserving

notice is an artisan's stove, in which is intro

duced, instead of the usual plate of sheet-iron,

a teTra-cotta arrangement facilitating the use

of the upper and lower divisions of the stove

at the same time. The large hotel cooking-

etove and family-kitcheners manufactured by

this firm appear to be on a good principle and

well finished. Another Leeds firm of exhi

bitors are Messrs. Beverley & Wylde, whose

Ereductions have on previous occasions been

ighly spoken of by skilled examiners. Their

exhibits are chiefly examples of stoves of the

larger class, including as they do a gas-

kitchener capable of meeting the requirements

of an hotel, and others for doing the cooking

wanted in families ranging from fifteen to four

persons. These kitcheners are lined with

glazed tiles, packed with non-conducting

material, and are generally economical, saving

both labour and fuel to a large extent.

Among the most important exhibitors are

Messrs. S. Leoni & Co., who display a large

variety of their kitcheners. In their Patent

Safety Bath Boiler the temperature of thirty-

five gallons of water can be raised in twenty

minutes from 50 deg. to 98 deg., at a cost of

one penny, burning rather less than 20

cubic feet of gas ; while in the hot-water tank,

holding from thirty to forty gallons, the

temperature may be kept ready heated

to 90 or 100 deg., and large quanti

ties can be continually drawn off from time to

time at a small expenditure of gas. The small

Family Cooker, in addition to its other

merits, will boil one gallon of water in a few

minutes at a small cost. By the patent mul

tiple steamer, steam is got up in twelve minutes

sufficient to cook one cwt. of potatoes, and to

supply as well about ten gallons of boiling

water at an expense of about 2d. In large

institutions, such as Mr. Whiteley's, of West-

bourne-grove, where the apparatus has been

successfully used for some years, and where it

is required to provide hot water for tea in

large quantities twice a day, 100 gallons is

produced each time in twenty minutes, at a

cost of 3d. Another large exhibitor is Mr. T.

Banks, of Thurland-street, Nottingham, the

agent for Mr. Williamson, of Kirby-street,

Hatton-garden, who displays a collection of

useful household cooking-stoves. One of the

features of these stoves is that the gas being

above the meat the latter is not affected by

the fumes arising from combustion. Here are

also, besides an ingenious contrivance fcr

heating conservatories, two well-designed

stoves suitable for heating public bars

and the like. Each is surmounted

by an urn, so that a double purpose

is served by them. Among the stoves,

that called the " Nottingham Special " is not

the least attractive and efficient, combining as

it does all the qualities of a convenient and

economical cooking apparatus. The " Duplex "

is another apparatus easy of management, and

can be adapted to the requirements of a house

hold of moderate size. The same exhibitor

has also a place in the gallery occupied by a

variety of chandeliers, lamps, and the like.

The exhibits of Messrs. D. New & Co., of

Nottingham (the agents for Messrs. Wright &

Co., of Birmingham) deserve attention, both

on account of the number and quality of the

articles shown. A large-sized cooker, with

steaming apparatus, griller, water boiler, oven,

and roaster is a good example of its class. It

is lined with non-conducting material for the

purpose of retaining the heat, which effects a

considerable saving in the consumption of gas.

The boiling stoves and griller are at the top,

where there is also a hot-water cistern. A

smaller class of cooker, exhibited by this firm,

combines convenience with cheapness, and a

new idea in heating stoves deserves notice.

The latter feature consists in the use of

enamelled slate instead of the usual material,

by which the trouble of cleaning is avoided,

while an improvement in appearance is gained.

Any notice of the exhibition would be in

complete without a reference to the stand

allotted to Mr. T. E. Pratt, of Nottingham,

the agent for Messrs. Siddaway & Sons,

West Bromwich. Mi. Pratt exhibits the only

laundry copper to be found in the hall, and

varies the appearance of his range of stoves

and heaters by a display of the revolving

mirror, a skilful and effective contrivance,

particularly well adapted for use in shop

windows and the like. In the " Birmingham

Range," the production of Messrs. Hassall &

Singleton, of Birmingham, either gas or coal

can be used separately or together. The con

struction of the grate admits of a reducible

fire, and in all its arrangements the apparatus

seems an excellent specimen of mechanical

skill, and most serviceable in the kitchen.

Messrs. Lewis & Grundy, of Nottingham,

are well represented, and have introduced a

good feature in the show in the shape of a

specimen of Verity's patent gas-fires. Messrs.

Britton & Sons, Nottingham, exhibit a number

of Messrs. Heaps & Wheatley's (Brotherton)

manufactures, and the aparatus belonging to

Messrs. Davis & Co., Camberwell, is deserving

of mention, their collection of "Cheerfuls

being especially good. Messrs. Billing, of

London, claim for the "Sundial" that it is

"the only gas-stove by which joints and

poultry can be roasted as before an open

coal lire," and whether the stove can sub

stantiate such a claim or not, it certainly

takes high rank among the cookers. The great

advantages claimed are an open roaster,

freedom from all contact with gas, a well-

ventilated oven, no confined vapour, and a

regular diffused heat, the last-named being a

quality of very great importance if food is to

be properly cooked. Messrs. Billing have

many other interesting articles for the visitor's

inspection besides the " Sundial." Mr. W. H.

Marklew (Birmingham), Messrs. Sollory &

Son (Nottingham), Messrs. Haynes & Co.

(Nottingham), Messrs. Galli & Co. (Leeds),

Mr. G. T. Hine, Mr. T. Stephenson, Mr. W.

Stevenson (Nottingham), Mr. E. Millington

(Coventry), Messrs. West Bros. (Battersea),

and Mr. J. Bellairs (Leicester), are also

exhibitors in this division. Messrs. Louis

Simon & Son (Nottingham), Messrs. Crossley

Bros. (Manchester), Mr. Turner (St. Albans),

and Mr. Andrew (Stockport) have gas engines

at work on the opposite side of the hall from

the entrance, where Messrs. Bray & Co.'s

(Leeds) stand of burners and the baths are

also situated. The Corporations of Birming

ham and Nottingham are exhibitors of inte

resting collections of odds and ends more or

less connected with the manufacture and con

sumption of gas.

The collection of chandeliers and the like in

the gallery is most varied in character, and

will well repay examination, many of the

specimens being executed with great taste and

very elaborate in design. Messrs. W. J.

Wigglesworth & Son, Messrs. D. New & Co.,

and Mr. T. Danks are among the principal

exhibitors in this department. Altogether the

exhibition is one for which the Gas Committee

deserve 'great credit, and upon the success of

which they may be heartily congratulated.

As an inducement to manufacturers to send

their goods to the Exhibition, the committee

offered a number of prizes for competition,

including silver medals and certificates of

honourable mention. The jury consisted of

Mr. W. H. Bennett, C.E., Mr. F. W.Hartley,

C.E., Mr. M. O. Tarbottom, C.E., and Mr.

Fryer, C.E., who have made the following

awards. " M " signifies Silver Medal ; " H "

Honourable Mention :—

Class 1.—Beverley & Wylde (M), kitchener;

S. Leoni & Co. (H), large cooking apparatus;

Billing & Co. (H), hotel cooker.

Class 2.—No award ; no single exhibit satisfied

the conditions laid down.

Class 3.—Hassall & Singleton (M), gas-cook

ing stove ; J. Williamson (H), The Cooker ; J.

Wright & Co. (H), Tho Cooker.

ClasB 4.—Chas. Wilson (H), kitohener; S.

Leoni & Co. (H), kitchener ; J. Wright & Co.

(H), cooker.

Class 5.—Beverley & Wylde (M), gas-cooking

stove, with boiler; Chas. Wilson (H), gas.cook.

ing stove with boiler ; J. Williamson (H), gas-

cooking stove with boiler; Billing & Co. (H),

gas-cooking stove with boiler.

Class 6.—Beverley & Wylde (H), gas-cooking

stove; Hassall & Singleton (H), gas-cooking stove.

Class 7.—S. Leoni & Co. (M), kitohener; Bil

ling & Co. (H), gas-cooking stove; £. Siddawaj

& Sons (H), gas-cooking stove; J. Wright &

Co. (H), The Cooker.

Class 8.—Jas. Bellairs (M), gas-cooking stove;

Hassall & Singleton (H), gas-cooking stove ;

Billing & Co. (H), gas-cooking stove ; J. Wil.

liamson (II), cooker.

Class 9 (for originality).—Geo. T. Hine, terra

cotta gas fire.

Class 10—Messrs. J. Wright & Co. (M), gas

bath ; Messrs. En-art & Son (E), gas-bath and

water-heater.

Class 11—Messrs. J. Wright & Co. (H), for

general excellence of boiling, lanndry, and

tailors' stoves; Messrs. S. Leoni & Co., ditto.

Class 12.—Hygienio Stove and Grate Com

pany (M), coke stove.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES,

COMBINED WEITING-TABLE AND

BOOKCASE.

A BOOKCASE is a useful adjunct to a

-writing-table, since certain reference-

books most frequently in demand can thus

be placed within easy reach of the -writer.

Another indispensable requisite is ample

drawer-room, &c, in which to deposit papers

and similar items. Both these wants, we

think, have been well met in the original

design illustrated this week. Every inch of

space seems to have been turned to good

advantage, and while opinions might differ as

to minor details of ornamentation, &c, yet

regarded from the utilitarian point of view,

this piece of furniture will commend itself to

those who have to wield what Byron terms

" that mighty instrument," the pen.

DESIGN FOR A CHIMNEY-MIEEOR.

The Mirror illustrated on our second plate

has been manufactured by Messrs. W. Bailey &

Son, of 102, Curtain-road.

SEWING-MACHETES ON HIRE.

A CASE of some importance to firms

letting out sewing-machines and other

articles on hire was adjudicated upon last

week in the Exchequer Division of the High

Court of Justice. The question at issue raised

an important point under the Pawnbrokers'

Act, 1872 (35 and 36 Vict., cap. 93), as to

whether a pawnbroker is protected by the Act

if, after notice from an owner of an article

pledged for 40s. or under claiming the pledge,

he parts with the pledge to a person presenting

the pawn-ticket. The case was argued before

Mr. Stonor in the Southwark County Court,

when his Honour decided in favour of the

respondent. The action was brought to recover

the price of a Singer sewing-machine pledged

with the respondent by a woman named

Smith, to whom the machine had been hired,

the agreed price being £5. The plaintiffs'

agent saw the machine ; gave the defendant

notice in writing that the plaintiffs claimed

it; but the defendant subsequently parted

with it to a person unknown, who presented

the pawn-ticket.

Mr. Justice Hawkins delivered judgment as

follows :—The question in this case is whether

the true owner of an article, which has with

out his knowledge or consent been pledged

with a pawnbroker for a sum under 40s., is

entitled in exercise of his common law right to

recover it or its value from the pawnbroker

by action, notwithstanding the pawnbroker has

returned it to the pawner, who has redeemed

it ; or whether his common law right so to do

has been taken away by the provisions of the

Pawnbrokers' Act, 1872. The facts being all

fully stated in the special case, it is unneces

sary to Tepeat them. On the part of the

defendant, the pawnbroker, it was contended

that he, having delivered up the pledge to the

person who for the time being was the holder

of, and produced the ticket, was, by the 25th

sec, indemnified for so doing against all the

world, including, of course, the true owner ;

and that the notice and demand served upon

him while the pledge was yet in his custody

operated as nothing in the absence of

such a declaration as is prescribed in sec.

29, and the form of which is given (No. 4)

in the third schedule to the Act It was

not, and could not be denied that at common

law the plaintiffs would be entitled to recover.

They were the owners of the article pledged,

and entitled to the possession of it; for the

bailment to Smith, the pawner, was deter

mined by her pledging it to the defendant (see

" Cooper v. WUlonratt," 1 " C. B.," 672, where

it was held that on a wrongful sale by a bailee

to a bond fide vendee, the latter was liable in

trover to the bailor). Here, instead of a

wrongful sale, it was a wrongful pledge ; but

the same law applies ; and the delivery back

to the pawner, after notice of the plaintiffs'

title and demand, was clearly a wrongful con

version, unless it was protected by the pro

visions of sec. 25 (see " Peet v. Baxter," 1

" Stark.," 472; " Parker v. Gillies," 2 " Camp.,"

336 ; " Hoare v. Parker," 2 " T. R.," 376). In

construing the provisions of the Pawnbrokers'

Act, 1872, some assistance will be derived from

a clear understanding of the relations between

the pawner and the pawnee, independently of

all statutory enactment. In the case of an ordi

nary pledge, there is no doubt an implied under

taking on the part of the pledgee to redeliver to

the pledgor the article pledged on payment by

the latter of the sum advanced, with interest ;

but there is, on the other hand, an implied un

dertaking on the part of the pledgor that the

property pledged is his own, or that he has

the authority of the owner to pledge it ; and,

that it may safely be delivered back to him.

The undertaking to redeliver on the part of

the pledgee is, however, not an absolute one,

but is subject to this—that the pledgor has

the title he warrants himself to have ; and if

it turns out that he is not the owner, and has

no authority from him to pledge, the pledgee

may restore the property pledged to the per

son lawfully entitled to it (see " Cheeseman v.

Exall," 6 Exc, 644). Further assistance to a

correct understanding of the statute and the

intention of the Legislature will be {acquired

by bearing in mind one or two matters of

common knowledge relating to pledges and

pawn-tickets. In the first place, it is a very

common occurrence for a pawner to dispose

by sale or gift of his pawn-ticket to another

person with the intention to confer on the ven

dee or donee a right to redeem the article

pledged ; and by the accidents of life it con

stantly happens that the pawner loses or

accidentally destroys his ticket, or has it stolen

or fraudulently obtained from him. It is

also a very common practice for the owners

of articles upon which they desire to obtain

loans to employ other persons to pledge such

articles for them, in which case the person so

employed, and who actually delivers the

article to the pawnbroker, is in law the pawner,

and in his name the ticket is made out, and it

not rarely happens that this ticket is retained

by the pawner, and not delivered over to the

employing owner. It was to meet such and

similar contingencies? (among other things)

that the Pawnbrokers' Act, 1872, in substi

tution of the Acts which previously ex

isted onj the subject, was passed, partly for

the protection of pawnbrokers, partly also for

the protection of pawners and the owners of

property pledged. We come now to consider the

provisions of the statute itself, in construing

which it must constantly be borne in mind

that it recognises a clear distinction between

the pawner of goods and the owner for whom or

by whose consent they are pawned. This is

apparent on reading sec. 12, which makes it

imperative upon the pawnbroker to keep such

books as are described in the 3rd schedule, by

reference to which it will be seen that in the

pledge-book (form No. 1 ) the name and address

of the pawner (who by sec. 5 is defined as " a

person delivering an article for pawn "), and

also the name and address of the owner, " if

other than the pawner," are required to be

inserted in separate columns. It is obvious

that in using the word " owner " in the form

in which the {pledge-book is to be kept, the

Legislature contemplated only the owner

assenting to or on whose behalf the pledge is

made, for it would be absurd to suppose they

would recognise the taking by a pawnbroker

knowingly of a pledge without the owner's

assent. By sec. 14 a pawnbroker is required

to give to the pawner a pawn-ticket, and he is

prohibited from taking a pledge or pawn unless

the pawner takes the pawn-ticket ; and on re

ference to the form of ticket given in schedule

3, it will be seen that the name of the pawner

is inserted, and not that of the owner.

By sec. 16 every pledge is redeemable

within twelve months from the day of

pawning ; the Act does not say by whom the

pledge is redeemable, but it is obvious that,

prima facie, the pawner who makes the pledge

is the person to redeem it, for the contract, as

we have pointed out, is between him and the

pawnbroker. We now come to sec. 25, upon

which we think great light is thrown by the

matters to which we have adverted. It enacts

that " the holder for the time being of a pawn

ticket shall be presumed to be the person

entitled to redeem the pledge, and, subject to

the provisions of this Act, the pawnbroker

shall accordingly (on the payment of the

loan and profit) deliver the pledge to the

person producing the pawn-ticket, and be is

hereby indemnified for so doing ; and it is fol

lowed immediately by sec. 26, which enacts,

that " a pawnbroker shall not (except as in

this Act provided) be bound to deliver back a

pledge unless the pawn-ticket for it is delivered

to him." It is clear to our mind that in these

two sections the Legislature intended only to

provide for the delivery back of the article

pledged to the person entitled to redeem, and

as between the pawner and the pawnbroker

to compel the latter to recognise, in the>

absence of grounds of belief to the contrary,

the possessor of the ticket as the person so

entitled, and to presume him to be the lawful

holder of it, without further investigation of

his title ; and should it so happen that the

ticket is presented and the pledge redeemed by

a person who has, in fact, no title to the ticket,

to protect and indemnify the pawnbroker

against any claim by the real pawner, or any

body to whom he may have transferred his

title, or the owner who has sanctioned the

pledge. This construction seems to us to give

full effect to and to be the true interpretation

of sec. 25. In our judgment, that [section

in no degree affects an owner whose property

has been pledged against his will. He is in no

sense " a person entitled to redeem the pledge,"

or privy to the contract of pawn. His claim

rests on title paramount, which is unaffected

by the dealing between the pawnbroker and his

customer. Sec. 25 does not say that the

holder of the ticket shall be presumed to be

the " owner," but that he shall be presumed to

be the person entitled to redeem, or, in other

words, the person entitled to represent the

pawner, whose title is altogether incon

sistent with that of an owner whose

property has been unlawfully pledged

against his will. To our mind, it is

very clear that the Legislature did not in the

sections relating to the redemption of pledges

intend prejudicially to affect the rights of such

owners as we have referred to, otherwise a

valuable jewel pledged for the sum of 5s. or

10s. by a fraudulent person without title would,

if unredeemed within a year, become under

sec. 17 the pawnbroker's absolute property—a

state of things too monstrous to bear a

moment's consideration. In the course of the

argument there was much discussion on sea 29.

In that section we find nothing militating

against the views we have expressed; that

section was, as is stated in the preamble to it,

intended for the protection of owners of articles

pawned,and of pawners not having their pawn

tickets to produce—that is to say, persons

entitled to redeem, but who are, for some

reason or other, unable to produce these-

tickets; and it points out the machinery by

which this protection is to be made available.

The first words of sub-sec. 1 evidently contem

plate the case of such an owner as the Act

requires to be named in the pledge-book

to which we have already referred—viz.

an owner whose property has been

pledged by his authority, and which there

fore, of course, must be redeemed before the

pawnbroker can be called upon to deliver it

back. It is true the section does not in terms

limit its operation to such owners, and we can

well understand and appreciate the reason for

this. It probably is that the Legislature had

it in view to enable an owner whose goods are

pawned without his authority, if he thinks

fit so to do, to put himself in the same position

as an owner whose goods have been pawned

by his consent—that is to say, to abandon bis

legal right and to adopt the pledge, and so

give himself a title to redeem it, as many a

person would doubtless gladly do, where an

article of value is pledged for a trifling sum,
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rather than incur the trouble and expense of

insisting upon his title paramount; hut if

an owner avails himself of this privilege,
•which it is at his option to do, he must

adopt the machinery provided for him. We

do not deem it necessary to discuss further

this section, in which not a syllable is to

be found indicative of an intention to inter

fere with the common-law right of owners of

property unlawfully pledged. Sees. 30 and 36

appear to us only to afford additional protec

tion to the owners. After much consideration,

we have arrived at the conclusion that sec.

25 justifies the pawnbroker only to this

extent—viz., in treating the owner of a pawn

ticket as the person lawfully entitled to hold

it ; that the indemnity given by that section

is limited to and protects the pawnbroker

only against the pawner, the owner who has

authorised the sale, and all those who claim

title under them; and that none of the

provisions of the statute were intended to

affect, nor do they affect, the common-law

right of an owner of property pledged against

his will who claims by title paramount to

that of the pawner. The appellants, the

plaintiffs, are therefore entitled to our judg

ment.

Mr. Brown asked for leave to appeal, saying

that it would not be prosecuted if, after con

sideration, it did not appear likely to succeed,

and

His Lordship thought that such leave ought

to be granted.

frabe Reports.

(Lttttspibtm.

It is distinctly to be borne in mind that we do not by insert
ing Utters convey any opinionfavourable to their contents.
We open our columns to all, without leaning to any; and
thus supply a channel for the publication of opinions of
all shades.

No notice whatever will be taken ofanonymous communica
tion*. The Name and Address of the writer are required,
not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of
genuineness.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

PATENT MUSIC SEATS.

To the Editor of the Fubnitube Gazettb.

Sib,—Will the inventor of these commo

dious receptacles, illustrated in your last issue,

say how the open square flap can be made to

close against the rising circular seat P In the

box-form such a seat would be a convenience

in a drawing-room for paper, &c, but perhaps

the open under seats are less suggestive of

a stool beneath.—Yours, &c, Pbactical.

Deo. 2, 1879.

TENDERS FOR FURNITURE.

Sib,—Having been requested to estimate

the expense of certain upholstery work for

the Mansion House according to specification,

we made the necessary examination and de

livered our tender under seal, in the prescribed

manner and at the appointed place and time,

on Monday, the 17th ult., but bv some un

fortunate mishap it failed to reach the chair,

man of the General Purposes Committee, then

sitting to receive tenders. We do not wish to

impute improper motives to any one, or even

to suggest where blame may lie, but as the

circumstance is so unusual we are anxious to

inquire what are the arrangements for such

tenders and how they are liable to fall through,

considering that the object of the committee

must be to obtain the information enabling

them to judge and decide to advantage ? In

the present instance our tender was very

much the lowest in amount, and although the

committee " do not bind themselves to accept

the lowest tender," we feel justified in assu

ming that ours would have been accepted if it

had not miscarried. The great surprise this

incident has created, and the importance of

the subject generally, induces us to write to

you in the hope that some of your readers

may be able to throw light upon the matter.—

We are, &c, C. Hindley & Sons.

134, Oxford-street.

[Feom Oca Own Special Cobbespondknts.]

The Liverpool Furniture Wood

Market.—The present stock of St. Domingo

Mahogany consists of about 190 tons of logs

and curls, and it is expected that future ship

ments will meet with prompt sales at full

value, as the supplies have been on a limited

scale during the past six months. Veneer and

figured logs of suitable dimensions, also well-

grown curls, 2 ft. to 6 ft. long, have been in

demand. The stock of Cuba is 680 logs now

landing, which jshould realise good prices.

The recent arrivals of Honduras, consisting of

421 logs, comprise the stock. Sound logs of

Minatitlan realised fair prices at the last

public sale. Well-grown and sound Tabasco

is in request, and as the stock is light this

market is in a position to receive further sup

plies. The auction sales during the past

fortnight have been as follows, viz., from :—

Porto Plata... 100 curls, 1,493 ft., lold it from 1/2 to 3/.
„ 3 logf, 266 ft., told at 6d. per ft.

Santa Ana ... 241 „ 121,964 ft., sold at 4}d. to 9d.
Minatitlan ... 341 „ 128,379 ft., aold at from 4d. to 7d,

For Honduras and Mexican Cedar there is a

little better demand. South American is slow

of sale at low prices. Pencil has not been in

request lately. Bosexoood from Bahia is much

wanted, and, according to Messrs. Chaloner

as there is none in stock the first import will

meet active competition at full value. A

moderate import of Zebrawood would find a

fair market. There have been several inquiries

of late for large, sound logs of Satinwood, and

as there is none in stock, an early consignment

from City St. Domingo would realise high

prices. Lancewood Spars of good quality, and

quite fresh, continue in steady demand, but

old spars are seldom inquired lor. There has

not been any inquiry of late for Italian

Walnut. As regards Circassian, burrs of good

quality and fresh meet with steady sale, but

there has not been any demand for logs, and

the stock is very heavy. American black of

the best quality is light in stock, and prices

are very firm. There has been a little inquiry

for fresh logs of Bird-eyed Maple. A ship

ment of 88 tons Lignumvita; was to be sold by

auction on the 4th inst. Cocuswood has been

slow of sale. The demand for Partridgewood

has not been active of late. For Snake or

Letterwood there have been no inquiries.

Stocks of Furniture Wood held by Brokers in

the Port of Liverpool on Vie 2%th ult.

609 Logs and Curls Mahogany, St. Domingo

680 „ „ „ Cuba

429 i, |> ,| Honduras

772 it tt n Tabaeoo

Nil „ „ Lagnna

261 „ „ „ Minatitlan

Nil ,, ,, „ Tlacotalpam

105 „ „ Cedar, Honduras

16 ,, „ Mexican

Nil „ „ „ „ (West Coast)

79 „ „ „ Havana

180 „ „ „ Central America

Nil H » n Pencil

Nil Flanks Rosewood, Bahia

Nil „ „ Bio

Nil „ Zebrawood

Nil Logs Satinwood

100 Pieoes Lancewood spars

99 Flacks Walnut, Italian

591 Logs „ Circassian

44 „ „ American

163 „ Maple, Bird-eyed

Nil Tons CooDswood

90 „ Lignnmvitaj, City & St. Domingo

Nil Logs Sabicn

25 Tons Partridgewood

Nil „ Snake or Letterwood

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

There are some rumours that the works for

merly carried on by Messrs. Gower Wood

ward & Co. are to be started again by a small

company of Kidderminster manufacturers,

who have more orders on their books than

they can conveniently execute with their own

looms. Nothing has up to the time of writing

publicly transpired in reference to this matter,

but that the works, which have now remained

idle for many months, will shortly commence

work again is probably true. It seems that

the sole reason why carpets have not yet been

advanced in price is private jealousy amongst

the manufacturers. It is clearly recognised by-

all that, in consequence of the heavy rise

in all classes of raw material, present prices

do not pay, and yet no new list has

been issued. Each manufacturer is taking

orders according to his own ideas of value, and

so long as old contracts for the supply of

raw material will last, this is all very well and

may answer ; but all firms did not anticipate a

rise in the price of raw materials, and have

not, consequently, laid in sufficient stocks, and

when their present contracts are executed an.

advance in carpet rates will have to be ob

tained, for the goods cannot possibly be manu

factured at anything like the present list.

Every firm in Kidderminster and district has-

now plenty of orders on hand, and all are as

busy as possible. There is even great difficulty

in getting yarns and materials forward fast

enough, and all the machinery in the district

seems to be in active operation. There is a

slight lull in the wool market, but it is con

sidered to be only the preliminary to another

advance. Cotton yarns used here have this

week gone up another farthing per lb.

The Dewbbury Carpet Trade. — No-

feature of special importance can be reported

in connection with the carpet trade. Manu

facturers continue to be well supplied with

orders, and those to hand up to the present

will keep the whole district Busy right into-

the new year. Rugs are also in improving

request. The blanket trade is showing in

creased signs of activity, and taking the trade

of this neighbourhood generally there is a far

brighter outlook just now than there was a

twelvemonth ago. There is a very general

improvement in the woollen trade, the demand

for goods of all classes having increased con

siderably for the home markets. The cold

weather and the improved tone of business

throughout the country are set down as the

causes for the improvement. Stocks in the

warehouses are not so heavy as they have

been for some months past, and consequently

more machinery is being employed to meet the

demand for immediate requirements. There

is not much business being done with conti

nental houses, but some fair orders have been

received from South America and the Colonies.

Inquiries have been made for goods for next

season, but it is yet too early to expect any

orders being placed. A hardening tendency

is noticeable in all branches of the raw mate

rial markets. English brokes and noils are

firm ; cotton warps ore quoted in favour of

dealers, the rates being about the same as

those quoted in the Manchester markets ;

mungo is steady ; shoddy is in good demand ;

oils are firm.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—In

dications are not wanting of a coming busy

season in the curtain branch. Some good

orders are even now under execution, and both

German and American buyers have operated

to a fair extent. The present is not, however,

the busiest season, and a still more general,

improvement is therefore confidently anti

cipated before long. The increased activity in

the lace trade continues to develop, and orders

have been placed to such an extent that some-

of the manufacturers of common cotton

edgings, crochets, and Valenciennes are fully

engaged for weeks, and even months, in ad

vance. The prices at which some of these

orders are taken are admittedly very low, but

they bear a sufficient margin of profit to

enable the producers to continue the manufac

ture, though not so large aa to . tempt new

competitors. The full employment of this

portion of the trade helps to give a stronger

tone to the whole market. As regards the

newer and more expensive goods dependent

upon the changes of fashion, orders are being

placed with more discrimination and care, in

some cases even with hesitation. Neverthe

less some of the more approved novelties in

Point de Languedoc and Point d'Alencon are
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already well under contract, and the display

is increasing in variety. Window-blinds,

toilets, and covers, are meeting with a good

demand. The prices of these goods as well as

of lace curtains are well maintained, but there

has been no quotable advance upon the rates

that ruled during the last season.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The cabinet

brassfoundry trade is but slowly recovering

from the protracted depression from which it

has suffered during the greater part of the

current year. Lamp and chandelier-makers

are certainly better employed than they were

a month ago ; but the total demand still con

tinues below the average. Thesame remark holds

good of every other kind of furnishing brass-

foundry. Mediaeval metal-work is just now

in better request, as is usual at this time of

the year. China furniture for door-knobs, bell-

handles, &c, is not in such good request for

best goods since the Queen Anne style came

into vogue, but its cheapness, cleanliness, and

non-conducting properties render it unsurpas

sable for every-day purposes in middle-class

houses, and in hot countries it is generally

preferred even to the best brass-work. Any

slight falling-off arising from the vagaries of

fashion at home, indeed, appears to be amply

compensated by the increased demand abroad,

and if china finger-plates are being superseded

in some cases by metal, metal castors, on the

other hand, are giving place to china bowls

both in dining and drawing-rooms. Compe

tition in the cheaper descriptions of chinaware

furniture has been very keen for some years

past, but there are indications now of a turn

in the tide.

Household Linen, &c.—All branches of

the linen trade are still in a depressed state,

and, at least so far as the foreign demand is

concerned, matters are even worse than they

were in the corresponding period of last year,

when it was considered that about the lowest

point had been reached. Not much has been

done in plain or fancy drills, or even in those

of an inferior quality for printing. Damasks

of every description sell slowly on either home

or foreign account, a few small parcels only

being sent out to keepup the stocks of mer

chants and dealers. The consequence is, that,

as regards fine drills and damasks, consider

able stocks are held without any likelihood of

their being reduced during the present year.

In sheetings, carpetings, and diapers but little

is being done, whilst there has been a moderate

sale of towellings and narrow cloths. There

has been a very limited inquiry for home-made

linens, which are principally purchased by

farmers, who of late have ordered but few

strainers, as they say they cannot compete

with the Americans in making cheese so as to

obtain a profit. Calenderers are still quiet.

There has been no change with respect to

yarns of any quality. &

The London Wool Sales.—The following

table shows the wool total available for sale

in the present series, and the quantities cata

logued up to the 26th ult :—

Available Catalogued .

Sydney 23,700 Bales ... 11,870 Bales

Port Phillip ... 23,500 „ ... 10,681 „

Adelaide 9,700 „ ... 4,156 „

Swan Biver 100 „ ... 97 „

Van Diemen's

Land 2,000 „ ... 875 „

New Zealand ... 18,000 „ ... 9,717 „

Cape 43,000 „ ... 17,828 „

Total 120,000 Bales ... 55,227 Bales

The market gains in firmness, and prices show

at various points an improvement on opening

rates. In our report of a week ago we quoted

washed and scoured crossbred 2jd. to 3|d.

higher, but even with 3d. to 4d. the advance

is probably understated, while greasy cross-

breds have risen proportionately still more.

The advance on September often exceeds SO

per cent., and amounts in fact to an entire

change in the value of this class of wool.

Messrs. Helmuth Schwartze & Co. report

that in regard to the position of Australian

Merinos, lie distinction between Home and

Export sorts still remains. Scoured wools and

anything of long shafty growth in fleeces show

the full rise of 2d. and beyond, while on grease

and the finer shorter fleeces it is not more than

Id. The forenrn trade responds but slowly to

the movement in this country, and though of

late more numerously represented than in the

beginning, buys but little in these sales. Cape

wools have improved during the last few days,

and stand now for fleece ljd. (in the case of

bulky lots 2d.), for snow white Id., for

country scoured Id. to ljd., and for Natal

grease £d. to Id. per lb. above September

prices. Very nearly half the series is over,

and as the foreign attendance has increased,

while the home competition shows no abate

ment, there is every prospect of the remainder

of the sales passing off as briskly as the first

part ; the more as with all the rise, wool does

not exceed but only barely touches an ordinary

average level.

WHOLESALE PBICES CURRENT OP FUENITCEE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

DESOBIPTION OF WOOD.

Mahogany, City St. Dom., perft. lin.

Porto Plata and Hayti

Cuba

Honduras

Mexican, Tabasco, &o

„ Minatitlan&Tlacotalpam

Surinam, Cispata, &c

Walnut, Italian & Circassian per ft. 1 in.

American Black, per cubic foot

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in.

Satinwood, St. Domingo...par ft. 1 in. None

Bahama, per ton None

Cedar, Havana None

Honduras None

Mexican

„ (West Coast) None

Central American, &c

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-eyed, per cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Hahia .-. None

Honduras

Zebrawood None

Snake or Letterwood per ton None

Lignumvita), City St. Domingo, good

Ditto common to medium

Other ports None

Bahamas None

Cocuawood, per ton

Partridgewood, per ton

Lancewood Spars, each

PRICES,
28th Not., 1879.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

0 0 8 to 0 1 3

0 0 7 — 0 0 10

0 0 rA — 0 0 10

0 0 41 — 0 0 5J
0 0 -1!  0 o u

0 0 4 A — 0 0 5

0 0 2 — 0 0 4

0 0 3k 0 0 5

0 4 9 — 0 5 9

0 0 6  0 0 8

0 0 7 — 0 1 0

5 0 0 — 6 0 0

Vo 0 *i
— 0 0 5

0 0 4  
0 0 4)

0 0 3 — 0 0 31

0 1 9 — 0 2 9

0 3 0 0 5 0

12 0 0 .— 20 0 0

14 0 0 .— 20 0 0

5 0 0  
6 0 0

6 10 0  9 10 0

15 0 0 — 20 0 0

6 0 0 _ 8 0 0

3 0 0  5 0 0

3 0 0  4 15 0

7 0 0  10 0 0

3 10 0 _ 6 0 0

4 15 0 _ 5 6 0

0 2 0 — 0 15 0

IMPORTED FROM

26th Jan., 1879,

to
28th November, 1879.

26Jan.l878,
to

|28Not,1878

Logs&

' Curia

Pks. & Lgs.

Logs

Logs

Logs

Pieces

3,583

1,770

2,312

5,490

1,507

838

58

20

2,149

}

If 2,821 1,947

Lgs. &Pks.

Planks

987

86

4,212

391

93

f$

58

531

935

Pieces — —

Tons 784 SS9

»!
tt

CO

67

15,937

6

Pieces 22,493

4,514

633

2,098

6,209

1,204
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For the Week ended Saturday, the 29th ult.

Adelaide—AUt, A & Co. £42 varnish

Anderson, Anderson & Co. £ 100 furniture

Anderson, J. M. 547 sq yds floorcloth

Ashford & Brooks, £79 paperhangings

Donaldson, Andrews & Co. 1,249 yds carpets,

810 yds oilcloth

Don, P. C. & Co. 290 yds carpeting, 120 yds

blankets

Fowler, G. F. 235 yds blanketing

Jepps, J. W. & Co. £152 iron bedsteads

Lawrence, Son & Co. 136 yds carpets, £3 rugs

Milsted, F. £20 furniture, £1C docks

Smith, T. <fc Co. 2 ; o leather

Wills, G. & B. & Co. £36 rags, £41 musical

instruments, 12,000 yds blankets, 2,100 yds

carpets

At.goa Bat—Arnholz, A. £96 furniture, 750 yds

floorcloth

Birdseye, H. & Co. £170 lampware

Blyth & Co. £512 organ

Brister & Fitch, 320 yds floorcloth, £143 fur-

nitnre, £10 mouldings

Broadwood, J. & Sons, £200 pianos

Brook Bros. £100 furniture, £120 wall-paper,

£40 cocoa matting, £10 cocoa mats, £100

furniture, 20 o wall-paper

Carrie, D. & Co. £144 furniture, £105 furntre

Dawson Bros. £5 brushes

Deare, F. D. & Co. 618 yds blankets

Dunn, F. & Co. £65 furniture, 1,200 yds

blankets

Durant, A. & Co. 1,750 yds blankets

Hoporaft & Co. £44 musical instruments

Morton, J. T. £12 wall-paper, 230 sq yds

oilcloth

Mosentbal, Sons & Co. £659 rags, £44 sewing-

machines, £125 musical instruments, £19

paperhangirjgs

Payne, G. H. & Co. £300 furniture

Piatt, J. P. & Co. £70 musical instruments

Bonn, H. J. von, £68 rngB

H vail & King, 6,000 yds blankets

Webster, Steel & Co. £70 rugs

White A Holmes, £450 furniture, £44 musical

instruments

Amsterdam—G. S. N. Co. 120 lb leather

Leather Cloth Co. 360 sq yds oilcloth

Antigua—Penney, G. H. & Co. £4 furniture

Auckland—Brace, H. & Co. 2 o leather

Clark, A. & Sons, £25 rugs

Clarkson, D. 420 yds blankets

Cruickshank & Co. £19 sewing-machines

Farmauer & Hainsworth, 150 yds blankets

Lewis, J. & Co. £440 rugs, 2,908 yds blankets

Lloyd, Lowe & Co. £15 iron bedsteads, £10

furniture

N. Z. L. and M. A. Co. £45 piano

Owen & Graham, £87 rags, 4,295 yds blankets

Porter, E. T. & Co. £60 furnitnre

Royal & Willan, £67 furniture

Babbadoes—Dawson Bros. £75 varnish

Tcmpleton, J. £28 furniture

Woolley, A. £50 wood manufactures

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. & Co. 910 yds

carpets, 7 o leather, 120 yds blankets,

1,200 yds leather olotb, 365 yds blankets

Esoombe Bros. & Co. 131 lb leather

Francis, M. D. 842 yds carpets

Forsey, J. £75 safes

Grindlay & Co. £160 piano

Lyon, J. & Co. £10 wood manfs, 3 c leather

Sleeman, H. B. & Co. 886 yds blankets

Treacher & Co. £14 wood manfs

Watson, W. & Co. 816 yds blankets

Bordeaux—Phillipps A Graves, £139 furni.

ture

Boulogne—Atkins, 0. & Co. 8 o leather, 567 yds

carpets, 1,109 yds carpets

Bilot & Tronde, 76 o leather

Chinnery & Johnson, 3 o leather

Messageries Parisiennes, 511 yds carpets

Rahn, G. & Co. 511 c paperhangings

Bremen—Eioholz Bros. & Co. £7 rugs

Phillipps & Graves, 10 c leather

Ward, G. & Sens, £6 dock

Brisbane—Davies, P. 0. & Co. 1,135 yds blnkts

Finney, Isles & Co. £205 furniture, 2,036 sq

yds flooroloth, 8,836 yds blanketing, 6,273

yds carpeting

Hargreaves, M. 18 c paperhangings

Hoporaft & Co. £38 furnitnre, 3,526 yds floor

cloth, 736 yds carpeting, 6,430 yds blnktng

Irving, T. & Co. 680 yds carpets

Reynolds, E. 11,700 yds blankets

Shaw, A. & Co. £170 varnish
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Buncos Ayres—Holland, A. A Co. 772 sq yds

oilcloth, £15 furniture

Calcutta—Baker, F. W. A Co. 104 yds carpeta

Broadwood A Co. £65 piano

Colley A Co. 11 o leather, £15 clocks

Grindlay A Co. £10 billiard materials

King, H. S. A Co. £13 furniture

Lyon, J. A Co. £99 musical instruments

Neems, E. £22 gas-fittings

Kemfry, Brookes A Co. £90 clocks

Shackleton & Co. 221 yds carpeting

Short, Short & Co. 1,000 yds carpets, £10

furniture

Sinclair, Hamilton A Co. 13 o leather

Stewart, Gent <fe*Co. 671 yds carpets

Watson, J. A Co. 2 o leather

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £21 musical instants

Canterbury—Bennett.E. A Co.264yds blankets,

£22 furniture

Clarkson, D. 670 yds blankets

Jackson, E. 21 o tanned leather

Haw, 8. Son A Co. £26 furniture

New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency

Co. £71 piano, £23 glne, £30 paperhangings

Rogers, H. Sons A Co. 660 yds felt oarpeting,

3,577 yds woollen blanketing

' Sclanders, A. 1,385 yds blankets

Shaw, Savill & Co. £92 iron safeB

Caps op Good Hopr—Bell, W. E. £53 furniture

Berry A Co. £18 furniture

Bruce, Morison A Co. £17 sewing-machines

Currie, D. A Co. £70 paperhangings, £50 fur

niture, £150 furniture

Davis A Soper, 72 yds flooroloth, £23 blankets,

£75 furniture

Fletoher, A. W. A W. H. 181 yds wool and

hemp carpeting, 782 yds cotton damask

Freeland, J. A A. B. 130 yds flooroloth

Howe, J. C. A Co. £129 paperhangings

Isaacs, L. £275 furniture

Lazarus & Bosenfeld, £316 furniture

Marshall, A. 6 c leather

Mertens A Co. £60 mnsioal instruments

Payne, G. H. A Co. £60 furniture

Stein A Co. £50 musical instruments

Stein, A. A Co. £41 harmonium

Stuttaford A Co. £38 frntre, £53 swng-mohns

White A Holmes, 1 o leather

Colombo—Mertens A Co. £60 msol instruments

Short, Short A Co. 129 yds flooroloth

Constantinople—Baker, G. F. £29 swng mohns

Morgan, G. W. A Co. £45 piano

Russell, G. A Co. £77 clocks, 702 yds tapestry

oarpeting

Copenhagen—Warburg, B. D. A Co. 175 sq yds

linoleum

Demerara—Colonial Co. 2 o leather

East London—Currie, D. A Co. £150 furniture

Irving, J. J. A Co. £226 woollen rugs

Peacock Bros. A Co. 41 yds woollen carpeting,

49 yds floorcloth, £12 furniture

Gibraltar—Beriro & Co. £66 furniture

Thornton, T. £6 horsehair

Gothenburg—Harris, B. 83 o leather

Phillipps A Graves, 100 yds woollen carpets

Hambbo—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

3,680 sq yds oiloloth

Becker A Ulrioh, £30 musical instruments

Chinnery A Johnson, 14 o leather

Elkan A Co. 110 yds woollen carpets

G. S. N. Go. 2 o leather

Hay, W. A Co. 24 o leather

Heyden, E. van der A Co. 221 o leather

Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £102 rugs, 133 yds

woollen oarpeting

Kitchio, J. A Co. 101 o leather

Leather Cloth Co. 38,520 sq yds oilcloth

Openshaw, Unna A Co. 79 yds carpets

Rosenberg, Loewe A Co. 21 o leather, 1,476

yds leather cloth

Salmon, 0. J. £18 paperhangings

Sohloesser Bros. 62 J o leather

Stahlschmidt, F. & Co. 9 o leather

Wain, C. 89 o leather

Watkins, J. £160 varnish

Weinberg, E. J. 70 yds carpets

Havbe—Atkins, R. P. A Co. £96 iron safe

Hoxo Kong—Algar, F. £25 lace curtains

Harris, Goodwin A Co. £19 rugs

McGregor, Gow A Co. £80 woollen rugs, £15

horsehair

Walker, A. G. 2,016 yds blankets

Littleton—Ballantyne, J. £70 pianos

Redfern, Alexander A Co. 31 o leather

Madras—Diokison A Stewart, £15 musl insts

King, H. S. A Co. £29 furniture

Levy, M. de J. 345 yds carpets

MoDiarnid, Greenshields A Co. £8 iron safe

Short, Short A Co. £38 iron safes

Westoott A Laurence, £20 piano

Wood, W. C. £7 leather

Monte Video—Holland, A. A Co. £6 furniture

Mossel Bay—Currie, U. A Co. £95 furniture,

£16 musical instruments

Thomson, J. R. A Co. £64 paperhangings

Nelson"—Watson, J. A Co. £59 pianos

New Yobk—Brie, W. A. £51 glue

Goodman, A. £540 glue

Maw, S. Son A Co. 203 lb leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 1,980 yds carpets

Smith, Sundius & Co. 700 yds blnkts, 236 yds

carpets, 531 o leather, £30 musical insts

Taylor, D. A Sons, 11 o leather

Wingate, W. A Johnston, 560 yds carpeta

Oporto—Cookburn, Smithes A Co. 66 yds crpts

Newman, S. £4 furniture

Ostend—Salmon, C. J. £5 furniture

Otago—Hoporaft A Broadwater, 1,725 yds floor.

cloth, 5,443 yds blanketing

Odessa—Russell, G. A Co. 5,960 yds oiloloth,

46 lb leather

Russian Steam Navigation Co. 212 yds

linoleum

Warburg, R. D. A Co. £36 wool rugs

Port Elizabeth—Staley, Radford A Co. £23

mirrors

Port Natal—Adlar, Esoombe & Co. 4,500 yds

woollen blanketing

Bullard, King A Co. 5,500 yds cotton blanket

ing, 4,500 yds woollen blanketing, 140 yds

blanketing

Currie, D. A Co. £115 clocks, 26 o leather,

£200 rugs

Davy, J. H. 3,046 yds blnkg, £15 fntr

Durant, A. A Co. £11 varnish

Elder, A. S. 6,319 yds woln blnkg, £157 rugs

Fass, A. 4,800 yds cotton blanketing, £241

rugs, 4,200 yds woollen blanketing

Henwood, P. £145 furniture

Hiok, T. £23 wall-paper

MaoGregor, W. G. £270 furniture

Payne Bros. £45 blankets, 1,660 yds cotton

blanketing

Reid A Re id, €32 rugs, £40 matting, £41 oloks

Rennie, J. T. Son A Co. £16 carpet, £30

piano, £85 blanketB

Richards, T. A Co. £66 musical instruments,

£34 mirrors

SootneA Earnshaw, £13 clocks

Spence A Hepburn, £30 piano.

Port Phillip—Banks Bros. A Co. 3,055 yds opts

Beath, Sohiess A Co. 1,747 yds carpeta

Cramond A Dickson, 150 yds blankets, 100

yds oiloloth

Daley, Blyth A Co. 920 yds carpets

Dawson Bros. £24 musical instruments

Fox, C. T. 7 o leather

Green, F. A Co. £200 mouldings

Hoffnnng, A. A Co. £15 furniture

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 630 yds floorcloth,

£96 matting, 958 yds floorcloth, 4,421 yds

blanketing, £50 pianoforte, £59 furniture

Hoporaft A Co. 4,669 yds flooroloth, 1,778 yds

blankets, 1,685 yds oarpetings, £131 fntr

MoArthur, W. A A. £11 woollen rugs, 4,090

yds blankets

McNaughton, W. Love A Co. 264 yds blankets

Peterson, Laing A Co. £56 furniture

Sands, B. A Son, 3 o leather

Smith, S. A Co. 118 lb leather

Stanton, J. 5 o leather

Wesley, Cooper A Co. 41 o leather

Riga—Bott, W. E. A Co. £24 wood mannfetures

Rio Grande—Pinto Laite A Co. £12 rugs, 770

yds blanketing

Rio Janeiro—Johnson, C. A Co. 161 o leather

Lovell, C. 8. 21,490 yds woollen baize

Walter, J. A Co. £44 carpets

Warburg, R. D. A Co. £11 rugs, £12 caretp

Rotterdam—Column, 0. J. £17 wallpaper

Phillips A Graves, 31 o leather

Seville—Bishop A Co. 530 yds leather oloth

Shanghai—Tallaok, F. A Son, £90 piano

Singapore—McGregor, Gow A Co. £20 mats

Robertson A Co. £125 musical instruments,

£135 mirrors

St. Nazaire—Harris, R. 35i o leather

Stockholm—Darling Bros. 12 o leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 220 yds flooroloth

Phillips A Graves, £10 carpets, 7 loads oak

timber

Warburg, B. D. A Co. £25 matting

Surinam—Duncan, J. £40 wood manufactures

Langridge, H. A Co. £10 wood mnfs

Sydney—Bullard, King A Co. £40 musical

instruments

Farmer A Co. £256 rugs, £273 furniture, £20

silvered glass

Feldheim, Jacobs A Co. £35 clocks, £95 look,

ing-glass, £70 clocks

Flint, J. H. £66 carpets, 8,101 yds blan

keting, £43 rugs

Sydney (continued)—

Dawson Bros. £13 carpet, £9 varnish

Durant, A. A Co. 1,703 sq yds floorcloth

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £281 carpet, 1,135

yds woln blnktg, £62 carpet, 5,325 yds woln

blanketing

Johnson and Allsup, £35 rugs, £58 lamps

Meadows, T. A Co. £29 wallpaper, 4,850 yds

woollen blanketing

Moore, R. A Co. 95S sq yds flooroloth, 1,132

yds woollen blanketing

Mort A Co. £35 furniture

Nioolson, W. A Co. £105 safes

Porry, W.A Co. 828 sq yds flooroloth

Piatt, J. P. A Co. £95 iron safe

Snellgrove, A. R. £88 rugs, 2,776 yds

blanketing,

Thompson, G. A Co. £90 musical instru

ments

Webb, W. H. £13 carpet

Woolf, H. £100 looking-glasses

Young A Lark, £352 carpets

Townsville—Don, P. C. A Co. 2,950 yds blntng

Trinidad—Freeland, J. A A. B. 305 g varnish,

£23 brushware

Langridge, H. A Co. £90 wood manufactures

Lindergreen, A. £30 furniture

Valencia—Nicholls A Co. £25 carpets

Wellington—Don, P. C. A Co. £48 carpet, £13

matting, 930 yds blanketing

Jones, J. W. £35 furniture

MaoEwan, J. A Co. £75 brushware

Newoomb A Son, £80 piano

Yokohama—Ahrens, H. 2,816 yds blanketing,

2,024 yds woollen banketing

Anderson Bros. £150 carpets, 1,152 sq yds

flooroloth

Sootney A Earnshaw, 2 o leather

Whittemore, E. A. £158 carpet

Joirnitore Imparts

Into London during the Week ended Saturday,

the 29<A ult.o

Bed-Feathers.—F. Stalsohmidt A Co. 11 brls

from the E. Indies ; Hoy maris Bros. 100 brls

from Russia ; Sohoetensaok A Co. 4 brls from

Russia; F. Bilot A Troude, 20 brls from

France.

Carpets.—R. Newman, 3 pkges from the E.

Indies.

Furniture.—J. Johnson, 7 pkges from [Den

mark.

Furniture Wood.—The Belize Estate Co. 220

tons mahogany from W. Indies ; E. A W.I. D.

Co. 14 tons sapan from Manilla ; Churchill A

Son, 12 tons ebony ; Bosanquet A Co. 33 tons

cedar from W.Indies; P. Hecker A Co. 3 tons

hard cedar from Holland ; Crokat A Morris,

95 tons walnut from Venice ; W. Campian,

14 tons furniture from the United States;

B. F. Dowdeswell, 25 tons furniture from the

United States; H. Dal ton A Co. 40 tons

sapan from the E. Indies ; Wheatley and Co.

15 tons sapan from the E. Indies.

Horsehair.—Filby A Kemp, 4 bgs from Sydney.

Matting.—Knight A Morris, 26 pkges from

China.

Musical Instruments.—G. Chiapper A Co. 1

pkge pianos from Denmark ; Beck A Pollitzer,

2 pkges from Bremen; Piokford A Co. 8

pkges from United States ; Tegner, Price, A

Co. 1 pkge from Denmark ; Bong A Jordan, 1

pkge from Hambro ; Gaubert A Metcalf, 1 pkge

pianos from Hambro ; H. Lange, 7 pkges from

Hambro ; Mertens A Co. 4 pkges from the

United States ; C. Atkins A Co. 2 pkges pianos

from France; Piokford A Co. 3 pkges from

Bremen j Other Importers, 2 pkges from

Hambro ; Mertens A Co. 1 pkge from Bremen ;

Wilkinson A Dawson, 6 pkges from France ;

Nollen Henry A Co. 12 pkges from Hambro.

Sewing Machines.—T. Irving A Co. 210 pkges

from Holland; Chaplin A Home, 27 pkges

from the United States.

Veneers—Flageollet Bros. A Co. 2 oases from

France.

Miscellaneous.—Mlwl Dk Co. 16 cases joiner's

work from Norway ; J. Daw A Co. 1 pkgo

mirrors from Venice.

Advance in the Price of Linen.—The

leading manufacturers in Forfar and Brechin

have issued further advanced price lists of

linen, showing a rise of from 5 to 6 per cent,

on the lists of three weeks ago.
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Ctitkrs anb Contorts.

We thall eeteem it a favour if our readere trill kindly
notify to us, for insertion in this column, any contracts:
tckich nay be open for competition ; and alto advise us
at to any furnUKinq orders, ire, which may hare been

executed by different firms.

The Guardians of the St. Giles's and St.

George's Unions invite tenders for the supply

of 290 iron bedsteads, 100 blankets, 100

quilts, about 251 buff blinds, -with rollers, &c,

fixed complete, 31 deal tables, 80 deal forms,

10 cupboards, 93 Windsor chairs, and other

furniture, ironware, &c. The whole of the

articles to be ready for delivery by the first

week in February. Samples of the articles

required may be inspected at the workhouse,

in Endell-street, and forms of tender, with

every information, obtained at the offices of

the Guardians, 205, High Holborn. Tenders

must be sent in by the 16th inst., on which

date representatives of the firms tendering will

have to attend before the Guardians.

The Guardians of the Leeds Union invite

tenders for the supply of 500 white woollen

blankets. Tenders must be sent in by the

9th inst. to Mr. John King, the Clerk, at the

office in East-parade, Leeds.

The tender of Mr. Colville has been ac

cepted for supplying the fittings for the Cri

terion Restaurant in Church-street, Liver

pool.

The tender of Mr. H. G. Brown has been

accepted for supplying the fittings for the

Harrington Restaurant in Liverpool.

Messrs. Freeman & Collier, of Man

chester, have supplied the gas-fittings, for the

church of St. John the Evangelist, at Liver

pool. Messrs. Heaton, Butler & Bayne have

executed the stained-glass work.

Messrs. Jones & Willis, of London, and

Mr. Singer, of Frome, have supplied the brass

fixtures used in connection with the restora

tion of Dauntsey Church, Wiltshire. Mr.

Sweetland, of Bath, has supplied the new

organ.

Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of West

minster-bridge-road, are executing an elaborate

mosaic pavement for the vestibule of Eaton

Hall, the new residence of the Duke of West

minster.

Mb. Robinson, of High Holborn, is exe

cuting the stalls and pulpit for St. Mary's

Church, Lewisham. He has also supplied the

new seating for the Greek Church, Bays-

water, and the organ-case for Christ-church

Cathedral, Dublin.

Jepl Intelligence.

What Constitutes a Valid Bill of

Sale.—Daviess. Goodman.—This was a case

which raised a question of general interest,

under the Bills of Sale Act of last year. The

case came before the Common Pleas Division

on the 28th ult., on appeal from the decision

of the County Court Judge at Dudley, under

the following facts The appellant was the

defendant in an action for conversion of the

plaintiff's goods, to which he pleaded that the

goods were seized under a bill of sale given to

him by the plaintiff. It was objected for the

plaintiff that the bill was not registered or

attested by a solicitor, and these omissions

being beyond dispute, the County Court Judge

held that the bill was wholly void, and gave

judgment for the plaintiff. The decision was

based on the 10th section of the Bills of Sale

Act of last year, which enacts as follows :—

" The execution of every bill of sale shall be

attested by a solicitor of the Supreme Court,

and the attestation shall state that before the

execution of the bill of sale the effect thereof

has been explained to the grantor by the at

testing solicitor." The Judge held upon this

that the bill in question having been exe

cuted since the passing of the Act, it was

wholly void for want of proper attesta

tion as between the grantor and grantee

Mr. R. Plumptre, forjthe appellant, now con

tended that the decision was wrong, and that

the Act of last year being passed entirely in the

interests of creditors, had no application as

between grantor and grantee. The true ex

planation of the 10th section was to be found

in the 8th section, which after setting out that

every bill of sale should be duly attested and

registered, proceeded, by way of penalty

" otherwise such bill of sale as against all

trustees or assignees of the estate of the per

son whose chattels are comprised in the bill

of sale, or sheriff officers, or persons seizing

under legal process, shall be deemed void and

fraudulent." These words, the learned counsel

contended, by specifying as they did particular

creditors, had no application as against a

grantee. Mr. Gore, on the other hand, con

tended that the 10th section was framed to

protect illiterate grantors, and that if the

contention of the appellant was right, the

clause would have no effect, and the obvious

intention of the Legislature would be defeated.

Lord Coleridge, in giving judgment, said he

was of opinion thatthe County Court Judge was

right. The question depended on Clauses 8

and 10 of the Act of last year. This Act

contained a provision which was entirely

new, and was not to be found in the earlier

Act, 17 and 18 Vict, cap. 36, and that

was that the bill should be duly at

tested, and he was of opinion that on the

8th clause alone an argument of considerable

importance existed against the contention of

the appellant. The words did not run, " Every

bill of sale shall be duly attested and regis

tered," but " shall be duly attested and shall

be registered," so that a perfectly adequate

construction would be that the first part

" shall be duly attested " was mandatory, while

the words " shall be registered " governed the

conditions which followed under which the

bill should be void. If, therefore, he were

driven to it, he thought the 8th clause alone

was an answer in favour of the respondent ;

but the case did not stand alone upon that

clause. The 10th clause, which was manda

tory in its terms, introduced a new provision

for the express purpose of guarding the grantor.

The provisions with respect to registration

were extremely important to execution credi

tors, and he could understand that if they

were not fulfilled, the execution creditors

should not be defeated, but he failed to

see how the protection for the grantor was

to be effected if the Court were to hold

that this bill of sale was not void-^a pro

vision necessary to its validity had not been

complied with, and it was therefore invalid,

and it was invalid between the parties to

whom, and to nobody else besides, the pro

vision was of importance. He was unable to

put a reasonable construction on the Act, or

give adequate effect to what he believed was

the intention of the Legislature, unless he held

that this bill was void, and judgment, there

fore, would be for the respondent and the

appeal be dismissed, with costs. Mr. Justice

Lindley concurred, adding at the same time

that he had not come to this conclusion with

out great hesitation. Mr. Plumptre asked for

leave to appeal. Lord Coleridge—Yes. The

question is under a new Act, and is certainly

important.

Stealing Carpets.—John Hill, a young

man, was charged on Tuesday at Lambeth

Police-court with stealing two pieces of car-

it, value 6s. 6d.,the property of his employer,

r. W. Waine, upholsterer and furniture-

dealer, Newington-butts. The prisoner, who

pleaded guilty, was sentenced to one month

with hard labour.

Compiled ecith tpecial reference to the Furniture, a
ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Trades,from Mi
Gamble f Harvey's " Weekly Seeord."

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Boughey A Davies, auctioneers, 45, Bull-street,

Birmingham.

Copeman & Wiokbam, auctioneers, 9, King,

street, Finsbury.

Gadsby, E. & Son, brash-makers, 49, Great

Anooats-street, Manchester.

Giles & Hills, brassfounders, 37, Tenby.street,

Birmingham.

Goundry, William Canfield, & Joseph White

head, furniture-brokers, 47, Effingham. street,

Rotherham, Yorkshire.

Hackney & Co., earthenware manufacturers,

Railway Works, Stoke-npon-Trent, Stafford

shire.

Oddy, James, & Sons, wool-merchants, 48, Brook-

street, Bradford.

Thatcher & Weyman, ironmongers, Knighton,

Radnor.

Liquidations by Arrangement ob

Composition.

Fenby, Joseph Beverley, and Sydney Harris

(trading as J. B. Fenby A Co.), camp-furniture

manufacturers, Ac, Andover-street, Birming

ham. Nov. 18. Johnson, Barclay A Johnson,

solicitors, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

Keenan, Patrick, furniture-broker, Bondgate,

Bishop Auckland, Durham. Nov. 20. At

Angel Inn, Bishop Auokland, Dec. 8, at 3.

Langstaff, George Henry, & William Usee,

painters and decorators, High-street, Stockton.

Nov. 19. J. Tweedy, solicitor, Stockton.

Smith, James Napier, ohina decorator, Claytoo -

street, Longton, Staffs. Nov. 20. At E.

Young's, solicitor, Longton, Deo. 9, at 11.

Stone, Wm. Owen, chair-maker, Badcage , Bunks.

Nov. 22. At T. J. Reynolds's, solicitor, High

Wycombe, Deo. 16, at 3.

Webster, John, blind-maker, St. Saviourtrate,.

York. Nov. 21. At Mann A Son's, solicitors,

York, Deo. 8, at 11.

White, John, timber-merchant, Aoomb-street,

Moss Side, Manchester. Nor. 21. At J. B.

Sumner's, solicitor, Marsden-chambers, Mac-

cheater, Deo. 9, at 3.

Adjudication or Bankruptcy.

Valentine, Thomas (trading as William Vales,

tine), ohair manufacturer, Carruthere-street,

and Gun-street, both Manchester, and Clowes,

street, West Gorton. Nov. 17.

Sequestration.

Maolean, Alex. A Son, paper-stainers, 114, Main,

street, Bridgeton, Glasgow, as a Co. Nov. 18,

with protection. Claims by Mar. 18. Agents,

Simpson, Kirk A Donaldson, Glasgow.

MEETING OF CREDITORS.

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. R. W.

M'Dermid, window-blind manufacturer, of 50,

Sidney-street, Chorlton.on-Medlook, was held

on the 28th nit. at the offices of Mr. Clement

Walmsley, solicitor, Manchester, when the reso

lutions of the former meeting accepting a

composition of 2s. in the pound were confirmed.

BILLS OF 8ALE.

Weymouth School of Art. — The annnal

distribution of prizes took place last week. The

report showed that 110 students had attended

the school during the year, as against 105 in the

previous twelve months. Eighty students sent

650 works to South Kensington for examination,

of whioh one obtained a third-grade prize. In

the second-grade examination fifteen students

were successful, obtaining seventeen passes and

four " excellents." Painting on ohina, glazed

and nnglazed, is being taught in the classes

this year, and science classes have also been

started.

Banks, Solomon William, mill-manager and

timber-dealer, 20, Mansfield-street, Leicester,

for £800, to Thomas S. Taylor. Filed

Nor. 20.

| Barnes, Alfred, ironmonger, 3, Hill House-

terrace, Sutton, for £82. lx. 10d., to Arthur

R. Jackson and another. Filed Nov. 17.

Cakebread, John, undertaker, Ac, Church-lane,

Edmonton, for £50, to George Dickerson.

I Filed Nov. 18.

Chandler, George, house deorntor, 2, Alfred,

road, Sutton, for £55. lis. 6d., to John C.

Edmonds. Filed Nov. 20.

Dawson, Charles, decorator, Ac, 31, Birouen-

street, and 51, Meadow-road, Leeds, for £60,

to John Ibbotson. Filed Nov. 17.

Edwards, Edward, fanoy-glass manufacturer,

Brydle-road, Wolleston, near Stourbridge, for

£ 14, to Barnett Goodman and another. Filed

Nov. 19.
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Fiaber, William, painter and deooratnr, 96, |

Hitber Green-lane, Lnwisham, for £35, to

Henry Berry. Filed Nov. 19.

Ireland, Robert Alfred, dealer in antiquities, 91,

Wardonr.Btreet, Oxford. street, for £62, to

William Smith. Filed Nov. 14.

Joel, George Frederiok, brash and general

merchant, 43, Blackman-street, Sonthwark,

for £121. lis. 4d., to John Joel. Filed

Nov. 17.

Jnnes, Hubert, leather.dealer, 2, Bank. street

Wrexham, and High-street, Bhos, Denbigh

shire, for £42, to Nathan Cohen. Filed

Nov. 17.
Lefever, Henry, cabinet-maker, 1, Dean-street,

and 6, Portland-street, Manchester, for £73, to

Walter Burnett. Filed Nov. 20.

Parfitt, Frank Herbert (known as Frederick

Nelson Parfitt), sewing. machine, &o., dealer

and smith, 45, Winchester-street, and 20,

Church.street, Salisbury, for £28, to Phineas

Freedman. Filed Nov. 19.

P.i igway, Alfred, ironmonger, 6, High-street

East, Sunderland, Durham, for £150, to Jaoob

Spain and another. Filed Nov. 14.

S.- irborow, Charles, upholsterer, 30, Upper

Lewes-road, Brighton, for £14, to John W.

Sibley. Filed Nov. 15.

Schofield, James, joiner, 152, Block. lane, Chad-

derton, Lancashire, for £40. 13b. 5d , to Robert

Guest. Filed Nov. 18.

Sedgwick, William, joiner, Penrith.street, Hart

lepool, for £156. 12s. 0.1, to Joseph B.

Singleton and another. Filed Nov. 20.

Shaw, Albert, cabinet-maker, Charles-street,

Crosland-moor, Huddersfleld, for £26. 7s. 6d.,

to William North. Filed Nov. 19.

Tindall, George, joiner, 23, Clifton-bank,

Rotherham, Yorkshire, for £80, to William

Heaton. Filed Nov. 19.

Topham, John, joiner, Westmoreland-street,

Upperthorpe, and Whito's-yard, Penistone-

road, Sheffield, for £48, to Sheffield Tn.,

is., Loan Society. Filed Nor. 19.

Turner, Joseph, joiner, Pisgh-terraoe, Broom-

hill, Sheffield, for £22. 10s., to Sheffield

Tn. &o., Loan Society. Filed Nov. 19.

Crabe Cjjanjjes, $r.

We thall feel greatly obliged if our Bubteriber* in London
a* well at in all parti of the Country will kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Change!, or tend u*
any Jotting* of general intereet to the Trade* wt
repretent. By to doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thu Department of the Iubjii™

B-AOIXB.

Messrs. Thomas Cleave and William

Underhay have retired from the firm of

Cleave & Underbuy & Sons, auctioneers, of New

Windsor, Berkshire.

The ironmongery business for some years

past carried on by Mr. E. D. Fisher, and

previously by Mr. Showier Woodroffe, at

Horncastle, Lincolnshire, has been disposed of

to Mr. Edward Achurch.

Mr. J. B. Buncombe, ironmonger and

leather-merchant, of Castle Gary, has disposed

of his business to his son, Mr. Harry Bun

combe.

Mr. Alexander C. Beattie, ironmonger,

has left Hounslow for The Parade, Turnham

Green, having sold his business at the former

?lace to Mr. J. Gardner, of 152, Upper

hames-street, London.

Mr. C. T. Bryan has opened an account

ant's business at 15, Lever-street, Manchester.

Mr. James D. Card has purchased the

ironmongery business carried on for many

years by Mr. Thomas Smith at Aylesbury.

The Silicated Carbon Filter Company,

of Battersea, have been appointed wholesale

agents in London, by Mr. John J. Royle, of

Manchester, for the sale of his tap-filters fitted

with silicated carbon blocks.

Messrs. T. & W. Oddy have retired frem

the business of worsted- spinners hitherto

carried on by them in conjunction with

Messrs. J. & J. G. Oddy, at Birkenshaw and

Bradford.

The firm of Stothard & McGregor, joiners,

of Crieff, having been dissolved, Mr. James

Stothard will continue the business under the

title of James Stothard & Sons.

All claims against the estate of the late'

Mr. A. Erlebach, timber-merchant, of Drys-

dale-street, Hoxton, and of New Bamet,

must be sent in by the 29th inst. to Mr.

T. Boulton, of 2, Gresham-buildings, Basing-

hnll-street.

Creditors of the late Mr. John King,

decorator, trading as J. & J. King, of Norwich,

must forwnrd their claims by Feb. 2 to Mr. E.

E. Blyth, solicitor, of Castle-chambers, Opie-

street, Norwich.

All claims against the estate of the late

Mr. Solomon Saunders, timber-merchant, of

Satwell, Oxford, must be sent in by the 18th

inst. to Mr. Charles G. Field, of 12, Forbury,

Heading.

Thb furniture warehouse of Mrs. Mary

Jackson has been removed to Ivy House, 79,

Long-street, Middleton.

The business of Mr. W. Cood, draper,

Biggleswade, has been transferred to Mr.

W. C. Warren, of Bath.

The business of Mr. Thomas Peacock,

draper, of Wood-green, has been transferred

to Mr. M. A. Cresdee, of Lee, Kent.

The business of Mr. Mottoen, draper, o^

Wood-green, has been transferred to Mr-

Brown, of Stepney.

Warehousemen and Clerks' Furnish

ing Association (Limited).—This company

was registered on the 21st ult., with a capital

of £50,000, in 5,000 shares of £10 each. Its

objects are to carry on the business of furniture

manufacturers, dealers, and brokers, and of

letting on hire furniture. The first subscribers

are :—J.T. Williams, 120, Cheapside, account

ant ; O. L. Jopp, 86, Finboro'-road, South Ken

sington, merchant ; S. J, Cheshire, 3, Adelphi-

terrace, accountant; F. Cooper, Melancthon

Villa, Sunnyside-road, Hornsey-rise, manu

facturer; J. Gaskell, 27, Paternoster-square,

printer; T. Johnson, 3 & 4, Friday-street,

manufacturing agent ; and T. W. Booth, 68,

Basinghall-street, manufacturers' agent.

TheLegal, Medical,and General Stores

(Limited).—This company was registered on

the 10th ult., with a capital of £100,000, in

50,000 shares of £2 each. Its objects are to

carry on the business of general dealers for

the purpose "of supplying shareholders, sub

scribers, and the public with articles of domestic

consumption and general use, and for this pur

pose to employ professed analysts. The first

subscribers are :—J. Lock, Arkley, Herts, gen

tleman ; C. T. Pearson, Arkley, Herts, gen

tleman ; H. Hunter, 32, Saltoun-road, Brixton,

accountant ; R. Sibby, 12, Union-court, City,

agent; J. Hicks, 71, Dieppe-street, West

Kensington, accountant ; R. Ward, 5, Bishops-

gate-street Within, agent.

Jfurnifure anb Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

Arms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ending the 27th ult. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood ; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Beoistebed.

342,409-11. John Marsden, of Varley.street,

Oldham, Manchester. Class VI. Nov. 4.

342,426. Boden, Terras & Co., of Manchester.

Class XL Nov. 6.

342,461. Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, of Etraria,

Stoke-npon-Trent. Class IV. Nov. 6.

342,462-3. Moore Brothers, of St. Mary's

Works, Longton. ClaBB IV. Nov. 6.

142,464.72. Wiloook <fc Co., of Bnrmantofts,

Leeds, in the county of York. Class IV.

Nov. 6.

342,474. Daniel Lee & Co., of Fonntain.street,

Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 6.

342,527. B. Dalglish, Falconer & Co., of Man

chester and Glasgow. Class XL Nov. 6.

342,528-9. A. Biidenbander, of 61, Alderman.

bury. Class IV. Nov. 6.

342,535. Barton, John E., of Kidderminster

Class VI. Nov. 7.

342,563-4. Albert Orz. of 215, Tottenham Court.

road. Class II. Nov. 7.

342,597. Boden; Terras, & Co., of Manohester.

Glass XI. Nov. 8.

342,619. Thomas Doabble, of 7, Bartlett's-build-

iDgs, Holborn. Class II. Nov. 8.

342,631. Dalglish, B., Falconer & Co., of Man.

Chester and Glasgow. Class XI. Nov. 8.

342,638. Lee, Daniel 4s Co., of Fountain-street,

Manohester. Class XI. Nov. 10.

342,641. The Kiroaldy Linoleum Company (Li.

mited), of Kossljn Works, Xiroaldy. Class

VI. Nov. 10.

342,656. Lee, Daniel & Co., of Fountain-street,

Manohester. Class XI. Nov. 11.

342.767. Mitohell, Brothers, of Waterfoot, near

Manchester. Class VI. Nov. 12.

342.768. Baker, Harry William, of 3 to 5, Ocean-

street, Stepney. Class IV. Nov. 12.

842.769. The Worcester Royal Porcelain Com.

pany (Limited), of Worcester. Class IV.

Nov. 12.

342 822. Turner, Norris, and Turner, of 99,

Portland-street, Manohester. Class XL Nov.

13.

fetters |atent.

In thit column will be found *uch invention* a* relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholttery, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade* ; and Inventor* are requested to put
themeelve* in early communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their invention*.

Applications foe Letters Patent.

4,736. Campion, W., sen. of Nottingham, for

improvements in machinery and apparatus to

be employed in the manufacture of close or

open fabrics. Nov. 21.

4.744. Worrall, J., dyer, of Manohester, for im-

proved machinery for oovering the selvages of

finished and unfinished fabrics, and applying

trade-marks and ornamentation thereto, and

for embossing and otherwise ornamenting the

body of suoh fabrics. Nov. 21.

4.745. Biisohe, F. E. A., manufacturer, of

Sobwelm, Westphalia, for improvements in

machinery or apparatus for the manufacture

of braids. Nov. 21.

4,749. Cutler, W., glass-merohant, of Birming.

ham, for an improvement in iblding-ohairs.

Nov. 21.

4,753. Russell, W. H., bookbinders' manager,

and W. C. Straker, bookbinder, both of New

court, Farringdon-street, for improvements in

the manufacture of slabs or blocks to be

applied to walls and other surfaces for

decorative and useful purposes. Nov. 21.

4,757. Coltman, T.t of Leicester, and J. A.

Freriohs, of Bradford, for improvements in

machinery and apparatus to be employed in

producing warp fabrics. Nov. 22.

4,763. Siemens, C. W., of 12, Queen Anne's

Gate, Westminster, for improvements in

apparatus for manufacturing and moulding

glass artioles. A communication from F.

Siemens, of Dresden. Nov. 22.

4,777. Hopkins, M., engineer, of Walworth, and

J. Hopkins, physician, of Camberwell, for

improvements in the construction of sewing.

maohines. Nov. 24.

4,780. Bannister, M. O, of Portslade, for im.

provements in apparatus for holding and

illuminating ioe-glass or other articles capable

of reflecting light for decorative or other

purposes. Nov. 24.

4,782. Austin, A. B., iron-merohant, of Dews,

bury, for improvements in looms for weaving.

Nov. 24.

4,790. Imray, J., of Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in apparatus for cutting the

superfluous [threads of lace, tulle, and other

figured fabrios. A communication from P.

A. F. Annebio, of St. Pierre-les -Calais,

France. Nov. 24.

4,792. Brewer, E. G., of Chanoery-lane, for

improvements in curtain rollers and appli.

•aces for raising, holding, or lowering cur

tains. A communication from H. L. Judd,

of Brooklyn, New York. Novl 24.

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson 4 Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratia.—[Adv.]
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4,805. Leak, £., potters' machinist, of Longton,

and J. Edwards, manufacturer, for improve

ments in apparatus for supporting pottery'

ware in kilns and ovens. Nov. 25.

4,810. Howard, G., of Berners-street, Oxford-

street, for improvements in the construction

of parquet flooring. Nov. 25.

4.812. Ramsden, B.,of Leeds, for improvements

in the means or apparatus for securing, stif

fening, and strengthening frame and other

woodwork. Nov. 25.

4.813. Jensen, P., of Chancery-lane, for im

proved method and apparatus for applying

ornaments to mouldings for gilt frames. A

communication from E. Hieronimus, of Co.

logne-on-the-Rhine. Nov. 25.

4,816. Kirk, A. W., dyer, of Halifax, and Lee-

ming, J., machine-maker, of Bradford, for

improvements in machinery or apparatus to

be employed in the washing, and cleansing,

and dyeing yarns and woven, knitted, or felted

fabrics or pieces. Nov. 25.

4,816. Fieldns, H. J., upholsterer and cabinet

maker, of Queen's-road, Brighton, for a new

or improved apparatus to be applied to doors,

windows, or other places, for excluding

draughts and rain. Nov. 25.

4,819. Paterson, J., engineer, of Edinburgh, for

a new or improved washing machine.

Nov. 25.

4,824. Woreeam, W. N., engineer, of Stoke

Newington Iron-Works, Barrett's-grove, Stoke

Newington, for improved apparatus for pre

venting the wind and dust passing nnder

doors. Nov. 26.

4,S30. Wolstenholme, T., of Bury, for improved

apparatus for turning over the leaves of music.

Nov. 26.

4,853. Wood, C. S. P., manufacturer, of Bir

mingham, for improvements in valance sus

penders. Nov. 27.

4,857. Wright, J. F., & G. E. Wright, manufao-

turers, both of Birmingham, for improvements

in gas-burners for heating purposes. Nov. 27.

at the time of his death he was engaged on a

lectern for Madley. His last finished work was

a pulpit, just erected in Breinton Church. Mr.

Merrick was 61 years of age.

Tee will aud codioil of Mr. John Simms, late

of 141, Fleet-street, wholesale ironmonger, and

of 29, Warwick.gardenB, Kensington, who died

on the 30th October, were proved on the 12th

ult. by Mr. George Simms and Mr. Frederiok

Walter Simms, the sons, and Mr. Thomas

Micklem, the executors, the personal estate

being sworn nnder £45,000. The testator gives

to his son John James, £3,000 ; to his servant,

Hannah Balson, £10; to his son George, £2,500

and his freeholds in the Broadway, Ludgate-

hill ; to his son Frederick Walter, £4,000 ; to

his three daughters, Martha Christian, Adelaide,

and Julia, £4,000 each; upon trust for his

daughter, Mrs. Hughes, £4,000; and all his

household furniture and effects to his unmarried

daughters. There are also legacies to his execu

tors. The residne of his property he leaves to his

sons, George and Frederick Walter, and to his

daughters, Martha Christian, Adelaide, and

Julia.

Stefos, Botes, ana Comments.

(Dbituan

Chevalier.—M. Michel Chevalier, whose

chair at the College de France had for some

time been provisionally filled by his son-in-law,

M. Paul Leroy Beaulien, died on the 28th ult. at

Lodcve, at the age of 63. The son of a trades

man at Limoges, he studied at the Polytechnic

School and the School [of Mines, and became

civil engineer to the Department of the Nord.

In ,1837 he was sent to England to report on

the commercial crisis, and returned with a

scheme of railway, canal, and other puplio

works. He succeeded Rossi in IS in as Pro

fessor of Political Economy at the College de

France, became in 1845 a Conservative Deputy,

and in 1847 joined Bastiat in attempting a free

trade league. He defended free trade and took

a leading part in negotiating the Anglo-Frenoh

Commercial Treaty, after which he was elevated

to the Senate, where, in 1869, he condemned

excessive armaments and constant loans. He

presided over the French juries at the South

Kensington Exhibition of 1862, and edited the

reports on the Paris Exhibition of 1867. In

1875 M. Chevalier paid a visit to England. His

death will be regretted as that of the staunohest

upholder of free trade and the most eminent

French representative of the old school of poli

tical economy.

Meekick.—Mr. Thomas Merrick, who died,

after a brief illness, of bronchitis, on the 11th

nit., at his residence, East-street, Hereford, had

for many years carried on the business of a

cabinet-maker in that town. His skill as an

ecclesiastical carver in wood gained him a repu

tation throughout the diocese of Hereford and

in other parts. The first piece of ecclesias

tical carving of any note in which he was en

gaged was in connection with the restoration of

Hereford Cathedral, commenced in 1840. About

four years ago he had an important job, to repair

and renew the woodwork generally of a church

in North Wales, under Sir Gilbert Scott. From

there he went to Chester Cathedral, where he

was engaged for some little time. Among his

more recent works we may mention—Mansell

Gammage Church, where, under Mr. Lewis

Powell, architect, of Hereford, he executed the

pulpit, desk, desk-seat, and lectern. Shortly

after that he supplied five carved seats for

Holme Lacy Church. He also executed the

Madley desk and pulpit, under Mr. Powell, and

Instruction in Joinery. — The Drapers'

Company have contributed twenty-five guineas

for the establishment of a carpentry and joinery

class at Croydon, under the superintendence of

the Rev. H. Solly, who has obtained the

services of a very efficient teaoher. The

Company of Clothworkers have also sent Mr.

Solly twenty guineas towards the expenses of

the Artisans' Institute.

Improved Circular Saws.—An improve

ment in circular saws, patented by Mr. Daniel

W. Weaver, of Blackshear, Ga. (U.S.A.), is de

signed to prevent dishing or buckling of circular

saws by unequal expansion when heated ; the

invention consists in a saw made in two portions,

the central part being separate, and attached in

a manner that permits radial expansion and

contraction without effect on the outer portion

or rim.

Charges for Patents.—The Leeds Chamber

of Commerce has appointed a committee to

consider the charges made in England and

America with regard to patents. It was stated

that, whereas in England the cost of a patent

amounted in the long run to nearly £200, the

expense in America was only £12. It is this

disproportion of cost that goes far to explain

why only about 5,000 patents were applied for

last year in this oountry, against 20,000 in

America.

German Pianos at the Sydney Exhibi.

tion.—A correspondent writing from Sydney,

says that England, the United States, and the

British Colonies make the best display, but the

place next to them he olaims for Germany.

The nnmber of German exhibitors is 695, who

show articles in 137 out of the 566 classes of

objects contained in the Exhibition. No other

nation except England has exhibits in so many

olasses. The department in which Germany has

most distinguished herself is that containing

pianos. The German portion of the Exhibition

will not be chargeable, as was the case at

Philadelphia, with being "cheap and nasty."

Private Traders and Co-operation.—At

the Mansion-house on Wednesday, the Lord

Mayor received a deputation from the Central

Traders' Parliamentary Association. After

listening to the speakers, who complained of

the paid servants of the country entering into

a combination to ruin the great majority of

tradespeople, the Lord Mayor said that as a

trader he sympathised with the traders, but

still they oould not help people creating co

operative stores, the secret of the succesB of

which was the ready-money system. He hoped

the House of Commons Committee would see

their way to a solution of the difficulty, but he

believed that traders would outlive the present

depression if they would only put their shoulders

to the wheel and not stand idly by, merely

complaining.

Ancient Altar from Pergamos.—Within

the last week or two there have been received

at the Berlin Museum the remains of a colossal

altar, celebrated in antiquity as one of the most

splendid works of art of the Kings of Pergamos.

On all sides of it are marble reliefs represent

ing the struggle between the gods and the

giants. The remains of these sculptures had

been, for the most part, built into the old city

wall of the Byzantine period. Here it was that

they were first discovered by Heir Karl Ha.

mann, who furnished to the Berlin Royal

Academy of Science the first plan of Pergamos.

The fragments of the colossal relief were pur

chased for the Berlin Museum in 1872. They

were the first authentic specimens of Perga-

mean sculpture. The search for the imaging

monument has been persistently carried on

since then.

Artificial Leather. — Herr E. Sinn, of

Waldhut, has patented a process for preparing

an artificial leather whioh may be advanta-

geously employed for a variety of minor pur

poses. He boils down one part of eolophany

with two parts (by weight) of linseed oil to s

consistenoe such that a drop of it will set imme

diately upon cooling, reduces the dried mass to

a powder, dissolves this in bisulphide of carbon,

and adds to eaoh litre of the solution 200

grammes of calcined zinc-white. Or he dissolves

powdered carpenter's glue in a boiling solution

of chloride of zinc in the strongest alcohol, and

adds to it three times the quantity of a pitch or

indiarubber solution, containing an excess cf

linseed oil. Cotton wadding, fine tow, or leather

shavings are then mixed with one or other of

these preparations, and boiled under strong

pressure, the superfluous fluid is allowed to es

cape, and the bisulphide of carbon distilled off

so far that the mass remains only just moist.

The latter is then subjected to great pressure in

suitable moulds.

Artisans in Japan.—In the course of a lec

ture on " The Far East ; or, Japan and its

People," delivered recently in the hall of

the Society of Arts, by Mr. C. Pfoundes, secre

tary of the Nipon Institute, Japan, he said that

many of the articles exhibited in the windows of

London tradesmen as Japanese goods had no

title to that designation. The Japanese, he held,

were the most energet'c and progressive people

of the East—a little too much so, perhaps.

There could be no doubt that there was a great

future before Japan ; it would not be a field for

emigration, but men of scientific attainments

would reap great advantages there. It was re

markable that among the Japanese the artissD

took precedence of the trader, the carpenter

taking precedence of any other class of artisan.

They all knew how much was admired the old

Japanese lacquer-work ; but it would perhaps

surprise his audience to learn that seven-tenths

of this class of work were executed by ladies of

noble origin. Such work would never again be

produced in Japan.

Manchester Warehousemen and Clerks'

Schools.—The half-yearly meeting in connec

tion with this institution was held last week at

the Athenajum, Manchester. The Mayor (Jlr.

Alderman Patteson) presided, and eipressed

regret that the subscriptions of clerks them

selves to the institution seemed to be falling

off, and that, owing doubtless to the depression

in trade, there was a deficiency in the accounts

of about £300. He earnestly appealed to those

who were in a position to do so to extend sup

port to the institution. The report of the

Exeoutive Committee, whioh was read by the

secretary (Mr. W.H. Dean),'stated that the total

number of ohildren in the schools was 180, 116

boys and sixty-fonr girls, a muoh larger number

than they had ever previously contained. On

the motion of the chairman, seconded by Mr.

R. P. Hewitt, the report was adopted, and the

children leaving the schools were, according to

custom, presented with certificates and sayings-

bank deposit-books. The meeting concluded

with a vote of thanks to the Mayor for pre

siding.

St. Martin's School of Art.-The annual

distribution of prizes to the students attending

this sohool took place on the 26th ult., under the

presidency of Mr. A. J. B. Beresford-Hope,

M.P. The report as to the past year's work

stated that the list of prizes afforded a satisfac

tory comparison with that of the previous year.

In the national competition two silver medals

had been gained, and though no bronze medal

had been taken, there were fonr book prizes a»

against two in the previous year. The chairmM

having distributed the prizes, Mr. Morris,

A.R.A., delivered an address to the students on

the rules of art. The meeting was also addressed

by Professor Guthrie, F.R.S. The chairman,

referring to those students who had not been
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and who were not likely to be successful, urged

them not to be disconraged. He could not con

ceive of a higher or more meritorious class of

persons than those who oame to study, knowing

that Providence had not blessed them with those

qualities which were likely to gain for them

distinction in their career. A vote of thanks to

the head-master, Mr. Parker, was cordially

passed, a similar compliment being paid to the

chairman.

Ancient Stained Glass.—It is often la

mented that comparatively so few specimens of

mediaeval glass have survived to the present day.

The following letter, published in a provincial

contemporary, shows how some of our ancestors

appreciated these art treasures. The epistle

was written on June 16, 1788, by a glazier, one

John Berry, of Harnham, to Mr; John Lloyd, of

Conduit-Btreet, Hanover-sqnare :—" Sir. This

day I have sent you a Box full of old Staind and

Painted Glass as you desired me to due wioh I

hope it will su to your Purpos it his the best that

I can get at Present. But I expet to Beatt to

Peoeais a great deale verey sune as it his of now

use to we and we Due it for the lead if you want

Eney more of the same sorts you may have what

thoar his if it will Pay for Taking out, as it his a

deal of Trnble to what Beating it to Feci as his

you will send me a line as soon as Fosobl forwe

are goain to move ore glazing shop to a Nother

Plase and thin we to save a greatt Deale more of

the like sort wich I ham your most Omble

Servnt John Berry." The original, endorsed

*' Berry ye Glazier about beating the fine

painted Glass Window at Sarum to pieces to

save the Lead ! ! " is in the possession of Miss

Conway Griffith, in North Wales.

Bronzing Brasswork.—Cleaned-up brass-

work, if left in damp sand, acquires a fine brown

colour, which, when polished with a dry brosb,

remains permanent and requires little cleaning.

A green and light coating of verdigris on the

surface of the brass may be made by means of

dilute acids, allowed to dry spontaneously. The

processes are, however slow, and quioker means

have to be adopted. Before bronzing, the brass

is annealed, pickled in old or dilute nitrio acid,

till the scales can be removed from the surface,

secured with sand and water, and dried. Bronz

ing is then performed according to the colour

desired. A steel-gray colour is deposited on

brass from a dilute boiling solution of chloride

of arsenic; and a blue, by careful treatment

with strong hydrosnlphate of soda. Black, much

used for optical brasswork, is obtained by

coating the brass with a solution of platinum,

or with chloride of gold mixed with nitrate of

tin. The Japanese are said to bronze their brass

by boiliDg it in a solution of sulphate of oopper,

alum, and verdigris. Success in bronzing greatly

depends on the temperature of the brass or of

the solution, the proportions of the metals used

in forming the alloy, and the quality of the

materials; the moment at whioh to withdraw

the goods and the drying also require attention

An Encomium on English Workmen.—

Mr. J. T. Hibbert, M.P. for Oldham, distributed

the prizes, on the 27th nit., to the successful

students of the Barrow-in-Furness School of

Art. In the course of his address he alluded to

the marked advanoe whioh had been made in

science and art education since the year 1851.

Some persons said the people of this country

were not lovers of art, but he did not agree with

that view, an he thonght Englishmen were just

as much artistic and just as great lovers of art

as Frenchmen, Germans, or Italians, if they only

had the opportunity of being educated. He

was in favour of museums, picture-galleries

or places of resort of this kind, being provided

more generally throughout the oountry. He

spoke in high terms of the British working-man,

of his industry and perseverance, and expressed

his conviction that, if he could acquire eduoation

in science and art, it would enable this oountry

to maintain that great commercial supremacy

she had fortunately heretofore enjoyed. He

believed the English workman could do as much

in the shorter hours as the workman in foreign

countries could do in longer hours. The past of

this oountry had undoubtedly been great, and

he believed that nothing had made it so great

as its manufacturing and commercial suprem

acy, and the manner in whioh the people hed

been able to compete with the various countries

of the world. We might boast of our wars and

our fleets, but he believed that that whioh would

be found to best promote the greatness of the

country would be the further progress of our

industries.

Employment of Children in Germany.

—The recent reports of the factory inspectors

in Germany show a marked deorease in the

employment of the young. In Berlin, though

there has been no particular obange in the

numbers of artisanB, those of the children have

very much diminished. In 33 factories none

are employed, and in all the others there are

only nine ohildren below 14 years of age. The

proportion of ohildren of both sexes between 14

and 16 to the bulk of the workpeople employed

was 3 per oent. in 1874, 2 5 per cent, in 1875-6-7,

and 2-2 per cent, in 1878; so that the diminu

tion is constantly increasing, and if the propor

tion of boys alone is taken, it is still greater,

being 2 2 per cent, in 1874 and 1°8 in 1878.

This deorease, says the Times, results from the

stringency of the factory laws and the trop de

zele of the inspectors. The same thing is hap

pening iu the provinces. In the district of

Frankfort-on-Oder there are 330 olothworks

employing 14,400 workpeople, and in these the

number of ohildren has deoreased between

1876-8 by 560, or more than 23 per cent, of the

total. In the districts of Cologne, Coblenz, and

Treves the numbers have diminished from 6,334

to 4,237, ont of whioh there are but 61 of the

sohool age—viz., below 14 years. Wiesbaden

and Dusseldorf are the only diBtriots which show

an inorease, it being 61 in the former and 889

in the latter, thongh the Dusseldorf figures seem

oapable of being explained. The total number

of children employed in these two districts, in

690 factories and workshops, waB 6,515, of whioh

305 only are of the sohool age.

French Textile Industry. — A decided

improvement is manifesting itself in France in

these branches of trade, according to the

returns just issued for the first ten months of

the present year. The import of cotton goods

has been less than those of the corresponding

ten months of 1878 by 4,300,000 f., while the

export has increased to the amount of 5,000,000 f.

The import of woollen yam, which was

16,000,000 f. in 1878, has been only 12,000,000 f,

in 1879, while the export of yarn has increased

by 5,500,000 f. The export of wool is

82,000,000 f. in 1879, against 78,000,000 f. in

1878. The export of silk and silk floss, whioh

was 103,000,000 last year, has already reaohed

123,000,000 np to the present. The import of

raw silk in 1879 is 3,307,400 kilogrammes,

against 3,260,500 in 1878, and of thrown silk

913,500 kilogrammes, against 743,400. On the

other hand, the export of silk goods has

diminished from 221,494,000 f. to 201,273,000 f.

The following table epitomizes the situation (in

francs) :—

Imports.

1879. 1878.

Cotton goods 53,958,000 ... 57,666,000

Cotton yarns 26,849,000 ... 34,751,000

Woollen yarns 12,276,000 ... 16,184,000

Exports.

Cotton goods 52,381,000 ... 47,265,000

Woollen goods 373,107,000 ... 271,105,000

Woollen yarns 35,804,000,.. 30,312,000

Silk yarns 123,000,000 ... 103,000,000

Silk goods 201,273,000 ... 221,494,000

Improvement in the American Furni

ture Trade.—The New Tork papers have

instituted inquiry among the several trades

there, and are unanimous in the conclusion that

the era of general trade depression has passed,

and what is true in a business way at New York

is true in Philadelphia and generally all over the

country. Among the more hopeful signs promi

nent is the fact that the demand is general for a

better olass of goods at better prices, and that

in many instances prices are establishing them

selves at a more reasonable profit to the manu

facturer and dealer, and are paid with less

haggling by the buyer. The general tone of

the market is reported to be more healthy. The

dry goods trade opened this fall with an in.

creased demand for all kinds of stook. In

furniture, with an increase of from 10 to 15 per

cent, iu prices, there is an increase of 25 per

oent. in the demand. Trade in carpets and oil

cloths has been so good that the home factories

have been taxed to their utmost capacity.

Leading dealers in crockery report excellent

prospeots for the fall and winter trade, with

inoreased demand, accompanied by greater com

petition. The hide and leather dealers, who

have met with severe losses since 1873, regard

the present condition of their trade as promising

largely inoreased. The hardware business shows

an inorease in both demand and prioes, although

the latter are not higher than they were last

year. Since August prices have advanced from

15 to 25 per oent., and the condition of the trade

is sound and satisfactory. The business in fancy

goods, millinery, and kindred branohes is more

active and prosperous than it has been since the

close of the war.

The Origin of the Term "Mnngo."—

This muoh-slaudered substance first became

known as "devil's dust" amongst those who

delight in slang phrases. The origin of the

title is explained in two ways. It is related of

a certain manufacturer who first attempted its

use, and who had been continually annoyed by

the report of his carder that " it wadno go,"

that he became irate, and replied iu the provin

cial brogue, " bnt it mun go," and to his credit,

be it said, made it go. The other authority, Mr.

Wm. Smith, in his " History of Morley," p. 219,

says, "The disoovery of this article of com.

merce was made by George Parr, of Howley

Mill, in Morley. On seeing some old olothes

being torn up by a rag-machine for the purpose

of being used as flocks, the idea ooourred to him

that the material was capable of being used for

more important purposes. He determined to

purchase a quantity and have it manufactured

into oloth. Having bought the material, he

persuaded Mr. John Watson, manufacturer, of

Hunger-hill, Morley, to try its properties, and

the trial proved the possibility of its being

ultimately utilised. This cloth was, however,

spoiled by the presence of ootton threads from

the seams of the garments, but this was reme

died by the employment of women to sort and

take out the seams previous to their being

ground. The experiment was renewed, and with

perfeot success. This occurred about the year

1834, and it is noteworthy that this artiole de

rives its name from two vernaoular words,

whioh, translated into English, mean ' must go.'

It originated from a remark made by Samuel

Parr, brother of the discoverer, who, on being

unable to persuade a manufacturer to buy some

of the material, wrapped up his samples with

the remark that it ' mango,' meaning that it

' must go.' " Both the explanations end with

the same meaning.

Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools.—

The annual court of governors and subsoribers

of the Warehousemen and Clerks' Sohools was

held at the Guildhall Tavern on the 27th ult

Mr. W. J. M. Mollis, deputy-ohairman, presided

and amongst those present were Mr. J. Adams,

Mr. W. Baoon, Mr. T. Bates, Mr. George P.

Britten, Mr.Wm.Buok, Mr. G. Cable, Mr. E.Storr,

Mr. Stuttard, Mr. B. White, Mr. Whitehouse, Mr.

Woolcott, and Mr. H. White (seoretary), Ac. The

report, whioh was read by the secretary, stated

that the donations and life subscriptions amounted

to £630. 16s. 6d., the annual subscriptions to

£2,754. 3s. ; and legacies, £894. 10s. ; the total

receipts being £5,843. 9s. 2d. The expenditure

was, for general purposes, £6,860. 5s. lid.;

balance of the coat of the Leaf Memorial Wing,

£2,245. 7s. 6d. ; and there was a balance due to

the bankers of £213. 0s. 8d. The total deficiency

iu the year's accounts was £1,229. 17s. 5d. The

annual subscriptions had fallen off to the extent

of 200 guineas. The legacies received were

from the executors of the late Mr. B. Barnioott,

£100; from Mr. Jeremiah Botherham, £200;

from Mr. James Graham, £500 ; and from Mr.

H. S. Wren, 100 guineas. The Bight Hon. W.

H. Smith, M.P., had consented to preside at the

annual dinner, to be held at the Cannon-street

Hotel on the 16th inst. The Chairman, in moving

the adoption of the report, said that it gave cause

for congratulation; although at first sight the

figures might look a little discouraging. They

had now completed and furnished a new wing,

whioh was adapted to hold 100 additional orphan

ohildren. This had been done at a oost of some

thing like £10,000, of which £7,000 had been

specially subscribed, and only £3,000 had been

taken from the amount they had in the funds.

The report having been adopted, a complimentary

vote of thanks was passed to Mr. S. Hope Morley

for his services as treasurer, to whioh office he

was re-elected. Similar expressions of thanks

were given to the auditors and to the honorary

officers, who were also re-appointed.

Paisley School of Art.—The [annual dis

tribution of prizes to the students in connection

with the above institution, took place on the

28th ult. Mr. P. Comyn Macgregor of Brediland,UOUUU IAIUU1UIVU \Sa. I/UOII UO ^lUUllDlUg MUUU UlVl AULA* J. ■ W\SU>J .tu-tavQ* V£V* W» A»w*au*«*fea|

better things. The exports of leather have vice-president of the institution, took the ohair
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Mr. W. Stewart the head-master, remarked on

the increase of attendance at the science

drawing-classes, and the decrease at the art-

class. A great change had taken place in

Paisley with regard to art, aa they were all

aware. Many years ago the art-class in the

town was in a most flourishing condition, when

the shawl trade was in the heyday of prosperity.

In fact, the sohool was established for the

purpose of meeting the want then experienced

for the education of shawl-designers. That

trade had left the town, or had declined, and

the art-class was now in a poor condition

numerically. But if the art-class had fallen

away in point of numbers, the science drawing-

class, which was nsed for the purpose of trade,

had grown, and the membership was increasing.

The science drawing-class had been found ,useful

to workmen, and had been attended by suoh.

The chairman, after having distributed the

prizes, delivered an address, in whioh he traced

the progress of the sohool from its origin in 1846.

The Bev. Mr. Gentles, who spoke next, alluded

to the manufactures whioh had taken the place

of the shawl trade, at one time the staple in.

duBtry of the town, and impressed upon the

pupils the necessity of attending to a technioal

education. Provost MaoKean, speaking of the

decline of the handloom weaving trade, said

that during the last dozen years, from six to

eight thousand weavers mnst have left off their

connection with the shawl-weaving trade. Re

ferring to art, he laid that the hnman frame

was the most difficult to outline, and there were

two things he had never seen properly drawn,—

a man with a barrow, and a woodcutter at his

oooupation hewing down trees. He offered a

gninea each to the pupils who would give him a

sketch on these subjects properly drawn. The

proceedings were brought to a close with the

usual complimentary votes.

ortjoining Jfarratere Sales.

Deo. 10.—Messrs. Bushworth, Abbott & Stevens,

at 114, Queen's-gato, S.W.

Dec. 16.—Messrs. W. Richardson & Co., at 20,

Elm Tree-road, St. John's Wood, N.W.—At

1 o'clock.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Oflioe : 120, BTJNHILL BOW, LONDON, E.G.

BBIDGE WHABF,

85, WHABF BOAD, CITY BOAD, N.,

And BBITANNIA WHA.BF, EAGLE WHABF

BOAD, N.

T7i« most extensive Stock of every kind nf Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Worker i

and oas fittisg manttfactureks.

64, Clement Street, Birminoham.

Artist! in Decorative ReponMi1 and Manufacturm of
Architectural Hstal Work.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Bailings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,
Gates and Bail-

ings,
Hinges,

Latches and
Handles,

Finials,

Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,

Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronas,
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Dogs,

Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Domestic Ornamental Metal Work of all dei
THOS. BEAWN and CO. work from Architects' i

or prepare special designs for ell classes of Metal 1
to order. They particularly desire to draw the atte
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to 1
superior Repotuae Work, which is highly decorative, and

suitable for the internal fittings of bniljinga in all stylet
of Architecture. Establishkd 28 Yius.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & F. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND3D0WN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

n^E^.isrTJ^'^a.OTO^irr at cobk.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TEEMS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

160,000 ft. taper. in Stock ready for Laying.

BIGA INCH OAK FLOOB BOAKDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongued).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

THIN PARQUET (Tubpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thiok, prepared on three doal baok laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

teenoTal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

'Deal Backing
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DATING FORWARD.

T a recent meeting of the Brad

ford Chamber of Commerce, a

discussion took place (epitomised

in the Furniture Gazette of

the 29th ult.) on the terms of

credit in the textile trades of

j that town and elsewhere, and

particularly on the pernicious system of dating

forward, which was denounced by several

speakers. It was unanimously considered

desirable that uniformity of terms should

prevail, and that such should be rigidly adhered

to, but in the course of the discussion it was

made apparent that such fixity of terms was

impracticable, as in seasons of depression

when stocks accumulate and there is a danger

of looms standing idle, buyers would still

manage to dictate their own terms, to which

manufacturers would accede with a view of

lessening the bulk of their superfluous stocks,

and further, that in the fierce competition now

existing, some manufacturers would be found

willing to submit to almost any terms in order

to effect sales. It was suggested that the

manufacturers of Bradford should league

themselves together to maintain the old fixed

terms, and on no account to encourage the

dating-forward system. After a lengthy

discussion it was, however, agreed that

if such a league were formed, the less

scrupulous would violate the conditions in

j secret, and, what was more important, a great

portion of the Bradford trade might be driven

to other towns where the manufacturers and

merchants were not bound by any such stipu-

tion, and where buyers would be able to pur

chase goods on such terms as suited their

means of payment. The whole discussion,

therefore, fell through, and no resolution wa9

arrived at.

The usual and generally recognised terms in

the textile branch of the furnishing trade are

a month's credit, with a discount of 2j per

cent., or a three months' bill,—a wholesome

and equitable arrangement between seller and

buyer which formerly, save in exceptional

cases, was the rule. Of late years, however, a

system has come into vogue of giving extended

credit by dating the invoices two, three or

I four months forward, which has now become

so common a practice as to be injurious to

; fair and regular trading. It must be conceded

that, at times, forward dating is not only

unobjectionable but really beneficial to both

dealer and purchaser. Stocks will accumulate

in unfavourable seasons, which it is necessary

to reduce even at a loss ; novelties in fabric

and design are constantly coming forth to

supersede old styles, which are thus left on the

shelf, and must be cleared out to make room

for the newer goods in demand, and such can

only be got rid of either by a reduction in

price or by an equivalent concession of terms.

There are also many small retail traders, living

from hand to mouth, with whom it is a con

tinuous struggle to keep their heads above

water. To such it is an important advantage

to enjoy extended credit, which enables them

to turn their purchases into cash before the

day of payment,and many a business man,now

of good standing and established credit, has to

thank the liberal concessions of those with

with whom he dealt, in the way of credit, for

his having been enabled to pass successfully

through his early years of struggle.

Generally, however, the dating-forward sys

tem is " more honoured in the breach than

in the observance," and is mischievous in its

effects upon the regular course of trade.

When a manufacturer or warehouseman finds

he has an accumulation of superfluous

stock, or stock which hangs fire, he offers it,

in the first instance, to large, wealthy firms that

have capital at command, at a certain per

centage of reduction in the price, and, after

some haggling, they generally purchase for

cash the whole or a portion, which they mark

at prices below those of the smaller houses in

their neighbourhood, and thus monopolise

the trade and take the bread out of the

mouths of their struggling competitors. But

the large firms do not absorb the whole of

these job goods. They are offered to smaller

men as well ; men who pay by bills instead of

taking the discounts, and these are baited

with the tempting offer of dating forward,

time being an all-important matter with them.

In too many instances they listen to the plau

sible offer without calculating the merits of

the transaction in all its bearings, and swallow

the bait, which not unfrequently leads them into

financial embarrassment. One of these re

tailers, for instance, with no more capital than

what is locked up in his stock, enters a City

warehouse, carefully selects what he requires

for assorting his stock, and not more than he

feels assured he will be able to pay for at the

end of the month, and is leaving, when the

salesman calls his attention to a pile of goods,

saying : " I've got a job line here—a prime lot

—just the sort of stuff to suit your trade."

" No," is the reply, " I am quite full—in fact,

overstocked, and do not care to buy gooda to

lie on the shelves." " Well, they would have

been worth your notice if you had been

open ; but come and have a glass of wine

before you go." And they go into an inner

counting-house and sit chatting over a bottle

of wine on the late depression in trade and its

probable revival, which the salesman declares

to be certain and immediate, an opinion the

buyer assents to in a qualified degree.

When the latter rises to depart, the ware

houseman artfully conducts him past the job

pile, and, slapping it with his hand, says:

" You should not allow these goods to go to

your neighbours, to undersell you. They are a

decided bargain, and you can have any portion

ofthem at ten per cent, off." " That is certainly

a tempting offer, but I have sufficient in stock

to last me for the coming month, and I sup

pose I should have to pay for them when due,

whether the payment were convenient to me

or not ? " " Oh ! do not distress yourself on

that point ; we'll make that all right ; " and,

dropping his voice to a whisper, as if afraid of

being overheard : " We are anxious to give

you a turn, and will date forward three

months, by which time you will have sold the

lot, by ticketing the goods in your window at

a lower price than your neighbours. Look at

them," pulling down two or three pieces, " the

quality is up to the mark, and the patterns are

A 1. You must have some in self-defence."

And with this specious logic the buyer is

inveigled into the purchase of a portion of the

goods, in the vague hope of clearing them out

in the intervening three months.

He gets the goods home, and on averaging

the cost with his stock in hand, he finds that

the aggregate is but five per cent, under the

usual price. He puts them in his window,

with a sensational ticket, but passers-by do

not seem to appreciate the greatness of the

bargain. He then puts " a tinge " on them, to

stimulate the eloquence of his shopmen in

pushing them off, which results in the sale of

a portion. Meanwhile, the day of payment is

rapidly approaching, and the goods, by being

constantly exposed in the window, are becom

ing faded and dirty, and, as a last resource, he

re-marks them at such a price as forces a sale,

but at a considerable loss on the cost price, and

he may or may not be able to meet the pay

ment. If he does, it is at the expense of

starving other departments, and the conse

quent loss of trade in not keeping them well

assorted. Thus it is that retail tradesmen are

tempted by the plausible offer of post-dating,

to purchase what they do not absolutely

require, and frequently, not being able to find
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the cash in time, they give bills, have them

renewed, lose their credit in the market, and

by such injudicious purchases take the first

step on the road to bankruptcy.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH CABINET-

MAKING.*

THE English have -within these last ten

years struck into a new path in reference

to furniture, necessitated by the introduction,

or rather revival, of the Old English, Queen

Anne, Adams, and Chippendale styles, while

the French and Italians have adhered (judging

from their exhibits) to the more heavy and

richly-carved styles of Louis XIII. and XIV.,

and the renaissance of different periods. The

English appear to have made vast strides in

the manufacture of furniture, to have thrown

a great diversity into their designs, and to have

attained a high degree of perfection in all the

more difficult branches of the cabinet-maker's

art. The French exhibits present a great

sameness in design, and, with a few exceptions,

the workmanship is not of the highest order.

The Italian work is inferior to the French in

construction and finish, but, as with the

French, everything seems to have been made

subservient to the display of the carver's art.

Their carvings are very beautiful indeed, the

styles of work exhibited giving peculiar

facilities for the display of skill. The chief

characteristics of the English work are sim

plicity of construction, smoothness of finish,

level surfaces, close joints, regularity, the

making and mitreing of mouldings, the making,

fitting, and " running " of drawers, the making

of doors and other framing, and the selection

of the timber suitable for the work con

templated by the designer's pencil. These are

the important points to be attended to in the.

making of cabinet-work. I shall take as

examples the rosewood suite in the modern

English style in the morning room of the

Prince of Wales's pavilion, by Gillow ; the

chimney-piece and fittings for the room in

the " Old English " style, with wardrobe and

other furniture en suite, by Howard & Son ;

the cedar fittings for boudoir in the Queen

Anne style, with carvings after the Grinlin

Gibbons model, by Trollope & Sons ; the

drawing-room in the Adams style, by Gillow ;

and the inlaid mahogany bedroom suite, after

the manner of Chippendale, by the same emi

nent firm. As an example of inlaying, the

cabinets and other work exhibited by Messrs.

Jackson & Graham stand unrivalled for beauty

of design and excellence of workmanship

This applies to the whole range of cabinet

joinery, from the most minute inlay and deli

cate moulding to the more massive door and

wall-framings, with their pedestal, pilasters,

columns, and dados. The inlaying and

moulding are remarkable for simplicity of

design, light, although solid, construction,

neatness of make, and smooth and unbroken

surfaces, with every portion admirably suited

to its special purpose. The wood is a choice

selection of rosewood unpolished, but rubbed

bright, which gives the work a look of great

repose. The massive parts are characterised

by great boldness of design, careful and judi

cious selection of materials, close joints, level

surfaces, and perfect making and mitreing of

mouldings, which confers a look of great, but

quaint, solidity. The work has been nearly all

done by machinery, and illustrates the advan

tage of wood-working machinery to the

cabinet manufacturer.

The cedar fittings are a magnificent and

novel example of cabinet joinery, which has

every qualification that constitutes good work

manship. It is perfection in every detail. The

wood selected for this work (pencil cedar) was

a most happy thought on the part of the de

signer, for not only is the colour well adapted

for the display of the carved ornamentation,

but with the dull polish imparted to the sur

faces and mouldings, the minutia) of the

beautiful design can be seen. In addition to

this the wood emits a delicious aroma, which

• From the Society of Arts Artisan Reports on the

Paris Exhibition of 1878. Division VI. By John Frazer,

it never loses, and is therefore peculiarly

adapted for a boudoir, library, saloon, or in

deed for any apartment where a rich, warm,

but not " woody " look or feel is essential. It

is said that pencil cedar exudes a resinous gum.

I have never seen this where the wood was

exposed to the action of the air, but in drawers

which remain closed for many years a slight

mouldiness, or " fur," seemingly caused by

damp, does appear. In this respect it is quite

unlike Havana cedar, which exudes a gum

that sticks to and destroys anything it comes

in contact with. As dado and wall-panelling

are now becoming so popular, this example is

worth the consideration of purchasers and

manufacturers, for this timber would lose

nothing of its beauty in a modified or plainer

design than that exhibited by Messrs. Trollope.

The drawing-room shows the very minutest

surface ornament with wall-panelling and door-

framing, all of the highest order of work

manship and truthfulness to the style it is

wrought in, and is remarkable for the skill

displayed in the veneering and inlaying of the

furniture, and the beauty and finish of the

doors of this apartment, which are of the

choicest Hispaniola, veneered with satinwood

on the drawing-room side, and showing the

mahogany on the other side, which opens into

a room furnished with the same beautiful

wood.

The suite of mahogany bedroom or dress

ing-room furniture, inlaid with satinwood,

after the manner of Chippendale, is another

notable piece of work. I could only make a

superficial examination of this, but nevertheless

feel quite justified in saying that only the

rarest skill could Iproduce such imitations of

the old masters.

Another fine example of English skill in

furniture making is the artistic and truly

beautiful inlaid work of Jackson & Graham,

contained in a chimney-piece and chimney-

glass in lioxwood inlaid with ivory, purple,

grey, and other woods ; also a cabinet in

similar materials, an escritoire en suite, and a

cabinet in ebony and ivory. These show

cabinet-makers' skill of the very highest order.

There is no inlaid work in the Exhibition

equal to these, which place beyond all doubt

the capability of the English for this descrip

tion of production.

The French section contains many pieces of

highly artistic and carefully made furniture,

but the greater part lacks the high order of

finish which constitutes good work. In fact,

the observer is struck by the grandeur of the

artist's conception, but on closer examination

of the article he finds that it does not realise

its promise, but, on the contrary, the more he

looks at it the less he likes the work. There

is a straining after effect, that mars the true

feeling which beauty and repose inspire. It

seems to me that the object for which the

piece of work is made is lost sight of, in anxiety

to give the carver an opportunity of displaying

his skill, undeniably very great. It is not

pleasing to see a bookcase with no place to put

books, or a sideboard which would be of no

use in a dining-room, or a wardrobe with no

receptacle for clothes. There are some marked

exceptions to this, in which graceful, elegant,

and useful furniture, thoughtfully designed for

its purpose and carried out with great skill, is

found. It is refreshing to meet with these

after the highly-carved articles with their

circular ends, deep " breaks," and immense

cornices elaborately sculptured to convey an

impression of the wondrous skill of the work

man, but capable of doing nothing more. In

the French furniture section you are in a

perfect maze of grand effects, not, however,

so much in the furniture itself as in the sur

roundings ; for the skill of the French uphol

sterer is simply marvellous—the mere manner

of setting out their exhibits is artistic beyond

description.

The English and French differ in the manner

of constructing their work, and in the kinds of

material selected for the different parts. The

French veneer all their good work on oak, and

show the oak on the insides, irrespective of the

outsides, which may be walnut or satin-wood.

The English, on the other hand, make their

work to look as if it were all made out of one

material, which is much to be preferred, con

ferring, as it does, an appearance of greater

solidity. The endeavour to flush-panel every

part, which the French carry to the extent of

making imitation framings with veneer, is

highly objectionable, because timber, no matter

how well seasoned, is subject to contract or

expand with the variations of temperature ; but

when panels are bound with framing, the slight

expansion and contraction to which wood is

always subject cannot take place, and this re

sults in broken joints and uneven surfaces. I

observe the English never make framed work

but where it is necessary, and the result is that

their work stands better. The English con

struct all their carcase work permanent, while

the French make it portable. This gives a

firm body, to which the other components of

the article are attached, and square rigid

openings into which the drawers are to run.

The several parts of the French work are put

together with thumb-screws, which, no mt ter

how well done, cannot be as good as d jve-

tailed and glued work. The metb/ d of

" halving " in making framed work adop ed by

the French is inferior to the mortise and tenon

so much used by the English, but the dowelled

framings of the French are by no means bad.

The workshops present much the appear

ance of those in Dublin, and the same methods

of giving the men their work seem the rule

both in Paris and London. But the principle

of payments is not the same. At the general

work Parisians are paid from 7 to 10 francs

per day of 10 hours, but where the work is

very large or elaborate it is given into the-

charge of one individual, who selects a number

of men, and these then receive as a " draw "

their average earnings, the one in charge, who

is responsible for the whole, getting something-

more. When the work is finished, if pro

duced under its estimated value, the difference-

is divided equally amongst the men engaged

upon it, but the employer takes the responsi

bility of his estimate. This is something of

the co-operative system, and is pretty generally

in use, works very well, and is an incentive to-

hard work and sustained industry. It is good

for the employer, who has an insurance that

the men, in working hard for a " divide," are

doing the same to bring his work in at the-

estimated price. It is much better than piece

work, where everything that it is possible to

leave undone is so left, in the constant effort

on the part of the operatives to come " up to

price," much to the detriment of the man him

self, to the customer who buys, and eventually

to the reputation also of the manufacturer.

I find, on comparing the prices ef the French

with the English work, the latter stands welL

notwithstanding that the French labour 67±

hours a week (they work on Sundays for 7\

hours), against the Englishman's 54 or 66

hours. This applies to the common work

about town, as well as to that at the Exhibi

tion. The Italian work is much cheaper than

either English or French. The wage rate is

much better in France (for the cabinet

maker) than in England, and far above that of

Ireland. Taken at its minimum, 5s. lOd. per

day for 6J days gives the Frenchman £2,

which is about the average London wages for

56 hours, the Dublin wages being £1. 12s. 6d.

for a week of CO hours. These figures must

only, however, be considered in reference to

their purchasing value. In this respect the

French value is 25 per cent better than the

English, and the cost of living for a workman

and his family in London is somewhat less

(except, perhaps, for house rent) than in

Dublin.

THE LAW ON THE REMOVAL OF

FIXTURES*

THE right of severance and removal of

annexations to the soil by the tenant of

a particular estate has, in modern law, de

veloped into a right of considerable value and

importance.

It must be remembered that the situation of

a tenant, and the nature and extent of his

* From a paper by Mr. J. Smalman Smith, Barriste r
at-Law. read at the ordinary general meeting of the

Institution of Surveyors on the 1 1th ult.
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rights relating to fixtures, may be varied by

private contract, and the construction which

had been placed by the courts upon covenants

of this kind will receive separate attention ;

but, for the present, it must be presumed that

there is no such private contract affecting his

rights as to fixtures, and that the demise con

tains no covenants that relate thereto.

The position of the tenant will now be con

sidered apart from any such incidents, and

with regard only to his rights as sanctioned

and established by the general rule of law ;

and it may here be noted that where it has

been determined that a right of severance

exists under the circumstances already dis

cussed, & fortiori it may be taken to exist

when the relative position of the parties is that

of landlord and tenant, and the cases already

cited will be applicable, so far as they allow of

the existence of a right of severance and

removal, to the state of facts now under

consideration.

The presumption of law which arises from

" the position of the parties," when they stand

to each other in the relation of landlord and

tenant, is one in the least degree favourable to

an intention to permanently benefit the free

hold: in fact, an intention to permanently

benefit the freehold, on the part of a tenant

annexing articles to the soil, can never be pre

sumed solely from the relatioa of the parties

as landlord and tenant.

It will depend in a great degree upon a

consideration of "the mode and degree of

annexation," " the nature and character of the

fixture, and the use for which it is intended,"

to determine whether a fixture is " movable "

or " irremovable " ; in other words, these two

latter incidents now become the most important

indicia of the intention.

If the article is so firmly annexed to the

freehold or incorporated therewith that it

cannot be removed without permanent injury

to the freehold, the tenant will not be allowed

to remove it. It is a proper question for a

jury to determine whether the removal of a

fixture would cause substantial injury to the

freehold, and such a direction on the part of

the Judge is a good test of the mode and

extent of annexation.* A windmill, built of
■wood and resting on a brick foundation, by its

own weight alone was held to be a chattel and

a " movable fixture " between heir and execu

tor.! A barn constructed of wood resting on

staddels of stone, built into a brick foundation,

may be removed by a tenant, but the founda

tion must remain. This latter case was decided

on the ground that the barn was not fixed,

and that a wooden barn so constructed was

not annexed to the soil.

In Buckland v. Butterfield, a conservatory

which had been purchased by a tenant for

years and brought from a distance was by him

erected on a brick foundation, 1 ft. 3 in. deep ;

upon that was bedded a sill, over which was a

framework covered with slate ; the framework

was 8 ft. or 9 ft. high at the end, and about

2 ft. in front. This conservatory was attached

to the dwelling-house by eight cantilevers, let

9 in. into the wall, which cantilevers supported

the rafters of the conservatory ; resting on the

cantilevers was a balcony with iron rails. The

conservatory was constructed with sliding

glasses, paved with Portland stone, and con

nected with the parlour chimney by a flue ;

two windows were opened from the dwelling-

house into the conservatory, one out of the

dining-room, another out of the library. The

Court held that the conservatory had become

part of the freehold, and could not be removed

Dy the tenant or his assignees. Chief-Justice

Dallas appears to have decided this case on the

ground that there may be a " sort of fixing or

annexation which, though the building or

thing annexed may have been merely for

ornament, will yet make the removal of it
■waste."

In Jenkins v. Gething,J greenhouses built in

a garden and constructed of wooden frames,

fixed with mortar to a foundation of brick

work, were held to be " irremovable fixtures";

* Avery t. Cbstlyn, 3 A. 4 E. 78.
t Hex c. OUey, 1 B. & Ad., 161.

♦ Buckland r. ButteruVlJ, p. 14. Jenkins r, GetbiDc.
2 J. AH., 820. ' *'

the boiler built into the floor of the green

house was also held to be an "irremovable

fixture," but the pipes belonging to the heat

ing-apparatus and connected with the boiler

by screws were held to be " movable fixtures."

Vice-Chancellor Wood, in this case, after dis

tinguishing the position of a tenant from that

of an incumbent, as in Martin v. Roe,* goes on

to say :—" There is nothing to distinguish this

case from Buckland v. Butterfield."

It may be taken as the result of the autho

rities that a fixture, in order to be " movable,"

must be of a chattel nature and character

before it was annexed, or, at the least, must

partake of a character independent of the soil.

In the relation of landlord and tenant, but in

that relation alone, the rule of law was re

laxed for the encouragement of trade, it being

very early perceived that it would be injurious

to trade if a tenant were told that he must

continue to conduct his trade with property

which need not be fixed in any way to the

soil, or he would at once be held to have made

a present of it to his landlord. In the time of

Lord Holt.t such fixtures were movable by a

tenant, and a series of subsequent authorities

have established this general principle with

respect to trade fixtures.

Lord Ellenborough, in the case of Elwes v.

Mawe,J also recognises the authority of the

decisions in which fixtures, set up for purposes

not wholly but in part connected with trade,

have been held to be " movable fixtures."

When a tenant is a nurseryman, and makes

it his trade, he may remove trees.§

The right of a tenant to sever and remove

fixtures does not for certain purposes affect the

character of the fixture as a part of the soil to

which it is annexed. By the exercise of the

right of severance the fixture becomes a chattel,

and subject to the incidents of a chattel. Never

theless, until that right is exercised, the general

rule of law still obtains, that when a tenant

annexes articles to the demised premises during

the term, such annexations or " fixtures " be

come part of the freehold. || The tenant is,

moreover, liable to be divested of his right,

should he not exercise it within certain pre

scribed limits ; in such case the property in the

fixture will pass to the owner of the soil to

which it is annexed.

Lord-Justice James, in ex parte Daglish,^

has thus stated the law on the subject :—" In

the case of a freehold, the freeholder has

exactly the same interest in everything at

tached to the freehold as he has to the bricks

and mortar themselves, which make up the

walls of the freehold. But that is not the

case with respect to a tenant who has a limited

interest,—it does not signify what that limited

interest is,—in the soil and the buildings, and

who has besides an absolute interest, a com

plete and unqualified property (unqualified

except as to this, that he must remove it be

fore the end of that term), in the fixtures as

distinct from the interest in the land. This

interest is a thing which he can part with, a

thing which his creditors can stize, and a

thing which is liable to execution as against

him, just as much as the chairs and tables in

Ms house."

Where a yearly tenant of a house had at

his own expense hung bells, but quitted the

premises without removing them, it was held

that, by remaining fixed to the freehold after

the expiration of the term, they become the

property of the landlord, and that the tenant

could not maintain trover for them after the

landlord had severed them from the freehold.**

In the absence of special contract, tenant's

fixtures cannot be removed after the termina

tion of the lease, and this rule applies whether

the lease determines by effluxion of time or by

re-entry on forfeiture.**

The result of the authorities may be stated,tt

first, that fixtures go, at the expiration of the

term, to the landlord, unless the tenant has,

during the term, exercised his right to remove

• Martin r. Bo«, 2 Joh. 4 H„ 626.

t Poole'i Cue, 1 Salk., 368.
i Elwes c. Maw*, 3 East, 64.
§ Wyndham r. Way, 4 Taunt., 316.
|l Bx parte Dagliih, 21 W. B., 893 ; 29 L. J., 163,
•J Lyde r. Bnsaell, 1 B. 4 Ad., 3114.

"Pngh r. Arton, 8 L. B., Ex., 626.
tt Heap v. Barton, 12 C. B., 274.

them ; secondly, that the tenant may remove

the fixtures notwithstanding the term has

expired, if he remains in possession of the pre

mises ; * thirdly, that his right to remove

fixtures after his term has expired is subject to

this further qualification, viz., that the tenant

continues to hold the premises under a right

still to consider himself as tenant.

The right of a tenant to sever and remove

" movable fixtures " is frequently governed by

express covenants.! When this is the case,

the rights of the parties will, of course, depend

upon the legal construction of such covenants.

A general covenant to repair extends not

only to buildings, but to fixtures, and a tenant

is precluded by such a covenant from remov

ing fixtures. | A tenant may also deprive him

self of his right to remove fixtures by under

taking to repair, and yield up in good repair,

improvements and fixtures.

If a tenant on the determination of his

tenancy takes any fresh interest in the pre

mises, he should take care to reserve expressly

his right to remove those fixtures which he

had, under the old tenancy, a right to sever

and remove, otherwise the tenant may lose

his property in them altogether ; and it may be

generally stated that the right of a tenant to

remove fixtures may be divested by any new

agreement for the use and employment of the

land in which there is no mention of the

fixtures. Suppose a tenant from year to year,

or without any express covenant to repair,

erects structures or improvements, and subse

quently takes a lease of the same premises,

with a general covenant to repair, the lessee

would be restrained from removing those

fixtures at the determination of the tenancy

so created, although he might have removed

them previously to the commencement of his

lease. §

Where the outgoing tenant stipulates with

the incoming tenant for a purchase of the

fixtures at a valuation, the landlord should, in

all cases, be made a party to such an agree

ment ; otherwise, if the fixtures are allowed

to remain until the incoming tenant has taken

possession, the landlord may dispute the right

of purchase and sale, and claim the fixtures on

the ground that the outgoing tenant has di

vested himself of the right to remove the

fixtures by neglecting to exercise his right

during the term.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION OF

SILK.

rTIIIE extent to which the adulteration of

J_ certain textile fabrics, notably silk and

cotton, is carried, is little suspected by the

buyers of such goods, and it is only by some

event outside the regular course of trade that

the enormity of the practice is ever brought

to light.

Thus, about a year ago, a suit brought in

a court of justice to recover payment for

sizing a quantity of cotton, revealed the extent

to which that form of adulteration is carried.

In the course of the trial the plaintiff was

forced to explain that his process of sizing

involved the loading of cotton goods with

flour, clay, Epsom salts, chlorates of zinc and

magnesia, and glue, to the extent of 70 per

cent. He had used as high an average as-

130 per cent. ; and he confessed that there

were men in the business who loaded their

goods with size as much as 230 per cent.

Silk fares even worse. The steamship Mosel,

on a recent voyage from Bremen to New York,

mysteriously took fire in mid-ocean. Fortu

nately the fire was promptly discovered, and

after a hard fight of five hours was put out.

When the Mosel reached her destination an

examination was made, resulting in clear

evidence that the fire spontaneously originated

in certain silk goods. Samples were placed in

the hands of a chemist, who reported that,

under the microscope, the silk presented a

remarkable appearance. The fibres ran very

* Fenton «. Robert, 2 East., 68.
t Naylor r. Collinge, 1 Taunt., 19.
t 14 Yin. Ab., 291. Sse [also ex parte Astbury, 4 L. B.,

Cb. app., 638.
§ Thresher o. East London Waterworks Company,

2 B. 4 C, 608.
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irregularly, and were partly covered with

scales of a metallic lustre, while on other

fibres heavy sponge-like knots of dark colour

could be observed. The physical structure of

the fibre seemed unimpaired. A careful

chemical analysis disclosed that 100 parts of

the silk were made up as follows :—Moisture,

9-15 ; pure silken fibre, 21-35 ; oxide of iron,

13-45 ; other minerals, not determined, 3-30 ;

fatty oils, 1'85 ; organic dye-stuffs and colour

ing matters, 50 90. The silk was free from

cotton or wool fibres. For each part of fibre,

075 part of oxide of iron and nearly 2-50

parts of organic dyes were used for colouring.

The colouring substances for this silk most pro

bably contained tannic acids or similar sub

stances. As much of the dyestuff and iron salt

was not absorbed, it lay upon the surface of

the fibre. Iron salts, when precipitated and

combined with tannic or similar acid9, will

undergo, by action of the oxygen in the

atmosphere, a certain chemical change, and

in doing so give out heat. The combustion

thus started was assisted by the inflammable

silk fibres and fatty oils.

The report further stated that for several

years manufacturers of silk goods in Germany

and France have supplied the market with an

article remarkable for its fine lustre and heavi

ness, combined with extraordinary cheapness.

Frequent fires in warehouses and railway-cars,

where such silks bad been stored, led to a

close investigation, and its dangerous character

was discovered. Its liability to spontaneous

combustion arose from its being overloaded

with dyestuffs and chemicals. Steps were at

once taken by insurance and railway com

panies to secure themselves against loss from

this cause.

The steamship company to which the Mosel

belongs announce that hereafter silk of this

incendiary character will be stowed in a sepa

rate compartment of their steamers, where it

can be constantly under observation, the offi

cers being provided with means for flooding

that part of the cargo at a moment's notice.

This is no doubt a good rule ; but a better

and surer preventive of risk from spontaneous

combustion in such dangerous materials would

be to stop buying them.

A gentleman who was in Lyons at the time

of a fire, from a similar cause, on the Oder, is

quoted as saying that then the matter was

brought to the notice of the silk manufac

turers in that city. They acknowledged that

there was danger from spontaneous combus

tion in heavily-weighted cord and sewing-silk,

as instances had been known of its flaming up

when thrown in heaps in the factories. They,

however, doubted whether there could be any

danger in manufactured silk. This, after

coming from the dyer, went through so many

processes, that they thought all danger was

worked out. The gentleman further stated

that at one time sewing-silk was regarded

with such suspicion by the Russian authorities,

that its carriage on passenger trains in Russia

was prohibited. He stated that the dangerous

quality in silk arose entirely from the chemi

cals used in the dyeing to give it weight. He

knew of silk which came from the dyer's with

an increased weight of over 275 per cent.

APPRENTICESHIP: SCIENTIFIC AND

UNSCIENTIFIC*

APPRENTICESHIP is the process by

which a boy or an inexperienced man

apprehends or learns to practise any craft, art,

trade, or profession. Inasmuch, also, as the

process of thus acquiring a craft or art was in

time past, and in some cases is still, made the

subject of a legal contract whereby the master

binds himself to instruct the apprentice

and the apprentice to serve his master

faithfully, the term apprenticeship is some

times applied to the legal contract entered

into to ensure the instruction of the appren

tice. The term is also sometimes loosely

applied to the period of time during

which such process of learning is continued.

* A paper read before the Society of Arts by Silranns
Phillips Thompson, D.Bo., B.A., Professor of Experi
mental Physios in Unireraity College, Bristol.

Since, then, apprenticeship is a process of

learning something, it is clearly, like every

other process of learning, subject to definite

principles or general laws. Just as there is a

right way and a wrong way of learning to

read, or to cipher, or to write, so there is a

right way and a wrong way of learning a trade

or an art, a handicraft or a profession.

Unfortunately, although in each case this

observation may at first sight appear to be a

truism, it is strange how far the majority of

mankind are from believing that there is a

genuine science of education, the general prin

ciples of which are equally applicable not only

to the processes of learning how to read, to

cipher, and to write, but also to those of learn

ing how to build houses, to print books, to

construct machinery, to compound drugs, or to

mould porcelain or glass.

A system of apprenticeship founded upon an

intelligent apprehension of these general prin

ciples would clearly be defined as a scientific

apprenticeship, whilst an apprenticeship in

which all such rational general principles were

ignored or violated must be as distinctly pro

nounced an unscientific apprenticeship. In

order that we may realise the vast difference

which exists between a scientific and unscien

tific apprenticeship, let us take an example of

a definite nature. I therefore select, from

amongst the various trades, crafts, and profes

sions, that one in which the idea of a scientific

apprenticeship is, in my opinion, most nearly

fulfilled, and which happens to be the profes

sion of medicine and surgery.

Suppose we had the duty of training a

youth for the medical profession, what kind

of training should we give him to prepare

him for his career ? I presume we all know

that no man can practise in this country as

surgeon or physician without a diploma or

licence, and that such a diploma or licence is

only granted to those who have been for

several years pursuing a course of studies in

the theory and practice of their future pro

fession, and have attained to a certain degree

of proficiency, as attested by the certificates

they produce from one or other of the various

recognised medical schools.

Suppose, however, that, leaving the accepted

routine of lecture-going, reading, dissecting,

and hospital practice, prescribed in the schools

of medicine for our young aspirant, we were

to adopt the following course:—Keep the

youth for five years studying metaphysic and

dialectic ; then, at the end of this period, send

him straight to work amputating and drugging

under the directions of an overlooker, whose

best qualification was that he could drive the

young student through the greatest amount of

paying work in the shortest possible time.

Suppose, moreover, all theoretical instruction,

all access to books, to be carefully eliminated,

and that meantime he should be taught to

laugh at and despise the notion that theoreti

cal knowledge was of any service to him, even

dissection, for the sake of adding to his know

ledge and experience, being forbidden him as

not being paying work. Suppose this to go on

for seven long years, the only change in the

routine being that towards the close of his

time he should no longer be required to

perform such menial offices as washing floors

or running errands. Suppose, I say, this course

to be adopted and deliberately defended as a

system of medical education, what would be

thought of it?

Yet, strange as it may seem, the outrageous

course which we have allowed ourselves to

suppose is a faithful analogue of that which in

thousands and hundreds of thousands of cases

is going on to-day, not in the apprenticeship to

the medical profession, but in the apprentice

ship to the handicraft trades. For the five

years of metaphysics, read five years of purely

literary study in the elementary school; and

for seven years of unintelligent and unin-

structed work, read seven years of unintelligent

and uninstructed drudgery in a workshop

under an uneducated, unsystematic overlooker,

selected for that post simply because he is a

good slave-driver ; and you have a not over

drawn picture of that which goes by the name

of " apprenticeship " in too many of the handi

crafts of England.

For, in brief, this is what we do when we

have a boy whom we propose to bring up as a

carpenter. Firstly, we keep him at the ele

mentary school until he can pass the Fourth

Standard, or until he is 13 or 14 years of age.

All these years, from the age of eight on

wards, he has done nothing but sit at a desk,

pen in hand, so to speak, working at studies

of an almost purely literary order, and which

are only in the most remote manner adap'ed

to the conditions of life he will be called to

fulfil. We keep him at school so long that he

has almost or altogether lost the taste for

work, and would rather starve on a pittance

as a clerk than don the workman's clothes to

win a day's wage with an honest day's wcrk.

Of the uses of tools he knows nothing, pos

sibly not even their names, and of the common

things of nature he is profoundly ignorant.

The creature thus prepared in the Board

school is, however, to be made a carpenter, and

forthwith he is suddenly transferred to a big

workshop, where he is greeted on all sides

with sights and sounds wholly new and

strange, where a language completely different

from that of his school teachers is in vogue,

where he begins at once to forget all that

he had previously learned, and where he must

abruptly conform to a new order of things.

He is placed under a journeyman carpenter,

who is supposed to look after him, but who,

having his own work also, and not being paid

to teach apprentices, nor, indeed, qualified so

to do, loses no opportunity of neglecting him.

The boy must do some work, so the first odd

job that may be supposed easy enough is set

before him, he has the very vaguest instructions

given him, and nobody troubles to explain to

him the difficulties he will encounter, or tell

him how to overcome them. He spoils two or

three pieces of wood before he has produced

anything, and is simply sworn at or threatened

with blows at each failure. Of instruction

there is none, for the workman who ought to

have instructed him could not do so if he

would, having been reared under the

vicious system ; and would not if he could, as

he has no mind to be displaced by a clever

young workman who could do his work for

less wages. So the lad learns, with weary

months of aimless and unsystematic labour, to

ape the tricks of the elder workmen, falling

irrevocably into their worst methods, and ac

quiring their slang talk. He is, of course, a

perfect slave to the inaccurate " rules of

thumb " handed down in the traditions of the

shops. As to consulting a book about his

work, the idea is too ridiculous to be named,

and he learns to laugh in turn at the idea that

he can be taught anything valuable in his craft

except by " a practical man." At first, before

his hands have acquired any rude kind of

skill, he is the common drudge, must run for

one man's coat, and for another's tobacco.

From the moment when he has obtained

some skill with his fingers he must be con

tinually producing paying work, and so,

without regard to that which would be

best fitting him for doing further work,

he must drudge on, planing mouldings or

shaping legs of stools by the year together.

He does not know how to describe his work,

could not read his instructions aright if given

him, as they ought to be, in the form of a

working drawing, much less could he himself

set out a working drawing for another to

work by. So he grows up an uninstructed,

uneducated, bad workman, and, having served

his seven years of apprenticeship duly, cannot

well be forbidden entrance to that haven of

bliss, the Union of his trade, where, having

entered, he can claim to be paid at least as

well as his fellow-workmen. And this is

apprenticeship.

Ooes the picture seem too grotesque or too

strongly coloured to be true P I can assure you

it is a photograph from real life, and not very

remote from being typical of apprenticeship as

it exists in many a workshop.

It is not needful to multiply instances ; every

one who has thought over the subject at all

must recognise the utter want of method and

reason which pervades the training of appren

tices in most of the handicraft trades, and

must know how true is the oft-repeated com
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plaint on every hand that good workmen are

not to be had. In the old days, when the

master was a craftsman first, and, perhaps, a

capitalist in consequence, matters were very

different, for the master charged himself with

the education of his apprentice, taking a pride

in instructing him in all he knew of his work,

and treating him as one of the family—almost

as his son ; and you will doubtless remember

that it was no uncommon thing, as with the

industrious apprentice portrayed to us by

Hogarth, for the apprentice to become his

master's son-in-law. We have but to read

the apprenticeship clauses of the time-

honoured oaths administered on admission

into the ancient guilds to recall the pro

found strength of this obligation of the

master towards those who were to hand down

to the future generations the secrets of the

craft. But all this changed when changing

social conditions replaced the master crafts

man, worker in his craft, and paternal in his

relations to his apprentices, by the capitalist, a

non-worker, who could not instruct his appren

tices, and could only set them to work through

the agency of a middleman or overlooker.

That which was logical, though perhaps un

scientific, in the old apprenticeship of the pre-

scientific Middle Ages, in this handing down

of the craft from generation to generation of

workers, became not only unscientific but

illogical as the great, though almost imper

ceptibly slow changes of the social fabric

worked their inevitable course. So that what

we to-day call apprenticeship is but the

withered husk of the once living institution,

lacking in all those essential elements which

gave it vitality and coherence.

If, then, the present so-called apprentice

ship, handed down to us as the descendant of

the old paternal apprenticeship and inheritor

of its name and of its legal prestige, and of

scarcely aught else beside, must be condemned

as irrational, unscientific, and out of harmony

with the social conditions of the age, what

can be suggested as a logical and scientific

substitute to take its place in social economy ?

"What system is there, either actual or pos

sible, that can do for our future craftsmen and

tradesmen that which the old paternal appren

ticeship endeavoured in old time to do P What

are the principles that must underlie the

attempt to reconstruct in a manner adequate

to modern, social, and industrial conditions,

the rational scientific apprenticeship of the

future ?

Those general principles may, I think, be

laid down without much difficulty ; what

difficulty exists will be found rather in the

application of those principles than in their

abstract enunciation.

1. In learning to perform any handicraft

operation, or to use skilfully any tool or ap

pliance, it is evident that the ability to do that

one thing rapidly and well can only be ac

quired by practice, and that the beginner must

learn by doing the thing many times over,

slowly and carefully at first, rapidly and well

afterwards.

2. Where, as in the case of most skilled

(and in many so-called unskilled) industries,

the craftsman must know how to do a great

many things, or to use many different tools,

it is evident that the process of acquiring the

complete knowledge of the craft will be much

facilitated if the learner be not kept doing over

again that which he already knows how to do

rapidly and well. Having gained skill in ore

operation by doing it often enough to acquire

speed and precision, he ought at once to set

about mastering the difficulties of Bome other

operation. If he is kept for months or years

doing over again and again that which he

already knows how to do rapidly and well,

employed as a cheap machine simply to put

money into his master's pocket, he is losing

just so much time of his apprenticeship.

3. All practical operations which have thus

to be learned by repetition ought to be pre

sented to the young apprentice in a graduated

order best suited to his growing powers ; the

easy first, the harder as he gains power and

knowledge. There is in every craft an order

in which the round of skilled operations are

best learned, an order not to be hastily settled,

hut known only to those who have themselves

been trained and have had to train others, and

is clearly an order in the course of which the

learning to do one thing shall best prepare the

way for the learning to do the next. The

round of manual acquirements ought to be

rationally and systematically arranged.

4. No apprentice should be allowed to do

anything without being shown or told how to

do it. It is a point of the utmost importance

that the young workman should never be al

lowed to work unintelligently ; the habit of

unintelligent working once acquired is hardly

ever thrown off. The prevailing idea in this

country seems to be that a man ought to learn

how to do a thing by simply doing it ; whereas

the rational plan is to ascertain first how it

should be done, and then to do it. There is

always a best way of doing a thing, known

only to men of intelligent practical experience.

No work should be attempted by a beginner

until the method and rationale of it has been

explained to him. He will thus be saved

from trying bad and useless methods, and will

be called upon to use his reasoning faculties.

There can be no question that theoretical

knowledge may thus be of great service in

saving a workman's time. This constitutes,

indeed, the main difference in many trades

between the practical training of English and

Continental workmen. One is supposed to

learn simply by doing the thing over and over

again, blindly and unintelligently ; the other

is supposed to learn by first learning how the

thing ought to be done, and then doing it.

5. Instruction in the general principles of

science, which underlie almost all handicraft

trades, ought to be taught systematically to

the apprentice by teachers who understand

what they are teaching, and who also are

acquainted with the practical details of the

applications of those principles to the par

ticular trade followed by the apprentice, so

that they may be able to point out continually

the agreements and the apparent discrepancies

between abstracttheory and the actual methods

of practice dictated by experience.

6. Instruction in manual exercises ought to

begin early. The dexterity of hand, the quick

perception of the eye, are not to be attained

after a certain age. In many skilled crafts

this age is indeed very early. Musicians

know how early the child must begin to prac

tise whose fingers are to acquire a perfect

training, and there are many industries re

quiring a skill of hand little short of that

which the violin - player or pianist must

possess.

7. Throughout the period of apprenticeship,

but particularly in its early stages, the manual

exercises set to the apprentice should be

chosen solely because they will improve his

growing capacities ; the idea of making him

do paying work ought to be set aside. The

thought should be, not what will pay now,

but what will pay twenty years hence

Therefore, every other consideration should

be subordinated to the desire to improve the

skill of the apprentice.

8. To give breadth and generality to the

practical knowledge of the apprentice, he

should, in the early stages of his training,

see something of various kinds of work ;

there being undoubted advantages in a car

penter, for example, and a smith knowing

something of each other's work. Too early

a specialisation cramps the powers alike of the

hand and of the eye.

(To be continued.)

A1

GLASS PAINTING—PAST AND

PRESENT.

T the beginning of the twelfth century the

. palette of the glass-painter was composed

of but very few colours, but such was the art

shown in the association of the tones, the skil

ful manner in which the modelling was carried

out by the aid of the black enamel, eventually

fired, such were the resources which at this

Srimitive epoch the glass-pointer had at his

isposition, that his work is still distinguished

by its happy combinations and harmonious

effect. Even the glass windows en grisaille of

these early days, with their ingeniously-com

posed compartments, their simple decorations,

possessed a decorative effect, at the same time

admitting a full share of light into the interior

of the church or abbey.

With the thirteenth century, says a writer

in the Builder, the palette is enriched by

new tones, and the system of legendary

medallions, or the large figures of holy

personages on backgrounds generally com

posed of blue and red tints. The power and

the brilliancy of these windows are in great

measure the result of the happy association of

colours to which we have referred, to the ad

justment between the background and the

subject, to the multiplicity and small size of

the fragments of glass, to the agreeable con

trast produced by the quantity of dark pro

duced by the leadwork, the very inequality in

the thickness of the glass, the skill and taste

displayed in the use of the black enamel applied

with the brush to each piece of the composi

tion, excepting the background, and this of a

relatively-restrained superficies. Examples of

this beautiful period are familiar to the pro

fession in the Sainte Chapelle, at Reims, at

Bourges, at Chartres, at Amiens, at Lyons, at

Mans, and in many other of the Mediaeval

cathedrals throughout France, England, and

Germany,—at Canterbury and York, at Lin

coln, and at Salisbury.

The fourteenth century did not entirely con

tinue the methods of decoration of their pre

decessors, with whose work a fault might be

found in their windows preventing the free

entrance of sufficient light; the former adopted,

therefore, figures of smaller size on architec

tural background8,in which appeared a brilliant

arrangement of niches and porticos in per

spective. The field of art is visibly extending,

to the detriment of the purity of the earlier

conceptions. In England there are not a few

specimens of the work of this period ; among

these may be mentioned, the east window in

Bristol Cathedral, and in York Minster ; again,,

examples are to be found in Tewkesbury

Abbey Church, and in Exeter Cathedral. In

France the high windows of the church of

Saint Severin, in Paris, may be mentioned as

one among numerous other examples.

In the fifteenth century, the traditions of

the art again undergo new transformations.

The scraper relieves the monotony of many of

the colours, the grindstone produces the most

successful imitations of jewels and embroidery,

on double glasses of different colours. Enamels

of every shade are applied to certain portions

of the design. Every possible combination is

conceived and carried out ; the only objeet

sought is to obtain transparent pictures, works

in which art still plays a chief part, it is true,

but in which the aim of the real glass-painter

is henceforth entirely put aside. Not alone

France, but England,Germany, and Italy, offer

numerous beautiful examples of this interest

ing period of the art. In France the churches

of St. Merry, St. Gervais, and St. Etienne du

Mont (these in Paris), the chapel of the chateau

of Vincennes, contain some curious and beau

tiful works by Jean Cousin, the Protestant

artist, and Robert Pinaigrier, which, with

other similar familiar specimens that might be

mentioned, are all worthy of study, but perhaps

less for the glass-painter than the historical

painter. It is the period, however, which

seems strikingly to suit the modern artistic

conception, and certainly could such works as

those of Jean Cousin, at Vincennes, of Bernard

Palissy, at Ecouen, of Leprince in St. Etienne

at Beauvais, or for the same church Lepot, of

Valentin Bouch's famous window at Metz,and

more than one other of this period, and which

Lasteyrie has so conscientiously drawn in his

well-known work, be again reproduced, or

rather emulated, there would be but little

reason to complain, even if the ends of true

decoration were not entirely fulfilled.

A change has been brought about in the

whole tradition ; the glass is much thinner, the

lead-work feebler, facts to which can be attri

buted the destruction of so many of the beau

tiful works of the Renaissance, and showing

the strange anomaly of windows of this period

being rarer than those produced two and three

centuries previously. From a decorative point
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of view that these later works are inferior to

their predecessors, it is impossible to deny.

Far from us, remarks M. Baltard,—a writer

who has given much consideration to this sub

ject,—the thought of reckoning as of little im

portance, pure and correct design. We only

wish to point out that this condition must come

after the general disposition, and that the tones

and shades suitable to the little pieces of

stained-glass work of the Renaissance pro

duced for domestic decoration, and intended

to be seen at a short distance, are by no means

satisfactory, on the contrary, injure the effect

when applied to the decoration of great build

ings. Let it not be thought that the lead and

ironwork so necessary in the production of a

large window are an obstacle or a difficulty the

existence of which is not to be skilfully over

come. They may be in the varied compositions

of the Renaissance, but in the older pieces they

play, on the contrary, an important part, and

a useful one, not alone as strengthening sup

ports, but also in the general effect, in the

accentuation of the compartments, in the

definition of the outlines.

The negligence in the consideration of mere

mechanical processes, which is to be noticed

in all the branches of art, as they tend to

become more elaborate and oftener practised,

is not alone to be remarked in the art of

the glass-painter, but is evident in the very

buildings in the adornment of which his work

played so important a part. During the

Middle Ages it is not difficult to trace the

growing feebleness of their constitution from

the twelfth to the sixteenth century, a state

ment which amply finds corroboration in the

fact that the churches of the earlier period

are now far more solid, in far better state

of preservation than those of the latter epoch.

Such comparisons could easily be extended

to many other objects and other periods, all

pointing to the conclusion that in the field

of art the first steps are often the surest.

Recall the primitive works of architecture, of

sculpture, of numismatics (of painting, unfor

tunately, this can hardly be said), and how

impossible it is not to see that thev possess

in the highest degree a style, a character,

and a power of duration which are only found

in an inferior degree in the works of later

days. The study of sources, commencements,

and early development is indispensable to

every worker who is sincerely desirous to

carry to its height the art of which he is the

interpreter.

In the sixteenth century, therefore, the art

of the glass-painter may be said to be in

decline. The knowledge of the true principle

of its use as a decorative medium has lessened ;

the old methods ore abandoned. Not but

what, as we have above remarked, many beau

tiful works were produced. In England the

sixteenth century has left some exquisite ex

amples, most of them familiar to the profes

sion : in King's College Chapel, Cambridge ;

at Westminster, and the windows of Fairford

Church, said by some to have been designed

by Albert Durer.

With the seventeenth century the decadence

is rapid, while, however, numerous beautiful

works, from an artistic point of view, are still

produced. In the eighteenth century the deca

dence has reached its depth. The fickleness

of public taste, reasons of economy, the anti

pathy against the art of the Middle Ages, the

love of novelty, all conspired to aid in this

degradation ; a crowning perversion of the

decorative utility of the coloured window

consisting in the transfer of canvas pictures to

the transparency of glass, the most familiar

example of which are the windows of New

College Chapel, Oxford, designed by Sir

Joshua Reynolds and painted by Jarvis ; the

sister university of Cambridge employing

Cipriani to design the windows of Trinity

College Library. But worse than this, the

old windows of many a country church and

cathedral, not alone in England, but over the

whole Continent, were taken away, without

scruple, sometimes because their beauty was

utterly ignored, in almost every case destroyed

by barbarous repairs, or for the purpose of

admitting more light.

It was at this period (1<T4) that Pierre

Leveil, glass-painter to the king and of the '

reater number of churches in Paris, wrote

is well-known work, in which he treats in

extenso of the art of painting on glass. In

this work he gives an account of the ancient

and the modern processes ; but, let it be said,

as to his appreciation of his Mediaeval prede

cessors his information is somewhat incorrect,

the tradition had been lost ; his work, he him

self says, in his preface, was a last effort to

drag from decay the art of glass-painting, but

his efforts were crowned with small success ;

for half-a-century still no movement was

made.

The first symptoms of a revival openly

manifested themselves about 1820, but feeble

and incomplete ; the primitive art,its processes,

its practices, were forgotten or despised. The

art was taken up at the point at which it had

been left in the last century, when, having

abandoned the use of stained glass and model

ling in vitrifiable black, the artists only painted

in coloured enamel on white glass, and it was

considered that a progress had been realised

by producing large spaces, by employing the

brightest colours, and softening the modelling

as far as possible. The only attempt was the

production of transparent pictures, with all

their effects of light and shade. The lead-

work was in every manner hidden ; large sums

of money were expended, with, let it be said

in justice, very mediocre results to all but the

authors. The work had neither the effect,

the value, nor the charm expected, and above

all was wanting in that power of decoration

which is the first and most important condition

of the painted window. We must not, how

ever, be unjust ; these early attempts had the

merit of bringing back an art long neglected,

and it would be ungrateful not to thank the

memory of more than one labourer in this then

uncultivated field.

It cannot be too often repeated (we quote

again M. Baltard's words) that a window must

alone be considered as a rich and luminous

enclosure, destined to diaper the light of day

without neutralising it,—to attract and charm

the eye at the first glance, in its harmonious

general effect, and in its details satisfy exami

nation. It is alone under these conditions that

stained-glass windows can be truly produced,

and not, which is far from the same thing,

windows of painted glass. These principles

have not yet, he continues (the author wrote

in 1864), been thoroughly proclaimed and

understood, but they will not be long in being

so, and when this is the case the old methods

will be revived.

Within the last few years more than one

estimable work hus been produced ; it would

be difficult for us to enumerate them ; let us

only say that their authors, with no small

degree of talent and remarkable aptitude, have

often been wanting in that requisite quality,

the complete understanding of the conditions

requisite for the beauty of a coloured window.

Some strangers to the art have contented

themselves by reproducing, with the aid of

black enamel applied upon stained glass, ac

cording to the ancient usage it is true, but

often by far from skilful hands, and almost

always in a cold and mechanical manner, the

cartoons given them. Others, on the contrary,

artists and glass-painters, but more painters

than decorators, have endeavoured to transfer

to glass, without rule, effects and combinations

which on canvas might show their power as

colourists, but which reproduced on glass are

only transparent pictures deprived of harmony

and unity from a decorative point of view.

Between these two there exists a mean, a rule

to be followed to attain true decoration.

AN OAK SIDEBOARD.

AMONG; the articles recently shown at the

Yorkshire Art Exhibition was an oak

sideboard, the workmanship of Messrs. Apple-

yard & Sons (now Johnson & Appleyard), of

Fargate, Sheffield. It was made by Messrs.

Appleyard, and sent from Rothorham, prior to

their taking to the business of Messrs. W.

Johnson & Son, whose successors they are.

The sideboard, which is now on view in the

show-rooms of the firm, is thus described by a

Sheffield contemporary :—It is made of oak

tinted brown by fumigation, and mounted

with wrought brass handles and hinges. The

style of design is Old English. The body of

the work is 8 ft. long, flanked with bevelled

pedestals. Each pedestal has three carved

posts, one at each corner, and the upper part

is fitted with a cupboard, enclosed by a

moulded door with panels of carved pear-tree.

The centre poition forms a cupboard enclosed

by two elaborately-framed doors, each door

containing eight small carved and perforated

panels running round the outer framework,

and surrounded by finely-wrought mould

ings. These enclose a centre panel carved

in imitation of fruit and flowers. Over the

cupboard, directly under the top, is a drawer

with carved front, forming the frieze. The top

is surmounted with a massive high back, on

each side of which rest two turned and carved

pillars supporting a cupboard enclosed by a

door 'containing seven carved panels, the

centre of which is diagonal in shape, with

carefully-carved representations of corn and

grapes. Under each end cupboard are panels

of velvet and embossed leather. The centre

part of the back contains a panel of embossed

and gilt leather, over which springs a cove

with four oil-painted subject panels on a gold

ground, representing the Seasons. The figures

are drawn in a spirited and pleasing style.

This cove supports a cupboard enclosed by two

doors, each door containing three panels, the

two larger of which are of carved pear-tree,

and represent a rabbit and swan. Over the

cupboard is carried a shelf the whole width of

the back, and on the centre portion of the

shelf rests a framed and painted panel depict

ing a Btag hunt. On each side there are

smaller shelves supported on turned and carved

pillars, and these shelves are in their turn

surmounted by carved panels. Over the whole

runs a moulded cornice with a carved motto,

" Blest be the feasts with simple plenty

crowned," extending the full width of the

back. The whole is surmounted with a pedi

ment displaying an heraldic carved centre.

The oxternal height is 10 ft. 9 in. The work

manship throughout is unimpeachable. It is

difficult to say, adds our contemporary,whether

the firm should be congratulated most warmly

on the design of their production, or the con

scientious manner in which the details have

been wrought out. The work is worthy of

the distinction it achieved, in having a prize

medal awarded to it at the Yorkshire Art

Exhibition.

Art and Handicraft.—A lecture on art

and handicraft was recently delivered at the

Free Library, Wolverhampton, on Saturday

week, by Mr. Charles Gregory, art master, of

that town. The lecturer pointed out the steady

progress that had been made in the publio esti

mation of what constituted true art by the pro

ductions of such firms as Elkington, Mason,

Wedgwood, and Minton, and remarked with es

pecial satisfaction on the ornamentation of the

locally-made locks and keys from what were a

few years ago objects of mere utility, of plain

form, and with no artistic design, as compared

with the productions of the present day, some of

which were marvels of ingenuity and beauty.

He particularised the four essentials to be con

sidered in making an article of utility and

beautifying it by decoration, as the use of the

article, the nature of the material, the mode of

production, and the expense of manufacture.

To these might be added four considerations

more—namely, the general form of the article,

the style of art in its design, the extent of its

decoration, and the treatment throughout.

They should endeavour to combine in any art

manufacture richness without extravagance,

elegance and solidity, and to give a thoroughly

English oharacter to the work. There should

be harmony throughout, and the decoration

should serve only as an agreeable addition to

the building. A rule of nature too often ne

glected in most branches of manufacture was

that in symmetrical designs the two sides should

be proportionate, but should not be exactly

alike. In conclusion, he nrged every artisan

and artist to cultivate bis powers of perception

and of imagination, as well as his knowledge

of art.

h
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FURNITURE TRADE IMPORTS DURING NOVEMBER AND THE FIRST ELEVEN MONTHS OF 1879.

Babe, for Tanners' use Cwts.

Bristles lb.

Clocks Number

Hides—

Not tanned, curried, &o.—Dry Cwts.

Wet „

Tanned, curried, &o lb.

Plate-Glass, silvered or not ... Cwts.

Silk Broad Stuffs, imported from—

France

Other Countries

Total

Wood and Timber :—

Mahogany Tons

Hewn, imported from—

Russia Loads

Sweden and Norway

Germany u

British North America „

Other Countries ,,

Total

Sawn or Dressed, imported from—

Russia Loads

Sweden and Norway ,

British North America ,,

Othor Countries „

Total

Wool, Sheep and Lambs' lb.

Woollen Yarn for Weaving ,

Month
ended 30th November.

QUANTITIES.

Eleven Months
ended 30th November.

Month
ended 35th November.

VALUE.

Eleven Months.
ended 30th November.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

24,942

193,966

75,247

24,027

97,569

74,686

563,005

2,411,724

656,883

383,259

1,320,894

742,363

.129,218

27,747

60,987

£7,448

13,301

53,709

£254,450

379,598

503,115

£152,342

198,488

481,987

28,278

27,752

3,207,361

10,056

40,687

56,525

3,516,828

6,685

511,048

572,650

47,539,086

82,523

506,049

417,468

32,776,642

62,809

89,198

71,587

179,062

21,165

142,482

151,616

231,249

13,679

1,585,244

1,597,063

2,695,639

214,713

1,522,457

1,130,273

2,027,056

154,834

209,588

207,172 .

265,283

132,491

4,280,309

2,458,234

5,245,761

1,886,214

£416,760 £397,774 £7,278,543 £7,131,975

4,052 5,025 41,463 43,386 33,338 38,258 348,151 350,015

13,491

22,706

15,869

21,042

28,604

12,732

47,503

17,688

25,568

25,140

312.165

450,652

202,393

249,413

372,697

162,812

418,950

191,161

181,176

341,491

28,474

38,875

43,938

78,455

54,498

21,919

75,629

46,225

87,156

36,118

651,999

762,010

562,495

901,798

1,022,303

313,784

606,763

491,221

642,612

675,354

101,712 128,631 1,587,350 1,295,590 .£244,240 £267,077 £3,900,605 £2,729,734

72,939

121,870

48,510

8,109

89,015

148,812

59,317

14,051

890,215

1,413,164

920,028

275,521

709,005

1,376,584

858,772

207,093

170,158

288,393

116,509

31,654

192,981

296,391

139,716

40,923

2,194,045

3,392,016

2,254,889

877,682

1,506,188

2,756,708

1,935,472

609,351

251,428 311,195 3,498,928 3,152,054 .£606,714 £670,011 £8,718,632 £6,807,719

14,738,654

629,964

19,039,398

1,010,226

382,678 502

10,716,099

387,280,382

9,235,410

762,021

77,868

967,646

123,048

22,103,060

1,281,161

22,110,344

1,138,263

TABLE OF CARPETS AND OTHER FURNISHING MATERIALS EXPORTED DURING NOVEMBER AND

THE FIRST ELEVEN MONTHS OF 1879.

Blankets and Blanketing... ^j^1**"

Carpets, notbeino Bugs, exported to—

Germany yards

Holland ,,

France ,

Spain and Canaries „

United States ,

Chili

British North

Australia

Other Countries.

Total yards

„ lb

Earthen & China Ware, exported

Germany

France

United States

Brazil

British North America

British India

Australia

Other Countries

Total

Hardware and Cutlery

Lace and Patent Net

Leathek, Unmanufactured Cwts.

Painters' Colours and Materials

Silk Broad Sttxits, exported to—

France yards

United States „

British North Amerioa „

British India ■

Australia »

Other Countries „

Total

Month
ended 30th November.

QUANTITIES.

Eleven Months

ended 30th November.

Month Eleven Months
ended 30th November. ended 30th November.

- VALUE.

1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879. 1878. 1879.

537,300

646,400

768,600

826,800

5,657,300

3,959,300

5,132,100

5,676,300 j £57,534
£68,050 £563,551 £465,173

32,700

13,600

75,800

20,900

20,600

5,000

18,500

137,300

154,300

39,400

15,100

50,200

384,300

312,900

916,300

313,500

521,600

64,300

951,700

1,247,800

1,496,100

439,900

412,200

867,100

342,000

442,000

93,500

815,900

957,700

1,721,500

£5,192

2,227

8,699

2,325

3,908

639

2,202

16,034

17,088

£5,820

2,235

5,427

365

8,445

596

1,552

8,354

19,234

£61,250

45,077

109,723

34,663

79,860

8,728

113,652

150,167

184,888

£67,061

56,109

95,343

33,878

61,692

11,117

89,281

113,988

207,687

2,700

51,200

5,400

13,900

77,700

166,400

478,700

715,000

422,000

686,600

6,208,500

9,488,300

6,091,800

9,582,400
| £58,314 £52,028 £788,008 £736,156

£3,292

8,135

41,286

11,276

9,280

11,816

18,062

41,447

£2,838

8,036

65,488

11,012

5,787

10,412

12,387

36,876

£41,502

85,772

522,982

102,582

88,533

98,251

179,021

461,474

£36,553

76,673

632,107

100,610

61 766

82,405

208,439

423,422

£144,594 £152,836 £1,580,117 £1,621,975

17,959

137,421

21,914

202,373

143,179

1,005,542

194,610

1,502,803

£298,196

66,162

129,161

11,881

84,565

£254,612

94,634

142,214

14,307

77,523

£3,026,989

1,064,180

1,062,178

94,933

1,070,583

£2,764,136

1,285,962

1,326,774

121,455

960,512

87,726

13,465

2,770

93,289

121,992

23,596

71,202

10,495

601

59,207

52,870

17,987

643,382

283,786

323,023

748,167

880,795

166,955

919,774

290,206

255,965

439,771

734,533

192,340

£22,451

2,271

575

12,109

23,582

3,647

£15,568

2,546

56

6,595

9,236

3,120

£156,823

46,745

60,119

103,445

156,833

28,458

£218,765

46,369

51,595

62,173

124,073

34,483

342,838 212,362 3,046,108 2,832,639 £64,635 £37,121 £552,423 £537,458
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES,

DESIGN FOE CURTAIN FABRIC.

"DOPLIN is a fabric almost peculiar to

Dublin, which city has ever enjoyed a

high reputation for its production. The genuine

Irish poplin is exclusively manufactured from

the best orgnnzine silk, which is used to form

the warp or longitudinal threads of the

material, while only the best wool is used

for the* cross-weft threads or body of the

fabric. The silk threads are laced or woven

round the latter, and the completed fabric

closely resembles whole-silk goods in appear

ance. The cost is, however, consider

ably lower, and the durability greater than

in the case of silk. A curtain fabric in this

material, designed by Messrs. Pim Bros., of

Dublin, forms one of our Separate Plates.

Our sketch shows the design one-third its

actual size.

DESIGNS FOR COAL-VASES.

Coal - vases are par excellence season's

goods, the demand for which increases with

the advent of Christmas. On the accom

panying sheet we illustrate half-a-dozen

designs of such articles now in the market.

Messrs. B. Perkins & Son, of Bell-court,

Cannon-street, are the manufacturers.

A WOOD-DESTROYING INSECT.

OF the multitude of insects which devour I

plants and trees, some attack only the

leaves, others the trunk, and others the roots

or various other parts. The nettle is infested

by no less than forty species of insects, which

are born, live, and die on its stems. The oak

alone has 184 species, and the hickory is the

exclusive home of numerous tribes of insects.

One particular species which infests the

hickory is the Lyctut.

Fig. 1 shows a magnified illustration of the

insect of the genus Lyctus, which is called the

Lyctus opaculus (Packard). It is allied to the

death-watch, which is assigned to the genus

Petmus (Hogg).

This is the chief pest of many wood-shops, j

and causes more trouble than any other

insect in shops where second-growth hickory

is used. It is of a dark chestnut-brown colour,

and has eleven jointed antennas, club-shaped

at the outer end, as shown in sketch, (fig. 2.)

These antenna; are distinct from each other at

the base, and are inserted immediately in front.

Fig. 3 shows a magnificent sketch of the

foot and leg of the insect. The small circle

denotes the natural size, the insect being about

three-sixteenths of an inch long. It matures

as soon as the warm weather of spring or early

summer sets in. I have found them in the

shop, says Mr. Evans, who has just drawn

attention to the subject, as early as March 1,

and as late as July 15. In timber-sheds they

are most numerous from about May 15 to June

15, during which time they mate, and the

female deposits her eggs in cracks and pores

timber, buying only that cut in August, and

using caution and foresight in the shop and

timber-shed, they may be almost if not quit*

got rid of ; but if left to themselves, they will

very soon spoil every piece of second-growth

hickory about the establishment

A NEW COLOURING SUBSTANCE.

MR. T. L. Phipson, according to a note

recently presented by him to the French

Academy of Sciences, has succeeded in ex

tracting from the little blood-red alga (Pahnella

cruenta) found at the base of damp walls, a

new rose-red colouring matter, which exhibits

very curious properties. Mr. Phipson proposes

for it the name of Palmelline. Its colour re

sembles no known tint, except the colouring

matter of the blood—the Tiasmoglobine of

modern chemists. Like the latter, palmelline

is insoluble in alcohol, ether, benzine, bisul

phide of carbon, &c, but dissolves in water.

Like the colouring matter of blood, palmelline

is dichromic, consisting of a red matter united

with an albuminous substance, and being

coagulated by alcohol, heat, and acetic acid

added to its aqueous solution. Like hacmo-

globine, too, palmelline gives rise to absorption

bands in the yellow of the spectrum, but these

bands did not seem to Mr. Phipson to occupy,

exactly the same position as those given t>y

blood. Palmelline in solution, like the

colouring matter of blood in solution,

readily undergoes putrefaction at summer

heat, giving out a strong ammoniacal odour

and a smell of rotten cheese. Finally,

like the colouring matter of blood, palmelline

contains iron. This new colouring substance

cannot be extracted from the moist plant, for

the vitality of the latter is such that it will not

part with its colour by the action of water, it

nas to be first dried in a current of air. At

the end of from twenty-four to thirty-six hours

the pellicees are usually pretty dry, for the

plant and the matters upon which it grows

dry quite rapidly in the air. It must not be

dried on paper, for the cells would adhere

thereto. On leaving the dried plant in a

small quantity of water in a covered porcelain

capsule, the colouring matter dissolves out,

and, on the following day, the clear liquid may

be decanted from it. The colouring matter is

of a magnificent rose-red by transmitted

light, and of an orange-yellow by reflected

light.

From the properties above noted, it will be

seen that palmelline appears to exhibit con

siderable analogy with the hmmoglobine of the

blood ; and, as Mr. Phipson says, it is the first

time that a substance of this nature has been

met with in the vegetable kingdom.

VENICE AND MURANO GLASS AXD

MOSAIC.

THE report of Signor Francesco Sampier*

upon the exhibits of glass at the Universa

Exhibition of 1878, in Paris, contains some ob

servations upon this ancient and historical

branch of the artindustries of North Italy, now

carried on in a successful manner at the island

of Murano. Without any pretensions to enter

into competition with the vast collection

gathered together from all quarters, Italy, in

respect to glass, has confined herself to a

simple display of the productions of Murano

and Venice. Modest enough, from an indus

trial point of view, but of great interest when

examined with the eye of an artist. Signor

Sampieri mentions that upon this occasion

a complete museum of the productions of

the glass-maker had been arranged, from

ancient times down to the 10th century. The-

Greek and Roman specimens made in imitation

of agate and calcedony, wherein are combined

the most varied yet harmonious colouring, in

cluding the " murrhine " amphora described by

Pliny. The crystal vases, ornamented with

leaves of gold, the gilt enamelled Byzantine

glass, and lastly the blown glass of Venice, of

the loth century, the apogee of modem art,

 

of the wood. They select freshly-sawn second-

growth hickory, or that which has the most

sap, on which the female deposits her eggs,

such timber apparently being the best adapted

for the nurture and growth of the larva or

worm when hatched, which takes place in

about fourteen days ; and then they begin to

eat their way into any piece of wood on which

they have been deposited, confining themselves

to the most sappy portions. When hatched

they are very minute, but increase in size as

they continue to work their way into the

wood ; and they attain their full growth about

the end of December, when they are about

three-sixteenths of an inch long, as before

stated. At the latter time they work close to

the outside of the wood, leaving only a thin

shell on the outside as a protection. They

then undergo transformation, and eat through

the shell, and return to the outside as perfect

insects, in the spring or early summer, to re

produce Bnd carry on their work of destruction,

leaving small pin-holes in the wood as evidence

of their exit.

The club-shaped eleven-jointed antenna,

shown in fig. 2, is a mark of their identity, as

it is a peculiar characteristic of the species,

and can be defined with a small magnifying

glass or any microscope.

The best method of destroying these pests

is to destroy every piece of worm-eaten timber

before the month of March. If a workman

finds the wood he is working is infected, in

stead of putting it in a corner and saving it,

let him immediately use it for firewood, or

otherwise destroy it ; for if it be left in the

shop it will surely help to continue the pests

another year.

Timber cut in the month of August is less

liable to be attacked by these insects, as it

then has less sap than when cut in the spring

or autumn. With a little care in selecting

with those of the 16th century—when both in

form and ornamentation, the taste had, perhaps,

somewhat declined—all these objects attracted

the attention of artists, amateurs, and the

cognoscenti in such matters, and a considerable

number of the pieces were purchased immedi

ately on the opening of the exhibition, by the

principal museums and collectors of Europe.

Moos, de Liesviller, in a contribution to the

Gazette de Beaux Arte, says that for delicacy,

rarity, and variety of colour, the manufac

tures of Venice and Murano hold the foremost

place in the exhibits of glass ; and, he adds,

" that Italythought justly that her glass could

not be applied to the ordinary drmHng pur

poses. She desired to imitate what Venice

had already produced—the glass cups of

curious and attractive forms, made in defiance

of all the difficulties of art ; to restore the

veined patterns of former times ; the gold a

granelli, or the designs between two layers of

glass. Behold, this is what Italy does, that is

to say, Venice, for she is the sole exhibi

tor."

Signor Sampieri observes, in conclusion, that

he was enabled, as one of the jurors, to draw

the especial attention of his colleagues to the

history of Venetian art from its origin, ob

serving the stages of progress, its decay, and

revival. The members of the jury, consist

ing, in great part, of manufacturers of glass,

could well appreciate the marvellous results

accomplished from 1867 to the present time.

Such a conscientious examination has power

fully contributed to change any preconceived

opinion as to the superiority of the French in

comparison with the Venetian glass. Whilst

a prospect is thus opened for the extended

employment of the Italian people, Signor

Sampieri cannot but regret that the sole

Italian establishment which obtained a prize

in Class 19, at the Universal Exhibition of
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Paris, belonged to a company of foreign

capitalists.

Upon this subject, the Venice and Murano

Company, in the prefatory remarks to the

Exhibition catalogue, state that the company

•was established ia the year 1860, by a few

English gentlemen, whose interest in Italian

art induced them to subscribe the capital

necessary to (pve a proper artistic and com

mercial direction to the revival of an industry

for •which Venice and Murano in their palmy

days had acquired a world-wide celebrity. The

task undertaken proved by no means so simple

as it appeared at first sight. The workmen of

Murano retained certain traditions of their art ;

but their taste had been vitiated by working

from inartistic models, and time and patience

were requisite before they could be brought to

produce types worthy of their intelligence and

powers of manipulation. The public taste also

required the education whicn results from

familiarity with art productions. Happily,

however, by dint of perseverance and the out

lay of considerable cnpital in making experi

ments, the difficulties, which at one time

appeared insuperable, were overcome. The

beauty of the forms—following the best-known

models—which the company now produce,

combined with richness of colour and applica

tion to articles of everyday use, produce an

artistic result which has been publicly recog

nised by the award to the Venice and Murano

Company of prize medals at all the principal

international exhibitions in Europe.

In addition to the production of Soffiati, or

blown glass, the manufacture of enamel glass,

and its adaptation for mural decoration, after

the manner so generally in use during the best

period of the Middle Ages, has engaged the

earnest attention of the company. But it was

not until numerous costly experiments had

been tried that they succeeded in reproducing

the ancient smalti tints, which add so much to

the delicacy and beauty of the mosaic works

that have been produced at their ateliers (731,

Campo San Vio) in Venice, and examples of

whicn were to be found at the Exhibition.

One of these mosaics is interesting, as being a

precise reproduction of one of the spandrils

designed by, and executed under the super

vision of Raphael, in the ceiling of the Cnigi

Chapel, in the Church of Santa Maria del

Popolo, at Rome.—Society of Arts Journal.

duras, 3,933 logs Tabasco and Mexican, 628

logs and curls St. Domingo, and 674 logs

Cuba. The stock of Cedar is light, and pros

pects for all descriptions of Honduras, Mexi

can, and Cuba are better. The arrival of 631

logs of Pencilwood is more than sufficient to

meet all demands. The arrivals have been 62

logs Honduras, the sales 30 curls Honduras, 27

logs West India, and 40 planks Punta Arenas;

and the landed stock is 731 logs Surinam, &c,

and 810 logs pencilwood. Although the sales

of Italian Walrudwood have been fair,'the arri

vals continue large, and stock is accumulating.

Burrs, if really choice, would be saleable

without difficulty; but the present stock

receives little notice. Black Sea is in good

demand. Further shipments of sound, large-

sized logs, dark in colour and well marked, are

wanted, and would sell well. American

black is improving ; sales are more numerous,

the stock of inferior wood is being cleared off,

and prospects are more satisfactory. The

arrivals have been 6,656 planks Italian, 87 logs

American black, and 36 burrs. The sales 1,532

planks Italian, and 296 logs American black ;

and the landed stock is 16,422 planks Italian,

555 burrs, 373 logs Black Sea, and 971 logs

American black. Rosewood is without change ;

all descriptions are wanted, and early imports

will sell well. The arrivals are limited to 20

planks Rio vid Havre, and 20 logs East India.

The stock is 334 planks Rio and 145 planks

Bahia. Tulipwood is only in limited request,

but the last import, three tons, has been sold,

and the stock is light. 2!ebrawood is seldom

ing carpet manufacturers to take delivery, the

spinners are not now able to deliver the yarn

quick enough, and all of them are pressed be

yond their capabilities. We believe we are

correct in stating that every loom in the dis

trict is now at work, and this general activity

is very satisfactory. Although the carpet

manufacturers have not been able to agree

upon a universal uniform price-list, they are

none of them now prepared to take orders

except at an advance, and it may be taken as

a fact that carpets must shortly go up still

higher in value.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade. — The

carpet trade continues brisk, and both Dutch

and Kidders are in increasing demand, and

makers of Brussels are also better employed.

The trade in tapestries is also reviving. Not

withstanding the lateness of the season there is

more business doing in every branch of the

heavy woollen trade than is usually the case at

this time of the year, and this is largely

accounted for by the improved demand for

goods for Germany. Large orders have been

placed in view of the increased tariff, which

commences on the 1st of next month. In the

Dewsbury portion of the district there is still

a fair demand for goods for the home markets,

but the request is not so strong in Batley and*

the remaining parts. Manufacturers are

tolerably active in the preparation of goods for

next spring and summer, and makers are

sanguine that there will be a good inquiry for

certain classes. The increase in the rates for

all classes of wool has caused manufacturers to
asked for. The limited supplies of Satinwood demand nigher priee8 for goods ^ thev

sell without difficulty at full prices. Porto Aa„}ara that fhJa ™n™f » T.™flf a\

Crabe Reports.

[Feom Oua Own Special Correspondents.]

The London Furniture Wood Market.

—The sales of Mahogany during the past

month have almost equalled the imports, but

no rise in prices or special animation can yet

be recorded. Manufacturers are well stocked,

and but little change is now to be expected

before the new year. Honduras, if sound,

straight, and of good sizes, commands a ready

sale ; but the cargoes now discharging will

supply present wants. Very little Tabasco

has been brought to auction, but some opera

tions by private contract are reported. The

present small stock of Minatitlan is all held

by the dealers. Messrs. Churchill report that

St. Domingo is very scarce, all late imports

have been disposed of, and fresh supplies are

needed; logs of large sizes, straight, sound,

and of good lengths, are specially wanted;

fine veneer wood would realise a full price.

Curls are lighter in stock, but the demand is

not active. The recent sale of Cuba has re

duced the stock to three small parcels, two of

which will be brought to auction next week.

Early direct arrivals will come to a good

market ; the chief inquiry is for sizable logs,

straight, sound, and lengthy ; finely-figured

wood is very scarce, and commands keen com

petition. The arrivals during the past month

have been 1,879 logs Honduras, 833 logs

Tabasco, 170 curls St. Domingo, and 191 logs

Cuba. The sales reported have been 656 logs

Honduras, 1,450 logs Tabasco, 137 logs St.

Domingo, and 295 logs Cuba. The landed

stocks on the 29th ult. were 2,666 logs Hon-

Rico or St. Domingo logs, of good sizes and

sound, are wanted, and for finely-figured wood

high prices could be obtained. The arrivals

are limited to 19 logs Porto Rico, and the \

sales comprise 37 logs Porto Rico and 28 tons

Bahama. There is no stock of Maple, and

the first arrival of fresh logs, white and well

figured, will command a good price. Old,

plain, brown logs are unsaleable. Ceylon

Ebony, of good colour, sizable and sound, is

wanted, but small, rough wood should not be

sent. Bombay is not in active demand,

but large-sized, sound wood is the most

saleable. Mauritius is quite neglected,

and the heavy stock shows no reduction.

Cocuswood is low in stock, and a fresh parcel

of straight, sound, fresh wood, as large in the

diameter as possible, might safely be sent.

City LignumvUce, of assorted diameters, sound,

round, and with thin sap, is much wanted, and

would sell readily nt a good price. The sales

consist of 43 tons St. Domingo, 27 tons Cuba,

and 12 tons Bahama. The stock of Boxtcood

is reduced to a low point, and for a moderate

import of Abasia or Persian wood a good

price might be expected. The unsold stock of

Lancewood Spars is light, but the principal in

quiry is for fresh spars of large sizes, clean

and well grown ; old, rough spars are not worth

freight and charges. A demand for East. In

dian Teak from the Clyde has about absorbed

the stock. Prices are consequently firm, and

a considerable advance has been realised.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

Several of the leading firms have now issued

advanced price-lists, and these are fully war

ranted not only by the number of orders they

have upon their books but also by the advance

in the prices of all kinds of raw material.

Although large orders have been booked for

Kidderminster goods, it has been suggested

that there are still some buyers who have

deferred placing their orders until the spring.

These can be but few, as most firms in Kid

derminster have now enough orders on their

books to last them until April or May ; and,

indeed, some of them are so busy that they

want extra looms and increased space. The

Waterside Mills, formerly occupied Dy Messrs.

Gower Woodward & Co., are now at work

again under the style of the Waterside

Mill Company. It is understood that best

Brussels and velvets are to be made

there. The manager is Mr. Henry Penny,

who was until recently with Messrs. Benjamin

Woodward & Co., of Mill-street. The tradeof

the district has so altered during the lost three

months that instead of worsted spinners press-

declare that they cannot make a profit at

recent prices. Felted cloth makers report

that the increase in rates has caused a better

demand for low felted goods, and that better

classes are somewhat neglected in consequence.

Stocks of all classes of blankets are in steady

demand, and rates have gone up as much as

10 per cent. The demand comes fully up to

the supply, and there are good prospects for

the winter. The demand is from both home

and foreign houses. Every description of raw

material is firm in value, and wools have gone

up some 10 per cent.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—The

curtain branch is fairly well employed, and

orders for spring delivery continue to come'

to hand to a fair average extent. Plain and

spotted nets and quillings continue to sell

freely. Home-trade buyers are looking out

for job-lots cleared for stock-taking. There

is no improvement in the silk department.

A few small orders are on hand for plain

silk goods and blondes, but almost complete

stagnation characterises the trade in the

better class of silk laces. Spinners were

better represented than buyers at the Ex

change—not because they had any induce

ments to offer in order to tempt purchasers,

for quotations were made and firmly main

tained at the highest previous J rates, but

rather under the expectation that buyers who

have been holding aloof must soon of neces

sity come into the market. Business, how

ever, was again dull, and transactions both

in silk and cotton were quite limited. The

brown net trade is in harmony with the

hardening tendency of yarns, and producers

are demanding higher prices. The brownish

or dirty-white tint, to imitate old lace, is

still in favour, though there appears rather

less confidence in its continuance.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—The improve

ment in the cabinet brassfoundry branch is

very gradual, and trade is not, perhaps, on the

whole, so brisk as might be expected at this

time of the year. Special descriptions of goods

are, however, as usual before Christmas, in

active request. Most of the local trades con

tinue busy, but the inclination to speculate has

somewhat subsided. Makers of gas-stoves

and heating apparatus generally are for the

most part busy ; and notwithstanding the bad

harvest, there is much activity in the edge-

tool trade. The manufacture, by patented

automatic machinery, of folding-camp and

garden furniture, stools, benches, tables, tents,

&c, is an industry which has lately taken root

in Birmingham, with every promise of a sue
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cessful future. The machinery for planing,

cutting, carving, &C, is of the most elaborate

and ingenious character, the utmost precision

and finish beinjr indispensable, so that all the

parts may be interchangeable. Thus far the

results have equalled, if not exceeded, the ex

pectations of the promoters, though the capi

tal outlay involved for plant and machinery

has been exceedinglyflieavy, and a large nnd

constant business is indispensable to commer

cial success.

Household Linen, &c.—No improvement

•whatever has taken place in the state of the

linen trade, which is still in a depressed state.

Few orders of late have been received for

drills from South America or other tropical

countries, for which they are principally made,

so that manufacturers hold heavy stocks of

them. Table damasks are also in less demand

than they were, both on home and foreign

account. A moderate business, however, has

been done in huckabacks and some qualities

of narrow linens, such as glasscloths, napkins,

and screwcloths. In broad sheetings, crumb-

cloths, diapers, and ordinary drills not much

is being done. Hand-made linens are fully as

quiet as those made by power, and weavers

are anything but well employed.

The London Wool Sales.—The fourth

series of London sales of colonial wool com

menced on the 18th ult., and closed on the

6th inst., the following quantities having been

catalogued :—

1879. 1878.

Sydney... 26,273 Bales againBt 35.305 Bales

P.Pbillip 28,656 „ 39,207 „

Adelaide 10,358 „ 16,609 „

Swan River 97 „ 414 „

V. D. Land 2,130 „ 1,629 „

N.Zealand 19,228 „ 36,774 „

Cape 44,067 „ 34,080 „

bought 115,000 bales more. The usual share

of the home trade is about 45 per cent, of the

supplies ; this year it is only 37 per cent.,

63 per cent, having been bought for export.

The market is bare of stocks, and the home

trade remains but moderately provided. Abroad

the industry appears to be well supplied till

February—March, but by that time is likely

to be open again for large purchases. The

prospect, then, is that the first series next year

will be approached with large requirements on

all sides.

Joitbtm Jfnrnita Aborts

For the Week ended Saturday, the 6th inst.

130,809

Catalogued in

first three

aeries ... 895,463

164,018 „

852,954 „

Total of

four series 1,026,272 1,016,972 „

Messrs. Schwartze & Co. report that the

main features in this series have been the

activity of the home trade, and the conse

quent strong rise of the wools it chiefly uses ;

contrasted by the apathy of the foreign buyers

and the moderate advance in the descriptions

which form their speciality. In the many

private transactions which preceded the sales,

the Continental trade had stood apart and pas

sive ; and more or less passive it has remained

throughout the whole of the series. Of the

Australian wools offered, crossbreds have ex

perienced the strongest improvement. The

rise as compared with the last series ranges

from 2d. to 4d., and may be put at 25 per cent,

on the average. Scoured merino wools, both

the better classes and the inferior sorti, which

latter were in September much depressed,

bave risen 2d. per lb. and more, and a similar

advance can be quoted for deep-stapled shafty

fleece. On short fine fleece, however, on all

sorts of merino grease, and on lamb's wool the

rise is only ^d. to Id. per lb. The large supply

of Capes consisted chiefly of scoured wools, for

which prices have varied to some extent, but

which may on the average be quoted Id.

higher than in September. Fleece wool was

scarce and commanded an advance of Ud. to

2d. per lb. Natal grease ruled £d. to Id.

per lb. dearer. Though the large quantity of

second-hand wool, which the rise had attracted,

made the competition latterly more discrimi

nating, and though scoureds and crossbreds

have not maintained the rise in its extreme

form to the end, the sales have yet, on the

whole, remained free from important fluc

tuations, and they close with fair spirit, leaving

the market entirely clear of the old stock, with

•which for some years past it had been encum

bered. About 45,000 bales are estimated to

have been bought for export. About 00,000

bales more have passed into consumption this

year than last ; and the home trade, despite

its recent activity, has bought 55,000 bales

less than in 1878, while the foreign trade has

Adelaide—Anderson, J. M. £32 rugs, 116 yds

blankets

Brooks, H. A Co. 17 o paperhangings

Dawson Bros. £29 iron bedsteads

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. £8 rngs

Edwards, Bennett A Co. £32 furniture

Ooode, Toms A Co. £5 mats, 252 yds American

leather

Harris, G. P. Scarfe A Co. £137 sewing.

machines, £119 brushware

Hopcraft A Co. 327 yds blanketing, 1,120 yds

blanketing

Lanyon, J. C. £47 iron bedsteads, £30 gas-

fittiogs

Mason, B. A Co. £133 paperhangings

Milsted, F. £20 wool rngs

Murray, D. A W. 1,347 yds blankets, £26

cocoa mats

Prioe, C. A Co. 272 sq yds flooroloth

Stewart, O. F. 2,140 yds blanketing, 2£ o

leather, £14 iron bedsteads

Wills, G. A R. £284 rugs, 3,800 yds blankets

Algiers—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £308 furni

ture, £8-1 piano

Algoa Bay—Blaine, Maodonald A Co. £27 musi

cal instruments, £27 furnitnre

Filby A Kemp, £11 harmonium

Foulger, J. A Sons, £10 glue

Hoporaft A Co. £236 paperhangings, 329 yds

carpets, 490 yds blanketing, 259 yds oar-

peting

Howe, J. 0. A Co. 647 yds blankets

Mosenthal, Sons A Co. £106 rngs

Peel, J. £10 sewing-machine

8torer, U. A Son, £30 varnish

Amsterdam—General Steam Navigation Co. 38

yds carpets, 148 lb leather

Bobinson, A. G. Roberts A Co. 5 o leather,

£21 matting

Antwerp—Weatherley A Co. 31 o rngs

Auckland—Carter, P. £7 rags, 100 yds carptng

Clark, A. A Sons, £246 rugs, 545 yds blankets,

620 yds oarpets

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £80 pianos

Hart, H. A J. £29 brushware, £306 furnitnre

Isaacs, H. 354 yds oarpets, £27 rngs, 1,590

yds flooroloth, £36 looking-glasses, £33

furniture

MoArthur, W. A. 2,475 yds blankets," £276

rugB, 836 yds carpets

Murray, D. A W. 2,321 yds blankets

New Zealand Shipping Co. £175 paperhangs

Nollen, Henry A Co. 8 o leather

Owen & Graham, £166 rngs, 450 yds blank ts

Wenman & Co. £45 piano

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. 4 o" leather,

180 yds cilcloth, £12 rugs, £28 musical

instruments

Elliot, J. 1,125 yds blankets

Hayter A Hayter, 900 yds blankets

Holloway & Co. £50 docks

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £20 musical instmnts

Bordeaux—Jonas, SimonBen A Co. 142 yds

flooroloth

Boston—Harris, B. 128 c leather

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 27 c leather

Bilot, F. A Tronde, 69 o leather, 943 yds

oarpets, 49i o leather, 118 yds oarpets, 62 c

leather

Chinnery & Johnson, 16 o paperhangings

Flageollet Bros. £84 varnish

Messageries Parisiennes, 412 yds carpets, £5

rugs, 368 yds carpets

Nollen, Henry A Co. 21 o leather

Silicate Paint Co. £94 varnish

Bremen—Jones, F. A Sons, £55 bed feathers

Phillipps A Graves, £34 mats, 891 yds carpets,

52 o leather, £13 cocoa-mats

Brussels—Beard, W. D. £20 musical instrmnts

Bushire—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £17 organ

Busrku—Lynch Bros. £4 lamps

Calcutta—Allen 'Bros. A Co. 9 o leather, f25

kamptnlicon

Cnraie, S. M. £22 piano

Davis, W. B. 1 o leather

Denny A Co. £50 wood manufactures

Elmore, S. A Co. £20 lamps

Etcombe Bros. A Co. 3 o leather

King, H. S. A Co. £536 furniture

M'Cabe A Co. 1 c leather

Stone A Son, 20 sq yds leither-oloth

Townsend A Spearing, £60 musical instranU

Watson, J. A Co. 95 lb. leather

Canterbury—Betham A 8on, 28 yds carpet

Don, P. 0. A Co. 225 yds blankets

Hoporaft A Co. 1 315 yds woollen blanketing

Not Zealand Shipping Co. £620 furniture,

£25 sewing-machine, £40 piano, £20 mat!,'

£100 furniture

Stanton, J. 7 o leather

Cape op Good Hope—Blaine, MoDonald 4 Co.

2,070 yds carpeting

Bruce, Morison A Co. £16 sewing-machines

Currie, D. A Co. £57 fnrnitnre

DaviB A Soper, £31 furnitnre, £80 furniture

Findlay, Durham A Co. £50 varnish, £10

piano

Howe, J. C. A Co. £44 hanging-paper

Openshaw, Unna A Co. 432 yds blanketing

Puzey, W. £194 furniture

Smith, Morrison A Co. 91 yds woollen carpeuj

Whyte, R. A Co. £41 iron safe

Colombo—Findlay, Durham A Co. £299 fature

Hardwiok A Co. £6 sewing-machines

Martin, R. A Co. 1 o tanned leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 56 yds linoleum

Sewell A Crowther, £50 fnrnitnre

Wilson. R. A Co. £48 blankets

Copenhagen—Darling Bros. 3i o leather

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 224 sq yds

linoleum

Demerara—Baird, D. 490 yds blanketing

Currie, D. A Co. £7 furniture

Kirkman A Sons £36 piano

East London—Harvey A Greenacre, 1,200 yds

cotton blankets

Savage A Hill, £25 farniture

Genoa—Collins, W. A. 1,830 yds leather cloth

Darling Bros. 4 o leather

Dawson Bros. £S0 varnish

Gibraltar—Cazee, J. 620 yds carpets

Cuby A Co. £80 furniture

Moritz, E. £80 fnrnitnre

Gothenburg—Harris, R. 151 o leather

Hambro—Anglo-American Leather Cloth Co.

1,360 eq yds cotton oiloloth, 1,300 eq jdj

oiloloth

Becker A Ulrioh, 8 0 leather

Collins, W. A. 760 yds leather cloth

Darling Bros. 314 J o lethr, 91 o tanned lethr

Dufour Bron. £49 rugs

Kitohin, J. A Co 5 a leather

Lavy, C. A Co. £33 ruus, £61 rugs

Leather Cloth Co. 38,310 sqnaie yds oilcloth

Linoleum Mnfotrng. Co. 183 sq yds F

Mertens A Co. 178 yds carpeting

Other Entries, 41 o leather

Rosenberg;, Loewe A Co. £42 rugs, £12 1

Snlmon, 0. J. 7 o leather

SohloeBBer Bros. 97 o leather, 31ole

Stalsohmidt, F. A Co. 7 c leather

Van der Heyden, E. A Co. 20 c 1

Wain, C. 27 o leather

Wilkinson, Cowley A Co. 4 o leather

Hobart Town—Fenwick A Co. £925

Green, F. A Co. 22 sq yds linoleum, £252 gas-

fittings

Grindlay A Co. £63 piano

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 648 yds carpeting,

£29 furnitura

Jenuings, G. D. A Co. £650 furniture, £12

sewing-machines, £12 paperhangiDga

MoCanl, G. J. A Co. 360 yds baize

Perrott A Perrott, 580 yds blankets, £17mate,

£23 matting

Sadler, 8. C. A Co. £20 rngs, 149 yds blanket)

Hong Kong—Hams, Goodwin A Co. 2 o leather,

£33 rugs

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 150 yds blanketing

Walker, A. G. 2,856 yds blankets

Jamaica—Coalmen-, Guthrie A Co. £4 furni

ture, £15 glue, £13 horsehair

Henckell, dn Buisson A Co. 1 qr leather

Maud A Co. £35 wo d manufactures

Russell, H. A J. £24 furniture

Turnbnll, A. A Co. £14 varnish

Jersey and Gukrnsei—Cheeswright & Co.

£150 furnituie

Konigsuerg—Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 138

sq yds linnlenm

Kurbaciiee—Churchill, C. A Co. 571b leather

King, H. S. A Co. £34 furniture
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Leghorn—McCraoken, J. & B. 12 yds carpets

Loanda—Bruno, Silva & Sons, 96 jds blankets,

50 yds oiloloth

Littleton—Ballantyne, J. 700 yds blankets

Madras—Davies, Tamer & Co. £21 musical

instruments

Fritb, Bands A Co. 28 lb leatber, £ 11 iron safes

Malta—Collard & Collard, £50 piano

Manila—Gellatly, Hankey & Co. £24 msol insts

Masulipatah—Dickinson A Stewart, meol insts

Mauritius—Baker, S. & Co. li o leather

Blyth, Greene & Co. £6 varnish, £21 bedding

Monrovia—Christy, T. & Co. £20 swng-mohns

Mossbl Bat—Blagden & Prince, £145 furniture

Carrie, D. A Co. £460 musical instruments

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £60 pianos

Naples—Laming, A. A Co. £20 furniture

Kelson—Jackson, E. 263 lb leather

New York—Darling Bros. 1,619 o leather

Davies A Turner, 7} o leather

HarriB, B. 51 o leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 1,580 yds carpets

Odessa—WilkinBon, Cowley & Co. £20 varnish

Oporto—Staveley, N. £30 wool rugs

Ostknd—Nixon A King, £5 furniture

Wiener, M. & Co. 33i c leather, 29i o leather

Otago—Batterworth Bros. 450 yds blankets

Carter, P. 144 yds oiloloth

Dods, A. G. £60 sewing-machines

Dunlop, G. A Co. £125 pianos

Guthrie & Larnaoh, £41 varnish

Hart, H. A J. £84 looking-glasses

Hoporaft A Co. £43 rugs, 528 yds floorcloth,

2,239 yds carpeting

Jepps, J. W. A Co. £80 lampware

McEwan, J. A Co. £122 lamps

Sargood, Son & Co. 832 yds woollen blnkting

Port Alfred—Howe, J. 0. & Co. £47 msol insts

Port Natal—Berry & Co. 6 o leather

Davy, J. H. £21 rags

Green, J. S. A Co. £38 rugs, £18 furniture

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 182 yds wolu blnktg

Howe, J. 0. A Co. 642 yds cotton blanketing,

£10 matting

Nicholson, W. A Co. £146 wall-paper

Peel, J. 850 yds woollen blanketing

Bennie, J. T. A Son, 2,060 yds woollen

blanketing, 4,000 yds ootron blanketing

Webster, Steel A Oo. £102 matting, £40

musical instruments

Port Phillip—Banks Bros. A Co. 620 yds blnkts

Beath, Schiess A Co. 4,749 yds blankets

Baiok, Lewis & Co. £8 rags, 2,708 yds oarpets,

2,327 yds blankets, 1,028 yds oiloloth

Clarkson, D. 810 yds blankets

Daley A Co. 1,690 yds carpets, £73 uphol

stery wares

Pox, C. T. 3£ o leather

Pysh, P. 0. A Co. 566 yds carpets, £22 musical

instruments, 1,257 yds floorcloth, 300 yds

blankets

Hallenstein, M. A Co. 5 c leather

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 2,972 yds flooroloth,

2,962 yds blanketing, £100 pianos, 465 yds

carpeting

Hoporaft & Co. 2,379 yds flooroloth
• McArthur, W. A A. 600 yds blankets

Meadows, T. A Co. 260 yds linolenm

Paterson, Laing A Co. £42 furniture

Pirgoe, Son & Co. £38 furniture

Sadler, S. 0. A Oo. 1,074 yds blankets

Staley, Radford A Co. £38 rugs, 1,130 yds

blankets, 830 yds oarpets, 430 yds oiloloth,

1,610 yds flooroloth, £28 mats, 2,180 yds

felt oarpets, 2,060 yds carpet, £22 rugs,

225 sq yds floorcloth, £41 woollen rugB, 800

yds blankets, 300 yds oilcloth

Webster, G. A Co. 2,890 yds blankets

Beval—Leather Cloth Co. 375 sq yds oiloloth

Bio Grande—Dawson Bros. 64 g varnish

Bio Janeiro—Bale, W. £54 matting

Diokinson, Akroyd A Co. 19 o leather

Holland, A. A Oo. £65 furniture

Knowles A Foster, £17 mats, £132 furniture

Short, Short A Co. £20 mats

Bnnley, J. £10 varnish

Bockhampton—Green, G. A Co. £30 furniture

Rotterdam—Phillips A Graves, 5 o leather

Turnley, J. W. £81 glue

Bouen—Burnett, J. A Sons, 71 o varnish

Santander—Collins, W. A. 200 yds leather

oloth, 210 yds flooroloth

Shanghai—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £17 carpet

Singapore—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £50 ruga

St. John's—Mase, Holmwood & Oo. £130

furniture

St. Kitt's—Gray, C.W. & W. £31 wood manfs

Manning A Anderdon, £130 wood manufaots

Maud A Co. £90 wood manufactures

St. Lucia—Du Boulay MaokayA Co. £118 wood

manufactures

Sydney— Collard A Collard, £300 pianos

Davis, J. A Son, £43 furniture

Green, P. A Co. £80 brushware, £280 brushes

Hawley, H. A A. £18 wood manufactures

Hodgkinson, P. A. & Co. £55 furniture

Hoporaft & Broadwater, 7,031 yds flooroloth,

1,416 yds woollen blanketing, 2,480 yds

woollen blanketing, £261 carpet, £300

piano, 7,109 yds woollen blanketing, £520

carpet

Johnson A Allsup, 7 o leather

McArthur, W. & A. 4,135 yds blanketirjg, £118

carpet

Petersen, Boesen & Co. 1,730 yds woollen

blanketing, 8.190 yds woollen blanketing

Parvis, T. £163 carpet

Stanton, J. 5 o leather

Storer, D. A Sons, £15 wall-paper

YouDg A Lark, £295 rugs, 8,919 yds woollen

blanketing, 4,226 yds woollen blanketing

Table Bay—Eiohards, Glanville A Co. £107

pianos

Tobago—Gillespie, A. M. A Co. £29 wood

manufactures, £56 furniture

Townsville—Hoporaft A Broadwater, 3,932 yds

woollen blanketing

Trieste—Levy, A. A Co. £36 piano

Trinidad—Lindegreen, A. £14 furniture

Moss, C. A Co. 3 o varnish

Newman, B. £53 wood manufactures

Penner, G. H. A Co. £47 pinno

Wellington—Edwards, N. & Co. £42 mouldings

Hoporaft A Broadwater, 1,732 woollen

blanketing, £228 carpet, £55 furniture

Lewis, J. & Co. 5,630 yds blanketing, £40

matting, £48 carpet

Nathan, J. A Co. 1,920 yds woollen blanketing

Price, C. A Co. 380 yds woollen blanketing

Townsend A Spearing, £52 wall-paper

Walker, T. W. & J. £13 varnish

Yokohama—Cutbill, A. L. £10 brushes

Hubbuok, T. A Sons, £22 varnish

Lewis, J. 4 Co. 600 yds oilolth, 393 yds baize

Meadows, T. A Co. £151 oarpet

Jfnntta Jmports

Into London during the Week ended Saturday,

the 6th inst.o

Bed Feathers.—T. Trapp & Sons, 14 brls from

France ; Heymans Bros., 31 brls from France ;

Heymans Bros., 46 brls from Hambro' ; Schoe-

tensaok A Co., 10 brls from Hambro' ; Lewis

& Peat, 2 os from the Cape of Good Hope ;

SohoetenBaok A Co., 1 brl from Hambro' ;

Hubbard A Co., 7 brls from Hambro'.

Furniture Wood.—L. A 9. K. D. Co., 1 ton

hard from Palermo ; H. Head A Co., 5 cs fur.

niture from the E. Indies; W. Campion, 10

tons furniture from the United States j B. P.

Dowdeswell, 12 tons oak from the United

States ; G. S. N. Co., 5 tons hard from France ;

B. A J. Henderson, 8 tons sapan from China ;

Pinto, Leite A Co., 95 tons rose from Belgium ;

Jos. Garoner A Sons, 6 tons furniture from

the United States ; Bosanquet A Co., 378 tons

' mahogany from the West Indies.

Horsehair.—F. Jones & Sons, 16 brls from

Hambro' ; Marcus A Co., 4 brls from Hambro' ;

S. Phillips, Son & Co., 9 os from Hambro' ; F.

Jones A Sons, 17 brls from Hambro' ; E. J.

Weinburg, 11 brls from Belgium ; Goad, Bigg,

& Co., 50 brls from Belgium j Goad, Bigg, A

Co., 7 brls from Belgium.

Musical Instruments.—H. Lange, 4 pkgs from

Hambro' ; T. Dawkins A Co., 7 pkgs from

Bremen ; Other Importers, 1 pkge from Ham

bro' ; J. J. Walker, 1 pkge pianos from Ham

bro' ; Pickford A Co., 3 pkgs from Bremen ;

Other Importers, 1 pkge from Hambro' ; G.

S. N. Co., 1 pkge from Sweden ; T. Dawkins

A Co., 4 cs from Bremen ; B. Thomson & Co.,

24 os organs from the United States ; Beck A

Pollitzer, 3 pkgs from Bremen ; Pickford A

Co., 2 pkgs from Bremen ; B. Thomson A Co.,

24 pkgs organs from the United States ;

Mertens & Co., 50 pkgs organs from the

United States ; Pickford A Co., 1 pkge from

France; F. Stalschmidt A Co., 1 pkge from

Hambro'.

Sewing Machines.—T. Irving & Co., 3 pkgs

from Holland ; P. W. Hore, 212 pkgs from the

United States.

Miscellaneous.—Esdaile A Co., 22 standards

moulding, joiners' work from Sweden.

fepl Intelligence.

Setting Aside a Bill op Sale.—At

the Hull Bankruptcy Court last week, before

Dr. Rollit, Registrar, an application was made

by Mr. Woodhouse, solicitor, on behalf of the

trustee, to set aside a bill of sale as fraudulent

and void, in the matter of A. McGilvray,

draper, Hull. Mr. Woodhouse stated that the

debtor filed his petition on Oct. 24, and he

gave the bill of sale on Jan. 17 last, at which

time he was pressed by Messrs. O'Rell & Co.,

Scotland, for the sum of £141. In the pre

vious September he had bought from Mr.

Johnston certain book-debts of a Mr. Young

for £168, giviDg him three acceptances, the

last payable in eighteen months. On being

pressed by Messrs. O'Rell, the debtor saw Mr.

Johnston and a Mr. Clark, who represented a

Scotch firm, and it was arranged that the

bill of sale should be given to Mr. Johnston

for £585. 5s. 10d., the consideration being

goods sold and delivered, the book-debts in

question, their gross amount, about £500, being

named, and £88. 9s. 2d., the debtor's liability

to three trade creditors, which Mr. John

ston alleged he was liable for. The

debtor, by the bill of sale, assigned to

Mr. Johnston all his household and business

assets. Mr. Woodhouse submitted that the

transaction was fraudulent and void as an act

of bankruptcy, occurring within twelve months

of the petition, and also at common law, as it

was an assignment of everything for an ante

cedent debt ; and, further, that it was void

under the Bill of Sale Act, on the ground that

the consideration was untruly stated. Mr.

Summers, who appeared for Mr. Archibald

Johnston, the holder of the bill of sale, stated

that when the debtor started in business Mr.

Johnston sold him a quantity of stock, and

continued to supply him, sold him his book

debts, and became morally, if not legally,

liable for his indebtedness to the three other

creditors ; and was thus properly a creditor for

the whole sum named in the bill of sale. His

client did not know of Messrs. O'Rell's claim,

and of other debts, and had been misinformed

by the debtor himself, and the circumstances

were such as to take the case out of the

ordinary category of cases in which bills of

sale had been given to the prejudice of the

other creditors. His Honour declared the

bill of sale void, and made an order for the

proceeds of a sale of furniture under the bill

of sale, together with certain stock seized by

Mr. Johnston, and book debts, to be handed

over to the trustees.

Disputed Commission Account.—Hud

son v. Susinaii.—In this case, beard in the

Southwark County-court on the 2nd inst, the

Slaintiff, a commercial traveller, sued the

efendant, a leather factor, to recover

£13. 17s. Id. for commission. The defendant

denied the plaintiff's claim, but put in a

counter-claim for £12. 17s. 10d., his share of

bad debts contracted. It appeared from the

evidence that the plaintiff agreed with the

defendant to sell goods for him, and a quantity

of leather was supplied to Messrs. Barron

Bros., upon which plaintiff claimed commis

sion. The defendant alleged that the order

came from another source, whilst the plaintiff

was indebted to him £12. 17s. on account of

bad debts. Mr. H. J. Stronor, the judge,

after going carefully through the evidence

and correspondence, ultimately gave a verdict

for £5. 3s. 4d.

Action fob Whongful Dismissal.—At

the Leeds County-court on the 1st inst., before

Serjeant Tindal Atkinson, Alfred Blakley,

formerly bookkeeper and manager to Mr.

George Hirst, cloth-manufacturer, Prospect

Mill, Morley, sued his employer for £42. 10s.,

three months' salary, in lieu of notice. Mr.

Dunn appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. E.

Tindal Atkinson for the defendant. The

plaintiff had been in the defendant's employ

for about seven years, but on Oct. 27 last he

(the plaintiff) gave three months' notice of his

intention to leave. He went about his duties

as usual for a short time, until the defendant

told him he must leave his employment at once.
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The plaintiff said that he wanted £6. 6a. 8d.,

salary due, and £42. 10s., a quarter's salary, in

lieu of notice. He was paid the former sum, and

brought this action to recover the remainder.

The question raised by the cross-examination

of the plaintiff was as to whether he had tried

to induce Joseph Bentley and an overlooker

named Butterfield, two of the defendant's

workmen, to leave their employment and

join him in partnership. The plaintiff

admitted that he had had some conversation

with Joseph Bentley about starting in busi

ness, but denied that he had tried to induce

him to leave the defendant's employ. On

the other side, Joseph Bentley and Wm,

Bentley both stated that the plaintiff had

asked them if they had any objections to go

into partnership in the cloth-manufacturing

business. He said that there was money to be

made out of it, and if they doubted that, he

could show them Mr. Hirst's balance-sheet.

William Bentlev, it was proposed, should re

main in the employment he then had, and be

a sleeping partner in the business which the

plaintiff was to start ; whilst Joseph Bentley

was to act as overlooker. The Judge said that

where a servant endeavoured to draw away

from his master on old hand, who might

be essential in the economy of his business, it

was inconsistent with the relations between

master and servant. A man had a perfect right

to better his own condition, and the commercial

system of this country was made up of men

who had risen from the ranks of the employed.

In this case the weight of evidence was that

the plaintiff did endeavour to seduce his

master's servants to leave their employment if

a certain state of things took place, and that

was inconsistent with the duties of a servant.

Then the plaintiff held a situation of confidence

in making out his master's balance-sheet, and

there was nothing more sacred between

master and servant than that that balance-

sheet should not meet the eye of anybody else.

Notwithstanding this, the plaintiff sought to

make use of it for his own purposes, and any

thing stronger than that against his case he

could not conceive. He consequently gave a

verdict for the defendant, with costs.

Liability for Goods Ordered.—Snow

Hayles.—This was an action heard on the

6th inst. in the Marylebone County Court to

recover lis. Plaintiff is a furniture-dealer

and upholsterer of the Harrow-road, and

defendant is a gentleman residing in the

neighbourhood. Mr. Berkeley, solicitor for the

plaintiff, 6tated that the defendant's wife

ordered a towel-horse of a peculiar construc

tion of the plaintiff, who sent it to defendant

by his man. Defendant's wife received it, and

expressed herself satisfied with it. At the

expiration of a week he sent for the money,

but, instead of paying the account, defendant

sent back the article supplied, and refused to

pay for it. Plaintiff sent it back again, and

it was again returned and left outside

plaintiff's shop. Plaintiff then sued for the

amount. Judgment for plaintiff.

Important to Pianoforte -Dealers.—

Venables v. Moseley and Alderslade.—In the

Exchequer Division, before Mr. Justice

Stephen and a common jury, the plaintiff

brought an action to recover possession or the

value of a piano, under a hiring agreement.

The defendant alleged that the piano was sold

and not hired to him, and paid a balance of

nine guineas into court as sufficient to meet

' the plaintiff's claim. Mr. Lawrence, Q.C.,

and Mr. Hutchins, appeared for the plaintiff ;

Mr. Henry Kisch represented the defendant

Moseley, and Mr. Buck appeared for the

defendant Alderslade. The plaintiff is a piano

forte manufacturer in Essex-road, Islington ;

the defendant Moseley is a watch and clock-

maker in St. John's-road, Clerkenwell, and the

defendant Alderslade is the receiver of Mose-

ley's estate. In January, 1872, a piano was

sent, by order of the defendant Moseley, to

his address, and at the request of the car

man the plaintiff's wife wrote " Mrs.

Moseley " at the foot of an agreement

which provided that the piano should be paid

for at the rate of three guineas a quarter. A

eum of £28. 7s. had been paid by the defen

dant in the month of September, 1875, and in

April, 1878, he compounded with his creditors

The agreement under which the plaintiff alleged

the piano was received by the defendant con

tained a clause to the effect that, in the event

of default being made in payment, the money

paid was to go to the hire and not to the sale

of the piano. The [plaintiff stated that he

sent for the piano, but could not obtain posses

sion. On benalf of the defendant it was con

tended that as the defendant's wife had con

sidered the agreement was only a delivery note,

and the defendant himself had never seen or

ratified it, the transaction was a sale, and there

fore the balance paid into Court was sufficient

to satisfy the plaintiff's claim. Justice Stephen

directed a nonsuit, with costs, as against the

defendant Alderslade, and the jury gave a ver

dict for the defendant Moseley, for whom his

lordship entered judgment, with costs.

Employers' Liability for Appren

tices' Wages.—Sheriff Birnie, of Glasgow,

decided last week that an apprentice was

entitled to his regular wages although the

workshop where he had been indentured had

been closed for want of trade. There was a

clause in the indenture acquitting the employer

of this liability, but the Sheriff said this was

an impracticable stipulation.

Bobbing Employers.—At Marlborough-

street Police-court on Tuesday, James Currie,

14, errand-boy to Messrs. Howard & Son,

upholsterers, of Berners-street, Oxford-street,

was charged before Mr. Newton with stealing

three marked coins, the moneys of his em

ployers. Mr. George Howard, jun., stated

that in consequence of money being missed

from a cupboard in a second-floor room in his

house he marked some money and gave it to

his forewoman, who placed it in the cupboard,

he giving directions to her that she should

keep a watch on it. On Saturday last the

prisoner was seen leaving the room, and when

taxed with having stolen money from the

cupboard he at first denied having done so,

but afterwards admitted he had. Some other

evidence having been given, Detective Lane,

E Division, said that on the way to the station

the prisoner said he took one shilling, and,

thinking he should not be found out, took

another, and he was then given into custody.

Mr. Newton remanded the prisoner with the

view of getting him into an institution.

Compiled with epecial reference to
ration, UphoUtery, and Drapery Trad*
Gamble S; Harvey1'$ ** Weekly Record.'

'.he Furniture, Dcco-

Trade»,from Meeere.

Partnerships Dissolved.

Ainsley Brothers, drapers, Castle-street, Swan-

sea, Glamorgan.

Birkin, T. I., Sands, A Co., lace manufacturers,

Broadway and New Baaford.

Cater, F., A Co., drapers, 1 to 4, Fiosbury.

pavement*

Checketts & Archer, general cabinet brass-

founders, 78, Caroline-street, Birmingham.

Hart. Wratfaall, A Waterhouse, table -baize

manufacturers, Burton.in-Lonsdale, York

shire.

Luoas A Flatt, iromoDgers, 12, High-street,

Wandsworth.

Bowbothain A Co., auctioneers, Guildford,

Surrey.

Rowell, G. A. A Son, paperhangers, Oxford.

Whitburn, Thomas, A Maurice YouDg, xylo-

graphio manufacturers, Milford, Surrey.

Williams, John Bobert, and Jonathan Thomp

son, drapers, 8, Mortlake-terrace, Kew.

Jackson, Benjamin Gabb, trading as J. & V?'

Jackson, timber-merchant, Leicester. Nov.

29. At Owstoo A Dickinson's, solictor!,

Leicester, Deo. 22, at 3.

Jewell, Thomas, cabinet.maker. Stokes Cr- f-,

Bristol. Nov. 27. T. D. Sibly, Exchange

West, Bristol.

Standeveo, James A William Standeven, nabinet.

makers, West Vale, Halifax. Nov. 26. G.

Rhodes, solicitor, Halifax.

Vowe, John George, farnitnre-rlealer, of Regent-

road, Salfbrd. Nov. 26. Putter & Lowe,

solicitors, Mosley-street, Manchester.

Adjudication or Bankruptcy.

Daglisb, James, cabinet-maker, 1 IS, Curtain-

road, and Castlew ood-road, Stamford-hill.

Not. 25.

TausTEKS Appointed.

Aldridge, Richard W. (trading as Browne 4

Oo.), floor-oloth manufacturer, (Liq), Grew

Dover-street. Trustee, C. E. De Vear, 118,

Cannon-street, accountant.

Andrews, Joseph A Wilkinson Andrews (trading

as Joseph Andrews & Son), oabint-makeri

(Bkt.), Bradford. Trustee, W. M. Gray,

Bradford, aoconntant.

Carlile, John B. (Bki.), dealer in works of art,

Scarborough. Trustee, B. Mitchell, account

ant, Scarborough.

Evans, Henry (Liq.), leather-oass maker, Wal.

sail. Trustee, J. D. Fellows, auctioneer,

Walsall.

Lewis, George, furniture dealer (Liq), Strat-

ford. Trustee, C. Woodley, 1, Guildhall.

ohambers, Bisingh ill-street, aoooantant.

Nield, John (Liq.), undertaker, Boohdalt.

Trustee, E. Woodcock, accountant, Rochdale.

Bouse, George, upholsterer (Liq.). East Grin-

stead, Sussex. Trustee, E. W. Edwardi,

Tunbridge Welle, accountant.

Weightman, Christopher (Liq.), uphols'erer,

High-street and Bayham-atreet, Camden.

town. Trustee, F. H. Oollison, accountant,

99, Cheapside.

WilkioB, James, timber-merchant (Liq.), Wal.

mer-road and Lanoaater-road, Notting-hill.

Trustee, E. C. Foreman, 32, Greeham-etreet,

accountant.

WooddiD, John (Liq.), ironmonger, Lincoln.

Trustee, G. Jay, accountant, Lincoln.

Wright, Henry (Liq.), timber-merobant, Pal

way-aroh, Maria-street, Kingsland-road. Tru

tee, C. S. Oollard, aoooantant, 8, P<iocras.lan

Liquidations bt Arrangement ob

Coiiposition.

Cox, Charles, timber-dealer and chair.turner,

Prasden, MiBeenden. Nov. 25. J. BawBon,

solioitor, Great Marlow.

Griffiths, George, upholsterer, James-street,

WeBtbourne-terrace. Nov. 28. At Hamlin A

Grammer, solicitors, 7, Staple-inn, Holborn,

Deo. 17, at 2.

Hitohin, Amos Henry, furniture-dealer, Over,

near Winsford, Cheshire. Nov. 20. J. A J.

H. Cooke, solicitors, Over, near Winsford.

Dividends.

Birtlea, William (Liq.), lace manufacturer, Noa

tingham. First and final dividend of li. Hi.,

at T. Sellers', Weekday-cross, Nottingham.

Book, Carl Alfred (Bkt), timber - merchant,

Great Grimsby (separate creditors). Dividend

of 20s., at S. Ellis's, Victoria-street North,

Great Grimsby.

Brougham, William H. (Liq), ironmonger,

Deansgate, Manchester. First dividend of

3s., at G. Levi's, 9, Tib-lane, Manchester.

Grant, John (trading as John Grant & Co.),

timber-merchant Cardiff (Liq ) Seoond and

final div. of 2s. at W. S. Owen's, Eut

Wharf, Cardiff.

Grimley, Joseph, cabinet-maker, Sonthpirt

(Liq.) First div. of 2s. 6d., at J. Morris's,

Devonshire-buildings, Southport.

Kirton, Thomas, brush. manufacturer, Benton

and Newcastle (Bkt.) First and final div. of

2s. lid., at B. Amos'B, 42, Moalej -street, Nes-

oastle.

Lloyd, Edward B. and Carl A. Bock, trading ss

Llojd, Book A Co. (Bkt.), timber-merchants,

Great Grimsby. Seoond and final dividend of

5d., at a. Ellis's, Victoria-street North, Great

Grimsby.

Lloyd, Edward R. (Bkt.), timber, merchant,

Great Grimsby (separate estate). Seoond ana

final dividend of rid. , at S. Ellis's, Victoria-

street North, Great Grimsby.

Nanoarrow, John and John L. (trading sa

John Nancarrow A Son), tanners, Grampoond,

Cornwall (Liq.) Second div. of 5s., at T.

Chirgwin's, Truro.

Trustee and Commissioners Appointed

Wood, James, cabinet-maker, Fraserburgh.

Trustee, A. Wood, cartwright, Fraserbnrgh.

Com., A. Mitchell, tailor, and B. Tindall, jon.,

ironmonger, both Fraserburgh, and W. Mac

intosh, warehouseman, Aberdeen.
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BILLS OF SALE.

Atkinson, Thomas, wholesale ironmonger and

general furnisher, Milton. street, and Pearl-

street, Stltburn ■ by - Sea, Yorkshire, for

£1,400, to Joseph Cradock. Filed Nov. 26.

Bin6eld, William, cabinet-maker, Glovers-road,

Lesbournia, Reigate, for £14. 10s., to H. W.

Bner. Filed Nov. 25.

Bincham, George, cabinet-maker and joiner,

45, North-street, and Workshop, East-street,

both Horsham, Sussex, for £14. 5s., to Moses

Phillips. Filed Nov. 26.

Cooke, Christopher, furniture-broker, 4c., 10,

Gildart-street, Liverpool, for £15, to David

Lamb. Filed Nov. 21.

Cooke, Cornelias, furniture-broker, 96, Albion-

street, Cheltenham, for £70. 4s., to Henry G.

Margrett. Filed Nov. 22.

Dangerfield. Frederick, cabinet-maker and shop

keeper, 10, Wood -street, Swindon, Wilts, for

£11, to Aaron J. Jacobs and another. Filed

Nov. 26.

Eickhoff, William, cabinet-makf r, 4"., 37,

Hnssard-street, Hackney-road, 82 4 84, Wei.

lington-row, Bethnal. green, and 316, Hack

ney.road, for £08, to Henry Wright. Filed

Nov. 21.

Ford, Alfred, and wife, ironmonger. 1, Kenner-

torj-terrace, Upland -road, East Dolwioh, for

£22. 10a., to John H. Felton. Filed Nov. 25.

Foreman, Alfred, ironmonger, 10, Claverton.

buildings, Widcombe, Bath, for £50, to Wm.

Gunn. Filed Nov. 26.

Forster, William, brash manufacturer, 14,

Harvest-road, Hornsey-road, Holloway, for

£40. 10s, to Henry B.Watson. Filed Nov. 11.

Haley, John, cabinet-maker, 98, George-street,

Portman-pqnare, for £42, to Ambrose Brad

bury. Filed Nov. 22.

Holland, Joel Arthur, timber-merchant, Devon

shire-street, and 14, Barton-street, Leicester,

for £124. 4s., to Thomas Loseby. Filed Nov.

25.

Johnson, Henry, venetian.blind maker, 124,

Herries-street, Kilburn-lane, for £56, to

Thomas Okey. Filed Nov. 27.

McCarthy, John Joseph, timber-merchant and

billiard-table, 4o., manufacturer, 38 and 41,

Compton-Btreet, Goswell-road, for £100, to

Joseph J. Gcode. Filed Nov. 26.

Mallinson, Joseph, pianoforte-maker, Barlby-

villa, near Selby, Yorks, for £32, to Tom

Mitchell. Filed Nov. 25.

Slip, Joshua, cabinet-maker, 4c, 6 4 7, Victoria-

road, Ropewalk, Bristol, for £28, to

Joseph Freedman. Filed Nov. 22.

Steer, Charles, cabinet-maker, 59a, King-street,

Oldham, Lancashire, for £15, to Albion Loan

4o. Co. Filed Nov. 26.

Thompson, Robert, cabinet-maker, Easington.

lane, Durham, for £78. 10s. 2d., to George

Henderson. Filed Nov. 22.

Vin-ill, William, upholsterer, 58, East-street,

Horsham, Sussex, and Alfred Lloyd, up.

holsterer, Florence Villa, East Parade, Hor

sham, Sussex, for £720, to Charles Crisp.

Filed Nov. 22.

Williams, Frank Charles, cabinet-maker4 carver

4, Rail<vay.gtreet, Wolverhampton, for £7, to

Aaron Hyams. Filed Nov. 25.

Crabe Changes, ifr.

We sha'l feel greatly obliged if our Subecribere in London
ae well ae in all parte of the Country will kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changee, or eend ue
any Jotttnge of general tntereet to the Tradee we
repreeent. By eo doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of thie Department of the Fubiutubi

Gazxtts.

Messrs. Layton & Brittan, upholsterers,

of Eldon-street, Finsbury, have dissolved part

nership. Mr. W. II. Layton continues the

business.

The partnership between Messrs. Hopkins

Bros., cabinet-makers, of Blackheatb, having

been dissolved, Mr. Samuel Hopkins, jun., con

tinues the business.

Messrs. Hustler & Fenton, decorators,

of Leeds, have dissolved partnership. Mr. W.

Hustler continues the business.

Mr. Leon L'Hollier continues the busi

ness of perambulator manufacturer formerly

carried on under the title of Jean L'Hollier

& Co., at Bath-passage, Birmingham.

Messrs. Whitterance & Walker, auc

tioneers, of Uttoxeter, have dissolved partner

ship. Mr. F. H. Walker continues the

business.

Messrs. Roberts & Belk, silver-plated

goods manufacturers, of Sheffield, have dis

solved partnership. Mr. C. Belk continues

the business.

Mr. Henry Moore continues the business

formerly carried on by Messrs. Moore & Fer

rer, drapers, of Market-street, Kingswinford.

Mr. Charles Whiteley continues the

business of leather-dresser formerly carried on

under the title of Whiteley & Pullan, at

Macaulny-street, Leeds.

Mr, James Rigby continues the business

of earthenware manufacturer formerly carried

on under the title of Boulton & Rigby, at

Milton, Staffordshire.

Mr. F. Grant continues the business of

draper formerly carried on under the title of

F. & W. Grant, at High-street, Clapham.

Mr. W. Almond continues the ironmongery

business formerly carried on under the title

of Almond Bros., at Stretford-road, Man

chester.

Mr. John Wyer continues the auctioneer

ing business formerly carried on by Messrs.

Bailey, Fry, & Wyer, at 27, Chiswell-street.

Mr. Henry Trimble has retired from the

firm of Jolland, Husson, & Co., wholesale

woollen warehousemen, of High - street,

Exeter.

Mr. Samuel Parker continues the busi

ness formerly carried on under the title of W.

Farker & Sons, carvers and gilders, Preston.

Mr. C. N. Alexander has retired from

the firm of Alexander & Co., timber-mer

chants, of Cardiff.

Messrs. Lucas & Flatt, ironmongers,

Wandsworth, have, by mutual consent dis

solved partnership. Mr. Lucas continues the

business, and will discharge all liabilities.

The ironmongery business of Mr. J. H*

Garnett, of Westbourne-grove, has been pur

chased by Mr. George Campion, of Ramsey,

Hunstanton, Sutton-bridge, and Holborn.

The Western District Co-operation

Society (Limited) was registered on the 27th

ult., with a capital of £10,000 in 10,000 shares

of £1 each. Its objects are to carry on the

business of a co-operative company for the

supply to its shareholders and ticket-holders,

of every description of articles used in house

hold consumption. The first subscribers are :

C. J. Towley, merchant, 4, Hollman Park-

terrace, Kensington ; R. G. Birch, Piccadilly ;

Major M. Watson, late Captain H.M. 7th

Fusiliers, Stephen's Club, Westminster;

A. W. L. Coombs, Captain, Dorset Militia, 42,

High West-street, Dorchester ; R. B. Wood

ward, merchant, 7, Ebury-street, Pimlico ;

and W. Price, clerk, 15, Elgin-road, Addis-

combe.

Messrs. J. & W. Jackson, timber mer

chants, Leicester, have suspended payment.

The liabilities are £27,000, and the "assets

£19,000.

Jfitraitare anb Carpet $esips.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which lias been registered by

Urms connected, with the Furniture Trade during

the week ended the 4th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.mi.chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Clan

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur.

nitures."

CoMPLETELT REGISTERED.

343.147. Taaao Rebanks, of 15, Castle-Btreet,

Stoke Newington, London. Class IV. Nov. 21.

343.148. Mintons, of Stoke-upon-Trent. Class

IV. Nov. 21.

343.165. The Foxhill Bank Printing Company,

of 54, Portland-street, Manchester. Class XI.

Nov. 21.

343.166. Soane 4 Smith, of 200, Oxford-street.

Class IV. Nor. 21.

343,167. Lewis, James, of 6, Bartlett's-buildingPj

Holborn-cirous. Class IV. Nov. 21.

343.174. Bidley, Son, Whitley 4 Co., of 46 and

47, Newgate-street. Class VI. Nov. 21.

343,178. Daniel Lee 4 Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 22.

343,219. Tte Worcester Royal Porcelain Com

pany (Limited), of Worcester. Class IV.

Nov. 22.

343 221-4. Ridley, Son, Whitley 4 Co., of 46 and

47, Newgate-street, E C. Class VI. Nov. 22.

343,293-4. Duckworth, B. 4 Sons, of 16, 18, and

20, Turner-stieet, Manchester. Class XI.

Nov. 24.

343,331. Booker, Alfred, trading as A. Booker &

Co., of Midland Works, Redditoh. Class IV.

Nov. 24.

343.333. Barton, John E., of Kidderminster.

CIhss VI. Nov. 25.

343,398. Peake, Alfred, of 53, Lysways-etreet,

Walsall. ClasB IV. Nov. 26.

343,400. Lee, Daniel, 4 Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XT. Nov. 26.

343,427. Taylor Bros., of 56, Lever-street,

Manchester. Class IV. Nov. 26.

343,476-7. Lee, Daniel, 4 Co., of Fountain.

street, Manchester. Class XI. Nov. 27.

343.530. Brownfield, William, 4 8ons, of Co-

bridge, Staffordshire. Class IV. Nov. 28.

343.531. Bevington, A., 4 Co., of New Hall

Works, HaDley. Class IV. Nov. 28.

343.585. Mintons, of Stoke-upon-Trent. Class

IV. Nov. 28.

343.586. Brown-Westhead, T. C, Moore 4 Co.,

of Canldon - place, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Nov. 29.

343,616. Thornhill, Walter, 4 Co., of 144, New

Bond-street. Class II. Nov. 29.

343,618. Holdoroft, Joseph, of Sutherland

Pottery, Daisy Bank, Longton. Class IV.

Dec. 1.

343,624. Dalglish, R., Falconer 4 Co., of Man.

ohester and Glasgow. Class XI. Deo. 1.

343,642-3, Ridley, Son, Whitley 4 Co., of

46 and 47, Newgate-street. Class VI.

Deo. 1.

343,652.3. Brown-Westhead, T. C, Moore 4

Co., of Canldron-plaoe, Staffordshire Potteries.

Class IV. Dec. 2.

343.654. Elsmore 4 Son, of Clay Hills Pottery,

Tnnstal). Class IV. Deo. 2.

343.655. Crossley, John, 4 Sons (Limited), of

Halifax. Class VI. Deo. 2.

343,656-7. Stoehr, E. M., 4 Co., of 32, Newton-

street, Dale-street, Manchester. Class XI.

Deo. 2.

343-710-14. Monaghan, Nicholas and John, of

Conrt 9, Brown-street, Sheffield. Class IV.

Deo. 2.

343,716. Aynsley, John, 4 Sons, of Portland

Works, Longton, Staffordshire. Clasa IV

Deo. 2.

343,719-23. Desfosse', Jules, of 223, Faubourg

Saint Antoine, Paris, and 2, Osnaborgh-terrace,

London. Class V. Deo. 2.

343,724 31. Sowerby 4 Co., of Ellison Glass

Works, Gateshead-on-Tyne. Class III. Dec. 2.

343,738. Williams, W. F., of 3 to 6, Little Wind-

mill-street, Golden-square. Class II. Deo. 2.

343,759-75. Worth, Thomas Bond, of Severn

Valley Mills, Stourport. Class VI. Dec. 4.

343,784. Asoher, Theodore, of 38, Jewin-street.

Class II. Deo. 4.

Useful Designs Provisionally Registeeed.

3.224. Blomfield, Joseph, of Colchester, for

adjustable arm and joints for a reading-easel,

Oct. 28.

3.225. Blomfield, Joseph, of Colchester, for

brackets for window panorama. Oot. 28.

Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comforting.—

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws

which govern the operations of digestion and

nntrition, and by a careful application of the

fine properties of well-seleoted cocoa, Mr. Eppa

has provided our breakfast tables with a deli

cately-flavoured beverage which may save ua

many heavy dootorB' bills. It is by the judicious

use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enough

to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds

of subtle maladies are floating around us ready

to attack wherever there is a weak point. We

may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping our

selves well fortified with pure blood and a pro

perly nourished frame."— Civil Service Qazette.

—Sold only in packets labelled—"James Epps

4 Co., Homoeopathio Chemists, London." —

[Advt.]
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fetters ^latent.

I i thie column tcill be found tuck inventions at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholstery, Carpet, and
jDrapery Tradet ; and Inventors are rcqucited to put
themselves in early communication with the Editor, who
ecill be happy to afford them publicityfor tkeir invention!.

Applications fob Letters Patent.

4,867. Thompson, W. P., oivil engineer, of the

firm of W. P. Thompson & Co., patent agents,

of 6, Lord.Btreet, Liverpool, and 323, High

Holborn, London, for an improved ooating or

composition for covering fabrics, bo as to

make them waterproof and lasting. A com.

mnnioation from Monsieur Honorat, fils aine,

of Nioe, France. Nov. 28.

4.891. Wirth, F., at Frankfort-on-the-Main, for

improvements in the manufacture of a new

chemical compound for the treatment of

hides and the like purposes. A communica

tion from F. Knaop, resident at Brunswick,

Germany. Nov. 29.

4.892. Kendriok, T., manufacturer, Birmingham,

for improvements in cradles. Nov. 29.

4,900. Wirth, P., Frankfort-on-the-Main, for

improvements in the manufacture of leather,

and in compounds to be used therefor. A

communication from F. Knapp, resident at

Brunswick, Germany. Nov. 29.

4,906. Bornand, E. E., artist lyrique, of 8, How-

land- street, Fitzroy square, for a musical in

strument called " Le Vibratenr." Deo. 1.

4,911. Thornton, J. W., mannfaoturer, of Cot-

tingley, and C. Hoyle, machine-maker, of

Keighley, for improvements in machinery

for combing wool and other fibrous substances.

Dec. 1.

4,913. Griffin, E. H., of St. Pancras, for im-

provements in register-stoves and other

grates for heating and ventilating rooms.

Deo. 1.

4.919. Smeaton, J., of the firm of William

Smeaton & Sons, of 24, Moorgate-streot, for

improvements in ash-shoots, fixed washstands,

and other like wall-fixtures. A communica

tion from J. P. Schweikert, of New York.

Deo. 1.

4.920. Sweetland, W., organ-builder, 4, Cleve

land-place, West, Bath, for improving the

tone of organ-pipes. Deo. 2.

4,932. Hamilton, J., wire-worker Halifax, for

improvements in apparatus for smoothing

fabrics, and for singeing yarns, pieces, or

fabrics. Dec. 2.

4,935. Steinberg, H., of 'Edgbastoo, Birming

ham, for an improved self-closing door- hinge.

Deo. 2.

4,938. Edmonds, E., for a new or improved

portable shower-bath. A communication

from E. E. 6. Bozerian, of 17, Boulevard

Saint Martin, Paris. Dec. 2.

4,940. Hutchison, A. L., of Albany-street,

Begent's-park, for improved attachment to

plates and dishes. Deo. 2.

4.946. Bingham, J. E., manufacturer, of Shef

field, for improvements in the ornamentation

of plated goods. Deo. 3.

4.947. Paget, A., of Loughborough, for im

provements in self-acting stop-gear for textile

machinery.

4,972. Porter, H. T., of Tottenham. court-road,

for an improvement in revolving ottomans.

Deo. 4.

Patents which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

1,415. Geldard, C, mannfaoturer, of Clithero,

for certain improvements in looms for weav

ing. April 9. [Extended to Dec. 2.]

2,116. Hall, J., of Leeds, for improvements in

machinery for unhairing, scudding, fleshing,

shaving, whiteing, staking, and grounding

hides, skins, or leather. May -7.

2.133. Davis, T., land and mine surveyor, of

Hill Top, West Bromwich, for improvements

in parallel rules arranged with mathematical

scales for measuring and setting oat plans and

drawings. May 28. [Time extended to

Deo. 2.]

2.134. Younger, D., smith, of Woolwich, for an

alarm hinge. May 28.

2,181. Pieper, 0., civil engineer, of Belle

Alliance-street, Berlin, for improvements in

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]

patterns for moulding purposes. A commu

nication from O. Woolnongh and F. Dehne,

both of Halberstadt, Prussia. June 2.

2,183. Nawrooki, G. W. von, of 124, Leipziger,

Strosse, Berlin, for an improved manufacture

of pile fabrios. A communication from G.

Joel, Wnrzen, Germany. June 3.

2,200. Kiddier, John, James, John William, and

Herbert, machinists, all in the employment of

the Nottingham Manufacturing Company

(Limited), of Nottingham, for improvements

in apparatus employed in the manufacture of

knitted fabrics. Jane 3.

2,236. Perrachon, J. E., mechanical engineer, of

Lyon, for improvements in sewing-machines.

Jane 5.

(Doitnarg.

Bacley.—We regret to chronicle the death of

Mr. Thomas Bagley, J. P., for thirty years

managing partner of the firm of Henderson &

Co., oaroet manufacturers, of Durham, and

Snow-hill, London. He died on the 4th instant

at his residence, at Elvet, Durham. The funeral

was attended by many of the leading townsmen,

as well as by the employes of the firm. The

deceased was 66 y ears of age.

Knox.—Mr. Thomas Knox, of the firm of

Messrs. Knox, Samuel, & Dickson, warehouse

men, Edinburgh, died on the 4th instant, after a

brief illness, at the age of 61. He filled various

offices in oonneotion with the Edinburgh Mer

chant Company. In 1872 he occupied the posi

tion of Master, and took great interest in the

establishment of the schools of the company.

Maple.—We regret to announce the death of

Mr. Harry Maple, seoond son of Mr. John Maple,

of Tottenham Coart-road, which took place on

the 2nd instant, at Bedford Lodge, Hampstead,

at the early age of 28. The deoeased, who had

taken an aotive part in the management of the

Tottenham Court-road business, was greatly

esteemed by all who knew him.

Hems, Softs, anb Comments.

The Weavers' Company held a breakfast

at the Albion one day last week ; and the Car

penters' Company dined there the same day.

The Christmas Holidays.—A proposal has

been made that the Christmas holidays in the

City shall consist of four days, viz., from Wed.

nesday evening, the 21th, to Monday morning,

the 29th inst. In 1873 a holiday of this dura

tion was given by many of the large bonses in

the City. There seems every probability

that the leading firms will fall in with the

suggestion.

Technical Education.—The Court of As

sistants of the Cordwainers' Company have, in

addition to a grant of £250 per annum already

made, voted a donation of £500 towards the

building fund of the City Guilds Institute, on

condition that the total sum agreed to be Bnb.

scribed for that purpose be in their opinion

adequate to the satisfactory fulfilment ol the

object contemplated.

Royal Tapestry Factory.—Last Tuesday

the Duke and Duohess of Connaught and Prince

Leopold paid a visit to the tapestry works at

Windsor and inspeoted the various panels on

hand—viz., the " Battle of Aylesford," by the

late E. M. Ward, B.A. ; and the series of panels

illustrating the "IdylU of the King," from

cartoons by Herbert A. Bone, &o. They also

paid a visit to the stained-glass works.

Combined Bedstead and Dressing-Case.

—Mr. Hermann A. J. Bieokert, of New York,

has patented an article of furniture combining

a dressing-case and bedstead in such form that

the bed may be folded and concealed when not

required for use, and that when turned down

as a bed the use of the drawers and other con

veniences of the dressing-case is not prevented.

A practioal illustration of the text, "Take up

thy bed and walk."

"Advertising Curtain."—An enterprising

agent for advertisements has sent round a cir

cular calling attention to an " advertising cur

tain," in imitation of Turkish tapestry, which

will be shown for five minutes each evening

during the run of the pantomime at the Prinoe's

| Theatre, Manchester. This curtain contains

twenty-one spaces for advertisement!, the

prices for whioh range from £15 to £5, the

total of the amounts asked for the twenty-one

spaces being £188. 10s.

A Primitive Nation—The new Mexican

interoceanio railway across the Tehuantepec

Isthmus is marked out to pass through the

State of Chiapas, which probably contains the

only population in the world whioh possesses no

iron, nor anything in the shape of an iron

industry, even of the crudest form. For the

distance of eighty miles around Palenqne, the

oapital, not a single blacksmith can be found

and the only articles in the shape of iron are

axes and machotas, imported from the United

States. Nails are unknown, all the woodwork

being held together by cord or the tendrils of

the vines.

Displaying Faperhanginga, &c. — Mr.

Augustus M. Coburn, of Watkins, New York,

has patented an " exhibitor," by means of

which a large number of samples of paper-

hangings, oil-cloth, carpets, and like materials

can be readily and clearly exhibited without

handling them and without occupying much

space. The invention consists in an arrange

ment of a rotating drum containing a number

of sections, to whioh the samples of paper, oil.

oloth, Ac, are fastened, and a small wheel,

covered with or made of rubber, leather, or

sand-paper, or like material whioh rotates an

an axis above the drum, so that when the

small wheel is turned it pushes down one sheet

after the other of the material that is to be

exhibited.

Architectural Association.—A large ga

thering of gentlemen connected with the archi-

teotnral profession and their friends took place

on the 5th inst. at the offices of the Architec

tural Association, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-

street, the occasion being a conversazione given

by that body. The attendance included many

of the best. known architects in London. Be

sides a large and varied musical programme

performed by Messrs. Coote & Tinney's band

during the evening, there was a large selection

of drawings displayed on counters in the north,

east gallery, while the prize drawings from the

late competition were exhibited in the upstairs

room, the prizes themselves being distributed to

the successful candidates by Mr. S. Flint Clark-

son, the president of the association.

Art Needlework.—The Christmas display

at the School of Art 'Needlework in the Exhibi

tion-road, South Kensington, proves that the

institution is pursuing in the best possible

manner its ambitious object of restoring orna

mental needlework to its former high place

among decorative arts. Among the articles on

view is a fine outline picture intended for cur

taining the back of a cottage piano when turned

towards the middle of a room. It represents

four female figures in a wood, and was designed

by the Bev. S. Image. In a folding screen of

deep-brown velvet, with a full-sized Bun-nower

on each panel ; the colours are harmonious, the

drawing of the flowers vigorous, and the execu

tion perfect. A specimen of wall decoration,

after an Arabesque design by Mr. W. Morris, it

interesting as suggesting return to the use of a

kind of arras. Many other exhibits are worth

attention, the variety of things to which needle

work seems applicable being truly surprising.

Co-operation in Germany.—The unfavour

able conditions of the times have made them

selves felt with considerable force upon the

co-operative societies in Germany. According

to the Augsburg Gazette, the number of advance

banks is 1,841, of whioh two-thirds publish their

reports. The advances made to the members

during the last year amounted to 1,456,000,000
marks, whioh was a diminution on the previous

year of 94,000,000 marks—a curtailment of

supplies whioh had a stringent effect on all

industrial undertakings. Co-operative supply

stores have, to a certain extent, undergone the

same kind of opposition that they have met

with in England. There are 621 of these

societies, at least half of the members belonging

to the salaried classes. There has been a dimi

nution in the operations of these societies, and

some of them have found it necessary to grant

credit to the members, although such a proceed

ing is contrary to the articles of association.

The fact, however, shows in an unmistakable

manner how diffioult it is for the consumers in

Germany as elsewhere to make ends meet.

There are nearly 700 building societies in

Germany, but veiy few of their reports have

been published.
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Workshop Economy.—The following re

marks seem to have a special applioation to

many of oar modern cabin ■■[-shops, and they

might with advantage be taken to heart by

masters as well as operatives. There most be,

of necessity, a percentage of Iosb in all the

material transactions of every.day life, whether

these be carried on in the workshop, the

connting-room, the kitchen, or the laboratory ;

bat this inevitable waste can be so far reduced

by good manxgement that it amounts to bat

little in the coarse of a year. Observation

has convinced as that the loss in large work

shops mast be considerable, for in a great

majority of cases' we have seen materials

lying about under foot, tools misplaced, essen

tial articles, or tools necessary to the perfec

tion of certain parts of the work, at great

distances from each other, and an infinite

number of abuses which, although small of

themselves, when summed up make a grand

total loss at the e"d of the year. No matter

what the nature of the trade or manufacture,

it is very certain that a material reduction of

the expenses of every department can be made

by careful attention to the minor matters, and

these remarks are made with the hope that all

interested will give them attention.

The Female School of Art.—Sustaining

the high reputation drawn from upwards of

thirty, five years' existence, the establishment

in Queen-square, under the superintendence of

Hiss Louisa Gann has this year been even more

than usually successful. The exhibition of works

by students, sent in in competition with 146

other and mixed schools, was held last week. A

national gold medal has been awarded to Cathe

rine M. Wnod for an effective group in oils of

azaleas reflected io a looking-glass ; Ethel

Kisbet gaiued a silver medal for bay leaves,

from nature, in water-colours ; Maud A. West, a

bronze medal, for an Hydrangea, in water-

colours ; Margaret Dickson, a bronze medal, for

a figure from the antique in chalk. The Queen's

Scholarship has been won by Florence Reason;

National Gilchrist Scholarship, by Harriet Ada

Payne and Ethel Spiller; Princess of Wales's

and Subscribers' Scholarships, by Catherine

Martha Wood and Ellen A. Christmas, and the

Queen's Gold Medal (head from life in chalk),

by Ellen A. Christmas. Prizes in modelling from

the antique were gained by Susan Ruth Canton,

Louisa Jacobs, Amelia Walters, and Edith Gib

son. Other awards were obtained, numbering

41 in all, and several of the students have won

their way to the Roj al Academy school.

Fires.—On the 3rd inst. a fire broke out at

39, Hoxton.square, Hoxton, tenanted by Mr.

E. M. Osborne, mattress-maker, caused by

a spark from the fire-grate. The flames were

not got under nntil a brick and timber building

of one floor, about 50 ft. by 10 ft., had been

burned out and the roof off in the rear of dwel

ling. The oontents were not insured. On

the 4th a fire occurred at 112, Weymouth-

terraoe, Hackney-road, on the premises of T.

Hunter, chair-maker. A workshop of two

floors, 36 ft. by 18 ft. was burnt out, and part of

the roof, while the lower part was damaged.

On the 6th a fire broke out at the oocoa-

nut fibre work of Messrs. Bulbeck & Sons,

Suffolk. place, Snow's. fields, Bermondsey, caused

by s spark from the fire. The drying-room of

20 ft. by 5 ft. was nearly burnt out, and part of

the roof off, while a factory adjoining was also

damaged. On the 8th a fire took place at

No. 336, Old-street, Shoreditch, in the occu

pancy of Mr. J. Mound, shop-fitter. A large

amount of property was destroyed. Mr. Mound

was insured in the Sun offioe. The oontents in

the ground floor and basement of No. 334,

occupied by Messrs. Vaughan, cabinet-makers

and upholsterers, were damaged by water.

Messrs. Vaughan were insured in the Atlas

office. The cause of the fire has not been

ascertained.

The American Leather Trade.—The New

York Commercial Bulletin says that the exten

sion of foreign outlet has proved an important

factor in bringing about the marked improve

ment in values of Amerioan leather during the

current year. For the nine months ending

Sept. 30 there were shipped from New York

967,632 sides, or about 35 per oent. of the entire

receipts. For the corresponding period last

year the exports were 939,436 sides, while

daring the nine months of 1873 they were

495,118 sides, showing an increase of close upon

100 per oent. during six years. As regards the

last three months, independent of export busi

ness, prices would probably have advanced to

the present range. Purchases by manufacturers

and dealers have been remarkably heavy, and the

supplies have been almost completely cleared out

while ourrent receipts have been barely sufficient,

for requirements. Tanners are carrying very

little Btootr, and seem to be more favourably

situated than at any time for many years past.

During the month of July there wan an advance

of about one-half to one cent per lb., and at the

latter part of September priceB rose another

one-half oent. At this time large contracts

with manufacturers were completed, the export

movement assumed very extensive proportions,

and by the end of the month values had ad

vanced fully four cents. Hides sympathised

with leather. Nearly all lots found quick saleB

at advancing prices, while several cargoes of

South Amerioan stock afloat were purchased.

During the past month the stock of hides car

ried over at the end of each week ranged from

15,000 to 25,000— not more than enough for one

day's fair business.

Merchants' Claims for Goods Damaged

by Dyers.—The President of the Bradford

Chamber of Commerce stated at the last meet

ing of the Counoil, that some time ago he was

appointed assessor in an arbitration case which

was referred from the Assizes to the arbitration

of Mr. Greenbow, barrister. [It was a case in

which an action was brought by Messrs. Webb

& Co.. London, to reoover £1,400 or £1,500

from Messrs. Whittaker Bros., dyers, Newlay,

Leeds, for damages caused by defective dyeing

of 497 pieces of camlets.] The oase occupied

considerable time, four days of one week, a large

number of witnesses being oalled. The arbi

trator had awarded the plaintiffs £237. 10s. 6d.,

and they had to retain possession of the pieces

they had sought to reject. The arbitrator held

that the principle of rejection was not sanctioned

by law, and therefore that a merchant had no

right to invoice goods to the dyer, but he could

oonld claim for the damage caused by the

latter. Mr. Briggs Priestley said that, according

to the decision in this oase, a merchant

must accept the goods and make a claim for

damages, instead of invoicing the goods to the

dyer. Mr. Ripley : But the merchant claimed to

invoice not a part only, but the whole of the

goods. The President : He claimed the right to

invoice the whole because he alleged they were

all damaged more or less. Mr. MoLaren said

there were 40 or 50 per cent, which he might

have passed if the colour had been of the same

chemical character as the sample. The question

was whether the whole could be invoioed to the

dyer ; and the deoision of the arbitrator was that

he had no right to invoice them, but he might

olaim compensation for the damage done to the

goods. He had no doubt merchants and dyers

would find it to their interest to go on as they

bad done, and amicably arrange suoh matters ;

but they now knew that the law did not sanotion

the practice of merohants invoicing goods to the

dyer or printer,bnt it gave merohants the right of

redress to the extent of the damage done. The

President, in reply to Mr. Behrens, said the

question of compensation for loss sustained by a

merohant in consequence of inability to fulfil a

contract by reason of goods damaged by a dyer,

had not arisen in that particular case.

American Wool.—At the annual meeting,

recently held in Philadelphia, of the United

States Wool Growers and Manufacturers' As

sociation, the secretary, Mr. John L. Hayes, of

BoBton, presented a report, in whioh it was

stated that the wool production of that country

was estimated at 42,000,000 lb. in 1836, at

60,000,000 lb. in 1860, at 147,900,000 lb. in

1867, and at 208,000,000 lb. in 1877. The

report proceeds :—" A more remarkable faot

indicating progress in our wool industry within

the latter period is this—that the produot of

1867 was from 42,000,000 sheep, while the pro

duot of 1877 was from 35,000,000 sheep, the

substitution of superior races, improvements in

breeding, and a more advanced sheep husbandry

generally being the cause of the greatly-in.

creased average yield of fleeoe. Since 1836

there has been a constant decline in the num

bers of sheep in the older States, so that, while

the wool production in the whole country is five

times as great as in 1836, there is now in older

States leBsthan half the number of sheep there

was at that period. This baa been compensated by

the growth of sheep husbandry in the new States

and Territories. In 1862 Hallester and Debbies

introduced 400 pure Spanish merino ewes to

California. In twelve years the inoreaseofpure

stock from this flock was 28,000. The produc

tion from this single State has since reaohed

50,000,000 lb. in one year. The best recorded

yield from merino in 1809 was 9'5 per oent. of

unwashed wool to the live weight. In 1864 the

best recorded yield was 21 per oent., and the

heaviest fleece 27 lb. In three ramB bred in

Vermont since 1873 the average yield to live

weight was 27°3 per cent, of unwashed wool,

and the average weight of fleeoe 34 1-3 lb. ;

while, what is more remarkable, the fineness of

the fibre equalled that of the Saxon super

electra. Referring to the manufacturing in

dustry, the secretary reports :—" In 1860 we

imported in manufactures of wool a value of

37,937,190 dole. In 1878, with a population in

creased, at the lowest estimate, not less than

12,000,000, we imported a value of 25,230,154

dole., a decline owing in part to commeroial inac

tivity, but mainly to our increased capacity to

supply our own consumption. The diminished

importations in oertain classeB were in later

periods as remarkable. Even so late as 1872

the value of our importations of oarpets was

nearly 6,000,000 dole. In 1878 the value of the

importation was but 398,389 dols."

York School of Art.—The annual meeting

of the subscribers and friends of the York School

of Art was held on the 2nd inst. Mr. J. L. Foster

presided, and in opening the proceedings said

that for more than twenty-five years the York

Sohool of Art had been carrying on its work,

making no parade of its merits, but seeking by

long perseverance to diffuse advantages among

all classes. They heard continually of the com

petition to whioh British manufactures are sub-

jeot to in foreign markets. This was a one

reason why they should encourage among their

young men a pnre tas.te, and a knowledge of

designing. The influence of his refined taste

may be traced in many works of art and

manufactures with whioh he was personally in

terested ; and it was well they should remember

that in the production of the oommonest articles

of daily domestic use, such a taste might be

developed and exercised. If manufacturers, in

their pursuit of wealth, would throw into the

markets abroad products marked by poverty of

design, they must not be astonished should

they find that in the race of competition they

are thoroughly beaten. They might depend

upon it that in the long run efficiency

and proficiency would be successful, and

if they were to maintain their position

as a great manufacturing nation, they muBt

promote among their young people a thorough

appreciation of good taste and of artistic excel

lence. They heard it said by some critics that

art was deteriorating. From that opinion he

ventured to disBent. If the numerous speci

mens of art manufacture displayed in their

local exhibition of 1879 were compared with

those whioh they were able to produoe in 1866,

no one could deny that a marked and very

decided improvement had been attained in the

interval between our two York Exhibitions.

They were under the impression that this and

kindred schools had done something towards

accomplishing the good work that had been

achieved, and, therefore, the committee confi

dently asked for a continuanoe of that support to

whioh they believe that their Sohool of Art was

entitled. The secretary (the Rev. F. W. Stott)

read the annual report, whioh stated that the

number of studentswho had availed themselves of

Dominy's able tuition had been 142, as against

135 last year. It was to be regretted, however,

that there was a further falling-off in the

number of artisan students. In the second-

grade examination last year thirty-two candi

dates presented themselves, of whom twenty

were successful, seven being marked excellent,

while two students had obtained full second-

grade certificates. In the third-grade exami

nation nine prizes had been gained, of whioh

three had been withheld on aocount of the

students having previously gained prizes in the

same subject.

A Missing Furniture Tender.—At the

meeting of the Common Counoil on the 4th inst.

Mr. Johnson said he wished to ask the Chairman

of the General Purposes Committee and the City

Architect whether their attention had been called

to an advertisement, whioh had been appearing

in several London newspapers, offering a reward

of twenty guineas for the recovery of a certain

tender whioh was said to have been delivered in

the Architect's offioe, and lost in its progress

from the latter place to the room in which the

General Purposes
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Mr. MoKinlay replied that inquiries had been

made with regard to the tender in question, but

that it oonld not be traced in any way. He was

of opinion that it got aecidently mislaid, for

there oonld have been no object in withholding

it. It haying been observed that the missing

tender was lower than the others, Mr. Johnson

stated that he had in his hand some corre

spondence on the subject, whioh, with the per

mission of the Court, shonld be read. Mr.

Cross moved, and Mr. Mnrrell seconded, that

the correspondence in question be placed be

fore the Conrt. This was agreed to. The

Town Clerk then read a letter from Messrs.

Hindley and Sons, of Oxford-street. This

was to the effect that they bad tendered for cer

tain work required by the Corporation, and that

one of their employes bad taken the tender to

tbe architect's office, where a direction was

piven that it should be at once forwarded to the

committee-room. The amount of their tender

was £507, and they had been extremely sur

prised to find that it was not entered with the

others. To this communication tbe City Archi

tect (Mr. Horace Jones) had replied that the

clerk in the office had no recollection whatever

of the circumstance. It was quite clear that no

tender from Messrs. Hindley & Sons had been

among those submitted to tbe Corporation. Tbe

Architect observed that every possible inquiry

had been made for the purpose of tracing tbe

tender, but no knowledge of it could be obtained.

The messenger of Messrs. Hindley & Sons did

not appear to be certain whether the clerk he

spoke of was an adult or an office boy. Mr. J. S.

Soott said that about two years ago he himself

had tendered with two others in respect of the

letting of a piece of land in Pudding-lane, and

that two of the tenders had never reaohed the

City Lands Committee at that time, although

they were absolutely delivered in the committee-

room. Mr. Rudkin remarked that at the period

referred to by the previous speaker he himself

had been chairman of the City Lands Com

mittee. He believed there had been only two

tenders; one of these had got mislaid in the

committee-room quite accidentally, bat the

Corporation had been committed to the other

firm before they had been aware of tbe other

tender. The matter then dropped. At a sub

sequent meeting, however, on Tuesday last, at

the instance of Mr. Johnson, it was referred to

tbe General Purposes Committee to examine

into tbe circumstances of the loss, and to report

to the Court.
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FOREIGN COMPETITION.

UR neighbours give much less

wages to their workmen than

we do," was the complaint of

a writer on English commerce

a century and a half ngo.

"When this sentiment was

penned there was much misery

and privation among the population by reason

of want of employment, for while enlarging

upon the exorbitant sums spent by English

men on commodities from abroad, the author

complains that his countrymen employ the

foreign poor "instead of our own, and thus

enable them to thrust us out of our foreign

trade, and by their imposing high duties upon

our manufactures, so clog the exportation of

them that it amounts to a prohibition." Thus

history repeats itself in commerce as well as

politics, and what Joshua Gee complained of

150 years ago—i.e., hostile foreign tariffs, is

even at this very moment the great grievance

of British manufacturers; while the outcry

about the disproportion between the wages

ruling here and those paid on the Continent,

which has been so frequently re-echoed of

late, can thus be traced back to the days of

George I.

During the twelvemonth now rapidly draw

ing to a close there has unquestionably been a

dearth of employment in almost every branch

of manufacturing industry, not excepting the

furniture and carpet trades ; no wonder, there

fore, that more than usual importance has

been attached to the two factors before-

mentioned, which militate against the com

mercial supremacy of our own country. It

may, therefore, be worth while to inquire

whether there is really that ground for alarm

as to the future of English industries that

many would have us believe. Has the Con

tinental or American manufacturer really stolen

a march upon us, either in the matter of

quality or cheapness of his goods ? And is it

true that neutral markets are giving the pre

ference to the manufactures of our compe

titors? We shall adopt as a text-book for

our answer Mr. Brassey's interesting volume

on "Foreign Work and English Wages,"*

recently issued, since' his views on this ques

tion perfectly coincide with our own.

Those who urge as a sign of national decay

that our exports have declined, .seem to shut

their eyes altogether to the fact that this

after all only expresses a half truth, for we

have lost ground chiefly, if not exclusively,

in those manufacturing countries where capita]

and labour are available to a sufficient extent

to enable the natives to supply their own

wants, and where we are further hampered by

the hostile tariffs, imposed with a view to

foster home industries. In neutral and non

productive countries, on the other hand, we

have not only held our own, but made decided

progress since 1873, the year popularly re

garded as the period in which the zenith

of our national prosperity was reached.

That foreigners should have succeeded

in many cases in supplying their own

wants need not surprise any one, since

it could hardly have been supposed that, with

the raw materials growing in many instances

at their very doors, they would be content

to depend for all time on English manufac

tures. Other nations have but profited by

our own example. There was a time, and that

within the last century, when our supply of

woollen, silk, and linen goods, as well as of

iron, was almost exclusively drawn from

foreign sources, English manufacturing in

dustry being then in its infancy. The giant

strides since made need no demonstration,

and this being so, it is useless to shut our eyes

to the fact that other nations, enjoying natural

advantages but little inferior to our own,

will probably pass through the same stages

of development that we ourselves have done.

The first step has been taken, and notably

by America, where home-made goods have,

to some extent, replaced our own manufac

tures. It by no means follows, however,

that America is able to oust us from neutral

markets ; despite the reiterated assertions to

that effect with which we ate continually

* " Foreign Work and English Wages considered with

reference to the Depression of Trade." Londcn: Long

mans, Green 4 Co. 1879.

regaled, there seems to be no valid foundation

for any such allegation. There are ample

statistics to prove the very opposite ; for ex

ample, our own export trade has increased

by about £90,000,000 during the years

18G0-75, a sum that is only equalled by

the aggregate increase of Austria, Russia, and

the United States combined, while even France

only shows an accession of £64,000,000; in

other words, while the increase of exports per

head of the population was in this country

52s., in the case of the other four countries

combined it was only 22s.—a fact incompatible

with the views enunciated by our pessimist

writers, and therefore altogether ignored by

them. So far as our own special industry is

concerned, we have recently demonstrated by

incontrovertible data that, thus far at least,

English furniture has taken the lead in foreign

markets, since the exports of British cabinet-

ware in 1878 exceeded those of America by

about £50,000, and this although the natural

advantages are almost exclusively on the side

of our competitors.

Next, as to the comparative efficiency of

English and foreign labour. This is a point

that has been warmly contested again and

again, and champions have stood forth, on the

one hand with a view to support, and on the

other with an avowed intention to explode, the

theory of English superiority. With an im

partiality but too rarely met with in those

who write upon labour questions, Mr. Brassey

sets himself to weigh the pros and cons. He

grants both sides a hearing, and is not afraid

to chronicle opinions that tell against the con

victions he himself entertains. All that has

been said on the question by unbiassed persons

is focussed in this admirable treatise, and

leads but to one conclusion, and that is, that

the English workman is well entitled to the

foremost rank almost universally accorded

him in the past. That steady application

and indomitable perseverance, which are

characteristic of him, are altogether want

ing in his Continental competitor; and

it would seem that the opinion as to an

Englishman doing more work in a given

time than a German or Frenchman is

based upon something more than national

vanity. Mr. Mundella, for example—a gentle

man well entitled to speak with authority on

the matter—expresses himself thus concerning

English operatives :—" I am of opinion that

their energy, efficiency, and skill have suffered

no diminution, and that they are to-day, as

they have been in the past, superior in these

qualities to the workmen of any other nation.

There is a strenuousness of effort, a rapidity

and deftness in their movements, which I have

never seen equalled, except in the United

States. The American being of the same

race I rank as the equal of the Englishman. I

do not believe he is superior, only so far as he

excels in temperance and intelligence. This

opinion is founded upon long experience,

personal observation, and the evidence afforded

by competent and impartial witnesses." It is

also stated in corroboration of these views that

where an American excels an Englishman in

doing more work in a given time, the reason

must be sought in the superior machinery at

the disposal of the former. Among many

others who are quoted in corroboration is the

famous French author, M. Taine, who says

that workmen of his own nationality labour

well only in the first hour of the working day,
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but that their energy flogs more and more

during each successive hour, so that towards

the last they do but very little. By way of

contrast he instances Englishmen, who, he says,

" labour as well during the last as the lirst

hour." These views are fully endorsed from

many other unbiased sources, and although

the recent volume of American labour statis

tics tells a somewhat different tale, and would

have us believe that the American operative

stands foremost among all his competitors, and

leaves even his English compeer far behind in

the industrial race, there is reason to believe

that the prejudices and amour propre of the

several Consuls by whom these documents

were contributed, found marked expression in

the tone which runs through them.

Without being at all disposed to deny or dis

guise the Englishworkman's faults, Mr. Biassey

nevertheless holds that he can compare to

advantage with those of any other country,

and that " he stands before all his rivals in

many essential qualities." If he gets

more wages, the greater quantity of work

he does neutralises any advantage that

might otherwise accrue to the foreigner,

and if England is ever beaten in the com

petitive race, it will be, says our author, be

cause her natural resources have become

exhausted, and not by reason of any inferi

ority on the part of her handicraftsmen.

This, however, is a far-off contingency con

cerning which we need not trouble ourselves

for many days to come. At present our com

mercial outlook is of the brightest ; our capa

bilities in the production of furniture and

upholstery wares, as well as in other branches

of art industry, have received almost universal

recognition. All that we now require is, that

the victories scored in the past should stimu

late to increased exertions, so that we may be

able to extend our foreign markets in non-

producing countries, and to do this both

quality and cheapness will have to be con

sidered. Montesquieu remarks that if medi

ocrity be established by commerce, a state

may last for many ages, but that a grandeur

of power must be of comparatively short

duration, because it attracts tne eyes of other

states, and shows the road to similar results.

Without subscribing to the whole of

the famous Frenchman's dictum, it cer

tainly contains a germ of truth, of direct

application to the subject we have dis

cussed. It is because we have passed

the stage of mediocrity, and have attained to

superior excellence, that all this hubbub is

raised about successful foreign competition ;

and to this cause alone we must attribute the

exceptional efforts made by Continental nations

to keep us out of their markets. All this

should, however, induce us to persevere in the

path upon which we have entered, to give no

heed to the generation of croakers and pessi

mists, who never see anything but what is

spectral and gloomy. We must possess our

souls in patience, resting assured that the

making or marring of our commercial future

lies in our own hands. If Mr. Brassey's

interesting work inculcates one thing more

than another it is this, and we therefore

commend the volume as profitable and instruc

tive reading to employers as well as employed.

ENGLISH DECORATIVE ART*

{Continued from page 382).

AS with the improvement apparent in orna

mental sculpture, so it is with mural

decorative art, painted glass, ironwork, and

carving. Each of them begins to show in an

unmistakable manner that the present revival

embraces all the essential evidence of being the

result of earnest and genuine study, accom

panied and intensified by the powerful adjunct

enthusiasm, which was such a prominent

feature in the early works. With all those

aids at hand, assuredly the architect as ad

ministrator possesses very great influence in

giving a true direction to any aesthetic move

ment. But after that is acknowledged it is to

m |

* An address delivered by Mr. T. Bonner et the opening
meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural Aesociation.

the educated public that we must look to for aid

in the promotion of art progress. Their ideas

being untrammelled by tne operation of techni

cal barriers will unquestionably give an impetus

to those faculties in art which are compre

hended within the familiar circles of home

life. This influence will be found especially

useful when employed in producing the pic

turesque effects so desirable in the treatment

of interiors, which act as a foil in lending

value to the various cognate arts employed in

the development of the perfection of domestic

arrangements. This end can only be accom

plished by a careful and discerning study of

the individual parts. And I humbly submit

that in this sense the subject of interior treat

ment has not received that amount of con

sideration and assistance from the architect

which it deserves. Instead, it has been left

very much to accident, or to the caprice of those

who have been delegated to the performance

of this function. In the majority of cases

this work being esteemed as one of a purely

mechanical nature, has been hitherto, for the

most part, executed by individuals entirely

untutored by either study or thought, and

whose want of appreciation has consequently

resulted in discordant and unsympathetic

effects.

It must be admitted that, practically, in the

larger question of exterior architecture, which

engages so much of the architect's attention,

the general public have—at least in a direct

manner—very little to say in the matter, either

in the way of accepting or rejecting the design

under consideration, all the triumph or other

wise being generally appropriated as a personal

matter, and as the outcome of individual

effort, the public merely enjoying the privilege

of expressing approval or disapprobation,

without in any sense influencing the final

result. It is, however, different when engaged

in considering the merits of the practical

agents of usefulness employed in our domestic

arrangements. As already stated, the greater

portion of these have been handed down to us

in their primitive simplicity, with all the re

commendations of fitness to their various

functions attached to them. Hence arises the

necessity of dealing with them in a discerning

and judicious spirit, so as to render them not

only attractive, but also in subjective harmony

to the higher state of refinement prevailing

in society, at the same time accomplishing

these modifications, without interfering with

their original uses and purposes. In perform

ing this successfully, while retaining the origi

nal beauty, lies the real basis of all genuine

artistic design. For it can only possess one

of two qualities. It must either be in perfect

unison or in utter discord, the first having the

chaste ornamentation, as it were arising spon

taneously from it, and diffusing an atmosphere

of elegance in accordance with its changed

circumstances, in the other cases exhibiting

excrescences miscalled ornament, to such an

extent that the usefulness of the article, if in

deed it be presumed to have any remaining—

is utterly lost. And there is likewise a total

absence of the qualities that are especially

welcome to those who have the gift of appre

ciating that subtle indescribable presence of

the beautiful, which always possesses the two

main essentials, viz., artisticness and skill.

In what I have said, I have attempted to

show, although not so clearly, perhaps, as I

could have wished, that this knowledge of the

beautiful is necessary to the true enjoyment of

intellectual life. And where its influence is

operative, its presence is always apprent. We

have ample evidence of this if we look around

us. For we can witness how it exercises in a

high degree its power to enrich the thoughts

and elevate the character of those peoples and

nations who have lived under the charm of its

benign sway. And the page of history tells

us that when all other mediums of thought

were restricted and fettered, that of art

flourished in unrestrained liberty of action and

freedom of • expression. Nor can we forget

how in its association with religious symbolism,

its graphic power of illustrating the loftiest

forms of sacred thoughts and aspirations

enabled it to express in far clearer and dis-

tincter terms the subject it was designed to

teach, than the limited forms of articulate Ian-

|guage could even attempt to do. It was a

means of conveying solace and comfort to all

conditions of men in these bygone days. And

it touched a chord in human nature, which

responding to the call, animates man to adopt

it as the sure and unchangeable exponent of

the noblest sentiments which religion could

inspire. This naturally suggests the question,

Can such a consummation ever be the lot of

mankind again? Or has imaginative art any

real existence amongst us ? In answer to these

queries, surely it is not too much too maintain

that man is constituted very much the same

as in times past.

Notwithstanding that our proclivities may

be characterised as anything or everything but

artistic in these latter days, it must he granted

that there has been growing up around us a

spirit of inquiry, and a desire for more inti

mate relationship with things artistic. So we

may with some degree of confidence indulge in

the hope that the tiny spark of sympathv, if

carefully tended, will ultimately kindle 'the

great mass with the fire of enthusiasm; and

that its light, reflected by the traditions of

past art, and by the works of the early

masters who were its faithful and earnest

exponents, will serve as a beacon and guide to

those who are now anxiously engaged in

rearing a healthy and solid fabric on a sure

and steadfast basis.

It cannot be presuming too much to hope

that the imaginative type of art, from its

present promising condition will soon become

a realisation, producing from its exhaustless

stores treasures of fancy and countless pleasur

able ideas. For it must be remembered that,

to be true, imaginative art must not, and need

not, be the prototype of the past. It should

rather be of wider and more progressive aims ;

if, as we have already assumed, the mental

constitution of mankind continues to be framed

in the same mould as hitherto. Art, to be

really representative, and to maintain its

position as the medium of illustrating the

emotional activity and intelligence of which it

claims to be the reflection, should throw its

influence in with the tendency of the ape.

This is what it has done, as we find recorded

in the history of those periods which have

shone most conspicuously as the great art

epochs.

Decorative art, in its association with na

tional systems, has always proved to be a

powerful auxiliary in the advancement of the

particular theories of its patrons. The func

tions it performs being enhanced by its emo

tional characteristics, its power is consequently

very considerable. From this quality springs

its fitness for being readily engrafted on almost

any form or state of society. And why should

this most humanising of material agencies be

ignored ? It is impossible to do so. For

whatever is in close sympathy and affinity

with our higher nature is sure to become

(although it may be unconsciously) assimilated

with those loftier instincts. Then it will be

found that real art, with its genuineness of

purpose and purity of thought, will clearly

and accurately define those subtle qualities

underlying our nature. And if we lend our

aid in the advancement of its true principles,

decorative art will become an active, as it is

qualified for being a responsible, agent in the

direction of our every-day thoughts and as

pirations, teaching its lessons with dignity and

authority, and occupying a high place in the

onward movement of civilisation and culture.

In conclusion, I would merely observe that

since it is obvious that we cannot overlook the

importance of the art sentiment, we are bound

to encourage its progress, acknowledge its

power, and extract from it a pleasure higher

and purer than that of a passing sensation.

By alluring us to the study of Nature it will

quicken our faculty of distinguishing the beau-

tif ul, and enable us to understand that ethereal,

subtle grandeur, visible in the gorgeous colour

ing of a brilliant sunset, which, although

originating in matter that science analyses for

our edification, nevertheless exercises an irre

sistible emotional power inexpressible in

language. It is evident from all this that the

inherent perception of the beautiful is a strictly
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human faculty, coDfined to no race in parti

cular, but acting visibly on our minds as an

incentive to study and endeavour to compre

hend the deeper and mysterious 'workings of

Nature, thus leading us to a clearer under

standing and higher sense of the purity of life

itself.

I trust that what I have said 'will be

accepted as an illustration of the similarity of

study requisite for the acquisition of a correct

knowledge of architecture, as well as for the

practice of the decorative arts. We can point

to examples where men happily combining

these two faculties have created for themselves

names known and honoured in the world of

art. But, as may easily be conceived, the

practice in olden times of uniting both of these

artistic qualifications was more noticeable

from its absence than by its presence in the

architect.

THE MERITS OF ENGLISH AND

FOREIGN POTTERY.

AN address on pottery was delivered last

week at a conversazione at the Wedgwood

Institute, Burslem, by M. Arnoux, of Stoke-

upon-Trent. In the course of it he referred to

some of the latest Continental novelties, and

said :—The French Government is very liberal

in its grants to national establishments. The

sum allowed annually to Sevres exceeds

£20,000, to be almost all spent in salaries.

The cost of the materials is trifling, and when

you know that the administrator is not bound

by any obligation'as to quantity or quality, you

are entitled to believe that his position is a

-very enviable one. Since the fall of the

Empire the works have been rather neglected.

The French have had so much serious busi

ness to attend to that Sevres has not been so

well looked after as it used to be. In

a business like that, belonging to the State,

consequently nobody's private business, with

numbers of officials who have been there for

three or four generations, you can hardly pre

vent people getting a little lazy and abuses

creeping in. However, the new director, a

very distinguished chemist, is in great earnest,

and we can trust him to restore the Sevres

works to their ordinary standard of excellence.

What strikes you when you visit the Sevres

works for the first time is the small quantity

of work going on in the potting department.

A room about the size of the assembly room

in your Town Hall holds all the throwers,

turners, and pressers. Most of the benches

are empty, in consequence of each man being

taxed to a certain amount of work that he

cannot exceed. They go home as soon as it is

done. I will give you an idea of the

bulk of the production in explaining that the

ovens, which are only 8 ft. jn diameter, are

not fired more than sixteen times in a year.

They burn wood and coal alternately. I do

not recollect the weight of wood consumed,

but I know that the quantity of coal dees not

exceed 80 tons annually. You will smile,

perhaps, at the small figures, but if you divide

the amount of the grant on these sixteen

firings you will find that each of them will

have produced ware enough to represent in

the end a value of £1,250. Since they have

given up the soft paste, the decorative pieces

of earthenware, and the enamels in the style

of those of Limoges, all the strength of the

works has been applied to the hard porcelain,

and chiefly to that which is decorated by the

pdtesur-pdte process. Of this there was a

great variety in the Exhibition—variety of

colours, forms, and treatment. Since Solon

left the works, M. Gobert, the same artist who

used to paint so excellently the copper enamels,

is the best man they could find for the figures.

M. Gely, who has spent all his life at Sevres,

stands without a rival for flowers and still life.

We much regret that none of these pieces were

sent to the Kensington Museum.

We have heard very lately about the

changes which are taking place in our

pottery trade. It will be no consolation to

hear that the same thing is taking place in

France in the hard porcelain manufacture. I

was lately at Limoges, and found every

manufacturer complaining that the fashion

for artistic faience had killed their trade in

ornamental articles. Little by little they have

been restricted to the making of table, toilet,

and tea-ware. However, they are determined

not to be beaten, and I found them busy in

perfecting the various departments of their

works. The same thing took place in France

as soon as the English earthenware ceased to

be prohibited. The French manufacturers did

did not hesitate a moment to pull down all

that was antiquated in their works, and to

replace it by processes and machinery on the

most approved principles. Thanks to their

energy and decision, it turns out now

that the competition with English goods has

benefited the French considerably more than

it did the English.

The trade in pottery ornaments on which I

am chiefly speaking to-night is the most un

certain, as it depends very much on fashion.

Since the Exhibition there has been a great

demand for what is called "Barbotine," a

process better adapted to the capabilities of

the French artists, better trained than ours for

any work which requires to be painted quickly

and effectively. There was a great quantity

of these in the Exhibition. You see nothing

else in Paris, and it begins to overflow in the

shops of London dealers. For the few who

have not seen it I must explain it in a few

words. " Barbotine " is the French word for

slip. The slip is stained with ordinary printing

colours or any other chemical mixture which

will stand the fire, and it is used for painting

on the piece when it is in the green state. You

see that there is no novelty in this, since deco

rating pottery by applying one clay on another

of different colours is like the very first process

used in antiquity ; and you know it was exten

sively used in Burslem nearly 150 years ago,

to make what is called the old Staf

fordshire slip ware. But there is a

great difference in the treatment of

the modern article. In this the subject

must stand well from the surface, show

ing a firm touch and the texture of the

brush. It must look like an oil painting exe

cuted with a great deal of paste. But as all

the colours mixed with a white clay turn ex

ceedingly cold and opaque, the next process

consists in smearing or glazing the surface

with those colours which will give depth of

tone and transparency. There is a great deal

of trickery about it, and no one will succeed

who does not possess artistic feeling. Those

used to painting scenery as seen from

a distance may succeed. We must say

that, for the sake of not destroying the

colours, the biscuit and the glaze are fired very

easily; the first is consequently rotten, and

the second crazed. Those who buy these

things for show do not care for a sounder

article. The painting might be executed in

oil on zinc or papier-mache', and would have the

same appearance. Haviland is the originator

of the article, and there are now scores of

small manufacturers in Sevres doing the same

thing, although not so well.

The Swiss pottery from Heimberg illus

trates another treatment of the slip process.

For a very long time they have been produced

in the canton of Sind for the use of the lowest

class, and you can buy many in the markets

for a few pence, very good indeed for the

price. I confess I do like them, and were I to

live in a cottage I would have many on my

sideboard, and even on my table. You may

see at a glance how they are made. The only

thing to notice is the scratching by a pointed

instrument which belongs to the sgraffito pro

cess, and is ingeniously introduced to give all

the details. This article is done so cheaply in

Switzerland that it would be of no use to

attempt to compete with it unless made dif

ferently. Close to this you can see the Hun

garian pottery of Fiinfkirchen, the character

istic of which is its being decorated by hand in

the Persian style. Some people have taken a

fancy to it, and I believe there is a demand for

it. Any cream-colour manufacturer can do it

at once. You will notice how the blue swells

from the surface—a great defect. However,

the general effect is without any of the

richness of the real Persian. If you want that,

you must look at three dishes by Deck. Here

you have it in full, although you must not judge

his works by these specimens. He is decidedly

the most accomplished of French potters,

and it may be stated to his credit that he

made his way without any other help than

his own talent When his works turn out

successful he sells them for a very high figure,

and it must be so, considering the risks of the

firing. He was the first to understand the

true principle of the Persian ware, and the

conditions required in the body, glaze, and

colours, to get these powerful and harmonious

effects. The two tall pieces by Haviland, and

the fine small bottles by Milet and Massier,

belong to the same class of earthenware, but

they are not so good as Deck's. Although it

seems that there is not much connection be

tween them, the specimens from the Sind may

be described with this. I speak of those

coated in white, with patterns in dark and tur

quoise blue. On the contrary, those with the

yellow slip are made exactly like old Stafford

shire ware.

My review stops here for want of materials.

However, since my remarks apply exclusively

to the production of ornamental pottery, I will

add something concerning the competition we

meet with in that branch of manufacture.

First, and not the least, we find that the taste

for Chinese and Japanese porcelain and enamel

has grown considerably in Europe, and it is to

satisfy this demand that the Japanese, who

have a very keen sense of business, are manu

facturing cheap lots of articles specially for

our market. I would say that the Japanese

fashion has contributed largely to the success

of Worcester works, if they had not a great

merit of their own. Then comes a great

number of small manufacturers, who depend

upon their energy alone, and have started in

business during the last ten years. Theirname is

legion, and we must not despise them, as they

are very persevering. It is hard to compete with

people who can work fourteen hours a day, and

who make their wiveswork hard. This is not all.

Lately, all the large German and French manu

facturers who used to make only plain goods

have taken to the ornamental trade. So it is

that the immense works of Sarraguemines, in

Lorraine, and those of Choisy le Roi, near

Paris, are getting excellent majolica. Niellard,

at Bordeaux, sells an immense quantity of

Cloisonne ware at extraordinarily low

prices. Creil and Montereau have begun

since last year to make rich and very good

painting under glaze, some as good as any

painting in copper enamel. We see many and

powerful competitors, and we have no reason

to be astonished that the interests of some of

our English manufacturers have been tempo

rarily disturbed. Fortunately, our trade is

full of resources, and when we consider the

various qualities of clay, glazes, and colours

that we can combine in innumerable ways, it

would be almost cowardice to get alarmed.

After all, we have not very much to com

plain of. We have our English porcelain,

which is the fiaest in the world. We have

Solon's pdte-sur-pate ; we have Wedgwood's

jasper, Doulton's stoneware, and the Wor

cester parian. We have been teaching our

foreign competitors how to make modern

majolica. All the nations have learned from

us how to make cream colour and earthen

ware. We are not, then, under the mark ;

and I am sure there is life enough in the

English potter for a good fight and a great

many victories.

SIR FREDERICK LEIGHTON ON ART.

THE medals and prizes annually awarded to

the students of the Royal Academy of

Arts were distributed last week by the Presi

dent, Sir Frederick Leighton.

After the preliminary proceedings had been

gone through, Sir Frederick Leighton, in his

address to the students, said on the threshold of

those relations which bis office established be

tween them, and which a deep and sympathetic

interest in their artistic growth and welfare

made especially weighty in his eyes, he was

impelled to set aside, for once, at least, all

purely practical and technical matters, and to
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ask them rather to look with him for a

moment into a wider and deeper question—

that of the position of art in its relation to the

world at large, in the present and in the past

time, that they might gather, if possible, from

this survey something of its prospects in the

future. lie wished in so doing to seek with

them the solution of certain perplexities and

doubts which would often in these days of

restless self-questioning arise in the minds

and weigh on the hearts of students who

thought as well as worked. Those per

plexities, which few were fortunate enough

wholly to escape, arose sooner in some

and later in other organisations, and pre

sented themselves only at a certain stage of

advancement in the artist's mental develop

ment ; for the gift of artistic production mani

fested itself in the young in an impulse so

spontaneous and so imperative, and was in its

origin so wholly emotional and independent of

the action of the intellect, that it at first and

for some time entirely absorbed their energies;

the technical difficulties, only half-discerned,

which lay before the student ferving rather to

wh'it his appetite than to hamper or discourage

him, for his heart whispered that when he

should have brushed them aside the road would

be clear before him, and the utterance of what

he felt stirring within him would be from

thenceforward one long, unchecked delight.

This spirit of spontaneous, unquestioning re

joicing in production, which was still the

privilege of youth, and which, even now, the

very strong sometimes carried with them

through their lives, was, indeed, when art

herself was in her prime, the normal and con

stant condition of the artistic temper, and shone

out in all artistic work.

Tracing the influence of the spirit, which

gave a perennial freshness to Athenian art, in

its manifestation in different ages and in

various forms of art, he came to the questions

—What was art in the world? Was it a

lasting, living thing, or wns it an ephemeral

apparition? Had it still power of "growth

within it and capability of further expression,

or had it reached already its full and final

development ? If it had power of growth,

what form might we expect that growth to

take ? If, thrown on his own resources and

trusting to his own strength, the student

sought to shape for himself a course along the

sure paths of tradition, fresh perplexities

awaited him, for he became aware that every

one of the great productive bursts of energy

which had borne such noble fruit in the past

had on reaching a given point shown signs of

being spent. The fortunate, but bewildered

heir to a boundless inheritance of artistic

treasure, he found himself frequently in the

presence almost at the same moment of various

works, eaoh of high excellence, all bearing

the impress of genius, and yet wholly diffe

rent one from the other in the man

ner of their excellence ; each apparently

preaching to him a different doctrine.

If he turned to contemporary art he

was again, and finally, baffled ; for while in

the past he saw wide differences between

school and school, between age and age, he

found in his own time all these divergencies

asserting themselves side by side and simul

taneously in each several country. He found

an apparent absence in the present day—first

of that inner organic growth, and secondly, of

those fostering outward conditions which were

seen in and around art in the old times ; then

the perplexing collapse of the several exhibi

tions of artistic force successively put forth in

the past ; both circumstances leading to the

question how far art, torn from the parent

stem of continuous tradition, could survive

otherwise than spasmodically ; and, lastly, the

doubt how in the conflict of counsel and high

example he should find guidance for himself.

They would, he thought, presently see that art

was fed by forces which lay in the depths of

our nature, which were as old as man himself,

and of which we need not therefore fear the

durability ; and, further, that art with all its

blossoms had but one root, its outward modes

of expression being many and various, but its

underlyins vital motives the same.

Primarily the source of all art whatsoever ,

I was, the consciousness of emotion in the

! presence of the phenomena of life and nature.

The most deeply impressive works were those

in which the human interest and the aesthetic

quality were most fully blended. Decay was

imminent when the expression of this interest

ceased to be sincere, and man no longer recog

nised his humanity in art. Having enlarged

on these questions and views, he, in conclusion,

urged those who might have entertained such

doubts as those at which he had glanced, to

put them confidently away. Let them

have faith that the stirrings which they felt

within them were not the last spent waves of

a retreating tide, but the pulses of a living

force, now indeed fuller and now more feeble—

yet as old as our humanity, and of which

the days were not numbered. He would

urge them not to vex themselves with the

question whom they should follow, for if fol

lowing meant imitation, they should follow

none. Let them study with deep and reverent

admiration—and that admiration could not be

too deep or too reverent—the works of the

great men who had gone before them. Let

them brace and fortify themselves in the con

templation of their strength, catch what could

be caught of the fire that was in them, but

let them never forget that the common great

ness of all those great men was their sincerity,

and that it was only through sincerity that

they could hope to emulate, even from afar,

those masters of their art. Their work, in

order to live, must be the direct and truthful

reproduction of their own individual emo

tions, not the echo of the emotions of

others. Without sincerity of emotion, no

gift, however facile and specious, would avail

them to win the lasting sympathies of men ;

for, as Goethe had truly said—

The c'lord that wakes in kindred hearts a tone,

Must first be tuned and vibrate in your own.

COLOURING AND FINISHING BRASS-

WARE.

TO prevent the every-day rusting of brass

goods, the trade has long resorted to

means for protecting the surface from the

action of the atmosphere, the first plan of

which is to force a change to take place. Thus,

if brass is left in damp sand, it acquires a beau

tiful brown colour, which, when polished with

a dry brush, remains permanent and requires

no cleaning. It is also possible to impart a

green and light coating of verdigris on the

surface of the brass by means of dilute acids,

allowed to dry spontaneously. The antique

appearance thus given is very pleasing, and

more or less permanent. Rut it is not always

possible to wait for goods so long as such

processes require, and hence, says the Iron-

monger's Revieic, more speedy methods became

necessary, many of which had to be further

protected by a coat of varnish. Refore bronz

ing, however, all the requisite fitting is finished

and the brass annealed, pickled in old or dilute

nitric acid, till the scales can be removed from

the surface, scoured with sand and water, and

dried. Rronzing is then performed according

to the colour desired ; for although the word

means a brown colour, being taken from the

Italian bronxino, signifying burnt brown, yet

in commercial language it includes all colours.

Rrowns of all shades are obtained by im

mersion in a solution of nitrate or the per-

chloride of iron, the strength of the solution

determining the depth of the colour. Violets

are produced by dipping in a solution of

chloride of antimony. Chocolate is obtained

by burning on the surface of the brass moist

red oxide of iron, and polished with a very

small quantity of blacklead.

Olive green results from making the surface

black by means of a solution of iron and

arsenic in muriatic acid, polished with a black-

lead brush, and coating it, when warm, with

a lacquer composed of one part lac varnish,

four of turmeric, and one of gamboge.

A steel-gray colour is deposited on brass

from a dilute boiling solution of chloride of

arsenic ; and a blue by careful treatment with

strong hydrosulphate of soda.

Black is much used for optical brass-work

and is obtained by coating the brass with a

solution of platinum, or with chloride of gold

mixed with nitrate of tin. The Japanese

bronze their brass by boiling it in a solution of

sulphate of copper, alum, and verdigris.

Success in the art of bronzing greatly

depends on circumstances, such as the tempe

rature of the alloy or of the solution, the pro

portions of the metals used in forming the

alloy, and the quality of the materials. The

moment at which to withdraw the goods, the

drying of them, and a hundred little items of

care and manipulation, require attention which

experience alone can impart.

To avoid giving any artificial colour to brass

and yet to preserve it from being tarnished, it

is usual to cover properly cleaned brass with a

varnish called " lacquer." To prepare the

brass for this, the goods, after being annealed,

pickled, scoured, and washed, as already

explained, are either dipped for an instant in

pure commercial nitrous acid, washed in clean

water, and dried in sawdust, or immersed in

a mixture of one part of nitric acid with four

of water, till a white curd covers the surface,

at which moment the goods are withdrawn,

washed in clear water, and dried in sawdust

In the first case the brass will be bright; in

the latter, a dead flat, which is usually relieved

by burnishing the prominent parts. Then the

goods are dipped for an instant into commer

cial nitric acid, and well washed in water con

taining argol to preserve the colour till

lacquered, and dried in warm sawdust. So

prepared, the goods are conveyed to the

lacquer room, where they are heated on a

plate and varnished.

The varnish used is one of spirit, consisting,

in its simple form, of one ounce of shellac dis

solved in one pint of alcohol. To this simple

varnish are added such colouring substances as

red sanders, dragon's blood, and annatto for

imparting richness of colour. To lower the

tone of colour, turmeric, gamboge, saffron,

Cape aloes, and sandarac are used. The first

group reddens, the second yellows the varnish,

whileamixtureofthetwogivesapleasingoranpe.

A good pale lacquer consists of three parts of

Cape aloes and one of turmeric to one of simple

lac varnish. A full yellow contains four of

turmeric and one of annatto to one of lac var

nish. A gold lacquer, four of dragon's blood,

and one of turmeric to one of lac varnish. A

red, thirty-two parts of annatto and eight of

dragon's blood to one of lac varnish.

Lacquers suffer a chemical change by heat

and lignt, and must therefore be kept in a cool

place and in dark vessels. The pans in u» are

either of glass or earthenware, and the brushes

of camel's hair with no metal fittings.

THE INDIAN MUSEUM.

{Continued />on pagti&T).

WE now proceed to briefly indicate the

principal examples of Indian manufac

tured articles.

The collection of pottery, materials fir

which abound in most parts of India, com-

Srised specimens of varied character from

loorshedabad, Jessore, Patna, Lucknow, Am-

roha, Azimgurh, Allahabad, Hyderabad, My

sore, Madras, &c. These articles were remark

able for symmetrical simplicity in form.

The Elliot marbles from Amravati served

to illustrate the patient labour bestowed on

sculpture of a mythological or historical

character, in the decoration of the ancient

temples of India, and with these may be

classed some of the more highly-finished idols.

Among the modern productions in stone or

marble, were the perforated screens from

Delhi, Mirzapore, Benares, and Rajpootana,

affording good examples of geometric designs.

The mosaic work (marble inlaid with carnelian?,

lapis lazuli, &c.) from Agra merits special at

tention ; and so likewise do the series of

carvings in jade and crystal, and the collection

of articles in agate from Ahmedabad. The

soapstone (steatite) of India has also afforded

a facile medium for the skill of the native

sculptor, and the result is some beautifully

finished specimens from Agra. This substance

is, however, so brittle that but a few examples
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have been received uninjured. A large num

ber of vessels and figures of animals carved

in stone from various localities were also ex

hibited, and are principally remarkable for

accuracy of form.

The large collection of highly ornamental

articles in Sandalwood (the fragrant Sanf.it/um

album) afforded beautiful examples of native

skill, and displayed admirable taste in the

judicious control over profuse and elaborate

ornament The wood carvers and manufac

turers of inlaid work in Madras, Bombay, and

Mysore, have of late years produced very

elegant articles in use by Europeans, such as

card cases, cabinets, desks, &c, and, consider

ing the amount of labour expended on the

work, at a very cheap rate.

The articles of furniture in the museum

were illustrations of boldness in design and

ingenuity in the workmanship. As carvings

(in the black wood of India Dalbergia /atifo/ia)

they were extremely elaborate, but frequently

not adapted for ordinary use. With less

profuse decoration, better framework, and a

judicious use of the mushroos or figured silks

of India, a class of furniture could probably be

produced which, while retaining sufficient

evidence of its manufacture, would better

satisfy European ideas of comfort and

convenience.

The ivory carvings of China are well known

for their minuteness of finish ; but the speci

mens from India (those from Berhampore and

and Travancore especially) are probably not

excelled as examples of sculpture in this ma

terial. The collection was numerous, and

assumed a variety of forms—a prominent

example being a mythological subject in which

the goddess Durga and the lion Rama and his

attendants, Ganesa the god of wisdom, and

other Hindu deities, are represented. In the

north-eastern districts of Madras, ivory is

largely employed in the manufacture of jewel

cases, work-boxes, &c. Horn, tortoiseshell,

and porcupine quills are also brought into

similar use, especially in Vizagapatam, whilst

in many instances a judicious combination of

the materials is effected.

Inlaid work is now chiefly made at Bombay

and Surat. The original place of manufacture

appears to have been Shiraz,in Persia, whence

it was introduced into Scinde about ninety

years ago, and twenty years later into Bombay,

where there are now about fifty manufacturers.

The materials employed are thin slips or rods

of ivory, tin, sappan wood, ebony, and dyed

horn. These, so arranged as to form various

patterns, are bound in lengths, from the ends

of which sections are sliced off as required.

The veneer, formed by a combination of

these patterns, is fixed to the surface of

the article ornamented by means of

Ahmedabad glue, which is preferred to all

others for its superior adhesive properties.

Some of the articles in the musem were beau

tiful examples of this peculiar kind of work.

The series included specimens from Bombay

and Surat.

The examples of japanned or lacquered

work, including turnery were numerous, and

included bowls, boxes, vases, candlesticks,

pen-cases, and a variety of other useful articles.

The ornamentation of these specimens are ex

cellent, the colouring being rich and the designs

highly suggestive to the European aecorator.

The most superior specimens were those from

Sirinugger in Cashmere, Lahore, Meerut, and

other localities in Northern India.

An excellent collection of Bidri ware was

also exhibited. The term " Bidri " is derived

from Bider, a city about 60 miles to the north

west of Hyderabad, in the Deccan. In this

manufacture, as in all instances where the

effect is produced by native design, the orna

mental decoration is remarkably excellent, and

the general outline graceful in shape. The

specimens included goglets or water-bottles,

hookah-stands, and other articles of a vase

like character for domestic and ornamental use.

A large number of vessels in brass and

copper also illustrated the fact that the natural

good taste of the native artisan seldom if

ever produces forms offensive to the eye. In

the most insignificant culinary vessel, however

roughly finished, the same graceful outline is

as observable as in the silver or golden per

fume-holder. The few native articles of cutlery,

deposited in the Mineral-room, consisted of

knives and forks, scissors, razors, and betel

cutlers, the last named being in general use for

slicing the betel nut for mastication.

The enamels of Jeypore and Indore, and

other cities of Central India, still excite the

admiration of the best European connoisseurs.

The process is a secret among certain families

of the workers, and descends from father to

son. Almost all articles of jewellery from the

interior States are thus enamelled on the

reverse. The skill of the native lapidary and

stone-setter is, however, very imperfect, and

contrasts unfavourably with the manual dex

terity of the gold and silver filigree worker of

Delhi and Cuttack. In the Museum were

some beautiful examples of this work. It is

chiefly executed by children, and is remark

ably cheap. Tfie collection also comprised a

large number of the various ornaments with

which tho natives so profusely deck them

selves, from the bandlet of enamels and jewels

that encircle the head to the massive and

clumsy silver rings which encumber the ankle

and toes, and add their quota to the bullion

drain from Europe. In the collection were

some curious examples of glass inlaid with

gold, applied to articles of personal decoration,

such as necklaces, brooches, ear-rings, &c, of

forms intended to suit the taste of European

customers. The specimens of " Koftgari "

work, or steel inlaid with gold, were interest

ing as showing a modern application of native

art to the adornment of articles of peaceful

commerce, instead of to arms, the manufac

ture of which since the Mutiny has been

generally discouraged.

We come now to, commercially, the most

important class of all, viz., textile manufac

tures. Not the least noticeable features of the

Exhibitions of 1851 and 1862 were the mag

nificent groups of Indian manufactures which

demonstrated so lucidly the fact that native

art could trace the chastest design, and

patience and manual skill produce the most

delicate of textures. Here we can only afford

space to indicate the more prominent sets of

examples. Amongst the collection the noted

muslins of Dacca attracted attention. These

delicate textures, locally called " shabnam,"

evening dew ; " abrowan," running water, &c,

were formerly chiefly in request for the Royal

wardrobe of Delhi. The demand for them

has now almost died away, but they are still

made to order, and, it is believed, of equal

fineness. Beautiful specimens of muslins from

Kurnool, South Arcot, &c, were also exhi

bited. Plain cotton goods of different quali

ties and in various forms are produced in every

district in India. The collection in the

Museum comprised calicos glazed and un-

glazed, table-cloths, diapers, napkins, d'oyleys,

towellings, sheetings, canvas, and a variety of

the scarf-like pieces worn as garments by all

classes.

Silk piece goods of excellent quality, pro

duced in Northern India, Burdwan, Malda,

&c, were also shown. In the North-west the

principal places of manufacture are Peshawur,

Lahore, TJmritsur, Mooltan, and the capital of

the neighbouring State of Bhawulpore. The

silks of the latter place are considered best,

and next, those of Mooltan. The raw mate

rial is principally obtained from the countries

north of India, Bokhara, and other localities

between the north-east frontier and the

Caspian, and is sent through Umritsur. The

manufacture is, however, largely carried on in

other parts of the country. The best Tussurs

are from Beerbhoom, Bhaugulpore, Burdwan,

and Cuttack. The Moonga, Eria, and Mezan-

kooree fabrics are chiefly from Assam, where

each householder manufactures his own cloth

—even to the reeling and spinning—the holi-

dav attire of the Assamese being usually silk.

The specimens of loom embroidery, in which

gold or silver wire is the decorative material

employed, were numerous, and merited the

admiration expressed by competent judges.

Of these the Kincobs of Benares, Surat, and

Ahmedabad, and the less massive, but elegant

productions of Agra, Delhi, and Dacca, are
well known as being among the finest examples I

of the kind. Of embroidery with the needle

on velvet, cloth, cotton, &c, the most admir

able were those in floss silks of colours from

Sind ; the Madras work with the beetle-wing

introduced into the design, and the Calcutta

" Chickun " needlework on muslin or country

silks, such as " Tussar," &c.

Caiu'ETS, Rugs, &c.—Leave the design in

the hands of the native carpet or rug-weaver,

and he will do credit to his own skill and

please his customers' taste. Attempt to An

glicise his patterns and failure ensues. This

was well illustrated at the Exhibition of 1862,

where, conspicuous among excellent designs,

hung a carpet in which the English rose

formed the pattern, but distorted almost be

yond recognition. Carpets of any consider

able size are made principally in the North

west and in Madras ; but rugs are produced

in every district, Suttringees or cotton rugs

being used by every one throughout India.

The specimens in the Museum gave a good

notion of these articles, as well as of the finer

rugs from Tanjore, Mysore, Hyderabad, &c,

in which the workmanship and blending of the

colours employed are admirable.

The above merely indicate the more im

portant groups of Indian textile manufacture

exhibited in this Museum. The collection,

however, as shown, was far from exhausted,

space admitting of a certain number only of

examples from its stores being exposed to

view. These had been selected chiefly from

the more elaborate productions, and were well

calculated to gratify the eye of the visitor

and to impress him with respect for native

taste and ingenuity. Not only on account of

the originality and excellence of the design

are the textile manufactures of India of in

terest generally, but they are importantly

suggestive to the manufacturer, indicating, as

they do, the patterns as well as the kind of

materials which it is essential to imitate, in

order to extend the commercial relations

between the two countries ; to increase our

exports from this side ; to diminish the drain

in bullion ; and, at the same time, to benefit

the people themselves.

DYEING, PAST AND PRESENT.'

AT the outset let us contrast the previous and

present modes of dyeing. At the time

Mr. Robinson made himself felt as a cudbear

manufacturer, his principal, if not his only,

competitors were the Messrs. Holmes, of

Liverpool, and their prices for cudbear were

respectively Is. 3d. and Is. Gd. per lb. These

hign prices, coupled with the quality of the

articles supplied, prohibited the dyer from

using their products, except for special colour

ings of purple, violet, and indigo blue, for

which comparatively high prices had to be

paid for dyeing. Thus the door was practi

cally closed against the use of cudbear on all

other colours which it is capable of entering

into with the greatest advantage, as reds,

browns, olives, &c, and for many years these

colours have consumed nearly the whole of

the cudbear manufactured. Consequently

these colourings had to be produced with dye-

woods, fixed with mordants, by a variety of

processes, with no special facilities whatever,

and mordants were then little understood.

Although considerable progress had been made

in dyeing cotton warp goods when Mr. James

Robinson astonished the trade by giving us

cudbear at 7d. per lb. in every respect superior

to what previously cost Is. 6d., it was now

for the dyer to mature and perfect the use of

this article, n simple positive dye, reduced in

price so as to compete successfully with dye-

woods, which had to be fixed with mordants

—mordants which not unfrequently gave rise

to practical and chemical difficulties, requiring

experience to point to the cause.

Now that I have reached the word mordant,

perhaps I had better explain that there are

both simple and compound mordants. These

mordants are substances or intermediate

agents capable of uniting themselves firmly

* Abstraot of lecture delivered by Mr. J. Sharp, of tbo
Pickle Bridge Djre-Works, before the Hnddersfleld Dva-»'
Scientific Association, and reported in the Textile Slautt-

fadurcr.
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with the textile materials to which they are

applied, thereby creating an affinity for special

colourings, and such colourings readily unite

themselves with the mordant upon the textile

materials to which it has been applied—

although without such mordants there would

be no affinity whatever betwixt the textile

materials and the dyestuffs; so that in all

colours we can dye the worsted first in a

boiling hot dye-bath, and leave the cotton

perfectly white, then afterwards mordant the

cotton and dye it a different colour if required

to produce shott effects. Of course the mor

danting and cotton-dyeing operations are all

performed cold, so as not to interfere with

the colour previously put upon the worsted.

Now alum, bichrome, and tartar I treat as

simple mordants for worsted. A proper ap

plication for worsted stuffs requires the goods

to be boiled in a solution of these salts, vary

ing in strength with the requirements. Any

one of these substances is in itself a sufficient

mordant to cause the various colourings to

which it has been applied to unite with and

dye such worsted stuffs, although the

stuffs had previously no affinity for the

dyes. Sulphate of copper is a simple

mordant for wool, but it also enters into

combination with tannin substances, thereby

yielding valuable mordants on cotton. The

same may be said for sulphate of iron, but in

a less degree. Next follow the compound

mordants for cotton produced by decoctions of

tannin and solutions of iron. Often all these

are applied cold. The mordants generally

applied to the cotton warps of mixed goods

for all red colourings are tannin and tin solu

tions, and for brown colouring, tannin, and

iron solutions for very dark brown, with the

addition of tin solutions for all medium and

light shades. In mordanting the dyer is

guided in the use of the spirits by the shade

of colour he has to produce. Bright red

browns require the most tin spirit and least

iron, but in applying these mordants, especially

for the reds, little or no colour is imparted to

the cotton—at the most only a pale buff—and

whilst in process of being dyed there is

nothing definite in the appearance of the goods

by which a correct judgment can be formed

as to whether the mordants are deficient,

sufficient, or in excess of the requirements ;

and unless the dyer has a proper knowledge of

the value of each article, and, what is equally

important, a correct knowledge of the affinity

which the iron and tin solutions have relatively

for the tannin, his success will be very pro

blematical. There must be a proper acquaint

ance with the articles used as mordants,

and where that knowledge does not exist the

door is opened to great extravagance and loss

through ignorance. In years long past I

have seen various dyers use, when mordanting

cotton warps for reds and browns, these

mordants in quantities varying from the two

extremes. Deficiency.manifests itself by inability

to unite with the mordant sufficient dye to pro

duce the colour required ; but excess is too

often a waste unseen, as it is only the eye and

the mind of a thoroughly practical man that

can discover in the dyed goods extravagance

arising from irregularities, and there is perhaps

no process connected with the dyeing trade on

which the practical dyer is found to possess

so little knowledge as on mordants. I find the

want of information on these points leads

many good practical dyers to adopt a uniform

rule of quantities, not possessing the knowledge

necessary for testing the quality, and their

only point of observation is to find practically

that sufficient mordant has been applied to

unite the necessary colour with it upon the

goods ; therefore, when we consider that the

astringent substances imported intothis country

vary as much as from 10 per cent, to 40 per

cent, in tannic acid, which is the only value

as mordants they possess for the dyer, the rule

of uniform quantities leaves room for error

and waste. Assuming a dyer has worked suc

cessfully with the use of sumac, and the

pocket of the master can only be protected

by purchasing the best brands, which will con

tain, say 221 per cent- °* tannic acid, scarcity

or other reasons lead him to purchase some

other article instead of sumac, say myrabolams,

which may contain 32J per cent, of tannic

acid, or the myrabolams may have been wet

and heated in transit, by which most of the

tannic acid is converted into gallic acid, which

has no value whatever for the dyer. Whilst

gallic acid, when used, would manifest itself at

once, the former might cause an unseen but

injurious loss. Thus we have presented to our

minds the great irregularities found in the

quality of these materials ; and in conjunction

with the use of these products we have

the manufactured solution of iron and tin

put upon the market, which knows no

standard or uniform qualities, either in

strength, condition, or value. These con

ditions alone would appear sufficiently per

plexing to the dyer, although long custom has

given greater uniformity in the manufactured

articles. I must give you a brief outline of

the old mode of dyeing reds and browns with

wood colourings. The dyer first applied his

mordants to the cotton warp cold, in the best

way he could, the only facilities he had being

those he employed in the dyeing of worsted

goods. The results were, the cotton warp

received a mordant or affinity for the various

wood colourings, whilst the worsted or weft

received no mordant whatever from such

processes. The warps being mordanted, two

courses were open to the dyer. lie could

next mordant the worsted by boiling the

goods in bichrome, alum, or alum and sulphate

of copper, as tartons and sulphate of iron were

only available under special circumstances,

and bichrome had only exceptional uses, and

those have practically died out. It is evi

dent to any practical mind that when the

cotton warp has been mordanted with tannin

iron and tin spirit, the worsted or woollen

weft cannot, without creating difficulties, be

mordanted with bichrome, the latter having

powerful reducing and alkaline reactions. It

acts upon the warp mordant as an alterant ;

and it is important to recognise the facts that

goods so mordanted, the cotton mordants

dye respectively with peachwood and logwood

reds and purples, whilst the same dye-woods

yield upon a bichrome mordant respectively

brown and black. Then, again, the dyer has

little control over matching so correctly as he

is required to do, and faults are often incurable

by this mode of dyeing. Practically bi

chrome was never in general use as a mordant

upon goods which had to ba dyed into colours,

although its uses as a colour mordant were

exceptional, only it is almost the exclusive

mordant for black upon worsted stuffs. Again

the principal mordants employed by the

Orleans dyer were alum and sulphate of

copper, and when dyeing mixed goods into

reds, alum only was used as the mordant upon

the worsted. The mordant of iron and tin

put upon the cotton warp in the first pro

cesses enables it to unite with all the red and

brown wood colourings ; and perhaps I had

better explain that when no mordants were

applied to the worsted the dyer had an

alternative, and that nearly all browns

were dyed by processes known as the

dyeing -off process, which consists in

first mordanting the warps as already

described, after which the wood colourings

were fixed upon both worsted and cotton in

the same dye-bath, boiling hot, such colour

ings being fixed with alum and sulphate of

copper, they acting both as mordants and

levelling salts. I have dyed many thou

sands of pieces in this way, and the processes

appear simple and practicable ; but the great

reduction Mr. Robinson made in the price of

cudbear sounded the death-lmell to this mode

of dyeing browns in the Bradford district.

Still I see those principles are reinstated and

kept alive through our chemical publications

of the present day, although more than twenty

years have passed since such processes fell

into disuse by most dyers in Bradford. Now

the objections to such processes, and to the

colours produced, are that the goods enter the

hot dye-bath, with the cotton warp mor

danted so as to unite with it the wood colour

ings composing the dye-hath, whilst no mor

dant whatever exists upon the worsted, and

no affinity exists between the worsted and the

wood colourings ; that the presence of alum

J and sulphate of copper is indispensable both

as mordants for the worsted and as levelling

salts to fix evenly the wood colourings.

The use of alum was restricted, since

it produced acid reactions; it governed

the shade of colour, whilst copper salts

yielded sad or sedative effects. As the

wood colourings are almost entirely depen

dent upon the mordant for fixity and richness

of colour, it will be evident that feeble mor

dants can only yield poor colours. Then,

again, the mordant on the warp is absorbing

the colour in the bath faster than the worsted;

the mordant applied to the cotton warp re

tains such colour with great persistency, some

times becoming bronzed or rusty. By taking

up excess of colour, in the dyeing-off pro

cesses, the warp was often a deep dye, and

the worsted a poor thin dye, caused by the

mordants applied to the cotton warp being so

entirely different in character to the mordants

applied to the worsted, and often two distinct

shades of brown were dyed on the same piece

in the same dye-hath, the warp taking a reader

brown than the worsted. This revealed every

imperfection in the manufacture of the goods.

Also when the manufacturer had used benzole,

turpentine, or oil to remove black slugs, every

place became manifest after the goods were

dyed, in the shape of dark stains, &c. These

are only a few of the practical objections to

this mode of dyeing browns, whilst the dyeing

of reds necessitates additional processes and

additional risks and responsibilities. My mind

often turnsback to the time when the first cotton-

dyeing machinery came into Yorkshire. At that

period Manchester men had shown themselves

ready to seize upon this new branch of trade ;

and the rapid improvements they had made in

perfecting their printing and finishing machi

nery, also the preparation and the mode of

using their colourings, as applied to purely

cotton goods, gave them facilities and a know

ledge of appliances not possessed by any

Yorkshire dyer, whilst in Manchester every

process of dyeing became associated with a

machine in the mind of the operator, and the

cotton processes were substantially employed

upon mixed goods ; consequently no lustre was

produced, and the goods themselves were re

duced to the appearance of cottons, whilst in

Bradford cotton-dyeing machinery was prac

tically unknown. Every process of dyeing was

associated with a dye vessel or vat in the mind

of the worsted dyer, who, although he had

much to learn in connection with cotton warp

goods, possessed a valuable knowledge of the

processes of dyeing and finishing worsted goods,

and could develop the lustre or produce

any given appearance required. Still, in

light and delicate tints Manchester men, by

reason of their machinery, excelled in producing

effects, and at this point a certain Yorkshire

dyer might have been seen in the old stage

coach crossing Blackstone-edge to Manchester

in search of information ; and the result was,

thatshortly afterthefirst cotton-dyeingmachine

was carted from Manchester to the Shelf

Dyeworks, and introduced to its new place

under the name of the galvanising machine,

because, perhaps, the effects produced by such

a machine were almost electrical as compared

with all previous efforts. This machine

was plain, simple, and perfect, and is now

extensively used in all dyeworks under the

name of padding machine, and experience has

given it many duties to perform. Still several

years elapsed, and but little machinery was

introduced. Yorkshire dyers were slow to

apply it for purposes of mordanting and dyeing

cotton warp goods, during which time such

processes were performed in Tegular dye

vessels or vats, which are now done much

better and more expeditiously by machinery.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF

BANKRUPTCY LAW.

OUR

AN amelioration of the existing Bankruptcy

Law has long beeu desirable, but al

though the subject has more than once engaged

the attention of the present Parliament,' nothing

tangible has as yet been effected, and matters

still remain in statu quo. Opinions have ever
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Taried as to whether a mere amendment of the

existing law ia desirable, or whether it would

he more beneficent to draw up and pass an

altogether new Act. Mr. J. Russell, the

Secretary of the Mercantile Law Amendment

Society, leans to the former opinion, and in

the following communication he expounds his

■views upon the subject. He says: It is very

important to ascertain whether some of the

existing abuses do not arise from a disregard of

the letter and spirit of the Act of 1869, and

are, therefore, capable of amelioration, by a

more careful administration of our bankruptcy

system, without fresh legislation. As I enter

tain very strong opinions that such is the case,

and believe that, bad as our bankruptcy law

confessedly is, many of the complaints urged

against it have no foundation, I crave space in

your valuable columns to ventilate the subject :

but before proceeding to discuss this matter I

invite attention to the following table showing

results that appear in sixty closed bankrupt

estates :—

Closed Bankrupt Estates.

Truiteei' Paid to

Asieti. Remuneration. Creditors.

1 £67 16 3 £65 0 0 Nil.

2 80 0 0 55 3 5 M

3 82 16 0 51 3 1 II

4 89 1 1 57 16 6 II

5 98 15 11 55 8 6 II

6 99 2 9 57 10 10 II

7 99 15 1 88 13 11 II

8 105 0 4 98 18 6 II

9 105 6 6 66 3 4 II

10 105 11 1 63 8 6 )•

11 112 6 6 80 7 6 •1

12 129 9 2 69 7 9 »

13 136 4 0 81 19 9 II

14 146 4 11 66 16 0 »

15 150 5 3 103 13 0 II

16 154 8 4 87 6 11 II

17 159 7 2 77 11 11 n

18 166 6 2 80 10 0 n

19 166 9 6 98 14 2 ii

20 184 4 3 78 5 6 n

21 185 0 0 95 11 3 ii

22 205 2 8 103 10 7 ii

23 207 11 1 96 7 3 |j

24 233 3 1 100 7 2 ii

25 252 14 6 119 8 1 i»

26 261 0 11 110 11 10 n

37 278 6 0 116 19 7 ii

28 291 10 6 116 9 3 N

29 316 4 0 130 6 8 ii

30 316 6 4 150 3 4 ii

■81 323 0 7 139 12 8 H

32 343 9 7 143 7 2 II

33 382 2 2 169 14 10 II

34 425 11 4 251 14 10 II

85 428 5 5 163 8 2 h

3(3 436 12 0 255 4 4 ii

37 446 4 10 229 6 10 ii

38 446 15 2 217 1 0 ii

39 476 13 7 176 13 2 li

40 500 17 9 172 17 9 ll

41 607 4 a 261 0 2 H

42 601 12 6 261 14 5 II

43 609 13 1 243 12 4 II

41 858 0 9 600 0 0 II

745 247 19 0 111 8 7 £43 1

46 276 11 5 114 0 11 75 0 9

47 350 5 7 140 15 10 38 11 0

48 395 7 9 138 14 8 63 3 0

49 406 4 5 174 5 0 34 0 0

60 415 19 8 204 17 0 86 0 7

51 440 7 3 227 1 0 60 14 10

sa 441 6 11 233 7 2 74 9 10

53 458 3 8 219 7 7 79 0 1

54 928 15 2 1448 13 8 439 1 2

55 1,002 19 6 858 19 1 334 16 0

56 1,052 1 7 425 4 10 402 16 4

57 1,250 3 7 464 17 5 442 12 8

58 1,280 0 0 480 0 0 281 3 3

59 3,864 8 2 1,906 16 0 383 0 0

60 14,760 19 8 3,073 14 10 9,078 2 8

It will be seen that in not one of the first 44

cases, in which the assets amounted to

£11,765. 7s. 3d., did the creditors get a single

farthing; but the trustees' remuneration

amounted to £5,804. Is. 8d., an average of

more than £122 in each case. In the next 15

cases, in which the assets were£12,810. 13s. 7d.,

the creditors received £2,827. lis. Id., whilst

the trustees' remuneration amounted to

£5,698. 8s. 9d., an average of nearly £380 in

each case. And in the last case, the bank

ruptcy of a firm of wholesale wine mer

chants, for realising property consisting of

£7,724. 4s. 5d., book debts, and stock, &c,

amounting to £7,036. 14s. 10d., the trustee

was paid £3,073. 14s. 2d. for his remuneration,

in addition to £329. 12s. 5d. for petty expenses.

I may add that the results appearing in the

above cases are in no way exceptional, for in

a large number of other accounts I have

examined similar features have appeared, and

I may also observe that I have not investi

gated any case where the assets have exceeded

£80 in which the remuneration paid to the

trustee did not exceed £50. I also found that

in nearly all these cases, certainly in all the

worst, the remuneration paid to the trustee

was awarded by the committee of inspection.

In commenting upon the fact that the com

mittee of inspection frequently awards the

trustee's remuneration, the Comptroller in

Bankruptcy, in his annual report, dated July 25,

1878, said : " Committees of inspection are

as a rule appointed by the same proxies as the

trustees, that is, commonly by the trustee

himself, or by some one in his interest; they

may be creditors or persons holding proxies of

creditors, and have not unfrequently been

clerks to the trustee or his solicitor, or other

professional agents; with comparatively few

exceptions their supervision does not appear

to be very useful ; accounts audited by them

frequently show that they are signed as a

matter of course without examination."

Now, I venture with great confidence to sub

mit that no committee of inspection has the

slightest authority under the Act of 1869 to

award atrustee in bankruptcyany remuneration.

By section 14, sub-section 1, it is provided

that the creditors at the first general meeting

may do as follows:—"They shall by resolution

appoint some fitperson, whether a creditor or

not, to fill the office of trustee of the property

of the bankrupt, at such remuneration as they

may from time to time determine, if any ; or

they may resolve to leave his appointment to

the committee of inspection.'' As I read this

sub-section it seems clear that the only thing

the creditors can empower the committee of

inspection to do in this matter is to appoint

the trustee, and that they have no authority

whatever to delegate to a committee of in

spection power to decide what amount shall be

paid to a trustee for his remuneration. If I

am correct in this view, it must follow that no

trustee's account ought to be passed by the

Comptroller in Bankruptcy where it appears

that his remuneration has been awarded Dy a

committee of inspection.

Mr. S. Morley, M.P., in May last, moved in

the House of Commons for a return by the

Controller in Bankruptcy, showing the number

of trustees reported for misconduct and the

estimated loss sustained by bankrupts' estates

since the passing of the Act of 1869 through

the defalcations of trustees, &c. From this

return it appears, inter alia, that since the Act

has been in operation 2,979 trustees of bank

rupts' estates have been reported, of which

number 902 trustees were professional ac

countants. That in 1870 only 43 trustees

were reported, but in 1878, 446 were so re

ported ; that the bankruptcy accounts of

trustees who have absconded, died insolvent,

or otherwise been discovered defaulters show a

balance of £11,000, but the Comptroller

remarks :—

" It is impossible, under the present bank

ruptcy system, to furnish an approximate esti

mate of the loss sustained by bankrupts'

estates through the defalcations of trustees ;

there being no general audit of a trustee's ac

count, defalcation cannot be discovered till the

trustees' business happens to be suddenly

closed, by his death, or other cause. A trustee

may continue an unsuspected defaulter, so

long as his receipts, on account of new busi

ness, suffice to meet pressing payments on

account of old business. For the purposes of

this question, bankruptcy proper cannot be

separated from liquidation ; a trustee acting in

both would not proclaim himself a defaulter

in a small bankruptcy matter for which he was

compelled to account while he had funds be

longing to liquidations, for which he need

only account, ' at such time, and in such man

ner as the creditors,' or some person holding

their proxies, often the trustee himself, ' may

think fit.' For this reason probably a very

trifling deficiency has appeared in the bank

ruptcy accounts of some absconded professional

trustees who have been reported heavy de

faulters in their general business."

By section 14, sub-section 2, it is provided

"that the creditors, when they appoint a

trustee, shall by resolution declare what secu

rity is to be given, and to whom, by the person

so appointed, before he enters on the office of

trustee." It will be observed that this direc

tion is mandatory, the creditors being left

with no volition in the matter ; but I am sure

that I do not exaggerate when I say that in

not in one case in a hundred is the trustee

called upon to give any security, either in

bankruptcy or liquidation. That there should

be numerous cases of defalcation is not, there

fore, surprising; but this is clearly not the

fault of the law, but of those who wilfully

and systematically disregard it. Not only do

creditors disobey the above direction, but it is

treated with equal contempt by the officials of

the Court. Section 18 provides that the

appointment of a trustee shall be reported to

the Court, and the Court, upon being satisfied

that the requisite security has been entered

into by him shall give a certificate declaring

him to be trustee of the bankruptcy named

in the certificate. Why, it may be asked, does

not the Court, before giving a certificate of

the appointment of the trustee, see that he

has given the requisite security? Surely if

we had a permanent Chief Judge at the head

of the Court these irregularities could not

take place.

Section 20 provides that the trustee shall

call a meeting of the Committee of Inspection

once at least every three months, when they

shall audit his accounts, and by a rule dated

July 7, 1871, it was ordered : " All bills and

charges of attorneys, receivers, managers,

accountants, auctioneers, brokers, and other

persons, not being trustees in matters of liqui

dation, shall be taxed by the proper officer of

the court, and no payments in respect of such

bills or charges shall be allowed in the accounts

of a trustee without due proof of such taxa

tion having been made. No payment shall be

allowed in respect of the remuneration of a

trustee in liquidation, except on the allocation

of the taxing officer as being in accordance

with the determination of the creditors thereon.

In the Comptroller's annual return for last

year, Mr. Porkynssaid:—"The returns by the

taxing officers show that, with few exceptions,

the accounts, if even they go through a form

of audit at any time, are audited in such

manner and upon such terms and conditions

" as will not interfere with the charges of the

trustee or his solicitor." And, again, the

Comptroller observes : " That in round num

bers it may be taken that in 30,000 liquida

tions there has been no proper audit of accounts

representing the disposal of the greater part

of funds estimated by the debtors at more

than 27 millions, but which the Comptroller

suggests would probably realise about 20 mil

lions." It will be seen from the preceding ob

servations that many of the worst of the

existing abuses have sprung up, not from any

defect in the law, but from a contemptuous

disregard of the safeguards provided by the

Legislature for their actual prevention.

I have already pointed out that the creditors

have no right to dispense with the trustee

finding security, or to delegate to the Com

mittee of Inspection, under an adjudication of

bankruptcy, power to avoid remuneration to a

trustee. Such, however, is not the case in

liquidation. By rule 278 it is ordered : " In

cases of liquidation by arrangement the

general meeting shall by special resolution

declare what security, [if any, shall be given

by the trustee, and what remuneration, if any,

the trustee shall receive ; or they may resolve

to leave his remuneration to the Committee of

Inspection, or to a subsequent general meeting."

As the Lord Chancellor and Chief Judge

have power to revoke or alter any of the exist

ing rules, it is to be hoped that the above rule

will be altered, and that no Committee of

Inspection will be allowed to award a trustee

remuneration.
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the young apprentice is chosen solely with the

view of assisting him, and not because itis a pay

ing job, we ask in vain. Our medical students

must spend weeks and months in dissection

and other exercises solely for their own good.

Musicians must practise scales and exercises

which bring no pay to the performer. Art

students must draw and model from the

antique, studies on which they can never

realise a penny; and pharmacists must go

through a course of chemistry, and analyse

very unprofitable decoctions, solely to gain

skill. But neither the carpenter, the smith,

the mechanician, the watchmaker, or the

printer is put through a course of practical

studies solely to promote his skill. To make

bad worse, the time at which the training the

band and eye must be acquired is postponed

often till too late by forcing the future crafts

man to remain till he is thirteen or fourteen at

a school in which the studies that would best

help him on in the future find little place, and

in which again he is being taught, not so much

for his own improvement or advancement as

for this, that his schoolmaster may gain a pay

ment upon the brilliant feat of cramming him

to pass a school examination.

Is there any place, then, any workshop,

factory, or institution where anything ap

proaching a rational and scientific apprentice

ship exists ? Is there any trade, art, craft, or

profession, the apprenticeship of which can be

regarded in any sense as rational or adequate ?

Outside the limits of the so-called professions

I know of none in England, unless we except

of the wisdom of thus drawing an .irbitrarv

distinction, since technical education is of

little avail to any person who has not received

an industrial training also ; and no industrial

training is worth the name unless it is also, to

a large extent, technical, that is, unless the

teaching of manual aptitudes be preceded,

accompanied, and followed by theoretical

instruction.

Having drawn attention to this point, I

propose now to turn to some of those con

tinental institutions in which it appears to me

the principles laid down as those underline a

rational and scientific apprenticeship may"be

seen in operation.

We are probably all aware of the innu

merable and splendid technical schools and

colleges which exist in Germany, Switzerland,

France, Austria, Belgium, and even in Russia.

I will name as types of them the Po/yfaA-

nikums of Dresden, Stutgardt, Berlin, and

Zurich, the three Ecoles des Arts et Metiert of

Aix, Angers, and Chalons, and Ecole Centrale

des Arts et Manufactures of Paris. These

institutions do not profess to teach any trade

or industry, except engineering, which in some

of them is a special feature ; they are colleges

for applied science to which educated persons

may resort to add to their technical know

ledge. Hence, while admirable for giving to

foremen, masters, and the professed teachers

of applied science the higher technical training

those persons need, they do nothing directly

for apprenticeship. Indirectly, however, they

do a great deal in their respective countries for

 

OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

DESIGN FOR A CURTAIN FABRIC.

fllHE design illustrated this week was

drawn by the late Owen Jones for

Messrs. J. & J. S. Templeton, carpet and

curtain manufacturers, of Crownpoint-road,

Glasgow. This curtain fabric is made of

pure silk and wool, and coloured in dull-blue,

olive, brown, &c. The widths of the material

vary from 6 ft. to 15 ft. Although the top

border is omitted in our sketch, the latter

gives, nevertheless, a fair idea of the pattern.

DESIGN FOR A CORNER CABINET.

The Cabinet illustrated on our second

Plate has been designed and manufactured

by Mr. Bichard Hunter, of Eden -street,

Hampstead-road.

CARVING ATTACHMENT FOR

LATHES.

PERHAPS there is no piece of mechanism

that induces so much enthusiasm among

amateurs as the lathe, nor one to which a

greater number of appliances have been

J.

added from time to time, many of them never

becoming known beyond the workshop in

which they originate. Our engraving shows

one of the latest and best of these many con

trivances, and any student of this popular

tool will learn more from a careful examina

tion of our illustration than from a page of des

criptive matter.

APPRENTICESHIP: SCIENTIFIC AND

UNSCIENTIFIC*

(Continuedfrom page 401.)

HAVING laid down the general principles

of a rational apprenticeship, I think if we

once more consider the method of training a lad

which is in vogue in the generality of the

British workshops, we shall see that it violates

almost every one of these fundamental pro

positions. It is very seldom that the foreman

or journeyman of the workshop can be found

who will set systematic exercises to the young

beginner, insisting that he shall learn to do

one thing at once with precision and speed,

and then proceed without delay to the next.

Still less often will such a one instruct the

beginner in the rationale of each operation,

showing him how and why the thing can

theoretically be best done, or instilling into

him the general principles of science as applied

to his trade. And when we ask where the

workshop exists in which the work given to

* A paper read before the Society of Arts by Silranus
Phillips Thompson, D.Sc, It. A , Professor of Experi

mental Physios in University College, Bristol.

the pharmacists. Thanks to the determination I

of the leading pharmacists of England, it is

now almost impossible for a youth to obtain

an employment as a dispenser of drugs with

out having spent some months in a pharma

ceutical school or college, in addition to the

years of practical experience which he must

serve in the trade, the degree of his attain

ments being tested by sundry examinations,

worked on an unusually judicious and satisfac

tory system. But in the handicrafts and

mechanical trades there is nothing approaching

even this imperfect step towards a technical

training, and certainly nothing resembling the

systematical industrial training of certain

schools abroad.

This brings me to a point of some import

ance, namely, the line which is advantage

ously but arbitrarily drawn between technical

education, strictly so-called, and industrial

education. This distinction was laid down in

18G8 by a committee of the Society of Arts,

who, in their report, defined technical educa

tion to be " general instruction in those

sciences, the principles of which are applicable

to various employments in life," with the

express limitation that " for the purposes of

discussion, technical education should be

deemed tc exclude the manual instruction iu

arts and manufactures which is given in the

workshop." No authoritative writer on the

subject has since given any definition which

differs very materially from the above, and, as

the distinction thereby drawn is unquestion

ably useful, the definition must, I think, be

accepted. Nevertheless, I am not quite sure

apprenticeship in the mechanical trades, inas

much as they provide what in England we

have no recognised means of providing—

trained men as heads of workshops ; men who

are superior to rules of thumb, and who have

some notion how to train the young beginners

placed under their charg*.

There are also in Germany, Switzerland,

and France a number of other institutions,

partly technical and partly industrial in cha

racter. Such are the technical high schools of

Hanover and of Chemnitz, and many of the

superior Gewerbe-Schnlen, Fortbildungs-Sehu-

len, and Handels-Fortbildungs-Schulen of Ger

many. Such are the weaving schools of

Chemnitz and of Crefeld ; not to speak of the

schools of dyeing, carpentry, forestry, and

building which are found in various part- of

Germany and Switzerland. Many of these

are industrial, in the sense that they teach

thoroughly and systematically the manual

processes required in various arts snd

trades; but they are all of them, also

technical, in that principles are always taught

as the guide of practice. There are places

where a learner must leam how to do a thing

before he does it, and when he is set to do it,

in the best possible manner. Be it observed,

however, that very few of these provide &

training which is intended to obviate the

necessity of going through a regular course of

work in a workshop. They are rather supple

mentary to such work. In the case of German

schools, it must be remembered that these

technical institutions are working parts of a

harmonious scheme of education, which,
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beginning in the elementary schools, parts off

the pupils on the one hand into the literary

courses of the Gymnasien, and thence to the

University, or, on the other, into the more

modern Jieal-SchuJen and Geicerbe-Schu'en,

the best pupils passing1 thence to the Poly-

technirum or Technical College, or else directly

into trade and commerce.

In France, .1 somewhat similar arrangement

drafts off the literary pupils to the Zycifes, and

provides for those who are going into com

mercial or industrial life, the great modern

schools, such as the Ecole Turgot and the

College Chaptal. There are, moreover, the two

great military schools, St. Cyr and the Ecole

Poll/technique, a special school of architecture,

and the four great engineering schools already

named.

But there are also in France a number of

lesser institutions specially designed to aid in

the education of the apprentice, and although

they are mostly isolated, of comparatively

recent growth, and very diverse in organisa

tion, they are of such capital importance, in

respect of our present subject, that I must beg

to speak in some detail concerning them. They
?.i _i 1 * 1 v : a

than the average skilled workman who is of !

age. Happily, the promoters of this school

have viewed the experiment in a truly scien

tific spirit, and the exact date which they have

kept upon all statistical matters enable a pre

cise estimate to be drawn of the signal success

attained by the school. The school was

founded in 1873. Of 74 apprentices who had

gone out up to August, 1877, 69 remained

faithful up to the present year in the industry

taught them in the school ; and their average

rate of payment on leaving had been equivalent

to 18s. a week, reckoning 50 hours to the

week's work ; their average age on leaving

being seventeen years and a-half. Some of

these, the young smiths and metal turners,

earn more than this, and receive from twenty

up to thirty, and even thirty-two shillings a

week, as soon as they go out to work. Now,

this school is one where there is a graded

series of manual exercises, where those ex

ercises are undertaken solely to develop

the pupil's skill without reference to their

commercial profitableness, where no work may

be attempted until the how and why have

been explained, nor until the piece of work

are either schools in which the experiment is has been made the subject of a proper work-

being tried of giving a rational apprenticeship ing drawing. It is a school where regular

in workshops, apart from the necessities or j systematic, technical, and scientific principles

caprices of a trading concern, or they are I are both instilled in class and insisted upon in

factories in which, under the direction of the workshops. The instruction is not left to

enlightened men of business, the experiment is uninstructed workmen, but is in the hands of

being tried of giving to the apprentices of the competent teachers, the head of the workshop-

firm a rational and systematic course of in- staff, for example, being himself a former

struction. In a little pamphlet which I have pupil of one of the Ecoles des Arts et Metiers,

recently published, upon " Apprenticeship and thoroughly imbued with the scientific

Schools in France," I have given a full account spirit, while the teacher of physics is an ac-

of the nature, organisation, and cost of many complished assistant in the Paris Observatory,

of these schools ; a little additional informa

tion has since been published in the pages of

the " Artisan Reports on the Paris Exhibi

tion," already referred to. We may classify

the most important of the institutions under

three heads.

1 . Schools which profess to give a training

sufficient to qualify the pupil to enter a factory

forthwith as a skilled workman, or apprentice

ship schools proper.

2. Schools which prepare pupils for subse

quent apprenticeship by giving them some

manual and technical instruction along with

an ordinary schooling, or schools preparatory

to apprenticeship.

3. Institutions for giving technical instruc

tion to the apprentices of a regular factory or

workshop, or to the apprentices of some par

ticular industry.

I.—Apprenticeship Schools Proper.

Of the first category are the three Ecoles

d"Apjirentis of La Vilette (Paris), Havre, and

Douai, the Ecole oVIlorloge of Besancon, and

the unique industrial school kept by the Freres

ChrtStiennes, in the Rue Vaujrirard (Paris),

known as the Institution de Saint Nicolas.

The three Ecoles dApprentis of La Villette,

Havre, and Douai, are meant to train boys to

become good workmen in the handicrafts in

wood and metals, »'. e., carpenters, wood-turners,

cabinet-makers, pattern-makers, smiths, fitters,

metal-turners, and locksmiths. The Douai

school is the oldest of these, and the least

active. The Havre school, which I visited

early in the present year, is in healthy opera

tion. Some information concerning it is given

in my pamphlet, and more recently Mr. Hodg

son Pratt has described in the Daily News of

Oct. 31, 1879, the nature of this school and

the scope of its operations.

The Ecole d'Apprentis of Paris, situated in

the Boulevard de la Villette, is a school of

similar character, but surpasses the Havre

school in size, in the extent of its appliances,

and in the general superiority of its organisa

tion. The results attained by this school are

truly striking. No pupil is admitted before

thirteen, nor without his certificate of elemen

tary education. The course of instruction lasts

three years, about half the day being given

to schooling, and half to practical work in

one or other of the workshops. The lads,

who go out at sixteen or seventeen, are able

at once to rank as skilled workmen earning a

wage usually only obtained by those who have

served a much longer apprenticeship in the

shops, and in some cases to earn higher wages

One school, and one such only do I know, the

manual school of the Rue Tournefort, in Paris,

known as the Eco'e Communale. This is an

ordinary elementary school, having two work

shops attached to it, in which the older

scholars are taught systematic work for about

three and a half to four hours a day, in car

pentry, forging, turning, modelling, and

carving. Of the kind of work executed by

pupils of this school I am able, thanks to the

kind courtesy of its director, Dr. Laubier, to

show you some examples. To my mind the

great advantage of such schools is not in any

actual skill they impart, for the hours are too

limited and the pupils too young for this ; but

rather in that it carries on the training of hand

and eye begun in the Kindergarten, the cradle

of technical education, and prevents that

which is, alas, too often the case with the lite

rary schooling prescribed by the Elementary

Code of our Educational Department, the

growth of a distaste for manual toil liable to

overtake those who do not go to work before

they are 13 or 14 years old. Slight as are the

exercises executed in this school, the system is

nevertheless well conceived, the exercises being-

systematically arranged and appropriately

chosen. The cost of this addition to the usual

schooling is very moderate, and these manual

exercises appear to bring no detriment to other

school attainments.

(To be continued.')

The director, M. Miiller, is himself animated

with the spirit of the institution, and conducts

excellent classes in descriptive geometry and

other subjects. M. Bocquet, the superin

tendent of the workshops, gives a course

of technological lessons, which, beginning

with descriptions of tools and bits of

machinery, bolts, nuts, keys, &c, leads up to a

complete knowledge of machinery and of

machine tools. Drawing, applied physics, ap

plied chemistry, algebra, arithmetic, geometry,

and even industrial jurisprudence form parts

of the curriculum of studies. To visit this

school and its workshops—and I have visited

it seven times, and spent many hours within

its precincts—is sufficient to dispel the notion

that the rational scientific apprenticeship advo

cated here, and in my pamphlet on " Appren

ticeship Schools," is an impossible or Utopian

idea, incapable of existing anywhere, except on

paper. The problem is solved; and it is now

simply a question of cost how far this solution

can be applied. The small collection of

studies executed by the pupils of this school,

which I am able—thanks to the kind co-opera

tion of Dr. Miiller and of M. Bocquet—to ex

hibit to-night, will give but a faint idea of the

works undertaken by the pupils.

The Horological School of Besancon is an

apprenticeship school in many respects similar

to that just described, but differs from it in

being devoted to the interests of but one

industry.

The Institution de Saint Nicolas, which I

have named as an industrial school of some

note, teaches no fewer than sixteen different

trades to pupils who go there to become ap

prentices. There is, however, an almost com

plete absence of technical teaching ; the two

hours' schooling given each day to the appren

tices has no relation whatever to their work ;

and, except in map-engraving on stone and

wood-ensjraving, there appears to be no science

or system in the trade teaching, which is done

by ordinary workmen. In the two depart

ments named some excellent work is, how

ever, turned out, and in these departments

exercises are set graded according to their diffi

culty, which the pupil must execute simply to

gain skill.

II.—Schools Preparatory to Appren

ticeship.

I turn now to the case of schools which

prepare pupils for apprenticeship by giving

them some manual and technical instruction

along with their ordinary schooling.

AMERICAN ART SCHOOLS.'

(Continued from page 233.)

HERE then are two things which dis

tinguish the Philadelphia from the New

York schools—immediate drawing with the

brush and no prolonged study of the antique-

Another is modelling, of which there Is none

at all done at either the Cooper Union or the

National Academy, and which is not practised

at the League in direct connection with paint

ing. When Mr. Eakins finds any of his pupils,

men or women, painting flat, losing sight of

the solidity, weight, and roundness of the

figure, be sends them across the hall to the

modelling-room for a few weeks. There is

now no professor of modelling, but as model

ling is not pursued for the end of sculpture

but of painting, the loss is not deeply felt.

And Mr. Eakins is frequently present to give

advice and render assistance. Some twelve

or fourteen students are in this room daily. It

is large, high, and light. The same liberal

provisions are made for procuring models for

it as are made for the classes in painting. A

change is made at least every fortnight, and

the students make themselves familiar with

every variety of form. They model extremely

well, as a rule, I should say—though there

are the same differences to be observed here

as in the painting classes. The same charac

teristics in other respects are evident also.

Nowhere is there any effort at anything but

individual portraiture—no attempt to make

a Pbidian statue from a scullion model. I saw

an excellent test case of this : the model was

a heavy, finely-developed woman ; the trunk

was admirable, but the extremities were large

and coarse—manifestly made so by hard

physical labour. One would have said that

the temptation to correct the distortions of

Nature by the aid of the idea furnished by the

trunk would have been irresistible. But

apparently no such notion had even occurred

to any one. Evidently the modellers were, for

the time being, bent on learning how to work

rather than on original creation.

" We change the model as often as possible,"

explained Mr. Eakins, " because it is only by

constant change that pupils learn that one

model does not look at all like another. There

is as much difference in bodies as in faces, and

the character should be sought in its complete

unity. On seeing a hand one should know

instinctively what the foot must be."

" Sometimes there seems to be small indica

tion in one of the other," I interposed, inno

cently, glancing at the model on the turntable.

• From % Paper by W.

Monthly.
C. Brownell in Scribner't
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" I only mean that Nature builds harmo

niously," was the reply. "I grant that you

•can't instinctively apprehend unnatural dis

tortions, or argue from a man's hand that he

has lost a toe.

What chiefly distinguishes the Philadelphia

school, however, is its dissections for advanced

pupils. Every winter something more than a

fourth part of the students spend more or less

time in the dissecting room, under Mr. Eakins's

supervision, and twice a week all the pupils

listen to the lectures of Dr. Keen upon artistic

anatomy. The matter is pushed so far as to

le pursued in studies outside the schools. In

the instruction given by the schools, perhaps

not more than one-tenth of the pupils time

is accorded to the work of dissection. Every

winter or early spring Mr. Eakins takes a

large class to a suburban bone-boiling esta

blishment, where they dissect horses in the

slaughter-house, and in summer they continue

the work with studies of the living animal

{modelling and painting and studying his

movements), which they make at Mr.Fairman

Rogers's farm. Lectures similar to those of

Dr. Keen are common to almost all art-schools,

•of course. Abroad, some knowledge—some

scientific knowledge, if the adjective empha

sises —of anatomy is insisted upon, and in

Paris, at least, even dissection, though not

provided for, is encouraged by M. Gorome,

some of whose pupils make their own arrange

ments with the nospital authorities, and learn

what they can for themselves of the intricacies

of bone and muscular structure and move

ment. Although in neither the Academy nor

the Cooper Union schools is there any instruc

tion in anatomy, the Art Students' League has

lectures once or twice a week by Mr. Hartley,

the sculptor. But in dissections presided over

and directed by the professor of painting, the

school of the Philadelphia Academy is, so far

as I know, unique. The question at once

suggested by this is vigorously and variously

discussed among those of the painters who

pay any attention to such matters.

" Don't you find this sort of thing repulsive ?

At least, do not some of the pupils dislike it

at first P " Mr. Eakins is asked.

" I don't know of any one who doesn't dis

like it," is the reply. " Every Fall, for my

•own part, I feel great reluctance to begin it.

It is dirty enough work at the best, as you can

see. Yes, we Had one student who abstained

a year ago, but this year, finding his fellows

were getting along faster than himself, he

•changed his mind, and is now dissecting dili-

3ut you find it interesting, nevertheless? "

" Intensely," says one of the students, with

ardour.

" And don't you find your interest becoming

scientific in its nature, that you are interested

in dissection as an end in itself, that curiosity

leads you beyond the point at which the

aesthetic usefulness of the work ceases P I

don't see how you can help it."

" No," replies Mr. Eakins, smiling, " we turn

out no physicians and surgeons. About the

philosophy of aesthetics, to be sure, we do not

greatly concern ourselves, but we are consider

ably concerned about learning how to paint.

For anatomy, as such, we care nothing what

ever. To draw the human figure it is neces

sary to know as much as possible about it,

about its structure and its movements, its

bones and muscles, how they are made, and

bow they act. You don't suppose we pay

much attention to the viscera, or study the

functions of the spleen."

" But the atmosphere of the place, the

hideousness of the objects ! I can't fancy any

thing more utterly—utterly—inartistic.

"Well, that's true enough. We should

hardly defend it as a quickener of the aesthetic

spirit, though there is a sense in which a study

of the human organism is just that. If beauty

resides in fitness to any extent, what can be

more beautiful than this skeleton, or the per

fection with which means and ends are reci

procally adapted to each other P But no one

dissects to quicken his eye for, or his delight

in, beauty. He dissects simply to increase

hi3 knowledge of how beautiful objects are

put together, to the end that he may be able to

imitate them. Even to refine upon natural

beauty—to—idealise—one must understand

what it is that he is idealising ; otherwise his

idealisation—I don't like the word, by the

way—becomes distortion, and distortion is

ugliness. This whole matter of dissection is

not art at all, any more than grammar is

poetry. It is work, and hard work, dis

agreeable work. No one, however, needs to

be told that enthusiasm for one's end operates

to lessen the disagreeableness of his patient

working toward attainment of it. In itself I

have no doubt the pupils consider it less

pleasant than copying the frieze of the Par

thenon. But they are learning the niceties

of animal construction, providing against mis

takes in drawing animals, and tbey are, I

I assure you, as enthusiastic over their

' hideous ' work as any decorator of china at

South Kensington could be over hers. As for

their artistic impulse, such work does not

affect it in any way whatever. If they have

any when they come here they do not lose it

by learning how to exercise it; if not, of

course, they will no more get it here than

anywhere else."

Insensibly the visitor begins to be impressed

by the extreme sense of this, and his surround

ings to take on a different look. The " sub

ject " comes to be but an organism of bones

and muscles. The casts of arms depending

from a swinging bar become interesting for

what they show ; the muscles being painted

red, the tendons blue, and the bones white

one is enabled to see at a glance the reciprocal

relations. One "places " all the paraphernalia

of the room; begins to appreciate first how

much less liable the young men and women

who study here are to draw impossible legs,

arms, trunks, than they were before ; come to

feel that, after all, it is the province of an art

school to provide knowledge and training, and

not inspiration ; and finally to perceive how

wide of the mark it is to suppose that fami

liarity with such scenes as this of necessity

dulls one's sensitiveness.

In the evening there is ft lecture in thn

Bpacious lecture-room, upon the specific subject

with which the students have been making

themselves practically familiar during the few

days just preceding. Upon the platform is Dr

Keen, the professor of artistic anatomy, sur

rounded by the illustrations for his lecture.

He describes the leg, bones, muscles and

tendons, and their several functions. Then he

illustrates its construction by the skeleton, the

manikin, and the "subject"—it is worth

noting that compared with the last, the two

former are of small account in point of clear

ness and vividness of illustration. Then the

model steps upon a chair and is put through

various movements which show the action and

aspect of what has just been described and

explained. Everyone pays strict attention ;

the lecturer is vivacious to enthusiasm, and the

perfect lucidity of his lecture is emphasised by

constant iteration until the youngest and the

dullest must understand it ; in less than two

hours every pupil probably knows as much

about the leg as will be of any service to him

in drawing and painting it.

" Do you imagine that the pupil will be able

to draw a leg better for knowing all that ? "

I asked Mr. Eakins.

"Knowing all that will enable him to

observe more closely, and the closer his obser

vation is the better his drawing will be," he

returned ; and the whole point of such instruc

tion is there.

Dr. Keen himself speaks of it something in

this way :—The object of his course of lec

tures, he says, is not a study of pure ana

tomy, but of anatomy in its relation to form ;

not to make anatomists, but artists. The

means of illustration are as varied and com

plete as it is possible for them to be.

Separate bones and a mounted skeleton,

plastic models, numerous drawings, and the

blackboard he- uses constantly; when the

muscles are demonstrated a cadaver is dis

sected, and all studies are corrected and en

forced at the moment by study of the living

model, whose muscles are called into play by

weights, suspended rings, and other appa

ratus for showing the effect of various pos

tures. The dissections for the lectures are all

done by the class of advanced students-

numbering some six or eight, perhaps, under

the direction of Dr. Keen and Mr. Eakins.

Every day during the dissections the life

classes are admitted to the dissectiDg-room to

study the parts already lectured upon, and to

make drawings of them for reference and

guidance. There are some thirty lectures in

the course, which, one may judge from the

following details, is tolerably thorough:—

After an introductory lecture upon the rela

tions of anatomy to art, and methods of study

ing artistic anatomy, some eight lectures are

devoted to the skeleton and twelve to the

muscles, chiefly, of course, the superficial

muscles. The face naturally occupies a good

deal of attention, and dissections of the

human head are accompanied by dissections of

horses', cats', dogs, and sbeeps' heads, to show

comparisons and variations. Electricity is

used to show the action of individual muscles,

and four lectures are given to the individual

features of the face, with analysis of their forms

and their exaggerations in caricature. Two

lectures relate to the skin and its appendages,

the hair, and beard, and a careful study is made

of the wrinkles of the ekin, especially those

of the face. Finally, four lectures are devoted

to the subjects of " postural expression," the

proportions of the body, and the influence of

sex upon physical development.
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TENDERS FOR FURNITURE.

To the Editor of tlie Fukniturk Gazettk.

Sis,—A great number of your readers, I

doubt not, will be pleased to see that Messrs.

Hindley & Sons persist in bringing the matter

of tenders before the public, through the

medium of the Furniture Gazette, which

may, perhaps, be the means of preventing

irregularities which sometimes occur. Some

weeks ago there was inserted in the Builder an

advertisement for tenders to supply fittings

for the Municipal Buildings at Nottingham ;

but up to the present I have failed to find any

trace of the publication of the tenders sent

in, either in that journal or elsewhere, which,

however, ought to have been done, in justice

to competitors. I have reason to believe that

the tender accepted is that of a firm located

not more than fifty miles from the door of the

architect (perhaps less), yet the competition

may not have been any the less honourable.

But why this irregularity, which leaves a loop

hole for suspicion ? If there is to he compe

tition, let it be just, which those who go to

both trouble and expense are justified in ex

pecting.—Yours respectfully,

Dec. 10, 1879. Nemo.

PATENT MUSIC SEATS.

Sir, — Replying to your correspondent

" Practical," allow me to "say that the music-

stool in the duet-seat be alludes to is quite

distinct from the rest of the seat, there being

a separate square frame made with a turned

hollow in the centre to receive the music-stool ;

this frame is stuffed to the same level as the

lid and music-stool, so that when all are

closed the whole forms one level seat.

Fearing to trespass on your valuable space,

I only give this short explanation ; but I shall

be happy to show the duet-seats to "Prac

tical," or any other reader desiring to see them.

Richard Duntvobth.

3, Porchester-street, Cambridge-

square, W, Dec. 10, 1879.
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Crabc Reports.

[From Our Own Special Correspondents.]

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

If there is any diminution in the flow of

orders for carpets this week, it is simply

•caused by the approaching Christmas holidays,

which will this year last from the Wednesday

evening until the following Monday morning.

Very few travellers have yet returned home
•from their autumn journeys, but most of them

are expected within a day or two. It is

satisfactory to observe that for several
•Christmas seasons past Kidderminster has not

been so busy as at present, while the advent

of better times appears now to be fully believed

in, which must of itself lead to more trade

being done. Indeed, travellers all report an

•evident disposition on the part of some uphol

sterers to see what the turn of the year

will bring forth before buying as freely as

they would do were they perfectly assured

that business would again be as brisk as

it has been in prosperous years. There is thus

still a considerable amount of trade which is

kept back until 1880, and the new year pro

mises to open well. The demand for worsted

vara is still considerable, and spinners have

the utmost difficulty in keeping pace with it

As a consequence of this prices continue to

become firmer, and 3£d. per lb. advance on

the quotations of three months since is now

paid"by manufacturers who are buying. All

•classes of raw material are keeping pace with

this advance, and some dye-goods, largely used

here, have risen this week. It is stated by those

who profess to understand the matter that

cochineal will go up to 6s. per lb. Mr. Geo.

Smith, late a member of the firm of R. Smith

& Sons, rug - manufacturers, Kidderminster,

was buried last Monday.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade. — The

■activity in the carpet trade continues unabated,

and there has been a steady accession of orders

since our last report. But while trade con

tinues to improve, manufacturers are waking

up more and more to the unsatisfactory nature

of the prices which now rule for all descrip

tions of carpets made in this district. Raw

materials have already gone up in value to a

considerable extent, and there is a probability

of still further enhanced rates. There is,

therefore, good ground for anticipating that

carpet manufacturers will follow suit before

long, and the subject has already been con

fidently broached in many quarters. But

while the home trade is active, the export

demand has not as yet recovered its wonted

buoyancy. Blanket-makers are well employed

on medium whites and low sorts. The cold

weather has given an impetus to this branch

of business, and, stocks being very low, more

hands are employed to meet the demand.

There has been a little more than an average

amount of business done in the heavy woollen

trade, the cold weather being the cause of a

number of buyers from the home markets

going round the warehouses seeking assorted

parcels to meet the immediate requirements

of trade. The large manufacturers have the

majority of the home orders on hand, and

machinery is generally well employed to meet

the demand. There have been a few inquiries

for all elasses of heavy goods for Germany,

the orders being placed for immediate deli

very. It is anticipated that this class of busi

ness is nearly over, as the new tariff takes

effect on the 1st of next month. There is not

•ouch doing with other foreign markets, the

season being over. All classes of wools, but

more especially mediums and low sorts, have

considerably advanced in prices, and this has

caused a corresponding increase in the rates

demanded for good shoddy. Mungo is tolerably

steady, but the demand is not so strong as it

was a few weeks ago. Cotton warps are a

trifle dearer.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

Curtain machinery continues well employed,

and orders are coming to hand in increasing

quantities. There has been a movement both

in the Continental and in the American

market, and there are promising indications

of an increased demand for next season. As

regards the general lace trade the most active

branch is still that which includes fancy cotton

goods, and of these some descriptions can

scarcely be finished with sufficient rapidity.

The rearrangement of the German tariff

which is about to take effect has led to the

placing of numerous orders from that country,

buyers j being anxious to get good stocks on

hand before the new protective duty is im

posed. This leads to an unusual briskness in

some departments. A disinclination to place

orders for cotton yarns has been noticeable.

Quotations are not easier, but the tone of the

market has been against sellers, and orders for

lace yarns are being limited as much as pos

sible to absolute requirements. The demand

for silks is also restricted. There is no quotable

difference in the brown net trade, and little

change is now anticipated either in prices or

demand before January. Window-blinds and

antimacassars are moving in large quantities,

principally for shipment. Lappets, falls, and

made-up goods are less active.

Furnishing Ironmongery. — Cabinet

brassfounders report trade somewhat brisker,

but there is still room for improvement.

Lamps and chandeliers are in improving re

quest. Orders for most descriptions of fur

nishing ironmongery are comparatively small

and irregular ; less time is being worked here

and there than a few weeks ago ; stocks are

heavy, particularly of high quality goods ;

nevertheless, manufacturers are more cheerful,

and anticipate an active demand when winter

has passed away. A correspondent, writing

from Sheffield, says that as the saw trade was

one of the last to feel the results of bad trade,

so it is expected to be one of the latest to show

signs of renewed activity. Up to some two

years ago there was a very good demand for

the home market, occasioned by the erection

of Board Schools and other public buildings as

well as private residences, but since then it has

fallen off considerably, and this has not been

compensated for by an increased demand from

abroad. On the other hand, our manufacturers

are experiencing the effects not only of Ame

rican but of French competition. The French

band-saw has taken almost as firm a hold of

our market as the American axe, and even our

Government stipulate in their contracts that

the band-saws supplied to them shall be of

French manufacture. We understand that

they are exceedingly good articles, and that

better could not be made in Sheffield or any

where else. There is a further advantage about

them, that they can be imported and sold

at a larger profit than those made at home.

One or two local firms, however, are not alto

gether satisfied with this- state of things, and

are making an effort to remedy it. Messrs.

Eadon, who have been from the first pioneers

in the introduction of machinery into the saw

trade, are now putting down appliances of the

most modern and improved character for the

manufacture of band-saws. It is their inten

tion to run a competitive race with the French

houses, and with their great experience in the

trade, and the facilities at their command,

there can be little doubt as to the result.

There has been a moderately good demand

from the colonies for circular and large saws,

but on the whole the saw trade is one of those

that are just now suffering severely from the

prolonged depression.

Household Linen, &c.—No improvement

whatever has taken place in the condition of

the linen trade, all branches being still de

pressed. Few orders of late have come to

hand from America for damasks, sheetings,

and similar fabrics, whilst but little is doing

in drills. Reports from travellers in the home

markets are by no means cheering, what busi

ness there is doing being for small parcels of

goods, principally table damasks, huckabacks,

sheetings, and napkins. Very little is being

done in carpetings, strainers, or nursery diapers.

Hand-made linens are equally as quiet as those

produced by power. Calendrers are less busy

than they were, and the same may be said

with respect to dyers. There has been no

alteration in the price of yarns.

French Imports and Exports.— The

short statistical summary of imports and ex

ports for the past 11 months of the current

year is as follows : — Imports. — Food,

l,603,79G,000f. ; raw raaterials,l ,967,895,000f. ;

manufactures, 391,147,000 f. ; miscellaneous,

203,114,000 f.; total, 4,225,952,000 f. Ex

ports.—Manufactures, 1,660,604,000 f.; food

and raw materials, 1,116,543,000 f. ; miscel

laneous, 163,070,000f. ; total, 2,846,217,000 f.

Compared with the return for the correspond

ing months of last year the above shows an

increase of imports amounting to 41 1,000,000 f.

and a diminution of exports amounting to

37,000,000 f. The imports of food have aug

mented by 348,000,000 f., and those of raw

materials by 55,000.000 f. The exports of

manufactures have fallen off by 27,000,000 f.,

and of raw materials and food by 7,000,000 f.

The difference between the total of the im

ports (3,814,000,000 f.) and that of the exports

(2,883,000,000 f.) for 1878 was 031,000,000 f.

This year it is 1,379,000,000 f.

Imports of Wool.—The imports of wool

into London last week comprised 747 bales

from Natal, 330 Capetown, 374 Falkland

Islands, 162 bales 105 packages Bussorah, and

170 bales from the Continent.

We ahall feel greatly obliged ifour Subicriber* in London
at veil at in all parte of the Country Kill kindlyforward
to ue early intimation of any Trade Changee, or tend ue
any Jotlmge of general \nteretl to ike Tradee tee
repreeent. By *o doing they irill materially help to
promote the utility of thit Department of the FcRlQTUHl
GiZETTl.

Messrs. Lewis & Son, dealers in works of

art at King's-road, Brighton, have dissolved

partnership. Messrs. L. & II. H. Lewis will

continue the business.

Mr. J. Badois, lace manufacturer, has re

moved from Gresham-street, to 21, Watling-

street.

Messrs. Gladwell, sons and surviving

partners of the late Mr. T. H. Gladwell, trad

ing for many years past under the title of T.

H. Gladwell, as carvers and gilders and

dealers in works of fine art, at 31, Grace-

church-street, announce that it is their inten

tion to carry on the business in future under

the style of Gladwell Brothers.

Messrs. Edwin Craven & Co., stuff-

manufacturers, have removed from Gutter-

lane to 5, Foster-lane.

Ma. W. Copeland has retired from the

firm of Copeland, Blackburn & King, drapers,

Blackburn.

Mrs. Mortimer, of 1, 2, 3, and 4, John-

street, Southwark, has sold and transferred her

business of a leather-factor, carried on under

the style of W. Mortimer & Co., for many

years at St. Mary-axe, and recently at the above

address, to Mr. J. H. Seaman, who has long

managed the business on her behalf. Mr.

Seaman will receive and pay all debts due to

and owing by her, and will carry on the busi

ness in his own name.

Messrs. Weill & Hardurg, musical-box

manufacturers, have removed from Hatton-

garden to 3, Holborn-circus.

Mr. J. G. Coleman, of 22, Lawrence-lane,

has been appointed agent to Mr. Lawrence

Hall, spinner and manufacturer.

Mr. Couch, dealer in works of art, has re

moved from Coleman-street to 35, King-street,

Cheapside.

Messrs. Jones, Lang & Co., auctioneers,

of 5, King-street, Cheapside,'will shortly open

branch offices at 101, Leadenhall-street.

Messrs. Charles Meeking & Co., of

Holborn-circus, have purchased the stock of

Messrs. Harlow & Co., bedstead manufac

turers.

Robinson Smith, Riley & Company

(Unlimited).—This company was registered

on the 9th ult. Its objects are to carry on
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the business of scribbling and carditis wool,

and carding woollen cloths at the Guiseley-

green Cotton Mill.

Mn. P. Hochefort, dealer in works of art,

has taken premises at 6, Liverpool-street

Arcade.

Mr. It. E. Sempill, ironmonger, has re

moved from 29, Jewin-street, E.G., to larger

premises, No. 25 in the same street.

Mr. H. G. Crow, wholesale and retail

ironmonger, has commenced business at 27,

Watling-street, E.C.

Messrs. H. & F. Staniland, 2, St. Mary's-

buildings, Bedford, have dissolved partnership

by mutual consent, and the wholesale and

retail ironmongery business there will be con

ducted by Messrs. H. Staniland and W. J.

Shrimpton, the latter of whom has represented

Messrs. Kilpin & Billson for some years.

Messrs. Oldis Brothers (successors to

Thomas Oldis, of Basinghall-street), house

decorators, &c, have established themselves in

business at 40, Aldermanbury.

The African Trading and Emigration

Company (Limited) was registered on the

24th ult., with a capital of £100,000, in 5,000

A shares of £10 each, 25,000 B shares of £1

each, and 100,000 C shares of 5s. each. Its

objects are to carry on export and import

trade ; to receive consignments of European

merchandise for sale at the Cape and of Cape

produce for sale in Europe, and to establish

agencies for this. The first subscribers are :—

R. Richards, engineer, Central Club, Central

Chambers, Liverpool; J. II. Harper, St.

George's-road, Eccleston-square j J. C. A.

Schmidt, 31, Jenner-road, accountant, Stoke

Newington ; C. W. II. Bowling, gentleman,

Storey's-gate, St. .Tames's-park ; R. II. Lang-

ridge, accountant, 3, Ludbourne-road, Bunter-

rise ; E. Smith, agent, 61, Norfolk-road, West

Hackney ; G. H. Behn, African merchant,

Sunderland-wharf, Rotherhithe.

The Christmas Holidays.—The following

firms connected with the furniture and subor

dinate trades have arranged to close their esta

blishments from Wednesday evening, the 24th

inst., until Monday morning, the 29th inst. :—

Caldecott, Sons & Co. ; Campin, Lacy ft Co. ;

Charles Candy & Co. ; Cook, Son ft Co. ; Cooke,

Sons & Co. ; Crocker, Sons ft Co. ; Bevas,

Routledge & Co. (Limited) ; D. Bewar, Son

& Sons (Limited); Brury, Jones & Timber-

lake ; Buff, Last & Co. ; Ellington ft Son ;

Richard Evans & Co. ; Fore-street Warehouse

Company (Limited) ; John Howell & Co.

(Limited); Hutton & Co.; Leaf, Sons ft Co. ;

Leather Cloth Company (Limited); W. Morley

ft Gray ; Morley ft Powell ; Newman, Smith

.v. Newman; Rawson & Co. (Limited) ; Price,

Dunn & Co. ; Ridley, Son, Whitley & Co. ;

Rylands & Sons (Limited) ; Silber & Fleming ;

Spreckley, White & Lewis ; William Swainson

ft Son ; Thomas Tapling & Co. ; Thackrah &

Gladding; B. Walters ft Sons; Warner

ft Ramm ; Welch, Margetson, & Co.

Also the following retail and other houses : J.

Allison & Co. ; Atkinson & Co. ; George Barr;

Bartholomew & Fletcher; Benham & Sons;

Biddle Brothers (Haywards); GeorgeBurgess;

F. Cater & Co. ; F. Catt ; W. T. Copeland &

Sons ; A. B. Baniell ft Son ; Bebenham &

Freebody ; Bickins & Jones ; Henry Bobb ;

Duffield ft Co. ; J. Ewin ; Charles Gask & Co.

(Limited) ; Goode,Gainsford & Co. ; Frederick

Gorringe ; Hampton & Sons ; Hewitson &

Milner ; Hitchcock, Williams & Co. ; D. B.

Johnstone & Co. ; S. Lewis & Co. ; Little ft

Son ; Maple & Co. ; Marshall & Snelgrove ;

Charles Meeking & Co. ; Oetzmann ft Co. ;

Osier ft Co. ; W. P. & G. Phillips ; Phillips

& Pearce ; Peter Robinson (Oxford-street) ;

Jeremiah Rotherham &Co. ; James Shoolbred

& Co. ; James Spence & Co. ; Spencer, Tur

ner & Boldero ; Stagg & Mantle ; William

Tarn ft Co.; J. & R. Venables; William

Whiteley. Also the following wholesale iron

mongery firms : Messrs. J. II. Boobbyer &

Sons ; George Harrison ; William Jackson ft

Sons ; J. S. Nettlefold & Sons ; Peniston &

Coles ; Henry Ponder & Rown6on ; Drew

& Co.

Jcgal Intelligence.

Important Decision to Pianoforte

Manufacturers.—Cramer v. Price.—This

case raised a question under the contract of

" hire and sale," which is now so common

with regard to pianos, sewing-machines, and

other similar instruments or machines the

price of which is too large to be jiaid by the

purchaser at once. The action was tried in

the Queen's Bench Division on the 11th inst.

The plaintiffs, the well-known makers of

pianofortes, let a Mr. Price have one of their

sixty-guinea pianos on the terms stated in an

agreement he signed, dated April 11, 1878 :—

" The undersigned hires a pianoforte of

Messrs. Cramer & Co. on these terms, that is

to say—(1.) That on the sum of sixty guineas

being paid to them in twelve instalments of

£5. os. each, the first to-day, and the subse

quent instalments on the expiration of each

three calendar months, the piano shall belong

to him. (2.) That in case of default in the

punctual payment of any instalment, the

instalments previously paid shall be forfeited

to Messrs. Cramer & Co., who, thereupon,

shall be entitled to resume possession of the

instrument; the understanding being that,

until full payment of the sixty guineas, the

piano is to be their property, and as only lent

on hire to him. (3.) That in the meantime

he will take reasonable care of the instrument,

and in case of loss or damage by fire he will

bear all the risk. (4.) It is understood that,

as the piano is only on hire, the hirer is not

to be at liberty to sell or dispose of it."

This being signed by Price, it was also re

quired by Messrs. Cramer that he should

give them a surety, and, accordingly,

one Stevens signed, at the back of the

agreement, this memorandum :—" I hereby

guarantee the payments named in the agree

ment within, which I now indorse." Some of

the instalments were paid, and then a fire

occurred by which the piano was virtually

destroyed, being so damaged as to be useless ;

and, thereupon, Messrs. Cramer sued both

Price and Stevens in the Westminster County

Court for the " value of the pianoforte " thus

destroyed. The Judge (Mr. Bayley) held,

however, that, though Price was liable for the

value, which he assessed at £35. 10s., Stevens

was not liable except for " the payments," and

as only one payment was due at the time of

action, and £5. os. had been paid into Court, he

gave judgment against Price, but in favour of

Stevens, considering that when the piano was

destroyed, though Price was liable for the

value, yet that the periodical payments, for

which alone Stevens was liable, ceased. Mr.

Hutchins, on the part of Messrs. Cramer ft

Co., moved to set aside this judgment for

Stevens, urging that Stevens as well as Price

was liable ; payments meaning any moneys

payable under the agreement in any event,

ut the Court were of a different opinion, and

thought that the County Court Judge was

right. Price, no doubt, was liable to make

good the loss ; but Stevens did not. guarantee

that, he only guaranteed the payments—i.e.,

the instalments payable under the agreement,

which ceased to be payable when the instru

ment was destroyed. The application, there

fore, was refused, and the judgment in favour

of Stevens, the surety, stands, Messrs. Cramer

& Co. being thus remitted to their remedy

against the hirer, Price.

Bisputkd Liability.—Bebenham v. Mellor.

—This action for the price of goods supplied to

the defendant's wife was heard in the Queen's

Bench Bivision on the 12th inst. Mr. Lock-

wood 'and Mr. Tanckwords appeared for the

plaintiffs; Mr. Willis, Q.C., and Mr. Guiry for

the defendant. The plaintiffs, Messrs. Beben

ham & Freebody, are linendrapers, and in

July, 1877, they supplied goods to Mrs. Mellor

to the value of £44. The goods were suitable

for the defendant's station in life, and the

prices were reasonable. The defence was that

Mrs. Mellor had been forbidden to pledge her

husband's credit. It appeared that at the time

in question the defendant and his wife were

manager and manageress of the Victoria Hotel,

Bradford. Mr. Mellor's salary was £250,

with board and lodging, and out of this he

paid Mrs. Mellor £52 a vear in respect of her

services; in addition to tnis he gave her £10 a

year ; and his case was that it had been » greed

that with these sums Mrs. Mellor should clothe

herself and her children, and that she should

not pledge her husband's credit, and accord

ingly Mrs. Mellor paid the bills. The plaintiff*

had from time to time supplied Mrs. Mellor

with goods, and had always sent the bills to

her, and they had always been paid by her.

Mr. Justice Bowen, in summing up, carefully

explained to the jury the law with regard to

the presumption of authority on the part of a

wife to pledge her husband s credit, and to'.d

them that this presumption might be rebutted

and this authority revoked, and that it was

not necessary for the validity of the revocation

that notice should be communicated to the

creditor ; he also drew their attention to the

alleged agreement between Mr. and Mrs.

Mellor and the amouDt allowed her by her

husband as elements to be taken into con

sideration in determining whether the authority

had been revoked. His lordship then left

this question to the jury :—Had the defendant,

at the time when the goods were ordered,

revoked his wife's authority to bind his credit,

and forbidden her to do so ? The jury

answered this question in the affirmative.

Judgment was accordingly entered for the

defendant.

Dispute as to the Purchase of Hides.

—Howes e. Fryer.—This was a claim made

by George Howes, a leather-seller, of 25,

Coleman - street, against the defendants,

Messrs. Fryer & Fryer, auctioneers, of 28-,

Chiswell-street, Finsbury, for the recovery of:

£3. 15s., damages for the non-delivery of a

quantity of hides purchased at a sale. The

case wns heard in the Shoreditch County Court

on the 3rd inst. Mr. II. G. Watts, barrister,

appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Brooks was

counsel for the defendants. It appeared, from

the plaintiff's evidence, that on Oct. 9 last he

attended a sale at the defendants' and pur

chased a quantity of horse-hides for the sum

of £3. 15s. He was called upon to pay £1

deposit, that being at the rate of 5s. in the

pound. One of the rules of the catalogue set

forth that each purchaser must pay a deposit

on all goods knocked down to him of 5s. in tha

pound. It was afterwards denied that the.

goods were bought in lots, or that plaintiff

was entitled to so many hides as he claimed.

The result was that defendants refused to give

him the number he asked for, and hence the

present action. In answer to the claim, cor

roborative evidence was given showing that

the hides were sold singly, and not, as plaintiff

stated, in lots. It was customary to sell them

per hide. His Honour gave judgment for the

defendants, with costs.

Ctnbers anb Confnrrfs.

We ehall eeteem it a favour if our reader* will kindly
notfv to %e, fur intertion in this column, any coniracte
which may be open for competition ; and alto adeiee ut
at to any fumiehina order*, Bfc, which nay have been
executed ly different firm*.

Tenders are invited by the Board of

Guardians of the Rathdown Union for the

supply of forty iron bedsteads. Tenders must

be delivered by the 24th inst. to Mr. J. D.

Cope, at the Clerk's Office, Loughlinstown,

Ireland

The tender of Messrs. Millard & Brown,

joiners, of Greenock, has been accepted for

executing the joinery work in connection with

the local new Post-office. The amount of

their tender is £1,411. The gas-fittings will

be supplied by Mr. McJannet.

The pulpit frr Christ Church, Bradford,

has been supplied by Messrs. Farmer A;

Brindley, of Westminster, who have also

executed the carved work.

Mr. John Graham, of Portrush, has sup

plied the reading-desk and other furniture for

Agherton Episcopal Church, Portstewart.

He has also executed the reseating and other
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work in the church, nil from the designs of

Mr. Drew, nrchitect.

Mr. Robinson, of High Holborn, has l>een

entrusted with the restoration of the chancel-

screen for the church of SS. Mary and An

drew, near Uckfield. The same gentleman is

also executing the elaborately-carved altar-

railing for St. Mary's Church, Totnes.

The carved work in connection with the

restoration of Yate Church, Gloucester, has

been executed hy Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.

fonbon Jfnritilun (Exports

For the Week ended Saturday, the \Zth inst.

Adelaide—Andorson, Anderson A Co. £40 fur

iii1 ure, £70 piano, £35 billiard materials

Murray, D. A VV. £43 leather cloth

Wills, G. & B. 4 Co. 9 o leather, 400 yds

blankets

Algoa Bay—B'aioe, Macdonald A Co. £48 far

nitore, 4,209 vHs blankets

Blyth A Co. £160 clock

Brieter A Fiteh, 6,000 ft deal mouldings, £70

furniture

Brook BroB. 834 yds carpets

Hopcraft A Co. 639 yds blankets, £17 furniture

Byall A King, 3,633 yds blankets

Antwerp—G. 8. N. Co. £14 furniture

Salmon, C. J. £60 musical insframentn

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. £25 leather cloth

Lanyon A Co. £30 blankets

Martin, B. A Co. £22 wood manufactures

Maynard, Harris A Co. £45 piauus, 20 yds

carpets

Richardson A Co. £5 furniture

Union Lighterage Co. 24 c leather, 163 yds

woollen blanketing

Wheatley, G. W. A Co. £26 musical iostmta

Bordeaux—Collins, W. A. 330 yds oilcloth

Flageollet frs A Co. £12 Tarnish

G. S. N. Co. £8 iron safe, £39 furniture

Boulogne—Atkins, C. A Co. 256 yds carpets

Bitot A Troude, 68 o leather, 127f o leather

Chinnery A Johnson, 3 o leather, 9 o leather

Messageries Purisi-nnes, 504 yds carpets

Bremen—Phillips A Graves, 43 o leather

Schoetensack A Co. £210 bed feathers

Buenos Atres—Negretti A Zimbra, 90 lb.

leather

Bushire—Hartley A Talbot, £9 lamps

Calcutta.—Allen Bros. A Co. 104 lb. leather,

C76 yds carpets

Assam Co. 1,250 yds blankets

Birdseye, H. A Co. £6 furniture

Rlliott, J. 1,125 yds blankets

Fickling, J. £20 bruBhware

G, 8. N. Co. £41 musical instruments

Harriden, S. A Co. £17 musical instruments,

£230 pianos

Jonas, J. £13 lamps

King, H. S. A Co. £19 musical instruments

Reekie, D. £44 billiard materials, £5 furniture

Scotney A Earnshaw, £18 mirrors

8tewart, Gent A Co. 288, yds carpets

Stone A Son, 2 o leather, 499 yds carpets

Cape of Good Hope.—Barry A Co. 420 yds orpts

Blaine, Macdonald A Co. £290 furniture

Lawzonce, Son A Co. £130 musical instmts

lczirus A Kosenfield, £16 furniture

Marshall, A. £15 musical instruments

White A Holmes, £75 varnish, £5 brushware

Casa Blanca—Murdoch, C. £15 lamps

Colombo—Short, Short A Co. 288 yds leather

cloth

Slefman, H. B. A Co. 61 lbs. leather

Constantinople—Baker, E. P. £9 iron safe

iioughton A Co. £120 varnish

Carnegie, A. £250 sewiug-maohines

Majnard, Harris A Co. £16 furniture

Mrndows, T. A Co. 1,800 sq yds floorcloth

R'lssrll A Co. £13 clocks

Copenhagen—Bailey A Leetbam, 16 c leather

Collins, W. A. 180 yds flooroloth

Linoleum Manufacturing C >. 117 yds linoleum

Demerara—Bluokreood, Conor A Co. £20 paper-

hangings

Browne, J. A Son, £60 piano

Clark, C. A Co. £20 musioal instmts

Corbin, J. F. C. 2 519 lb. leather

Paterson, A. W. £83 musical instruments

Penny, G. H. A Co. £22 paper-hangings

Ross A Ash, 11c leather

Stoveil A Brown, £180 furniture, £12 lamps

East London—Freeland, J. A A. B. £60 varnish

Galle—Colley A Co. 1 o leather

Jepps, J. A Co. £16 lampware

Genoa—Dawson Bros. £50 varnish

Ghent—France, W. 213 lb leather, 18 t old Uhr

Peek, Frean A Co. £88 bisouits

Gothenburg—Bott, W. E. A Co. 40 yds oilcloth,

£50 brushes

Harris, B. 53J o leather

Phillips A Graves, £21 furnitnre

Hambro—Anglo-American Co. 352 sq yds cotton

oilcloth

Atkins, C. A Co. 104 yds carpets

Dirling Bros. 151 c leather

Elkau A Co. 3 o leather

Eichhnlz Bros. A Co. £65 mats

Ci. S.N. Co. £23 mats

Linoleum Mauu'acturing Co. 119 fq yds

linoleum

Leather Cloth Co. 25.425 sq yds oiloloth

Mertens A Co. 92 yds carpeting

Oiner En'riea, £98 horsehair

Rosenberg, Lowe A Co. 120 yds carpeting

Schloesser Bros. 98 c leather

Simonseo, J. A Co. 292 yds floorcloth

8tahlschmirlf, F. A Co. 21 c leather

Harlingen—Dufonr Bros. A Co. 94 lb chamois

leather

Hiogo—Norris A Joiner, 6,176 yds blankets

Hong Kong—Harri", Goodwin A Co. 1 o leather,

£60 fumituro, £42 rugs

Walker, A. E. 1,680 yds blankets

Jamaica—Boddiogton A Co. £79 wood mnfors

Hawthorn, Shedden A Co. £133 wood mnfors

Jersey A Guernsey—Cheeswright ■ A Co. £38

furntre, £58 frntre, £51 frntre

Littleton—P. A 0. Co. 176 yds woln blnktng

Madras—Gellatly A Co. £27 furnitnre

Msclean A Woolley, £71 iron safes

' Short, 8hort A Co. 2 o leather

Malta—Cuby A Co. 291 yds carpets

M de J. Levy, 472 yds carpets

Melbourne—Beverley, T. 500 yds blankets

Monte Video—Holland, A. A Co. £550 furntre

Theobald, W. E. £6 mats

Mossel Bay—Blngden A Prinoe, £159 furniture

Borradaile A Bell, £118 furniture

Ilbery, J., £25 musioal instruments, £42

paperhang nga

New York—Bru»ue, J. A Son, 9 c leather

Harris, S. A Sons, 13 o leather

Henderson, Bros. 35 c leather

Meadows, T. A Co. 2,230 yds oarpets, 3 o

chamois leather

Page, Droper A Co. 41 c leather

Smith, Sundius A Co. 86 t rags, £550 glue

Opobto—Silva, Bruno A Son, 2} o leather

Ostend—Atkins, C. A Co. 72 yds carpets

NolleD, Henry A Co. 21 o leather

Weiner, M. A Co. 12 o leather

Otago—Findlay, J. S. 1,499 yds blanketing

Irving, T. A Co. £564 gasfittings

National Mortgage Ac. Co. of New Zealand,

4 o leather, £40 carpet, £100 piano

Parren, J. B. £95 brushware

Sargood, Son A Co. 7 o leather

Sparrow, W. A. £57 furniture

Penang—Elkan A Co. 126 yds oarpets

Bead Bros. A Co. £84 iron safes

Scotney A Earnshaw, £18 musical instruments

Perth—Hartley A Talbot, £30 piano

Port Natal—Bisney, Baxter A Co. £30 lamps

Ballard, King A Oo. £46 musical instruments,

£285 furniture, £74 blankets

Harvey A Greenaore, £36 wall paper, £192

furniture, £96 matting, £22 mats, £52

upholstery, 1,800 yds woollen blanketing,

456 yds oiloloth

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £53 matting, £44

furnitnre

Hyde, L. von der, £80 musical instruments

Beunie, J. T. Son A Co. 1,825 yds woollen

blanketing, £17 mscl instmnts, £18 brushes

Ronthgate A Co. £25 furniture

Whyte, B. A Co. £10 varnish

Port Phillip—All port A Morgan, £250 pianos

Anderson, Anderson A Co. £330 brushware

Blackitb, C. J. A Co. £12 wood manufactures

Dodgshun, Dickinson A Co. 4,496 yds blnktng

Fysh, P. O. A Co. £29 rugs, £67 carpet, £40

wall paper

Fyss, J. A Co. 7 c leather

McArthur, W. A A. 2,170 yds blankets, £16

0»rptt

Maclean Bros. A Co. £275 lamps

Newcomb, W. jun. £39 rugs, £11 brushes

Stuart, A. 940 yds floorcloth, 350 yds blankts

Beval—Atkins, C. A Co. 138 yds carpets

Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £1,047 carpet

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 142 yds linoleum

Meadows, T. A Co. 2.440 yds carpeting

Schlosser Bros. 104 o leather

Rotterdam—Carey, W. H. A Sons, £18 mats

Darling Bros. 53 c leather

Newcomb A Son, £70 piano

San Francisco—Meadows, T. A Co. £150 piano,

£850 furniture

Santandee—Mobs, R. 1 c leather

Seville— Grimalui, J. A Co. £10 furniture

Shanghai—Hatman A Mumfbrd, £36 matting

Harris, Goodwin, A Co. £130 rugs, £55 musi

cal instruments

King, H. S. A Co. £25 furniture

Leine, Crawford A Co. £5 vartisb, £6 lamps

Moritz, E. 10 c paperhauginss

Singapore— Griudlay A Co. £100 billiard matrla

Harris, Goodwin A Co. 1 a leather

Lsngstou, Edden, A Co. £12 furniture

O'T, Biddooh A Ce. £15 lamps

St. Kits—Maclean A Woolley, £30 wood mnfd

Sendall A Wade, 3i o lea'her, 1 o leather

St. Lucia—Henckell Du Buisson A Co. £35

wood manufactures

McFarlane, Ben. A Co. £42 wood manufactures

Sydney—Anderson, Anderson A Co. 1,699 yds

carpet, 2,650 yds blankets

Ball, Price A Co. 15,394 yds blanketing

Dawson Bros. £46 rugs, 64 b varnish

Durant, A. A Co. 200 eq yds leather oloth

K-combe Bros. 736yds blanketing

Farmer A Co. 2,107 yds blankets, 142 yds cpts

£18 oarpets

Fox, C.T. li o leather

Hamburger Bros & Co. £40 olooks

Hawley, H A A. £12 brushware

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £34 iron bedsteads,

£56 glue, 46 c horsehair, 3,197 yds flooroloth,

6,172 yds oarpeting, 2,571 yds floorcloth,

6,571 yds woollen blanketing

Irving, T. A Co. £69 mouldings

Jepps, J. W. A Co. £80 lampware

MoArthu', W. A A. £101 rugs, 2,175 yds blkg

Meadows, f, A Co. 3.200 yds blanketing, 1,420

yds oarpnting, 1 910 yds blanketing, 1,420

yds carpeting

Mort A Co. £lu7 furniture

Newoomb A Sen, £425 pianos

Owen A Graham, £21 brushes

Porter, E. T. A Co. £10 sewing.maohines

P. A 0. Co. £12 furniture

Boss, Morgan A Co. £47 carpeting, 1,175 yds

yds linen damask

Shrimpton, ACo.£30 iron-bdstds, £90brushw

Terry, J. A Co. £72 lampware

Tangiers—Beriro A Co. £20 furniture

Forwood Bros. A Co. £60 olooks

Tobago—Gillespie, A. M. A Co. £32 wood mnfra

Beid, T. £13 wood manufactures

Trinidad—Clark, G. £175 wood mannfaotures

Daniel, T. A Co. £71 wood manufactures

Fox, F. 29 c leather

Green, Holland, A Sons, £8 wood mnfcrs

Penney, G H. A Co. £23 furniture

Soruttoo, Sons A Co. £5 looking-glasses

Tennant, C. Sons A Co. 127 lb. leather, 360 yds

blankets
Wellington—Carter, S 2,176 yds woln blnktng

Morgan. E. W. A Co. £8 clocks

Smith, Morrison A Co. 5,000 yds blankets

Sparrow, W. A. £30 bru«hware

Yokohama—Ahrens, H. A Co. £150 mecl insts

Anderson Bros. 6,000 yds oiloloth

Gellatly, Hankey A Co. 16 800 yds blankets

Harris, Goodwin A Co. 950 yds flooroloth

Hubbnck, T. A 8on, 10 o paperhangings

Mansfield, J. £16 looking-glasses, 2 c paper.

hangings

Pasey, G. R. 7 o leather

Robertson A Co. 1,920 yds oarpets

furniture Imports

Into London during the Week ended Saturday,

the 18th inst.

Bed Feathers.—Heymana Bros. 105 brU from

Hambro' j HeymansBrs. 14 brlsfrom Hambro';

Schoetensack A Co. 11 brls from Hambro' ;

Schoetensack A Co. 20 brls from Hambro' ;

Heyman Bros. 41 brls from Hambro' ; Schoe

tensack A Co. 10 brls from Bremen; Schoe

tensack A Co. 1 brl from Hambro*.

Furniture Woods.—Wbatley A Co. 8 tons sapan

from Manilla ; J. Gardner A Sous, i ton hard

from Algeria ; B. F. Dowdeswell, 25 tons

furniture from the United States ; W. Cam

pion, 50 tons furniture from the United States ;

Pinto Leite A Co. 4 tons rose from Belgium ;

E. A W. I. D. Co. 6 tons mahogany from

Santa Ann.
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Horsehair.—Levisohn &, Co. 21 bis from

Hambro'; Levisohn & Co. 21 brig from

Hambro'.

Musical Instruments.—Hammond & Co., 1

pkge from Holland; L. Honey, 2 pkges

pianoa from Hambro'; Bong & Jordan, 1

pkge from Hambro' ; H. Lange, 1 pkge from

Hambro' ; W. Balohin, 2 pkges harmoniums

from Hambro; Beck and Folitzer, 1 pkge

from the United States ; G. S. N. Co., 1

pkge from Belgium ; Sootney & Earnahaw,

2 pkges from Hambro' ; L. & K. D. Co., 1

pkge from the East Indies ; F. Stalschmidt &

Co., 1 pkge from Hambro' ; T. Dawkius & Co.,

2 pkges from Bremen ; H. Lange, 2 pkges

from Hambro; Martens & Co., 1 pkge from

Bremen; Fickford & Co., 1 pkge from the

United States ; H. Lange, 4 pkges from

Hambro*.

Sewing-machines. — Wanrar Sewing-Machine

Co., 45 pkges from the United States.

Miscellaneous.—Marshall, Peacock & Co., 186

bis alva from Hambro' ; J. Sandell & Co.,

1,093 pkges joiners' work from Sweden ; Mar

shall, Peacock & Co., 180 bis alva from Ham

bro' ; B. Dressel 4 Co., 60 bis alva from Ger-

many ; Bryant, Powis & Co., 638 pkges

joiners' work from the United States.

Trustees Appointed.

Archer, Samuel H. (Liq.), oabinet • maker>

Westow-hill, Upper Norwood. Trustee, W-

C. Harvey, accountant, 1, Gresham.bnildicgs,

Baeinghall-street.

Dividends.

Bray, Joe (Liq.), cabinet-maker, Botherham.

First and final dividend of 4s., at C. H. Moss's,

College-chambers, Rotherham.

Collmann, Leonard W., Hugh H. Stanus &

George M. Turner, trading as Collmann & Co.

(Liq.), upholsterers, George-street, Portman-

square. Second and final dividend of lis. Old.,

at H. Dover's, 4, Lothbnry.

BILLS OF SALE.

Deco.Compiled tcith tpecial reference to ike Furniture, jls.kw
ration, Upholstery, and Drapery Tradee,from Mttsrt.
Qamble £ Harvey't " Weekly Record."

Partnerships Dissolved.

Archer & Draper, luce-manufacturers, Notting

ham.

Broom, Frank, & Henry Sampson, auctioneers,

25, Withy-grove, and 49, Princess-street,

Manchester.

Morris, Yeo & Co., drapers, Neath, Glamorgan

shire.

Storer, William 3c John Baynes Chapman, auc

tioneers, 671, Old Kent-road.

Liquidations by Arrangement or

Composition.

Braithwaite, E., general ironmonger, Hartburn

and High-street, Stockton. Nov. 29. Newby,

Biohmond & Watson, solicitors, Stockton.

Dart, William, cabinet-maker, High-street,

Totnes. Dec. 2. Elworthy, Curtis & Dawe,

solicitors, Plymouth.

Davis, Richard Henry, furniture dealer, Stret-

ford. road, Manchester. Dec. 2. J. Sampson,

solicitor, 40, South King-street, Manchester.

Harverson, Apelles, dealer in paper-hangings, &c,

Blackmaii-street, Borough. Dec. 2. At

Creditors Association, 1, Gresham-buildings,

BBsinghall-street, Deo. 22, at 3. G. Lookyer,

solicitor, 1, Gresham-buildings, Baainghall

street.

Hawgood, Charles Samuel, furniture dealer,

Clarendon. road, Notting Hill. Deo. 4. At

G. Header's, solicitor, 23, Holborn-viaduct,

Deo. 29, at 3.

Hendler, August, cabinet-maker, Spyvee-street,

Hull. Nov. 28. Lone, Moss & Moas, solicitors,

Hull.

Hieron, George, paper-hangings dealer, 41,

Lyndhurat-grove, Peokham. Dec. 6. At

Exohange, 66, Coleman-street, Deo. 24, at 2.

J. H. Torr, solicitor, 66, Coleman-street.

Myers, Isaac, furniture dealer, Houndsditoh,

Cutler-street, and Commercial-road, East.

Nov. 26. L. Barnett, solicitor, 6, Palmerston-

bnildings, Old Broad-street.

Perrott, Clement Hamil, trading as Clement H

Perrot & Co., stove-grate manufacturer,

Brooklands, Doncaster-road, Bnd Alma Works,

Botherham. Dec. 5. At Bhodes & Co.'s,

solicitors, Jan. 2, at 2.

Smith, Edward Thornton and John Francis

Burton Smith, trading as E. & F. Smith, iron

mongers, Lydney, Gloucestershire. Deo. 6.

At F. L. Pruen's, solicitor, Cheltenham, Deo.

24, at 11.

Alsop, Charles, brush manufacturer. 4, Mabledon.

place, Burton - crescent, for til. 13s., to

Mutual Loan Fund Association. Filed Deo. 5.

Blackmur, Sydney, cabinet-maker, 33, Lanrieton-

road, South Haokney, for £150, to Edwin

Kendon. Filed Nov. 29.

Derbyshire, Geo., glass & china dealer, 214,

York-street, Cheetbam, Manchester, for £26,

&c, to Edward Hobeon. Filed Nov. 29.

Davies, John, cabinet-maker, Penallt, near Box

Colliery, SwanBea-road, Llanelly, for £21 &c,

to Hyman Freedman. Filed Deo. 4.

Hancock, Samuel, cabinet-maker, 194, Hotwell-

road, Bristol, and William Haynes, upholsterer,

29, Great Georges-street, Weston-super-Mare,

for £6. 10s., to George Henry. Filed Deo. 2.

Hargrave, Richard, saddlers' ironmonger, 5,

Heslington-terrace, York, for £13. 4s., to the

Yorkshire Discount Co. Filed Deo. 2.

Hinton, George, upholsterer, Ac, 26, Birksland-

street, Leeds-road, Laisterdyke, Yorks., for

£20, to the National Mercantile Bank. Filed

Dec. 3.

Ibbetsoo, Mary, furniture dealer, 179, Stretford.

road, Hulme, Manchester, for £150, to James

N. Squirrell. Filed Nov. 28.

Longstaff, John, upholsterer, 10, Groves-lane,

York, for £12, to Commercial Discount Co.

Filed Deo. 1.

Mawer, David Kirkby, upholsterer, 133, Buck

ingham Palace-road, for £192. 10s., to Henry

Tylor. Filed Deo. 3.

Mills, John George, cabinet-maker, 62, Miller-

street, Newtown-row, Birmingham, for £50,

to Thomas Ludford. Filed Nov. 29.

Booblitz, Ernest, ironmonger, 9, Church-street,

Stoke Newington, for £30, to National Mer

cantile Bank. Filed Dec. 1.

Stalker, Thomas, lamp-maker, 17, Pavilion-

square, Scarborough, Yorks, for £130, to

Commercial Discount Company. Filed

Deo. 1.

Stanford, Thomas, wood-merchant, 29, Sussex-

street, and :tll, Carlton-hill, Brighton, for

£30, to George Sowton and another. Filed

Nov. 28.

Steer & Fowler, fire-grate manufacturers, 114,

Queen Victoria-Btreet, City, for £207. 17s. 6d.,

to Abraham Steer. Filed Nov. 27.

Steer, Fowler & Co., fire-grate manufac

turers, 114, Queen Victoria-street, City, for

£305. 18s. 6d., to Abraham Steer. Filed

Nov. 27.

Tapper, Frank William, cabinet-maker, South

Town House, Torre, Torquay, for £20, to

William Tapper. Filed Nov. 28.

Vivian, Robert Shellabear, auctioneer, 386,

Camden.road, for .£750, to William Pitman

and another. Filed Nov. 29.

Setters $ stent.

In this column tcill be found tuch inrentiont at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Upholetery, Carpet, and
Drapery Tradet ; and Inventort are requctted to put
themtelvet in early communication icith the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their iuventiont.

Epps's Glycerine Jujubes. — Caution.—

These effective and agreeable confections are

sold by most Chemists. By others, however,

attempts are often made at substitution. We

therefore deem it necessary to oaution the public

that they can only be obtained in boxes, 6d. and

Is., labelled James Epps A Co., Homcoopathio ,......^„„. „.

Chemists, 48, Threadneedle-etreet, and 170, 4,992. Sawtell, B., bedding manufacturer, of

Piccadilly, London.—[Advt.] Melksham, for improvements in the manufac-

Applications for Letters Patent.

4,979. Bust, M. F., of 2, Devonshire-square, for

improvements in oarpet-sweepers. A com

munication from L. Judd, New York. Dec. 5.

4,983. Taylor, E., of Preston, for improvements

in looms for weaving. Deo. 5.

4,986. Orange, G. F., merohant, of Saint Aus

tell, for improvements in apparatus for the

manufacture of china-clay and other sub

stances. Deo. 5,

tnre of palliasses,

cushions. Deo. 5.

4,998. Duxbury, J., merchant, of Manchester

for improvements in the method of and means

for marking woven goods with trade-marks

and other marks or devices. Dec 6.

5,001. Bydill, G., of Southampton-buildings, for

improvements in manufacturing and em

broidering woven, knitted, dyed, printed,

plain, reversible, figured, fanoy, finished, and

unfinished cloths, worsted ooatings, silk

cloths, imitation sealskins, velvets, damask,

carpets, drugget, felt, and other textile

fabrics. Dec 6.

5,003. Dixon, J. A., of West George-street,

Glasgow, solicitor, for improvements in the

manufacture of colouring matters suitable for

dyeing and printing. A communication from

C. Bumpff, of Barmen, Prussia, chemist, and

F. G messier, of Cannstadt, chemist. Dec. 6.

5.007. Wilson, D., of 2, Percy-square, King's,

cross-road, stove manufacturer, for improve

ments in portable cooking-ranges. Dec. 6.

5.008. Ambler, G., of Queensbury, watchmaker,

for improvements in looms for wearing.

Deo. 6.

5,019. Lister, S. C, of Manningham, silk manu

facturer, for improvements in machinery for

combing, dree sing, or hackling silk and other

fibrous material. Dec. 8.

5,021. Lake, W. B., of Southampton-building,

for improved processes for the manufacture

of yellow, red, and violet colouring matter.

A communication from B. Kriigener, of

Elberfeld, Germany. Dec 8.

5,026. Wier, M. A., of Graceohnroh-street, for

improved means ofutilising luminous powders

for the purpose of rendering objects luminous

or visible in the dark, and for preserving such

powders from befog soiled. Dec 8.

5,028. Gibson, C. E., of Birmingham, for im

provements in window-fasteners. Dec. 9.

5,034. Brigg, C. and T. H., machine-makers, of

Bradford, for improvements in looms for

weaving, and in apparatus connected there

with. Dec. 9.

5,059. Betjemann, G. W., of the firm of George

Betjemann & Sons, of 36 and 38, Pentonville-

road, for improvements in stands for decan

ters, bottles, and jars, whioh improvements

are specially applicable to spirit, liqueur, and

scent-bottle stands. Deo. 10.

5,067. Roberts, N. G.. of Birmingham, for im

provements in bedsteads, which improvements

are also applicable to other articles of furni

ture. Dec. 11.

5,071. Kenuard, A., of Leicester, for improve-

ments in apparatus for marking billiards and

other games. Deo. 11.

5,073. Almond, W. J., manu facturer, of 9 and 10,

Little Britain, for improvements in water

proofing textile fabrics. Deo. 11.

5,082. Sands, T., of Greenmount, Ireland, for

improvements in power-looms. Dec. 11.

Patents which have recentlt passed thi

Great Seal.

1,937. Hanson, T., mechanic, of Bradford, for

improvements in looms for weaving. Dated

May 14. Extended to Deo. 9, 1879.

2,257. Davies, F., carriage braasfounders, of

the firm of S. Mills & Co., of Birmingham, for

improvements in attaching the handles or

knobs of doors to their spindles, and in

attaching the spindles of handles or knobs to

onpboards. June 7.
2,300. Mewis, G. E., rope and twine manufac

turer, of Birmingham, for an improvement or

improvements in nails for hanging or sus

pending piotures, maps, and other like

articles. June 10.
2,346. Walker, J. C, of Shipley, near Leeds, for

improvements in the means or apparatus em

ployed for combing wool and other fibrous

substances. A communication from Alphorue

and Achille Pollet and Samuel Pegler, all

residing at Tourcoing, France. Dated

June 13.
2,400. Ryland, F., manufacturer, of West Brum-

wiob, for improvements in attaching knobs to

spindles. June 17.
2,434. Pilkington, W. W., glass-manufaotarer,

of St. Helens, for improvements in apparatus

for grinding plate-glass. Dated June 19.

2,475. Tatbam, Wm., maohine-maker, of Roch

dale, for improvements in engines or r

Note.—Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratia.—[Adv.]
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used for preparing and carding fibrous mate-

rialB. Jane 21.

2,509. Lake, H. H., Southampton. buildings, for

an improved manufacture of green colouring

matter. A communication from Messrs.

Bindsohedler and Bosch, of Basle, Switzer

land. Jnne 23.

2,527. Contas, L. D., ironmonger, of Monte-

limar, France, for improvements in locks for

closing doors, shutters, blinds, and applicable

to all fastenings in general. Jane 24.

2,613. Whitaker, G., of 38, Sutherland.place,

Bayswater, for improvements in Venetian

blinds. Jnne 28.

2,643. Sachs, J. J., of Barrow-in-Furness, for

improvements in the manufacture or prepa

ration of blinds, tapestry, and other like use.

ful ornamental artioles. Sept. 11.

3,090. Owen, C. F., of Manchester, for an im

proved convertible bassinette-perambulator,

part of which invention is also applicable to

other perambulators. Dated July 30.

3,655. Smith, J., oivil.engineer, of Walmley,

near Birmingham, for improvements in

domestic stoves, grates, and cooking-ranges,

and their ohimneys. Sept. 12.

3,688. Farran, J., of Manchester, for improve

ments in weaving and cutting velvets and

other piled fabrics, and in the construction of

machinery for suoh purposes, part of which

invention is also applicable to the weaving of

other kinds of fabrics. Sept. 15.

3,800. Peters, G. D., of Bunhill-row, for im

proved apparatus for facilitating the aotion of

spring rollers for window. blinds. Sept. 22.

3,810. O'Neill, S., of Eccloa, for improvements

in looms for weaving. Sept. 22.

3,864. Fraser, N., of the firm of Douglas,

Fraser, & Sons, manufacturers, of Arbroath,

Forfar, for improvements in and connected

with machinery for washing yarns, and ap

plicable for dyeing and otherwise treating

yarns. Sept. 25.

4.056. Lake, W. B., Southampton-buildings, for

an improved process and solution for tanning

hides or skins. A communication from S.

Ullmo, tanner, of Lyons, France. Oot. 7.

Stfos, JJfltes, snb Cammtnts.

Bills of Sale.—The Associated Chambers of

Commerce are agitating to obtain the abolition

of bills of sale, and the Wolverhampton Cham

ber of Commerce has resolved to support them

in this effort.

Haberdashers' Company. — Mr. J. A-

Archer has been elected Master of the Haber

dashers' Company for the ensuing year; the

wardens are Mr. W. H. Baigent, Mr. Deputy

Burnell, Mr. J. Bolton, and Mr. E. Saxton.

Luther's Wedding-ring, it appears, is on

exhibition at a jeweller's, Herr Rothe, at Diissel-

dorff. The ring, which bears the inscription,

" Dr. Martino Luthero Catberina von Bora,

13 Jnne, 1525," is a work of considerable art.

On it is represented the Passion of Oar Lord,

the Cross and the body of Jeans forming the

middle, surrounded by all the ohief tools of the

carpenter's oraft, a small ruby sparkling reoall-

iog the holy blood.

Improved Tongueing Machine. — Mr.

John Hyslop, jun., of Abington, Mass., has

patented an improved machine for tongueing

and grooving the edges of boards, and at the

same time jointing them, which may 'also be

used for forming moulding. The invention con.

sists in combining with a transversely-slotted

frame—the table having median rib and spring-

supported rolls—a rotary shaft, having two

heads, one arranged on eaoh side of the rib,

and provided with cutters.

Dispute in the Pottery Trade.—A dispute

has arisen in the Staffordshire Potteries on the

award recently given by the arbitration umpire,

Lord Hatherton. Some employers are enforcing

a reduction in branches of the trade whioh are

alleged not to have been inoluded in the award,

and the men have consequently refused to work,

and in one instance, at a large manufactory,

they have been looked out. About forty firms

are awaiting the result of the straggle, whioh

will affect the majority of those conneoted with

the trade.

it is subjected it resists combustion, the surface

being simply oovered with a thin charred coat

ing, which is easily rubbed off.

Mangankupfer. — The proprietors of the

Isabellen Hiitte, near Dillenburg, in Khenish

Prussia, have introduced a remarkable alloy of

manganese and copper, whioh promises to be

of considerable importance. " Mangankupfer "

—manganese bronze—whioh consists of seventy

per cent, of ooppor and thirty of manganese, is

employed in small quantities to improve com-

< tnon brass, bronze, bell-metal, and the like,

rendering them more compact, hard, and ductile.

Mr. Parkes, of Birmingham, patented some years

since a similar alloy to the above, but it does

not appear to have been so effective as the

Mangankupfer is stated to be.

A Metallic " Burial Safe."—Mr. Samuel

P. MoClean, of Bangs. Ohio, has patented an

improved metallio burial safe, whioh is intended

to effectually prevent what is known as " body,

snatohing." The invention consists in a strong

metallio case having a cover provided with

locking devices of such a character that when

once locked they are permanently locked, and

cannot be opened exoept by cutting through the

heavy iron of the case. Devices are also pro

vided whioh prevent the digging of the earth

down to the case ; and the case is secured so

that it cannot be removed bodily for the pur

pose of gaining entrance to it through the

bottom.

The American Glass Trade.—Beplies to

a circular of inquiry, sent out by the President

of the American Window-Glass Manufacturers'

Association, show that with 68 furnaces and 569

pots devoted to window-glass, there are, or soon

will be, in operation 546 pots, distributed as

follows :—New York and Massachusetts, 11 fur

naces, 70 pots ; New Jersey and Eastern Penn

sylvania, 13 furnaces, 104 pots; Baltimore, 5

furnaces, 34 pots ; Pittsburg, 21 furnaces, 192:

pots; the Western States, 18 furnaces, with 146

pots. Last year there were made 1,463,807

boxes of window-glass, a falling-off from the

output of the preceding year of nearly a hundred

thousand boxes. There are 62 more pots running

this year than last.

Excessive Fire - Insurance Bates. — It

is ourious to notice the anomalies of the

rates of the fire-insurance companies, not

withstanding all past experience. A cabinet

maker's or carpenter's shop, for example, is

classed as a dangerous place, being frequently

strewn with ohips and shavings of wood, and the

owner has to pay a double premium. Whatever

may be thought as to the justice of suoh in

creased rates, it appears certainly very strange

that one should pay fonr or five times the usual

premium for buildings containing only tanks of

water. Yet, acoording to the City Press, the

proprietors of some dye-works pay these very

heavy premiums for their tanks of water, because

the insurance companies urge that the buildings

contain materials of a highly inflammable

natnre.

Trade Marks in Denmark.—A mutual

agreement has been arrived at between Great

Britain and Denmark, to the effect that the

two Governments, " with a view to the re

ciprocal protection of trade marks and trade

labels, as well as industrial designs and pat

terns, in the two countries, have agreed as

follows :—The subjects of each of the contract

ing parties shall have in the dominions and

possessions of the other the same rights as

belong to native subjects, or as are now granted

or may hereafter be granted to the subjects

of the most-favoured nation in everything re

lating to property in trade marks and trade

labels, as well as in industrial designs and

patterns. It is understood that any persons

who desire to obtain the aforesaid protection

must fulfil the formalities required by the laws

of the respective countries.

St. Paneras Industrial Exhibition.—The

certificates awarded to successful competitors

in the above Exhibition, whioh was held in

October last, were presented last Wednesday by

Mr. B. T. Williams, Q.C., M.P., in the Lecture-

hall of the Institute, 153, Drummond-road,

Hampstead-road. Mr. Williams said he was

confident exhibitions of that character did a

great deal of good to the working-classes, and

he thought they deserved encouragement. They

contributed to the development of native talent

in our midst, and he contended that every man

when first starting in life should thoroughly

master his own trade or profession as that not

Jfurnifare snfr Carpet Resigns.

The following is a List of Ornamental Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

firms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ended the \lth inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

CIojs IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m6.chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur.

nituret."

Completely Beqistebed.

343.789. Hopkins, J. H. & Sons, of Granville

Works, Birmingham. Class IV. Deo. 5.

313.790. Firth, T. F. <fc Sons, of Clifton Mills,

Brighonse. Class VI. Deo. 6.

343,815-16. Boote, T. & 11., of Borslem, Staff, rd-

ehire. Class IV. Dec. 6.

343,820-38. Tbe Bossendale Printing Company,

of Manchester. Class XI. Deo. 6.

343,938. Drew, Alexander A Sons, of 15,

Nioholas-street, Manchester, and Lower

House, near Burnley. Class XI. Deo. 8.

343,972. The Scottish Vulcanite Company

(Limited), of Viewforth, Edinburgh. Class IV.

Deo. 8.

344,043.4. DesfbssS, Jules, of 223, Faubourg

Saint Antoine, Paris, and 2, Osnabargb-ter-

race, London. Class V. Deo. 9.

341,047-51. Morton & Sons, of Kidderminster.

Class VI. Deo. 10.

344,072. Alexander, H. J., of 89, Loftus-road,

Shepherd's-busb. Class IV. Deo. 10.

344.076. Mason, John Haslebam, of 217, Pen.

tonville-road, N. Class IV. Deo. 10.

344.077. Clementson Bros., of Hanley. Class IV.

Deo. 10.

344,082-4. Moore Bros., of St. Mary's Works,

Longton. Class IV. Deo. 11.

Historical Furniture.—The Lords of the

Admiralty have given orders for the making of

a handsome pieoe of furniture from the timbers

of the old Arotio exploring ship Resolute for

presentation to Mrs. Grinnel), the widow of the

late Henry Grinnel', of New York, who fitted

out at his own expense two expeditions for the

search of Sir John Franklin.

Inflammable Nature of Silk Goods.—In

consequence of recent disclosures as to the

spontaneous combustion of silk, referred to in

our last issue, the directors of the North German

Lloyd Steamship Company have decided to

refuse transportation on their vessels to the

class of heavy French silks whioh are so

weighted with ohemicals and oils as to oause

danger of spontaneous combustion. The authori

ties at Vienna have also deoreed special ar

rangements for the packing and transport of

weighted Bilks.

Melbourne International Exhibition.—

The Frenoh Government has intimated its

intention of applying for 75,000 ft. of space at

this exhibition, which is to open on Oot. 1, 1880.

The Minister of Commerce has obtained a credit

of 250,000 f., and the Minister of Marine will

despatch all the exhibits in a French man-of-

war. Intending exhibitors from the United

Kingdom are reminded that the last day for

receiving entries is Dec. 31, at tbe offices of

the Agent-General for Viotoria, 8, Victoria-

chambers, Westminster.

Foreign Demand for German Textiles-

—Tbe annnual report of the Crefeld Chamber

of Commerce states that England and her

colonies remain the ohief customers for the silk

and cotton manufactures of Crefeld, the value

of the goods taken by tbe British Empire in

1878 having been about £1,200,000 sterling.

Germany, on the other hand, did not take more

than £1,000,000 worth of Crefeld goods, while

the trade with all the rest of the world hardly

exceeded the latter sum, the total foreign trade

being of the value of £2,250,000 sterling.

Rendering Wood Incombustible. — M.

Folbaoci, according to Ann. du Qinie Civil, nseB

the following preparation for rendering wood

incombustible and impermeable :—Sulphate of

zinc 55 lb., potash 22 lb., alum 44 lb., oxide of

manganese 22 lb., sulphurio acid of 60° 22 lb.,

water 55 lb. All the solid ingredients are put

into a boiler containing the water at 45° C.

(113° F.), and as soon as they are dissolved the

Bulphurto acid is poured in gradually until the

mass is oompletely saturated. Tbe pieces of

wood are kept about 5 centimetres (197 in.)

apart, and after three hours' boiling they are

dried in the open air. Tbe natural appearance

of the wood is not changed ; to whatever heat
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only benefited to a certain extent the neighbour,

hood in which he lived, bnt also gave him a

chanoe of his own advancement in life. Mr.

Jleech and other gentlemen having spoken, a

vote of thank* to Mr. Williams concluded the

proceedings.

A Cathedral Organ.—The Hereford Ca

thedral organ, presented in 1686 by King

Charles II., and eroded by Benatus Harris1, has

been enlarged and reconstructed by Messrs.

'Willis & Son, organ.builders, of London. The

organ is a fonr-mannal instrument, consisting

of a great swell, choir, solo, and pedal.organ, the

solo organ having jnet been added. In addition,

several new stops have been furnished, the

double-trumpet and the vox hnmana having

been added to the swell organ, and the ophe-

cleide and 32-open-diapason to the pedal organ.

Mr. Willis's patent pneumatic and diso awion

has been applied throughout. The key- board

is a beantifnl pieoe of workmanship, each note

being of solid ivory; and new bellows have

been ereoted with the patent perpendioular

feeders worked by manual power. Altogether,

it is now one of the finest organs in the West of

England, well worthy of the cathedral. The

oost of the enlargement and reconstruction was

£1,300.

Kidderminster School of Art. — Mr.

Ropert Kettle has consented to distribute the

prizes awarded by the Scienoe and Art Depart*

ment to tbe successful students in connection

with the Kidderminster School of Art. The

distribution will take plaoe in tbe school on

Jan. 21, and will be followed by an address from

Mr. Kettle. The honorary secretary of the

school, Mr. J. J. Harvey, has received a gratify,

icg letter from the authorities at Sonth Ken

sington, in which the following extracts are

given from the report received from the Art

Inspector who recently visited the school:—

" Tbe new building recently opened as the

School of Art is extremely well arranged, and

the space unusually ample. Muoh credit is due

to the energy and liberality of the chairman and

secretary, who have at last succeeded in carry

ing out a long-unfulfilled intention. Some

credit accrues also to the Master for his share

in advising and superintending the arrange-

rnents. By his efforts, also, the Antique Boom

has been supplied with ten large new statues

and other casts, the expenses being shared by the

Master and tbe students."

Boiler Explosions.—At the last meeting of

the London Association of Foreman Engineers

aud Draughtsmen, Mr. Joseph Newton, tbe

president, read a paper by Mr. James Spence,

consulting engineer, Newcastle, on " Engine and

Boiler Explosions." In the course of the paper

it was pointed out that stringent rules and Acts

of Parliament were in force as to the' transport

of carriage and storing of gunpowder, dynamite,

and such like explosive materials, but np to the

present time no legislative enactment had been

passed to prevent an ignorant or an unprincipled

man from Betting up a manufactory of any kind

in the most crowded neighbourhood, and plaoing

there a patched-up, worn-out boiler, which might

be 6fty years old. The only protection whiob

the publio had was in a society which had

sprung into existence, but recent disclosures

had shaken confidence in it. When such

societies were oarefully worked and managed by

qualified men who could detect a badly-designed

or worn-ont boiler, then the publio were the

gainers. He hoped that when our legislators

had settled their party disputes they would be

found devoting some time to the consideration

of the subject.

Fires —On the 9th inst. a fire broke out at

1, Wright's-rosd, Old Ford, a cabinet-maker's

establishment belonging to Mr. J. Mathers.

The fire was not got nnder until abnildingabout

50 ft. by 25 ft., used as a workshop, was burnt

out. On the lame day a fire took plaoe at

15, Leonard-street, Curtain.road, in n cabinet

maker's shop belonging to Messrs. Hudson &

Sons. The fire was not got under until a ware,

house of four floors, about 60 ft. by 25 ft. was

burnt out. On the 11th a fire broke out at

the works of the Wandswoith Flock Company

Dunt's-hill, Oarrett-lane. Two brick and

timber buildings of two floors eaob, one 70 ft.

by 50 ft., and the other 50 ft. by 40 ft., and a

shed-building 90 ft. by 30 ft., were destroyed, in

addition to a large quantity of machinery,

stock, &o. Tbe origin of the fire has not been

ascertained. The contents aud buildings were

insured in the Northern Counties office. On

the same day a fire occurred at the works of

Mr. James Cheetbam, timber-merchant, South-

port. It originated in a detached building

stored with dry timber, and the greater portion

of the premises was burnt out. The damage is

fully oovered by insurance.

A Sumptuous Cathedral.—The new Temple

of our Saviour, at Moscow, commenced so far

baok as 1833, was designed in commemoration

of tbe French expulsion from Moboow. The

architect promises its completion next August,

in readiness for tbe celebration of the 25th

anniversary of the Emperor's coronation. The

height of the strnotnre, according to the Globe,

is 288 ft., and the style is Busso- Byzantine, the

buildiug being in the shape of a Oreek cross,

surmounted by five cupolas, one at each oorrer,

and a larger one, or dome, in the centre. The

roof and the framework of the cupolas weigh

1 800 tons, and the gilding on the latter has

already consumed more than half a ton of gold-

leaf. Above the centre cupola is a massive

bronze cross, which can be seen from every part

of Mosoow. The bronze frames of the windows,

each 9 yards high, weigh nearly 3 tons, and tbe

hinges of the brouze doors have to support 6J

tons of metal. Inside, tbe walls are gorgeously

decorated in the usual style of Russian churches,

and contain a number of jasper pillars, each of

which oost upwards of £2,000. The total cost

is estimated to exceed 20,000,000 roubles, or

£2,500,000.

The French Woollen Trade.—The num

ber of spindles engaged in French woollen fac

tories was, in 1851, only 850,000, but in the next

ten years this number bad inoreassd to 1,300,000,

and by 1867 to 1,750,000. At the present time

they amount to 2,270,000, apportioned thus :—

Department of Nord, 1,350,000; Marop,

160,000; Somme, 125,000; Ardenses, 120,000;

Aisne, 140,000 ; others, 375,000. In the Depart

ment of the Nord there are about 700,000

spindles at Bonbaix and Turcoiog, and 650,000

at Fourmies, Lebatteau, and the surrounding

neighbourhood. The annual prodnotiou may

Yiotoria and, indeed, in all tbe Australian

colonies. In reply Mr. Graham Berry said that

if the olass of people who contemplated leaving

England were the labouring class, probably it

wonld be necessary to take action in the diree-

tion indicated by the honourable member, but

he gathered from the telegrams which bad

appeared in the newspapers that the persona

who thought of emigrating were farmers who

possessed a small amount of capital. His own

opinion was that tbe emigration of farmers whh

experience and capital was a thing which should

not be discouraged. Ou the other hand he

thought it only right and proper that tie

Government should inform the Agent-General

in London fully and fairly of the present de

pressed condition of the colonial labonr market,

although be hoped the depression would shortly

pass away.

Warehousemen and Cle ks' Schools.—

The twenty-fourth annual dinner in connection

with the " Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools

for Orphans and Necessitous Children," was held

at the Cannon-street Hotel on the 16th inst

Tbe Bight Hon. W. H. Smith, M.P., First Lord

of the Admiralty, presided, and among those

present were Mr. Pender, M.P., Mr. J. Holms,

M P., Mr. S. Hope Morley, Mr. McGeorge, and

Mr. Henry White, secretary. After the usual

loyal and patriotic toasts had been proposed and

duly hononred, the chairman gave " Prosperity

to the Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools."

After congratulating the supporters of the in.

Btitution upon the satisfactory evidence of good

work afforded by the appearance of tbe children

themselves, he went ou to speak of the claims

the institution had upon their regard, and of

the good work done by the institution. Tbs

children were educated np to fifteen yean of

age, and then placed in the position of inde

pendence in which they earned their own

livelihood. He appealed, therefore, not only to

the youog men themselves, but to their em

ployers also. They were bound by the highest

considerations of policy and duty and sympathy
™«,B^. thnB '-Woollen yarns exported, tQ ext(md their warme8t Bapport to sooh an

82,200,000 f.; rannfaotnred goods, 464,200,000 f.; inatitation. Subscriptions and donations were

combed wool exported, 30,90,000f.; woollen waste, AaDonuoea during the evening amounting to over
36.700,000 f.; total, 564,000,000 f. The annual 2 ^ . j?DC,Qdi or?e of fiftyB

cost of wages in the woollen trade is estimated f th obairman

at 147,632,000 f. The Nord manufacturers com-

plain bitterly of the over-production and the

generally unsatisfactory condition of the trade ;

and it is said that within the last five years, out

of 99 factories in that district 42 have changed

hands, and 22 have been sold in oonBequence of

failures and liquidations at a loss of about 64

per cent. The value of tbe 42 factories taken

altogether was 11,328,000 f., though they were

sold for 6,499,000 f.

Import Duty on Second-hand Furni

ture.—The prohibitory nature of the new

Victorian tariff may be judged by tbe fact that

the new duties range from a minimum of 20 to

a maximum of 400 per cent. ! Among its greatest

absurdities, however, is the imposition of a duty

of 25 per cent, on second-hand furniture! This,

of course, is a sop to the local cabinet-makers.

Now, as almost every immigrant who haB any

means at all usually brings a few household

articles with him, this tax is a peculiarly mi*,

ohievons and oppressive one. Not a day's

notice was given that it was intended to be

imposed, and consequently some poor people

who recently left England or other distant parti

with the knowledge that second-hand furniture

wbb free, find on their arrival a new and un

dreamt-of charge on them ; and in some cases

they have had to sell or pawn at a great saori-

fioe a portion of the goods to provide tbe means

for paying tbe tax. Of course the tax is equally

leviable by land and by sea ; aud as the com

munications aorosB the Murray are as constant

as between any two adjaoent counties in Eng

land, tbe people of Eohuca and of other border

towns are protesting loudly against this and the

other ridiculous burdens whioh are daily and

hourly hampering tbe dealings betweeu Victoria

and her neighbours.

Depression in the Colonial Labour

Market.—A despatch has been received at the

office of the Agent. General for Victoria from

the Hon. tbe Chief Secretary for tbe Colony,

drawing attention to the reply made on behalf

of the Government to an inquiry addressed to

them by Mr. Clark, M.P. for Sandhurst, in regard

to the agitation going on in Eogland for emigra

tion to the Australian colonies, and asking

whether stops would be taken to inform the

labonring population of the United Kingdom of

the depressed state of the labour market in

Curious London Clocks.—London has had

curious clocks, and has some still. Sir John

Bennett's clocks in Cheapside rival that in the

Salon de la Bcoeption de la Reine at 8t Clond,

where twelve dials were wont to mark the honr

in as many capitals of Europe. Tbe Cheapside

figures that beat time out of bells little and big

remind one of those set up, in 1671, by Thomas

Harrys, of Water-lane, at the church of St.

Danstan, Fleet-street, his terms being £35 and

the old clock. Harrys'e dock projected from

the tower, much as that of Bow Church does

now, and the life-size figures—two savages-

struck the quarters with olubs upon suspended

bells. These Orsons were purchased in 1830 by

Lord Hertford for £210, and are said to still

decorate his villa (St. Dunstan's) in the Regent's

Park. When taken as a child to see the wonders,

the lordling had been used to say that one day

he would buy " those giants." They created

quite as muoh curiosity and wonder amongst

tbe country folk once as do the Cheapside olocks

now, for, as Leigh ruggedly puts it in his "New

Picture of London "—

" Many a stranger, as he passed that way,

Made it a design there to stay.

And see these two hammer the hours away

In Fleet-Btreet."

The most oelebrated old clocks fade into intig.

niflcance as fulfilling the highest duties of a

time-measurer compared with the magnificent

specimens adorning London now.—Leisure Hour.

The American Customs Tariff.—Ques

tions respecting the duties on imports will

probably be early agitated during the present

session of the American Congress. What is

started on this subject will depend mainly for

its origin on the Committee of Ways and Mean?,

but it is impossible to predict results, and every

probability seems against any marked change n

the tariff at this session. A correspondent ol

the Times says that Mr. Frrnando Wood, the

ohairman of tbe Committee of Ways and Means,

intends to bring on early the Bill intended ui

simplify the machinery of collecting Custoine,a

measure that is strongly urged at New York,

and has many good points in it, entirely

for the benefit of trade. This Bill dees not

affect duties per se, but greatly eases Cus

tom-house friction. Mr. Wood and otfxrs
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also think this has Rood prospects o*

passing, and it will be urged with the

fall support of the committee. Mr. Wood

farther says that be will personally nrge other

measures designed to reduce duties, bat he does

not appear hopeful that any radical changes can

be effected at this time. Mr. William D. Kelley,

of Philadelphia, the Protectionist leader, intends

to open his side of the tariff oampaign by

proposing the adoption of a resolution in tbe

House declaring against the negotiation of the

proposed French or any other commercial

treaty regulating duties on imports as uncon

stitutional. This proposed French treaty has

not tbe slightest chance of sucoess. Tbe

President made no reference to it in his

An Ancient Hostelry.— London baa no

Baron Haussman to raze whole colonies to

the ground and replace them with new build

ings, but in the place of such a prince amongst

builders there are numerous persons who are

constantly buying property and clearing away

the existing old buildings. Amongst the old

spots receutly marked for destruction is a

curiouB nest of bouses situated in White Lion,

oourt and Wycber-oourt, and inoluding Nob. 17

and 18, Wych-Btreet, Strand. This relio of old

London, says the City Press, bo close to tbe

modern buildings now rising in the Strand,

cannot boast of any association with kings and

queens or noble ladies, but is of interest SB

being the resort of the notorious Jack Bheppard,

11 tbe prince of cracksmen," with whose deeds and

misdeeds Mr. Harrison Ainsworthbasmadeevery.

one familiar. It was iu WhiteLion-passagp, now

known as White Lion-court, tbattheinn of the

White Lion stood, and there in the tap-room

Jack Sheppard was wont to nightly meet his

professional friends and acquaintances. The in

teresting panelling, staircase, and other old

wood-work make tbe interior as oorions as the

exterior. In Wycher-conrt Jack Sheppard served

his apprenticeship with Mr. Wood, the carpenter.

It wbb in White Lion, court that the meetings of

the Fetter-lane Baptist congregation were held

ifter tbe destruction of the bnilding in Penn-

place, Fetter-lane, in 1788. Wjch-street, it

may b« mentioned, retains a portion of its old

name, Via de Aldwycb, the ancient designation

of wbat is now Diury-lane, of which it is a

oontinuaticn.

Tribunals of Commerce. — This subject

has once more come to tbe fore, forming the

subject of a paper read by Mr. J. H. Torr at a

meeting of the Law Amendment Sooiety. Be

mentioned that the recent consolidation of the

Superior Courts of tbe Kingdom into one

Supreme Court of Judicature bad, in the City

of London, resulted in tbe reference of the

matter to the Law and Parliamentary and City

Courts Committee and the Officers and Clerks'

Committee to report wbat alterations should

be made in the practice and pleadings of the

Mayor's and City of London Court, in order to

bring the practice of those courts into con

formity with tbe Supreme Court of Judicature.

The object of tbe writer was, therefore, to lay

before the committees a proposal that might

possibly anticipate their labours and accomplish

the desire and intention of tbe Court of Common

Counoil, and provide for tbe amalgamation of

the city courts as one court of oivil judicature

with uniform procedure and practice adapted to

tbe concurrent administration of law and equity,

MB well as another pre-expressed desire of the

Court—the establishment of a Court of Arbitra

tion and Tiibunal of Commerce in the City,

which was also the subject matter of a pending

reference to tbe Local Government and Taxation

Committee. Thin proposal was intended to be

carried out by the exercise of that legislative

franchise eDjoyed by tbe City of London. The

scheme bad been prepared some years since,

when it was laid before Lord Selborne, as a

means whereby some of tbe block of business in

tbe High Court of Justice might be disposed of,

when bis lordship had pronounced in favonr of

it, and said that it was well worthy of the City's

attention, but that it might require an Act of

Parliament to carry it into effeot. In tbe dis

cussion which followed tbe reading of the paper

Mr. Serjeant Pulling expressed his approval of

tbe project, and moved that it be referred to a

committee of the society to consider the subject,

which motion was seconded by Mr. Westlake.

The paper was ultimately referred to the Juris

prudence Committee of tbe Society.

Art Vestiges in Afghanistan.—A paper

on this tuhject was read on the 10th inst. by

Mr. William Simpson, of the Illustrated London

News, before the Society of Arts. Sir T.

Douglas Forsyth, K.C.S.I., C.B , presided. Mr.

Simpson stated that, being for some months last

winter in tbe Je>lalabad Valley with the force

under General Sir S. Browne, he visited and

sketched most of the Buddhist remains in that

region. In addition be made excavations under

the auspices cf the late Sir Louis Cavagnari,

and had brought home materials on which might

be formed a knowledge of the Buddhist archi

tecture in the valley. The remains are now

little more than mounds, the number of which

was immense. At present there is neither art

nor architecture in the Jellalabad Valley. In

tho Buddhist period, on tbe contrary, the

country must hare been in a high Slate of

civilisation. A style of architecture was fol

lowed in wh eh sculpture wbb largely used,

and the effect heightened by colour and gold.

Mr. Simpson gave a number of interest inc

details respecting the architectural styles of Af

ghanistan and India, tbe various influences to

he traced in them, and his discoveries in the

Jellalabad Valley. A strangely composite cba-

racUr belonged to tbe architecture of the

Buddhist period in Afghanistan. It had re

ceived a capital from Persia, a Corinthian

capital with frieze and mouldings from Greece,

and an arch from India. At Venice the archi

tecture of Western Europe combined with that

of Byzantium. Afghanistan had seme points

of resemblance to the City of tbe Sea. It was

formerly a trade roue and a gate of conquest.

These conditions brought together in it the arts

of Western and Eastern Asia. Some of the few

sculptures he found indicated that this art bad

made considerable progress. Having expressed

tbe hope that further explorations would be

made, he specially described his excavations at

the Ahin Posh Tope, near Jellalabad, the date of

whioh he placed about 400 or 500 a.d. Mr.

Simpson's remarks were illustrated by numer

ous sketches and photographs.

Liability of Employers for Injuries.—A

conference of workmen engaged iu various

hazardous trades was held on Saturday at

Victoria-hoUBe, Trinity-street, Southwark, to

oonsider the best means for the successful

carrying through Parliament, at tbe earliest

opportunity, of a Bill " to amend the laws re

lating to the liability cf employers for injuries

canaed through negligence to their servauta."

Dr. Bordman presided, and said that as the

country was on the eve of a general election, no

more opportune moment could occur for pressing

the rights of working-men engaged in dangerous

callings to claim compensation from their

employers for injuries received from the care

lessness of their fellow workmen. Oo the

Continent, and even in Sootland to a very recent

date, a workman could recover such compensa

tion, and it was only in England that he was

deprived of his legal remedy. This proved the

weakness of the objection to the Bill, and fore

told its speedy removal. A long and animated dis

cussion followed. It was ultimately moved by Mr.

Broton, Halifax, seconded by Mr. Walters,Rother-

hithe, and carried, that an association to promote

the amendment of the laws relating to liability

of employers be formed ; that Dr. Bordman be

elected president (pro fern.), and Messrs. Braitb-

waite, Walters, and Newby be elected as a pro.

visional committee along with tbe president to

communicate with the various tiades and

friendly societies, asking their co-operation and

support in the movement. It wan moved by

Mr. Selby, Manchester, and secondtd by Mr.

Braithwaite, Clerkenwell, and resolved, " That

in the opinion of this Conference, the present

law, whioh exempts employers from all liability

for all injuries negligently caused to persons in

their employment is alike unjust to the em

ployed and prejudicial to the best interests of

tbe employer ; and further pledges itself to

nse all legitimate means to obtain its Bpeedy

repeal, and at the same time promisee by voice

and influence to make its repeal a test question

of the qualification of all candidates for Parlia

mentary honours." The Conference closed with

a vote of thanks to the president.

Sketching' from Nature.—At the London

Institution, a lecture on this subject wbb last

week delivered by Mr. Walter Severn. The art

of painting in water-colours in direct imitation

of nature, he said, was, in its origin and present

perfection, emphatically English. As Mr.

Buskin bad said, it was only by rapid and fre

quent sketching that it could be acquired. The

eketcher should study comfort iu his arrange

ments, that there miiiht be nothing to distract

his attention from his work. Tbe lesson should

not exceed abont two hours and a-halt". Having

obosen his subject, he was himself in the habit

of erecting his nmbrella-tent, and to seat him-

Belf on his oanvas-oovered tripod, with all need

ful appliances of his art (whioh were described

one by one) well in band. The lecturer gave

instructions as to the arrangement and mixing

of colours, with cautions against mistakes to

whioh learners were liable. He made remarks

on tbe painting of shadows—suoh as that in tbe

afternoon and at sunrise they should be painted

oool, but warm in broad daylight. Thence he

passed to show the various ways of rendering

the lights, with observations on stippling, hatch

ing, rubbing, and taking oat, recommending the

student to provide himself with plenty of clean

rags. Glazing was explained as the patting of

one colour underneath another, instead of

mixing the two; to this practice was due tho

permanence of tho works of the old masters,

owing to their having escaped tbe ohemical

changes caused by mixing the colours. To

oatoh the idea of tone, said tbe lecturer, tbe

learner Bbould look at nature with the eye cf

an engraver who has to reproduce a scene

without tbe help of colour. Toe student should

try to make his picture tell a story, if only

tbe incidenoe of a sunbeam. He should learn

from failures as well as from successes. If self-

reliant and animated with the true spirit of

art, hiB " flukes " would be systematieed and

ripen into real mastery of the principles of suc

cess. The rules of art were few and easily

learnt, and good painting generalised the facts

in a short and simple way. Real art was

nature distilled in man's alembic No two

artists saw nature in exactly the came light,

yet all copied her conscientiously. Let them

take as examples De Wink, Cox, Turner, and

Miiller. In conclusion, he would ur^e all

students to lose no opportunity of observing

nature, and to take plenty of notes. They

would thus be never lees alone than when alone-.

(Dot " S|]ort-(£ni)s " Corner.

Thk "Shobt Ekis" Corner.— This column contains com-
munications, such at Hints, Suggestions^ Qnestionst and
Hepliet from inquiring Workmen; it is a Repository of
Practical Experience on all subjects. Every Cabinet*
maker known the value of the short-end corner in the
workshop. It will not do to cut a \%-ft. plankfor a piece
12 in. long amdt in. square, neither can a workman be ex
pected to purchase an expensive volume for the sake of
two or three items of ' r»ation ; this is a just reason
why the Short. Ends Comer should be widely appreciated
amongst the classes for who»e benefit it has been opened.
By helping each other workmen will help themselves.

QUERY.

355. Peather Shoot.—Can yon, or any of

your subscribers, inform me whether there is

anything made for tbe purpose of conveying

feathers from a bag into a bed-tick, something

through whioh tbe feathers would pass easily,

and if so, where such a thing might be pro

cured ? Dantzic.

REPLIES.

352. Bronzing a Chalk Figure.—I have

Been the Italian image-dealers give their figures

a coat of yellow ochre, Bnd when that was per

fectly dry they applied a dark, brownish green

colour, and wiped off the darker colour from

prominent parts whilst wet. This made the

figure look as though it were bronzed ; an

application of copal varnish would then give it

the required polish. E. T.

353. Opening' and Carding Curled Hair.

—There wasau illustration given in the Furxi.

tube Gazette some time ago of a machine

of this description. I saw it at work, and it

answered the purpose well ; it was made by a

firm in Manchester. There are several makers

or vendors of them. Messrs. E. Leach & Co.,

engineers, Bochdale j or P. P. Fleiderer, 37,

Farringdon-street, E.C., would be happy to give

" B. & S." further information.

354. Cold Pig.—I have often heard it said,

though I never tried the experiment, that if you

want a pig to go in a certain direction, drive it

quite in the opposite, or pull its tail in the

direction you do not want it to go, and it will

go tbe other way. Cold pig and warm pig are

similar terms, and wbat more appropriate name

can we bave for the goods that come trotting

back to the ahop, the very opposite to wbat we

should wish. Suggestion.
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Ca Correspondents.

J. D. (Edinburgh).—A work of the nttnre yon rfqoire
is published by Messrs. Crosby Lockirood A Co., under
the title of " Auctioneers : their Duties and Liabilities."
Mr. Robert Squtbbs is tbe author.

A. D. (Whitehaven).— Kit-kat pictures sre portrait* of
three-quarter length, like those painted by Sir Godfrey
Knell* r for the Kit-kat Club-room.

R. K. T. (Newcastle).—The sketches have nut yet come
to haud.

L. F.—You will find the ioformation in our present
issue.

P. B. (Eastbourne) .—The process is not a patented one,
smd is practised in most London workshops.

F. N. S. (Northampton).—It most surely be a misquo
tation. No article that baa any title to the designation of
furniture could Dossibly be produced at the price.

N. B, & Co. (Leeds).—You seem to ignore the other
side of the question altogether. Take our word for it, the
policy is a questionable one ; and granting that justice is
on your side, we hold nevertheless that it would be more
creditable to act in accordance with equity.

O. P.—Your wish has been complied with.

Useful lints.

A Cheap Black Stain for Fine or

Wbitewood.—Take 1 gallon of water, 1 lb. of

logwood chips, i lb. of black copperas, >, lb. of

extract of logwood, 1 lb. of indigo bine, and 2 oz.

of lampblack. Pat these into an iron pot and

boil them over a slow fire. When the mixture

is cool, strain it through a cloth, and add ; oz.

of nutgall. It is then ready for use. This is a

good black for all kinds of cheap work.

A Crimson Spirit Stain.—Take 1 quart

of aloohol, 3oz. of Brazil-wood, I oz. of dragon's

blood, I oz. of coohineal, and 1 oz. of saffron.

Steep to fall strength and strain. It forms a

good stain for violins arid other wooden musical

instruments, work-boxes, and fancy articles.

A Rosewood Stain of a Bright Shade —

Take 1 gtllon of alcohol, 1} lb. of camwood, !. lb.

red Banders, 1 lb. of extraot of logwood, and

2 oz. of aquafortis. When dissolved, it is ready

for nee. This makes a very bright ground. It

should be npplied in three coats over the whole

surface. When it is dry, sandpaper down to a

very smooth surface, using for the purpose a

fine paper. The graining is then to be done

with iron rust, and the shading with asDhaltum,

thinned with spirits of turpentine. When the

shading is dry, apply one thin coat of Bbellao,

and when this is dry, sandpaper down, as

before, with fine paper. The work is then ready

for varnishing.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAH0GA.NY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Office : 120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

35, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The mntt extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

and oas fitting manukacturkrs.

64, Clement Street, Bibminohak.

Artists in Decorative ltepon..e" and Manufacturers of
Archilectiir.1 Metal Wnrfe.

Choir Pcreens,
Altar Rails.
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Pont Covers,
(Grilles,

Gates and Bail
ings,

Hinges,
Latch e s and

Handles,
Pinials,
Vanes,

Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
AHar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronas
Chandeliers,
Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,

Fenders,
Fire Jrons,

Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,

Communion
Services,

And Domettic OrnaiMntul ifetal Work of all Jaeriptiom
THOS. BRAWN and CO. wort from Architects' design!,

or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profeeaion, and all artists, to their
superior RepouseiS Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the iuternal fittings ot buildings in all style*
of Architecture. Established 2d Yeaes.

 

BOOTH & POX,

HORSEHAIR MERCHANTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF B E D - F E A T H E R S,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOROUGHLY PURIFIED AND FREE FROM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OP REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MA1TUFAOTORY AT' OOI^K.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEEAL TZEZRIMS TO SHIIPIPIEIRS.

M. F. C. TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W,

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150.000 ft, tupcr. in Stock ready for Laying,

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 WOOD CARVINGS.

ALL STYLES EXECUTED FOR THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL RATES.

Skilled Artisans sent to

all parts of the country.

THIN PARQUET (Ttjbpin'b Patent) , 5-16 inch Thick, prepared on three deal back laminations,

equal in wear to inch solid Parquet. Used for veneering old existing deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

Ornamental

Parquet

> iDealBackm]
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NOW READY,

Crjwm Ho., in Stiff Boardi, Price 2$. 6J., Tot'- Fret, 3i

THE

"FURNITURE GAZETTE"

DIARY AND DESK-BOOK

FOR 1880,

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S-
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TO OUR READERS.

\ITH the present number we

close our Twelfth Volume,

having safely passed through

all the dangers to which

infancy in journalism as well

as in physical life is exposed.

Looking back over the years

since we first ventured to supply a well-defined

and frequently-expressed want, by starting an

independent organ as the mouthpiece of the

Furniture Trade, we can conscientiously say

that neither time, labour, nor expense have been

spared to make the Furniture Gazette

worthy of the patronage of those whose inte

rests it represents. It would be idle to

recapitulate the improvements introduced from

time to time ; a comparison of the later with

the earlier volumes will speak for itself.

We have had gratifying testimony now and

again that our efforts in the past have been

appreciated; and stimulated by a desire to still

further improve this Journal we have made

arrangements with Dr. Dresser, the well-

known Ornamentist, to undertake the Art-

Fditorship. With our next number the scope

of the paper will, therefore, be considerably

enlarged, and several improvements introduced.

The Furniture Gazette will in future be

printed on a superior paper, and at least two

Separate Plates will be given with each number

—one figuring Original Decorative Designs by

Dr. Dresser, or by some leading Ornamentist,

 

the other giving either Original Designs for

Furniture or Drapery, or designs of goods actu

ally manufactured—to be varied by occasional

sheets of Art Pottery, Art Metal-Work, and

other objects worthy of record acd study, and

of interest to the Furniture Trade. Wood

cuts will also be more largely interspersed

with the reading matter.

The principles which govern the construc

tion and decoration of all Art objects of the

household, including Decorative Furniture,

Carpets, Hangings, Grates, Gaseliers, Pottery,

Glass, Silversmiths' Wares, and the general

decoration of rooms, will be from time to time

explained in Original Articles of a tutorial

character by able writers, in which those

principles of Art which are considered correct

will be set forth, the reasons given being sus

tained by argument. While our Journal will

fearlessly express its own opinions, it will also

give publicity to those of the leading thinkers

on the varied subjects of which it treats, and

will freely open its columns to the expression

of the views of all who can fairly lay claim

to a knowledge of Art.

In addition to special attention being thus

paid to the Art portion of the paper, pains will

also be taken to ensure that its commercial

value as a trade journal, which has secured

for it so large a patronage, shall not suffer.

Besides articles treating of subjects of com

mercial importance and the trade jottings of

the week, we shall continue to give trade re

ports from the several manufacturing centres,

trade changes, a list of London furniture

exports and imports, tenders and contracts

bills of sale, bankrupts, &c, reports of com

panies, legal information, letters patent, weekly

list of registered furniture and carpet de

signs, novelties and new inventions, useful

recipes, &c.

The Furniture Gazette will in future ap

peal, not only to cabinet-makers but to decora

tors and to manufacturers of pottery, table-

glass, stained glass, and of art metal-work of

every kind ; of carpets, linoleum, oilcloths, and

all similar substances ; of parquetry, wall and

floor tiles, mosaics, wall-papers, tapestries,

damask-hangings, cretonnes, bed-quilts, lace,

and dress fabrics.

From the above outline of our plans for the

future, it will be seen that by widening our

scope of usefulness, and by securing the highest

Art knowledge attainable, we have spared no

effort to make this Journal a thoroughly repre

sentative trade organ. Art and Commerce—so

closely related and interdependent—will each

in future receive its full share of attention,

neither being subordinated to the other, but

both, as expounded in these columns, striving

together to secure a higher position and a

wider appreciation for English furniture»

taking that term in its most comprehensive

sense.

Having thus taken the reader into our con

fidence as to the future, we would, in con

clusion, bespeak the good-will and hearty

co-operation of each and all. We need not

dwell upon the heavy expenditure which our

new plans will entail, but we may say that

we look to the extended patronage of the

Trade at large as one means of helping us to

bear the increased burthen. We ask each sub

scriber to bring the Furniture Gazette

under the notice of his business acquaintances,

and every employer to recommend its perusal

to his workmen ; for while our own clientele

will be extended by such voluntary and spon

taneous effort, each individual reader will be

proportionately benefited. We ask this colla

boration the more confidently, seeing that trade

is improving, and that the commercial revival,

which was but lately as a cloud no bigger than

a man's hand, has already extended almost

over the whole industrial horizon. With the

hope that all departments of the Furniture

Trade may soon participate in this revival, we

wish our readers, each and all,

§jt gltrrg C Ijtistmas aub a ^rasncrons

"gttto gtar!

RUSSIAN LEATHER.

O USSIA leather, or Youft, is a material

that has excited curiosity, in consequence

of its peculiar smell ; and many have been the

attempts made, both at home and abroad, to

communicate the aroma to other hides. A

certain air of mystery has surrounded the

whole subject, but hitherto all efforts to ac

complish the much-desired object have failed

of satisfactory result.

We have been told that the process of

communicating the smell to the hide is a secret

of the Russian Government, and that it is

most carefully guarded ; that the still used for

the preparation of the essential scent employed

is taken at the proper season into the woods

guarded by soldiers ; that the oil cannot by

any means be obtained, and that its export is

entirely prohibited ; that one of our tanners

succeeded in getting a workman from Russia

who said that he knew everything connected

with the processes there employed, but that

after expending a large sum of money upon

the man and his experiments, the desired

result was not attained.

It is a fact, says a writer in the Journal of

Applied Science, that our tanners produce so-

called Anglo-Russian hides that are finer*

stronger, and larger than the genuine youfb

whilst much less in price, but that the esteemed

and fragrant smell is wanting. Now, in a

sketch entitled " Leather in Russia," written

some five years since by two officials of the

Technical Committee of the Chief Intendency

of the Russian War Department, the peculiar

smell is ascribed to birch-tar, which is cer

tainly employed in the preparation of the

hide. But it is also a fact that the exportation

of birch-tar is not prohibited. Indeed, after

the Philadelphia Exhibition, the American

leather manufacturers, in 1877, purchased

200,000 poods of oil, but the Russian Tech

nical Society states that no satisfactory result

has been arrived at. The price of this birch

oil varies from three to four roubles the pood^

or 36 12-53 English pounds. The oil is so

much adulterated that the leather manufac

turers in Russia generally have their own tar-

huts. The manufactories are chiefly situate

in the thickly birch-wooded departments of

Viatka, Orel, Tver, and Kazan.

In Russia heifer hides are principally used

in the production of youft, which is prepared

as white youft, red youft, and black youft.

Raw or soaked hides are put into lime to

cleanse tbem from hair or flesh, or into lime

mixed with ashes called shadric. In this they

remain till the hair begins te fall off. The

hair being removed, the hides are afterwards

returned to the ash-vats to make them swell

they are then washed in running water, are
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trimmed and shaved, and then soaked for six

or seven hours in a vat containing meal mixed

with warm water, being constantly turned over

or handled during the operation. Here fer

mentation is developed, and the acetic acid

formed thereby takes away the last remains of

the lime. This is the most ancient and general

process, but in some tanneries other methods

are employed.

In tanning youft, the dressing never begins

by laying bark and hide in alternate layers in

the tan-pit, but the hides are first put into

weak ooze.

The hides commonly receive four immer

sions, lasting from twenty to twenty-five

days each. About ten pounds of bark is

the average required by every hide. After

washing and sorting, the hides, still moist but

not over saturated, are placed with the frrain

side downwards on a table and treated with a

mixture of birch-tar and melted fat. Half-a-

pound of tar and 1 lb. of fat is given to each hide

tor white or red youft. The composition is

laid on carefully with the hand so as to ensure

an even and entire coat. This done, the skins

are stretched upon cords in an open shed and

left till dry. For red youft, the skin, in the

drying, is smeared with a solution of alum,

and dyed on the grain with red sanders-wood,

the dye being applied cold. For black youft

on the grain of the washed skin a cold solution

of alum is first poured, and then a solution of

logwood, almost boiling hot ; after which a

solution of green vitriol (sulphate of iron) to

fix the dye. But many tanneries in place of

the vitriol employ a liquid made by infusing

rusty old iron in a sour fermented drink com

monly used by the peasantry called quvass.

The skin is then instantly smeared on the flesh

side with the mixture of birch-tar and melted

fat in the proportion of J lb. of each, but if

the skin is designed for what is called tar-

leather 1A lb. of each is applied.

For final dressing, the hides are soaked in

water, and then thoroughly curried on the

beam, planed and kneaded, afterwards rubbed

strongly with the grain-board, the last finish

being given by smoothing on the grain with

the glass, stohe, or steel slicker at intervals

with the rolling, and afterwards slightly

greasing on the grain. Tarred black leather is

also smeared on the grain with a mixture of

tar and fat.

The export of Russia hides is allowed, but

does not amount to much. In 1877, the

entire export was 8,622 poods. In 1876 it was

7,426 poods, and only some ten poods appear

to have been shipped to London.

The result of recent careful inquiry into the

cause of the scent of Russia leather has led to

the belief that it does not depend upon the

processes of tanning, but that it is inherent

m the hide, that the skins of Russian cattle

have the scent when in a raw state, and that a

Russian tanner can no more deprive the

Russian skins of their odour than he can

impart it to foreign imported skins.

The preparation of leather is a large and

widely-spread industry in Russia, but there are

three most important tanneries. A short ac

count of one of these will be of interest.

Steam is employed to the extent of 45 horse

power ; the manufactory is heated by steam,

has its own gasworks, and a whole network of

water-pipes. There are 485 ash and bark

vats, and arrangements for sixty rotatory

cylinders.

Machinery is employed, as also the latest

improvements, for stretching and planing,

hydraulic presses, bark-grinding machines, ap

paratus for dyeing and for applying the

smearing mixtures, steam-drying lofts, and

appliances for the mechanical washing of

wool. This tannery employs regularly 400

hands, and as occasional helps, 150 ad

ditional workmen. 150,000 youft skins—

30,000 small sorts and 5,000 sole-hides—a

total of 185,000 skins are dressed in the course

of a year. From 180,000 to 220,000 poods

of willow and oak bark, from 5,000 to 8,000

of marsh-rosemary, and 4,000 of bear-berry

are annually employed. The materials used

for the greasing of the leather are tar, melted

fats, tallow, and marrow. Four to five months

are given to the tanning of youft leather, five

to seven months for bullock-hide, and ten to

fourteen months for sole leather. The yearly

production amounts to the sum of 1,350,000

roubles. There are lodgings within the tannery

for the better class of workmen and a school

for their children.

a good one. It was a good pecuniary profes

sion—money was made in it, and not only

money but men gained honour and position

by it.

APPRENTICESHIP: SCIENTIFIC AND

THE STUDY OF THE ANTIQUE.

IN the course of an address to the students

of the Manchester School of Art, Sir

Coutts Lindsay made some observations about

the different classes of education which were

given, and pointed out the advantages that

accrued from studies from life and from the

antique. He knew that a great many pupils

objected to the antique, that they found it

dry and uninteresting, and were anxious to

hurry on to the study from life. In that

matter they make a mistake ; in fact, he

doubted whether an artist, unless he had a

good knowledge of the antique, would

ever attain a very high position in art.

The use of the model, as every artist

understood, was for the painter to obtain

facts from the life, so as to enable him to

represent what he wished on his canvas, to

embody his ideas, and give vitality to them.

But unfortunately for us—and in fact it was

the same all over Europe—it was impossible

to get models of a type so fine that they could

be used without alteration in any work of

imagination, and if an artist had not learned

the human form in its best proportions and

finest qualities from the antique he would

always find himself unable to express nature in

its most beautiful forms, and he would find

that his drawing from nature would, instead

of helping him, only puzzle him in his work.

If a man had a proper knowledge of the

antique, he could correct nature by that know

ledge ; if he had not he must merely copy what

he saw from indifferent forms, and would

probably never produce a very fine work.

It was one of the most difhcult problems of

art to use the model properly, and one which

a good master should insist upon with his

pupils. It was admirable practice for students

to make studies from life in the same attitude

as the Greek or antique figures which they

were accustomed to draw. They would then

see the divergence which Greek art took' from

common nature, where it was more beautiful

than such nature as they were likely to find,

and in such way they would be able afterwards

in putting down their ideas to take the Greek

type and to translate it so far es it was possi

ble into everyday life. He pointed out that

anatomy was the basis of all human form, and

that it should be the basis of all artistic know

ledge. A knowledge of the bones was one of

the first necessaries to the anatomist and the

mode by which the bones were moved by the

muscles. Some artists—those in foreign schools

in particular—taught anatomy too surgically,

sroing into details which were not necessary ;

but everything that had relation to those parts

of the body which appeared on the surface

were of course positively essential to the good

education of the artist.

Another subject in the education of an

artist must be drapery—for instance, to know

the different forms of linen and flannel, the

diverse ways in which they fell upon the body,

and the like. There was an " anatomy " in

drapery just as much as there was in the

figure, and it was a very important element in

the study of an artist. Of course there was

no end to what an artist might not study, be

cause the whole world was open to him to

imitate and appreciate. He thought we were

rather apt in this country to neglect drawing,

our artists being too anxious to get to colour ;

but drawing was the foundation of all art, and

until a student had thoroughly mastered it he

ought not to enter too far into the pleasure of

painting. The three necessities for an artist

were a power of imagination, common sense,

and energy of purpose. Common sense, or a

fine sense, was the most valuable quality an

artist could have. He did not think it would

take the place of genius, but it would go a very

long way to do so. In conclusion, he thought

he might say that the profession of artist was

UNSCIENTIFIC.*

{Coniinucdfrom page 421.)

WE come now to consider a very hetero

genous group of institutions and sys

tems whose aim is to impart technical instruc

tion to the apprentices of a regular factory cr

workshop, or to the apprentices of gome par

ticular industry. In France these are very

numerous, and the operation of the French

Factory Act of 1874 has added to their num

ber very considerably. The provisions of this

law forbid the employment of children under

twelve, unless actually in receipt of a minimum

of two hours' schooling a day, nor may children

over twelve and under fifteen be employed

more than six hours a day, unless their ele

mentary education has been completed. Un

like our English Factory Act, which recog

nises no schooling except the stereotyped

course prescribed for "Public Elementary

Schools," the French Factory Law extends its

recognition to evening and half-time schools in

which technical instruction, scientific or artis

tic, forms the main feature of the curriculum.

A very large number of the manufacturers of

Paris are therefore able to comply with the

law by having on their premises a school-room

fitted with suitable appliances, in which every

apprentice is systematically taught during the

period of his apprenticeship. Be it remarked,

however, that many such schools existed be

fore 1874, and the oldest are some of the best.

Many of the goldsmiths and jewellers of Paris

have thus little schools of art for their appren

tices. M. Lemaire, the famous maker of

opera-glasses, has thus, for thirty years, in

structed his young hands, and now two

hundred of his two hundred and fifty employit

are of his own training. The course here

includes the study of elementary mechanics

and elementary optics, along with ordinary

school lessons. So again, MM. Chaix & Co.,

the well-known printers, have had, since 1862,

a school of typography for their apprentices.

Nor are private firms alone in thus providing

something towards remedying the evils of the

decayed apprenticeship system. There is in

Paris an excellent school of applied art,

holding evening classes at 339, Rue St.

Martin, established by the Syndical Chamber

of Jewellers and Goldsmiths, for the appren

tices of the different firms represented in the

chamber. From the point of view of the

application of art to the particular industries

named, the success of this school is remark

able. Some of the designs for jewellery, exe

cuted by pupils of the school, are extremely

elegant and artistic. The Chambre Ouvriere

des Bijoutiers, has also set up an evening

school for art-teaching in the Quartier du

Temple.

la Germany and Switzerland there are also

excellent trade schools and technical evening

schools approaching in character those with

which we have just been dealing, though they

are usually organised on a somewhat wider

basis. Many of the Fortbildungi - SchvUen.

Gewerbeliche Fortbildungt-Schttien, and Han-

dds-Lehramtalten are technical schools, of a

lower grade than the Folytechnikums, estab

lished chiefly for the benefit of apprentice

boys, and afford an excellent supplementary

education. The vast array of Gewerbe-Schulen,

or trade schools, to be found in every German

town of importance, testify to the universal

recognition in that country to the need of

adapting the education given to the artisan

lad to the special needs of his future career.

In many of these schools no doubt the teach

ing is excellent ; but I have seen enough of

them to know that they are often inefficiently

provided with teachers. Nevertheless, the

amount of good effected on the whole by these

schools must be enormously great. And when

* A paper read before the Soeiety of Arte by Sflrannt
Phillipi Thompson, D.So., B.A., Professor of Experi
mental Physics in University College, Bristol.
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we contrast the abundance of technical in

struction, higher and lower, thus provided in

Switzerland, France, Austria, Belgium, and in

every province of the German Empire, with

the utter abse ace of it at home,* it is impos

sible to avoid endorsing the opinion of l'ro-

fessor Huxley, that " the condition of England

in these matters is simply scandalous." Such

schools are destined to play a very important

part in the industrial competitions of the

future ; and they have begun tomake their mark.

Why do we not have a school of art metal-

work in Soho or Clerkenwell, or a school of

cutlery at Sheffield, to help us to fight the

importation of tools, scissors, and other articles

that America is sending into our markets ?

We have seen in Lambeth how a school of

art may afford the most splendid aid to the

rivival of a lost art, or, rather, to what is

almost the creation of a new one. Many a

little local industry now dying of inanition, or

confined within narrow limits, might thus

assert a prosperous existence, or extend its

operations far beyond their present range.

Surely there is room for a school of jet-cutting

at Whitby, and if the jet-workers need an

example to stimulate them there is one pro-

Tided by the recent establishment of a school

of coral-cutting at Torre del Grseco, whose art

products have, until quite lately, been as local

as the art products of Whitby.

I have now reviewed, and that all too

briefly, a few of the institutions in which an

attempt is made to provide a rational and

scientific apprenticeship in the handicraft

trades, and there still remain several con

siderations, amongst which the foremost is

how we are to obtain for English skilled

artisans the benefits of the systematic training

which so many of their foreign compeers

enjoy, and which goes far towards making

their apprenticeship a rational and scientific

one.

Unfortunately, there are two difficulties

ahead, which we cannot afford to blink. In

the first place, we have no great technical

schools or colleges such as France, Switzer

land, and Germany possess for the higher tech

nical training ; hence we do not get scientifi

cally trained men as employers, or as foremen

and managers, or as teachers of technical

classes and schools. Without these it is simply

hopeless to begin with the apprentice. You

cannot have the lower technical or industrial

training without having the higher. And if

you had the higher you would still want the

lower. I am sometimes told in my advocacy

of this scientific apprenticeship and of appren

ticeship schools that the experience of France

and Germany is against me, for there they

educate, not the apprentice, but the master

and the foreman. It is true that they do so,

that the technical education they give is

chiefly what I have termed the higher. France

has had her great Arts et Metiers and her Ecole

Centrale for nigh three-quarters of a century,

and the magnificent institutions of Germany

are, some of them, not much more recent. But

France and Germany are alike finding out

that they need the lower technical educa

tion also : and so we have on the one

band the Ecoles d'Apprentis, and on the other

the ForibMungs-SchiUen. A single instance

will illustrate this reaction. There is at Chem

nitz, in Saxony, a " High Weaving School,"

one of the best of its kind, having fifty-four

looms, twelve of them worked by steam-

power. This school was established in 1867.

Since that date the manufacturers of chemistry

have found it advisable to open an evening

school of the type of a FortbUdiimjs-Sehulen

* The only trade-school of my mark in England is the
excellent trade-school of Bristol, founded by the late
Canon Moseley. Our Schools of Art have done mncb, but
might do much more. Our science schools and classes
are, as I hare pointed out elsewhere, lamentably deficient
and cramped in usefulness by the arrangements of the
Science and Art Department, and the teaching in them
and the method of remunerating that teaching require
radical re-organisation. There are a few other admi
rable institutions, such as the Artisan Institute, Castle-
street, St. Mertin's-lane, and the Birkbeck Insti
tution. The Technological Examinations of the Society

of Arts, and more recently of the City and Ouilds
Institute, have begun to do a good work. The classes of
applied chemistry and applied physics recently organised
by the Guilds' Institute, at the Cowper-street Schools, are
another step in the right direotion. But why do we not
have scores of suaihtr eiuses in every industrial centre ?

to instruct their apprentices in the theoretical

parts of the weaving which they learn in the

factories. I am confidently expecting to hear

of a similar movement following the growth

of weaving-schools in Leeds, Huddersfield,

Glasgow, and Bradford, for these weaving-

schools act the part of technical colleges for

the particular industry, and do train the com

petent foremen and teachers, without whom

the lower training of the apprentice cannot

exist. I hold, then, that a necessary antece

dent to the growth of a rational and scientific

apprenticeship will be the establishment of

technical high schools and colleges to train the

men who will hereafter have the work of

training the apprentices.

The other difficulty ahead is one which has

greater elements of uncertainty in it—it is the

divided attitude of the Trade-union leaders

towards technical education. While the best

men amongst them recognise fully the value—

the intrinsic value both to the industry at

large and to the workers in particular—of

thorough training, and are prepared to welcome

cordially the technical education movement,

and the elevation of labour by science, provided

all reasonable securities be given that the just

rights of those that represent labour be not

trampled upon or impaired, there are others,

unfortunately, who think otherwise, and who,

seeing as it were, through but one pair of

spectacles, cannot bring themselves to under

stand that a really skilled workman is much

more likely to obtain constant employment and

higher remuneration, and to hold a more inde

pendent position towards the mere capitalist,

than his unskilled and ignorant fellow-worker.

It is too good to be true.

We may congratulate ourselves that there

are men who, like Mr. Howell and Mr. Apple-

garth, know what technical training means,

and who recognise its value. Let us hope that

wise counsels will induce the thoughtful

amongst the Trade-union leaders in England

to follow their brethren of France in helping

forward all movements for the elevation of

the skilled workman of the future. There is

one other matter in connection with this that

I must just advert to. If it were at all pro

bable that many apprenticeship schools were

to be suddenly instituted in all the skilled in

dustries, so that in three years' time the skilled

industries would be flooded with an extra

ordinary proportion of apprentice labour, then

I think the Trade Unions would have some

right to complaim, and would be justified—

from their point of view—in resisting such a

result. But this is the last thing that is likely

to occur. Apprenticeship schools cannot sud

denly swamp the labour market, for the simple

reason that we have not yet the higher tech

nical training to provide teachers for such

schools ; and when we have these, it will take

years to develop even a single school. The

process of replacing workshop drudges by

trained apprentices will be a very gradual

one, and will be more likely, indeed, to make

apprentice labour scarce than plentiful during

the transition period.

There remain now only two practical points

to which I must allude before drawing to a

close. Careful observation convinces me that

there are three essentials to the success of

good apprenticeship teaching. Those essen

tials are good teachers, a sound system of in

struction based in the handicraft trades upon

drawing rather than upon written language or

mathematics, and a real scientific training in

the use of tools. Of the capital importance of

drawing as a means of education, and of the

prominence given to it in the most successful

of all the apprenticeship schools, I have said

so much elsewhere that I will not dwell upon

the matter at greater length.

Of the value of a real scientific training in

use of tools, we can hardly make too high an

estimate. In every trade tools are used, and

the essential principles of the use of them are

common to all, though the forms of the tools

vary. Now, if there is one thing an appren

ticeship school can do, it is to teach a boy the

scientific way of making and using a tool. For

example, in the La Villette School the boys

make almost all their own tools, except files ;

on the one hand, they forge their own hammer

heads, and on the other, construct machine

tools, lathes, planing, slotting, and shaping

machines, and the like. But no boy must make

a tool without knowing why it is to be made

of the particular form chosen. He must

sharpen his tools to particular angles, because

particular angles are shown by scientific expe

riment to be best for certain work, giving

the greatest effective result with least expen

diture of labour. The course of technology in

that school is a course almost entirely devoted

to tools and machinery connected with tools.

Amid the exigencies of trade in an ordinary

workshop there is no time to study all this.

Yet nothing can possibly be of greater import

ance to the workman. We see what attentionis

given to this matter in the United States, what

striving there is to perfect tools and to invent

new ones, and depend upon it, all this is of vast

significance for the future. Every advance in

the use of tools means not merely an advance

in producing power, but an advance in civilisa

tion. You can read the history of the growth

of human civilisation in the history of tools,

from the flint implement down to the last new

complicated labour-saving appliances. How

comes it, then, that we have hitherto paid so

little attention to this matter ? Why have

we not a science of tools—a science of organ

ology, if you will permit me to invent the

term? Surely, in any future schemes for

founding technical colleges, we shall find some

place for this neglected branch of science. It

is astonishing how little progress has been

made in the forms of the commonest hand-

tools for hundreds of years.* The hammers,

the saws, the chisels have not changed since

the days of William the Conqueror ; yet there

is room enough for improvement.

I have just now said that the essentials of

success in the rational and scientific apprentice

ship are good teachers and a good system of

instruction, in which prominence is given to

drawing and to the science of tools. These

are the practical essentials ; but there is one

thing more essential still. We must first con

vince those most concerned that there is an

absolute and imperative necessity for this

entire reform. .

There is no question whatever but that the

persistent neglect of technical education in

England will sooner or later ruin her in the

markets of the world, which will be seized by

less favoured but more highly-trained nations.

And the work of technical education is only

half begun if it stops short of regenerating the

education of the apprentice.

An organism which, having grown up under

certain external conditions, finds the conditions

which environ it changed, must adapt itself to

those new conditions or perish in the struggle

for existence. If it fail so to adapt itself, it is

doomed. Human institutions differ from

organisms, however, in so far as the powers of

the human race transcend those of lower

creatures. Man has not only the power of

adapting himself to external circumstances,

but, in some cases, of adapting the external

circumstances to himself, by virtue of his

intelligent command over the blind forces of

nature. Hence, in the struggle for existence

of human institutions, every change, every

new development, is the result of a compro

mise, as it were, between those external forces

which man can change and those which he

cannot. The old apprenticeship was a system

which grew up under certain external condi

tions, which the lapse of time and the growth

of science have changed for ever. It is vir

tually defunct, and all our best efforts to revive

it could but galvanise it into unhealthy and

spasmodic activity forafew brief years. Wecan

no more exchange the existing social order of

* We hare heard lately of aertain new American'sawa
baring alternately two long teeth between short ones, and
denominated " Lightning Saws " from the speed with
which they can be used for coarse work. But the " Light
ning Saw is at least three hundred years old. Had we
had a scienoe of tools every profeesor of that science
would have had such in his knowledge, if not in his actual
possession, at any rate as an historical curiosity, if as
nothing more. Daring a recent visit to Germany, I had
occasion to visit and examine a fine series of etchings by
the great master Albreoht Diirer. One of his most famous
productions in that line of art is the picture known as the
' ' Melanoolia." It is dated 151 t. It shows a melancholy
woman resting from labour. On the floor beside her lie a
plane, a hammer, and a saw of the type quoted.
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things for that of 9ix centuries back than we

can roll back the Thames from London-bridge

to Oxford. To that new order of things our

commercial and industrial institutions must

conform, or thev will find themselves distanced

irrevocably in the struggle. The skilled indus

tries of Great Britain, with their irregular

bands of workers, trained anyhow, nohow,

Hrmed with fantastic scraps of empirical

knowledge, and swaddled up in rules of thumb,

are doomed_ before the industries of nations

who bring into the field ordered legions of

trained workers equipped with intellectual

weapons, and clothed with sound science.

. Against such adversaries all the stores of coal

and iron in our hills and valleys will be of

little avail. We have, however, one chance

left ; we must adapt our systems to the new

social order, and organise, and drill, and train

our workers in a systematic and scientific

apprenticeship, in accordance with the dictates

of right reason, and in harmony with the spirit

of the age.

TRADE RETORTS FROM ABROAD.

No. IV.—Sweden, America, &c.

RETORTING on the wood-trade of Sweden

Consul Duff writes from Gottenburg

that there has been no improvement what

ever, on the contrary, a general complaint of

low and unremunerative prices has been pre

valent, and such exporters as have been in a

position to hold back have done so, although

to no purpose. The stocks of deals, battens,

&c, of this port are very considerable. In

value the quantity of finished wood goods

shipped from Gottenburg in 1878 was much

less than during the preceding year, and

shippers in vain endeavoured to obtain orders

at reduced prices.

An article of export that has not until lately

formed any prominent figure in the export list

of this port is bottles, of which a compara

tively large quantity was shipped to Scotland

in 1878. The quality is pronounced as excel

lent, and may in some degree explain the

question how a profit can be obtained on an

article for the production of which both coals

and chemicals have to be imported. The

sixes shipped are the imperial pint and quart.

They are packed in bales with straw or

seaweed, and although frequent reload

ing takes place before these arrive at their

destinaiion very little breakage is said to

occur.

Writing from Bengazi (Tripoli) Consul

Dupuis says that the Arabs of this province

do not follow any occupation or industry,

excepting, perhaps, agriculture, and that

only to a very moderate extent, notwith

standing the natural productiveness of

the soil and the ease with which crops

are raised. The few skilled artisans

are either Greeks, Jews, or Maltese,

and sometimes natives of Tunis and Tripoli.

Dyewood consisting of the dried bark of the

root of the juniper tree, which grows in

great abundance in the interior of this pro

vince, is extensively used for dyeing purposes

in Egypt, to which country it is nearly always

exported. The yield last year was about

225,000 okes. The produce of wool last year

was also very limited The yield was only

some 120,000 okes, and mostly found its way

to Malta and Tripoli.

The sponge fishery is entirely in the hands

of Greeks belonging to Kalimnos, Hydra, and

other islands, who annually frequent the coast

of the Gulf of Sidra during the months of

August and September. This branch of

industry affords employment to upwards of

200 small vessels. A diving apparatus is used

in fishing for sponges, and the yield during the

season was between 25,000 to 35,000 sponges.

Government levies a duty of £40 on each

diving apparatus, and £10 on every vessel

not carrying that appliance. The produce of

the sponge fishery last year, which was ex

ported chiefly to England, was estimated to

be worth about £15,000.

Vice-Consul Jago writes from Damascus

that the low prices of raw silk and cotton gave

an impetus to native looms, and to a better

demand for Export to Egypt and other Oriental

countries. An example of the resuscitation of

native industry, j udged of course by the strictly

Oriental standard which alone prevails, may

be found in the strike—terminated after four

weeks' struggle in favour of the workers—of

the silk-weavers, who declined to accept a

proposed reduction of wages from 10 pias. to

13 pias. per piece of 9 arshins, upon the ground

that the masters still sold at the old prices.

The earnings of the silk-loom weaver average

about 10s. to 12s. a week. The men, to the

number of about 3,000 turned out, and closed

by threats, and by cutting the silk-threads

when not obeyed, the various silk-weaving

establishments in the city,including those which

did not attempt a reduction in wages ; this

last owing to suspicion of collusion between

master and workman. The strike, however,

has excited no local interest or governmental

interference, it being regarded as a matter

which concerned nobody but the parties in

terested. A year ago, owing to the general

poverty and depression which existed, only

half the men were employed, and they were

then glad to accept anything. Such strikes,

however, are common in Damascus in this

particular branch of industry.

Two of the principal sources of the pros-

erity of Damascus in times gone by have

een dried up by the opening of the Suez

Canal, namely, the overland route to Bag

dad, and the Haj Caravan to Mecca, with

the commercial advantages attending it. There

remains, therefore, only its varied and mani

fold native products, manufactures, and in

dustries, the extension and development of

which depend upon a state of things dif

ferent from that now prevailing.

The industries of Massachusetts, writes

Acting-Consul Stuart, are evidently in a more

prosperous condition than they were a year

ago, in spite of the fact that the year 1878 has

been one of great depression in general busi

ness all over the country, and of the many dis

astrous failures and embezzlements involving

large amounts of capital invested in manu

factures. This State continues to lead all

others in the Union in manufacturing cotton

and other textile fabrics. The latest trust

worthy reports state that there are about 225

cotton factories in the State, most of which

are running all day and many on extra time.

These factories contain about 4,000,000

spindles and 82,000 looms. They represent

fully 65,000,000 dols. in capital. A sum equal

to about two-thirds of this amount is ex

pended yearly in stocks ; over 60,000 opera

tives are employed, and about 874,780,879

yards of cloth of various grades have been

manufactured during the past year, valued at

77,934,753 dols.

The manufactures of textiles, leather, and

leathergoods comprise nearly one-half the total

value of all goods made in the State. The

textiles represent over 92,000,000 dols. in

capital, and the value of goods and work for

the present year will not fall short of

136,000,000 dols. The aggregate of the value

of goods and work of the two industries—

248,000,000 dols.—is about 34,000,000 dols.

less than the whole amount of capital invested

in all the manufactures in the State—meaning

by manufactures all products made by labour

from raw materials. The manufacturing

establishments have not increased in numbers

in the past three years. The earnings of the

mills are, as a rule, better for the owners and

the labourers than they were in 1877, and

there has been a marked reduction in prices

following the decrease in the cost of produc

tion. Several of the largest mills in the State

at Fall River were included in the failures

and embezzlements of the year. They were

stopped temporarily, but nearly all were run

ning a short time after for the benefit of the

creditors, so that these failures have had little

effect upon the result of the year.

Trade has been improving steadily since

January, 1878. In all branches competition is

active. Prices of commodities have in many

cases reverted to the quotations of 1860. The

exports from Boston have increased during

the year.

There is a decidedly more confident feeling

about the future of trade ; industries are con

sidered more prosperous, and the employment

of labour is more extended. The labourer is

better off than he has been since 1800, and the

entire absence of strikes during the year 1878

is an evidence that there is greater prosperity

among the labouring classes. W ages are

about 25 per cent, higher than they were

in 1860, and the cost of living is about the

same.

Exaggerated accounts of the condition of

the unemployed have found credit extensively.

The statement that from 200,000 to 300,000

people in Massachusetts are out of employment

(40,000 in Boston alone), and 3,000,000 in the

United States, has been widely circulated. The

absurdity of the statement in reference to the

United States is seen at once when it is known

that there are only 10,000,000 altogether em

ployed in the productive industries. So far

as Massachusetts is concerned, a canvass by the

authorities proved that the number of unem

ployed labourers in 19 cities and 325 towns in

Massachusetts, in June, 1878, was 21,813, of

which 8,560 were skilled, and 13,253 were

unskilled, and, adding the unemployed females,

brings the total up to 28,508. Since that date

the number of unemployed has steadily de

creased. What is true of the state of trade

and the industries of Massachusetts is equally

true of New Hampshire and Vermont, as far

as general results go. The number of unem

ployed is greater in Massachusetts than in

either New Hampshire or Vermont. The mills

in the latter States have been doing more

work through the year than those in Massa

chusetts, and the majority have been earning

dividends. The Massachusetts mills cannot

run more than ten hours per diem, while those

in New Hampshire and Vermont run eleven

hours. The Massachusetts mills, however,

make up for the discrepancy by using superior

machinery and running it faster.

Reporting on the trade of Mobile (U.S.A)

Consul Cridiland says that an active business

has been done in the timber trade, notwith

standing the general depression in business.

The cause of this activity in the Mobile market

is owing to the popularity of its lumber, which

has given much satisfaction for many years

wherever it has been shipped. The foreign

shipments have been unusually large, exhibit

ing an excess of over 100 per cent, over those

of 1877. Coastwise the shipments in 1878

were about the same as those of the year

previous. New mills continue to be erected

annually in the vicinity of Mobile, clearly in

dicating the increasing lumber trade of the

port. Cargo prices ranged from 7 dols. to

to 12 dols. per 1,000, and the exports were as

follows :—
Feet.

To Island of Cuba 4,364,537

Jamaica 1,195.792

Great Britain 246,426

St. Domingo 219,344

Barbadoes 292,581

Holland 155,848

Mexico 1,176,862

France 407,626

Germany 190,108

Other Porta 792,540

Total exports in 1878 to foreign ports :

9,071,664 ft., valued at 119,887 dols.; total

exports in 1878 to coast ports: 2,501,077 ft.,

valued at 40,028 dols.

In his report on the trade of New York

Consul-General Archibald says that the pro

duction of woollen goods during the year has

been large, and the supply of fancy cassi-

meres was at times excessive, compelling a

curtailment of production during the summer

months, in order to save manufacturers from

bankruptcy. All wool cassemeres of great ex

cellence in design and fabrication were thrown

on the New ^ork market at such low prices

that cotton-warp and shoddy-makes were

forced to ruinous sales, prostrating a good

many manufacturers, who either had not the

skill or capital necessary to keep abreast with

the times.

The following statement of the average

prices of domestic fleece wools in the United

States exhibits the general shrinkage and the
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Medium. Coarse.

42A 34fb

74 70^

51 Vs 49/u

»ft 45^

41 36^

37 32

tendency towards the equalisation of values

■with those of other countries :—

Year*. Fine.

1827 to 1861 53^5

1861 to 1866 75$,

1866 to 1873 53T%

1874 and 1875 ... 49-^

1876 and 1877 ... 39-^

1878 35i

The business in worsted fabrics and dress

goods has continued to be active and fairly

remunerative, and some novelties, in which

there was an admixture of silk, were suc

cessfully introduced. It is to be noticed, how

ever, that all such wool fabrics as French

cashmeres, merinos, &c, cannot be produced

here, because the tariff affords less protection

to the manufacturer of fine high-cost goods

than it does on the medium and lower grades,

and because wool adapted for the manufac

ture of the finer goods is not grown in the

United States. The suitable foreign wool, if

unwashed, is subject to a duty of from 60 to

100 per cent, ad valorem ; if washed it is

practically prohibited.

It is ditlicult to obtain precise statistics of

the American woollen trade. The yield cannot

be estimated with any degree of certainty, and

as regards stocks in the interior and in the

hands of dealers the reports are not entirely

trustworthy. From a source generally ac

cepted by the trade it is, however, gathered

that the total clip in the United States in

1878 was about 21 1,000,0001b., or 3,000,0001b.

above that of 1877. Within the last eight

years the home product has increased

48,000,0001b. The importations of foreign

wool in 1878 fell below the average quantity,

the total arrivals at New York, Boston, and

Philadelphia being 34,495,0001b.

The foreign supply for a number of years

past is shown below :—

Year. Lbi.

1878 34,395,000

1877 47,858,000

1876 34,755,000

1875 46,299,000

1874 43,617,000

1873 48,476,000

1872 98,306,000

1871 78,249,000

The consumption of wool in the United

States during the year 1878 has been esti

mated at 245,000,000 lb., leaving a stock in

hand of about 30,000,0001b.

The total exports of lumber and manufac

tures of wood from New York were valued at

5,237,331 dols. in 1878, and at 5,570,261 dols. in

1877. The following table gives the values of

the different varieties shipped duriDg the last

two years :—
1877.
Doll.

950,219

1878.
Dole.

Fumitore 960,914

Cabinet woods 57,716

Walnut 139,553

Cedar 127,940

Maple 36,206

Hickory 3,270

Oak 18,138

ABh 628

White wood 2,184

Manufactures of wood 504,373

Woodware 425,028

Boors, Bashes and blinds ... 103,580

R. K. ties 5,030

Hoops 97,420

Staves 585,680

Shooka 609,852

E m p t y hgshds. and barrels . . 26,404

Shoe-pegs 145,431

Oars 89,734

In domestic silk products New York firms

have done a fairly profitable year's work,

liberal sales have been made, and novelties

were frequently brought out and distributed

without difficulty. Sewing silks were partially

steady in price, although on " machine twist

prices fluctuated between 7 dols. 50 c. net per

lb. and 12 dols. less a discount.

45,124

132,850

33,304

2,872

18,019

1,120

921

404,193

190,085

79,543

109,434

696,449

633,141

89,354

Austrian Calico Printers —The Austrian

oalioo.printing firms, have by reason of the

higher prioes of gray goods and the important

advance in obemicala and other materials,

advanced their list prioes for printing.

BRONZES AND OTHER PRODUCTS

OF PRIMITIVE MAN.*

(Continued from page 125.)

THE monuments which have received the

appellation of megalithic, nearly all

belong to the period of polished stone ; still a

large number date from the appearance of

bronze. Those of the North are generally the

oldest; and if we may judge of their relative

dates by the quantity and quality of bronze

which has been obtained, their antiquity

diminishes in proportion as you descend from

North to South. This does not prove, how

ever, that dolmens originated with a race

descended from the Northern countries; it

would, on the contrary, indicate that bronze

brought from the Mediterranean countries,

reached the North only by slow degrees. There

are 147 dolmens in the South of France in

which bronze has been found : they are mostly

situated in the region of Cevennes, a short

distance from the Mediterranean. Several

dolmens from Marneand the environs of Neuf-

chatel have also yielded some. Those of

Bretagne, with the exception of a few in

which a little metal was found, belong to the

neolithic period. The 147 dolmens in which

bronze was found mingled with objects of

stone, pottery of the second period and other

objects which will be mentioned further on,

form but a minority of the great number

which have been explored. In the South of

France alone, 700 have been opened in

Ardeche, 300 in Aveyron, 160 in Lozere. It

may be taken for granted, that if all belong to

the period of polished stone, the people who

built them witnessed the arrival, in small

quantities, perhaps, of the first common

metal. If tbey had had it in abundance, they

would in all probability have made arms, in

struments, and even ornaments of bronze

instead of stone, shell, horn, or bone, for with

a silicious saw they could accomplish in one

day of hard labour what with a bronze saw

they could do in an hour, with an iron saw in

a few minutes, and in a few seconds with a

steel saw impelled by mechanical force. Let

us suppose it is yet the custom to bury with

a person the objects he has used during his

lifetime, and that in five thousand or six thou

sand years our graves should be opened, many

circular saws would be found in England,

France, Switzerland, Germany, but few in

Italy, especially towards the South, still fewer

in Spain, one or two in Greece, and not one,

perhaps, throughout European and Asiatic

Turkey. We do not, however, notice any mi

grations in our midst; the industries them

selves are propagated, but the people do not

migrate ; a few men passing from one country

to another suffice to introduce new industries.

The composition of dolmens is uniform, only

that bronze increases from North to South ; it

seems, then, that there existed in the Mediter

ranean regions, or beyond, a country from

which bronze was brought and distributed

through the North-west of Europe.

We must now speak, from the numerous

facts collected and classed by M. Chantre, of

the beds of bronze which were hidden under

ground, and brought to light by mere chance.

They are of two kinds; the foundries and

the tre'sors, to which may be added certain

stations or centres of habitation as yet not

well-classified, and a number of tombs in

open fields, whose presence there is nothing

to indicate. A foundry consists ordinarily of

a mere cavity dug out of the earth, and

contains more or less complete the materials

of a bronze-founder; ingots of metal, refuse

and waste metal, ashes, fragments of things

of little value or worn out, or defective, and,

finally, crucibles, moulds, pincers, and some

times even new objects coming out of the

moulds and incomplete. Many of such

foundries have been discovered in parts of

Europe, especially in France, Savoy, and

Germany. The foundry of Larnaud may

serve as a specimen. I have already stated

how the son of Brenot the farmer, discovered

it in 1865, and how, when offered by his

father to a brazier of Lons-le-Saulnier it

* From the Frenoh of Smile Burnouf, translated by

Christopher Fallon, M.A., for Van Notiranets Magazine.

was saved by M. Zephirin Robert. After

having been exhibited during the Expo

sition of 1867, in a store on the Boule

vard des Filles du Calvaire, it was bought

for the Museum of Saint German. The case

in which it is exhibited has been classified and

labelled by M. Chantre who, in his work, gives

a catalogued and full description. The value

of the collection obtained from Larnaud, con

sists in this, that all the pieces which compose

it are contemporaneous ; there are 1,486 pieces,

and the epoch to which they belong is

evidently the end of the bronze age. This is

what is shown by a comparison with those of

the other foundries, and especially with the

objects obtained from the palafittes of Savoy.

Throughout, the last epoch of bronze is charac

terised by traces of the hammer, by the

presence of metallic plates or leaves obtained

by concussion and not merely by casting. On

the other hand, that which links the workshop

of Larnaud with the age when bronze was the

only common metal are the cold chisels made

of hard bronze to cut bronze, as steel cuts

iron. But since bronze is softer than iron, can

it be doubted that cold chisels would have

been made of iron, if the latter metal had

been known, or was at least abundant ? We

will give further proofs showing more clearly

the epoch to which we must refer the foundry

of Larnaud.

There are other foundries belonging to this

period, among which we will mention that of

Poype, situated on the heights overlooking the

Rhone to the South of Vienna. A portion of

the bronze has been sold to a merchant of

Lyons, at the price of old brass ; it was bought

by M. Chantre, who, on precise indications,

renewed the search, and was able to duplicate

the products. The foundry of Goncelin is also

situated on the heights adjoining the Iser, as

well as those of Thoduse and Bressieuse. The

largest portion of the other stations of this

kind are in the neighbourhood of rivers, and

probably at a short distance from the places

then inhabited. What is probably the most

remarkable is their uniformity throughout

Europe. They indicate, to all appearances,

the passage or stay, long or short, of workmen

belonging to the same class, but who were

not natives. Foundries are, in fact, always

found in isolated spots, but no traces of human

habitations are seen. It is true that habita

tions may disappear, wooden houses crumble

into dust, and the very stones become, in the

course of time, dispersed and used elsewhere.

There is, at any rate, one product of human

industry which never disappears, and attests

the presence of man during the most ancient

times ; that is, the baked clay, and especially

the broken pottery. Its tenacity is such, that

on closely comparing the soil with some of the

fragments, it is often easy to determine the

place and size of cities which have disappeared

several centuries ago. The neolithic foundries

are never surrounded by such ruins.

But the interest in the stations is, in part,

lost in that of the tre'sors, as these seem to

demonstrate the reality of the travelling

founders ; the idea merely being suggested by

the foundries. The most important were

found in the Alps on the neck of the moun

tains, some near Moulins and Gannat, two in

Meusth, and one near Sarrelouis ; there are,

altogether, twenty-nine in France, comprising

upwards of 1,360 pieces.

These treasures are composed of new objects

never having been used ; sometimes several are

joined together, having been cast in the same

mould.

They are found in small cavities expressly

dug, where they seem to have been hidden for

a short time by their possessors. These trea

sures, those of the Alps at least, are often

found on high ground, not far from roads, fre

quented by travellers going from one country

to another. There are no signs of a foundry

in the vicinity, or even of a station, the spots

where tliey were found are deserts. Is there

anything to be found in these temporary de

posits besides objects of traffic? Were they

not hidden by the samemen who, in the valleys,

recast the inferior products of their own in

dustry ? If all this leads us to believe that

such is the origin of the treasures, there would
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°nly have to be determined the direction in

which these workmen went, to know whether

they came from Italy to France, or vice-versd.

It will directly be seen that this difficult pro

blem is no longer insoluble to-day.

There are but few lacustrial habitations

where the metals were wrought, but here the

natives might have been taught by travellers.

The initiation seems, in fact, probable from

the existence of certain inhabited spots, which

are called stations. Those which are known

are not very extensive. In most cases they

are on a line with rivers, as may be seen, for

example, on the banks of the Saone between

Chalons and Tournus ; still, there are some

isolated ones. The most important of them all

is that of Saint-Pierre-en-Chastre in the forest

of Compiegne. It is situated on the calcareous

plateau in the swampy plains of Vieu-Moulin.

It was dug by M. Viollet-le-Duc in 1860, and

yielded, among other things, more than 500

bronzes, which are indistinctly attributed to

Gaelic armies. Since then, science having

made some progress, they have found that it is

necessary to distinguish the objects of stone,

bronze, or iron obtained in that locality ; that

all was anterior to the time of Caesar; that

there were few arms ; that the quality of

bronze was identical to that of the other layers

of that age throughout Europe. On close

examination comparisons showed that the

station of Saint-Herre had probably existed

for several centuries, and that it had witnessed

if not the first appearance of bronze in that

country, at least the epoch of that metal, and

the commencement of the iron age.

We must now speak of the industries of the

bronze age of which the several strata com

pared with each other have revealed the exist

ence, nature, processes, and relative epochs;

among them there were some indigenous.

Undoubtedly the men of those ancient times

must have built their own houses, which were

made of wood, after the time they left the

caves. Those they erected on solid ground

have disappeared without leaving any traces

behind ; and if the houses of the lakes have

been destroyed, at least the piles upon which

they were built still remain. Those of the

epochs anterior to metal were nearer the

banks, and did not project so far out of the

water. The others were built beyond the

first, and in Savoy have a greater jutting out,

by which they can easily be recognised. The

pieces of wood resting on the piles and form

ing the flooring were fastened together by

means of tenons and mortises, which shows

clearly that they could, with hatchets and

chisels of stone, cut and shape large pieces of

wood. Planks were made by splitting the

trunks of trees; the stone saws are only

several inches long, while those of bronze are

not a foot ; they could only be used on light

work. Of these, several specimens have been

extracted from the lakes of Savoy, euch as

spoons, tool handles, spindle shanks, sabots, a

porringer, and part of a bucket.

The great number of bobbins of baked clay

which are called by the Italians fusaioles, in

dicate that the custom of spinning and weav

ing was then extant ; there were many dis

cussions as to the use of those small cones

bored through their axis, but there is now no

more doubt, since a complete spindle was found

in the lake of Bourget. We have ourselves

seen pieces of wood worn out in the holes

of many bobbins, found in Troy by Dr.

Schleimarm.

These very things are still used throughout

the Middle and West of Europe. They could

obtain very delicate threads with these spindles

of wood and clay, as is evident from the

smallness of the eye of several bronze needles.

The finest textures have been destroyed under

water as well as under ground, but a few

specimens of the coarser textures, meshes of

net, thread, cord and bundles of lieaten flax

have been preserved in the mud of the pala-

fittes of Bourget. The flax then used had

small leaves, and differed from the kind now

cultivated. To the weaving we may add the

fabrication of baskets of rushes, reeds and

osier, and the ranking of fishermen's snares,

and the large hurdleswhichwere used to fortify

the walls of houses in supporting the roof.

The local industry which has left the most

traces in the strata of bronze, except the trea

sures and foundries, is the moulding of argil.

We have already noticed that the potteries of

the periods of stone were not baked, but

merely dried in the sun. The art of baking

was introduced during the age of polished

stone, and continued to be improved during

the entire age of bronze. Still, the most

ancient vases of that period were badly baked,

very often burnt on one side, and raw on the

other ; it would seem that these potteries

were cooked in the open fire and not under a

reverberated furnace, which, however, was

the case. The dishes and plates showed few

signs of the fire. It was only towards the

end of the bronze age, when iron was begin

ning to supplant it, that the potter's wheel

was used. As simple as was this revolving

machine, it afforded certain facilities of fabri

cation which were formerly unknown. The

progress seems to have been made only after

the appearance of iron. The various kinds of

vases fabricated by processes so elementary

were astonishing. Some were used for carry

ing water, others for preserving and cooking

food. There were also some drinking vases,

among which are the rhytons, and lamps in

imitation of the old Greek and Koman lamps,

rings of clay used as rests for small-cased

vases and perforated [cheese-moulds as in our

own day, which shows that men in olden

times were fond of the product of the dairy.

OZOKERITE, OR MINERAL WAX.

WE make the following extracts from a

letter written by Mr. E. M. Grant,

who has recently returned from a visit to the

various oil-fields of Europe :—

The wax fields of Eastern Galicia attract

the most attention. This earth wax, or ozo

kerite, as it is called, is neither more nor less

than oil that has been evaporated, leaving the

residuum in a solid state, so that it is dug out

with picks and shovels, and is about the con

sistency of common clay. The shafts are from

350 to 600 ft. deep and very close together,

so close that, on the piece of land where this

wax is found at Boryslaw, containing not over

fifty acres, there are 10,000 shafts. The walls

of these shafts are curbed with timbers, but

at the depth to which they go they are very

thin, so that scarcely a day passes but the

walls cave in, breaking the timbers like pipe-

stems, and burying several human beings be

neath the great mass of earth. This thing

occurs so frequently, that from four to six

persons per week are killed in this manner.

Great fortunes have been accumulated by a

few of the Jews who owned the land where

the wax was found. The vein is about 16 in.

thick, and the wax is carried out in buckets.

Twelve thousand men live on that fifty acres

of land, how, nobody knows. The wax is

refined and made into candles. This being a

great Catholic country, and a holiday occurring

nearly every other day, candles are in great

demand.

The wax field is fully developed and nearly

exhausted, unless they should find something

new.

OUR TEXTILE INDUSTRIES IN 1870

AND 1870.

A COMPREHENSIVE insight into the

present condition of the textile industry

of this country has been afforded by the

series of tables lately given in the Founiture

Gazette, and the last of which appears in

the present issue. Statistics of this nature

prove after all one of the safest landmarks

by which to gauge our national progress.

Whether, on the one hand, we be disposed to

take an over-sanguine view of our industrial

advance, or, on the other hand, inclined to

regard our position in a despairing mood,

authentic data like these will do more to set

us right than any amount of simple theorising.

Without going into elaborate details, it may

yet be worth while to recapitulate some of the

figures, and to institute a comparison between

the present totals and those of nine years ago

In doing so we shall confine our attention to

the number of factories devoted to each

branch of textile industry, and to the totals

of the workers to which they severally give

employment.

Taking them in the order of their relative

importance, cotton occupies of course the first

place. In 1870 there were 2,483 such factories

in operation in the United Kingdom, whereas

they now number 2,674 ; the increase among

the workers who find employment in this

branch has been proportionate, having risen

from 449,817 in the former year, to 482,903 at

the present time. The lessened number of

woollen mills (1,732 against 1,829 nine years

ago) would seem to betoken greater concen

tration in particular factories, since the aggre

gate of the workers is larger by over 9,000

than it was in 1870, the relative figures being

125,130 as compared with 134,344. Of silk,

on the other band, the very opposite holds

good. While there are more mills (i.e., 706

against 696 at the former period) the number

of persons employed has declined from 48,124

to 40,985. The explanation for this some

what singular state of things is to be found in

the exceptionally depressed condition from

which the silk trade has suffered for

some time past. The worsted trade has

largely developed during the present decade,

since both factories and workers have greatly

increased in numbers. Judging by these sta

tistics the flax trade would seem to* be leaving

our shores, there having been a decided falling-

off during the last nine years. The lace and

hosiery branches have, however, made marked

advances, as has also the shoddy trade, which

latter fact will perhaps he hailed with far

from universal satisfaction. The numerical

force of the jute industry has well-nigh

doubled, both as to factories and operatives,

which remark applies also to the hemp branch.

As regards the elastic trade, while the number

! of mills has increased by one-third, the

workers in actual employment are less by

200 than was the case in 1870. A still

more marked decline is, however, noticeable

in the hair branch, there being one factory and

600 workers less than when the last returns

were compiled.

We append a summary of the totals relating

to each branch, which will indicate at a glance

the relative importance of the several indus

tries and their distinctive positions, past and

present.

IBranoh of Factories. Oper&tiTts.
Industry. 1870. 1879." 1870. 1879.

Cotton 2,483 2,674 449,087 482,903

Woollen ... 1,829 1,732 125130 134,3*4

Silk 696 706 48,124 40,985

Worsted ... 630 693 109,557 130,925

Flax 500 400 124,772 108,806

Lace 224 283 8,370 10,209

Hosiery ... 129 186 9,692 11,992

Shoddy ... 120 137 3,816 5,079

Jute 63 117 17,570 36,354

Elastio ... 61 83 4 623 4,488

Hair 37 36 2,339 1,731

Hemp 35 58 2,150 4,780

Total... 6,807 7,105 905,230 975,546

There are thus at the present time in the

United Kingdom 298 more factories in opera

tion in connection with the textile trade pure

and simple, than was the case in 18/0, while

the workers have increased during the same

Eeriod by 70,316. The above figures must not

e taken as giving the total numbers of those

actually connected with any of the industries

enumerated, since they refer only to those

actually employed at the time these statistics

were compiled. They are rather a trustworthy

barometer of the present condition of things

by which we can read the periodical mutations

through which each branch has passed. Re

garding them in this light, and bearing in mind

that they were compiled at a time when trade

was at its worst, these figures are well calculated

to cheer and encourage us, since they prove that

despite nil untoward influences which have

darkened our commercial path during the last

few years, a marked extension has taken plaoe

in a cluster of industries which form one of

the staples of this country.
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HEMP FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Number Number of
Spinning
Spindles.

Number
of

Number
of Power
Looms.

Children Working
Half Time.

Number of Persons Employed.

COUNTIES. of
Doubling
Spindles.

England and Wales:—

Factories.
Males. Females.

Males. Females.
Males and
Females.

32

1

4

11,199

676

1,920

314

116 58

7

2

1,435

96

179

351

1,505

48

202

145

2,940

144

381

49613

12

62

13

20

41 28

Scotland :—

Ireland :—

50 11,875 2,234 74 190 95 2,061 1,900 3,961

3 3,630 988 — 35 28 176 298 474

3

2

6,538 39 — —

 

79

8

210

48

289

56

6 6,538 39 — — — 87 258 345

JUTE FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

68 22,043 3,261 74 225 123 2,324 2,456 4,780

England and Wales :—

Scotland :—

Ireland :—

3

1

7

1

620

23,142

768

639

24

1,033

32

293

16 115

27

1,226

14

123

7

238

34

4,669

20

282 3,443

6

12 23,762 1,407 1,057 325 298 1,382 3,579 4,961

21

37

40

1

53,702

129,354

2,178

3,677

3,873

6,136

363

19

821

358

69

1,247

1,628

1,391

6,891

10

3,329

3,552

14,600

4,957

4,943

20,491

10•

99 183,056 5,855 10,099 1,203 1,674 8,920 21,481 30,401

2

1

' 1,782

4,076

150

80

43

179

33

11

228

95

41

584

128

52

8123 14 8

6 5,858 230 222 14 8 272 720 992

COTTON FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

117 212,676 7,492 11,288 1,542 1,980 10,574 25,780 36,354

England and Wales. :—

Scotland :—

Ireland :—

1,119

733

682

145

23,676,184

14,813,681

3,857,524

292,920

218,898

271,062

11,104

4,918

12,197

123

8,636

7,586

16,000

125

65,249

35,431

78,394

1,411

76,552

67,352

124,327

2,792

141,801

102,783

202,731

4,203

2,579 38,489,865 4,150,444 489,960 28,342 32,347 180,485 271,023 •151,508

37

30

14

8

587,699

373,560

512,974

13,620

13,649

8,616

230

11

64

2

772

28

101

2,338

961

1,103

82

11,172

6,942

7,021

156

13,610

7,903

8,124

238

89 961,259 526,594 22,265 307 901 4,484 25,291 29,775

3

2

1

35,562

41,234

1,480

252

1,956

730

13

1

11

1

81

298

124

223

680

214

304

978

338

6 76,796 1,732 2,686 14 12 503 1,117 1,620

GENERAL SUMMARY OF FACTORIES IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

2,674 39,527,920 4,678,770 514,911 28,663 33,260 185,472 297,431 482,903

6,189

675

241

44,420,515

2,029,177

938,380

5,043,899

645,432

25,125

636,015

66,769

22,930

46,325

3,248

1,613

51,834

6,146

2,419

317,675

37,347

19,177

460,028

98,866

42,453

777,703

136,213

61,630

 

7,105 47,388,072 5,714,45G 725,714 51,186 69,399 374,199 601,347 975,646

jj.B. There were 254 Factories entirely closed at the date of the collection of this Return, the particulars of whioh are not inoluded. A few

manufacturers have not forwarded Returns, but not a sufficient number to materially affect the General Return.
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OUR SEPARATE PLATES.

s

DESIGN FOR FURNITURE SILK.

ILK Damask has been for many years in

large request, not only as a curtain mate

rial but also for upholstering purposes. Other

fabrics for the same purpose have been intro

duced, and have met with more or less favour,

but Silk Damask nevertheless continues to hold

its own. Rich appearance and durability are

perhaps, among its chief recommendations, and

are likely to ensure it permanent favour.

Among ths leading manufacturers of damasks

may be ranked the firm of W. Fry & Co., of

Dublin, a pattern '.of whose manufacture

illustrated, full size, on one of our Plates.

DESIGN FOR A CHIMNEY MIRROR.

The Mirror figured on our Second Plate has

been designed and manufactured by Messrs.

\V. Bailey & Son, of Curtain-road.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY ON TECHNICAL

EDUCATION.

PROFESSOR THOMPSON'S paper on

Apprenticeship, recently read before the

Society of Arts (the last instalment of which

is reported in another column), provoked a

lively discussion between some of those who

were present. Professor Huxley, who was

the first speaker, said, in the course of his

remarks, that whatever might be the merits or

demerits of the old system of apprenticeship,

it was as thoroughly doomed in the different

branches of ordinary handicraft as it had long

been in physic. Circumstances had altogether

changed, and it was quite impossible to think

that by the old system of apprenticeship it

was possible to obtain the results required for

technical education. Under these circum

stances, there appeared to him to be only two

alternatives. We might bring within the

reach of the young people employed in manu

factures the means of carrying on their edu

cation beyond the time when the necessities

of practical life obliged them to be at work.

That was one suggestion, to establish in the

neighbourhood of the great centres of industry

schools whither those who were learning

various trades could resort, and there receive

that sort of education which would qualify

them to work skilfully and intelligently at their

trades. He then suggested another point of

no less importance, which was, that the guilds

would do well to employ their large funds

in the establishment of a central in

stitution, which should do for the teach

ing power of the country that which such

institutions as the Ecole des Arts et Metiers,

or the Politechnikum of Zurich did for tech

nical education in their respective countries,

for, as had been remarked, at the present time

it was not only the schools which were want

ing, but the teachers also. He had now the

great advantage of having the support of so

practical an authority as Professor Thompson

for thinking that these projects which had

been proposed were of a sound and practical

nature, and such as to advance, in the only

way possible, the interests of technical educa

tion. He had, therefore, no criticism to offer

on the paper with the exception of one remark,

which he thought might probably be inter

preted in a sense different from that intended

by the author. He understood Professor

Thompson to object to the existing elementary

training in Board schools, on the ground of its

theoretical nature, and of its occupying the

minds of students entirely with books and

book-work, and in teaching things which had

no sort of bearing on the scholar's future life.

No one wished more than he did, or, perhaps,

worked more, when he was on tho Board, to

remedy the evil of exclusive book-work, and

he had not the smallest doubt that the exten

sion of the Kindergarten system, including the

use of tools and the study of elementary |

machines, was a most important element in

the instruction at Board schools ; but he could

not think that the evil of giving what he might

call book-work instruction in the elementary

schools was after all so very great. He did

not think that up to the age of thirteen, when

most children left the elementary schools,

much was done to discourage boys from taking

to this or that career, and he rather thought

that the majority of boys would gladly

go into the workshop if only to escape the

irksomeness of school. Therefore it would

be well, if it could be done, to add instruc

tion of some practical nature to the ordinary

instruction in Board schools. Still, consider

ing what the children were, the very short

time during which the instruction lasted, and

the further fact that, although it was impor

tant to make skilled workmen, it was even

more so to make intelligent men, he did not

think that four or five years spent in elemen

tary schools were too much to give even ex

clusively to such matters as reading, writing,

arithmetic, geography, the elements of history,

and the rudiments of physical science. He did

not think that any workman would be a bit

the worse, as a member of society, who gave

these four or five years to such pursuits, if

properly taught. The exceedingly interesting

details which had been given with reference

to the Ecole d'Apprentis of Paris appeared to

bear out this observation, because no one was

admitted before thirteen, norwithout a certifi

cate of elementary education. It was a most

remarkable fact, and very encouraging to

those who wished to see technical schools

established within the reach of the young

working population, to see what good results

could be obtained, and if the same thing could

be carried out in England the improvement

to the British workman would be absolutely

incalculable.

Mr. George Howell wished to correct a

slight error in Professor Thompson's remarks,

with respect to the attitude of trade unions. He

had been acquainted with all the leading trade

unionists during the last twenty or twenty-two

years, and scarcely knew one who had taken

any interest in public questions who could be

alleged to be opposed to the views now put

forward with respect to technical education.

On the contrary, whatever little influence had

been brought to bear in England, for the pur

pose of improving the present system of ap

prenticeship, had been done by trade union

ists—not always, perhaps, rightly—but they

alone had endeavoured to oppose this down

ward tendency in our modern industrial

system. Not only so, but so far as he had

come into contact with them, they had also

supported technical education. In fact, he

was disposed to question whether they would

have been in the position they now were had

it not been for the attitude of these working-

class leaders. What they felt was, that the

old system of industrial apprenticeship was

breaking down, and that nothing was being

put in its place. They had been pitchforking

a child into the workshop without any possibi

lity of his learning his trade. In former days,

the master knew his trade ; or, at any rate, if

the master did not the foreman did ; and he

had a certain amount of responsibility over the

boy ; but now it appeared thai neither master

nor overlooker knew anything of the trade,

and the boy was put into the workshop, sup

posed to be taught by some one. The work

men had not only no interest in teaching him,

but the whole of their interest went the other

way. A man was paid nothing for teaching

the boy, and yet was expected to train some

body else's child to supplant him and his

children in the workshop. If it were not for

the innate generosity of the workmen, the boy

would go out as ignorant as he went in ; but

generally, if the boy showed attractive quali

ties, some one would take him by the hand,

and show him how to do this and that, and at

any rate he picked up something. They must

look further than to the working-man to find

out the opposition to technical education.

On looking at some of the specimens of

joinery exhibited by Professor Thompson,

he must say they were not particularly

creditable to the technical school which

turned them out. There was not a scampinf:-

shop in London where they would permit

sashes and doors to be made in the way these

were. There was one thing that all mu*:

agree with, and that was that given an

English mechanic, who had undeigone some

sound training, his work would bear compari

son with that of any man in the world.

Some of these specimens would show a great

advance on the generality of work done in

England, especially in turning wood and

metal, but he saw from the diagram that the

average outlay on a pupil was £35. Ids.

What would an English economist say if tl>y

attempted to spend out of the national money

£35. 18s. a year in teaching one man turning ?

In some particular branches there were no

doubt some foreign workmen who altogether

surpassed the English, but when at the Paris

Exhibition he examined a great deal of metal

and bronze-work, and found that the ordinary

castings were absolutely inferior to those in

English shops. When the casting went into

the hands, however, of technically-trained

men to be finished, then the English workman

was nowhere. He hoped that something

would be done to stir up, not the working-

classes so much, because they did not require

it, but the men of capital, to take an interest

in this question. If they could not get the

Government to do it on a liberal scale, they

must try and induce the manufacturers and

capitalists to invest their money, and there

was no doubt it would come back to them a

hundred and a thousand fold. He would wish

to conclude by proposing a cordial vote of

thanks to Professor Thompson for his very

interesting paper.

Mr. Hodgson Pratt said there was another

body of persons, besides capitalists and em

ployers, who he hoped would learn a valuable

lesson from this paper. He referred to the

Science and Art Department and the Com

mittee representing the Technical Educational

movement in the City. So far as he could

ascertain, the trustees of the Artisans' Insti

tute, which he represented, had by no means

been met in an encouraging manner by either

of those bodies, when they attempted humbly

to advocate the very principles now so elo

quently laid down. He had seen a report very

recently issued from the City, in which this

very practical work, as completing theoretical

instruction, was spoken of in this contemptu

ous way—" We are not going to teach boys to

saw." The great principle which he hoped

this paper would teach the authorities was

that theoretical and practical instruction were

husband and wife, and should not be separa

ted. In a small way he had been trying for

the last ten or eleven years to promote tech

nical instruction, and after the Paris Exhibi

tion of 1867 he started a school for the

purpose in Clerkenwell, but he found that in

consequence of the extremely imperfect primary

education of the workmen they were not able

to take full advantage of the classes started

under the direction of the Science and Art

Department. Words and phrases were used

by the teachers every moment which they

were unable to follow, and diagrams on the

black-board were quite insufficient to explain

them. It was absolutely necessary, therefore,

to illustrate theory by actual work done.

Dr. Gladstone, F.R.S., said he knew pretty

well Professor Thompson's views on this sub

ject, and had had the advantage in the summer

of visiting some of these schools in Paris and

Switzerland, when his attention had been very

much directed, not so much to the apprentice

ship system as to tho education which ought

to take place in schools in order to fit the work

ing - classes for the work of life. He had

marked for criticism the same paragraph

which the Chairman had referred to, and which,

he thought, went further than the facts would

warrant as a rule. There were many elemen

tary schools in which the education was purely

literary, but in tho best of them there was a

good deal more taught than a reader of that

paragraph would suppose. At the present

moment there was a great talk about technical

education, and many educationalists were

desirous of introducing something of the kind
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into elementary schools. Hitherto it had heen

avoided, at any r»te in boys' schools—he was

not sure that it had, altogether, in girls'—but

he thought there was a danger in some quarters

of confusing somewhat the sphere of the ele

mentary with that of the technical school.

What they ought to teach in the elementary

school, at the expense of the community, was

that which would be useful to all the children

in after life, not that which would be useful in

the trade or business of this child or that.

When they began to specialise instruction, it

ought to be paid for by the parents, or by an

endowment, or in some other way ; it was not

the part of the State to provide that kind of

education. At the same time he thought the

elementary teaching ought to lead up to the

technical school ; that the body and the various

senses should be so educated that the child

could turn easily to the use and comprehen

sion of any kind of tools. The faculties should

be so trained as to take up any kind of study

which mightbe put before them.

Professor Perry said :—There is a very

great difference in the position of an appren

tice who has learnt a little theoretical

mechanics and physics, and chemistry, and

who has nobody to show him the applica

tion of his knowledge, and another ap

prentice who has been taught the application

of scientific - principles to his trade. I re

member when I was a boy, with a fair know

ledge of mathematics, physics, and chemistry,

I was miserable for a year after entering a

workshop because I could not see any applica

tion of my knowledge to my trade. But my

experience in Japan, and that of my colleagues,

was that boys who had been carefully taught

the application of their scientific principles to

trades, picked up their trades, and very well

too, from ordinary workmen in large work-j

shops. Although, therefore, I think that it

would be well if the condition of a trade, as

to secrets, &c, enabled masters to employ an

instructor to spend a quarter of an hour, say,

per week, with each apprentice in the

shop, I think that, on the whole, the

present system will do very well if masters

give all their apprentices opportunities of at

tending classes where instruction is given in the

application of science to their particular trade.

I say the present system, for I confess I think

that the only proper way of learning that per

fection of workmanship which is so character

istic of the English workmen, is for appren

tices to work in a shop where there are more

men than boys. In learning their trades boys

must mix much with workmen, work near

them, and on the same jobs, and lay themselves

out to help and please the men whose manual

dexterity they admire. Trade schools will not

do for England, nor do I see how they can be

established in numbers in any country which

already possesses the trades there taught. To

be efficient they must be expensive ; the work

turned out by them would be an unnecessary

addition to the manufacture of the district.

And I think that we have already in existence

all that is necessary for the teaching of ap

prentices if it can be properly supplemented

by technical education.

Professor Ayrton remarked the lecturer had

said that " technical education was defined by

the Committee of the Society of Arts to be

'general instruction in those sciences the

principles of which are applicable to various

employments in life.' " If that is the defini

tion they gave then, I venture humbly to

suggest that I should think that they would

now be very glad to use the light of further

experience to modify it, for " the general

instruction in those sciences the principles of

which are applicable to various employments

in life," is a very good definition of the study

of pure physics, but there is nothing technical

about that definition. Technical education

I take to be instruction in the application

itself of science to various employments in life.

If the definition given by the Committee of

the Society of Arts finds favour in Dr. Thomp

son's eyes, then one comprehends why he has

given us instruction in those principles which

may be applied to the education of our work

men, but he has not, I think, applied them as

completely as his masterly treatment of the

earlier part of his paper would have led us to

hope for and expect. May it not be that the

method of imparting technical instruction, like

the method of doing anything else, must be

learnt by practice, and that it is to those who

have served an apprenticeship in imparting

technical education that we must look for

information regarding the best method to be

adopted in introducing technical education into

our own country ? Pleased as one is to see

these pretty specimens of the handiwork of

French boys in trade schools, which our

lecturer has brought with him and exhibited

this evening, one must not forget that the

comment already passed by Mr. Howell on the

specimens of joinery before us, viz., that they

are not only badly finished, but made on bad

principles, is the opinion one hears from all

English engineers who have had the oppor

tunity of visiting and inspecting French work

shops. The knowledge displayed by the

French workmen in workshop economy is

inferior to that possessed by our own men.

One cannot, therefore, accept these inferior

productions of French trade schools as any

proof of the desirability of establishing in

England " trade " schools. Mind, I am not

speaking of " technical " schools, but only of

" trade " schools. Again, even if the work

turned out by the French trade schools were

superior to that of an English workshop, one

would have to be very careful not to be carried

away with the notion that a system which

suits a nation who tolerate the gendarmerie,

who enter the theatres orderly like lambs, who

will wait patiently an hour to take their turn

for a sent in a tramcar, and who submit to be

boxed up in the salted?attente of a French rail

way-station ; it does not follow, I say, that a

system which suits a nation governed so

paternally, would necessarily suit our people

so differently constituted, and with such

different institutions from those prevailing in

France. It will be, I fancy, a very long

time before our masters of factories, with

their English ideas of liberty and freedom,

will admit into their workshops any form

of instructors to come between them and

their workmen, especially if we remember

how carefully guarded at present are the

secrets of any trade, and even were it not so,

even were it possible to legally compel every

master to have his men instructed in his own

workshop in specially legalised methods of

carrying out each trade, would it be good for

the country ? It was said the other day, by

one of our most celebrated telegraph engineers,

that it was worth noticing that the country

(America) from which we were now obtain

ing almost all our inventions in telegraphy

was the only one that had a telegraph admi

nistration totally unfettered by legislative

direction. If, then, we cannot—so to say—

put a "trade" school inside our manufac

tories, shall we attach manufactories to our

schools ? Again I say no—emphatically no.

To set up in connection with any educational

institution a manufactory, where manufac

tories for turning out the same articles of

commerce already exist, is an uneconomical

superfluity, and has all the disadvantage

attending the use of a machine for a purpose

quite other than that for which it was

intended. Not to mention the enormous

expenditure that would attend the establish

ment of manufactories in connection with

schools, these manufactories, since they would

be erected not to supply any existing demand

for some article of commerce, but merely to

furnish educational workshops, would not

only be regarded with great jealousy by the

masters and workmen of factories for pro

ducing the same article, but would probably

quite fail to compete in the market with those

already existing, and so would bring discredit

on the whole system. A school or college is

for training the mind and the body, not for

the manufacture of saleable commodities.

Leave the apprenticeship system, at any rate,

for the present, as it is ; leave the School

Board to impart to our young the primary

education, and the Science and Art Depart

ment the elements of pure science, there still

remains a wide hiatus to be filled up. We

have the lad who has left the primary school,

and who is going to be apprenticed ; we lave

the artisan, who is already following or learn

ing his trade ; we have the sons of rich

manufacturers who are destined themselves,

when they grow up, to become managers of

works ; and, lastly, we have, or rather we

shall have to have, specialists to give all these

three classes technical education. But as these

specialists will, to a great extent, themselves

have to be taught, there are really four large

classes in this country requiring technical

instruction. And it is to this large work

that the City and Guilds of London Insti

tute are turning their attention. To

give technical education to boys during

the day, and to artisans during the evening,

they are starting in the City a technical

school which must soon attain wide propor

tions from the number of trades in which

technical education will have to be given.

For the sons of manufacturers, and for the

training of scientific instructors to be sent,

after they have received their education, to

teach " technics " in the various towns of Eng

land, the Guilds propose establishing a central

college. This should be in the neighbourhood

of museums, near the one that contains, for

example, the remains of the " loan collection

of scientific apparatus," that scientific text

book for reference of countless value. Small

although this central college may be at first,

it is hoped the Guilds will see the importance

of securing, at the outset, sufficient land near

the museums for the rapid extensions that

must follow in the buildings, since no greater

mistake could be made than to find that they

had entered on one of the greatest educational

movements of modern times on a piece of

land only large enough for an ordinary school.

ETCHING ON LINEN.

TO one who is familiar, from long experi

ence, with etching upon linen and similar

fabrics, it seems surprising that a branch of

decorative art so fascinating and admitting of

such pleasing results should have made so little

progress. This is doubtless owing to fancied

difficulties attending the use of the pen for art

work on textile fabrics, and also to a general

ignorance as to the best materials with and

upon which to work. Those who have made

any effort in this direction, have, as a rule,

done so with the preconceived opinion that the

materials used would admit only of limited or

very imperfect results ; hence no effort has

been made beyond the merest outlining.

Others, finding their ink treacherous, yielding

now one effect and then another totally diffe

rent, become too readily discouraged and

hasten to call the work " impossible."

The purpose of this article culled from the

columns of the Art Interchange is to dispel

imagined difficulties, and to so explain the

real ones that they may be easily surmounted

by those having any skill in pen-and-ink

drawing.

The large number of articles to which this

treatment can be applied for decorative pur

poses imparts to it special interest and value,

and the results will often surprise the worker

by their delicacy and beauty. Fans, pillow

slips, splash-clothes, d'oyleys, napkins, and

countless other articles will at once suggest

themselves as capable of this mode of decora

tion, and a comparatively new field would be

opened by its adoption. With this slight

sketch of the interest and importance attend

ing pen-and-ink drawing on linen, and assuming

that the reader is a beginner, we will proceed

with our description of the process employed.

After applying to the fabric a preparation

of gum and allowing it to dry, the place

should be pressed with a moderately hot iron.

If the iron be too hot, the preparation will

darken under it, and leave the cloth less

readily when washed. Should the fabric be

glazed or starchy—like most of the lower-

priced d'oyleys, for example, it is better to

wash out the starch before applying the pre

paration. The surface being smoothed suffi

ciently, the next step depends somewhat upon

the worker's skill. As errors cannot be effaced,

precautions against committing them are
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necessary. The design may first be outlined

in pencil, lightly, before beginning with ink,

or if one's skill is not equal to doing this

readily, or if time is an important factor, the

outline may be placed upon the linen by using

carbon or transfer paper and an ivory or

other hard, fine point. This transfer should

only indicate the design clearly enough to

serve as a guide. All expression and shading

must be left to the pen.

Indelible ink must not only be well shaken

before using, but occasionally while it is being

used. This seems a very simple thing ; but,

ordinarily, one shaking is deemed sufficient,

though the ink may be in use for hours. The

ink should be frequently shaken to ensure the

last penful being^ as fluid as the first. This is

one step towards equalising the results ob

tained.
Proceed the same as if etching with Indian

ink on Bristol board, being careful, however,

to keep the ink on the surface. The pen must

not be pressed into the cloth. A broad line

must be made by several light strokes of the

pen and not by one heavy stroke. A gentle

handling of the pen is one of the first essentials

to successful etching on linen.

All shading should be light and open—

rather more so than is wanted, as the action

of the sunlight will deepen the shadows. It

is important to remember this when a soft and

delicate effect is desired. In applying a solid

mass of black, the pen is rubbed gently over

the surface to be covered, care being taken not

to permit the ink to leave the pen too freely.

In such a case the surplus ink must be ab

sorbed with blotting paper before it sinks

into the cloth.

The drawing being completed, unless the

original pencil or transfer lines were very

faint, it is well to remove them with rubber,

so that any imperfect lines of the drawing

may be discovered and remedied. Next

follows exposure to sunlight. A few hours

serve to fix or set the ink ; but for art work

this setting of the ink is not enough; it is

essential to secure all the depth and softness

the sunlight can impart. To the beginner

anxious to see the final result of his effort,

this waiting is almost an ordeal ; but after

making a careful etching, the time is certainly

well spent that makes the design permanent

and secures for it increased beauty.

Two days' exposure to the sunlight is advis

able, and longer still when the days are short.

The depth of colour depends simply upon the

length of time the design is exposed before the

preparation is washed from the fabric. If a

jet black is wanted, this process is certain to

secure it.

In etching on linen a prepared surface to

work on is indispensable ; but all preparations

of gum act as absorbents. For this reason,

when the weather is damp, or if the cloth has

been prepared the day previous, it is neces

sary to apply a warm iron just before begin

ning, in order to expel any moisture that may

have been absorbed. This is a good general

rule, and by always observing it rainy weather

need cause neither delays nor apprehension.

The work, however, should, as soon as

finished, be put aside in a close, dry, or warm

place until it can be exposed to the sun ; and

this same precaution against dampness,

whether from rain, night air, or any other

cause, should be [observed always until after

the etching has had enough exposure to the

sun to firmly set the ink—say six hours.

For this reason it is perhaps better to work in

the morning, and allow the design to have

all the afternoon sun.

These details may seem minute and may

give the impress of much routine and many

cautions ; but resolved into practice the hints

and rules here given become simplicity itself.

In closing it may be well to submit the

following recapitulation:—Use only the best

materials ; shake the ink frequently ; apply a

warm iron just before beginning ; never press

Dravm Work.—The etching should be

made and the linen washed before the drawn

work is done.

Satin Jean.—On fabrics of this and similar

texture, make the design " across the grain."

Never apply a hot iron. Extreme heat will

mar the beauty of the work. See that only

pure soap and water are used in washing.

By carefully heeding these rules and sugges

tions, a person who can sketch on anything

else can sketch, with equal effect, on linen.

There is a wide and almost unoccupied field

for skill in this direction, owing to the many

articles of household use and ornament to

which this class of decoration might be

applied—while purely as an art recreation,

nothing could be more pleasurable and

engrossing.

DYEING, PAST AND PRESENT."

{Continued from page 418).

WHEN cudbear was reduced in price from

eighteenpence per lb. to sevenpence,

there arose an entire change in dyeing all

colours of reds, browns, olives, &c, from the

modes already briefly sketched out, to what

is known as the sour-dyeing process. In the

sour-dyeing processes, we first dye the worsted

boiling hot, using only permanent and simple

dyes fixed with acids and neutral salts. For

instance, all browns, olives, &c, are worsted

dyed with cudbear, turmeric, and indigo, or,

in some special cases, magenta is used instead

of cudbear for the red colour, and picric acid

instead of turmeric for the yellow colour.

Practically, all sour-dyed browns are a com

pound of red, yellow, and blue dyes, and such

colours are fixed even upon the worsted with

sulphuric acid and sulphate of soda. The

sulphuric acid has a cleansing, searching, and

fixing effect ; it reduces the goods to one com

mon uniform condition, removing the irre

gularities and different modes of sizing, and

scouring the warp and weft : the sulphate of

soda has a levelling effect upon the indigo.

No mordants or basic salts are required to fix

the dyes, as every colour now used in sour-

dyeing worsted stuffs has a natural affinity

for, and will unite itself with, the worsted

without any mordant whatever. By this the

dyer is master of his position, but not so by

the old mode of using woods upon mordants ;

when the goods were defective, every process

had sometimes to be performed over again.

The mordants are next applied to the cotton

cold, and, if the dyer knows his business, it

becomes quite easy to dye the warp the same

colour as the worsted; this process being

performed almost cold, it does not affect the

colour previously dyed upon the worsted.

When dyeing with woods, great difficulties

were experienced by the dyer from the use of

various waters. In 1852 I was head dyer at

the Shelf Dyeworks, then large works dyeing

4,000 pieces weekly into colour, in addition to

a large black trade, and in dry seasons I have

known the supply of clean water taken in

brrrels to these large works, and used almost

as carefully as if it had been precious wine.

The whole of the fouled water was sent into

large reservoirs to subside, and then used again

and again in dyeing all colours capable of being

sour-dyed. The firm previously had difficulties

by the dyeing-off processes with woods upon

mordants, and for months I had been feeling

my way to that great change which I have

termed revolutionary. Although the process

was old on worsted goods, its use was excep

tional on cotton-warp goods. Having once

found the advantages, we could dye 6,000 pieces

per week with the same facilities which had

previously taxed our energies to dye 4,000

pieces per week by the old mode of dyeing

with woods upon mordants.

In making and using tin spirits as mordants

upon cotton, success is materially influenced

by the state of oxidation in which the metal

the pen into the fabric, but keep the ink on 1 (block tin) is left when dissolved in the various

* _i_T_: e Wlian hlrinlr fin la msenK'pn in pltnpr
the "surface ; protect the etching from every

dampness until it has had fully six hours'

exposure.

The general rules here given may be supple

mented with these suggestions :—

acids. When block tin is dissolved in either

• Abstract of lecture delivered by Mr. J. Sharp, of the

Ficfcle Bridge Dye-Worke, before the Hndderafield Dyers'
Scientific Aaaociation, and reported in the Textile Marnt.

facturer.

hydrochloric acid or what is known as single

aquafortis, the results are solutions of pro

toxides of tin, known to the trade as nitrate

of tin or scarlet spirits, and muriate of tin.

When the above acids are mixed to form aqua

regia, the mixture dissolves block tin very

rapidly, and the tin in solution is peroxidised.

This latter spirit appears to be used exclu

sively as a cotton mordant for reds, and Brad

ford dyers had it years before it was discovered

to have any special properties. Now when

shott or two-coloured effects are dyed upon

mixed goods the worsted is first dyed the

colour required— sky-blue with indigo sul

phate, green with indigo sulphate and some

yellow aye, and leaving the cotton white. The

cotton warp is now mordanted with tannin

and tin spirit cold.. To do this we are com

pelled to submit both the worsted and cotton

to immediate contact with the tin spirit;

therefore if the spirit, by its condition, be

capable of unfavourable action upon the

colourings with which the worsted has been

previously dyed, the dyer can only obviate

such results by using tin spirits, with the tin

in such a state of oxidation as to be incapable

of affecting the colours upon the worsted. In

the years 1849, 1850, 1851, when shotts were in

greatdemand,dyershad the advantage of several

years' experience in mordanting cotton-warp

goods for plain colours, and the results were

that muriate of tin spirit (the protoxide) was

accepted as the best mordant, and for shott,

or two-coloured effects, dyers continued to use

such spirit in mordanting the cotton warp, and

met with almost insuperable difficulties. In

all ranges of shott effects green and blue are

prevailing colours for the worsted, with red,

orange, or purple warps. Now, muriate of

tin, being a reducing agent and a protoxide,

has the power to depure the indigo blue of its

oxygen, and reduce it to the colourless con

dition, the greens and blues becoming yellow

in the spiriting process. At this period, finding

that this fault repeated itself on all indigo

colours, I tried if the other tin spirits produced

a like effect, and discovered that nitromuriate

of tin, afterwards known as shott spirits, was

the proper spirit to use, as its use avoided

entirely the faults previously mentioned.

Many other dyers did not follow very quickly.

Therefore that simple act enabled us to put

our work upon the market so satisfactorily

that we had a decided preference for a time

over all our competitors for shott dyeing. I

fear that it attached to me for the time being

an importance which I did not merit.

Nitrate of tin, produced from what ii

known in this district as single aquafortis,

saturated with refined block tin, is a spirit

seldom if ever used as a cotton mordant Its

speciality appears to be in its use with co

chineal and tartons, forming what is known

as ingrain crimsons and scarlets upon worsted

or woollen stuffs. Although this article has

been in use for a great many years, yet so

recently as 1872 I ventured to point out erro

neous statements with regard to tin solutions,

statements which were made through the

columns of one of our leading chemical pub

lications, by the editor. With regard to the

use of tin spirits generally in worsted dyeing,

ingrain crimson, ponceau, and scarlet, most

writers have treated the tin spirit as the

mordant in dyeing these colours on worsted or

woollen stuffs. The use of tartons is often

treated as if it could be used or not at the

caprice of the dyer. Now from these views

I entirely dissent. Although tin spirits are a

partial mordant for cochineal upon woollen

or worsted goods, the practical dyer is not

in the least guided in the use of snch

spirits by their mordanting properties;

he has other specific and distinct motives.

Four articles are used to produce ingrain scar

lets, namely, tarton, cochineal, one of the

yellow dyes, and tin spirit, and each of these

articles has a specific duty to perform. If

the yellow dye be left out, the results would

be ponceau and crimson. The tarton is used

as the basic salt, to unite with it upon the

worsted the colours employed. The cochineal

is used for its red colour, and the yellow dyes

blend with the cochineal in forming various

shades of scarlet and orange. But supposing
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we make up a dye bath with tarton, cochineal, I

and yellow dye, then introduce the goods, the

colour produced upon the goods would be a

dingy brown. I put these facts before you to

make clearly manifest the objects of the dyer

in using tin spirits. Now immediately suffi

cient tin spirit is added to the dye-bath, the

colour upon the goods is changed to a bright

scarlet. There should always be present suffi

cient tin spirit to produce the brightness

required, and excess in crimsons would make

the shade too red. There are various other

indispensable reasons why tartons cannot be

dispensed with in most processes of dyeing

with cochineal.

Cochineal is generally called "grain,"

although it is an insect, being a native of

Mexico, and according to Dr. Garden's esti

mate there is only one male to about two

hundred females. This prolific female cochi

neal fly is carefully reared, collected, and

cruelly put to death by being heated or

steamed. After being denuded and stripped

of legs and wings, the body is dried and packed

in bags for sale, and there are about 50,000

bodies to the pound of sixteen ounces. There

fore, in the dyeing of ingrain scarlet upon

camblet cloths, more than 60,000 lives are

taken, and their bodies consumed, in dyeing

each piece of camblet scarlet.

foiie %tpxts.

[From Our Own Special Correspondents.]

The Liverpool Furniture Wood Mar

ket.—There have not been any arrivals of

Mahogany since the 28th ult. The auction

sales of the 5th inst. were attended by a large

company of buyers, and all the wood offered

was sold at good prices. There has been an

active demand for St. Domingo, and full value

has been obtained for both logs and curls.

The stock is very light, and fresh supplies

should meet with prompt sale. The present

stock of 270 tons of Cuba should realise satis

factory results, there being a steady demand

and St. Domingo mahogany scarce. Honduras

met with ready sale on the 5th inst., when the

market was cleared of stock at improved

prices. Of Minatitlan, there has been a very

fair demand, and Messrs. Chaloner report that

as the stock is exhausted, cargoes of fresh

wood will find this a good market. Of Tabasco,

the stock is small, and it should yield good

prices, there being a steady demand. There

has been a better demand for Honduras and

Mexican Cedar, and the stock consists of only

fifteen logs of the latter. South American is

slow of sale at low prices, and the stock is

heavy. For Pencil Cedar there is scarely any

demand. Iioseioood from Bahia has been in

active request at exceedingly high prices,

and there has been a better demand for

Honduras at an advance on previous sales.

An import of Zebrawood would find ready sale.

Satinwood has been in very good demand, and

the first arrival will realise high prices. There

has been a fair demand for fresh and good

quality of Lancewood Spars, but old spars havo

been slow of sale. Italian Walnut has been in

moderate request. There have been several

arrivals of Circassian burrs, and there has been

a steady demand for the best quality, fresh

and of good sizes; but other descriptions have

been only in limited request of late. The stock

of legs is very heavy, but there have not been

any sales as the high limits of importers cannot

be obtained. American black is in very steadv

demand, and prices are a little higher. Bird-

eyed Maple has not bt'en in request. There

was very lievly competition for Lignumvila at

the nuction sales of the 4th inst., when the

shipment of 88 tons, ex Luigi Cambiaso, from

City St. Domingo, was sold at from £0. 10s.

to £11, averaging nearly £9 per ton. As the

stock is exhausted, the first import of the best

quality, fresh and round wood, with thin sap,

should realise good results. Cocutwood con

tinues dull of sale. The demand for Partridge-

i been quiet. Snnke or Leltertcood has

! late.

The Kidderminster Carpet Trade.—

On Saturday last Messrs. Woodward, Gros-

venor & Co. issued a further advanced list of

3d. per yard increase on the last advanced

Erices. This action is fully warranted by the

eavy rise in prices of all raw materials used

by carpet manufacturers, an advance which

seems to go on increasing from day to day.

The prices of carpets have been so exceedingly

low for such a long time that the present de

mand and consequent advance in value does

not excite any surprise, for no improvement

having been anticipated, stocks were allowed

to dwindle to their lowest ; while now every

carpet-dealer is trying his utmost to fill his

shelves before carpets go higher. Messrs. H. R.

Willis & Co., of Worcester-cross, Kidderminster,

are about to build a new shed to contain twenty

additional looms. This is a gratifying sign of

the improved times, and one also that reflects

great credit on the spirit and enterprise of Mr.

Willis. The manufactories of the district

closed on Wednesday evening, and will not be

opened again until next Monday morning.

Christmas-day fortuitously falling on a Thurs

day gives three clear days' holiday, and the

holiday will be more enjoyed than it has been

for some six years past, because of the better

trade, which will enable many to enjoy a good

Christmas dinner who had to go without one

last year. A further rise in linen yarn of £d.

per lb. may be noted. Worsted yarn keeps

fully as dear as last week, and spinners hold

their own now with the greatest tenacity.

The business of the district is good, and it is

expected that the new year will open well.

The Dewsbury Carpet Trade.—There

is no special feature to report in connection

with the carpet trade of this district. Com

paratively little work has been done at most

of the mills, and invery few instances will opera

tions be resumed before next Monday. Some

of the large manufacturers have already com

menced stock-taking, and from appearances the

results of the year will be more favourable

than was anticipated a few months ago. There

has been a considerable reduction in stocks of

all descriptions of goods, but more especially

of heavy fabrics. The continental trade is not

so active, the inquiries being chiefly for assorted

parcels to meet the immediate demands of the

retail trade. Manufacturers have nearly

cleared out their German orders, and there

are but few left on hand for the French

markets. Kates for all classes of goods have

increased, and are likely to do so, inasmuch as

the prices of all descriptions of raw material

exhibit a hardening tendency. Wools of every

description are dearer, the rates for low quali

ties being about the same as those realised at

the Liverpool sales. Good and medium

colonials are in favour of dealers. English

brokes and noils are firm ; mungo is steady ;

good shoddy has increased in price, and the

demand is better ; oils are firm, but the de

mand is unchanged ; cotton warps are quoted

at Manchester rates. There has been an in

crease in the demand for blankets, and makers

have as much general and army work on hand

as they can do.

The Nottingham Curtain Trade.—

The curtain trade has continued brisk right

up to the holidays, which will be celebrated

in this district until next Monday morning.

Speaking of the trade in general, and not

confining our remarks to the transactions of

the first few days of the present week, it

may be said that a large business is being

done in curtains and antimacassars, although

the severe competition which prevails in this

branch causes prices to rule low, and manu

facturers complain that profits are small.

The demand for made-up goods is not active,

and rates have rather a downward tendency.

In the plain-net department business con

tinues fairly active, and prices remain firm,

with an upward tendency. Point d'esprit

nets sell freely, and are rather dearer.

Makers of quillings are well engaged with

orders on hand, but the current demand is

rather quiet. In the silk department there is

not much alteration, the general demand being

dull. Spanish fichus for America are in sonie

request, but there is very little doing in

Chantilly and blonde laces, and most kinds of

plain-silk fabrics are neglected. Raw silk is

dull of sale. Inquiries for lace yarns have

been merely nominal, and quotations remain

as before. The tone of the market, however,

tends in favour of buyers, but manufacturers

are indisposed to make purchases.

Furnishing Ironmongery.—Dealing only

with half a week, there is little of importance

to report. Cabinet brass-founders continue to

be well supplied with orders, although the

demand is still below the average of more

prosperous years. The lamp and chandelier

branch is by no means as active as could be

desired ; but regarding the trade in finished

goods as a whole, the outlook is decidedly

brighter than was the case a twelvemonth

ago. This is not usually a"very brisk time of

year with the makers of metallic bedsteads,

though the upholsterers and retailers not in

frequently experience a little increase of

demand in anticipation of the Christmas holi-

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT OF FURNITURE WOODS AT LIVERPOOL.

DESCRIPTION OF WOOD.

Mahogany, City St. Dom., per ft. lin

Porto Plata and Hayti

Cuba

Honduras Nouo

Mexican, Tabasco, ka

„ MinatitlanfcTlacotalpam None

Surinam, Cispata, kc

Walnut, Italian & Circassian per ft. 1 in.

American Black, per cubic foot

Sabicu, per ft. 1 in

Satinwuod, St. Domingo. ..per ft. 1 in. None

Bahama, per ton None

Cedar, Havana None

Honduras None

Mexican

„ (West Coast) None

Central American, ko

Pencil (Florida) per cub. ft

Maple, Bird-oyod, por cub. ft

Rosewood, Rio de Janeiro, per ton ...None

Bahia

Honduras None

Zebrawood None

Snake or Lettcrwood por ton None

Lignumvitaj, City St. Domingo, good

Ditto common to medium

Other port* None

Bahamas None

Cocuswood, per ton

Partridgewood, per ton

Lancewood Spars, each

PRICKS,
13th Deo., 1879.

£. 8. d. A'. s. d.

0 0 8 to 0 1 3

0 0 7 — 0 0 in

0 0 6i
—

Q 0 10

80 0 5 — 0 li

0 0 5 — II 0 6

0 0 tj — II 0 5

0 0 it — II 0 4

0 0 — 0 11 6

0 6 o — 0 t 9

0 0 8 — 0 0 8

0 0 9 — 0 1 a

5 0 0 — 6 (1 0

U 0
*J
— 0 0 5

0 0 4  0 0
4i

0 0 3  
0 0 H

0 1 9 — 0 2 9

0 3 ti — II e 0

12 0 0 —

u

0 0

15 0 0
 0 II

6 0 0 — 6 6 0

6 10 ii — 9 10 0

15 0 (i — 20 0 0

7 0 0  9 10 0

4 0 0  6 0 0

3 10 0 — 5 5 0

7 0 0  10 e 0

3 10 0  
6 0 0

4 15 0  6 0 0

0 2 0 — 0 15 0

IMPORTED FROM

26th Jan., 1879,

to
13th December, 1879.

) Logs &

) Curls

Pks. k

Logs

Logs

I,Og8

Pieces

Logs k

Curls

Lgs. k Pks.

Planks

Pieces

Tons

M

Pieces

3,583

1,770

2,312

5,490

. 1,507

846

58

20

2,149

3,374

1,287

86

222

531

784

16,437

26J»n.l878,
to

13 Dec.,1878

4,805

640

2,045

7,822

1,210

600

65

141

1,950

3,950

309

926

81

801

90

20,222
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days, when there is always a little extra strain

upon the domestic sleeping accommodation.

Since the upward movement in iron, however,

orders, both for home and export, have been

coming in rather more freely, and in several

instances makers report fuller employment

than they could boast of this time last year. On

home account the demand is chiefly for brass

and composite goods, of which some very attrac

tive patterns nave lately been placed in the

market. Export requirements runstill upon bed

steads of the very cheapestandcommonestclass,

for Australia, the Cape, Spain, and the Levant.

The prices at which orders of this class are

executed by certain makers who devote them

selves to common goods are almost incredibly

low. In one recent case, reported by the

Ironmonger, an order for COO French bedsteads

was taken at 5s. Gd. each, or little more than

half the general trade quotation. When trade

is done on these terms it is scarcely surprising

that failures should be so frequent. Even

failure, however, does not always put a stop

to such reckless trading, as the bankrupt,

■ though unable to undertake orders himself

pending his discharge, will often continue to

canvas for them, representing that he has " a

friend " who will execute them at the old

price, with a view to keepiDg the business

together.

HouseholdLinen, &c.—The business doing

at the linen manufactories is of a moderate

character, so that short time is still the rule.

The holidays have, as a matter of course, para

lysed trade during the present week. Less has

been done in all qualities of drills, which are

principally made forshipment, the presentstate

of affairs on the South American Continent no

doubt interfering with the demand for those

fabrics. Common hucks are rather a drug,

and thero is but a moderate inquiry for the

better class. Table damasks move off slowly

and in small parcels, not much being done with

America, whilst the home markets are equally

quiet. Drabbets have gone off moderately

well, as they are principally absorbed for the

mnking-up of cheap workmen's suits.! In

damask bordered towellings, a special Barnsley

material, there has been but little doing for

some time. Indeed all descriptions of power-

loom goods are in a depressed state, but hopes

are entertained that the new year will witness

a change for the better, seeing that stocks held

by merchants and dealers are small, whilst those

held by manufacturers are large. Hand-made

linens, including strainers and screw-cloths,

which are principally purchased by farmers,

are almost unsaleable. Yarns remain in slow

demand, prices being unaltered.

fabc Cjfanps, #c.

We shall feel greatly obliged \f our Subscribers in London
as well as in all parts of the Country will kindlyforward
to us early intimation of any Trade Changes, or send us
any Jottings of general interest to the Trades see
represent. By so doing they will materially help to
promote the utility of this Department of the FulIflTC&B

Qazitti.

A meeting of the shareholders in Mody

& Co. (Limited), varnish manufacturers, will

be held on Jan. 14, at the office of Messrs.

Collins & Wilkinson, 30, King William-street,

to have an account of the winding-up pro

ceedings submitted to them.

A resolution has been passed for the

voluntary winding-up of the Yorkshire Fibre

and Spinning Company (Limited). The com

pany was formed in February, 1875, with a

capital of £30,000 divided into £100 shares.

Mr. A. Balkwill, of Elswick-row, Newcastle,

has been appointed liquidator.

Mil. S. Abrahams has retired from the firm

of Campbell, Goodfellow & Co., cabinet

makers, of Mary-hill and Reiitield-street,

Glasgow.

Messrs. Whyte Bros., woollen-warehouse

men, of 70, Union-street, Glasgow, have

dissolved partnership. Mr. W. Whyte con

tinues the business in his own name.

Mr. J. J. Yeo, ironmonger, has removed

from the corner of Princes-street, to 01,

Barbican,

Messrs. Pearson & Co., sewing-machinists,

of Leeds, have taken premises at 5, Great

Eastern-street, Shoreditch, which they will

open on Jan. 1 next as a depot for the sale of

tneir patent sewing - machines and other

specialities.

The Woollen Trades' Association (Li

mited) was registered on the 13th inst. with a

capital of £25,000, in 2,600 shares of £10 each.

Its objects are to acquire, purchase, and carry

on the business of the Woollen Trades' Associa

tion for the protection of traders connected

with the wool, woollen, worsted, cotton, linen,

flax, and silk trades. The first subscribers are

H.J. Pratt, Upper Hornsey-rise, accountant ;

C. T. Fenn, 57j, Coleman-street, secretary;

G. P. Morton, Carnarvon-villas, Twickenham,

shorthand-writer ; J. Richett, 86, New North-

road, clerk ; G. W. Cook, 23, Bunton-road,

Stratford, printer ; J. II. Everett, Mill Hill-

terrace, Acton-street, clerk ; and W. Barrow,

Coleman-street, insurance agent.

The Oil Varnish Manufacturing Com

pany (Limited) was registered on the loth

inst. with a capital of £10,010, in 10,010 shares

of £1 each. Its objects are to acquire, use,

and work certain inventions for separating

oleine and mucilage from linseed and other

oils as a base for the manufacture of varnishes.

Signatories :—W. Powell, 2, Lime Cottage,

Lewisha:ai ; T. G. Ilickson, 3, Myrtle-grove,

Paxton-road, Sydenham, accountant ; A. H.

Bailey, 3, Royal Exchange-place, merchant ;

W. A. Wheatley, Mornington-road, Rother-

hithe, accountant ; D. C. Laughton, Hainault-

road, Leytonstone, clerk ; J. Keeley, 10,

Carline - crescent, Rotherhithe ; and II.

Dimperly, 47, Bridport-place, Islington.

The Traders' Banking and Sufply Com

pany (Limited) was registered on the 13th

inst. with a capital of £1,000,000, in 500,000

shares of £2 each. Its objects are to act as

agents for other companies, firms, or persons

carrying on business in England or elsewhere,

to acquire the business now carried on by the

" Traders' Defence Association, Limited," at

448, Strand, and La Society Co-operative

Internationale, of 60, Rue Cassmartin, Paris,

and to act as intermediaries between manu

facturers, traders, and consumers. The first

subscribers are : W.T. Barrett, coal-merchant, !

St. John's-park, Highgate-hill, N.W. ; T. !

Dyson, music-dealer, 9 and 10, Thames-street,

Windsor; W. Doherty, printer, 0, Great

Newport-street, W.C. ; G. Barnes, merchant,

0, Wellington-road, Camberwell ; R. G.

Bathe, dentist, 7, Lower-terrace, Notting-hill,

W. ; A. W. Baltry, stationer, 15, Sussex-

place, South Kensington ; and W. Harrison,

hairdresser, Onslow-sq., South Kensington.

Mr. Thomas Lea, who has been returned

M.P. for Donegal, is a Kidderminster man, and

represented Kidderminster in the last Parlia

ment. He is the largest spinner of carpet

worsted yams in the world, and his works are

situated at Kidderminster and at Bridgnorth.

Mr. E. Grimsdell, leatherseller, &c, has

removed his business from 12, Finsbury-place,

to Bath-buildings, Baldwin-street, City-road.

Mr. E. Melsheim, foreign leather mer

chant, &c, of Northampton, has removed his

London business from Gun-alley, Bermondsey-

street, to St. Thomas's-buildings, St. Thomas-

street, S.E.

The co-partnership which formerly existed

between Mr. John Gilmour, of Quebec, and

Mr. Allan Gilmour, of Glasgow, has, through

the decease of the first-named, been dissolved.

The business hitherto carried on by them under

the title of Allan Gilmour & Co., at Quebec,

and Gilmour & Co., at the Gatineau Mills,

Trenton, Ontario, has been resumed, and will

be carried on under the same titles by Allan

Gilmour, John Gilmour, David Gilmour, J. D.

Gilmour, and P. MacNaughton.

Mr. John Lines has retired from the firm

of John Lines & Sons, steam sawyers, Bunhill-

row, &c. The business will be carried on by

the remaining partners, Messrs. Richard &

William Lines.

Mr. Charles Napier Alexander has

retired from the firm of Alexander & Co.,

timber-merchants, Cardiff.

Segal intelligence.

Alleged Attempt to Defraud.—On tie

10th inst. Alfred Spreight, middle-aged, w;-.«

charged on remand before the Liverpool

stipendiary with attempting to obtain £40

from Messrs. Whitwell, Hargreaves & Co.,

spinners and wool - merchants, Kendal, on

July 22 last, by means of a forged telegram.

A few years ago, it was stated, the prisoner

was in business as a woolstapler at Keighley

and Bradford, and was consequently ac

quainted with the movements of the members

of the different firms in that trade. On

July 22 last Mr. John Edward Hargreaves*,

of the firm of W7hitwell, Hargreaves & Co.,

wool-merchants, Kendal, was in Liverpool

attending the wool sales, and was staying at

the Royal Hotel, as was also Mr. H. Atkinson,

of the firm of Atkinson & Co., Cleckheaton,

Yorkshire. On the afternoon of that dav i

telegram was handed in at the post-office

under the North-Western Hotel, Lime-street,

purporting to be from John Edward Har

greaves, Nelson Hotel, to Whitwell, Har

greaves & Co., Kendal. It read : " Send me

in bank note or notes £40. Address as above,

and not at the Royal. Must be sent to-night

in registered letter." The telegram was re

ceived by John Jackson Millaken, cashier to

Messrs. Whitwell, Hargreaves & Co., who had

his suspicions aroused, and telegraphed to Mr.

Hargreaves at the Royal Hotel. He did not

comply with the request to forward the money,

but sent a registered letter, addressed to " Mr.

Hargreaves, Nelson Hotel, 43, Tithebam-

street," putting a piece of blotting-paper in

the envelope, and a piece of paper on which

he wrote, " If caught, five years will give you

ample time for repentance. Don't do it any

more." The telegram was traced to the pri

soner, who had arranged for letters to be

addressed to him at the Nelson public-house.

He had also sent a similar telegram in the

name of Mr. Atkinson, but here also was

unsuccessful. He was committed for trial en

both charges.

What Constitutes a Shareholder?—

In the Chancery Division of the High Court

of Justice, a day or two ago, before Vice-

Chancellor Sir J. Bacon, a summons taken

out by the liquidator of the company of

Whitley Partners, machinery purchasers, of

Leeds, to compel the payment of £300,

alleged to be due upon certain shares of the

company, was heard. The liquidator's care

was that the company was formed in 1874

under the title of Whitley Partners, for the

purpose of purchasing and selling machinery.

Mr. Steele, a civil engineer, of Newport, applied

in September, 1874, for 50 shares, on which

he paid £1 per share as deposit money. The

shares were accordingly allotted, and in the

middle of the following month Mr. Morgan,

the secretary of the company, wrote to Mr.

Steele informing him of the allotment and

applying for a call of £6 per share, amounting,

in th'e aggregate, to £300. The letter, how

ever, had not b;en stamped, and the fact was

not discovered until Nov. 15, when the secre

tary forwarded a properly-stamped allotment

and requested that the one previously sent

should be destroyed. Mr. Steele immediately

wrote to withdraw his application for shares,

and asked for the return of the deposit money.

A long correspondence ensued, which continued

until the company was wound up the following

year, Mr. Steele maintaining that he had never

become a shareholder, whilst the company

contended that the allotment was perfectly

legal, and stated that it was then too late

to remove his name from the registered list.

On behalf of Mr. Steele, it was urged that Mr,

Whitley, managing director of the company,

had induced Mr. Steele to applyfor shares under

a representation that the company was paying

a dividend of 15 per cent., and by promising

that the firm of Tangve Brothers, in whioh

firm Mr. Steele had an interest, should b?

appointed the South Wales agents <"t

the company. From facts which subsequently

came to his knowledge he repudiated the

shares on receipt of the stamped letter, and it
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was argued that Mr. Steele was perfectly jus

tified in doing so, the original allotment being

illegal. Sir H. Jackson, Q.C., and Mr. Bush

appeared for the liquidators ; and Mr. Horton

Smith, Q.C., and Mr. Oswald for Mr. Steele.

His Lordship pointed out that the winding-up

Act was passed for the protection of creditors,

and held that the fact of the first allotment

not being stamped did not remove Mr. Steele's

liability. Mr. Steele had allowed his name to

be placed on the list of registered shareholders,

and credit had been given to the company on

the faith of the names appearing on such list ;

he was, therefore, of opinion that Mr. Steele

had not made out any case for relief, and

granted the summons, condemning Mr. Steele

to pay the costs.

Alleged Libel op a MANUPACTtrnEn.—

In the Common Pleas Division, on the 18th

inst., Mr. Justice Grove heard the case of

Sidebottom v. Hampson. It was an action

for libel. From the statement of the claim it

appeared that the plaintiff, Mr. Tom Harrop

Sidebottom, was a millowner, cotton-spinner,

and manufacturer, carrying on business at

Waterside, near Glossop. The defendant, Mr.

Henry Hampson, wrote a letter concerning

the plaintiff, and caused it to be published in

the Derbyshire and North Cheshire Advertiser

on March 29 last. The letter was headed

" An Opinion as to the Reason Why," and the

plaintiff complained that it imputed that he

was a bad master, that he was unfair and

unjust to the hands employed by him, that he

mismanaged his business by manufacturing

bad and unsaleable goods, and that he

was an incompetent, negligent, and dishonest

manufacturer and employer of labour. The

defendant admitted that he wrote and caused

the publication of the letter ; but alleged that

the words in their ordinary and natural sense

would not bear the meaning which the plaintiff

had placed on them, and that they were

neither disparaging, defamatory, nor libellous.

The plaintiff demurred to the statement of the

defence, and the demurrer now came on for

argument. Mr. Channell supported the de

murrer on behalf of the plaintiff, remarking

that the ground on which it was made was

that the statement of the defence did not

answer the whole of the statement of the

claim. He contended that the letter was

libellous in itself and without the inuendo.

Mr. Lane opposed the demurrer on the part of

the defendant. Ultimately, his lordship al

lowed the demurrer; but granted the defendant

leave to amend his statement of defence.

Compensation Case.—The Metropolitan

Board of Works, requiring the premises of

Mr. George Ballard, ironmonger, 112, High-

street, Peckham, for the purposes of the

Camberwell and Peckham improvement, served

a notice to treat, and Messrs. Cooke, Baines

& Co. (Finsbury-place) were instructed to

prepare a claim, and after considerable nego

tiation the Board made a sealed offer of

£3,500, which being declined the case was

referred to Mr. E. N. Clifton as umpire, wko

heard the same at the Surveyors' Institute,

Mr. Grantham, Q.C., and Mr. Lane appearing

for the claimant, instructed by Mr. C Stevens

(Queen Victoria-street), with Mr. Philbrick,

Q.C., and Mr. Freeman, instructed by Mr.

Ward, on behalf of the Board. The witnesses

called upon were Mr. Ballard, and Messrs.

Cooke, Baines, Virgoe Buckland, and L. II.

Isaacs, surveyors ; Mr. B. Grellier, accountant,

with Messrs. Scamell & Thomas, trade valuers,

for the claimant, and Messrs. Robert lieid,

Samuel Walker, and Castle (Fuller, Son &

Harvey), surveyors, and Mr. Woolley, ac

countant, for the Board. The umpire has

awarded the sum of £4,123.

Charge of Fhaud.—The protracted hear

ing of the charges of fraud against Edward

Learoyd, of Craven-street, Strand, and Frank

Wilton, of 2, Provost-road, Chalk-farm, trad

ing as woollen-merchants under the style or

firm of Learoyd, Wilton & Co., 0G, Mark-

lane, and 8, Rue St. Joseph, Paris; and also

against Thomas Dunderdale, the buyer to the

firm, of Gloucester-road, who is charged

with aiding and abetting the other two in the

commission of a large number of offences

under the Debtors' Act, was brought to a close

last Saturday at the Huddersfield Borough

Police-court. Mr. E. Tindal Atkinson, bar

rister, who prosecuted on behalf of the Trea

sury, instructed by Messrs. Learoyd & Co., soli

citors, Huddersfield, summed up the evidence

which had been given, and pointed out that

all the magistrates had to do was to

find whether there was a i>rimd facie case

on which to send the whole of the prisoners

or any of them for trial. He contended that

there was ample evidence to warrant the

Bench in committing the prisoners—namely,

for not giving up all their books to the trustee ;

for buying goods on credit within four months

of their bankruptcy and not paying for them ;

for disposing of such goods other than in the

ordinary course of trade ; and with conspiracy.

Mr. W. Armitage, on behalf of Wilton, con

tended that his client had been engaged in

the colonial trade with Learoyd, and been

very successful; that he began with woollens,

in which he was not experienced; and that it

had been his misfortune, and not his crime, to

get so pecuniarily embarrassed that goods were

pawned in the hope that temporary relief

might be afforded. Mr. J. II. Sykes, solicitor,

who appeared for Learoyd, contended that

his client had taken no active part in the

management of the business, and he only

knew of two instances where the firm

had pledged goods until the meeting

of creditors on Oct. 24, when Wilton

told him all. He submitted that his

client had been guilty of no fraudulent act at

all. Mr. Gane, barrister, instructed by Messrs.

Milnes & Swift, appeared for Dunderdale, and

held that his client was only a servant of the

other two prisoners ; that his powers as buyer

were limited, and that all he obtained from

the firm was a sum of £131 for the whole

amount of his purchases, amounting in all to

about £15,000, and that had he intended to

swindle he would have made sure that he got

a larger amount. The Bench found that there

was a prima facie case against all three pri

soners. They were then charged in the usual

way, and each pleaded not guilty, reserving

his defence. Applications were made for bail,

and in the case of Learoyd and Dunderdale

the same bail as before was taken—namely,

each in his own recognisances of £1,000 and

one surety of £1,000; but Wilton remains in

custody. The prisoners were committed to

take their trial at the Central Criminal Court.

Jimtom Jfitnufnw (Scoria

For the Week ended Saturday, the 20th inst.

Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson A Co. £41

varnish

Ashford A Brook p, £30 brashes

Donaldson, Andrews A Co. 3,011 yds cocoa

matting, £198 rags, £38 furniture, 392 sq

yds floorcloth

Goods Bros. 4 Co. 1,805 yds blankets, £80

rags

Harris, G. P. Soarfe 4 Co. 1 o leather, £16

brushwars

Lanyon, J. C. £26 brnshware

lie I Van Bros. & Bigg, £32 varnish

M array, D. 4 W. 472 yds jote matting,

£57 mats

Price, C. 4 Co. £133 upholstery wares, 525

sq yds floorcloth

Sadaington A Co. 6 o leather

Terry, J. A Co. 100 yds flooroloth, 5 o

horsehair

Wills. G. A B. A Co. £26 clocks, £27 rags,

£177 musical instruments, 2,790 yds carpet,

3,200 yds blankets, 960 yds woollen baize,

1,800 tq yds flooroloth

Aden—Mathewsou, J. A Co. £25 iron safe

Alooa Bay—Budden, Fisher A Co. 730 yds

blankets

Caiman, D. -l \ Ids oak

Currie, D. A Co. £163 furniture

Dear.-, F. D. 4 Co. £91 billiard.tables, £146

rags

Durant, A. 4 Co. £78 musical instruments,

£31 piano, £48 furniture

Faehse, B. £21 iron bedsteads

Fletcher 4 Taylor, £5C furniture

Alooa Bay (continued)—

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £16 brnshware, 100 yds

American cloth

Hoporaft 4 Broadwater, £18 sewing-machines

Hoporaft 4 Co. £436 pianos

Mertens A Co. £50 piano

Mosentha], Sons A Co. £633 rugs

Beid A Beid, £145 rafts, £21 blankets

Shrimpton A Co. £13 furniture

Tipper, K. £12 furniture

Anoers—Piokford A Co. £200 furniture

Bakbadoes—Sharpe, F. £250 fntr, £70 piano

Bombay—Aldridge, J. F. A Co. £14 rags, 430

yds oarpetB

Brace, Morrison A Co. £114 leather

Champneys A Co. £437 furniture

Davis, W. B. 1 o leather

Elmore, J. 8. A Co. £12 rugs

Esoombe Bros. A Co. 210 yds carpets

Laming, A. A Co. £65 varnish

P. & O. S. N. Co. 3 o leather, £11 furniture

Treacher A Co. £20 brashes

Thurston 4 Co. £25 billiard furniture

Townsend A Spearing, £60 musical instrmnts

Willis, B. A. A Co. £10 ruas

Bordeaux—SchoetenBack & Co. £110 bed fthrs

Boulogne—Atkins, G. & Co. 201 yds carpet

Bitot A Troude, £75 carpet, 32 o leather, 403

yds carpets, 413 o leather

Chinuery A Johnson, £31 varnish, 9 o leather

Meaaageries Pariaiennes, £16 rags

Nollen, Henry, A Co. 56 o paperhangings,

£160 clocks, £16 sewing-machines, £9 rags

Bahn, G. A Co. 187 o paperhangings

Beemen—Dnfour Bros. A Co. 2,460 yds lthr cloth

Eioholz Brop. A Co. 220 yds carpets

Fhillipps 4 Graves, £9 mats, 19 o leather, 90

yds carpets, 37 0 leather

Wilkinson, Cowley 4 Co. 4 o leather

Brisbane—Don, P. C. 4 Co. 350 yds blankets

Cadiz—Bishop 4 Co. £75 furniture

Margetsou 4 Co. £10 rugs

Calcutta—Allen Bros. 4 Co. £62 olooks, 2181b

leather

Berry 4 Co. 300 yds carpets

Chalmers, Guthrie 4 Co. £45 musical instmta

Colley 4 Co. £43 clocks

Carrie, D. 4 Co. £292 farnitare

Green, F. 4 Co. 4,385 yds blankets

Jonas, J. £8 filters, £10 iron safes, 600 yds

blankets

King, H. S. 4 Co. £24 furniture

Neems, E. 480 yds leather cloth

Nioolaon, W. 4 Co. £144 pianos

Potter, H. 4 Co. £25 musical instruments

Pazey, F. £76 farniture

Short, Short 4 Co. £12 farniture

Stanton, J. £16 safes

Stone 4 Son, 455 yds oiloloth

Watson, J. 4 Co. 253 lb leather, 25 lb leather

Wesley, Cooper 4 Co. 3} c leather

Wbeatley, G. W. 4 Co. £50 musioal instmts

Canterbury—Lipsoombe, F. A Co. £23 filters

Cape or Good Hope—Blagden 4 Prince, 280

yds leather oloth

Davie, Turner 4 Co. £27 farnitare

Duff, Last A Co. £21 muaical instruments

Ellis, H. 4 Son, £300 furniture

Fletoher, A. W. A W. H. 907 yds woollen and

hemp and 525 yds felt carpeting, £31

sewing-machines, 991 ydB floorcloth

Eemaley A Elkington, £10 farnitare

Marshall, A. 3 o leather

Townsend A Spearing, £65 musical instmnts

Whyte, B. A Co. £42 musical instruments

Wilson, B. & Co. £23 red pottery, 250 yds

blankets

Colombo—Thurston A Co. £70 billiard materials

Constantinople—Carnegie, A. £25 clocks

Copenhagen—Collins, W. A. 750 yda leather

oloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 311 sq yds

linoleum

East London—Dawaon Bros. £225 ruga

Durant, A. A Co. £18 furniture

Harvey 4 Greenacre, £163 rugs, £24 blnkta

Gibraltar—Davers, M. 4 Co. £36 lamps

Freeland, J. 4 A. B. £33 lamps

Hall, J. jan. 4 Co. £150 farnitare

Mertens 4 Co. £25 muBioal instruments

Phillipps 4 Graves, 1 o leather, 220 yds orpts

Gothenburg—Bratt, E. M. 250 yda carpeting

Harris, B. 39J o leather

Hambro—Anglo-American Cloth Co. 1,200 sq yds

oilcloth, 1,200 sq yds cotton oiloloth

Darling Bros. 71 o leather

Elkan 4 Co. 101 o leather

G. S. N. Co. 6 o leather

Hay, W. 4 Co. 20 o leather

Heyden, E. van der 4 Co. 13 o leather

Kitohin, J. 4 Co. 87 c leather
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Hambro (continued)—

Leather Cloth Co. 35,605 sq yds oilcloth

Linoleum Manufacturing Co. 658 sq yds

linoleum

Mayer, L. A Co. £27 furniture

Mertens A Co. 182 yds carpeting, £222 orpts

Other Entries, £256 ooooa matting

Sohloesser Bros, 77i o leather

Sohoetensack A Co. £176 bed feathers

Smith, Sundins A Co. £ o leather

Strndwick, H. 67 o leather, SO c leather

Wein, 0. 21 c leather

Harlingen—Anglo-American Leather Co. 1,536

sq yds cotton oiloloth

Hong Kong—Caldwell, Watson & Co. £222 rugs

Esoombe Bros. A Co. £100 railway rugs

Bender A Co. 29 c leather

Walker, A. G. 1,512 yds blankets

Jaffa—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £84 furniture

Jamaica—Aria A Co. £15 musical instruments

Bartrum, Pretyman, 141b leather

Bosanqnet, Curtis & Co. 56 lb leather

Carvalho Bros. A Co. 85 lb leather

Dalrymple, W. C. £5 furniture

Isaacs, Son A Co. £12 furniture

Lindo, D. 61 lb leather

Turnbnll, A. A Co. 1741b leather

Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeswright A Co. £32

furniture

Lisbon—Dickinson, Akroyd & Co. 5\ o leather

Hall, J. jun. & Co. 204 yds oarpets, £20

matting

Simonsen, Jonas, & Co. 187 yds flooroloth, £20

wool rugs

Madras—Ball, W. E. £70 furniture, 74 yds

carpets

Esoombe Bros. A Co. £121 iron safes

King, H. S. & Co. £12 musical instruments

Short, Short A Co. 96 yds leather oloth

Townsend & Spearing, £15 musioal inatmnts

Malaga—Collins, W. A. 1,500 yds leather cloth

Malta—Baird, D. £25 tele stores

Grindlay A Co. £45 billiard manufactures

Meadows, T. & Co. £15 horsehair

Marseilles—Gellatly, Hankey A Co. £380

furniture, 792 yds leather oloth, £38 piano

Sewell A Crowtber, £300 furniture

Naples—Laming, A. A Co. £9 furniture

Newcastle, N. S. W.—Morley, J. A B. 320 yds

blankets

New York—Page, Draper A Co. 13 o leather

Smith, Sundins A Co. 200 o glue, 80 yds

blankets

Toung, B. £765 glue

Wingate, W. A Johnston, 328 yds carpets

Odessa—Levy, A. A Co. 549 lb leather

Oporto—Hall, J., jun. & Co. £10 oocoa-nut

matting

Staveley, N. £20 wool rugs

Ostend—Bevington & Sons, 661 lb leather

Hopcraft A Broadwater, £20 piano

Morin A Seelig, 27 o leather

Otago—Holloway A Co. £30 oloeks

Hoporaft A Broadwater, £50 piano

Lewis, J. A Co. £46 furniture

Boyle A Willan, 7 o leather, £71 wall-paper

Port Elizabeth—Staley, Badford A Co. £35

furniture

Fort Natal—Blagden A Prince, £76 rags

Berry A Co. £14 oarpet

Bullard, King A Co. £553 blankets, £20

furniture

Currie, D. A Co. 2£ o leather, £113 furniture

Davidson, A. £37 brushes

DawBon Bros. £40 matting, £313 rugs, 7,923

yds woollen blanketing, £63 musical instru

ments, 18,100 yds cotton blanketing

Denny A Co. 268 yds blanketing

Darant, A. A Co. £9 varnish

Pass, A. £48 wall-paper, 1,200 yds cotton and

6,000 yds woollen blanketing, 9,000 yds

woollen blanketing

Harvey A Greenacre, 600 yds blanketing, 707

sq yds flooroloth, 211 yds woollen baize,

£217 furniture,[£181 wall-paper, £591 rugB

Killick, Martin A Co. 6,200 yds blanketing,

£25 furniture

Kirkman A Son, £120 pianos

Payne Bros. 2,922 yds cotton blanketing

Peel, J. 460 yds woollen blanketing

Beid & Beid, £36 rugs, £21 blankets

Stanton, J. 5 o leather

Staley, Badford A Co. £40 wood manufactures,

£49 clocks, 3,246 yds blanketing

Webster, Steel A Co. £150 rugs

Port Phillip—Beath, Sohiess A Co. 1,725 yds

woollen blanketing

Buick, LewiB A Co. 547 yds carpets

Flint, J. H. £90 oabinet ware

Pox, C. A T. 26 o leather

Haviside, T. A Co. 3 c leather

Port Phillip (continued)—

Hoporaft A Co. £70 furniture, 1.076 yds

floorcloth, 8,246 yds blanketing, £100 frntre

Houlder Bros. A Co. £150 furniture

McArthur, W. A A. 6,600 yds blanketing, £204

oarpet, £20 rugs, 936 yds flooroloth

MoEwan, J. A Co. 160 yds blanketing, 4J c

leather

Mertens A Co. £340 musical instruments

Perrott A Perrott, £63 matting

Boyle, A. A Willan, £32 paperhangings

Staley, Badford A Co. £44 rugs, 1,250 yds

oarpets, 1,960 yds floorcloth, 950 yds

blankets, £135 oarpets, £15 rugs, 3.000 sq

yds oilcloth, 1,150 ydB floorcloth, 1,200 yds

blanketing

Toss, J. A Co. 3,284 lb leather

Webster, G. A Co. 4,050 yds blankets

Wilson, E. J. £72 brushware

Biga—Jonas, Simonsen A Co. £168 carpets,

£73 rugs

Bio Janeiro—Bale, W. £175 leather

Botterdam—Darling Bros. 23 o leather

G.S.N. Co. £53 wall-paper

Shanghai—P. A O. S. N. Co. £420 furniture,

£25 clocks

Whittemore, E. A. £10 brushes

Singapore—Freeland, J. A A. B. £74 rugs

Smyrna—Newoomb A Son, £90 piano

Sombrero—Cloid, Boutledge A Co. 1 o leather

Stettin—Grey, H. jun. £30 oarpet

St. Michaels—Hooton A Yates, £78 wall-paper

Swan Biyer—Parmaner A Hainsworth, 62 yds

woollen baize, £34 rugs, £30 piano, £50

wall-paper, £12 carpet

Green, F. A Co. £32 lamps, £40 ohurch

furniture

MoDonald, J. A Co. £13 blankets, 120 yds

blanketing, £15 carpet

Morrison, J. A Co. 105 yds blanketing

Sydney—Bullard, King A Co. £245 musioal

instruments

Boll, Prioe A Co. 2,105 yds blanketing

Collard A Collard, £80 piano

Daubble, T. £13 brushes

Hopcraft A Broadwater, 1,676 yds woollen

blanketing

Lewis, J. L. A Co. £45 furniture

Mason, B. A Co. £137 brushware

Perrott A Perrott, 336 yds blanketing

Boyle A Willan, £466 wall-paper

Scott, Dawson A Co. 3,166 yds blanketing

£23 rugs

Taylor, Bethell A Co. £10 wall-paper

Tamataye—Porter, J. 916 yds blanketing

Tobago—Clark, G. £14 wood manufactures

Gillespie, A. M. £105 wood manufactures

Tbuxillo—Guild, W. A Co. 536 sq yds flrolth

Jfurniture' Jmprts

Into London during the Week ended Saturday,

the 20th iwst.

Miscellaneous.—H. Atkinson & Co. 273 bdli

j itinera' work from Sweden ; Beck & Pollitzer

217 bdls and 6 cases mouldings from the

United States; P. Cohen A Co. 8 pkgs

japanware from the East Indies; Heymans

Bros. 100 bis alva marina from Hambro' • Ri.

cordon, Beeve A Co. £5 lacquerware from

China.

€\i (Palette.

Compiled teith apecial reference to t\e Furniture, Lteo.
ration, Upholetery, and Drapery Tradei,/ron Meatri.
Gamble If Harvey'l " Weekly Record."

Liquidations by Arrangement or

Composition.

Burgess, Frederick, upholsterer, Vyner.street

Cambridge-heath-road, Hackney. Dec. 5

At W. E. Preston's, solicitor, 7, Mark-lane

Deo. 29, at 11.

Dawe, Charles, wood-dealer, Ac, King's-green,

Bedmarley, D'Abitot, Worcestershire. Deo. 9.

P. Cooke, solicitor, Gloucester.

Jenkins, Charles Henry, and Alwyn Edmund

Jenkins, patent kitchener manufacturers,

Emscote-road, Warwick. Dec. 10. At Queen's

Hotel, Birmingham, Deo. 30, at 12.30. Wu>

kinson A Gillespie, solicitors, Walsall.

Massey, William, jun., silk manufacturer, 1,

Thanet-place, Strand, London, late Ottery St.

Mary, Devon. Dec. 15. At Boote & Edgar's,

20, Booth-street, Manchester, Jan. 2, at 12.

Pritchard, Englefield A Co., solicitors, Little

Trinity-lane, London.

Moore, Baking Ireland, furniture-dealer, High-

street, Deptford. Dec. 8. At Marchant A

Purvis', solicitors, 8, George-yard, Lombard-

street, Deo. 30, at 3.

Pennell, Alfred, trading as Pennell i Sons,

bedding manufacturer, Moss-street, Liverpool.

Deo. 10. At Barrell, Bodway & Barren's,

solicitors, 11, Lord-street, Liverpool, Dec. 29,

at 3.

Taylor, John Ward, and Frederiok William

Taylor, trading as Taylor Bros., carvers and

oabinet • makers, Okehampton - street, St.

Thomas the Apostle, Devon. Deo. 10. At

B. C. Gidley's, solicitor, Exeter, Deo. 30, at 3.

Tindall, Samuel, ironmonger, 4, Saville-straet,

Sheffield. Deo. 9. A. Taylor, solicitor,

Sheffield.

Walker, William Bennick, brush manufacturer,

King-street, Southwark, and Addington-

grove, Lower Sydenham. Dec. 6. At Wright,

Bonner A Wright's, solicitors, Adelaide-

buildings, London-bridge, Deo. 29, at 2.

Adjudication of Bankruptcy.

Ormerod, James, and Lawrence Ormerod,

trading as Ormerod A Co., felt manufacturers,

Coupe, near Waterfoot, and Baltio Mill,

Waterfoot. Deo. 8.

Bed Feathers.—Sohoetensack A Co. 1 brl from

Hambro' ; Sohoetensack A Oo. 18 brls from

Bremen; Sohoetensaok A Co. 1 brl from

Denmark.

Carpets.—Spartali A Co. 15 pkges from the

East Indies.

Furniture.—A. Boyle A Willan, 7 pkges from

the United States.

Furniture Woods.—H. Dalson A Co. 20 tons

sapan from Manilla ; J. Gardner A Sons, 9

tons hard from the United States ; Pinto

Leite A Nephew, 20 tons rose from Belgium ;

Heilbut, Symons A Co. 51 tons rose from

Bahia; P. A 0. S. N. Co. 20 tons hard from

the East Indies.

Matting.—Phillips A Graves, 8 pkges from

! China ; Noble A Co. 100 pkges from Spain ;

L. A K. D. Co. 16 pkges from China.

Musical Instruments.—0. Atkins & Co. 17

pkgs from France; J. Watkins, 7 pkgs from

Hambro' ; H. Lange, 2 pkgs from Hambro' ;

Martindale A Co. 9 pkgs from the United

States ; M. Bomang, 2 packages from France ;

P. Stalsohmidt, 1 pkge from Holland ; Mer

tens A Co. 4 pkgs from the United States ;

other importers, 1 pkge pianos from Sweden;

Piokford A Co. 1 pkge from Bremen ; C.

Atkins A Co. 3 pkgs from France ; W. Balohin,

2 pkgs pianos from Hambro' ; ,H. Lange, 7

pkgs from Hambro ; Beck A Pollitzer, 3 pkgs

from Bremen.

Sewing - Machines.—Wanzer Sewing-Maohine

Co. £450 from the United States.

Veneers.—Flageollet Freres. A Co. 2 pkgs from

France

Trustees Appointed.

Bristow, Bobert (Bkt.), gentleman, Walhanr

green. Trustee, S. Smith, accountant, C5>

Basinghall-street.

Collis, Henry (Bkt.), leather-merchant, San-

street, Finsbury. Trustee, A. C. Palmer, ac

countant^, Rail way. approach, Loudon Bridge.

Fifield, Arthur (Liq.), ironmonger, Roihwell,

Northamptonshire. Trustee, W. H. Cbamber-

lin, New-street, Leicester.

Jackson, James (Liq.), glass-merchant, Great

Burr, Staffs., Birmingham, Leamington, and

Liverpool. Trustees, S. Hayes, acoountant,

Hanley, and L. J. Sharpe, accountant, Bir

mingham.

Epps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comfobtwg.—

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws

which govern the operations of digestion and

nutrition, and by a careful application of the

fine properties of well. selected cocoa, Mr. Epps

has provided our breakfast tables with a deli-

cately.flavonred beverage which may save ns

many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious

use of such articles of diet that a constitution

may be gradually built up until strong enoogh

to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds

of subtle maladies are floating around us read;

to attack wherever there is a weak point. We

may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping oar-

selves well fortified with pure blood and a pro

perly nourished frame."— Civil Service Gazette.

—Sold only in packets labelled—" Jamis EfM

A Co., Homoeopathic Chemists, London." —

I [Advt.j
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Middleton, Bobert W. (Liq.), cabinet-maker,

Peterboroagh. Trustee, J. Bristow, auc

tioneer, Peterborough.

Bichards, John B. (Liq.), cabinet manufacturer,

Cnrtain-road, Shoreditoh, and Forest Gate.

Trustee, H. A. Smith, timber-merchant, 44,

Curtain.road.

Sc.itt, Thomas (Bkt.), marble, merchant, Penton-

ville-road, late City.road. Trustee, J. W.

Kealy, accountant, 56, Moorgate-street.

DIVIDENDS.

Vestey, Bobert E. (Liq.), pianoforte-key maker,

Bheidol-mews, Islington, and Blackstook-road,

Highbury-park. First and final dividend of

Is. 8d. Any Wednesday, between 11 and 2,

at A. Lass's, 30, Graceehureh-street.

Williams, Daniel (Liq.), timber-merohant, Forth ■

cawl and Maesteg. First dividend of Is. 4d.

at A. Lovett's, at South Wales Merchants'

Association, Duke-street, Cardiff.

Sequestration.

Eadie, Bobert, ironmonger, Cowoaddens-ntreet,

Glasgow. Deo. 11, with protection. Claims

by April 11. Agent, W. Coohran, 68, Bath-

street, Glasgow.

Trustees and Commissioners Appointed.

Fisher, Alexander, joiner, West Kilbride.

Trustee, W. D. M'Jannet, solioitor, Irvine.

Commissioners, W. Breckenridge and J.

Wright, j nn , timber-merchants, both of Irvine,

and £. Mathieson, house-painter, Ardrossan.

Lyon A Co., paraffin lamp manufacturers, St.

Enoch-square, Glssgow. Trustee, J. 0. Kerr,

178, Buchanan-street, Glasgow. Commis

sioners, A. Leitch, accountant, and T. Bich.

mond, tinsmith, both of Glasgow, and W.

Potts, merchant, Edinburgh.

BILLS OF SALE.

Ashman, William, pianoforte-aotion maker, 59,

Queen's-cresoent, Haverstock-hill, for £21, to

Thomas Okey. Filed Deo. 12.

Beale, James Henry, sideboard manufacturer,

57, Murray-Btreet, Hoxton, for £13, to Louis

Maoouseen. Filed Dec. 9.

Bourn, Henry, furniture-broker, 21 and 22,

Oxford-street, Kidderminster, for £40, to

Joseph Freedmac Filed Deo. 13.

Broadbent, Hervey, heald-rug maker, 9, Abbey-

street, Bochdale, Lancashire, for £40, to

John Sohofield. Filed Deo. 11.

Checketts, John, oabinet-maker, Ac, 12, Mitres

Fold, North-street, Wolverhampton, for £7, to

Jonas Hart. Filed Deo. 11.

Cooper, Joseph, brush-maker, 55a, Wellington-

road, and Nelson-court, and 9, Tripe Stall,

Market-place, Ashton-nnder-Lyne, for £21. 5s.,

to Manchester Ac. Loan Office. Filed Dec. 9.

Crane, B. A H. C, blind-makers, Ac, 41,

Parson's-mead, Croydon, for £75, to Walter J.

Tompsett. Filed Deo. 8.

Draper, Frederick, laoe manufacturer, 31, Water-

loo-promenade, Nottingham, for £1,147. 19a.5d.

to Henry Taylor. Filed Deo. 12.

Ginns, Thomas, upholsterer, 66, Castle- street,

Hinckley, Leicestershire, and William Wills,

furniture-dealer, 2 & 4, Grims-lane, Church,

walk, Hinckley, for £80, to Charles Benjamin.

Filed Dec. 13.

Griffiths, William, ironmonger, Ac, 195, Derby-

road, Bootle, Liverpool, for £70, to Isidor

Stern. Filed Deo. 8.

Hibbert, Henry and John Henry, house-fur

nishers, &o., Mount-street, Harpnrhey, near

Manchester, for £20, to Ebenezer Loan

Ac. Filed Deo. 8.

Holmes, Henry, upholsterer, Chester.atreet,

Whitmore Beans, Wolverhampton, for £10, to

Jonas Hart. Filed Deo. 8.

HuEtler, John, cabinet-maker, 12, Carlton. street,

Halifax (property also at 11, Waterhouse-

street), for £175, to William Whitehead.

Filed Deo. 6.

James, John and David, cabinet-makers and

upholsterers, 98, Wellington-street, Canton,

Cardiff, for £17, to Simon Harris. Filed

Dec. 6.

Jennings, Joseph, oabinet-maker, 62, Ellison-

street, Sheffield, for £6. 16s., to John Clay

ton. Filed Dec. 6.

Job, Henry, ironmonger, 77, Lower Union-street,

Torquay, for £70, to National Mercantile

Bank. Piled Dec. 13.

Kerrison, Henry Wm., oabinet manufacturer,

117a, Manafield.road, Kentish Town, for £25, 1

to London Deposit Bank. Filed Deo. 10.

Kiddie, Andrew Webster, joiner, School-street,

and 45, Arbour- street, Sonthport, for £150,

to John H. Plnmmer. Filed Dec. 8.

Marsh, Wm. John, oabinet-maker, Ac, 3, Somer

set-road, Braokley-street, Sheffield, for £6.10s.

to Wm. B. Bradbnry. Filed Deo. 11.

Sayers, Thomas Emerson, agent and cabinet

maker, 14, Chippendale-street, Clapton Park,

Clapton, and 34, Clarenoe-road, Hackney, for

£20, to Lonis A. Dyson. Filed Deo. 8.

Scaife, William, ironmonger, Moat Side, Bramp

ton, Cumberland, for £18, to Provincial Credit

Co. Filed Deo. 8.

Smith, Arthur Benjamin and Hannah, iron,

mongers, 46, Mardol, Shrewsbury, Salop, for

£o2, to George Payne. Filed Deo. 12.

Smith, George Bobert, undertaker, 10, Sydney-

street, Chelsea, for £39. 12s., to John B.

Vevers. Filed Deo. 12.

Smith, Bobert Davey, timber-dealer, 6, Boch-

dale-terraoe, Ellacombe, Torquay (Property at

Albion Inn, Torquay and Upton, Torre), for

£60, to John B. Pinsent. Filed Dec. 12.

Stephens, George, furniture-dealer, Ac, 17,

Deighton-street, King-square, Bristol, for £50,

to Joseph Freedman. Filed Dec 12.

Stoker, Nicholas, ironmonger, Newbiggin-by-the-

Sea, Northumberland, for £160, to Ann

Charlton. Filed Deo. 12.

Satherst, Lawrence, ironmonger, 35, Bice-

lane, Walton, near Liverpool, for £24, to Albion

Loan Ac. Co. Filed Dec. 12.

Swail, John, ironmonger, Ac, 144, High-street,

Chatham, for £34, to Harry Barnett. Filed

Deo. 11.

Taylor, Benjamin, broker, upholsterer, Ac, 219,

Botherhithe New-road, for £40, to Imperial

Deposit Bank. Filed Dec. 11.

Telier, George, upholsterer, Ac, 6, Queen's-

square, Wandsworth, for £6, to Charing Cross

Bank. Filed Deo. 6.

Thompson, Richard, furniture-dealer, North

umberland House, Villa-road, Aston, War

wickshire, for £27, to the Imperial Advance

Ac Co. Filed Deo. 12.

Winter, Janet, and John Moor, trading as J.

Moor A Co., ironmongers, Hyde-hill, Berwiok-

on-Tweed, for £65, to Christopher Porritt.

Filed Dec 8.

Jfurnifore anb Carpet $estps.

The following is a List of Omamtntal Designs

the Copyright of which has been registered by

Urms connected with the Furniture Trade during

the week ended the 18th inst. Class II. comprises

articles made of wood; Class III. of glass, and

Class IV. of earthenware, bone, or papier.m&chi.

Class V. is confined to paperhangings ; Class VI.

to carpets, floorcloths, and oilcloths ; and Class

XI. to woven fabrics, technically known as "fur

nitures."

Completely Begistered.

344,102. Biidenbander, A., of 61, Aldermanbury

Class IV. Deo. 12.

344,103-5. Humphries, James, A Sons, of Kid

derminster. Class VI. Deo. 12.

344,250. Beith, Stevenson A Co., of Manchester.

Class XI. Dec. 15.

344,257. De Luca, G. V., of 21, Jewin-crescent,

Alderegate-street. Class III. Dec, 15.

344,339-41. Lee, Daniel A Co., of Fountain-

street, Manchester. Class XI. Dec. 17.

344,387. Bidgways, of Bedford Works, Stoke-on.

Trent. Class IV. Dec 17.

344,444. Lee, Daniel A Co., of Fountain-street,

Manchester. Class XI. Deo. 18.

344,451. Hildesheimer, S., A Co., of 16, Silk-

street, Whiteoross-street. Class II. Dec. 18.

Useful Design Provisionally Begistered.

3,249. Kennedy, Thomas, of 63, Lothian-road,

Edinburgh, for the universal mounted neck

for paraffin or petroleum oil lamps. Dec. 15.

Completely Begistered.

6,246. Horsfield, William James, of 29, Ash-

church - park - villas, Shepherd's - bush, and

Edward Nevil Pearce, of 8, Chesnut-villas,

Forest-gate, Esebx, for a stationary cabinet.

Deo. 13.

fttitn |attnt.

In thii column will be found such inventions at relate to
the Furniture, Decoration, Vpholttcry, Carpet, and
Drapery Trade* ; and Inventors are requested to p*tt
themselves in earlu communication with the Editor, who
will be happy to afford them publicityfor their inventions.

Applications fob Letters Patent.

5,092. Haddan, H. J., of 67, Strand, for im

provements in the procesB of dyeing. A

communication from O. Pastor, of Crefeld,

Germany. (Complete specification.) Dec 12.

5,095. Thomas, P. A,, of 19, Cornwall-gardens,

South Kensington, for improved means and

apparatus for jointing and attaching orna

mental and other metal panel plates. Deo. 12.

5,100. Heath, T., jewel-case manufacturer, of

Birmingham, for certain improvements in

cases for holding jewels, gold, silver, or elec-

tro-plate ware. Deo. 12.

5,103. Thomas, J. T. C, of 54, 55, and 56,

Minories, for improvements in burners or

apparatus for lighting and heating purposes.

Dec 12.

5,110. Simon, H., of 7, St. Peter's-aqnare, Man

chester, for improvements in lamps. A com.

munioation from B. Sarre, of Berlin. Dec. 13.

5.115. Stephenson, B. C, machinist, of Brad

ford, for improvements in looms for weaving.

Deo. 13.

5.116. Kennan, J., of 19,Fishamble-street,Dablin,

for improvements in machinery for sawing or

cutting timber and other materials. Deo. 13.

5,118. Walton, F., of Heatham House, Twicken

ham, for improvements in the manufacture of

flooroloths and fabrios suitable for wall-

hangings or decorations, and for other uses.

Dec. 13.

5,130. Gledhill, J., manufacturer, of Farkwood

Mills, Longwood, near Huddersfield, and W.

Cliffe, machine-maker, of Ley Moor, Goloar,

near Huddersfield, for improvements in the

manufacture of woollen and other yarns,

and in the machinery employed therein.

Dec 15.

5,135. Siemens, F., of Dresden, for improve,

ments in the manufacture of annealed,

hardened, and toughened glass articles, and

in the means employed therefor. Deo. 15.

5,146. Biohardson, H. G., of the firm of

Hodgetts, Biohardson, A Son, glass manu

facturers, of Wordsley, for improvements in

produoing ornaments, designs, and inscriptions

on or in glass. Dec 16.

5,148. Bray, G., of Leeds, for a new or improved

gas-stove or heating apparatus for warming

or heating rooms or other apartments. Dec 16.

5,152. Hay, B., oabinet-maker, of Elgin, for

improvements in the mode of applying and

in the manufacture of elastio supports or buf

fers suitable for furniture, pictures, crockery,

and other articles. Deo. 16.

5,164. Hirst, C, of the firm of Crosland A James

Hirst, woollen manufacturers, of Longwood,

near Huddersfield, for improvements in the

means or method of manufacturing yarns of

variegated colours, and in the machinery

employed therein. Deo. 16.

5,166. Bae, J. H., of Glasgow, for improvements

in printing and dyeing textile fabrics and

yarns. ]A communication from A. Schultz,

chemist, of Paris. Dec. 16.

5.169. Fairburn, E., card manufacturer, of

Obelisk Grove, Cooper Bridge, near Mirfield,

for improvements in or applicable to machinery

for carding wool and other fibres. Deo. 17.

5.170. Brode, L. A., of Glasgow, for improve

ments in the manufacture of slabs or blocks

from wood or paper pulp, or from Bheets made

from suoh pulp, the same being applicable

for other purposes. Deo. 17.

5.172. Allison, H. J., of the firm of Allison,

lirothors, for improvements in keys for looks.

A communication from L. Siooardy, of Paris.

Deo. 17.

5.173. Lake, W. B., for improvements in ma-

chinery for ontting or splitting pile fabrics,

and for similar purposes. A communioation

from M. H. Chapin and B. H. Plass, both of

New York. Deo. 17.

5,176. Heath, G. W., of Crayford, for improve

ments in ball castors. Deo. 17.

Note.—Messrs. W.P.Thompson A Co., Patent

agents, 323, High Holborn, London, and 6,

Lord-street, Liverpool, supply an admirable

Guide to Patenting, gratis.—[Adv.]
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5.179. Barlow, C. A., for improvements in cir

cular machines for combing silk- waste. A

communication from J. P. C. Brenier, of the

firm of Brenier & Co., maohine-makers, of

Orenoble, Isere, France. Deo. 17.

5.180. Brierley, W., of Halifax, for improved

adjustable hooks for supporting curtain rods,

and for other like uses. A communication

from H. Lippold and A. Bautenberg, both of

Ilirschberg, Silesia. Deo. 17.

5,182. O'Brien, 6., of Fitzroy-square, Begent's-

park, for an improved method of ventilating

the interior of beds and sleeping couches.

Dec. 18.

5,190. Weston, T. A., mechanical-engineer, of

169, Fleet-street, for improvements in and

appertaining to sorewdrivers, part of the in

vention being also applicable to other tools.

Deo. 18.

Patents 'which have recently passed the

Great Seal.

2,408. Sharp, S. H., lithographer, of Leeds, for

a new or improved window. screen or blind.

Jane 18.

2,435. Hunt, B., of Serle-street, ILinooln's-inn,

for improvements in power-hammers for gold-

beating machines, and for other purposes. A

communication from B. £. Hastings, of Phi

ladelphia. Jane 19.

2,439. Wirth, F., Frankfort-on-the-Main, for

improvements in locks for safes, strong-rooms,

and the like uses. A communication from 0.

Z*rge, resident at Egeln, Germany. Jnne 19.

2,526. Ereritt, W. E., manufacturer, of Birming

ham, for improvements in foot-warmers.

June 24.

Uetos, Salts, sift (Comments.

The Female School of Art.—The Queen

ban purchased the painting in oils executed by

one of the students of this school, and for which

the gold medal was awarded.

Proposed Art Gallery for Leicester.—A

movement has been commenced in Leicester

with the object of establishing a permanent

gallery of art. Mr. Orrooks, the well-known

artist, has promised his co-operation, and con

tributions have been promised from many

quarters.

Brazil Customs Tariff.—The revised Cus

toms tariff, as adopted by both Houses of the

Legislature at Bio do Janeiro, will come into

i'oroe on Jan. 1 next. The new dock dues, the

doubled lighthouse dues, and the increased

Custom-house storage dues will also be enforced

from the same date.

Fire at a Sawmill.—On the 19th inst. a fire

broke out at the extensive timber- works of

Messrs. Roberts, Williams, & Co., at the north

end of Liverpool, close to the Church of St.

James-the-Less. Steam and manual fire-engines

were promptly in attendance, and by abont one

o'clock on Saturday morning tho fire was sub-

dned, though by that time little was left on the

premises to burn, the main buildings being

gutted.

Trade-Marks in Switzerland.—The Swiss

Chamber has just passed a law for the pro

tection of trade-marks, whioh will come into

operation next spring. Until now Switzerland

baa had no law whatever on this subject, and

the numerous infractions of trade-marks which

have recently taken place in the manufacture

of inferior articles, which were sold as foreign

manufactures, have necessitated the passing of

this law.

Railway Carriage Lighting.—Mr. Sugg,

whose improvements in lighting have been a

boon to society, has again come forward as a

general benefactor with a vastly improved lamp

for railway carriages. Hitherto the one point

which railway companies have signally failed to

effeot has been to provide travellers with a light

whioh wonld enable them to read after sunset.

The diffionlty has been overcome by Mr. Sugg,

who has fitted up several carriages of the Great

Northern Railway Company with ornamental

lamps specially adapted to his new light, whioh

latter is the product of a compressed and highly

carbonised gas.

Government andCivilService Trading.—

Betailers will doubtless be gratified to learn

that a circular has been issued by the Lords of

the Treasury addressed to the heads of Civil

Servioe departments requesting returns of the

names of civil servants on full pay who are

oonneoted with the management of public

trading companies. It is anticipated that an

intimation will be received by the gentlemen

acting as traders that their Lordships expect

the practioe to be discontinued. Directors of

the Civil Service Stores, we may add, reoeive

£200 per annum. Does this sudden action be

token an early General Eleotion p

Sale of Early English Furniture.—Mr.

B. Matthews sold last week at his galleries,

Euston-road, some interesting Early English

furniture and other objects of art, the property

of the late Hon. St. John Butler, of Portrane

Manor, Ireland. The following were the best

prices realised:—A set of twelve finely-carved

Chippendale ohairs, in dark mahogany, £132 ; a

similar set, £100. 16a. ; the fittings of a boudoir

and bedchamber, in the style of Louis XVI., in

good preservation, dark mahogany, £ 190 j bureau

minietre, of Louis XVI. period, £71. 8s. ; and

another bureau ministre, of early Italian work,

inlaid, and painted with a man on horseback at

a wayside cottage, £74.

Belgian Glass and Textile Industries.—

The revival in almost all classes of Belgian ma

nufactures has been considerable. Tbe iron trade

is exceedingly brisk. The glass trade also shows

great firmness. The production under this bead

for the first ten months of this year was

67,868,848 kilos. (1 kilo. = 2 205 lb.) against

64,445,787 in 1878, and 57,144,110 kilos, in 1877.

The largest inorease was in the month of

Ootober last, being 10,555,575, againBt 5,820,388

in Ootober, 1878, and 7,856,136 in Ootober, 1877.

The textile trade of Ghent has greatly improved,

and there is a rise in the value of cotton yarns.

The linen, jute, and hemp yarns and manu

factured goods are also participating in the

increased activity.

The Guild of Co-operators.—A meeting

in connection with this Guild was held on the

29th inst., at the offioes, 150, Strand, Mr.

Hodgson Pratt occupying the chair. Arrange

ments were made for starting a circulating

library for co-operative societies in the southern

counties in the beginning of next year. Tbe

ohairman said that each box of books would con

tain thirty volumes, and would be lent for three

months, and be exchangeable at a oharge of

five shillings. The Guild desired to urge npon

the attention of co-operative societies the great

importance of doing all in their power to pro

mote among their members the habit of reading.

The great work of social reform undertaken by

oo-operators could not be accomplished unless

they became sound and well-informed thinkers.

The Fottery Trade.—A special meeting of

the Potteries Board of Arbitration was held

last week at Hanley to consider the dispute

concerning the mode of applying the recent re

duction of 8 per cent, in potters' wages made

by Lord Hatherton, umpire of the Board. The

employers endeavoured to make a specifio re

duction instead of by discount, and these terms,

it was alleged, would work disadvantageonsly to

the men by making the redaction much greater

than that intended by the nmpire. At the

meeting in question the men carried their

point. The dispute pending at Tunstall has

also been settled. The throwers there had been

working at wages a penny below the Hanley

rate. After having been out a considerable

time, they have returned to work at a halfpenny

advance.

Commercial Travellers' Schools.—About

two hundred friends and supporters of the well-

known schools at Pinner assembled at dinner at

the Freemasons' Tavern on the 19ch inst.,

under the presidency of Mr. Warren de la Roe,

M.A. It was stated during the evening that

the number of children received since tbe es

tablishment of the school was 1,207, 857 had

left, and 352 were now in the sobool, at an

annual cost of £30 per head. Last year's in

come from the simultaneous collection was

£1,045; this year it was £1,084, showing that

in spite of bad times tbe appreciation and con

fidence of oommeroial travellers in this institu

tion has not fallen off. Subscriptions were an

nounced during the evening to the amount of

£1,716, inoluding 100 guineas from the chairman.

Silvering' Mirrors.—Some time sinoe the

Aoademie des Sciences offered a prize of 2,500 f.

for a method of satisfactorily and permanently

silvering mirrors, whioh should at the same

time save the workmen the danger of exposure

to the effeot of mercurial vapours. The prize has

been awarded to M. Lenoir, whose process is

substantially as follows : The glass is first

silvered by means of tartaric acid and ammc-

niacal nitrate of silver, and then exposed to the

action of a weak solution of double cyanide of

mercury and potassium. When the mercurial

solution has spread uniformly over the surface

fine zino dust is powdered over it, whioh

promptly redcoos the quicksilver and permits

it to form a white and brilliant silver amalgam,

adhering strongly to the glass, and this is'

affirmed to be free from the yellowish tint of

ordinary silvered-glass, and not easily affected

by sulphurous emanations.

The Joiners of York.—The operative car.

penters and joiners of York have received notice

that their wages are to be reduced id. per hoar

—viz., from 7d. to 6Jd.—to take effeot on Jan. 1

next. A similar reduction was made in the

joiners' wages last January. The members of

the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and

Joiners, inconsequence, held a special meeting,

and, after considering the question, resolved

that as tbe rate of wages paid in York is lower

than in most other towns in Yorkshire, they could

not agree to the proposed reduction, bat were

willing to submit the matter to arbitration. This

decision was communicated to the masters. Tbe

men met again on Saturday, when it was stated

that no reply had been received from the mas

ters, and they therefore appointed a committee

for the purpose of taking such action as

may be necessary when the masters' reply may

arrive.

The Extent of the Metropolis. — Dr.

Johnson, in his day, dwelt upon the magnitude

of London, and the " multiplicity of habita

tions" it contained. And yet the area of the

metropolis of his day was something very diffe-

rent from what it is in our own. Some statistics

submitted at the last meeting of the Metropo

litan Board of Works throw some light apon the

subject. In 1856 the population was 2[ mil

lions, now it is 3} millions ; the mileage of the

streets was then 915, now it is 1,600; the cam

ber of houses then was a little over 300,000,

now it is nearly 500,000 ; the assessment

twenty-four years ago was Hi millions, now it

is 241 millions. Mr. Monro, at the same occa

sion, stated that during the twenty.four years

of the existence of the Board the total amount

it had asked for was 9s. lOd. in the pound.

Taking the assessment at -11 millions sterling,

at twenty years' purchase, the value of tbe

assessable property of the metropolis must be

taken at 500 millions.

American Customs Duties.—We have on

one or two recent occasions referred to th«

seizure and reappraiaement of velvets imported

into the United States. Some farther light is

thrown upon the subject by Mr. A. K. Tingle,

supervising special agent of the Treasury, in

his annual report. He states that the value of

seizures reported during the yesr was 87,463

dole.'; recovered by suit or compromise 43,381!

dols. ; increased duties and penalties collected

on advanced invoices and changes of classifies-

tion, 817,240 dols. ; reduction in expenses recom.

mended 147,230 dols. ; saving during the year

by reduction in rates of drawbacks, 530,626

dols. Forty-nine charges and commission cases

were dismissed, involving 143,100 dols. Tbe

amount involved in suits instituted was 749,414

dole. The number of arrests and criminal

prosecutions instituted was 31. The total cost

for agents was 94,516 dols. Mr. Tingle says:

Proofs were presented to the appraisers, show-

ing that velvets imported from Germany on

consignment, although manufactured apon

orders previously given at a fixed percentage

were undervalued upon entry. The prioes si

which those velvets were ordered and sold after

deducting duties, commissions, and expanses,

were from 20 per oent. to 40 per cent, higher

than the invoice prices. More than 500 esses

of reappraiaement, mostly of silks, have o:-

ourred at the port of New York, resulting with

few exceptions in an advance in valne.

Parochial Competition in the Furniture

Trade.—Seeing the hubbub that has lately

been raised by the different vestries on tbe sub

ject of Civil Service trading, it seems some,

what odd that Bome of the members should u

their turn be intent upon interfering with tbe

legitimate business of their fellow tradesmen.

At the last meeting ofthe Bethnal-green Vestry,

the Sanitary Committee reoommended thst in

future they purchase bedding materials and get

' them made up instead of baying beds miss-

factared. Mr. Jacobs moved the adoption of
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the report. He said that they had invited

tenders, bat found that by purchasing

the materials tbey could effeot a saving of

30 per cent., and that was a great con

sideration as they expended about £200 a

year in beddiog. Mr. Norris seconded the

motion. It was with a commendable object

that they burnt or destroyed infected beds, and

by the coarse recommeuded they could obtain

as good a bed for 7s. 8d. as that for wbioh they

now paid 10s. 63., and pillows and bolsters at

proportionate prices. In 1877 they bad paid

£277 for snch articles, and they might in future

effeot a saving of £75 a year. Mr. Collins said

Mr. Norris wonld have the Vestry turn bed-

makers. They would be laughed at. Mr. Mil-

bourn and others took a Bimilar view of the

case, but Mr. Smither supported the motion,

and after some farther conversation a division

took place, and the recommendation was ne

gatived by a majority of 22 to 15. The reanlt is

satisfactory from every point of view. As

regards this ranch- vaunt od saving, it is probable

that if the Vestry had resolved upon manufao<

taring their own goods, as proposed, the cost

would have been 30 per cent, more, rather than

less.

The French Woollen Trade.—Reviewing

the course of the French woollen trade during

the first half of the current month, the Jacq uard

■ays that the extreme rigour of the season, in

conjunction with the advancing tendency which

has been manifested in the prices of the raw

material, and wbioh continues to gain Btrength,

might have been expected to cause a vigorous

revival of industry. The improvement in this

respeot has, however, been very slight. The

truth is that the retail trade is not so active as

has been supposed. Business at Elbcouf cod

tinuea very dull, and if the number of unem

ployed operatives does not increase, there has at

least been no diminntion. The Chamber of

Commerce reports that the quantity of goods

sent from the town during the first eleven

months of the year is 29,861 kilos, less than

during the corresponding period last year. This

represents a falling-off to the extent of 30 per

cent, in the amount of wages paid. Sedan has

been rather more favoured so far as the volume

of business is concerned, but the prices obtain

able are very unsatisfactory to the producers.

At Rheims and at Boabaix.Turooing, on the

other hand, the manufacturers of combed wool

fabrics are in a prosperous position.

Receivers in Bankruptcy.—At the Man

chester County Court, on the 19th inst., a depu

tation from the Manchester Creditors' Associa

tion of Wholesale Dealers presented a memorial

to Mr. J. A. Russell, Q.C., the judge of the

county courts of Lancashire, requesting his

consideration of the faot that in numerous

instances the memorialists had suffered great

loss owing to the appointment of irresponsible

persons as receivers of the estates of liquidating

debtors, who had applied snoh estates for their

own private purposes. The memorialists sub

mitted that in all cases where persons were

nominated for the office of receiver whose

positions were unknown to the Begistrar,

security Bhould be required. The learned

Judge, after reading the memorial and

hearing the deputation, said the matter was

one of great importance, and had already

received his serious consideration and that of

the Registrars of the Court; and, without

coming to any definite decision in the matter,

he expressed an opinion that in those cases

where the parties nominated were known

defaulters or of doubtful respectability they

ought not to be appointed, even though the

usual formalities were complied with ; and he

suggested that a copy of the memorial should

be forwarded to the Comptroller in Bankruptcy.

The Price of Mahogany.—At the last

meeting of the Guaraians of the City of London

Union, a question arose as to the present price

for mahogany. The subject was brought up

for discussion by Mr. Clarke moving the report

of the Bow Infirmary Committee, which recom

mended the purchase of 40 ft. of 1-inch Hon

duras mahogany at 10.1. per foot, and 10 ft. of

I -inch ditto at the same price, for the erection

of a bookcase for the assistant medical officer.

Mr. Bonnewell strongly objected to the outlay.

He bad received information respecting the

present price of mahogany, and had found that

the 1-inch mahogany could be purchased at 7d.

per foot, and the i-inch at 4d. He moved that

the mahogany be purchased at not more than

this amount. He felt confident that he ooold

supply the Board with any quantity at the price

he had quoted. The recommendation was,

however, ultimately agreed to. Mr. Bonnewell

wonld do well in fature to stick to his types and

presses, concerning which he may know more

than about mahogany. Let ns tell him that

there is a great difference between the different

qualities of this furniture wood, and that while

St. Domingo occasionally fetches as muoh as

Is. 6d. per foot, that from Surinam can be had

at so low a price as 2d. per foot. Perhaps this

latter hint may afford Mr. Bonnewell a text at

the next meeting of the Guardians.

Railway Parcels Rates.—The Great East

ern Railway Company have abolished all booking

fees on parcels and have revised their rates

for the carriage of good* by passenger train.

Where so many different distances are concerned

the result of new and uniform rates has in some

few instances resulted in a slight increase, but

the general effect of the revision is a great ad

vantage] to traders. For [instance, parcels of

seven pounds each between London and stations

situated within 20 miles thereof, or between any

two stations within that area, will be carried for

4d. instead of 6d., and parcels of 23 pounds at

8d. instead of lOd. Some similar action has

been taken by the French railway companies

running from Paris to Lyons and the Mediter

ranean, from Paris to Orleans, and by the West

ern, Northern, and Eastern Companies. The

new tariff is to be adopted in common for ootton,

linen, hemp, jute, and tow yarns, to or from

Modane, Marseilles, and other ports of the

South, the Belgitn frontier, and the principal

Channel ports. The quantity which is to consti

tute a waggon-load is raised from 5,000 kilos, to

7,000 kilos. The rate to or from Havre, Mar

seilles, Aries, Ciotat, Toulon, and Cette is

reduced from 59 f. to 49 f., including expenses of

loading and unloading, wharfage, and attending

to the Custom-house formalities.

Diamonds for the Million !—Somebody

has at last discovered the philosopher's stone,

or even an improvement upon it, sinoe that

was only intended to convert given substances

into gold, whereas the present invention goes a

step further, and professes nothing less than the

artificial production of genuine diamonds ! At a

meeting of the Glasgow Philosophical Society,

Mr. James M'Tear, of the St. Rollox Chemical

Works, made the announcement that he had dis

covered the way to produce diamonds. He said

he bad submitted the result of his experiments

to Professors Tyudall and Smyth, and other

scientific gentlemen in London, and they were

now in the hands of Mr. Maskelyne, of the

British Museum, as he was desirous of having

some competent opinion as to their correctness.

After having considered the matter from time to

time, for a period which dated back to about

1866, and after having made various abortive

experiments, he had at last succeeded in

obtaining crystalline forms of carbon. They

were perfectly pure and transparent, and had

all the refractive power of a diamond. They

had its crystalline form, resisted acids, alkalies

and the intense heat of the blowpipe. They

also scratched glass. The only other teat to

wbioh they could be put was whether they

would scratch a diamond, or whether a diamond

would scratch them. The refraotive index of

the crystal and the measurement of the angle

of the crystal had not yet been taken, but

would be very shortly. He would bring some

of the diamonds before them on a future occasion .

In the meantime, he was pledged to let the

Royal Society have the firat sight of them

There was no doubt in his mind, or in the minds

of the scientific gentlemen he had consulted,

that they were diamonds, but he had in the

meantime oalled them pure crystalline forms of

carbon. He had obtained them of the size of

one thirty. secondth of an inoh.

Bills of Exchange. — A paper on the

difference between English and foreign laws

regarding bills of exohange was read by Mr.

M. D. Chalmers last week, at a meeting of the

Institute of Bankers, held in the London Insti

tution, Kmsbury . circus ; Mr. R. Martin presided.

Mr. Chalmers made no attempt to catalogue

completely the points of difference between

English and foreign laws, but simply indicated

their nature and degree. England and the

United States, he said, were almost the only

countries where the law on negotiable instru

ments was not codified; consequently the law

elsewhere was much more certain and readily

ascertainable. Describing the English law he

advocated its codification, and suggested that

the Bankers' Institute should agitate for reform

in this direction. Comparing it with the French

Code de Commerce, which has been the model

of nearly all Continental codes, he concluded

that the English theory might be styled the

banking or ourrenoy theory, and the French the

mercantile theory. As a result English law

gave full play to accommodation paper, which

French law tried in every way to suppress. To

show how the two theories are worked out,

Mr. Chalmers traced their operations in detail.

Most foreign codes abolished days of grace, but in

England a bill nominally payablethirtydaysafter

date was really payable thirty-three days after.

This rule might mislead foreigners, and could do

no good to natives. In England and the United

States a bill of exchange might be accepted con

ditionally. In most Continental countries con

ditional acceptances were forbidden, but a

drawee was allowed to accept for part of a bill,

and he submitted that this rale was sounder than

ours. Having commented on several minor

differences between English and foreign laws, he

pointed to the German General Exohange Law

of 1849, adopted by all the German States, in

cluding Austria, as a proof that an international

code was not an impossibility. To make reform

easier, he suggested that the assimilation of our

law to that of Continental countries should begin

with bills drawn in this kingdom but payable

abroad. In the coarse of the subsequent discus

sion, it was agreed that days of grace might ad

vantageously be abolished here, that conditional

acceptances could not be dispensed with, and

that the restrictions of the French and other

foreign codes on accommodation paper wonld

not be beneficial in this kingdom. Votes of

thanks to Mr. Chalmers and the Chairman oloeed

the proceedings.

Manchester School of Art.—The annual

meeting and distribution of prizes to the

students of the Manchester School of Art took

plaoe last week at the Royal Institution. Mr.

F. W. Grafton presided, and Sir Coutts. Lindsay-

distributed the prizes. The committee in tbeir

report state that the May examinations in draw

ing were attended by 152 candidates, and the

results testify to the progress made by a large

number of pupils. With regard to the new

building, it is stated that the design adopted

was for a brick strnotnre, in whioh material it

would have cost about £10,000. As, however,

the treasurer, Mr. F. W. Grafton, thonght it

most desirable that the Btruotnre should be

worthy of the oity, and of its commanding

position, he strongly advocated the faoing of

the facades with stone, and to relieve the

Building Committee from the responsibility of

obtaining the fund required to meet the extra

coat , he has guaranteed the extra sum, upwards

of £2,000, required for the purpose. The Com

mittee regret that the Art Treasures Exhibition,

held last year with the hope of aiding the Build

ing Fund, had not the pecuniary result desired.

Instead of proving a means of augmenting the

Building Fund, the receipts did not even equal

the expenses, and a loss of £326. 15s. 9d. was

incurred. Mr. W. J. Muokley (the head master),

in his report, said that notwithstanding the

continuance of bad trade and the increase of

other institutions, similar in some respects to

theirs, no fewer than 420 students have entered

the classes daring the year. Last April 3,355

works were forwarded to London for examina

tion. The prizes, Ac, obtained by the sohool

from South Kensington were as follow:—One

bronze medal, four Queen's prizes, and thirty-

four third. grade prizes. At the third-grade

advanced examination one student was success

ful ; one student also took the third-grade Art

master's certificate. At the second-grade

examination, held in May, ninety-eight papers

were successful, thirty-three obtained prizes,

and sixty.five " passed." The school had not

received either gold or silver medals this year ;

but the second and third. grade prizes that

had been obtained were nearly double the

amount gained last year. The payment on the

results of the work done is also muoh increased

this year. Sir Coutts-Lindsay next distributed

the prizes, after whioh he delivered an address

on Art studies, an abstraot of which will be

found in another column.

HaHfaT Drapers' Association.—The an

nnal dinner of the above association was held

last week, and was well attended. Mr. J. F.

Coe, the president, occupied the chair and Mr.

Councillor B. Wood the vice-chair. After dinner

Mr. Councillor Binns read the sixteenth report,

which stated that the society had gradually
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developed into a veritable chamber of tradesmen,

and that only ten survived ont of the thirty-six

members who started the society. The report

also referred to the andden death of the oldest

draper in the town, Mr. John Walker, who used

to boast that he had stood behind the same

mahogany for 64 years. It next mentioned that

the Plate- Glass Mutual Insurance Society, which

this association was instrumental in establishing,

had proved daring the eight years of its ex

istence a thorough succesB, having now 289 mem

bers. Xot only have all breakages been made

good, which has absorbed a sum of £300, but

this organisation has also proved a earing to the

tradesmen of the town of over £500, part of

which is invested or has been returned in bonus.

The Drapers' Assosiation has now forty-two

members, being three more than last year, and

the balance in hand is £13. 8s. 6d. After the

reading of the report the nsual loyal and other

toasts were submitted and duly honoured, and

the evening was enlivened with numerous songs

and recitations.

The Electric Light for Domestic Use.—

Onoe more it is stated that the difficulty of

applying the electric light to the illumination

of private houses has been solved. Mr. Edison

claims to have discovered an effeotive, oheap

electric light, whioh he avers to be a complete

substitute for gas for household use. After

fifteen months' experimenting he accidentally

discovered that burnt paper is the best sub

stance to use, and he therefore abandoned

platinum, devoting himself to perfecting this

lamp. He outs from cardboard a narrow strip,

shaped like an elongated miniature horseshoe,

the strip being two inohes long and one-

eighth of an inoh wide. This is placed

in a wrought-iron mould, whioh is heated

slowly to a white heat, driving off all

volatile portions of the paper, which is then

gradually cooled. The charred remains of the

horseshoe are taken carefully out, and are

placed upright in a little glass globe, the wires

of the generating machine being attaohed at the

ends of the horseshoe. The air being exhausted

from the globe, it is sealed, completing a lamp

oosting about one shilling. This, Mr. Edison

claims, will produce a bright, mellow light, with

out flickering or pulsations. He has also

invented a generator and regulator—his claim

being that he has entirely solved the problem.

Another shook would thus seem to be in store

for our gas companies.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL,

TIMBER, VENEER,

AND

FANCY WOOD MERCHANTS.

Offioe: 120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

BRIDGE WHARF,

35, WHARF ROAD, CITY ROAD, N.,

And BRITANNIA WHARF, EAGLE WHARF

ROAD, N.

The most extensive Stock of every kind of Wood

in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for

immediate use.

T. BRAWN & CO., Ornamental Metal Workers,

and oas fitting manufacturers.

64, Clkment Street, Birmingham.

Artists in Decorative Repousse and Manufacturers of
Architectural Metal WorV.

Choir Screens,
Altar Rails,
Altar Desks,
Lecterns,
Choir Railings,
Pulpits,
Font Covers,
Grilles,

Gates and Rail
ings,

Hinges,
Iiatohes and

Handles,
Finials,

Vanes,
Casements,
Altar Candle

sticks,
Altar Crosses,
Pulpit Lights,
Coronee,
Chai>l(;iiers,

Standards,
Candelabra,
Grates,
Fenders,
Fire Irons,
Fire Dogs,
Memorials,
Monumental

Brasses,
Alms Dishes,
Sconces,
Communion

Services,
And Bomentic Ornamental Metal Work of ail detcriptiont.
THOS. BRAWN and CO. work from Architects' designs,

or prepare special designs for all classes of Metal Work
to order. They particularly desire to draw the attention
of the Architectural profession, and all artists, to their
superior Repousse1 Work, which is highly decorative, and
suitable for the internal fittings of buildings in all styles
of Architecture. RbT^BLlSHSD 23 Ysars.

 

BOOTH & FOX,

HOESEHAIB MEBCHAUTS

AND

MANUFACTURERS OF CURLED HAIR,

IMPORTERS OF BED-FEATHERS,

AND

PURIFIERS.

B. & P. warrant all their Feathers to be THOBOTJGHLY PTJBIFIED AND FBEE FBOM DUST.

ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF REAL DOWN QUILTS AND DOWN CLOTHING

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

MAITTJPAOTOH/Y" AT CORK.

WAREHOUSES :—

81, HATT0N GARDEN, LONDON; MARK LANE, MANCHESTER;

34, ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.

LIBEBAL TEBMS TO SHIPPEES.

M. F. C.TURPIN, 22, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.

 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST AND CHEAPEST

PARQUET FLOORINGS.

150,000 Jl. tuper. in Stock ready for Laying.

RIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,

Is. per foot super,

(grooved and tongned).

Immense Stock always ready

for Laying.

 

WOOD CARVINGS.

STYLES EXECUTED FOE THE

TRADE AT SPECIAL BATES.

Skilled xlrtisans sent to

all parts of the country.

ARTISTIC JOINERY.

Estimates and Designs on

Application.

 

ijjjjjj PARQUET (Tubpin's Patent), 5-16 inoh Thick, prepared on three doal baok laminations, V/5

equal in wear to inoh eolid Parquet. Uised for veneering old eristic? deal floors, and is susceptible of

removal at pleasure. See Construction.

Ornamental

Parquet.

v Deal Backing.
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